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TO THE HONORABLE

THOMAS H. PERKINS.

Sir,

It has long been my intention to ask your permission to

dedicate some one of my works on Commercial Law to you

;

and I know of no one which could be more appropriate for

such a purpose than these Commentaries on the Law of

'

Promissory Notes. Highly as I prize your personal friendship

and private character, I should be sorry to have this dedication

deemed a mere acknowledgment, on my part, of their intrinsic

worth. I rather desire that it should be deemed a tribute of

respect to your public character, to your noble charities, and

to your steadfast and elevated principles of action. You justly

stand at the head of our commercial community ; and you have

achieved this enviable distinction by a life of successful enter-

prise, in which one knows not which most to praise, the skill,

and intelligence, and integrity which have deserved that suc-

cess, or the liberal spirit and unostentatious . hospitality which

have constantly been its accompaniments. I trust that you

have many years yet left to enjoy the satisfactions and pleasures

of such a life, admitting of such a retrospect. No one beyond

the circle of your immediate family cherishes that hope with

more earnestness than myself, being.

With the highest respect, most truly

Your obliged servant,

JOSEPH STORY.
Cambridge, June, 1845.





PEEFACE
TO THE SEVENTH EDITION.

The text contained in this edition is taken from the second

edition, which was published in 1847, two years after the

author's death, and which was a reprint of the first edition,

with the manuscript notes which he had left. The additions

that were afterwards made to the text are omitted in the

present edition, but have been used as materials for the notes.

The notes added since the second edition have in some cases

been condensed or rewritten. In a few instances, extracts

from judgments, which were originally inserted by the author

in the notes, have been omitted where the cases in which

they were delivered have since been overruled or disapproved

;

these omissions are mentioned where they occur. The space

obtained by means of this condensation and omission has been

sufficient to prevent any substantial increase of the size of the

volume. The notes of the editor of this edition are generally

enclosed between brackets [ J, except where they consist,

merely of references to cases. The number of additional

cases referred to is about two thousand.

Boston, July, 1878.





PREFACE.

In pursuance of the plan which was announced in the Preface

to my work on Bills of Exchange, the present treatise on Pro-

missory Notes is now presented to the public. In the prepara-

tion of it, I have been fully convinced of the great utility and

importance, in a professional as well as practical view, of

separating the doctrines respecting bills of exchange from

those which belong to promissory notes. Many of the topics

which are necessary to be examined and discussed are, indeed,

common to both subjects, and might therefore seem fit to be

brought together in a single treatise ; but upon a closer survey

it will be found that there are many peculiar doctrines and

principles belonging to each, and many diversities in the appli-

cation of those doctrines and principles to the business and

exigencies of commercial life. The formulary, in which many

of the propositions, common to each, are to be laid down,

rarely admits of being enunciated precisely in the same words,

or with the same legal eflfect ; and not unfreqnently the propo-

sitions themselves are required to be stated and illustrated

with qualifications and limitations in respect to the one, which

are either incorrect or defective in respect to the other. The

obligations of the drawer of a bill, and those of the maker of

a note, are exceedingly different in their nature and extent

;

and although it is often said that the maker of a note stands

in the same predicament as the acceptor of a bill, and that the

indorser of a note stands in the same character as the drawer

of a bill, yet these propositions are to be received sub modo,
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and with various qualifications. They rather establish a general

analogy between them, than an absolute identity of legal posi-

tion and obligation. The acceptor of a bill is always presumed

to warrant the genuineness of the signature of the 'drawer ; but

the maker of a note does not warrant the genuineness of the

signature of any of the indorsers thereon. The drawer of a

bill is never supposed to warrant the genuineness of the signa-

ture of any of the indorsers, nay, not of the payee. On the

other hand, the indorser of a note warrants the genuineness of

the signatures of all the antecedent parties on the note ; but it

is in the more minute details and ramification of the doctrines

applicable to each, that we chiefly perceive the importance, nay,

the necessity, of distinguishing carefully between them. The

subject of protest and damages, in cases of bills of exchange,

finds no place in the consideration of promissory notes ; and

even the subject of notice, which is common to both, may be

despatched in a few pages in cases of bills of exchange, but is

susceptible of almost endless varieties of detail in cases of

promissory notes. In the French and foreign law, the subject

of bills of exchange is commonly discussed at great length, and

generally is extended through a bulljy volume; while the sub-

ject of promissory notes is condensed into a few pages, at once

meagre and unsatisfactory. The Commercial Code of France

embraces seventy-six articles on the subject of bills of ex-

change ; but it treats of promissory notes in two brief and

vague articles only. How different is this in the law of Eng-

land. The works of the most distinguished authors of England

treat of bills of exchange in a comparatively concise and ge-

neral way, while promissory notes occupy a large space, and are

followed out into the most minute practical results. It may be

affirmed, with some confidence, that, in the courts of justice in

England, for every single suit litigated upon a bill of exchange,

twenty will probably be found upon promissory notes,— so vast

is the circulation, and so extensive and complicated are the

transactions growing out of the latter, which require almost a

daily modification of the law to adapt it to the new exigencies
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of business. Hence it is, that Westminster Hall has, during

the last century, become the great repository of the law on this

subject; and the decisions there made have acquired a com-

manding influence and interest throughout the commercial

world.

In no one branch of the law is mor^ fulness in the statement

and exposition of principles required than in that of promissory

notes. I have endeavored, therefore, to bring within the text

all the leading principles, with such illustrations as might

serve to explain and confirm -them. In the notes, many of the

authorities will be found collected, with such auxiliary com-

ments, and citations from the opinions of learned judges and

jurists, as might give more free and ample information than the

text could properly supply. I have borrowed largely from the

able writers who have preceded me, and have also borrowed

some materials from my own former works upon kindred sub-

jects. The latter course was indispensable in order to make

the present work, as is its design, entirely independent in its

structure and completeness from them. Upon a close examina-

tion, however, the learned reader will find that few passages

have been introduced into the text which did not require some

alterations to adapt them to the purposes of the present Com-

mentaries ; and they have never been introduced for the mere

purpose of display or of swelling the volume.

The subjects of the Guaranties of Notes and of Checks have

been added, as becoming daily of more use and significance in

commercial dealings. The latter is treated briefly, as, indeed,

few doctrines of a peculiar nature belong to it. The former

has been discussed more at large ; and' the materials thereof

are mainly drawn from American jurisprudence, since in Eng-

land the contract of guaranty, as applied to notes, has not as

yet furnished many occasions for litigation or decision.

I cannot better conclude this preface than by a quotation

from the Commentaries of my venerable friend, Mr. Chancellor

Kent, himself at once a fine model of the judicial character,

and an illustrious example of what genius, and learning, and
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devotion to all the branches of jurisprudence can accomplish.

" The law concerning negotiable paper," says he, " has at length

become a science, which can be studied with infinite advantage

in the various codes, treatises, and judicial decisions ; for in

them every possible view of the doctrine, in all its branches,

has been considered, its rules established, and its limitations

accurately defined."

Cambridge, near Boston,

June, 1845.
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2 PROMISSORY NOTES, [SS. 1, 2.

1. Definition.— A promissory note may be defined to be a

written engagement by one person to pay another person,

therein named, absolutely and unconditionally, a certain sum of

money at a time specified therein.^ The definition given by

Mr. Justice Blackstone is, that promissory notes, or notes of

hand, are a plain and direct engagement in writing to pay a

sum specified at a time limited therein, to a person therein

named, or sometimes to his order, or often to the bearer at

large.^ Perhaps this definition may be thought faulty in not

stating that the engagement is to be absolute and unconditional.

Mr. Justice Bayley more succinctly states that a promissory

note is a written promise for the payment of money at all

events.^ Mr. Cliancellor Kent follows the definition of Mr.

Justice Bayley ; * and, perhaps, each is open to the objection,

that, while it seeks brevity, it is incomplete, as it does not state

that the promise is made by one person to pay the money to

another person specified.^

2. Foreign Promissory Notes.— The definitions of a promis-

sory note, to be found in the foreign law, do not essentially

* See Thomson on Bills, p. 1, to pay to A. B., or order (or to the

=2 2 Bl. Com. 467; Kyd on Bills, orderof A. B.), one thousand dollars,

p. 18 (3rd ed.) follows the definition of in days after date (or on demand,

Blackstone ; and Chitty, in substance, &c.)." Signed, C. D. The common
adopts it. Chitty on Bills, 548 (8th form in France, according to Nou-

ed.). See Thomson on Bills, p. 1. guier, is: " Au dix Noverabre pro-

' Bayley on Bills, p. 1 ; Sm. chain (ou k toute autre ech^ance) je

Merc. Law, 184 (3rd ed.). paierai k M. Jacques, ou k son ordre,

* 3 Kent Com. 74. la somme de mille francs, valeur regue

' See Brown v. Gilman, 13 Mass. comptant (oude toute autre mani^re).

158. The usual form of a promissory Paris, ce (la date) 18— . Paul. [B.

note in England, according to Mr. P. f. 1000."] Nouguier, des Lettres

Chitty, is: " £50 (or the other proper deChange, liv. 4, s. 1, p. 497. Terms
sum). London (or other place), 1st substantially the same are given in

of January, 1832 (or the other proper Dupuy de la Serra, des Lettres de

date). Two months after date (or Change, e. 19, pp. 192, 193 (edit,

on demand, or at any other specified 1789) ; Savary, Parfait Negociant,

time), I promise to pay to Mr. A. B., pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 10, pp. 244, 245. A
ororder, fifty pounds, value received." place of payment is often mentioned

Signed, C. D. Chitty on Bills, c. 12, in promissory notes, as, for exam-

p. 548 (8th ed.). The common form pie, it is made payable at a particu-

in America is :
" Boston, January 1, lar place, or at a particular bank or

1844. For value received, I promiae banker's.
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differ (as might reasonably be supposed) from that in the

common law.^ Promissory notes are, however, distinguished

into various classes in France, the principal of which are notes

not negotiable, called les billets simples, and those which are

negotiable, which are called les billets d ordre, or billets au por^

teur? The former are treated as mere acknowledgments of a

debt, with a promise to pay it, answering very nearly to our

due bill, and they do not carry with them the ordinary privi-

leges annexed to negotiable notes.* Still, however, les billets

simples are assignable.* Heineccius designates a promissory

note by the name of ohirographum (borrowing the word from

the Roman Law), or cambium proprium; as to which he says :

" Quum itaque in cambio proprio duse tantum personse inter se,

debitor et creditor, contrahant, necesse est, ut uterque duarum

personarum vicem sustineat, adeoque debitor se simul ti'assan-

tem, simul acceptantem ; creditor vero simul remittentem,

simul praesentantem esse fingat." ^ He manifestly here refers

to a negotiable promissory note ; for he immediately adds

:

" Quamvis ergo ejus modi litterse cambiales vere sint chirogra-

pha, cambiorum schemate induta: tamen ideo permagni mo-

menti sunt, quod (1) uti alia cambia possunt indossari, (2)

facillime prsescribuntur, et (3) non sequuta solutione locus est

processui et exsequutioni cambiali."^

3. Negotiability.— Parties.— Although a promissory note is,

in contemplation of law, entitled to all the privileges belonging

to such a'n instrument by the commercial law, as well as by the

common law, without being negotiable,' yet it is the latter quality

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 216. Code de Commerce, art. 138, 637,

^ Merlin, Repertoire, Billets, s. 1 638.

(ed. 1825) ; Id. Ordre, Billets a,s.l; » Ibid.

Savary, Le Parfait Ndgociant, torn. * Story on Bills, :*. 19; post, s. 15.

1, p. 888; Pothier, de Change, n. 216 ^ Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 2.

-218; Pardessus, Droit Commercial, ^ Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 3.

tom. 2, art. 343, 477, 478 ; Chitty on ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, pp.

Bills, c. 5, p. 181 (8thed.); Jousse, 33, 34, and note 73 (5th ed.);

sur rOrd. de 1673, tit. 5, p. 126

;

Chitty on Bills, u. 6, p. 180 (8th ed.)

;

Savary, Le Parfait N^gociant, tom. Id. c. 12, p. 557 ; Smith v. Kendall,

1, pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 7, pp. 195, 196, 6 T. R. 123 ; Rex v. Box, 6 Taunt.

200, 201 ; Nouguier, des Lettres de 325; Burchell v. Slocock, 2 Ld.

Change, tom. 1, liv. 4, s. 1, pp. Raym. 1545; Downing v. Backen-

492, 493, 496, 498; Id., s. 2, p. 613; stoes, 3 Caines, 137; Goshen Turn-
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which gives it its principal importance and value in modern

times, and makes it a circulating credit, so extensively useful

and so generally resorted to in the commerce of the world. Pro-

missory notes are now generally made negotiable, by being stated

therein to be payable to A. or order, or to the order of A. or to

A. or bearer, or to the bearer generally .^ Perhaps the silent

but steady progress in England, from the simple use of the non-

negotiable notes, before the reign of Queen Anne, to the present

almost universal negotiability of such instruments in our day,

cannot be better expressed than by referring to the language of

Blackstone above cited, where he adverts to the fact that promis-

sory notes are payable " to a person therein named," and then

pike Co. V. Hurtin, 9 Johns. 217;

Dutchess Cotton Manufactory v. Da-

vis, 14 Johns. 238 ; Moore ». Paine,

Ca. temp. Hard. 288 ; Townsend v.

Derby, 3 Met. 863; Wells v. Brig-

ham, 6 Gush. 6 ; Sibley v. Phelps,

6 Cush. 172; Kendall v. Galvin, 15

Me. 131; Arnold v. Sprague, 34 Vt.

402 ; Coursin v. Ledlie, 31 Penn.

St. 606; Mitchell v. Rome Railroad

Co., 17 Ga. 674. Yet it remained a

doubt, down to the time of the de-

cision in Smith v. Kendall, 6 T. R.

123, whether a promissory note, not

negotiable, was within the Statute of

3 & 4 Anne, c. 9. Lord Kenyon

there said : "If this were res integra,

and there were no decision upon the

subject, there would be a great deal

of weight in the defendant's objection

;

but it was decided in a case in Lord
Raymond, on demurrer, that a note

payable to B., without adding ' or to

his order,' or ' to bearer,' was a legal

note within the act of Parliament. It

is also said in Marius, that a note

may be made payable either to A. or

bearer, A. or order, or to A. only.

In addition to these authorities, I

have made inquiries among different

merchants respecting the practice in

allowing the three days' grace, the

result of which is, that the Bank of

England and the merchants in London

allow the three days' grace on notes

like the present. The opinion of mer-

chants, indeed, would not govern this

court in a question of law, but I am
glad to find that the practice of the

commercial world coincides with the

decision of a court of law. Therefore,

I think that it would be dangerous

now to shake that practice, which is

warranted by a solemn decision of

this court, by any speculative reason-

ing upon the subject." I have not,

after some research, been able to find

the passage referred to bj' his lord-

ship in Marius. Perhaps he referred

to Marius, p. 14 or p. 34. See also

Com. Dig., Merchant, F. 16. It is

held to be the law in Connecticut,

that a promissory note not negotiable,

and not expressed on its face to be

for value received, does not imply a

consideration. Edgerton v. Edger-

ton, 8 Conn. 6 ; Bristol v. Warner,

19 Conn. p. 17. But a negotiable

note imports a consideration, though

none is expressed, and though the

note has not been negotiated. Bris-

tol V. Warner, 19 Conn. 7.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 181 (8th

ed.) ; Id. c. 6, p. 219.
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cautiously adds, " or sometimes to his own order, or ofteue'r to

the bearer." ^ The reverse language might be far more justly

used in the present day ; and it might be correctly stated that

promissory notes are now generally negotiable by being pay-

able to order, or to the bearer ; and that they are rarely limited

to be payable only to a particular person named therein. We
may add, in this connection, that the person who makes the

note is called the maker, and the person to whom it is payable

is called the payee ; and when it is negotiable by indorsement,

and is indorsed by the payee, he is called the indorser, and the

person to wliom the interest is transferred by the indorsement

is called the indorsee. ^ Every indorsee is of course deemed

the holder, and so is every person who, by a transfer of a note

payable to the bearer, becomes entitled thereto.^ The Scottish

1 2 Bl. Com. 467.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 12, p. 548

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, u. 1, a. 1,

p. i (5th ed.).

' [The holder of a promissory note

is the person that has the legal title

to it ; every payee and indorsee, and,

in the case of a note payable to bearer,

every bearer, is the holder, until he

has transferred the legal title to an-

other. A note payable to one or or-

der becomes in effect, when indorsed,

a note payable to bearer. Peacock v.

Rhodes, 2 Doug. 633. To constitute

any one the holder, the note must be

in his possession^ actual or construc-

tive, and it must have been delivered

to him with the intention of making

him the legal owner. Possession by

an agent or trustee is sufficient. Ly-

saght V. Bryant, 9 C. B. 46; Stones

V. Butt, 2 C. & M. 416 ; Jenkins v.

Tongue, 29 L. J., Ex. 147; Ancona

V. Marks, 7 H. & N. 686; Rich-

ardson V. Lincoln, 5 Met. 201 ; Fox
V. Billiard, 85 Miss. 160. And he

may have the legal title although the

beneficial interest and the right to

control his disposition of the note

and its proceeds may be in another.

But if the owner of a note deliver it

to any one for a particular purpose,

such as to get it discounted for him,

or to deliver to another on account

of a debt due to him, or upon a con-

dition that is not complied with, this

does not constitute the person that

receives it the holder, because there

is no intention of making him the

legal owner, and he therefore cannot

maintain an action on it. Lloyd v.

Howard, 16 Q. B. 995; Adams ».

Jones, 12 A. & E. 455; 4 P. & D.

174 ; Nutter v. Stover, 48 Me. 163
;

Marston v. Allen, 8 M. & W. 494;

Bell V. Lord Ingestre, 12 Q. B. 317.

In Machell v. Kinnear, 1 Stark. 499,

the defendant was indebted to the

estate of an insolvent named Holder,

and delivered to the firm of Lang-

ton & Co. on account of the estate

a bill indorsed by him in blank; an

action on the bill was brought by the

three trustees of the estate ; one of

them was not a member of the firm

of Langton & Co., the others were

two of the partners. Lord Ellen-

borough said that the evidence, as
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law seems precisely coincident with the English law as to pro-

missory notes, except so far as respects the remedial process

it stood, proved the interest in the

bill to be in Langton & Co., that it

would have been sufficient to prove

that they consented to appropriate it

to the three plaintiffs as trustees, but

that without some evidence of this

kind the right to sue still remained

in Langton & Co. ; and the plaintiffs

were nonsuited. The owner of a

note payable to order or to bearer

may constitute any other person the

holder for the purpose of suing on it,

and the latter may sue, although the

former retains the beneficial interest

and ownership. Any one that has

the possession of such a note payable

to bearer, or indorsed in blank, may,

T^ith the consent of the beneficial

owner, bring an action on it, and in

such case he is regarded as the holder.

Law V. Parnell, 7 C. B., N. S. 282

;

Jenkins o. Tongue, 29 L. J., Ex.

147; Aneona ». Marks, 7 H. & N.

686; Beekman ». Wilson, 9 Met. 434

;

Whitten v. Hayden, 9 Allen, 408;

"Wheeler v. Johnson, 97 Mass. 39;

Gage V. Kendall, 15 Wend. 640;

Guernsey v. Burns, 25 Wend. 411;

Golder V. Foss, 43 Me. 364 ; Demuth
V. Cutler, 50 Me. 298; Bank of Ame-
rica V. Senior, 11 R. I. 376; Austin

V. Birchard, 31 Vt. 589; Pearee v.

Austin, 4 Wharton, 489; White-

ford V. Burckmyer, 1 Gill, 127, 145

;

O'Brien v. Sauls, 2 Rich. (S. C.) 332

;

Fox V. Hilliard, 35 Miss. 160 ; Hovey
V. Sebring, 24 Mich. 232. The prin-

ciple upon which this is done is il-

lustrated by Aneona v. Marks, 7 H.

& N. 686 ; the holder of some notes

made by the defendant took them to

an attorney and asked him to find a

client who would lend his name in an

action upon them ; the attorney said

he would use the plaintiff's name;

the holder then indorsed the notes

and gave them to the attorney, who

received them for the plaintiff and

blought an action in his name; the

plaintiff had no knowledge that his

name was used in the action until

after it was brought, but when he

heard of it, he was willing it should

go on. It was objected that when

the action was brought the plaintiff

was not the holder and had no inter-

est in or possession of the notes, and

therefore could not maintain the ac-

tion. But it was held that, although

the mere consent by a person that

a note may be sued in his name will

not, without some sort of possession,

make him the holder, yet as the at-

torney received the notes for the plain-

tiff, the action would have been well

brought if the plaintiff had previously

assented to it ; and though the previ-

ous authority was wanting, it was sup-

plied by the subsequent ratification.

In Emmett ». Tottenham, 8 Ex. 884,

22 L. J., Ex. 281, the owner of a bill

indorsed in blank, being unwilling

that his name should appear in an

action on it, requested the plaintiff to

bring the action, and he consented;

the owner kept the bill, but after the

action was brought, it was given to

the plaintiff and was produced at the

trial. The court held that the plain-

tiff had no interest in or possession

of the bill, and therefore was not the

holder, and could not maintain the

action ; it was argued that the plain-

tiff had constructive possession by his

agent, but the court said that the

owner was not the plaintiff's agent,

the evidence being that the plaintiff

was the owner's agent. A much
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thereon ; there being some peculiar privileges annexed thereto

in Scotland.^

broader rule has been laid down in

some American cases, and it has been

held that the owner of a note indorsed

in blank may bring the action in the

name of another person -who has so

possession of the note and has not

consented to the action, if he after-

wards gives his consent, and so ratifies

what has been done. Golder v. Foss,

43 Me. 364; Austin v. BIrthard, 31

Vt. 589. In Gage v. Kendall, 15

Wend. 640, the defendant was not

allowed to show that the plaintiff was

not the holder, and that the action

was brought without his knowledge

or consent; the court said that the

defendant could have no concern with

that question. In Austin v. Birchard,

31 Vt. 589, the action was brought in

the name of the plaintiff and with his

consent by the holder of some notes

indorsed in blank, but the plaintiff

did not have possession of them.

The court said that it was unquestion-

able that an action upon a note pay-

able to bearer could be maintained in

the name of a person having no in-

terest in it, if it be delivered to him

before action, because by a delivery

the title passes, but that the delivery

was only a matter of form, and there-

fore an action could be maintained

without a delivery. It would seem

more plausible, even if not more

sound, to say that, where the holder

of a note brings an action in the name

of another without giving him the

possession, he holds the note in the

same capacity as he brings the action,

that of the plaintiff's agent ; this was

urged by counsel, but disapproved by

the court, in Emmett v. Tottenham,

8 Ex. 884; 22 L. J., Ex. 281, men-

tioned above. See Lysaght v. Bry-

ant, 9 C. B.46. An indorsement for

collection transfers the legal title to

the note, and the indorsee can sue in

his own name. King u. Fleece, 7

Heisk. (Tenn.) 273. But the con-

trary is the law in Illinois. Best v.

isTokomis National Bank, 76 111. 608.

And in Minnesota, in consequence of

a statute (Gen. Stats, c. 66, s. 26)

providing that " every action shall

be prosecuted in the name of the real

party in interest," an action cannot

be maintained in the name of the

indoi'see of a note indorsed to "A.
B. or order for collection." Rock
County Bank v. Hollister, 21 Minn.

885 ; Third National Bank v. Clark,

23 Minn. 263.

The possession of the note at the

trial is prima facie evidence of the

plaintiff's ownership. King v. Mil-

som, 2 Camp. 5 ; Waynam v. Bend,

1 Camp. 175; Collins v. Gilbert, 4

Otto, 753 ; Pettee v. Prout, 3 iGray,

502 ; Way v. Richardson, 3 Gray,

412; Bedell v. Carll, 33 N. Y. 681;

Dean v. Hewit, 5 Wend. 257 ; Mauran

V. Lamb, 7 Cow. 174; Southwick v.

Ely, 15 N. H. 541 ; Pearce v. Aus-

tin, 4 Wharton, 489 ; Whiteford v.

Burekmyer, 1 Gill, 127, 145 ; O'Brien

V. Sauls, 2 Rich. (S. C.) 332 ; Palmer

V. Nassau Bank, 78 111. 380 ; Jewett

V. Cook, 81 111. 260; King v. Fleece,

7 Heisk. (Tenn.) 273; Burson v.

Huntington, 21 Mich. 415 ; Hovey v.

Sebring, 24 Mich. 232.

If a person by an arrangement

1 1 Bell Comm., bk. 3, c. 2, s. 5, pp.

(ed. 1865), p. 3.

5, 387 (5th ed.) ; Thomson on Bills
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4. Besemilance to Bills of JExchange.—lt seems scarcely

necessary to point out the distinction between bills of exchange

and promissory notes in their general structure and character.

In a bill of exchange, there are ordinarily three original parties,

the drawer, the payee, and the drawee, who, after acceptance,

becomes the acceptor. In a promissory note, there are but two

original parties, the maker and the payee. In a bill of ex-

change, the acceptor is the primary debtor, in the contempla-

tion of law, to the payee ; and the drawer is but collaterally

liable. In a promissory note, the maker is, in contemplation of

law, the primary debtor. If a note be negotiable, and is in-

dorsed by the payee, then there occurs a striking resemblance

in the relations of the parties upon both instruments, although

they are not in all respects identical.^ The indorser of a note

stands in the same relation to the subsequent parties as the

drawer of a bill, and the maker of the note is under the same

liabilities as the acceptor of a brll.^

6. Origin of Notes. — The origin of promissory notes is quite

as obscure as that of bills of exchange. There is no doubt that

promissory notes in writing (^chirographa) were well known and

in use among the Romans. Of this, we have an instance in the

Digest. " Ab Aulo Augerio Gains Seius mutuam quandam

quantitatem accepit hoc chirographo : lUe scripsit, me accepisse,

et accepi ab illo mutuos et numerates decern : quos ei reddam

kalendis illis proximis cum suis usuris placitis inter nos : Quaero,

an ex eo instrumento usurse peti possint, et quae ? Modestinus

respondit, si non appareat de quibus usuris conventio facta sit,

peti eas non posse." ^ But this instrument never seems to have

with the maker and indorser of a note till it was paid, he can sue the maker

purchase it in their behalf, he does and indorsers upon the note. Horton

not become the indorsee or holder, v. Manning, 37 Tex. 23.]

and he cannot collect it of them, al- i Post, ss. 379, 380, 387.

though he advance the money for its ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 266

purchase ; his claim against them (8th ed.) ; Buller v. Crips, 6 Mod.
would be for the money advanced 29, 30 ; Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 3,

'

on their account. Podge «. Brown, p. 169 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 1, s. 15,

113 Mass. 323. See also Davis v. p. 42 ; Heylyn v. Adamson, 2 Burr.

Morgan, 64 N. C. 570. But if he 669, 676.

purchases the note under an agree- ' Dig., lib. 22, tit. 1, 1. 41, s. 2;

ment with the maker, by which he Dig., lib. 2, tit. 14, 1. 47, s. 2.

was to take up the note and bold it
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been known as a negotiable instrument among tbe Romans, or

as a general medium used in purchases and sales, with that

superadded quality ; but its negotiability seems to be exclusively

the invention of modern times. Probably the origin of negoti-

able promissory notes is somewhat later than that of bills of

exchange, and grew out of the same general causes as the

latter, viz., to facilitate the operations of commerce, and to

extend the negotiability of debts. Mr. Kyd's remarks on this

subject seem at once well founded and satisfactory, at least as

conjectures. " As commerce," says he, " advanced in its pro-

gress, the multiplicity of its concerns required, in many in-

stances, a less complicated mode of payment than by bills of

exchange. A trader, whose situation and circumstances ren-

dered credit from the merchant or manufacturer, who supplied

him with goods, absolutely necessary, might have so limited a

connection with the commercial world at large that lie could not

easily furnish his creditor with a bill of exchange on another

man. But his own responsibility might be such, that his simple

promise of payment, reduced to writing for the purpose of

evidence, might be accepted with equal confidence as a bill on

another trader. Hence, it may reasonably be conjectured,

promissory notes were at first introduced." ^

6. Common Law and Statute. — Undoubtedly, negotiable

promissory notes were well known upon tlie continent of

Europe, long before their introduction into England.^ They

1 Kyd on Bills, p. 18 (3rd ed.). chants adventurers at Amsterdam,

I have made some researches into Middleborough, Hamborough, and

other works to ascertain the origin of other places." See also Malynes,

promissory notes, but have not been Lex Merc, c. 12, pp. 72, 73 (ed.

successful. The subject is merely 1636) ; Id. c. 13, pp. 74, 75.

incidentally touched, under the head Malynes adds, that this laudable cus-

of Exchange, in Anderson's History torn is not practised or established in

of Commerce (vol. 1, pp. 221, 266, England. See also Scaccia, Tract.

360, 541, 557, Dublin ed. 1790) ; and de Coram., s. 1, quest. 2, pp. 150-

in the Encyelopsedia Britannica, art. 154; Id. s. 1, quest. 6, p. 194.

Exchange; and in Malynes, Lex " Malynes, Lex Merc, c. 11, p.

Merc, c 11, s. 6, p. 71 (ed. 1636). 71 (ed. 1636) ; Id. c. 12, p. 72; Id.

Malynes here speaks of promissory c. 13, pp. 74, 75. See Nouguier,

notes, called bills of debt, or bills des Lettres de Change, torn. 1, pp.

obligatory, which were negotiable, as 279-285, 296.

being " altogether used by the mer-
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were, probably, first brought into use in England about the

middle of the 17th century, although Lord Holt has been

thought to assign to them a somewhat later origin.^ They

seem at first to have been called bills of debt, or bills of credit,

indifferently.^ Indeed, as Lord Mansfield has observed, there

seems much confusion in the reports in the times of King

William and Queen Anne, so that it is difficult, without con-

sulting the records, to ascertain whether the action arose upon

a bill or note, as the words " bill " and " note " were used pro-

miscuously.^ There was a long struggle in Westminster Hall,

as to the question whether promissory notes were negotiable or

not at the common law; for there could be no doubt that they

were by the law merchant, at least as recognized upon the con-

tinent of Europe. Lord Holt most strenuously, and with a

pride of opinion not altogether reconcilable with his sound

sense and generally comprehensive views, maintained the nega-

tive.* The controversy was finally ended by the statute of 3 &

757; 1 Salk. 129; Buller v. Crips,

6 Mod. 29. The history of this

struggle, as well as the conflicting

adjudications, are fully stated in the

appendix to Judge Crauch's Reports,

note A, p. 367, and especially pp.

380-418 ; Brown v. Plarraden, 4 T.

R. 148; Chitty on Bills, c. 12, pp.
548-650 (8th ed.).

[In Goodwin v. Robarts, L. R. 10

Ex. 337 (Ex. Ch.), Cockburn, C. J.,

after giving the history of promis-

sory notes down to the case of Wil-

liams V. Williams, Garth. 269, in

1693, said (p. 349): "Thus far the

practice of merchants, traders, and
others, of treating promissory notes,

whether payable to order or bearer,

on the same footing as bills of ex-

change, had received the sanction of
the courts ; but Holt having become
Chief Justice, a somewhat unseemly
conflict arose between him and the

merchants as to the negotiability of
promissory notes, whether payable to

order or to bearer, the Chief Justice

' Buller V. Crips, 6 Mod. 29
;

Malynes, Lex Merc, c. 11, p. 71,

c. 12, p. 72 (ed. 1636). There is a

very learned note by Mr. Chief Jus-

tice Cranch, in the appendix to the

first volume of his reports, in which

he has traced the history of promis-

sory notes and inland bills in Eng-

land, with great minuteness and

apparent accuracy. A scrupulous

examination of this appendix will

well reward the diligence of the at-

tentive reader. See 1 Cranch, App.,

p. 367, note A, and especially pp.

380-405. See also Com. Dig., Mer-

chant, F. 1, F. 2; Malynes, Lex
Merc, c. 11, pp. 71, 72; c. 12, pp.

72, 73 ; and the judgment of Cock-

burn, C. J., in Goodwin v. Robarts,

L. R. 10 Ex. p. 347.

2 Com. Dig., Merchant, F. 1, F. 2

;

Malynes, Lex Merc, c. 11, p. 71;

c. 12, p. 72 (ed. 1636).; Id. c. 13,

p. 74.

' Grant t). Vaughan, 3 Burr. 1525.

* Gierke v. Martin, 2 Ld. Raym.
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4 Anne, c. 9 (1705), (made perpetual by the statute of 7 Anne,

c. 25, s. 3), which, after reciting that promissory notes had

been held not negotiable, proceeded to enact, " That all notes in

writing, that . . . shall be made and signed by any person or

persons, body politic or corporate, or by the servant or agent of

any corporation, banker, goldsmith, merchant, or trader, who is

usually intrusted by him, her, or them, to sign such promissory

notes for him, her, or them, whereby such person or persons, body

politic and corporate, his, her, or their servant or agent as afore-

said, doth or shall promise to pay to any other person or per-

sons, body politic and corporate, his, her, or their order, or unto

bearer, any sum of money mentioned in such note, shall be taken

and construed to be, by virtue thereof, due and payable to any

such person or persons, body politic and corporate, to whom the

same is made payable ; and also every such note payable to any

person or persons, body politic and corporate, his, her, or their

order, shall be assignable or indorsable over, in the same

manner as inland bills of exchange are or may be, according

to the custom of merchants ; and that the person or persons,

body politic and corporate, to whom such sum of money is or

shall be by such note made payable, shall and may maintain an

action for the same, in such manner as he, she, or they might

do upon any inland bill of exchange, made or drawn accord-

ing to the custom of merchants, against the person or persons,

taking what must now be admitted preamble of the statute, which merely

to have been a narrow-minded view recites that ' it had been held that

of the matter, setting his face strongly such notes were not within the cus-

against the negotiability of these in- torn of merchants,' that these deci-

Btruments, contrary, as we are told sions were not acceptable to the

by authority, to the opinion of West- profession or the country. Nor can

minster Hall, and in a series of sue- there be much doubt that, by the

cessive cases, persisted in holding usage prevalent amongst merchants,

them not to be negotiable by indorse- these notes had been treated as secu-

ment or delivery. The inconvenience rities negotiable by the customary

of trade arising therefrom led to the method of assignment, as much as

passing of the statute of 3 & 4 Anne, bills of exchange properly so called,

c. 9, whereby promissory notes were The statute of Anne may, indeed,

made capable of being assigned by practically speaking, be looked upon

indorsement, or made payable to as a declaratory statute, confirming

bearer, and such assignment was thus the decisions prior to the time of Lord
rendered valid beyond dispute or Holt."]

difficulty. It is obvious from the
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body politic arid corporate, who, or whose servant or agent as

aforesaid, signed the same ; and that any person or persons,

body politic and corporate, to whom such note, that is payable

to any person or persons, body politic and corporate, his, her,

or their order, is indorsed or assigned, or the money therein

mentioned ordered to be paid by indorsement thereon, shall and

may maintain his, lier, or their action for such sum of money,

either against the person or persons, body politic and corporate,

who, or whose servant or agent as aforesaid, signed such note,

or against any of the persons that indorsed the same, in like

manner as in cases of inland bills of exchange."^ In most

of the states of America, this statute has been either expressly

adopted by statute, or recognized as part of their common law.

A few only have deemed it inapplicable to their situation ; and

in some states the circulation of promissory notes still remains

clogged with positive restrictions, or practical difficulties, Avhich

greatly impede their use and value, and circulation.^

5501 Chitty on Bills, c. 12, p.

(8tli ed.).

^ Mr. Chancellor Kent, in the 6th

edition of his Commentaries (vol. 3,

p. 72, note a) upon this subject,

says: "In Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut, Vermont, Ohio, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri,

and most of the states, the indorsee

has all the privileges of an indorsee

under the law merchant. But in

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ken-

tucky, and Indiana, his rights, under

the law merchant, are to be taken

with some qualification. See Grif-

fith's Law Register, passim; Minor

(Ala.), 5, 296 ; Revised Statutes of

North Carolina, 1837, vol. i., 93;

Revised Statutes of Vermont, 1839,

336 ; Revised Code of Mississippi,

1822, 464. In Georgia, notice to the

indorser of non-payment of a promis-

sory note by the maker is declared

to be unnecessary, and every such

indorser is held to be bound as secu-

rity, and in that character may re-

quire the holder to proceed against

the maker. Hotchkiss's Code of

Laws, 441. Notes or bills discounted

at a bank, or deposited for collection,

are placed by statute, in Pennsylva-

nia, on the footing of foreign bills of

exchange as to payment and remedy.

Purdon's Dig. 108. As the English

statute has not been adopted in Vir-

ginia, the last assignee of a promis-

sory note cannot maintain an action

against a remote indorser, there be-

ing neither consideration nor privity.

Dunlop V. Harris, 5 Call, 16. In

New Hampshire, the statutes of 9 &
10 William III. and 3 & 4 Anne,

respecting inland bills and promis-

sory notes, were re-enacted during

the colony administration. In Indi-

ana, promissory notes, payable at a

chartered bank within the state, are

by statute placed on the same foot-

ing as inland bills of exchange by
.the law merchant. Revised Statutes

of Indiana, 1838, 119. But other

promissory notes are not governed

by the law merchant, whii'h baa
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7. Privileges of Notes.— Most, if not all, commercial nations

have annexed certain privileges, benefits, and advantages to

promissory notes, as they have to bills of exchange, in order

to promote public confidence in them, and thus to insure their

circulation as a medium of pecuniary commercial transactions.^

In England and America, they partake, in a very high degree,,

of the character of specialties, and are deemed to import,

prima facie, to be founded upon a valuable consideration, and

may be generally declared on without specially stating what

the particular consideration is ; in which circumstance they

differ from other unsealed contracts, whether written or un-

written. Between the original parties, the consideration may,

indeed, as a matter of defence, be inquired into. But where

they are negotiable, and in the possession of a bona fide holder

for a valuable consideration, without any notice of any inherent

never been applied in that state by

statute to them. Bullitt v. Scribner,

1 Blackf. (Ind.) 14. The lex mer-

catoria, applicable to foreign and in-

land bills of exchange, is considered'

to be adopted in Indiana as part of

the common law of England, which

has been adopted by statute. Piatt v.

Eads, 1 Blackf. (Ind.) 81. In Penn-

sylvania, Virginia, Georgia, Arkan-

sas, Missouri, and Mississippi, sealed

instruments, as well as notes, are made
negotiable by statute ; and in Arkan-

sas, all agreements and contracts in

writing, for the payment of money or

property, are made assignable. But

these assignments, in some of these

last- mentioned states, expressly re-

serve to the debtor all matters of

defence existing prior to the notice

of the assignment. This is the

case in Mississippi. Allein v. Agri-

cultural Bank, 3 Sm. & M. 48. In

Georgia, by statute of 1799, pro-

missory notes are made negotiable,

though given for specific articles.

And so are specialties and liquidated

demands negotiable by act of 1799.

Broughton v. Badgett, 1 Kelly, 75

Daniel v. Ancjrews, Dudley, 167

Gamblin v. Walker, 1 Ark. 220

Hening's Statutes, vol. xii. ; Block ».

Walker, 2 Ark. 7 ; Revised Statutes

of Arkansas, 107 ; Revised Code of

Mississippi, 1824, 464." By the laws

of New York (Revised Statutes,

vol. i. p. 768, s. 1), " Promissory

notes payable in money to any per-

son, or to the order of any person,

or to bearer, are negotiable in like

manner as inland bills of exchange,

according to the custom of merchants.

The payee and indorsee of every such

note, payable to them or their order,

and the holder of every such note,

payable to bearer, may sue thereon

in like manner as in cases of inland

bills of exchange. If such notes are

made payable to the order of the

maker, or to the order of a fictitious

person, and be negotiated by the

maker, they have the same effect

and validity as if made payable to

bearer."

^ Story on Bills, s. 14; Thomson
on Bills, 1-5.
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infirmity or vice in their original concoction, they are binding

upon the antecedent parties, and the consideration is not in-

quirable into, and becomes immaterial.^ In Scotland, they are

entitled to all the privileges of bills of exchange, among which,

besides the common privileges in England and America, is the

privilege of a summary process to enforce payment upon their

dishonor, diflfering from the ordinary process.^ The like sum-

mary process is given by the French law.^ Heineccius, in the

passages already referred to,* states that they are indorsable

like bills of exchange, and are subject to the law of prescrip-

tion, and, in case of dishonor, are open to the same process

and mode of execution as bills of exchange.

8. Essential Qualities.— Having stated the general nature

of promissory notes, their definition, origin, and privileges, in

brief terms, let us now proceed to a more exact consideration

of the qualities which are essential to their true operation and

structure, and without which they cease to possess the proper

attributes of commercial paper.

9. Writing.— In the first place, a promissory note, as the

very phrase denotes, is a written instrument.^ A verbal or

oral promise, however valid and obligatory in point of law, and

however formal in its language, is not deemed a promissory

note ; nor is it capable of being transferred at law, although

the promise be to pay to the payee or his order, or to the bearer,

the sum stipulated. This is obvious enough upon the slightest

' Story on Bills, ss. 14, 15 ;
post, p. 102 ; Code de Comm. de France,

s. 181. art. 187 ; Nouguier, des Lettres de
2 Bell Comm., 7th ed., bk.3, c. 2, Change, torn. 1, liv. 4, s. 2, art. 1,

s. 6, p. 413. Thomson on Bills, 3. p. 513, &c. ; Savary, Parfait N^go-

A summary procedure for the reco- ciant, torn. 1, pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 9,

very of money due on bills and notes p. 209. In Nouguier (torn. 2), the

was established in England by the regulations respecting bills of ex-

18 & 19 Vict., e. 67; 2 Archbold's change and promissory notes in the

Practice by Chitty, 12th ed., 1105; different countries of Europe are very

Byles on Bills, 11th ed., 406, 601. fully stated.

This procedure is continued in force * Ante, s. 2 ; Heinecc. de Camb.

by the Judicature Act, 1875, 38 & c. 2, s. 8, p. 11.

39 "Vict., i;. 77, Order II., Rule 6. " Bayley on Bills, e. 1, s. 1, p. 1

' Story on Bills, s. 14; Pothier, (5th ed.) ; Id. s. 3, p. 9; Thomson
de Change, n. 124-127 ; Jousse, on Bills, 1.

Comm. sur TOrd. de 1673, art. 12,
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consideration. A verbal promise cannot be indorsed, that is,

written upon, for there is nothing in esse to which the indorse-

ment can be attached. It i^ equally incapable of passing to

the bearer, because it has no corporeal existence, or corporeal

representative, by which it can be identified to be in the posses-

sion of one person more than another. But if the promise be

in writing, and it has all the other requisites, it is not essential

to its character as a promissory note (as we have already

seen^), that it should be negotiable, that is, that it should be

payable to order, or to bearer. It is true that it will not be

negotiable, unless these, or other words of the same legal effect,

are found in the written instrument ; but it will nevertheless,

in contemplation of law, be a promissory note.^

10. Signing in Blank.— This requisite, that a promissory

note should be in writing, is, from what has been already said,

founded in the very nature and design and operation of the

instrument. Hence it is equally true in the law of France,

and of the other commercial countries of the continent of

Europe, and indeed, may properly be deemed the rule through-

out the commercial world. The Code of Commerce of France

only embodijss the general understanding of all nations where

bills of exchange and promissory notes are in use.^ When,

however, it is said that a promissory note must be in writing,

we are to understand the doctrine with this quarlificatioiji, that

it does not acquire that character until it is reduced to writing.

But it is very common for persons to sign their names in blank

to a paper, for the purpose of having a promissory note written

over it; and in such a case, the note, when written, will bind

the party, if done by a person properly authorized, in the same

manner, and to the same extent, and from the same time, as

' Ante, s. 3. ' Code de Comjnerce, art. 110,

^ Ante, s. 3 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5," 187 ; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

p. 181 (8th ed.); Id. c. 6, p. 219; torn. 1, art. 23; Id. torn. 2, art. 318,

Id. c. 12, p. 548 ; Bayley on Bills, 330, 478 ; Jousse, sur I'Ord. 1673,

c. 1, s, 10, pp. 33, 34 (5th ed.)
;

tit. 5, pp. 58, 69, 67 ; Id. pp. 126,

Smith V. Kendall, 6 T. R. 123; 127; Pothier, de Change, n. 30,

Chadwick 0. Allen, 2 Stra. 706; Rex 216; Thomson on Bills, 1; Heinecc.

i). Box, 6 Taunt. 325 ; Burchell v. de Camb. c. 2, s. 1-4 ; Dupuy de Ifi

Sloqock, 2 Ld. Raym. 1645 ; Story Serra, de Change, c. 19, p. 191.

on Bills, s. 60, 199.
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if it had been originally filled up before the signature was

made.i

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 7, p. 25

(54 ed.) ; Id. s. 11, pp. 36, 37, 39;

Id. c. 5, =. 3, p. 168 ; Id. c. 9, p. 382 ;

Chitty on Bills, c. 2, p. 33 (8th ed.)
;

Id. c. 5, pp. 186, 215 ; Mechanics' and

Farmers' Bank v. Schuyler, 7 Cowen,

337 ; Moody e. Threlkeld, 13 Ga. 55

Russel V. Langstaffe, 2 Doug. 514

Violett V. Patton, 5 Cranch, 142

Temple v. PuUen, 8 Ex. 389; 22

L. J., Ex. 151 ; Montague v. Perkins,

22 L. J., C. P. 187; 17 Jur. 557;

22 Eng. Law & Eq. 516 ; Goodman

V. Simonds, 20 How. 343, 360 ; Bank

of Pittsburgh v. Neal, 22 How. 96

;

Jones V. Shelbyville Insurance Co.,

1 Mete. (Ky.) 68 ; Putnam v. Sulli-

van, 4 Mass. 45 ; Androscoggin Bank

V. Kimball, 10 Gush. 373; Ives v.

Farmers' Bank, 2 Allen, 236; Mc-

Arthur v. McLeod, 6 Jones (N. C.),

475.

[^Signature in Blank.— When a

person who has signed a blank paper

is held liable upon a promissory note

afterwards written upon it, the ground

of his liability is that it has been so

written with his authority. If the per-

son that filled it up seeks to enforce

it, it must appear from the circum-

stances that be really had the authority

he exercised. The giving of the paper

signed in blank is sometimes spoken

of as an authority to fill it up with

a bill or note, but it is more correct

to say that it is prima facie evidence

of such an authority. Montague v.

Perkins, 22 L. J., C. P. 187 ; 17 Jur.

657 ; 22 Eng. Law & Eq. 516 ; Hatch

V. Searles, 2 Sm. & G. 147. Angle

V. North-Western Insurance Co., 2

Otto, 338; Abbott v. Rose, 62 Me.

194. This authority seems to be

limited in England only to an amount

not exceeding that to which the

stamp extends. Sehultz v. Astley,

2 Bing. N. C. 644; 2 Scott, 816;

Armfield v. AUport, 27 L. J., Ex. 42.

If no such authority was in fact given,

or if the authority has been exceeded

,

the bona fide holder taking the note

before maturity, and without notice

of any limitation or want of authority,

acquires a valid title to it, and can

enforce it in the same manner as if

it had been filled up with authority.

Russel V. Langstaffe, 2 Doug. 614;

Sehultz ». Astley, 2 Bing. N. C.

544; 2 Scott, 815; Temple v. Pul-

len, 8 Ex. 389; 22 L. J., Ex. 151;

Montagues. Perkins, 22 L. J., C. P.

187 ; 17 Jur. 557 ; 22 Eng. Law
& Eq. 516 ; Armfield v. Allport, 27

L. J., Ex. 42; Bank of Pittsburgh

V. Neal, 22 How. 96 ; Michigan Bank
V. Eldred, 9 Wall. 644 ; Putnam o.

Sullivan, 4 Mass. 45; Mitchell v.

Culver, 7 Cow. 336 ; Mechanics' and

Farmers' Bank v. Schuyler, 7 Cow.

337 n.; Van Duzer v. Howe, 21

N. Y. 531 ; Chemung Canal Bank v.

Bradner, 44 N. Y. 680; Abbott v.

Rose, 62 Me. 194; Johns v. Harri-

son, 20 Ind. 317 ; Spitler v. James,

32 Ind. 202; Orrick v. Colston, 7

Gratt. 189 ; Bank of the Common-
wealth V. McCbord, 4 Dana (Ky.),

191 ; Smith v. Lockridge, 8 Bush
(Ky.), 423; McArthur v. McLeod,

*6 Jones (N. C), 475. Except so far

as it is affected by this rule of the

law merchant, the liability of a person

signing a blank paper afterwards filled

up as a note depends on the general

principles of the law of agency. Thus
the note does not take effect until

the authority has been exercised by
filling it up. Abrahams ». Skinner,
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11. Manner of Writing and Signing.— We have seen that a

promissory note must be in writing. But such writing need

12 A. & E. 763; Temple v. Pul-

len, 8 Ex. 389; 22 L. J., Ex. 151.

In the latter case, the defendant,

having pi-eviously given in payment

of a debt a blank promissory note

stamp signed by him, obtained a bank-

rupt's certificate ; some time after-

wards the blank was filled up with

a promissory note and indorsed to

the plaintiff; and it was held that

the cause of action arose after the

bankruptcy, and that the certificate

was no defence. See Ex parte Bart-

lett, 3 DeG. & J. 378. The authority

to complete a note signed in blank is

determined by the death of the per-

son that signed it, although it is

unknown when the note is filled up.

Michigan Insurance Co. v. Leaven-

worth, 30 Vt. 11 ; Hatch v. Searles,

2 Sm. & G. 147. But where one of

four partners, having drawn a bill in

blank in the name of the firm, gave

it to a clerk to get discounted, and

afterwards died, and the clerk after

his death filled up the bill and had

it discounted, the surviving partners

were held to be bound. Usher v.

Dauncey, 4 Camp. 97. The ques-

tion has arisen, within what time a,

note signed in blank must be filled

up. In Temple v. PuUen, 8 Ex. 389

;

22 Jj. J., Ex. 15f, the defendant

gave a blank promissory note stamp

with his name on it in 1846 ; in

1861, he obtained a bankrupt's cer-

tificate ; and in 1852, the blank paper

was filled up and indorsed to the

plaintiff; the jury found that it was

filled up within a reasonable time,

and the court decided that the ques-

tion was a proper one for the jury to

determine. In Montague v. Perkins,

22 L. J.,.C. P. 187 ; 17 Jur. 557 ; 22

Eng. Law & Eq. 516, which arose

subsequently, the defendant gave an

acceptance in blank in 1840, which

was filled up in 1852 and indorsed

to the plaintiff; the question was left

to the jury whether it was filled up

within a reasonable time, and the

jury found it was not ; but the court

held the plaintiff entitled to recover

notwithstanding; it was contended

that the authority of which the blank

acceptance was evidence, was an au-

thority to fill it up within a reason-

able time, but it was decided that this

was not the case with reference to the

rights of a bona fide holder. Cress-

well, J., said, in delivering judgment,

"A person who gives another pos-

session of his signature on a bill stamp,

prima facie authorizes the latter, as

his agent, to fill it up, and give to the

world the bill as accepted by him.

He enables his agent to represent

himself as acting with a general au-

thority ; and he cannot say to a hona

fide holder for value, who has no

notice of any secret stipulations, that

there were secret stipulations between

himself and his agent, any more than

can a principal, in the case already

put, where he enables his agent, buy-

ing or selling on his behalf, to repre-

sent himself as acting under a general

authority." If the holder should re-

ceive a note with notice of a limita-

tion or want of authority to complete

or deliver it, he would acquire no

better title than that of the person he

took it from. Wagner ». Diedrich,

50 Mo. 484 ; Hatch v. Searles, 2 Sm.

& G. 147 ; on appeal, 24 L. J. Ch.

22; Hogarth w. Latham, 26 W. R.
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not, it seems, be in ink ; for it has been held that it may be in

pencil.! It is perhaps to be regretted that this doctrine has

388 (C. A.) ; see Ledwich v. McKim,

53 N. Y. 307. It is said in some

cases that if a person take an incom-

plete instrument, or an instrument

complete in form with knowledge

that it was issued in an imperfect

state, he cannot recover upon it, un-

less there was an actual authority to

complete it. Awde v. Dixon, 6 Ex.

869 ; Hatch v. Searles, 2 Sm. & G.

147 ; compare also Hogarth v. Latham,

26 W. R. 388 (C. A.), and Chemung

Canal Bank «. Bradner, 44 N. Y.

680. In Awde v. Dixon, 6 Ex. 869,

the defendant signed a note with

blanks for the date and name of the

payee, beginning, " we jointly and

severally promise to pay," and gave

it to his brother for his accommo-

dation, upon terms that it should not

be issued until it had been signed

by one Robinson ; Robinson having

refused, the defendant's brother told

the plaintiff that he had authority to

deal with it, and, the blanks being

filled up with a date and the plain-

itiff's name, the latter advanced him

money on it; the court held that the

plaintiff could not recover, as there

was no authority to issue it.J

A paper signed in blank is not evi-

dence of an authority to insert unusual

provisions ; and, if the signature is

on a blank form, it must be filled up

with an instrument of the nature in-

dicated by the form. Thus where a

blank form of a bill was signed and

brought to the plaintiff, who filled it

up with the addition of a waiver of

appraisement laws, the addition was

held to be unauthorized, and to make

the bill void. Holland v. Hatch, 11

Ind. 497. But on the same facts it

was held in Ohio, that the addition,

though unauthorized, would not make

it void, but might be rejected as sur-

plusage. Holland v. Hatch, 15 Ohio

St. 464. See Luellen v. Hare, 32

Ind. 211. In Mississippi, in Goss v.

Whitehead, 33 Miss. 213, where the

holder had taken a note with know-

ledge that it had been signed in

blank and afterwards filled up with

a larger sum than that authorized

by the maker, it was held that the

holder might enforce it for the sum

that it might properly have been

filled up with.

[When a note is issued with a blank

for the name of the payee, it is equi-

valent to a note payable to bearer, and

the bona fide holder has authority to

insert his name. Cruchley v. Cla-

rance, 2 M. & S. 90; Crutchly v.

Mann, 5 Taunt. 529; Attwood o.

Griffin, Ry. & M. 425; Ives v. Far-

mers' Bank, 2 Alien, 240 ; Dunham
V. Clogg, 30 Md, 284; Sittig v.

Birkestack, 38 Md. 158; Farmers'

and Merchants' Bank v. Horsey,

2 Houst. (Del.5 385; Greenhow v.

Boyle, 7 Blackf. (Ind.) 56. Where a

bill of exchange with a blank space

for the drawer's name was accepted

by the defendant, and given to a

man from whom the plaintiff took it

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 3, p. 10

(5th ed.) ; Geary v. Physic, 5 B. &
C. 234; Closson v. Stearns, 4 Vt.

11 ; Brown v. Butchers and Drovers'

Bank, 6 Hill, 443 ; Partridge o. Davis,

20 Vt. 499.
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beeta established, since pencil marks are so easily altered and

erased ; and one of the great objects of negotiable paper is to

acquire general credit, by being expressed in language clear

and permanent in its character and verification. The writing

may, without doubt, be on paper or parchment ; but whether

it may be on any other material, as, for example, on silk, or

cotton cloth, or on wood, or metal, or with a style or a graver,

is a mere matter of speculation, which it is useless to discuss,

since, practically, in our age, paper or parchment are the only

materials in general use. When, however, it is said that a

promissory note must be in writing, we are not to understand

that the instrument is required to be in the handwriting of

some individual. It may all, except the signature, be in printed

for value, it was held that the plain-

tiff had, prima facie, a right to in-

sert his own name as drawer, and to

sue the acceptor on the bill. Harvey

t). Cane, 24 W. R. 400; 34 L. T.,

N. S. 64 ; Scard v. Jackson, 34 L. T.,

N. S. 65, n. See Stoessiger v. South

Eastern RaiWay Co., 3 E. & B. 549

;

M'Call V. Taylor, 19 C. B., N. S. 301

;

Hogarth V. Latham, 26 W. R. 388

(C. A.). But it is not within the

scope of a partner's general authority

to bind the firm by acceptances in

which the drawer's name is left in

blank ; and, although the firm would

be bound if the blank should be filled

up and the bill indorsed to a honafide

holder without notice, yet a person

who takes it in its imperfect state can-

not make the firm liable to him by

inserting his own name as the drawer

without its authority. Hogarth v.

Latham, 26 W. R. 388 (C. A.) ; see

Chemung Canal Bank v. Bradner, 44

N. Y. 680.

If there is a blank for the date, the

holder may insert a date. Mitchell

V. Culver, 7 Cow. 336 ; Page v. Mor-

rel, 3 Abb. App. Dec. (N. Y.) 433

;

Androscoggin Bank v. Kimball, 10

Cush. 373; Sbultz v. Payne, 7 La.

An. 222. In Inglish v. Breneman,

6 Ark. 377, it was held that no au-

thority was implied for the holder to

fill a blank for the date with any but

the true date; and, if he did so, it

would be an alteration avoiding the

note ; but this case was declared in

Page V. Morrel, 3 Abb. App. Dec.

(N. Y.) 433, not to be supported by

authority. (See Emmons v. Meeker,

56 Ind. 321.) It has been held that

if a note contain the word " at " fol-

lowed by a blank for the place of pay-

ment, the holder has implied authority

to insert a place of payment. Red-

lich V. Doll, 54 N. Y. 234 ; Kitchen

V. Place, 41 Barb. 465 ; Gillaspie o.

Kelley, 41 Ind. 158. But if such a

blank is not left, authority to add

a place of payment nmst be shown.

Simpson v. Stackhouse, 9 Penn. St.

186. In Visher v Webster, 8 Cal.

109, a note was delivered with the

rate of interest in blank, and the

holder filled up the blank so as to

make the rate five per cent, a month,

and it was held not to be an altera-

tion. See post, a. 371, n., Altera-

fion.J
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letters,^ but the signature must be in the handwriting of the

party executing it, or if it be by the mark of the maker, that

mark must be verified by the handwriting or attestation of

some person who acts for the marksman, or attests it at his

request.^ If signed by an agent, it is, of course, in order to

bind the principal, to be signed by the agent in the name of

his principal, adding his own signature thereto, or, at least,

signed by him in his character as agent.^ But of this, more

will be said hereafter.*

^ [The signature may be printed.

Pennington v. Baehr, 48 Cal. 566.

And in other cases where the signa-

ture of a person is required, as un-

der the statute of frauds, his printed

name, if adopted by him for that pur-

pose, has been held to be a suf&cient

and valid signature. Schneider v.

Norris, 2 M. & S. 286 ; Common-
wealth V. Ray, 3 Gray, p, 447 ; Sug-

den on Powers, 8th ed., 232 ; see

also Saunderson v. Jackson, 2 B. &
P. 238 ; Lerned v. Wannemacher, 9

Allen, p. 416. And where a statute

requires a paper to be " signed

"

by a person, and he affixes his name
by means of a stamp upon which his

ordinary signature is engraved, it is

a perfectly good signature. Bennett

V. Brumfitt, L. R. 3 C. P. 28.]

^ [A mark is a sufficient signa-

ture. It is usual and convenient to

have a signature by mark attested by

a witness, but this is not necessary

except where the law requires an at-

testing witness to the signature of a

party signing his name in the ordinary-

way. If a signature by mark is not

attested, it may be proved by other

evidence. George ». Surrey, M. &
M. 616; Willoughby ». Moulton, 47

N. H. 206 ; Shank v. Butseh, 28 Ind.

19
J
Hilborn v. Alford, 22 Cal. 482

;

post, a. 54. And in other instruments

also, a mark made by a party as his

signature is sufficient. Baker v. Den-

ing, 8 A. & E. 94 ; Wilson v. Beddard,

12 Sim. 28; In the goods of Field, 3

Curteis, 762 ; Harrison v. Harrison,

8 Ves. 185 ; Addy v. Grix, 8 Ves.

604. See Thomson on Bills, ed. 1860,

33. In Baker v. Dening, 8 A. & E.

94, which was the case of a will signed

with the testator's mark, it was held

that the mark was a. good signature,

without regard to his ability to write

his name.]

^ [The name of a party may be

signed with bis authority by another,

without adding any thing to show

that it is signed by an agent and not

by the party himself. Watkins «.

Vince, 2 Stark. 368 ; Greenfield Bank
V. Crafts, 4 Allen, p. 454; Brigbam

V. Peters, 1 Gray, p. 146 ; Merrifield

V. Parritt, 11 Cush. 690 ; Forsyth v.

Day, 41 Me. 382; 46 Me. 176;

Morse v. Green, 13 N. H. 32; First

National Bank v. Whitney, 4 Lans.

(N. Y.) 34 ; Lysle v. Beals, 27 La.

An. 274; Handyside v. Cameron,

21 111. 588. The payment by any

one of a bill purporting to bear his

signature is evidence that it was au-

thorized by him. Watkins ». Vince,

2 Stark. 368; Barber v. Gingell,

* Post, S8. 65-68.
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12. Neces.mry Words.— In the next place, as to the form of

a promissory note. The common form has been already given.

^

But no particular words are necessary, and the form may be

varied at the pleasure of the individual, so always that it

amounts, in legal effect, to a written promise for the payment

of money absolutely and at all events,^ and it interferes with

no statute regulation.^ Thus, an order or promise to deliver a

certain sum of money to A., or to be accountable or responsible

3 Esp. 60. And if the bill is given

in a course of business implying a

continuance of the authority, it may
be conclusive evidence, so that sub-

sequent bills bearing the same kind

of signature will bind him, although

they may be in fact forgeries. Mor-

ris V. Bethell, L. R. 5 C. P. 47. The

fact that a defendant paid one bill,

upon which his name had been forged,

.and of which the plaintiff was the

holder, does not estop him from deny-

ing that a subsequent bill similarly

accepted was accepted by him or by

his authority, if he did not lead the

plaintiff to believe that it was his sig-

nature, although the plaintiff had dis-

counted it upon the faith of his having

honored the former bill. Morris v.

Bethell, L. R. 6 C. P. 47. In Eng-

land, it has been held that a forged

signature upon a note is void, and

cannot be ratified. Brook v. Hook,

L. R. 6 Ex. 89. But if a man admits

a signature on a bill to be his, and

another is induced by the admission

to take the bill, the former will be

precluded from showing that the

signature is a forgery. Leach v.

Buchanan, 4 Esp. 226; Continental

Bank v. Bank of the Commonwealth,

60 N. Y. 675. In the United States,

it is held that a forged signature on

a promissory note may be ratified

and adopted on the same principle

that a contract made in the name of

another by one assuming to act as his

agent, but without any previous au-

thority, may be ratified. Greenfield

Bank V. Crafts, 4 Allen, 447 ; Well-

ington V. Jackson, 121 Mass. 167

Forsyth v. Day, 46 Me. 176 ; Union

Bank v. Middlebrook, 33 Conn. 95

Howard v. Duncan, 3 Lans. (N. Y.)

174; Hefner v. Vandolah, 62 111

483 ; and see judgment of Martin, B.

dissenting, in Brook ». Hook, L. R
6 Ex. 89.J A person may adopt

and ratify the signing of his name
by another, although it does not pur-

port to be signed by an agent. Dow
V. Spenny, 29 Mo. 386.

1 Ante, s. 1, note.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 1, p. 1

(5th ed.); Id. s. 2, p. 4; Chitty on

Bills, c. 12, pp. 667, 558 (8lh ed.)

;

Brooks V. Elkins, 2 M. & W. 74;

Hitchcock V. Cloutier, 7 Vt. 22;

Brown v. De Winton, 6 C. B. 836

;

Bruce v. Westcott, 3 Barb. 374.

s Chitty on Bills, pt. 1, c. 12, pp.

668, 559 (8th ed.). In Woodward v.

Genet, 2 Hilton (N. Y.), 526, an in-

strument in the usual form of a bond,

but without a seal, and with a condi-

tion for the payment of a certain sum
of money in instalments, was held to

be a promissory note; but a sealed

instrument in the form of a negoti-

able note is not negotiable. Heifer

V. Alden, 3 Minn. 332.
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to A. for a certain sum of money, or that A. shajl receive it

from the maker, is a good promissory note.^ So a receipt for

money " to be returned when called for," ^ or q,n acknowledg-

ment, "due to A. a certain sum of money, payable on de-

mand," 3 or a promise " to pay or to cause to be paid to A." a

certain sum of money,* or an instrument acknowledging the

receipt of money of A., promising to pay it on demand with

interest ; ^ or acknowledging the receipt of money to be repaid

in one month ; ^ or acknowledging to have borrowed a certain

sum of money, in promise of payment thereof.'^ The doctrine

has even been pressed further ; and where A. signed a note in

these words: " Borrowed of I. S. .£50, which I promise not to

pay," it was held to be a good promissory note, and that the

word not ought to be rejected,^ as it well might, upon the ground

of being inserted by mistake or by fraud ; in either of which

cases it ought equally to be held inoperative. In all these and

the like cases it is not necessary that the payee should be

expressly named, as will be more fully seen hereafter ; but it is

suflScient that it can be fairly implied to whom the promise is

made.^ The French law, as laid down by Pothier, is to the

same effect.^"

1 Chitty on Bills, pt. 1, c. 12, pp.

658, 659 (8th ed.) ; Morris u. Lee,

2 Ld. Raym. 1396; 8 Mod. 362.

But see Home v. Redfearn, 4 Bing.

N. C. 433 ; White v. North, 3 Ex. 689.

See Miller v. Austen, 13 How. 218

;

Patterson v. Poindexter, 6 Watts &
S. 227 ; McCoy v. Gilmore, 7 Ohio,

268; Ring v. Foster, 6 Ohio, 279

Kilgore v. Bulkley, 14 Conn. 362

Walker v. Roberts, Car. & M. 590

Henschel v. Mahler, 3 Hill, 132

Sackett ». Spencer, 29 Barb. 180.

2 Woodfolk V. Leslie, 2 Nott &
M'C. (S. C.) 585 ; Laughlin v. Mar-

shall, 19 111. 390.

8 Pepoon V. Stagg, 1 Nott & M'C.

(S. C.) 102 ; Kimball ». Huntington,

10 Wend. 675. See Carver v. Hayes,

47 Me. 257; Brady v. Chandler, 31

Mo. 28.

* Lovell V. Hill, 6 C. & P. 238

;

Chadwick v. Allen, 2 Stra. 706.

^ Green v. Davies, 4 B. & C.

236; Ashby v. Ashby, 3 M. & P. 186.

See also Wheatley v. Williams, 1 M.
& W. 633; How ». Hartness, 11

Ohio St. 449 ; Cummings v. Gassett,

19 Vt. 308.

" Shrivell v. Payne, 8 Dowl. P. C.

441 ; 4 Jur. 485.

' Ellis B. Mason, 7 Dowl. P. C.

598 ; 3 Jur. 406 ; 2 W. W. & H. 70.

But see Home v. Redfearn, 4 Bing.

N. C. 433.

* Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 2, p. 6.

(6th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp.

150, 151 (8th ed.); Simpson ».

Vaughan, 2 Atk. 32.

« Green ». Davies, 4B. & C. 236;

Chadwick v. Allen, 2 Stra. 706.

" Pothier, de Change, n. 31.
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13. However, sometimes very nice cases arise, in which it

may well become a matter of controversy whether a particular

instrument is a promissory note or not, where the parties are

already stated, and the sum is fixed. Thus, for example, where

an instrument was in these words : "I undertake to pay to R. I.

the sum of £6 4s. for a suit of clothes, ordered by D. P.," and

signed by the promisor, a question was made whether it was a

promissory note or a guaranty ; and the court held it to be the

latter.* So an instrument in these words : " I, A. B., owe

Mrs. B. the sum of £Q, which is to be paid by instalments for

rent," was held not to be a promissory note, because no time of

payment was stipulated.^

[A "certificate of deposit" issued

by a bank, certifying that a person

named has deposited with it a speci-

fied sum " payable to his order upon

the return of this certificate " is a

promissory note. Miller v. Austen,

13 How. 218; Frank v. Wessels, 64

N. Y. 1,55 ; Pardee v. Fish, 60 N. Y.

265; Bank of Peru v. Farnsworth, 18

111. 563; Laughlin v. Marshall, 19

111. 390; Drake v. Markle, 21 Ind.

483 ; Carey v. McDougald, 7 Ga. 84;

Welton V. Adams, 4 Cal. 87; Brum-

magim v. Tallant, 29 Cal. 503 ; Mills

V. Barney, 22 Cal. 240; Bean v.

Briggs, 1 Iowa, 488; Hazleton v.

Union Bank, 32 Wis. 34, 51; Cate

V. Patterson, 25 Mich. 191; John-

son V. Henderson, 76 N. C. 227 ; Kil-

gore V. Bulkley, 14 Conn. 362 ; Smilie

V. Stevens, 89 Vt. 316; Fells Point

Savings Institution v. Weedon, 18

Md. 320. See also Richer v. Voyer,

L. R. 5 P. C. 461, at pp. 475-477.

It is therefore governed by the same

rules as other promissory notes.

Easton v. Hyde, 18 Minn. 90 ; Piatt

V. Sauk County Bank, 17 Wis. 222

;

Lindsey v. McClelland, 18 Wis. 481

;

Ford V. Mitchell, 15 Wis. 30-1:; Huse

V. Hamblin, 29 Iowa, 501. The stipu-

lation for the return of the certificate

is held to be nothing more than an

expression of what is implied in every

promissory note. Frank v. Wessels,

64 N. Y. 155 ; Hunt v. Divine, 37 111.

137. And therefore it has been held

that the statute of limitations runs

from its date as a note payable on

demand. Brummagim v. Tallant,

29 Cal. 508; post, s. 29, n. In

some states, by what seems to be an

anomaly, it is held that an action

cannot be instituted until the certifi-

cate has been presented; and there-

fore that the statute of limitations

does not begin to run until present-

ation. Howell V. Adams, 68 If. Y.

314; Bellows Falls Bank v, Rutland

County Bank, 40 Vt. 377; Fells Point

Savings Institution u. Weedon, 18

Md. 320 ; Brown v. McElroy, 52 Ind.

404; compare b. 29, post. In Penn-

sylvania, such an instrument is not

a promissory note, and therefore not

negotiable. Patterson v. Poindexter,

6 Watts & S. 227 ; Charuley v. Dulles,

8 Watts &S. 353.]

1 Jarvis v. Wilkins, 7 M. & W.
410.

2 Moffat V. Edwards, Car. & M.
16.
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14. Express Promise to pay.— But it seems that, to consti-

tute a good promissory note, there must be an express promise

upon tlie face of the instrument to pay the money ; for a mere

promise implied by law, founded upon an acknowledged indebt-

ment, will not be sufficient. Hence, it has been held, that the

mere acknowledgment of a debt, without a promise to pay, is

not a good promissory note.^ Thus, where A. wrote on a slip

of paper, " I. 0. U. (I owe you) eight guineas," it was held to

be a mere due bill, and not a promissory note.^ So, in a written

bargain for buying goods, a promise to pay the seller the price

in a limited time is not a promissory note, but a memorandum
of the terms of the bargain.^ But if the promise were, " Due to

A. B. £20, payable to him or order," or to him or bearer, it

would be a promissory note, for it contains more than the law

would imply, and becomes negotiable.* So a due bill, payable

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 2, p. 5

(5th ed.) ; Fisher v. Leslie, 1 Esp. 426

;

Hyne v. Dewdney, 21 L. J., Q. B.

278; 11 Eng. Law & Eq. 400; Gar-

land V. Scott, 15 La. An. 143 ;
Chitty

on Bills, c. 12, p. 558 (8th ed.)

;

Guy V. Harris, Ibid., n. ; Currier v.

Lookwood, 40 Conn. 349 ; Bowles ».

Lambert, 54 111. 237. But see Sackett

V. Spencer, 29 Barb. 180; Franklin

». March, 6 N. H. 364 ; Hussey ».

Winslow, 69 Me. 170 ; Carver ».

Hayes, 47 Me. 267 ; Brady v. Chand-

ler, 81 Mo. 28 ; Cummings v. Gas-

sett, 19 Vt. 308.

2 Ibid. ; Curtis ». Rickards, 1 M.

& Gr. 46 ; Read v. Wheeler, 2 Yerg.

(Tenn.) 60, n. The distinction be-

tween the cases on this point is ex-

tremely nice, not to say sometimes

very unsatisfactory. In Kimball v.

Huntington, 10 Wend. 675, the words

of the instrument were, " Due A. B.

three hundred dollars, payable on

demand," and it was held a good

promissory note. In Russell «.

Whipple, 2 Cowen, 636, the words

were, "Due A. B., or bearer, &c.,

two hundred dollars and 26-100, for

value received ;
" and it was held a

good promissory note. Here there

was no express promise to pay ; but

the promise was implied by law.

The ease of Luqueer v. Prosser, 1

Hill, 266, is to the same effect. See

also Hussey v. Winslow, 69 Me. 170

;

Franklin v. March, 6 N. H. 364.

The case of Brooks v. Elkins, 2 M.
& W. 74, is also, on this point, not

unimportant. In that case the in-

strument was, "I. O. U. £20, to be

paid on the 22nd instant." And the

court held it to be either a promis-

sory note, or an agreement for the

payment of £10 and upwards, and in

either case required a stamp. In

Waithman v. Elsee, 1 C. & K. 36, it

was held that the words, " I. O. U.
£86, to be paid May 5th," made the

instrument a promissory note. See
Brown v. Gilman, 13 Mass. 158.

8 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 2, p. 6

(5th ed.) ; Ellis v. Ellis, Gow N. P. 216.

* Curtis V. Rickards, 1 M. & Gr.

46; Russell M.Whipple, 2 Cowen, 536;
Wardwell v. Sterne, 22 La. An. 28.
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at a specific time, would be held a good promissory note for the

like reason.^

15. French Law.— A distinction partaking somewhat of a

like character exists in the French law. There, a written

acknowledgment of a debt, with a promise to pay it, constitutes

a mere simple contract or evidence of debt, and is called billet

simple, and is distinguished in its character and effects from

a bill of exchange and a promissory note, each of which is

supposed to be negotiable, and therefore entitled to peculiar

privileges.^

16. Ambiguous Instruments. — Sometimes the language of

the instrument is ambiguous, and is capable of being inter-

preted either as a bill of exchange or as a promissory note.

In such a case, the persoli who receives it may, at his own
option, treat it as a bill of exchange, or as a note against the

maker.3 Therefore, an instrument which is in the form of a

note, but which, in addition, is addressed to a third person,

who accepts it, is a promissory note, and may be so declared on

accordingly.* So, if a person draws an order upon himself, or

payable by himself, it is, or at least may be, although in form

a bill, treated as a promissory note.^ So, an order drawn by

1 Waithman v. Elsee, 1 C. & K. 35. of exchange. Lloyd v. Oliver, 18

2 Merlin, Repertoire (ed. 1827), Q. B. 471; Commonwealth v. But-

Sillet, s. 1, p. 148 ; Id. Ordre, Billet a, terick, 100 Mass. 12.

s. 1, p. 229; Pothier, de Change, ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, ». 2, p. 8

n. 32 ; ante, a. 2. (.5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 2, p. 28

' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s.' 2, p. 9 (8th ed.) ; Starke v. Cheesman,

(5th ed.); Edis v. Bury, 6 B. & C. Carth. 509; Dehers v. Harriot, 1

433 ; Shuttleworth v. Stephens, 1 Shower, 163 ; Josceline v. Lassere,

Camp. 407 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 2, s. 2, Fort. 282 ; Roach v. Ostler, 1 M.

pp. 28, 29 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 5, pp. & R. 120. A note payable to the

150, 151, 187; Allan v. Mawson, 4 maker's own order, although it is an

Camp. 115; Roach v. Ostler, 1 M. incomplete instrument until it has

& R. 120; Harvey v. Kay, 9 B. & been indorsed by him, becomes by

C. p. 364; Willans B. Ayers, 3 App. indorsement a valid promissory note.

Cas. 142, 143. See Peto v. Rey- Brown v. De Winton, 6 C. B. 336

;

nolds, 9 Ex. 410. Masters v. Baretto, 8 C. B. 433; 2

* Edis i;. Bury, 6 B. & C. 433

;

C. &. K. 715 ; Wood v. Mytton, 10

Block V. Bell, 1 M. & Kob. 149; Q. B. 805; Hooper o. Williams, 2

Fielder v. Marshall, 9 C. B., N. S. Ex. 13 ; Smalley v. Wight, 44 Me.

606. And so it might be, as a bill 442 ; Lea v. Branch Bank, 8 Port.
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A. B., as manager of a company, on the company, for a certain

sum, payable without acceptance to C. D., or order, may be

declared on as a promissory note.^

17. Payment to he in Money only.— In the next place, the

instrument, in order to be a valid promissory note, must be

for the payment of money, and for the payment of money only ;
^

for if it be a promise to pay money, and to do any other act, or

a promise to do any act, and not to pay money, it is not, in the

sense of the commercial law, a promissory note, and it is not

negotiable, and does not enjoy the common privileges applicable

to such negotiable paper.^ Therefore, a written promise to

(Ala.) 119; ScuU v. Edwards, 13

Ark. 24; Woods v. Ridley, 11

Humph. (Tenn.) 194; St. James

Church V. Moore, 1 Ind. 289 ; Hall

V. Burton, 29 111. 321. See Flight

e. Maclean, 16 M. & W. 51. Contra;

Muhling V. Sattler, 3 Met. (Ky.) 285.

So, a note signed by several persons,

and payable to one of them or order,

becomes a valid note when it is in-

dorsed by him. Pitcher v. Barrows,

17 Pick. 361 ; Thayer v. BuiFum, 11

Met. 398; Heywood v. Wingate, 14

N. H. 73 ; Hapgood v. Watson, 65

Me. 510; Norton o. Downer, 15 Vt.

669 ; Ormsbee v. Kidder, 48 Vt. 361

;

Murdock v. Caruthers, 21 Ala. 785

;

Rambo V. Metz, 5 Strob. (S. C.) 108 ;

Absolon V. Marks, 11 Q. B. 19.

1 Miller v. Thomson, 4 Scott N. R.

204; 3 M. & Gr. 576; Fairehild ».

Ogdensburgh and Rome Railroad

Co., 15 N. Y. 337.

2 A note in this form, " 300. For

value received we promise to pay

F. T. & Co. three hundred," omitting

the word " dollars,'' is a good note

for three hundred dollars. Sweetser

V. French, 13 Met. 262 ; Coolbroth

V. Purinton, 29 Me. 469 ; M'Coy v.

Gilmore, 7 Ohio, 268.

' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 4, p. 10

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp.

152,-153 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 12, p. 560;

Story on Bills, s. 43 ; Austin v.

Burns, 16 Barb. 643. But a note is

not affected by the addition of a

promise to do an act required by law

(Baxter v. Stewart, 4 Sneed (Tenn.),

213; see Storm v. Stirling, 3 E. &
B. 832; Owen v. Barnum, 7 111.

461) ;
[nor by the addition of words

expressing a waiver of '
' the right of

appeal, and all valuation, appraise-

ment, stay, and exemption laws

"

(Zimmerman v. Anderson, 67 Penn.

St. ,421); nor, in Ohio, by adding

a power of attorney to confess judg-

ment (Osborn v. Hawley, 19 Ohio,

130) ; but the contrary to this last

is held in Pennsylvania (Overton v.

Tyler, 3 Penn. St. 346 ; Sweeney v.

Tbickstun, 77 Penn. St. 131).]

A promissory note is not deprived

of its character as such by a recital in

it that the maker has given collate-

ral security for its payment, and has

agreed that the security may be sold

upon non-payment, and that he will

pay the deficiency (Wise v. Charl-

ton, 4 A. & E. 786; Fancourt v.

Thome, 9 Q. B. 312; Arnolds. Roek
River Railroad Co., 5 Duer (N. Y.),

207 ; Towne v. Rice, 122 Mass. 67;
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deliver up horses and a wharf, and to pay money on a particular

day, has been held not to be a valid promissory note.^ So, a

written promise for the delivery or payment of merchandise or

chattels, or other things in their nature susceptible of deteriora-

tion and loss, and variation in quality or value, is not a valid

promissory note.^ So, a written promise to pay the bearer a

certain sum of money in goods, is not a valid promissory note.^

But, provided the note be for the payment of money only, it is

wholly'immaterial in the money or cun-ency of what country it

is made payable. It may be payable in the currency or money

of England, or Prance, or Spain, or Holland, or Italy, or of any

other country. It may be payable in coins, such as guineas,

ducats, doubloons, crowns, or dollars, or in the known currency

of the country, as in pounds sterling, livres, tournoises, francs,

florins, &c. ; for in all these and the like cases, the sum of

money to be paid is fixed by the par of exchange, or the known
denomination of the currency, with reference to the par.*

Heineccius, upon this subject, adds, that the species of money
should be expressed, otherwise the current money will be

intended.^

Knipper v. Chase, 7 Iowa, 145. See

Storm V. Stirling, 3 E. &. B. 832) ;

or by its concluding with the words,

" As per memorandum of agreement."

Jury V. Barker, E. B. & E. 459.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 4, p. 10

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp.

152, 153 (8th ed) ; Id. c. 12, p. 660;

Martin v. Chauntry, 2 Stra. 1271.

But see Bank of Louisiana v. Wil-

liams, 21 La. An. 121.

" Ibid. ; Jerome v. Whitney, 7

Johns. 321 ; Thomas v. Roosa, 7

Johns. 461 ; Peay v. Pickett, 1 Nott

& M'C. (S. C.) 254; Rhodes v.

Lindly, 3 Ohio, 51 ; Atkinson ».

Manks, 1 Cowen, 691 ; Jones v. Fales,

4 Mass. 245 ; Lawrence v. Dougherty,

6 Yerg. (Tenn.) 435 ; Ellis v. Ellis,

Gow N. P. 216.

8 Clark V. King, 2 Mass. 524;

Wingo V. McDowell, 8 Rich. (S. C.)

446; Carleton v. Brooks, 14 N. H.

149; Gushee v. Eddy, 11 Gray,

602; Sears v. Lawrence, 15 Gray,

267.

* Story on Bills, ss. 43, 44, 46

;

Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 153 (8th ed.)
;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom. 2,

art. 204. [The sum to be paid may
be expressed in money of a foreign

denomination, and it will then be

payable in the money of the place

where it is paid, of equal value; but

it seems that if a note is payable in

foreign currency not a legal tender

where the note is payable, it will not

be a promissory note, because such

foreign currency is then only a com-

modity, and not money. Thompson
V. Sloan, 23 Wend. 71.]

^ Heinecc. de Camb. c. 5, ss. 5,

12.
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18. It is upon the like ground that it is held essential to a

promissory note, that it should be for the payment of money in

specie.^ Therefore, a promise to pay a certain sum of money
" in good East India bonds," ^ or " in cash, or Bank of England

notes," 3 or " in bank-bills or notes," * or " in foreign bills," ^ or

" in current bank-notes," ^ or to pay a sum of money or sur-

1 Bayley on Bills, e. 1, s. 4, p. 10

(5th ed.). See Russell v. Phillips,

14 Q. B. 891, 901.

2 Bull. N. P. 268.

' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 4, p. 10

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, v. 5, p.

154 (8th ed.) ; Ex parte Imeson, 2

Rose, 225; Ex parte Davison, Buck,

31.

* M'Corraick v. Trotter, 10 Serg.

& R. 94 ; Wright v. Hart, 44 Penn.

St. 454 ; Leiberu. Goodrich, 5 Cowen,

186.

^ Jones V. Tales, 4 Mass. 245;

Young V. Adams, 6 Mass. 182, 188

;

Springfield Bank v. Merrick, 14 Mass.

322.

" Gray v. Donahoe, 4 Watts, 400

;

Whiteman v. Childress, 6 Humph.

(Tenn.) 303; Fry v. Rousseau, 3

McLean, 106 ; Warren v. Brown, 64

N. C. 381 ; Huse v. Hamblin. 29 Iowa,

501 : Piatt ». Sauk County Bank, 17

Wis. 222; Lindsey v. McClelland, 18

Wis. 481 ; Ford «. Mitchell, 15 Wis.

804. In some of the American states,

this doctrine has not been strictly ad-

hered to. Thus, in New York, it has

been held, that a note "payable in

York state bills, or specie," is a good

promissory note, upon the ground that

the language meant the same as lawful

current money of the state, that is,

as bank-bills of banks of the state,

-which, in common usage and under-

standing, are regarded as cash. Keith

V. Jones, 9 Johns. 120. So, in a sub-

sequent case in New York, a note,

" payable in bank-notes current in

the city of New York," was held a

good promissory note upon the like

ground. And the court said that, if

payable in bank-notes generally, the

same doctrine would apply. Judah

V. Harris, 19 Johns. 144. So, also,

in Ohio, a note payable " in current

Ohio bank-notes " has been held to be

negotiable. Swetland v. Creigh, 15

Ohio, 118; White v. Richmond, 16

Ohio, 5. So, also, in Mississippi,

with a. note payable " in notes of

the banks of Mississippi, payable

and negotiable in any bank " in that

state. Besancon o. Shirley, 9 Sm. &
M. 457. See also Cockrill v. Kirkpat-

rick, 9 Mo. 688 ; Bizzell v. Williams,

8 Ark. 138. It is very difficult upon

principle or authority to sustain these

decisions ; for bank-notes are not in

reality money, nor are they a good

tender, if objected to ; and, although

treated in common business as cash,

they are distinguishable from it, and

often pass at a variable discount.

See also Stewart v. Donelly, 4 Yerg.

(Tenn.) 177 ; Deberry v. Darnell,

5 Yerg. (Tenn.) 451 ; Seeley v. Bis-

bee, 2 "Vt. 105 ; Williams ?;. Sims, 22

Ala. 512. A note " payable in funds

current at Pittsburg " is not negoti-

able. Wright V. Hart, 44 Penn. St.

454. A draft payable in current

funds is to be deemed payable in

legal currency, in the absence of evi-

dence that any thing else was treated

as current funds at the place where

it was payable. Phoenix Insurance

Co. V. Allen, 11 Mich. 501.
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render I. S. to prison,' is not a good promissory note. So, the

note must not only be for the payment of money, but of money
only. Therefore, a written promise to pay a certain sum of

money, " and all fines according to rule," is not a valid pro-

missory note.^

19. French Law.— The French law proceeds upon similar

grounds. In order to constitute the note a valid promissory

note, it must be for the payment of money, and mention the sum
to be paid.^ Indeed, this seems so fundamental a principle in

all negotiable paper designed to circulate as currency, that it

may well be presumed to be a matter of universal adoption in

the commercial world. Heineccius so manifestly understands

the doctrine, and holds it to be a promise to pay a certain sum
of money, certam pecunioe summam.^

20. Certainty of Amount.— In the next place, to make a

written promise a valid promissory note, it must be for a fixed

and certain amount, and not for a variable amount.* Therefore,

if it be for a certain sum of money, with all other sums that

may be due to the payee, it is not a valid promissory note, even

for the sum which it specifies.^ So, a promise to pay a specified

sum of money and interest, and also " the demands of the

Sick Club at H., in part of interest, and the remaining stock

and interest to be paid on demand," to the payee, is not a valid

promissory note.'' So, a written promise to pay a certain sum,

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 154 (8th 478 ; Dupuy de la Serra, de Change,

ed.) ; Smith v. Boheme, 3 Ld. Raym. c.l9, pp. 191, 192; Jousse, sur I'Ord.

67, cited 2 Ld. Raym. 1362, 1396; de 1673, tit. .5, art. 1, pp. 67, 68 ; Nou-

Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 16 (5th guier, de Change, torn. 1, liv. 4, s. 1,

ed.). pp. 493, 494, 496.

" Ayrey v. Fearnsides, 4 M. & W. * Heinece. de Camb. c. 1,3.9; Id.

168. It is held in New York that a c. 2, ss. 1-4; Scaccia, de Comm.,
note payable in money or in some- s. 1, quest. 6, p. 169, n. 2.

thing else before maturity, at hold- ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 4, p. 11

er's election, is a promissory note. (5th ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. 42
;

Hodges V. Shuler, 22 N. Y. 114

;

Read v. McNulty, 12 Rich. (S. C.)

Hosstatter K. Wilson, 36 Barb. 307. 445; Lowe v. Bliss, 24 111. 168;

But see Leavitt ». Blatchford, 17 Palmer w. Ward, 6 Gray, 340.

N. Y. 521, 540. « Smith v. Nightingale, 2 Stark.

' Pothier, de Change, n. 30 ; Code 375 ; Dodge v. Emerson, 34 Me. 96.

de Commerce, art. 188 ; Pardessus, ^ Bolton v. Dugdale, 4 B. & Ad.

Droit Commercial, tomi. 2, art. 334, 619.
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" first deducting thereout any interest or money which I. S.

might owe the maker on any account," is, on the same account,

not a good promissory note.^ So, a written promise to pay a

certain sum, " and all fines according to rule," ^ or a written

promise to pay certain sums in instalments, a part " to go as a

set-off for an order of R. to G., and the remainder of his debt

from 0. D. to him," » or a written promise "to pay #1,000, or

what might be due after deducting all advances and expenses,"

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 163 (8th

ed.) ; Barlow I). Broadhurst, 4 Moore,

471 ; ante, s. 18. But a note for

$100, payable in forty days, with

interest, subject to deduction by show-

ing certain overcharges in certain bills,

was held a good promissory note,

unless defendant proved the deduc-

tions to be made. Green v. Austin,

7 Iowa, 521.

^ Ayrey v. Fearnsides, 4 M. & W.
168. A promise in writing to pay

a certain sum of money " with ex-

change on New York," is not a

promissory note. Read v. McNulty,

12 Rich. (S. C.) 445 ; Lowe v. Bliss,

24 111. 168; Philadelphia Bank v.

Newkirk, 2 Miles (Pa.), 442; Palmer

!?. Fahnestock, 9 U. C, C. P. 172;

Russell V. Russell, 1 MacArthur, 263.

But, in Wisconsin and Michigan,

such an instrument has been held to

be a promissory note. Leggett v.

Jones, 10 Wis. 34 ; Smith v. Kendall,

9 Mich. 241 ; Johnson v. Frisbie, 15

Mich. 286 ; and see Bradley v. Lill,

4 Bissell, 473. When a note is pay-

able at a specified place " with cur-

rent rate of exchange, " the words re-

lating to exchange are unmeaning, as

there can be no rate of exchange on

the same place, and they are rejected

as surplusage. Hill v. Todd, 29 III.

101 ; Clauser v. Stone, 29 111. 114.

[It is held in some of the United

States that an instrument may be a

promissory note, although it contain

an agreement for the payment of at-

torney's fees, if suit should be insti-

tuted upon it, on the ground that the

amount to be paid at maturity is

certain, and the agreement for pay-

ment of attorney's fees has no force,

unless that amount is not then paid,

and unless suit is instituted. Stone-

man V. Pyle, 35 Ind. 103; Nickerson v.

Sheldon, 33111. 372; Sperry ». Horr,

32 Iowa, 184 ; Seaton v. Scovill, 18

Kansas, 433; Dietrich v. Bayhi, 28 La.

An. 767 ; Gaar v. Louisville Bank-

ing Co., 11 Bush (Ky.), 180. It

seems clear, however, that, when suit

is instituted upon such an instrument,

the amount to be paid becomes at

once uncertain and indefinite, and the

contract loses one of the quahties

that, acording to the text, are essential

to a promissory note. In First Na-

tional Bank v. Gay, 63 Mo. 33, and

Woods V. North, 84 Penn. St. 407, the

doctrine of those decisions was en-

tirely disapproved, and it was held

that an instrument containing such an

agreement was not a promissory note.

In Indiana, such agreements to pay

attorney's fees were in certain cases

made illegal by statute in 1875. Re-

vised Statutes, 1876, c. 28 ; Churchman
I'. Martin, 54 Ind. 380.]

" Davies v. Wilkinson, 10 A. & E.

98 ; Clarke v. Percival, 2 B. & Ad.

660.
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fall under the same category, and are void as promissory notes.^

The amount to be paid, however, if it be a fixed sum, need

not be expressed in words ; but it will be sufficient if it be in

figures.^

21. Wordi and Figures.— The French law, like ours, requires

the sum which is to be paid to be certain and fixed.^ The sum
is usually expressed in letters, rather than by ciphers or figures,

so as to avoid the peril of any alteration of the sum. But if it

is expressed in ciphers or figures, it will be good by our law, as

well as by the French law.* Heineccius lays down the same

as the general law, although he admits that in some countries

the sum is required to be written in letters and words, as well

as in ciphers or figures." Where the sum in figures on the

superscription differs from the sum in words in the body of the

instrument, the latter is by our law deemed the true sum.^

Marius gives as a reason for such a decision, which certainly

seems founded in common sense and experience, that a man is

more apt to commit an error with his pen in writing a figure

than he is in writing a word.'' Whether the same rule would

apply if the sum were in figures in the body of the instrument,

and in words in a memorandum or marginal note on the same,

does not appear to have been decided ; but it should seem that

the words ought to be deemed the better and more solemn

statement, and. therefore ought to govern.^

22. Payable absolutely. — In the next place, to make a

written note for the payment of money a valid promissory note,

the money must be payable absolutely, and at all events, and

not be subject to any condition or contingency.* Thus, a

1 Cushman v. Haynes, 20 Pick. Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 181 (Sth

132. ed.).

? Nugent u. Roland, 12 Mart. (La.) ^ Heinecc. de Camb. o. 4, s. 6 ; Id.

659; post, s. 21. b. 12.

3 Code de Commerce, art. 188

;

° Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 182 (8th

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn, ed.) ; Saunderson v. Piper, 5 Bing.

2, art. 334, 478 ; Pothier, de Change, N. C. 425 ; Story on Bills, s. 42 and

n. 35 ; Story on Bills, s. 44. note.

* Pothier, de Change, n. 35

;

' Marius on Bills, 38, 34.

, Story on Bills, s. 42, n. ; Locr^, ^ Story on Bills, s. 42 and note.

Esprit du Code de Commerce, torn. ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 1

1, liv. 1, tit. 8, a. 1, pp. 336, 337

;

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp.
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written promise to pay money, " provided the terms mentioned

in certain letters shall be complied with," ^ or " provided A,

shall not be surrendered to prison within a limited time," ^ or

" provided A. shall not pay the money by a particular day," ^ or

" provided A. shall leave me sufficient, or shall be otherwise

able to pay it," * or " when A. shall marry," ^ or " if A. shall

marry," or " if I shall marry within two months," or " four

years after date, if I am then living, otherwise this note to be

null and void," ^ or " provided A. shall not return to England,

or his death be certified, before " the day appointed for pay-

ment,'^ or " to pay when my circumstances will admit, without

detriment to myself or family," ^ or to pay, " provided the ship

Mary arrives free from capture or condemnation," ^ or to pay

when the payee " completes the building according to con-

tract," ^o or " when certain carriages are sold," ^^ or to pay a

164, 155 (8th ed.); Id. c. 12, pp.

560, 661 ; Falmer v. Pratt, 2 Bing.

185 ; .9 Moore, 358 ; Carlos v. Fan-

court, 6 T. R. 482; Richards v.

Richards, 2 B. & Ad. 447; Drury

V. Maeaulay, 16 M. & W. 146 ; Story

on Bills, ss. 42, 48 ; Bunker v. Ath-

earn, 35 Me. 364 ; Hubbard v. Mosely,

11 Gray, 170; American Exchange

Bank v. Blancbard, 7 Allen, 333 ; Dil-

ley V. Van Wie, 6 Wis. 209 ; Loftus v.

Clark, 1 Hilton (N. Y.), 310; Gordon

V. Rundlett, 28 N. H. 435 ; Fletcher

V. Thompson, 65 N. H. 308.

^ Ibid. ; Kingston v. Long, 4

Doug. 9.

^ Ibid. ; Smith v. Boheme, Gilb.

93; 3 Ld. Raym. 67, cited 2 Ld.

Raym. 1362, 1396 ; 7 Mod. 418.

' Ibid. ; Appleby v. Biddolph,

cited 8 Mod. 363 ; 4 Vin. Abr. 240,

pi. 16 ; Robins v. May, 11 A. & E.

213 ; 3 P. & D. 147 ; Haskell v. Lam-
bert, 16 Gray, 692 ; Ferris v. Bond,

cited Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 17

(5th ed.).

* Ibid. ; Roberts v. Feake, 1 Burr.

323.

5 Ibid. ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p.

155 (8th ed.) ; Beardesley v. Bald-

win, 2 Stra. 1161 ; Pearson v. Gar-

rett, 4 Mod. 242 ; Comb. 227 ; Colehan

V. Cooke, Willes, 397.

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 166 (8th

ed.), citing Braham v. Bubb ; Wor-
ley V. Harrison, 3 A. & £. 669 ; 6

N. & M. 173; Richardson v. Mar-

tyr, 26 L. T., O. S. 64; 30 Eng. Law
& Eq. 365.

' Morgan v. Jones, 1 C. & J. 162;

1 Tyrw. 21 ; Chitty on Bills, c. .6,

p. 155 (8th ed.).

8 Sx paHe Tootell, 4 "Ves. 372.

But a promise to pay when conve-

nient with interest, has been held to

be a valid note, payable in a reasonable

time. Lewis v. Tipton, 10 Ohio St. 88.

8 Palmer b. Pratt, 2 Bing. 185;

Coolidge V. Ruggles, 15 Mass. 387.

1° See Stevens v. Blunt, 7 Mass.

240. This case turned upon another

point, that the money was, upon the

true construction of the note, payable

at a fixed day.

" De Forest v. Frary, 6 Cowen,

151.
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certain sum by instalments at certain specified future periods,

but all installed payments to cease at the death of the payee,^

or to pay A. (a sailor) his wages, " if he do his duty as an able

seaman," ^ or " to pay on the sale or produce immediately when

sold of the White Hart Inn, and the goods, &c.," ^ is not a valid

promissory note ; for it purports to make the payment depend

upon a contingency or uncertainty. In all these cases, it will

make no difference that the contingency does in fact happen

afterwards, on which that payment is to become absolute ; for

its character as a promissory note cannot depend upon future

events, but solely upon its character when created.*

23. JEffect of Memorandum on the Note.— The like rule will

apply to promises in writing for money, which per se might

properly be deemed promissory notes, if there is upon the same

paper a contemporaneous memorandum which shows it to be

for a specific purpose, involving contingencies and uncertain-

ties.^ Thus, a memorandum on a note, that it is taken " for

securing the payment of all such balances as shall be due from

one of the makers, to the extent of the sum mentioned therein,"^

or that " if any dispute shall arise respecting the subject, which

is the consideration of it, it shall be void," ^ will deprive the

instrument of the character of a promissory note. For the like

1 Worley v. Harrison, 3 A. & E. Camp. 205; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p.

669; 5 N. & M. 173; Seacord ». 160 (8th ed.); Id. 161. But a promise

Burling, 6 Denio, 444 ; Sackett v. to pay as per memorandum of agree-

Palmer, 25 Barb. 179. ment was held to be unconditional and
2 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 155 (8th negotiable. Jury v. Barker, E. B. &

ed.) ; Alves v. Hodgson, 7 T. R. E. 459.

241 ; James v. Hagar, 1 Daly (N. Y.), ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, =. 6, p. 20,

517. (5th ed.); Id. s. 14, pp. 41, 42;
s Hill V. Halford, 2 B. & P. 413

;

Hartley w. Wilkinson, 4 Camp. 127

;

Alexander v. Thomas, 16 Q. B. 333. 4 M. & S. 25 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5,

* Hill V. Halford, 2 B. & P. 413. p. 161 (8th ed.). [An instrument is

But see Glancy v. Elliott, 14 111. 456. not deprived of its character as a

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 1, pp. promissory note by a memorandum

41, 42 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. indorsed upon it after its deliverer,

5, p. 160 (8th ed.) ; Id. 163. See stating that it was given subject to an

Pool V. McCrary, 1 Ga. 319 ; Effinger agreement or a condition. Stone v.

V. Richards, 36 Miss. 540. Metcalfe, 4 Camp. 217 ; Brill v.

« Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 20 Crick, 1 M. & W. 232 ; Tyrw. & G.

(5th ed.) ; Leeds, v. Lancashire, 2 622.]

3
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reason, an instrument, acknowledging the receipt of drafts for

the payment of money, and promising to pay the money speci-

fied in the drafts, is not a promissory note ; for the payment of

the money is contingent, and depends upon the payment of the

drafts.^

24. Collateral Agreement.— However, in order to make a

note invalid as a promissory note, the contingency to avoid it

must be apparent, either upon the face of the note, or upon

some contemporaneous written memorandum on the same

paper ; ^ for, if the memorandum is not contemporaneous, or if

it be merely verbal in each case, whatever may be its effect as

a matter of defence between the original parties, it is not

deemed to be a part of the instrument, and does not affect,

much less invalidate, its original character.^ This is a general

rule, not confined to bills of exchange, but it extends to all

written contracts ;
* and the same law prevails in Prance with

respect to bills, where parol evidence is not ordinarily admitted

to extend or qualify the terms of those instruments.^ There-

fore, where a promissory note, on the face of it, purported to be

payable on demand, it was held that parol evidence was not

admissible to show that, at the time of making it, it was agreed

that it should not be payable until after the decease of the

testator,^ or until certain estates of the maker had been sold ;
^

or, that it should not be payable, if the maker's allowance under

a commission against him should not be sufficient to pay the

amount ; ^ or, that it should not be payable until a final dividend

of a bankrupt's estate should have been made.® So, if a note

be payable at nine months after date, parol evidence of the

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 21 ' Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

(6th ed.) ; Williamson v. Bennett, 2 tom. 2, art. 262.

Gamp. 417 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. « Woodbridge v. Spooner, 3 B. &
166 (8th ed.) ; Id. 161. A. 233 ; 1 Chitty, 661.

= Richards M. Richards, 2 B. &Ad. \J Free v. Hawkins, 8 Taunt. 92;
447, 464, 466. Holt N. P. 660.

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 160, s Rawson ». Walker, 1 Stark.

161, 163 (8th ed.) ; Connor ». Clark, 361; and Campbell ». Hodgson,
12 Cal. 168 ; Potter v. Earnest, 45 Gow N. P. 74.

Ind. 416. 9 Rawson v. Walker, 1 Stark.
* Sug. V. & P., tit. Evidence; 2 361. See aMe, s. 22.

Phillips Ev., 4th Am. ed. 637.
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holder's agreement to give the maker time, if, at maturity, it

was not convenient to pay, is inadmissible.^ So, where a pro-

missory note was, on the face of it, made payable on demand, it

was decided that oral evidence of an agreement, entered into

when it was made, that it should not be paid until a given

event happened, is inadmissible.^

1 Dukes V. Dow, cited Chitty on

Bills, c 5, p. 162, n. (Sth ed.).

2 Moseley v. Hanford, 10 B. & C.

729. Declaration against the maker

of a promissory note for £2B3, pay-

able to the bankrupt or his order on

demand. Plea, general issue. At

the trial before Alexander, C. B., at

the last assizes for the county of

Derby, the handwriting of the de-

fendant to the note set out in the

declaration was proved. Evidence

was given on the part of the defend-

ant, that he and one Richardson,

being in partnership as booksellers,

at Derby, agreed to purchase certain

premises belonging to the bankrupt,

and it was stipulated that the bank-

• rupt should deliver up possession by

the 1st of August, 1825, or pay for

the time he should keep possession

beyond that day a rent agreed upon

between the parties. That, on the

1st of August, 1825, Richardson and

the defendant paid up the whole of

the purchase-money, except £233;

and that the defendant, with the con-

sent of the bankrupt, gave his sole

note for the balance, it being ex-

pressly stipulated that it was to be

paid on the bankrupt's delivering up

possession of the premises, and ac-

counting for the rent on the 1st of

August. It was further proved, that

part of the premises continued in pos-

session of the bankrupt's sister down

to and since the commencement of

the action. A verdict having been

found for the plaintiff, Denman, on a

former day in this term, moved for a

new trial, on the ground that the ver-

dict was against the weight of evi-

dence. But the court intimated a

doubt whether parol evidence could

be given to restrain the effect of a

promissory note absolute on the face

of it, and referred to Woodbridge v.

Spooner, 3 B. & A. 233, as an au-

thority to the contrary; and Parke,

J., observed that every bill or note

imported two things : value received,

and an engagement to pay the amount

on certain specified terms ; that evi-

dence was admissible to deny the re-

ceipt of value, but not to vary the

engagement. Lord Tenterden, C. J.,

afterwards delivered the judgment of

the court, and, after stating the facts

of the case, proceeded as follows :

"When this application for a new
trial was made, it occurred to the

court, that the evidence given on be-

half of the defendant ought not to

have been received, on the ground

that evidence of an agreement that

the note was not to be put in suit

until a given event happened was not

admissible ; the effect of it being to

contradict by parol the note itself;

and upon consideration we are of

opinion that upon principle as well as

authority that evidence was not ad-

missible." Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p.

163 (8th ed.). Several cases to that

effect are collected in Selwyn's Nisi

Prius, 394; Hoare v. Graham, 8

Camp. 67 ; Free v. Hawkins, 8 Taunt.

92 ; Abrey v. Crux, L. R. 5 C. P.
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25. Promise to pay out of a particular Fund. -^ The like

rule will apply in cases where a written promise for money,

which otherwise would be a good promissory note, is made pay-

able out of a particular fund, so that the payment is to depend

upon the existence or sufficiency of that fund; for that will

render it invalid as a promissory note.^ Thus, a note for the

payment of money " out of my growing subsistence," ^ or

" out of the fifth payment when due," " or " out of money

when received," * or " out of rents," ^ is not a valid promissory

note, on account of the uncertainty whether the subsistence, or

rents, or payments, or money will become due or be received.

26. But here it is important to bear in mind the distinction

between cases where a note is payable out of a particular fund,

37; Guy v. Bibend, 41 Cal. 322

True V. Shepard, 51 N. H. 501

Holzworth V. Koch, 26 Ohio St. 33

Morse v. Low, 44 Vt. 561 ; Walker

V. Crawford, 66 111. 444 ; Mitchell v.

Noel], 39 Ind. 399.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, pp.

18-20 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c.

5, pp. 157-159 (8th ed.) ; Story on

Bills, a. 46 ; Skillen v. Richmond,

48 Barb. 428; Andrews ». Harvey,

39 Tex. 123.

^ Ibid. ; Josceline ». Lassere,

Fort. 281 ; 10 Mod. 294, 316.

^ Ibid. ; Haydock «. Lynch, 2

Ld. Raym. 1563.

" Ibid. ; Dawkes v. Lord Delo-

traine, 2 W. Bl. 782; 3 Wils. 207

Yates V. Grove, 1 Ves. jun. 280

Carlos V. Fancourt, 5 T. R. 482

Worden v. Dodge, 4 Denio, 169.

^ Ibid. See Jenney v. Herle, 2

Ld. Raym. 1362; 1 Stra. 691; 8

Mod. 266 ; Josceline v. Lassere,

Fort. 282; Dawkes v. Lord Delo-

raine, 3 Wils. 207, 213. In this last

case, Lord Chief Justice De Grey, in

delivering the opinion, speaking of a

bill of exchange (and the same rule

is applicable to a promissory note),

said: "The instrument, or writing,

which constitutes a good bill of ex-

change, according to the law, usage,

and custom of merchants, is not con-

fined to any certain form or set of

words, yet it must have some essen-

tial qualities, without which it is no

bill of exchange : it must carry with

it a personal and certain credit, given

to the drawer, not confined to credit

upon any thing or fund ; it is upon

the credit of a. person's hand, as on

the hand of the drawer, the indorser,

or the person who negotiates it; he

to whom such bill is made payable or

indorsed takes it upon no particular

event or contingency, except the fail-

ure of the general personal credit of

the persons drawing or negotiating

the same. In the present case, the

drawer did not make this writing, or

instrument, upon his own personal

general credit, that in all events he

would be liable in case Brecknock

should not pay it out of William

Steward's money; but both the

drawer and the person to whom pay-

able look only at the fund; And no

personal credit is given to the de-

fendant, the drawer."
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and it rests in contingencies whetlier there will be any such

fund or not, or whether it will be sufficient, and cases where

the fund is only referred to as an absolute existing fund, as the

consideration of the promise, and on account of which the

money is to be paid.^ In the latter cases, no contingency is

contemplated ; the money is to be paid at all events ; and the

fund is referred to only to show why the promise is made, and

so 'pro tanto to discharge the maker of the note. Thus, a note

promising to pay A. B., or order, a sum of money, " being money
which I have received on his account," ^ or " which I have re-

ceived as his half-pay," ^ or " which I owe him for freight,"* or

" which is a portion of his money deposited with me in security

for the payment thereof," ^ or to pay to A. B. a certain sum of

money, " so much being to be due from me to C. D., my land-

lady, at Lady Day next, who is indebted in that sum to A. B.," ^

or to pay A. B., or order, " on account of wine had from him," ^

will be a valid promissory note, as importing the consideration

only for which it is given.® So a promise to pay A. B., or bearer,

a certain sum at sight, " by giving up clothes and papers," &c.,

will be a good promissory note, if it can be gathered from the

attendant facts that the clothes and papers had been previously

given up to the maker ; for, under such circumstances, the words

would only import the value received.^

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, pp. ^ Ibid. ; HaussouUier u. Hartsinck,

22, 23 (Sth ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 7 T. R. 733.

5, pp. 158, 159 (8tli ed.) ; Story on ' Ibid.; Anon., Select Cases, 39,

Bills, B. 47 ; Matthews v. Crosby, 56 cited Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 159

N. H. 21. [A memorandum in the (8th ed.).

margin of a promissory note, "This ' Buller ». Crips, 6 Mod. 29.

note is secured by real estate for ^ So, where married women have

their exclusive payment," means that the power to contract in reference to

real estate is exclusively devoted to their separate estate, a promissory

its payment, not that the note is to note, made by a married woman, and

be paid in real estate. Branning o. containing a clause charging it upon

Markham, 12 Allen, 454.] her separate estate, is valid. Loomis
2 Ibid. See Haussoullier v. Hart- v. Ruck, 14 Abb. Pr., N. S. (N. Y.)

sinck, 7 T. R. 733. 385.

8 Ibid. See Goss ». Nelson, 1 » Dixon v. Nuttall, 1 C. M. &
Burr. 226. R. 307 ; 4 Tyrw. 1013 ; 6 C. & P.

*Ibid. ; Piersonc. Dunlop, Cowp. 320; Ryland v. Brown, 2 Head

671. (Tenn.), 270. [A promissory note
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27. Certainty that Time of Payment will come.— In the next

place, to constitute a valid promissory note, it should be for the

payment of money at some fixed period of time, or on some

event which must inevitably happen.^ This is indeed sufficiently

apparent, and may be deduced as a corollary from what has

been already said. Therefore, a written promise to pay a cer-

tain sum of money at the death of a party to the instrument,

or at a limited time after the death of such party, or of a third

person, is a valid promissory note ; because it must inevitably

become due at some future time, since all men must die, although

the exact period is uncertain.^ Upon a supposed like ground.

is not rendered invalid by a men-

tion of the consideration for which

it was given. Taylor v. Curry, 109

Mass. 36 ; Hereth v. Meyer, 33 Ind.

611 ; Collins v. Bradbury, 64 Me.

37.]

1 Story on Bills, s. 50. See ante,

s. 22 ; Moffat v. Edwards, Car. &
M. 16. See Walker v. Roberts, Car.

& M. 690.

2 Story on Bills, s. 47; Bayley

on Bills, 0. 1, s. 6, pp. 24, 25 (6th

ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 156

(8th ed.) ; Id. o. 12, p. 661 ; Bristol

V. Warner, 19 Conn. 7 ; Mahier i).

Keays, 28 La. An. 246; Colehan

V. Cooke, Willes, 393, 396 ; 2 Stra.

1217. In this last case, the note was

payable ten days after the death of

the maker's father. The case was

argued several times, and Lord Chief

Justice Willes, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said: "I will

here take notice of all the cases which

were cited to the contrary, and will

show that they all stand on a different

foot, and are plainly distinguishable

from the present. For they are all

of them cases where either the fund

out of which the payment was to be

made is uncertain, or the time of pay-

ment is uncertain and might or might

not ever happen; whereas, in the

present case, there is no pretence

that the fund is uncertain, and the

time of payment must come, be-

cause the father, after whose death

they are made payable, must die one

time or other. The case of Pearson

V. Garrett, 4 Mod. 242, and Comb.

227, was thus : the defendant gave a

note to pay 60 guineas when he mar-

ried B., and judgment was given for

the defendant, because it was un-

certain whether he would ever many
her or not, so the time of payment

might never come. In the case of

Jocel3Ti V. Le Serre, P. 1 Geo. 1, B. R.

(10 Mod. 294, 316), the bill was drawn

on Jocelyn to pay so much every

month out of his growing subsistence ;

how long that would last no one could

tell, or whether it would be sufficient

for that purpose ; and therefore the

bill was holden not to be good, be-

cause the fund was uncertain. In the

case of Smith v. Boheme, M. 1 Geo.

1, B. R., cited 2 Ld. Raym. 1362, the

promise in the note was to pay £70,

or surrender a person therein named

;

if, therefore, he surrendered the per-

son, there was no promise to pay

any thing, and therefore the note

was uncertain, and not negotiable.

In the case of Appleby v. Biddulph,

P. 2 Geo. 1, cited 8 Mod. 363, a
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it has been held, that a written promise to pay a certain sum
in two months after a certain ship in the government service

promise to pay if his brother did

not pay by such a time ; held not

to be within the statute, because it

was uncertain whether the drawer

of the note would ever be liable to

pay or not. In the case of Jenny ».

Herle, Tr. 10 Geo. 1 (2 Ld. Raym.
1361), a promise to pay such a sum
out of the income of ike Devonshire

mines; held not a promise within

the statute, because it was uncertain

whether the fund would be sufficient

to pay it. So, in the case of Barns-

ley V. Baldwyn, P. 14 Geo. 2, B. R.

(7 Mod. 417; 2 Stra. 1151), the

promise was, as in the case of Pear-

son 0. Garrett, to pay such a sum
on marriage; and held not to be

within the statute, for the same

reason. And as these notes are

plainly not within the intent of the

statute, because not negotiable ah

initio, so, when the words themselves

come to be considered, they are not

within the words of it, because the

statute only extends to such notes

where there is an absolute promise

to pay, and not a promise depending

on a contingency, and where the

money at the time of the giving of

the note becomes due and payable by

virtue thereof (so are the words of

the statute), and not where it be-

comes due and payable by virtue of a

subsequent contingency, which may
perhaps never happen, and then the

money will never become payable

at all. And it can never be said

that there is a promise to pay money,

or that money becomes due and

payable by virtue of a note, when,

unless such subsequent contingency

happen, the drawer of the note does

not promise to pay any thing at all.

But the present notes, and those

cases where such notes have been

holden to be within the statute, do

not depend on any such contingency,

but there is a certain promise to

pay at the time of the giving of the

notes, and the money by virtue

thereof will certainly become due

and payable one time or other,

though it is uncertain when that

time will come. The bills, there-

fore, of exchange, commonly called

billce nundinales, were always holden

to be good, because, though these

fairs were not always holden at a

certain time, yet it was certain that

they would be held. The case of

Andrews v. Franklin, H. 3 Geo. 1,

B. R. (1 Stra. 24), depends on the

same reason ; for there the note was
to pay such a sum two months after

such a ship was paid ofE; and held

good because the ship would cer-

tainly be paid ofl one time or other.

The case of Lewis v. Ord, T. 8 & 9

Geo. 2, B. R. (Cunn. on Bills, 113)

was exactly the like case, and de-

termined on the same reason. As
to the objection, that these are not

negotiable notes because the value

of them cannot be ascertained, the

argument is not founded on fact,

because the value of a life, when
the age of a person is known, is as

well settled as can be; and there are

many printed books in which these

calculations are made. But if it

were otherwise, the life of a man
may be insured, and by that the

value will be ascertained. And the

same answer will serve to the ob-

jection which I before mentioned
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shall be paid offj is a good promissory note ; because, it is said,

it is morally certain that the government will pay off its ships.^

There is certainly some reason to doubt, whether this last case

falls properly within the doctrine; for it can scarcely be

affirmed as a general truth, that governments will or do pay all

their just debts ; and unless this can be affirmed, there is no

moral certainty that any particular debt will be paid.^

28. It is this certainty, either moral or physical, at least to

the extent of human foresight, which lies at the foundation of

the rule.^ Hence, a written promise to pay a certain sum of

money by instalments at future specified periods, but the instal-

ments to cease at the payee's death, is not a valid promissory

note ; for it may be, that the payee may die before any instal-

ment becomes due, and therefore the money is payable only on

a contingency.* So, a promise to pay money by instalments,

not stating when, is not a good promissory note, on account of

the uncertainty of the time.® Hence, also, a written promise

to pay money, when the maker or the payee shall come of age,

will not be a good promissory note ; for non constat that he will

ever arrive at that period of life.^ But it will be otherwise, if,

from the other language of the instrument, it can be gathered

that a period is absolutely fixed for the payment of the money
at all events, and that the age of the party is referred to not as

a contingent event, but merely as a mode of ascertaining that

period. Thus, if the maker promises to pay when the payee

shall come of age, to wit, on the first day of January, 1850, it

against such bills of exchange, p. 24 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills

There \4,s another objection taken, o. 5, p. 156 (8th ed.) ; Id. o. 12, p
that the drawer might have died 501.

before his father, and then these ' Palmer ». Pratt, 2 Bing. 185

notes would have been of no value

;

Carlos v. Faneonrt, 5 T. R. 482.

but there is plainly nothing in this * Worley v. Harrison, 3 A. & E,

objection, for the same may be said 669 ; Brooks v. Hargreaves, 21 Mich,

of any note payable at a distant 254.

time, that the drawer may die worth ^ Moffat v. Edwards, Car. & M,
nothing before the note becomes 16.

payable." « Goss v. Nelson, 1 Burr. 226;
1 Andrews v. Franklin, 1 Stra. Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 23, 24

24; Evans v. Underwood, 1 Wils. (5th ed.); Kelley v. Hemmingway,
262. 13 111. 604 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p.

2 See Bayley on Bills, o. 1, s. 6, 156 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 12, p. 561.
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will be held a valid promissory note ; for, in such a case, the

note is absolutely payable on the day specified, whether the

payee be then living or not.^ It is to this same principle of

interpretation that we are to attribute the decision in another

case, where the maker promised to pay a certain sum " by the

20th of May, 1807, or when he (the payee) completes the

building according to contract," and the court held the instru-

ment to be a valid promissory note, it being payable absolutely

at a day certain (meaning the 20th of May 2). So where a

note was made payable by instalments, with a proviso, that if

default be made in payment of any part of the first instalment,

the whole shall become immediately payable, has been held to

be a good negotiable note ; for the time is absolutely fixed, and

must inevitably occur at the time when the last instalment

becomes due, if not by the prior event of non-payment of the

first instalment.^

1 Goss V. Nelson, 1 Burr. 226
;

Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 6, p. 23 (5th

ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 156

(8th ed.) ; Id. c. 12, p. 561.

2 Stevens v. Blunt, 7 Mass. 240
;

A note payable six after date

has been held not to be void for

uncertainty, but the law will look

at the facts and circumstances, and

infer the time of payment. Nichols

V. Frothingham , 45 Me. 220. '
' Four

months after," is four months after

date. Pearson v. Stoddard, 9 Gray,

199.

8 Carlon v. Kenealy, 12 M. & W.
139. [In Cota v. Buck, 7 Met.

588, where a note was payable at

the termination of the " coming

season," and sooner if this amount

could be sooner realized out of a cer-

tain fund, Shaw, C. J., said :
" The

true test of the negotiability of a

note seems to be, whether the under-

taking of the promisor is to pay the

amount at all events, at some time

which must certainly come, and not

out of a particular fund, or upon a

contingent event . . . This note, we
think, was payable by the promisor

at all events and within a certain

limited time." This language is

cited by the court with approval in

Taylor v. Curry, 109 Mass. p. 37.

Upon this principle, the character of

a promissory note is not affected by
its being made payable on or before

a specified future day at the option

of the maker, or on a specified future

day with a provision that, in a cer-

tain contingency, it shall bejpayable

before that day. Ernst ». Steckman,

74 Penh. St. 13 ; Jordan v. Tate,

19 Ohio St. 586; Conn v. Thornton,

46 Ala. 587; Walker v. Woollen,

54 Ind. 164, 166 ; Mattison v. Marks,

81 Mich. 421; Carlon v. Kenealy,

12 M. & W., 139 ; Cota v. Buck, 7

Met. 588. But in Massachusetts,

in Way v. Smith, 111 Mass. 523, it

was held that an instrument contain-

ing a stipulation " that this note

may be paid at any time before

maturity, and that interest at the

rate of 18 per cent, per annum shall
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29. Sight and Demand.— Perhaps there may be thought to

be some nicety in the application of this doctrine to some par-

ticular classes of cases, which, at first Tiew, seem to import

that payment is to be made only upon the occurrence of events

which may never happen, and yet, which are uniformly held to

be absolutely payable at all events. Thus, if a note be made

payable at sight, or at ten days after sight, or in ten days after

notice, or on request, or on demand, in all these and the like

cases, the note will be held valid as a promissory note, and

payable at all events, although, in point of fact, the payee may

die without ever having presented the note for sight, or without

having given any notice to, or made any request or demand

upon, the maker for payment.^ But the law, in all cases of

this sort, deems the note to admit a present debt to be due to

the payee, and payable absolutely and at all events, whenever

or by whomsoever the note is presented for payment, according

to its purport.^ Nay, where a note is payable on demand, no

be deducted till due," was uncertain

and contingent both as to the time

of payment and the amount to be

paid ; and in Stults v. Silva, 119

Mass. 137, where the promise was

to pay in one year and a half from

date, or sooner, at the option of the

maker, with interest payable semi-

annually, it was held that both the

time of payment of the principal,

and the amount of interest, were

uncertain, and that the contract, not

being a promise to pay a fixed sum
of money at a definite time, lacked

the essential element of a negotiable

promissory note.]

1 Chitty on Bills, e. 5, p. 156 (8th

ed.) ; Dixon ». Nuttall, 1 C. M. &
R. 307; 4 Tyrw. 1013 ; 6 C. & P.

320 ; Clayton v. Gosling, 5 B. &
C. 860 ; Rumball v. Ball, 10 Mod.

38. See Frank ». Wessels, 64 N. Y.

155. See also Jousse, sur I'Ord.

de 1673, tit. 5, art. 1, pp. 67, 68
;

Pothier, de Change, n. 82.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 156

(8th ed.) ; Clayton o. Gosling, 5 B.

& C. 360. In this case, which was

a note for £200, payable "on hav-

ing twelve months' notice," for value

received, the court held it a good pro-

missory note, and provable in bank-

ruptcy against the maker, although

he became bankrupt before any

notice was given to him by the

payee. Upon that occasion, Lord

Tenterden said : " We have decided,

on more than one occasion, that the

expression ' value received,' in a

note, imports ' received from the

payee.' The note in question may
therefore be read thus : ' We ac-

knowledge to owe the payee £200,

and promise to pay him that sum
with interest, twelve months after

notice.' If so, there is not any con-

tingency as to the debt, for that is

admitted to be due. Nor is the

time of payment contingent, in the

strict sense of the expression ; for

that means a time which may or

may not arrive ; this note was made
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other demand need be made, except by bringing a suit thereon.^

So, where a note does not specify any day or time of payment,

it is by law deemed payable on demand, and therefore is con-

strued as if it contained the words " payable on demand " on

its face.2

payable at a time which we must
suppose would arrive." [In some
states it is held, that a promise in

writing to pay a sum of money to a

railway company, or order, in such

instalments and at such times as the

directors should assess or require,

was a good promissory note, and

was in effect payable on demand.

It appears, however, not to have

been payable on the demand of

the holder, but as the payee, or its

directors should require ; the de-

claration alleged assessments by the

directors for the whole amount,

and a subsequent transfer to the

plaintiff. White v. Smith, 77 111.

351; Stillwell v. Craig, 58 Mo. 24.

In Goshen Turnpike Co. v. Hurtin,

9 Johns. 217, the promise was to pay

the company in such manner and

proportion and at such time and

place as the company might re-

quire, and was held to be a good

promissory note payable on demand;

in this case there were no words

of negotiability. In Washington

County Insurance Co. v. Miller, 26

Vt. 77, there was a promise to pay

to the company in such portions

and at such times as the directors

" may, agreeably to their act of

incorporation, require," but no

words of negotiability; it was held

that this was " a note according

to the immemorial usage in this

state," but the court doubted

whether a note containing such a

provision could be negotiable. See

Union Turnpike Co. v. Jenkins, 1

Caines, 381, 891. In Hubbard v.

Mosely, 11 Gray, 170, it was held that

a written promise to pay $500 to

the order of J. H. and Wm. L.

Mills, with a condition that, as soon

as $500 was received by J. H. and

Wm. L. Mills, this note should be

given up to the maker, was not a

negotiable promissory note, because

it was not a promise to pay to the

payee or holder absolutely and at all

events.]

» Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 402

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, pt. 2, c.

2, p. 590 (8th ed.); Id. c. 4, pp.

608, 609 ; Rumball v. Ball, 10 Mod.

38; Bumham v. Allen, 1 Gray, 496;

Dougherty v. Western Bank, 13 Ga.

287. [And the statute of limitations

begins to run from the making of

the note when it is payable on de-

mand. Norton v. EUam, 2 M. & W.
461 ; Presbrey v. Williams, 15 Mass.

193 ; Newman v. Kettelle, 13 Pick.

418 ; Wheeler v. Warner, 47 N. Y.

519 ; Wenman v. Mohawk Insurance

Co., 13 Wend. 267; Taylor v. Wit-

man, 3 Grant Cas. (Pa.) 138 ; Lara-

son t). Lambert, 12 N. J. L. (7 Halst.)

247 ; Caldwell v. Bodman, 5 Jones

(N. C), 139; Wilks v. Robinson, 3

Rich. (S. C.) 182 ; Hill v. Henry,

17 Ohio, 9. See Picquet v. Curtis,

1 Sumner, 478.]

2 Thomson on Bills, c. 1, s. 2, p.

32 ; Bayley on Bills, c. 3, s. 14, p.

109 (5th ed.) ; Green v. Drebilbis,

1 G. Greene (Iowa), 5.52. So a note

promising to pay "$400 on demand
with interest within six months from

date,
'
' is payable on demand. Jillson

V. Hill, 4 Gray, 316.
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30. Holidays and Usances.— Promissory notes are not only-

valid when payable at sight, or at a fixed period after sight, or

on request, or on demand ; but they are also valid when the

payment is to be made at any other fixed period either estab-

lished by law or ascertained by usage, even when it may be

afiected by some variations in its application to time. Thus, a

note payable at Christmas, or New Year's Day, or upon any

other holiday, will be valid, because the period is fixed by law

or usage. So, a note payable at one usance, or at two usances,

or at a half-usance, which are periods fixed in different countries

by usage, would be equally valid.^

81. Foreign Law.— The French law positively requires, that

every bill of exchange, and every promissory note, shall express

the time when it is to be paid, otherwise it is held not to be

valid as a bill or note, but only as a simple contract.^ But in

other respects it does not seem to differ from our law, as to the

mode of expressing the time of payment ; for it may be at

sight, or at a certain number of days after sight, or after the

date of the bill, or at the expiration of a certain number of

weeks or months, or on a certain day of a month, or at a fixed

feast, fair, or holiday, civil or religious ; or at one or more

usances.^ Heineccius also takes notice of the like doctrine as

generally prevailing on the subject of the time of payment of

bills. " Gambia platearum sunt, vel a vista, quando solutio

injungitur aliquot diebus post visum cambium, vel a dato,

quando acceptans solvere jubetur intra certum tempus a datis

litteris cambialibus ; vel denique a uso, quando tempore con-

sueto solvere tenetur acceptans." * Usance, he afterwards

1 Story on Bills, ss. 50, 144, 332
;

art. 336; Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673,

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 250, art. 1, pp. 67, 68; Pothier, de Change,

251 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, n. 12-16, 32 ; Delvincourt, Droit

p. 404 (8th ed.) ; Pothier, de Commercial, torn. 1, liv. 1, tit. 7,

Change, n. 15, 16, 32; Com. Dig., pp. 76, 77 (2nd ed.).

Merchant, P. 5; Savary, Le Parfait ' Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

N^gociant, torn. 1, pt. 3, c. 4, pp. torn. 2, art. 336; Id. art. 183; Code
816, 817; Nouguier, des Lettres de de Commerce, art. 129-131 ; Pothier,

Change, torn. 1, liv. 3, c. 1, s. 5, de Change, n. 15, 16, 32 ; Jousse,

pp. 87-91. sur rOrd. de 1673, art. 1, pp. 67-69.

^ Code de Commerce, art. 110 ; * Heinecc. de Camh. c. 2, s. 18

;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn. 2, Id. c. 4, s. 6.
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remarks, differs in different places in Germany, the usance

being at Leipsic, Brandenburg, Frankfort, and Dantzic, fourteen

days, and, in some other places, fifteen days.^ But, in what-

ever mode or way the time of payment is to be ascertained,

whether it be payable at or after sight or date, or at a feast, or

usance, or otherwise, Heineccius holds it of primary import-

ance that every bill should clearly express the time of payment.

" In ipsis litteris cambiahbus primo omnium exprimendus est

dies solutionis." ^

32. Upon the same ground, bills of exchange, payable at

fairs, commonly called lillce nundinales, were formerly held

good (and the like rule will apply to promissory notes payable

at fairs), because, although these fairs were not always holden

at a certain time, yet it was certain tha,t they would be held.^

The same rule exists in Prance. Thus, for example, there are

at Lyons four fairs held, each of a month, commonly called

Les Paiemens de Lyon, and bills of exchange payable at such

fairs never make mention of any other time than the time of

the fair, without naming any precise day
;
yet they are held to

be good bills of exchange, and are payable after the first and

before the seventh day of the fair.* Bills of exchange of a

similar character, and payable at fairs, prevail in Germany and

other parts of the continent of Europe, and are called by Hei-

neccius Gambia feriarum.^ He adds that in Germany they are

to be presented within a certain time, otherwise they are no

longer admitted ; and at Leipsic they are presentable at the

vernal and autumnal fairs, and are then pa,yable on the Thurs-

day of the last week of the fair, without any allowance of

days of grace.^

1 Heineco. de Camb. c. 2, s. 13; meroial, torn. 2, s. 183, p. 65; Code de

Id. 0. 4, s. 6. Commerce, art. 129, 133 ; Nouguier,
2 Ibid. c. 4, s. 6. de Change, torn. 1, (!. 5, n. 5, 6, p.

* Colehan a. Cooke, Willes, 393, 90; Scaccia, de Comm., s. 2, gloss. 4,

398, 399 ; Chitty on Bills, o. 5, p. p. 494.

156 (8th ed.). 6 Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, ss. 12,

* Pothier, de Change, n. 16; Du- 13.

puy de la Serra, Lettres de Change, " Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 15.

p. 29, n. 33 (ed. 1789); Jousse, See also Nouguier, de Change, tom.

Comm. sur I'Ord. de 1673, tit. 5, p. 2, p. 556;

69 (ed. 1802) ; Pardessus, Droit Com-
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33. Certainty as to Maker and Payee.— In the next place, it

is essential to the validity of a promissory note that it should

contain no contingency or uncertainty as to the person by whom

it is payable, or to whom it is payable.^ This is, indeed, but a

mere application of a general rule, which goTerns in respect to

other contracts.^ In the first place, the name of the particu-

lar person to whom it is payable should be given ; and it should

not be in the alternative, as payable to A. B. or to C. D.

Therefore a note whereby the maker should promise to pay " to

A. B. or to C. D., or his or their order," is not a valid promis-

sory note; for it is not e to A. B. and C. D., but to

either of them, and that only on the contingency of its not

having been paid to the other.^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 159

(8th ed.); Id. 160; Id. 177; Bayley

on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, p. 34 (5th ed.);

Story on Bills, s. 54. Per Chief

Baron Eyre in Gibson v. Minet, 1

H. Bl. 608.

2 Ibid. ; Champion ». Plummer,

1 B. & P., N. R. 252; Cooper v.

Smith, 15 East, 103. In Iowa no

action lies upon a note given to an

unincorporated association, though

brought in the name of an officer to

whom it was given. Nightingale v.

Barney, 4 G. Greene (Iowa), 106. But

in Indiana the real name need not be

given; the payee may be designated

by any style agreed upon by the par-

ties. Moore ». Anderson, 8 Ind. 18;

Farnsworth v. Drake, 11 Ind. 101.

* Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, pp.

34, 35 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills,

o. 5, p. 177 (8th ed.); Id. c. 12, pp.

560, 561; Blanckenhagen v. Blun-

dell, 2 B. & A. 417; Walrad v. Pe-

trie, 4 Wend. 575; Osgood v. Pear-

sons, 4 Gray, 455; Musselman v.

Oakes, 19 111. 81. But see Fort v.

Delee, 22 La. An. 180. In Storm

V. Stirling, 3 E. & B. 832, the action

was brought upon an instrument in

the form of a promissory note, but

payable " to the Secretary for the

time being of the Indian Laudable

and Mutual Assurance Society." It

was held that this was not a pro-

missory note. Lord Campbell, C. J.,

said, in delivering judgment :
" The

nature and very definition which we
find in the books of a promissory

note show that it must contain an

express promise to pay to a person

therein named or designated, or to

his order or to bearer. See Byles

on Bills, p. 4 (6th ed.) ; Colehan v.

Cooke, Willes, 396, and 2 Bl. Com.
467. If the person to whom or to

whose order it is to be paid is un-

certain, and it depends on a contin-

gency to whom or to whose order

payment is to be made, it is not a

promissory note unless it can be

treated as payable to bearer. It

was urged, on behalf of the plain-

tifE, that we might treat this as a

note made payable to the plaintifE,

who at the date of the document

was the secretary of the society, by
his description as such secretary.

. . . There is no doubt upon the

authorities, that it is quite sufficient
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34. Maker.— In the next place, as to the person or persons

by whom the promissory note is payable. It seems indispen-

to make a note by a description or

designatio personcE of this kind; but

we do not think that we can put the

above construction on the document

now before us. The use of the

words, ' for the time being,' in the

first instance; the repetition of them
afterwards, and the whole form and

scope of the instrument, satisfy us

that the payment was to be made to

the individual who, at the time of

the instrument falling due, should

fill the situation of secretary of the

company, and not to the plaintiff,

unless he happened to be secretary

at that time. It was, we think,

clearly intended as a floating pro-

mise, the performance of which was

to be made to the person being se-

cretary when the document became

due. The other construction would

in effect be to hold that the words,

'the secretary for the time being,'

meant the now secretary ; but we
think that the words were used for

the very purpose of excluding that

construction. The case of Kex v.

Box, 6 Taunt. 325, which was relied

on by the plaintiff, is clearly dis-

tinguishable from the present.

There, the note was payable on

demand, to A. B. and C. D. by

name, ' stewardesses ' of a provident

society, ' or their successors in of-

fice.' There, the parties to whom
the note was given were designated

by name; and the description of

them as stewardesses, which it was

said they were not legally, being

mere matter of description, did

not alter the promise to pay them

on demand; and the judges said

that, although they could have no

legal successors as stewardesses,

still, their executors or adminis-

trators might sue. In the present

case, as we read the document, the

money was never to become payable

to the plaintiff, and he was never to

have any right upon the instrument,

unless he happened to fill the situa-

tion of secretary to the society at

the end of nine months. In Eex v.

Box, the note, as construed by the

court, gave an immediate right of

action to the payees named, on

which they might have immediately

sued ; and the court seems to have

thought that the mention of the

successors, who could have no legal

existence, might be rejected so that

it did not destroy the immediate

legal right expressly given to the

plaintiffs on demand. Here there

is no right given to the plaintiff,

except by the words promising to pay

'the secretary for the time being.'

It was not suggested in that case

that the note would be good if it

amounted to such a floating con-

tingent promise as we think that the

words are intended to import in the

case before us. It was suggested,

also, in the argument, that, if there

were no payee who could sue, the

note might be treated as payable to

bearer; but we think that, in so

holding, we should give a meaning

to the note contrary to the clearly

expressed intention of the maker.

This is not a case of fraud, or of a

fictitious payee; but the defect is,

that it is a promise to pay some per-

son to be ascertained ex post facto;

and we know no authority to show

that, under such circumstances, we
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sable that the maker's name should be signed to a promissory

note, in order at once to ascertain the identity of the person

who signs it, and also to secure public confidence in its negoti-

ability and circulation.^ It should also state in unambiguous

terms who is the maker or person liable to pay it ; and, if it be

in the alternative, and is signed, that it is to be paid by " A.

B. or else C. D.," it is void as a promissory note.^ But, pro-

can hold this instrument to be a

note payable to bearer, because,

though valid perhaps as an agree-

ment, it cannot be enforced as a

promissory note. The promise is

to pay to, or to the order of, an un-

certain person ; but, if founded on

good consideration, it may probably

give rights, legal or equitable, to

the society; but we think thsit we
should be making a new instrument

if we were to hold it a promissory

note payable to bearer ; and the case

does not fall within any of the de-

cisions cited on this branch of the

argument. As we think, therefore,

that this is not a promissory note,

our judgment is for the defend-

ant." And this judgment was af-

firmed in the Exchequer Chamber

;

nom. Cowie v. Stirling, 6 E. & B.

333; Yates v. Nash, 8 C. B., N. S.

581. In Holmes v. Jaques, L. K. 1

Q. B. 376, a written promise " to

pay to the trustees of the Wesleyan
Chapel, Harrowgate, or their trea-

surer for the time being," £100, was
held to be a good promissory note,

as the trustees alone were to be

taken as payees, and the treasurer

was only designated as their agent

to receive payment. See Watson v.

Evans, 1 H. & C. 662. In Buck v.

Merrick, 8 Allen, 123, the action was
upon a note payable to "the trea-

surer of the First Parish in H. , or

his successor in said oflEice," and it

was held upon demurrer that a

declaration alleging that the plain-

tiff was such treasurer when the

note was made, showed sufficiently

his right to bring the action. The
point that the instrument was not a

note on account of the uncertainty

as to the payee, was not noticed
;

no counsel appeared for the defend-

ant. In Davis v. Garr, 6 N. Y. 124,

it was held that a note payable to

" W., D., and M., Trustees of the

A. Company, or their successors in

office," was valid, and that there

was no uncertainty who were pay-

ees. A promise to pay to "the

heirs, administrators, or assigns of

the estate of D. deceased," or to

the " estate of M. L. deceased," is

not a valid promissory note, because

the payee is not sufficiently desig-

nated. Bennington u. Dinsmore, 2

Gill, 348 ; Lyon v. Marshall, H
Barb. 241; Tittle v. Thomas, 30

Miss. 122. But a note payable to

" the trustees acting under the will

of the late Mr. W. B.," or to the

administrator of a particular estate,

is good, as the payee can be ascer-

tained by the description. Meggin-

son V. Harper, 2 C. & M. 322 ; 4

Tyrw. 94 ; Moody v. Threlkeld, 13

Ga. 55. See Knight v. Jones, 21

Mich. 161.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 11, p. 37

(5th ed.).

2 Ferris v. Bond, 4 B. «& A. 679

;
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vided the name of the maker who is to pay it be clearly seen

as such, on the face of the instrument, it does not seem to be

of any importance, either in our law or in the foreign law,

wliether it is found at the bottom or at the top, or on the

margin thereof.' It may also be written in ink or in pencil.^

The signature may be by the maker himself, or by any one

authorized by him, and signing for him in his name.^ Whether

a signature by the initials of the maker's name will be a suffi-

cient subscription, does not seem to have been directly decided

by our law ; * but its sufficiency is completely established in the

law of Scotland.* The subscription, also, by the maker, by his

mark, if he cannot write, will be good, if it is established by

proper attestation or proof.^

35. Payee.— In the next place, it is equally essential that

the person to whonn the note is payable should be clearly ex-

pressed, and made known upon the face of the note ; '' for parol

Chitty on Bills, o. 5, pp. 160, 177

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 1,

s. 6, p. 17 (5th ed.) ; Id. s. 11,

p. 39.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 11, pp.

37, 88 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c.

6, pp. 185, 186 (8th ed.) ; Story on

Bills, s. 53 ; Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4,

s. 17 ; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 2, art. 330 ; 3 Kent Com. 78

;

Taylor v. Dobbins, 1 Stra. 399
;

Elliot a. Cooper, 2 Ld. Kaym.
1376.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp. 146,

185 (8th ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. 53;

Thomson on Bills, p. 8 (2nd ed.)
;

Geary v. Physic, 5 B. & C. 234.

' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 11, pp.

37, 38 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c.

5, pp. 185, 186 (8th ed.) ; Story on

Bills, s. 53.

' But see Merchants' Bank v.

Spicer, 6 Wend. 443.

' Thomson on Bills, o. 1, s. 2, p.

40 (2nd ed.).

^ Thomson on Bills, c. 1, s. 2,

pp. 46, 48-51 (2nd ed.) ; Chitty on

Bills, pt. 2, c. 5, p. 621 (8th ed.).

See ante, s. 11.

' See Enthoven v. Hoyle, 13 C. B.

373; Yates v. Nash, 8 C. B., N. S.

581. Evidence is admissible to show
the person to whom it was intended

that a promissory note should be

payable, although the note purports

to be payable to a person of a dif-

ferent name. Willis v. Barrett, 2

Stark. 29. S^eepost, s. 121, n. The
payee or indorsee of a note may
be designated by the office that

he holds, e. g., " The Treasurer

General of the Royal Treasury of

Portugal," as well as by his name,

and the person holding that office at

the time of the making or indorse-

ment of the note acquires the legal

title to it, and can transfer it even

after he has ceased to hold such

office. Soares v. Glyn, 8 Q. B. 24

;

compare Storm v. Stirling, 3 E. &
B. 832 ; nom. Cowie v. Stirling, 6 E.

& B. 338, ante, a. 33 n. ; McCann
V. The State, 4 Nebraska, 324

;
post,

s. 127.
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evidence is not admissible to show to whom it is payable ;
and

in instruments designed for circulation, it is of the highest

importance to know to whom its obligations apply, and from

whom a title can be securely derived. The same rule pervades

the whole foreign law. In the French Code of Commerce, it is

enumerated as one of the essential requisites of a promissory,

note, that it should contain the name of the payee, to whose

order it is payable.^ And this is but an affirmance of the

antecedent law.^ Heineccius lays down the doctrine in strong

terms : " Nee praetermittendum exactoris pranomen et nomen

;

vel ideo quippe necessarium, quod nemo ex litteris agere potest,

cujus in illis nulla fit mentio." ^ A similar rule prevails as to

the name of the maker of the note.* Heineccius, speakiijg of

the importance of the signature of the drawer to a bill, and

that even a seal will not supply the defect (and the same ground

applies to the signature of the maker of a promissory note),

quotes with approbation the opinion of Sprengerus, and says

:

" Et id quidem omnino verissimum est, (1) quia periculosa

est contraria sententia, ob falsa, quae ita facile possent com-

mitti, (2) quia ita non facile fieri posset cambialium litterarum

recognitio. Idem dicendum videtur de casu, si loco nominis

subscript! crucis signum subjiciatur." ^

36. But here, again, the general rule of our law, as to the

person to whom a note is payable, must be understood with

proper limitations and qualifications. It is not necessary that

the name of the payee should expressly be stated on the face of

the note ;. but it will be sufficient, if, from the language used,

the person can be certainly ascertained.® Thus, for example, a

note payable to the order of A. is a valid promissory note ; for,

in contemplation of law, it is payable to A. or his order.^

1 Code de Commerce, art. 188. * Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp. 155,

' Pothier, de Change, n. 30, 31
;

160 (8th ed.) ; Bayleyon Bills, c. 1,

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom. s. 10, pp. 32-35 (5th ed.) ; Story

2, art. 338; Jousse, sur I'Ord. de on Bills, s. 54; Rex v. Randall,

1673, tit. 5, art. 1, p. 67. Russ. & R., 195 ; Robertson v.

' Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, s. 11

;

Sheward, 1 M. & Gr. 511 ; 1 Scott

Story on Bills, s. 54, N. R. 419 ; Storm v. Stirling, 3 E.

* Pothier, de Change, n. 30
;
& B. 832 ; ante, a. 33, n.

Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, s. 17. ' Chitty on Bills, c. 11, p. 582

5 Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, s. 18. (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp.
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So, a note payable to A. or bearer, or payable to bearer, is a

valid promissory note ; for, in contemplation of law, it is solely

payable to the person who is, or may become, the bearer ; and

id certum est, quod certum reddi potest.^ So, a note thus ex-

pressed: "Received of B. £50, which I promise to pay on

demand," is a good promissory note ; for the promise will be

interpreted to be a promise to pay B.^ Pothier gives a similar

interpretation to the like language ; ® but Pardessus considers

that, under the present commercial code of France, the inter-

pretation would not hold good, but the note would be fatally

defective.* Upon the other point, where a note is made payable

to the order of A., the French law partly agrees with and partly

differs from our own. A note payable to the order of A. is

valid and negotiable, as a promissory note, as soon as it is made
payable to any person in particular; and he may maintain £^

suit upon it, as holder, in the same manner as if it were origi-

nally made payable to him.^ But it is not deemed, as in our

law, payable to A., but only to his order. And Heineccius puts

precisely the same interpretation upon the words, and holds the

same doctrine.

37. Blankfor Payee's Name.— A note, issued with a blank

for the payee's name, may be filled by any bona fide holder with

his own name as payee, and then it will be treated as a good

promissory note to him from its date.^ Indeed, the law pro-

388, 389 (5th ed.) ; Frederick v. c. 5, p. 178 (8th ed.) ; c. H, p.

Cotton, 2 Show. 8 ; Fisher v. Pom- 582 ; Grant u. Vaughan, 3 Burr.

fret, Garth. 403 ; 12 Mod. 125
;

1516 ; Minet v. Gibson, 3 T. R. 481

;

Anon., Comb. 401 ; Smith v. 1 H. Bl. 569 ; Mechanics' Bank v.

M'Clure, 5 East, 476
;

[Howard Straiton, 3 Abb. App. Dec. (N. Y.)

V. Palmer, 64 Me. 86 ; Durgin v. 269.

Bartol, 64 Me. 473; Sherman v. " Green ». Davies, 4 B. & C. 235.

Goble, 4 Conn. 246; Haling u. Hugg, 'Pothier, de Change, n. 31;

1 Watts & S. 418. In Davega v. Story on Bills, s. 55.

Moore, 3 M'Cord (S. C.) 482, a * Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

note containing a promise " to pay torn. 2, art. 338.

to order the sum of three hundred ^ Story on Bills, s. 56 ; Locr^,

dollars," was considered as payable Esprit du Code de Commerce, tom.

to bearer, as if it had been payable 1, liv. 3, tit. 8, p. 242 ; Pardessus,

to a fictitious person.] Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art. 339;

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, pp. Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 8.

30, 31 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, pp.
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ceeds much further; for if a blank paper, intended to be a

promissory note, is signed by the maker, it may afterwards be

filled up by any authorized person, according to the intent for

which it is signed, and, in the possession of a bona fide liolder,

it will be held valid.

^

38. French Law.— The law of France upon this subject is

somewhat different. Originally, bills of exchange drawn with

a blank for the name of the payee might be filled up (as in our

law) in the name of any bona fide holder, and thereby the

other parties to the bill would be bound to him in the same

manner as if his name had been originally inserted therein.^

But this having been found to be a cover for fraud and usury,

the practice was afterwards disallowed.^ Soon afterwards, bills

payable to the bearer, came into use ; but being found produc-

tive of the like ill consequences, they also were declared illegal.*

Their validity seems afterwards to have been re-established ;
^

but, according to Pardessus, by the present law of France, a

bill, payable to the bearer, is not valid.® If a bill of exchange

contains any fiction or falsity in the names, or quality, or domi-

cile, or place, where it is drawn, or where it is payable, it loses

its distinctive character as a bill, and becomes only a simple

promise.' Upon a somewhat similar policy, promissory notes,

36, 37 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. Henderson, 9 Sm. & M. 375. But

5, pp. 160, 177, 178 (8th ed.)

;

the note is invalid until the blanks

Cruchley v. Clarance, 2 M. & S. 90 ;
are filled. Seay v. Bank of Tennes-

Crutchly v. Mann, 5 Taunt. .529; see, 3 Sneed (Tenn.), 558. Seeanie,

Attwood V. Griffin, 1 Ry. & M. 425
;

s. 10 and note.

Ives V. Farmers' Bank, 2 Allen, p. ^ Pothier, de Change, n. 223.

240 ; Greenhow v. Boyle, 7 Blackf. ' Ibid. ; Savary, Parfait N^go-
(Ind.) 56 ; Dunham v. Clogg, 30 ciant, torn. 1, pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 7, p.

Md. 284 ; Sittig v. Birkestack, 38 201.

Md. 158 ; Farmers' and Merchants' ' Ibid. ; Dupuy de la Serra, c.

Bank v. Horsey, 2 Houst. (Del.) 19, pp. 196, 197.

885 ; Story on Bills, s. 54. See Rex 'Pothier, de Change, n. 223;

V. Richards, Russ. & R. 193. Dupuy de la Serra, c. 19, pp. 196,
1 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 11, p. 197.

39 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 2, « Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

p. 33 (8th ed.); Id. c. 5, pp. 186, torn. 2, art. 338
;
post, s. 173; Story

215; Story on Bills, s. 53; 3 Kent on Bills, s. 57.

Com. 77 ;
Johnson v. Blasdale, 1 ' Code de Commerce, art. 112.

Sm. & M. 17; Hemphill v. Bank See, also, Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 178

of Ala., 6 Sm. & M. 44 ; Wilson ». (8th ed.).
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with a blank for the name of the payee, were formerly held

valid, and were in use in France ; but they are now prohibited,

and have fallen into disuse.^-^

39. Fictitious Payee. — It has sometimes happened that

notes import to be payable to a fictitious person, or to a person

not in esse, or to his order, and are issued with an indorsement

in blank, purporting to be made by such person thereon. Under
such circumstances, as against the real maker of the note, who
assumes the character of the indorser in the transaction, the

note will, in the -hands of a bona fide holder, be held payable to

bearer, and have the same legal operation as if it was origi-

nally made payable to bearer.^ We have just seen that, in

respect to bills of exchange, a different rule prevails in Prance

under the present Code of Commerce ; ^ and the like rule is

applicable to promissory notes. But, if a note is made payable

to a fictitious person or order, it seems that, as between the

original parties who put the instrument into circulation with a

knowledge of the fiction, it might be held void as an inopera-

tive instrument.*

40. Local Laws.— These are the essential qualities required

in promissory notes, by the law of England and America.

There are others, again, which are indispensable under particu-

lar circumstances, and others, again, which are usual and

common, although not indispensable, but which yet will require

some notice in the present connection. In certain cases, by

statute, no note is valid as a promissory note, unless it is made

1 Savary, Parfait Negociant, torn, payee forged upon it. Coggill ».

1, pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 7, p. 199. American Exchange Bank, 1 N. Y.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, pp. 113 ; Fort v. Meacher, Riley (S. C.)

31, 32 (5tli ed.) and note; Chitty 248; Ashpitelu. Bryan, 3 B. & 8.474.

on Bills, c. 5, pp. 179, 180 (5th ed.)
;

See Bennett o. Farnell, 1 Camp. 130,

Stevens v. Strang, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.) and 180 6, n. 9, and Byles on Bills

138 ; Stone a. Freeland, cited 1 H. (11th ed.), 82, as to the liability of

BI. 316, n. ; Minet v. Gibson, 3 the acceptor of a bill payable to a

T. R. 481 : 1 H. Bl. 569 ; CoUis fictitious payee.

V. Emett, 1 H. Bl. 313 ; Cooper ' Ante, s. 38 ; Code de Commerce,

V. Meyer, 10 B. & C. 468 ; Phillips art. 112.

V. Im Thurn, 18 C. B., N. S. 694 ; ^ See Bennett t7. Farnell, 1 Camp.

Farnsworth v. Drake, 11 Ind. 101. 130 ; Hunter v. Jeffery, Peaks, Ad.

So, also, if put in circulation by the Cas. 146. See Chenot v. Lefevre,

maker, with the indorsement of the 8 lU. 637.
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in strict compliance with the statute regulations. Thus, for

example, in England, promissory notes are, in general, required

by statute to be on stamped paper.^ So, certain descriptions

of promissory notes are required to be attested, otherwise they

are void.^ Others, again, for certain purposes, require the

words " value received " to be inserted therein, in order to give

a title to interest and damages ; ^ and others, again, formerly

required, under a penalty, the words " value received " to be

inserted on their face, such as notes given for the payment of

coals, which on their face were required to pupport to be given

"for value received in coals."* But upon these it is unne-

cessary to dwell, as they exclusively belong to positive legisla-

tion, and vary, as well in the same country as in different

countries.

41. Negotiability.— A far more important, and, in a practi-

cal sense, the most distinguishing characteristic of promissory

notes, is their negotiability. It is this quality which gives a

ready circulation and currency to them among the community
at large, and enables them to perform, in a vast variety of

cases, the functions of money .^ Nevertheless, this is not, by

our law, an indispensable quality, although it is so general an
attendant that it is difficult to separate in our minds the notion

of a promissory note from that of negotiability. A note, not

negotiable, enjoys, by our law, all the privileges of a note which

is negotiable, so far as the maiter and payee are concerned.®

It is only when a transfer of such a note is accomplished, that

the distinction between an assignment at law and an assign-

ment in equity is felt and understood.^ Hence it was formerly

thought, that, unless a promissory note was negotiable, it was
but the assignment of a chose in action, which was generally

incapable of being transferred at the common law, although

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 3, ss. 1-14, 40 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5,

pp. 77-103 (.5th ed.); Byles on Bills, P- 182 (Sth ed.).

11th ed. 102. ' Ante, s. 3.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 12, p. ° Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, p.

40 (Sth ed.). 33 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5,

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 183 pp. 181, 218 (Sth ed.); Story on

(Sth ed.) ; Byles on Bills, 11th ed. Bills, s. 60; ante, s. 3.

85. ' Story on Bills, ss. 60, 199.

* Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 13, p.
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held assignable in equity, and therefore was a mere evidence of

a contract.! But the validity of such a note, as a promissory

note, is now fully established.^ Indeed, the rule never did

apply to promissory notes or bills of exchange, assigned to the

king or government by the payee, although not originally pay-

able to bearer or to order ; for these, like all other choses in

action, always were assignable to the king or government upon

principles of public policy, so as, upon the assignment thereof,

to be suable in the name of the king or government.^ And
bills of exchange and promissory notes, originally made pay-

able to the king or government, are, upon the like policy, held

assignable to third persons, without any words of negotiability

in the instrument.*

42. Foreign Law.— The French law, as has been already

suggested,^ in respect to non-negotiable bills and notes, differs

essentially from ours ; for the privileges annexed by that law

to promissory notes are limited to those which are negotiable,

viz., those which are payable to the payee or his order, or to his

order generally, or that some other equivalent words should be

used.^ The law of tlie Neapolitan dominions is to the same

* Chitty on Bills, e. 5, p. 181 dessus, Droit Commercial, tom. 2,

(8th ed.) ; Da^kes v. Lord De art. 339; Pothier, de Change, n.

Lorane, 3 Wils. 207, 213; Story on 216-219; Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673,

Bills, s. 60. tit. 5, art. 31, p. 126; Dupuy de la

2 Ibid.; Smith v. Kendall, 6 T. Serra, de Change, o. 19, ss. 1, 2,

R. 123; ante, ss. 1-3; Story on pp.191, 192; Nouguier, de Change,

Bills, s. 60; Rex v. Box, 6 Taunt, tom. 1, liv. 4, s. 1, n. 7, p. 498

;

325 ; Bishop of Derry v. Chambers, Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 181 (8th

1 Hud. & B. 433; United States v. ed.); Id. c. 6, pp. 218, 219. M.

Buford, 3 Pet. 12, 30; Bates «. But- Nouguier thinks that he has asoer-

ler, 46 Me. 387 ;
post, s. 128. tained the precise time when the

* Story on Bills, ss. 60, 199; words "or order" were added in

United States v. White, 2 Hill, France, in bills of exchange. He
59. says: " Estienne Cleirac, lequel,

* Ibid. ; Lambert v. Taylor, 4 B. comme on sait, ecrivait en 1569, est

& C. 138 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. le premier auteur qui parle de Vordre,

219, 252 (8th ed.) ; United States v. comme moyen de transferer la pro-

Buford, 3 Pet. 12, 30; United States priete d'une lettre de change. Dans

B. White, 2 Hill, 59. son c. 5, n. 4, p. 62, il donne un
^ Ante, 8. 2. modfele de lettre oontenant I'ordre

;

* Story on Bills, s. 61; Par- puis, au meme chapitre, n. 12, p.
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effect.^ It is highly probable that the same rule prevails gene-

rally upon the continent of Europe, although the elementary

writers do not seem directly to discuss the point.^ In Scotland,

66, il explique la valeur de cette ex-

pression. Plustard, Savary, Parere

82, t. 2, p. 602, pretend que 1'usage

de cette clause a pris naissance en

1620; tandis que Mareschal, dans

son ouvrage sur les changes et re-

changes, public en 1625, ne dit rien

qui conflrme cette opinion. Son

silence ne la d^truit pas, car son

trait6 succinct est principalement

destine a rechercher la nature des

diverses especes de changes, et la

constitution faite par Cleirao trente-

quatre ans apres, semble lui donner

une certaine force. J'ai mgme re-

trouv4 dans VInstruction sur les

Lettres de Change, c. 1, p. i; un

renseignement precieux, qui deter-

minerait I'epoque precise de I'inven-

tion de I'ordre. Suivant I'auteur

de cette instruction, availt le minis-

tere du Cardinal de Richelieu on ne

se servait pas du mot ordre; mais

I'embarras des procurations qu'il

fallait passer, donna lieu ^ ce terme,

pour faciliter le commerce des

lettres de change, dent ce ministre

faisait un tres-grand usage. Or, on

salt que le minist^re du cardinal a

dur6 de 1624 k 1642, epoque de sa

niort. Ce serait done vers cette

Epoque et pendant cet espace de

dix-huit ans, que I'ordre, invente en

1620, anrait pris son developpement.

Quoiqu'il en soit, le commerce ac-

cueillit cette innovation avec une

faveur marquee: il comprit k mer-

veille combien ses ressources s'aug-

mentaient par la facilite. de r^gler

ses operations imm^diatement sans

frais, et d'assurer un rapide paie-

ment. Aussi le transport des lettres

par un simple ordre devint d'un

usage presque general. Cependant,

vers la fin du dix-septieme siecle, et

apres I'ordonnance de 1673, quelques

places de commerce, tenant par tra-

dition k leurs anciennes formalit6s,

ne purent se r6soudre a autoriser les

transports par endossement, et Du-

puy de la Serra (c. 13, n. 12, pp.

467 et 468; Id. c. 13, s. 12, p. 92,

6d. 1789), cite quelques pays oil il y
avait defense d'agir ainsi: 'Dans

quelques villes particuli^res, dit-il,

comme Venise, Florence, Novi, Bol-

zan, par des reglements qui out force

de lois, il est defendu de payer les

lettres de change en vertu des

ordres: mais il faut qu'elles soient

payables a droiture k ceux qui les

doivent exiger, ou bien ceux k qui

elles sont payables envoient une

procuration conjue en certaine forme

precise, sans quoi on ne saurait en

exiger le paiement, ni faire un pro-

tSt valable, parce qu'il ne serait

pas fait par la faute du tireur ni

de I'acceptant.' " Nouguier, des

Lettres de Change, torn. 1, pp. 273,

274. Doubtless they were intro-

duced into promissory notes about

the same period.

^ Codice per lo Regno delle due

Sicilie, del Comm. tit. 7, c. 1, s. 109;

Id. c. 2, s. 187.

" See Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, ss.

1-3; Baldasseroni (P.), del Cambio,

pt. 1, art. 2, and Commercial Code
of Russia, 1833; 1 Louis. Law Jour-

nal, 1842, p. 64; Da Silva Lisboa,

Principes de Diritto Mercantil, torn.

2, c. 6, p. 17.
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a bill of exchange or promissory note is held to be indorsable

and negotiable, although it bears no words of assignability on

its face.' In this respect, it differs both from our law and the

foreign continental law.

43. Transfer.— As to the mode of negotiation of promissory

notes, it depends, in our law, upon the form in which they are

originally made. If they are payable to bearer generally, or to

A. or bearer, the title thereto passes by mere delivery from

hand to hand, and, of course, possession of the same is prima

facie proof of title.^ If they are payable to order, or to A. or

order, then the title will pass by the indorsement of the payee

to the person named in the indorsement. If they are indorsed

in blank, then the title passes by mere delivery to the holder,"

in the same manner as if the indorsement were to the bearer.^

44. Words of Negotiability.— In order to make a promissory

note negotiable, it is not essential that it should in terms be

payable to bearer or to order. Any other equivalent expres-

sions, clearly demonstrating the intention to make it negotiable,

will be of equal force and validity.* Thus, for example, a pro-

iliissory note payable to A or assigns is negotiable. The French

law is equally liberal in its exposition of this subject ; for,

although the Code of Commerce requires promissory notes to be

payable to a party or his order,^ yet it is held a sufficient com-

pliance with the terms of the article, if other equivalent words

are used. Thus, for example, if the note is made payable to A.,

or at his disposal (pu a sa disposition'), that will be sufficient to

establish its negotiability.* So, if it be payable to A., or to the

lawful bearer thereof, it will be deemed equivalent to the words
" or to his order." '^ But, if the words are payable to A., or in

1 1 Bell Coram., bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, * Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 180

p. 401 (5th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 61. (8th ed.); Id. o. 6, p. 219; Bayley

2 Story on Bills, s. 60; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p. 120 (5th

on Bills, c. 5, p. 180; Id. c. 6, p. ed.); Story on Bills, s. 60; 3 Kent

252 (8th ed,); Bayley on Bills, o. 1, Com. 77; Com. Dig., Merchant, F.

s. 10, p. 31 (5th ed.). 5 ; Yingling v. Kohlhass, 18 Md.
8 Story on Bills, s. 60; Chitty 148.

on Bills, c. 6, pp. 252, 253 (8th ^ Code de Commerce, art. 188.

ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, * Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

p. 31 (5th ed.); Id. c. 5, s. 1, pp. tom. 2, art. 339.

121-124. ' Ibid.
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his favor (ou en sa faveur), they will not be deemed to intend

to make the note negotiable.^

45. Date. — In the next place, as to the date. Promissory

notes ordinarily state the date or time of making the same

;

but it is not, in general, essential that they should be dated,

unless positively required by some statute.^ Great practical

difficulties must, however, arise in many cases, from the omis-

sion of the date, and therefore it rarely occurs, except from

inadvertence or mistake. Thus, if a note be payable in a cer-

tain number of days after the date, it is plain that the omission

must create great embarrassment and difficulty in ascertaining

when the note was actually made and delivered to the payee.

In such a case, the time will be computed from the day when it

was issued or made,^ or, if that cannot be exactly ascertained,

from the day when its existence can first be established.*

Where a note is payable at sight, or at a certain number of

days after sight, the same difficulty is not felt ; for the time

begins to run, not from the date, but from the time of the pre-

sentment thereof, and therefore is easily ascertainable.^

46. Foreign Law.— By the old French law, the date does

not seem to have been positively required to be placed on the

note ; * but the modern Code of Commerce expressly requires

1 Pardessus, Droit Commercial, ford ». Dorwin, 3 Vt. 82; Chamber-

tom. 2, art. 339. lain ». Hopps, 8 "Vt. 94; Seldon-

2 Bayley on Bills, o. 1, s. 7, p. ridge v. Connable, 32 Ind. 375.

25 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 5, ^ See Arraitt v. Breame, 2 Ld.

p. 169 (8th ed.) ; Pasmore ». North, Kayra. 1076, 1082 ; Bac. Abr., Leases

13 East, 517, 521; Mechanics' & and Terms for Years, L. 1; Com.
Farmers' Bank i>. Schuyler, 7 Dig.,Fait, B. 3 ; Styles ». Wardle, 4

Cowen, 337, n.; Dean v. De Lezardi, B. & C. 908, 911 ; Chitty on Bills,

24 Miss. 424. It is immaterial pt. 2, c. 2, p. 531 (8th ed.) ; Bayley

whether a note is dated at the be- on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 248 (5th ed.)

;

ginning or the end. Sheppard ». Id. c. 9, p. 411; Beawes, Lex Merc,
Graves, 14 How. 505; Hall v. Harris, s. 190, p. 439; Thomson on Bills, pp.
16 Ind. 180. 61, 62 (2nd ed.).

« De la Courtier v. Bellamy, 2 ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 406

Show. 422; Hague v. French, 3 (8th ed.); Thomson on Bills, pp.

B. & P. 173; Giles v. Bourne, 6 M. 61, 62 (2nd ed.); Bayley on Bills, c.

& S. 73; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 7, s. 1, pp. 244, 245, 248 (5th ed.);

169 (8th ed.); Id.pt. 2, c. 2, p. 581; Pothier, de Change, n. 13; Story

Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 1, p. 248 on Bills, s. 37.

(5th ed.); Id. o. 9, p. 379; Wood- « Pothier says (speaking of the
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the note to be dated.^ And by the date we are to understand

the day, the month, and the year.* A compliance with this

requisite seems indispensable, under the modern code, to

give it the character of a promissory note, although it will

not otherwise deprive it of being, as between the original

parties, considered as a valid simple contract or promise.^

The law of Naples is in precise coincidence with that of

France.*

47. Heineccius also holds that the date is indispensable.

His language is, and it certainly has no small force in a prac-

tical view of the subject : " Sequitur diei, mensis, et anni

mentio, quae necessaria omnino videtur
; (1) quia pleraeque

leges cambiales tempus exprimi jubent, veluti Prussicae, Brun-

suicenses, et Austriacas
; (2) quia ssepe dies solutionis a die

scriptarum litterarum computandus est, ab eoque currere in-

cipit, e. gr. vier Wochen h dato beliebe der Herr zu bezahlen

;

(3) quia de praescriptione debiti cambialis judicari non potest

sine die et consule. In aliis scripturis omissum diem et consu-

lem regulariter non vitiare contractum, notum est." ^

48. Ante-dating and Post-dating. In respect to the date of

promissory notes two classes of cases may arise, which may
involve questions of a very different nature from those which

we have been considering. They may be, first, ante-dated ; and

secondly, post-dated. In both cases the notes will be valid in

point of law, unless some statute exists to the contrary ; ^ and,

old law, before the modern Code of tit. 8, s. 1, p. 332 (ed. 1829); Po-

Commerce), the want of a date, or thier, de Change, n. 86.

an error in the date of the bill, can- ' Ibid.

not be objected on the part of the ' Ibid. ; Pardessus, Droit Corn-

drawer or acceptor, any more than mercial, torn. 1, art. 331, 333, 464,

the omission of the place where it was 477,478; Chitty on Bills, 147, 148

drawn. Pothier, de Change, n. 36. (8th ed.).

1 Code de Commerce, art. 110, ^ Codice per lo Regno delle due

188; Pardessus, Droit Commercial, Sicilie, del Comm. tit. 7, c. 1, s. 109;

torn 1, art. 331, 333, 457, 458; Del- Id. c. 2, s. 187.

vincourt, Inst. Droit Commercial, tit. ' Heinecc. de Jur. Camb. o. 4,

7, c. 1, p. 75; Merlin, Repertoire, s. 4, (ed. 1769).

Lettre et Billet de Change, s. 1, n. 2, ' See Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 7,

pp. 161, 162 (ed. 1827); Jousse, sur p. 25 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 3, s. 7, pp.

rOrd. de 1673, tit. 5, pp. 58, 67; 87-97 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 169

lioctk. Esprit de Commerce, liv. 1, (8th ed.). See Powell v. Waters,
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where the purposes of justice require it, the real date may be

inquired into, and effect given to the instrument.^ Thus, if a

8 Co-wen, 669 ; Gray v. Wood, 2

Har. & J. 328 ; Richter v. Selin, 8

Serg. & R. 425.

1 Ibid. [The date of a promis-

sory note is prima facie evidence of

the time when it was signed and

delivered, but (except where the

rights of a bona fide holder Would

be affected) the presumption arising

from the date may be rebutted, and

the true time of its delivery may
be shown. Anderson v. Weston, 6

Bing. N. C. 296 : Hill v. Dunham,
7 Gray, 543 ; J Drake ». Rogers, 32

Me. 524; Hilton «. Houghton, 35

Me. 143 ; Bank of Cumberland
17. Mayberry, 48 Me. 198 ; Clough v.

Davis, 9 N. H. 500 ; Aldridge v.

Branch Bank, 17 Ala. 45. [A simi-

lar rule is applied to other docu-

ments. Hunt u. Massey, 5 B. & Ad.

902 ; Smith v. Battens, 1 M. & Rob.

341; Sinclair v. Baggaley, 4 M. &
W. 312 ; Potez ». Glosspp, 2 Ex.

191 ; Malpas ». Clements, 19 L. J.,

Q. B. 435.] In states where labor
(

and,business on the Lord's Day are

prohibited by statute, the making
of a promissory note on that day is

illegal. Day v. McAllister, 15 Gray,

433 ; Pattee ». Greely, 13 Met. 284
;

Lyon V. Strong, 6 Vt. 219; Berrill v.

Smith, 2 Miles (PaO, 402 ; O'Don-
nell V. Sweeney, 5 Ala. 467 ; Dodson
V. Harris, 10 Ala. 566 ; Towle v.

Larrabee, 26 Me. 464 ; Bank of

Cumberland v. Mayberry, 48 Me.

198 ; Adams ». Hamell, 2 Doug.

(Mich.) 73 ; Allen v. Deming, 14

N. H. 133 ; Bosley v. McAllister,

13 Ind. 565. But if a note bear

date on Sunday, it may be shown
to have been made on some other

day. Clough v. Davis, 9 N. H. 500

;

Hill V. Dunham, 7 Gray, 543 ; Stacy

V. Kemp, 97 Mass. 166 ; Bank of

Cumberland v. Mayberry, 48 Me.

198 ; or, it may be shown to have

been made on Sunday, although

bearing date on another day. Bank
of Cumberland ». Mayberry, 48 Me.

198 ; Pattee v. Greely, 13 Met. 284;

but in the latter case the note

would be valid in the hands of a

holder for value before maturity and

without notice. Begbie v. Levi, 1 C.

& J. 180; 1 Tyrw. 130; Cranson v.

Goss, 107 Mass. 439; Bank of Cum-
berland 0. Mayberry, 48 Me. 198

State Bank v. Thompson, 42 N. H,

369 ; Vinton v. Peck, 14 Mich. 287

Knox B. Clifford, 38 Wis. 651

Greatheads;. Walton, 40 Conn. 226

Trieber v. Commercial Bank, 31

Ark. 128. Where by the statute the

Lord's Day extends only to sunset,

a note bearing date on Sunday is

presumed to have been made after

sunset. Hill v. Dunham, 7 Gray,

543; Nason v. Dinsmore, 34 Me.
891. If a note bearing date and

signed on Sunday is not delivered

till a subsequent day, it is good, for

it takes effect only from its delivery.

Hillw. Dunham, 7 Gray, 543 ; Hilton

V. Houghton, 35 Me. 143 ; Go.ss v.

Whitney, 24 Vt. 187 ; Lovejoy v.

Whipple, 18 Vt. 379 ; Sherman
V. Roberts, 1 Grant Gas. (Pa.) 261.

But if a note be delivered on the

Lord's Day, a subsequent promise

or ratification on another day will

not make it valid. Day v. McAl-
lister, 15 Gray, 433; Boutelle v.

Melendy, 19 N. H. 196 ; Butler v.

Lee, 11 Ala. 885 ; Pope v. Linn, 50

Me. 83 ; and see Simpson w. NichoUs,

3 M. & W. 244 and note, 5 M. &
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promissory note should bear date before tlie maker came of age,

and yet, in point of fact, it was actually made and given after

he came of age, that fact might be shown and established as a

good answer to a plea of infancy. So, if a note were given by

a married woman after her marriage, but it was ante-dated

before the marriage, the husband might successfully defend

himself against the claim, founded upon such antecedent date,

by setting up the true date. On the other hand, if a note

should be post-dated, it would still be valid in the hands of the

payee or any subsequent indorsee, although the maker should

die before the day of the date arrived ; for the instrument

would still be deemed to have a legal effect from the time of its

issue, and the date would be deemed to fix the period from

which the time for its payment might be calculated or held

fixed. ^ The like rule will apply, where, in a promissory note,

a blank is left for the date, and the maker dies before it is

filled up, and afterwards it is filled up ; for it will be valid, and

furnish no ground of objection, either to the original parties,

or to the person who filled it up.^

49. Place of Making and of Payment.— In the next place,

as to the place where a promissory note is made or is payable.

By our law it is not essential that any place of making or of

payment should be specified on the face of the note, unless

specially provided for by statute.^ It is usual, indeed, in the

W. 702. In some states it has 521 ; Huston v. Young, 33 Me. 85

;

been held that a note or other con- Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 169 (8th

tract made on Sunday is rendered ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 7,

valid by a subsequent ratifloation
; p. 25 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 5, s. 3, pp.

as where a horse was sold and a note 168, 169 j Brewster ». McCardel,

given in payment on Sunday, and 8 Wend. 478.

the maker of the note kept the horse, ^ Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 7, pp.

and made some payments on the 25, 26 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 5, s. 8, p.

note. Sumner v. Jones, 24 Vt. 317

;

168 ; Chitty on Bills, o. 6, p. 240

Banks v. Werts, 13 Ind. 203. A (8th ed.) ; Usher v. Dauncey, 4

note made on Sunday in another Camp. 97 ; Russel v. Langstafie,

state is not affected by the Sunday 2 Doug. 514.

laws of the state in which the action ' Bayley on Bills, c. 1, s. 9, pp.

is brought, but is governed by those 29, 30 (5th ed.) ; Thomson on Bills,

of the stats where it was made. o. 1, s. 2, p. 69 (2nd ed.) ; Chitty

Adams v. Gay, 19 Vt. 358. on Bills, c. 5, pp. 172-174 (8th ed.)
;

1 Pasmore v. North, 13 East, 517, Engler v. Ellis, 16 Ind. 475.
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date, to include the place where the note is made ; and this, in

many cases, may be very important, in order to ascertain the

proper rules by which it is to be interpreted ; for the interpre-

tation will be, or may be, essentially governed by the law of

the state where it is made.^ But, in the absence of any place

stated on the face of the note, resort may be had to parol evi-

dence, to establish the validity of the note, as well as to im-

peach it. But very different considerations will apply to the

case of the place of payment ; for, if the -note is intended to

be paid at any particular place, that place must be stated in the

instrument; and parol evidence is not admissible to show, that,

although no place of payment is therein stated, yet the parties

agreed that it should be payable at a particular place. ^ It is

not sufficient, to make a note payable at a particular place,

that there should be a memorandum of the place where it is

payable at the foot or on the margin thereof, but it should be

in the body of the note itself, and constitute a part thereof.^

60. French Law.— By the law of France, bills of exchange

are required to have the place, as well as the time, of the date

inserted therein.* The place of payment, also, is required to

be stated. But it does not appear that the place of the date is

positively required, in cases of promissory notes, or even the

place of payment, but the time of payment only.^

61. " Value received."— In the next place, as to the expres-

sion of " value received " being on a promissory note. This,

by our law, is clearly not essential, although it is commonly
inserted, unless, indeed, it is J)0sitively required by some sta-

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. 8 C. B. 433 ; Pierce v. Whitney,

242-244, 266, 270, 307-318 ; Story 29 Me. 188. But see Heywood v.

on Bills, ss. 129-159
;
pout, ss. 155- Perrin, 10 Pick. 228.

177. * Code de Commerce, art. 110

;

" Greenl. Ev. s. 275; Phillips Ev. Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn.

687 (4th Am. ed.) ; Stark. Ev. 655 2, art. 338, 464 ; Story on Bills, s.

(10th Am. ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, 49. Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, ss. 2, 3,

c. 5, pp. 172, 178 (8th ed.). affirms the same rule to exist in the

" Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 174 general foreign law.

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 1, ^ Code de Commerce, art. 188;

s. 9, pp. 29, 30 (5th ed.) ; Id. e. 1, Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn,

s. 15, p. 42 ; Williams v. Waring, 2, art. 498 ; Codice delle due Sicilie,

10 B. & C. 2 ; Exon v. Russell, 4 del Comm. tit. 7, c. 1, s. 109 ; Id.

M. & S. 505; Masters v. Baretto, c. 2, s. 187.
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tute provision, in respect to some particular classes of notes.^

Indeed, although not essential, it lias been thought that it may
be important, in many cases, to insert the words " value re-

ceived " in a promissory note ; since the words, when inserted,

import that value has been received by the maker from the

payee, and hence they raise a positive presumption of a legal

consideration sufficient to sustain the promise ; liable, it is true,

to be rebutted, but which, until rebutted, will prevail in favor of

the payee and any subsequent holder.^ But, perhaps, this is an

overstrained refinement, since the law implies, from the nature

of the instrument itself, and the relation of the parties appa-

rent upon it, that it is for value received by the maker from

the payee, and therefore it can make no difference whether

the words be or be not inserted.^ So true is this, that an action

of debt will lie upon a promissory note, where the words are

omitted, by the payee against the maker.*

62. Foreign Law.— The French law in respect to the expres-

sion of value upon tlie face of the note is entirely different from

ours. It requires, not only that the value received should be

expressed on the face of the note, but also, whether it is received

1 Ante, s. 40 ; Bayley on Bills, Edgerton, 8 Conn. 6. But if it is

c. 1, s. 13, p. 40 (5th ed.) ; Chitty negotiable, it does imply a considera-

on Bills, c. 5, pp. 182, 183 (8th ed.)
;

tion. Bristol v. Warner, 19 Conn.

Byles on Bills, 85 (11th ed.) ; White 7. [In Maine, it is held that, unless

V. Ledwick, 4 Doug. 247; Town- the words "value received," orwords

send V. Derby, 3 Met. 363 ; Hatch of equivalent import, are contained

I). Trayes, 11 A. & E. 702 ; Jones in the note, there is no presumption

c. Jones, 6 M. & W. 84 ; Thomson of consideration as between the

on Bills, 86, 87, 91, 93, 100, 101 original parties. Bourne v. Ward,
(2nded.); 3 Kent Com. 77 ; Bishop 51 Me. 191. In Missouri, promis-

of Derry v. Chambers, 1 Hud. & B. sory notes are negotiable only by

438 1 Leonard ». Walker, Brayton force of a statute (Gen. Stats, o. 68,

(Vt.), 203. s. 15; Wagner's Statutes, p. 216),

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp. 182- and to render them negotiable the

184 (8th ed.) ; HoUiday v. Atkinson, words " for value received, '
' specified

5 B. & C. 503 ; Clayton o. Gosling, in the statute, must be inserted.

5 B. & C. 360 ; Hill v. Todd, 29 111. Bailey v. Smock, 61 Mo. 213 ; Still-

101 ; Hoyt v. Jaffray, Id. 104. In well ». Craig, 58 Mo. 24.]

Connecticut, a note that is not ex- " Hatch v. Trayes, 11 A. & E.

pressed to be for value received 702. See Thomson on Bills, 93, 94

does not imply a consideration, if (2nd ed.).

it is not negotiable. Edgerton v. * Ibid.
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in money or merchandise, in account, or in any other manner.^

This rule had its origin, not in the present commercial code of

France, but it constituted a part of the policy of the old law.

The Ordinance of 1673 positively required it in cases of bills of

exchange, and the like rule was applied to promissory notes ;
^

so that, without this expression of value, they lost their distinc-

tive character as bills of exchange and promissory notes, and

sank into mere simple contracts.^

53. The like rule seems to prevail in some other nations upon

the continent of Europe ; but it is not probably of universal

adoption.* Heineccius,.in treating of bills of exchange (and he

considers promissory notes as but a species of bills), enumerates

the essential parts as being the invocation (^votum'), the place

of making, the day, month, and year, and, lastly, the sum to be

paid, without any suggestion as to the words "value received."®

He afterwards, however, speaks of the words being commonly

inserted ; ^ and adds that whether the omission will render a

bill of exchange invalid or not must depend upon the law of

the particular place where it is made. His language is :
" Sitne

valutas mentio adeo necessaria, ut ejus omissio cambium vitiet,

ex legibus singulorum locorum cambialibus judicandum est.

Earn omnino exigunt leges cambiales Prussica, Danica, Gallica,

Brunsuicensis ; contra ea in Lipsiensi (s. 3), legimus : Und sol-

len dieselben (Wechsel Briefe) es mag der empfangenen Valuta,

wie zwar an ihm selbst billig ware, darinnen gedacht seyn, oder

nicht, einen Weeg, wie den andern, kraftig und giiltig seyn.

De eo tamen inter omnes constat, semel acceptato cambio solu-

tionem exigi posse, si vel maxime nulla facta fuerit valutas

mentio."^

54. Attestation.— In the next place, as to the attestation of

1 Code de Commerce, art. 188. * Ibid. ; Pothier, de Change, n.

2 Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673, tit. 34, 222.

5, art. 1, pp. 67, 70 ; Id. art. 4, p. * Codice delle due Sioilie, del

82 ; Id. art. 31, p. 126 ; Pothier, Comm. tit. 7, o. 1, s. 109 ; Id. c. 2,

de Change, n. 34, 222 ; Pardessus, s. 187. The Code of the Two Sicilies

Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art. 331, seems to be founded upon the French

340, 479 ; Story on Bills, s. 64
;

Code of Commerce.

Savary, Parfait Ndgociant, tom. 1, ' Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, s. 2.

pt. 1, liv. 3, 0. 4, p. 133 ; Id. c. 7, « Ibid. s. 13.

p. 200. ' Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, s. 14.
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promissory notes. This is not required by our law in any case,

except where it is positively required by statute.^ It may be

convenient, in many cases, to have the attestation of a witness

to establish the genuineness of the signature, or the considera-

tion of tlie note, or the validity of the transaction, on account

of which it was given. In cases where a note is signed by a

mari?sman,or with the initials of the maker only, it may be very

important to have the same attested by a witness, in order to

establish the genuineness of the mark or initials, and the occa-

sion of the execution of the instrument. By the law of some of

the American states, as, for example, of Massachusetts, the sta-

tute of limitations does not apply to any promissory notes signed

in the presence of an attesting witness, where the action thereon

is brought by the payee, or by his executor or administrator.'*

There is also occasionally some inconvenience in having a pro-

missory note attested ; because, in such a case, the signature

must be proved by the attesting witness, and not otherwise,

unless the witness be abroad, or dead, or from some other cir-

cumstance he cannot be produced at the trial, and- his absence

can be properly accounted for.^ In either of these events,- by

an anomaly in the jurisprudence of the common law, as it cer-

tainly must be called, the next best evidence, that is, the proof

of the signature of the maker, is not required ; but the proof

may be, nay, in some states must be, by proof of the hand-

writing of the attesting witness.*

65. Effect of a Seal.— Promissory notes are sometimes made
under seal ; and the question may then arise, whether they

retain the distinctive character and privileges of promissory

notes by our law, or thereby pass into another distinct class of

contracts. It has been held, in some of the American states,

that notes under seal, although possessing in all other respects

the characteristics of promissory notes, are not entitled to the

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp. 188, » Chitty on Bills, o. 1, pp. 188,

189 (8th ed.) ; Bayleyon Bills, c. 1, 189 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, o. 1,

s. 12, p. 40 (5th ed.). s. 12, p. 40 (.5th ed.) ; 1 Greenl. Ev.
2 General Statutes, 1860, c. 155, ss. 569, 572 ; 1 Stark. Ev. pp. 504,

ss. 4, 7. The limitation of six years 505 (10th Am. ed.).

does not apply to such notes, but * 1 Stark. Ev. pp. 504, 505 (10th

the limitation of twenty years does Am. ed.) ; 1 Greenl. Ev. s. 569

;

apply. 2 Phillips Ev. 459 (4th Am. ed.).
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privileges thereof, and are not negotiable.^ Whether any rule

of a similar nature prevails in the foreign law generally may be

doubted. Heineccius manifestly considers the affixing of a seal

as a mere superfluity, and of no eifect. " Sigilli (says he), plane

nullus usus est in hisce litteris ; et hinc si addatur, quod ali-

quando fieri videmus in cambiis propriis (promissory notes) ,^ id

merito pro superfluo habetur." ^

56. Foreign Law.— No attestation of a witness to promissory

notes seems required by the foreign rule, any more than it is

by our law ; at least, no such rule is laid down by any of the

elementary writers, whose works have fallen under my observa-

tion. The very omission to state such a qualification in works

professing to treat the subject at large would seem to be de-

cisive upon the question. Neither Jousse, nor Dupuy de la

Serra, nor Savai-y, nor Pothier, nor Pardessus, nor Heineccius,

has taken notice of it. The Scottish law has silently adopted

the English rule.*

8 Ibid. c. 4, s. 18.

* Thomson on Bills, c. 1, s. 2,

pp. 43, 45 (2nded.).

Delivery.— A promissory note is

not complete until it has been deli-

vered, and it takes effect only from

the time of its delivery. Chapman
V. Cottrell, 34 L. J., Ex. 186; Sa-

vage V. Aldren, 2' Stark. 232; Disher

V. Disher, 1 P. W. 204; Ex parte

Hayward, L. R. 6 Ch. 546 ; Hill v.

Dunham, 7 Gray, 543; Lawrence

V. Bassett, 5 Allen, 140; Hilton v.

Houghton, 35 Me. 143; Clough v.

Davis, 9 N. H. 500; Lansing

V. Gaine, 2 Johns. 300; Marvin v.

M'Cullum, 20 Johns. 288; Hall ».

Wilson, 16 Barb. 548; Woodford
i>. Dorwin, 3 Vt. 82; Chamberlain

o. Hopps, 8 Vt. 94; Lovejoy v.

Whipple, 18 Vt. 379; Campbell v.

Nichols, 33 N. J. L. 81; Carter

V. McClintock, 29 Mo. 464; Fritsch

V. Heislen, 40 Mo. 555 ; Curtis v. Gor-

man, 19 111. 141; Thomas «. Wat-
kins, 16 Wis. 549. Thus, in Gough

1 Clark V. Farmers' Manufactur-

ing Co., 15 Wend. 256; Frevall v.

Fitch, 5 Wharton, 325 ; Hopkins

V. Railroad Co., 3 Watts & S.

410 ; Conine v. Junction and Break-

water Railroad Co. , 3 Houst. (Del.)

288 ; Brown v. Lockhart, 1 Mo. 409

;

Lewis V. Wilson, 5 Blackf. (lud.)

370; Parks ». Duke, 2 M'Cord

(S. C.) 380; Byles on Bills (11th

ed.), 68 n. See Glyn v. Baker, 13

East, 509 ; Gorgier v. Mieville, 3

B. & C. 45 ; Crouch v. Credit Fon-

der of England, L. R. 8 Q. B. 374;

Warren v. Lynch, 5 Johns. 239;

Story on Bills, s. 62; Heifer v.

Alden, 3 Minn. 332; Bank of St.

Clairsville v. Smith, 5 Ohio, 222;

Ege V. Kyle, 2 Watts, 222 ; Lynam
V. Califer, 64 N. C. 572 ; Bank v.

Railroad Co., 5 S. C. 156. In Georgia

it has been held that a promissory

note i-etains its character as such,

although it be under seal. Porter

V. McCollum, 15 Ga. 528.

^ Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, ss. 1, 2.
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67. Joint and Several Notes.— In respect to the form of

promissory notes, another Qonsideration seems proper to be

». Findon, 7 Ex. 48, two letters had

been found among the papers of a

deceased person, directed to " Sarah

Gough, my late servant. '
' Each con-

tained a promissory note in her favor,

signed by the deceased, one for £400

and the other for £200, and a letter

stating that the sum enclosed was

for her services; and it was held that

the notes had no validity.

[A promissory note, like other

written contracts not under seal,

may be delivered subject to an oral

agreement or condition that it shkll

not take effect till a future time, or,

until something else has been done

that the parties have agreed upon;

and in such a. case the iustrument

will have no operation until the

condition or agreement has been

performed, even if the delivery is

made to the other party himself.

Leaf 1). Gibbs, 4 C. & P. 466; Kice

V. Gordon, 11 Beav. 265; Bell v.

Lord Ingestre, 12 Q. B. 317; Davis

V. Jones, 17 C. B. 625; Pym v.

Campbell, 6 E. & B. 370; Furness

V. Meek, 27 L. J., Ex. 34; Wallis

V. Littell, 11 C. B., N. S. 869; Sey-

mour ». Cowing, 4 Abb. App. Dec.

(N. Y.) 200; Miller v. Gambia, 4

Barb. 146; Sweet v. Stevens, 7 R. I.

375 ; Watkins v. Bowers, 119 Mass.

383 ; Butler v. Smith, 35 Miss. 457

;

Leake on Contracts, 108. See Wake
V. Harrop, 6 H. & N. 768. This

giving of effect to the oral agree-

ment or condition does not infringe

the rule against admitting oral evi-

dence to vary or contradict a written

agreement; for in these cases the

evidence is used, not to vary the

contract expressed in the writing,

but to show that no contract was

entered into by the parties. If the

oral agreement were that in a speci-

fied contingency the note should be

void, or that it should be payable

at a different time or in a different

manner from that expressed in it,

the agreement would be an attempt

to vary the written contract, and

therefore could not be proved.

Woodbridge v. Spooner, 3 B. & A.

233; ante, s. 24. But, where the

oral agreement is that the writing

shall not be a promissory note until

the happening of the event agreed

upon, it does not vary or contradict

a written contract, because none has

been made. The writing is then no
more the record of a contract than

if it had remained in the hands of

the maker, or had been placed in

the custody of a third person.

This conditional delivery of a writ-

ten agreement not under seal is in

some respects analogous to the de-

livery of a deed as an escrow. But

the delivery of a deed as an escrow

must be made to a stranger, and
not to the party himself ; for if the

deed is delivered to the party, as an

escrow, to take effect only on the

performance of certain conditions,

the delivery is nevertheless absolute,

and the deed takes effect at once

without performance of the condi-

tions. Shep. Touch. 58, 59; and

see Watkins ». Nash, L. R. 20 Eq.

262. This peculiarity is caused by
the technical rule that the delivery

estops the parties to the deed, but

this reason does not apply to parol

contracts. Pym v. Campbell, 6 E.

& B. at p. 374. It has been held,
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taken notice of. A promissory note may be made by a single

person, or by two or more persons. When it is made by two

or more persons, it may be joint, or it may be joint and several.

When two or more persons sign a note written thus, " We pro-

mise to pay," it is a joint note only, unless they add the words

"jointly and severally " thereto.^ When two or more persons

sign a note written thus, " I promise to pay," it is treated as a

joint and several note of them all, and they may be accordingly

sued jointly or severally thereon.^ If a note be signed by a per-

son in the name of a firm, whether that name represents in form

more than one person, as " A. & Co.," or represents in foi-m one

person only, as " A.," in both cases it is treated as the joint note

of the firm, and all the partners may be jointly sued thereon,

whether the words be " We promise," or " I promise." * When

however, in Connecticut and Mis-

souri, that where a note has been

delivered to the other party upon

an oral condition that it shall not

take effect till certain stipulations

shall have been complied with, the

oral condition cannot be shown, be-

cause it contradicts the contract on

the face of the note. Massmann v.

Holscher, 49 Mo. 87; Badcock o.

Steadman, 1 Root (Conn.), 87.

When a note has been placed in the

hands of a third person, to take

effect upon the performance of a

condition, it takes effect when the

condition is performed without any

further delivery. Couch v. Meeker,

2 Conn. 302; Taylor v. Thomas, 13

Kansas, 217.

In Worth v. Case, 42 N. Y. 362,

the plaintiff had performed certain

services for her brother, for which

he had promised to pay her; and

one day he handed her a sealed en-

velope, upon which was written that

it was not to be opened while he

lived, and should be returned to

him at any time he might wish it.

After his death, the envelope was

found to contain a note for $10,000,

signed by him, and payable to the

plaintiff or bearer. It was held that,

although the delivery was subject to

revocation, and the contents of the

instrument were unknown to the

plaintiff, the delivery was effectual,

and the note valid and binding. See

Dean v. Carruth, 108 Mass. 242.

The holder's possession of a note

is prima facie evidence of its deli-

very. Ante, a. 3, n.]

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 12, p. 562

(8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 2,

s. 5, pp. 50-52 (5th ed.); Bangor
Bank v. Treat, 6 Greenl. 207.

" Ibid. ; Clerk v. Blackstock,

Holt, N. P. 474; March v. Ward,
Peake, N. P. 130 ; Lord Galway ».

Matthew, 1 Camp. 403 ; Hemmen-
way r. Stone, 7 Mass. 59 ; Ladd ».

Baker, 26 N. H. 76 ; Monson ».

Drakeley, 40 Conn. 552; Maiden

V. Webster, 30 Ind. 317; Hopkins ».

Lane, 4 Thomp. & Cook(N. Y.), 311;

Hance v. Hair, 25 Ohio St. 349.

' Ex parte Buckley, 14 M. & W.
469; S. C. nom. In re Clarke, DeG.
153.
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a note is signed by two persons, written, " We jointly or se-

verally promise," "or" is construed to mean " and," and it is

deemed a joint and several note.^ When a note is signed by

two persons, written thus, " We promise," and signed, " A. B.,

principal, C. D., surety," it is still the joint note of both ; and

if it were written, " I promise," and signed in the same manner,

it would be the joint and several note of both.* For the lan-

guage designating the principal and surety does not change the

rights of the payee or subsequent holder, but merely ascertains

the relation of the makers to each other ; and operates as notice

of that relation to the other parties thereto.

58. Irregular Instruments.— Promissory notes are sometimes

made in a very irregular manner, where the intention of the

original parties is, that a third person should become a surety

therefor. Thus, for example, if a person, not the payee of a

promissory note, but intending to become a surety therefor,

should, at the time when it is made, instead of signing himself

as a surety at the bottom of the note, write at the bottom

thereof, below the signature of the maker, or on the back

thereof, " I acknowledge myself holden as a surety for the

payment of the above note," the question would arise, whether

he would be bound thereby to the payee, and, if bound, in what

manner. And it has been held, upon such a promissory note,

that the fnaker and the surety are to be deemed both original

promisors, and the note a joint and several promissory note to

the payee, although, as between the maker and the other party,

they should stand in the relation of principal and surety.^ And
it seems that the same rule would apply, if the party indorsed

his name in blank only on the note at the time when it was

made.* It would be otherwise, if the indorsement were at a

1 Chitty on Bills, o. 12, p. 563 Conn. 389. See Kawstone v. Parr,

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, o. 9, p. 3 Russ. 424.

380 (5th ed,), and note 93; Rees v. * Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass. 358
;

Abbott, Cowp. 832; post, s. 58. 6 Mass. 519; Josselyn v. Ames, 3

" We or either of us " is joint and Mass. 274; Baker v. Briggs, 8 Pick,

several. Pogiie v. Clark, 25 111. 333. 122 ; Chaffee v. Jones, 19 Pick. 260;

"We promise," signed by a sole Austin w. Boyd, 24 Pick. 61; Moies

maker, is his separate note. Holmes v. Bird, 11 Mass. 436; Orvis v.

V. Sinclair, 19 III. 71. Newell, 17 Conn. 97.

^ Hunt V. Adams, 5 Mass. 358; * Ibid.; Sweetser v. French, 13

6 Mass. 519 ; Palmer v. Grant, 4 Met. 262 ; 2 Cush. 309.
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subsequent period, for then other questions and considerations

would intervene.!

59. The doctrine has been pressed somewhat further in New
York ; and it has been held, that where a person at the time of

the making of a negotiable note wrote on the back of it, " For

value received, I guarantee the payment of the within note," or

simply, " I guarantee the payment of the within note," he was

to be treated as a joint and several promisor with tlie maker

thereof, and not as a guarantor.^ But, in other states, a dif-

ferent doctrine has been held, and the party treated as a mere

guarantor.*

1 Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385
;

Ulen V. Kittredge, 7 Mass. 233
;

Birchard v. Bartlet, 14 Mass. 279.

If the indorsement were made after

the execution of the note, but in

pursuance of a previous agreement,

it would have the same effect as if

it had been made at the same time

as the note. Hawkes v. Phillips, 7

Gray, 28i ; Leonard v. Wildes, 36

Me. 265.

^ Luqueer v. Prosser, 1 Hill, 256;

4 Hill, 420; Hough o. Gray, 19

Wend. 202; Douglass v. Howland,

24 Wend. 35; Miller v. Gaston,

2 Hill, 188; McLaren ». Watson,

26 Wend. 425, 430; Manrow v.

Durham, 3 Hill, 584; post, ss. 133,

131, 470-472.

[The doctrine stated in the text

to be the law in New York was re-

pudiated in 1853, by the Court of

Appeals, in Brewster v. Silence, 8

N. Y. 207, which was an action

upon the following agreement writ-

ten under a promissory note and

signed by the defendant, when the

note was made: " I hereby guaran-

tee the payment of the above note."

It was held that this agreement was
clearly a guaranty, and not a promis-

sory note; and, as the Revised

Statutes required the consideration

to be expressed in an agreement to

answer for the debt of another, the

guaranty was void. See Speyers

V. Lambert, 37 How. Pr. (N. Y.)

315.]

' Oxford Bank w. Haynes, 8

Pick. 423; Green v. Dodge, 2 Ohio,

430. But see Arasbangh v. Gear-

hart, 11 Penn. St. 482; post, ss.

134, 468. [The previous editions

of this work contained here an ex-

tract from the judgment of Cowen,

J., in Luqueer v. Prosser, 1 Hill,

256, which is now omitted, the case

and the reasoning upon which it

proceeded having been overruled, as

stated in the preceding note.]
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60. G-eneral Remarks.— Having disposed of these conside-

rations relative to the nature and requisites of promissory notes,

let us next proceed to the inquiry, who are competent and capa-

ble of becoming parties thereto, as makers, payees, indorsers

or indorsees, or holders thereof. For, however in all other

respects the instrument may have all the requisites to give it

complete effect and operation, yet if it is not made by parties

who are competent to contract the obligations arising there-

from, or made to parties capable to take or hold any title

derived therefrom, it must be deemed in law a mere nullity,

and incapable of being enforced in any court of justice, as to

those parties. Still, however, it may be binding and obligatory

as between other parties thereto, who do possess such compe-

tency and capacity ; and therefore the inquiry must necessarily

be important, by and between whom, and in what cases, a par-

ticular promissory note is valid or not.

61. Persons generally competent.— In the first place, then,

let us inquire who are competent to contract and bind them-

selves as makers of a promissory note. And here the general
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rule applies, that all persons are competent to bind tliemselves

as makers of a promissory note who are not incapacitated by

some special provision or disability created by law. Hence,

all persons of full age, sui juris, and of sound understanding,

whether males or females, aliens or natives, whether acting in

their own right, or acting as agents, guardians, trustees, exe-

cutors or administrators, or otherwise, en autre droit, are capa-

ble of binding themselves as makers of a promissory note. So

are partners and corporations, acting within the scope of the

particular business of the partnership or corporation.^

62. Originally, it is not improbable that the same rule was

applied to promissory notes, upon their first introduction into

use upon the continent of Europe, as seems to have been adopted

in relation to bills of exchange ; that they were deemed to be

strictly commercial instruments, and could be made only be-

tween merchants and other persons engaged in trade. But this,

if it ever was a general rule, was soon disregarded in practice

;

and bills of exchange and promissory notes became obligatory

as privileged instruments, upon all persons who were parties

thereto, whether they were merchants or not, with certain spe-

cial exceptions, such, for example, as in Prance, bills or notes

given by women, whether married or single, who were not

merchants ; ^ or by persons, not merchants, on account of other

transactions than the operations of commerce, traffic, exchange,

banking, or brokerage ; in which cases they were reduced to the

mere denomination of simple promises.^ In England, bills of

exchange seem, upon their first introduction therein, to have

been held limited to merchants and traders ; but the rule was

soon expanded, so as to reach all other classes of persons.*

And when promissory notes were recognized as negotiable

instruments, by the statute of 3 & 4 Anne, c. 9, the language

1 Story on Bills, s. 72; Chitty on s. 3, p. 192 (ed. 1827); Id. Ordre,

Bills, c. 2, p. 21 (8th ed.) ; Bayley Billet a, a. 1, art. 4, p. 230; Code
on Bills, c. 2, ss. 1, 5-9, pp. 44-75 de Commerce, art. 113, 636; Story

(5th ed.). on Bills, s. 73.
a Pothier, de Change, n. 27-29, » Ibid.

124; Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673, tit. < Chitty on Bills, c. 1, p. 13 (8th

12, art. 3, p. 227; Pardessas, Droit ed.); Story on Bills, s. 7, n. 1,

Commercial, torn. 1 , art. 55 ; Mer- sub finem.

lin, K^pertoire, Billet de Change,
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included all persons whatsoever, whether merchants or traders,

or not.i

63. Trustees, Guardians, Executors, Administrators. — As to

trustees, guardians, executors, and administrators, and other

persons acting en autre droit, they are, by our law, generally

held personally liable on promissory notes, because they have

no authority to bind, ex direoto, the persons for whom, or for

whose benefit, or for whose estate they act ; and hence, to give

any validity to the note, they must be deemed personally bound

as makers.^ It is true, that they may exempt themselves from

personal responsibility, by using clear and explicit words to show

that intention ; but, in the absence of such words, the law will

hold them bound.^ Thus, if an executor or administrator should

make or indorse a note in his own name, adding thereto the

words " as executor," or " as administrator," he would be per-

sonally responsible thereon. If he means to limit his respon-

sibility, he should confine his stipulation to pay out of the

estate.*

1 Cunningham on Bills, p. 106;

Kyd on Bills, pp. 18, 19 (3rd ed.);

Bayley on Bills, c. 1, p. 1, n. 1

(5th ed.).

2 Story on Agency, ss. 280-287;

Thacher J). Dinsraore, 5 Mass. 299;

Forster v. Fuller, 6 Mass. 58; Hills

V. Bannister, 8 Cowen, 31; Bayley

on Bills, c. 2, ss. 7, 8, pp. 68-74

(5th ed.); Harrison, v. McClelland,

57 Ga. 531.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 2, ss. 7, 8,

pp. 69-74 (oth ed.) ; Eaton v.

Bell, ^5 B. & A. 34. A note, "I
promise," &c., signed, "A. B. by

her trustee," does not bind the

trustee personally. Taylor v. Shel-

ton, 80 Conn. 122.

* Childs V. Monins, 2 B. & B.

460; Curtis v. Bank of Somerset, 7

Har. & J. 25; King a. Thorn, 1 T.

E. 487; Burlingame v. Brewster, 79

111. 515; Livingston v. Gaussen, 21

La. An. 286 ; Carter v. Saunders, 2

How. (Miss.) 851; Eobertson v.

Banks, 1 Sm. & M. 666 ; Bayley on

Bills, c. 2, s. 8, p. 74 (5th ed.);

Story on Bills, s. 74. See also Bar-

nard V. Pumfrett, 5 My. & Cr. 71;

Bradlyj;. Heath, 3 Sim. 513; Bank
of Troy v. Topping, 9 AVend. 273;

Kidout V. Bristow, 1 C. & J. 231;

Conner v. Clark, 12 Cal. 168; San-

born V. Neal, 4 Minn. 126 ; Fowler

V. Atkinson, 6 Minn. 578; Kloster-

mann v. Loos, 58 Mo. 290.

[In Shoe and Leather Bank v.

Dix, 123 Mass. 148, an instrument

in the usual form of a promissory

note, but beginning, " We, as trus-

tees, but not indioidually
,
promise to

pay," &c., was held not to bind per-

sonally the individuals that signed

it; and it was held that no action

could be maintained against them

without proof that they had funds

of the trust in their hands. As
the instrument, by this construc-

tion, did not state any person abso-

lutely liable to pay it, and the pel'-
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64. French Law.— In treating of trustees and guardians,

and other persons acting en autre droit, who become parties to

promissory notes, as personally responsible on such notes, or on

contracts generally, which they malie in that quality or charac-

ter, our law differs from the French law ; for that law treats all

such contracts as strictly the contracts of the principal, through

the instrumentality of the trustee, guardian, or other person act-

ing en autre droit. Thus, a tutor, when he contracts in that

quality, may stipulate and promise for the minor ; for it is the

minor who is deemed to contract, stipulate, and promise for him-

self by the ministry of his tutor ; the law giving a character to

the tutor, which makes his acts to be considered as those of

the minor, in all contracts relating to the administration of the

tutelage. It is the same with respect to a curator, and every

other legitimate administrator. It is the same with an attorney

(^prooureur') ; for the procuration (or power of attorney) which

gives him the right to use the name of the person for whom he

contracts, makes the person giving it to be considered as con-

tracting himself, through the ministry of the attorney.^ But

each law proceeds upon the same general principle ; for, if the

principal is incapable of contracting in the particular case, or is

not bound by the contract, then the agent, contracting en autre

droit, is bound by each law. Thus, for example, if the tutor of

a minor, not being a merchant, were to draw a bill of exchange

for the minor, the latter would not be bound as drawer, and

therefore the tutor would be.^

65. Agents.— As to agents, if they draw or indorse notes in

their own names, although on account and for the benefit of

their principals, they are held personally liable, because they

alone can be treated on the face of the notes as parties.^ If

sons signing it were not bound to " Code de Commerce, art. 114;

pay except, pei'haps, out of a par- Locrfe, Esprit du Code de Commerce,
ticular fund, the instrument would liv. 1, tit. 8, s. 1, torn. 1, p. 356.

seem not to be a promissory note. The law of Scotland coincides with

Ante, ss. 25, 34. As to such pro- that of France. 1 Bell Comm., bk.

visos against personal liability, see 3, c. 2, s. 4, p. 398 (pth ed.) ; Story

Furnivall v. Coombes, 5 M. & Gr. on Bills, s. 75.

736 ; Williams v. Hathaway, 6 ' Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 7, pp.

Ch. D. 544.] 69-74 (6th ed.) ; Thomas v. Bishop,

1 Pothier on Oblig., n. 74, 448. 2 Stra. 955; Mare v. Charles, 5 E.
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they would bind their principals, they must draw or indorse the

notes in the name of their principals, and sign for them and in

their names.^

66. Foreign Law.— Similar principles pervade the foreign

law. Agents may draw notes (and the same rule will apply to

the indorsement of notes) in the name of their principals. But

then, in order to avoid personal responsibility, agents must

there, also, draw the notes in an appropriate manner; other-

wise they may become personally responsible to the payee.

Thus Heineccius says of bills, what is equally applicable to

notes :
" Quid si institor cambium trassarit ad dominum, hie

vero bonis labatur ? Tunc distinguitur, dominine fidem sequutus

& B. 378; Goupy v. Harden, 7

Taunt. 159 ; 2 Marsh. 454. See Cas-

trique v. Buttigieg, 10 Moore P. C.

94 ; Sharp v. Emmet, 5 Whart. 288.

1 Story on Agency, ss. 147-156,

275-278; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 7,

pp. 69-74 (5th ed.); Chittyon Bills,

c. 5, p. 186 (8th ed.) ; Kyd on Bills,

pp. 33, 34 (3rd ed.); ante, s. 11 and

note. Cases of agency often involve

very nice and embarrassing con-

siderations, from the peculiar lan-

guage of the instrument, to decide

whether the agent is personally

bound or not. In order to bind the

principal, and exonerate himself, the

agent should regularly sign thus:

" A. B. (the principal) by C. D. his

agent" (or attorney, as the case

may be) ; or, what is less exact, but

may .suffice, " C. D. for A. B.'?

Story on Agency, s. 153 ; Chitty on

Bills, c. 2, pp. 37, 38 (8th ed.). But

in practice there are innumerable

deviations from this simple and ap-

propriate form; and the decisions

upon the various cases which have

arisen in courts of justice involve

much conflict of doctrine and opi-

nion , and do not seem always to have

proceeded upon any uniform prin-

ciple of interpretation. Many of

the cases on this subject will be

found collected in Story on Agency,

ss. 147-155, 269-280; Bayley on

Bills, c. 2, s. 7, pp. 69-76 (5th

ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 2, pp.
37-39 (8th ed.). Even if an agent

draws, in his own name, on bis

principal, for the account of the

latter, the payee will be entitled to

hold him personally bound as draw-

er. Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 7, pp.

69-73 (5th ed.); Story on Agency,

ss. 156, 269. So an agent, who
should draw a bill in favor of his

principal on the purchaser of goods,

sold on account of his principal,

would be personally liable to the

latter, as drawer of the bill, upon
its dishonor. Le Fevre v. Lloyd, 5

Taunt. 749 ; Story on Agency, ss.

156, 269. However, an exception

is generally made in favor of a

known public agent, who, it he

draws on account of the public, is

generally held not personally re-

sponsible on the bill, unless under

special circumstances. Chitty on

Bills, c. 2, pp. 37-39 (8th ed.);

Story on Agency, ss. 302-307. See

also Eaton ». Bell, 5 B. & A. 34.

See Fox «. Frith, 10 M. & W. 131,

136; Story on Bills, s. 76.
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sit remittens, an institoris. Hoc enim casii adversus institorem

regressuin liabet, aliquando etiani fiiiito of3ficio ; illo casu ipse

damnum sentire tenetur. Quum vero parum plerumque constet,

utrius fidem sequutus sit remittens : ejus jurejurando rem ad

liquidum perducendum esse, censet Stryckius." ^ Perhaps the

true rule of the foreign law may be (for some uncertainty seems

to rest upon it), that the question is one which resolves itself

into the simple consideration, not of the form of the instrument,

but of the fact to whom the credit, under all the circumstances,

is given, whether to the principal or to the agent.^

* Heineccius de Jure Camb. c. 4,

ss. 25, 26 (ed. 1769); Id. c. 5, 3.

12; Pothier on Oblig., n. 74, 448.

2 I have riot fovind in the foreign

writers the question treated at large,

when, and in -what cases, and under

what particular circumstances, the

agent will be personally bound or

not, as drawer of a bill, drawn on

account of his principal, with the

practical fulness or distinctness •with

which it has been treated by the

English and American courts. It is

not improbable that the doctrine of

Heineccius, stated in the text, con-

tains the general principles adopted

in the foreign law, without any

very exact consideration of the

form which the contract assumes

in the written instrument. So that

the question then turns, or at least

may turn, simply upon this: To
whom, taking all the facts, was

the credit actually given, and in-

tended to be given? to the agent

or to the principal? See Pothier,

de Change, n. 28. Pothier, in his

treatise on Obligations (n. 74, 448),

has pointed out distinctly the differ-

ence between oases where the agent

contracts in his own name, and the

oases where he contracts in the

name of his principal. Thus he

Bays, n. 74: " What has been hi-

therto said as to our only being able

to stipulate or promise for ourselves,

and not for another, is to be under-

stood as applying to contracts which

we make in our own name; but we
may lend our ministry to another

person, for whom we may contract,

stipulate, or promise; and, in this

case, it is not we, properly speak-

ing, who contract, but the other

person, who contracts by our mi-

nistry." And again he says, n. 448:

" In order to raise the accessory ob-

ligation of employers, the manager

must have contracted in his own
name, although he was acting for

the employer; but, when he con-

tracts in his quality of agent, he

does not enter into any contract

himself; it is his employer who
contracts by his ministry. Supi-a,

n. 74. In this case, the manager
does not oblige himself; it is the

employer, alone, who contracts a

principal obligation, by the ministry

of his manager. When the mana-
ger contracts in his own name, the

contract, to oblige his employer,

must concern the affair to which

he is appointed, and the manager
must not have exceeded the limits

of his commission. Dig., lib. 1 (a),

ss. 7, 12, de Exerc. Act." Story on
Bills, s. 77.
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67. How an Agent should sign.— One of the most impor-

tant questions, in a practical sense, which can arise is, when
and under what circumstances an agent makes himself person-

ally a party to a promissory note, and when and under what

circumstances his principal only is bound as a party. As to

the mode in which he may acquire his authority, and the nature

and extent of his authority, it is not the design of these com-

mentaries to enter into any inquiry or examination. That

properly belongs to a treatise upon the law of agency.^ But,

supposing the agent to have full authority to make or indorse

a note for his principal, the mode in which it is to be exercised

in order to exempt himself from personal responsibility, and to

bind his principal, naturally belongs to the discussion of the

present subject.^ It is the more necessary, because the author-

^ See Story on Agency, ss. 45-

143. See White v. Hildreth, 13

N. H. 104.

^ [When an agent enters into a

simple contract, other than a bill or

note, in his own name, in such a

manner as to make himself respon-

sible, but for the benefit of his prin-

cipal, it is a rule that not only the

agent, but also the principal, is liable

to be sued upon the contract, unless

the other party has elected to give

credit only to the agent; and, on the

other hand, the principal, as well as

the agent, is entitled to sue upon

the contract, unless he has repre-

sented the agent as principal, or un-

less the agent has represented him-

self as the only principal. Beckham

V. Brake, 9 M. & W. 79 ; Higgins v.

Senior, 8 M. & W. 834 ; Calder o.

Dobell, L. R. 6 C. P. 486 ; Thomson
V. Davenport, 9 B. & C. 78; 2 Sm.

L. C. 364 (7th ed.); Sims v. Bond, 5

B. & Ad. 889, 393; Phelps u. Pro-

thero, 16 C. B. 370; Grissell v.

Bristowe, L. R. 3 C. P. 112; Ford

V. Williams, 21 How. 287; Lerned v.

Johns, 9 Allen, 419 ; Barry v. Page,

10 Gray, 398; Humbles. Hunter, 12

Q. B. 310 ; Ferrand v. Bischoffsheim,

4 C. B., N. S. 710, 716; Chandler v.

Coe, 54 N. H. 561 ; Pollock on Con-

tract, 430-434 ; Leake on Contracts,

296, 300 ; Story on Agency, s. 160 a.

But, with respect to bills of exchange

and promissory notes, a different rule

prevails; and no one is liable to be

sued, except those who appear by
the instrument itself to be parties.

Beckham v. Drake, 9 M & W. 79,

92, 96; Emly v. Lye, 15 East, 7;

Bank of British North America

V. Hooper, 5 Gray, 567; Bass v.

O'Brien, 12 Gray, 477; Williams

V. Bobbins, 16 Gray, 77; Slawson

V. Loring, 5 Allen, 342; Barlow

V. Congregational Society, 8 Allen,

460; Minard v. Mead, 7 Wend.
68; Leake on Contracts, 298; see

Coleman v. First National Bank, 53

N. Y. 388. And no one has a right

to sue on a bill or note, except the

pax-ties mentioned in it. Evans o.

Cramlington, Carth. 5; Van Ness

V. Forrest, 8 Cranch, 30, 34; Bank

of the United States u. Lyman, 20

Vt. 666 (U. S. Cir. Ct.); Giist v.
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ities are not entirely agreed in tlieir conclusions as to particu-

lar cases, however well they may agree in an exposition of the

Backhouse, 4 Dev. & B. (N. C.)

362; Moore v. Penn, 5 Ala. 135;

Porter v. Nekervis, 4 Rand. (Va.)

359. "The rule is general, if not

universal, that neither the legal lia-

hility of an unnamed principal to

be sued, nor his legal right to sue,

on a negotiable instrument, can be

shown by parol evidence. When
an agent signs such an instrument

without disclosing his agency on its

face, the holder must look to him

alone. And when such an instru-

ment, which is intended for the

benefit of the principal, is given to

the agent only, he only, or his in-

dorsee, can sue on it. In other sim-

ple contracts, the rule is different."

Metcalf, J., in Fuller v. Hooper, 3

Gray, p. 341. The latter part of

this rule is of less importance than

the former, because any one may be

made the holder by indorsement or

delivery; but the same reasons seem

to be applicable to both parts. The
rule is analogous to those that re-

quire in bills and notes certainty as

' to the amount to be paid and the

time of payment; and it was pro-

bably thought important that the

persons by and to whom such in-

struments were payable should also

be certain, and should appear from

the instrument itself. See Storm v.

Stirling, 3 E. & B. 832; ante, s. 33, n.

There are cases, however, where

it has been held that a principal

can sue upon a note payable to

his agent. Even in Massachusetts,

where the rule was so clearly stated

by Metcalf, J. (ut supra'), it has

been held that a bank has a right

to sue upon a note payable to the

order of its cashier, by such descrip-

tion as " the Cashier of the Com-

mercial Bank, Boston," or " T. M.

Janes, Cashier." Commercial Bank

B. French, 21 Pick. 486 ; Barney v.

Newcomb, 9 Cash. 46. To the same

effect are Baldwin v. Bank of New-

bury, 1 Wall. 234; First National

Bank v. Hall, 44 N. Y. 395; Water-

vliet Bank v. White, 1 Denio, 608;

Carton v. Union City Bank, 34 Mich.

279; Pratt e. Topeka Bank, 12 Kan-

sas, 570. The contrary was held in

Bank of the United States v. Lymain,

20 Vt. 666 (U. S. Cir. Ct.). In Fair-

field V. Adams, 16 Pick. 381, where

a bill was payable to the order of

" Seth S. Fairfield, Cashier," it was

held that the legal title was vested

in the cashier, and that he was en-

titled to sue in his own name; and

it has been often declared that ac-

tions were properly brought by

agents in their own names upon

notes payable to them by such de-

scriptions as " A. Buffum, Agent of

the Providence Hat Manufacturing

Company," or "The Treasurer of

the First Parish in Hopkinton," or

" M.Johnson, Cashier," or the like.

Buffum V. Chadwick, 8 Mass. 103;

Buck V. Merrick, 8 Allen, 123;

Johnson «. CatUn, 27 Vt. 87; Up-

ton V. Starr, 3 Ind. 508 ; McHenry
V. Ridgely, 3 111. 309; Chadsey v.

MoCreery, 27 111. 253; Whitcomb
V. Smart, 38 Me. 264; Horah v.

Long, 4 Dev. & B. (N. C.) 274;

Grist V. Backhouse, 4 Dev. & B.

(N. C.) 362; Porter v. Nekervis, 4

Rand. (Va.) 359; see also Shaw v.

Stone, 1 Cush. 228, 253. In Ver-

mont, the principal, as well as the
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general principles, which ought to govern in all. It has been

laid down by a learned author, that where a note is drawn by

an agent, executor, or trustee, he should take care, if he means
to exenapt himself from personal responsibility, to use clear

and explicit words to show that intention.^ But, then, the

difficulty is not in ascertaining the value of the admonition, or

its true use, as a guide to the diligent and the cautious ; but it

is to ascertain, when, in a just juridical sense, the intention is

upon the face of the instrument clear and explicit, and what

is to be the interpretation thereof where the language is am-

biguous, or obscure, or admits of various readings.^

agent, has been allowed to sue on a

note payable to the latter; but the

court has stated that this is a pecu-

liarity of the law of Vermont, and

a departure from the principles of

the law merchant, and that by the

common law the action must be

brought by the person to whom the

note is in terms payable. Rutland

and Burlington Kailroad Co. v. Cole,

24 Vt. 33; Johnson v. Catlin, 27

Vt. 87; Arlington v. Hinds, 1 D.

Chip. (Vt.) 431 ; Bank of Manchester

V. Slason, 13 Vt. 334 ; Farmers and

Mechanics Bank v. Day, 13 Vt. 36;

Vermont Central Railroad Co. v.

Clayea, 21 Vt. 30.

The state is entitled to sue in its

own name upon bills and notes pay-

able to its agent. Dugan v. United

States, 3 Wheat. 172; Irish v. Web-
ster, 5 Greenl. 171; The State v.

Boies, 11 Me. 474.

It has also been held that an action

upon a note not negotiable may be

brought by a principal, if it is made
for his benefit, although in terms

payable to his agent. National In-

surance Co. V. Allen, 116 Mass. 398;

Garland v. Reynolds, 20 Me. 45.

The rule that a principal may sue

on a simple contract made with his

agent for his benefit was applied to

promissory notes in Levant v. Parks,

10 Me. 441, and Clark v. Reed, 12

Sm. & M. 554.

There is no peculiarity in bills

and notes that prevents a man from

becoming a party to them by any

name adopted by him for that pur-

pose, although it may be the name
of another person. Upon such in-

struments he is liable to be sued,

and has a right to sue in the same
manner as if he had become a

party in his own name. Edmunds
V. Bushell, L. R. 1 Q. B. 97; Fuller

V. Hooper, 3 Gray, 334; Melledge o

Boston Iron Co., 5 Cush. 158; Bry-

ant V. Eastman, 7 Cush. Ill ; Medway
Cotton Manufactory v. Adams, 10

Mass. 360; Pease v. Pease, 35 Conn.

131; but see BoUes v. Stearns, 11

Cush. 320.]

' Bayley on Bills, c. 2, a. 7, p. 69

(5th ed.).

2 When a bill or note purports to

be accepted or indorsed "per procura-

tion," that is a notice that the per-

son signing it has but a limited

authority, and a person taking it is

bound at his peril to inquire into the

extent of the authority. Alexander

V. Mackenzie, 6 C. B. 766; Stagg v.

Elliott, 12 C. B., N. S. 378; Attwood

V. Munnings, 7 B. & C. 278 Nixon
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68. The true and best mode of an agent's signing, or in-

dorsing, a promissory note for his principal, where he means

to make the latter, and not himself, personally responsible

thereon, is to sign, or indorse, the same, " A. B. (the princi-

pal) by ,his attorney or agent C. D," ^ If the signature be,

" C. D. for A. B." (the principal), it will be equally available,

although not so formally correct.^ But, in the practice of

common life, there are many deviations from this course ; and

occasionally they give rise to great embarrassments, in endea-

voring to ascertain whether, in the actual language used, the

agent is personally bound, or the principal alone is bound, or

both. Neither is it possible to extract from the authorities any

consistent rules to guide us in this matter of interpretation.

Where, indeed, upon the face of the instrument, the agent

signs his own name only, without referring to any principal,

there he will be held personally bound, although he is known

to be or avowedly acts as agent.^ But, in many cases, the

principal is referred to in the instrument, and it is to such

cases that the preceding observations apply.

69. Construction. — A liberal construction is ordinarily

adopted in the exposition of commercial instruments, for the

purpose of encouraging trade, and to meet, as far as possible,

the ordinary exigencies of business, which require promptitude

of execution, and rarely admit of deliberate examination of

the true force of words. In furtherance of this policy, if it

V. Palmer, 8 N. Y. 398. In Smith 2 East, 142 ; Abbott on Shipping,

V. M'Guire, 3 H. & N. 554, it is 11th ed., pt. 4, c. 1, s. 1, p. 199.

held that the principal will be bound ^ Ibid. But it has been held that

if he has permitted the person pro- a note signed A. B. [for C. D.] is

fessing to act as his agent to act in upon its face the note of A. B.,

such a manner that those dealing though but for the brackets it would

with him would naturally infer that be the note of C. D. Early o.

he was i. general agent, although on Wilkinson, 9 Gratt. 68.

every occasion the principal gives ^ Story on Agency, ss. 269-278;

special instructions and the agent Story on Bills, s. 76 and note; Chitty

signs "per procuration." See the on Bills, c. 2, pp. 37, 38 (8th ed.);

judgments deUvered in Stagg v. Id. c. 5, p. 186; Bayley on Bills, c.

Elliott, 12 C. B., N. S. 373. 2, s. 7, pp. 69, 70 (5th ed.) ; ante,

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 2, pp. 37, 38 s. 63. See, as to indorsement of

(8th ed.) ; Story on Agency, s. 153 notes by agents, Heinecc. de Camb.
and note, s. 275; Wilks v. Back, c. 3, s. 15, s. 7 ; Id. c. 2, ss. 7, 9.
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can, upon the whole instrument, be collected, that the true

object and intent of it are to bind the principal, and not to

bind the agent, courts of justice will adopt that construction

of it, however informally it may be expressed.^ Thus, where
an agent, duly authorized, made a promissory note thus :

" I

promise to pay J. S., or order," <fec., and signed the note, " Pro
C. D., A. B.," it was held to be the note of the principal^ and
not of the agent, although the words were, " I promise." ^ So,

where A. and B. wrote a note in these words : " We jointly

and severally promise," and signed it " A. and B. for C," it was
held to be the note of C, and not of A. and B., the agents.*

So, where the note was, " I promise," &c., and it was signed by

the agent, " For the Providence Hat Manufacturing Company,
A. B." (the agent), it was held to be a note of the company,
and not of the agent.* So, a promissory note of a like tenor,

signed by the agent in this manner,— " A. B., agent for C. D.,"

— has been held to be the note of the principal, and not of the

agent.5 So, where a promissory note was in these words : " I,

the subscriber, treasurer of the Dorchester Turnpike Corpora-

tion, for value received, promise," <fec., and it was signed " A. B.,

treasurer of the Dorchester Turnpike Corporation," it was
held to be the note of the corporation, and not of the trea-

surer .8' So, where a note purported to be a promise by " the

1 Ibid. ;Pentzt). Stanton, 10 Wend. 5 Ballon v. Talbot, 16 Mass. 461.

271; Mechanics' Bank of Alexandria Contra, DeWitt ». Walton, 9 N. Y.

I'. Bank of Columbia, 5 Wheat. 326

;

571. But see Shelton v. Darling,

Story on Agency, ss. 154, 269, 270, 2 Conn. 435 ; Babcock v. Beman,

275, 276, 395-400 ; Townaend v. 11 N. Y. 200 ; Baker v. Chambles,

Hubbard, 4 Hill, 351; Morse v. 4 G. Greene (Iowa), 428.

Green, 13 N. H. 82. « Mann v. Chandler, 9 Mass, 335,

^ Long!). Colburn, 11 Mass. 97; [overruled; Tucker Manufacturing

Alexander v. Sizer, L. R. 4 Ex. 102; Co. v. Fairbanks, 98 Mass. 101, 107.

Ex parte Buckley, 14 M. & W. 469

;

Barlow u. Congregational Society,

S. C. nom. In re Clarke, DeG. 153, 8 Allen, 460.] See Haverhill In-

overruling Hall V. Smith, 1 B. & C. surance Co. v. Newhall, 1 Allen,

407;Rathbon!'.Budlong,15Johns.l. 130; Fiske u. Eldridge, 12 Gray,

= Rice V. Gove, 22 Pick. 158; 474; Towne v. Rice, 122 Mass. 67;

Story on Agency, ss. 154, 275, 276, Hillsw. Bannister, 8Cowen, 31; Story

395. on Agency, s. 276; Barker v. Me-
* Emerson v. Providence Hat chanic Insurance Co., 3 Wend. 94;

Co., 12 Mass. 237. Brockway u. Allen, 17 Wend. 40.

6
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president and directors " of a particular corporation, and was

signed "A. B., president," it was held to be the note, not of

A. B., but of the corporation.^ But if the note had been,

" I, A. B., president of the corporation (naming it), promise to

pay," &c., it would (it seems) have been deemed to be the per-

sonal note of A. B., and not of the corporation.^ So, where

the agent of a corporation drew a bill of exchange upon the

president of the corporation, styling him such, and the latter

^ Mott V. Hicks, 1 Cowen, 513 ; where an agent drew a bill for a pur-

chase of goods, on account of his

principal, and signed the bill " A. B.,

agent," not stating the name of his

principal, it was held that he, and

not his principal, was personally

bound by the bill, as drawer. But

the principal was held liable for the

goods on a count for goods sold and

delivered, as the form of the bill

showed that exclusive credit was not

given to the agent. There is a

curious case cited in the Digest, lib.

14, tit. 3, 1. 20, where the question,

whether an agent, who wrote a letter

to a creditor, stating himself to be

agent of his principal, was personally

liable on the contract stated in the

letter ; and it was held that he was

not, as he wrote confessedly as an

agent. Pothier, Pand.,lib. 14, tit.

3, n. 2; IDomat, bk. 1, tit. 16, s. 3,

art. 8. [See Page v. Wight, 14 Allen,

182.] In Dubois v. Delaware and

Hudson Canal Co., 4 Wend. 285,

an agent signed and sealed a con-

tract, "M. W., agent for the Del.

and Hudson Canal Co. ; " and it was

held that he was not personally lia-

ble thereon, as he was authorized to

make the contract, although it was

not under the seal of the corporation.

See Kandall v. Van Vechten, 19

Johns. 60; Hopkins ». Mehaffy, 11

Serg. & R. 126 ; Story on Agency,

ss. 274-278.

Shaver v. Ocean Mining Co., 21 Cal.

45. See also Bowen v. Morris, 2

Taunt. 374; Lindus v. Melrose,

2 H. & N. 293; Brockway v. Allen,

17 Wend. 40; Story on Agency,

ss. 278 and note, 279 ; Draper v.

Massachusetts Heating Co., 5 Allen,

338; Ellis v. Pulsifer, 4 Allen, 165;

Barlow v. Congregational Society,

8 Allen, 460; Haskell v. Cornish,

13 Cal. 45.

" Barker v. Mechanic Insurance

Co., 3 Wend. 94; Drake v. Flewel-

len,33 Ala. 106; Slawson v. Loring,

5 Allen, 340; Haverhill Insurance

Co. V. Newhall, 1 Allen, 130;

Morell V. Codding, 4 Allen, 403;

Fiske V. Eldridge, 12 Gray, 474.

See post, s. 70. But see Brockway

V. Allen, 17 Wend. 40; Hills v.

Bannister, 8 Cowen, 31; Story on

Agency, s. 276. See also Mann v.

Chandler, 9 Mass. 335. It is not

easy to reconcile all the cases in

the books on this subject; al-

though I cannot but think that the

true principle to be deduced from

them is that stated in the text. See

Paley on Agency, by Lloyd, pp. 378

-385, and Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 7,

pp. 68-76, and notes, 2nd Am. ed.

1836 ; Bowen v. Morris, 2 Taunt.

374; Kennedy u. Gouveia, 3 D. &
R. 503; Dubois v. Delaware and

Hudson Canal Co., 4 Wend. 285.

In Pentz v. Stanton, 10 Wend. 271,
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accepted the bill, it was held that he was not personally liable,

if he had authority to accept the bill ; but the corporation was
alone liable.' So, where the agents of a corporation, being

duly authorized, made a written contract as follows :
" We

hereby agree to sell," &c., and signed it as agents of the cor-

poration, it was held that they were not personally bound

thereby; but the corporation was.^ So, where A., an agent,

duly authorized, wrote on a note, " By authority from B., I

hereby guarantee the payment pi this note," and signed in his

own name, A., it was held to be the guaranty of the principal,

and not of the agent.^ So, where A., an agent, entered into

and signed an agreement " as agent for and on belialf of B.," and
B. shortly afterwards wrote on it the words, " I hereby sanction

this agreement, and approve of A.'s having signed it on my
behalf," it was held to be the agreement of B., and that A.

was not personally responsible thereon.* So, where, on a sale

of real property by a corporation, a memorandum of the sale

was signed by the parties, in which it was stated that the

sale was made to A. B., the purchaser, and that he and CD.,
" mayor of the corporation, on behalf of himself and the rest

of the burgesses and commonalty of the borough of Caermar-

then, do mutually agree to perform and fulfil, on each of their

parts respectively, the conditions of sale," and then came the

signature of the purchaser, and of " C. D., mayor," it was

held that the agreement was that of the corporation, and not

that of the mayor personally; and that, consequently, the

mayor could not sue thereon.^ So, where in articles of agree-

ment the covenants were in the name of a corporation, without

mention of any agent, but the instrument was signed by the

1 Lazarus v. Shearer, 2 Ala. 718. * Spittle v. Lavender, 2 B. & B.

See NichoUs v. Diamond, 23 L. J., 452. See Gaddw. Houghton, 1 Ex.

Ex. 1 ; 24 Eng. Law & Eq. 403. D. 357 (C. A.)

2 Many v. Beekraan Iron Co., 9 ' Bowen v. Morris, 2 Taunt. 374,

Paige, 188; Evans v. Wells, 22 387. See Kennedy v. Gouveia, 3

Wend. 324. D. & R. 503; Hopkins v. MehafCy,

* New England Insurance Co. v. 11 Serg, & R. 126 ; Meyer v. Barker,

De Wolf, 8 Pick. 56. See Passmore 6 Binn. 228, 234; Woodes v. Den-

V. Mott, 2 Binn. 201 ; Story on nett, 9 N. H. 55; Story on Agency,

Agency, ss. 160 o, 161, 269, 270, ss. 275, 276.

275, 276, 395-400.
,
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president of the corporation, by his private name on behalf of

the corporation, and sealed with his private seal ; it was held

that he was not personally liable thereon.^

1 Hopkins v. Mehaffy, 11 Serg.

& R. 126; Story on Agency, ss.

154, 273, n. [A note purporting

in the body of it to be the note of a

principal, and signed by an agent

describing himself as an agent, is

the note of the principal. Whitney

V. Stow, 111 Mass. 368; Blanchard

V. Blackstone, 102 Mass. 3i3.

When an agent enters into a con-

tract in writing, in his own name,

he is personally bound, unless it

appears on the face of the instru-

ment that he acts only as agent

for another, or on his account or

behalf. Thus, in Leadbitter v.

Farrow, 5 M. & S. 345, the de-

fendant had drawn a bill in his

own name in favor of the plaintiff,

for £50, with a direction to place

the same to the account of the

Durham Bank; the plaintiff knew

that the defendant was agent for the

Durham Bank, and supposed that

he drew the bill in that capacity;

yet the defendant was held liable

as drawer. Lord Ellenborough

said: "Is it not an universal rule

that a man who puts his name to

a bill of exchange thereby makes

himself personally liable, unless he

states upon the face of the bill

that he subscribes it for another,

or by procuration of another, which

are words of exclusion? Unless

he says plainly, ' I am the mere

scribe,' he becomes liable." The

mere description of a person as an

agent, however, is not sufficient to

show that he is acting only as agent

for his principal ; it may be used to

identify the person so described,

or to ear-mark the transaction, and

will not prevent the agent from

being personally bound. Thomas
V. Bishop, 2 Stra. 955; Price v.

Taylor, 5 H. & N. 540 ; Bottomley

V. Fisher, 1 H. & C. 211 ; Herald v.

Connah, 34 L. T., N. S. 885 ; Barker

V. Mechanic Insurance Co., 3 Wend.

94; Moss v. Livingston, 4 N. Y.

208; DeWitt v. Walton, 9 N. Y. 571;

Haverhill Insurance Co. v. Newhall,

1 Allen, 130; Fiske v. Eldridge, 12

Gray, 474; Tucker Manufacturing

Co. V. Fairbanks, 98 Mass. 101 ; Bart-

lett V. Hawley, 120 Mass. 92; Powers

V. Briggs, 79 111. 493; Atkins v.

Brown, 59 Me. 90; Manufacturers'

and Merchants' Bank ». Follett, 11

E. I. 92. The law is thus stated

in the notes to Thomson v. Daven-

port, 2 Smith L. C, 7th ed.,

p. 386: " In all these cases, the

question whether the person actu-

ally signing the contract is to be

deemed to be contracting personally

or as agent only depends upon the

intention of the parties as discover-

able from the contract itself; and

it may be laid down as a general

rule that, where a person signs a

contract in his own name without

qualification, he is prima facie to

be deemed to be a person contract-

ing personally; and, in order to

prevent his liability from attaching,

it must be apparent from the other

portions of the document that he

did not intend to bind himself as

principal." This passage has been

approved by the courts. Dutton

V. Marsh, L. li. 6 Q. B. p. 362;

Gadd V. Houghton, 1 Ex. D. 357
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70. On the other hand, unless some agency is apparent on

the face of tlie instrument, it has been not unfrequently held,

(C. A.). In Button v. Marsh,

L. R. 6 Q. B. 361, a note begin-

ning, " We the directors of the

Isle of Man Slate and Flag Com-
pany, Limited, do promise," was

signed by four directors, one add-

ing " Chairman" to his name, the

others without addition, and the

seal of the company was affixed.

It was held that the directors were

individually liable upon this note.

Cockburn, C. J , who delivered the

judgment of the court, said that,

so far as the written portion went,

it was entirely without any qualify-

ing expression ; and, if the case had

stood on that simply, it was clear

that the directors would have been

personally liable, and the company

would not have been liable. A doubt

was caused by the company's seal

having been affixed; but, on con-

sideration, that circumstance could

not be taken ift equivalent to a

declaration on the face of the note

that it was signed by the directors

on behalf of the company, and not

on behalf of themselves ; the seal

might have been placed there simply

to ear-mark the transaction, or to

show that, as between the directors

and the company, they were signing

the note for the company, and that

the proceeds of the note would

operate to its benefit; but the affix-

ing of the seal could not have the

effect of excluding the personal

liability of the directors. See also

Serrell v. Derby.shire Railway Co.,

9 C. B. 811. In Mann v. Chandler,

9 Mass. 335, a note in the words,

" I, the subscriber, treasurer of the

Dorchester Turnpike Corporation,"

&c., was signed by the defendant

with the same description after his

name, and it was held that the

corporation was liable and that the

defendant was not liable ; but this

case is not supported by principle,

and was disapproved in Barlow v.

Congregational Society, 8 Allen,

460, and in Tucker Manufactur-

ing Co. u. Fairbanks, 98 Mass.

p. 107. A different rule exists

in regard to public agents, and

they are not personally liable upon
contracts that they enter into in

their own names in behalf of the

government. Story on Agency,

s. 802.

In determining whether it is in-

tended by the language of a written

instrument to bind the principal or

the agent, a distinction has some-

times been taken between cases

where it is stated in the body of

the instrument that the person sign-

ing it contracts as agent for, or on

account of, a named principal, and

the agent signs only his own name
without any addition, and those

where he adds a description to his

signature, such as " agent " or

" broker." Thus, where a broker

signed a contract in the form, " I

have this day sold you on account of
T.," &c. (signed), " E. F., Broker,"

it was held that he was not a party

to the contract. Fairlie v. Fenton,

L. R. 5 Ex. 169. But in Paice v.

Walker, L. R. 5 Ex. 173, it was

held that the defendants were per-

sonally liable upon the following

contract : " Sold A. J. Paice, Esq.,

London, about 200 quarters wheat

(as agents for John Schmidt & Co.,
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that the principal is not bound, although the agent had full

authority to make the contract.^ Thus, where a wife had

of Dantzig)," &c., signed by the de-

fendants, without addition, " Walker

& Strange. '
' In England, all ground

for such a distinction seems to have

been entirely removed by the case

of Gadd V. Houghton, 1 Ex. D.

357, in the Court of Appeal.

The action was upon a contract in

these words: "We have this day

sold to you on account of James

Morand & Co. , Valencia, 2000 cases

Valencia oranges," &e., signed by

the defendants with their own names

simply ; and it was held that the

words " on account of James Mo-
rand & Co.," showed plainly that

the defendants contracted only as

agents, and therefore that they

were not liable. In delivering judg-

ment, James, L. J., said: " When
a man says that he is making

a contract ' on account of ' some

one else, it seems to me that he

uses the very strongest terms the

English language affords to show

that he is not binding himself,

but is binding his principal. As

to Paice v. Walker (supra), I can-

not conceive that the words ' as

agents ' can be properly understood

as implying merely a description.

The word ' as ' seems to exclude

that idea. If that case were now
before us, I should hold that the

words ' as agents ' in that case had

the same effect as the words ' on

account of ' in the present case, and

that the decision in that case ought

not to stand. I do not dissent from

the principle that a man does not

relieve himself from liability upon

a contract by using words which

are intended to be merely words of

description ; but I do not think the

words ' as agents ' were words of

description." Mellish, L. J., said:

"I can see no difference between a

man writing, ' I, A. B., as agent for

C. D., have sold to you,' and sign-

ing, ' A. B.,' and his writing, ' I have

sold to you,' and signing, ' A. B., for

C. D., the seller.' When the signa-

ture comes at the end, you apply it

to every thing which occurs through-

out the contract. If all that appears

is that the agent has been making

a contract on behalf of some other

person, it seems "to me to follow of

necessity that that other person is

the person liable." See Whitney ».

Stow, 111 Mass. 368; Blanchard «.

Blackstone, 102 Mass. 343. In Bar-

low V. Congregational Society, 8

Allen, 460, a note in this form,

"I, as treasurer of the Congrega-

tional Society, or my successors in

office, promise," &c., signed, " S S.

R., Treasurer," was held to bind

only the principal. In the judgment,

attention is called to the words, " or

my successors in office," and the ad-

dition of the word '
' treasurer " to the

signature, as well as to the expres-

sion, " I, as Treasurer of," &c. ; but

the last by itself ought apparently

to have led to the same result, if

the word " treasurer " is considered

the equivalent of " agent," as it

seems to have been. In Morell v.

Codding, 4 Allen, 403, the defend-

ants signed, without addition to their

names, a note beginning, " We, the

Story on Agency, s. 147, n.
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full authority to sign notes for her husband, and she made a

note in her own name, not referring to her husband, either

prudential committee for and in be-

half of the Baptist Church in Lee,

agree to pay," and they were held

to be personally bound. It is said

in the judgment: " The words, ' We,
the prudential committee,' set forth

in this promise, clearly are not suf-

ficient to relieve the signers in the

present case. We are brought to the

single inquiry, whether the words
' for and in behalf of the Baptist

Church in Lee,' found in the body

of the note, change its character.

Had these words immediately pre-

ceded or followed the names of the

signers wilh the 'by' or 'for,' it

would have been the promise of the

Baptist Church; " and also, " Al-

though not precisely in the form of

the present note, yet in principle

the cases before cited of Simonds

V. Heard, 23 Pick. 12Q, and Packard

V. Nye, 2 Met. 47, would seem to

govern this." In Simonds v. Heard,

the contracting parties were " H. H.,

E. S., and N. H., committee of the

town of Wayland," and in Packard

V. Nye, the contract read, " We, the

subscribers. Trustees for the Pro-

prietors of the New Congregational

Meeting-House," and was signed by

the subscribers without qualifica-

tion of their signatures. These were

both cases of a mere descriplion of

the parties signing, who were held

individually liable on the ground

that individual liability is not ex-

cluded by such a description. Upon

that principle, therefore, Morell v.

Codding appears to have been de-

cided; but if the words in that case

had been, " We, for and in behalf

of," &o., instead of, " We, the pru-

dential committee for and in behalf of
the Baptist Church," it would have

been a case like Gadd v. Hough-
ton, 1 Ex. D. 357 (C. A.), supra,

where it was stated on the face of

the instrument that the persons

signing it contracted for another,

and not for themselves. In Brad-

lee V. Boston Glass Manufactory, 16

Pick. 347, a note beginning, " We,
the subscribers, jointly and severally

promise to pay A. & B., or order,

for the Boston Glass Manufactory "

(which was a corporation), was
signed by three persons with their

own names simply, and it was held

to be their individual note. Shaw,
C. J., said, in delivering judgment,

that the words " for the Boston

Glass Manufactory," if they stood

alone, would perhaps leave it doubt-

ful whether the persons meant to

bind themselves or the company,

though the place where the words

were introduced would seem to war-

rant the former construction ; and
also that the fact was of importance

that the note was signed by three

instead of one, and with no desig-

nation or name of office indicating

any agency or connection with the

company. "But," he said, "the
words ' jointly and severally ' are

quite decisive. . . . This word ' se-

verally' must have its effect; and its

legal effect was to bind each of the

signers. This fixes the undertaking

as a personal one. It would be a

forced and wholly untenable con-

struction to hold that the company
and signers were all bound : this

would be equally inconsistent with

the terms and obvious meaning of
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in the body of the note or in the signature, it was held that

the husband was not bound.^ So where A., B., and C. made a

the contract." But see Rice v.

Gove, 22 Pick. 158. The same ef-

fect was given to the words " jointly

and severally," in Healey v. Story,

3 Ex. 3; and in a similar case, where

the word "jointly " was used alone,

the persons signing were held not

to be personally liable. Lindus v.

Melrose, 2 H. & N. 293. See Maclae

V. Sutherland, 3 E. & B. 1, 32-37;

Penkivil v. Connell, 5 Ex. 381. In

Aggs V. Nicholson, 1 H. & N. 165,

a note in the form, " We, two of the

directors of the Ark Life Assurance

Society, by and in behalf of the said

society, do hereby promise," &c.,

was signed by two directors with-

out any addition to their names,

and was sealed with the society's

seal, it was held, " looking only to

the meaning of the words used,"

that they purported to bind the so-

ciety, and not the persons signing.

See also Spittle v. Lavender, 2 B.

& B. 452; New England Insurance

Co. V. DeWolf, 8 Pick. 56. In

Chipman v. Foster, 119 Mass. 189,

an instrument in the form of a

1 Minard v. Mead, 7 Wend. 68,;

ante, s. 67, n. In Lindus u. Brad-

well, 5 C. B. 583, a bill drawn on

the defendant was accepted by his

wife by writing het own name across

it: this was done without his pre-

vious authority, but afterwards he

acknowledged his liability, and said

he would pay the bill. It was held

that this was an acceptance by the

defendant by the hand and in the

name of his wife, and that he was

bound by it. See Prestwick v. Mar-

shall, 7Bing. 565; undpost, s. 127, n.

draft with the heading " New Eng-

land Agency of the Pennsylvania

Fire Insurance Co.," and the words,

" Foster & Cole, General Agents

for the New England States,"

printed in the margin, and directed

to the Pennsylvania Fire Insurance

Company, read as follows: " Pay to

the order of H., M., & Co. $5000, be-

ing in full of all claims and demands

against said company for" a certain

loss by fire, and was signed by the

defendants, " Foster & Cole," with-

out qualification. The court held

that the defendants were not bound;

and, in the judgment, it is said that

it appears that in drawing the draft

they " acted only as agents of the

corporation as clearly as if they had
repeated words of agency after their

signature." This is another autho-

rity that no addition to the signature

is essential to prevent the personal

liability of the agent, when it ap-

pears on the face of the instrument

that he contracted only as agent;

but it is not quite so clear in this

case how it appeared that the de-

In Hancock Bank v. Joy, 41 Me.

568, the defendant sent his wife

a draft payable to her order, with

authority to receive the proceeds

:

she indorsed it in her own name,
and transferred it to the plaintifl.

It was held that thi.s, being done on
account of her husband and with

his authority, was a valid indorse-

ment by him, and made him liable

as an indorser. See also Reakert v.

Sanford, 5 Watts & S. 164 ; Leeds
V. Vail, 15 Penn. St. 185.
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note as follows :
" We, the subscribers, jointly and severally,

promise to pay D., or order, for the Boston Glass Manufactory,

fendants contracted as agents only.

Compare Serrell v. Derbyshire Rail-

way Co., 9 C. B. 811.

In DeWitt v. Walton, 9 N. Y.

571, a note containing in the body
no mention of a principal, and signed

"A. B., Agent for the Church-

man " (" The Churchman " being

the name under which the defendant

did business), was held to bind the

agent, and not the principal, on the

ground that the agent had only

described himself as agent, and had
not promised for or in behalf of

" The Churchman." In Ballon v.

Talbot, 16 Mass. 461, a similar note

signed, " A. B., Agent for C. D.,"

and in Sheridan u. Carpenter, 61 Me.

83, a note signed, " A. B., Treasurer

for St. Paul's Parish," were held

nottobind the agents; and in Tuck-

er Manufacturing Co. v. Fairbanks,

98 Mass. p. 105, the reason given for

this decision in Ballou v. Talbot is

that " A. B., Agent for C. D.," was

equivalent to the form, " For C. D.,

A. B., Agent," which would clearly

bind the principal, and not the agent.

Deslandes v. Gregory, 2 E. & E. 602.

See Hovey I'. Magill, 2 Conn. 680;

Johnson v. Smith, 21 Conn. 627.

AVhen the words of an instrument

disclose an intention to bind the

agent personally, he will be liable,

although his signature be qualified,

or although it is stated that he con-

tracts on behalf of another, unless

there is on the face of the instru-

ment a distinct disclaimer of personal

liability. Tanner u. Christian, 4 E. &
B. 591 ; Lennard v. Robinson, 5 E. &
B. 125; Herald ». Connah, 34 L. T.,

N. S. 885 ; Mare v. Charles, 5 E. & B.

978; Wake v. Harrop, 6 H. & N.

768.

There is much conflict in the deci-

sions in the United States relating to

this subject, and they do not admit of

being reconciled. It has been held,

where a person acted as agent in sign-

ing a bill or note, that the mere de-

scription of himself as agent of a

named principal, or as agent, with-

out mentioning his principal, was

sufficient to exclude his personal lia-

bility, if he actually had autho-

rity and the person dealing with him

knew that he was acting as agent.

Babcock v. Beman, 11 N. Y. 200;

Bank of Genesee v. Patchin Bank,

13 N. Y. 309; 19 N. Y. 312 ; Brock-

way V. Allen, 17 Wend. 40; Mott v.

Hicks, 1 Cowen, 513, 533: Water-

vliet Bank v. White, 1 Denio, 608;

Nichols V. Frothingham, 45 Me. 220;

Despatch Line of Packets v. Bellamy

Manufacturing Co., 12 N. H. 205;

Hovey K. Magill, 2 Conn. 680; John-

son V. Smith, 21 Conn. 627 ; Collins

0. Johnson, 16 Ga. 458; Farmers'

and Mechanics' Bank v. Troy City

Bank, 1 Doug. (Mich.) 457 ; Lazarus

V. Shearer, 2 Ala. 718. See Alston

V. Heartman, 2 Ala. 699. It would

seem contrary to principle, however,

to admit parol evidence to show

the intention in such cases. In Me-

chanics' Bank v. Bank of Columbia,

5 Wheat. 326, a check with the

name of a bank at the top, and

also across the left-hand side, was

signed by the cashier with his

own name simply: in an action

against the bank, it was held that

there was suflBcient on the face of

the check to make it doubtfu
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the sum of ^ ," and they signed the note in their own names,

without saying " as agents," it was held that they were person-

ally bound, and not the corporation.^ So, where two persons

made a promissory note in this form :
" We, the subscribers,

trustees for the proprietors of the new Congregational meeting-

house at A., promise to pay B. the sum of," &c., and signed it

C. D., E. P., it was held that the note bound them personally,

and not the proprietors. ^ So, where the committee of a town

made a contract in the following words: "Agreement between

A., B., and C, committee of the town of N., of the one part,

and D. and B. of the other part ; and the said committee agree

to pay," &c., signing their own names, A., B., and C. ; it was

held that they were personally liable on the contract.^ So,

where a committee of the directors of a turnpike corporation

entered into a contract under seal, describing themselves as

such committee, on the one part, with the plaintiff on the other

part, and signed and sealed the contract in their own names

;

whether it was an official or private

act, and that parol evidence was

indispensable to remove the doubt.

In other cases where the name of a

company is printed in the margin

of a check or draft, and the person

signing it merely describes himself

in his signature as " agent " or

"treasurer," it has been held that

it appears from the instrument that

he acts only as agent for the com-

pany named in the margin, and in-

tends to bind it, and not himself.

Carpenter v. Farnsworth, 106 Mass.

561 ; Fuller v. Hooper, 3 Gray, 334.

See Slawson v. Loring, 5 Allen, 340.

A bill of exchange ending with the

.words, " and charge the same to the

Swanzey Paper Co., Yours respect-

fully, Joseph Hooper, Agent," has

been held to bind the company as

drawer. Tripp ». Swanzey Paper

Co., 13 Pick. 291. But a bill con-

cluding, " and charge the same to

account of Proprietors Pembroke

Iron Works, Your humble servant,

Joseph Barrell," or "charge the

same to account of David Fairbanks

& Co., Agts. Piscataqua F. & M.

Ins. Co.," binds only the persons

signing it. Bank of British North

America ». Hooper, 5 Gray, 567;

Tucker Manufacturing Co. ». Fair-

banks, 98 Mass. 101. See also Chip-

man V. Foster, 119 Mass. 189 (supra)
;

Draper v. Massachusetts Heating

Co., 5 Allen, 338; Means t>. Sworm-

stedt, 32 Ind. 87; Pearse v. Wel-

born, 42 Ind. 331; Lacy v. Dubuque
Lumber Co., 43 Iowa, 510.]

' Bradlee v. Boston Glass Manu-

factory, 16 Pick. 347. This case

seems distinguishable from that of

Rice V. Gove, 22 Pick. 158, principally

in the circumstance that the signa-

tures of A., B., and C. did not pur-

port to be as agents. Story on

Agency, s. 147 and note, ss. 154,

275, 276.

^ Packard v. Nye, 2 Met. 47;

Cleaveland v. Stewart, 3 Ga. 283.

» Simondst!. Heard, 23 Pick. 120.
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it Vi^as held that they were personally responsible ; for it was

the deed of the committee, and not of the directors, or of the

corporation.! So, where certain persons signed a note, describ-

ing themselves as " Trustees of Union Religious Society," it

was held that they were personally liable thereon, although it

was proved that the society was a corporation, and the note

was given for a balance due from the society for a church bell.^

71. Acting without Authority as Agent.— Another important

inquiry is, how far a person, who signs a promissory note in

the name of his principal, is personally bound thereby, if, in

point of fact, his principal is not bound thereby, either because

the agent had no authority whatsoever, or had exceeded his

authority. That a person, thus acting without authority, or

exceeding his authority, would be personally bound therefor to

the other contracting party, cannot be doubted. But the ques-

tion is, whether he may, under such circumstances, be treated

as personally liable on the very instrument itself, if there are

apt words therein, which may properly charge him. Thus, for

example, if an agent should, without due authority, make a

promissory note, saying in it, " I promise to pay," &c., and

sign it, " C. D., by A. B., his agent," or " A. B., agent of

C. D. ;

" in such a case may the words, as to the agency, be

rejected, and the agent be held personally answerable as the

promisee of the note ? Upon this point, the authorities do not

seem to be entirely agreed.^

1 Tippets V. Walker, 4 Mass. ' In cases where a person exe-

595. But see Leach ». Blow, 8 Sm. cutes an instrument in the name of

& M. 221. another, without authority, there is

2 Hills V. Bannister, 8 Cowen, some diversity of judicial opinion as

31 ; Shelton v. Darling, 2 Conn, to the form of action in which the

435 ; Barker v. Mechanic Insur- agent is to be made liable for the

ance Co., 3 Wend. 94; Hays v. breach of duty. In England, it is

Crutcher, 54 Ind. 260 ; Sturdivant held that the suit must be by a

V. Hull, 59 Me. 172. But see Mann special action on the case. Polhill

V. Chandler, 9 Mass. 335, [over- v. Walter, 3 B. & Ad. 114. The
ruled; Tucker Manufacturing Co. same doctrine has been asserted in

V. Fairbanks, 98 Mass. 101, 107; Massachusetts, Long v. Colburn, 11

Barlow v. Congregational Society, Mass. 97; Ballon u. Talbot, 16 Mass.

8 Allen, 460]; Mott v. Hicks. 1 461; Jefts » York, 4 Gush. 871 ; 10

Cowen, 518; Story on Agency, ss. Cush. 892; Abbey v. Chase, 6 Cush.

154, 276. 54, 57; in Connecticut, Ogden v. Kay-
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72. Partners.— As to partners, the signature of the firm is,

in general, indispensable to create a liability of the partnership,

mond, 22 Conn. 379, 385; in Indiana,

McHenry v. Duffield, 7 Blackf. (Ind.)

41 ; and in Pennsylvania, Hopkins

V. Mehaffy, 11 Serg. & R. 126. In

New York, it has been held that an

action may, under such circumstan-

ces, be maintained upon the instru-

ment, as if it were executed by the

agent personally. Thus, if an agent,

without authority, should sign a

note in the name of another, it has

been held that he may be sued

thereon, as if it were his own note.

Dusenbury b. Ellis, 3 Johns. Cas.

70; Story on Agency, s. 251, n.

;

Palmer v. Stevens, 1 Denio, 471;

Bay ». Cook, 22 N. J. L. (2 Za-

briskie) 843. But see contra, in

New York, Walker u. Bank of

the State, 13 Barb. 639. See also

White V. Skinner, 13 Johns. 307;

Meeoh v. Smith, 7 Wend. 315;

Cunningham v. Soules, 7 Wend.
106; Stetson v. Patten, 2 Greenl.

.858; Chitty on Contr. 211. See

also Woodes v. Dennett, 9 N. H.

55 ; Grafton Bank ». Flanders, 4

N. H. 239; Mayhew v. Prince, 11

Mass. 53; 2 Kent Com. 631, 632;

Clay V. Oakley, 5 Mart., N. S. (La.)

137; Feeter ». Heath, 11 Wend.
477; Harper u. Little, 2 Greenl. 14;

Lazarus v. Shearer, 2 Ala. 718.

However, if an agent, in purchas-

ing goods, should exceed his au-

thority, he may be properly treated

as the purchaser, since no other

person would be liable. Hampton
V. Speckenagle, 9 Serg. & R. 212

;

Story on Agency, s. 264 a.

[In England, when a man enters

into a contract in the name of an

existing principal for whom he pro-

fesses to act as agent, he is not

liable himself upon the contract, al-

though in fact he have no authority.

Jenkins o. Hutchinson, 13 Q. B.

744; Lewis v. Nicholson, 18 Q. B.

503. But, from his representing

himself as authorized to bind his

principal, a promise or warranty is

implied that he has the authority

he professes to have ; and, if he has

not such authority, he is liable upon

his contract of warranty. CoUen

V. Wright, 7 E. & B. 301 ; 8 E. & B.

647 (Ex. Ch.) ; Cherry v. Colonial

Bank, L. R. 3 P. C. 24; Richardson

V. Williamson, L. R. 6 Q. B. 278;

Weeks v. Propert, L. R. 8 C. P.

427; Spedding v. Nevell, L. R. 4

C. P. 212; Godwin v. Francis,

L. R. 5 C. P. 295. He is also liable

in an action of tort, unless he acts

under the honest belief that he has

authority, as in the case of an agent

acting under a forged power of at-

torney which he believes to be genu-

ine. Randell v. Trimen, 18 C. B.

786; Polhill ». Walter, 8 B. & Ad.

114. In the case of bills and notes,

the latter may be the only remedy
of any except the original holder,

as a contract of warranty would

probably be implied only with the

latter. See Jenkins v. Hutchinson,

18 Q. B. p. 752; Polhill u. Walter,

3 B. & Ad. 114. A person acting

as agent is not liable for a mistaken

representation in point of law as to

his authority: thus, if the person

dealing with him knows the extent

of his authority in point of fact, and
makes a mistake as to its sufficiency

or extent in point of law, and after

that a contract is made, the agent
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as makers, or indorsers, of promissory notes ; ^ and each part-

ner has complete authority to use it ; ^ and, when so used, the

is not liable because his authority

turns out to be insufficient. Beat-

tie V. Lord Ebury, L. R. 7 Ch. p.

800. See Sinclair v. Jackson, 8

Cowen, p. 585. When a person con-

tracts in his own name as agent for

a principal having no existence, as,

for example, a proposed company

or corporation, he is himself liable

on the contract, as if the statement

that he acts for a principal were

omitted. Kelner o. Baxter, L. R.

2 C P. 174. When an agent, whose

authority has been determined with-

out his knowledge by the death

of his principal, contracts in behalf

of the principal, neither the agent

nor the estate of the principal is

bound. Smout v. Ilbery, 10 M. &
W. 1; Blades v. Free, 9 B. & C.

167 ; Davis v. Windsor Savings

Bank, 46 Vt. 728; 2 Kent Com.,

lathed., 645,646.

In Massachusetts, a person with-

out authority assuming to contract

as agent for another is not person-

ally liable on the contract, but his

assumption of authority is in the

nature of a false warranty, upon

which he is liable. Jefts v. York,

10 Cush. 392, 395; Abbey v. Chase,

6 Cush. 54; Bartlett v. Tucker, 104

Mass. 336 ; May v. Western Union

Telegraph Co., 112 Mass. 90, 95.

The same rule applies where he

iigns the name of a fictitious per-

son, unless he holds himself out as

contracting under that name. Bart-

lett V. Tucker, 104 Mass. 336, 842.

In Abbey v. Chase, and Bartlett ii.

Tucker, supra, it is said that the

only remedy is an action of tort

;

but, as the ground of the action is

in the nature of a false warranty,

no reason appears why an action of

contract also should not lie, as in

other cases of warranty. See Web-
ster V. Larned, 6 Met. p. 528. In

New York, in White t. Madison,

26 N. Y. 117, which was regarded

by the court as an action upon an

implied warranty of authority, a

doubt was expressed whether the

doctrine of the earlier cases, that a

person contracting in the name of

another without authority would be

bound as a party, could be sup-

ported; audit was decided, in accor-

dance with the English cases, that,

except under special circumstances,

a person making a contract as agent

for another warrants his authority;

and, if he is not authorized, he is

liable to an action on the warranty,

and also, in case of fraud, to an

action for deceit. This was con-

firmed in Baltzen v. Nicolay, 53

N. Y. 467; Dung «. Parker, 52

N. Y. 494. In New Hampshire,

when a person without authority

contracts as agent, he is personally

liable on the contract, if his lan-

guage, stripped of all reference to

his agency, imports a promise by

1 Chitty on Bills, pp. 67-69 (8th

ed.); Id. p. 186; Story on Partner-

ship, ss. 102, 128, 134, 136.

2 [A partner has no authority to

make the other members of the firm

separately liable by a joint and se-

veral promissory note. Maclae v.

Sutherland, 3 E. & B. p. 34; Per-

ring t). Hone, 4 Bing. p. 32.]
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note will be deemed to be made on the partnership account,

and bind it accordingly, unless, upon the face of the note, or

upon collateral proof, it is clearly established, that the party

taking it had full notice that the note was drawn or indorsed

for purposes and objects not within the partnership business.^

And this seems equally true in the law of France and of

Scotland.2

73. There is occasionally some nicety in the application of

the general doctrine, as to what are to be deemed partnership

notes. Thus, a promissory note, beginning with the words, " I

promise to pay," but signed in the name of the firm, as, for

example, " A. B. & Co.," or " B. for A. B. & Co.," will be a

good note to bind the partnership.^ But suppose the partner-

him. Woodes v. Deunett, 9 N. H.

55; Weare v. Gove, 44 N. H. 196.

But, if the agreement purports to be

that of the principal only, it does

not bind the person improperly as-

suming to act as his agent. Moor
V. Wilson, 26 N. H. 332. See

Ogden V. Raymond, 22 Conn. 379

;

Hall V. Crandall, 29 Cal. 567.],

1 Story on Partnership, ss. 126-

132. See Tanner v. Hall, 1 Penn.

St. 417; Hedley v. Bainbridge, 3

Q. B. 316; Hogarth v. Latham, 26

W. R. 388 (C. A.); Chemung Canal

Bank v. Bradner, 44 N. Y. 680;

Moorehead v. Gilmore, 77 Penn.

St. 118; Miller «. Consolidation

Bank, 48 Penn. St. 514; Sedgwick

V. Lewis, 70 Penn. St. 217; Wait

V. Thayer, 118 Mass. 473 ; Vreden-

burgh V. Lagan, 28 La. An. 941.

^ Story on Partnership, s. 129;

Pothier on Oblig., n. 83; Pothier,

de Societe, n. 101; 2 Bell Com., bk.

7, p. 616 (5th edit.); Story on Bills,

s. 78; Leroy v. Johnson, 2 Pet.

186; Furze v. Sharwood, 2 Q. B.

388; 2 G. & D. 116; Hawkeu v.

Bourne, 8 M. & W. 703; Kirk v.

Blurton, 9 M. & W. 284; Faith

V. Richmond, 11 A. & E. 339;

Bank of the United States v. Binney,

5 Mason, 176; Winship v. Bank
of the United States, 5 Pet. 529;

Etheridge v. Binney, 9 Pick. 272;

Story on Partnership, ss. 101, 109,

126, 132 ; Smith v. Lusher, 5 Cowen,

688; Drake v. Elwyn, 1 Caines, 184;

Cumpston v. McNair, 1 Wend. 457
;

Murphy v. Stewart, 2 How. 263,

283. And a note signed by the

partners in their individual names

will bind the firm, especially if

given for a partnership transaction.

Maynard v. Fellows, 43 N. H. 255.

But if the several members of a

firm sign a note in their individual

names, one as principal, and the

others as sureties, together with an-

other person as surety, such other

person will be liable for contribution

to the other sureties, because the

form of the note is notice to him that

it is not a partnership transaction.

Bain v. Wilson, 10 Ohio St. 14.

» Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 6, pp.

53, 54 (5th ed.) ; Mason v. Rumsey,

1 Camp. 384; Lord Galway v. Maif-

thew, 1 Camp. 403; 10 East, 264;

Wilks V. Back, 2 East, 142.
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ship business is carried on in the name of one member only of

tlie firm, or his name is the name of the firm also, the question

may arise, when, and under what circumstances, a promissory

note, made or indorsed in tlie name of such member, will bind

the firm, and when it will be deemed the separate note of that

member only. If the note or indorsement is made in the

course of the partnership business, or for a partnership trans-

action, or upon the faith that it is for account of the partnership

business, it will bind the firm ; otherwise, it will be treated as

the separate note only of the member who signs or indorses it.^

The same rule will apply to a note, where two trades are carried

on in the same place, or in diiferent places by the same persons,

in the same firm name ; or, by two firms, carrying on business

in the same place, or in different places, under the same firm

name, where the partners in each firm are partly the same and

partly different persons.^ In each case, the note will bind the

firm on whose account, or business, or the faith thereof, the

note has been taken. Of course, this rule will apply only to

persons who receive the note as bona fide holders, without any

knowledge that there is in the making or indorsing of the note

any fraud, or misconduct, or excess of authority, by the partner

who signs or indorses it.^

74. Corporations. — As to corporations, according to the old

law, they could, generally (for there always were some admitted

exceptions), contract only under their corporate seal. But the

rule has been gradually relaxed, and the exceptions enlarged,

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 6, Edmunds v. Bushell, L. R. 1 Q. B.

pp. 53-56 (5th ed.); South Carolina 97.

Bank V. Case, 8 B. & C. 427; Furze ^ Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 6, p. 55

V. Sharwood, 2 Q. B. 388, 418; (5th ed.); Swan v. Steele, 7 East,

2 G. & D. 116; Vere v. Ashby, 210.

10 B. & C. 288; Etheridge v. » Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 7, pp.

Binney, 9 Pick. 272 ; Ex parte 55-57 (5th ed.) ; Lord Galway v,

Bolitho, Buck, 100; Thicknesse v. Matthew, 10 East, 264; Ridley v.

Bromilow,2C. &J. 425;Bankofthe Taylor, 13 East, 175; Shirreff

United States v. Binney, 5 Mason, e. Wilks, 1 East, 48; Green v.

176; Winshipj). Bank of the United Deakin, 2 Stark. 847; Woodward
States, 5 Pet. 529; Manufactur- u. Winship, 12 Pick. 480; Wintle w.

ers' and Mechanics' Bank v. Win- Crowther, 1 C. & J. 816; Bank of

ship, 5 Pick. 11; Bank of Rochester Rochester v. Bowen, 7 Wend. 158;

V. Monteath, 1 Denio, 402. See Boyd v. Plumb, 7 Wend. 309.
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until, in our day, it may be taken to be a firmly established rule

in America, and admitted, to a great extent, in England, that

corporations may contract and bind themselves by contracts

not under seal, made through the instrumentality of their

agents, and within the proper scope of the objects and purposes

of their charter.^ But the question is more nice as to the right

of a corporation to become makers or indorsers of promissory

notes, or to become parties to any other negotiable paper. That

an express authority is not indispensable to confer such a right

is admitted.^ It is sufficient if it be implied, as a usual and

appropriate means to accomplish the objects and purposes of

the charter.^ Corporations are expressly mentioned in the

statute of 3 & 4 Anne, c. 9, respecting promissory notes, as

persons, who make and indorse negotiable notes, and to whom
such notes may be made payable. But where drawing or in-

dorsing such notes is obviously foreign to the purposes of the

charter, or repugnant thereto, there the act becomes a nullity,

and not binding upon the corporation.*

1 Bank of Columbia v. Patterson,

7 Cranch, 299; Baak of the United

States V. Dandridge, 12 Wheat. 64,

67-75; Beverley v. Lincoln Gas

Light Co., 6 A. & E. 829; Church

1). Imperial Gas Light Co., 6 A.

& E. 846; Story on Agency, ss. 16,

52, 53; Kyd on Bills, p. 32 (3rd

ed.) ; Arnold v. Mayor pf Poole,

4 M. & Gr. 860; Fishmongers'

Company v. Robertson, 5 M. & Gr.

131 ; South of Ireland Colliery Co.

II. Waddlej L. R. 3 C. P. 463;

4 C.( P. 617 (Ex. Ch); Wells v.

Kingston-upon-HuU, L. R. 10 C. P.

402. Upon this point it does not

seem necessary here to cite the au-

thorities at large. Many of them

will be found collected in Story on

Agency, ss. 52, 53; and Bayley on

Bills, c. 2, s. 6, pp. 53-68 (oth

ed.); Chitty on Bills, o. 2, pp. 45-

72.

2 Chitty on Bills, pp. 17-21

(8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, o. 2,

s. 7, pp. 69, 70 (5th ed.).

8 See Broughton v. Manchester

Water Works Co., 3 B. & A. 1;

Munn V. Commission Company,

15 Johns. 44; Barker v. Mechanic

Fire Insurance Co., 3 Wend. 94.

* Broughton v. Manchester Water

Works Co., 3 B. & A. 1; Halstead

V. Mayor of New York, 5 Barb.

218; Attorney-General v. Life and

Fire Insurance Co., 9 Paige, 476;

Furnissw. Gilchrist, 1 Sandf. (N. Y.)

57; Chitty on Bills, p. 17 (8th ed.).

Heineccius, speaking upon the

subject of partnerships (xocietates),

probably meant to include what we
should call quasi corporations, or

joint-stock companies, also. He
says: " Itaque ne societates quidem,

tamquam persona morales, nego-

tiationem ooUybisticam exeroere

prohibentur. Immo, illam exeroent

quotidie, quamvis alicubi legibus
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75. Persons under Disability.— Having adverted to these

preliminary considerations, applicable to persons who are sui

cautum sit, ut omnes et singuli

socii nomina sua separatim subscri-

bere cogantur." Heinecc. de

Camb. c. 5, s. 15, p. 49 (ed. 1769).

In the foreign law, at least In some
countries, partnerships, using the

name of the firm, may sue and be

sued in that firm name. See Story,

Partn. s. 221, n. (1); Id. s. 235,

n. (5). See also 2 Bell Comm.,
bk. 7, pp. 619, 620 (5th ed.) ; Story

on Bills, s. 79; Murray v. East

India Company, 6 B. & A. 204.

[In England, a corporation can-

not bind itself by a bill or note,

even for payment of debts that it

has legally incurred, unless autho-

rity is given by the instrument

under which it is constituted, or

its business necessarily requires it.

Byles on Bills, 69 (11th ed.); Smith,

Merc. Law, 82 (8th ed.). Thus

a railway company cannot accept

bills. Bateman v. Mid-Wales Rail-

way Co., L. R. 1 C. P. 499. But

where power was given to the di-

rectors to make all contracts which

in their judgment were necessary

and proper for carrying into effect

the object of the association, it was

held to include the giving of bills

of exchange. Peruvian Railways

Co. V. Thames and Mersey Insur-

ance Co., L. R. 2 Ch. 617.

In the United States, corpora-

tions, when not prohibited by their

charters, may generally give bills and

notes for any debts that they may
lawfully contract; and, when a bill

or note has been given by a cor-

poration, it is presumed to have

been given for a legitimate purpose.

Moss V. Averell, 10 N. Y. 449; Came

K. Brigham, 39 Me. 35; Clarke v.

School District No. 7, 3 R. I. 199;

McMasters v. Reed, 1 Grant Cas.

(Pa.) 36 ; Hamilton ». Newcastle and

Danville Railroad Co., 9 Ind. 359;

Hardy v. Jlerriweather, 14 Ind. 203;

Smith V. Eureka Flour Mills Co.,

6 Cal. 1. And if a corporation, hav-

ing power to make notes for cer-

tain purposes, make them for other

and unauthorized purposes, still they

would be valid in the hands of a

bona fide holder. Monument Bank
V. Globe Works, 101 Mass. 57.

A municipal corporation has no

authority to issue negotiable se-

curities, unless such authority is

given to it expressly or by neces-

sary implication. Mayor of Nash-

ville V. Ray, 19 Wall. 468; Police

Jury V. Britton, 15 Wall. 566; Chis-

holm ». Montgomery, 2 Woods, 584.

In the United States, an express

authority to contract a debt is held

by implication to authorize the giv-

ing of negotiable securities for the

debt. Seybert v. Pittsburg, 1 Wall.

272 ; Commonwealth v. Pittsburgh,

41 Penn. St. 278, 283; Williamsport

V. The Commonwealth, 84 Penn.

St. 487; Evansville Railroad Co. v.

Evansville, 15 Ind. 395, 412 ; Galena

V. Corwith, 48 111. 423. And where

a municipal corporation has power,

under certain circumstances, to issue

negotiable securities, a bona fide

holder without notice acquires an

indefeasible title, although the cir-

cumstances under which alone the

securities could lawfully be issued

did not exist. Knox County v. As-

pinwall, 21 How. 539; Gelpcke v.

Dubuque, 1 Wall. 175, 203.]
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juris, and capable of becoming parties to promissory notes, let

us now briefly inquire as to those persons who are incompetent

or disabled to become such parties, and as to the nature and

extent and operation of that incompetency and disability.

These may, at least in our law, be reduced to four classes ; n \^

(1) First, infants or minors ; (2) Secondly, ma.rried women ; r'

(3) Thirdly, alien enemies ; (4) And fourthly, persons in-

sane, inbecile, or non compotes mentis?-

76. Local Laws.— There are, indeed, other persons, who are

prohibited by the local law of particular countries from engag-

ing in trade or commerce; such as ecclesiastical persons, or

clergymen.^ But then this is understood to be engaging in

trade or commerce for a livelihood, or for profit. But the pro-

hibition would not seem to extend to promissory notes given

by an ecclesiastic in the course of his own pursuits, as, for

example, to pay his debts, or to improve his estate ; but solely

to cases of secular employments of a purely secular character,

animo lucri, as, for example, by becoming a merchant, or

banker, or broker, or making, or discounting, or indorsing

promissory notes, for purposes of profit.* Persons professed in

religion, such as monks and friars, are, or at least were, by the

common law, disabled to contract, for they were deemed dead

in the law (eiviliter mortui') > So, by the laws of some states,

persons under guardianship, as spendthrifts or prodigals, or

on account of habitual drunkenness, are deemed incapable of

contracting.^ But these and otlier special disabilities of a

1 Many of the doctrines and * Com. Dig., Capacity, B. 1,

illustrations applicable to these D. 1 ; Hall v. Franklin, 3 M. & W.
disabilities are directly taken from 259.

the text of Story on Bills, ss. 81- ^ See General Statutes of Massa-

106, as containing a full and correct chusetts, 1880, c. 109, s. 10; Story

statement of the law on the subject, on Bills, s. 88; Pothier on Oblig.,

2 Hall V. Franklin, 3 M. & W. n. 50-52; Berkley v. Cannon, 4 Rich.

259. (S. C.) 136. In Story on Bills,

' See Story on Bills, ss. 82, S3, ss. 88, 89, it is said: " Within the

and the authorities there cited

;

like predicament as minors, persons

Pothier, de Change, n. 27; Hein- fall, who, by the foreign or civil

ecc. de Camb. c. 5, ss. 2, 8, 14, law, are interdicted, and rendered

17; Chitty on Bills, c. 2, p. 16 incapable of contracting, by reason

(8th ed.) ; Com. Dig., Capacity, of prodigality; for, although such

B. 1, D. 1. persons know what they do, yet
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similar kind may be passed over, as scarcely within the scope

of a work like the present, which deals with more general

disabilities.

77. Infants.— In the first place, then, as to minors, or per-

sons under twenty-one years of age, who are by our law signifi-

cantly called infants. Contracts made by infants are either, first,

void, or secondly, voidable, or thirdly, valid. ^ They are void,

when they are clearly not for the benefit of the infant, as, for

example, a bond made with a penalty by an infant.^ They are

voidable, when they are or may be for his benefit, according to

their consent is not deemed valid;

and they are treated as persons not

sui juris, and as having no reason-

able discretion. In some of the

American states (as we have seen),

a similar rule prevails, as to persons

who are put under guardianship,

by reason of their being addicted

to habitual drunkenness ; and while

that guardianship continues, they

are incapable of making any valid

contract, so as absolutely to bind

themselves thereby. But although

persons who are interdicted by the

foreign and civil law from managing

their affairs, by reason of prodi-

gality, are thus incapable of bind-

ing themselves by a contract, yet

they are not absolutely incapable

of contracting; for they may, like

minors, by contracting without the

authority of their tutor, curator,

or guardian, oblige others to them,

although not oblige themselves to

others. And this is, accordingly,

laid down in the Institutes and

Digest. ' Namque placuit meliorem

conditionera licere eis facere, etiam

sine tutoris auctoritate. Is, cui

bonis interdictum est, stipulando

sibi aequirit.' The reason is, that

the power of tutors, curators, and

guardians is established in favor

of minors and interdicted persons,

and their assistance is necessary

only for the interest of the persons

under their charge, and from the

apprehension of their being de-

ceived; and consequently such as-

sistance becomes superfluous, when,

in fact, they make their condition

better."

1 Story on Bills, s. 84; Keane

V. Boycott, 2 H. Bl. 511, 514, 515;

Com. Dig., Enfant, B. 3, 5, 6, C.

1 to 4, C. 9; Holmes v. Blogg, 8

Taunt. 35, 508; Wood u. Fenwick,

10 M. & W. 195; Baker «. Lovett,

6 Mass. 78, 80; Vent v. Osgood,

19 Pick. 572; 1 Bl. Com. 463-467;

Tucker v. Moreland, 10 Pet. 58;

Fonda v. Van Home, 15 Wend.
631.

^ Ibid. ; Hunter v. Agnew, 1

Fox & S. 15; Baylis v. Dineley, 3

M. & S. 477 ; Fisher v. Mowbray,
8 East, 330; Com. Dig., Enfant,

C. 1 ; Oliver v. Houdlet, 13 Mass.

237; Vent v. Osgood, 19 Pick. 572.

But see Conroe v. Birdsall, 1 Johns.

Cas. 127; Bingham on Infancy, Ben-

nett's edition, and notes.

[There seems to be no real au-

thority for holding that an infant's

contract is in any case void. Pol-

lock on Contract, 38, 39; 1 Parsons

on Contracts, 295 (6th ed.).]
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circumstances, as, for example, a lease of his lands rendering

rent.i They are valid, when they are made for a consideration,

and upon an occasion, which the law sanctions and approves

;

as, for example, for necessaries for himself and his family (if

he have one) suitable to his rank and degree.^

78. Infant Makers. — By our law, an infant hae not a capa-

city absolutely to bind himself by a promissory note, as maker,

or indorser, in the course of trade ; for he is not at liberty to

engage in trade.^ Nor would a promissory note given by him

for necessaries be absolutely binding upon liim, when it is

negotiable ; or even (as it should seem) if not negotiable,

since he cannot bind himself to 'pay even for necessaries any

specific sum.* The ground of this doctrine seems to be, that,

in cases of negotiable notes, the infant, if bound at all to the

indorsee, must be bound for the entire sum stated in the note ;
^

and if the instrument be not negotiable, it is against the policy

of the law to bind him to pay any fixed certain sum, where

the nature of the contract ought to leave open the whole in^

1 Ibid.; Com. Dig., Enfant, B.

3, C. 3; Whitney v. Dutch, 14

Mass. 457, 462; Stone v. Dennison,

13 Pick. 1; Reed v. Batchelder, 1

Met. 559 ; Wood v. Fenwick, 10 M.
& W. 195.

2 Ibid.; Com. Dig., Enfant, C. 5;

Burghart v. Hall, 4 M. & W. 727.

[As to what are necessaries, see

Chappie V. Cooper, 13 M. & W.
252; Ryder v. Wombwell, L. R. 4

Ex. 32 (Ex. Ch.).]

^ Story on Bills, s. 84, and au-

thorities there cited; Chitty on

Bills, c. 2, pp. 21, 22 (8th ed.)
;

Van Winkle v. Ketcham, 3 Caines,

323; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 2, pp.

44, 45 (5th ed.); Warwick v. Bruce,

2 M. & S. 205, 209; Latt v. Booth,

3 C. & K. 292 ; Goode v. Harrison,

5 B. & A. 147. But see Rundel v.

Keeler, 7 Watts, 237.

* But in some states the payee

might sue on such note, and re-

cover the fair value of the necessa-

ries. Earle v. Reed, 10 Met. 387

;

Dubose V. Wheddon, 4 M'Cord
(S. C.) 221 ; Haine v. Tarrant, 2

Hill (S. C.) 400. See Henderson

V. Fox, 5 Ind. 489. [It seems that

an infant may give a bill or note to

a creditor for necessaries, the same
not being made payable to order, or

negotiable. Anon., MS., 3 Fisher's

Dig. 4626; Pollock on Contract, 51.]

^ Story on Bills, s. 84, and au-

thorities there cited; Gibbs v. Mer-
rill, 3 Taunt. 307; Swasey v.

Vanderheyden, 10 Johns. 33 ; Wil-

liamson V. Watts, 1 Camp. 552
;

Jones V. Darch, 4 Price, 300; True-

man V. Hurst, 1 T. R. 40; Chitty

on Bills, c. 2, pp. 21, 22, and note

(8th ed). But see Com. Dig., En-
fant, B. 5; Bayley on Bills, c. 2,

s. 1, pp. 44, 45 (5th ed.) ; 2 Kent
Com. 235; Everson v. Carpenter,

17 Wend. 419.
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quiry as to the sufficiency of the consideration.^ But, whether

a promissory note given by an infant, either negotiable or not,

is void, or is only voidable, is a matter upon which the autho-

rities present no inconsiderable diversity of opinion.^ The

weight of the modern authorities seems, however, greatly to

preponderate ' in favor of holding promissory notes, given or

indorsed by an infant, voidable only, and therefore capable of

being ratified after the party comes of age.^

79. Infant Payees.— But although an infant cannot bind

himself absolutely as the maker of a promissory note, there is

no doubt that he may be the payee thereof, since it cannot but

be for his benefit, if the consideration therefor does not move
from himself, but from some third person ; or if it be for a

debt justly due to himself, as for labor and services.* How-
ever, it is quite a different question, whether an infant can

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 2, pp* 21,

22, and note (8th ed.); Swasey v.

Vanderheyden, 10 Johns. 33; Stone

V. Dennison, 18 Pick. 1. But see

Reed u. Batchelder, 1 Met. 559

;

Goodsell V. Myers, 3 Wend, 479.

2 See the cases cited in 2 Kent

Com. 235, n. ; Story on Bills,

s. 84. Mr. Chancellor Kent, in

summing up the doctrine, says: " It

is held, that a negotiable note,

given by an infant, even for neces-

saries, is void; and his acceptance

of a bill of exchange is void; and

his contract as security for another

is absolutely void ; and a bond,

with a penalty, though given for

necessaries, is void. It must be

admitted, however, that the ten-

dency of the modern decisions is

in favor of the reasonableness and

policy of a very liberal extension

of the rule, that the acts and con-

tracts of infants should be deemed

voidable only, and subject to their

election when they become of age,

either to aflfirm or disallow them.

If their contracts were absolutely

void, it would follow as a conse-

quence, that the contract could

have no effect, and the party con-

tracting with the infant would be

equally discharged."

3 Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 2, pp.

45, 46 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bill's, c.

2, p. 23 (8th ed.); Story on Bills,

s. 84; 2 Kent Com. 235, 236 (5th

ed); Gibbs v. Merrill, 3 Taunt.

307; Hunt v. Massey, 5 B. & Ad
902 ; Harris v. Wall, 1 Ex. 122

Owen V. Long, 112 Mass. 403

Everson v. Carpenter, 17 Wend
419; Bay e. Gunn, 1 Denio, 108

Taft V. Sergeant, 18 Barb. 320

Slocum V. Hooker, 13 Barb. 536

Armfield v. Tate, 7 Ired. 258.

* Story on Bills, s. 85 ; Chitty on

Bills, c. 2, p. 24 (8th ed.); Kyd
on Bills, c. 2, p. 80 (3rd ed.) ; Bayley

on Bills, c. 2, s. 2, p. 46 (5th ed.);

Nightingale v. Withington, 15 Mass.

272 ; HoUiday v. Atkinson, 5 B. & C.

501.
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personally receive payment of such a note, made payable to

himself or order,^ or whether it be payable to his guardian

only. The latter would seem to be the true rule.^

80. Indorsement hy Infants. — Another inquiry naturally

arising under this head is, what is the effect of an indorse-

ment made by an infant, who is the payee or indorsee of a

note ? It has been already suggested ^ that he cannot charge

himself personally with any liability in virtue of any such

indorsement ; and it is very clear that every such indorsement

is voidable by him.* But a more important point is, whether

the person, who takes by the indorsement under him, acquires

thereby any title to the note against any of the antecedent

parties thereto; in other words, whether the transfer by the

infant is operative in favor of the indorsee, so that the latter

may receive or enforce payment thereof from any of the ante-

cedent parties, and give a good discharge therefor. It seems

now well settled, that the indorsee, by such transfer and in-

dorsement, acquires a good and valid title to the note against

every other party thereto, except the infant, since it is not a

void, but a voidable, title only.^ The infant may indeed avoid

it, and intercept the payment to the indorsee, or, by giving

notice to the antecedent parties of his avoidance, furnish to

them a valid defence against the claim of the indorsee. But,

until he does so avoid it, the indorsement is to be deemed,

1 [See Bayley on Bills, 6th ed., Pitfield, 1 P. W. 558. Though it is

c. 8, p. 309; Welch v. Welch, 103 otherwise at law. 1 Salk. 279, 386.

Mass. 562.] But if an executor pay a legacy to an

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 2, p. 46, infant, which the infant's father oh-

n. 7 (5th ed.). Mr. Bayley says: tains and dissipates, the executor will

" See Pothier, pi. 166, who observes, be answerable to the infant. Phillips

that payment to an infant will be v. Paget, 2 Atk. 80. See also Pothier

no discharge of the debtor, unless it on Obligations, pt. 3, c. 1, art. 2, s. 1,

appear that the payment were bene- pi. 504, and s. 2." See also a dic-

ficial to the infant; if the money turn of Lord Abinger, C. B., in Cal-

were applied to his advantage, the land v. Lloyd, 6 M. & W. p. 31.

payment will be good; if not, as ' Ante, s. 78.

where the infant squanders it, the. * Bayley on Bills, c. 2, ss. 1, 2,

party paying will not be discharged, pp. 44, 45, 46 (5th ed.); Chitty on

So money lent to an infant for neces- . Bills, o. 2, pp. 22, 23 (8th ed.)

;

saries, if duly applied, may in equity Story on Bills, s. 85.

be recovered from him. Marlow v. * Ibid.
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in respect to such antecedent parties, as a good and valid

transfer.!

81. Foreign Law.— In some respects the foreign law differs

from ours, as to the disabilities of persons who are minors or

infants. Minors are not, by the foreign law, positively incapa-

ble of making contracts, provided the contracts are beneficial

to them. But all contracts made by them are liable to be re-

scinded ; and the minors are entitled to be reinstated in their

original rights, if their contracts are itijurious to them.^ Con-

tracts by way of bills of excliange and promissory notes are

generally deemed injurious to them. And hence it should

seem that minors incur no absolute responsibility, and are

incapable of binding themselves, either as makers or indorsers

of promissory notes, or as drawers, or drawees, or indorsers of

bills of exchange. But, in favor of commerce, inasmuch as

minors are permitted to engage in it, an exception is made of

minors who are merchants ; and they may become parties to,

and bind themselves by, bills of exchange and promissory

notes, in their business and character as merchants. Thus,

Heineccius says : " Contra, non obscurum est, rigori cambiali

locum non esse adversus impuberes, et minorennes ; illorum

enim cambia plane nuUius momenti sunt ; his vero laesis corn-

petit beneficium restitutionis in integrum. Excepti tamen sunt

minorennes, qui mercaturam exercent, quippe, qui in rebus ad

mercaturam pertinentibus ne jure quidem communi in integrum

restituuntur." ^

82. The same rule, with similar exceptions, has prevailed in

France from a very early period. It is expressly recognized

in the Ordinance of 1673 (tit. 1, art. 6) ;
* and it has been since

^ Ibid. ; Grey v. Cooper, 3 Doug, fax v. Lyle, 3 Ex. 446 ; Drayton v.

65; Taylor v. Croker, 4 Esp. 187

;

Dale, 2 B. & C. 298. See also

Jones V. Darch, 4 Price, 300; Night- Braithwaite ». Gardiner, 8 Q. B. 473;

ingale v. Withington, 15 Mass. 272. Smith v. Marsack, 6 C. B. 486.

See Drayton v. Dale, 2 B. & C. 293, ' Pothier on Oblig., n. 52.

299 ; Pitt V. Chappelow, 8 M. & W. * Heineco. de Camb. c. 5, ss. 3,

616; Burrill ». Smith, 7 Pick. 291. 4, 6; Story on Bills, s. 86.

And the niaker of a note payable to * Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673, tit.

the order of another cannot dispute 1, art. 6, p. 10 (ed. 1802) ; Pothier,

the capacity or authority of the de Change, n. 28; Pothier on Oblig.,

payee to indorse such note. Hali- n. 49, 52.
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incorporated into the modern codes of Prance.^ The Civil Code

declares, that minors are .incapable of contracting; but that

they cannot, on account of their incapacity, impeach their con-

tracts, except in cases provided for by law ; and among these

cases are those where the contract is to their injury.^ But,

under certain limitations, minors are permitted to engage in

commerce ; and when they are so engaged, their contracts, made

in the course of their business, bind them.^ And, in an especial

manner, promissory notes and bills of exchange drawn, in-

dorsed, or accepted by them, in their commercial negotiations,

will be obligatoiy upon them.* But promissory notes and bills

of exchange drawn, indorsed, or accepted by minors, who are not

merchants or bankers, are, by the Code of Commerce, declared

to be void in respect to them ; and therefore the remedial justice

thereon is not now confined to cases where the contract, created

by the bill or note, is injurious to them. There is a positive

and absolute prohibition of tlieir binding obligation in all cases.^

This prohibition, however, does not extend beyond the protec-

tion of the minor himself; and therefore the bill or note will

bind all the other parties to it, not only in favor of the minor,

but also in respect to each other.^

83. Persons interdicted hy Foreign Law.— Within the like

predicament as minors, persons fall, who, by the foreign or civil

law, are interdicted, and rendered incapable of contracting, by

reason of prodigality ; for, although such persons know what

they do, yet their consent is not deemed valid ; and they are

treated as persons not sui juris, and as having no reasonable

discretion.^ In some of the American states (as we have seen)

1 Code Civil of France, art. 1124, < Ibid.

1125,1312; Code de Commerce, art. ^ Code de Commerce, art. 112;

114; Pothier, de Change, n. 28; Loer6, Esprit de Commerce, torn.

Locre, Esprit de Commerce, torn. 1, 1, liv. 1, tit. 8, s. 1, art. 114, pp. 356-

liv. 1, tit. 8, art. 114, p. 356. 360; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,
2 Code Civil of France, art. 1124, -torn. 1, art. 56-62.

1125, 1312; Id. art. 483-487; Par- " Locr6, Esprit de Commerce,

dessus, Droit Commercial, torn. 1, tom. 1, liv. 1, tit. 8, s. 1, art. 112,

art. 56-62. p. 360; Pothier on Oblig., n. 52;

» Code Civil of France, art. 487; Story on Bills, s. 87.

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom. ' Pothier on Oblig., n. 50-52.

1, art. 56-62.
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a similar rule prevails, as to persons who are put under guard-

ianship, by reason of their being addicted to habitual drunken-

ness ; and while that guardianship continues, they are incapable

of making any valid contract, so as absolutely to bind themselves

thereby.!

84. But, although persons who are interdicted by the foreign

and civil law from managing their affairs, by reason of prodi-

gality, are thus incapable of binding themselves by a contract,

yet they are not absolutely incapable of contracting ; for they

may, like minors, by contracting without the authority of their

tutor, curator, or guardian, oblige others to them, although not

oblige themselves to others. And this is, accordingly, laid

down in the Institutes and Digest. " Namque placuit meliorem

conditionem licere eis facere, etiam sine tutoris auctoritate.^ Is,

cui bonis interdictum est, stipulando sibi acquirit." ^ The

reason is, that the power of tutors, curators, and guardians is

established in favor of minors and interdicted persons, and

their assistance is necessary only for the interest of the persons

under their charge, and from the apprehension of their being

deceived ; and consequently such assistance becomes superflu-

ous, when, in fact, they make their condition better.*

85. Married Women.— Secondly, as to married women. By*^

the law of England and America, a married woman is incapa-

ble, in any case, of becoming a party to a bill of exchange, so

as to charge herself with any obligation whatsoever, ordinarily ,

arising therefrom.^ This results from her general disability to

enter into any contract under the common law ; for, during the

marriage, her very being, or legal existence, as a distinct person,

is suspended, or, at least, is incorporated and consolidated into

that of her husband.® There are certain exceptions, recognized

1 Ante, s. 76, note ; Story on c. 2, p. 24 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 6, p.

Bills, s. 88; Jenners v. Howard, 6 225; Edwards ». Davis, 16 Johns.

Blackf. (Ind.) 240. 281; Com. Dig., Baron & Feme, Q.
2 Inst., lib. 1, tit. 21. • « 1 Bl. Com. 442; 2 Story Eq.

» Dig., lib. 45, tit. 1, 1. 6 ; ante, Jur. s. 1367; Bayley on Bills, c. 2,

s. 76, n. s. 3, pp. 47, 48 (5th ed.) ; Caudell

" Ibid.; PothieronOblig.,n. 52; v. Shaw, 4 T. R. 361; Co. Lit.,

Story on Bills, s. 89. 182 J, 133 a; Com. Dig., Baron

6 Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, pp. & Feme, D. Q.

47, 48 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, [In many of the United States,
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by courts of equity, and by the custom of London, which it is

unnecessary to advert to, since they have no manner of applica-

tion to the ordinary doctrines respecting promissory notes.i

It will, generally, make no difference, as to this disability of a

married woman, at the common law, to bind herself by any

obligation, as a party to a promissory note, that she is, at the

time, living separate and apart from her husband ; or, that she

has a separate maintenance secured to her ; or,, that she has

eloped, and is living notoriously in a state of adultery ;
^ or,

even that she is separated from her husband by a decree of

the power of making contracts, in-

cluding bills and notes, has been

given to married women by sta-

tutes. In some states, a general

power has thus been given to them,

to contract as if they were sole. In

others, the power given has been

limited to contracts in reference

to their separate property, or to

other specified cases. The extent

of these powers must be learned

by reference to the statutes of the

different states.]

1 See 2 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 1367-

1403; Chitty on Bills, c. 2, s. 1,

,pp. 24, 25 (8th ed.); Caudell v.

Shaw, 4 T. R. 861; Beard u. Webb,

2 B. & P. 93 ; Stuart v. Lord Kirk-

wall, 3 Mad. 387. In equity, a

married woman may contract with

reference to her own property,

secured to her separate use; and

therefore she may accept a bill of

exchange ; and the same may be-

come payable out of her separate

property, although she cannot

otherwise bind herself, personally,

for the debt. Stuart ». Lord Kirki-

wall, 3 Mad. 387; 2 Story Eq. Jur.

s. 1397 ; Francis v. Wigzell, 1 Mad.

258; Aylett v. Ashton, 1 My. & Cr.

105, 111; Owens h. Dickenson, 1

Cr. & Ph. 48 ; Gardner v. Gardner,

22 Wend. 526. [See Lewin on

Trusts (6th ed.), 624-631 ; 1 Bishop

on Married Women, ss. 854-858,

870-878; Hulme v. Tenant, 1 Wh.
& T. L. C. 521 (5th ed.) ; Johnson

V. Gallagher, 3 DeG. F. & J. 494,

508; Picard v. Hine, L. R. 5 Ch.

274; London Chartered Bank v.

Lempriere, L. R. 4 P. C. 572 ; Phil-

lips V. Graves, 20 Ohio St. 371, 390;

Ozley V. Ikelheimer, 26 Ala. 382;

Deering v. Boyle, 8 Kansas, 525;

Wicks V. Mitchell, 9 Kansas, 80;

Lincoln ». Rowe, 51 Mo. 571 ; Kimm
V. Weippert, 46 Mo. 532; Corn Ex-

change Insurance Co. v. Babcock, 42

N. Y. 613; Yale v. Dederer, 18 N. Y.

265 ; 22 N. Y. 450 ; 68 N. Y. 329

;

Willard v. Eastham, 15 Gray, 328;

Peake v. LaBaw, 21 N. J. Eq.

269; Koontz v. Nabb, 16 Md. 549;

Knox V. Jordan, 5 Jones Eq. (N. C.)

175.]

2 Marshall v. Rutton, 8 T. R.

545; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3,

p. 48 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills,

0. 2, s. 1, pp. 24, 25 (Sth ed.);

Hatchett v. Baddeley, 2 W. Bl.

1079; Lean v. Schutz, 2 W. Bl.

1195; Hyde v. Price, 3 Ves. jun.

443; Chouteau ». Merry, 3 Mo.
182. The disability is not removed

by her representation that she is

a single woman. Cannam v. Far-

mer, 3 Ex. 698.
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divorce, a men%d et thoro ; for nothing but a divorce, a vinculo

matrimonii, will restore her ability.^

1 Ibid.; Co. Lit., 133a; Lewis

V. Lee, 3 B. & C. 291; Faithorne

V. Blaquire, 6 M. & S. 73. lu

Massachusetts, a different rule pre-

vails; for there, under the statutes

allowing a divorce, a mensd et thoro,

it has been held, that, although

after a decree of such a divorce,

the husband's right to reduce into

possession choses in "action which

belonged to his wife during the

coverture, and prior to the divorce,

remains
;

yet, after such divorce,

she is to be treated as a feme sole,

in respect to property subsequently

acquired on debts contracted by
her. Dean v. Richmond, 5 Pick.

461. Upon that occasion, it was
admitted that the statute did not

directly apply to the case. But

Mr. Chief Justice Parker, in de-

livering the opinion of the court,

said: "But the question, which

alone affects the present action, in

regard to the capacity of the plain-

tiff to sue, appears not to have been

settled, and that is, the effect of

a divorce, a mensd et thoro. Such

a divorce does not dissolve the

marriage, though it separates the

parties, and, establishes separate

interests between them. By our

statute, the wife, after such a di-

vorce, is not only free from the

control of the husband, but all her

interest in real estate is restored

to her; alimony is allowed her out

of the estate of her husband ; and

she is left to procure her own
maintenance by her own labor,

where the husband is unable to

afford any alimony; which is the

case in most instances of divorce

of this nature. In addition to these

burdens, she frequently has to sup-

port young children, without any

means but her own industry. Shall

she not maintain an action, even

against her husband for alimony,

which, though able, he may refuse

to pay? May she not sue those

who trespass upon her lands, or

the tenants who may withhold the

rent, or for the earnings of her

labor, or the specific articles of

property she may have purchased

with the savings of her alimony,

her rents, or the rewards of her

labor? If not, the law, instead of

protecting her from the oppression

and abuse of power of the husband,

has merely released him from an

inconvenient connection, reserving

to him the right to deprive her of

all comfort and support. If she

must join him in any action, he

may release it; he may receive her

rents, and discharge her tenants;,

he may seize all her necessary ar-

ticles of furniture and appropriate

them to himself; and he may
intercept the little fruits of her

industry which are absolutely ne-

cessary for her support. If the

common law allows all this, and

there is no relief, except by appli-

cation to a court of equity, the

common law is, indeed, most im-

potent; and where there is no court

of equity, as there is not with us to

these purposes, the system is most

iniquitous. But it is not so. The

common law only prohibits actions

by women who have husbands alive,

whose rights are not impaired by

law, but by compact between them;
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86. There are, indeed, some exceptions to the general rule,

created by the common law, which stand upon peculiar grounds,

and are quite consistent with its application to ordinary cases.

the law recognizes no authority to

make such compacts. Where the

law itself has separated them and

established separate interests and

separate property, it acknowledges

no such absurdity as to continue

the power of the husband over

every thing but the person of the

wife. No case appears in the Eng-

lish books; and without doubt, be-

cause the interests of the wife, so

situated, may be taken care of in

Chancery. In Bac. Abr., Baron &
Feme, M., the editor, in the margin,

puts the qucere, whether a woman,

divorced a mensd et thoro, may not

be sued without her husband; which

is enough to show, that, until his

time, there had been no decision to

the contrary; and I do not find that

there has been any since. In a

recently published book, which, I

trust, from the eminence of its

_^author, and the merits of the work,

will soon become of common refer-

ence in our courts (Kent Com.

vol. 2, p. 136), the learned author,

after tracing the English authorities

upon the subject of liability of

married women, living separate,

and having a maintenance, says:

' I should apprehend that the wife

could sue and be sued, without her

husband, when the separation be-

tween the husband and wife was by

the act of the law; and that takes

place not only in the case of a di-

vorce, a mensd et thoro, but also in

the case of imprisonment of the

husband, as a punishment for

crimes. Such a separation may,

in this respect, be equivalent to

transportation for a limited time;

and the sentence which suspended

the marital power suspends the

disability of the wife to act for

herself, because she cannot have

the authority of her husband, and

is necessarily deprived of his pro-

tection.' So far as this opinion

relates to the case of divorce, we
fully concur with him, and are

satisfied that, although the marriage

is not, to all purposes, dissolved by

a divorce, a mensa et thoro, it is so

far suspended, that the wife may
maintain her rights by suit, whether

for injuries done to her person or

property, or in regard to contracts,

express or implied, arising after the

divorce, and that she shall not be

obliged to join her husband in such

suit; and, to the same extent, she

is liable to be sued alone, she being,

to all legal intents, a feme sole, in

regard to subjects of this nature.

Such, however, is not the law of

England, it having been recently

decided, that coverture is a good

plea, notwithstanding a divorce,

a mensd et thoro. Lewis v. Lee,

3 B. 8e C. 291. But the difference

in the administration of their law

of divorce and ours, and the power

of the Court of Chancery there to

protect the suffering party, will

sufficiently account for the seeming

rigor of their common law on this

subject. If the husband is not

liable for the debts of the wife,

after a divorce, a mensd, the chief

reason for denying her the right

to sue alone fails." See also Pierce

V. Burnham, 4 Met. 303.
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Thus, for example, if the husband has abjured the realm ; or if

he is deemed, in contemplation of law, to be civilly (although

not naturally) dead ; as, if he is, by a judicial sentence, or

otherwise, banished,^ or transported for life, or for a term of

years ; or if he has, by a religious profession, renounced civil

life, the disability of the wife is suspended during that period,

and her capacity to contract is restored.^ So, a married woman
resident in any country, whose husband is an alien and never

has been in that country, has been held to be restored to the

like capacity ;^ and, a fortiori, the rule will apply, if he is an

alien enemy.*

87. With these exceptions, and others, which stand or may
stand upon analogous grounds, the general rule prevails, that

married women cannot bind themselves personally, by con-

tracts, to third persons ; and, consequently, they cannot bind

themselves as parties to any promissory note, either as makers,

or as indorsers.^ But it by no means follows, that other par-

ties may not be bound to them by and under such instruments,

and that they may not, sub modo, possess or pass a title thereto,

which shall be effectual between other persons and parties.

They may certainly act as agents of third persons, in drawing

and indorsing promissory notes ; ^ and they may bind their own

1 See Wright v. Wright, 2 Dea. 15 Mass. 31. See De Gaillon «.

(S. C.) 2i4. So if he has volunta- L'Aigle, 1 B. & P. 357; Barden v.

rily and entirely abandoned his Keverberg, 2 M. «& W. 61; Abbot

wife. Rhea v. Rhenner, 1 Pet. 105; v. Bayley, 6 Pick. 89; Robinson v.

Gregory v. Pierce, 4 Met. 478

;

Reynolds, 1 Aik. (Vt.) 174.

Blumenberg v. Adams, 49 Cal. 308. * Derry v. Duchess of Mazarine,

" Hatchett v. Baddeley, 2 W. 1 Ld. Raym. 147.

Bl. 1079; Marshall v. Rutton, 8 T. ^ Their contracts are absolutely

R. 545; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, void, and are not made valid by

pp. 47, 48 (oth ed.); Chitty on a ratification after coverture has

Bills, c. 2, s. 1, pp. 24, 25 (8th ed.); ceased. Eastwood v. Kenyon, 11

Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, p. 47 A. & E. 438 ; Littlefield v. Shee, 2

(5th ed.); Sparrow v. Carruthers, B. & Ad. 811; Howe a. Wildes, 34

cited 1 T. R. 6; Co. Lit., 133 a, Me. 566; Vance ». Wells, 6 Ala.

and Harg. note, 3; Story on Part- 737; Vansteenburgh ». Hoffman, 15

nership, s. 10; Carrol v. Blencow, Barb. 28; Gonlding v. Davidson,

4 Esp. 27 ; Newsorae v. Bowyer, 28 Barb. 438.

3 P. W. 37. ^ Story on Agency, s. 7, and the

' Kay B. Duchess de Pienne, authorities there cited.

3 Camp. 123 ; Gregory v. Paul,
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husbands, as makers or indorsers, if they act by their express

authority, or with their implied consent and approbation.

Thus, for example, the wife may draw or indorse a promissory

note in the name of her husband, with his express or implied

consent.^ On the other hand, if a note be made payable, or

indorsed, to a married woman, or her order, whose husband is

under no civil incapacity, it becomes immediately, by operation

of law, payable to the husband or his order ; ^ and he may, at

his election, indorse it, or negotiate it, or sue upon it, in his

own name :
^ or, he may sue upon it in the joint names of him-

self and his wife ; * or, he may allow her to indorse, or nego-

tiate it in her own name.^ And in this last case, it may be

declared upon, either as indorsed by her husband, or in her

own name with his consent ; and thus a good title may be

acquired by the indorsee against ihe husband, as well as against

the other parties to the note.^

88. Promissory notes, drawn or indorsed by the wife before

marriage, are binding upon her after the marriage, and both

the husband and wife may be sued therefor by the holder.

Promissory notes, made before marriage, and payable to the

wife or her order, become, like otlier choses in action, the pro-

perty of the husband, if he reduces them into possession during

the coverture.' Bulj, if they are not so reduced into possession,

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, pp. * Ibid. ; Richards v. Kichards, 2

48, 49 (5th ed.) ; Smith v. Pedley, B. & Ad. 447.

cited ibid.; Lord ». Hall, 8 C. B. = Stevens w. Beals, lOCush. 291;

627; Lindus v. Bradwell, 5 C. B. George v. Cutting, 46 N. H. 130.

588 ; Hancock Bank v. Joy, 41 Me. See Moreau v. Branson, 37 Ind.

568 ; Leeds v. Vail, 15 Penn. St. 185; 195.

Reakert v. Sanford, 5 Watts & S. « Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, pp.

164. 47, 48 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills,

2 Bayley on Bills, c 2, s. 3, pp. c. 2, s. 1, pp. 25-27 (8th ed.); Id.

48, 49 (5th ed.) ; Arnold » Revoult, o. 6, p. 225; Barlow v. Bishop, 1

1 B. & B. 443 ; Philliskirk v. Pluck- East, 432; Cotes v. Davis, 1 Camp,
well, 2 M. & S. 393 ; Draper v.

'

485 ; Prestwick v. Marshall, 4 C. &
Jackson, 16 Mass. 480; Common- P. 594; 7 Bing. 565; Burrough v.

wealth V. Manley, 12 Pick. 173; Moss, 10 B. & C. 558; Mason v.

Russell ». Brooks, 7 Pick. 65; Rich- Morgan, 2 A. & E. 30; Smith v.

ards V. Richards, 2 B. & Ad. 447. Marsack, 6 C. B. 486.

» Ibid.; Burrough v. Moss, 10 ' Richards v. Richards, 2 B. &
B. & C. 558; Mason v. Morgan, 2 Ad. 447; Co. Lit., 351 6; Garforth

A. &. E. 30. V. Bradley, 2 Ves. 675; Betts v.
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and the wife survives him, she will be entitled to them, in right

of her survivorship.^ On the other hand, if he survives her,

and they are not reduced into possession before her death, then

her personal representatives will be. entitled to sue for them

;

but the husband will be entitled to the proceeds, when reco-

vered, in right of his survivorship.^ The same doctrine will

apply throughout as to promissory notes, and other choses in

action, made and given to the wife after the coverture, with

this distinction, applicable to such notes and other choses in

action, after the coverture, that the husband does not, by some

overt act, such as bringing an action in his own name, or indors-

ing or assigning them, vchich are deemed equivalent to reducing

them into possession,^ elect to hold them exclusively for his own
use, and thus disagree to the interest of his wife therein.*

Kimpton, 2 B. & Ad. 273; Com.

Dig., Baron & Feme, E. 3; M'Neil-

age V. HoUoway, 1 B. & A. 218;

Legg u. Legg, 8 Mass. 99; Howes
V. Bigelow, 13 Mass. 384 ; Dean o.

Richmond, 5 Pick. 461; Chitty on

Bills, 0. 6, p. 225 (8th ed.) ; Id. c.

2, s. 1, pp. 26, 27. So, also, notes

"

made during marriage. Scarpellini

V. Atcheson, 7 Q. B. 864; How-
ard V. Oakes, 3 Ex. 186; Hart v.

Stephens, 6 Q. B. 937. And, in

case of the bankruptcy of the hus-

band, all such notes would pass to

his assignees. Smith v. Chandler,

3 Gray, 392; Davis o. Newton, 6

Met. 537.

1 Ibid.; Com. Dig., Baron &
Feme, F. 1,2; Draper !?. Jackson,

16 Mass. 480; Stanwood v. Stan-

wood, 17 Mass. 57 ; Rogers v. Bum-
pass, 4 Ired. Eq. 385; Sayre v.

Flournoy, 3 Ga. 541; Killcrease u.

Killcrease, 7 How. (Miss.) 311.

2 Betts V. Kimpton, 2 B. & Ad.

273; Co. Lit., 351 a, and Mr. But-

ler's note; Cart v. Rees, cited 1 P.

W. 381; Allen v. Wilkins, 3 Allen,

321.

' The mere receipt of interest on

the wife's chose in action is not a

reduction to possession. Hart v.

Stephens, 6 Q. B. 937.

* Richards v. Richards, 2 B. &
Ad. 447; Garforth v. Bradley, 2

Ves. 675 ; Dean v. Richmond, 5

Pick. 461 ; Gaters v. Madeley, 6

M. & W. 428; Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

p. 225 (8th ed.); Id. c. 2, s. 1, pp.

26, 27. In M'Neilage v. Holloway,

1 B. & A. 218, it was held, that

where a bill of exchange was made
payable to a,feme sole or her order,

before marriage, and she intermar-

ried before the note became due,

her husband might sue thereon in

his own name, without joining his

wife, although the latter had not

indorsed the bill. Upon that occa-

sion, Mr. Justice Bayley said: " This

being a negotiable security, the right

of action shifts with the possession.

Chattels personal vest absolutely in

the husband by marriage. Choses

in action do not; for, in order to

reduce them into possession, it is

necessary to join the wife. The

case of a negotiable security is a
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89. Foreign Law. — We have already had occasion to state,

that women are, generally, by the French law, disabled from

middle case; whoever has the instru-

ment in his possession, and the legal

right to it, may sue upon it in his

own name. It differs, in this re-

spect, from a hond, and other secu-

rities not negotiable.' By assigning

a bond, a right of suing only in the

name of the obligee is conferred.

The bill is payable to the wife, and

the effect of the marriage is not to

destroy the negotiability of the in-

strument. In whom, then, will the

power of indorsing vest? Certainly

not in the wife, for her power to do

so is superseded by the marriage;

then it must be in the husband. It

may be said that he could not in-

dorse to himself; perhaps not; be-

cause in that case there would be

no transfer; but that must be on

the ground of his having the entire

interest in the bill without indorse-

ment. We break in upon no prin-

ciple, therefore, by saying, that this

is a species of property, in the pos-

session of the wife, at the time of

the marriage, which, by the act of

marriage itself, vested in the hus-

band." But this decision is open

to much observation; and, indeed,

it is plain, from the subsequent

case of Richards v. Richards, 2 B.

& Ad. 447, 453, that the court were

not entirely satisfied with that case

as an authority. It may, indeed,

as to the ppint, that a bill is a per-

sonal chattel, and not a chose in

action, be deemed entirely overruled

by the late case of Gaters v. Made-

ley, 6 M. & W. 423, where Baron

Parke said: " A promissory note is

not a personal chattel in possession,

but a chose in action of a peculiar

nature ; but which has, indeed, been

made by statute, assignable and

transferable, according to the cus-

tom of merchants, like a bill of

exchange; yet still it is a chose in

action, and nothing more. When
a chose in action, such as a boud or

note, is given to & feme covert, the

husband may elect to let his wife

have the benefit of it, or, if he

thinks proper, he may take it him-

self; and if in this case the husband

had, in his lifetime, brought an

action upon this note, in his own

name, that would have amounted

to an election to take it himself,

and to an expression of dissent, on

his part, to his wife's having any

interest in it. On the other hand,

he may, if he pleases, leave it as it

is, and in that case the remedy on

it survives to the wife, or he may,

according to the decision in Phillis-

kirk V. Pluckwell, 2 M. & S. 393,

adopt another course, and join her

name with his own ; and in that

case, if he should die after judg-

ment, the wife would be entitled to

the benefit of the note, as the judg-

ment would survive to her. The

only doubt in this case arose from

the observation of Lord EUenbor-

ough, in M'Neilage v. HoUoway, 1

B. & A. 218, that a promissory note

may be treated as a personal chattel

in possession. Now, in that respect

I think there was a mistake, and

an incorrect expression used; but

it was unnecessary for his lordship

to lay down such a doctrine, in or-

der to decide the case then before

him. In fact, the decision in the

subsequent case of Richards i>. Rich-
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binding themselves to absolute obligations, as makers or indor-

sers of promissory notes, or as drawers, indorsers, or acceptors

of bills of exchange, unless they are regular merchants, and

carry on trade as such.^ And this disability equally applies,

whether they are married or unmarried, whether they are

maidens or widows. A married woman, therefore, who is not

a regular merchant, is equally within the interdiction, whether

she is authorized by her husband to do the act or not ;
^ for

this interdiction is designed for her protection and safety

against the ordinary and summary remedies against the person

and the property which bills of exchange or promissory notes

generally carry with them under the French law.^

90. We are not, however, to understand (as has been already

suggested) from this statement, that, if an unmarried woman,
or a married woman with the authority and consent of her

husband, not being a merchant, should sign, or indorse, or

accept a bill of exchange or promissory note, it would, by the

French law, be an absolute nullity. But we are only to under-

stand, that it will be reduced to the case of a simple promise

on her part, which, in that law, imports, or may import,

very different rights, remedies, and obligations.* For unmar-

ried women, and married women, with the consent of their

husbands, may enter, under ordinary circumstances, into a

valid contract. The interdiction only applies to prevent

.
ards has qualified that position. In I am of opinion that the note

that case, the Court of King's Bench must be considered as having sur-

said that a promissory note was, vived to the wife, and her executor

in the ordinary course of things, a was, therefore, the proper person to

chose in action, and that there was sue." See also Com. Dig. Baron

nothing to take it out of the com- & Feme, V. W. X. ; Morse v. Earle,

mon rule that choses in action 13 Wend. 271.

given to the wife survive to her i Ante, a. 60; Story on Bills, s.

after the death of her husband, 73; Locre, Esprit du Code de Com-
nnless he has reduced them into merce, tom. 1, tit. 8, s. 1, art. 113,

possession. The case of Nash v. pp. 351-355; Code de Commerce,

Nash, 2 Mad. 133, is also an autho- art. 113.

rity in favor of the position that it ^ Ibid.

survives to the wife; and, although " Ibid. But see Pothier, de

that case was decided before M'Neil- Change, n. 28 ; Sautayra, Code de

age V. Holloway, it does not appear Commerce, art. 113, pp. 78, 79.

to have been cited in the latter case. * Story on Bills, s. 73, n.

8
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women, whether married or unmarried, from incurring the

ordinary responsibilities of drawers, indorsers, or acceptors,

and from being subjected to the ordinary remedies to enforce

the rights of the holder against persons in that predicament.

But this interdiction does not render a married woman in-

competent to make promissory notes, or to draw, indorse, or

accept bills of exchange in the name of her husband with his

authority and consent; for then she is not personally bound,

as such a bill or note is treated as his personal contract through

the instrumentality of his agent.^

91. But married women, who, with the consent of their

husbands, carry on trade separately as regular merchants, may

bind themselves as parties to promissory notes and bills of

exchange in the course of their business ; but, as .they cannot

so engage in business without such consent, it follows that they

cannot contract any valid engagements, even as merchants,

where the consent of the husband is withheld, or he interdicts

the engagement in trade.^ But, although a bill of exchange or

promissory note drawn under the circumstances above stated

may not be binding personally upon the woman herself, either

as a drawer or indorser or acceptor, yet, as between the other

parties to it, it may be of full force and obligation. Thus, if

a bill be drawn or indorsed by a woman under circumstances of

interdiction, still, if accepted, it may be binding between the

indorsee, or other holder, and the acceptor.^ And, in like

manner, a promissory note drawn or indorsed by a woman
under interdiction will be binding between the other parties

thereto.

92. There seems to be another difference between our law

and that of Trance, in respect to married women, and that is,

that as married women, by the French law, are incapable of

contracting with other persons without the consent and au-

thority of their husbands, they cannot oblige other persons

1 Locr6, Esprit du Code de Com- of France, art. 220 ; Merlin, R6per-

merce, torn. 1, tit. 8, s. 1, art. 113, toire, LeUre et Billet de Change, s. 3,

p. 354; Pothier, de Change, n. 28. art. 6, pp. 194, 195 (ed. 1827).
' Pardessus, Droit Commercial, » Locr6, Esprit du Code de Com-

tom. 1, art. 68, pp. 311, 312 ; Code merce, torn. 1, tit. 8, s. 1, art. 113,

de Commerce, art. 45; Code Civil p. 355.
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thereby to them, any more than they can oblige themselves

to other persons ; for they cannot, without the authority and

consent of their husbands, contract in any manner, whether

the contract be for their detriment or for their benefit.^ And
therefore a bill of exchange or promissory note made payable

to them, would not be obligatory in their favor ; in which

respect the case differs from that of minors and prodigals

under the French law.^ But, in our law, such a bill or note

would clearly be good in favor of the husband, who might

adopt the act, and sue upon the bill or note in his own name.^

9B. Heineccius informs us, that in the territories of Bruns-

wick women are not allowed to deal in bills of exchange ; and

in the other German provinces they are bound only when they

exercise the business of merchandise.* But if authority is

granted to women to carry on the business of money-brokerage

regularly, they are not at liberty to engage in exchange, unless

under the guidance of a curator or other administrator. And
there is no doubt whatsoever, that, if a woman enters into a
contract of exchange for other persons, the contract is invalid.^'

Even when a woman is a merchant, she is not bound as a party,,

except to bills of exchange drawn in the course of her business

as such; which, however, will be presumed, unless the contrary

is shown.^ The same rule would apply to promissory notes

made or indorsed by women under the like .circumstances.'

94. Alien Enemies.— Thirdly, as to alien enemies. The

doctrine is now very clearly established, that a state of war

between two countries interposes an absolute interruption and

interdiction of all commercial correspondence, intercourse, and

dealing between the subjects or citizens of the two countries.*

1 Pothieron Oblig.,n. 52. 3 C. Kob. 22; The Jonge Pieter,

' Ibid. 4 C. Bob. 79 ; The Franklin, 6 C.

« Story on Bills, ss. 86-89. Rob. 127; The Venus, 4 C. Rob. 355;

* Heineco. de Jure Camb. c. 5, The Carolina, 6 C. Rob. 836; Gris-

ss. 5-7. wold ». Waddington, 15 Johns. 57;

6 Ibid. 16 Johns. 438; The Rapid, 8 Cranch.

« Ibid. 155 ; The Julia, 8 Cranch, 181 ; Schole-

' Story on Bills, ss. 90-98. field u. Eichelberger, 7 Pet. 586; Ex
' 1 Kent Com. 66-69; Potts v. ^arte Boussmaker, 13 Ves. 71 ; An-

Bell, 8 T. R. 548; Willison u. Patte- toine v. Morshead, 6 Taunt. 237.

son, 7 Taunt. 439 ; The Indian Chief, The masterly judgment of Mr. Chan-
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It would be utterly incompatible with all the known rights and

duties of the parties, to suffer individuals to carry on friendly

and commercial intercourse with each other, while the govern-

ments to which they respectively belonged were in open hostility

with each other ; or, in other words, that the subjects or citi-

zens should be at peace, while the nations were at \fax}

Upon this ground, the rule is now generally, if not universally,

recognized, that all contracts made between the subjects or

citizens of different countries, which are at war with each

other, are utterly void ; or, as the rule is often briefly expressed,

contracts made with an enemy are void.^ They are not merely

voidable ; but they are, ab origine, void and incapable of being

enforced or confirmed.^ In this respect they differ essentially

from contracts made between the subjects of different countries

in a time of peace ; for a subsequent war between the countries

does not avoid or extinguish those contracts ; but only suspends

the right to enforce them in the belligerent countries, by reason

of the personal disability of alien enemies to sue or be sued.

As soon, however, as peace is restored, the right revives, and

these contracts retain or reacquire all their original obligation,

and may be enforced in the judicial tribunals of either country,

as the parties then possess what is technically called a persona

standi in judicial

cellor Kent, in tlie Court of Errors, Pet. 586 ; Antoine v. Morshead,

in the case of Griswold u. Wadding- 6 Taunt. 237; Flindt v. Waters,

ton, 16 Johns. 438, examines and 15 East, 266; ^s parte Boussmaker,

exhausts the whole learning upon 13 Ves. 71. [In Yeaton v. Berney,

the subject. There cannot, perhaps, 62 111. 61, where a note payable at

be found, in the judicial annals of Chicago, and containing no agree-

our country, any case, in -which the ment for interest, became due dur-

resources of a great mind, acting ing the Civil War, when two of the

upon the most comprehensive re- makers were within the Union lines,

searches, have been more eminently and the other two makers and the

or successfully displayed. payee were within the Confederate

1 Ibid. lines, it was held that the makers

2 Ibid. were liable for interest from the

8 Ibid. maturity of the note, because the war
* 1 Kent Com. 67-69 ; Griswold did not prevent the two within the

V. Waddington, 15 Johns. 57; 16 Union lines from making a tender

Johns. 438; Potts v. Bell, 8 T. R. at the place specified, and there was

548 ; Willison v. Patteson, 7 Taunt, no obstacle to the others paying the

'439; Scholefield i;, Eichelberger, 7 note within the Confederate lines.]
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95. Hence, an alien enemy cannot, flagrante hello, draw a

bill upon a subject belonging to the adverse country, or indorse

a bill to such a subject, or accept a bill drawn by such a subject

;

for, in each case, as between the alien enemies, the contract is

treated as utterly void, and founded in illegal communication,

intercourse, or trade.^ The same rule applies to the purchase

of bills drawn on the enemy's country, and the remittance or

deposit of funds there, and the buying or selling of exchange

there.^ The same rule applies also to promissory notes made
or indorsed to or by an alien enemy.

96. But certain exceptions have been allowed, either as com-

patible with the principles, or as resulting from the very neces-

sities and accidents, of war itself. Thus, a bill of exchange

or promissory note drawn or negotiated in favor of any person

competent to sue, would doubtless be upheld, if it was given

for the ransom of a captured ship ; for such a ransom is upheld

by the law of nations, as a sacred and inviolable contract, and,

if not prohibited by some statute, would be deemed in a court

of admiralty, acting under the law of nations, as entitled to

be enforced.^ So, if a person who is a prisoner of war should

draw or indorse a bill drawn upon a fellow-subject resident in

his own country, or should make or indorse a promissory note,

that bill or note, whether made payable to an alien enemy, or

indorsed to him, will be held valid, if it be made or indorsed to

the alien enemy for the purpose of obtaining necessaries and

subsistence for the prisoner.* The ground of this exception

must be, that it is in furtherance of the ordinary duty of

every nation, not to suffer its own subjects to be deprived

of the means of support and maintenance, by the strict appli-

cation of principles intended to guard against other public

mischiefs ; and that the allowance of such bills or notes for

1 Ibid.; Woods v. Wilder, 43 Brandon v. Nesbitt, 6 T. R. 23;

N. Y. 164; Billgerry v. Branch, 19 Puffendorf, de Jure Nat. et Gent.,

Gratt. 393. lib. 8, c. 7, s. 14, and Barbeyrao's

2 Ibid. note; Vattel, bk. 3, o. 16, s. 264.

' See Cornu v. Blackbnrne, Doug. * See Antoine v. Morshead, 6

641; Anthon v. Fisher, Doug. 649, Taunt. 237; Daubuz v. Morshead,

n.; Yates v. Hall, 1 T. R. 73; 6 Taunt. 332. See also Duhammel
Maisonnaire v. Keating, 2 Gall. 325

; v. Pickering, 2 Stark- 90 ; Bayley

Ricordw. Bettenham, 3 Burr. 1734; onBills,c. 2,s. 9,pp. 75,76(6thed.).
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such objects can have no tendency to promote the interests of

the enemy, or to foste,r any illegal or injurious commerce with

the enemy.

97. Another exception may fairly be deemed to exist in

cases of cartel ships, where bills or notes are drawn and nego-

tiated in the enemy's country for purposes connected with the

objects of the voyage ; such as for necessary repairs, provisions,

and other supplies. This class of laws may be presumed to

stand upon the general ground of an implied licence from both

governments ; and it does not diifer, in its principles, from

another class of cases, where there is an express licence for

the trade with the enemy, which exempts the party and the

transactions from the taint of illegality, as least so far. as con-

cerns his own country, where the contract is to be enforced.^

98. But there is no necessary incompatibility of duties or

obligations arising from a state of war, to prevent a subject of

a neutral country, being in the enemy's country, from making

or indorsing a promissory note, or from there drawing, or

indorsing, or accepting a bill of exchange in favor of one of

his fellow- subjects, or of another neutral ; for in such a case,

if the transaction is bona fide, and for neutral or legal objects,

there is no principle upon which it ought to be held invalid.^

A state of war does not suspend the rights of commerce

between neutrals, or the general obligations of contracts be-

tween persons, who are, in no just sense whatever, parties to

tlie war, or acting in violation of the duties growing out

of it.

99. And here, again, the principle would seem to apply, that,

although a promissory note or a bill of exchange, drawn,

indorsed, or accepted in favor of an alien enemy, may not be

valid between them ; yet, as between other parties to the bill

or note, it may have complete force and obligation ; at least if

they are not parties to any original intended illegal use of it,

or have not participated in such illegal use. Thus, for example,

if a bill be drawn by an alien enemy upon the subject or citizen

of the adverse country, in favor of a neutral, it will, subject to

1 Potts ». Bell, 8 T. R. 648. Cosmopolite, 4 C. Rob. 8 ; The Clio,

2 Hourietw. Morris, 8 Cainp. 303; 6 C. Rob. 67.

•The Hoffiiung, 2 C. Rob. 162; The
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the limitation above stated, be good, in favor of the neutral,

against the drawer, and also against the drawee, if he becomes

the acceptor. The same doctrine will apply to an indorsement

of such a bill by an alien enemy, in favor of a neutral, although

it might be invalid between the original parties, or between them

and the acceptor ; for there is nothing in the character of the

neutral which prevents him from receiving such a bill in the

course of his own negotiations, or which deprives him of his

ordinary character, or of his persona standi in judicio, to

enforce the obligations created thereby between him and the

other persons with whom he is dealing. Similar considerations

will apply to cases of promissory notes, mutatis mutandis.

100. It need scarcely be added, that the disability of alien

enemies to contract with each other during the war is not a

doctrine founded in the peculiar municipal jurisprudence of

England and America ; but that it has its origin and confirma-

tion in the laws of nations, and is approved by the most

eminent publicists, such as Grotius, and Puffendorf, and Vattel,

and Bynkershoek.^ The same exceptions of cases of positive

moral necessity, such as cases of ransom, are also recognized

as belonging to the general doctrine, upon the ground stated

by Vattel, that when, by the accidents of war, a subject is

placed in the hands of his enemy, so that he can neither

receive his own sovereign's orders, nor enjoy his protection, he

resumes his natural rights, and is to provide for his own safety

by any just and honorable means. And hence, he adds, if that

subject has promised a sum for his ransom, the sovereign,

so far from having a power to discharge him from his promise,

should oblige him to perform it.^

101. Non Compotes Mentis.— Fourthly, as to persons insane

or imbecile in mind. A few words will suffice upon the dis-

ability of all persons in this predicament to bind themselves

as makers, or indorsers, of promissory notes.^ This disability

1 Grotius, de Jure Bell, et Pac, Commerc, s. 12, torn. 2, pars 2, p.

lib. 3, o. 23, s. 5; PufEendorf, de 98 (ed. Genev. 1766).

Jure Nat. et Gent., lib. 8, c. 7, s. U ;
'Vattel, bk. 3, c. 16, s. 264;

Vattel, bk. 8, c. 16, s. 264; Bynk. Griswold v. Waddington, 16 Johns.

Ques. Pub. Jur.,bk. l,c. 3; Heinecc. 451 ; Story on Bills, ss. 99-105.

Exerc, 30; De Jur. Princ. circa ^ See Baxter b. Lord Portsmouth,
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flows from the most obvious principles of natural justice.

Every contract presupposes that it is founded in the free and

voluntary consent of each of the parties, upon a valuable con-

sideration, and after a deliberate knowledge of its character

and obligation. Neither of these predicaments can properly

belong to a lunatic, an idiot, or other person non compos mentis,

from age, or imbecility, or personal infirmity. Hence it is a

rule, not merely of municipal law, but of universal law, that

the contracts of all such persons are utterly void.^ The Roman
law, in expressive terms, adopted this doctrine. " Furiosus

nullum negotium gerere potest, quia non intelligit, quod agit." ^

5 B. & C. 170; 2 Bl. Com. 291, 292;

Pitt V. Smith, 3 Camp. 33, 34;

Chitty on Bills, c. 2, s. 1, p. 21 (8th

ed.) ; Brown v. Jodrell, 3 C. & P.

30 ; Sentance v. Poole, 3 C. & P. 1

;

Peaslee v. Bobbins, 3 Met. 164.

1 Puffendorf, Law of Nat. and

Nat., bk. 3, 0. 6, s. 3, and Barbeyrac's

note; Grotius, de Jure Bell, et Pac,

lib. 2, 0. 11, ss. 4, 5; 1 Fonbl. Eq.,

bk. 1, c. 2, s. 1, and note (a) ; Id.

s. 3 ; 1. Story Eq. Jur. s. 222; Ersk.

Inst., bk. 3, tit. 1, s. 16; Bell Com.,

bk. 2, pt. 2, c. 8, p. 132; Id. bk. 3,

pt. 1, c. l,pp. 294, 295 (5th ed.)

;

Peaslee i'. Bobbins, 3 Met. 164; but

see Carrier v. Sears, 4 Allen, 386.

2 Inst. lib. 3, tit. 20, s. 8; Dig.

lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 5, 40, 124; Story

on Bills, s. 106. See Johnson v.

Chadwell, 8 Humph. (Tenn.) 145.

[Three different opinions have

prevailed at different times as to

the effect of the insanity of a party

to a contract: viz., (1) that it is no

ground for avoiding his contract;

(2) that it renders his contract in-

valid; (3) that it makes his con-

tract voidable, if the other party has

notice of the insanity. Pollock on

Contract, 74-80. Mr. Pollock thinks

that the second opinion was adopted

" by way of reaction against Coke's

extravagant dogmas." It is now
generally agreed'that the contract of

an insane person is not void, but

only voidable. Matthews v. Baxter,

L. K. 8 Ex. 132 ; Ingraham v. Bald-

win, 9 N. Y. 45; Allis v. Billings,

6 Met. 415; Arnold v. Richmond
Iron Works, 1 Gray, 434; Gibson y.

Soper, 6 Gray, 279 ; Carrier v. Sears,

4 Allen, 336 ; Eaton v. Eaton, 37 N. J.

L. 108. The latest authorities tend

to establish the rule that such a con-

tract is voidable only when the in-

sanity is known to the other party.

In Pollock on Contract, p. 80, it is

stated that the law of England seems

to be now settled to the following

effect: " A contract made by a per-

son who is drunk or of unsound

mind, so as to be incapable of under-

standing its effect, is voidable at that

person's option, unless the other con-

tracting party did not believe, and
had not reasonable cause to believe,

that he was drunk or of unsound
mind." It has been expressly deter-

mined that a contract, that has been

wholly or ill part executed, cannot be

set aside by a party or his representa-

tives on the ground of his insanity,

unless the other party, when he en-

tered into the contract, had notice of

the insanity. Molton v. Camroux,
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102. Bankrupts. ^— We may conclude this part of our sub-

ject by remarking, that, as by the bankruptcy of a party all his

2 Ex. 487; 4 Ex. 17 (Ex. Ch.)
;

Dane v. Viscountess Kirkwall, 8

C. & P. 679 ; Beavan v. M'Donnell,

9 Ex. 309 ; Niell u. Morley, 9 Ves.

478;- Elliot v. Inoe, 7 DeG. M. &
G. 475; Campbell v. Hooper, 3

Sm. & G. 153; Lancaster County
Bank v. Moore, 78 Penn. St. 407;

Seals V. See, 10 Penn. St. 56, 60
;

Wilder v. Weakley, 34 Ind. 181;

Yaugeru. Skinner, 14 N. J. Eq. 389;

Eaton V. Eaton, 37 N. J. L. 108;

Matthiessen and Weichers Refining

Co. V. McMahon, 38 N. J. L. 536;

Succession of Smith, 12 La. Ann.

24; Hopson ». Boyd, 6 B. Mon.
(Ky.) 296 ; and see Davis v. Lane,

10 N. H. 156. In Lancaster Coun-
ty Bank v. Moore, 78 Penn. St.

407, insanity was held to be no de-

fence for the maker of a promis-

sory note that had been discounted

for him by a bank without no-

tice of his insanity. See also State

Bank v. McCoy, 69 Penn. St. 204.

In many cases, it has been declared

broadly, and without qualification,

that a contract made by an insane

person is not binding on him ; but

generally in these cases the question

has not been raised whether it

would be different, if the other party

had no knowledge of the insanity.

Rice V. Peet, 15 Johns. 503; Fitz-

gerald V. Reed, 9 Sm. & M. 94;

Morris «. Clay, 8 Jones (N. C.)

216; Taylor v. Dudley, 5 Dana
(Ky.) 308. See also Van Deusen v.

Sweet, 51 N. Y. 378. In Massachu-

setts, it was held in 1831 that a

person might avoid a pledge made

by him while insane, although the

pledgee did not know of his insanity,

and had no reason to suspect it: the

English authorities existing at that

time were cited, but were in an un-

settled state. Seaver v. Phelps, 11

Pick. 304. See also Davis v. Lane, 10

N. H. 156; Burke v. Allen, 29 N. H.

106; Lincoln v. Buckmaster, 32

Vt. 652. In Gibson v. Soper, 6

Gray, 279, it was held that a con-

veyance made by an insane person

might be avoided without returning

the consideration. Remarking on

this case, in Eaton v. Eaton, 37 N. J.

L. p. 118, the court said that this

doctrine was good law where there

was fraud practised upon one known
to be insane, but was not law where

the purchase was made in good faith

without knowledge of the insanity.

In New Hampshire and Michigan, it

has been held that, where an insane

person was the payee of a note, his

indorsement would not transfer to

the indorsee a right of action against

the maker (Burke v. Allen, 29 N. II.

106; Hannahs v. Sheldon, 20 Mich.

278) ; but the contrary was held in

Massachusetts (Carrier u. Sears, 4

Allen, 336. See also Ingraham v.

Baldwin, 9 N. Y. 45, 48). The
voluntary deeds of insane persons

are considered invalid. Elliot v.

Ince, 7 DeG. M. & G. 475, 488;

Manning v. Gill, L. R. 13 Eq. 485.

The cases generally agree that an

insane person is liable for neces-

saries. Baxter v. Earl of Ports-

mouth, 5B. & C. 170; Williams v.

W^entworth, 5 Beav. 325; Went-
worth V. Tubb, 1 Y. & C, C. C. 171;

ReadtJ. Legard, 6 Ex. 636; Hallett

o. Oakes, 1 Cush. 296 ; Kendall v.

May, 10 Allen, 59, 66; La Rue v.
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property, including bills of exchange, promissory notes, and

other negotiable instruments and choses in action belonging to

him, is, under the bankrupt law, vested in his assignees, he

is no longer able to sue on the same, or to convey any perfect

title thereto by indorsement or otherwise. Still, however, if

he should indorse the same to any hona fide holder without

notice, he would convey a good title to such holder against, all

the other parties to the instrument, which may be enforced

against such parties, unless the assignees chose to interfere and

oppose the claim ; ^ as, indeed, the bankrupt himself might,

with the consent of the assignees, also enforce the same in

his own name.^

Gilkyson, 4 Penn. St. 375; Young
V. Stevens, 48 N. H. 133. See

also, concerning contracts of insane

persons, Leake on Contracts, 247-

249 ; 2 Kent Com. 450.

Under the statutes in force in

some of the United States, the effect

of the appointment of a guardian or

committee of a person found to be

insane is to deprive the latter of all

power to contract or to receive or

dispose of his property. Leonard «.

Leonard, 14 Pick. 280; Manson v.

Felton, 13 Pick. 206; Wadsworth

V. Sharpsteen, 8 N. Y. 388. An
inquisition of lunacy is generally

presumptive, but not conclusive,

evidence of insanity. Sergeson v.

Sealey, 2 Atk. 412 ; Hall v. Warren,

9 Ves. 605; Faulder v. Silk, 3

Camp. 126; Den v. Clark, 10 N. J.

L. (5 Halst.) 217 ; Rogers v. Walker,

6 Penn. St. 371; Field v. Lucas,

21 Ga. 447 ; Shelford on Lunatics,

63 ; see Hopson u. Boyd, 6 B. Mon.

(Ky.) 296; Clark «. Trail, 1 Meto.

(Ky.) 35.]

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 2, s. 4, p.

49 (5th ed.) ; Drayton v. Dale, 2 B.

& C. 293; Kitchen b. Bartsch, 7

East, 53; Smith v. Chandler, 3

Gray, 392; Gay v. Kingsley, 11

Allen, 345.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 4, p. 49

(5th ed.) ; Drayton v. Dale, 2 B. & C.

293 ; Kitchen u. Bartsch, 7 East, 53.
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103. General Remarks.— Let us next pass to the considera-

tion of the rights, duties, and obligations of the respective

parties to promissory notes. These respect either the maker,

the payee, the transferrer, the indorser, or the holder. We
shall postpone to a future page the examination of the question

what consideration is necessary or sufficient to support a pro-

missory note, and between what parties and under what cir-

cumstances it is either necessary, or available, or important.

At present it will be assumed that the promissory note is not

open to any question of this sort, but that a sufficient conside-

ration exists, and is fully established.

104. Effect of Note given for a Debt.— In the first place,

then, as to the rights, duties, and obligations of the maker

of a promissory note. The rights of the maker are few,

and may be briefly stated. If the note was originally given

for a pre-existing debt, or for a present consideration, if it

was received as an absolute payment thereof, the original con-

sideration is extinguished, and no longer is due from the

maker.^ If it was received as conditional payment only, then,

if duly paid or discharged, the original consideration is equally

extinguished. If it is not so duly paid or discharged, then the

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 363-369 (5th ed.).
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original debt or consideration revives, although suspended in

the intermediate period ; and it may be enforced by an action

against the maker, if he is ready to return the promissory note,

and it is not outstanding in the possession of a third person ; or

a suit may, at the election of the holder, be brought against

him on the promissory note itself.^ In general, by our law,

unless otherwise specially agreed, the taking of a promissory

note for a pre-existing debt, or a contemporaneous consideration,

is treated prima facie as a conditional payment only, that is as

payment only if it is duly paid at maturity.^ But, in some of

the American states, a different rule is applied, and, unless it

is otherwise agreed, the taking of a promissory note is deemed

prima facie an absolute payment of the pre-existing debt or

other consideration.^ But in each case the rule is founded

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 383-

369 (5th ed.) ; Kearslake v. Morgan,

5 T. R. 513 ; Dangerfleld v. Wilby,

4 Esp. 159 ; Tobey v. Barber, 5

Johns. 68; New York State Bank
V. Fletcher, 5 Wend. 85 ; Burdick v.

Green, 15 Johns. 247 ; Sheehy v.

Mandeville, 6 Cranch, 253, 264.

2 Bayley on Bills, i;. 9, pp. 363-

869 (5th ed.) ; Puckford v. Maxwell,

6 T. R. 52; Owenson v. Morse, 7

T. R. 64 ; Bridges v. Berry, 3 Taunt.

130; Sheehy v. Mandeville, 6 Cranch,

253, 264; Murray ». Gouverneur,

2 Johns. Cas. 438 ; Holmes v.

D'Camp, 1 Johns. 34 ; Putnam ».

Lewis, 8 Johns. 389 ; Vancleef v.

Therasson, 3 Pick. 12 ; Muldon v.

Whitlock, 1 Cowen, 290; Elliot

V. Sleeper, 2 N. H. 525; Jaffrey v.

Cornish, 10 N. H. 505; Eandlet

V. Herren, 20 N. H. 102; Whitney

V. Goin, 20 N. H. 354 ; Thompson

V. Briggs, 28 N. H. 40; Smith v.

Smith, 27 N. H. 244, 253 ; Bill v.

Porter, 9 Conn. 23; post, ss. 404, 438;

Sweet M. James, 2 R. I. 270, 292;

Wheeler v. Shroeder, 4 R. I. 383,

388; MoCrary v. Carrington, 35 Ala.

698; Hall v. Richardson, 16 Md. 396;

Morrison v. Welty, 18 Md. 169; Hig-

gins ». Wortell, 18 Cal. 330; Smith

V. Owens, 21 Cal. 11 ; Brown v.

Cronise, 21 Cal. 386; McMurray
V. Taylor, 30 Mo. 263; Citizens'

Bank v. Carson, 32 Mo. 191; How-
ard V. Jones, 33 Mo. 683; Phoenix

Insurance Co. v. Allen, 11 Mich.

501; Devlin v. Chamblin, 6 Minn.

468; Keough v. McNitt, 6 Minn. 513;

Tyner ». Stoops,' 11 Ind. 22; Stevens

V. Anderson, 30 Ind. 391 ; Guion v.

Doherty, 43 Miss. 538; Hobson v.

Davidson, 8 Mart. (La.) 422, 430;

Cormier v. Richard, 7 Mart. N. S.

(La.) 177.

' Bayley on Bills, Boston ed.

1836, 337-404, n. (jj) ; Thacher v.

Dinsmore, 5 Mass. 299; Chapman
V. Durant, 10 Mass. 47 ; Wiseman
V. Lyman, 7 Mass. 286; Maneely v.

M'Gee, 6 Mass. 143; Whitcomb v.

Williams, 4 Pick. 228; Spooner

w. Rowland, 4 Allen, 485; Varner

V. Nobleborough, 2 Greenl. 121;

Descadillas ». Harris, 8 Greenl.

298; Wallace v. Agry, 4 Mason,

336; Hutchins ». Olcutt, 4 Vt. 549;
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upon a mere presumption of the supposed intention of the

parties, and is open to explanation and rebutter by estab-

Wait V. Brewster, 31 Vt. 516 ; Arnold

V. Spragae, 34 Vt. i02; post, a. 438.

[This rule is peculiar to Massa-

chusetts, Maine, and Vermont, and

the difference between it and the

rule of the common law is that by

the former an agreement to receive

the note in satisfaction is presumed,

while by the latter such an agree-

ment must be proved. Fowler v.

Bush, 21 Pick. p. 231 ; Thacher v.

Dinsmore, 5 Mass. p. 302. One rea-

son given for making this presump-

tion is that, if the debt were not

discharged by the note, the debtor

(as was supposed) might be obliged

to pay the note to an indorsee, and

still be liable to the creditor upon

the original debt; another is that it

is generally as convenient for the

creditor to sue on the note as on the

original consideration. Maneely v.

M'Gee, 6 Mass. p. 145; Goodenow

v.- Tyler, 7 Mass. p. 45; Curtis o.

Hubbard, 9 Met. p. 328 ; Melledge

V. Boston Iron Co., 5 Cush. p. 169;

Varner v. Nobleborough, 2 Greenl.

p. 124. The former is the reason

most commonly given, and, as it is

inapplicable to notes that are not

negotiable, the presumption has not

been extended to them. Maneely

V. M'Gee, 6 Mass. p. 145; Howland

V. Coffin, 9 Pick. p. 54 ; Dutton v.

Kendrick, 12 Me. 381; Edmoud v.

Caldwell, 15 Me. 340; Bartlett v.

Mayo, 33 Me. 518. It has however

been extended to notes of third per-

sons (Wiseman v. Lyman, 7 Mass.

286; Ely v. James, 123 Mass. 36;

and see Thacher v. Dinsmore, 5

Mass. 299) ; though in Melledge v.

Boston Iron Co., 5 Cush. p. 170,

Shaw, C. J., said that " when the

promissory note given is not the

obligation of all the parties who are

liable for the simple contract debt,

and a /ortion when the note is that

of a third person, and, if held to be

in satisfaction, would wholly dis-

charge the party previously liable,

the presumption, if it exist at all,

is of much less weight." See

Maneely v. M'Gee, 6 Mass. 143;

Chapman v. Durant, 10 Mass. 47

;

French v. Price, 24 Pick. 13; Paige

V. Stone, 10 Met. 160, 169 ; Perkins

V. Cady, 111 Mass. 318; Hudson v.

Bradley, 2 Clifford, 130; Palmer v.

Priest, 1 Sprague, 512 ; Stephens

u. Thompson, 28 Vt. 77. . The pre-

sumption may always be rebutted

by proof of circumstances showing

that the note was not intended as

payment. The Kimball, 3 Wall.

37; Ward v. Howe, 38 N. H. 35.

If others unknown to the creditor

are liable for the debt as well as

the person from whom he received

the note, and whom alone he sup-

posed to be liable, this fact rebuts

the presumption. French v. Price,

24 Pick. 13, 22. And a note does

not operate as payment, if it is in-

valid by reason of usury or other

illegality (Johnson u. Johnson, 11

Mass. 359; Stebbins v. Smith, 4

Pick. 97; Ramsdell v. Soule, 12

Pick. 126) ; or if it does not bind

one or more of the parties it pur-

ports to bind, by reason of forgery

(Ellis u. Wild, 6 Mass. 321; Young
V. Adams, 6 Mass. 181; Almy v.

Reed, 10 Cush. 421; Goodrich v.

Tracy, 43 Vt. 314); or for want of

authority in a person assuming to
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lishing, by proper proofs, what the real intention of the par-

ties was; and this may be established not only by express

sign as agent (Emerson v. Provi-

dence Hat Co., 12 Mass. 237; Leon-

ard V. First Congregational Soci-

ety, 2 Cush. 462 ; Wilkins ». Reed,

6 Greeul. 220; Perrin v. Keene,

19 Me. 855). And, generally, if

there is any fraud in the giving

of the note, or if it is accepted un-

der a misapprehension of the facts

or the rights of the parties, the

creditor may repudiate the note

and rely on the previous liability.

French v. Price, 24 Pick. 21 ; Mel-

ledge V. Boston Iron Co., 5 Cush.

158, 171; Hedge v. McQuaid, 11

Cush. 352; Grimes v. Kimball, 3

Allen, 518; Wait v. Brewster, 31

Vt. 516 ; Fowler ». Ludwig, 34 Me.

455, 461 ; Baker v. Draper, 1 Clif-

ford, 420. See also Haywaid v. Bil-

lings, 48 Vt. 855; Kidder v. Knox,

48 Me. 551; Lobdell v. Baker, 1

Met. 193, 201; Bridge v. Batchelder,

9 Allen, 394. The presumption that

a note is intended as payment is

controlled, where such effect would

deprive the creditor of a security.

Watkins v. Hill, 8 Pick. 522 ; Pom-
roy V. Kice, 16 Pick. 22; Butts v.

Dean, 2 Met. 76; Curtis v. Hub-
bard, 9 Met. 322; Arnold v. Delano,

4 Cush. 33; Tucker v. Drake, 11

Allen, 145; Parham Sewing Ma-
cbine Co. v. Brock, 113 Mass. 194;

see also Taft v. Boyd, 13 Allen, 84;

Green v. Fox, 7 Allen, 85; Page v.

Hubbard, 1 Sprague, 335.

A check is not aifected by a simi-

lar presumption, and operates only

as a conditional payment of the

debt for which it is given. Weddi-

gen V. Boston Elastic Fabric Co.,

100 Mass. 422 ; Marrett v. Brackett,

60 Me. 524. If the creditor is guilty

of laches in presenting it, or, after

presentment, in giving notice of

non-payment, and the bank in the

mean time stops payment, he makes

the check his own, and it operates

as an absolute payment. Taylor v.

Wilson, 11 Met. 44. Unaccepted

bills of exchange are not presumed

to be payment of the debts for

which they are given (Derickson

V. Whitney, 6 Gray, 248 ; Zerrano

I). Wilson, 8 Cush. 424; Strang v.

Hirst, 61 Me. 9) ; and the same

seems true of accepted bills, in

Massachusetts (Alcock v. Hopkins,

6 Cush. 484). In Varner v. Noble-

borough, 2 Greenl. 121, it was held

that a negotiable order was pre-

sumed to be intended as payment,

for the same reasons as a promis-

sory note ; but see Marrett v. Brack-

ett, 60 Me. 524; Strang v. Hirst,

61 Me. 9. When a check has been

given for a debt, the debtor is not

chargeable as trustee or garnishee

of the creditor in respect of the debt.

Barnard v. Graves, 16 Pick. 41.

When a negotiable security is

given for a debt, but not as satis-

faction, it seems to be governed by

the rules of the common law; and

no action can be maintained on the

debt while the security is running,

or while it is outstanding in the

hands of a third person. Appleton

V. Parker, 15 Gray, 173 ; Morton v.

Austin, 12 Cush. 389.

If a surety pays "his principal's

debt with his note, he is entitled to

maintain an action against his prin-

cipal, as if he had paid the debt in

money. Cornwall v. Gould, 4 Pick.
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words, but by reasonable implication from the attendant cir-

cumstances.^

444; Doolittle v. Dwight, 2 Met.

661. See Wright v. Lawton, 37

Conn. 167.]

^ Wallace v. Agry, 4 Mason,

336; Maneely ». M'Gee, 6 Mass. 143;

Watkins v. Hill, 8 Pick. 522; Mel-

ledge V. Boston Iron Co., 5 Cush.

158 ; Page v. Hubbard, 1 Sprague,

335; Curtis v. Ingham, 2 Vt. 287;

Hutchins v. Olcutt, 4 Vt. 549; Tor-

rey v. Baxter, 13 Vt. 452; Benneson

V. Thayer, 23 111. 374; Rayburn v.

Day, 27 111. 46; Blunt, ». Walker, 11

Wis. 334; Hotchin w. Seoor, 8Mich.

494; Seltzer v. Coleman, 32 Penn.

St. 493 ; Graham v. Sykes, 15 La.

An. 49 ; Crary v. Bowers, 20 Cal. 85.

[Effect of Nole givenfor a Debt.—
When a negotiable security iS given

and received for a debt by simple

contract, the law implies an agree-

ment that it shall be payment, unless

dishonored : it therefore operates as

a conditional payment ; and its ef-

fect is to suspend the remedy for the

debt until the happening of the con-

dition, because, if an action should

be brought in the mean while, the

delivery of the security would be a

complete defence. Belshaww. Bush,

11 C. B. 191; Currie «. Misa, L. R.

10 Ex. 153, 163 (Ex. Oh,); Ward
V. Evans, 2 Ld. Raym. 928; Bot-

tomley v. Nuttall, 5 C. B., N. S.

122, 144; Kendrick v. Lomax, 2

C. & J. 405; 2 Tyrw. 438; The
Kimball, 3 Wall. 37; Putnam v.

Lewis, 8 Johns. 389; Pratt v. Cow-

an, 37 N. Y. 440, 443; Wilbur v.

Jernegan, 11 R. I. 113; Huse ».

McDaniel; 33 Iowa, 406; Griffith v.

Grogan, 12 Cal. 317. This rule

applies to checks as well as to bills

and notes. Currie v. Misa, L. R.

10 Ex. 153, 163 (Ex. Ch.); Pearce

V. Davis, 1 M. & Rob. 365; Stevens

V. Park, 73 111. 387; Heartt v.

Rhodes, 66 111. 351; Kermeyer v.

Newby, 14 Kansas, 164. And it is

the same whether the security given

is that of the debtor, or one of se-

veral debtors, or a stranger, and

whether it is given to the creditor,

or one of several creditors, or to a

stranger at the creditor's request.

Simon v. Lloyd, 2 C. M. & R. 187

;

5 Tyrw. 701; Sayer v. WagstafE, 5

Beav. 415; Tomlin v. Lawrence, 3

M. & P. 555; Bottomley v. Nuttall,

5 C. B.,N. S. 122; Kearslake v.

Morgan, 5 T. R. 518; Maxwell v.

Deare, 8 Moore P. C. 363; Belshaw

». Bush, 11 C. B. 191 ; Richardson

V. Rickman, B. R., cited 5 T. R.

517; National Savings Bank v.

Tranah, L. R., 2 C. P. 556. It

seems to have been considered, in

some cases, that the taking of a nego-

tiable security for a debt amounted

to an agreement to suspend the

remedy while the security was run-

ning (Sayer e;. WagstafE, 5 Beav.

415; Simon ». Lloyd, 2 C. M. & R.

187 ; 5 Tyrw. 701 ; Ford v. Beech,

11 Q. B. p. 873); and that this was

an exception in favor of the law

merchant to the rule that a right of

action once suspended by the act of

the party is gone for ever, and the

rule that an agreement to suspend a

right of action amounts only to an

agreement not to sue, and is no bar

to an action (Ford v. Beech, 11 Q. B.

852; Webb v. Spicer, 13 Q. B. 886,

894). This theory was fully con-

sidered in an elaborate judgment by
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105. Roman Law.— It is curious to observe the coinci-

dences of our law with the Roman law upon this subject. It

Maule, J., in Belshaw v. Bush, 11

C. B. 191, and it was there deter-

mined that the legal implication

arising from the giving and receiv-

ing of a negotiable security for a debt

was an agreement that the security

should operate as payment, unless

defeated by dishonor; if an action

should be brought before the happen-

ing of the condition, such payment

would be a perpetual bar (see Overton

V. Harvey, 9 C. B. 324) ; but, after the

payment had been defeated by the

happening of the condition, an ac-

tion might be maintained, unless it

had been barred by a judgment in

an action previously brought: in this

way, the right of action was effect-

ually suspended while the security

was running. This doctrine does

not apply to bills or notes that are

not negotiable, and such securities

do not have the effect of suspending

the remedy upon the debt they are

given for. James ». Williams, 13

M. & W. 828. It is also held that

a negotiable bill given for rent, or

any other debt by specialty, does

not suspend the remedy. Davis u.

Gyde, 2 A. & E. 623; Palfrey o.

Baker, 3 Price, 572 ; Worthington

V. Wigley, 3 Bing. N. C. 454 ; Bram-
well V. Eglinton, 5 B. & S. 39; see

Baker u. Walker, 14 M. «& W. 465.

It has been suggested that these

cases might be accounted for on the

ground that the implication does

not arise, where, if it did, the plain-

tiff might be deprived of a better

remedy than an action on the bill.

Belshaw v. Bush, 11 C. B. p. 206.

But a negotiable bill or note will

operate as satisfaction of a judgment

or other debt by specialty, if it is

agreed that it shall have that effect.

Witherby ». Mann, 11 Johns. 518

;

New York State Bank v. Fletcher, 5

Wend. 85. A bill or note given for

a debt may, by agreement of the

parties, have a different operation

from that which the law would

otherwise imply. Thus, the parties

may agree that it shall be only a

collateral security, and shall not sus-

pend the remedy for the debt (Pea-

cock «. Pursell, 14 C. B., N. S. 730;

Wyke V. Kogers, 1 DeG. M. & G.

408) ; or that it shall be an absolute

satisfaction (Thompson ». Percival,

5 B. & Ad. 925; Sayer v. Wagstaff,

5 Beav. 423; Bead u. Hutchinson,

3 Camp. 352; Sheehy v. Mande-

ville, 6 Cranch, 253; Arnold u.

Camp, 12 Johns. 409 ; Waydell ».

Luer, 3 Denio, 410; Prisbie v.

Lamed, 21 Wend. 450; Conkhng

». King, 10 N. Y. 440; WUbur e.

Jernegan, 11 R. I. 113; Glenn

V. Smith, 2 GiU & J. 493, 509;

Haines v. Pearce, 41 Md. 221; Blair

V. Wilson, 28 Gratt. 165). In some

cases in New York, it has been said

that the note of the debtor alone,

without further security, cannot be

a satisfaction, although accepted as

such, because there is no considera-

tion for discharging the debt (Haw-

ley e. Foote, 19 Wend. 516) ; but

a negotiable security is considered

elsewhere to be itself a consideration

(Curlewis v. Clark, 3 Ex. 375). An
agreement that a bill or note shall

be satisfaction may be implied from

the circumstances of the case (Sayer

V. Wagstaff, 5 Beav. 423; Robinson

V. Hurlburt, 34 Vt. 115 ; Haines «.
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shows that common sense, in its application to the every-day

transactions of human life, speaks the same language, and is

Pearce, 41 Md. 221; Archibald v.

Argall, 53 111. 307; Dennis v. Wil-

liams, 40 Ala. 633) ; but, in Califor-

nia, it is held that the agreement must
be express (Welch v. AUington, 23

Cal. 322). Such an agreement is not

implied merely from one of several

joint debtors giving his acceptance

for the debt (Bottomley v. Nuttall,

5 C. B., N. S. 122; Swire v. Red-
man, 1 Q. B. D. 536, 540; Bedford

V. Deakin, 2 Stark. 178; 2 B. & A.

210; Reed v. White, 5 Esp. 122;

Bates V. Rosekrans, 37 N. Y. 409

;

First National Bank v. Morgan, 6

Hun (N. Y.), 346; Nightingale v.

Chafee, 11 R. I. 609; see Thompson
V. Percival, 5 B. & Ad. 925; Millerd

V. Thorn, 56 N. Y. 402); nor from

the creditor's taking the note and

giving a receipt for the debt (Tobey

V. Barber, 5 Johns. 68; Muldon v.

Whitlock, 1 Cowen, 290; Davis v.

Allen, 3 N. Y. 168; Doebling v.

Loos, 45 Mo. 150), though it is

otherwise in Louisiana (Barron ».

How, 2 Mart. N. S. 144; Walton v.

Bemiss, 16 La. 140; see Woolfolk

V. Degelos, 24 La. An. 199); nor

from the creditor's giving up a bill

to the drawee upon receiving his

check for the amount due (Turner

V. Bank of Fox Lake, 4 Abb. App.

Dec. (N. Y.) 434; 3 Keyes, 425;

Olcott V. Rathbone, 5 Wend. 490);

nor does taking a bill or note " in

payment," or " in payment and dis-

charge," import that it is intended

as absolute payment or " satisfac-

tion" (Maillard v. Duke of Argyle,

6 M. & Gr. 40; 6 Scott N. R. 938;

Dixon V. Holroyd, 7 E. & B. 903

;

Kemp w., Watt, 15 M. & W. 672,

681; M'Dowall v. Boyd, 17 L. J.,

Q. B. 295; Stedman v. Goooh, 1

Esp. 5; Goldshede ». Cottrell, 2

M. & W. 20; Maxwell v. Deare, 8

Moore P. C. 363; Berry v. Griffin,

10 Md. 27) . The giving up of a note

of a debtor and the taking of the

note of a third person in its place

do not necessarily operate as a sa-

tisfaction of the former, though it

seems to be evidence of an agree-

ment that it shall so operate. Ste-

vens V. Anderson, 30 Ind. 391

;

Lawson v. Gudgel, 45 Mo. 480. It

is held in New York that, when the

note of a third person is given for

the price of goods at the time of the

sale, an agreement is presumed that

the note shall be taken in satisfac-

tion (Whitbeck ik Van Ness, 11

Johns. 409; Noel v. Murray, 13 N. Y.

167 ; Gibson v. Tobey, 46 N. Y. 637)

;

but there seems to be little ground

for such a presumption; for where

the transaction is not an exchange

of the goods for the note, but a sale

of the goods and a giving of the note

for the price, there is always some
time, however short, after the debt is

Contracted and before the delivery

of the note, and the case is there-

fore the ordinary one of a note

given for a previous debt (see Tim-
mins V. Gibbins, 18 Q. B. 722). If a

bill or note is taken for a debt, but

not in satisfaction, a judgment re-

covered upon the security is no satis-

faction of the debt until payment is

obtained. Drake v. Mitchell, 3 East,

251; Tarleton w.Allhusen, 2 A. & E.

32; Claflin v. Ostrom, 54N. Y. 581.

When a security is received in satis-

faction, it discharges the debt abso-

9
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regulated by the same motives of convenience, and policy, and

justice, in all civilized countries, however wide their distance,

lately, although it be afterwards dis-

honored. Sard V. Rhodes, 1 M. & W.
153; Clark v. Mundal, 1 Salk. 124.

And a negotiable bill, or even a blank

acceptance, may, by agreement, be a

valid satisfaction of a debt for a larger

amount. Curlewis v. Clark, 3 Ex.

375 ; Sibree v. Tripp, 15 M. & W. 23

;

Boyd V. Hitchcock, 20 Johns. 76.

When a creditor is referred by

his debtor to a third person for

payment, and has the option of

receiving cash, but voluntarily

takes from such person a bill or

note payable at a future time, he

thereby discharges the debtor.

Strong V. Hart, 6 B. & C. 160;

Smith V. Ferrand, 7 B. & C. 19;

Anderson *. Hillies, 12 C. B. 499

;

Gibson V. Tobey, 46 N. Y. 637; see

Lichfield Union v. Greene, 1 H. &
N. 884; Southwick v. Sax, 9 Wend.
122; Darnall v. Morehouse, 45 N. Y.

69. But he does not discharge the

debtor by taking a check under such

circumstances, for a check is an or-

der for immediate payment, and is

a form of payment in cash. Everett

V. Collins, 2 Camp. 515; Smith v.

Ferrand, 7 B. & C. 25; Ocean Tow-
Boat Co. V. The Ophelia, 11 La. An.

28. And he does not discharge the

debtor, if he has not the option of

taking cash. Tapley v. Martens,

8 T. R. 451; Marsh o. Pedder, 4

Camp. 257; Robinson v. Read, 9

B. & C. 449.

A security does not operate as

absolute or conditional payment, if

it is void for want of the proper

stamp (Cundy v. Marriott, 1 B.

& Ad. 696; Brown v. Watts, 1

Taunt. 353; Wilson v. Vysar, 4

Taunt. 288) ; or if it was rendered

invalid by an alteration, before its

delivery to the creditor (Sloman

V. Cox, 1 C. M. Se R. 471 ; 5 Tyrw.

174); or if it is void for usury

(Leary v. Miller, 61 N. Y. 488;

Cook V. Barnes, 36 N. Y. 520;

Hughes V. Wheeler, 8 Cowen, 77;

Loeschigh v. Blun, 1 Daly (N. Y.),

49; Sheppard v. Hamilton, 29 Barb.

(N. Y.) 156; Central City Bank v.

Dana, 32 Barb. (N. Y.) 296); or

if it is counterfeit (Jones v. Ryde,

5 Taunt. 488; Markle v. Hatfield,

2 Johns. 455; Thomas ». Todd, 6

Hill, 340) ; or if one of the signa-

tures is forged (Bell v. Buckley,

11 Ex. 631; Wright v. Lord Maid-

stone, 1 K. & J. 701; Ritter v.

Singmaster, 73 Penn. St. 400); or

if the creditor is induced to receive

it by fraudulent representations

(Hawse ». Crowe, Ry. & M. 414;

Hoopes 0. Strasburger, 37 Md.

390). In some states, it is held

that, where the note of a third

person is received as an absolute

payment, it does not operate as

such, if the maker is insolvent, and

has stopped payment without the

knowledge of the creditor. Roberts

V. Fisher, 43 N. Y. 159; Lightbody

V. Ontario Bank, 11 Wend. 9; 13

Wend. 101; Fogg v. Sawyer, 9 N.

H. 365; Frontier Bank v. Morse,

22 Me. 88; Harley ». Thornton, 2

Hill (S. C), 509, n. ; Wainwright
V. Webster, 11 Vt. 576; Westfall

V. Braley, 10 Ohio St. 188; see

Sigler V. Smith, 4 E. D. Smith
(N. Y.), 280; Roget v. Merritt, 2

Caines, 117. In the following cases,

it was held that notes of a bank
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or remote their ages from each other. Thus, we are told in

the Institutes, that the ancient lawyers at Rome held that a

were absolute payment, if received

as such, although the bank had
failed without the knowledge of

either party. Bayard v. Shunk,

1 Watts & S. 92; Scruggs v. Gass,

8 Yerg. (Tenn.) 175; Lowry v. Mur-
rell, 2 Porter (Ala.), 280. See post,

ss. 119, 389, and note.

When a negotiable security given

for a debt is dishonored, it ceases

to be payment, and, if it is in the

creditor's possession, he may ge-

nerally sue upon the original debt,

as well as upon the security ; if

part of the sum due upon the latter

has been paid, he may sue for the

residue of the original debt. Bot-

tomley v. Nuttall, 5 C. B., N. S.

122; Clark v. Mundal, 1 Salk. 124.

No action can be maintained on the

original liability while the bill or

note is outstanding in the hands of

third persons (Price ». Price, 16

M. & W. 232) ; but if they hold it

as trustees or agents for the plain-

tiff, although it be payable to their

order, their possession will be re-

garded as that of the plaintiff

(National Savings Bank v. Tranah,

L. R., 2 C. P. 556). It seems to be

sufficient if the plaintiff have pos-

session of the bill at the trial, al-

though, when the action was brought,

it was in the hands of a person to

Whom he had transferred it. Bur-

den V. Halton, 4 Bing. 454. If the

bill or note be lost, an action cannot

be maintained for the original debt.

Crowe V. Clay, 9 Ex. 604; Wood-
ford V. Whiteley, M. & M. 517.

If the security given for a debt

is one upon which the debtor is

liable as acceptor or maker, it is

not necessary that the creditor, be-

fore suing for the debt, should pre-

sent the security for payment; but,

if it is in his hands ilnpaid after

maturity, he is entitled to recover.

Price V. Price, 16 M. & W. 232.

And although the debtor be disr

charged from liability on the bill

or note by reason of its having been

altered in a material part (post,

8. 371, n.), he still i-emains liable

upon the original debt (Atkinson

V. Hawdon, 2 A. & E. 628; M'Dow-
all V. Boyd, 17 L. J., Q. B. 295

Booth 1). Powers, 56 N. Y. 22

Morrison o. Welty, 18 Md. 169

Merrick ii. Boury, 4 Ohio St. 60

Lewis V. Sehenck, 18 N. J. Eq
(3 C. E. Green) 459; Matteson «,

Ellsworth, 33 Wis. 488); but it

has been held that, if the alteration

was made with intent to defraud

the debtor, he would not remain
Uable (Meyer v. Huneke, 55 N. Y.

412; Smith ». Mace, 44 N. H. 553).

If the security be one upon-

which the debtor is liable as drawer

or indorser, whatever will discharge

him from liability upon the se-

curity will discharge him from his

original debt; thus, he will be dis-

charged from his debt by neglect

to present the bill or to give

him notice of dishonor (Bridges v.

Berry, 3 Taunt. 130; Peacock ».

Pursell, 14 C. B., N. S. 728 ; Jones

V. Savage, 6 Wend. 658; Dayton v.

Trull, 23 Wend. 345; Darnall v.

Morehouse, 45 N. Y. 64; Jennison

V. Parker, 7 Mich. 355); or by a

material alteration of the bill (Alder-

son V. Langdale, 3 B. & Ad. 660).

If the bill or note be that of
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novation (the substitution of a new debt for an old one, thereby

extinguishing the former^) arose when a second contract was

third persons, and the debtor is not

a party, it is not clear what the

creditor is bound to do to secure

his right oi action for the original

debt. The debtor, not being a

party to the security, is not entitled,

as a party would be, to presentment

and notice. But it seems that the

security should be presented and

dishonored before an action is

brought for the debt. Bishop v.

Kowe, 3 M. & S. 362. The debtor,

however, is not discharged by want

of notice of dishonor, nor by neglect

to give notice to the drawer or in-

dorsers, where he has not sustained

any damage by it. Swinyard v.

Bowes, 5 M. & S. 62 ; Van Wart

V. Woolley, 3 B. & C. 439; Bishop

V. Kowe, 3 M. & S. 362. But if

the debtor suffers any loss, or his

posilion is altered for the worse, by

the presentment not having been

made at the proper time, or by the

absence of notice, then he is dis-

charged from the debt. Hopkins

V. Ware, L. R. 4 Ex. 268; Cham-

berlyn v. Delarive, 2 Wils. 353;

Darnall v. Morehouse, 45 N. Y. 64
;

see Heywood v. Pickering, L. R.

9 Q. B. 428. In such cases, the

creditor, by his laches, is said to

make the security his own, and it

becomes equivalent to actual pay-

ment. In Goodwin v. Cpates, 1 M.

& Rob. 221, where the plaintiff had

taken from the defendant, for a debt,

the note of a third person payable

to the plaintiff's order, which was

unpaid at maturity and remained

in the plaintiff's possession, Parke,

B., held at nisi prius that no de-

mand on the maker was necessary

before bringing the action. In

Smith u. Mercer, L. R. 3 Ex. 51,

the plaintiffs had sold goods to the

defendants, to be paid for by cash

or by approved banker's bills; a

banker's bill, to which the defen-

dants were not parties, was given

for the price, and was dishonored,

but no notice of dishonor was given

to the defendants: in an action for

the price, it was held that the de-

fendants' liability was not greater

than if they had been parties to

the bill, and that, having received .

no notice, they were not liable.

But see In re British and American

Navigation Co., L. R. 8 Eq. 506;

Copland v. Martin, 9 Sim. 433;

see Phoenix Insurance Co. v. Allen,

11 Mich. 50.1; Gallagher u. Roberts,

2 Wash. C. C. 191; Hamilton ».

Cunningham, 2 Brock. C. C. 350;

Kephart v. Butcher, 17 Iowa, 240;

Cook V. Beech, 10 Humph. (Tenn.)

412; 2 Am. L. C, 287-291 (5th ed.).

When the debtor gives the note

of a third person payable to bearer,

such as a bank-note, his liability

for his debt continues, if the creditor

presents the note at the proper

time, and, upon its being dishonored,

gives notice to the debtor, or where

a presentment could not reasonably

be expected to produce payment,

as in case of the maker's insolvency,

if the creditor, within a reasonable

time after he has notice of it, gives

notice to the debtor and offers to

return the note. Robson v. Oliver,

1 Pothier on Oblig. by Evans, n. 546 ; Dig. lib. 46, tit. 2, 1. 1.
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intended to dissolve a former. But that it was always difficult

to know with what intent the second obligation was made, and,

10 Q. B. 704; Turner v. Stones,

1 Dowl. & L. 122; Henderson v.

Appleton, Chitty on Bills, 356, n.

(9th ed.) ; Beeohing v. Gower, Holt

N. P. 313; see Lichfield Union v.

Greene, 1 H. & N. 884. If the

creditor does not present the note,

or, in case of insolvency, give notice

and offer to return it within a rea-

sonable time, he makes it his own,

and the debt is paid; a reasonable

time is generally the same as would

be allowed under similar circum-

stances for presenting a note and

giving notice to the indorsers.

Camidge v. Allenby, 6 B. & C. 373;

Rogers V. Langford, 1 C. & M.

637; 3 Tyrw. 654; Moule »> Brown,

4 Bing. N. C. 266; Bond v. Warden,

1 Coll. 583; Ward v. Evans, 2 Ld.

Kaym. 928, 930. See post, ss. 117,

203, and note. An offer to return

within a reasonable time has also

been required, where counterfeit

bank-notes have been given for a

debt. Thomas v. Todd, 6 Hill,

340; Simms v. Clark, 11 111. 137;

Pindall v. North-Western Bank, 7

Leigh (Va.), 617. See, as to rea-

sonable time, Kenny v. First Na-

tional Bank, 50 Barb. 112; Burrill

V. Watertown Bank, 51 Barb. 105
;

Townsends v. Bank of Kaciue, 7

Wis. 185.

When an action is brought for

a debt, and the giving of the de-

fendant's note payable to the

plaintiff's order is pleaded, the plea

is not sufficient, unless it states that

the note is still running, or is out-

standing in the hands of a third

person ; if the instrument is payable

to a third person, or is made by a

third person, a plea stating that

such an insti-ument was given is

sufficient, and if the plaintiff has

taken it up, in the former case, or

presented it and been refused pay-

ment, in the latter case, it is for him
to allege this by way of replication.

Price V. Price, 16 M. & W. 232.

A lien for the price of goods sold

is waived by taking a negotiable

security for it, payable at a future

day. Hewison v. Guthrie, 2 Bing.

N. C. 755 ; see Bunney v. Poyntz,

4 B. & Ad. 568. But if the se-

curity is afterwards dishonored, and

the vendor still has possession of

the goods, the lien revives. Dixon

V. Yates, 5 B. & Ad. 313; New ».

Swain, Dans. & L. 193; Miles b.

Gorton, 2 C. & M. 504; Valpy

V. Oakeley, 16 Q. B. 941; Griffiths

V. Perry, 1 E. & E. 680.

The giving of a bill or note is a

sufficient part-payment to satisfy

the statute of frauds (Benjaiiiin on

Sale, 146, 2nd ed.), or to revive

a debt barred by the statute of

limitations (Turney v. Dodwell,

3 E. & B. 136; Irving v. Veitch, 3

M. & W. 90; Gowan v. Eorster,

3 B. & Ad. 507; Smith i. Ryan,

66 N. Y. 352). Such part-payment

is deemed to be made at the time

when the*bill or note is delivered,

and not at the time when it is paid

(Gowan o. Forster, 3 B. & Ad. 507

;

Smith ». Ryan, 66 N. Y. 352 ; Har-

per V. Fairley, 53 N. Y. 442) ; but

in Massachusetts and Maine it is

held that, where a note is trans-

ferred as collateral security for a

debt, with an agreement that when

any thing should be received upon
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for want of such positiTC proof, opinions yrere founded upon

presumptions arising from the circumstances of each case.

This uncertainty gave rise to a positive constitution in tlie

Roman law, whereby it was declared that a novation of a

former contract should only take place when the contracting

parties had expressly agreed that they contracted with the

intent to create a novation of the former contract; and that

otherwise the first contract should continue valid, and the

second should be deemed as an accession to it, so that the obli-

gation of both contracts might remain. " Sed cum hoc quidem

inter veteres constabat, tunc fieri novationem, cum novandi

animo in secundam obligationem itum fuerat ; per hoc autem

dubium erat, quando novandi animo videretur hoc fieri ; et

quasdam de hoc prsesumptiones alii in aliis casibus introduce-

bant: ideo nostra processit constitutio, quae apertissime

definivit, tunc solum novationem prioris obligationis fieri,

quoties hoc ipsum inter contrahentes expressum fuerit, quod

propter novationem prioris obligationis convenerunt alioqui

manere et pristinam obligationem, et secundam ei accedere, ut

maneat ex utraque causa obligatio secundum nostras constitu-

tionis definitionem, quam licet ex ipsius lectione apertius

cognoscere." ^ So the Digest says :
" Omnes res transire in

novationem possunt, quodcunque enim sive verbis contractum

est, sive non verbis : novari potest, et transire in verborum

obligationem ex quacunque obligatione ; dummodo sciamus

novationem ita demum fieri, si hoc agatur, ut novetur obligatio

:

cseterum, si non hoc agatur, duae erunt obligationes." ^

106. Lost and Destroyed Notes. Delivery up of Note upon

Payment.— Another right, in a practical view quite as impor-

tant to be understood, is, whether the maker of a note has a

right to insist, when he is called upon to pay a promissory note

it, it should be applied to the debt, applied for within twelve months

the sums received on account of the after payment, a note given for a

note are payments on account of solicitor's bill is not considered pay-

the debt at the times when they ment, until the money is actually

are so received (Whipple v. Black- paid Sayer ». VVagstaff, 5 Beav.

ington, 97 Mass. 476; Haven v. 415; In re Harries, 13 M. & W. 3.]

Hathaway, 20 Me. 345). Under a i Just. Inst. lib. 3, tit. 30, s. 3;

statute allowing the taxation of a Cod. lib. 8, tit. 42, 1. 8.

solicitor's bill in certain cases, if " Dig. lib. 46, tit. 2,1. 2.
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at its maturity, that the note itself should be produced and be

delivered up to him.^ When the note is not negotiable, or, if

originally negotiable, it is not indorsed, so as to be negotiated,

it may not, strictly speaking, be deemed a matter of much
consequence ; since, whoever claims the note must claim it

not only under but in the name of the payee, or his personal

representative ; and hence it may be supposed that the defence

of payment would always be a valid and competent defence.

But we are to consider that the proofs of the payment may
disappear by lapse of time, or by accident, or by the death of

witnesses ; and yet, if the note be outstanding, it will, prima

facie, unless barred by the statute of limitations, import a

present subsisting debt or liability.^ It is far, therefore, from

being, even here, in many cases, a matter of indifference ; and

there would be no hardship in a rule of law which should

require, even when the note is not negotiable, that it should

either be given up, or a formal written receipt given of its

being paid, or security given as an indemnity against a second

payment to be required from the maker.^ Such, however, is

' Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 391

(8th ed.).

2 See Story on Bills, ss. 447-449;

post, ss. 244, 245, 290, 445-450.

» 2 Story Eq. Jiir. s. 705; Ex
parte Greenway, 6 Ves. 812. Mr.

Chitty (Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 456,

6th ed.) says that, on payment of a

bill or note, it has been considered

as doubtful, whether a person pay-

ing can insist upon a receipt being

given for the payment ; but he adds,

that it should seem that the party is

entitled, upon payment, to demand a

receipt. For this last position he

relies on the statute of 43 Geo. 3,

c. 126, s. 5. Where the bill or note

is paid by an indorser, it might be

important to him to have a receipt,

to verify the fact of payment. Ibid.

;

Mendez ». Carreroon, 1 Ld. Baym.
742. But where payment is made

by the maker, it would seem to be

sufficient that the note is in his pos-

session, to establish the presumption

that he has paid it. But this pre-

sumption, however, has not been

admitted, in the case of the acceptor

of a bill of exchange, from his

mere possession of it without further

proof. Ibid.; Pfiel v. Vanbaten-

berg, 2 Camp. 439; Egg v. Barnett,

3 Esp. 196; Aubert ti. Walsh, 4

Taunt. 293. In Pfiel «. Vanbaten-

berg, 2 Camp. 439, Lord EUenbo-

rough said: " Show that the bills

were once in circulation after being

accepted, and I will presume that

they got back to the acceptor's

hands by his having paid them.

But when he merely produces them,

how do I know that they were ever

in the hands of the payee, or any

indorsee, with his name upon them

as acceptor? It is very possible

that, when they were left for accept-
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not understood to be the positive requirement of our law, when

the payment of non-negotiable paper is demanded; although,

if an action of law were broiight to recover upon the note, it

must be produced, or its absence or loss be satisfactorily

accounted for.^

107. But where the promissory note is negotiable, and is

payable to bearer, or, being payable to order, is indorsed in

blank, and then it is not produced or offered to be delivered

up to the maker upon payment thereof, there a different rule

prevails, although (as we shall presently see) the American

authorities are not all agreed on the point ; ^ and the holder is

not entitled to demand payment, without delivering up the note.

It is not sufficient, in such a case, to show that the note has

been lost, or even destroyed, or that it has become overdue

;

for the maker has a right to it as his voucher of payment, and

as his security against any future claim or demand thereof.

As far as regards his Toucher aud discharge towards the

ance, he refused to deliver them

back, and, having detained them ever

since, now produces them as evi-

dence of a loan of money. Nor do

I think the receipts carry the matter

a bit further, unless you show them

to be in the handwriting of the de-

fendant, or some other person au-

thorized to receive payment of the

bills. A man cannot be allowed to

manufacture evidence for himself at

the risk of being convicted of for-

gery; aud it is possible that, though

the bills are unsatisfied, these re-

ceipts may have been fraudulently

indorsed without the plaintiff's

privity. The fact of payment still

hangs in dubio, and you must do

something more to turn the balance.

Prove the bills out of thfe plaintiff's

possession accepted, and I will pre-

sume that they got back again by

payment. If you do not, the plain-

tiff must be called." Post, s. 452.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 369-

371 (.5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

pp. 391, 456-458 (8th ed.); Wain v.

Bailey, 10 A. & E. 616 ; Chamley v.

Grundy, 14 C. B. 608; Pierson

B. Hutchinson, 2 Camp. 211; Long

V. Bailie, 2 Camp. 214; Champion
V. Terry, 8 B. & B. 295; Rolt v.

Watson, 4 Bing. 273 ; Hansard v.

Robinson, 7 B. & C. 90; Rowley

V. Ball, 3 Cowen, 303; Pintard v.

Tackington, 10 Johns. 104; Wright

V. Wright, 54 N. Y. 437; Renner &.

Bank of Columbia, 9 Wheat. 581,

596, 597; McNait v. Gilbert, 3

Wend. 344; Hough v. Barton,

20 Vt. 455.

[The owner of a promissory note

can maintain an action upon it

without obtaining possession of

it, when it is in the hands of the

adverse party. Smith v. M'Clure,

5 East, 476; Garlock e. Geortner,

7 Wend. 198 ; Wright v. Wright,

54 N. Y. 437, 441; Presoott v.

Ward, 10 Allen, 203.]

" Post, S3. Ill, 448.
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holder, it willbe the same thing, whether the instrument be

destroyed or mislaid. With respect to his own security against

a demand by another holder, there may be a difference. But

how is he to be assured of the fact, either of the loss or of the

destruction of the note ? Is he to rely upon the assertion of

the holder, or to defend an action at the peril of costs ? And
if the note should afterwards appear, and a suit should be

brought against him by another holder (a fact not improbable

in case of a lost bill), is he to seek for the witnesses to prove

the loss, and to prove that the new plaintiff must have obtained

it after it became due ? Has the holder a right, by his negli-

gence or misfortune, to cast this burden upon the maker, even

as a punishment for not discharging the note on the day when
it became due ?

^

108. Common Law.— These considerations, although put in a

mere interrogatory form, present the full stress of the argu-

ment against any right of the holder to require payment, or

any duty on the part of the maker to make payment, of such

a negotiable note, alleged to be lost or destroyed, which may

1 Hansard v. Robinson, 7 B. & in case of destruction, upon the

C. 90. This case arose on a bill ground that, if the instrument

of exchange, and the reasoning of be destroyed, there is no need

Lord Tenterden, in delivering the of indemnity. Wright «. Lord

judgment of the court, is addressed Maidstone, IK. & J. 701; Piersou

to that case. But it is equally appli- u. Hutchinson, 2 Camp. p. 212;

cable to the case of a promissory Mayor v. Johnson, 3 Camp. p. 325,

note; and is so laid down in Bayley 326; Woodford ». Whiteley, M. &M.
on Bills, c. 9, pp. 369-373 (5th ed.)

;

517; Des Arts ». Leggett, 16 N. Y.

Story on Bills, ss. 447-449; Crowe 582; Thayer u. King, 15 Ohio, 242;

». Clay, 9 Ex. 604; Ramuz v. Crowe, Moore v. Fall, 42 Me. 450 ; Swift

1 Ex. 167; Wilder ». Seelye, 8 Barb. v. Stevens, 8 Conn. 431; Dean v-

408; Fells Point Savings Institution Speakman, 7 Blackf. (Ind.) 317;

V. Weedou, 18 Md. 320; Stones. State Bank v. Aersten, 4 111. 135;

Clough, 41 N. H. 290; Otisfleld ». Hearttw. Rhodes, 66 111. 351; Branch

Mayberry, 63 Me. 197; Spencer v. Bankw. Tillman, 12 Ala. 214; Aborn

Dearth, 43 Vt. 98. v. Bosworth, 1 R. I. 401 ; see Lazell

[The reasoning upon which v. Lazell, 12 Vt. 443. In Massa-

Hansard v. Robinson (7 B. & C. chusetts, destroyed bills and notes

90) proceeds seems applicable to seem to be placed on the same foot-

destroyed, as well as to lost bills ing with those that are lost. Tuttle

and notes; but, nevertheless, an v. Standish, 4 Allen, 481; McGre-

action at law can be maintained gory o. McGregory, 107 Mass. 543.]
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pass title by mere delivery. They have been thought sufficient

in England, notwithstanding some conflict of opinion, to support

the doctrine that no remedy, under such circumstances, lies at

law upon such a note, whether, at the time of the supposed loss

or destruction, the note was overdue or not ; ^ and that the true

and only remedy is in a court of equity, which, in granting

relief, can at the same time compel the holder to give to the

maker a suitable and adequate indemnity.^ Of course, as we

shall hereafter see, every consideration herein urged applies still

more forcibly to the case where payment is demanded of an in-

dorser ; for he is entitled to his recourse over against the maker.^

' [The defendant cannot take

advantage of the loss unless it is

pleaded specially ; under the gene-

ral issue, the plaintiff may show

the loss, and then give secondary

evidence of the contents of the

instrument. Blackie v. Pidding,

6 C. B. 196; Charnley v. Grundy,

14 C. B. 608. In England, although

it is not generally necessary to pro-

duce the bill or note except as evi-

dence (see Hutton v. Ward, 15 Q. B.

26) , or to deposit it in court, yet in

proceedings under the 18 & 19 Vict.

c. 67 (establishing a summary proce-

dure), the court or a judge may order

it to be deposited with an officer of the

court. 2 Arch. P. by Ch. , 12th ed.,

1107, 1108.]

" Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 369-

373 (5th ed.) ; Hansard v. Robinson,

7 B. & C. 90; Teroese v. Geray,

Finch, 301; Ex parte Greenway,

6 Ves. 812; Davis w. Dodd, 4 Taunt.

602; Davies v. Dodd, 4 Price, 176;

Wils. Ex. 110 ; Macartney ». Graham,

2 Sim. 285; see Walmsley v. Child,

1 Ves. sen. 841 ; Hopkins v. Adams,

20 Vt. 407; Crowe v. Clay, 9 Ex.

604; Ramuz v. Crowe, 1 Ex. 167.

By statute of 9 & 10 Will. 3, o. 17,

s. 3, if an inland bill be lost or mis-

carried within the time limited for

pajrment, the drawee shall give

another of the same tenor to the

holder, who, if required, shall give

security to indemnify him in case

the bill shall be found. A provi-

sion like this existed under the

French Ordinance of 1673, art. 19.

8 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 371-

373 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c.

10, p. 532 (8th ed.); Story on Bills,

s. 449; pos/, s. 445. See Tuttle ».

Standish, 4 Allen, 481, where it

was held that no action would lie

against the indorser of a lost note,

because the bond of indemnity would

not afford him adequate protection,

and give him all his rights over

against the maker and prior indors-

ers, and enable him to negotiate the

paper, if he still desired to do so on

paying it. [By the Common Law
Procedure Act, 17 & 18 Vict. o. 125,

s. 87, " in case of any action found-

ed on a bill of exchange or other

negotiable instrument, it shall be

lawful for the court or a judge to

order that the loss of such instru-

ment shall not be set up, provided

an indemnity is given, to the satis-

faction of the court or judge, or a

master, against the claims of any

other person upon such negotiable

instrument." King v. Zimmerman,
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109. The case of a promissory note payable to bearer affords

a very clear illustration of the principle thus established ; for

any person who becomes the lawful possessor of such a note,

after it has been lost, for value and without any notice of a

defect in his title, is certainly, upon principles of policy and

public convenience, entitled to the fullest protection.^ Under
such circumstances, the maker ought not to be exposed to the

risk of being liable to a double payment thereof to different

holders, which he may, upon any other rule, be compelled to

incur, and against which, from the want of evidence on his

own part, and from the varying evidences in each of the cases,

tending to charge him, he may be unable to protect himself.

110. French Law.— The French law proceeds upon a similar

distinction and principle. By tlie old law, as well as by the

modern Code of Commerce, the acceptor of a bill (and the like

rule applies to tlie maker of a promissory note) is not required,

when it is alleged to be mislaid, or lost, or destroyed, to pay

the bill, if it be payable to bearer, or to order, unless upon an

indemnity being first given to the acceptor, under the sanction

of the proper court.^ And by the old law, silently dropped in

the modern Code, it was also provided that, if the bill be pay-

able to a particular person only, then, notwithstanding the

mislaying, or loss, or destruction of the bill, payment of the

bill may be required by the acceptor without any tender of

indemnity.'

L. R., 6 C. P. 466. The provisions « Ord. of 1673, art. 18, 19; Jousse,

of this act apply to bank-notes that sur I'Ord. de 1673, art. 18, 19; Code

have been lost (M'Donnell jj. Mur- de Commerce, art. 151, 152; Par-

ray, 9 Ir. C. L. 495), and to an dessus, Droit Commercial, tom. 2,

action upon a debt for which a bill art. 408, 410, 411. Jousse, in his

has been given and lost (Ringrose v. Commentary upon the Ordinance

Blizard, 2 F. &F. 375)]. of 1678, art. 18, p. Ill, gives the

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 12, pp. 529- reason for the distinction: " Sans

531 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, donner caution. Parce qu'une lettre

s. 3, pp. 277-284 (8th ed.) ; Story de change, qui n'est point payable

on Bills, SS. 193, 194,415; Goodman a ordre, ou au porteur, mais seule-

V. Harvey, 4 A. & E. 870; Uther ». ment a un particulier, n'a point de

Rich, 10 A. & E. 784; Arbouin ». suite, et que nuUe autre personue

Anderson, 1 Q. B. 498, 504; Knight entre les mains de qui oette lettre

ij. Pugh, 4 Watts & S. 445. viendrait A tomber, ne pent s'en

2 Post, s. 111. servir qu'en vertu d'un transport

,r/'
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111. Rules in the United States.— Note cut in Halves. In

America, there has been (as has been already hinted) some

diversity of judicial opinion as to the right of the holder, at

law, to compel payment of a promissory note from the maker,

without a delivery or production thereof. In some of the

states, the affirmative has been maintained ;
^ in others, the

English doctrine prevails ;
^ and, again, in others, the holder is

que lui en aurait fait celui au profit

de qui elle est tiree. Ainsi il n'est

pas n^cessaire dans ce cas de donner

caution pour recevoir la somme en

vertu d'une seconde lettre, parce

que si apr^s I'acquittement de cette

seoonde lettre il venait une personne

avec la premiere lettre de change,

meme avec un transport de celui k

qui elle appartenait, elle n'en serait

pas plus avancee, ce transport ne

lui donnant pas plus de droit qu'en

avait son cedant, suivant cette max-

ime de droit, que nemo plus juris

potest ad alium transferre quam, ipse

hahet. (Dig. lib. 54. jf. de Regulis

Juris.) C'est pourqjioi celui, qui

aurait pay6 sur la seconde lettre,

serait decharge de payer la premi-

ere, en rapportant cette seconde let-

tre quittancee de celui h. qui elle

^tait payable." Post, s. 447.

1 Anderson v. Robson, 2 Bay

(S. C), 495; Swift v. Stevens, 8

Conn. 431; Murray v. Garret, 3

Call (Va.), 373; Renner b. Bank of

Columbia, 9 Wheat. 581 ; Peabody

V. Denton, 2 Gall. 351; Story on

Bills, s. 448. See Freeman v. Boyn-

ton, 7 Mass. 483, 486; Whitwell ti.

Johnson, 17 Mass. 449, 452; Gil-

bert V. Dennis, 8 Met. 495-497;

Fales V. Russell, 16 Pick. 315, 316;

Baker v. Wheaton, 5 Mass. 509, 512;

Jones V. Fales, 5 Mass. 101; Clark

V. Reed, 12 8m. & M. 554.

2 Rowley v. Ball, 3 Cowen, 303;

Smith V. Rockwell, 2 Hill, 482

;

Morgan v. Reintzel, 7 Cranch, 273.

See Pintard ». Tackington, 10 Johns.

104; McNair ». GUbert, 3 Wend.
344.

[In New York, by the Revised

Statutes of 1828, an action maybe
maintained upon a negotiable bill

or note that has been lost, if the

plaintiff gives a bond of indemnity

against the claims of any other per-

son, and all costs and expenses by

reason of such claim. 2 Rev. Sts.

p. 406, ss. 75, 76.] The bond must

be given before judgment can be

rendered. Desmond v. Rice, 1 Hilton,

530. [Upon a destroyed bill or note,

an action could be maintained before

this statute, and can be maintained

now, without giving indemnity.

Des Arts v. Leggett, 16 N. Y. 582.

But it was held that a recovery could

not be had under this statute, or in

equity, or otherwise, either with or

without indemnity, upon a bill that

was not produced and was in the

possession of another person who
claimed title to it adversely to the

plaintiff, by a forged indorsement

(Van Alstyne v. Commercial Bank,

4 Abb. App. Dec. (N. Y.) 449);

Grover, J., dissented, on the

ground that the bill should be

treated as a lost bill. See Berry ».

Berry, 6 Bush (Ky.), 594. In Ohio,

an action will lie upon a negotiable

note lost after maturity; but, upon
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entitled to recover at law, if he executes a suitable instrument

of indemnity.! Upon another point, also, german to this

matter, the authorities are at variance with each other. In

England it has been held that, if a promissory note payable to

bearer (as, for example, a bank-note) be cut in halves, and

one-half be lost, the holder cannot recover upon the other half

at law ; because the entire instrument must be produced, or,

such a note lost before maturity,

the only remedy is in equity.

Thayer v. King, 15 Ohio, 242. In

some states, an action can be main-

tained upon a lost note payable to

order and not indorsed or indorsed

specially, or upon a note lost after

it is due. Branch Bank v. Tillman,

12 Ala. 214; Depew v. Wheelan, 6

Blackf. (Ind.) 485; Elliott v. Wood-
ward, 18 Ind. 183; Rogers v. Mil-

ler, 5 111. 3-33 ; see Lazell v. Lazell,

12 Vt. 443; Abom v. Bosworth, 1

R. I. 401.]

' Meeker v. Jackson, 3 Yeates

(Pa.), 442; Bisbing v. Graham, 14

Penn. St. 14; Brent v. Ervin, 3

Mart. N. S. (La.) 303; Lewis v.

Petayyin, 4 Mart. N. S. (La.) 4;

Miller v. Webb, 8 La. 516; Fales

e. Russell, 16 Pick. 315, 316; Smith

V. Rockwell, 2 Hill, 482 ; Ahny v.

Reed, 10 Cush. 421; McGregory ».

McGregory, 107 Mass. 543 ; Tucker

V. Tucker, 119 Mass. 79; Bridge-

ford V. Masonville Manufacturing

Co., 34 Conn. 546; Temple v. Gove,

8 Iowa, 511; Burrows v. Goodhue,

1 G. Greene (Iowa), 48; post, s. 445.

And it was held in Torrey v. Foss,

40 Me. 74, that an action at- law

might be maintained upon a lost

note without indemnity, where the

defendant was sufficiently protected,

by the statute of limitations, against

any bona fide holder.

[In Massachusetts, although an

action at law may be maintained

upon giving indemnity, where a

simple bond will give complete pro-

tection to the defendant, yet, where

it would not be such a protection,

an action cannot be maintained.]

An action cannot be maintained

upon destroyed bank-notes that

cannot be distinguished from others

by their numbers or otherwise, be-

cause there would be no mode of

ascertaining what notes the defen-

dant was to be indemnified against

(Tower v. Appleton Bank, 8 Allen,

387); but, in Pennsylvania, an action

can be maintained in such a case,

upon giving indemnity (Hagerstown

Bank v. Adams Express Co., 45

Penn. St. 419); [and see M'Donnell

V. Murray, 9 Ir. C. L, 495, where

the action was upon lost bank-notes

identified by their numbers. And,

iu Massachusetts, an action at law

cannot be maintained upon a lost

or destroyed bill or note against an

indorser or acceptor, unless it was

made for his accommodation, be-

cause he would be entitled to the

instrument itself, to enable him to

recover against the other parties,

or to use as a voucher in his settle-

ment with the drawer; in such cases,

however, payment may be enforced

in equity upon giving suitable in-

demnity. Tuttle V. Standish, 4 Al-

len, 481; Savannah Banku. Haskins,

101 Maas. 370.]
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at least, sufficient proof given that the part which is wanting

has been destroyed, for the half which is missing may have got

into tlje hands of a bona fide holder for value, and he would

have as good a right to recover upon that, as the other holder

upon the other half.^ A different doctrine has been maintained

in some of the American states.^

112. French Law.— The law of France does not (as we

have seen), upon the subject of the loss or destruction of a

bill of exchange or promissory note, differ in substance from

that of England.^ The Code of Commerce positively declares,

that in such a case the payment thereof cannot be required,

except upon the order of the proper judge, and upon giving

security.* This order may be obtained from the proper judge,

upon application of the holder ; and if the payment should

be refused on a demand made after such order, and security

offered, the holder is entitled to, and preserves all his ordinary

rights by a regular protest.^

1 Mayor v. Johnson, 3 Camp, send to his creditor in payment of

324. Upon this occasion, Lord El- a debt, and sends one half, intend-

lenborough said: " I am of opinion ing to send the other, the property

that this action cannot be main- in the note remains in the sender

tained. It is usual and proper to until both halves have come to the

pay upon an indemnity; but pay- creditor's possession, and until then

ment cannot be enforced at law only he can require the creditor to return

by the production of an entire note, the half he has received. Smith v.

or by proof that the instrument, or Mandy, 3 E. & E. 22.]

the part of it which is wanting, ^ Bullet v. Bank of Pennsyl-

has been actually destroyed. The vania, 2 Wash. C. C. 172; Patton

half of this note taken from the v. State Bank, 2 Nott & M'C.
Leeds mail may have immediately (S. C.) 464; Hinsdale v. Bank of

got into the hands of a bona fide Orange, 6 Wend. 378; State Bank
holder for value, and he would have ». Aersten, 4 111. 135; Bank of the

as good a right of suit upon that, as United States v. Sill, 5 Conn. 106;

the plaintiffs upon the other half, see Farmers' Bank v. Reynolds, 4
which afterwards reached them. Kand. (Va.) 186.

But the maker of a promissory note

cannot be liable in respect of it to

two parties at the same time."

Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 374 (5th

ed.). But see, contra, Mossop v.

Eadon, 16 Ves. 430; Redmayne v.

Burton, 2 L. T., N. S. 324. [When a. 110.

a debtor cuts a note in halves to ° Ibid.

« Ante, 8. 110.

'•Code de Commerce, art. 151-

153, 187; Locre, Esprit du Code de

Commerce, torn. 1, pp. 478-486, art.

150-152; Fardessus, Droit Commer-
cial, torn. 2, art. 408-411; ante,
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113. Duties of the Maker.—Payment.— In the next place,

as to the duties and obligations of the maker of a promissory

note. They may be summed up in a very few words. He
undertakes to pay the money stated in the note at the time

when it becomes due, or, as the common phrase is, at jts

maturity, to the payee, or other person entitled to receive the

same, according to the tenor thereof. He is not bound to pay

the note until its maturity ; and if he pays it before, and it is

not surrendered up, he will be liable to any subsequent bonafide

holder for value without notice before it became due.^ The
maker, in case of the note being payable to bearer, or indorsed

in blank, may discharge himself by payment to any person

who is in possession of it with an apparent lawful right of

ownership.^ Mere suspicion that he may not be the lawful

holder will not exonerate the maker from payment ; but there

must be circumstances amounting to clear proof that he is a

fraudulent holder.^ If the note is payable to order, and is

indorsed, the maker, before he can safely pay it, is bound to

ascertain if the indorsement is genuine ; and, if the indorse-

ment be to a particular person, that the person producing it is

the identical person, otherwise he may be liable to pay it again

to the real and true owner.*

114. Foreign Law. — The same rule, as to the liability of

the maker of a promissory note, is recognized in the foreign

law ; for the maker incurs personally the same obligations, and

stands in the same position, as the acceptor of a bill of ex-

change; and by that law the acceptor, by his acceptance,

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 8, p. 326 498, 504; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp.

(5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 8, pp. 429, 430 (8th ed.); Story on Bills,

429,431 (8th ed.); Story on Bills, ss. 450, 451. But see Hatch v.

s. 417; post, s. 884. Searles, 2 Sm. & G. 147; on appeal,

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2, pp. 24 L. J., Ch. 22 ; Pringle v. Phillips,

129-181 (5th ed.); Miller v. Race, 5 Sandf. (N. Y.) 157; Holhrook ».

1 Burr. 452; 1 Sm. L. C, 7th ed., Mix, 1 E. D. Smith (N. Y.) 154.

526; 7th Am. ed., 597; Grant v. * Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2, pp.

Vaughan, 3 Burr. 1516; Story on 129-131, 134 (5th ed.); Chitty on

Bills, s. 450. Bills, c. 9, p. 430 (8th ed.); Id. pp.

« Goodman v. Harvey, 4 A. & E. 459-463 ; Story on Bills, ss. 450,

870; Uther v. Rich, 10 A. & E. 451.

784; Arbouin v. Anderson, 1 Q. B.
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engages to pay to the holder the full amount of the bill at

maturity ; and if he does not, the holder has a right of action

against him, as well as against the drawer. Heineccius says

:

" Trassati obligatio ex acceptatione demum nascitur, et tunc

dubium non est, ilium turn a praesentante, turn ab indossatario

conveniri posse. Et quamvis in utriusque arbitrio sit, adversus

trassatum agere malit, an adversus trassantem ;
posterius tamen

vel ideo plerumque fieri solet, quia denegata cambii acceptati

solutio argumentum plerumque evidentissimum est, trassatum

foro cessurum, et jam tum non amplius solvendo esse." ^ Simi-

lar obligations exist by the French law between the acceptor of

a bill, and the payee, and his indorsee, and every subsequent

holder thereof ; and by his acceptance the acceptor (and the

maker of a promissory note is in the same predicament) con-

tracts an obligation with them respectively, to pay the amount

of the bill at its maturity, according to the tenor therefore

;

and this obligation he incurs conjointly, and in solido, with the

antecedent parties thereto.^

115, Mights of the Payee.— In the next place, as to the

rights, duties, and obligations of the payee. Of course, he

has a right to receive payment at the maturity of the promis-

sory note, or when it becomes legally due, and at the same

time (as we have just seen) he ought to be ready to produce

and deliver up the note. He is also entitled to have it paid in

the very money or currency in which it is made payable, at its

value at the time of payment ; and he is not bound to accept

payment in any other manner.^ Thus, for example, he is

entitled ordinarily to demand payment in gold or silver at its

current value, or the standard value in the country where it is

paid or payable ; and he is not bound to receive it in bank-

notes, or in any other paper currency.* The note is also to be

paid at the place where it is made payable ; and although there

is some conflict of the authorities upon the point, it would

1 Heinecc. de Camb. c. 6, s. 5; 8 story on Bills, ss. 418, 419;
Story on Bills, s. 115. ^ogj^ gg_ 389_400.

2 Pothier, de Change, 115-117; 4 story on Bills, s. 419; Chitty
Code de Commerce, art. 118, 121, „„ Bills, o. 9, p. 433 (8th eA.); post,

140, 187; Pardessus, Droit Com- gg. 389-400.
mercial, tom. 5, art. 356, 376.
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seem, upon principle, not to be payable elsewhere ; at least, not

until a demand has first been made thereof, at the proper place

for payment.! But upon this more will be said hereafter in

^another connection.^ When the payee indorses the bill, other

rights, duties, and obligations intervene, which we shall proceed

immediately to consider.

115 a. It may be well in this connection to state, that it is

no part of the duty of the holder of a note which has been

dishonored, and due notice thereof given to the indorsers, to

sue the maker, merely because the indorsers, or any of them,

request him so to do. He has his choice in this respect to sue

whom he pleases, and all are in default to him. On the con-

trary, it is the duty of any indorser, who desires to recover or

secure the amount against any of the antecedent parties, to

pay the note himself, and thus to entitle himself to bring a suit

against such parties.^

1 Story on Bills, ss. 353-357, and

the authorities there cited.

^ Mr. Bayley says (Bayley on

Bills, 0. 7, s. 1, p. 217): " The re-

ceipt of a bill or note implies an

undertaking from the receiver to

• every party to the bill or note who
would be entitled to bring an action

on. paying.it,. to present in proper

time, the one, where necessary, for

acceptance, and each for payment;

to allow no extra time for payment;

and to give notice, without delay, to

such person, of a failure in the at-

tempt to procure a proper acceptance

or payment; and a default in any

of these respects will discharge such

person from all responsibility on

account of a non-aceeptance or non-

payment, and will, unless the bill or

note were on an improper stamp,

make it operate as a satisfaction of

any debt or demand for which it

was given." There is some confu-

sion in this passage, arising from

the fact that bills and notes are

both mixed up in the statement.

And, in truth, all that is said is

solely applicable to the drawers and

indorsers of bills, and the indorsers

of notes, for, although the maker of

a note, or the acceptor of a bill, is

an accommodation maker or ac-

ceptor for some other party thereon,

and " would be entitled to bring an

action on paying it," yet neither of

them is within the scope of the rule,

and the holder may, as to them, delay

the demand of payment as long as

he chooses, without injury to his

rights.

' Beebe v. West Branch Bank, 7

Watts & S. 375; Eaton v. Waite, 66

Me. 221. See Keaton v. Cox, 26

Ga. 162; Jones v. Tincher, 15 Ind.

308; post, a. 419.

10
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116. Modes of Transfer— Let us now proceed to the conside-

ration of the rights, duties, and obligations of the transferrer or'

indorser of a promissory note. A note may be transferred by
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mere delivery, as, for example, when it is payable to bearer,

or ft is indoi'sed in blank, and the holder is not the indorser ; or

it may be transferred by indorsement.? The rights, duties, and

obligations in each of, these cases are not the same, and there-

fore require a separate and distinct consideration.

117. Transfer by Delivery.— And, first, as to a transfer by

delivery. When a promissory note is payable to the bearer, •

and it is transferred by mere delivery without any indorsement,

the person making the transfer ceases to be a party to the note."

Under such circumstances, he does not incur the obligations or

responsibilities ordinarily belonging to an indorser.^ In other

words, where a promissory nqte is payable to the bearer, or,

being payable to the payee or order, it is indorsed in blank,

and afterwards is transferred by the holder by mere delivery

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 5, s. 1, p.

121 (5th ed.).

[A note cannot be transferred at

law for a part only of the sum re-

maining due. Hawkins ». Cardy, 1

Ld. Kaym. 360; Garth. 466; Frank

V. Kaigler, 36 Texas, 305. Such a

transfer, however, would be effec-

tual in equity, and would constii

tute the holder a trustee as' to the

part transferred. Reid v. Furnlval,

1 C. & M. 538; 5 C. & F. 499. In

Flint u. Flmt, 6 Allen, 34, it was

held that an indorsement, " Pay one

half of the within note to S. F. , and

the other half to E. B.," transferred

the note to them, and that they

could enforce payment by a joint

action. In Hughes v. Kiddell, 2

Bay (S. C.) 324, it was held that

an indorsement of a note for part,

and a subsequent indorsement for the

residue to the same person, did not

constitute a good indorsement.]

2 Ibid. ; Id. p. 368; Story on Bills,

ss. Ill, 200, 225, n.; Chitty on

Bills, c. 6, p. 271 (8th ed.) ; Id. c.

•6, pp. 245-247 (9th ed.); Thomson
on Bills, c. 3, p. 555 (2nd ed.).

' Story on Bills, s. 109- and note;

Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 3, pp. 169,

170 (5th ed."); Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

pp. 268, 269 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty,

in the 8th edition of his work on

Bills of Exchange (c. 6, p. 219), has

the following passage :

'
' And in all

cases, though no words authorizing

a transfer be inserted in a bill or

note, yet it will always have the

same operation against the party

making the transfer as if he had

power to assign ; for the act of in-

dorsing a bill is equivalent to that

of 9- new drawing; and a transfer by

mere delivery, unless where it is

otherwise agreed or understood from

the nature of the transaction, im-

poses on the person making it an

obUgatioD to his immediate assignee,

similar to that created by indorse-

ment." The latter part of this

passage is incorrect in point of law.

In the 9th edition (1840) of the same

work, edited by Chitty and Hulme,

, pt. 1, c. 6, pp. 196, 197, the whole

passage is silently dropped, and

thereby its inaccuracy impliedly

admitted.
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thereof without any indorsement, such holder is not responsible

thereon to the immediate party to whom he delivers the same,

or to any subsequent holder, upon the dishonor thereof ; for no

person, whose name is not on the note. as a party thereto, is

liable on the note, and he cannot- be deemed to undertake any

of the ordinary obligations of an iiidorser.^ By not indorsing

*it, he is generally understood to mean that he will not be re-

sponsible upon it.2 If, indeed, he undertakes to guarantee the

payment of the note upon such a delivery or transfer, he may

be liable upon such special contract ; ^ but that is collateral to

the obligations created by the "note, and is ordinarily limited to

the immediate parties thereto.* In like rhanner, if the note, in

such a case, is received by the party to whom it is delivered as

conditional payment of a precedent debt due to him, or as a con-

ditional satisfaction for any other valuable consideration then

paid by him, the holder who delivered it will,'if the note be duly

presented and dishonored, and due notice thereof be, given to

him,.be responsible to pay back the full amount of the precedent

debt or valuable consideration, although he is not directly suable

as a party to the note.^ On the other hand, the party receiving

,

1 See Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 52; Tapley ». Martens, 8 T. R. 451;

368, 369 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, Robinson v. Read, 9 B. & C. 449;

c. 5, pp. 197, 200, 201 (8th ed,) ; Id. Emly v. Lye, 15 East, 7 ; Ex parte

0. 6, pp. 262, 269-273; French v. Dickson, cited 6 T. K 142 ; ante,'ss.

Turner, 15 Ind. 59. 104, 105; post, ss. 404, 438.

' Fenn o. Harrison, 3 T. R. 757

;

[If the holder, upon a sale or dis-

Roberts v. Haskell, 20 111. 59. count or exchange of the note, trans-

' Chitty on Bills, o. 6, pp. 2.69, fers it by delivery without indorsing

270, 272 (8th ed.) ; Morris v. Stacey, it, he incurs no liability in case it is not

Holt N. P. 153. paid. Bank of England v. Newman,
* Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 268- 1 Ld. Raym. 442; Ex parte Shuttle-

271 (8th ed.); in r« Barrington and worth, 3 Ves. jun. 368; Ex parte

Burton, 2 Sch. & L. 112 ; Story on Roberts, 2 Cox, 171 ; Read o. Hutch-

Bills, ss. 215, 457. inson, 3 Camp. 352; Fydell v. Clark,

6 Chitty on Bills, 0.5, pp. 200-202 1 Esp. 447; Fenn v. Harrison, 3

(8th ed.); Id. pp. 268-271; Bayley T. R. 757. But if'the bill or note

on Bills, c. 9, pp. 363-368 (5th ed )

;

is not what was professed to be sold.

Ex parte Blackburne, 10 Ves. 204

;

as in. cases of forgery, or invalidity

Owenson v. Morse, 7 T. R. 64; for want of a stamp, the purchaser

Brown v. Kewley, 2 B. & P. 518

;

can recover the price as paid in mis-

Ward V. Evans, 2 Ld. Raym. 928; take of facts. Gumey ». Womersley,

Puokford V. Maxwell, 6 T. R. 4 E. & B. 133; Gompertz v. Bart-
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the same is bound, under such circumstances, to make due pre-

sentment of the note, and to give due notice of the dishonor

;

otherwise, by his laches, he makes the note his own, and dis-

charges the party from whom he received it from all liability for

any loss sustained thereby.^ But this we shall presently hav.e

occasion to state in more general terms.^

lett, 2 E. & B. 849; Memam v.

Woloott, 3 Allen, 258; Wilder v.

C'owles, 100 Mass. 487; Worthing-

ton V. Cowles, 112 Mass. 30; also the

cases cited post, s. 118, n. 3.]

1 Ibid. In Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s.

3, p. 169 (5th ed.), it is said: " And
a transfer by delivery only, if made
on account of an antecedent debt,

implies a similar andertaking from

the party making it to the person in

whose favor it is made ;
" that is, an

undertaking similar to that of an

indorser, or drawer of a bill. But

this is manifestly incorrect. Mr.

Chitty, in his 8th edition (1883), p.

268, quite as inaccurately stated the

same position, but afterwards imme-
diately corrected it in his text, and

stated what is now the well-consi-

dered and established doctrine. In

his 9th edition (1840), p. 244, he

says : " It has been said that a trans-

fer by mere delivery without any

indorsement, when made on account

of a pre-existing debt, or for a valu-

able consideration passing to «the

assignor at the time of the assign-

ment (and not»merely by way of

sale or exchange of paper), as where

goods are sold to him, imposes an

obligation on the person making it

to the immediate person in whose

favor it is made, equivalent to that

of a transfer by formal indorsement.

But this expression seems incorrect;

for the party transferring only by

delivery can never be sued upon the

instrument, either as if he were an

indorser, or as having guaranteed its

payment, unless he expressly did so.

The expression should be, ' that, if

the instrument should be disho-

nored, the transferrer, in such case,

is liable to pay the debt in respect,

of which he transferred it, provided

it has been presented for payment

in due time, and that due notice be

given to him of the dishonor.' A
distinction was once taken between

the transfer of a bill or check, for a

precedent debt, and for a debt aris-

ing at the time of the transfer ; and

it was held that, if A. bought goods

of B., and, at the same time gave

him a draft on a banker, which B.

took, without any objection, it would

amount to payment by A., and B.

could not resort to him, in the event

of a failure of the banker. But it

is now settled that, in such case,

unless it was expressly agreed, at

the time of the transfer, that the

assignee should take the instrument

assigned as payment, and run the

risk of its being paid, he may, in

case of default of payment by the

drawee, maintain an action against

the assignor, on the consideration of

the transfer. And where a debtor, in

payment of goods, gives an order to

pay the bearer the amount in bills

on London, and the party takes bills

for the amount, he will not, unless

Story on Bills, s. 109.
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. 118. Implied Warranty.— Still, however, unless it be ex-

pressly otherwise agreed, the holder so transferring the note is

not exempt from all obligations or responsibilities ; but he incurs

some, although they are of a limited nature. In the first place,

he warrants by implication, unless otherwise agreed, that he is

a lawful holder, and has a just and valid title to the instrumentj.

and a right to transfer it by delivery ; for this is implied as an

obligation of good faith.^ In the next place, he warrants, in the

like maimer, that the instrument is genuine, and not forged or

fictitious.^ In the next place, he warrants that he has no

knowledge of aiiy facts which prove tlie instrument, if originally

valid, to be worthless, either by the failure of the maker, or by

guilty of laches, discharge the ori- ». Parker, 50 Penn. St. 441 ; Thomp-

ginal debtor." Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

pp. 268, 269 (8th ed.) ; Id. pt. 1, c.

6, p. 244 (9th ed.); Camidge v.

AUenby, 6 B. & C. 373; Phoenix

Insurance Co. v. Allen, 11 Mich.

501. See ante, s. 104, n.

1 Story on Bills, ss. 109^111.

See Burrill v. Smith, 7 Pick. 291.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 3, p.

179 (5th ed.); Id. pp. 364, 366;

Chitty on Bills, c. 6, ^p. 269-271

(8th ed.); Id. c. 6, pp. 244-247

(9th ed.); Story on Bills, ss. Ill,

225, 419; Ellis w. Wild, 6 Mass. 321;

Young V. Adams, 6 Mass. 182;

Markle ?>. Hatfield, 2 Johns. 455;

Eagle Bank v. Smith, 5 Conn. 71;

Jones V. Ryde, 5 Taunt. 488 ; Young
V. Cole, 3 Bing. N. C. 724; Bruce

V. Bruce, 1 Marsh. (Eng.) 165;

Strange v. Ellison, 2 Bailey (S. C),

.885; Morrison v. Currie, 4 Duer

(N. Y.), 79 ; Cabot Bank v. Morton,

4 Gray, 156'; Merriam v. Wolcott,

8 Allen, 258; Aldrich v. Jackson,

5 R. I. 218; Terry v. Bissell, 26

Conn. 23 ; Thrall v. Newell, 19 Vt.

202; Hannum v. Kicbardson, 48

Vt. 508; Delaware Bank v. Janas,

20 N. Y. 226 ; Whitney v. Bank of

Potsdam, 45 N. Y. 303; Swanzey

son V. McCuUoiigh, 31 Mo. 224;

Michel V. Valentine, 10 Kob. (La.)

404; Gifeert v. West, 33 Wis. 617;

37 Wis. 115; Henderson v. Fox,

5 Ind. 489 ; Snyder v. Reno, 38 Iowa,

329; Gumey v. Womersley, 4 E. &
B. 133; Gompertz v. Bartlett, 2.E.

6 B. 849; Pooley». Brown, 31 L. J.,

C. P. 134 ; see Sneed v. Hughes, 14

Ga. 542. The contrary was held in

Maine, in Baxter v. Duren, 29 Me. 434;

[but this case was doubted in the

same court, in Hussey v. Sibley, 66

Me. 192, 196. There is, however, no

warranty of the genuineness of the

instrument, if the holder, upon trans-

ferring it, refuses to warrant its

genuineness, or if the person it is

transferred to agrees to take upon

himself the risk of its genuineness.

Bell V. Dagg, 60 N. Y. 528; Beal v.

Roberts, 113 Mass. 525; Giffert v.

West, 33 Wis. 617; 37 Wis. 115.

The implied warranty is not ex-

cluded by an indorsement without

recourse. Frazer v. D'Invilliers,

2 Penn. St. 200; Dumont». William-

son, 18 Ohio St. 515; Hannum v.

Richardson, 48 Vt. 508; Watson o.

Chesire, 18 Iowa, 202].
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its beinj* already paid, or otherwise to have become void or

defunct ; for any concealment of this nature would be a manifest

fraud.^ Thus, for example, if the instrument be a bank-note,

I Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 271

(8th ed.) ; Id. c. 6, pp. 244-249 (9th

ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 365,

366 (5th ed.); Story on Bills, s. Ill,

n. ; s. 225 and note; Fennu. Harrison,

3 T. R. 757 ; Camidge v. Allenhy,

6 B. & C. 373, 382 ; Youig v. Adams,
6 Mass. 182, 185. The following

quotation from the 9th edition (1840)

of Mr. Chitty on Bills, pp. 244-247,

edited hy;Mr. Chitty and Mr. Hulme,

shows the state of the law accdrding

to the learned author's latest opi-

nion. It occurs immediately after

the passage cited in the preceding

seq^on, a. (2). " And where a per-

son obtains money or goods on a

bank-note, navy bill, or other bill

or note, on getting it discounted,

although without indorsing it, and

it turns out to be forged, he is liable

to refund, the money to the party

from whom he received it, on the

ground that there is in general an

implied warranty that the instru-

ment is genuine; altliough there

is no guaranty implied by law, in

the party passing a note payable on

demand to bearer, that the maker

of the note is solvent at the time

when it is-so passed. And although

a party do not indorse a bill or note,

yet he may, by a collateral guaranty

or undertaking, become personally

liable. But as, on a transfer by

mere delivery, the assignor's name
is not on the instrument, there is no

privity of contract between him and

any assignee, becoming such after

the assignment by himself, and con-

seqijently no person but his immedi-

ate assignee can maintain an action

against him, and that only on the

original consideration, and not on

the bill itself. And if only one of

several partners indorse his name on

a bill, and get it discounted with a

banker, the latter cannot sue the

firm, though the proceeds of the bill

were carried to the partnership ac-

count. When a transfer by mere

delivery, without indorsement, is

made merely by way of sale of the

bill or note, as sometimes occurs;

or by exchange of it for other bills

;

or by way of discount, and not as a

security for money lent ; or where

the assignee expressly agrees to take

it in payment, and to run all risks

;

he has in general no right of action

whatever against the assignor, in

case the bill turns out to be of no

value. But there can be no doubt

that if a man assign a bill for any

sufficient consideration, knowing it

to be of no value, and the assignee

be not aware of the fact, the former

would, in all cases, be compellable

to iepay the money he had received.

And it should seem that if, on dis-

counting a .bill or note, the pro-

missory note of country bankers be

delivered after they have stopped

payment, but unknown to the par-

ties, the person taking the same,

unless guilty of laches, might recover

the amount from the discounter,

because it must be implied that, at

the time of the transfer, the notes

were capable of being received, if duly

presented for payment." Delaware

Bank v. Jarvis, 20 N. Y. 226 ; Brown v.

Montgomery, 20 N. Y. 287; Pretty-

man V. Short, 5 Harring. (Del.) 360.
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and at the time of the transfer by delivery the party knows the

bank to have become insolvent, and conceals it from the other

party, it will be deemed a fraud, and the consideration for the

transfer may be recovered back.^

119. Note of Insolvent Bank.— But another question may

arise on this subject, which involves more doubt, and has

given rise to same diversity of opinion. Suppose the instru-

ment to be a bank-note, and both parties are equally innocent,

and equally ignorant that the bank at that time has actually

failed, and, become insolvent. Under such circumstances,

which party is to bear the loss? The transferrer or the trans-

feree ? The authorities on this subject are in conflict with each

other, some maintaining that tl^e transferrer in such case must

bear the loss, and others, that it must be borne by the trans-

feree. The weight of reasoning and the weight of authority

seems to be in favor of the former ; for, as Mr. Chitty has well

remarked, it must be implied in the absence of any other

express agreement or understanding, that, at the time of \he

transfer, the bank-note would be paid, if duly presented for

payment at the bank.^

1 Ibid.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 271

(8th ed.); Id. o. 6, p. 247 (9th ed.),

and note, supra ; Id. c. 9, pp. 384,

385 (9th ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. Ill,

and note; ss. 225, 419; ante, s. 104,

and note; ;70.<!^ s. 389, and note. 'See

Camidge ». AUenby, 6 B. & C. 373;

Owenson v. Morse, 7 T. R. 64 ; Ex
parte Blackburne, 10 Ves. 204; Emly
V. Lye, 15 East, 7, 13, by Bayley, J.

In Bayard v. Shunk, 1 Watts & S.

92, in Pennsylvania, it was held,

that payment in bank-notes, after the

bank has failed, but the fact is un-

known both to payer and receiver,

is a good payment, and the loss is to

be borne by the receiver. The like

doctrine seems to have been held in

Young V. Adams, 6 Mass. 182, 185,

obiter, andin Scruggso. Gass, 8 Yerg.

(Tenn.) 175, and in Lowry v. Mur-

rell, 2 Porter (Ala.) 280. The op-

posite doctrine has been maintained

in New York, in Lightbody v. On-

tario Bank, 11 Wend. 1, affirmed on

error 18 Wend. . 101 , and in Harley v.

ThorntOn,2Hill(S. C), 509. The
latter doctrine has been supported

in New Hampshire, in Fogg v. Saw-

yer, 9 N. H. 365; Story on Bills, s.

225, and note
;
post, s. 389 ; Wain-

wright V. Webster, 11 Vt. 576; Gil-

man V. Peck, 11 "Vt. 516; Frontier

Bank ». Morse, 22 Me. 88; Timmins
V. Gibbins, 18 Q. B. 722. In Ten-

nessee, it was held that payment in

genuine bank-notes, supposed by
the parties to be good, though

worthless, is binding, and the loss

must fall upon the party receiving.

Ware v. Street, 2 Head, 609. It is

otherwise if the notes are spuaous.

Ibid. Baker v. Bonesteel, 2 Hilton
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120. Transfer by Indorsement.— In the next place, as to

transfers by indorsement. If a promissory note is originally

payable to a person or his order, there it is properly transfer-

able by indorsement. We say properly transferable, because in

no other way will the transfer convey the legal title to the

holder, so that he can, at law, hold the other parties liable to

him ex directo, whatever may be his remedy in equity.^ If

there be an assignment thereof without an indorsement, the

Rolder will thereby acquire the same rights only as he would

acquire upon an assignment of a note not negotiable.^ If by

(N. Y.), 397. Payment in notes of

a bank failed at the time is no pay-

ment. Townsends v. Bank of Kacine,

7 Wis. 185. In Texas, it was held,

that in paying bank-notes there was

an implied undertaking that they

were current, and would pass as

money. Kottwitz v. Bagby, 16

Texas, 656. In Ohio, it was held,

that the loss must fall upon the

payer of notes of a bank that had

stopped payment, if both parties

were ignorant, OiUd if they were re-

turned in a reasonable time. West-

fall V. Braley, 10 Ohio St. 188. But

in Wisconsin the failure to return

only affected the damages. Town-
sends V. Bank of Racine, 7 Wis.

185. In Indiana, a payment in ille-

gal bills was held good, if the payee

stipulated to be paid in them. Da-

kin V. Anderson, 18 Ind. 52. So,

if a creditor has received illegal bills,

and passed them at par, and the

debtor has redeemed them of the

holders. Alexander v. Byers, 19 Ind.

301.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp.

120, 121 (oth ed.); Chitty on Bills,

c. 6, p. 251 (8th ed); Id. p. 265;

Gibson V. Minet, 1 H. Bl. 605 ; Story

on Bills, s. 60 ; Clark v. Sigourney,

17 Conn. 511; Smalley v. Wight,

44 Me. 442; Haskell v. Mitchell,

58 Me. 468.

.
^ In general, in such a case, the

holder, as against the prior parties,

will, upon the transfer, have the

same rights in equity as the payee

or assignor has; that is, he may, at

law, sue the other parties thereto,

in the name of the payee or assignor,

or perhaps he may maintain a suit

in equity in his own name, ex directo,

against them. See Story on Bills,

s. 199; 2 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 1036,

1037, 1044, 1047 ; Whistler v. Fors-

ter, 14. C. B., N. S. 248; Hedges

V. Sealy, 9 Barb. 214; Patterson

V. Cave, 61 Mo. 439; Tucker v.

Tucker, 119 Mass. 79; Foss v.

Nutting, 14 Gray, 484; Nichols

a. Gross, 26 Ohio St. 425; see

Brown ». McHugh, 35 Mich. 50.

A note, sold and delivered before

maturity, but not indorsed by the

payee before it is due, or before

the indorsee has notice of a de-

fence, is subject to any defence

that might have been made against

the payee. Whistler u. Forster, 14

C. B., N. S. 248; Lancaster Bank

V. Taylor, 100 Mass. 18; Haskell

V. Mitchell, 53 Me. 468; Clark v.

Whitaker, 50 N. H. 474; Southard

B. Porter, 43 N. H. 379; contra,
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mistake, or accident, or fraud, a note has been omitted to be

indorsed upon a transfer, when it was intended that it should

be, the party may be compelled by a court of equity to make

the indorsement; and, if he afterwards becomes bankrupt,

that will not vary his right or duty to make it;, and, if he

should die, his executor or administrator will be compellable in

like manner to make it.^ The assignees of a bankrupt, under

the like circumstances, may be compelled to make an indorse-

ment of a note, transferred before his bankruptcy.^ But, in

the case of an executor, or administrator, or assignee of a

bankrupt, the doctrine is ' to be understood with this limi:

tation, that the indorsement cannot be insisted upon, except

with the qualification, that it shall not create any personal

liability of the executor, or administrator, or assignee, to pay

the note.^

121. Form of Indorsement. — In the next place, as to the

form of an indorsement. In cases where an indorsement is

necessary, as.it is upon all promissory notes payable to order,

no particular form of words is indispensable to be used. It is

generally sufficient, if there be the signature of the indorser

affixed, without any other words being used.* And if any

other wbrds are placed over, or precede the signature^ it is

sufficient, if they import a present intent to transfer the same

thereby.^ It has even been held, that the initials of the holder

Baggarly v. Gaither, 2 Jones Eq. * Ibid.; Story on Bills, ss. 195,

(N. C.) 80. And a note indorsed, 201.

but not delivered till after maturity, * Cutting v. Conklin, 28 111. 506.

is subject to all the defences between And an indorsement in blank gives

the original parties at time of de- the holder the right to fill up the

livery. Goodwin v. Davenport, 47 assignment in the usual and custo-

Me. 112. mary form. Hanoe v. Miller, 21

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 228, 111. 636.

229 (8th ed.); Id. p. 263; Bayley ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 253

on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p. 123 (5th ed.); (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 5,

Id. s. 2, pp. 136, 137; Watkins o. s. 1, p. 122 (5th ed.); Chaworth

Maule, 2 J. k W. 237, 243; Smith v. Beech, 4 Ves. 555; Partridge
jj,

?;. Pickering, Peake, 50; Malbon v. Davis, 20 Vt. 499; Adams v.

Southard, 36 Me. 147. Blethen, 66 Me. 19. An indorse-

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2, ment, " I guarantee A. 180 part of

p. 138 (5th ed.) ; i^a; ;)arte Mowbray, the within note, and assign the

1 J. & W. 428. same to him," was held a guaranty
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of a check; indorsed on the check, are sufficier^t to charge him
as indorser.i So, if tlie party intending to become the indorser

make any marks, or write any figures (as 1. 2; 8.), on tlie back

of the note, he will be chargeable as indorser.^ The word
" indorsement," in its strict sense, seems to import a writing

on the back of the note ; but it is well settled, that this is not

of part, and an assignment of the

"whole note. . Bondurant v. Bladen,

19 Ind. 160. But it has been held

that a guaranty written on the back

of a note payable to order, and
signed by the payee, is not an in-

dorsement, and does not transfer

the note, nor make the payee liable

as an indorser. Belcher v. Smith,

7 Cush. 482 ; Tuttle v. Bartholo-

mew, 12_Met. 452 ; contra, Eobitlson

V. Lair, 31 Iowa, 9.

' Merchants' Bank ». Spicer, 6

Wend. 443.

^ Brown v. Butchers' and Dro-

vers' Bank, 6 Hill, 443; George v.

Surrey, M. & M. 516. If the payee

be designated in the note by a fic-

titious name under which he does

business, he may transfer the note

by indorsement in his own name.

Bryant v. Eastman, 7 Cush. Ill

;

Taylor v. Strickland, 37 Ala. 642
;

see ante, s. 67, n. But a note

payable to the order of one person

cannot be transferred by the in-

dorsement of another, although it

were delivered to the latter for a

consideration advanced by him.

Bolles u. Stearns, 11 Cush. 320.

See ante, s. 35, n. If the note is

payable to a fictitious payee, or to a

firm that does not exist, the person

to whom the note is given may
assume and indorse such fictitious

or firm name, and pass a good title

to an innocent holder. Blodgett

u. Jackson, 40 N. H. 21. But the

indorsee must show affirmatively

that the payee is a fictitious person,

and that he was ignorant of it at

the time of taking the note. Ma-
niort V. Roberts, 4 E. D. Smith

(N. Y.),'83.

[Possession of a note by a per-

son calling himself by the name of

the payee is prima facie evidence

that he is the payee. Bulkeley v.

Butler, 2 B. & C. '434; Chafiee v.

Taylor, 3 Allen, 598; see also

Greenshields v. Crawford, 9 M. &
W. 314', Sewell v. Evans, 4 Q. B.

626; Hamber v. Roberts,'7 C.'B.

861 ; Williams v. Baker, 67 111. 238.

But it may be shown that another

person is the payee. Graves v.

American Exchange Bank, 17 N.

Y. 205; Ingraham v. Luther, 65

111. 446. If the note is payable to

a person by his trade name (e. g.,

" Stansbury Oyster Co."), evidence

is necessary to show that the plain-

tiff is the payee intended. Redmond
V. stansbury, 24 Mich. 445.] Where
the name of the payee is a name
applicable to either of two persons,

father and son, the presumption is

that the father is meant; but evi-

dence that the indorsement to the

plaintiff was made by the son, or

that the son is the plaintiff, and,

being in possession of the note, has

given instructions for bringing the

action, was evidence to rebut the

presumption. Stebbing v. Spicer,

S C. B. 827; Sweeting v. Fowler,

1 Stark. 106.
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essential.^ Oh .the contrary, it will be a good indorsement if

it be made on the face of the note ; or on another paper

annexed thereto (called in France, allonge), which is some-

times necessary, when there are many successive indorsements

to be made.2 The signature ought, in all cases, to be written

with ink, in order to prevent its defacement. But even this

has been recently held not to be indispensable, and that an

indorsement in pencil is sufficient.^ The mode of making the

indorsement, when it is by an agent, or a partner, or a feme

covert, or any other person acting officially, is precisely the

same as the signature should be in drawing a note.* In what-

ever way an indorsement may be made by the general principles

of law, unless varied by the contract of the parties, the indorser

is deemed to stand in the relation of a new drawer of a bill of

exchange, and, of course, he is affected with all the liabilities

of a drawer.^

* Heineccius says: "Id, quod

vocant 'indossamentum (das In-

dossement) quia dorso inscribi

soletu" Ileinecc. de Camb. o. 2,

s. 7. See also Pothier, de Change,

n. 22; Ex parte Yates, 2 DeG. &
J. 191; Rex v. Bigg, 1 Stra. 18;

Gibson v. Powell, 6 How. (Miss.)

60; Herring v. Woodhull, 29 111. 92.

2 Chitty on Bills, c.' 5, p. 147

(8th ed.); Id. o. 6, pp. 2.53, 262;

Pardessus,- Droit Commercial, torn.

2, art. 343; Folger v. Chase, l8 Pick.

63; post, s. 151.

8 Chitty on Bills, o. 6, p. 252

(8th ed.); Geary v. Physic, 5 B.

& C. 234; Partridge v. Davis, 20

Vt. 499; ante, s. 11.

* Ante, ss. 68-73, 87.

E Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 265-

267 (8th ed.) ; Hodges t-. Steward,

1 Salk. 125; Heylin t;. Adamson, 2

Burr. 674; Ballingalls v. Gloster,

3 East, 481; Bayley on Bills, c. 9,

p. 332 (5th ed.) ; Pothier, de Change,

n. 38; Story on Bills, s. 204.

An indorsement is not complete

nor effectual until the note has been

delivered by the indorser with the

intention of transferring the pro-

perty in it. Brind v. Hampshire,

1 M. & W. 365 ; Kex v. Lambton,

5 Price, 428 ; Ex parte Cote, L. R.

9 Ch. 27; Dann v. Norris, 24 Conn.

3-33; May-u. Cassiday, 7 Ark. 376;

Mott V. Wright, 4 Biss. . 53. A
delivery for a particular purpose

without an intention to transfer

the property is insufficient. Lloyd

V. Howard, 15 Q. B. 995; Adams
V. Jones, 12 A. & E. 455; 4 P. &
D. 174; Nutter v. Stover, 48 Me.

163; Marston v. Allen, 8 M. & W.
494; Manhattan Co. v. Reynolds,

2 Hill, 140; Bell v. Lord Ingestre,

12 Q. B. 317. And where the

payee "of a note payable to him or

order wrote his name on the back,

but made no delivery, and after his

death his executrix delivered it to

the plaintifE withjut indorsing it,

it was held that there had been no

indorsement of the note; none by

the testator because there had been
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122. Indorsements upon Blanh Forms.— Indorsements are

sometiines made upon promissory notes containing blanks, to

be afterwards filled up, and sometimes upon blank paper, which

is intended to be filled up, so as to make the party an indorser.

In all such cases, as against him, the note is to be treated

exactly as if it had been filled up before he indorsed it, and he

will be bound accordingly.^ And it will make no difference in

the rights of the holder, that he knows the facts; unless,

indeed, there should be a known fraud upon the indorser, or a

known misappropriation of the note to other purposes than

those which were intended.^

123. Transfer after Bankruptcy or Death of Holder.— As to

the rights, duties, and obligations arising from an indorsement.

We have already had occasion to consider who are competent

to become parties to promissory notes, as makers, or payees,

or indorsers, or indorsees, and it is not, therefore, necessary to

enlarge upon the topic in this place.^ Still, however, as the

no delivery, and none by the exe-

cutrix because there was no writing

by her. Bromage v. Lloyd, 1 Ex.

32 ; Clark ». Sigourney, 17 Conn.

511; Clark b. Boyd, 2 Ohio, 56.

But a constructive delivery is suffi-

cient to make the transfer complete.

Ancona v. Marks, 7 H. & N. 686;

Jenkins v. Tongue, 29 L. J., Ex.

147; Richardson v. Lincoln, 5 Met.

201 ; Fox V. Hilliard, 35 Miss. 160;

Howe V. Ould, 28 Gratt. 1. Thus,

in Lysaght ». Bryant, 9 C. B. 46,

the indorsees of a bill, who were

partners, indorsed the bill with the

name of the firm, and after it had

been so indorsed one of them held

it as agent for his father, to whom
the firm was indebted, keeping it

separate from the securities of the

firm, but, so far as appeared, without

communicating to his father the

fact of the indorsement. In an

action by the father, it was held

that there was sufficient evidence

of a delivery. See ante, s. 8, n.,

s. 56, n.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 240,

241 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 1,

S..10, p. 36 (5th ed.); Id. c. 5, s. 8,

pp. 167, 168; Snaith v. Mingay, 1

M. & S. 87; Cruchley v. Clarance,

2 M. & S. 90; Kussel v. Langstaffe,

2 Doug. 514; Usher v. Daunoey, 4

Camp. 97; Pasmore v. North, 13

East, 517; Putnam v. Sullivan, 4

Mass. 45; Mitchell v. Culver, 7

Cowen, 336; Violett v. Patton, 5

Cranch, 142; 1 Bell Comm. bk. 3,

c. 2, s. 4, p. 390 (5th ed.) ; Smith

V. Wyckoff, 3 Sandf. Ch. (N. Y.)

77; Ferguson v. Childress, 9 Humph.
(Tenn.) 882 ; Torrey v. Fisk, 10

Sm. & M. 590; Montague v. Per-

kins, 22 L. J., C. P. 187; 22 Eng.

Law & Eq. 516; see Abrahams v.

Skinner, 12 A. & E. 763; ante, s.

10, n.

2 Ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. 222.

« Ante, ss. 58-104.
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subject is'of great practical importance, it may be well to sug-

gest a few remarks : first, as to tlie persons by whom a,transfer

may be made ; and, secondly, as to the persons to whom it

may be made. In case of the bankruptcy of the 'payee, or

other liolder of a promissory notfe, all his rights of transfer of

the same become vested in his assignees, who- may by law

transfer the same in their own names. ^ In case of the death

of the payee or other holder, tlie like right exists in the exe-

cutors or administrators of the deceased ; and they may, in

their own names, transfer the note in the like manner .^ In

each of these cases, the transfer will be available, as assets, for

the benefit of the estate of the bankrupt, or pf the deceased

testator or intestate, if the note was held by him hona fide on

his own account ; and if held either positively or constructively

in trust for the benefit of third persons, the transfer will be for

their sole use.^

124. Married Women.— Infants.— In case of the marriage

of a female, who is payee or indorsee of a note, the property

thereof vests in her husband, and he becomes solely entitled

to negotiate it, as holder, and to indorse it in his own name.*

1 CMtty on Bills, <J. 6, pp. 227- Administrators, D; Com. Dig., Ad-

238 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, ministration, B 12; 2 Wms. Ex.,

s. 4, pp. 49, 50 (5th ed.); Id. c. 5, 7th ed., 947. But where a note is

s. 2, pp. 136-156. made payable to the order of several

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 225, persons described as executors or

226 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. administrators (e. g., "A. and B.,

5, s. 2, p. 136 (5th ed.) ; Id. o. 5, executors "), it is necessary, as in

s. 2, pp. 136, 137; Malbon ». South- other cases of transfer by joint

ard, 36 Me. 147; Rand v. Hubbard, holders, that all should join in the

4 Met. 252, 258; Rawlinson w. Stone; transfer. Smith v. Whiting, 9 Mass.

3 Wils. 1; Watkins u. Maule, 2 J. 334; Sanders e. Blain, 6 J.J.
& W. 237; Lucas v. Byrne, 35 Marsh. (Ky.) 446; Johnson v. Man-

Md. 485. One of several executors gum, 65 N. C. 146 ; see Keg. v.

or administrators may exercise all Winterbottom, 1 Den. C. C. 41

;

the rights of transfer that belonged post, s. 125.]

to the deceased holder. Wheeler v. ^ Ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. 195.

Wheeler, 9 Cowen, 34; Dwight v. * Ante, a. 88; Chitty on Bills, e.

Newell, 15 111. 333; Mosely v. Gray- 2, p. 26 (8th ed.); Id. c. 6, pp. 225,

don, 4 Strob. (S. C.) 7; [Sanders 226; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, pp.

V. Blain, 6 J. J. Marsh. (Ky.) 446
;

47-49 (5th ed.); Id. c. 5, s. 2, pp.

see lalso George ». Baker, 3 Allen, 135, 136; Miles v. Williams, 10

326, n.; Bao. Abr., Executors and Mod. 243, 245; M'Neilage v. Hollo-
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The same rule applies in the case of a note made payable to a

married woman after her marriage. The husband may transfer

it in his own name.^ Id case of an infant payee or indorsee

of a note, the infant may, by his indorsement (which is a void-

able act only, and not absolutely void), transfer the interest to

any subsequent holder, against all the parties to the note except

himself ; but the in'dorsement will not bind him personally, Or

bind his interest in the note.^

125. Trustees, r^ Partnerships.—-In case of a note, payable

or indorsed to a trustee for the use of a third person (such as a

note payable or indorsed to A. for the use of B.), the trustee

alone is competent to convey the legal title to the note, by a

transfer or indorsement.^ In the case of a partnership, a note

payable or indorsed to the firm may be transferred by any one

of the partners in the name of the firm,* at any time during the

continuance of the partnership. But where the partnership is

dissolved during the lifetime of the partners, neither partner

can afterwards indorse a note payable to the firm in the name
of the firm.^ But where the dissolution is by the death of one

way, 1 B. & A. 218; Arnold u.

Revoult, 1 B. & B. 443 ; Philliskirk

V. Pluckwell, 2 M. & S. 393 ; Con-

nor V. Martin, JL.Stra. 516; Bur-

rough V. Moss,' 10 B. & C. 558;

Barlow u. Bishop, 1 East, 432 ; Mil-

ler V. Delamater, 12 Wend. 433.

See Smith if. Marsaok, 6 C. B. 486,

502.

1 Ibid.

= Chitty on Bills, c. 2, s. 1, pp.

21-24 (8th ed.); Id. c. 6, p. 224;

Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 12, pp. 44-

46 (5th ed.); Id. c. 5, s. 2, p. 136;

Story on Bills, s. 196.

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 226

(8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s.

2, p. 134 (5th ed.); Evans v. Cram-

lingtpn, Carth. 5; 2 Vent. 307;

Skinn. 264. But see the dicta in

Wilson V. Holmes, 5 Mass. p. 545.

* Chitty on Bills, c. 2, p. 67 (8th

ed.); Id. c. 6, p. 226; Bayley on

Bills, c. 2, s. 6, pp. 53, 54 (5th ed.).

5 Sanford v. Miekles, 4 Johns.

224; National Bank v. Norton, 1

Hill, 572; Parker v. Macojnber, 18

Pick. 505; Fellows ». Wyman, 33

N. H. 351. Bee post, a. 239, n. ; Story

Partn. s. 322; Bayley on Bills, o. 2,

s. 6, p. 59 (5th ed.) ; Geortner v.

Trustees of Canajoharie, 2 Barb.

625. In Lewis v. Reilly, 1 Q. B.

349, it was held that, after dissolu-

tion, a bill .payable to the order of

a partnership might be indorsed by
one of the partners to a person hav-

ing notice of the dissolution. But
this case has been generally disap-

proved. 1 Lindley Partn., 3rd ed.,

423; Story Partn., 6th ed., s. 322,

and note; Smith Merc. Law, 8th

ed., 49. Notice of the dissolution

iS generally necessary to determine

the power of one partner to bind

the rest. 1 Lindley Partn., 3rd ed.,

421; Story Partn., 6th ed., s. 162;

Cony «. Wheelock, 33 Me. 366.
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partner, there the survivor may indorse a note, payable to the

firm, in his own name.^ The reason of the distinction is, that,

in the former case, the implied authority for one partner to act

for all is gone ; whereas, in the latter case, the note, or chose

in action, vests exclusively in the partner by survivorship,

although he must account therefor as a part of the assets of

the partnership.^ If a note be made payable or indorsed to

several persons not partners (as to A., B., and Q.), there the

transfer can only be by a joint indorsement of all of them.^

126. To whom Transfer may he made.— Thus far in respect

to the persons by whom the transfer of promissory notes may
be made. Let us, for a moment, consider to whom the transfer

may be made. The transfer may, of course, be made to any

person of full age, who is not otherwise incompetent. It may
also be transferred to an infant, and thereby the interest will

vest in him ; or to a feme covert, and then the interest will

vest in her husband, who thereby becomes the legal owner

thereof, and may treat it as payable to himself ; or he may, at

his election, treat it as payable to himself and his wife;* and

then, if she sui-vives her husband, he not having reduced the

same into possession, she may hold and sue upon the indorse-

ment in her own name for her own use. If the transfer be to

a person who is an idiot, or a non compos, or*a^ lunatic, there

does not seem to be any legal incapacity in holding it to be

valid in their favor, if it be clearly and unequivocally for their

benefit, as if it be a mere bounty to them. If the transfer be

to an executor or administrator, or to any person, as trustee
•

1 Jones V. Thorn, 2 Mart. N. S. with the assent of the other, Lynn
(La.) 463. and Perkins, though there was no

2 Crawshay v. Collins, 15 Ves. such firm, was held a good indorse-

218, 226; see 1 Lindley Partn. ,i3rd ment to pass the title. Cooper v.

ed., 684-686; Story Partn., 6th ed., Bailey, 52 Me. 230.

s. 342, and note. * Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s. 3, pp.
« Ihid. ; Carvick v. Viokery, 2 47-49 .(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c.

Doug. 653, n.; Story on Bills, s. 2, p. 26 (8th ed.); Id. c. 6, pp. 225,

197; Sayre ». Frick, 7 Watts & S. 238; Id. pt. 2, c. 1, p. 556; Phillis-

383; Sanders ». Blain, 6 J.J. Marsli. kirk v. Pluckwell, 2 M. & S. 393;

(Ky.) 446; Smith ». "Whiting, 9 Richards v. Richards, 2 B. & A.

Mass. 334. A note payable to the 447; Burrongh v. Moss, 10 B. & C.

order of A. J. Lynn and W. Per- 558.

kins, and indorsed by one of them,
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for another, it will operate as a transfer to them personally,

although the trust may attach upon the proceeds in their

hands.^ If the transfer be to an agent, by an indorsement of

his principal in blank, he may treat the note, as between him-

self and all the other parties except his principal, as his own,

and fill it up in his own name ; or he may hold it for his princi-

pal, and act in his name.^ If the indorsement be filled up to

the agent by the principal, then he is invested with the legal

title, as to all persons but his principal. But the principal

may at any time revoke his authority and reclaim his rights.^

127. Transfer hy or to a Bank. — In cases of promissory

notes held by banks, the question often arises, whether an

indorsement thereof by the cashier of the bank in his official

character, as, for example, indorsed by him "A. B. cashier,"

is sufficient to pass the title of the bank thereto. It is held to

be sufficient, supposing him to possess authority to pass the

title,* as he is deemed to possess it ex officio, unless prohibited

by the by-laws of the corporation.^ The same rule will apply

1 Kichards v. Richards, 2 B. &
Ad. 447.

" Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2, pp.

132-134 (5th ed); Story on Bills,

ss. 207, 224; Clerk v. Pigot, 12

Mod. 192, 193; 1 Salk. 126; 3 Kent

Com. 78-81, 89, 90; Chitty on

Bills, c. 6, pp. 255, 256 (8th ed.);

Bank of Utica v. Smith, 18 Johns.

230; Guernsey v. Burns, 25 Wend.

411; Little v. Obrien, 9 Mass. 423;

Sterling v. Marietta and Susque-

hanna Trading Co., 11 Serg. & R.

179 ; Mauran ». Lamb, 7 Cowen,

174; Banks v. Eastin, 3 Mart. N. S.

(La.) 291; Zapata v. Cifreo, 26

La. An. 87; Brigham v. Marean, 7

Pick. 40; Lovell v. Evertson, 11

Johns. 52 ; Bragg v. Greenleaf, 14

Me. 395; Lowney v. Perham, 20

Me. 235. Bat see, contra, Thatcher

V. Winslow, 5 Mason, 58; Sherwood

V. Roys, 14 Pick. 172; Wilson v.

Holmes, 5 Mass. 543, 545, by Par-

sons, C. J. But an attorney em-

ployed to collect a note does not

derive from his employment an im-

plied power to indorse it to another,

even for the purpose of collection.

White V. Hildreth, 13 N. H. 104;

Child V. Eureka Powder Works, 44

N. H. 354.

' Ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. 198.

' Folger V. Chase, 18 Pick. 63;

Northampton Bank v. Pepoon, 11

Mass. 288; Lyman ». Sherwood, 20

Vt. 42 ; Nicholas v. Oliver, 36 N. H.

218. [The indorsement of the prin-

cipal is necessary to transfer a note

payable to him, and therefore it is

presumed that, when the agent signs,

he signs in his capacity as agent.

See Okell v. Charles, 34 L. T.,

N. S. 822; Lindus v. Bradwell, 5

C. B. 583.]

^ Fleckner v. Bank of the United

States, 8 Wheat. 360, 361 ; Wild v.

Passamaquoddy Bank, 3 Mason,,

11
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to any indorsements to the cashier of a bank in the same mode,

and the note will be deemed to be transferred to the bank,i

and in cases of an indorsement to a cashier of a bank, as

cashier, as, for example, " to A. B., cashier," it is competent for

the bank to maintain a suit thereon, as upon an indorsement to

the corporation,^ or for the cashier to maintain a suit thereon

in his own name.' In like manner, an indorsement to the

Treasurer of the United States in his official character will be

deemed a transfer to the government, and may be sued on by

the government in its own name.*

128. Indorsement of Notes not Negotiable.— Promissory notes

may be non-negotiable, and payable to a particular person only,

or they may be payable to bearer, or they may be payable to

order. And each of these cases, so far as the transfer by

indorsement is concerned, may require a distinct consideration.

Where a promissory note is not negotiable, if it is indorsed by

the payee, it will be binding upon him, and may, as between

him and his immediate indorsee, possess certain rights, liabili-

ties, and obligations, capable of being enforced against him.^

But as between him and subsequent holders, either no liabilities

and obligations at all may exist at law, or very different rights,

505. See also Minor v. Mechanics' 381 ; Johnson v. Catlin, 27 Vt. 87

;

Bank, 1 Pet. 46, 70; Story on Porter v. Nekervis, 4 Rand. (Va.)

Agency, s. 114 ; Hartford Bank v. 359 ; MoHenry v. Ridgely, 3 111.

Barry, 17 Mass. 94; Maxwell ». 309; McConnel v. Thomas, 3 111.

Planters' Bank, 10 Humph. (Tenn.) 313.

507. * Dugan v. United States, 3

1 Babcock v. Beman, 11 N. Y. Wheat. 172; Irish v. Webster, 5

200; Nichols v. Frothingham, 45 Greenl. 171; The State u. Boies, 11

Me. 220; Collins v. Johnson, 16 Ga. Me. 474.

458. 6 story on Bills, ss. 60, 199, 202;

2 Commercial Bank v. French, Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 265,

21 Pick. 486 ; Barney v. Newcomb, 266 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 5,

9 Gush. 46; Rutland and Burling- s. 1, pp. 120, 121 (5th ed.); Hillo.

ton Railroad Co. «. Cole, 24 Vt. 33; Lewis, 1 Salk. 132. See White v.

Bank of Manchester v. Slason, 13 Low, 7 Barb. 204; Heifer v. Alden,

Vt. 334. But see Bank of the 3 Minn. 332. The simple indorse-

United States v. Lyman, 20 Vt. ment of a non-negotiable note is an

666 (U. S. Circuit Court) ; Johnson absolute promise to pay, not con-

V. Catlin, 27 Vt. 87; and ante, a. ditional upon demand and notice.

35, n., s. 67, n. Long ». Smyser, 3 Iowa, 266; Wil-

< Fairfield t;. Adams, 16 Pick, son v. Ralph, 3 Iowa, 450.
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i I

or qualified rights, and liabilities, and obligations only.^ In re-

spect to the immediate indorsee of the payee of a non-negotiable

note, the indorsement will ordinarily create the same liabili-

ties and obligations on the part of the payee, as the indorse-

ment of a negotiable note.^ In respect to every subsequent

1 Plimley v. Westley, 2 Bing. N.

C. 249, 251; Penny v. Innes, 1 C.

M. & R. 439. In Massachusetts,

such an indorser may be treated as

an original promisor, or as a gua-

rantor. Sweetsertj. French, 2 Cush.

309.

2 Story on Bills, ss. 119, 199,

202; Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp.

120, 121 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills,

c. 6, s. 1, p. 219 (8th ed.) ; Hill v.

Lewis, 1 Salk. 132 ; Josselyn «. Ames,

3 Mass. 274; Jones v. Fale8,4Mass.

245; Sanger v. Stimpson, 8 Mass.

260; Jones v. Witter, 13 Mass. 305;

3 Kent Com. 77 and note; Aldis

e. Johnson, 1 Vt. 136; Upham v.

Prince, 12 Mass. 14; Commercial

Bank v. Wood, 7 Watts & S. 89;

Sweetser v. French, 2 Cush. 309.

But see Smallwood ». Vernon, 1

Stra. 478; Plimley b. Westley, 2

Bing. N. C. 249, 251; Penny ».

Innes, 1 C. M. & R. 439; Parker

V. Riddle, 11 Ohio, 102. In the

case of Seymour v. Van Slyck, 8

Wend. 403, 421, the Supreme Court

of New York held that an indorse-

ment by the payee of a Jiegotiable

note was equivalent to the making

of a new note ; and that is a gua-

ranty that the note will be paid, and

a direct and positive undertaking on

the part of the indorser to pay the

note to the indorsee, and not a con-

ditional one to pay the note, if the

maker does not, upon demand and

notice. It does not appear to me
that the authorities cited by the

court upon that occasion support the

doctrine. The nearest is the case of

Smallwood ». Vernon, 1 Stra. 478;

and that is, upon its own circum-

stances, clearly distinguishable. The
preceding authorities, above cited,

are certainly the other way. The
case of Josselyn ». Ames, 3 Mass.

274, is difficult to understand, from
the imperfect manner in which it is

stated in the report. In Plimley v.

Westley, 2 Bing. N. C. 249, the

court seemed to think that the payee

of a non-negotiable note had no

authority to indorse it; and the

holder could neither sue the indor-

see, nor the indorsee the maker.

Probably the court meant (for the

report is obscure) that the last

holder could not sue the immediate

indorsee of the payee, he not being

his own immediate indorser, nor the

first indorsee the maker. This seems

regularly correct. But the court

added that, if there had been a

second stamp on the note, the in-

dorsement of the immediate indorser

to the holder might, as between

them, make such indorser liable as

the maker of a new note. But
Gwinnell «. Herbert, 5 A. & E. 438,

held, that the indorser of a negoti-

able note does not stand in the situ-

ation of a maker of a note, even

where he is not the payee thereof,

and it is not indorsed to him, and

where, consequently, his indorsee

cannot sue the original maker. Ac-

cording to our law in such a case,

he might, if there was a sufficient

consideration, be treated as a gua-
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holder, no privity or connection is, at law, created between the

payee and such holder, unless the payee, by his indorsement,

rantor to his immediate indorsee.

Post, s. 133, and the authorities

there cited. Mr. Chitty, in the 9th

edition of his work on Bills, pt. 1,

c. 12, pp. 528, 529, says: "There
is, however, one important distinc-

tion between bills and notes, as re-

gards the liability arising from an

indorsement; with respect to bills of

exchange, we have seen that every

indorser is in the nature of a new
drawer, but the indorser of a pro-

missory note does not stand in the

situation of maker relatively to his

indorsee; nor can the indorsee of a

note declare against his indorser as

maker, even where the latter has

indorsed a note not payable or in-

dorsed to him, and where, conser

quently, his indorsee cannot sue the

original maker. The distinction be-

tween the two cases is obvious: in

allowing the indorser of a bill to be

treated as a new drawer, the indor-

ser's liability is not altered ; it still

remains secondary or collateral only;

but to suffer the indorser of a note

to be charged as maker would be at

once to render the indorser's liability

primary and immediate, and to place

him in the situation of the acceptor

of a bill." For this, the author

relies on the language of the learned

court in Gwinnell v. Herbert, 5 A.

& E. 441, where, indeed, the court

seem to have relied upon a supposed

distinction between the indorser of

a note, and the drawer or indorser

of a bill. I agree that the indorser

of a note cannot properly be treated

as the maker thereof, whether he be

the payee or indorsee thereof, or a

third person. But I am unable to

perceive why he does not stand in

the same situation as the drawer or

indorser of a bill. In each case, the

indorsement creates a collateral lia-

bility only. The maker of a note,

and the acceptor of a bill, are the

primary parties to pay the same.

Every indorsement upon an accepted

bill is precisely, in effect, the same

as an indorsement of a note; and

each imports the same liability to

the holder. It is a request to the

maker or acceptor to pay the amount

to the holder, and an agreement,

upon its dishonor at maturity and

due notice of the dishonor, to pay

the same to the holder. Why, then,

is not the indorser of a note in the

very predicament of the drawer or

indorser of a bill, as to his liability

upon such dishonor?

[In Pennsylvania, if the payee of

a note that is not negotiable indorses

it, he is liable to the indorsee in the

same manner as if it were nego-

tiable, but only to his immediate

indorsee. Leidy v. Tammany, 9

Watts, 353; Raymond v. Middle-

ton, 29 Penn. St. 529. In Ohio, he

is liable as an indorser (Parker v.

Riddle, 11 Ohio, 102); the indorse-

ment of a stranger is prima facie a

guaranty (Greenough v. Smead, 3

Ohio St. 413; see post, a. 133, n.).

In Massachusetts, if the payee in-

dorse in blank, the holder may fill

the blank with a promise to pay the
,

contents of the note to him (Josselyn

V. Ames, 3 Mass. 274; Sweetser ».

French, 13 Met. 262; 2 Cush. 309;

Wareham Bank ». Lincoln, 3 Allen,

192) ; if a stranger indorse, his lia-

bility is generally determined by the
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makes it expressly payable to his indorsee or order, or he

expressly promises to pay the note to the holder in considera-

tion of the indorsement; and, therefore, such holder cannot,

except under such circumstances, bring any suit at law in his

own name against the payee, upon the dishonor of the note.^

Still, however, in such a case, such holder is not without his

remedy against the payee, and also against the maker. He
may ordinarily use the name of the payee against the maker in

an action at law, and that of the immediate indorsee of the

payee against the latter in an action at law to recover the debt.^

And, in equity, he may, without question, maintain a suit in his

own name against the maker, and against the payee, and,

indeed, against every intermediate indorser between his imme-

diate indorser and the antecedent indorsers.^

129. The reason for this doctrine is, that every indorsement

operates, in legal contemplation, between the parties thereto, as

the drawing of a bill of exchange by the indorser in favor

of the immediate indorsee. It is, in fact, a rbquest of the

same rules as are applied when the

note is negotiable (Union Bank v.

Willis, 8 Met. 504; post, s. 133, n).

In New York, if the note be in-

dorsed by the payee with the inten-

tion of being liable, or by a stranger,

he may be charged either as a maker

or upon a guaranty. Cromwell v.

Hewitt, 40 N. Y. 491 ; Richards v.

Warring, 1 Keyes (N. Y.), 576. In

Wisconsin, a stranger indorsing be-

fore the note takes effect is a maker.

Houghton V. Ely, 26 Wis. 181; Gor-

man V. Ketchum, 33 Wis. 427. In

Connecticut, the indorsement is

prima facie a guaranty that the

note is collectible by the use of due

diligence. Perkins v. Catlin, 11

Conn. 213. In Iowa, it is equivalent

to the making of a new note. Bil-

lingham v. Bryan, 10 Iowa, 317. In

Louisiana, it makes the party liable

as a surety. Cooley v. Lawrence, 4

Mart. 639. In South Carolina,

the indorsement itself creates no
liability, except according to the

actual intention of the parties. Wil-

son V. Mullen, 3 M'Cord (S. C.)

236; Benton v. Gibson, 1 Hill (S.

C.) 56. The effect of indorsements

of notes that are not negotiable is

in many cases determined by rules

similar to those applied to irregular

indorsements of negotiable notes.

Post, s. 1.33, n.]

1 Ibid. See Bircleback v. Wil-

kins, 22 Penn. St. 26.

2 Story on Bills, ss. 60, 199; Bay-

ley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p. 120 (5th

ed.) ; Jones v. Witter, 13 Mass. 305;

Grover v. Grover, 24 Pick. 261

;

Kimball v. Huntingdon, 10 Wend.
675.

= 2 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 1056,

1057 a. But see Hammond v. Mes-

senger, 9 Sim. 327; Rose v. Clarke,

1 Y. & C. C. C. 534, 548.
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indorser, that the maker (who stands in this respect very much
in the situation of an acceptor) would pay the amount to the

indorsee, or to any other holder, if the indorsement is not

restrictive.! Indeed, it may be treated, with strict propriety, as

an authority given to the indorsee to receive the money due on

the note, and also as an undertaking that it shall be paid to

him upon due presentment ; and therefore, as involving, in case

of dishonor and due notice thereof, the ordinary responsibility

of an indorser of negotiable paper.^ But the same considerations

do not applyi to a subsequent indorsee under the immediate in-

dorsee of the payee of a non-negotiable note ; for the like privity

does not necessarily exist between them.

ISOi Transfer of Chose in Action hy the Sovereign.— There

is, indeed, one exception to the general rule above stated, and

that is, where an assignment is made by or to the sovereign

or government, of a non-negotiable instrument or other debt

or chose in action ; for, in such a case, the indorsement or

assignment by or to the sovereign or government creates the

same liabilities as if the instrument were originally assignable.

The reason is, that the principle of the common laiw, which

prohibits the assignment of choses in action, is, that it shall

not be the means of stirring up and multiplying litigation

between debtors and third persons, or to enable the rich and

powerful to oppress those who are in the unfortunate state of

dependent and embarrassed debtors. Such a reason is inappli-

cable to the sovereign or government, who can never be pre-

sumed to be the abettor or minister of any injustice to the

subjects or citizens, and can have no interest but to act for

the public benefit.^

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp. Herbert, 5 A. & E. 436; Plimley ».

120, 121 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, Westley, 2 Bing. N. C. 249; ante,

c. 6, p. 219 (8th ed.) ; Id. 226

;

s. 128,.n.

Ballingalls v. Gloster, 3 East, 481

;

^ itj^

Slacum V. Pomery, 6 Cranch, 221. » Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 219

See Sraallwood v. Vernon, 1 Stra. (8th ed.); Id. p. 252; Lainbert v.

478; Van Staphorst ». Pearce, 4 Taylor, 4 B. & C. 138, 150, 151; 2

Mass. 258; Field v. Niekerson, 13 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 1039, 1040; Co.

Mass. 131, 136; Story on Bills, ss. Lit. 232 b, Butler's note(l); Pros-

107, 118, 119 ; Penny v. Innes, 1 C. ser v. Edmonds, 1 Y. & C. 499; Lord

M. & R. 489. But see Gwinnell v. Stafiord v. Bulkley, 2 Ves. sen. 171,
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131. Roman andforeign Law.— In the civil law, and in the

jurisprudence of the modern commercial nations of Conti-

nental Europe, there does not seem to have been any foundation

for such an objection to the assignment of debts ; for all debts

were, from an early period, allowed to be assigned, if not form-

ally, at least in legal effect ; and for the most part, if not in all

cases, they may be sued for in the name of the assignee.^

181; Miles v. Williams, 1 P. W.
252; United States v. Buford, 3

Pet. 12, 30; United States v. White,

2 Hill, 59.

1 Pothier has stated the old

French law upon this subject (which

does not in substance probably differ

from that of the other modern states

of Continental Europe) in very ex-

plicit terms, in his treatise on the

Contract of Sale, of which an excel-

lent translation has been made by

L. S. Gushing, Esq. The doctrines

therein stated are in many respects

so nearly coincident with those main-

tained by our courts of equity, that

I have ventured to transcribe the

following passages from Mr. Cush-

ing's work. " A credit being a per-

sonal right of the creditor, a right

inherent in his person, it cannot,

considered only according to the

subtlety of the law, be transferred

to another person, nor consequently

be sold. It may well pass to the

heir of the creditor, because the

beir is the successor of the person

and of all the personal rights of the

deceased. But, in strictness of law,

it cannot pass to a third person ; for

the debtor, being obliged towards a

certain person, cannot, by a transfer

of the credit, which is not an act of

his, become obliged towards another.

The jurisconsults have, neverthe-

less, invented a mode of transferring

credits, without either the consent

or the intervention of the debtor, —
as the creditor may exercise against

his debtor by a mandatary, as well

as by himself, the action, which

results from his credit. When he

wishes to transfer his credit to a

third person, he makes such person

his mandatary, to exercise his right

of action against the debtor ; and it

is agreed between them, thai the ac-

tion shall be exercised by the man-
datary, in the name, indeed, of the

mandator, but at the risk and on

the account of the mandatary, who
shall retain for himself all that may
be exacted of the debtor in conse-

quence of the mandate, without rend-

ering any account thereof to the

mandator. Such a mandatary is

called by the jurisconsults procura-

tor in rem suam, because he exercises

the mandate, not on account of the

mandator, but on his own. A man-
date made in this manner is, as to

its effect, a real transfer, which the

creditor makes of his credit; and if

he receives nothing from the man-

datary, for his consent that the

latter shall retain to his own use

what he may exact of the debtor, it

is a donation; if, for this authority,

he receives a sum of money of the

mandatary, it is a sale of the credit.

From which it is established in

practice, that credits may be trans-

ferred, and may be, given, sold, or

disposed of by any other title; and
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The Code of Justinian says : " Nominis autem renditio " (dis-

tinguishing between the sale of a debt, and the delegation or

it is not even necessary that the act

which contains the transfer should

express the mandate, in -which, as

has been explained, the transfer con-

sists. The transfer of an annuity

or other credit, before notice of it is

given to the debtor, is what the sale

of a corporeal thing is, before the

delivery ; in the same manner that

the seller of a corporeal thing, until

a delivery, remains the possessor and

proprietor of it, as has been estab-

lished in another place. So, until

the assignee notifies the debtor of

the assignment made to him, the

assignor is not devested of the credit

which he assigns. This is the pro-

vision of art. 108 of the Custom of

Paris: ' A simple transfer does not

devest, and it is necessary to notify

the party of the transfer, and to

furnish him with a copy of it.'

Prom which it follows, first, that,

before notice, the debtor may legally

paj' to the assignor, his creditor;

and the assignee has no action in

such case, except against the assign-

or, namely, the action ex empto, ut

prmstet ipsi habere licere ; and, con-

sequently, that he should remit to

him the sum, which he is no longer

able to exact of the debtor, who has

legally paid the debt to the assignor.

Second, that, before notice, the

creditors of the assignor may seize

and arrest that which is due from

the debtor, whose debt is assigned;

and they are preferred to the as-

signee, who has not, before such

seizure and arrest, given notice of

the assignment to him ; the assignee,

in this case, is only entitled to his

action against the assignor, namely,

the action ex empto, in order that the

latter prmstet ipsi habere licere ; and,

consequently, that he should report

to him a removal of the seizures and

arrests, or pay him the sum, which,

by reason thereof, he is prevented

from obtaining of the debtor. Third,

that if the assignor, after having

transferred a credit to a fifst as-

signee, has the bad faith to make a

transfer of it to a second, who is

more diligent than the first, to give

notice of his assignment to the

debtor, the second assignee will be

preferred to the first, saving to the

first his recourse against the as-

signor. Though the assignee noti-

fies to the debtor the assignment to

him, the assignor, in strictness of

law, remains the creditor, notwith-

standing the transfer and notice;

and the credit continues to be in

him. This results from the prin-

ciples established in the preceding

article. But quoadjuris effectus, the

assignor is considered, by the notice

of the transfer given to the debtor,

to be devested of the credit which

he assigns, and is no longer re-

garded as the owner of it; the as-

signee is considered to be so; and

therefore the debtor cannot after-

wards legally pay the assignor, and

creditors of the assignor cannot,

from that time, seize and arrest the

credit, because it is no longer con-

sidered to belong to their debtor.

Nevertheless, as the assignee, even

after notice of the transfer, is only

the mandatary, though in rem suam,

of the assignor, in whose person the

credit, in truth, resides, the debtor

may oppose to the assignee a com-
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substitution of one debtor for another, for the same debt) " et

ignorante, vel invito eo adversus quern actiones mandantur,

contrahi solet." ^ And Heineccius, after remarking that bills

of exchange are for the most part drawn payable to a person

or his order, says that, although this form be omitted, yet an

indorsement.thereof may have full effect, if the laws of the

particular country respecting exchange do not specially pro-

hibit it ; because an assignment thereof may be made without

the knowledge and against the will of the debtor ; and he

refers to the passage in the Code in proof of it.^ But he adds

(which is certainly not our law) that if the bill be drawn paya-

ble to the order of Titius, it is not to be paid to Titius, but to

his indorsee. "Tunc enim Titio solvi non potest, sed ejus

indossatario." ^ The same general doctrine as to the assigna-

bility of bills of exchange, payable to a party, but not to his

order, is affirmed in the Ordinance of France of 1673 (art. 12),

as soon as the transfer is made known to the drawee or debtor.*

pensation of what the assignor was

indebted to him, before the notice

of the assignment; which, however,

does not prevent him from oppos-

ing also a compensation of what the

assignee himself owes him ; the as-

signee being himself, non quidem ex

juris sublimate, sed juris effeclu,

credilor." Pothier on Sales, by Gush-

ing, II. 550, 555-559. The modem
French law has gotten rid of the

subtlety as to the suit being brought

in the name of the assignor upon

contracts generally; for it may now
(whatever might have been the case

formerly) be brought in the name

of the assignee, directly against the

debtor. See Trqplong, des Privil.

et Hypoth., iork. 1, n. 340-343;

Code Civil of France, art. 2112,

1689-1692; Troplong, de la Vente,

n. 879-882, 906, 913.

1 Cod. lib. 8, tit. 42, 1. 1; 1

Domat, bk. 4, tit. 4, ss. 3, 4.

2 Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 8;

Id. c. 3, ss. 21-25. Heineccius, in

a note, says, that in Frauconia and

Leipsic no assignment is of any
validity, if the formula of its being

payable to order is omitted. The
present law of France is the same,

so far as the general negotiability

of bills is concerned, and to give

them circulation, unaffected by any

equities between the payee and the

debtor, as will be seen in the sequel.

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn.

2, art. 339, p. 360; Delvincourt,

Instit. Droit Comm. tom. 1, liv.

1, tit. 7, pt. 2, pp. 114, 115. Del-

viucourt says, that the right of

a simple bill (not payable to order)

is transferable only by an act of

transfer made known to the debtor.

See also Merlin, R6pert., Lettre et

Billet de Change, ss. 4, 8, pp. 196,

252 (ed. 1827).

' Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 8.

* Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673, art.

30, p. 123. The article, and Jousse's
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Indeed, the like doctrine prevails now in Prance, not only in

cases of bills of exchange, but of contracts generally ; so that

commentary, are as follows: Art.

30, " Les billets de change, pay-

ables k un particulier y nomme, ne

seront reputes appartenir k autre,

encore qu'il y eut un transport sig-

nifi6, s'ils ne sont payables au por-

teur, ou k ordre. Les Billets de

Change. La disposition contenue

en cet article ne doit pas s'etendre

aux autres billets, paroe que suivant

le droit commun on peut disposer

des billets et promesses par obliga-

tion et transport, et que le trans-

port signifie saisit celui au profit de

qui il est fait, suivant la disposition

de Particle 108 de la Coutume de

Paris. La raison pour laquelle

I'Ordonnance d^roge ici au droit

commun, a I'^gard des billets de

change, payables a un particulier y
nomm6, et afln d'abolir I'usage des

transports et significations en cette

mati^re, qui est proprement de ne-

gooe, et ovi tout doit 6tre sommaire.

Neanmoins, en examinant plus par-

ticuli^rement le sens de cet article, il

parait, que I'esprit de I'Ordonnance

B'est pas d'abolir I'usage des trans-

ports des billets de change, qui ne

sont point payables au porteur, ou

k ordre: car il semble qu'on ne peut

emp^cher un partieulier proprietaire

d'un billet de cette espece de trans-

ferer la propriete de ce billet k celui

au profit de qui le transport aurait

ete consenti. En effet, si I'on fait

attention, que I'esprit de I'Ordon-

nance est de conserver au d^biteur,

qui a consenti des billets payables a

un particulier, les mfimes exceptions

contre les cessionnaires de ces billets,

que celles que le d^biteur lui-m6me

aurait pu opposer au creanoier, qui

en ^tait originairement proprietaire,

sans distinguer si la cession ou

transport a eti signifiee ou non, il

sera ais^ de se convaincre, que

I'Ordonnance n'a jamais eu inten-

tion d'abolir I'usage des cessions et

transports en matiere de billets de

change, qui ne sont point payables

au porteur ou k ordre, mais qu'elle

a seulement entendu marquer en cet

article la difference, qu'il y a entre

les billets payables a un particulier

y nomm6, et les billets payables au

porteur ou k ordre. Dans les billets

payables au porteur ou k ordre,

celui, qui en est le porteur, n'a pas

k craindre, que le ddbiteur puisse

lui opposer aucune exception du

chef de son c6dant, le porteur, quel

qu'il soit, en ^tant le veritable pro-

prietaire, ainsi que s'il avait etd

originairement consenti en sa fa-

veur. Mais dans les billets pay-

ables k un particulier y nomme, le

cessionnaire ne peut jamais avoir

plus de droit que ce particulier, et
'

ne peut eviter par consequent que

toutes les exceptions, qui auront pu

etre opposees a ce particulier, ou

cedant, ne puissent lui etre opposees

k lui-meme. C'est dans ce mfime

sens que les articles 18 et 19 de ce

titre distinguent au snjet du paie-

ment d'une lettre adhdree, si cette

lettre est payable k un particulier y
nomm^, ou si elle est payable au

porteur ou a ordre: le paiement dans

le premier cas pouvant etre fait sans

aucune precaution, en vertu d'une

seconde lettre ; au lieu que dans le

second cas le paiement ne peut etre

fait que par Ordonnance du Juge,

et en donuant caution."
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the assignee may now sue therefor in his own name, after the

assignment, subject, however, to all the equities subsisting

between the parties before, and at the time when, the debtor has

notice of the assignment.^ In Scotland, it has been long

settled, that the words " or order " are not necessary to make

a promissory note negotiable by indorsement, and that a note

may be effectually indorsed without them by the payee.^

132. Indorsement of Notes payable to Bearer or fictitious

Payees.— Although a note payable to bearer is, as we have

seen, transferable by mere delivery, it may also be transferred

by indorsement of the payee, or of any other subsequent

holder. In such a case, the Indorser incurs the same liabilities

and obligations as the indorser of a negotiable note payable to

1 Fardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 5, art. 313; Troplong, des

Privil. et Hypoth., tom. 1 ; Troplong,

de la Vente, n. 879-913 ; Code Civil

ol France, art. 1689-1693, 2112,

1295 ; Locr^, Esprit du Code de

Commerce, tom. 1, liv. 1, tit. 8, p.

342 ; Pothier, de Vente, n. 551-560

;

Story on Bills, s. 19; 2 Story Eq.

Jur. s. 1040 a. Mr. Chitty (on Bills,

c. 6, p. 218, 8th ed. ; Id. pt. 1, c. 6,

p. 196, 9th ed.) says: " In France

it is absolutely essential that bills be

drawn expressly payable to order,

and they must not be payable to

bearer; and it appears that the bills

were not transferable in France by

the law merchant, but by a par-

ticular ordinance. " Mr. Chitty here

probably alludes to the Ordinance

of 1673, art, 30. Now it is manifest,

from Jousse's commentary on this

very article (Jousse, sur I'Ord. de

1673, p. 123), that the article is not

only an exception to the general

law, but that it does not restrain the

assignability of such instruments, but

only leaves it open to all the equities

between the original parties. The
contrary of which is true as to bills

of exchange payable to order,

which are not open to the like

equities. Pothier (de Change, n.

221, 222) does not inculcate a diffe-

rent doctrine; but only suggests, as

one of the differences between bills

of exchange and promissory notes

payable to order, that even the latter

are not entitled to the peculiar privi-

leges of bills, but are treated as mere

simple notes (billets simples), when
the maker is not a merchant, or

banker, or state financier. Pardessus

(Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art. 313)

is to the same effect. See also Trop-

long, de la Vente, n. 879-913;

Code Civil of France, art. 1689-

1693. 2112, 1295; Locre. Esprit

du Code de Commerce, tom. 1,

liv. 1, tit. 8, p. 342; Pothier, de

Vente, n. 551-560. The modern

Code of Commerce of France (art.

110, 188) seems to require that all

bills of exchange and promissory

notes, to have the privileges appro-

priate to each, should be payable to

order.

^ Thomson on Bills, c. 1, s. 2, p.

85 (2nd ed.); Id. c. 3, p. 256; 3

Kent Com. 77, n.
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order, from many of which, in the case of a mere transfer by-

delivery, he is exempt.^ Where a note is originally payable to

bearer, and is indorsed, it would seem, upon principle, that the

holder might, as against the maker, declare upon it as bearer

or as indorsee at his election ; and this seems to be the weight

of authority, although the decisions are not, perhaps, entirely

reconcilable .2 Where a note is payable to a fictitious person or

order ("which is sometimes, althoiigh rarely, done), and it is

indorsed in the name of such fictitious person, it will be deemed

a note payable to bearer, as to all bona fide holders without

notice of the fiction, and entitle them, as against the maker

and all prior real indorsers, to the like remedy as if the bill

were payable to bearer.^ It would be otherwise, if the holders

had notice of the fiction when the bill was received.*

133. Irregular Indorsements.— In some cases it is a matter

of considerable nicety, to decide in what character a party

stands upon a promissory note, in virtue of his indorsement

thereof. It is plain that, if he is the payee of the note,

whether negotiable or not, he is (as has been already stated ^)

to be deemed regularly liable as an indorser. But, suppose he

is not the payee of the note, but he indorses it, what is the

nature and eifect of such an indorsement ? If he signs it at

the time when the note is made, then he will ordinarily be

deemed a guarantor of the note upon the footing of the original

consideration ; ^ and if he indorses it subsequently, not being

1 Story on Bills, s. 200; Bayley 175; Wilbour v. Turner, 5 Pick,

on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp. 120, 121 (5th 526.

ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 219, » Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp. 178,

220 (8th ed.) ; Waynam v. Bend, 179 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 6, p. 252; Bay-

1 Camp. 175; Brush »• Reeves, 3 ley on Bills, c. 1, s. 10, pp. 31, 32

Johns. 489; Eccles v. Ballard, 2 (5thed);Id. o. 9, p. 383; 3 Kent

M'Cord (S. C.) 388 ; Wilbour v. Com. 78; Plets v. Johnson, 3 ffiU,

Turner, 5 Pick. 526; Dole y. Weeks, 112; Story on Bills, s. 200; Blod-

4 Mass. 451 ; Gilbert v. Nantucket gett v. Jackson, 40 N. H. 21.

Bank, 5 Mass. 97; Truesdell v. * Bennet v. Farnell, 1 Camp. 130,

Thompson, 12 Met. 565; Tillman v. 133, n., 180, note c, s. 9; Hunter v.

Allies, 5 Sm. & M. 373. Jeffery, Peaks, Ad. Gas. 146 ; Cooper
2 See Bayley on Bills, c. 11, pp. v. Meyer, 10 B. & C. 468; Maniort v.

466, 467 (.5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, Roberts, 4E. D. Smith, 83.

c. 6, s. 1. p. 220 (8th ed.); 3 Kent « Ante, a. 128.

Com. 78; Waynam u. Bend, ICamp. e ^„jg^ g, 59^ ^nd note; post, ss.
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a regular indorsee from or under any of the antecedent parties,

he will, in like manner, still be deemed a guarantor, if there be

a sufficient consideration for liis indorsement ; but not other-

wise.^

463-476; 3 Kent Com. 122; Leon-
ard V. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. 29.

See Bailey v. Freeman, 11 Johns.

221 ; Nelson v. Dubois, 18 Johns.

175; D'Wolf V. Rabaud, 1 Pet. 476;

Hunt V. Adams, 5 Mass. 358; Oxford
Bant V. Haynes, 8 Pick. 428 ; Joslyn

V. Collinson, 26 111. 61; Perkins v.

Barstow, 6 R. I. 505.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 266

(8th ed.); Morley v. Boothby, 8

Bing. 107. See also Herrick v. Car-

man, 12 Johns. 159; Tillman v.

Wheeler, 17 Johns. 326; Aldridge v.

Turner, 1 Gill & J. 427; Lamou-
rieux v. Hewit, 5 Wend. 307;

Longley v. Griggs, 10 Pick. 121;

Watson B. McLaren, 19 Wend. 557;

Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385 ; Ox-
ford Bank v. Haynes, 8 Pick. 428

;

Seabury v. Hungerford, 2 Hill, 80;

Miller u. Gaston, 2 Hill, 188; Hall v.

Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233; Sylvester v.

Downer, 20 Vt. 855. See post, ss.

458-46 1 , 473-480. Under the statute

of Iowa a written guaranty of a pro-

missory note imports a consideration.

Sabin v. Harris, 12 Iowa, 87.

^Irregular Indorsements. Since

the text was written, there has been

much litigation concerning the legal

effect of an indorsement in blank

made upon a promissory note pay-

able to order by a person that, at the

time of indorsing, is not the payee

or holder; and the effect given to

such an indorsement has been diffe-

rent in different places.

In New York, when any person

signs his name in blank upon the

back of a negotiable note, the infe-

rence is that he intends to become

liable as an indorser. If a note is

payable to order, no one but the

payee can be the first indorser, and

any other person indorsing it must

be the second or a subsequent indor-

ser. Therefore, when such a note

has not been indorsed by the payee,

and another person indorses it in

blank, the legal implication, where

no other intention is shown, is that

the latter intends to become liable

as a subsequent indorser after the

payee has indorsed in the usual way
and assumed the liabilities of a first

indorser. If such subsequent indorser

pays the note, he can have recourse

to the payee as first indorser, and

the payee has no right to avoid this

liability by indorsing without re-

course to himself. The subsequent

indorser therefore comes under no

liability to the payee, nor to any one

taking the note by transfer from the

payee with notice of the circum-

stances, unless the payee first as-

sumes the liabilities of a first

indorser. Phelps v. Vischer, 50

N. Y. 69; Bacon v. Burnham, 37

N. Y. 614; Herrick v. Carman, 12

Johns. 159; Tillman v. Wheeler, 17

Johns. 326. If, however, the sub-

sequent indorser intends, by his in-

dorsement, to become a security for

the maker to the payee, or to give

him credit with the payee, then the

payee, in order to carry this inten-

tion into effect, may indorse the

note without recourse, or may prove

that it was not intended that he

should assume any liability by his
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134. Where a person makes an indorsement in blank on a

bill, it will not be construed to be a guaranty, unless where

indorsement, and may bold the note

as having come back to bim by in-

dorsement from the subsequent in-

dorser, who will then be liable to bim

in that character. The intention may
be proved by parol evidence, and

may be inferred from the circum-

stances under which the indorsement

was made, but it must be shown to

have been the intention of the per-

son making the indorsement, as well

as that of the maker and payee.

Coulter V. Richmond, 59 N. Y. 478;

Moore v. Cross, 19 N. Y. 227; Meyer

V. Hibscher, 47 N. Y. 265; Clothier

V. Adrianoe, 51 N. Y. 322; Hull v.

Marvin, 2 Thomp. & Cook, 420;

affirmed 59 N. Y. 652; Tillman v.

Wheeler, 17 Johns. 326. In all

cases, the person making such an

indorsement is liable only as an in-

dorser, and is entitled to all the

privileges of an indorser. Spies v.

Gilraore, 1 N. Y. 321; Hall v. New-

comb, 7 Hill, 416. This doctrine

seems to be the most consistent with

legal principles as well as with the

probable intentions of the parties,

and apparently it has the approval

of Mr. Justice Story in this work,

ss. 134, 480. It is also followed

in Wisconsin (Cady v. Shepard,

12 Wis. 639) ; in Tennessee (Com-

parree v. Brockway, 11 Humph.

355) ; and in Oregon (Kamm v.

Holland, 2 Oregon, 59) ; and in

Georgia was declared to be the rule

at common law; but in the last state

the subject is regulated by statute

(Collins V. Everett, 4 Ga. 266).

In England, effect is given to such

indorsements in a similar manner,'

where the indorsement is intended

as a security to the payee. Morris

V. Walker, 15 Q. B. 589; Wilders

». Stevens, 15 M. & W. 208. See

Lecaan v. Kirkman, 6 C. B., N. S.

929 ; Ex parte Yates, 2 DeG. & J.

191. In Gwinnell v. Herbert, 5 A.

& E. 436, it was determined that

the person making such an indorse-

ment could not be sued as a maker

of the note. The liability of a per-

son so indorsing a bill was consi-

dered in Matthews v. Bloxsome, 38

L. J., Q. B. 209.

In Massachusetts, an entirely dif-

ferent doctrine is established. As

no one but the payee can be the first

indorser of a note payable to order,

it was supposed that any other per-

son indorsing it for the benefit of

the maker, before it had been in-

dorsed by the payee, could not be

liable to the latter as an indorser;

and, it being evident that he in-

tended to be liable in some form, it

was determined that he should be

liable in the same manner as if an

agreement consistent with the trans-

action had been written over his

name. If his signature was on the

back of the note when it first took

efiectj or was added afterwards ia

pursuance of a previous arrange-

ment, this agreement was that he

should be liable as a maker jointly

and severally with the maker who
had signed on the face of the note,

and as a surety for the latter. Moies

V. Bird, 11 Mass. 436 ; Union Bank
V Willis, 8 Met. 504; Riley v. Ger-

rish, 9 Cush. 104; Femberton Bank

V. Lougee, 108 Mass. 371; Hawkes

c. Phillips, 7 Gray, 281. If his.

indorsement was made after the
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such a construction is indispensable to give some effect to the

indorsement, and to prevent an entire failure of the express or

note had taken efiect and under a
subsequent arrangement, the agree-

ment was a guaranty, and required

a new consideration to support it

(Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385

;

Mecorney ». Stanley, 8 Gush. 85;

Nelson v. Harrington, 16 Gray, 139

;

Green ». Shepherd, 5 Allen, 589);

and as the statute of frauds re-

quired that such an agreement or

some memorandum or note thereof

should be "in writing and signed"

by the party, it was held that the

signature without any agreement,

memorandum, or note being in

writing, and a memorandum after-

wards written over it by some one

else, in pursuance of aa implied au-

thority, might be considered as a

memorandum that was in writing

and signed by the party, within the

intent of the statute (Ulen ». Kit-

tredge, 7 Mass. 238. Compare Hodg-

kins ». Bond, 1 N. H. 284, and

Hindhaugh v. Blakeys 3 C. P. D.

136, where the contrary is held). In

the earlier cases, it seems to have

been the practice to write the proper

agreement over the signature, but

this has long since been discon-

tinued, and the agreement is im-

pUed by law; see the judgment of

the court in Union Bank v. Willis,

8 Met. 504, 505. If the note was not

intended to take e&ct in the hands

of the payee, and before its delivery

the payee indorsed it in blank above

the signature of the person that had

previously placed his name on the

back, the contract of the latter

would be that of an indorser. Clapp

V. Rice, 13 Gray, 403; Pierce v.

Mann, 17 Pick. 244. If a note is

indorsed or purports to be indorsed

in blank by the payee, a person

afterwards indorsing it is liable only

as an indorser, even though the

previous indorsement be forged.

Howe V. Merrill, 5 Cush. 80; Pres-

cott Bank o. Caverly, 7 Gray, 217.

It is not admissible to show by parol

evidence that a different liability

was intended. Wright v. Morse, 9

Gray, 337; Essex Company ». Ed-

mands, 12 Gray, 273 ; Bigelow u.

Colton, 13 Gray, 309. But evidence

is admissible to show when the sig-

nature on the back was made (Brown

V. Butler, 99 Mass. 179 ; Pearson v.

Stoddard, 9 Gray, 199 ; Essex Com-
pany u. Edmands, 12 Gray, 273, 280;

Way V. Butterworth, 108 Mass. 509)

;

and to show whether the note was
intended to take effect upon its de-

livery to the plaintiff, or only after

it had been indorsed by him (Patch

V. Washburn, 16 Gray, 82). In the

absence of other evidence, it is

presumed that the signature of a

stranger on the back of a note was

made at the same time as the note.

Union Bank ». Willis, 8 Met. 504;

Benthall v. Judkins, 13 Met. 265;

Way V. Butterworth, 108 Mass. 509.

The doctrine that a person whose

name is written on the back of a

note may, by implication of law, be

charged as a maker or upon a gua-

ranty has been often disapproved by

the court in Massachusetts as an

anoiaaly, and that court has inti-

mated that, if it were not so firmly

established, such a person might

more properly be regarded as a se-

cond indorser. Union Bank v. Willis,

8 Met. 504, 505; Essex Company v. -
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presumed contract. Thus, if a bill be negotiable, and the

payee should indorse it in blank, the indorsement will not

Edmands, 12 Gray, 273; Clapp v.

Kice, 13 Gray, 403; Stoddard v.

Penniman, 108 Mass. 366, 370. But
it has been determined that the rule

does not apply where a person in-

dorses in blank a note payable to

the maker's own order, and that

the natural interpretation of such a

transaction is that he intends to be

liable as an indorser for the maker's

accommodation, upon the maker's

placing his own indorsement first;

. and, if the maker should change the

name of the payee, so that the in-

dorser would appear to be liable as

a maker, it would be a material

alteration of the note. Stoddard v.

Penniman, 108 Mass. 366. The rule

is also inapplicable to signatures on

the back of a note payable to bearer.

Bigelow V. Colton, 13 Gray, 309.

When a person signing on the back

of a note is liable as a maker, it is

necessary to present the note to him
for payment in the same manner as

if he had signed it on its face, in

order to charge others who are in-

dorsers. Union Bank v. Willis, 8

Met. 504. By the statute of 1874,

c. 404, it was provided that " all per-

sons becoming parties to promissory

notes payable on time by a signature

in blank on the back thereof shall be

entitled to notice of the non-payment

thereof the same as indorsers."

The rule thus established in

Massachusetts has been followed, in

whole or in part, in Maine (Sturte-

vant V. Randall, 53 Me. 149, 155;

Leonard v. Wildes, 38 Me. 265; Col-

burn V. Averill, 30 Me. 310; Irish

V. Cutter, 31 Me. 536; Childs ».

Wyman, 44 Me. 433 ; Woodman v.

Boothby, 66 Me. 389); Rhode Island

(Perkins v. Barstow, 6 K. I. 505);

Delaware (Massey v. Turner, 2

Houst. 79); Maryland (Walz v.

Alback, 37 Md. 404; Ives v. Bosley,

35 Md. 262); Missouri (Powell v.

Thomas, 7 Mo. 440; Stagg v. Lin-

nenfelser, 59 Mo. 336; Chaffe ».

Memphis and North-Western Kail-

road Co., 64 Mo. 193); Michigan

(Rothschild v. Grix, 31 Mich.

150); Minnesota (Peckham v. Gil-

man, 7 Minn. 446; Rey ». Simp-

son, 22 How. (U. S.) 341); North

Carolina (Baker o. Robinson, 63

N. C. 191); South Carolina (Car-

penter V. Oaks, 10 Rich. 17; Baker

V. Scott, 5 Rich. 305) ; Texas (Cook

». Southwick, 9 Texas, 615); and

Arkansas (Killian v. Ashley, 24 Ark.

511). See also Good v. Martin, 5

Otto, 90. In New Hampshire the

same rule is applied, where a stranger

to the note places his signature on

the back at the time when the note

is made (Martin v. Boyd, 11 N. H.

385) ; but where such a person signs

his name in blank on the back of a

note after it is made, with the in-

tention of guaranteeing its payment,

it is held that he is not liable upon

his guaranty, because there is no

memorandum of the agreement, as

required by the statute of frauds,

and a memorandum afterwards writ-

ten over his name by some one else

is not sufiScient.* (Hodgkins v.

Bond, 1 N. H. 284 ; to the same

effect is Hindhaugh v. Blakey, 3

C. P. D. 136). No person can, by

such indorsement, become_/otn% lia-

ble as one of the makers, after the

note has taken effect according to
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inure as a guaranty, but simply as the contract of an indorser.

The like rule will prevail, if the indorsement is made by any

the intention of the parties, although

he agree to be so liable. Martin v.

Fales, 24 N. H. 242.

In Vermont, a stranger making
such an indorsement at any time is

prima facie a maker, but the liability

actually intended may be shown by

parol evidence. Sylvester v. Dow-
ner, 20 Vt. 355; Sandfordr. Norton,

14 Vt. 228.

In Pennsylvania, a person indors-

ing a note payable to order before

it is indorsed by the payee is an

indorser, and is not liable to the

payee, unless he signs with the in-

tention of being a security to the

payee. Taylor ». M'Cune, H Penn.

St. 460 ; Guldin v. Linderman, 34

Penn. St. 58. If such an intention

be shown, the indorsement would

be considered as an authority to

write over his signature an agree-

ment to be a surety or guarantor of

the note, upon which he would be

liable to the payee. Formerly the

agreement might have been proved

by parol evidence (Leech v. Hill,

4 Watts, 448; SchoUenberger b.

Nehf, 28 Penn. St. 189) ; but since

1855, when, by a statute copied from

the English statute of frauds, it

was provided that no action should

be brought to charge the defendant

upon a promise to answer for the

debt or default of another, unless a

memorandum of the agreement be in

writing and signed, the agreement

can only be shown by a memoran-

dum in writing ; in the absence of

such evidence, the only liability as-

sumed by a person making such an

indorsement is that of a second in-

dorser, liable to subsequent, but not

to prior, holders ; a parol authority

to the payee to indorse " without

recourse," it was held, would be a

mere evasion of the statute, and,

although the second indorser would

be liable to subsequent bona fide

holders, if the payee indorsed in

that manner, yet, if he were sued by
the payee as a subsequent holder,

he might show that the payee's in-

dorsement was made after his; an
acknowledgment in writing, after

the debt is due, satisfies the require-

ment of the statute (Jack v. Mor-
rison, 48 Penn. St. 113; Schafer v.

Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank, 59

Penn. St. 144; Wilson v. Martin,

74 Penn. St. 159; Filbert v. Fink-

beiner, 68 Penn. St. 243; Hauer v.

Patterson, 84 Penn. St. 274).

In Indiana, when a person signs

a negotiable note on the back, cre-

ating a liability in favor of the

payee, the presumption is that he

assumes the liability of an indorser

and nothing more; but it may be
shown by parol evidence that he in-

tended to be liable as a maker, and
he will then be regarded in that

character. Sill ». Leslie, 16 Ind.

236 ; Snyder v. Oatman, 16 Ind.

265; Dale v. Moffitt, 22 Ind. 113;

Bronson v. Alexander, 48 Ind. 244.

But if the payee indorses at the

same time, parol evidence is not

admissible to show that a different

contract from that of an indorser

was intended by the other. Vore

V. Hurst, 13 Ind. 551; Roberts v.

Masters, 40 Ind. 461. By reason

of the statute of frauds, it cannot

be shown by parol evidence that a.

guaranty was intended. Drake ».

12
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other person than the payee,^ for he may be well deemed as

intending to stand in the character of a second indorser after

Markle, 21 Ind. 433. The signature

on the back is presumed to have

been placed there at the date of the

note. Cecil v. Mix, 6 Ind. 478.

In New Jersey, no contract is

implied merely from the indorse-

ment of a stranger, until the note

has been indorsed by the payee

;

but parol evidence may be given to

show the real agreement ^ if he

signed, at the making of the note,

as security for the maker, he would

be a joint and several maker and

a surety; if he signed afterwards,

as security, his contract would be

a guaranty. Chaddock v. Vanness,

35 N. J. L. 517; Crozer v. Cham-
bers, 20 N. J. L. (Spencer) 256.

The rule is similar in Iowa (Fear v.

Dunlap, 1 G. Greene, 331) and Mis-

sissippi (Thomas v. Jennings, 5 Sm.

& M. 627; 13 Sm. & M. 617). In

Kentucky, formerly, no contract

other than the ordinary one of an

indorser was presumed, but evidence

that a guaranty was intended was

admissible (Kellogg v. Dunn, 2

Mete. (Ky.) 215) ; now, by the

General Statutes, 1873, c. 22, s. 14,

he incurs only the liability to which

an assignor is subject by the law of

Kentucky, except where the note is,

by s. 21, placed on the same foot-

ing as bills of exchange, viz., when
the note is payable and negotiable

at an incorporated bank in Ken-

tucky, and is indorsed to and

discounted by some such bank

(Williams v. Obst, 12 Bush (Ky.),

266).

In Ohio, the presumption is that

a stranger indorsing a note in blank

intends to guarantee the payment

of the note ; but it may be shown by

parol evidence that a different agree-

ment was intended : if it be shown

that the indorsement was made when

the note took effect, it is presumed

that he became liable as a maker

with the rights of a surety (Sey-

mour V. Mickey, 15 Ohio St. 515);

but where the object of the note is

the accommodation of the payee,

and no liability to him is intended,

such a person is prima facie a second

indorser (Greenough v. Smead, 3

Ohio St. 415). A similar rule pre-

vails in Kansas (Firman v. Blood,

2 Kansas, 496; Fuller v. Scott, 8

Kansas, 25'; compare Bradford v.

Pauly, 18 Kansas, 216).

In Illinois, the contract implied

by law is a guaranty, if the signar

ture is placed on the back of the

note before it has been negotiated,

and a contract of indorsement, if it

is placed there afterwards ; but the

contract actually intended may be

proved. The signature on the back

is presumed to have been placed

there at the making of the note.

Webster v. Cobb, 17 111. 459; White

V. Weaver, 41 111. 409; Klein v.

Currier, 14 111. 237. When a note

creates no obligation until it is in-

dorsed by the maker, as when it is

payable to his order, the presump-

tion is that another person signing

on the back intends to be liable

only as an indorser. Blatchford v.

Milliken, 35 111. 434.

In Connecticut, the contract im-

1 See Howe f. Merrill, 5 Cush. 80.
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the payee, although he was privy to the origuial considera-

tion between the drawer and the payee, and indorsed it

for the accommodation of the drawer.^ But it would have

been otherwise if the bill had not been negotiable ; for then

the indorsement would be utterly unavailable, unless as a

guaranty.^

135. Contract of Indorsement.— Passing from these consi-

derations, which apply to peculiar cases, let us now consider the

general rights, duties, and obligations arising from the indorse-

ment of promissory notes payable to a person or his order.

Indorsements may be in blanii or in full, restrictive or general,

qualified or conditional ; but of these we shall speak hereafter.^

At present, what will be here said is applicable to all indorse-

ments which are either in blank or full, and are, of course,

payable to the indorsee or order generally. The indorsement

of a note, in contemplation of law, amounts to a contract * on

the part of the indorser with and in favor of the indorsee, and

every subsequent holder, to whom the note is transferred:

plied from such an indorsement is

a guaranty that the note is collecti-

ble by the use of due diligence ; but

the actual contract may be proved.

Perkins v. Catlin, 11 Conn. 213;

Holbrook v. Camp, 38 Conn. 23;

Clark t). Merriam, 25 Conn. 576.

As to what constitutes due dili-

gence, see also Clayton o. Coburn,

42 Conn. 348.

In Alabama and California, such

an indorsement, whether regarded

strictly as an indorsement or a gua-

ranty, imposes the same liability as

a regular indorsement. Price v.

Lavender, 38 Ala. 389 ; Milton ».

De Yampert, 3 Ala. 648; Riggs ».

Waldo, 2 Cal. 48.5 ; Jones v. Good-

win, 39 Cal. 493. In Virginia, it

imports a guaranty. Watson v.

Hurt, 6 Gratt. 633, In Louisiana,

it makes the party prima facie a

surety. Collins ». Trist, 20 La.

An. 348.]

1 Seabury o. Hungerford, 2 Hill,

80; Hall v. Newcombe, 3 Hill, 233;

Ellis V. Brown, 6 Barb. 282 ; Taylor

». M'Cune, 11 Penn. St. 460; Crozer

V. Chambers, 20 N. J. L. (Spencer)

256; Pear v. Dunlap, 1 G. Greene

(Iowa) 331 ; Davis v. Barron, 13

Wis. 227.

" Ibid.; Story on Bills, s. 215;

Dalrymple v. Hillenbrand, 62 N.

Y. 5.

» Post, s. 138.

* See note, s. 146, post. [The alle-

gation of an indorsement, in an action

by an indorsee against the maker or

acceptor, means only an indorsement

that is valid as a transfer, and does

not necessarily imply that it was

sufficient to give a right of action

against the indorser. Smith v.

Johnson, 3 H. & N. 222; see

Denton o. Peters, L. K. 5 Q. B.

475.]
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(1) That the instrtiment itself and the antecedent signatures

thereon are genuine;^ (2) That he, the indorser, has a good

title to the instrument; (3) That he is competent to bind

himself by the indorsement, as indorser ; (4) That the maker is

competent to bind himself to the payment, and will, upon due

presentment of the note, pay it at maturity, or when it is due ;2

(5) That if, when duly presented, it is not paid by the maker,

he, the indorser, will, upon due and' reasonable notice given him

of the dishonor, pay the same to the indorsee or other holder.''

1 Post, ss. 380, 387; Turnbull v.

Bowyer, 40 N. Y. 456. See Turner

V. Keller, 66 N. Y. 66.

" Erwin ». Downs, 15 N. Y.

575.

s Story on Bills, ss. 108-111, 119,

127, 225, 262, and the authorities

there cited; Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

pp. 269, 270 (8th ed.); Id. pt. 2, c.

5, pp. 635, 636; Jones v. Kyde, 5

Taunt. 488; Free v. Hawkins, Holt

N. P. 550; Bruce B. Brtce, 1 Marsh.

(Eng.) 165; Murray ii. Jndah, 6

Cowen, 484; Burrill v. Smith, 7

Pick. 291, 294, 295. See Barclay

V. Weaver, 19 Penn. St.' 396;

Struthers v. Blake, 30 Penn. St.

139. These I ' cOncieive to be the

true implications of contracts re-

sulting from the act of indorsement

of a promissory note. MrJ Bayley

has not expressed himself -with his

usual clearness and precision on this

subject. In Bayley on Bills, c. 1,

s. 15, p. 48 (5th edj, it is said:

" The act of drawing a bill ihlplies

an undertaking from the drawer to

the payee, and to every other person

to whom the Ml may be afterwards

transferred, that the drawee is a

person capable of making himself

responsible' for its piayriient; that he

shall, if applied to for that purpose,

express in writing upon the bill an

undertaking to pay it when it shall

'become payable, and that he shall

then pay it; and subjects the drawer,

on a failure in any of these particu-

lars, to an action' at the suit of the

payee or holder:, The making of a

note is an express engagement of

the payee, or person to whom it shall

be transferred, to pay the money
mentioned therein, according to its

tenor." And again, in c. 5, s. 3, p.

169 (5th ed.) : " The indorsement of

a bill of note implies an undertaking

from the indorser to the person in

whose favor it is made, and to every

other person to whom the bill or

note may afterwards be transferred,

exactly similar to that which is im-

plied by drawing a bill, except that,

in the case of a note, the stipulations

with respect to the drawer's re-

sponsibility and undertaking do not

apply; and a transfer by delivery

only, if made oh account of an

antecedent debt, implies 'a similar

undertaking ffom the person mak-

ing it to the person in whose favor

it is made. And a transfer by de-

li'very, where the bill or note is sold,

may imply that it is a genuine bill.

Ari indorsement is no warrant^

that the prior indorsements are ge-

nuine. At least' it is not, in the case

of a' person who'h^s the same means
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The French law, with some not very important distinctions,

imports similar obligations on the part. of the payee, and every

of judging as the indorser, and who
uses those means and judges for

himself." Is not there a mistake in

this last passage of "drawer's,"

and should it not be drawee's ? Mr.

Chitty seems to think otherwise

;

but I think that the authorities

cited- by him do not support him.

His language is: "It has been con-

tended that an indorsement is

equivalent to a warranty that the

prior indorsements were made by

persons having competent authority.

But the court seemed to deny that

doctrine; and, though an indorse-

ment admits all prior indorsements

to have been, in fact, duly made,

yet an indorser, by his indorsement,

merely engages that the drawee will

pay, or that he, the indorser, will, on

his default, and due notice thereof,

pay the same, and which is the ex-

tent and limit of his implied con-

tract." Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p.

266 (8th ed.). He cites East India

Company v. Tritton, 3 B. & C. 280,

and the opinion of Chambre, J. , in

Smith w. Mercer, 6 Taunt. 83. The

former case was decided upon an

independent ground, that the party

accepted the bill with a knowledge

of what the agent's authority was,

and mistook its legal effect. The

latter turned upon the point that

the bill was paid by the plaintiff,

as agent of the supposed acceptor,

whose acceptance was forged; and

both parties were equally innocent

;

and the plaintiff's name was not on

the bill. In Bayley on Bills, c. 5,

p. 170 (5th ed.), it is laid down,

that " an indorsement is no war-

ranty that the prior indorsements

are genuine." But for this position

the sole reliance is on the case of

East India Company v. Tritton. In

the case of Jones v. Ryde, 5 Taunt.

488, there was a forgery, by alter-

ing the bill from £800 to £1,800.

The court held, that the plaintifE,

who had sold the bill as one for

£1,800, and who had paid the

amount of the difference to his

vendee (£1,000), was entitled to re-

cover, from his own vendor, the

like amount. In Lambert v. Pack,

1 Salk. 127; Critchlow v. Parry, 2

Camp. 182; Free v. Hawkins, Holt

N. P. 550, it was decided, that an

indorsement admitted the signatures

of the drawer and other indorsers.

If so, does it not necessarily admit

the genuineness thereof ? See Chitty

on Bills, pt. 2, c. 5, pp. 635, 636

(8th ed. 1833). In the French law,

Pardessus says that the indorser

warrants, with the other persons

whose names are on the bill, the

genuineness of the bill (la virile de

la letlre). Pardessus, Droit Com-
mercial, tom. 2, art. 347. Mr.

Chief Justice Marshall, in his opi-

nion in the great case of Ogden v.

Saunders (12 Wheat. 213, 341),

has expounded, in a masterly man-

ner, the true foundation of the im-

plications resulting by law from the

drawing and indorsing of negotiable

instruments. He says: " The lia-

bility of the drawer of a bill of

exchange stands upon the same

principle with every other implied

contract. He has received the

money of the person in whose favor
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subsequent indorsee, to the holder ; and, indeed, it declares all

the parties thereto, whether makers or indorsers, jointly and

severally bound (in solido) as guarantors or sureties to the

holder for the due payment of the note.^

136. Foreign Law.— Similar obligations exist, by the foreign

law, between the indorser and every subsequent holder of a

promissory note, as exist between the drawer and the payee of

a bill of exchange. Thus, Heineccius says :
" Is, qui cambium

the bill is drawn, and promises that

it shall be returned by the drawee.

If the drawee fail to pay the bill,

then the promise of the drawer is

broken, and for this breach of con-

tract he is liable. The same prin-

ciple applies to the indorser. His

contract is not written, but his

name is evidence of his promise

that the bill shall be paid, and of

his having received value for it.

He is, in effect, a new drawer, and

has made a new contract. The law

does not require that this contract

shall be in writing; and, in deter-

mining what evidence shall be suffi-

cient to prove it, does not introduce

new conditions not actually made

by the parties. The same reasoning

applies to the principle which re-

quires notice. The original con-

tract is not written at large. It is

founded on the acts of the parties,

and its extent is measured by those

acts. A. draws on B. in favor of

C. for value received. The bill is

evidence that he has received value,

and has promised that it shall be

paid. He has funds in the hands

of the drawer, and has a right to

expect that his promise will be per-

formed. He has also a right to

expect notice of its non-perform-

ance, because his conduct may be

materially influenced by this failure

of the drawee. He ought to have

notice that his bill is disgraced, be-

cause this notice enables him to

take measures for his own securiljy.

It is reasonable that he should stipu-

late for this notice, and the law

presumes that he did stipulate for

it. A great mass of human trans-

actions depends upon implied con-

tracts; upon contracts which are

not written, but which grow out of

the acts of the parties. In such

cases, the parties are supposed to

have made those stipulations which,

as honest, fair, and just men, they

ought to have made. When the

law assumes that they have made
these stipulations, it does not vary

their contract, or introduce new
terms into it, but declares that cer-

tain acts, unexplained by compact,

impose certain duties, and that the

parties had stipulated for their per-

formance. The difference is obvious

between this and the introduction

of a new condition into a contract

drawn out in writing, in which the

parties have expressed every thing

that is to be done by either."

1 Code de Commerce, art. 141,

187; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

tom. 2, art. 473; Pothier, de

Change, u. 61-63.
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alicui ita cessit, ut valutam a cessionario receperit, huic omnino

semper obligatus est, adeoque cessionarius vel indossatarius

actionem habet adversus indossantem ad recuperandam sortem,

proxeneticum, damna, et impensas, modo protestationem rite

interposuerit." ^

137. Indorsement in Blank. — One consequence of the doc-

trine, that by a blank indorsement the note will pass from and

by mere delivery, is, that, if the note is transmitted to an agent

for the purpose of collection or negotiation, he may either fill

up the blank, and make it payable to himself, or he may fill it

up, as agent of his principal, in the name of a third person. In

the former place, he may sue, as owner, upon the note, or

transfer it to a third person. In the latter, the indorsee

will take it without any responsibility whatever of the agent.^

Another consequence of this doctrine is, that if the note should,

after such blank indorsement, be lost, or stolen, or fraudulently

misapplied, any person, who should subsequently become the

holder of it bona fide for a valuable consideration, without

notice, would be entitled to recover the amount thereof, and

hold the same against the rights of the owner at the time of the

loss or theft.^

138. Kinds of Indorsement.— Having thus seen what are

the rights, duties, and obligations of indorsers, in cases of gene-

ral indorsements, let us now proceed to the consideration of the

different sorts of indorsements, and the different modes in

which transfers may be made of promissory notes. Indorse-

ments may be in blank or full, general or restrictive, qualified,

conditional, or absolute.* An indorsement is said to be in

1 Heineoc. de Camb. o. 6, s. 7; (7th Am. ed.) ; Barber v. Rjch-

Story on Bills, s. 116. ards, 6 Ex. 63; Grant v. Vaughan,
2 Clerk V. Pigot, 12 Mod. 192; 3 Burr. 1516 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

1 Salk. 126; Story on Bills, ss. 198, p. 277 (8th ed.); Id. o. 9, p. 429;

,

224. Story on Bills, s. 207.

8 Ibid. ; Marston v. Allen, 8 M. * Mr. Chitty has placed in his

& W. 494, 504; Bayley on Bills, text (Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 250,

c. 5, s. 2, pp. 129-131 (5th ed.)
;

251, 8th ed.) certain forms of in-

Anonymous, 1 Ld. Eaym. 738; dorsements, applicable to various

1 Salk. 126; Miller v. Race, 1 Burr, cases, which I here insert, as illus-

452; 1 Sm. L. C. 526 (7th ed.);596 trative of my own text. "James
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blank, when the name of the indorser is simply written on the

back of the note, leaving a blank over it for the insertion of

the name of the indorsee, or of any subsequent holder.^ In

such a case, while the indorsement continues blank, the note

may be passed by mere delivery, exactly as if it were payable

to bearer, and the indorsee or other holder is understood

to have full authority personally to demand payment of it,

or to make it payable, at his pleasure, to himself, or to any

other person, or his order.^ But he is not at liberty to write

Atkins," in all these forms, is

supposed to be, solely, or with his

partners, payee and first indor-

ser.

MODES OR FORMS OF INDORSE-
MENTS AND TRANSFERS.

1. First indorsement by drawer or payee
in blank.

" James Atkina."

7. Restrictive indorsement in favor of
indorsee, or aparticutar person, only.

" Pay to I. S. only,
" James Atkins."

or,

"The within most be credited to A. B.

,

" James Atkins."

2. The like by a partner.

"Atkina & Co.'

" For self and Thompson,
" James Atkins."

3. The like by an agent.
" Per procuration James Atkins.

" John Adams."

or,
" As agent for James Atkins.

" John Adams."

4. Qualified indorsement to avoid per-
sonal liability.

" James Atkins,
"anna r«cour«."

or,
" James Atkins, with intent only to

transfer my interest, and not to be sub-
ject to any liability in case of non-ac-
ceptance or non-payment."

6. Indorsement infull or special.
*' Pay John Holloway, or order,

"James Atkins."

6. Restrictive indorsement in favor of
i7idurser.

"Pay John Holloway for my use,

"James Atkins."

or,

" Pay John Holloway for my account,
" James Atkins."

8. Indorsement of a foreign Bill, dated,

stating name of indorsee, and value, and
an besoin, and sans protSt.

"Payez La Fayette frferes, ou ordre,

valeur re^ue en argent (or ' en marchan-
dises,' or ' en compte '),

" James Atkins.
" A Londres,

" 18th Jain, a.d. 1831.
" Au besoin chez Messrs. ,

" Rue , Paris.

"Retour sans ProtSt."

» Story on Bills, s. 206; Bayley

on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp. 123, 124

(5th ed.). See Adams v. Smith,

35 Me. 324.

* Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1,

pp. 123, 124 (5th ed.); Story on

BiUs, s. 207; Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

pp. 253, 255-257 (8th ed.); Peacock

V. Rhodes, 2 Doug. 683, 636 ; Mar-

ston V. Allen, 8 M. & W. 494, 504;

3 Kent Com. 89; Evans v. Gee, 11

Pet. 80; Lovell v. Evertson, 11

Johns. 52 ; Seabury v. Hungerford,

2 Hill, 80; Hall v. Newcomb, 3

Hill, 233 ; Little «. Obrien, 9 Mass.

423; 3 Kent Com. 77; Crnchley

V. Clarance, 2 M. & S. 90: Attwood
V. Griffin, Ry. & M. 425; Edie v.
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over the blank indorsement any words which shall change the

liability created by law upon the indorser, or at least none

which shall not be in exact conformity to the agreement un-

der which the indorsement was made by the indorser to the

indorsee.^

139. Full or special Indorsement. — An indorsement is said

to be a full indorsement, when it mentions the name of the

person in whose favor it is made.^ The ordinary form of a

full indorsement is, "pay to A. B. or order;" but if it be

" pay to A. B." it is deemed a general indorsement, and pay-

able to him or his order, and the latter words may be added.^

In order to make it restrictive, other words must be added, as,

for example (as we shall presently see), " pay to A. B. only."

When an indorsement is made in full, the indorsee can trans-

fer his interest in it only by his own indorsement in writing

thereon.'' But, while the first indorsement remains blank, the

note, as against the maker and the first indorser, is transfer-

able by mere delivery, notwithstanding it may have subsequent

full indorsements, if not restrictive thereof.^ But, even if the

first indorsement be full, and not restrictive, and it is after-

wards indorsed by the indorsee or by any subsequent regular

holder, in blank, any subsequent holder may take the same by

mere delivery, and make himself the immediate indorser under

the blank indorsement, by filling up the blank in his own

East India Co., 1 W. Bl. 295; 2 Fountain, 1 Stra. 557; Bull. N. P.

Burr. 1216; Orrick v. Colston, 7 275; Edie v. East India Co., 1 W.
Gratt. (Va.) 189. Bl. 295; 2 Burr. 1216; Hodges v.

1 Tenney ». Prince, 4 Pick. 385; Adams, 19 Vt. 74 ; Leavitt ». Put-

Central Bank v. Davis, 19 Pick, nam, 3 N. Y. 494.

373, 376; Kevins v. De Grand, 15 * Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 253

Mass. 436 ; Blakely v. Grant, 6 (8th ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. 208.

Mass. 386. See Awde v. Dixon, * Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1,

6 Ex. 869. pp. 124, 125 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on
" Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, Bills, c. 6, pp. 253, 255-257 (8th

p. 123 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, ed.); Story on Bills, s. 207 ; Smith

c. 6, pp. 253, 257 (8th ed.). ». Clarke, Peake, 225; 1 Esp. 180;

» Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, Walker v. Maodonald, 2 Ex. 527;

p. 128 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, Watervliet Bank ». White, 1 Denio,

c. 6, pp. 2.97, 258 (8th ed.); More 608, 612; Huie v. Bailey, 16 La.

». Manning, 1 Comyns, 311; Story 213; Gordon ». Nelson, 16 La.

on Bills, ss. 206, 210; Acheson ». 321.
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name.^ It is not desirable, however, where there are succes-

sive indorsements in blank on the note, that the holder should

fill up any of the early indorsements in his own name, as he

may thereby discharge the subsequent indorsers from all re-

sponsibility on the note, unless, indeed, he should be unable,

when a suit is to be brought upon the dishonor of the note, to

prove the signatures of the intermediate indorsers.^

140. French Law.— By the law of France, in order to pass a

valid title to a promissory note to the indorsee or holder, it is

essential that the indorsement should be subscribed by the

indorser ; that it should be dated truly (and not antedated)

;

that it should be expressed to be for value received ; and that

the name of the person to whose order it is payable should be

mentioned.^ When an indorsement contains all these particu-

lars, it is called a regular indorsement, and the title will

thereby pass to the indorsee.* If the indorsement be not

attended with these formalities, it is called an irregular in-

c. 6, pp. 255,

Thompson v.

27; Story on

1 Chitty on Bills,

256 (8th ed.). See

Robertson, 4 Johns.

Bills, ss. 207, 208.

2 Story on Bills, ss. 207, 208.

There are some advantages and

some disadvantages which practi-

cally may occur in either way. A
good pleader would undoubtedly

put into the declaration different

counts, deducing title in different

ways, according to the facts, and

his means of proving them. Thus,

if he could prove only the signature

of the first indorser, he would rely

on a count stating the plaintiff to

be his immediate indorsee. If he

could prove all the signatures of

all the indorsers, he ought to have

a count in his declaration founded

upon all of them. For, if the

plaintiff should elect to recover

upon an early blank indorsement,

he might thereby discharge all the

subsequent indorsers, or waive any

remedy against them. This might

be a serious inconvenience to him, if

there should be any dourbt of the

insolvency of such early indorser.

Great care and consideration are,

therefore, necessary to be observed

in all complicated cases of this

sort, if the holder means to rely

upon the responsibility of all the

indorsers. See Bayley on Bills, c.

11, pp. 464, 467 (5th ed.). See

Chitty on Bills, pt. 2, c. 5, pp.

628-631 (8th ed.); Id. p. 636;

Cocks V. Borradaile, cited Chitty

on Bills, 631, n. (/); Chaters ».

Bell, 4 Esp. 210; Story on Bills,

s. 190 ; Bank of America v. Senior,

11 R. I. 376.

" Code de Commerce, art. 186-

139; Pothier, de Change, n. 88-40;

Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673, tit. 5,

art. 23.

* Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 2, art. 343-350; ante, s. 131.
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dorsement, and will only operate as a simple procuration to the

indorsee, giving him authority to receive the contents.^ A
blank indorsement, therefore, is treated as an irregular indorse-

ment, and will not transfer the property to the indorsee or

holder, unless, indeed, the imperfection is cured by the indorser

before it has become the subject of some notarial or public

act, or before the indorser has become incapable.^ Still, a

blank indorsement is not without effect in Prance ; for, if the

note has been indorsed in blank, and it is then lost or stolen,

and the blank is filled up in a false or forged name, and the

maker should, without notice of the fact, pay the note to the

holder, he would be protected in so doing.^ Blank indorse-

ments seem also prohibited in many other of the continental

nations of Europe. Heineccius, on this, subject, says : " Nee
minus notari meretur, leges cambiales tantum non omnes ob

innumeras, fraudes prohibere cessiones, qu» solo subscripto

nomine fiunt, ac proinde vocantur indossamenta in bianco. Ex
his ne actio quidem datur, nisi ante prsesentationem nomen
indossatarii ab indossante inscriptum sit."*

1 Code de Commerce, art. 138; * Heineoc. de Camb. o. 2, s. 11

;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, art. Id. s. 10; Story on Bills, s. 205.

343, 353-365 ; Chitty on Bills, o. 6, The remarks of Mr. Professor Mit-

p. 251 (8th ed.) ; Pothier, de Change, termeier on this subject are equally

n. 88, 39. philosophical and striking. " L'en-

2 Pardessus, Droit Commercial, dossemeut en blanc merite une at-

torn. 2, art. 353, 354; Pothier, de tention particulifire. Un fait digne

Change, n. 41; Trimbey t>. Vignier, de remarque, c'est que, nonobstant

1 Bing. N. C. 151; ante, ss. 2, 42; les dispositions des articles 137 et

[but in Bradlaugh v. De Rin, L. R. 138, il se fait en France un grand

5 C. P. 473 (Ex. Ch.), it was de- nombre d'endosseraents en blanc,

clared that the French law was not dont les auteurs ont cependant I'in-

what, in Trimbey v. Vignier, ut su- tention de transferer la propri^t^ de

pra, it was assumed to be, and that la lettre de change. En Angleterre

a person taking by an indorsement et aux Etats-Unis, les commergants

in blank was entitled, by that law, n'ont jamais elev6 aucun doute sur

to sue upon the bill or note in his la validite d'un endossement en

own name, subject to all exceptions blanc, et les lois des Pays-Bas et

that would be available against the du Danemark le reconnaissent for-

indorser.] mellement comme valable. Aux
" Pardessus, Dx'oit Commercial, termes de la nouvelle loi hongroise,

torn. 2, art. 446, 455 ; ante, ss. un epdossement complet ne pent

2, 42. ^tre attaqu6 sous le pr^texte qu'il
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141. .General and Restrictive Indorsements. — An indorse-

ment is said to be general, or absolute, when it is in blank, or

a dt6 donnd en blanc et rempli en-

suite. La lot du royaume de Saxe,

en date du 18 juillet, 1840, recon-

nait 6galement la validity de I'en-

dossement en blanc. D'apr^s le

projet priparfi pour le royaume

de Wurtemberg, I'endossement en

blanc pent etre donne par la simple

signature de I'endosseur, et cet en-

dossement transmet la propri6te de

la lettre de change. Le projet au-

trichien admet de m^me la validite

de cet endossement. Le projet

prussien de 1838 declare, k la verity,

que I'endossement en blanc ne vaut

que comme procuration; mais les

redacteurs des motifs annexds a ce

projet ajoutent que plusieurs corpo-

rations de commergants ont fait

remarquer que les endossements en

blanc sont indispensables au com-

merce; que souvent ils sont em-

ployes pour mettre en gage une

lettre de change avant I'^ch^ance

;

et qu'on pent admettre comme r^gle

que le:signataire de I'endossement

en blanc entend donner au porteur

le droit de le remplir. Lors.de la

reception du Code de Commerce

frangais dans le grand-duch6 de

Bade, le legislateur a fait une addi-

tion a I'article 138, portant defense

au porteur d'v^n endossement en

blanc, de le remplir. Cet expos

comparatif des diverses legislations

en matiere d'endossements en blanc,

porte 4,conclur^ qu'il y a tpnjours

imprudence ou leg^ret^ de la part du

legislateur, lorsqu'il neglige d'ap-

peler a son aide I'expdrience des

hommes pratiques et qui ont pu,

dans I'usage quotidien, appr^cier le

merits et les iiitionTeuieuts d'une

disposition. On ne sanrait douter

que dtjk k une ^poque reeulee, et

anssitot que I'institution des en-

dossements eut pris quelques d6-

veloppements, les endossements en

blanc n'aient H6 d'un usage general

dans les grandes villes de commerce,

parce que cette forme d'endossement

^tait conforme k la veritable nature

de la lettre de. change, qui est de

former un titre susceptible d'une

circulation rapide et analogue a celle

du papier-monnaie. La proscrip-

tion des endossements en blanc, ou

la disposition qu'ils ne vaudront que

comme procuration, est le resultat,

d'une part, de I'application, k la

lettre de change, des principes rela-

tifs k la cession et a la necessite de

justifier de la propriete du titre;

d'autre part de la crainte des abus

et dangers auxquels les endosse-

ments en blanc peuvent donner lieu.

Le legislateur oublia que I'int^rSt des

relations commerciales exige I'appli-

cation d'endossements en blanc, et

que ces endossements font accroitre

le credit de la lettre de change ; en

effet, par ce moyen, celle-ci obtient

une circulation plus rapide, puisque

les personnes par les mains des-

quelles elle passe par I'eflet d'endos-

sements en blanc ne se soumettent

pas k I'obligation de. garantie, et

sont, par suite, plus dispos^es k

entrer dans les operations de change.

Celui qui fait escompter en blanc

une lettre de change en conserve la

propriete, • et les perils sont k ses

risques ; tandis que si I'endossement

6tait rempli, ,les perils ^ventuels

seraient aux risques de I'escomp-

teur. Aiusi s'explique pourquoi les
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filled up payable to the indorsee or his order without any

restrictive or qualifying or conditional words. An indorse-

auteurs qui se sont pen6tr6s des veri-

tables besoins du droit de change,

par exetnple M. Einert, insistent

sur la necessite de maintenir I'en-

dossement en blanc. En France,

nonobstant les dispositions qui con-

sid^rent cet endossement comme
une simple procuration, en lui re-

fusant I'effet d'operer le transport

de la propri^t^, il est d'un usage

g^n^ral, d'apres le temoignage de

tous les auteurs, et sans qu'on I'em-

ploie dans un but de fraude; des

jurisconsultes estiraables, par ex-

ample M. Horson, reconnaissent

que 1' usage du commerce a d6rog6 a

la loi. La jurisprudence des tribu-

naux fran^ais s'est declar^e en fa-

veur de 1 'usage; car elle admet que

I'endossement en blanc produit les

efEets d'un endossement parfait,

lorsque le parteur justifie qu'il en

a foumi la valeur, et que le porteur

d'un endossement en blanc peut

transferer valablement k un tiers

la propri^te de la lettre de change.

En examinant, sous le rapport le-

gislatif, s'il y a lieu ou non d'ad-

mettre I'endossement en blanc, on a

ordinairement confondu deux ques-

tions distinctes; celle de savoir si le

porteur peUt dtre contrail de se con-

tenter de cet endossement, et celle

de savoir si la loi doit sanctionner

la conv^entioA des contractants qui

sont d'aecord d'employer cette es-

p^ce' d'endossement?^ II faut li-

pondre negativement A la premiere

question', et affirmativement it la

seConde.' A la' v6rit^, le prejudice

dont le d^tenteur d'aii endossement

en blanc est menace, peut deter-

miner un negociant k rdfu^er de

s'en charger; mais la possibilite de

ce prejudice possible ne saurait en-

gager le 16gislateur k interdire un

usage qui, depuis des si^cles. a

offert des avantages aux commer-

jants; il doit s'abstenir d'autant

plus de prononcer une prohibition,

qu'elle peut 6tre plus facilement

eludee. En effet, souvent le d^ten-

teur d'un endossement en blanc le

remplit avant d'en faire usage, et

on ne saurait lui d^fendre d'operer

ce complement. A Leipzig, oO la

loi avait gfeneralement interdit I'en-

dossement en blanc, I'usage s'eu

conserva cependant, et une juris-

prudence bien entendue reconnut

au porteur le droit de remplir cet

endossement. Nous ajouterons une

derni^re consideration. Si le l^gis-

lateur veut fitre consequent, il ne

doit point s'arr^ter k moitie chemin;

il ne doit point se borner a recon-

naitre la validite de I'endossement

en blanc dans le cas od il aurait ete

rempli plus tard; il doit ^galement

statuer sur la question de savoir k

qui appartient le droit de remplir

I'endossement. En e&et, si Ton
exige que ce complement ne puisse

etre effectue que par I'endosseur

lui-meme, auteur de I'endossement

en blanc, il sera souvent impossible

de satisfaire a cette prescription.

Ainsi, lorsqu'un negociant de Paris

regoit, le 15 aout, de son corre-

spondant de New York une lettre de

change payable k Lyon le 1" sep-

tembre, il y a impossibilite de ren-

voyer I'eifet aux Etats-Unis pour

remplir I'endossement. Si I'on se

borne' k exiger d'une mani^re ab-

solue que I'eudossement soit rempli,
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ment is restrictive, when it is either expressly restrained to the

payment of the note to a particular person only, or for a par-

ticular purpose, or is made in favor of a person who cannot

make a transfer thereof to another.^

142. Omission of the Words " or Order.'^— The payee, or

indorsee, having the absolute property in the bill, and the right

of disposing of it, has the power of limiting the payment to

whom he pleases, and also the purpose to which the payment

shall be applied, and thus to restrict its negotiability.^ In

on accorde par \k mime au porteur

le droit de le remplir; mais d&s

que ce droit existe, la prescription

de la loi ne produira aucun eSet, et

on ouvrira la porte k des faits 11-

licites. Dans oet etat de choses, le

l^gislateur devra tout simplement

abandonner au libre arbitre du cora-

mergant la faculty d*employer I'en-

dossement en blanc, et de I'accepter

comme valable, s'il lui est pr6sente."

Foelix, Revue Etrang. et Frang.,

torn. 8 (1841), pp. 116-121. See

also Nouguier, des Lettres de

Change, torn. 1, pp. 273, 274, cited

ante, s. 42, n.; Id. torn. 1, pp. 279-

285. The same learned author

says, that indorsements in blank

were first introduced into France

at the commencement of the 18th

century. Nouguier, tom. 1, p. 296.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p.

125 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

pp. 259, 285 (8th ed.) ; Nicholson v.

Chapman, 1 La. An. 222 ; Story on

Bills, s. 206.

2 Mr. Chitty has remarked on

this subject: "It was once thought,

that although the indorser might

make a restrictive indorsement,

when he intended only to give a

bare authority to his agent to receive

payment, yet that he could not,

when the indorsement was intended

to transfer the interest in the bill to

the indorsee, by any act preclude

him from assigning it over to an-

other person, because, it was said,

the assignee purchases it for a valu-

able consideration, and therefore

takes it with all its privileges, quali-

ties, and advantages, the chief of

which is its negotiability. Edie v.

East India Company, 2 Burr. 1226.

In a case (Bland v. Ryan, Peake Add.

Cas. 39) before Lord Kenyon, he

do,ubted whether a bill, indorsed in

blank by A. to B., can be restrained

in its negotiability by B.'s writing

over A.'s indorsement, 'Pay the

contents to C. or order.' In a note,

the reporter has collected the cases,

showing that, in general, a restrictive

indorsement may be made, by a

subsequent holder, after an indorse-

ment in blank; but observes that

the recent cases do not establish the

right of an indorsee .in blank to

write over the indorser's name, but

only that a restrictive indorsement

may be made below an indorsement.

But the case of Clerk v. Pigot (1

Salk. 126 ; 12 Mod. 192) seems to be

an authority to prove that this may
be done. It has long been settled, on

the above principle, that an indorser

may restrain the negotiability of a

bill, by using express words to that

efieot, as by indorsing it, ' Payable

to J. S. only ;
' or, by indorsing it,
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respect to restrictive indorsements, it is proper to observe, that,

where the bill is originally negotiable, or payable to order, an

indorsement directing payment to a particular person by name,

without adding the words, " or his order," will not make it an

indorsement payable to him only, and restrain the negotiation

thereof ; for in all cases of indorsement the restriction must

arise by express words or necessary implication, to produce

such an effect.^ The reason is, that the direction to pay to a

particular person does not necessarily import that it shall not

be paid to any other person to whom he may indorse it, but

only that it shall not pass without his indorsement.* So, if a

bill is indorsed, "Pay to the order of A. B.," he may not only

indorse it, but he may, in his own name, sue and recover upon

the same, without averring that he has made no order .^

143. Restrictive Indorsement. — It is not, perhaps, easy, in

all cases, to assert what language will amount to a restrictive

indorsement, or, in other words, what language is sufficient to

show a clear intention to restrain the general negotiability of

the instrument, or the general purposes to which the indorse-

ment might otherwise entitle the indorsee to apply it. Where
the indorsement is, " Pay to A. B. only," there the word
" only " makes it clearly restrictive, and does not authorize a

' The within must be credited to [It is the same where the note is

J. S.' (Ancher v. Bank of England, overdue when the indorsement is

2 Doug. 637; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, made. Leavitt v. Putnam, 3 N. Y.

p. 258, n., 8th ed.); or by any 494.]

other words clearly demonstrating ^ Ibid.

his intention to make a restricted ^ Ibid.; Fisher e. Pomfret, Carth.

and limited indorsement. But a 403; Smith ». M'Clure, 5 East, 476;

mere omission, in the indorsement. Story on Bills, ss. 19, 56; ante, s.

of the words ' or order,' will not, in 36. Heineccius informs us that the

any case, prevent a bill from being law is different in Germany; for, in

negotiable, ad infinitum." Chitty the like case, A. B. has no right to

on Bills, 0. 6, pp. 260, 261 (8th ed.). receive payment, but can only in-

See Soares ». Glyn, 8 Q. B. 24. dorse it. " Quin aliquando et in-

^ Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 257, vitus alii cambium cedere tenetur si

258 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 5, illi inest clausula, der Herr zahle an

s. 1, p. 128 (5th ed.); More v. Man- Titii Ordre. Tunc enim Titio solvi

ning, I Coaiyns, 311; Acheson v. non protest, sed ejus indossatario."

Fountain, 1 Stra. 557; Edie v. East Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, s. 8; Story

India Company, 1 Wm. Bl. 295; 2 on Bills, ss. 19, 56, 206, n.

Burr. 1216; Story on Bills, s. 210.
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payment or indorsement to any other party .^ So, if a bill

should be indorsed, " The -within to be credited to A. B. ;

" ^

or, " Pay the within to A. B. for my use ;
" ^ or, " Pay the

within to A. B. for the use of CD.,"* it would be deemed a

restrictive indorsement, so far as to restrain the negotiability,

except for the very purposes indicated in the indorsement.^ In

every such case, tlierefore, although the bill may be negotiated

by the indorsee, yet every subsequent holder must receive the

money, subject to the original designated appropria,tion thereof

;

and if he voluntarily assents to, or aids in, any other appropri-

ation, it will be a wrongful conversion thereof, for which he

will be responsible.^

144. French Law.— The French law, in like manner, recog-

nizes the right of the indorser to make a restrictive indorse-

ment. This is usually done by a direction, " Pay on my account

to such a one " {Pour moi paierez a un tel) ; in which case, the

payment can be made only to the person designated.' If it is

intended to clothe the party with authority to procure payment

through any other person, then the words are added, " or to

his order " (om d son orAre) ; and in that event, and in that

only, the bill may be negotiated to a third person, but still for

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 258-261, of the payee. Leary v. Blanchard^

263, 264 (8th ed.) ; Anoher ». Bank 48 Me. 269.

of England, 2 Doug. 637, 638; Bay- * Ibid,; Treuttel v. Barandon, 8

ley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp. 125, 126 Taunt. 100.

(5th ed.) ; Edie «. East India Com- ^ [An indorsement to A. B.,

pany, 2 Burr. 1216, 1227; Power " value in account with the Oriental

V. Finnie, 4 Call (Va.) 411 ; 1 Bell Bank," is hot a restrictive indorse-

Comm., bk. 3, s. 4,^ pp. 401, 402 ment. Murrow v. Stuart, 8 Moore

(5th ed.). P. C. 267; Buckley o. Jackson, L.

2 Ibid. ; Anchor v. Bank of Eng- R. 3 Ex. 135.]

land, 2 Boug. 637; Lee u. Chilli- ^ Ibid.; Sigourney v. Lloyd, 8

cothe Branch Bank, 1 Bond, 387. B. & C. 622 ; in error, 5 Bing. 525;

s Ibid.; SigouVney v. Lloyd, 8 3 Y. & J. 220; Bayley on Bills, c.

B. & C. 622; in error, 5 Bing. 525; 5, s. 1, pp. 128, 129 (5th ed.); Story

3 Y. & J. 220; Wilson w. Holmes, 5 on Bills, s. 211; Blaine ». Bourne,

Mass. 543 : Savage ». Merle, 5 Pick. 11 R. I. 119.

83; A note indorsed,- "Pay. A. on ' Pothier, de Change, n. 23, 42,

my account," signed by the payee, 89; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

is open to the same defences as torn. 2, s. 348 ; Merlin, Repertoire,

though it had remained in the hands Endossement.
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the use of the indors'er.^ Hemeccius informs us, that a like

difference in the mode of making indorsements prevails in

Germany, in order to accomplish the like purposes. "Id vero

prsecipue observandum, cambia cedi vel indossari bifariam.

Aut enim ita improprie fit cessio, ut alter procurator indbssan-

tis fiat in rem alienam, quod fit formula, vor mich an Herrn

Javolenus, soli mir gute Zahlung seyn, vel, es soil mir validiren
;

aut cessio est vera et propria, eum in finem facta, Ut cessiona-

rius fiat dominus cambii, quod fit formula, vor mich an Herrn

Javolenus, Valuta von demselben. Prior indossatarius, quia

tantum, procurator est, cambium alterius indossare nequit

;

huic autem regulariter id est integrum. Unde saspe sex vel

plures cessiones dorso cambii inscriptae leguntur, quale cam-

bium tunc vocari solet ein Giro, vel, ein girirter Wechsel." ^

145. Equivocal Language. — But although restrictive in-

dorsements are thus clearly allowed both by our law and the

foreign law, still, as they necessarily tend to impair the nego-

tiability of bills of exchange, an intention to create such a

restriction will not be presumed from equivocal language, and

especially where it otherwise admits of a satisfactory interpre-

tation. Thus, for example, an indorsement, " Pay the contents

to A. B., being part of the consideration on a certain deed of

assignment executed by the ' said A. B. to the indorser and

others," has been held not to be restrictive.^ So, where a bill

was made payable to A. and B., or bearer, and the name of

their bankers was written across it, and afterwards A. trans-

ferred the check on his own account to another banker, it

was held that the transfer to the latter was good, unless by^

the common understanding of bankers there was information

of a special appropriation of the check to the bankers of A.

andB.*

146. Qualified Indorsement.—A qualified indorsement differs

from a restrictive indorsement in this, that, whereas the latter

» Pothier, de Change, n. 23, 42, ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 259,

89 ; see Pardessiis, Droit Commercial, 260 (8th ed.).

torn. 2, art. 353-355. * Stewart o. Lee, M. & M. 158

;

2 Heinecc. de Camb. c. 2, ss.'lO, Chitty on Bills, o. 6, p. 260 (8th

19; Story on Bills; s. 213. ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 8, p. 324

» Potts V. Reed, 6 Esp. 5i ; Bay- (5th ed.); Story on Bills, sa. 210-

ley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p. 127 ('5th 213.

13
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restrains the negotiability of the instrument to a particular

person or purpose, the former in no respect affects the negoti-

ability of the instrument, but simply qualifies the duties, obliga-

tions, and responsibilities of the indorser resulting from the

general principles of law.^ Thus, for example, an indorsement

1 [The oontraet implied by law

from an indorsement is as certain as

if it were expressed in writing, and

parol evidence is not admitted to

vary it. Abrey v. Crux, L. R. 5

C. P. 37 ; Hoare v. Graham, 3 Camp.

57; Free v. Hawkins, 8 Taunt. 92;

Bank of the United States ». Dunn,

6 Pet. 51; Dale v. Gear, 38 Conn.

15; Bartlett v. Lee, 33 Ga. 491;

Barnard v. Gaslin, 23 Minn. 192;

Suse V. Pompe, 8 C. B., N. S. 538,

567 ; Burges v. Wickham, 3 B. & S.

p. 697; see Chaddock v. Vanness, 35

N. J. L. 520. Butexcept as against

bona fide holders, it may be shown

by parol evidence that the parties

intended that the indorsement

should not have the effect of a con-

tract at all, and should operate only

as a transfer. See Wallis v. Littell,

11 C. B., N. S. 369; Morris w. Fau-

rot, 21 Ohio St. 155. The law is

thus stated by Maule, J., in Cas-

trique u. Buttigieg, 10 Moore P. C.

p. 108 :
" The liability of an indorser

to his immediate indorsee arises out

of a contract between them, and

this contract in no case consists ex-

_flusively in the writing popularly

called an indorsement, and which is

indeed necessary to the existence of

the contract in question; but that

contract arises out of the written in-

dorsement itself, the delivery of the

bill to the indorsee, and the inten-

tion with which that delivery was

made and accepted, as evinced by

the words, either spoken or written,

of the parties, and the circumstances

(such as the usage at the place, the

course of dealing between the par-

ties, and their relative situations)

under which the delivery takes

place: thus, a bill, with an unquali-

fied written indorsement, may be

delivered and received, for the pur-

pose of enabling the indorsee to re-

ceive the money for account of the

indorser, or to enable the indorsee

to raise money for his own use on

the credit of the signature of the in-

dorser, or with an express stipulation

that the indorsee, though for value,

is to claim against the drawer and

acceptor only, and not against the

indorser, who agrees to sell his

claim against the prior parties, but

stipulates not to warrant their sol-

vency. In all these cases, the in-

dorser is not liable to the indorsee,

and they are all in conformity with

the general law of contracts, which

enables parties to them to limit and

modify their liabilities as they think

fit, provided they do not infringe

any prohibitory law." Thus, an

indorser is not liable to his indorsee,

where he indorses the bill for the

purpose of enabling the indorsee to

obtain payment for the benefit part-

ly of the indorser and partly of the

indorsee (Denton v. Peters, L. R. 5

Q. B. 475 ; see Cook b. Cockrill, 1

Stew. (Ala.) 475) ; nor where he re-

ceives a bill payable to his own
order in the course of his employ-

ment as an agent, and indorses it to

his principal without any qualifying

words in his indorsement, but.under
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of a note to A. " without recourse," or " at his own risk," will

not restrain the negotiability of the note ; but will simply

exclude any responsibility of the indorser, on the non-accep-

tance or non-payment thereof.^ Neither will an indorsement to

circumstances of which the principal

has notice, showing that he intends

only to ti-ansfer the bill to the prin-

cipal (Castrique v. Buttigieg, 10

Moore P. C. 94; Kidson v. Dilworth,

5 Price, 564; Sharp v. Emmet, 5

Whart. 288; Lewis u. Brehme, 33

Md. 412, 432; Dale v. Gear, 39

Conn. 89) ; but an agent indorsing

bills to his principal is held liable to

the latter, where the circumstances

justify the principal in supposing

that the agent, by his indorsement,

intends to assume the ordinary lia-

bilities of an indorser (Goupy o.

Harden, 7 Taunt. 159; 2 Marsh.

454). And an indorser is not liable

to his indorsee when both parties

intend that the indorsement shall

have the effect only of transferring

the note, and that the indorser shall

not assume any liability. Pike u.

Street, M. & M. 226 (explained and

approved in Foster v. Jolly, 1 C. M.
6 R. 703, 708, by Parke, B.) ; Patten

V. Pearson, 57 Me. 428; Patterson

V. Todd, 18 Penn. St. 426, 434;

Hill V. Ely, 5 Serg. & R. 363 ; Gi-

rard Bank v. Comly, 2 Miles (Pa.)

405; Harrison o. McKim, 18 Iowa,

485 ; Johnson ». Martinus, 9 N. J.

L. (4 Halst.) 144; see Hubbard v.

Matthews, 54 N. Y. 43; Davis v.

Brown, 4 Otto, 423; Wade v. Wade,

36 Texas, 529. In Connecticut, the

rule was declared, in Dale ». Gear,

38 Conn. 15, that a special agree-

ment that the indorser shall not be

liable upon his indorsement cannot

be shown by parol eyidence, except

where the relation of principal and

agent exists between the indorser

and indorsee when the indorsement

is made, or where the note is in-

dorsed to the holder for collection

or a like purpose, or where the in-

dorsement is made for the accommo-
dation of the indorsee, or where it

is shown " that there was an equity

arising from an antecedent transac-

tion, including an agreement that

the note should be taken in sole re-

liance on the responsibility of the

maker, and that it was indorsed in

order to transfer the title in pur-

suance of such agreement, and that

the attempt to enforce it is afraud."'

In some states, the contract of an

indorser is conclusively presumed

from the transfer by indorsement,

and parol evidence is not admissible

to show an agreement that the in-

dorsement should transfer the title

only, and should not impose any li-

ability upon the indorser. Wilson v.

Black, 6 Blackf. (Ind.) 509; Holton

V. McCormick, 45 Ind. 411; Charles

V. Denis, 42 Wis. 56.]

1 Rice V. Stearns, 3 Mass. 225;

Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 251, 254,

261 (8th ed.); Id. p. 37; Pike v.

Street, M. & M. 226; Goupy!). Har-

den, 7 Taunt. 159, 162; 2 Marsh.

454; Welch v. Lindo, 7 Cranch,

159; Epler v. Funk, 8 Penn. St.

468; Waite v. Foster, 33 Me. 424;

Richardson v. Lincoln, 5 Me*i 201

;

and parol evidence is competent to

show such words were written by

the first indorsers, although they

appeared to be the words of the

second indorsers, and the holders.
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A. " or order, for my use," restrain its negotiability, although

the indorsee must take it subject to my use.^ And, a fortiori,

an indorsement expressive of the consideration for which the

indorsement is made will not restrain the negotiability ; as,

for example, an indorsement, " Pay the contents to A. B.,

being part-payment of goods sold by him to me, or being in

full of debt due to him by me." ^

147. Indorsement with absolute Liahilily,— And not only

may the indorser by his indorsement qualify and restrain his

own liability, but he may, also, if he chooses, enlarge his ordi-

nary responsibility as indorser. We have already seen that the

obligation created by law, in cases of indorsement, is condi-

tional, and requires the holder to make due demand, and give

due notice to the indorser of the non-payment of the note

;

and, if he omits so to do, the indorser is discharged.^ But an

indorser may absolutely guarantee the payment of the note in

all events, and dispense with any such due demand or notice.*

took the note with that understand-

ing. Fitchburg Bank v. Greenwood,

2 Allen, 434. See Graft v. Fleming,

46 Penn. St. 140 ; Lawrence v. Do-

byns, 30 Mo. 196; Fardessus, Droit

Conunercial, torn. 2, art. 348; 3

Kent Com. 92, 93; Pothier, de

Ghange, n. 42, 89. In Mott v.

Hicks, 1 Cowen, 513, where a note

was payable to A. B. or order, A. B.

indorsed it thus : "A. B., agent."

It was held by the court that this

was a restrictive or qualified in-

dorsement, and exempted A. B.

from all personal responsibility on

the note; and was equivalent to

writing over it, that it was at the

risk of the indorsee. But qucere, if

this case can be supported at law.

See Story on Agency, ss. 164, 159,

276, and cases there cited. And
where G. D., the assignee of an in-

solvent estate, in settling a claim of

the estate, took a note payable to

G. D., assignee, and indorsed the

same, " C. D., assignee,"' it was

held that his indorsement did not

render him personally liable, but

only transferred the note. Bowne
V. Douglass, 38 Barb. 312; but see

s. 63, ante. [The addition of the

words, " old firm in liquidation," to

an indorsement by a firm after dis-

solution, does not indicate an inten-

tion to exclude liability on the part

of the indorsers. Fassin v. Hub-

bard, 55 N. Y. 465.]
I Story on Bills, s. 211; Bayley

on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, pp. 128, 129, 134

(5th ed.) ; Evans v. Cramlington,'

Garth. 5; 2 Vent. 307; Skinn. 264;

Treuttel b. Barandon, 8 Taunt. 100.

" Potts w. Reed, 6 Esp. 57; Bay-

ley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p. 127 (5th

ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. 2141

' Ante, a. 135; Story on Bills,

ss. 107-109.

' Upham ti. Prince, 12 Mass. 14

;

Partridge ». Davis, 20 Vt. 499 ;;)os<,

8. 465. But see, contra, Taylor v.
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In sucli a case, there is no reason to infer that the indorser

means to restrain the further negotiability of tlie note, even if

Binney, 7 Mass. 479; Canfield i>.

Vaughan, 8 Mart. (La.) 682 ; Allen

V. Rightmere, 20 Johns. 365 ; Ketch-

ell V. Burns, 24 AVend. 456. I am
aware that some doubt may exist

upon this point, although it appears

to me that the true principle is as

stated in the text. The true im-

port of such a guaranty seems to

me to be, that the payee means to

say, I indorse and transfer this bill

to you, and I agree absolutely to

pay the same, if not paid by the

acceptor, and waive my general

rights as indorser, and claim only

such demand and notice as a gua-

rantor might have. In Taylor v.

Binney, 7 Mass. 479, the note was

payable to A. B. or order; and

after the note became due, and re-

mained unpaid, A. B. indorsed it,

as follows: " Dec 13, 1805. I gua-

rantee the payment of the within

note in eighteen months, provided

it cannot be collected of the pro-

misor before that time. " A. B. then

passed the note, with this indorse-

ment, to a third person, who passed

it, without his own indorsement, to

the plaintiff, who sued the indorser.

The court held the action not main-

tainable. There were many special

circumstances in the case. Mr.

Justice Sewall, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said: "In the

case at bar, the plaintiff relies on an

indorsement, which is not blank in

the form of it, but completed" by

the indorser himself. The note,

with the words of the payee in his

indorsement, are to be construed

together as one written instrument.

The special guaranty expressed in

that indorsement is the whole

ground upon which the present

action against this defendant can

be maintained; and the plaintiff

does not rely upon any implied

responsibility, resulting from the

indorsement in the common forln.

If this indorsement, in the whole

tenor of it, may be construed to be

not only a guaranty, but also a

transfer and assignment of the note,

which seems to have been the in-

tention and understanding of the

parties, the principal objection to

the title of the plaintiff remains in

force. There is no name inserted

of the party to be entitled by the

indorsement; and, if this omission

might be supplied by extraneous

evidence, the facts proved in the

case render it certain that the pre-

sent plaintiff was not the party to

the guaranty or assignment, when

it was made; and no evidence has

been offered of any subsequent

privity or assent between him and

the defendant. But the argument

of the plaintiff is, that the omission

of the name of the indorsee is evi-

dence of an intention in the de-

fendant and the other immediate

party, whoever he was, to give an

unlimited currency to this note, and

to accompany it with the collateral

promise of the payee, according to

the usage and construction in or-

dinary cases of blank indorsements

upon negotiable bills or notes. But,

in the case at bar, there is no neces-

sary implication to this effect aris-

ing from the circumstance of tha

omission of the name of the in-

dorsee or party to the guaranty.
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he does mean to restrain the effect of the guaranty to his

immediate indorsee.' And, if the indorsement is either with-

This may have been a mistake or

accideDt. The negotiation was not

upon the credit of the original

promisor, but wholly upon the final

responsibility of the indorser; the

ability of the promisor, considering

the whole tenor of this indorsement,

remaining at his risk; and the as-

signment seems to be ralther a con-

fidence for the collection of the note,

than an absolute transfer of the pro-

perty. The guaranty, taken inde-

pendently of the note, is a promise

not negotiable, being conditional,

and not absolute ; and, connected

with it, the supposition is altogether

unreasonable and improbable, of an

unlimited currency intended for the

note itself at the risk of the in-

dorser. The plaintiff fails, there-

fore, in the evidence necessary to

his title, even admitting the usage

cited respecting notes indorsed in

blank to have any application

where the indorsement is full and

restrictive, and not at all in the

form of a blank indorsement, unless

in the mere circumstance of omit-

ting the name of the indorsee."

In Upham v. Prince, 12 Mass. 14,

the note was payable to A. B. or

order, on demand. A. B. indorsed

the note, " I guarantee the payment
of this note within six months ;

"

and it was then transferred to C. D.,

who, transferred it to the plaintiff.

The note not being paid at the end

of the six months, the plaintiff

brought a suit thereon against A. B.

The court, upon that occasion, said:

" Whatever effect such a writing on

the back of a note might legally

have, beyond that of an assignment

of the note, we do not think it

necessary to decide. But we are

all of opinion that the note did not

lose its negotiability by this special

indorsement, any more than it

would if it had been indorsed with

the words, ' without recurrence to

the indorser,' which is a common
form of indorsement, where the in-

dorser does not intend to remain

liable. The defendant's engage-

ment amounts to a promise that

the note should at all events be

paid within six months. Now this

promise may not be assignable in

law; and yet the note itself may be

assignable by the party to whom it

was so transferred, so that, upon

non-payment of it by the promisor,

the holder would have a right of

action against Prince, as indorser.

A demand was made upon the pro-

misor within a short time after the

date of the note, and notice was

given to the indorser as soon as he

returned to this country, he being

absent during the whole of the six

months the note was to run. It

does not appear that he had any

dwelling-house or place of business

here while he was absent, so that a

call upon him, as soon as he re-

turned, was all that could be done

or required. We think, upon the

facts agreed, that the defendant

must be called. " This last decision

seems to me to contain the true

doctrine ; and it is not easy to per-

ceive what reasonable objection Ues

1 Ibid.
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out the name of any person to whom it is indorsed, but a blank

is left for the name, or if the note is indorsed to a person or

his order, or to the bearer, with such guaranty, there is cer-

taiilly strong reason to contend that he means to give the

benefit of the guaranty to every subsequent holder; ^ and, at

all events, such a holder has a right to hold him as indorser of

the note, as he has l6ft its negotiability unrestrained.^

148. Dispensation of Presentment and Notice.— Sometimes

the indorsement contains a written agreement to dispense with

any demand upon the maker, or with notice of the dishonor, if

the note is not duly paid. In such cases, the indorser will be

liable thereon, not only to his immediate indorsee, but to every

subsequent holder ; for the language will be construed to import

an absolute dispensation with the ordinary conditions of an

indorsement.^ And this proceeds upon the just maxim, Quilibet

potest renunciare juri pro se introducto.^ But where the agree-

See Blakely v. Grant, 6 Mass. 386;

Ketohell v. Burns, 24 Wend. 456

;

Allen V. Rightmere, 20 Johns. 365.

But see, contra, Taylor v. Binney, 7

Mass 479; Canfleld v. Vaughan, 8

Mart. (La.) 682. See also La-

mourieux v. Hewit, 5 Wend. 807;

Story on Bills, s. 215.

8 Fuller V. McDonald, 8 Greenl.

213; Lane v. Steward, 20 Me. 9.8;

Story on Bills, ss. 317, 320, 371;

Berkshire Bank v. Jones, 6 Mass.

524. The addition of the word

"surety," or "security," to the

name by an indorser, does not de-

prive him of his rights as an in-

dorser, but gives him also the

privileges of a surety. Bradford «.

Corey, 5 Barb. 461.

* 2 Inst. 183; Wingate, Maxims,

483'; Norton v. Lewis, 2 Conn. 478;

Leonard v. Gary, 10 Weud. 504;

Taunton Bank v. Richardson, 5

Pick. 436. But see Chitty on Bills,

c. 10, pp. 483, 484 (8th ed.); Cen-

tral Bank v. Davis, 19 Pick. 373,

375; Andrews v. Boyd, 3 Met. 434.

to it. The indorsement amounts,

in legal effect, to an agreement to

be bound as indorser for six months,

and that a demand need not be

made upon the maker of the note

for payment at an earlier period.

It is, therefore, a mere waiver of

the ordinary rule of the law, as to

reasonable demand and notice upon

notes payable on demand. Myrick v.

Hasey, 27 Me. 9. See, as to gua-

ranty of bills, Pothier, de Change,

n. 26, 50, 122, 123 ; Code de Com-
merce, de I'Aval, art. 141, 142;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom.

1, art. 351, 394-397; Chitty on Bills,

c. 6, pp. 272, 273 (8th ed.); 3 Kent

Com. 90, n. (d); Ketchell v. Burns,

24 Wend. 456.

1 See, on this point. Miller v.

Gaston, 2 Hill, 188 ; McLaren v.

Watson, 26 Wend. 425; Story on

Bills, s. 372, and note; Id. ss. 455-

458, and notes; Hall v. Newcomb,
3 Hill, 233.

^ Upham V. Prince, 12 Mass. 14;

Partridge v. Davis, 20 Vt. 499.
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ment is not on the face of the indorsement, but is merely oral

between the indorser and his immediate indorsee, the effect

would seem to be limited to the immediate parties ; and even

here doubts have been ientertained whether the evidence is

admissible between them, since it has been thought to vary and

control the ordinary obligations of an indorsement.^ These

doubts, however, have been overcome in America ; and the

doctrine is established, that such evidence is admissible.^

149. Conditional Indprsement^— A conditional indorsement

is one which involves some fact or event, upon the occurrence

of which the validity of the indorsement is ultimately to

depend, and which is either to give effect to it, or to avoid it ;
^

Some of the cases upon this subject

stand upon very nice. grounds, and

are not, perhaps, always easily re-

concilable with the general principle

here stated. In Free ». Hawkins,

8 Taunt. 92, it was held, that evi-

dence of a parol agreement between

the holder and the indorser of a

promissory note, at the time of

making and indorsing it, that pay-

ment should not be demanded of

the maker of the note at the time

when it became due, nor until after

the sale of certain estates of the

maker, was held inadmissible, be^-

cause it controlled and varied the

legal obligations of the indorser.

Chitty on BiUs, c. 10, p. 483 (8th

ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, o. 12, pp.

491, 492 (5th ed.). The. same

point was, in effect, adjudged in

Wpodbridge v. Spooner, & B. & A.

233; Rawson v. Walker, 1 Stark.

361; Hoare v. Graharn, 3 Camp.

57; Bank of the United States v.

Dunn, 6 Bet. 51; Spring v. Lovett,

11 Pick. ,417; Allen v. Furbish, 4

Gray, 504; Hanson Church Trustees

V. Stetson, 5 Pick. 506. But there is

some difficulty in leconoiling this

doctrine with that promulgated by

the Supreme Court of the United

States, in the case of Reuner v. Bank
of Columbia, 9 Wheat. 581. But

parol evidence of a bargain, after a

note or bill has been given or trans-

ferred, may be admissible to estab-

lish a waiver of notice, or a valid

agreement to postpone payment, if

founded on a sufficient considera-

tion. Bayley on Bills, c. 12, p. 493

(5th ed.) ; Hoare v. Graham, 3

Camp. 57; Gibbon v. Scott, 2

Stark. 286 ; Story on Bills, s. 317,

n. ; Id. s. 371.

1 Free v. Hawkins, 8 Taunt. 92;

Hoare v. Graham, 3 Camp. 57; Bay-

ley on Bills, c. 12, pp. 492, 493

(5th ed,).

2 Stpry on Bills, s. 317, and note;

Id. s. 371; Taunton Bank v. Rich-

ardson, 5 Pick. 436, 443; Central

Bank v. Davis, 19 Pick. 378, 375 j

Leffingwell v. White, 1 Johns. Cas.

99 ; Union Bank v. Hyde, 6 Wheat.

572; Fullerton v. Rundlett, 27 Me.

31. But see, contra, Chitty on Bills,

c. 10, pp. 466, 485 (8th ed,); Bayley

on Bills, 0. 12, pp. 492, 493 (5th ed.)

;

Barry v. Morse, 3 N. H. .132; Bank

of Albion v. Smith, 27 Ba,rb. 489.

8 Story on Bills, s. 206.
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and it may be either a condition precedent or a condition sub-

sequent. If it be a condition precedent, which is to give it

validity, then, upon the occurrence of the fact or events the

title of the indorsee becomes absolute ; if it be a condition

subsequent, which is to avoid it, then the title of the indorsee,

upon the occurrence of the fact or event, becomes void, or is

defeated.^ A condition attached to an indorsement has a very

different operation from that attached to the original formation

of the note. In the latter case, as we have seen,^ the instru-

ment loses its character as a promissory note, and is not

negotiable. But, in the former case, neither the original

character of the note nor its negotiability is controlled by the

condition ; and the only effect is to subject the title of the in-

dorsee to its full operation.^ If, therefore, the condition of

the indorsement be precedent, until it is fulfilled no title

passes to the indorsee; if it be a condition, subsequent, then,

when fulfilled, his title is defeated.* And, of course, in each

case, every subsequent holder takes the title subject to the

same ,stipulations.^ Thus, for-example, if an indorsement on a

promissory note be made, " Pay the contents to A. B. on my
being gazetted ensign within two months," there,, if the in-

dorser is not so gazetted within the time,, the title of the

indorsee and of every subsequent holder becomes void, and

the right thereto reverts to the original indorser.^ On the

other hand, if he is so gazetted within the time, then the title

is absolute and irrevocable.^ So, if a note be indorsed, " Pay

to A. B. or order, if he arrives at twenty-one years of age," or,

'^ if he is living when it becomes due,"iit is a conditional indorse-

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, s. 261 " Story on Bills, s. 217 ; Bayley

(8th ed.). on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p. 126 (5th ed.);

2 Ante, a. 22. Chitty on Bills, o. 6, p. 261 (8th ed.)

;

» Thomson on Bills, c. 3, s. 2, p. Wright v. Hay, 2 Stark. 398.

275, 276 (2nd ed.) ;, Bayley on Bills, ^ jhid. ; Tappan v. Ely, 15 Wend.

0. 5, s. 1,. p. 126 (5th ed.); Chitty 862.

on Bills, c. 6, p. 261 (8th ed.)
;

« Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 1, p.

Tappan v. Ely, 15 Wend. 362. See 126 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, o. 6,

Blakely v. Grant, 6 Mass. 386; Up- p. 261 (8th ed.); Robertson v. Ken-

ham V. Prince, 12 Mass. 14. But sington, 4 Taunt. 30 ; Thomson on

see Taylor v. Binney, 7 Mass. 479

;

Bills, o. 3, s. 2, p. 274 (2nd ed.).

Canfield v. Vaughan, 8 Mart. (La.) ' Ibid.

682.
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ment of the like nature, upon a condition precedent. On the

other hand, if a note be indorsed, " Pay to A. B. or order,

unless, before payment, I give you notice to the contrary," or,

" unless I pay him a debt, wliich I owe him, before the note be-

comes due," it is an indorsement upon a condition subsequent.

150. French Law.—' The French law, like ours, admits of

restrictive, qualified, and conditional indorsements, and gives

them full effect.^ But that law, like ours, requires that the

restriction, qualification, or condition should appear on the face

of the instrument, or, at least, should be known to the subse-

quent holder, otherwise it will not bind him.^

151. Transfer to a previous Indorser.— There is no limit to

the number of successive indorsements which may be made

upon a promissory note ; and if they cannot all be written on

the note itself, a paper may be annexed thereto, which is called

in France, allonge,^ on which the latter indorsements may be

written, and which will be deemed a part of the note, and of

the same obligation as if written upon the note itself.* Some-

times a note which has been indorsed by a prior indorser, comes

back to him by reindorsement in the course of business. In such

a case he will be reinstated in his original rights in the note ; but

he will ordinarily have no claim upon any of the indorsers sub-

sequent to his own name. Peculiar circumstances may exist,

which may vary the general rule ; but then the party would not

claim strictly in his character as a regular party to the note, but

upon the special contract growing out of the circumstances.*

152. Form of Indorsement.— By our law, no particular form

is prescribed in which an indorsement on a promissory note is

1 Pardessns, Droit Commercial, ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 2, pp. 29,

torn. 2, art. 341, 348. 80 (8th ed.); Id. o. 4, p. 239; Bishop
a Ibid.; Bayley on Bills, o. 5, s. v. Hayward, 4 T. R. 470; Britten

1, pp. 125-129 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on ». Webb, 2 B. & C. 483. But see

Bills, o. 5, pp. 161-164 (8th ed.)
;

Wilders v. Stevens, 15M. &W. 208;

Hoare u. Graham, 3 Camp. 57. Morris ». Walker, 15 Q. B. 589;

« Story on Bills, s. 204; ante, s. Smith ». Marsack, 6 C. B. 486;

121. Cady v. Shepard, 12 Wis. 639;

* Chitty on Bills, o. 6, p. 262 Moore ». Cross, 19 N. Y. 227;

(8th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 204; Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 829-331,

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn. 888 (5th ed.); Story on Bills, s.

2, art. 343; Pothier, de Change, n. 218.

24 ; Folger v. Chase, 18 Pick. 63.
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required to be made, the mere signature being of itself (as we
have seen 1), in general, sufficient; and, indeed, this (as has

been justly observed) is the most concise mode of transferring

an interest, or creating a contract, which could be invented,

where the transfer is intended to be general and absolute, and

the liabilities of the indorser precisely those which arise by

law from the nature of an indorsement.^ And although the

term indorsement, strictly speaking, seems to import a writing

on the back of the note itself, yet it is well established that it

may be made on the face of the note ; ^ and, as we have just

seen, by a paper annexed thereto (wwe allonge').^ Where the

payee is unable to write, he has no other alternative or resource

than to make the indorsement as a marksman, with tlie attes-

tation of another person, or, which is far better, by an agent

expressly authorized.^

153. Duties of the Holder.— In the next place, as to the

rights, duties, and obligations of the indorsee, or holder of a

negotiable promissory note. These have been summed up by

Mr. Bayley in a very brief and expressive manner and in lan-

guage equally applicable to bills and notes. He says :
" The

receipt of a bill or note implies an undertaking from the re-

ceiver to every party to the bill or note who would be entitled to

bring an action on paying it, to present in proper time, the one,

where necessary, for acceptance, and each for payment ; to

allow no extra time for payment ; and to give notice without

delay to such person of a failure in the attempt to procure a

proper acceptance or payment ; and a default in any of these

respects will discharge such person from all responsibility on

account of a non-acceptance or non-payment, and will, unless

the bill or note were on an improper stamp, make it operate as

a satisfaction of any debt or demand for which it was given."®

The particular mode in which these duties are to be performed

1 Ante, s. 121. * Ante, s. 151.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 253 ' Chitty on Bills, pt. 2, c. 5, p.

(8th ed.) ; Pardessus, Droit Com- 621 (8th ed.). See also Pardessus,

mercial, torn. 2, art. 343. Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art.

8 Chitty on Bills,' c. 6, p. 253 343.

(8th ed.); Rex v. Bigg, 1 Stra. 18; ^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp.

Yarborough ti. Bank of England, 16 217, 218 (5th ed.).

East, 6, 12; ante, s. 121.
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will come under our examination more fully in a future part of

these commentaries. And it is only necessary here to add,

that this language requires some qualification, and cannot be

strictly applied to the case of an accommodation maker of a

note, or an accommodation acceptor of a bill ; for, so far as the

indorsee or holder is concerned, they are to be treated exactly

as if they were the primary and original debtors.

154. Conflict of Laws.— The remarks which have been thus

far made suppose that the promissory notes, of which we have

been speaking, are made and indorsed in the same state or

country, so that no diversity exists as to the rights, duties, and

obligations springing therefrom. But a note may be made in

one country, and indorsed successively in other different states

and countries governed by different laws, and therefore import-

ing different rights, duties, and obligations. Under such cir-

cumstances, it becomes important to inquire by what laws the

contracts thus created are to be governed. This subject pro-

perly belongs to a treatise upon the conflict of laws ; and, having

been treated at large in my commentaries on that subject, as

well as in my. Commentaries on Bills of Exchange, it will be

here very briefly discussed ; but as the present work is designed

to be independent of any other, it ought not to be wholly passed

over in silence.

155; Validity of the Contract.— The general rule, then, is,

that every contract, as to its validity, nature, interpretation, and

effect, is to be governed by the law of the place where it is

made and is to be executed, which is compendiously expressed

as the lex loei contractus.^ In the first place, then, as to the

validity of contracts. Generally speaking, the validity of a

contract is to be decided by the law of the place where it is

made. If valid there, it is, by the general law of nations

(^iwe ^fewfijtm), held valid everywhere, by the tacit or implied

consent of the parties.^ The rule is founded not merely in the

' Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. v. Consequa, Pet. C. C. 172; 2 Kent

242-244, 266-270. Com. 457, 458 ; De Sobry ». De
2 Story on Conflict of Laws, s. Laistre, 2 Har. & J. 191, 221, 228;

242; Pearsallu. Dwight, 2 Mass. 88, Smith v. Mead, 3 Conn. 253; Med-

89. See Casaregis, Discursus de bury v. Hopkins, 3 Conn. 472;

Commercio, 179, ss. 1, 2; Willings Houghton ». Page, 2 N. H. 42;
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convenience but in the necessities of nations; for otherwise

it would be impracticable for them to carry on an extensive

intercourse and commerce with each other. The whole system

of agencies, of purchases and sales, of mutual credits, and of

transfers of negotiable instruments, rests on this foundation

;

and tlie nation which should refuse to acknowledge the common
principles would soon find its whole commercial intercourse

reduced to a state like that in which it now exists among
savage tribes, among the barbarous nations of Sumatra, and

among other portions of Asia washed by the Pacific. "Jus
autem gentium " (say the Institutes of Justinian) " omni

humano generi commune est ; nam, usu exigente, et humanis

necessitatibus, gentes humanae jura quaedem sibi constituerunt.

Bt ex hoc jure gentium, omnes pene contractus iutroducti sunt,

ut emptio et venditio, locatio et conductio, societas, depositum,

mutuum, et alii innumerabiles." ^ No more forcible a:pplication

can be propounded of this imperial doctrine, than to the sub-

ject of international private contracts.^ In this, as a general

principle, there seems a universal consent of all courts and all

jurists, foreign or domestic.^

Dyer v. Hunt, 5 N. H. 401; Ers- 'The cases which support this

kine's Inst.j.bk. 3, tit. 2', ss. 39-41, doctrine are so numerous that it

pp. 514-516; Trimbey u. Vignier, would be a tedious task to enu-

1 Bing. N. G. 151, 159; 4 M. & Scott, merate them. They may, generally,

695; Andrews v. Pond, 13 Pet. 65; be found collected in the Digests of

Andrews v. His Creditors, 11 La. the English and American Reports,

464; Story on Conflict of Laws, s. under the head of Foreign Law, or

316 a; Bayley on Bills, c. (A) (Am. Lex Loci. The principal part of

ed. 1836), pp. 78-86; 1 Burge, them are collected in 4 Coweni 510,

Colonial and Foreign Law, pt. 1, c. n. ; and in 2 Kent Com. 457, el seq.

1, pp. 29, 30; Whiston v. Stodder, in the notes. See also Foublanque

8 Mart. (La.) 95; Bank - of the on Equjtyybk. 5, o. 1, s. 6, n. («), p
United States v. Donnally, 8 Pet. 443; Brackett v. Norton, 4 Conn

361, 372; Wilcox v. Hunt, 13 Pet. 517; Medbury ».. Hopkins, 8 Conn

378, 379; Palmer v. Harrington, 1 472; Smith v. Mead, 3 Conn. 253

Ohio St. 253. De Sobry v. De Laistre, 2 Har. & J
» Inst. lib. 1, tit. 2, s. 2. ' 191; 221, 228; Trasher v. Everhart,

2 2 Kent Cora. 454, 455, and 3 Gill & J. 234. The foreign jurists

note; 10 TouUier, art. 80, n. ; Par- are equally full, as any one will

dessus, Droit Commercial, torn. 5, find, upon examining the most cele-

art. 1482; Chartres v. Cairnes, 4 brated of every nation. They all

Mart. N. S. (La.) 1. follow the doctrine of Dumoulin.
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156. The same rule applies, vice versa, to the invalidity of

contracts ; if void or illegal by the law of the place of the con-

tract, they are, generally, held void and illegal everywhere.^

This would seem to be a principle derived from the very ele-

ments of natural justice. The Code has expounded it in strong

terms. "Nullum enim pactum, nullam conventionem, nullum

contractum, inter eos videri volumus subsecutum, qui contra-

hunt, lege contrahere prohibente." ^ If a contract be void in its

origin, it seems difficult to find any principle upon which any

subsequent validity can be given to it in any other country.^

167. But there is an exception to the rule, as to the uni-

versal validity of contracts, which is, that no nation is bound

to recognize or enforce any contracts which are injurious to its

own interests, or to those of its own subjects.* Huberus has

" In concementibus contractibus, et

emergentibiis tempore contractus,

inspici debet locus, in quo con-

trahitur." Molin. Comment, ad

Consuet. Paris, tit. 1, s. 12, gloss,

n. 37, torn. 1, p. 224; Story on

Conflict of Laws, ss. 260, 300 d.

See'Bouhier, c. 21, s. 190; 2 BouU-

enois, Observ. 46, p. 458. Lord

Brougham, in Warrender v. War-
render, 9 Bli. N. S. 110, made some

striking remarks on this subject,

which are cited in Story on Conflict

of Laws, s. 226 c, n. ; Story on

Bills, s. 132.

1 Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

243; Huberus, lib. 1, tit. 3, de

Conflictu Legum, ss. 3, 5; Van
Reimsdyk v. Kane, 1 Gall. 375

;

Pearsall t-. Dwight, 2 Mass. 88, 89

;

Touro V. Cassin, 1 Nott & M'C.
(S. C.) 173; De Sobry v. De Laistre,

2 Har. & J. 191, 221, 225 ; Houghton

V. Page, 2 N. H. 42; Dyer v. Hunt,

5 N. H. 401; Van Schaick v. Ed-

wards, 2 Johns. Cas. 355; Robinson

V. Bland, 2 Burr. 1077; Burrows v.

Jemino, 2 Stra. 733 ; Alves v. Hodg-

son, 7 T. R. 241 ; 2 Kent Com. 457,

458 ; La Jeune Eugenie, 2 Mason,

459 ; Andrews v. Pond, 13 Pet. 65,

78. [But the maker or indorser of

a note purporting to have been made

at a place where the iiiterest reserved

was lawful, will not be allowed to

show, as against a bona fide holder,

that it was made at another place

by the laws of which it would be

void for usury, if the latter place is

not within the jurisdiction of the

court where the action is brought.

Towne v. Rice, 122 Mass. 67. See

Steadman v. Duhamel, 1 C. B. 888.]

2 Cod. lib. 1, tit. 14, 1. 5.

8 Story on Bills, s. 134.

* Story, on Conflict of Laws, s.

244; Greenwood v. Curtis, 6 Mass.

378, 379; Blanchard v. Russell, 13

Mass. 1, 8; Whiston v. Stodder, 8

Mart. (La.) 95 ; De Sobry ». De

Laistre, 2 Har. & J. 191, 228;

Trasher v. Everhart, 3 Gill & J.

234 ; 3 Burge, Colonial and Foreign

Law, pt. 2, c. 20, p. 779; Story on

Conflict of Laws, ss. 348-351; An-

drews V. Pond, 13 Pet. 65, 78; Hope

V. Hope, 8 DeG. M. & G. 731.
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expressed it in the following terms : " Quatenus nihil potestati

aut juri alterius Imperantis ejusque civium praejudicetur
;

" ^

and Mr. Justice Martin still more clearly expresses it, in say-

ing that the exception applies to cases in which the contract is

immoral or unjust, or in which the enforcing it in a state would

be injurious to the rights, the interests, or the convenience of

such state, or of its citizens.^ This exception results from the

consideration, that the authority of the acts and contracts

done in other states, as well as the laws by which they are

regulated, are not, propria vigors, of any efficacy beyond the

territories of that state ; and whatever effect is attributed to

them elsewhere is from comity, and not of strict right.^ And
every independent community will and ought to judge for

itself, how far that comity ought to extend.* The reasonable

limitation is, that it shall not suffer any prejudice by its

comity.^

158. Another rule, naturally flowing from, or rather illustra-

tive of, that already stated respecting the validity of contracts

is, that all the formalities, proofs, or authentications of them,

which are required by the lex loci, are indispensable to their

validity everywhere else.^ And this rule seems fully estab-

lished in the common law. Thus, if, by the laws of a country,

a contract is void unless it is written on stamped paper, it ought

to be held void everywhere ; for, unless it be good there, it can

have no obligation in any other country.' It might be different

1 Huberus, lib. 1, tit. 3, de Con- s. 26.0; 1 Burge, Colonial and For-

flictu Legum, s. 2. eign Law, pt. 1, c. 1, pp. 29, 30; 3

2 Whiston V. Stodder, 8 Mart. Id. pt. 2, o. 20, pp. 752-764; Foelix,

(La.) '95, 97. Confl. des Lois, Revue Strang, et

' Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. Fran9., torn. 7, 1840, ss. 40-51, pp.

7, 8, 18, 20, 22, 23, 36. 346-360 ; Warrender v. Warrender,
« Ibid. 9 Bli. N. S. 110 ; 2 CI. & Fin. 488

;

5 Ibid. ss. 25, 27, 29; Huberus, Story on Conflict of Laws, s. 260 a.

lib. 1, tit. 3, de Conflictu Legum. ss. ' Alves v. Hodgson, 7 T. R. 241

;

2, 3, 5; Trasher v. Everhart, 3 Gill Clegg u. Levy, 3 Camp. 166. But

& J. 234; Greenwood o. Curtis, 6 see Chitty on Bills, p. 143, n. (8th

Mass. 378; 2 Kent Com. 457; Pear- ed.); and Wynne v. Jackson, 2

sail V. Dwight, 2 Mass. 88, 89 ; Eu- Russ. 351 ; 3 Burge, Colonial and

nomus. Dial. 3, s. 67 ; Story on Foreign Law, pt. 2, c. 20, p. 762.

Bills, s. 135. The case of Wynne v. Jackson, 2

^ See Story on Conflict of Laws, Russ. 351, is certainly at varia.nce
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if the contract had been made payable in another country ; or,

if the objection were not to the validity of the contract, but

with this doctrine. It was a bill

brought to stay proceedings at law

on a suit brought in England by the

holder against the acceptor of bills

of exchange made and accepted in

France, aUd which, in an action

brought in the Fx-enoh courts, had

been held invalid, for want of a

proper French stamp. The Viee-

Chanoellor held " that the circum-

stance of the bills being drawn in

France in such a form that the

holder could not recover on them

in France, was no objection to his

recovering on them in an English

court." This doctrine is wholly

irreconcilable with that in Alves

V. Hodgson, 7 T. R. 241, and Clegg

V. Levy, 3 Camp. 166 ; and if, by
the laws of France, such contracts

were void, if not on stamped paper,

it is equally unsupportable upon

acknowledged principles. In the

case of James ». Catherwood, 3 D.

& R. 190, where assumpsit was

brought for money lent in France,

and unstamped paper receipts were

produced in proof of the loan, evi-

dence was offered to show that, by

the laws of France, such receipts re-

quired a stamp to render them valid;

but it was rejected by the court,

and the receipts were admitted in

evidence, upon the ground that the

courts of England could not take

notice of the' revenue laws of a fo-

reign country. But this is a very

insufficient ground, if the loan re-

quired such receipt and stamp to

make it valid as a contract. And,

if the loan was good per .ie, but the

stamp was requisite to make the re-

ceipt-good- as evidence, then an-

other question might arise, whether

other proof, than that required by

the law of France, was admissible,

of a written contract. This case,

also, is inconsistent with the case in

3 Camp. 166. Can a contract be

good in any country, which is void

by the law of the place where it is

made, because it wants the solemni-

ties required by that law ? Would
a parol contract, made in England,

respecting an interest in lands,

against the statute of frauds, be

held valid elsewhere? Would any

court dispense with the written evi-

dence required upon such a con-

tract? On a motion for a new

trial, the court refused it. Lord

Chief Justice Abbot saying: " The

point is too plain for argument. It

has been settled, or at least con-

sidered as settled, ever since the

time of Lord Hardwicke, that, iu a

British court, we cannot take notice

of the revenue laws of a foreign

state. It would be productive of

prodigious inconvenience, if, in eve-

ry case in which an instrument was

executed in a foreign country, we

were to receive in evidence what the

law of that country was, in ordfer to

ascertain whether the instrument

was or was not valid." With great

submission to his lordship, this

reasoning is wholly inadmissible.

The law is as clearly settled as any

thing can be, that a contract, void

by the law of the place where it was

made, is void everywhere. Yet, in

every such case, whatever may be

the inconvenience, courts of law are

bound to ascertain what the foreign

law is. - And it would be a perfect
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merely to the admissibility of other proof of the contract in

the foreign court,' where a suit is brought to enforce it ; or, if

the contract concerned real or immovable property situate in

another country, whose laws are different, respecting which, as

we shall presently see, there is a difference of opinion among
foreign jurists, although in England and America the rule

seems firmly established, that the law rei sitce, and not that of

the place of the contract, is to prevail.^

159. Nature.— In the next place, as to the nature of con-

tracts, the like rule prevails, that the lex loci contractus is to

govern.^ By the nature of a contract is meant those qualities

which properly belong to it, and by law and custom always

accompany it, or inhere in it.* Foreign jurists are accustomed

novelty in jurisprudence to hold,

that an instrument which, for want
of due solemnities in the plase where

it was executed, was void, should

yet he vaUd in other countries. We
can arrive at such a conclusion only

by overturning well-established prin-

ciples. The case alluded to, before

Lord Hardwicke, was probably

Boucher v. Lawson (Cas. temp.

Hard. 85, 194), which was the case of

acontractbetween Englishmen, to be

executed in England, to carry on a

smuggling trade against the laws of

Portugal. Lord Hardwicke said

that such a trade was not only a

lawful trade in England, but very

much encouraged. The case is

wholly distinguishable from the

present case ; and from that of any

contract made in a country and to be

executed there, which is invalid by

its laws. A contract made in Portu-

gal by persons domiciled there, to

carry on smuggling against its laws,

would or ought to be held void

everywhere. See also 3 Chitty on

Comm. and Manuf. c. 2, p. 166.

^ Ludlow V. Van Rensselaer, 1

Johns. 94; James v. Gatherwood, 3

D. & R. 190. See Clarke v. Coch-

ran, 3 Mart. (La.) 353, 360, 361

;

Brown v. Thornton, 6 A. & E. 185

;

Yates V. Thomson, 3 C. & F. 544.

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, ss.

363-373, 435-445 ; Foelix, Confl. des

Lois, Revue fitrang. et Franj. torn.

7, 1840, ss. 40-50, pp. 345-359;

Story on Bills, s. 137.

8 Story on Bills, s. 139.

* Pothier, as well as other jurists,

distinguish between the essence, the

nature, and the accidents of con-

tracts: the former includes whatever

is indispensable to the constitution

of it; the next, whatever is included

in it, without being expressly men-
tioned, by operation of law, but is

capable of a severance without de-

stroying it; and the last, those

things which belong to it only by
express agreement. Without mean-

ing to contest the propriety of this

division, I am content to include the

two former in the single word " na-

ture " as quite conformable to our

English idiom. Cujas also adopts

the same course. See Pothier,

Oblig. n. 5. See also 2 BouUenois,

Observ. 46, pp. 460^62; Bayon v.

14
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to call such qualities " Naturalia contractus.^ Ea enim, quae

auctoritate legis vel consuetudinis contractum comitantur

eidem adherent, Naturalia a doctoribus appellantur. Lex enim

altera est quasi natura, et in naturam transit. Atque quoad

naturalia contractuum etiam forenses statuta loci contractus

observare debent." " Thus, whether a contract be a personal

obligation or a real obligation ; whether it be conditional or

absolute ; whether it be a principal or an accessory obliga-

tion ; whether it be that of principal or of surety ; whether it

be of limited or of universal operation ; these are points

properly belonging to the nature of the contract, and are

dependent upon the law and custom of the place of the

contract, whenever there are no express terms in the con-

tract itself, which otherwise control them. By the law of

some countries, there are certain joint contracts, which bind

each party for the whole, in solido ; and there are other

joint contracts, where the parties are, under certain circum-

stances, bound only for several and distinct portions.^ In each

case, the law of the place of the contract regulates the nature

of the contract, in the absence of any express stipulations.*

Vavassenr, 10 Mart. (La.) 61

;

* Pothier on Oblig. n. 261-268

;

Merlin, Repertoire, Convention, a. Von Leeuwen, Comment, bk. 4, e.

2, n. 6, 357; Rodenburg, de Div. 4, s. 1 ; Ferguson u. Flower, 4 Mart.

Stat. tit. 2, c. 5, s. 16; 2 Boul- N. S. (La.) 312; 2 BouUenois, Ob-

lenois, Observ. Appendix, 50; 1 serv. 46, p. 463; Code Civil of

BouUenois, Observ. 688; 3 Burge, France, art 1197, 1202, 1220, 1222;

Colonial and Foreign Law, pt. 2, Code de Commerce, art. 22, 140.

c. 20, pp. 848-851. One may see how strangely learned

1 1 BouUenois, Observ. 23, p. men will reason on subjects of this

466; 2 Id. 46; pp. 460, 461; Voet, nature by consulting BouUdnois.

de Stat. s. 9, c. 10, p. 287 ; Id. p. He puts the case of a contract made

325 (ed. 1661) ; Hertius, de CoUis. in a country where all the parties

Leg. tom. 1, s. 10, p. 127; Id. pp. would be bound in solido, and, by

179, 180 (ed. 1716) ; Story on Con- the law of their own domicile, they

flict of Laws, 263, 301 /. would be entitled to the benefit of a

'' Lauterback, Dis. 104, pt. 3, n. division, and vice versa; and asks,

58, cited 2 BouUenois, Observ. 46j What law is to govern? In each

p. 460. case he decides that the law should

8 4 Burge, Colonial and Foreign govern which is most favorable to

Law, pt. 2, c. 15, s. 4, pp. 722-735; the debtor. " Ainsi, les obhges soli-

onflict of Laws, ss. 263, daires sont contracts sous une loi,

322. qui leur est favorable; j'embrasse
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These may, therefore, be said to constitute the nature of the

contract.^

cette loi; elle leur est oontraire,

i'erabrasse la loi de leur domicile."

2 BouUenois, Observ. 46, pp. 463,

464. See also Bouhier, c. 21, ss.

198, 199.

1 See Henry on Foreign Law, 39.

Pothier on Obligations, n. 7, has

explained the meaning of the words,

" the nature of the contract," in the

following manner: "Things which

are only of the nature of the con-

tract are those which, without be-

ing of the essence, form a part of it,

though not expressly mentioned ; it

being of the nature of the contract

that they shall be included and un-

derstood. These things have an

intermediate place between those

which are of the essence of the con-

tract and those which are merely

accidental to it, and differ from

both of them. They differ from

those which are of the essence of

the contract, inasmuch as the con-

tract may subsist without them, and

they may be excluded by the express

agreement of the parties; and they

differ from things which are merely

accidental to it, inasmuch as they

form a part of it without being par-

ticularly expressed, as may be illus-

trated by the following examples.

In the contract of sale, the obligation

of warranty, which the seller con-

tracts with the purchaser, is of the

nature of the contract of sale ; there-

fore the seller, by the act of sale

contracts this obligation, though the

parties do not express it, and there

is not a word respecting it in the

contract ; but, as the obligation is

of the nature, and not of the essence,

of the contract of sale, the contract

of sale may subsist without it ; and,

if it is agreed that the seller shall

not be bound to warranty, such

agreement will be valid, and the

contract will continue a real con-

tract of sale. It is also of the na-

ture of the contract of sale, that, as

soon as the contract is completed

by the consent of the parties, al-

though before delivery, the thing

sold is at the risk of the purchaser
;

and that, if it happens to perish

without the fault of the seller, the

loss falls upon the purchaser, who
is, notwithstanding the misfortune,

liable for the price ; but, as that is

only of the nature, and not of the

essence, of the contract, the con-

trary may be agreed upon. Where
a thing is lent, to be specifically re-

turned [_commodatur], it is of the

nature of the contract that the bor-

rower shall be answerable for the

slightest negligence in respect of the

article lent. He contracts this obli-

gation to the lender by the very na-

ture of the contract, and without

any thing being said about it. But,

as this obligation is of the nature,

and not of the essence, of the con-

tract, it may be excluded by an ex-

press agreement, that the borrower

shall only be bound to act with

fidelity, and shall not be responsible

for any accidents merely occasioned

by his negligence. It is also of the

nature of this contract, that the loss

of the thing lent, when it arises

from inevitable accident, falls tipon

the lender. But, as that is of the

nature, and not of the essence, of

the contract, there may be an agree-

ment to charge the borrower with
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160. Ohligation.— In the next place, as to the obligation of

the contract, which,, although often confounded with, is yet

distinguishable from its nature.^ The obligation of a contract

is the duty to perform it, whatever may be its nature. It may

be a moral obligation, or a legal obligation, or both. But when

we speak of an obligation generally, we mean a legal obliga-

tion ; that is, the right to performance, which the law confers

on one party, and the corresponding duty of performance, to

which it binds the other.^ This is what the French jurists call

le lien du contrat (the legal tie of the contract), onus conven-

tionis, and what the civilians generally call vinculum juris, or

vinculum, ohligationis? The Institutes of Justinian have thus

defined it :
" Obligatio est juris vinculum, quo necessitate

adstringimur alicujus rei solvendae, secundum nostras civitatis

jura." * A contract may in its nature be purely voluntary, and

possess no legal obligation. It may be a mere naked pact

(nudum pactum^. It may possess a legal obligation ; but the

laws may limit the extent and force of that obligation in per-

sonam or in rem. It may bind the party personally, but not

bind his estate ; or it may bind his estate, and not bind his

person. The obligation may be limited in its operation or

duration ; or it may be revocable or dissoluble in certain future

events, or under peculiar circumstances."

every loss that may happen until i Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

the thing is restored. A great va- 266; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

riety of other instalnces might be tom. 5, art. 1495, pp. 269-271. See

adduced from the different kinds of 2 BouUenois, Observ. 46, pp. 454,

contracts. Those things which are 460, 462-494; 3 Burge, Colonial and

accidental to a contract are such as, Foreign Law, pt. 2, o. 20, pp. 764,

not being of the nature of the con- 765.

tract, are only included in it by ^ See 3 Story on the Constitution,

express agreement. For instance, ss. 1372-1379; Ogden e. Saunders,

the allowance of a certain time for 12 Wheat. 213; Pothier on Oblig.

paying the money due, the liberty art. 1, n. 1, pp. 163-175.

of paying it by instalments, that of '2 BouUenois, Observ. 46, pp.

paying another thing instead of it, 458-460.

of paying to some other person than * Inst. lib. 3, tit. 14 ; Pothier,

the creditor, and the like, are acci- Pandect, lib. 44, tit. 7, pt. 1, art. 1,

dental to the contract; because they s. 1; Pothier on Oblig. n. 173, 174.

are not included in it without being ^ See 2 BouUenois, Observ. 46,

particularly expressed." Story on pp. 4.52, 454; Code Civil of France,

Bills, s. 139. art. 1168-1196; Story ou Bills, s. 141.
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' 161. Interpretation.— In the next place, the interpretation

of contracts.! Upon this subject there would scarcely seem to

be any room for doubt or disputation. There are certain ge-

neral rules of interpretation, recognized by all nations, which

form the basis of all reasoning on the subject of contracts.

The object is to ascertain the real intention of the parties in

their stipulations ; and when the latter are silent or ambiguous,

to ascertain what is the true sense of the words used, and what

ought to be implied, in order to give them their true and full

effect.^ The primary rule, in all expositions of this sort, is

that of common sense, so well expressed in the Digest. " In

conventionibus contrahentium voluntas,' potius quam verba,

spectari placuit." ^ But, in many cases, the words used in con-

' Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

270.

^ See Lord Brougham's striking

remarks on this subject [in War-

render V. Warrender, 9 Bli. N. S.

110], cited in Story on Conflict of

Laws, s. 226 c-. In Prentiss v.

Savage, 13 Mass. 23, Mr. Chief

Justice Parker said: '" It seems to

he an undisputed doctrine, with re-

spect to personal contracts, that the

law of the place where they are

made shall govern in their con-

struction; except when made with

a view to performance in some

other country, and then the law of

such country is to prevail. This is

nothing more than common sense

and sound justice, adopting the

probable intent of the parties as to

the rule of construction. For when

a citizen of this country enters into

a contract in another, with a citizen

or subject thereof, and the contract

is intended to be there performed,

it is reasonable to presume that

both parties had regard to the law

of the place where they were, and

that the contract was shaped accord-

ingly. And it is also to be pre-

sumed, when the contract is to he

executed in any other country than

that in which it is made, that the

parties take into their considera-

tion the law of such foreign coun-

try. This latter branch of the

rule, if not so obviously founded

upon the intention of the parties as

the former, is equally well settled

as a principle in the law of con-

tracts." Mr. Chancellor Walworth,

in Chapman v. Robertson, 6 Paige,

627, 630, used equally strong lan-

guage. " It is an established prin-

ciple," said he, "that the con-

struction and validity of personal

contracts, which are purely per-

sonal, depend upon the laws of

the place where the contract is

made, unless it was made with

reference to the laws of some other

place or country, where such con-

tract, in the contemplation of the

parties thereto, was to be carried

into effect and performed." 2 Kent

Com. 457, 458; 3 Burge, Col. and

For. Law, pt. 2, c. 20, pp. 752-764.

8 Dig. lib. 50, tit. 16, 1. 219.
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tracts have different meanings attached to them in different

places, by law or by custom. And, where the words are in them-

selves obscure or ambiguous, custom and usage in a particular

place may give them an exact and appropriate meaning. Hence,

the rule has found admission into almost all, if not into all, sys-

tems of jurisprudence, that, if the full and entire intention of the

parties does not appear from the words of the contract, and if it

can be interpreted by any custom or usage of the place where it

is made, that course is to be adopted. Such is the rule of the

Digest. " Semper in stipulationibus et in caeteris contractibus id

sequimur, quod actum est. Aut si non appareat, quod actum est,

erit cohsequens, ut id sequamur, quod in regione, in qua actum

est, frequentatur.^ Conservanda est consuetudo regionis et civi-

tatis" (says J. Sande), " ubi contractum est. Omnes enim

actiones nostras (si non aliter fuerit provisum inter contra-

hentes) interpretationem recipiunt a consuetudine loci, in quo

contrahitur." ^ Usage is, indeed, of so much authority in the

interpretation of contracts, that a contract is understood to con-

tain the customary clauses, although they are not expressed,

according to the known rule, " In contractibus tacite veniunt ea,

quse sunt moris et consuetudinis." ^ Thus, if a tenant is,

by custom, to have the outgoing crop, he will be entitled to it,

although not expressed in the lease.* And, if a lease is

entirely silent as to the time of the tenant's quitting, the

custom of the country will fix it.^ By the law of England, a

month means, ordinarily, in common contracts, as in leases, a

lunar month ; but in mercantile contracts it means a calendar

Many rules of interpretation are reign Law, pt. 2, c. 20, pp. 775,

found in Pothier on Obligations, n. 776.

91-102; in Fonblanque on Equity, ^ J. Sand. Op. Comm. de Reg.

bk. 1, c. 6, ss. 11-20, and notes; 1 Jur. 1. 9, p. 17; Story on Bills, s.

Domat, Civil Law, bk. 1, tit. 1, 143.

s. 2; 1 Powell on Contracts, 370, ^ Pothier on Oblig. n. 95; Mer-

e( seg. ; Merlin, Repertoire, Conuen- lin. Repertoire, Coneention, s. 7;

tion, s. 7, p. 366. 2 Kent Com. 555.

1 Dig. lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 34; 1 « Wigglesworth v. Dallison,

Domat, Civil Law, bk. 1, tit. 1, Doug. 201, 207.

B. 2, n. 9; 2 BouUenois, Observ. 46, 6 -v^ebb v. Plummer, 2 B. & A.

p. 490 ; 3 Burge, Colonial and Fo- 746.
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month. 1 A contract, therefore, made in England, for a lease

of land for twelve months, would mean a lease for fortj-

eight weeks only.^ A promissory note, to pay money in

twelve months, would mean in one year, or iu twelve calendar

months.^ If a contract of either sort were required to be

enforced in a foreign country, its true interpretation must be

everywhere the same that it is according to the usage in the

country where the contract was made.

162., Signification of words.— The same word, too, often has

different significations in different countries.* Thus, the term

usance, which is common enough in negotiable instruments,

means, in some countries, a month, in others, two or more

months, and in others, half a month. A note payable at one

usance must be construed everywhere according to the mean-

ing of the word in the country where the contract is made.^

There are many other cases illustrative of the same principle.

A note made in England for one hundred pounds would mean
one hundred pounds sterling. A like note made iu America

would mean one hundred pounds in American cu/rency, which

is one-fourth less in value. It would be monstrous to contend,

that, on the English note sued in America, the less sum only

ought to be recovered ; and on the other hand, on the Ameri-

can note sued in England, that one-third more ought to be

recovered.^

163. Currency.— The like interpretation would be applied to

the case of a promissory note drawn in one country and pay-

able in another country, where the same denomination or cur-

rency existed in both countries, but represented different

1 2 Bl. Com. 141 ; Catesby's ^ chitty on Bills, 404, 405 (8th

Case, 6 Rep. 62a; Laconw. Hooper, 6 ed.); see also 2 BouUenois, Ob-

T. R. 224; 3 Burge, Colonial and Fo- serv. 46, p. 447.

reign Law, pt. 2, c. 20, pp. 776, 777. ° See also Powell on Contracts,

2 Ibid. 376; 2 BouUenois, Observ. 46, pp.
8 Chitty on Bills, p. 406 (8th 498, 503; Henry on Foreign Law,

ed.) ; Lang «. Gale, 1 M. & S. HI

;

Appendix, 233; Pardessus, Droit

Cockell V. Gray, 3 B. & B. 186; Commercial, art. 1492; 3 Burge,

Leffingwell «. White, 1 Johns. Gas. Colonial and Foreign Law, pt. 2,

99. c. 20, pp. 772, 773; Story on Conflict

* Story on Conflict of Laws, of Laws, ss. 272 a, 307, 308.

B. 271.
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values. Thus, for example, a note drawn in Boston for one

hundred pounds payable in London would be construed to be

for one hundred pounds sterling ; whereas, if a note were drawn

for the same sum in London and payable in Boston, it would

be construed to be for one hundred pounds of the lawful cur-

rency of Massachusetts, which, as we have just seen, is one

quarter less in value. In each case, the ground of interpretar

tion is the presumed intention of the parties, derived from the

nature and objects of the instrument.

164. Place of Performance not specified.— Hence, it is

adopted by the common law as a general rule in the interpreta-

tion of contracts, that they are to be deemed contracts of the

place where they ai'e made, unless they are positively to be per-

formed or paid elsewhere. Therefore, a bill or note made in

France and payable generally will be treated as a French note,

and governed, accordingly, by the laws of France, as to its

obligation and construction. So, a policy of insurance, exe-

cuted in England on a Fi-ench ship, for the French owner, on a

voyage from one French port to another, would be treated as

an English contract, and, in case of loss, the debt would be

treated as an English debt. Indeed, all the rights and duties and

obligations growing out of such a policy would be governed

by the law of England, and not by the law of France, if the

laws respecting insurance were different in the two countries.*

165. Contract to he performed elsewhere.— But, where thiB

contract is, either expressly or tacitly, to be performed in any

other place, there the general rule is, in conformity to the pre-

sumed intention of the parties, that the contract, as to its

validity, nature, obligation, and interpretation, is to be go-

verned by the law of the place of performance.^ This would

seem to be a result of natural justice ; and the Roman law has

adopted it as a maxim :
" Contraxisse unusquisque in eo loco

1 Donw. Lippmann, 5 C. & F. 1, (ed. 1715); Id. p. 328 (ed. 1661);

18-20; Story on Conflict of Laws, Boullenois, Quest. Contr. des Lois,

s. 817. p. 330, &c.; 8 Burge, Colonial and

2 Story on Conflict of Laws, s. Foreign Law, pt. 2, c. 20, pp. 771,

280; 2 Kent Com. 393, 894, 459; 772; Don v. Lippmann, 5 C. & F. 1,

Casaregis. Discursus de Commercio, 13, 19; see Ex parte Heidelback,

179; 1 Emerigon, c. 4, s. 8; Voet, 2 Lowell, 526; 15 N. B. R. 495.

de Slat. s. 9, c. 2, n. 15, p. 271
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intelligitur in quo ut solveret, se obligavit
; " * and again, in the

law :
" Aut ubi quisque contraxerit. Contractum autem non

utique eo loco intelligitur, quo negotium gestum sit ; sed quo

solvenda est pecunia." ^ The rule was fully recognized and acted

on in a recent case by the Supreme Court of the United States,

where the court said that the general principle in relation to

contracts made in one place to be executed in another was well

settled, that they are to be governed by the laws of the place

of performance.^

166. Interest.— The like question, also, often arises in cases

respecting the payment of interest.* The general rule is, that

the interest is to be paid on contracts according to the law of

the place where they are to be performed, in all cases where

interest is expressly or impliedly to be paid.® " Usurarum

1 Dig. lib. 44, tit. 7, 1. 21 ; Story

on Conflict of Laws, s. 296.

2 Dig. lib. 42, tit. 5, 1. 3; Story

on Bills, s. 147.

8 Andrews v. Pond, 13 Pet. 65;

Goddin v. Shipley, 7 B. Mon. (Ky.)

578; Everett v. Vendryes, 19 N. Y.

436.

* Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

296.

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, ss.

292-293 e, 304; Connor v. Bella-

mont, 2 Atk. 882; Von Hemert v.

Porter, 11 Met. 210; Cash v. Ken-

nion, 11 Ves. 314; Robinson v.

Bland, 2 Burr. 1077; Ekins v. East

India Company, 1 P. W. 395; Rane-

laugh V. Champante, 2 Vern. 395,

and note; Ibid, by Raithby; 1

Chitty on Comm. and Manuf. c.

12, pp. 650, 651; 3 Id. c. 1, p. 109;

Eq. Abridg. Interest, E. ; Henry on

Foreign Law, 43, n. ; Id. 53 ; 2

Kames, Equity, bk. 3, c. 8, s. 1;

2 Fonbl. Eq. bk. 5, c. 1, s. 6, and

note; Bridgman, Equity Digest,

Interest, vii. ; Fanning v. Consequa,

17 Johns. 511; 3 Johns. Ch. 610;

Hosford V. Nichols, 1 Paige, 220;

Houghton V. Paige, 2 N. H. 42;

Peacock v. Banks, Minor (Ala.)

387; Lapice v. Smith, 13 La. 91,

92; Thompson v. Ketcham, 4 Johns.

285 ; Healy v. Gorman, 15 N. J. L.

(3 Green) 328; 2 Kent Com.
460, 461. A case illustrative of this

principle recently occurred before

the House of Lords. A widow, in

Scotland, entered into an obligation

to pay the whole of her deceased

husband's debts. It was held by the

Court of Session in Scotland that

the English creditors on contracts

made in England were entitled to

recover interest in all cases where

the law of England gave interest,

and not where it did not. There-

fore, on bonds, and bills of exchange,

interest was allowed, and on simple

contracts not. And this decision

was affirmed by the House of Lords.

Montgomery v. Bridge, 2 Dow & C.

297. The case of Arnott v. Red-

fern, 2 C. & P. 88, may, at first

view, seem inconsistent with the

general doctrine. There, the origi-

nal contract was made in London

between an Englishman and a
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modus ex more regionis, ubi contractum est, constituitur,"

says the Digest.^ Thus, a note made in Canada, where in-

terest is six per cent., payable with interest in England, where

it was five per cent., bears English interest only.^ Loans

made in a place bear the interest of that place, unless they are

Scotchman. The latter agreed to

go to Scotland, as agent, four times

a year, to sell goods and collect

debts for the other party, to remit

the money, and to guarantee one

fourth part of the sales; and he was
to receive one per cent, upon the

amount of sales, &c. The agent

sued for a balance of his account

in Scotland, and the Scotch court

allowed him interest on it. The
judgment was afterwards sued in

England; and the question was,

whether interest ought to be al-

lowed. Lord Chief Justice Best said

:

"Is this an English transaction?

For, if it is, it will be regulated by
the rules of English law. But, if it

is a Scotch transaction, then the

case will be different." He after-

wards added: " This is the case of

a Scotchman, who comes into Eng-

land, and makes a contract. As the

contract was made in England,

although it was to be executed in

Scotland, I think it ought to be

regulated according to the rules of

the English law. This is my pre-

sent opinion. These questions of

international law do not often

occur." And he refused interest,

because it was not allowed by the

law of England. The court after-

wards ordered interest to be given,

upon the ground that the balance of

such an account would carry interest

in England. But Lord Chief Jus-

tice Best rightly expounded the

contract, as an English contract,

though there is a slight inaccuracy

in his language. So far as the

principal was concerned, the con-

tract to pay the commission was to

be paid in England. The services

of the agent were to be performed

in Scotland. But the whole con-

tract was not to be executed exclu-

sively there by both parties. A
contract, made to pay money in

England, for services performed

abroad, is an English contract, and

will carry English interest.

1 Dig. lib. 22, tit. 1, 1. 1; 2

Burge, Colonial and Foreign Law,

pt. 2, c. 9, pp. 860-862.

2, Schofield V. Day, 20 Johns. 102;

Howard v. Branner, 23 La. An. 369;

and see Cooper v. Earl of Walde-

grave, 2 Beav. 282. Where a bill

is drawn in one country upon a per-

son in another, and is dishonored,

it has been held that interest is to

be computed, in an action against

the drawer, according to the law of

the country where the bill is drawn.

Gibbs V. Fremont, 9 Ex. 2.5; Allen

V. Kemble, 6 Moore P. C. 314; Cou-

gan V. Banks, Chitty on Bills, 9th

ed., 683; Foden v. Sharp, 4 Johns.

183 ; Ex parte Heidelback, 2 Lowell,

526; 15 N. B. R. 495; see Rou-

quette v. Overmann, L. R. 10 Q. B.

p. 542. In Massachusetts, it is held

that the interest allowed as damages

for the non-payment of a note is to

be computed at the rate allowed

at the place where the action is

brought. Ayer v. Tilden, 15 Gray,

178.
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payable elsewhere.^ And, if payable in a foreign country, they

may bear any rate of interest not exceeding that which is lawful

by the laws of that country .^ And, on this account, a contract

for a loan made and payable in a foreign country may stipu-

late for interest higher than that allowed at home.^ If the con-

tract for interest be illegal there, it will be illegal everywhere.*

But, if it be legal where it is made, it will be of universal obli-

gation, even in places where a lower interest is prescribed by

law.s

167. Usury.— The question, therefore, whether a contract

is usurious or not, depends, not upon the rate of the interest

allowed, but upon the validity of that interest in the country

where the contract is made and is to be executed.^ A con-

tract made in England for advances to be made at Gibraltar, at

• 1 De Wolf V. Johnson, 10 Wheat.

367, 383; Consequa v. Willings,

Pet. C. C. 225; 2 Boullenois,

Observ. 46, pp. 477, 478; Andrews

V. Pond, 13 Pet. 65, 78.

' Ibid.; 2 Kent Com. 460, 461;

Thompson v. Ketcham, 4 Johns.

285; Healy ». Gorman, 15 N. J. L.

(3 Green) 328.

8 2 Kent Com. 460, 461 ; Hosford

V. Nichols, 1 Paige, 220 ; Houghton

V. Paige, 2 N. H. 42; Thompson ».

Powles, 2 Sim. 194. In this last case,

the Vice-Chancellor said: " With

respeet to the question of usury, in

order to hold the contract to be usuri-

ous, it must appear that the contract

was made here, and that the con-

sideration for it was to be paid here.

It should appear, at least,' that the

payment was not to be made abroad;

for, if it was to be made abroad, it

would not be usurious." See also

Andrews v. Pond, 13 Pet. 65, 78;

De Wolf V. Johnson, 10 Wheat.

367, 383.

* 2 Kames, Equity, bk. 3, c. 8,

s. 1; Hosford v. Nichols, 1 Paige,

220; 2 Boullenois, Observ. 46, p.

477. In the ease of Thompson r.

Powles, 2 Sim. 194, the Vice-Chan-

cellor said: " In order to have the

contract (for stock) usurious, it

must appear that the contract was
made here, and that the considera-

tion for it was to be paid here."

See also Yrisarri v. Clement, 2 C.

& P. 223. In Hosford r. Nichols,

1 Paige, 220, where a contract was

made for the sale of lands in New
York, by citizens then resident

there, and the vendor afterwards

removed to Pennsylvania, where

the contract was consummated, and

a mortgage given to secure the un-

paid purchase-money, with New
York interest (which was higher

than that of Pennsylvania), the

court thought the mortgage not

usurious, it being only a consumma-
tion of the original bargain made in

New York.

5 Ibid.

' Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

292 ; Harvey v. Archbold, Ry. & M.
184; Andrews v. Pond, 13 Pet. 65,

78; Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

243.
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a rate of interest beyond that of England, would nevertheless

be valid in England ; and so a contract to allow interest upon

credits given in Gibraltar, at such higher rate, would be valid

in favor of the English creditor.^

168. Effect of the Contract.— Defences and Discharges.—
In the next place, as to the effect. In the effect of the lex

loci contractus are included those consequences and incidents

which by law are attached to or operate upon contracts.

Some of these have been already enumerated in considering the

obligation of contracts. There are others, again, that deserve

to be here enumerated. And here it is important to suggest

that, although the law acts upon contracts, it does not enter

into them or form a part of the agreement itself.^ It simply

regulates the rights which are acquired under the contract, the

obligations which may be conferred, and the circumstances

which will dissolve, qualify, or annul those obligations ; or, in

other words, what shall be a valid defence upon the merits to

them, and what a good discharge of them. And here the gene-

ral rule is, that a defence or discharge, good by the law of the

place or country where the contract is made or is to be

performed, is to be held of equal validity and force in every

other place or country where the question may arise or be liti-

gated.^ Hence, infancy, if a valid defence by the lex loci con-

tractus, will be a valid defence everywhere.* So a tender and

refusal, good by the same law, either as a full discharge or as a

present fulfilment of the contract, is of equal validity and will

be equally respected everywhere else.* Payment in paper-

money, bills, or in other things, if good by the same law, will

be deemed a sufficient payment everywhere.^ And, on the

other hand, where a payment by negotiable bills or notes is

by the lex loci held to be conditional payment only, it will be

1 Ibid. ; story on Bills, ss. 143- * Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

149. 332.

2 Ogden V. Saunders, 12 Wheat; ^ Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

213, 324, 338-344. 332; Thompson v. Ketcham, 8 Johns.

' Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. 189.

331, 335, 336, 339, 351, 351 a-d ; « Warder ». Arell, 2 Wash. (Va.)

Story oil Bills, ss. 161-163 ; Powers 282 ; Anonymous, 1 Bro. C. C. 376;

V. Lynch, 3 Mass. 77. Searight v. Calbraith, 4 Dall. 325;

Bartsch v. Atwater, 1 Conn. 409.
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SO held even in states where such payment under the domestic

law would be held absolute.^ So, if, by the law of the place of

a contract (even although o^gotiable), equitable defences are

allowed in favor of the maker, any subsequent indorsement will

not change his rights in regard to the holder.* The latter must

take it cum onere? The same rule applies to the acceptance of

a bill of exchange : although it is absolute by our law, yet, if it

be qualified by the law of the country where the acceptance is

made, the qualification thus acting upon it accompanies it

everywhere.* Hence it is, also, that a discharge under the

bankrupt or insolvent law of the country where the contract

is made or to be performed is a valid discharge thereof

everywhere.^

169. The converse doctrine is equally well established, and

turns upon the like considerations, namely, that a discharge of

a contract by the law of a country' where it is not made or to

be performed, will not be a discharge of it in any other coun-

try.^ Therefore, a discharge of the debtor under the insolvent

laws of a country where it was not made or to be performed,

will not be a discharge of the contract in any other country.^

And this doctrine applies as well to negotiable instruments as

to other contracts.*

170. Illustrations.— A few illustrations of these rules, as

applicable to promissory notes, and not already suggested, may

^ Bartsch v. Atwater, 1 Conn. 12 Johns. 142 ; Powers o. Lynch, 3

409. See other cases cited, 3 Burge, Mass. 77; Hull v. Blake, 13 Mass.

Colonial and Foreign Law, pt. 2, c. 153.

21, s. 7, pp. 876-878. « Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, s. 342 ; Story on Bills, s. 165.

317. ' Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

s Ory V. Winter, 4 Mart. N. S. 342; Smith o. Buchanan, 1 East, 6,

(La.) 277; see also Evans o. Gray, 11; Lewis v. Owen, 4 B. & A. 654;

12 Mart. (La.) 475; Chartres «. Van Raugh u. Van Arsdaln, 3

Cairnes, 4 Mart. N. S. (La.) 1; Caines, 154; Le Roy v. Crownin-

Story on Conflict of Laws, s. 332. shield, 2 Mason, 151 ; Smith k.

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, s. Smith, 2 Johns. 235; Bradford v.

333; Burrows v. Jemino, 2 Stra. Farrand, 13 Mass. 18; 2 Kent Com.

733; Story on Bills, s. 165. 392, 393, 458, 459.

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. ^ story on Conflict of Laws, ss.

335,336,840,341; Baker r. Wheat- 343-346; Story on Bills, ss. 166-

on, 5 Mass. 509; Hicks u. Brown, 171.
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be useful in this place. Thus, for example, if a promissory

note is made in one country, but is payable in another country,

the days of grace allowable thereon will be governed by the law

and custom of the place where the note is payable.-' Another

illustration is to be found in the different effects of an indorse-

ment in different countries. In France (as we have seen^), a

blank indorsement of a promissory note conveys no title or

property in the note to the holder, but only a simple authority

to receive the money due thereon ; and this law will regulate

the rights of the holder, as well against the maker as against

tlie indorser, in a suit brought in any other country where a

different rule prevails.^

171. Charging Indorser8.— Another illustration may be de-

rived from tlie different obligations which an indorsement

creates in different states. By the general commercial law,

in order to entitle the indorsee to recover against any antece-

dent indorser upon a negotiable note, it is only necessary that

due demand should be made upon the maker of the note at its

maturity, and due notice of the dishonor given to the indorser.

But, by the laws of some of the American states, it is required,

in order to charge an antecedent indorser, not only that due

demand should be made and due notice given, but that a suit

shall be previously commenced against the maker, and prose-

cuted with effect in the country where he resides ; and then, if

payment cannot be obtained from him under the judgment, the

indorsee may have recourse to the indorser. In such a case, it

is clear, upon principle, that the indorsement, as to its legal

effect and obligation and the duties of the holder, must be go-

verned by the law of the place where the indorsement is made.*

» Story on Bills, ss. 155, 170, 177, » Ante, s. 140.

334; Story on Conflict of Laws,'ss. ' Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

316, 347, 361; 2 Kent Com. 459, 272; Story on Bills, s. 156; Trimbey

460; Chitty on Bills, o. 5, pp. 191, v. Vignier, 1 Bing. N. C. 151, 158,

193 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 9, p. 409; Bank 160; 4 M. & Scott, 695.

of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Pet. * Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

25, 34; Pothier, de Change, n. 15, 316; Story on Bills, s! 157; Williams

155; Pardessus, Droit Commercial, r. Wade, 1 Met. 82, 83; Worcester

torn. 5, s. 1495; 2 BouUenois, Bank w. Wells, 8 Met. 107; Bernard

Observ. 28, pp. 531, 532; Mascard. v. Ban-y, 1 G. Greene (Iowa), 388;

Conclus. 7, n. 72. Lee v Selleck,33 N. Y. 615; Carroll
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172. lAahility of Makers.— Another illustration of the doc-

trine may arise in the case of a note made in one country, and

indorsed by the payee to the holder, in another country. What
law is to govern in respect to the rights of the holder against

the maker ? This depends upon the place where the maker un-

dertakes to pay the note ; for the law of that place is to govern

as to his rights and obligations. Now, a negotiable note made
in a particular country is to be deemed a note governed by the

law of that country, whether it is expressly made payable

there, or is payable generally without naming any particular

place ; since, at most, under the latter circumstances, it is as

much payable in that country as elsewhere.^ Hence, such a

V. Upton, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.) 171; Hyatt

V. Bank of Kentucky, 8 Bush (Ky.)

198. A. made his note in Indiana

payable to B. in New York. B. & C.

indorsed the note in New York, and

D. indorsed it in Indiana, and it was

held that the laws of New York gov-

erned the note as to B. & C, and of

Indiana as to A. & D., and that an

action would not lie against C. &D.,
until the remedies against A. & B.

had been first exhausted, such being

the law of Indiana. Rose v. Park

Bank, 20 Ind. 94 ; Brown v. Bunn,

16 Ind. 406. [In Rouquette v. Over-

mann, L. R. 10 Q. B. 525, a bill

drawn in England upon French

subjects in Paris was indorsed in

England by the defendants, and

afterwards accepted at Pai-is. Dur-

ing its currency, the time for the

payment and pi-otesting of negoti-

able instruments was enlarged, from

time to time, by enactments passed

by the legislative power of France,

in consequence of the war with

Germany; and the bill was not pre-

sented for payment until the expira-

tion of the enlarged time; it was

then presented and dishonored,

and was duly protested, and due

notice was given to the indorsers.

The court declared that an indorser

engages as surety for the due per-

formance by the acceptor (or maker)

of the obligations which the latter

takes upon himself; his liability,

therefore, is to be measured by that

of the acceptor (or maker) , and if,

by an alteration of the lex loci of

performance, the obligations of the

acceptor (or maker) are changed,

those of the indorser are changed

likewise; it therefore held that the

holders were not bound to present

the bill till the expiration of the

enlarged time allowed by the laws

of France, and that the indorsers

were liable. It is stated in the

judgment and note (p. 535) that

the same view of the question was
taken by the High Court of Geneva,

and the Cour de Cassation of Turin,

and by the judge of the Consular

Court at Constantinople in AUatiui

V. Abbott, 26 L. T., N. S. 746, and

that the High Court of Leipzig came

to the opposite conclusion.]

1 Story on Conflict of Laws, ss.

317, 332, 340, 343, 344; Story on

Bills, ss. 158, 164, 166-169
;
Wilson

V. Lazier, 11 Gratt. 482; Peck o.

Hibbard, 26 Vt. 698; Ory ». Win-

ter, 4 Mart. N. S. (La.) 277.
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note makes the maker liable only according to the law of the

country where the note is executed, although indorsed in

another country ; and his liabilities, and so, also, his rights, as,

for example, the right to set up equitable defences against the

note, if allowed by the country where the note is executed, are

regulated by the law of the same country.^

173. Transfer of Foreign Notes.— Questions have also arisen

whether negotiable notes and bills made in one country are

transferable in other countries, so as to found a right of action

in the holder against the other parties. Thus, a question

occurred in England, in a case where a negotiable note, made

in Scotland, and there negotiable, was indorsed, and a suit

brought in England by the indorsee against the maker, whether

the action was maintainable. It was contended that the note,

being a foreign note, was not within the statute of Anne (3 &
4 Anne, c. 9), which made promissory notes payable to order,

assignable and negotiable ; for that statute applied only to

inland promissory notes. But the court overruled the objec-

tion, and held the note suable in England by the indorsee, as

the statute embraced foreign as well as domestic notes.^ In

another case, a promissory note made in England and payable

to the bearer was transferred in Prance ; and the question

was made, whether the French holder could maintain an action

thereon in England, such notes not being by the law of Prance

negotiable ; and it was held that he might.^ But in each of

these cases the decision, was expressly put upon the provisions

of the statute of Anne respecting promissory notes, leaving

wholly untouched the general doctrine of international law.*

1 Ibid. ; Story on Conflict of ment was made in Scotland or in

Laws, s. 346 ; Ory v. Winter, 4 England. But it was probably in

Mart. N. S. (La.) 277; Slacum ». England. But see Carr v. Shaw,

Pomery, 6 Cranch, 221; De la Bayley on Bills, p. 22, n. (5th ed.);

Chaumette ». Bank of England, 9 Id. p. 22 (Am. ed. 1836).

B. & C. 208; Allen v. Kemble, 6 » De la Chaumette v. Bank of

Moore P. C. 314. Contra, Blan- England, 2 B. & Ad. 385; and see

chard w. Russell, 13 Mass. 1, 11, 12; Chitty on Bills, pp. 551, 552 (8th

Story on Bills, ss. 163, 170. ed.) ; Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

^ Story on Conflict of Laws, s. 316.

353; Milne v. Graham, 1 B. & C. < Story on Bills, ss. 57, 171;

192. It does not distinctly appear Story on Conflict of Laws, s. 353 ;

upon the report whether the indorse- ante, s. 88.
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174. Several other cases may be put upon this subject. In

the first place, suppose a note, negotiable by the law of the

place where it is made, is there transferred by indorsement

;

can the indorsee maintain an action in his own name against

the maker in a foreign country (where both are found), in

which there is no positive law on the subject of negotiable

notes applicable to the case ? If he can, it must be upon the

ground that the foreign tribunal would recognize the validity of

the transfer by the indorsement, according to the law of the

place where it is made. According to the doctrine maintained

in England, as choses in action are by the common law (inde-

pendently of statute) incapable of being transferred over, it

might be argued that he could not maintain an action, notwith-

standing the instrument was well negotiated and transferred

by the law of the place of the contract.^ So far as this prin-

ciple of the non-assignability of choses in action would affect

transfers in England, it would seem reasonable to follow it.

But the difficulty is in applying it to transfers made in a foreign

country, by whose laws the instrument is negotiable and capable

of being transferred so as to vest the" property and right in the

assignee. In such a case, it would seem that the more correct

rule would be, that the lex loci contractus ought to govern

;

because the holder under the indorsement has an immediate

and absolute right in the contract vested in him, as niuch as

he would have in goods transferred to him. Under such cir-

cumstances, to deny the legal effect of the indorsement is to

construe the obligation, force, and effect of a contract made in

one place, by the law of another place. The indorsement in

the place where it is made creates a direct contract between

the maker and the first indorsee ; and, if so, that contract

ought to be enforced between them everywhere. It is not a

question as to the form of the remedy, but as to the right.^

175. In the next place, let us suppose the case of a negoti-

able pote, made in a country by whose laws it is negotiable, and

1 Story on Conflict of Laws, s. ^ See Trimbey v. Vignier, 1 Bing.

354; see 2 Bl. Com. 442; Innes v. N. C. 159-161; 4 M. & Scott, 695;

Dunlop, 8 T. R. 595; JefEery v. Story on Conflict of Laws, s. 353 a,

M'Taggart, 6 M. & S. 126; Story on where the same reasoning seems to

Conflict of Laws, ss. 565, 566. have applied ; Id. ss. 565, 566.

15
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actually indorsed in another by whose laws a transfer of notes

by indorsement is not allowed. Could an action be maintained

by the indorsee against the maker in the courts of either

country ? If it could be maintained in the country whose laws

do not allow such a transfer, it must be upon the ground that

the original negotiability, by the lex loci contractus, is permitted

to avail, in contradiction to the lexfori. On the other hand, if

the suit should be brought in the country where the note was

originally made, the same objection might arise, that the trans-

fer was not allowed by the law of the place where the indorse-

ment took place. But, at the same time, it may be truly said

that the transfer is entirely in conformity to the intent of the

parties and to the law of the original contract.^

176. In the next place, let us suppose the case of a note not

negotiable by the law of the place where it is made, but nego-

tiable by the law of the place where it is indorsed. Could an

action be maintained in either country by the indorsee against

the maker ? It would seem that, in the country where the note

was made, it could not ; because it would be inconsistent with

1 Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

356; see Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp.

218, 219 (8th ed.) ; see Kames on

Equity, bk. 3, c. 8, s. 3; Story on

Conflict of Laws, ss. 353, 354. In

the cases of Milne v. Graham, 1 B.

& C. 192, De la Chaumette v. Bank

of England, 2 B. & Ad. 385, and

Trimbey v. Vignier, 1 Bing. N. C.

151 ; 4 M. & Scott, 695, the promis-

sory notes were negotiable in both

countries, as well where the notes

were made as where they were trans-

ferred.

[In Lebel v. Tucker, L. R. 3

Q. B. 77; 8 B. & S. 830, a bill

drawn and accepted in England was

indorsed in France by an indorse-

ment valid by the law of England,

and it was held that the contract of

the acceptor was to pay to an order

valid by the law of England, and

that the indorsement transferred the

right of action, whatever might he

the law of France in respect of in-

dorsements. In Bradlaugh v. De

Bin, L. R. 3 C. P. 538, a bill drawn

in France and accepted in England

was indorsed in France by an in-

dorsement valid by the law of Eng-

land, but invalid (as was assumed)

by the law of France, to transfer

the right of action upon the bill,

and it was held that the right of ac-

tion was not transferred, and that

the alleged indorsee could not main-

tain an action against the acceptor

in England. The judgment in the

latter case was reversed in the Ex-

chequer Chamber, upon the ground

that, by the law of France, the in-

dorsement was a valid transfer of

the right of action. Bradlaugh v.

DeRin, L. R. 5 C. P. 473 ; ante, s.

140, n.]
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its own laws. But the same difficulty would not arise in the

country where the indorsement was made ; and therefore, if

the maker used terms of negotiability in his contract, capable

of binding him to the indorsee, there would not seem to be any

solid objection to giving the contract its full effect there. And
so it has been accordingly adjudged, in the case of a note

made in Connecticut, payable to A. or order, but by the laws

of that state not negotiable there, and indorsed in New York,

where it was negotiable. In a suit in New York by the indor-

see against the maker, the exception was taken and overruled.

The court on that occasion said that personal contracts, just in

themselves and lawful in the place where they are made, are to

be fully enforced according to the law of the place and the

intent of the parties, and that this is a principle which ought

to be universally received and supported. But this admission

of the lex loci contractus can have reference only to the nature

and construction of the contract and its legal effect, and not to

the mode of enforcing it. And the court ultimately put the

case expressly upon the ground that the note was payable to

the payee, or order ; and therefore the remedy might well be

pursued, according to the law of New York, against a party

who had contracted to pay to the indorsee.^ But if the words
" or order " had been omitted in the note, so that it had not

appeared that the contract between the parties originally con-

templated negotiability as annexed to it, a different question

might have arisen, which would more properly come under dis-

cussion in another place ; since it seems to concern the inter-

pretation and obligation of contracts, although it has sometimes

been treated as belonging to remedies.^

177. Notice of Dishonor. — In the next place, suppose a

negotiable note is made in England by a person domiciled there,

but it is payable in Paris, and is indorsed by the payee in Eng-

land to a holder domiciled there ; if, upon due presentment for

payment in Paris, it should be dishonored, what notice is to be

1 Story on Conflict of Laws, s, ^ See Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp.

357 ; Lodge u. Phelps, 1 Johns. Cas. 218, 219 (8th ed.); 3 Kent Com. 77;

139 ; 2 Gaines Cas. 321 ; see Kames Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. 253 a,

on Equity, bk. 3, c. 8, s. 4; 3 Kent 257 ; Story on Bills, ss. 173-175.

Com. 88.
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given by the holder to the indorser (the payee) ? Is it to be

according to the law of France, or of England ? for, as to the

time of giving notice, the law of France differs from that of

England. It has been held in the case of a bill (and it is not

distinguishable from that of a note) that the notice is to be

given according to the law of France, and not of England.^

But there is some reason to doubt the correctness of the deci-

sion, since the indorsement carries, as an incident, the right to

notice, and the contract created by the indorsement, when

written out, would seem to import that the indorser agrees to

pay upon notice according to the law of the place where the

contract is made.*^

178. Time of Transfer.— Bona Fide Holder.— There re-

main some few other considerations applicable to transfers by

indorsement, which require notice in this place. In the first

place, then, as to the time of transfer. In general, it may be

stated that a transfer may be made at any time while the note

remains a good subsisting unpaid note, whether it be before or

after it has arrived at maturity .^
. But the rights of the holder

1 Rothschild,!). Currie, 1 Q. B. they are to be deemed overdue, or

43; Hirschfeld v. Smith, L. R. 1 not, will more naturally arise when

C. P. 340; see Rouquette o. Over- we come to the consideration of

mann, L. R. 10 Q. B. p. 542; Gibbs the cases of notes and checks pay-

V. Fremont, 9 Ex. 25. able on demand. In the cases of

^ Story on Bills, s. 177, n.; Id. notes made payable at sight, or at

ss. 285, 296, 366, 391. This subject so many days after sight, the time

will be more fully considered under when they should be presented, and,

the chapter on Notice. of course, the time when they shall

8 Chitty on Bills, o. 6, p. 242 (8th be deemed overdue, will be discussed

ed.); Mutford v. Walcot, 1 Ld. under the head of the time when notes

Raym. 574; Boehm v. Stirling, 7 are to be presented. A promissory

T. R. 423; Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. note is not overdue and dishonored

3, pp. 156-158 (5th ed.) ; 1 Bell until the days of grace have expired

;

Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 402, 403 a transfer on the second day of grace

(5th ed.) ; Havens v. Huntington, 1 cuts off the equities. Goodpaster ».

Cowen, 387; Leavitt v. Putnam, 3 Voris, 8 Iowa, 334. A purchaser

N. Y. 494; Story on Bills, ss. 220- who takes a note in good faith dur-

223; Davis o. Miller, 14 Gratt. 1; ing business hours, in the regular

Long V. Crawford, 18 Md. 220. course of business, on the last day

Notes are now rarely drawn payable of grace, is protected. Crosby v.

on demand, and therefore the prin- Grant, 36 N. H. 273. But a note

ciples applicable to the point, when payable by instalments is dishonored
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against the antecedent parties may be most materially affected

by the time of the transfer. If the transfer is made before the

maturity of the note to a bona fide holder for a valuable considera-

tion, he will take it free of all equities between the antecedent

parties, of which he has no notice.^ If the transfer is after the

if one of the instalments is overdue,

and it must then be taken subject to

the equities between the parties.

Vinton v. King, 4 Allen, 562; Field

V. Tibbetts, 57 Me. 358. In Massa-

chusetts it was held that a note

taken on the last day of grace was
overdue and dishonpred. Pine v.

Smith, H Gray, 38.

[It is held by the Supreme Court

of the United States that when a

negotiable security is payable at a

future time, and interest is payable

at sptcified intervals in the mean-
while, the non-payment of one in-

stalment of interest does not' of

itself affect the position of the bona

fide holder. Cromwell v. County of

Sac, 6 Otto. This seems to be the

law in Massachusetts, but, at all

events, the holder is not affected by

the non-payment of interest without

notice of it, though it is a fact for

the consideration of the jury, in con-

nection with other circumstances, in

determining whether the plaintiff is

a bona fide holder without notice.

Bank of North America v. Kir-

by, 108 Mass. 497. It has been

held, however, in some cases, that

when one instalment of interest is

unpaid, the note is dishonored, and

a person taking it afterwards takes

it subject to all existing defences.

Hart V. Stickney, 41 Wis. 630; New-

ell V. Gregg, 51 Barb. 263.]

1 Story on Bills, ss. 14, 188;

Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 220, 221,

240, 243 (8th ed.) ; Boehm v. Ster-

ling, 7 T. K. 423; Bayley on Bills,

c. 5, s. 3, pp. 157-163, 166 (5th

ed.); Taylor i,. Mather, 3 T. R. 83,

n.; Brown ». Davis, 3 T. R. 80;

Bosanquet ». Dudman, 1 Stark. 1;

Dunn V. O'Keeffe, 5 M. & S. 282; 6

Taunt. 305; Thompson v. Gibson,

1 Mart. N. S. (La.) 150 ; Marston

V. Allen, 8 M. & W. 504 ; Savings

Bank of New Haven v. Bates, 8

Conn. 505; Swift v. Tyson, 16

Pet. 1.

Transfers are presumed, until the

contrary is proved, to have been

made before the note became due.

Parkin v. Moon, 7 C. & P. 408;

Lewis V. Lady Parker, 4 A. & fi. 838

;

New Orleans Canal Co. o. Mont-

gomery, 5 Otto, 16; Collins v. Gil-

bert, 4 Otto, 753; Ranger v. Gary,

1 Met. 369 ; Noxon ». DeWolf, 10

Gray, 343; Hendricks v. Judah, 1

Johns. 319; Andrews j>. Chadbourne,

19 Barb. 147 ; Parker v. Tuttle, 41

Me. 349; Burnham v. Wood, 8

N. H. 334; Leland o. Farnham, 25

Vt. 553; Wilkinson v. Sargent, 9

Iowa, 521 ; Richards ». Betzer, 53 111.

466; Johnston v. Josey, 34 Texas,

533; Rahm v. King Bridge Manufac-

tory, 16 Kansas, 530; Miller v. Wis-

ner, 22 La. An. 457 ; see Anderson

V. Weston, 6 Bing. N. C. 296. In

Arkansas, by the Revised Statutes

(Gantt's Dig. s. 570), indorsements

are taken prima facie to have been

made at such a time as shall be

most to the advantage of the de-

fendant. Clendenin v. Souther-
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maturity of the note, the holder takes it as a dishonored note,

and is affected by all the equities between the original parties,

whether he has any notice thereof or not.^ But when we speak

of equities between the parties, it is not to be understood by this

expression that all sorts of equities existing between the par-

ties, from other independent transactions between them, are

intended, but only such equities as attach to the particular

note, and as between those parties would be available to con-

trol, qualify, or extinguish any rights arising thereon.^ Still,

land, 31 Ark. 20; Ruddell v. Landers,

25 AVk. 238.

[If a good title to a note is trans-

ferred by an indorsement in blank

before the note becomes due, the

holder may transfer such title, after

the note is due, by delivery without

indorsing it, and the transferee's

title will not be subject to the

equities that would have afEected it

if the indorser bad indorsed the

note to him after its maturity. Fair-

clough V. Pavia, 9 Ex. 690; see

Green v. Steer, 1 Q. B. 707.]

1 Ibid.; Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s.

3, pp. 162, 168 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on

Bills, c. 6, pp. 243, 24A (8th ed);

Lee V. Zagury, 8 Taunt. 114 ; Roths-

child V. Corney, 9 B. & C. 391; -3

Kent Com. 91, 92; Down v. Hailing,

4 B. & C. 330; Andrews v. Pond, 13

Pet. 65; Calhoun v. Albin, 48 Mo.

304 ; Davis v. Bradley, 26 La. An.

555. [A party taking a transfer

after the note is due takes it subject

to the right of the true owner to

claim it, if it was improperly trans-

ferred (Bird V. Cockrem, 28 La. An.

70) ; and a person having a right in

equity to overdue bills, which were

improperly purchased with his

money by his agent, can assert his

title to them against a holder for

value who has taken them without

notice of the equity (Ex parte Ori-

ental Commercial Bank, L. R. 5 Ch.

358) ; see Warren v. Haight, 65

N. Y. 171.] It seems that, in Scot-

land, the indorsement of a bill

which is overdue does not affect the

indorsee with the equities between

the original parties, unless there are

some marks of dishonor on the bill.

1 Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, p.

403 (5th ed.).

[In California, it is held that the

assignee of a negotiable note after

maturity takes it subject to subsist-

ing equities between the maker and

payee, but liot subject to equities

subsisting between the maker and

any intermediate holder. Vinton

V. Crowe, 4 Cal. 309; Hayward
V. Stearns, 39 Cal. 58.]

" Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 3, pp.

161, 162 (5th ed.); Burrough v.

Moss, 10 B. & C. 558; Story on

Bills, s. 187, n. (3) ; Whitehead v.

Walker, 10 M. & W. 696; Renwick

V. Williams, 2 Md. 356; Gullett v.

Hoy, 15 Mo. 399; Unseld v. Stephen-

son, 33 Mo. 161 ; Arnot v. Wood-
burn, 35 Mo. 99; Ryan v. Chew, 13

Iowa, 589.

[An equity attaching to the note

and affecting it in the hands of an

assignee taking it after maturity is

created by an agi-eement that cer-

tain goods shall be sold and the

proceeds applied to its payment.
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however, subject to such equities, the holder by indorsement

after the maturity of a note will be clothed with the same
rights and advantages as were possessed by the iudorser, and
may avail himself of them accordingly .^

(Holmes v. Kidd, 3 H. & N. 891,

Ex. Ch.), or an agreement that a

certain demand shall be set off

against it (Oulds v. Harrison, 10

Ex. 579 ; Walbridge v. Kibbee, 20

Vt. 543 ; Pecker v. Sawyer, 24 Vt.

459; Robinson v. Lyman, 10 Conn.

30).]

But, in the absence of a special

agreement, the right of set-ofE is

not an equity attaching to the note,

and does not affect the title of a

person taking it after it is due, al-

though he have notice of the claim,

and the transfer be made for the

purpose of defeating the set-off.

Oulds V. Harrison, 10 Ex. 572;

Burrough v. Moss, 10 B. & C. 558;

Whitehead v. Walker, 10 M. & W.
696; Ex parte Swan, L. R. 6 Eq.

344; Chandler v. Drew, 6 N. H.

469; Hughes v. Large, 2 Penn. St.

103; Young v. Shriner, 80 Penn.

St. 463; Walbridge v. Kibbee, 20

Vt. 543; Robinson v. Lyman, 10

Conn. 30 ; Hankins v. Shoup, 2

Ind. 342; Lewis v. Denton, 13 Iowa,

441; Way v. Lamb, 15 Iowa, 79;

Gullett u. Hoy, 15 Mo. 399; Wil-

kinson V. Jeffers, 30 Ga. 153.

In some of the United States,

the assignee of an overdue note

takes it subject to any set-off that

it was liable to when in the hands

of his assignor. Sargent v. South-

gate, 5 Pick. 312 ; Baxter v. Little,

6 Met. 7; Bond v. Fitzpatrick, 4

Gray, 89; (see Ranger v. Gary, 1

Met. 369); Burnham v. Tucker, 18

Me. 179; Haywood v. M'Nair, 2

Dev. & B. (N. C.) 283. [In New

York, the decisions were conflicting

(Ford V. Stuart, 19 Johns. 342;

O'Callaghan v. Sawyer, 5 Johns.

118; Bridge v. Johnson, 5 Wend.
342; 6 Cowen, 693; Driggs v. Rock-

well, 11 Wend. 504; Miner v. Hoyt,

4 Hill, p. 197) ; but now, by the

Revised Statutes (vol. 2, p. 354; pt.

3, c. 6, tit. 2, s. 18, par. 9), in an

action upon a negotiable bill or

note transferred after maturity, a

set-off is allowed of a demand
against any person who shall have

transferred the bill or note after it

became due, if the demand be such

as might have been set off against

the assignor, while the bill or note

belonged to him.

J

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 245 (8th

ed.); Chalmers v. Lanion, 1 Camp.
883 ; Furniss v. Gilchrist, 1 Sandf.

(N. Y.) 53. A note transferred

after maturity is not subject to

equities in favor of the maker that

arise after the transfer, but only to

those that exist at the time of the

transfer. Campbell v. Rusch, 9

Iowa, 337; Elwell v. Dodge, 33

Barb. 336. [A note may be trans-

ferred .while an action upon it is

pending, and the transferee can

sue in his own name, although the

former action be pending and he

took the note with knowledge of it;

but, if the second action be brought

with a view to oppress the defen-

dant, it would be a good ground for

the exercise of the equitable juris-

diction of the court by staying pro-

ceedings. Deuters v. Townsend, 5

B. & S. 613.]
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179. Frefich Law.— The law of Prance, in a great measure,

recognizes the like distinction between indorsements before and

indorsements after the maturity of a note. In the latter case,

all the equities between the other parties are not only let in,

but even those of the creditors of the indorser who have before

the indorsement and after the maturity levied attachments of

the debt in the hands of the debtor.^

180. When Negotiahility ceases.— But there is a period

when promissory notes cease altogether to be negotiable, in

whosesoever hands they may then be, so far as respects the

antecedent parties thereto who would be discharged therefrom

by the payment thereof. Thus, for example, when a note has

once been paid by the maker after it has become due (although

not if paid before due and the fact be unknown to the holder^),

it loses all its validity and can no longer be negotiable.^ So,

if a note be dishonored by the maker, and it is then taken up

by the payee or first indorser, he cannot negotiate it, so as to

charge the subsequent indorsers, although he might, so as to

charge himself, or the maker, if the latter be liable to him.*

Still, however, notes remain negotiable even after payment,

so far as respects all parties who shall knowingly negotiate

the same afterwards; for in such a case the negotiation can-

1 Pardessus, Droit Commercial, 1, 13 (Ex. Ch.) ; Pray u. Maine, 7

torn. 2, art. 351, 352; Chitty on Cush. 253; Davis v. Stevens, 10

Bills, c. 6, p. 242, and note c (8th N. H. 186 ; Hopkins v. Farwell, 32

ed.) ; Story on Bills, ss. 220, 221. N. H. 425.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 3, p. * Ibid. ; Callow v. Lawrence, 3

166 (5th ed.) ; Burbridge ». Man- M. & S. 95; Hubbard o. Jackson, 4

ners, 3 Camp. 194; Chitty on Bills, Bing. 390; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp.

c. 6, pp. 248, 249 (8th ed.)
;
post, s. 248, 249 (8th ed.); St. John v. Ro-

384. berts, 31 N. Y. 441. But if a bill

' Bayley on Bills, o. 5, s. 3, pp. or note be made for the accom-

165, 166 (5th ed.); Beck v. Kobley, modation of an indorser, -who ne-

1 H. Bl. 89, n; Gardner v. May- gotiates it, and pays it at its matu-

nard, 7 Allen, 456; Chitty on Bills, rity, he cannot afterwards negotiate

c. 6, p. 248 (8th ed.) ; Bartrum v. it so as to charge any other party.

Caddy, 9 A. & E. 275, 281. A Parr v. Jewell, 16 C. B. 684 (Ex.

payment by one of several joint Ch.); Lazarus v. Cowie, 3 Q. B.

makers discharges the liability of 459; Long v. Rhawn, 75 Penn. St.

all. Beaumont v. Greathead, 2 128.

C. B. 494; Harmer v. Steele, 4 Ex.
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not prejudice any other persons, and will only charge them-

selTes.i

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 3, p.

166 (5th ed.); Boebm v. Sterling,

7 T. R. 423; Callow v. Lawrence,

3 M. & S. 95; Hubbard v. Jackson,

4 Bing. 390; Guild v. Eager, 17

Mass. 615 ; Havens v. Huntington,

1 Cowen, 387; Mead v. Small, 2

Greenl. 207 ; Story on Bills, s. 223

;

Mabry v. Matheny, 10 Sm. & M.
323.
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181. Presumption of Consideration.— Having thus ascer-

tained the general rights, obligations, and duties of the diffe-

rent parties to promissory notes, and the operation of the lex

loci contractus, which is resorted to in order to ascertain and

regulate the rights, obligations, and duties growing out of

them, we may next proceed to the examination of the question,

What consideration is in point of law required, in order to

give those rights, obligations, and duties a solid support, so as

to make them capable of being enforced and vindicated in

courts of justice ? Promissory notes, like bills of exchange,

enjoy, as has been already suggested,^ the privilege, conceded

to no other unsealed instruments, of being presumed to be

founded upon a valid and valuable consideration. Hence,

between the original parties, and, a fortiori, between others,

who by indorsement or otherwise become bona fide holders, it

is wholly unnecessary to establish that a promissory note was

given for such a consideration ; and the burden of proof rests

upon the other party to establish the contrary, and to rebut the

presumption of validity and value, which the law raises for

the protection and support of negotiable paper.^ Still, how-

iAnte,s.7. 78-85 (8th ed.); Id. pp. 90-92;

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 3, s. 1, pp. Collins v. Martin, 1 B. & P. 651;
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ever, this does not dispense, as we sliall presently see, with the

existence of an actual, valid, and valuable consideration to

support the note ; but it only shifts the burden of proof from

the plaintiff to the defendant.^

HoUiday ». Atkinson, 5 B. & C. 501;

Cobum V. Odell, 30 N. H. 540;

Bristol V. Warner, 19 Conn. 7;

James v. Chalmers, 6 N. Y. 209;

Rowland v. Harris, 55 Ga. 141;

Lines v. Smith, 4 Fla. 47; Sawyer u.

Vaughan, 25 Me. 337 ; Smedberg v.

Whittlesey, 3 Sandf. Ch. (N. Y.)

320 ; Smedberg v. Simpson, 2 Sandf.

(N. Y.) 85; Fitch v. Redding,

4 Sandf. (N. Y.) 130; Greer «.

George, 8 Ark. 181; 2 Greenl. Ev.

s. 172; but see Delano v. Bartlett,

6 Cush. 364; and see Common-
•wealth V. McKie, 1 Gray, 61 ; 1 Lead-

ing Criminal Cases, 347, and note;

ante, s. 51.

1 Story on Bills, ss. 193, 194;

[Fitch V. Jones, 5 E. & B. 238, 245;

Lacey u. Forrester, 2 C. M. & R. 59;

5 Tyrw. 567; Edwards v. Jones,

7 C. & P. 633; Mills v. Barber, 1 M.

6 W. 425; Tyrw. & Gr. 835;

Attenborough v. Clarke, 27 L. J.,

Ex.138; Collins v. Gilbert, 4 Otto,

753, 760; Murray «. Lardner, 2

Wall. 110, 121; Goodman v. Si-

monds, 20 How. 343, 365 ; Kinsman

V. Birdsall, 2 E. D. Smith (N. Y.)

395; Sperry o. Spaulding, 45 Cal.

544. This follows from the rule

that the burden of proof is shifted

by rebuttable pi'esumptions of law,

and by presumptions of fact that

establish a primafacie case ; stabitur

prmsumplioni donee probetur in con-

trarium. Best on Evidence, 6th ed.,

376, 410, 434; Starkie on Evidence,

10th Am. ed., 591; Williams v.

East India Co., 3 East, at p. 200;

Stephen's Digest of Evidence, 3rd

ed. , 4. The presumption that bills

of exchange and promissory notes

were given and indorsed for a valid

consideration is one raised by the

law. Best on Evidence, 6th ed.,

425; Starkie on Evidence, 10th Am.
ed., 592; 2 Greenl. Ev. ss. 172, 173.

In Massachusetts, it is held that

prima facie evidence, and pre-

sumptions, such as the presump-

tion that a promissory note is

founded on a valid consideration, do

not shift the burden of proof. In

Powers V. Russell, 13 Pick. p. 76,

the rule prevailing there is thus

stated by Shaw, C. J.: "Where
the party having the burden of

proof establishes a prima facie case,

and no proof to the contrary is

offered, he will prevail. Therefore

the other party, if he would avoid

the effect of such prima fade case,

must produce evidence of equal or

greater weight, to balance and con-

trol it, or he will fail. Still, the

proof upon both sides applies to the

affirmative or negative of one and
the same issue, or proposition of

fact ; and the party whose case re-

quires the proof of that fact has, all

along, the burden of proof. It does

not shift, though the weight in

either scale may at times prepon-

derate. But where the party hav-

ing the burden of proof gives com-

petent Sindi. prima facie evidence of a

fact, and the adverse party, instead

of producing proof which would go

to negative the same proposition of

fact, proposes to show another and

a distinct proposition, which avoids
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182. Questions that may arise.— But, besides the question of

the existence of a consideration, another may arise, In what

cases, and between what parties, the consideration on which the

note is founded, or on which it has been transferred, is inquir-

able into? and under what circumstances may the want, or

failure, or illegality of the consideration be insisted on, by way

of defence or bar to the right of recovery on the note, not only

between the original parties, but also between them and others

possessing a derivative title thereto, under an indorsement or

otherwise, from them ? Let us, therefore, in the first place,

examine what consideration in point of law is necessary, to

give legal operation and support to a note ; and, in the next

place, between what parties, and under what circumstances, the

consideration is inquirable into, as a defence or bar to an action

brought thereon.

183. Sufficiency of Consideration.— And, in the first place,

as to what consideration is necessary to maintain a promissory

note. At the common law (and the same rule pervades the

Roman law and the foreign commercial law ^) a valuable consi-

deration is, in general, necessary to support every contract,

otherwise it is treated as a nude and void pact, nudum paetum ;

and the maxim in such a case is, ex nudo pacta non oritur actio.^

the effect of it, there the burden of Rhode Island. Small v. Clewley,

proof shifts, and rests upon the 62 Me. 155 ; Atlas Bank v. Doyle,

party proposing to show the latter 9 R. I. p. 78. But if the defendant

fact." In accordance with this attempts to show a failure of con-

rule, it is held that the presumption sideration, then the burden is upon

that there was a consideration is him to prove it. J Jennison v. Staf-

evidence that will be conclusive, if ford, 1 Cush. 168; Delano ». Bart-

not rebutted; but it does not shift lett, 6 Cush. p. 367; see also

the burden of proof, and, if the de- Simpson v. Davis, 119 Mass. 269.

fendant adduce evidence that there * Pothier on Oblig. n. 4, p. 42.

was no consideration, the plaintiff ' Chitty on Bills, c. 3, s. 1, pp.

cannot recover, unless he establishes 79-85 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills,

the fact that there was a conside- c. 12, pp. 494-504 (5th ed.); Shar-

ration. Delano v. Bartlett, 6 Cush. ington v. Strotton, Plowden, 808;

364; Burnham v. Allen, 1 Gray, Dig. lib. 2, tit. 14, 1. 7, s. 4; Po-

496; Noxon v. De Wolf , 10 Gray, thier, Pand. lib. 2, tit. 14, n. 33;

343; Black River Savings Bank v. Pothier on Oblig. n. 4, p. 42; Po-

Edwards, 10 Gray, 387 ; Morris v. thier, by Evans, vol. 2, n. 2, pp. 19-

Bowman, 12 Gray, 467. This rule 25.

has been followed in Maine and
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This rule is equally applicable, under the limitations before

suggested, to promissory notes, as it is to other contracts.^

And there must not only be a consideration, but, in the just

sense of the law, it must be legal as well as adequate.^

184. Love and Affection,— What consideration is deemed

valuable and sufficient in point of law, or not, to support con-

tracts generally, or promissory notes in particular, may be stated

in a few words. First : A consideration founded in mere love,

or affection, or gratitude (which, in a technical sense, is called

a good consideration, in contradistinction to a valuable consi-

deration) is not sufficient to maintain an action on a note.

Thus, a note drawn by the maker as a gift to a son or other

relative, or to a friend, is not sufficient to sustain the note

between the original parties.^

185. Moral Obligation. — A mere moral obligation, although

coupled with an express promise, is not a sufficient considera-

tion to support a note between the same parties. It has, indeed,

in some cases, been broadly laid down, that where a man is

under a moral obligation, which no court of law or equity can

enforce, and he promises, the honesty and rectitude of the

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 3, s. 1, pp. nants of a third person is a good

78-85 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. consideration, though the title fails.

12, pp. 494, 495 (5th ed.). Bass b. Randall, 1 Minn. 404; Craw-
2 Chitty on Bills, c. 3, s. 1, pp. ford v. Robie, 42 N. H. 162.

78-80 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, e. » Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 85,

12, pp. 494, 495 (5th ed.). A car- 86, and notes (8th ed.) ; Bayley on

man who had long enjoyed the pa- Bills, c. 12, pp. 502-504 (5th ed.);

tronage of a firm, by the consent of Fink v. Cox, 18 Johns. 145; HoUi-

the firm gave another one-half the day v. Atkinson, 5 B. & C. 501;

work, and took a note for the privi- Blogg v. Tinkers, Ry. & M. 125

;

lege, and it was held that the Phelps v. Phelps, 28 Barb. 121.

arrangement was a sufficient consi- And a note given by an heir as evi-

deration for the note, it being in the dence of an advance to him by the

nature of a transfer of a good-will payee is without consideration as

of a business. Searing v. Tye, 4 a debt, and is void. Hardin v.

E. D. Smith (N. Y.) 197. A policy Wright, 32 Mo. 4.52. But see, con-

issued by an insolvent insurance tra, Bowers v. Hurd, 10 Mass. 427.

company is a good consideration for It seems difiioult to support this

a note for the premium, if not last case upon principle or authority ;

'

known by its officers and agents and see Hill v. Buckminster, 5

to be insolvent. Lester v. Webb, Pick. 391, and Parish v. Stone, 14

5 Allen, 569. A deed with cove- Pick. 198.
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thing is a consideration.^ But this doctrine must be received

with many qualifications, and is now restricted to much narrower

limits.^ The true doctrine as now established seems to be,

that a consideration which the law esteems valuable must in

all cases exist, in order to furnish a just foundation for an

action. Where there is a precedent duty, which would create

a sufficient legal or equitable right if there had been an express

promise at the time, or where there is a precedent consideration

which is capable of being enforced and is not extinguished,

unless at the option of the party founded upon some bar or

defence which the law justifies, but does not require him to

assert, there an express promise will create or revive a just

cause of action.^ Thus, for example, if A. has paid a debt due

by B., without the request of B., the law will not raise a

promise by B., by implication, to repay tlae money to A. ; but if

B., in consideration thereof, makes an express promise, it is

valid and obligatory.* So, if a debt is discharged by. mere

operation of law without payment, as by the statute of limi-

tations, or by a discharge in bankruptcy,^ an express promise by

the party to pay it will revive the obligation.^ So, if a con-

tract is voidable, but founded in a consideration otherwise

valuable or sufficient, an express promise to pay it will support

and confirm its obligation; but not, if it be originally void.''

Thus, a promise after age by a person to pay a debt not for

necessaries contracted during his infancy, will be binding ; and

a negotiable security given therefor will acquire validity by

1 Hawkes v. Saunders, Cowp. * See Serg. Williams's note (1)

289; Lee v. Muggeridge, 6 Taunt, to Osborne u. Rogers, 1 Saund. 264;

36; Seago v. Deane, 4 Bing. 459. Hayes v. Warren, 2 Stra.' 933;

2 Littlefield ». Shee, 2 B. & Ad. Stokes v. Lewis, 1 T. R. 20.

811 ; Eastwood v. Kenyon, 11 A. & * Way v. Sperry, 6 Cush. 238.

E. 438, 450 ; Beaumont v. Reeve, But it is otherwise as to a promise

8 Q. B. 483; Nightingale u. Barney, to pay a debt voluntarily released.

4 G. Greene (Iowa) 106. Warren v. Whitney, 24 Me. 561;

» See Wennall v. Adney, 3 B. & Valentine b. Foster, 1 Met. 520.

P. 247, and the note of the learned ^ Eastwood v. Kenyon, 11 A. &
reporters, p. 249, note (a) ; East- E. 438 ; Hawkes v. Saunders, Cowp.

wood !/. Kenyon, 11 A. & E. 438; 289, 290.

Bayley on BUls, c. 12, p. 504 (5th ' Littlefield v. Shee, 2 B. & Ad.

ed.); Chitty on Bills, o. 3, p. 84 811; Eastwoods. Kenyon, 11 A. &

(8th ed.). E. 438.
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such new promise or confirmation of it.^ But a promise by a

woman who is sole to pay a debt which she had previously con-

tracted while she was married and under coverture, would not

be valid ; because such a contract on her part is ab initio void,

and not merely voidable .^

186. Valuable Consideration.— Secondly: What, then, is a

valuable consideration in the sense of the law? It may, in

general terms, be said to consist either in some right, interest,

profit, or benefit, accruing to the party who makes the contract,

or some forbearance, detriment, loss, responsibility, or act, or

labor, or service, on the other side.^ And, if either of these

exists, it will furnish a sufficient valuable consideration to sus-

tain the making or indorsing a promissory note in favor of the

payee or other holder. Thus, for example, not only money
paid, or advances made, or credit given, or the discharge of a

present debt, or work and labor done, will constitute a sufficient

consideration for a note ; but also the receiving a note as secu-

rity for a debt, or forbearance to sue a present claim or debt, or

an exchange of securities, or becoming a surety, or doing any

other act at the request or for the benefit of the maker or in-

dorser, will constitute a sufficient consideration for a note.* The
common case of bankers receiving bills of their customers for

collection affijrds an apt illustration of this doctrine ; for they

are deemed holders for value, not only to the amount of

advances already made by them, either specifically or upon

1 Hawkes v. Saunders, Cowp. ation fee as a member and for his

289, 290; Eastwood v. Kenyon, 11 quartei'ly dues, will not have a suffi-

A. & E. 438. cient consideration. Nash v. Rus-
^ Eastwood V. Kenyon, 11 A. & sell, 5 Barb. 556.

E. 438 ; Loyd v. Lee, 1 Stra. 94. " Com. Dig. Action on the Case,

But see post, ss. 274, 275. A mar- Assumpsit, B 1-15.

ried woman bought goods and gave * Com. Dig. Action of Assump-

her note before the statute giving sit, B 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10; Bayley on

her sole and separate rights ; after Bills, c. 12, p. 505 (5th ed.) ; Chitty

the statute the goods still remained on Bills, c. 3, pp. 84, 85 (8th ed.)

her separate property, and she gave Bosanquet v. Dudmau, 1 Stark. 1

a new note, and it was held to be a Heywood v. Watson, 4 Bing. 496

valid note upon good consideration. Kent v. Lowen, 1 Camp. 179, n.

Barton v. Beer, 35 Barb. 78. A Rolfe v. Caslon, 2 H. Bl. 571 ; Horn-

note given by a person to an officer blower v. Proud, 2 B. & A. 327

of a benevolent society for his initi- post, a. 194.
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account, but also for future responsibilities incurred upon the

faith of them.i So, also, any act done at the request of the

party making the contract for the benefit of a third person,

such as paying the debt of a third person, or forbearing to sue

for a debt due by such person,^ or discharging such debt, or

guaranteeing such debt, or becoming liable for the acts or de-

faults of a third person, will, in like manner, be a sufficient

consideration to support the contract.^ A pre-existing debt is

equally available as a consideration, as is a present advance or

value given for the note.* Even the settlement of a doubtful

claim preferred against the party will be a sufficient and valid

consideration, without regard to the legal validity of the claim,

if it be fairly made.^

187. Absence and Failure of Consideration.— The objection

to a note may be, that there is a total want of consideration to

support it, or that there is only a partial want of consideration.^

I Bosanquet v. Dudtnan, 1 Stark.

1; Ex parte Bloxham, 8 Ves. 531;

Heywood v. Watson, 4 Bing. 496;

Bramah v. Roberts, 1 Bing. N. C.

469 ; Percival v. Frampton, 2 C. M.

& R. 180 ; Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet.

1, 21, 22 ; Bank of the Metropolis v.

New England Bank, 1 How. 234,

239; 17 Pet. 174; Harnett v. Bran-

dao, 6 M. & Gr. 630, 670; post, s.

195.

^ Robinson v. Gould, 11 Cush.

55.

' Com. Dig. Action of Assump-
sit, B 3, 11, 15; Bayley on Bills,

c. 12, p. 504 (5th ed.); Chitty on

Bills, c. 3, pp. 80, 84 (8th ed.)
;

Poplewell V. Wilson, 1 Stra. 264;

Eidout V. Bristow, 1 C. & J. 231;

1 Tyrw. 84. A promise by an ex-

ecutor or administrator to pay a

debt of the intestate or testator, is

not valid, unless he has assets. Ten
Eyck V. Vanderpoel, 8 Johns. 120

;

Schoonmaker v. Roosa, 17 Johns.

301; Bank of Troy v. Topping, 9

Wend. 273. But see Ridout v.

Bristow, 1 C. & J. 231; 1 Tyrw. 84.

Under the charter of a mutual

insurance company, the mutual

agreement and association of the

parties respectively giving notes for

premiums in advance have been

held a sufficient consideration for

the notes. Brouwer v. Appleby, 1

Sandf. (N. Y.) 158; Hone o. Allen,

1 Sandf. (N. Y.) 171; Hone v. Fol-

ger, 1 Sandf. (N. Y.) 177, n.

* Townsley v. Sumrall, 2 Pet.

170; Swift V. Tyson, 16 Pet. 1;

Currie i>. Misa, L. R. 10 Ex. 158

(Ex. Ch.); Blanchard v. Stevens,

3 Cush. 162; Brush v. Scribner, 11

Conn. 388; Williams v. Little, 11

N. H. 66 ;
post, s. 195.

6 Russell V. Cook, 3 Hill, 504.

« See Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp.

494-504 (5th ed.) ; Id. (Am. ed.

1836), pp. 531-556, -where many of

the American cases are collected.

Swift V. Tyson, 16 Pet. 1 ;
post, a.

194.
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In the first case, it goes to the entire Talidity of the note, and

avoids it.i In the latter case, it affects' the note with nullity

only pro tanto?' The same rule applies to cases where there

was originally no want of consideration, but there has been a

subsequent failure thereof either in whole or in part.^ For a

subsequent failure of the consideration is equally fatal with an

oi-iginal want of consideration, not indeed in all cases, but in

many cases ; * at least, where it is a matter capable of definite

computation, and not mere unliquidated damages.^ So, if a

^ A plea of a want of considera-

tion ought to aver distinctly that

there was no other consideration

than the one mentioned. Boden v.

Wright, 12 C. B. 445; Carruthers

e. West, 11 Q. B. 143.

^ Chitty on Bills, c. 3, s. 1, pp.

79-83 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills,

e. 12, pp. 494, 495 (5th ed.); Bar-

ber V. Backhouse, Peake, 61; Dai*-

nell V. Williams, 2 Stark. 166;

Sparrow u. Chisman, 9 B. & C.

241; Lewis v. Cosgrave, 2 Taunt.

2; Wintle v. Crowther, 1 C. & J.

316; 1 Tyrw. 210, 216; see Gas-

coyne t). Smith, M'Clel. & Y. 338;

Stephens v. W^ilkinson, 2 B. & Ad.

320; Forman v. Wright, 11 C. B.

481 ; Allaire v. Hartshorne, 21 N.

J. L. (1 Zabr.) 665.

* See Dorr v. Fisher, 1 Cush.

275; Harrington ». Stratton, 22

Pick. 510; Perley u. Balch, 23 Pick.

283.

* Chitty on Bills, c. 3, s. 1, pp.

85-88 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills,

c. 12, pp. 494-496 (5th ed.) ; Jack-

son ». Warwick, 7 T. R. 121; Mann
V. Lent, 10 B. & C. 877; Day v.

Nix, 9 Moore, 159.

* Day B. Mx, 9 Moore, 159;

Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 88, 89,

and note (i) (8th ed.); Ledger v.

Ewer, Peake, 216; Bayley on Bills,

c. 12, pp. 495-499 (5th ed.); Solo-

mon V. Turner, 1 Stark. 51 ; Mor-

gan B. Richardson, 1 Camp. 40, n.

;

Tye ». Gwynne, 2 Camp. 846;

Moggridge w. Jones, 14 East, 486;

Grant v. Welchman, 16 East, 207;

Obbard .,. Betham, M. & M. 483.

See the judgment of Baron Parke,

in Moudel v. Steel, 8 M. & W. 858;

Braoey «. Carter, 12 A. & E. 373.

A total failure of consideration will

sometimes, but not always, be a

good bar or defence to an action of

covenant. Cooch v. Goodman, 2

Q. B. 580, 599; Com. Dig., Fait,

C 2.

In England and some of the

United States, a partial failure of

consideration for a note is no de-

fence where the amount to be

deducted is not of definite compu-

tation, but of unliquidated dama-

ges. Day 0. Nix, 9 Moore, 169;

Trickey ». Lame, 6 M. & W. 278;

Sully ». Frean, 10 Ex. 535; War-
wick ». Nairn, 10 Ex. 762; Green-

leaf V. Cook, 2 Wheat. 13; Riddle

». Gage, 37 N. H. 519 ; Richardson

». Sanborn, 33 Vt. 75; Cragin v.

Fowler, 34 Vt. 326; Pulsifer „.

Hotehkiss, 12 Conn. 234; Wash-
burn V. Picot, 3 Dev. (N. C.) 390;

Scudder v. Andrews, 2 McLean,

464; Reese ». Gordon, 19 Cal. 147;

Walters w. Armstrong, 5 Minn. 448;

(see De Sewhauberg v. Buchanan,

16
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note is given as an indemnity, it is a sufficient answer to it

that tlie party lias not been damnified at all, or that the origi-

nal claim has been extinguished.^ So, if a note is originally a

gift in whole or in part,^ or if it is founded upon a sale of

goods to which tlie title afterwards fails in whole or in part, it

will pro tanto be void as between those parties.^

188. Fraud and Duress.— In the next place, a promissory

note will be void, where it is founded upon fraud, or duress, or

imposition, or circumvention, or taking an undue advantage of

the party, as where he is intoxicated.* And this doctrine is so

5 C. Se p. 343. [But a partial

failure of consideration is a good

defence pro tanto, -where the amount

to be deducted is a matter of defi-

nite computation, and not merely

a claim for unliquidated damages.

Agra and Masterman's Bank v.

Leighton, L. R. 2 Ex. 56; Drew
V. Towle, 27 N. H. 412. In some

states, a partial failure of consi-

deration is allowed as a defence, al-

though the amount is unliquidated.

Harrington v. Stratton, 22 Pick.

510 ; Parish v. Stone, 14 Pick. 198
;

Stacy V. Kemp, 97 Mass. 166; Davis

V. Bean, 114 Mass. 358 ; Judd v.

Dennison, 10 Wend. 512; Payne

V. Cutler, 13 Wend. 605; Herbert

V. Ford, 29 Me. 546; Hammatt v.

Emerson, 27 Me. 308; Steigleman

V. Jeffries, 1 Serg. & R. 477; Brewer

V. Harris, 2 Sm. & M. 84 ; Rasberry

V. Moye, 23 Miss. 320; Moore v.

Lanham, 3 Hill (S. C.) 299; Peden

u. Moore, 1 Stew. & P. (Ala.) 71

;

Wheat 17. Dotson, 12 Ark. 699;

Wyckoff V. Runyon, 33 N. J. L. 107;

see Holzwprth v. Koch, 26 Ohio

St. 33.] In some other states, partial

failure of consideration is made a

defence by statute. Nichols v. Hun-

ton, 45 N. H. 470 ; Schuchraann v.

Knoebel, 27 111. 175; MoHenry v.

Yokum, 27 111. 160; Webster v.

Parker, 7 Ind. 185; Davis, Sta-

tutes of Indiana, 1876, vol. 2, p. 76,

s. 81; Code of Georgia (ed. 1873),

s. 2748; General Statutes of Mis-

souri, c. 172, s. 24.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 84,

85 (8th ed.).

2 Ibid. ; Nash v. Brown, cited

Chitty on Bills, p. 85, n. (c); HoUi-

day u. Atkinson, 5 B. & C. 501;

Blogg V. Pinkers, Ry. & M. 125;

Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp. 502,

503 (5th ed.) ; see Tate v. Hil-

bert, 2 Ves. Jan. Ill ; 4 Bro. C. C.

486.

8 Ibid.

* Chitty on Bills, c. 2, s. 1, p. 21

(8th ed.); Id. c. 3, pp. 83, 84;

Duncan v. Scott, 1 Camp. 100;

Rees V. Marquis of Headfort, 2

Camp. 574; Grew v. Bevan, 3 Stark.

134; Gladstone v. Hadwen, 1 M. &

S. 517; Noble v. Adams, 7 Taunt.

59 ; Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2, p. 143

(5th ed.) ; Id. c. 2, s. 6, pp. 56, 57;

Lord Gallway ». Mathew, 10 East,

264; ShirrefE");. Wilks, 1 East, 48;

Fleming v. Simpson, 1 Camp. 40, n.

;

Pitt V. Smith, 3 Camp. 33; Gregory

V. Fraser, 3 Camp. 454. But it is

no defence to a note given by A. to

B. that it was given to release C.
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completely coincident with the dictates of natural justice that

it probably has a full recognition in the jurisprudence of every

civilized country. Certain it is that it has a most perfect sanc-

tion in the Roman law, and in the jurisprudence of all the

states of Continental Europe.^

189. lllegalily.— In the next place, a promissory note will

be void, if the consideration is illegal.^ It may be illegal (as

has been already suggested) either because it is against the

general principles and doctrines of the common law, or because

it is specially prohibited or interdicted by statute. The former

illegally exists, whenever the consideration is founded upon a

transaction against sound morals, public policy,^ public rights,

or public interests ; as, for example, contracts of any sort made
with an alien enemy ; contracts in general restraint of trade or

marriage ; contracts for the perpetration, or concealment,* or

from an unlawful arrest, since none

but the party who suffers the duress

can take advantage of it. Eobinson

K. Gould, 11 Gush. 55.

1 Pothier on Oblig. n. 28-33;

and Pothier, by Evans, vol. 2, no.

2, pp. 19-25; Id. no. 3, pp. 28, 29;

Dig. lib. 4, tit. 14, 1. 7, s. 7; Id.

1. 10, s. 2.

"^ Bayley on Bills, o. 12, pp. 504

-524 (5th ed.) ; Story on Conflict of

Laws, ss. 248-260; Pothier on

Oblig. n. 43-45 ; Pothier, by Evans,

vol. 2, no. 2, p. 19; Bell «. Quin, 2

Sandf. (N. Y.) 146; Perkins u. Cum-
mings, 2 Gray, 258 ; Holden v. Cos-

grove, 12 Gray, 216; Hubbellu. Flint,

13 Gray, 277 ; Kellogg v. Moore, 2

Allen, 266; Savage u. Mallory, 4

Allen, 492; Baker ti. Collins, 9 Al-

len, 258; Webster v. Sanborn, 47

Me. 471; Kidder v. Blake, 45 N. H.

530.

^ Thus, a note given by a pri-

soner to a magistrate for the amount

of fines and costs imposed upon him,

is void on grounds of public policy.

The magistrate should receive no-

thing but money in discharge of the

fine and costs. Kingsbury v. Ellis,

4 Cush. 578. But, in Vermont, a

note to the jailer for fines and costs

is valid, the taking of the note is

equivalent to so much money, and
the jailer becomes the debtor for

the fines and costs. St. Albans

Bank k. Dillon, 30 Vt. 122. In

Maine, a party too poor to pay fine

and costs may give his note, but, if

the note embrace any thing beside

fine and costs, as board in jail, it is

\oidi pro tanto. Bates ». Butler, 46

Me. 387. So, a note given to a col-

lector of taxes to be discharged from
arrest for the tax is good. Kelley v.

Noyes, 43 N. H. 209. But a public

officer, authorized to prosecute bas-

tardy complaints and to get certain

security, has no authority to take a

note to himself without the statute

security, and thenoteis void. Wheel-

wright V. Sylvester, 4 Allen, 59.

* Bowen v. Buck, 28 Vt. 308;

Clark V. Pomeroy, 4 Allen, 534;.
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compounding of some crime ; contracts ofifensive to Christian

morals and virtue, as for illicit cohabitation ;
^ contracts for the

purchase of a public office ; contracts for indemnity against an

act of known illegality ; contracts in fraud of the rights and

interests of third persons ; ^ contracts justly reprehensible for

their injurious effects upon the feelings of third persons ; and

contracts by way of wager upon occasions not allowed by the

general policy of law, if, indeed, in a just sense, mere wagers

ought ever to be held legal.^ The latter illegality (that which

is created by statute) exists, not only where there is an express

prohibition or interdiction of the act or contract, but also where

it is implied from the nature and objects of the statute.* The

Porter v. Havens, 37 Barb. 343

;

Clubb V. Huston, 18 C. B., N. S.

414: see Hoit v. Cooper, 41 N. H.

111.

1 Beaumont v. Reeve, 8 Q. B.

483 ; whether it be for past or

future cohabitation. But a note

given to compensate for the injuries

of a seduction and in settlement of

a suit for the damages is upon good

consideration, although a criminal

prosecution is pending and is after-

wards withdrawn by the public

officer, if the withdrawal of the crimi-

nal complaint was no part of the con-

sideration. Smith V. Richards, 29

Conn. 232. Notes given in settle-

ment of bastardy proceedings are

good. Cutter v. Collins, 12 Cush.

233; Nicewanger v. Bevard, 17 Ind.

621. And a note to induce a preg-

nant woman not to sue is good.

Barter v. Johnson, 16 Ind. 271

;

Maxwel v. Campbell, 8 Ohio St.

265. A note given to settle

a charge of crim. con. under

duress and threats was held void.

McGowan v. Bush. 17 Texas, 195.

2 Harvey v. Hunt, 119 Mass.

279; Gordon v. Clapp, 113 Mass.

335.

' Chitty on Bills, o. 3, pp. 93-

99 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 12,

pp. 508-511 (5th ed.) ; Story on Con-

flict of Laws, ss. 243-295 b; Hay v.

Ayling, 16 Q. B. 423.

* Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 99-

118 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c.

12, pp. 504-514 (5th ed.). It has

seemed to me unnecessary to go at

large, in this place, into the doctrine

of the illegality of consideration, as

the elementary works above cited

contain a large collection of the

cases, all of which, however, turn

upon one or more of the principles

which are stated in the text. Story

on Conflict of Laws, ss. 243-260;

1 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 296, 298-300;

1 Fonbl. Eq. bk. 1, c. 4, ss. 5-

7, and notes; 1 Harrison's Dig. tit.

Contract, ss. 3-8. Mr. Evans, in his

translation of Pothier on Oblig., vol.

2, no. 1, pp. 1-19, has examined this

whole subject with much ability.

Unger v. Boas, 13 Penn. St. 601 ; Lu-

casM. Waul, 12 Sm. &M. 157; Emery

V. Estes, 31 Me. 155 ; Danforth o.

Evans, 16 Vt. 538. A note to in-

duce a woman to make no defence

to a divorce suit is void. Stouten-

burg V. Lybrand, 13 Ohio St. 228.
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Roman law has inculcated the same general principles in an

emphatic manner. " Quod turpi ex causa promissum est, non

valet." 1 And it is followed out and supported in the French

law.^

190. When the Consideration maybe inquired into.— In the

next place, between what parties, and under what circum-

stances, is the consideration of a promissory note inquirable

into, for the purpose of a defence or a bar to an action brought

thereon ? The general rule is, that the total or partial want or

failure of consideration, or the illegality of consideration, may
be insisted upon as a defence or a bar between any of the imme-

diate or original parties to the contract. It may be insisted

upon by the maker against the payee, and by the payee against

his indorsee.^ Thus, for example, it is a good defence or

bar to an action between these parties, that the note is a mere

accommodation note, that the maker is a mere accommodation

maker, and the payee an accommodation indorser.* The same

A note to renew a note for money
lent for gambling is void. Cutler

V. Welsh, 43 N. H. 497; White-

sides b. McGrath, 15 La. An. 401.

Otherwise in Boggess v. Lilly, 18

Texas, 200; and a note for services

and materials in preparation of a

lottery is not void in Indiana. Hig-

gins V. Miner, 13 Ind. 346. A note

to pay the payee for resigning a pub-

lie office and for his influence for the

maker of the note is void. Meacham
V. Dow, 32 Vt. 721. But a note in

consideration of resigning an office

in a corporation is good. Peck v.

Kequa, 13 Gray, 407. A note given

to induce the withdrawal of a bid

for a government contract is void.

Kennedy v. Murdick, 5 Barring.

(Del.) 458. A note to cheat credi-

tors by enabling the payee to seize

the maker's property is void. Pow-

ell V. Inman, 7 Jones (N. C.) 28.

A note by a debtor to a creditor to

induce the creditor to sign a compo-

sition deed, and for a sura larger

than the other creditors receive, is

void. Howe v. Litchfield, 3 Allen,

443.

1 Inst. lib. 3, tit. 20, s. 24.

2 Pothier on Oblig. n. 43-46.

Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp. 494-

523 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, .:. 3,

pp. 78-83 (8th ed.) ; 3 Kent Com. 80

-82; Jackson v. Warwick, 7 T. R.

121; Barber v. Backhouse, Peake,

61; Ledger ». Ewer, Peake, 216;

Darnell u. Williams, 2 Stark. 166;

Jones V. Hibbert, 2 Stark. 304;

Pike V. Street, M. & M. 226; Lewis

V. Cosgrave, 2 Taunt. 2; Sumner v.

Brady, 1 H. Bl. 647 ; Knight v.

Hunt, 5Bing. 432; Walker v. Per-

kins, 3 Burr. 1568; Thompson v.

Clubley, 1 M. & W. 212 ; Clark v.

Ricker' 14 N. H. 44.

< Bayley on Bills, c. 10, pp. 420,

421 (5th ed.); Id. c. 12, p. 495

Chitty on Bills, c. 3, p. 81 (8th ed.)

Darnell v. Williams, 2 Stark. 166
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rule will apply to any derivative title under them by any person

who acts merely as their agent or has given no value for the

note.i It will also apply to all cases where the party takes the

note, even for value, after it has been dishonored or is overdue,

for then he takes it subject to all the equities which properly

attach thereto between the antecedent parties.^ So, if he has

notice at the time when he purchases it that the note is void

in tlie hands of the party from whom he purchases it, either

from fraud, or want or failure or illegality of consideration, he

will take it subject to the same equities as that party.^ There

Wiffen V. Roberts, 1 Esp. 261;

Jones V. Hibbert, 2 Stark. 304;

Sparrow v. Chisman, 9 B. & C. 241

;

Delanney v. Mitchell, 1 Stark. 439
;

Allaire v. Hartshorns, 21 N. J. L.

(1 Zabr.) 665; Dowe v. Schutt,

2 Denio, 621 ; Patten v. Pearson, 65

Me. 39.

^ Ibid. ; Denniston ». Bacon, 10

Johns. 198 ; Grew v. Burditt, 9

Pick. 265.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 8, pp. 92,

93; Id. 113, 116; Id. c. 6, pp. 244,

245 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c.

5, s. 3, pp. 157, 158; Id. c. 12, p.

512 (5th ed.); Id. (Am. ed. 1836)

pp. 544-548; Taylor v. Mather, 8

T. K. 83, n. ; Brown v. Davies,

3 T. R. 80 ; Cruger v. Armstrong,

3 Johns. Cas. 5 ; Conroy v. Warren,

3 Johns. Cas. 259 ; Ayer v. Hutchins,

4 Mass. 370; Thompson v. Hale,

6 Pick. 259; Tucker v. Smith, 4

Greenl. 415; Brown v. Turner, 7

T. R. 630; Boggs v. Lancaster Bank,

7 Watts & S. 331; Catlin v. Gunter,

11 N. Y. 868; Hall v. Earnest,

36 Barb. 585. The equities which

are here intended are not all the

equities which may exist between

the parties arising from other trans-

actions, but all the equities attach-

ing to the particular bill in the

hands of the holder. Ante, s. 17S;

Story on Bills, s. 220; Burrough v.

Moss, 10 B. & C. 558; Whitehead

V. Walker, 10 M. & W. 696. But

see the cases collected in Bayley on

Bills, 0. 12 (Am. ed. 1836), pp. 646

-552; Baxter v. Little, 6 Met. 7.

A bill, which has been accepted,

payable on demand with interest,

will not be treated as overdue, un-

less it has been presented for pay-

ment ; for it may have been the in-

tention of the parties that it should

be negotiated, and remain outstand-

ing for some time. Barough v.

White, 4 B. & C. 325. But see

Ayer v. Hutchins, 4 Mass. 370;

Thompson v. Hale, 6 Pick. 259;

Bayley on Bills (Am. ed. 1886), c.

12, pp. 546-552; FurnissB. Gilchrist,

1 Sandf. (N. Y.) 58; Carlton v.

Bailey, 27 N. H. 230; Carll v.

Brown, 2 Mich. 401; post, s. 207,

and note.

» Ibid.; Bayley on Bills, c. 12,

p. 512 (5th ed.); Amory v. Mery-

weather, 2 B. & C. 573; Evans v.

Kymer, 1 B. & Ad. 528; Kasson o.

Smith, 8 Wend. 437; Skilding v.

Warren, 15 Johns. 270; Harrisburg

Bank v. Meyer, 6 Serg. & R. 537;

Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 92, 98 (8th

ed.) ; Id. pp. 115, 116; Steers v.
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is one peculiarity in cases of illegality of consideration, in

which it is distinguishable from the want or failure of con-

sideration. In the latter, if there be a partial want or failure

of consideration, it avoids the note only pro tanto ; but, where

the consideration is illegal in part, there it avoids the note in

toto} The reason . of this distinction seems to be founded,

partly, at least, upon the ground of public policy, and partly

upon the technical notion that the security is entire and can-

not be apportioned. Probably a similar ground would be as-

sumed in cases of fraud, at least where the ingredients were

grossly offensive, or where the transactions were so connected

as to be incapable of a clear and definite separation. There is

much force in the suggestion, which has sometimes been made,

that, where the parties have woven a web of fraud, it is no part

of the duty of courts of justice to unravel the threads, so as to

separate the sound from the unsound.^,

191. Rights of a Bona Fide Holder.— On the other hand,

the partial or total failure of consideration,^ or even fraud be-

tween the antecedent parties, will be no defence or bar to the

title of a bona fide holder of a note for a valuable consideration

at or before it becomes due without notice of any infirmity

therein.^ The same rule will apply, although the present holder

Lashley, 6 T. R. 61 ; Fisher v. Le- nevertheless be valid if the items

land, 4 Cush. 456; Sylvester ». for lawful sales equal or exceed the

Crapo, 15 Pick. 92; Bryant ». amount of the note. Warren v.

Couillard, 32 Me. 520; Starr ». Chapman, 105 Mass. 87.]

Torrey, 22 N. J. L. (2 Zabr.) 190. = McCaskill v. Ballard, 8 Rich.

1 Robinson v. Bland, 2 Burr. (S. C.) 470; Homes v. Smyth, 16

1077 ; Bayley on Bills, c. 12, p. 514 Me. 177.

(5th ed.); Seott v. Gillmore, 3 » Chitty on BOls, c. 3, pp. 78,

Taunt. 226 ; Clark v. Bicker, 14 79 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 12,

N. H. 44; Perkins v. Cummings, 2 pp. 499, 500 (5th ed.); Collins v.

Gray, 258; Deering v. Chapman, 22 Martin, 1 B. & P. 651; Bramah ».

Me. 488; Carlton v. Bailey, 27 N. H. Roberts, 1 Bing. N. C. 469; Story

230; Drew v. Towle, 27 N. H. 412; on Bills, ss. 14, 189, 191, 193, 417;

Coburn «. Odell, 30 N. H. 540. Robinson v. Reynolds, 2 Q. B. 196,

But see Chitty on Bills, c. 3, p. 114, 211; May ». Chapman, 16 M. & W.
and note (8th ed.). [If a note is 355; Masters v. Ibberson, 8 C. B.

given in part payment of an account 100 ; Fearing v. Clark, 16 Gray,

of which some of the items are for 74; Putnam v. Sullivan, 4 Mass.

goods unlawfully sold, the note will 45 ; Merritt v. Duncan, 7 Heisk.
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has such notice, if he yet derives a title to the note from a prior

bona fide liolder for value.^ This doctrine, in both its parts, is

indispensable to the security and circulation of negotiable

instruments ; and it is founded in the most comprehensive and

liberal principles of public policy. No third person could other-

wise safely purchase any negotiable instrument; for his title

might be completely overturned by some latent defect of this

sort, of which he could not have any adequate means of know-

ledge, or institute any inquiries which might not end in doubtful

results or embarrassing difficulties. Hence it is that a bona

fide holder for value without notice, is entitled to recover upon

any negotiable instrument which he has received before it has

become due, notwithstanding any defect or infirmity in the title

of the person from whom he derived it ; as, for example, even

though such person may have acquired it by fraud, or even by

theft, or by robbery.^

(Tenn.) 156 ; see also Thiedemann

V. Goldschmidt, 1 DeG. F. & J. 4;

Leather v. Simpson, L. R. 11 Eq.

398 ; Hoffman v. Bank of Milwau-

kee, 12 Wall. 181.

1 Ibid.; Haly v. Lane, 2 Atk.

181 ; Lickbarrow v. Mason, 2 T. R.

71; Chalmers v. Lanion, 1 Camp.

383 ; Robinson v. Reynolds, 2 Q. B.

196, 211; Roberts v. Lane, 64 Me.

108; Dillingham v. Blood, 66 Me.

140.

2 3 Kent Com. 79, 80; Bayley on

Bills, c. 12, pp. 524-528 (5th ed.)

;

Miller v. Race, 1 Burr. 452; Grant

V. Vaughan, 3 Burr. 1516; Peacock

V. Rhodes, 2 Doug. 633; Lowndes ».

Anderson, 13 East, ISO; Solomons

V. Bank of England, 13 East, 135,

n. (J) ; Thurston v. M'Kown, 6

Mass. 428; Wheeler v. Guild, 20

Pick. 545; Fletcher v. Gushee, 32

Me. 587; Jones v. Nellis, 41 111. 482;

Turnbull v. Bowyer, 40 N. Y. 456

;

Welch V. Sage, 47 N. Y. 143; see

Berry v. Alderman, 14 C. B. 95;

Masters v. Ibberson, 8 C. B. 100;

Middleton v. Barned, 4 Ex. 241.

[It is no defence to the claim of

a bona fide holder against a person

who has signed a bill or note payar

ble to order or to bearer that it

was stolen from him or never was

delivered by him (Swan v. North

British Australasian Co., 2 H. & C.

p. 185, by Byles, J.; Ingham v.

Primrose, 7 C. B., N. S. p. 85, by

Williams, J.; Marston v. Allen, 8

M. & W. p. 495, by Alderson, B
Worcester County Bank v. Dor-

chester and Milton Bank, 10 Cush

488; Gould v. Segee, 5 Duer, 260

Shipley v. Carroll, 45 111. 285

Clarke v. Johnson, 54 111. 296

Briggs V. Ewart, 51 Mo. p. 249

Kinyon v. Wohlford, 17 Minn. 239)

;

or that it was obtained from him by

duress (Clark v. Pease, 41 N. H.

414; see Duncan v. Scott, 1 Camp.

100; Loomis v. Ruck, 56 N. Y. 462;

Hall V. Wilson, 16 Barb. 548). By

placing his signature upon the in-
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192. The same doctrine will generally apply to all cases of a

lona fide holder for value without notice before it comes due,

struraent, he has given it an appa-

rent validity, and the law merchant

does not permit him as against the

bona fide holder to say that it has

not an actual validity. See Watson
J). Russell, 3 B. & S. at p. 40.

In Burson v. Huntington, 21

Mich. 415, it was held that a hona

fide holder could not recover upon

a promissory note that had been in-

tentionally signed by the maker, but

not delivered by him. The defen-

dant signed the promissory note in

the presence of the payee, and then,

laying it on the table and telling the

payee not to touch it till he came
back, went out of the house; when
he was gone, the payee took it and

carried it away. The court held

that the defendant was not liable

to the hona fide holder, because the

note had never been delivered, and

therefore had no legal inception or

existence as a note; it was admitted

that, when a note payable to bearer

has once become operative by deli-

very and is lost or stolen, a hona

fide holder may recover upon it;

and the distinction made by the

court was that the wrongful act of

a thief or trespasser might deprive

the holder of his property in a pro-

missory note that had once become

such by delivery, but could not

create a valid contract on the part

of the maker where none existed

before. There seems, however, to be

little ground for the distinction, for

the same acts, as regards delivery,

are required to transfer a promis-

sory note, as to give it its original

effect as a contract (compare s. 121,

n., s. 3, n., s. 56, n., ante; Putnam

V. Sullivan, 4 Mass. 45 ; Fearing v.

Clark, 16 Gray, 74); the theft or

trespass does not in either case give

any rights to the person that does

the wrongful act, but the same

principle that prevents a former

holder from asserting his title to a

promissory note that has been stolen

from him, would prevent a person

from denying the validity of a pro-

missory note to which he had given

the appearance of validity by sign-

ing it, although he had never deli-

vered it and it had been stolen from

him. Burson v. Huntington has

been followed in Wisconsin in Ro-

berts B. McGrath, 88 Wis. 52, where

the defendant had signed a promis-

sory note, and, without delivering

it, deposited it with another person

subject to his own orders; the payee

obtained it from this person by
fraud ; and the court held that, if

it got into circulation without negli-

gence on the part of the defendant,

he was not liable to a hona fide

holder, because the note never had
had a legal inception. Chipman ».

Tucker, 38 Wis. 43, was a similar

case decided at the same time.

A person, who has written his

name on a blank piece of paper for

a particular purpose and without

intending that it shall be filled up
with a bill or a note, is not liable,

if such a contract should after-

wards be wi-itten over his signature.

Nance v. Lary, 5 Ala. 370; Caul-

kins V. Whisler, 29 Iowa, 495. If,

without intending to sign a negotia-

ble instrument, but intending to

sign an instrument of a different

character, and without undue con-
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where the original note, or the indorsement thereof, is founded

on an illegal consideration ; and this, upon the same general

fidence in another, and -without

other negligence, he is induced by
fraudulent representations to sign

or indorse an instrument that is in

fact a bill of exchange or promis-

sory note, he is not liable even to

a hona fide holder. The signature

does not bind him, because he never

intended to sign, and it was not his

fault that he signed, such an instru-

ment. " It was as if he had written

his name on a sheet of paper for

the purpose of franking a letter, or

in a lady's album, or on an order

for admission to the Temple Church,

or on the fly-leaf of a book, and

there had already been, without his

knowledge, a bill of exchange or a

promissory note payable to order

inscribed on the other side of the

paper " (Byles, J., in Foster v.

Mackinnon, L. R. 4 C. P. p. 712).

But, to protect himself, he must

show not only that he did not in-

tend to sign it, and that he was in-

duced by fraud to do so, but also

that he was himself free from negli-

gence and undue confidence in an-

other. Foster v. Mackinnon, L. R.

4 C. P. 704; Chapman v. Rose, 56

N. Y. 137; Abbott v. Rose, 62 Me.

194; Citizens' Bank v. Smith,

55 N. H. 593; Nebeker ». Cut-

singer, 48 Ind. 436; Kimble v.

Christie, 55 Ind. 140, Cline u. Guth-

rie, 42 Ind. 227; Shirts v. Over-

john, 60 Mo. 305; Frederick x>.

Clemens, 60 Mo. 313; Briggs ».

Ewart, 51 Mo. 245 ; Martin v. Smy-
lee, 55 Mo. 577; De Camp b.

Hamma, 29 Ohio St. 467; Ross ».

Doland, 29 Ohio St. 473 ; Winchell

V. Crider, 29 Ohio St. 480; Douglass

V. Matting, 29 Iowa, 498 ; Sims v.

Bice, 67 111. 88 ; Taylor v. Atchison,

54 111. 196; Gibbs ». Linabury, 22

Mich. 479; Butler u. Cams, 37 Wis.

61 ; Walker v. Ebert, 29 Wis. 194.

There does not seem to have been

an uniform opinion in all the above

cases as to what constitutes free-

dom from negligence. In Foster v.

Mackinnon, L. R. 4 C. P. 704, the

defendant, who was far advanced in

years, was induced to put his name

on the back of a bill of exchange,

which had been previously drawn

and indorsed, by a representation

that it was a guaranty similar to

one that he had given before; the

defendant did not look at the face

of the paper, which was in the ordi-

nary form of a bill of exchange and

bore a stamp, the impress of which

was visible through the paper. The

judge directed the jury that, if

the signature was obtained upon

a fraudulent representation that it

was a guaranty, and the defendant

signed it without knowing that it

was a bill, and under the belief that

it was a guaranty, and if the de-

fendant was not guilty of any negli-

gence in so signing the paper, he

was not liable; and the jury re-

turned a verdict for the defendant.

The court held that the direction

was right, but, not being satisfied

with the finding of the jury, ordered

a new trial.

In Ingham ». Primrose, 7 C. B.,

N. S. 82, the defendant had ac-

cepted a bill for the purpose of

having it discounted, and, not suc-

ceeding, he tore it in half and threw

the two pieces away in the street;
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ground of public policy, without any distinction between a case

of illegality founded in moral crime or turpitude, which is

malum in se, and a case founded in the positive prohibition of a

statute, which is malum prohibilum ; for, in each case, the inno-

cent holder is, or may be, otherwise exposed to the most ruin-

ous consequences, and the circulation of negotiable instruments

would be materially obstructed, if not totally stopped.^ The
only exception is, where the statute creating the prohibition

has at the same time, either expressly or by necessary impli-

cation, made the instrument absolutely void in the hands of

every holder, whether he has sucli notice or not. There are

but few cases in which any statute has created a positive nullity

of such instruments, either in England or America. The most

important seem to be the statutes against gaming, and the

statutes against usury.^ And the policy of these enactments

they were picked up, pasted to-

gether, and negotiated to a bona

fide holder; the defendant was held

liable, because the tearing of the

bill into two pieces was considered

to be as consistent with an intention

to divide it for the purpose of safer

transmission by post, as with an in-

tention to annul the bill; but in

Scholey ». Ramsbottom, 2 Camp.

485, where a check was torn into

four pieces and thrown away, and,

the pieces having been pasted to-

gether, the check was paid by the

bankers without inquiry, it was held

that they were not justified in mak-

ing the payment.]

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 92, 93

(8th ed.); Id. pp. 115, 116; Lowes

V. Mazzaredo, 1 Stark. 385; Wyatt

V. Bulmer, 2 Esp. 538; 3 Kent Com.

79, 80, and note ; Bayley on Bills,

c. 12, pp. 512-516; Gould v. Arm-
strong, 2 Hall (N. Y.) 266 ; Smed-

berg u. Simpson, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.)

85; Williams v. Cheney, 3 Gray,

215; Cazet v. Field, 9 Gray, 329;

Taylor v. Page, 6 Allen, 86 ; Norris

V. Langley, 19 N. H. 423; Cobb ».

Doyle, 7 R. I. 550; Haight ». Joyce,

2 Cal. 64.

* Bowyer v. Barapton, 2 Stra.

1155; Peacock v. Rhodes, 2 Doug.

636 ; Lowe v. Waller, 2 Doug. 736

;

Ackland v. Pearce, 2 Camp. 599 ; 3

Kent Cora. 79, 80; Bayley on Bills,

c. 12, pp. 512-519 (5th ed.) ; Pres-

ton v. Jackson, 2 Stark. 237; Shillito

V. Theed, 7 Bing. 405; Henderson

V. Benson, 8 Price, 281; Chitty on

Bills, c. 3, pp. 115, 116 (8th ed.).

In Bayley on Bills, c. 12, p. 517,

5th ed., it is said: " The objection of

illegality of consideration is in some

cases confined to those pei'sons who
were parties or privy to such ille-

gality, and those to whom they

have passed the bill or note without

value; in other cases, it is extended

even to holders bona fide and for

value. The latter cases are, where

the consideration is, either wholly

or in part, signing a bankrupt's

certificate ; money lost by gaming

as aforesaid, or by betting on the

sides of persons so gaming; money
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has been brought into so much doubt in our day that in Eng^

land the rule as to usury and gaming and some other cases

has been changed by recent statutes ; and a total repeal, or

partial relaxation of it, has found its way into the legislation

of America.^

193. Illegality in Indorsement.— In respect to cases of ille-

gality, also, this further distinction may become important.

The illegality may not only occur between the original parties

to the note ; but, where the note was originally given for a

legal and valid consideration, there may be illegality in the

subsequent indorsement or other transfer of it. In the latter

case, the illegality will displace the title of the parties thereto,

but not the title of any bona fide holder for value under them,

who has no notice of the illegality, and is not bound to deduce

his title to the note through such parties, or to state or prove

their signatures.^ As, for example, if the first indorsement be

in blank, and the second indorsement for an illegal considera-

tion, a subsequent bona fide holder may claim title as indorsee

of the first indorser, and thereby escape from the necessity of

establishing his title by devolution through the second indorse-

knowingly lent for such gaming or Chitty on Bills, c. 3, pp. 115, 116

betting; money lent, at the time and (8th ed). And it seems that,

place of such a play, to any person wherever the defence of nsury is set

either then gaming or betting, or up, since the statute of 58 Geo. 3,

who shall, during the play, play or c. 93, the plaintiff is compellable to

bet; money lent on an usurious con- prove that he gave value for the

tract; the ransom, or money know- bill, otherwise he is not deemed to be

ingly lent to enable the owner to within the protection of the statute,

obtain the ransom of the ship or Wyat». Campbell, M. &M. 80; Bay-

vessel of any British subject, or any ley on Bills, c. 12, p. 521 (5th ed.).

merchandise or goods on board the ^ 3 Kent Com. 79, 80; Stat. 58

same." On the other hand, Mr. Geo. 3, c. 93; Stat. 5 & 6 Wm. 4,

Chancellor Kent, in his learned c. 41; Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp.

Commentaries, restricts the cases to 517, 521 (5th ed.) ; Smedberg v.

those under the statutes against Simpson, 2 Sandf. (N. 1'.) 85; see

gaming and usury, and says that also Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp. 557-

there are no others in which the in- 580 (Am. ed. 1836), where the prin-

strument is void in the hands of an cipal American cases are collected

innocent indorsee for value. 3 Kent in the notes.

Com. 79, 80. The former probably = Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp. 522,

exhibits the present state of the 523 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, o. 3,

English law most accurately. See pp. 93, 109, 116 (8th ed.).
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ment. In such a case he will be completely protected. ^ But,

if the holder is compellable to make his title through the par-

ties to the illegal consideration, and the transfer is as between

them declared absolutely void by statute, it seems that the holder

is not entitled to recover upon the note against any of the ante-

cedent parties.2 But, . as between the holder and any subse-

quent parties, his title will be good, if it is itself free from any

illegality.^

194. Accommodation Notes. — Neither is it any defence or

bar that the note was known to the holder to be an accommo-
dation note between the other parties, if he takes it for value

bona fide before it has become due.* The reason is, that the

^ Ibid. ; Parr v. Eliason, 1 East,

92; Daniel v. Cartony, 1 Esp. 274;

Munn V. Commission Company, 15

Johns. 44. [A person who indorses

a check which he knows is given

by the drawer to the holder for a

gambhng debt does not become a

bona fide holder by paying it to such

holder, and can maintain no action

upon it against the drawer or a pre-

vious indorser. ScoUans ». Flynn,

120 Mass. 271.]

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp. 522,

523 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 3,

pp. 93, 109, 110 (8th ed.); Lowes v.

Mazzaredo, 1 Stark. 385; Ackland

V. Pearce, 2 Camp. 599; Chapman
V. Black, 2 B. & A. 588; Henderson

V. Benson, 8 Price, 281; Gaither v.

Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank, 1

Pet. 37, 43; Lloyd v. Scott, 4

Pet. 205, 228. The authorities on

this point are in conflict with

each other. Parr w. Eliason, 1 East,

92, and Daniel v. Cartony, 1 Esp.

274, affirm the right. But the text

is supposed to contain the better

established doctrine. The true dis-

tinction seems to be between cases

where the indorsement is merely

void and cases where it is voidable.

In the former case, it is obvious that

no title can be deduced through a

void title; in the latter, a title may
be, at least against all parties ex-

cept the person who is entitled to

avoid it. See Knights v. Putnam, 3

Pick. 184 (2ud ed.), where many of

the authorities are collected. Prouty

«. Koberts, 6 Cush. 19 ; Unger v.

Boas, 13 Penn. St. 601; Lucas ».

Waul, 12 Sm. & M. 157 ; see also

Nichols V. Pearson, 7 Pet. 103;

Reading v. Weston, 7 Conn. 409;

Bush V. Livingston, 2 Caines Cas.

66; Braman v. Uess, 13 Johns. 52
;

Munn V. Commission Company, 15

Johns. 44.

« Chitty on Bills, o. 3, pp. 109,

110 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 12,

pp. 523, 524 (5th ed.) ; Edwards v.

Dick, 4 B. & A. 212; Bowyer v.

Bampton, 2 Stra. 1155; O'Keefe ».

Dunn, 6 Taunt. 315.

' Ibid.; Charles </. Marsden, 1

Taunt. 224; Smith v. Knox, 3 Esp.

46; Scott V. Lifford, 1 Camp. 246;

Bank of Ireland v. Beresford, 6 Dow,

237; Grandin v. Le Koy, 2 Paige,

509; Powell v. Waters, 17 Johns.

176; Montross v. Clark, 2 Sandf.

(N. Y.) 115; Thompson i;. Shep-
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very object of every accommodation note is to enable the par-

ties thereto, by a sale or other negotiation thereof, to obtain a

free credit and circulation thereof ; and this object would be

wholly frustrated, unless the purchaser, or other holder for

value, could hold such a note by as firm and valid a title as if

it were founded in a real business transaction. The mere fact

that an accommodation note has been indorsed even after it

became due does not of itself, without some other equity in

the maker, defeat the rights of the holder.^ In short, the par-

herd, 12 Met, 311; Maitland v.

Citizens' Bank, 40 Md. 540. [When
several persons indorse a note for

the accommodation of another, their

rights and obligations are the same

as upon other notes ; their relation

towards one another is that of suc-

cessive indorsers, and, if one takes up

the note, he can recover against any

prior indorser; but this relation as

between themselves may be changed

by agreement. Shaw v. Knox, 98

Mass. 214; Coolidge v. Wiggin,

62 Me. 568; Smith v. Morrill, 54 Me.

48; Kirschner v. Conklin, 40 Conn.

77; Johnson v. Crane, 16 N. H. 68;

Youngs V. Ball, 9 Watts, 139 ; Ross

V. Espy, 66 Penn. St. 481 ; Easterly v.

Barber, 66 N. Y. 433; Wood v.

Eepold, 3 Har. & J. 125 ; M'Donald

V. Magruder, 3 Pet. 470; Williams

V. Bosson, 11 Ohio, 62; Kelley

V. Few, 18 Ohio, 441; Barnet v.

Young, 29 Ohio St. 7; Denton v.

Lytle, 4 Bush (Ky.) 597; Moody
V. Findley, 43 Ala. 167; McCune v.

Belt, 45 Mo. 174 ; Stillwell v. How,
46 Mo.. 589; Robinson v. Kilbreth,

1 Bond, 592; Wilson v. Stanton,

6 Blaokf. (Ind.) 507.

In Fowler v. Strickland, 107

Mass. 552, where the plaintiff had
indorsed a note for the accom-

modation of the maker, and, after

it was due, paid one half its

amount to the holder, to whom it

had been transferred by the maker

for its full amount, and took a trans-

fer to himself, it was held that the

plaintiff had the same right as any

one else to purchase the note from

the holder at any price, and that,

having purchased the entire interest

of the holder, he was entitled to

recover the whole amount of the

note. In Reed o. Norris, 2 My. &
Cr. 361, 374, a surety who was lia-

ble jointly with his principal upon

a bond compounded with the credi-

tor, and had the debt and bond

assigned to a trustee for himself,

and attempted to enforce the bond

against the principal for the whole

debt; but the court held that the

surety entered into the obligation

upon a contract of indemnity, that

it was his duty to make the best

terms he could for the principal,

and that he could only claim as

against the principal what was actu-

ally paid. 1 Story Eq. Jur. s. 316.

Upon this principle, it was held in

North Carolina that an accommo-

dation indorser who had taken up

the note could not recover of the

maker more than he had paid.

Pace V. Robertson, 65 N. C. 550;

see Brown v. Mott, 7 Johns. 361.]

1 Sturtevant v. Forde, 4 Scott,

N. R. 668; 4 M. & Gr. 101; Charles
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ties to every accommodation note hold themselves out to the

public, by their signatures, to be absolutely bound to every

person who shall take the same for value, to the same extent as

if that value were personally advanced to them, or on their

account, and at their request. The French law seems to incul-

cate an equally broad and comprehensive doctrine.^

195. Who is a Holder for Value.— Every person is, in the

sense of, the rule, treated as a bona fide holder for value, not

only when he has advanced money or other value for it,^ but

V. Marsden, 1 Taunt. 224; Jewell v.

Parr, 13 C. B. 909; see Ex parte

Swan,L. R. 6 Eq. 344, 358; contra,

Bower v. Hastings, 36 Penn. St.

285; Chester v. Dorr, 41 N. Y. 279;

Kellogg V. Barton, 12 Allen, 527.

A person acquires a valid title to an

accommodation note, who takes it for

value before maturity with know-

ledge of the maker's death, but

without knowledge that it is an ac-

commodation note. Clark v. Thayer,

105 Mass. 216.

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 118-

121; Code de Commerce, art. 117;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn.

2, art. 378; Story on Bills, s. 191.

2 [When a negotiable security

that cannot be enforced as between

the parties is transferred by way
of pledge to a bona fide holder as

security for a debt, he cannot re-

cover from the parties more than

the amount of the debt for which

it was pledged; for, if he were al-

lowed to recover the whole amount

of the security, he would be a

trustee of the residue for a person

who was not entitled to it. Jones

V. Hibbert, 2 Stark. 304; Wiffen v.

Eoberts, 1 Esp. 261; Stoddard v.

Kimball, 6 Cush. 469 ; Chicopee

Bank v. Chapin, 8 Met. 40; Ex
parte Kelty, 1 Lowell, 394; Atlas

Bank v. Doyle, 9 R. I. 76; Williams

w. Smith, 2 Hill, 801; Allaire v.

Hartshorne, 21 N. J. L. (1 Zabr.)

665; Valette ». Mason, Smith (Ind.)

89 ; Cooke's Bankrupt Law, 8th

ed., 176-178; see Blydenburgh v.

Thayer, 1 Abb. App. Deo. (N. Y.)

156.

But, when the entire interest in

such a security is transferred for a

valuable consideration, before it is

due, to a person without notice of

any defect, he acquires an indefeasi-

ble title, and can enforce payment

of the full amount expressed in it,

whatever may have been its original

defect, although he may have given

less value for it. Jones v. Gordon,

2 App. Cas. p. 622; In re Gomer-

sall, 1 Ch. D. p. 142 ; Cromwell v.

County of Sac, 6 Otto; Moore v.

Baird, 30 Penn. St. 138; Gaul v. Wil-

lis, 26 Penn. St. 259; Bange v.

Flint, 25 Wis. 544; Lay ». Wiss-

man, 36 Iowa, 305 ; Bank of Michi-

gan tt. Green, 33 Iowa, 140 ; Scott

V. Seelye, 27 La. An. 95; Baily v.

Smith, 14 Ohio St. 396 ; and Tobey

u. Chipman, 13 Allen, 123, seems to

rest upon the same principle; see

Potter V. Thompson, 10 R. I. 1, 10;

Daniels v. Wilson, 21 Minn. 530.

In some of the United States, it

is held that the bona fide holder

of a security that is not valid as

between the original parties cannot
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when he has received it in payment of a precedent debt, or

when he has a lien on it, or has taken it as collateral security

recover upon it a greater sum than

he pr some prior holder has given

for it. Huff V. Wagner, 63 Barh.

215; Cardwell v. Hicks, 37 Barb.

458; Stalker v. M'Donald, 6 Hill,

93; Moore v. Ryder, 65 N. Y. 438;

Holcomb V. Wyckoff, 35 N. J. L.

35;] Allaire v. Hartshorne, 21 N.

J. L. (1 Zabr.) 665; Petty v. Han-

num, 2 Humph. (Tenn.) 102 ; Hole-

man V. Hobson, 8 Humph. (Tenn.)

127; see also Coye v. Palmer, 16

Cal. 158; and see Park Bank v.

Watson, 42 N. Y. 490. [By this

doctrine the bona fide holder who
pays less than the full nominal

value acquires, not a valid title to

the security, but only a right to en-

force it so far as is necessary to in-

demnify himself for what he has

paid. Edwards e. Jones, 7 C. &
P. 633, has sometimes been re-

ferred to as a case where it was held

that the bona fide holder of a note of

which the consideration had failed

could recover against the maker
only to the extent to which he had
given value. There the action was

by the indorsee against the maker

of a note for £100; failure of con-

sideration was pleaded ; and the

plaintiff replied that it was indorsed

to him for a sufficient consideration

as to £49, and as to the residue

entered a nolle prosequi; he had a

verdict for the £49, which was all

he claimed, but it did not appear

whether the note was pledged as

security for £49, or was transferred

absolutely: the question was upon
the right to begin. Jones v. Hib-

bert, 2 Stark. 304, and Wiffen ».

Roberts, 1 Esp. 261, which have

also been cited to support the same

proposition, were cases where the

plaintiffs held the bills by way of

pledge, and were allowed to recover

only the amounts of their respective

debts so secured. This distinction

is stated by Mellish, L. J., In re

Gomersall, 1 Ch. D. at p. 142. In

this case, certain traders, for the

purpose of recklessly raising money

on the eve of bankruptcy, accepted

bills to the amount of £1700, which

had been drawn on them at their

request, and gave them to the

drawer, who sold them for £200. A
short time after, the traders were

adjudicated bankrupts, and the pur-

chaser offered to prove the bills for

their full amount. The Court of

Appeal held that the transaction

was a fraud upon the creditors, and

that under the circumstances shown

in the evidence the purchaser had

notice of the fraud, and therefore

that he could not prove for the full

amount of the bills; the court also

found, as a fact, that the £200 was

advanced to the traders through

their agent, the drawer, and on that

ground allowed the purchaser to

prove for £200, but it was declared

that, if it had been an advance to

the drawer only, he could have

proved against the drawer's estate

alone. In re Gomersall, 1 Ch. D.

137. On appeal by the purchaser,

in the same case {nom. Jones ».

Gordon, 2 App. Cas. 616), the

House of Lords held that the cir-

cumstances under which he took

the bills amounted to notice of the

fraud, and affirmed the judgment

of the Court of Appeal; but there
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for a precedent debt, or for future as well as past advances.^

Thus, a banker, who is accustomed to make advances or accep-

being no cross-appeal, no opinion

was expressed whether he ought to

be allowed to prove at all. But,

both in the Court of Appeal and in

the House of Lords, it was distinctly

stated that, if the purchase had
been made bona fide, although for

less than the apparent value, he

might have proved and received

dividends on the full amount, or

might, if there had been no bank-

ruptcy, have maintained an action

for the full amount. 1 Ch. D. at

p. 142; 2 App. Cas. at p. 622; see

also Ex parte Lee, 1 P. W. 782.

When a negotiable security in-

valid as between the parties is trans-

ferred, before it is due, to a bona fide

holder, who pays part only of the

price agreed upon before he has no-

tice of its invalidity, he can recover

upon the security so much only of

the price as he has paid before

notice. Dresser v. Missouri and

Iowa Railway Co., 3 Otto, 92;

Hubbard v. Chapin, 2 Allen, 328;

see Tourville v. Naish, 3 P. W.
306.]

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 3, p. 85 (8th

ed.) ; Haywood v. Watson, 4 Bing-

496; Bayley on Bills, o. 12, pp.

500, 501 (5th ed.) ; Bosanquet v.

Dudman, 1 Stark. 1; Ex parte Blox-

ham, 8 Ves. 531 ; Townsley v. Sum-

rail, 2 Pet. 170; Swift e. Tyson,

16 Pet. 1; Bachellor v. Priest, 12

Pick. 399; Norton v. Waite, 20 Me.

175; Homes v. Smyth, 16 Me. 177;

ante, s. 186; Barnett v. Brandao,

6 M. & Gr. 630, 670; Allaire v.

Hartshorne, 21 N. J. L. (1 Zabr.)

N. J. 665; Russell v. Hadduck, 8

111. 233; Blanchard v. Stevens, 3

Cush. 162; Ives v. Farmers' Bank,

2 Allen, 236; Carlisle v. Wishart,

11 Ohio, 172; Williams v. Little,

11 N. H. 66; Reddick r>. Jones,

6 Ired. (N. 0.) 107; Valette v.

Mason, Smith (Ind.) 89 ; Bond v.

Central Bank, 2 Ga. 92, 106. The

earliest cases in the New York Re-

ports (Warren v. Lynch, 5 Johns.

239; Bay v. Coddington, 5 Johns.

Ch. 54) are coincident with the doc-

trine stated in the text. Some
cases afterwards brought the doc-

trine into doubt, and in which it

was decided that taking a bill in

payment of a precedent debt did not

entitle the creditor to be deemed a

bonafide purchaser within the sense

of the rule. See Bay v. Codding-

ton, 20 Johns. 637; Wardell v.

Howell, 9 Wend. 170; Bristol v.

Sprague, 8 Wend. 423 ; Rosa v.

Brotherson, 10 Wend. 85; Ontario

Bank v. Worthington, 12 Wend.
593; Payne o. Cutler, 18 Wend.
605; see Bertrand v. Barkman, 13

Ark. 150; Holbrook w.Mix, 1 E. D.

Smith, 159. The later cases, how-
ever, seem gradually receding from

these decisions, and inclining to

uphold the old rule. See Bank of

Salina v. Babcock, 21 Wend. 499

;

Bank of Sandusky v. Scoville, 24

Wend. 115; Williams v. Smith,

2 Hill, 301; Seneca County Bank
V. Neass, 5 Denio, 329; Hunt v.

Fish, 4 Barb. 324; Montross v.

Clark, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.) 115; White

V. Springfield Bank, 3 Sandf. (N. Y.)

222; Youngs u. Lee, 18 Barb. 186,

192. The leading authorities were

cited and commented on in Swift »,

Tyson, 16 Pet. 15-22. On that

17
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tances, from time to time, for his customers, and has in his

possession negotiable securities belonging to them, for collec-

occasion the court said: " There is

no doubt that a bona fide holder of

a negotiable instrument for a valua-

ble consideration, without any notice

of facts -which impeach its validity

as between the antecedent parties,

if he takes under an indorsement

made before the same becomes due,

holds the title unaffected by these

facts, and may recover thereon,

although, as between the antecedent

parties, the transaction may be with-

out any legal validity. This is a

doctrine so long and so well estab-

lished, and so essential to the se-

curity of negotiable paper, that it

is laid up among the fundamentals

of the law, and requires no authority

or reasoning to be now brought in

its support. As little doubt is there

that the holder of any negotiable

paper before it is due is . not bound

to prove that he is a bona fide holder

for a valuable consideration with-

out notice; for the law will presume

that, in the absence of all rebutting

proofs, and therefore it is incum-

bent upon the defendant to estab-

lish, by way of defence, satisfactory

proofs of the contrary, and thus to

overcome the prima facie title of

the plaintiff. In the present case,

the plaintiff is a bona fide holder

without notice for what the . law

deems a good and valid considera-

tion, that is, for a pre-existing

.

debt; and the only real question

ia the cause is whether, under the

circumstances of the present case,

such a pre-existing debt constitutes

a valuable consideration in the

sense of the general rule applicable

to negotiable instruments. We say,

under the circumstances of the pre-

sent case, for, the acceptance having

been made in New York, the argu-

ment on behalf of the defendant is

that the contract is to be treated as

a New York contract, and therefore

to be governed by the laws of New
York, as expounded by its courts,

as well upon general principles as

by the express provisions of the

thirty-fourth section of the Judici-

ary Act of 1789, c. 20. And then

it is further contended that, by the

law of New York, as thus ex-

pounded by its courts, a pre-exist-

ing debt does not constitute, in the

sense of the general rule, a valuable

consideration applicable to negotia-

ble instruments. In the first place,

then, let us examine into the deci-

sions of the courts of New York

upon this subject. In the earliest

case, Warren v. Lynch, 5 Johns.

239, the Supreme Court of New
York appears to have held that a

pre-existing debt was a sufficient

consideration to entitle a bona fide

holder without notice to recover

the amount of a note indorsed to

him, which might not, as between

the original parties, be valid. The

same doctrine was affirmed by Mr.

Chancellor Kent, in Bay v. Codding-

ton, 5 Johns. Ch. 54. Upon that

occasion, he said that negotiable

paper can be assigned or transferred

by an agent or factor, or by any

other person, fraudulently,' so as to

bind the true owner as against

the holder, provided it be taken in

the usual course of trade, and for

a fair and valuable consideration,

without notice of the fraud. But
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tion, is deemed to be a holder for value, to the extent of such

advances and acceptances.^ In every such case he is deemed

he added that the holders in that

case were not entitled to the benefit

of the rule, because it was not nego-

tiated to them in the usual course

of business or trade, nor in payment
of any antecedent and existing debt,

nor for cash, or property advanced,

debt created, or responsibility in-

curred, on the strength and credit

of the notes; thus directly affirm-

ing that a pre-existing debt was a

fair and valuable consideration

within the protection of the general

rule, and he has since affirmed the

same doctrine, upon a full review

of it, in his Commentaries (vol. 3,

p. 81), The decision in the case

of Bay V. Coddington was after-

wards affirmed in the Coart of Errors,

20 Johns. 637; and the general

reasoning of the Chancellor was
fully sustained. There were, indeed,

peculiar circumstances in that case,

which the court seem to have con-

sidered as entitling it to be treated as

an exception to the general rule,

upon the ground either because the

receipt of the notes was under sus-

picious circumstances, the transfer

having been made after the known
insolvency of the indorser, or be-

cause the holder had received it as a

mere security for contingent respon-

sibilities, with which the holders

had not then become charged.

There was, however, a considerable

diversity of opinion among the mem-
bers of the court upon that occa-

sion, several of them holding that

the decree ought to be reversed.

others affirming that a pre-existing

debt was a valuable consideration

sufficient to protect the holders, and

others again insisting that a pre-

existing debt was not sufficient.

From that period, however, for a

series of years, it seems to have

been held by the Supreme Court of

the state that a pre-existing debt

was not a sufficient consideration to

shut out the equities of the original

parties in favor of the holders. But

no case to that effect has ever been

decided in the Court of Errors.

The cases cited at the bar, and

especially Rosa v. Brotherson, 10

Wend. 85; Ontario Bank v.

Worthington, 12 Wend. 593; and

Payne v. Cutler, 13 Wend. 605, are

directly in point. But the more

recent cases of Bank of Salina v.

Babcock, 21 Wend. 499, and Bank
of Sandusky v. Scoville, 24 Wend.
115, have greatly shaken, if they

have not entirely overthrown those

decisions, and seem to have brought

back the doctrine to that promul-

gated in the earliest cases. So that,

to say the least of it, it admits of

serious doubt whether any doctrine

upon this question can at the pre.-

sent time be treated as finally estab-

lished; and it is certain that the

Court of Errors have not pro-

nounced any positive opinion upon

it." And again: "It becomes ne-

cessary for us, therefore, upon the

present occasion, to express our

own opinion of the true result of

the commercial law upon the ques-

1 Bosanquet e. Dudman, 1 Stark. 1 ; Ex parte Bloxham, 8 Ves. 531

;

Spering's Appeal, 10 Penn. St. 235.
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to have a lien on such securities for the balances due to him

from time to time, as well as for such acceptances, by the im-

tion now before us. And we have

no hesitation in saying that a pre-

existing debt does constitute a valu-

able consideration, in the sense of

the general rule already stated, as

applicable to negotiable instru-

ments. Assuming it to be true

(which, however, may well admit

of some doubt, from the generality

of the language) that the holder of

a negotiable instrument is unaffected

with the equities between the ante-

cedent parties, of which he has no

notice, only where he receives it in

the usual course of trade and busi-

ness for a valuable consideration

before it becomes due, we are pre-

pared to say that receiving it in

payment of, or as security for, a

pre-existing debt, is according to

the known usual course of trade

and business. And why, upon prin-

ciple, should not a pre-existing debt

be deemed such a valuable consi-

deration ? It is for the benefit and

convenience of the commercial world

to give as wide an extent as practi-

cable to the credit and circulation

of negotiable paper, that it may
pass not only as security for new
purchases and advances made upon

the transfer thereof, but also in

payment of, and as security for,

pre-existing debts. The creditor is

thereby enabled to realize or to

secure his debt, and thus may safely

give a prolonged credit, or forbear

from taking any legal steps to en-

force his rights. The debtor also

has the advantage of making his

negotiable securities of equivalent

value to cash. But establish the

opposite conclusion, that negotiable

paper cannot be applied in payment

of, or as security for, pre-existing

debts, without letting in all the

equities between the original and

antecedent parties, and the value

and circulation of such securities

must be essentially diminished, and

the debtor driven to the embarrass-

ment of making a sale thereof, often

at a ruinous discount, to some third

person, and then by circuity to

apply the proceeds to the payment

of his debts. What, indeed, upon

such a doctrine, would become of

that large class of cases, where new
notes are given by the same or by

other parties, by way of renewal or

security to banks, in lieu of old

securities discounted by them which

have arrived at maturity? Proba-

bly more than one half of all bank

transactions in our country, as well

as those of other countries, are of

this nature. The doctrine would

strike a fatal blow at all discounts

of negotiable securities for pre-

existing debts. This question has

been several times before this court;

and it has been uniformly held that

it makes no difference whatsoever,

as to the rights of the holder,

whether the debt for which the

negotiable instrument is transferred

to him is a pre-existing debt, or is

contracted at the time of the trans-

fer. In each case, he equally gives

credit to the instrument. The

cases of Coolidge v. Payson, 2

Wheat. 66, 70, 73, and Townsley

V. Sumrall, 2 Pet. 170, 182, are

directly in point. In England, the

same doctrine has been uniformly

acted upon. As long ago as the
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plied consent or agreement of his customers, resulting from

the usage or course of business.^

case of Pillans v. Mierop, 3 Burr.

1664, the very point was made, and
the objection was overruled. That,

indeed, was a case of far more
stringency than the one now before

us; for the bill of exchange there

drawn in discharge of a pre-existing

debt was held to bind the party as

acceptor, upon a mere promise made
by him to accept before the bill was
actually drawn. Upon that occa-

sion. Lord Mansfield, likening the

case to that of a letter of credit,

said that a letter of credit may be
given for money already advanced

as well as for money to be advanced

in future ; and the whole court held

the plaintiff entitled to recover.

From that period downward, there

is not a single case to be found in

England in which it has ever been

held by the court that a pre-existing

debt was not a valuable considera-

tion sufficient to protect the holder

within the meaning of the general

rule, although incidental dicta have

been sometimes relied on to estab-

lish the contrary, such as the dictum

of Lord Chief Justice Abbott in

Smith V. De Witts, 6 D. & R. 120,

and De la Chaumette v. Bank of

England, 9 B. & C. 208, where,

however, the decision turned upon

very different considerations. Mr.

Justice Bayley, in his valuable work

on Bills of Exchange and Promis-

sory Notes, lays down the rule in

the most general terms. ' The want

of consideration,' says he, ' in toto

or in part, cannot be insisted on,

if the plaintiff or any interme-

diate party between him and the

defendant took the bill or note hona

fide, and upon a valid considera-

tion.' Bayley on Bills, pp. 499, 500

(5th ed.). It is observable that he

here uses the words ' valid conside-

ration,' obviously intending to make
the distinction that it is not intended

to apply solely to cases where a pre-

sent consideration for advances of

money on goods or otherwise takes

place at the time of the transfer and

upon the credit thereof. And in this

he is fully borne out by the authori-

ties. They go further, and establish

that a transfer as security for past

and even for future responsibilities

will for this purpose be a sufficient,

valid, and valuable consideration.

Thus, in the case of Bosanquet v.

Dudman, 1 Stark. 1, it was held by

Lord EUenborough that, if a banker

be under acceptances to an amount

beyond the cash balance in his hands,

every bill he holds of that customer's

hona fide, he is to be considered as

holding for value ; and it makes no

difference though he hold other col-

lateral securities more than sufficient

to cover the excess of his acceptances.

The same doctrine was affirmed by

Lord Eldon in Ex 'parte Bloxham, 8

Ves. 531 , as equally applicable to past

and to future acceptances. The^ub-

sequent cases of Heywood ».Watson,

4 Bing. 496, and Bramah v. Roberts

,

1 Bing. N. C. 469, and Percival ».

Erampton, 2 C. M. & R. 180, are to

the same effect. They directly es-

tablish that a bonafide holder, taking

a negotiable note in payment of or

1 Bosanquet v. Dudman, 1 Stark. 1 ; Ex parte Bloxham, 8 Ves. 531

;

Spering's Appeal, 10 Penn. St. 285.
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196. Presumptions.— In the ordinary course of things, the

holder is presumed to be primafacie a holder for value ; and he

as security for a pre-existing debt,

is a holder for a valuable considera-

tion, entitled to protection against

all the equities between the antece-

dent parties. And these are the

latest decisions which our researches

have enabled us to ascertain to have

been made in the English courts upon

this subject. (See Wilkinson on

Law of Shipping, p. 236, ed. 1843.)

In the American courts, so far as

we have been able to trace the deci-

sions, the same doctrine seems gene-

rally but not universally to prevail.

In Brush v. Scribner, 11 Conn. ,388,

the Supreme Court of Connecticut,

after an elaborate review of the Eng-

lish and New York adjudications,

held, upon general principles of com-

mercial law, that a pre-existing debt

was a valuable consideration, suffi-

cient to convey a valid title to a

bona fide holder against all the ante-

cedent parties to a negotiable note.

There is no reason to doubt that

the same rule has been adopted and

constantly adhered to in Massachu-

setts ; and certainly there is no trace

to be found to the contrary. In

truth, in the silence of any adjudi-

cations upon the subject, in a case

of such frequent and almost daily

occurrence in the commercial states,

it may fairly be presumed that what-

ever constitutes a valid and valuable

consideration in other cases of con-

tract to support titles of the most so-

lemn nature, is held a fortiori to be

sufficient in cases of negotiable in-

struments as indispensable to the se-

curity of holders and the facility and

safety of their circulation. Be this as

it may, we entertain no doubt that a

lona fide holder for a pre-existing

debt of a negotiable instrument is

not affected by any equities between

the antecedent parties, where he has

received the same before it became

due without notice of any such

equities. We are all, therefore, of

opinion that the question on this

point, propounded by the Circuit

Court for our consideration, ought

to be answered in the negative; and

we shall accordingly direct it so to

be certified to the Circuit Court."

See also 8 Kent Com. 80-82; and

Evans v. Smith, 4 Binn. 366; Bo-

sanquet v. Dadman, 1 Stark. 1;

Pillans V. Mierop, 3 Burr. 1664 ; Ex
parte Bloxham, 8 Ves. 531; Hey-

wood V. Watson, 4 Bing. 496; Bra-

mah V. Roberts, 1 Bing. N. C. 469;

Percival v. Frampton, 2 C. M. & R.

180; Brush ». Scribner, 11 Conn.

388. In the recent case of Stalker

V. M'Donald, 6 Hill, 93, the Court

of Errors of New York seem to have

affirmed that the receiving a note as

collateral security was not a valuable

consideration, entitling the party to

the protection of the rule above

stated. See Mickles v. Colvin, 4

Barb. 304; Furniss r. Gilchrist,

1 Sandf. (N. Y.) 53; Fenby v.

Pritchard, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.) 151;

White V. Springfield Bank, 3 Sandf.

(N. Y.) 222; Gould v. Segee, 5 Duer,

260 ; see Atkinson v. Brooks, 26

Vt. 569, where Swift v. Tyson is

approved, and the authorities are

reviewed by Redfield, C. J.

[In New York, the decision of

the Court of Errors in Coddington

V. Bay, 20 Johns. 637, was re-exa-

mined, in 1843, by the same court in
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is not bound to establish that he has given any value for tlie

note, until the other party has established the want, or failure,

Stalker v. M'Donald, 6 Hill, 93, and
it was there declared that, by the

law of that state, the taking of a

negotiable security in payment or as

security for a pre-existing debt was
not such a consideration as would
give the transferee the rights of a

bona fide holder, and that this doc-

trine was in accordance with the de-

cision in Coddington v. Bay; the

rule laid down was, that, to entitle

the holder to such rights, he must
have parted with something of value

upon the credit or faith of the se-

curity transferred to him, and that

merely receiving it in security or

payment of an antecedent debt

where, by the settled rules of equity,

he would not be protected as a bona

fide purchaser of property in other

cases, was not sufficient. This con-

tinues to be the established law of

New York. Lawrence v. Clark, 36

N. Y. 128; Weaver v. Barden, 49

N. Y. 298-295; Moore v. Kyder,

65 N. Y. 438; Atlantic Bank ».

Franklin, 55 N. Y.. 235. The

holder is deemed to give a valua-

ble consideration where he takes

a transfer of the note as security

for a judgment, and in pursu-

ance of an agreement discontinues

proceedings upon the judgment

(Boyd V. Cummings, 17 N. Y. 101);

or where he gives up a note, whether

the debtor's or a third person's, or

any other security, upon taking the

transfer (Youngs v. Lee, 12 N. Y.

551; Meads v. Merchants' Bank,

25 N. Y. 143, 149; Brown v. Lea-

vitt, 31 N. Y. 113 ; Pratt v. Coman,

37 N. Y. 440; Park Bank v. Wat-

son, 42 N. Y. 490 ; Chrysler v. Ke-

nois, 43 N. Y. 209 ; Aitken v. Meyer,

67 Barb. 131) ; or where the transfer

is made as security for an advance

of money made at the same time

(Bank of New York v. Vander-

horst, 32 N. Y. 553; Belmont

Branch Bank v. Hoge, 35 N. Y. 65).

When it is said that the trans-

fer of a note in payment of a pre-

existing debt is not a transfer for a

valuable consideration, "payment"
seems to be used in the sense of the

conditional payment that is the

usual effect of giving a negotiable

security on account of a debt, and

not in the sense of absolute payment

or satisfaction; and it seems to be

considered that a creditor taking a

negotiable security in satisfaction or

extinguishment of his debt parts

with a right and is a holder for

value. Seymour ». Wilson, 19 N. Y.

417; Weaver y. Barden, 49 N. Y. p.

294; Bank of St. Albans ». GiUi-

land, 23 Wend. 311; Bank of San-

dusky V. Scoville, 24 Wend. 115

;

Gould V. Segee, 5 Duer, 260 ; White

V. Springfield Bank, 3 Sandf. 222.

The rule seems to be arbitrary that

treats an absolute payment as a

sufficient consideration, and a condi-

tional payment as insufficient. When
the security is payable at a future

time, as the effect of taking it on

account of the debt is to suspend the

remedy upon the debt until the se-

curity is due (Pratt v. Coman, 37

N. Y. p. 443 ; Meyer v. Huneke, 55

N. Y. 412, 416), it is difficult to

perceive why the credit thus given

to the debtor on the faith of the se-

curity should not in all such cases be

deemed a sufficient consideration to
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or illegality of the consideration, or that the note had been lost

or stolen before it came to the possession of the holder.^ It

make the creditor a holder for value.

See Burns ». Rowland, 40 Barb. 368;

Fisher v. Sharpe, 5 Daly, 214.

In England, it has long been es-

tablished law that when a negotiable

bill or note, payable at a future day,

is transferred to a creditor on ac-

count of a pre-existing debt, he is

entitled to all the rights of a bona

fide holder. Poirier v. Morris, 2

E. & B. 89; Percival v. Frampton,

2 C. M. & R. 180; Currie v. Misa,

L. R. 10 Ex. 153. In Currie v.

Misa, the Court of Exchequer

Chambei: also determined that a

creditor taking a negotiable security

on account of a pre-existing debt

acquired an indefeasible title,

whether the security were payable

at a future time or on demand.

Lush, J., who delivered the judg-

ment of the court, said that the true

reason was that given by the court

in Belshaw v. Bush, 11 C. B. 191, as

the fpandation of the judgment in

that case; namely, that a negotiable

security given for such a purpose

is a eondi^onal payment of the

debt, the condition being that the

debt revives if the security is not

realized {ante, s. 104, n.) ; and that

this doctrine was as applicable to

one species of negotiable security as

1 See Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp.

529-531 (5th. ed.); Chitty on Bills,

c. 6, s. 3, pp. 277-284 (8th ed.)
;

Vathir v. Zane, 6 Gratt. 246; Good-

man V. Harvey, 4 A. & E. 870;

Arbouin v. Anderson, 1 Q. B. 498,

504. In this last case, Lord Den-

man said :

'

' The owner of a bill is

entitled to recover upon it, if he

to another. Story on Promissory

Notes, s. 186, was also cited with

approval. In Currie ». Misa, the

facts were that Lizardi, being in

debt to the plaintiffs, who were his

bankers, and being pressed to re-

duce the balance of his debt, gave

them a draft or order, payable to

them or bearer, drawn on the de-

fendant for the amount of four bills

of exchange, which Lizardi had

drawn on Cadiz, and sold to the

defendant two days before. The

plaintiffs received from the defen-

dant his check for the amount, and

delivered up to him Lizardi's draft.

After the defendant had given his

check, and before it had been pre-

sented for payment, he learned that

Lizardi had stopped payment, and

he thereupon stopped payment of

his check. The bills drawn by

Lizardi and sold to the defendant

were afterwards dishonored. In the

Exchequer Chamber, it being as-

sumed that the consideration for

the check, as between Lizardi and

the defendant, had failed, it was

held that the plaintiffs, having re-

ceived it on account of a pre-exist-

ing debt, were bona fide holders for

value. On appeal to the House of

Lords, it was held that the sale of

came to it honestly: that fact is

implied, prima fade, by possession,

and, to meet the inference so raised,

fraud, felony, or some such matter,

must be proved." Story on Bills,

ss. 415, 416; Knight v. Pugh, 4

Watts & S. 445; Judson v. Holmes,

9 La. An. 20; Hall o. Allen, 37

Ind. 541.
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may then be incumbent upon him to show that he has given

value for it ; for, under such circumstances, he ought not to be

the bills of exchange was a sufficient

consideration for the check as be-

tween Lizardi and the defendant,

and that if Lizardi had sued on the

check, and the bills were disho-

nored, the defendant's only remedy
against him would have been to set

off the amount of the bills against

Lizardi's claim. It was also held

that the giving up to the defendant

of Lizardi's draft was a sufficient

consideration moving from the plain-

tiffs for the check which was sub-

stituted for it. Misa v. Currie,

1 App. Cas. 554. A pre-existing

debt is a valuable consideration for

the transfer of a bill of lading, and
such a transfer defeats the right of

stoppage in transitu. Leask e.

Scott, 2 Q. B. D. 376 (C. A.)

(where Rodger i'. Comptoir d'Es-

compte de Paris, L. R. 2 P. C. 393,

was disapproved) ; and a pre-exist-

ing debt is a sufficient consideration

to support an agreement to give

certain security, and specific per-

formance will be decreed. Alliance

Bank v. Broom, 2 Dr. & Sm. 289.

In some of the United States, the

holder of a note originally obtained

by fraud or without consideration

is deemed a holder for value, when
he has taken it in payment of, or as

collq,teral security for, a previous

debt. Quinn v. Hard, 43 Vt. 375;

Russell V. Splater, 47 Vt. 273 ; At-

kinson V. Brooks, 26 Vt. 569; Fisher

V. Fisher, 98 Mass. 303 ; Stoddard

V. Kimball, 6 Cush. 469 ; Roberts v.

Plall, 37 Conn. 205; Bank of the

Republic v. Carrington, 5 R. I. 515

Bowman v. Millison, 58 111. 36

Manning v. McClure, 36 111. 490

Payne u. Bensley, 8 Cal. 260 ; Gio-

vanovich v. Citizens' Bank, 26 La.

An. 15; Smith v. Isaacs, 23 La. An.

454; McCarty v. Roots, 21 How.

432; Partridge v. Smith, 2 Bissell,

183; Ai-mour v. McMichael, 36 N.J.

L. 92 ; Maitland v. Citizens' Bank,

40 Md. 540; Robinson v. Lair, 31

Iowa, 9; Bonaud v. Genesi, 42 Ga.

639 ; Gibson v. Conner, 3 Ga. 47

;

Jewett V. Hone, 1 Woods, 530. In

Wisconsin, a pre-existing debt is a

sufficient consideration, at least,

when the note is transferred as ab-

solute payment and satisfaction.

Knox V. CUflord, 38 Wis. 651 ; Heath

V. Silverthom Mining Co., 39 Wis.

146. In Arkansas, the rule is simi-

lar to that prevailing in New York.

Bertrand v. Barkman, 13 Ark. 150.]

In some states, it is necessary that

there should also be a giving of

time, or a parting with some right

by the creditor, or some other con-

sideration. Bramhall v. Beckett,

31 Me.. 205 ; Roxborough v. Mes-
sick, 6 Ohio St. 448; Lenheim v.

Wilmarding, 55 Penn. St. 73; Kirk-

patrick v. Muirhead, 16 Penn. St.

117; Royer v. Keystone Bank, 83

Penn. St. 248; Cummings v, Boyd,

83 Penn. St. 372; Bowman v. Van
Kuren, 29 Wis. 209; Prentice v.

Zane, 2 Gratt. 262. See Reddick v.

Jones, 6 Ired. (N. C.) p. 109 ; Jen-

ness V. Bean, 10 N. H. 266; Wil-

liams V. Little, 11 N. H. 66.

[A creditor to whom an accom-

modation note, not obtained by fraud

or improperly diverted, has been

transferred, either as security or as

payment for a pre-existing debt,

acquires a good title, even in states
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placed in a better situation than the antecedent parties, through

whom he obtained the note.^

where a further consideration would

be necessary, if the note had been

obtained by fraud or -without con-

sideration, or had been improperly

diverted from its original purpose.

Sohepp V. Carpenter, 51 N. Y. 602;

Duel V. Spence, 1 Abb. App. Dec.

(N. Y.) 559; Appleton v. Donald-

son, 3 Penn. St. 381; Work v. Kase,

84 Penn. St. 138; Jewett v. Hone,

1 Woods, 530.

A person who takes a transfer of

a note as security for advances made
on the faith of it is, of course, a

bona fide holder for value. Barber

V. Richards, 6 Ex. 63; Belmont

Branch Bank ». Hoge, 35 N. Y. 65

;

Logan V. Smith, 62 Mo. 455.]

1 Bailey v. Bidwell, 13 M. & W.
73; Smith v. Braine, 16 Q. B. 244;

Harvey v. Towers, 6 Ex. 656 ; Berry

V. Alderman, 14 C. B. 95; Mather

». Lord Maidstone, 1 C. B., N. S.

273 ; Hall v. Featherstone, 3 H. &
N. 284; Hogg v. Skeen, 84 L. J.,

C. P. 158 ; Commissioners of Ma-
rion V. Clark, 4 Otto, 278, 285;

Collins V. Gilbert, 4 Otto, 753, 755;

Smith I'. Sac County, 11 Wall. 139;

First National Bank v. Green, 43

N. Y. 298; Farmers' and Citizens'

Bank v. Noxon, 45 N. Y. 762; Case

V. Mechanics' Banking Association,

4 N. Y. 166; Small v. Smith, 1

Denio, 583 ; Catlin v. Hansen, 1

Duer, 309, 322; Ross v. Bedell,

5 Duer, 462; Vallett v. Parker, 6

Wend. 615; Conroy v. Warren, 8

Johns. Cas. 259; Holme v. Karsper,

5 Binn. 469; Hutchinson v. Boggs,

28 Penn. St. 294 ; Hoffman ». Foster,

48 Penn. St. 187; Kuhns v. Gettys-

burg Bank, 68 Penn. St. 445; Ro-

binson V. Hodgson, 73 Penn. St. 202

Emerson v. Burns, 114 Mass. 848

Smith V. Livingston, 111 Mass. 342

Holden v. Cosgrove, 12 Gray, 216

Sistermans v. Field, 9 Gray, 331

Tucker ». Morrill, 1 Allen, 528; Bis'

sell V. Morgan, 11 Cush. 198; Mun-
roe ». Cooper, 5 Pick. 412; Perrin v.

Noyes, 39 Me. 384 ; Clark v. Pease,

41 N. H. 414; Merchants' Exchange

Bank v. New Brunswick Savings In-

stitution, 83 N. J. L. 170 ; Gwyn w.

Lee, 1 Md. Ch. 445; Vathir v. Zane, 6

Gratt. 246; Boyd v. Mclvor, 11 Ala.

822; Ross ». Drinkard, 35 Ala. 484;

Bertrand u. Barkman, 18 Ark. 150;

Paton V. Coit, 5Mich. 505; McKesson

V. Stanberry, 3 Ohio St. 156; Ha-

milton u. Marks, 63 Mo. 167; Union

Bank v. Ryan, 21 La. An. 551; 2

Greenl. Ev. s. 172. [The reason,

upon which this rule is founded, is

that it is presumed that a person

who had obtained a note by fraud

or illegality would place it in the

hands of another person to sue upon

it ; this presumption rebuts the pre-

sumption that the holder gave value

for it, and he cannot recover unless

he proves that he gave value (Bailey

V. Bidwell, 13 M. «& W. 73 ; Fitch v.

Jones, 5 E. & B. 238, 245; Jones v.

Gordon, 2 App. Cas. p. 627) ; he is

not, it seems, obliged also to prove

that he took the note without notice

of the fraud or illegaUty (though

there are expressions to the contrary

in some of the above cases), for, if a

consideration is shown, it is presumed

that he had no notice until the con-

trary is proved (Goodman ». Har-

vey, 4 A. &E. 870; Oakeley v. Ood-

deen, 2 F. & F. 656 ; Murray v. Lard-
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197. Notice of Defects.— What circumstances will amount
to actual or constructive notice of any defect or infirmity in the

ner, 2 Wall. 110; Collins v. Gilbert,

4 Otto, 753 ; Dalrymple v. Hillen-

brand, 62 N. Y. 5, 11 ; Seybel v. Na-
tional Currency Bank, 54 N. Y. 288,

302; see Jones v. Gordon, 2 App.
Cas. p. 628; Bailey u. BidweU, 13

M. «& W. p. 76
;
post, s. 197 and note)

.

In Sullivan v. Langley, 120 Mass.

437, 441, a direction to the jury that

the holder must prove " by a pre-

ponderance of evidence " that he had
no knowledge or notice of the fraud

was approved by the court; but,

in Massachusetts, the presumptions

in favor of the holder's title do not

shift the burden of proof to the

other party (ante, s. 181, n.).]

Proof that a promissory note was
given without consideration, or that

the consideration has failed, does

not rebut the presumption that the

holder is a honajide holder for value,

and does not make it necessary for

him to show that he gave value for

it. Fitch V. Jones, 5 E. & B. 238;

Mills V. Barber, 1 M. & W. 425;

Tyrw. & G. 835 ; 2 Gale, 5 ; Whit-

taker V. Edmunds, 1 M. & Kob. 366

;

Knight V. Pugh, 4 Watts & S. 445;

Albrecht v. Strimpler, 7 Penn. St.

476; Sloan v. Union Banking Co.,

67 Penn. St. 470; Dingman v. Am-
sink, 77 Penn. St. 114; Ross v. Be-

dell, 5 Duer (ST. Y.) 462; Tucker

V. Morrill, 1 Allen, 528 ; Wilson v.

Lazier, 11 Gratt. 477 ; Ellicott ».

Martin, 6 Md. 509. - Contra, Ross v.

Drmkard, 35 Ala. 434. See Galla-

gher !'. Black, 44 Me. 99 ; Merchants'

Exchange Bank v. New Brunswick

Savings Institution, 83 N. J. L. 170;

Bertrand v. Barkman, 13 Ark. 150.

In Wyer e. Dorchester and Milton

Bank, 11 Cush. 51, it was held that,

as regards bank-notes, proof that they

were stolen doesnot cast on the holder

the burden of showing how he came

by them, but that the burden is on

the maker to show that the holder

received them under such circum-

stances that he cannot recover. See

Louisiana Bank t). Bank of the

United States, 9 Mart. (La.) 398.

The reason given for this distinction

in the case of bank-notes was that

they pass as money, and commonly
cannot be identified, while other

promissory notes and bills of ex-

change can always be identified, and
can ordinarily be traced through

their whole course of circulation

;

and the following cases were referred

to: Miller v. Race, 1 Burr. 452 ; Solo-

mons V. Bank of England, 13 East,

135, n. ; King v. Milsom, 2 Camp. 5

;

De la Chaumette v. Bank of Eng-
land, 2 B. & Ad. 385. [In Raphael

V. Bank of England, 17 C. B. 161,

167, which was an action upon a

stolen bank-note, it seems to have

been considered that the holder was
bound to prove that he had given

value for it; and whUe the doctrine

introduced by Gill v. Cubitt, 3 B. & C.

468 (post, s. 197), prevailed, under

which a person was not deemed a

honajide holder of a biU or note that

had been stolen or obtained by fraud,

unless he had made proper inqiiiries

and used due diligence, the rule was
applied to bank-notes as well as to

other negotiable securities. Snow
V. Peacock, 3 Bing. 406, 412, 413;

Strange v. Wigney, 6 Bing. 677;

Easley v. Crockford, 10 Bing.

243.]
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title to the note, so as to let it in as a bar or defence against a

holder for value, has been a matter of much discussion, and of

no small diversity of judicial opinion. It is agreed on all sides

that express notice is not indispensable ; but it will be suflScient

if the circumstances are of such a strong and pointed character

as necessarily to cast a shade upon the transaction, and to put

the holder upon inquiry. ^ For a considerable length of time

the doctrine prevailed, that, if the holder took the note under

suspicious circumstances, or without due caution and inquiry,

although he gave value for it, yet he was not to be deemed a

holder bona fide without notice.^ But this doctrine has been

since overruled and abandoned, upon the ground of its incon-

venience, and its obstruction to the free circulation and nego-

tiation of exchange, and transferable paper.^

1 Cone ». Baldwin, 12 Pick. 545;

Hall V. Hale, 8 Conn. 3.36; Holbrook

V. Mix, 1 E. D. Smith (N. Y.) 161;

Brown v. Taber, 5 Wend. 566.

2 Gill V. Cubitt, 3 B. & C. 466;

Snow V. Peacock, 3 Bing. 406

;

Strange v. Wigney, 6 Bing. 677

;

Slater o. West, Dans. & L. 15;

Easley v. Crockford, 10 Bing. 243;

Nicholson v. Patton, 13 La. 213,

216; 3 Kent Com. 81, 82; Down
V. Hailing, 4 B. & C. 330; Beckwith

V. Corral, 3 Bing. 444; Chitty on

Bills, c. 6, s. 3, pp. 277-284 (8th

ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 12, pp.

524, 529-531 (5th ed.); see Hatch

V. Searles, 24 L. J., Ch. 22; 31 Eng.

Law & Eq. 219.

' Goodman v. Harvey, 4 A. & E.

870; Uther v. Rich, 10 A. & E.

784; Foster o. Pearson, 1 C. M. &
E. 849; Arbouin v. Anderson, 1

Q. B. 498, 504; Raphael ». Bank of

England, 17 C. B. 161; Bank of

Bengal v. Fagan, 7 Moore P. C.

61, 76; Goodman v. Simonds, 20

How. 343, 367; Murray v. Lardner,

2 Wall. 110; Collins v. Gilbert, 4

Otto, 753; Magee o. Badger, 34

N. Y. 247; Belmont Branch Bank

V. Hoge, 35 N. Y. 65 (disapproving

Keutgen v. Parks, 2 -Sandf. 60

Pringle v. Phillips, 5 Sandf. 157

and Danforth v. Dart, 4 Duer, 101)

Welch V. Sage, 47 N. Y. 143; Sey-

bel V. National Currency Bank, 54

N. Y. 288; Chapman v. Rose, 53

N. Y. 137, 140; Phelan v. Moss, 67

Penn. St. 59; Battles v. Laudensla-

ger, 84 Penn. St. 446 ; Smith v. Li-

vingston, 111 Mass. 342 ; Worcester

County Bank v. Dorchester and

Milton Bank, 10 Cush. 491 ; Lake ».

Reed, 29 Iowa, 258; Gage ». Sharp,

24 Iowa, 15; Hamilton v. Vought,

34 N. J. L. 187 ; Matthews v. Poy-

thress, 4 Ga. 287; Johnson v. Way,

27 Ohio St. 374; Maitland v. Citi-

zens' Bank, 40 Md. 540; Comstock

V. Hannah, 76 111. 530; Shreeves v.

Allen, 79 111. 553; Hamilton v.

Marks, 63 Mo. -167. In Tennessee

the doctrine of Gill ». Cubitt, 3 B.

& C. 466, prevails, and the holder is

affected with notice when the cir-

cumstances are such as would put

a man of ordinary prudence on in-

quiry. Merritt ». Duncan, 7 Heisk.
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(Tenn.) 156 ; see Gould v. Stevens,

43 Vt. 125; Story on Bills, ss. 415,

416.

The whole of this chapter, mutatis

mutandis, has been extracted from
Story on Bills, ss. 178-194, with a

few alterations, and with the addi-

tion of some new illustrations and
notes and authorities. On examin-

ing the chapter, I found little to add

to it ; and the subject is so impor-

tant, that it could not be omitted in

the present volume, which is de-

signed to be a complete and inde-

pendent treatise of itself.

[Although gross negligence is not

equivalent to bad faith, yet it may
be evidence of it. Jones v. Gordon,

2 App. Cas. 616 ; In re Gomersall,

1 Ch. D. 137 (C. A.); Goodman v.

Harvey, 4 A. & E. 870, 876 ; Collins

V. Gilbert, 4 Otto, p. 759 ; Seybel v.

National Currency Bank, 54 N. Y.

288 ; Matthews v. Poythress, 4 Ga.

287 ; see also Strong v. Jackson,

123 Mass. 60. '" Notice and know-

ledge ' means not merely express

notice, but knowledge or the

means of knowledge to which the

party wilfully shuts his eyes."

Parke, B., in May v. Chapman,

16 M. & W. p. 361; see Craft's Ap-

peal, 42 Conn. 146. The value given

by the holder is evidence to be con-

sidered in connection with the other

circumstances in determining whe-

ther he took the instrument in good

faith. Jones ». Gordon, 2 App. Cas.

616 ; In re GomersaU, 1 Ch. D. 137

(C. A.) ; Raphael ». Bank of Eng-

land, 17 C. B. 161, 173; 25 L. J.,

C. P. 33 ; Dailey v. De Fries, 11 W.
K. 376; Lay v. Wissman, 36 Iowa,

305; De Witt v. Perkins, 22 Wis.

478; Scott v. Seelye, 27 La. An. 95.

It is sufficient to constitute good

faith that the holder had no notice

of the defect of title at the time

when he took the instrument, al-

though he may have had notice at

some previous time. Thus, in Ra-

phael V. Bank of England, 17 C. B.

161; 25 L. J., C. P. 33, five £500

bank-notes had been stolen, and

their loss had been a,dvertised by

printed notices; a banker at Paris,

who had received one of the notices,

and who kept a iile of all notices of

stolen or lost notes served upon him,

took one of the notes from a stran-

ger, and gave him the value at the

current rate of exchange, having

omitted to look at the file and hav-

ing no recollection of the notice; the

court held that, having taken the

note for value, and being ignorant

when he took it that it had been

stolen, he was a bonafide holder. In

Seybel v. National Currency Bank,

54 N. Y. 288, the defendant had pur-

chased two negotiable bonds of the

United States, which had been stolen

the day before with fifteen others;

printed notices of the theft, giving

the numbers of the stolen bonds,

were left in the defendant's banking-

house before the purchase; the de-

fendant offered evidence that it dealt

largely in government securities ; that

the amount lost and stolen was so

great, and the notices of losses and

thefts were so frequent, that it would

be impracticable in the ordinary

coui'se of their business to compare

the notices with the securities pur-

chased; that it kept no record of the

notices; and that it purchased securi-

ties without any regard to the no-

tices. This evidence was rejected at

the trial; but the court held that it

was necessary for the former owner

to establish bad faith, and that, if
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the disregard of the notices tended

to prove that fact, the evidence of-

fered by the defendant tended to

repel the imputation or inference,

not only by an explanation of the

circumstances, but by showing that

the disregard of the notices was en-

tirely consistent with fair and honest

dealing. In Vermilye v. Adams

Express Co., 21 Wall. 138, 146,

where bankers had bought secu-

rities that were overdue, Miller, J.j

in delivering judgment, said: "By
the well-settled law of the case,

they may purchase such paper before

due without cumbering their minds

or their oflSces with the memoranda

of such notices."]
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198. General Remarks.— We come, in the next place, to

the consideration of the presentment of promissory notes for

payment. We have already seen that the contract or engage-

ment of the maker is to pay the note upon the due presentment

thereof at its maturity, or when it becomes due, at the place
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designated therefor.^ We have also seen that the contract or

engagement of the indorser is that, if upon such due present-

ment the note is not paid by the maker, he will, upon due

notice being given to him of the dishonor, pay the same upon

demand.^ Hence we see that, while the engagement of the

maker is absolute, that of the indorser is conditional, and any

neglect or laches of the holder, in not making due presentment,

will discharge him.^ It becomes important therefore to con-

sider, first, what is a due presentment for payment; and,

secondly, what is a due notice of the dishonor.

199. Due Presentment.— Let us then inquire, in the first

place, what is a due presentment for payment. This neces-

sarily involves various considerations : (1) The time when the

note arrives at maturity, or becomes due ; (2) The place where

it is payable ; (3) The mode of presentment for payment
; (4)

The person by whom it is to be presented for payment; (5)

The person to whom it is to be presented for payment; and

(6) What will constitute a sufiicient justification or excuse, or

not, for the want of a due presentment ; and (7) Notice, and

other proceedings to be had on nonpayment of the note. Of

these we shall treat in succession, in the order in which they

are named.

200. Time of Presentment.— And, in the first place, as to

the time of presentment for payment. It is obvious that, where

a note is made payable at a particular time, either with refe-

rence to its date, or to the sight thereof, or otherwise, pay-

ment is demandable only when that time has expired, and not

before.* Still, however, although then demandable, the holder

might not choose to demand payment of the maker at that

time, but might omit and delay it at his pleasure to a future

time, unless there were some known rule of law which should

compel him to strict punctuality in point of time. Now, it

would be highly injurious to the interests of commerce, and to

the security of the drawers and indorsers of negotiable instru-

ments, if the holder were at liberty to consult his own mere

1 Ante, § 113. 3 Pet. 90 ; Whittlesey v. Dean, 2 Aik.

2 Ante, § 135; Bayley on Bills, (Vt.) 263.

c. 7, § 1, pp. 217, 218 (5th ed.). * See Lawrence v. Langley, 14

» Ibid. ; Magruder ». Union Bank, N. H. 70.
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pleasure as to the time of making any demand of payment after

a note became due, and might, after long delays and non-

payment, still have recourse over against the drawer or indor-

sers. It would expose the latter to serious, and perhaps to

irremediable losses, which an earlier demand might have pre-

vented ; and thus it would have a tendency to discourage the

use and circulation of negotiable paper.^

201. Hence, the commercial law, which throughout all its

departments inculcates the doctrine of reasonable diligence and

frowns upon and discourages laches, has introduced a rule of

great strictness on this subject, which, although it may some-

times be found harsh and perhaps severe in its practical opera-

tion, yet is, for the general purposes of business, highly useful

to the commercial community, by introducing promptness, fide-

lity, and exactness in the demand of payment. In respect to

the maker, who is held to be the party primarily liable and the

absolute debtor, the holder is at liberty to allow him whatever

indulgence or delay he may please, short of the period which

will, under the statute of limitations or prescription of the par-

ticular state or country where the suit is brought, operate as a

bar to his claim. But, as to the indorsers, who are only colla-

terally and conditionally liable, the rule is far different. It is

that, in order to charge them, a demand of payment should be

made of the maker on the very day on which by law the note

becomes due ; and, unless the demand be so made, it is gene-

rally a fatal objection to any right of recovery against the in-

dorsers, although the maker himself may and will still be held

liable on the note.^

1 Story on Bills, SS. 324, 325, 344; Blen, 20 Me. 109. Mr. Chitty has

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 385 (8th remarked: " It is a general rule of

ed.) ; Id. p. 402. law that, where there is a precedent

^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 385, debt or duty, the creditor need not

386, 422, 423 (8th ed.); Bayley on allege or prove any demand of the

Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 217, 232, 247 payment before the action brought,

(5th ed.);, Pothier, de Change, n. it being the duty of the debtor to

129; Camidge v. AUenby, 6 B. & find out his creditor, and tender

C. 373; Bridges o. Berry, 3 Taunt, him the money; and, as it is tech-

130; Jackson v. Newton, 8 Watts, nically said, the bringing of the

401 ; 1 Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, action is a sufScient request. It

pp. 408-410 (5th ed.) ; Robinson o. might not perhaps be unreasonable,

18
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202. Foreign Law.— The like rule prevails in the foreign

law. Whenever a promissory note becomes due, there must,

in order to charge the indorsers, be a demand of payment on

that very day, otherwise the indorsers will be discharged from

their obligations, because the reciprocal obligations of the holder

have not been performed.^

203. Effect of omitting Presentment.— Even the death or

known bankruptcy or insolvency of the maker will (as we shall

presently more fully see '') be no excuse for the omission to de-

mand payment at the time, vrhen the note becomes due.^ The

if the law in all cases required pre-

sentment to the acceptor of a bill

or maker of a note before an action

be commenced against him, because

otherwise he might, on account of

the negotiable quality of the instru-

ment, and the consequent difficulty

to find out the holder of it on the

day of payment in order to make a

tender to him, be subjected to an

action without any default whatever;

and the engagement of the acceptor

of a bill or maker of a note is to pay

the money, when due, to the holder,

who shall for that purpose make pre-

sentment. And one reason why a

party cannot recover at law on a lost

bill or note is that the acceptor of

the one and maker of the other has

a right to insist on having it deli-

vered up to him on his paying it. It

seems, however, that in general the

acceptor or maker of a note cannot

resist an action on account of neglect

to present the instrument at the pre-

cise time when due, or of an indul-

gence to any of the other parties.

And, on the above-mentioned prin-

ciple, that an action is of itself a

suf&cient demand of payment, it has

been decided that the acceptor or

maker of a note cannot set up, as a

defence, the want of a presentment

to him, even before the commence-

ment of the action, and although

the instrument be payable on de-

mand. But, in such a case, upon an

early application, the court would

stay proceedings without costs."

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 391, 392

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 6, s. 1,

pp. 214, 215 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 9, p.

402 ; Dingwall v. Dunster, Doug.

247 ; Anderson v. Cleveland, cited

1 Esp. Dig. N. P. 58 (4th ed.), and

in 13 East, 430, n. ; Rumball v.

Ball, 10 Mod. 38; Reynolds v. Da-

vies, 1 B. & P. 625; Hansard v.

Robinson, 7 B. & C. 90; Williams

V. Waring, 10 B. & C. 2; Macin-

tosh V. Haydon, Ry. & M. 363; 1

Tidd Pr. 145 (9th ed.); Story on

Bills, ss. 325, 344.

1 Code de Commerce, art. 161

;

Locr^, du Code de Commerce, tom. 1,

art. 161, pp. 502, 503; Pothier, de

Change, n. 138-141. See Heinecc.

de Camb. c. 4, s. 24; Nouguier,

des Lettres de Change, tom. 1,

liv. 3, c. 9, s. 2, p. 378.; Id. liv. 4,

ss. 3, 4, pp. 493, 494 ; Thomson on

Bills, c. 6, s. 1, pp. 417, 418 (2nd

ed.) ; Id. s. 2, p. 430 ; Id. c. 5, s. 2,

pp. 376, 377; Story on Bills, s. 345.

2 pgst^ s_ 241; Story on Bills, s.

346.

» Story on Bills, ss. 234, 279, 307,

318, 319, 346; Chitty on Bills, o. 8,
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French law is precisely the same upon this point.^ And it will

make no difference in the application of the rule by our law,

whether the note has been taken or transferred for a precedent

debt, or for money advanced on a purchase thereof. In the

former case, the right to recover the precedent debt, as well as

the right to recover on the note, will be gone, and so also the

right to recover back the money, or recover on the note, in the

latter case.^ Nor will the circumstance, that the holder has re-

ceived the note so near the time when it becomes due as to

render it impracticable to make a presentment for payment

at its maturity, constitute any excuse for the want of a due

presentment, as to the other parties to the note, whatever

might be the case as to the party fi-om which he then first re-

ceived it. In respect to the latter, perhaps all which under

such circumstances can be required is to present it with rea-

sonable diligence, as soon as it can be, for payment, and,

if dishonored, to give him due notice thereof.^ The French

law upon this point, also, seems exactly in coincidence with

ours.*

204. French Law.— The old French law was equally as

expressive as ours, that the bankruptcy or insolvency of the

acceptor at the maturity of the bill (and the same rule was

applied to a promissory note) constitutes no excuse for the

want of a due presentment for payment by the holder at that

p. 360 (8th ed.); H. o. 9, pp. 386, torn. 2, art. 424; Id. torn. 5, art.

389; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 1497; Story on Bills, s. 847.

251 (5th ed.) ; Molloy, bk. 2, c. 10, ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 385-

s. 34; Kussel v. LangstafEe, Doug. 387,417, 418 (8th ed.); Bayley on

515; Esdaile v. Sowerby, 11 East, Bills, o. 7, s. 1, pp. 232-284 (5th

117; Bowes v. Howe, 5 Taunt. 30; ed.); Camidge ». All^by,'6B. &C.
16 East, 112; Sands v. Clarke, 8 373; Bridges ». Berry, 3 Taunt. 130;

C. B. 751 ; Nash v. Harrington, 2 see ante, a. 104, n.

Aik. (Vt.) 9; Bruce v. Lytle, 13 « Chitty on Bills, o. 9, p. 423 (8th

Barb. 163. ed.); Anderton v. Beck, 16 East,

The infancy of the maker is no 248; Bailey on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 243

excuse for the omission of present- (5th ed.)
;
post, a. 265.

ment. Wyman v. Adams, 12 Cush. * Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

210. tom. 2, art. 426; Id. tom. 5, art..

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 146, 1497; Story on BUls, ss. 326, 346,.

147; Pardessus, Droit Commercial, 847.
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time.^ The modern Code of Commerce positively declares,

that the holder of a bill of exchange or a promissory note is

not dispensed from protesting the bill for the non-payment

thereof, either by its having been protested for non-acceptance,

or by the death or failure of the drawee or maker.^ And it

adds that, in case of the failure of the acceptor or maker before

the bill or note becomes due, the holder may cause it to be

protested, and have his recourse against the other parties to

the bill or note for payment or for security for payment.^ The

French law seems even to go further, and to require that

the demand and protest should be made in cases of such bank-

ruptcy and insolvency, although, by the law of the place where

the bill or note is payable, no demand or protest is in such a

case required.* Pardessus puts this as clear, and says that, if a

bill be drawn in France payable in a foreign country, it will

be necessary although the law of the place dispenses with a

protest in case of such bankruptcy or insolvency, and that the

holder should still protest the bill, under the peril of other-

wise losing his recourse against the French drawer ; for, in

such a case, the law of France, where the contract between the

drawer and the payee, or other holder, was made, is to govern

as to the acts to be done to entitle the latter to a recovery.^

And he applies the same rule as to the remedy of the holder

against the indorsers under the like circumstances.^ It is

almost unnecessary to add, that what is here said as to bills of

exchange is equally applicable to promissory notes, mutatis mw-

tandisJ

205. Excuses.— Still, however, there are certain grounds

(as we shall more fully see hereafter) which will ordinarily

1 Pardessus, Droit Commercial, Commerce, art. 163, p. 110 ; Story

tom. 2, art. 424; Id. torn. 5, art. on Bills, s. 322.

1497; Pothier, de Change, n. 147; ^ Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

Savary, le Parfait N^gociant, tom. 2, tom. 5, art. 1497; Story on Bills,

ParAre, 45, p. 360 ; Story on Bills, s. 177, n.

ss. 319, 326. 6 Ibid.

^ Code de Commerce, art. 163, * Ibid. But see Story on Bills,

187. ss. 176, 177, and note.

» Ibid, j Sautayra, sur Code de ' See Code de Commerce, art.

187 ; Story on BiUs, s. 347.
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excuse the want of a due presentment for payment at the matu-

rity of the note, resulting either from a moral or a physical in-

ability, or from other causes which the law deems a sufficient

dispensation or excuse for the delay or omission to make due

demand on the very day of payment. These are, for the most

part, the same which will ordinarily excuse the want of due

notice of the dishonor of the note, and will come under our con-

sideration more fully hereafter.^ Among these, we may men-
tion the sudden illness or death of the holder or his agent ;

^

the absconding of the maker before the day of payment, or his

place of residence being deserted, or unknown, or unfound after

diligent search therefor ; the general prevalence of a malignant

disease, such as the yellow fever or cholera, to an extent which

stops all business and trade in the place ; the impossibility

of reaching the place where the maker resides, from snows or

freshets or overwhelming accidents ; the occurrence of war or

the interdiction of commercial intercourse with the country

where the maker resides ; and the day of the maturity of the

note occurring on a public holiday, or a religious festival, or a

solemn fast, celebrated according to the known usage or the

ordinances of the country.^

206. Pothier lays down a rule equally broad and satis-

factory in respect to the due demand and protest of bills of

exchange (and the like doctrine is applicable to promissory

notes), namely, that any inevitable accident, or irresistible

force, or unforeseen occurrence, which could not be provided

against, will constitute a sufficient excuse for the neglect or

omission. And for this he relies upon the general maxim of

the Roman law, in cases of contract : Impossihilium nulla ohli-

^ See Story on Bills, ss. 308, 326, possible on recovery; and, in case of

327, 344; Chitty on Bills, c. 10, the death of the holder, his admini-

pp. 486-488 (8th ed.)
;
post, ss. 257- strator must make demand and give

263, 355-360. notice at the earliest practicable time.

'^ If illness of the holder is relied Wilson v. Senier, 14 Wis. 380.

upon as an excuse for non-present- * Story on Bills, ss. 283, 234,

ment, it must be shown to have 308, 327; post, ss. 257-263 ; Chitty

been so sudden and severe as to on Bills, c. 8, pp. 360 (8th ed.) ; Id.

prevent the employing of another, pp. 389-392 (8th ed.) ; Id. pp. 422,

and then it must be shown that the 423 ; Id. c. 10, pp. 485, 524.

proper steps were taken as soon as
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gatio est.^ Indeed, this seems to be admitted by foreign jurists,

as the general rule which governs their jurisprudence. But of

this more will be said in our subsequent pages.

207. Notes payable on Demand, or at or after Sight.—
Promissory notes are not ordinarily made payable at sight, or

at a fixed time after sight, although they may be so ;
^ but they

are ordinarily made payable either at a fixed period after date

or upon demand. If a note is made payable on demand, the

time at which payment thereof must be demanded must depend

upon the circumstances of each
\
particular case, and no general

rule can be laid down, except that payment must be demanded

within a reasonable time.^ If the note be payable at sight, or

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 144;

Dig. lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 185; Par-

dessus, torn. 2, art. 426.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 248

(5th ed.); Thomson on Bills, c. 6,

s. 2, pp.430, 431 (2nd ed.) ; Chitty on

Bills, c. 9, p. 407 (8th ed.).

* Story on Bills, s. 231 ; Bayley

on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 234 (5th ed.);

Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 2, pp. 430,

431; Lockwood v. Crawford, 18

Conn. 361 ; Carll v. Brown, 2 Mich.

401.

[This is probably the rule in

England, as well as in the United

States, but the English authorities

upon the subject are very meagre.

In Chartered Mercantile Bank ».

Dickson, L. K. 3 P. C. 574, it was

assumed by the Privy Council to

be the proper rule, but without pre-

cluding any argument upon the

question in any other case, that, if

presentation was not made within a

reasonable period, that is, a period

reasonable with reference to the

circumstances connected with the

particular note, the indorsers were

discharged. The action was brought

against the indorsers of a promis-

sory note payable on demand and

dated the 16th of February, which

was not presented for payment till

the 14th of December in the same

year. The Privy Council decided

upon the evidence that no payment

of the note by the makers at any

immediate or specific date was con-

templated, and therefore the note

was meant to be, to a greater or

less extent, a continuing security,

and held that, having regard to all

the circumstances of the case, there

was no unreasonable delay in pre-

senting the note, and consequently

the indorsers were not discharged.

In Brooks v. Mitchell, 9 M. & W.

15, the question was whether an

indorsee acquired an indefeasible

title to a note payable on demand,

which was transferred to him four-

teen years after its date, but upon

which interest had been paid until

within three years. Parke, B.,

said, '
' The non-payment of interest

for three years was the only circum-

stance tending to have put the de-

fendant upon his guard, because a

promissory note payable on demand

is currefit for any length of time."

The court held that the note was

not to be treated as overdue at the
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at so many days after sight, the same rule would seem to pre-

vail as upon bills of exchange drawn at or after sight. ^ That

time of the transfer. See also Ba-

rough V. White, 4 B. & C. 325;

Bartrum v. Caddy, 9 A. & E. 275;

Cripps 1). Davis, 12 M. & W. at p. 165.

In the United States, the rule

stated in the text seems to be gene-

rally established, both in fixing the

time when presentment is necessary

for the purpose of charging the in-

dorser, and the time after which

the note is to be considered as over-

due as regards subsequent holders.

Sylvester v. Crapo, 15 Pick. 92;

Seaver v. Lincoln, 21 Pick. 267;

Ranger v. Gary, 1 Met. 369 ; Ameri-

can Bank «. Jenness, 2 Met. 288;

Field V. Niokerson, 13 Mass. 131;

Thompson v. Hale, 6 Pick. 259;

Herrick v. Woolverton, 41 N. Y.

581; Furraan v. Haskin, 2 Caines,

369; Sanford v. Mickles, 4 Johns.

224; Losee v. Dunkin, 7 Johns. 70;

Sice V. Cunningham, 1 Cowen, 397

;

Wethey v. Andrews, 3 Hill, 582;

Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason, 241;

Morey v. Wakefield, 41 Vt. 24;

Camp ». Clark, 14 Vt. 387 ; Look-

wood V. Crawford, 18 Conn 361;

Nevins v. Townsend, 6 Conn. 5;

Parker v. Tuttle, 44 Me. 459 ; Den-

nen v. Haskell, 45 Me. 430; Carlton

V. Bailey, 27 N. H. 230 ; Poorman

V. Mills, 39 Cal. 345; Keyes i>.

Fenstermaker, 24 Cal. 329; Carll v.

Brown, 2 Mich. 401.] In Merritt

V. Todd, 23 N. T. 28, the Court of

Appeals of New York held that an

indorser was not discharged from

liability upon a promissory note

payable on demand with interest by

the mere lapse of time without pre-

sentment. [The grounds of this

decision were that such a note,

payable with interest, was not in-

tended to be presented, like a check,

for immediate payment, although

the holder had the right so to pre;

sent it, but it was intended to be a

continuing security for some time

that was not defined and was ascer-

tainable only by an actual demand;

therefore it was not dishonored by

lapse of time without a presentment

for payment, and the indorser was

not discharged without such pre-

sentment; the only rational alterna-

tive of this was that the note must

be presented within a " reasonable

time," which meant, according to

legal rules, as soon as it could be

presented by the use of due dili-

gence, and this would defeat the

probable intention of the parties.

In Herrick v. Woolverton, 41 N. Y.

581, the same court commented ad-

versely upon the decision in Merritt

». Todd, and held that the point

decided in that case affected only

the liability of the indorser, and

not the rights of the holder, and

that the latter did not acquire the

rights of a bona Jide holder before

maturity, unless the note was trans-

ferred to him within such time as

the court should think reasonable,

having regard to all the circum-

stances and the situation of the

parties. See also Alexander v. Par-

sons, 3 Lans. (N. Y.) 333. Merritt

V. Todd was followed in Pardee v.

Fish, 60 N. Y. 265, 271.

If the rule in England is, as it

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 227, 234, 236 (5th ed.).
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is to say, the date of the note would be treated as if it were the

date of a bill payable at or after sight, and the time would

was assumed to be in Chartered

Mercantile Bank v. Dickson, L. R.

3 P. C. 574, supra, that presentment

should be made within a reasonable

time, it seems, from the expressions

in the judgment in that case, that

the time when the note was actually

presented would be considered rea-

sonable, unless some reason ap-

peared why it should have been

presented at an earlier time. The

cases in the United States seem to

famish no guide in determining

what would be considered a rea-

sonable time there. An agreement

between the parties concerning the

time when the note should be pre-

sented is evidence of what is a rea-

sonable time. Lockwood v. Craw-

ford, 18 Conn. 361 ; but see Tyler

V. Young, 30 Penn. St. 143.] In

Massachusetts, this uncertainty was

ended by the statute of 1839, c. 121

(General Statutes, 1860, c. 53, ss.

8-10), which fixed sixty days from

the date of the note without grace

as a reasonable time for present-

ment, and enacted that no present-

ment after that time should be

deemed to be made within a rea-

sonable time ; it also enacted that a

promissory note payable on demand
should be subject to the same de-

fences in the hands of any holder

as in the hands of the payee. See

Ingham v. White, 4 Allen, 412, 415.

When a promissory note is in-

dorsed after it is due, it is neces-

sary, in order to charge the indorser,

to present it for payment within a

reasonable time, and to give notice

to the indorser. Tyler v. Young,

30 Penn. St. 143; Patterson v.

Todd, 18 Penn. St. 426; Rice v.

Wesson, 11 Met. 400; Goodwm
V. Davenport, 47 Me. 112; Jones v.

Middleton, 29 Iowa, 188; McKewer
V. Kirtland, 33 Iowa, 348; Swartz ».

Redfleld, 13 Kan. 550; Semis v.

McKenzie, 13 Fla. 553 ; Armstrong

V. Armstrong, 86 Mo. 225; Light v.

Kingsbury, 50 Mo. 331; Beebe v.

Brooks, 12 Cal. 308; Leavitt v. Put-

nam, 3 N. Y. 494; see St. John v.

Roberts, 31 N. Y. 441. In Massa-

chusetts, in Rice v. Wesson, 11 Met.

400, it was intimated by the court

that sixty days after such indorse-

ment might be deemed a reasonable

time, by analogy to the time fixed

by the statute above-mentioned for

the presentment of notes payable on

demand; but it was held that, as

soon as a presentment was made,

due notice of non-payment must be

given to the indorser, or he would

be discharged.

Mr. Bayley says :
" A bill or note,

payable on demand, is payable im-

mediately upon presentment; and,

unless put into circulation, must be

presented within a reasonable time

after the receipt." Bayley on Bills,

c. 7, s. 1, p. 234 (5th ed.) ; Id. p. 232.

He applies the same rule to bills or

notes payable at sight, as to bills

payable on demand. Id. p. 286.

Mr. Chitty affirms the same doctrine

as to notes payable on demand.

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 402 (8th

ed.) ; Id. pp. 412, 413. He here

says: " Upon this question it has

been observed that there is no other

settled general rule than that the

presentment must be made within a

reasonable time, which must be ac-
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begin to run from the presentment of the note, as it would from

the presentment for acceptance. In short, although the maker

commodated to other business and
affairs of life, and that a party is not

bound in any case to present a bill or

note payable on demand on the same
day it is issued or received by him

;

for a man ought not to be required

to neglect every other business for

the purpose of making so prompt a

presentment; and it would be very

inconvenient to have an inquiry in

each particular case, whether or not

the holder could conveniently have

presented the instrument on the same
day. And, as observed by Lord
Mansfield, it would be unreasonable

to suppose that a tradesman should

be compelled to run about the town
with a dozen drafts, from Charing

Cross to Lombard Street, on the

same day; and he directed the jury

to consider that twenty-four hours

were the usual time allowed for the

presentment for payment. The no-

tion, however, that twenty-four hours

was the limit is not the present rule

;

and it suffices, in all cases, for a party

to present a bill or note payable on

demand at any time during the

hours of business on the day after

he received it. But, although this

rule universally prevails between the

party delivering and the party re-

ceiving from him a bill or note so

payable, yet it must not be under-

stood that the ultimate presentment

for payment can be delayed for any

indefinite time by successive trans-

fers between numerous parties, and

by each party on the day after he

has received the bill or note trans-

ferring it to another; for if there

should by any means be an unrea-

sonable number of days occupied, the

party or parties first transferring the

instmment, and other of the earlier

parties, would probably be consi-

dered discharged from liability, in

case the bankers, or person who is-

sued the note so payable, should in

the mean time fail ; and no prudent

party should permit any delay in

presentment, especially if there be

the least reason to doubt the solvency

of the party to pay. It is perfectly

clear that, if a party who has received

such a bill or note does not on the

next day present it or forward it for

presentment in due time on the next

day, nor transfer it, but locks it up

or keeps it, he thereby forfeits all

claim upon the person from whom
he received it. It seems that, with

respect to the length of time bills

and notes payable on demand may be

kept in circulation, a distinction may
be taken between the notes of a pri-

vate individual and country bankers'

notes, and also with reference to the

persons by and between whom they

have been circulated ; and it has been

considered that upon a bill or note

payable on demand and given for

cash by a person who makes the

profit by the money on such bills or

notes a source of his livelihood (as

in the case of country bankers issu-

ing their notes), it is difficult to say

what length of time such person

shall be entitled to consider unrea-

sonable ; but that upon such bills or

notes given by way of payment, or

paid into a banker's, any time be-

yond what the common course of

business warrants is unreasonable.

This position is explained by a re-

cent case, where the defendants,
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of a note payable at sight (which is however allowed the usual

days of grace, as we shall presently see^), or payable after

sight, has sight of the instriimeiit when he makes it ; yet a dis-

tinct and subsequent presentment must afterwards be made, and

the time of payment be reckoned from the day of such present-

ment and exclusive thereof.^

themselves country bankers, trans-

ferred another country banker's bill,

some days after they had kept it, to

the plaintiff's traveller, who did not

remit it to the correspondents for

some days; and, on its being pre-

sented, it t^as dishonored; and it

was held that the defendants were

not discharged from liability; be-

cause, as Lord Tenterden observed,

the character of the bill and the

course of dealing must be attended

to. It was a bill by a country banker

upon his London banker, and it did

not seem unreasonable to treat such

bills as not requiring immediate pre-

sentment, but as being retainable by

the holders for use within a mode-

rate time, as part of the circulating

medium of the country; and the de-

fendants themselves, by the time

they kept it, showed they so consi-

dered thife bill, but he left it to the

jury to say whether they thought

the delay unreasonable or not, and

they found for the plaintiff. Upon
a bill or note of this kind (i.e., pay-

able on demand) given by way of

payment, the course of business for-

merly was to allow the party to keep

it, if it was payable in or near the

place where it was given, until the

morning of the next day of business

after it was received ; and, according

to more modern decisions, it is set-

tled that, if such a bill or note be

payable by or at a banker's, it suf-

fices to present it for payment at

any time during banking hours on

the day after it was received. Thus,

where a note of this kind, payable

in London, was given there in the

morning, a presentment the next

morning was held by the court suffi-

ciently early, though juries endea-

vored to establish a contrary"rule, and

to find that the instrument must be

presented on the very day it was re-

ceived; and, though it has been sup-

posed that the presentment must be

in the forenoon of the next day, yet

in other cases it was considered that

the party has twenty-four hours, or,

according to a more recent decision,

he has the whole of the banking hours,

or hours of business of the next day,

to make the presentment; and this

last decision may now be relied upon

as the fixed rule. It has been held

that a bill or note of this kind, given

by way of payment to a banker, must

be presented by him as soon as if it

had been paid into his hands by a

customer, and that if such a bill or

note be paid into a banker's, and

be payable at the place where the

banker lives, it must be presented

the next time the banker's clerk

goes his rounds; but that doctrine

has been overruled, and it should

seem that in all cases it suffices for

a banker to present such check the

day after he receives it." See also

Foster v. Barney, 3 Vt. 60; Brenzer

V. Wightman, 7 Watts & S. 264.

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 3, a. 10,

p. 98 ;
post, B. 217.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 406,
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208. Now, the rule in relation to bills of exchange, whether

foreign or domestic, payable at or after sight, unequivocally is

that they must be presented for acceptance (and by analogy

the rule applies to presentment of notes payable at and after

sight) within a reasonable time ; and what that reasonable

time is must depend upon the circumstances of each particular

case.^ The holder of such a note is not at liberty to keep it in

his possession for an unreasonable time, without presentment,

and to lock it up from circulation. If he does, he will make
the note his own, and will discharge the antecedent indorsers

thereon from all responsibility.^ But if the note is kept in

circulation, and not held by any one holder through whose

hands it passes, an uni-easonable time, it seems difficult to

assign any particular time in which it ought to be presented

to the maker, so as the time of payment should, begin to run

thereon.^ Tliere may be some limitations upon this rule, in

407 (8th ed.); Sturdy ». Henderson,

4 B. & A. 592, 593 ; Dixon v. Nut-

tall, 1 C. M. & R. 307 ; 4 Tyrw.

1013; Holmes v. Kerrison, 2 Taunt.

323 Sutton v. Toomer, 7 B. & C.

416; Bayley on Bills, c. 3, s. 10, p.

98 (5th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 855,

n.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp.

227, 228, 232, 234; Story on Bills,

s. 231; Chitty on Bills, c. 7, pp.

301-805 (8th ed.) ; MuUick v.

Radakissen, 9 Moore P. C. 46.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp.

227-230, 232 (5th ed.).

« Bayley on Bills, c. 7, pp. 232,

233 (5th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 281;

Chitty on Bills, c. 7, pp. 301-305

;

Muilman v. D'Eguino, 2 H. Bl. 565

569; Goupy v. Harden, 7 Taunt.

159; 2 Marsh. 454; Hellish v. Raw-

don, 9 Bing. 416; Mullick v. Rada-

kissen, 9 Moore P. C. 46; Fry v.

Hill, 7 Taunt. 397 ; Chartered Mer-

cantile Bank v. Dickson, L. R. 3 P.

C. 574; Merritt v. Todd, 23 N. Y.

28; Herrick v. Woolverton, 41 N.

Y. pp. 587-590 ; Gowan ». Jackson,

20 Johns. 176; Robinson v. Ames,

20 Johns. 146; Goodwin v. Daven-

port, 47 Me. 112 ; Lockwood . v.

Crawford, 18 Conn. 861. On this

subject, Mr. Chitty (p. 301) says:

" With respect to the time when
bills payable at or after sight

should be presented for acceptance,

the only rule, whether .the bill be

foreign or inland, and whether pay-

able at sight, or at so many days

after sight, or in any other manner,

is that they must be presented

within a reasonable time; and, as

the drawer may sustain a loss by

the holder's keeping it any great

length of time, it is advisable in all

cases to present it as soon as possi-

ble; but he is not obliged to send it

by the first opportunity. Accord-

ing to the French law, bills paya-

ble at or after sight must be pre-

sented for acceptance within certain

specified periods, according to the
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its application to particular classes of cases resulting from the

common course of business or the circulation of particular

classes of notes, such as those of bankers and banks ; but

these all resolve themselves into questions of usage.^

places at which they are drawn ; and

the French law has also provided

against a purpdsely hasty present-

ment and demand of acceptance,

before the drawee can have received

advice, and that the holder mast

allow so many days as there are

fi^ leagues, or fifteen miles, between

the place of drawing and the place

in which drawn."
1 Story on Bills, s. 231 ; Bayley

on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 227, 228, 236

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 7, pp.

303, 804 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty (p.

303) says: " The bolder of an in-

land bill payable after sight is not

bound instantly to transmit the bill

for acceptance; he may put it into

circulation, and if he do not circu-

late it he may take a reasonable

time to present it for acceptance,

and the keeping it even an entire

day after he received it, and a delay

to present until the fourth day a

bill on London given within twenty

miles thereof is not unreasonable.

In a late case, it seems to have been

considered that a distinction may
be taken as to the nature of the

bill, and whether it was intended

for immediate payment, or to be

kept some time in circulation, as is

the case of bills after sight drawn

by country bankers on London

bankers and put in circulation by

the former, especially if the party

objecting to the delay has himself

kept the bill in his possession for

some days." Mr. Bayley (pp. 236-

243) says: " Upon a bill or note

payable on demand or at sight and

given for cash by a person who
makes the profit by the money on

such bills or notes a source of bis

livelihood, it is difficult to say what

length of time such person shall be

entitled to consider unreasonable;

but, upon such bills or notes given

by way of payment or paid into a

banker's, any time beyond what the

common course of business war-

rants is unreasonable. Upon a bill

or note- of this kind given by way

of payment, the course of business

seemed formerly to allow the party

to keep it, if payable in the place

where it was given, until the morn-

ing of the next day of business after

its receipt ; and till the next post,

if payable elsewhere ; but not longer.

Thus, where a note of this kind

payable in London was given there

in the morning, a presentment the

next morning was held sufficiently

early; a presentment at two the

next afternoon, too late. In a later

modern case, where a similar note

was given in London at one, and

not presented till the next morning,

three juries held the delay unrea-

sonable, but it was against the opi-

nion of the court. But, in a more

recent case, where such a note pay-

able in London was given in the

country, it was held that the per-

son receiving it was not bound to

send it to London till the following

day. And that the person receiving

it in London was not bound to pre-

sent it till the next day. A bill or

note of this kind given by way of

payment to a banker must be pre-
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209. Foreign Law.— Pothier, upon general principles, holds

the same doctrine in cases of bills of exchange payable at or

. after sight, that there is no absolute rule as to the time in which

they should be presented for payment ; and that it must be left

to the judgment of the court whether the presentment has

been made within a reasonable time ; for it would not be equi-

table that the holder should by too long a delay throw the risk

of the solvency of the drawee upon the drawer.^ The present

Commercial Code of France has positively fixed the different

periods, within which bills drawn at or after sight shall be pre-

sented for acceptance, varying the time according to the dif-

ferent places where the bills are drawn, and the different places

on which the bills are drawn.^ It is true that the doctrine

here stated is applied by him in the text solely to bills of ex-

change ; but it is equally applicable to cases of promissory

notes and therefore is not separately discussed either by

Pothier or in the Code of Commerce.^ By the law of Russia,

bills of exchange are divided into two sorts : one, where the

bill is drawn by the drawer on himself ; the other, where it is

sented by him as soon as if it had ing it for payment on the first day,

been paid into his hands by a cus- which he might have done, or by

tomer. And it has been held that his banker in presenting it at the

a bill or note of this kind, if pay- clearing-house only on the following

able at the place where the banker day at noon ; it being proved to be

lives, must be presented the next the usage among such bankers not

time the banker's clerk goes his to pay checks presented by one

rounds. But, if a London banker banker to another after four o'clock,

receive a check by the general post, but only to mark them, if good,

he is not bound to present it for and to pay them the next day at the

payment until the following day. clearing-house."

And where a person in London i Pothier, de Change, n. 143;

received a check upon a Lon- Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn,

don banker between one and two 2, art. 358.

o'clock, and lodged it soon after ^ Code de CJommerce, liv. 1, tit.

four with his banker, and the latter 8, art. 160; Locre, Esprit du Code

presented it between 'five and six, de Commerce, torn. 1, liv. 1, tit. 8,

and got it marked as a good check, s. 1, art. 160, pp. 499-502; Par-

aud the next day at noon presented dessus, Droit Commercial, torn. 2,

it for payment at the clearing- art 358, 359; Story on Bills, s.

house, the court held that there 232.

had been no unreasonable delay, » See Code de Commerce, art.

either by the holder in not present- 187.
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drawn on some third person ; the former is called simple, the

other transmissible. The simple bill seems exactly our promis-

sory note.^ By the same law, a bill payable at sight is payable

twenty-four hours after its presentment for acceptance ; if pay-

able after sight, it falls due after the last day indicated in the

bill, counting from the day of presentment, which is not in-

cluded.2

210. Ifotes payable at a certain Time after Date.— In our

subsequent remarks, we shall refer altogether to promissory

notes payable at a fixed period after their date, unless some

exceptions are specially stated. The rule here is, that the note

nJust be presented on the very day on which it becomes due or

arrives at maturity .^ This also is the rule of the foreign law

;

and, although it is generally laid down in terms applicable to

bills of exchange, it is equally applicable to promissory notes.*

211. Computation of Time. — But the question will still

remain, At what time is a note properly due, or when does it

arrive at maturity? At first view, an uninstructed reader might

imagine that this could scarcely present any practical difficul-

ties as to its solution. Upon farther inquiry, however, it will

be found to involve questions of a highly important character,

and originally not without dif&culty, although now the rule is

fixed aaid established beyond any reasonable controversy. Let

us, for example, suppose a note to be drawn on the first day of

January, 1842, payable at ten days after date, without grace.

Is it due on the tenth day of January, or on the eleventh day

of January ? It is now settled that it is due on the eleventh

day of January, or, in other words, the day of the date is ex-

cluded from the computation.^ The same question might be

propounded as to a note payable ten days after sight without

1 Nouguier, de Change, torn. 2, * Heinecc. de Camb. o. 4, s. 24?

p. 504; art. 294 of Russian Code of Pothier, de Change, n. 139, 172;

1832; Louis. Law Joum. vol. 1, Code de Commerce, art. 131-135,

p. 65. 161; Story on Bills, ss. 334, 338.

2 Id. torn. 2, p. 519, ch. 2, art. « Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 403,

350 ; Louis. Law Joum. p. 78. 404, 406 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills,

8 Story on Bills, ss. 325, 344; c. 7, s. 1, pp. 248-250 (5th ed.);

ChittyonBills, 0. 9,p. 385(8thed.); Bellasis v. Hester, 1 Ld. Raym.

ante, s. 201; Pisoataqua Exchange 280; Coleman v. Sayer, 1 Bar-

Bank V. Carter, 20 N. H. 246. nardiston, 303; Blanchard v. Hil-
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grace, and presented on the first day of January ; and it ought

to receive a similar answer.^ But it will be found that, in

other cases not of a commercial nature, great controversies

have arisen at the common law as to the computation of the

time when deeds and other instruments are to have effect and

operation, whether from the date, or from the day of the date

thereof, or with reference thereto, and whether the day of the

date is to be taken as exclusive or inclusive.^

212. French Law.— The French law recognizes the same

doctrine, that the time when a note becomes due, if it is pay-

able at a certain time after date, is to be calculated exclusive of

the day of the date of the note. For it is the maxim of that

law, Dies termini non eomputatur in termino ; and this applies

not only as to the commencement, but also to the end, of the

time specified.^

213. Signification of " Month." — Again : Suppose a note

drawn on the thirtieth day of January payable in a month
without grace ; how is the month to be reckoned ? is it a lunar

month, or a calendar month, or the period of thirty days ? By
the common law of England, a month is constantly deemed a

lunar month, as well in computations made in the construction

of statutes as in the construction of mere common law con-

tracts.* But, by the universal rule of the commercial world,

including England and America, a month is now deemed, in

all cases of negotiable instruments, and, indeed, in all commer-

cial contracts, to be a calendar month.^ Hence, in the case

Hard, 11 Mass. 85; Woodbridge * Delvincourt, Droit Comm. torn.

B. Brigham, 12 Mass. 403 ; 13 Mass. 1, liv. 1, tit. 77 (2ad ed.); Pothier,

556; Henry v. Jones, 8 Mass. 453; de Change, n. 138.

Ammidownu. Woodman, 31 Me. 580; * Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 406

Roehner «. Knickerbocker Insurance (8th ed.) ; 2 Bl. Comm. 141; Lacon

Co., 63 K. Y. 160. V. Hooper, 6 T. R. 224; Castle v.

1 Ibid. Burditt, 3 T. R. 623; Catesby's
'' See Pugh v. Duke of Leeds, Case, 6 Rep. 62 ; Lang v. Gale,

Cowp. 714 ; Glassingtoii v. Rawlins, IM. & S. Ill; In re Swinford, 6 M.
3 East, 407 ; Lester o. Garland, & S. 226.

15 Ves. 254; Castle v. Burditt, 3 « Story on Bills, s. 143; Bayley

T. R. 623; 4 Kent Com. 95, n. 6 ; on Bills, o. 7, s. 1, pp. 247, 250 (5th

see Bigelow ». Willson, 1 Pick. 485; ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 403,

Presbrey e. Williams, 15 Mass. 193; 404 (8th ed.) ; 4 Kent Com. 95, n.

Story on Bills, s. 329. b; Jolly v. Young, 1 Esp. 186; Titus
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above supposed, the note will, without grace, be payable on the

last day of February, it being the day on which the mojith will

expire ; and no allowance will be made for the fact that Febru-

ary may or does contain only twenty-eight days.^ A promissory

note, therefore, dated on the first day of January, and payable

six months after date or after sight, without grace, will be pay-

able on the corresponding day of the sixth month, viz., the

first day of July, for then the six months will expire, whatever

number of days the intermediate months may contain.^

213 a. Other cases may be put, which involve more nicety.

Suppose a note dated on the twenty-eighth, twenty-ninth,

thirtieth, or thirty-first day of January, payable in one month

:

on what day will it become due ? The true answer will be, on

the twenty-eighth of February, if the year is not bissextile, and,

if it be, then on the twenty-ninth day of February, and grace

is to be calculated thereon from and after the twenty-eighth or

twenty-ninth day of February accordingly.^ Suppose a note

dated on the thirty-first of March, payable in one month, it will

be payable on the thirtieth day of April following, and the

days of grace are to be added.* Suppose a note dated on an

impossible day, as the thirty-first of September, payable in six

months, it will be deemed payable as if dated on the thirtieth

day of September, that is, it will be due on the thirtieth day

of March, and the days of grace are to be added.* So, if a

note is dated on the twenty-eighth of February, payable in one

month, it will be due on the twenty-eighth of March, and,

adding the days of grace, on the thirty-first of March.* If a

note is dated on the twenty-ninth of February, in a bissextile

1). Lady Preston, 1 Stra. 652. In v. Harris, 5 Gratt. 285, 298 ; Sheets

America, the computation has gene- v. Selden, 2 Wall. 177, 189.

rally, but not universally, been by ^ Tassell ». Lewis, 1 Ld. Raym,

calendar months, and not by lunar 743; 3 Kent Com. 102-104; Chitty

months, as well in the construction on Bills, c. 9, p. 406 (8th ed.).

of statutes as of common contracts. ^ ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. 380;

See Kent Com. 95, n. 6 ; Hunt Boehner v. Knickerbocker Insurance

V. Holden, 2 Mass. 170, n. ; Avery Co., 63 N. Y. 160.

w. Pixley, 4 Mass. 460 ; Thomas " Wagner o. Kenner, 2 Rob.

V. Shoemaker, 6 Watts & S. 179; (La.) 120.

Strong B.Birohard, 5 Conn. 357, 360; * Ibid.

Gross «. Fowler, 21 Gal. 392; Brewer
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year, payable in one month, it will be due in like manner on

the twenty-ninth of March, and, with grace, on the first of

April. If a note is dated on the thirtieth of April, payable in

one month, it will be due on the thirtieth of May (and not on

the thirty-first), and, with grace added, on the second of June.^

So, a note dated on the twenty-ninth of August, payable in six

months, will be due, including days of grace, on the third of

March following.* So, a note dated on the twenty-ninth of

August, payable in six months after date, will be due in common
years on the twenty-eighth day of February, and, including

grace, on the third day of March.^ In all these various cases,

the same general rule prevails, to construe the month as mean-

ing a calendar mOnth, and to end the month with the corre-

sponding day of the succeeding month, if there be one ; and , if

there be none, then to adopt the nearest day, by the doctrme of

cy-pris. Thus, if the date begins on the last day of any

month, whether it be on the twenty-eighth, the twenty-nitith,

the thirtieth, or the thirty-first day of that month, then to end

the succeeding month on the same day, if there be one ; if

there be none, to take the latest day of the same month, as the

nearest approximation thereto. The rule is not an arbitrary

one, but is deduced as the presumed real intention of the par-

ties. Of course, in this statement the days of grace have been

excluded from our consideration, in order to simplify the illus-

tration ; but practically they are to be added in all the cases, to

ascertain the actual time when the note becomes due.

214. Old and New Style.— As notes made in one country

are sometimes payable in another, it becomes necessary here to

advert in a brief manner to the difference of style in different

countries, which may require in the computation of time a

reference to the style of the country where the note is made.

Thus, for example, Russia continues to use the old style, al-

though all the other countries of Europe use the new. Under

1 Wagner v. Kenner, 2 Rob. note dated February 3, 1860, paya-

(La.) 120. . ble in one hundred and twenty

,* Wood V. Mullen, 3 Rob. (La.) days, was payable on the 6th of

395. June, and a demand on the 5th

' Ibid. In Indiana, it was held was premature. Kohler ». Mont-

that " commercially February never gomery, 17 Ind. 220.

has but twenty-eight days," and a

19
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the old style, tlie course of reckoning is according to the Julian

Calendar ; but, under the new, it is according to the Gregorian

Calendar ; the difference between the two styles being at the

present time twelve days ; that is to say, twelve days are added

to the time reckoned by the old style, to bring the time to the

corresponding day of the new style. Thus, for example, if a

note is dated in Eussia, on the first day of January, 1842, old

style, it precisely corresponds to the thirteenth of January,

1842, according to the new style, which is used in America and

England, and, perhaps, all the countries of Europe, except

Russia ; ^ and, conversely, if a note is drawn in England or

America, dated on the first day of January, 1842, the corre-

sponding day in the old style is the twentieth day of December

preceding. Hence it is that if a note be drawn in London,

dated the first day of January, 1842, new style (that is, the

twentieth day of December, old style), payable at St. Peters-

burg (Russia) one month after date (excluding all days of

grace), it will, if accepted, be payable, not on the first day of

February, 1842, but on the twentieth day of January, 1842, for

that is the corresponding day when the month expires, by the

old style. On the other hand, if a note is drawn in St. Peters-

burg, dated the first day of January, 1842, payable in London,

in one month after date without grace, it will, if accepted, be

payable, not on the first day of February, but on the thirteenth

day of February, 1842, and, if payable with grace, on the third

or last day of grace, after that day.^

1 See Kyd on Bills, 7 (3rd ed.)

;

have been made at that place, and,

Marius on Bills, 22, 23 (ed. 1794). consequently, should be construed

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 249 according to the laws of it. In other

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 403 works, it is laid down that, upon a

(8th ed.) ; Beawes, Lex Merc, by bill drawn at a place using one style,

Chitty, vol. ii., p. 608 (ed. 1813). and payable at a place using another,

Mr. Chitty says :
" When a bill is if the time is to be reckoned from

drawn at a place using one style, and the date, it shall be computed accord-

payable on a certain day at a place ing to the style of the place at which

using another, the time when the it is drawn, othej-wise, according to

bill becomes due must be calculated the style of the place where it is pay-

according to the style of the place able; and, in the former case, the

where it is payable ; because the date must be reduced or carried for-

contract, created by the making of ward to the style of the place where

a bill of exchange, is understood to the bill is payable, and the time reck-
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215. Days of G-race. — But, besides these elements in the

computation of the time at which promissory notes become due

oned from thence. Thus, on a bill

dated the 1st of May, old style, and

payable here two months after, the

time must be computed from the

corresponding day of May, new style,

namely, the 13th of May; and, on a

bill dated the 1st of May, new style,

and payable at St. Petersburg two
months after date, from the corre-

sponding day of April, old style,

namely, the 10th of April." Chitty

on Bills, c. 9, p. 403 (8th ed.) ; Bay-

ley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 249 (5th

ed.), lays down the latter position

in the same language. In the earlier

editions of both works, the reverse

mode of computation of the time

under the old and new styles was,

by mistake, given. See also Kyd on

Bills, c. 1, pp. 7, 8 (3rd ed.); Story

on Bills, s. 331. Marius, who first

published his work on Bills of Ex-

change in 1651, on this subject, says

(pp. 22, 23, ed. 1794) : " A bill of ex-

change, dated the 2nd of March, new

style, which is the 20th of February,

old style (except in leap year, which

is the 21st of February), payable in

London at double usance, will be due

the 22nd of April, old style, and not

the 20th of April, as some do errone-

ously imagine, who would deduct the

ten days (to reduce the new style to

old style) at the end of the double

usance, and so they would go as far as

the 2nd of May, new style, and then

go backwards ten days, when of right

they should go forwards from the

date of old style, relating to the place

where it is payable, and reckon the

double usance from the very date of

the bill, thus : A bill dated the 2nd

of March, new style, is the 20th of

February, old style, February having

but twenty-eight days (for the 20th

of February, old style, is the 2nd of

March, new style, even to the very

day of the week) , so from the 20th of

February to the 23rd of March is one

usance, and from the 23rd of March

to the 22nd of April there is another

usance ; and so, in like manner, if a

bill of exchange be dated the 10th of

March, new style, which is the last

of February, old style, payable at a

treble usance, such a bill will be due

the last of May in London, and not

the 28th of May, as some do imagine,

because February hath but twenty-

eight days. Also if a bill be dated

the 8th of January, in Rouen, payable

at double usance in London,it will fall

due the 26th of February, and iffrom

that date payable at treble usance,

it will fall due the 29th of March, as

is manifest by the almanac, or table

at the end of this book; for you

must always count your usances

from the very date of the bill, as I

have made evidently appear by what

hath been before declared concern-

ing usances ; and I have seen divers

bills of exchange which have been

sent from beyond the seas, wherein

the drawers have written the old and

new style both together in the date

of their bills, one above another,

thus :
—

Amsterdam adj. ^ February 16 f| for £200 sterling.

Middleborough adj. ^| March 16 f| for £150 sterling.

Adj. 17 March, \ 1655, in Genoa dollars, 245 at 57 d.

6 April, i £58 3s. Qd. sterling.
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and payable, there is another allowance of time, which is of

general, although not of universal, operation and usage, and is

different in different countries.^ This is, the allowance of what

are technically called the days of grace ; to which, incidentally,

allusion has been already made.^ These days of grace, which

take their name from their being days of indulgence or respite

granted to the maker for the payment of the note, seem to have

had their origin at a very early period in the history of nego-

tiable paper. They were, probably, originally introduced by

And the like, which is very plain and

commendable in those that do so

write, thereby to make things evi-

dent to the capacity of the weakest,

and to avoid any further disputes

thereapon, although in those bills of

exchange, where the old and new
styles are not positively expressed,

yet the same thing is intended and

meant, and ought to be understood

as if particularly set down; for if

you have the date in new style, you

may soon see what date it is in old

style. And I have taken the more

pains to make this out to every

man's understanding, because I do

perceive that many men for their

own advantage, and in their own
case, are subject to be biassed, and

judge amiss. But I conceive I have

herein so clearly evidenced the truth

and reason of my opinion that it

cannot but convince those that are,

or have been, of a contrary judg-

ment, of their error and mistake,

except they are wilfully blind, and

then none so blind; or, that they can

give me any better reason for their

contrary opinion, and then I will

submit unto them; for all bills of

exchange (as I have said before, and

is notoriously known and assented

unto by all), which are made paya-

ble at usances, must be reckoned

directly from the date of the bill,

which, if it be new style, and pay-

able in London, or any other place

where they write old style, the date

must first be found out in the old

style, and then count forward, and

you cannot mistake."

1 Heineccius, on this subject,

says: " Quamvis vero id tempus

vocari soleat tempus fatale solu-

tionis : quibusdam tamen locis etiam

elapso illo tempore, quod in cambio

expressum est, acceptanti dari sclent

inducise aliquot dierum, e. gr. trium,

quatuor, quinque, sex, qui vocantur

Kespitvel Discretiones-Tage, nee

non Nach-vel Ehren-Tage, de quibus

singularem in hac Academia disser-

tationem scripsit lo. Christoph.

Frankius. Hse induciae in terris

Brandenburgicis sunt trium dierum,

O. C. Brandenb. art. 24 ; in Saxonia

vero ob fidem mercatorum vacillan-

tem plane sunt abolitse." By the

Code of Russia of 1832, a bill of

exchange, payable so many days or

months after date, falls due after

the expiration of the last day.

Nouguier, de Change, tom. 2, p.

519; Code of Russia, art. 351;

Louis. Law Journ. vol. 1, p. 78

(1842).

2 Ante, s. 170; Story on Bills,

ss. 155, 170, 177; Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, p. 407 (8th ed.) ; Heineco. de

Camb. c. 2, ss. 13, 14.
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the usage of merchants, in the first place, to enable the acceptor

of a bill the more easily to make payments of his acceptances

as they became due, which, as the payments were all to be

made in gold and silver, might sometimes, from the occasional

scarcity of the precious metals, become a matter of no small

difficulty and embarrassment ; and, in the next place, to point

out to the holder what time he might reasonably grant to the

acceptor for such payment, without being guilty of laches or en-

dangering his right of recourse, upon the ultimate non-payment

of the bill by the acceptor, against the other parties thereto.^

In both views, the usage was, at first, probably discretionary

and voluntary on the part of the holder, and gradually, from its

general convenience and utility, it ripened into a positive right,

as it certainly now is, and was also applied to promissory notes.^

1 Mr. Chief Justice Marshall, in

Ogden V. Saunders, 12 Wheat. 213,

342, speaking on this subject as

applicable to promissory notes, says :

" The usage of banks, by which

days of grace are allowed on notes

payable and negotiable in bank, is

of the same character. Days of

grace, from their very term, origi-

nate partly in convenience, and

partly in the indulgence of the cre-

ditor. By the terms of the note,

the debtor has to the last hour of

the day on which it becomes payable

to comply with it; and it would

often be inconvenient to take any

steps after the close of the day. It

is often convenient to postpone sub-

sequent proceedings till the next

day. Usage has extended this time

of grace generally to three days,

and in some banks to four. This

usage is made a part of the contract,

not by the interference of the le-

gislature, but by the act of the par-

ties. The case cited from 9 Wheat.

581, is a note discounted in bank.

In all such cases, the bank receives,

and the maker of the note pays,

interest for the days of grace. This

would be illegal and usurious, if the

money was not lent for these addi-

tional days. The extent of the loan,

therefore, is regulated by the act of

the parties ; and this part of the con-

tract is founded on their act. Since,

by contract, the maker is not liable

for his note until the days of grace

are expired, he has not broken his

contract until they expire. The
duty of giving notice to the indorser

of his failure does not arise until

the failure has taken place; and,

consequently, the promise of the

bank to give such notice is per-

formed, if it be given when the event

has happened."
" Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, p.

410 (5th ed.); Kyd on Bills, c. 1,

pp. 9, 10 (3rd ed.); Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, p. 407 (8th ed.) ; Cook v. Darl-

ing, 2 R. I. 385; Heinecc. de Camb.
c. 2, s. 14. Mr. Kyd (on Bills, c.

1, p. 9, 3rd ed.) gives the old rule or

usage, as the days of grace in difEe-

rent countries, thus: " A custom has

obtained among merchants that a

person to whom a bill is addressed

shall be allowed a little time for

payment, beyond the term men-
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216. In respect to the allowance or non-allowance of days

of grace, the rule is that it is to be governed altogether by the

tioned in the bill, called days of in Italy, no fixed number. Sundays

grace. But the number of these and holidays are included in the re-

days varies according to the custom spite days at London, Naples, Am-
of different places. Great Britain, sterdam, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Mid-

Ireland, Bergamo, and Vienna, three dleburg, Dantzic, Kbnigsberg, and

days; Frankfort, out of the time of France; but not at Venice, Cologne,

the fair, four days; Leipsic, Naum- Breslau, and Nvtremberg. At Ham-
burg, and Augsburg, five days; Ven- burg, the day on which the bill falls

ice, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Mid- due makes one of the days of grace;

dleburg, Antwerp, Cologne, Bres- but it is not so elsewhere."

lau, Nuremberg, and Portugal, six The 11th edition of Chitty on

days; Dantzic, Konigsberg, and Bills (1878), at pp. 266-269, con-

France, ten days ; Hamburg and tains the following table of the days

Stockholm, twelve days; Naples, of grace that are now allowed in the

eight; Spain, fourteen; Rome, fif- countries and towns mentioned in

teen; and Genoa, thirty days; Leg- it, viz.:—
horn, Milan, and some other places

Altona. Sundays and holidays included, and bills falling due

)

on a Sunday or holiday must be paid, or, in default thereof, > 12 days.

protested, on the day previous )

America 3 days.

Amsterdam. Abolished since the Code Napoleon none.

Antwerp. Abolished by the Code Napoleon none.

Barcelona 14 days.

Berlin. When bills including them do not fall due on a Sun--)

day or holiday, in which case they must be paid or protested V 3 days.

the day previous )

Bilboa 14 days.

Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, including Sundays, &o., as in 7 hk ,

the last case )

Bremen 8 days.

Cadiz 6 days.

Dantzic 10 days.

Denmark 8 days.

England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland 3 days.

France. Abolished by the Code Napoleon (liv. 1, tit. 8, s. 5,-\

pi. 135; Pardessus, 183. Ten days were formerly allowed; > none.

Pothier, pi. 14, 15) )

Frankfort on the Main. Except on bills drawn at sight, Sun- > ,
^

days and holidays not included S

Geneva 6 days.

Genoa. Abolished by the Code Napoleon . none.

Germany 8 days.

Gibraltar 14 days.
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law of the place where the promissory note is payable.^ Thus,

for example, if the note is payable in France, where, by the

Hamburg. Same as Altona 12 days.

Ireland 3 days.

Leghorn none.

Leipsic none.

Lisbon and Oporto. 15 days on local, and 6 on foreign bills; i

but, if not previously accepted, must be paid on the day > i
g ^g^^g

they fall due J

Madrid 14 days.

Malta 13 days.

none.

none.

Abolished by the Code Napoleon

10 days,

&c.

15 days.

Naples.

Palermo

Petersburg. Bills drawn after date are entitled to 10 days'

grace; those drawn at sight to only 3 days; and those at

any number of days after sight, none whatever. But bills

received and pi-esented after they are due are, nevertheless,

entitled to 10 days' grace. In these days of grace are in-

cluded Sundays and holidays, also the day when the bill falls

due, on which days they cannot be protested for non-payment

;

but, on the morning of the last day of grace, payment must

be demanded, and, if not complied with, the bill must be

protested before sunset

Eio de Janeiro, Bahia, and other parts of Brazil. Days of grace T

on foreign bills are 15, including holidays and Sundays ; and,

if due on any such day, must be paid, or in default thereof

protested, on the previous day

Rotterdam. Abolished by the Code Napoleon none

Scotland 8 days

Spain. Vary in different parts of Spain; generally 14 days"

on foreign, and 8 on inland, bills; at Cadiz, only 6 days'

grace. When bills are drawn at a certain date, fixed or

precise, no days of grace are allowed. Bills drawn at sight

are not entitled to any days of grace ; nor are any bills, unless

accepted prior to maturity

Sweden 6 days

Trieste. 3 days on bills drawn after date, or any term after

sight not less than 7 days, or payable on a particular day;

but bills presented after maturity must be paid within 24

hours. Sundays and holidays are included in the days of

grace, and, if the last day of grace fall on such a day, pay-

ment must be made, or the bill protested, on the first fol-

lowing open day

.J

14 days,

but vary.

3 days.

1 Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4,

7 B. Mon. (Ky.) 575.

p. 411 (5th ed.); Goddin v. Shipley,
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present Code of Commerce, no days of grace are allowed, the

note becomes due at the regular expiration of the time stated

on the face of the note, and no days of grace are allowable.^

On the other hand, if the note is payable in England, then the

full days of grace are allowed according to the law of Eng-

land ; and the like rule prevails as to all otlier countries.^

Indeed, it may be laid down as a general rule that the law of

the place where a note is payable is to govern, not only as to the

time, but as to the mode, of presentment for payment.^

217. Computation of Bays of Q-rdee. — Although the days

of grace are different in different commercial countries, and

are to be computed according to the law of the place where the

note is payable,* yet, in most, although not in all of them,

the same general rule prevails, that they are to be calculated

exclusive of the day when the note would otherwise become

due.* Thus, for example, if a note is drawn in America or

England on the first day of January, payable in either country

one month after date, the days of grace (which, as we have

seen, are three days) will begin on the second day of February,

and end on the fourth day of February.^ On the other hand,

Venice. 6 days, in which Sundays, holidays, and the days ) » .

when the bank is shut, are not included I

Vienna. Same as Trieste 3 days.

Wales 3 days."

1 Code de Commerce, art. 185; ^ Ante, ss. 211, 213; Story on

Story on Bills, ss. 155, 177. Bills, s. 382; Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

2 Pardessus, Droit Commercial, pp. 408, 404,406,409, 412 (8th ed.);

torn. 5, art. 1489, 1495, 1498; Po- Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 245,

thier, de Change, n. 155, 172, 187; 249, 250 (5th ed.); Pothier, de

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 409 (8th ed.)
;

Change, n. 14, 15, 139, 172, 187;

Kyd on Bills, c. 1, p. 9 (3rd ed.). Sautayra, sur Code de Commerce,
^ Ibid. art. 131, 132; Mitchell v. Degrand,

* Story on Bills, ss. 155, 170; 1 Mason, 176; 1 Bell Comm. bk. 3,

Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. 316, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 410, 411 (5th ed.).

347, 861; Pothier, de Change, n. Mr. Chitty says : " At Hamburg,

155; Pardessus, Droit Commercial, the day on which the bill falls due

tom. 5, art. 1495; Chitty on Bills, makes one of the days of grace; but

c. 9, pp. 406-409 (8th ed.). it is not so elsewhere. Chitty on

6 See Kyd on Bills, 9 (8rd ed.)
;

Bills, c. 9, p. 409 (8th ed.) ; 1 Sel-

Beawes, Lex Merc, Bills of Ex- wyn's Nisi Prius, 351, n. (10th

change, pi. 260; ante, s. 211. ed.).
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if a note was drawn in America or England on the first day of

January, payable in either country at thirty days after date,

the days of grace would begin on the first day of February, and

end on the third day.^ In other words, in each case, the time

of running of the note is calculated exclusive of the day of

its date.^ The same rule would apply to a note, drawn payable

at a certain number of days after sight ; for the time would

1 Ante, ss. 211, 213; Story on Bills,

ss. 177, 333; Pothier, de Change,

n. 139, 172; Chittyon Bills, c. 9, p.

406 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

s. 1, pp. 245-247, 249, 250 (5th ed.)

;

Sautayra, sur Code de Commerce,

art. 131, 132. Mr. Chitty says:

"When bills, &c., are payable at

one, two, or more months after

date or sight, the mode of comput-

ing the time when they become due

differs from the mode of computa-

tion in other cases. In general,

when a deed or act of Parliament

mentions a month, it is construed

to mean a lunar month, or twenty-

eight days, unless otherwise ex-

pressed; but, in the case of bills

and notes, and other mercantile

contracts, the rule is otherwise, and,

by custom of trade, when a bill is

made payable at a month or months

after date, the computation must,

in all cases, be by calendar, and not

by lunar months ; thus, when a bill

is dated the 1st of January, and

payable at one month after date, the

month expires on the 1st of Febru-

ary, and, with the addition of the

days of grace, the bill is payable on

the 4th of February, unless that

day be a Sunday, and then on the

3rd. When one month is longer

than the succeeding one, it is said

to be a rule not to go, in the com-

putation, into a third month ; thus,

on a bill dated the 28th, 29th, 30th,

or 31st of January, and payable one

month after date, the time expires

on the 28th of February, in common
years, and, in the three latter cases,

in leap year, on the 29th. When
the time is computed by days, the

day on which the event happens is

to be excluded." Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, p. 406 (8th ed.). Again Mr.

Chitty, p. 412, adds: " From these

inquiries into the mode of calcu-

lating time and usances and days

of grace in relation to bills, the day

of the date of the bill or note, or,

in the case of bills after sight, the

day of acceptance, is always to be

excluded, and the usance or calen-

dar month or weeks or days are to

be calculated from and exclusive

of such days ; and, with the excep-

tion of Hamburg, the days of grace
,

begin the day after the usances or

months expire, and, if the last of

the days of grace fall on a Sunday,

Christmas Day, Good Friday, or

legal Fast, or Thanksgiving Bay,

the bill or note is due, and must be

presented, on the day before. Thus,

if a bill be dated the 2nd of Novem-
ber, 1831, and be payable in Eng-
land at two months after date,

they expired on the 2nd of January,

1832; and, adding the three days of

grace, the bill fell due on the 5th of

that month, and must be then pre-

sented." Story on Bills, ss. 143,

144, 330.

2 Ibid.
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begin to run only from the presentment thereof, and exclusive

of that day, and the days of grace would be allowable accord-

ingly.!

218. Old French Law.— Pothier states the rule of the old

French law to be the same, as to the calculation of the days of

grace.^ We have already seen that, by the modern Commer-

cial Code of Prance, the allowance of any days of grace is

totally abrogated,^ But still in France the time when a bill or

note becomes due, if it is payable at a certain number of days

after its date or after sight, or at one or more usances, if it is

accepted, is (as we have seen) * always calculated exclusively

of the day of the date, or the sight of the bill or note; so

that, if the date, or sight and the acceptance, be on the first

day of January, and the bill be payable in thirty days, it be-

comes payable on the thirty-first day of January, and not

before.*

219. Sundays and Holidays.— In respect to the days of

grace, also, another rule, equally important, seems generally,

although not universally, to pervade all commercial countries

in modern times. It is that the days of grace are to be all

counted consecutively and in direct succession, without any

deduction or allowance on account of there being any Sundays

* Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. note payable after sight, though the

244, 248, 250 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on maker has sight of the instrument

Bills, c. 9, pp. 406, 409 (8th ed.)
;

when he makes it, yet a distinct and

Sturdy v. Henderson, 4 B. & A. 592. subsequent presentment must after-

Mr. Chitty says: " When a bill or wards be made, and the time of pay-

note purports to be payable so many ment is reckoned from the day

days after sight, the days are com- of presentment, exclusive thereof."

puted from the day the bill was Chitty on Bills, c. .9, pp. 406, 407

accepted or the note presented, (8th ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. 330.

exclusively thereof, and not from " Pothier, de Change, n. 13, 139,

the date of the bill or note, or the 172.

day the same came to hand, or was ^ Code de Commerce, art. 135;

presented for acceptance; for the Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom.

sight must appear in the legal way, 2, art. 401 ; ante, s. 216.

which is either by the parties ao- * Ante, s. 212; Story on Bills, s.

cepting the bill, or by protest for 332.

non-acceptance. And in the case of ^ Sautayra, sur Code de Com-

a bank post bill, which is really a merce, art. 131, 132.

promissory note, and in case of a
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or holidays, or other non-secular days, intermediate between

the first and the last day of grace.^ Thus, if the first day of

grace should be on a Saturday, the last day under our law

"would be on Monday, malting no allowance whatsoever for

Sundays, which, in some other cases (as we have seen), as,

with reference to the times of giving notice of the dishonor of

a note, is always excluded from the computation of diligence.^

The old French law, in like manner, included Sunday and

other holidays in the computation of the days of grace.^

220. But, although the days of grace are never protracted by

the intervention of Sundays or any other holidays, yet they

are, on the other hand, by our law liable to be contracted and

shortened by the last day of grace falling on a Sunday or

other holiday.* For, whenever the last day of grace occurs on

a Sunday or other holiday, the note becomes due and payable,

not on the succeeding day, but on the preceding day.^ In other

^ Pothier, de Change, n. 139

;

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 245-

250 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

pp. 406, 410-412 (Sth ed.) ; Story

on Bills, SS. 233, 234. Mr. Chitty

says: " In Great Britain, Ireland

(and in Amsterdam, Rotterdam,

Antwerp, Middleburg, Dantzic,

and Kbnigsberg, whilst days of

grace were allowed in those places),

Sundays and holidays are always

included in the days of grace, unless

the last; but not so at Venice,

Cologne, Breslau, and Nuremberg."

Chitty on Bills, o. 9, pp. 411, 412

(Sth ed.). In America, the same

rule prevails as in England. In

America, the 4th of July is treated

as a holiday. Cuyler v. Stevens, 4

Wend. 586; Ransom v. Mack, 2

Hill, 587, 592; Lewis v. Burr,

2 Caines Cas. 195.

2 Story on Bills, ss. 233, 234.

» Pothier, de Change, n. 139,

152.

* See Adams v. Otterbeck, 15

How. 589, as to usage.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp.

247, 248 (5th ed.) ; 1 Bell Comm. bk.

3, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 410, 411 (5th ed.)

;

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 410-

412 (8th ed.); Ransom v. Mack,
2 Hill, 587; Story on Bills, 238;

Sheppard v. Spates, 4 Md. 400

;

Homes v. Smith, 20 Me. 264. On
this subject, Mr. Chitty says: "In
this country, at common law, if

the day on which a bill would other-

wise be due falls on a Sunday, or

great holiday, as Christmas Day,
the bill falls due on the day before

;

and, where a third day of grace falls

on a Sunday, the bill must be pre-

sented on Saturday, the second day
of grace; whereas, otherwise, a pre-

sentment on a second day of grace,

being premature, would be a nul-

lity. And, by 39 & 40 Geo. 3, o.

42, s. 1, where bills of exchange

and promissory notes become due

and payable on Good Friday, the

same shall, from and after the first

day of June (1800), be payable on

the day before Good Friday; and
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words, the latest business day occurring within the days of

grace is deemed the day on which the note is due and payable

;

and the grace then expires.^ Thus, if the last day of grace is

the holder or holders of such bills

of exchange of promissory notes

may note and protest the same for

non-payment on the day preceding

Good Friday, in like manner as if

the same had fallen due and become

payable on the day preceding Good
Friday; and such noting and pro-

tests shall have the same e&ct and

operation at law, as if such bills

and promissory notes had fallen due

and become payable on the day pre-

ceding Good Friday, in the same

manner as is usual in cases of bills

and notes coming due on the day

before any Lord's Day, commonly
called Sunday, and before the feast

of the Nativity, or birthday of our

Lord, commonly called Christmas

Day. So, with regard to Fast days,

it is enacted by 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c. 15,

s. 2, that, from and after the 10th

day of April, 1827, in all cases,

where bills of exchange or pro-

missory notes shall become due and

payable on any day appointed by

his Majesty's proclamation for a

day of solemn fast or a day of

thanksgiving, the same shall be pay-

able on the day next preceding such

day of fast or day of thanksgiving;

and in case of non-payment may
be noted and protested on such pre-

ceding day; and that, as well in

such cases, as in the cases of bills

of exchange or promissory notes

becoming due and payable on the

day preceding any such day of fast

or day of thanksgiving." Chitty

on Bills, c. 9, pp. 410, 411 (8th

ed.) ; Bnssard v. Levering, 6 Wheat.

102.

1 See Howard v. Ives, 1 Hill,

263; Wooley v. Clements, 11 Ala.

220. It is said that a different rule

prevails in respect to contracts not

negotiable and contracts where no

days of grace are allowed; and

therefore, if a common contract

falls due on Sunday, the party has

until the following Monday to per-

form it. Salter v. Burt, 20 Wend.

205. In this case, Mr. Justice

Bronson, in delivering the opinion

of the court, said: " This check,

having been post-dated, was pay-

able on the day of its date, without

any days of grace. Mohawk Bank

V. Broderick, 10 Wend. 304; 13

Wend. 133. It fell due on Sunday,

and the question is whether the

demand of payment was well made

on the previous Saturday, or

whether it should have been made

oii the following Monday. When
days of grace are allowable on a

bill or note, and the third day falls

on Sunday, the bill or note is pay-

able on the previous Saturday.

The same custom of merchants,

which, as a general rule, allows

three days of grace to the debtor,

has limited that indulgence to two

days, in those cases where the third

is not a day for the transaction of

business. But, when there are no

days of grace, and the time for pay-

ment or performance specified in

the contract falls on a Sunday, the

debtor may, I think, discharge his

obhgation on the following Monday.

This question was very fully con-

sidered in Avery v. Stewart, 2

Conn. 69, which was an action on a
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on Sunday, the note is due and payable, and the grace expires,

on the preceding Saturday. And, if two holidays should suc-

ceed each other, as Sunday, on the twenty-fourth of December,

and Christmas, on the twenty-fifth of December, the note

would be due and payable on the preceding Saturday, the

twenty-third of December.^

221. Foreign Law. — The same rule prevails in France; for,

if a bill or note become payable at a gvQZ,tfite, or a fixed holi-

day, or Sunday, payment is demandable the day before.^

Pothier seems to have thought that the old French law allowed

some distinction in cases of this sort. If the day of the

maturity of the bill or note should fall on Sunday, he admits

that a demand might be made on the preceding day ; and, if

payment be then absolutely refused, the holder may protest the

bill or note. But, if the acceptor or maker should answer

that he would pay the next day, and not refuse absolutely, then

note not negotiable, which fell due

on Sunday; and the court held

that a tender on Monday was a

good bar to the action. 1 agree to

the doctrine laid down by Gould,

J., that Sunday cannot, for the

purpose of performing a contract,

be regarded as a day in law, and

should, as to that purpose, be con-

sidered as stricken from the ca-

lendar. In computing the time

mentioned in a contract for the

doing of an act, intervening Sun-

days are to be counted; but, when
the day for performance falls on

Sunday, it is not to be taken into

the computation. The check was

presented before it became payable,

and the demand and notice were

consequently insufficient to charge

the indorser." 20 Wend. 206, 207.

But see Kilgour v. Miles, 6 Gill &
J. 268.

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp.

247, 248. [Where bills of exchange

and promissory notes, whether there

are days of grace or not, fall due on

Sunday, Christmas, Good Friday,

or a day of fast or thanksgiving,

they are payable on the preceding

day. Byles on Bills, 206 (11th ed.)

;

Chitty on Bills, 270 (11th ed.) ; 39 &
40 Geo. 3, c. 42 ; 7 & 8 Geo. 4, c.

15 ; Doremus v. Burton, 5 Biss. 57.

There are dicta in some cases in

New York, Ohio, and Connecticut, i

to the effect that, when there are no

days of grace, bills of exchange

and promissory notes becoming due

on Sunday or a holiday, are not

payable till the following day. Sal-

ter «. Burt, 20 Wend. 205; Com-
mercial Bank ». Varnum, 49 N. Y.

269, 279; Avery v. Stewart, 2 Conn.

69; Barrett o. Allen, 10 Ohio, 426.

In the first of these cases, the action

was upon a post-dated check, dated

Sunday; and, in the two last cases,

payment was to be made in goods,

and, therefore, the instruments were

not promissory notes. Ante, s. 17.]

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 411

(8th ed.) ; Code de Commerce, art.

133, 134.
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the holder is bound to present it again for payment on the day

of its maturity, although it is Sunday ; and, if payment is then

made, it is sufficient ; if not then made, a second protest should

be made.i But of this some doubt has been entertained in

Prance. Heineccius lays down the rule preyailing in Germany

to be that in such a case the demand of payment should be on

the next succeeding day. " Si in diem feriatum incidit solu-

tionis dies, nee acceptans invitus solvere tenetur, nee prsesen-

tans solutionem urgere, vel protestationem interponere potest,

sed expectandus est dies sequens." ^ And he traces this doc-

trine back to the time of Justinian, by whose Code holidays

and days of public festivals were prohibited from being days

for the transaction of secular business.*

222. Other non-seeular days.— And respect is paid, not only

to the public holidays and religious fasts and festivals of the

country where the note is due and payable, as non-secular days,

but also to the religious opinions and usages of the particular

sect to which the maker belongs. A case may occur ui Eng-

land or America, where a note may be due and payable without

the allowance of any of the three days of grace. Thus, for

example, if the first day of grace should be on Saturday, and

Monday should be Christmas Day, and the maker should be a

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 140. subeat animoB vicaria poenitudo;

'^ Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, s. 41. pacta conferant, transactione lo-

* Ibid., note. The passage in quantur. Nee hujus tamen reli-

the Code is: " Dies festos majestati giosi diei otia relaxantes, obscoenis

altissimse dedicatos, nullis volumus quemquam patimur voluptatibus

voluptatibus occupari, nee uUis detineri. Nihil eodem die sibi vin-

exactionum vexationibus profanari. dicet scena theatralis, aut Circense

Dominioum itaque diem ita semper oertameu, aut ferarum lachrymosa

honorabilem decernimus, et ven- spectaoula; et, si in nostrum ortum,

erandum, ut a cunctis executionibus aut natalem celebranda solennitas

excusetur; nulla quemquam urgeat incident, difEeratur. Amissionem

admonitio; nulla fidejussionis flagi- militias, prosoriptionemque patrimo-

tetur exactio ; taceat apparitio

;

nii, sustinebit, si quia unquam

advocatio delitescat; sit ille dies hoc die festo spectaculis inter-

a cognitionibus alienus; prseconis esse, vel oujuscunque judicis ap-

horrida vox silescat; respirent a paritor prsetextu negotii publioi,

controversiis litigantes, et habeant seu privati, hsec, quae hac lege

foederis intervallum; ad sese simul statuta sunt, crediderit teme-

veniant adversarii uon timeutes, randa." Lib. 3, tit. 12, I. 11.
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Jew, by whose religious usages abstinence from all secular

business is enjoined on Saturdays, the note would (it is pre-

sumed) be payable on Friday without any grace whatsoever.

For the Jew maker would not be compelled to do business on

Saturday ; and the laws or usages of the country would not

justify a demand on-Sunday or Christmas.^

223. The reason of all this doctrine seems to be, that, as the

allowance of the days of grace is a mere indulgence to the

maker, it shall be granted only in cases where it will not work
any extra delay to the holder of the note ; but he shall be

entitled to strict payment at the punctum temporis of the note.

If any other rule were adopted, the holder would be com-

pelled to lose the use of his money for four days ; and thus the

period of delay be protracted to his inconvenience, and perhaps

injury. Pothier has very justly remarked that the days of

grace are, as the name imports, a mere favor accorded to the

acceptor or maker humanitatis ratione to distinguish them
from the time stated on the face and purport of the bill or

note.

2

224. Notes entitled to Grace.— Another question often arises

as to the kinds of notes on which days of grace are allowed.

In England, days of grace are allowed on all notes, whether

they are payable at a certain time after date,^ or after sight, or

1 Story on Bills, s. 233; Bayley vel Ehren-Tage." Heinecc. de

on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. 571 (5th ed.); Camb. c. 2, s. 14; ante, a. 215;

Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 360 (8th Story on Bills, s. 383, n.

ed.); Id. c. 10, pp. 488, 520; Lindo ' [Days of grace are allowed

V. Unsworth, 2 Camp. 602; Heinecc. also on a note payable on a certain

de Camb. o. 4, s. 41. event or at a certain day. Brown
2 Pothier, de Change, n. 139

;

v. Harraden, 4 T. R. 148 ; Griffin

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 407, 408 v. Goff, 12 Johns. 423; Woodruff v.

(8th ed.); Heinecc. de Camb. c. 4, Merchant's Bank, 25 Wend. 673;

ss. 13, 14. Heineccius says : " Quam- 6 Hill, 174; Bowen v. Newell, 8

vis vero id tempus vocari soleat tern- N. Y. 190; Evertson v. Bank of New-
pus fatale solutionis; quibusdam port, 66 N. Y. 14; McDonald v.

tamen locis etiam elapse illo tern- Lee, 12 La. 435. Days of grace

pore, quod in cambio expressum are allowed upon notes that are not

est, acceptanti dari solent inducise negotiable as well as upon those

aliquot dierum, e. gr. trium, quatuor, that are negotiable. Smith v. Ken-

quinque, sex, qui vocantur Respit- dall, 6 T. R. 123 ; Dubuys v. Ear-

vel Discretions-Tage, nee non Nach- mer, 22 La. An. 478 ; see ante,
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even at sight.^ As to the latter (notes payable at sight), there

has been some diversity of opinion among the profession as

well as among the elementary writers. But the doctrine seems

now well established both in England and America, that days

of grace are allowable on bills and notes payable at sight.^

And the same rule has been applied, as in strict analogy it

should apply, to bank post notes payable after sight ; for they

differ in nothing from ordinary inland bills of exchange.^ The

s. 41. In Connecticut, there are no

days of grace where the note is not

negotiable. Backus v. Danforth,

10 Conn. 297.]

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 407

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

s. 1, pp. 244, 245 (5th ed.); Bank
of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Pet.

31.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 407,

409 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

s. 1, p. 249 (5th ed.); 1 Selwyn's

Nisi Pxius, pp. 350, 352 (10th ed.):

Dehers v. Harriot, 1 Show. 163;

Coleman v. Sayer, 1 Barnardiston,

303; Dixon v. Nuttall, 1 C. M. &
K. 307; 4 Tyrw. 1013; Cribbs v.

Adams, 13 Gray, 597; Knott v.

Venable, 42 Ala. 186; Hart v.

Smith, 15 Ala. 807; Story on Bills,

s. 228, and note. In Trask v.

Martin, 1 E. D. Smith (N. Y.)

505, it was held that days of grace

were not allowed upon bills payable

at sight. See also Nimick v. Martin,

U. S. Monthly Law Mag., January,

1850; 7 Western Law Journal (1880),

p. 380. [By the 34 & 35 Vict. c.

74, s. 2, days of grace are abolished

in the case of bills of exchange and

promissory notes payable at sight or

on presentation.]

» Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 406,

409 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, o.

7, s. 1, pp. 244, 245 (5th ed.); 1

Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, p. 411

(5th ed.); Brown v. Lusk, 4 Terg.

(Tenn.) 210. How would it be on

a bank post note, payable at sight?

Mr. Chitty (pp. 409, 410), on the

subject of bills payable at sight,

says: " With respect to a bill paya-

ble at sight, though, from the very

language of the instrument, it

should seem that payment ought to

be made immediately on present-

ment, this does not appear to be

so settled. The decisions and the

treatises differ on the question

whether or not days of grace are

allowed. In France, Pothier, enu-

merating the various kinds of bills,

and writing at a time when days

of grace were allowed in France,

states that a bill payable at sight

is payable as soon as the bearer pre-

sents it to the drawee; but in an-

other part of his work it appears

that this opinion is founded on the

words of a particular French Ordi"

nance, which cannot extend to bills

payable in this country. However,

he assigns, as a reason, that it would

be inconvenient, if a person who

took a bill at sight payable in a

town through which he meant to

travel and the payment of which

he stands in need of for the purpose

of continuing his journey, should be

obliged to wait till the expiration of

the days of grace after he presented

the bill; a reason obviously as ap-
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same rule seems to apply to bills payable by instalments ; and

the days of grace are allowed on the falling due of each instal-

ment,^ But notes payable on demand are immediately payable

upon presentment, without allowing any days of grace.^ And
the same rule will apply where no time of payment is expressed

plicable to the case of a bill drawn

payable at sight in this as in any

other country ; and, in France, a

bill payable at a fair is due the day

before the last day of such fair. In

Spain, days of grace are not al-

lowed when bills are drawn payable

at sight, nor indeed on a bill not

previously accepted. Beawes, in

his Lex Mercatoria, says that bills

made payable here at sight have no

days of grace allowed, although it

would be otherwise in the case of a

bill made payable one day after

sight. Kyd, in his Treatise, ex-

presses the same opinion. But it

appears now to be considered as

settled that days of grace are to be

allowed. In Dehers v. Harriot, '1

Show. 163, it was taken for granted

that days of grace were allowable

on a bill payable at sight. The

same doctrine was entertained in

Coleman v. Sayer, 1 Barnardiston,

303. And in another case, where

the question was whether a bill

payable at sight was included under

an exception in the Stamp Act, 23

Geo. 3, c. 49, s. 4, in favor of bills

payable on demand, the court held

that it was not; and BuUer, J.,

mentioned a case before Willes,

C. J., in London, in which a jury

of merchants were of opinion that

the usual days of grace were to be

allowed on bills payable at sight.

And in Forbes on Bills (p. 142)

the same practice is said to prevail.

And Mr. Selwyn, in his Nisi Prius

(p. 339, 4th ed.) , observes that the

weight of authority is in favor of

such allowance. And they were

allowed on such bills at Amster-

dam." It seems that in Louisiana,

if a note is expressed to be payable

on a day " fixed," as "on the first

day of May next, fixed," it is pay-

able on that day, and no days of

grace are allowed. Durnford v.

Patterson, 7 Mart. 460. This seems

to be a peculiar usage, growing out

of the law of Spain. [But grace is

allowed upon a note payable on a

particular day, without any words

excluding days of grace. McDonald
V. Lee, 12 La. 435

]

1 Oridge v. Sherborne, 11 M. &
W. 374; Coffin v. Loring, 5 Allen,

153. And the interest due and

payable upon the instalment is go-

verned by the same rule. Coffin v.

Loring, ut supra; see Carlon (j.

Kenealy, 12 M. & W. 139. But

when a note, payable at a future

time, contains an agreement to

pay interest in the mean while in

instalments, no days of grace are

allowed for the payment of the in-

stalments of interest. Bank of

North America v. Kirby, 108 Mass.

p. 501.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp.

2.38-242 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, pp. 407-410 (8th ed.); Barbour

V. Bayon, 5 La. An. 304; Story on

Bills, s. 231.

20
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on the face of the note ; for then, in contemplation of law, it

it payable on demand.^

225. Foreign Law.— In Prance, under the old law (for, by

the modern Code, as we have seen, no days of grace are

allowed 2), no days of grace were allowed on bills payable at

sight ; and Pothier has given strong reasons in support of this

construction of the language.^ But upon all other bills, to wit,

those payable at a usance, or at a certain number of days after

sight or date, the days of grace were allowable.* The like rule

prevails in Spain ; and probably, also, in most of the countries

of Continental Europe.^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 410

(8th ed.) ; see Sutton v. Toomer, 7

B. & C. 416.

2 Ante, s. 216; Story on Bills,

ss. 334, 836; Code de Commerce,

art. 135.

8 Pothier, de Change, n. 12, 172,

198; Code de Commerce, art. 130;

Chitty on Bills, o. 9, p. 409 (8th

ed,); Story on Bills, s. 228, and

note.

* Pothier, de Change, n. 13,

139, 172.

» Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 407,

409, 410 (8th ed.) ; 1 Bell Comm.
bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 410, 411 (5th

ed.); Heineco. de Camb. o. 2, ss.

13-15. Mr. Chitty (p. 407) says:
'

' In most countries, when a bill is

payable at one or more usances, or

a bill or note is payable at a certain

time after date or after sight or

after demand, it is not payable at

the precise time mentioned in the

bill or note, but days of grace are

allowed. The days of grace (at

Hamburg called respite days) which

are allowed to the drawee are so

called because they were formerly

merely gratuitous, and not to be

claimed as a right by the person on

whom it was incumbent to pay the

bill, and were dependent on the in-

clination of the holder. They still

retain the name of grace, though

the custom of merchants, recog-

nized by law, has long reduced

them to a certainty, and established

a right in the acceptor to claim

them, in most cases of foreign or

inland bills, or notes payable at

usance, or after date, or after sight,

or after a certain event, or even

when expressly made payable on a

particular day, or even at sight; but

not when expressly made jpayable

on demand. Ante, s. 224, n.

[ When an Action may be commenced.

— There is a difference of opinion

as towhether an action may be' com-
menced on the day when the note is

payable.] The general rule in respect

of contracts to pay money upon a

specified day is that the party has

the whole of that day to pay it.

Hudson V. Barton, 1 Kol. 189; Dup-

pa V. Mayo, 1 Saund. 287
;
[Dibble

V. Bowater, 2 E. & B. 564.

In Leftley v. Mills, 4 T. R. p. 173,

Lord Kenyon said that he found no

authority for a contrary rule in the

case of bills of exchange, and there-

fore the rule must be the same as in

other cases; Buller, J., dissented

from this opinion, and said that the

nature of the acceptor's undertak-
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226. Proper Hours for Presentment.— Having thus ascer-

tained the time when a promissory note becomes due and pay-

ing was to pay on demand on any

part of the third day of grace, pro-

vided that demand be made within

reasonable hours. In Startup v.

Macdonald, 6 M. & Gr. p. 602,

Parke, B., said : "In the case of a

bill of exchange, the acceptor has

the whole of the last day until

twelve o'clock at night, to pay it."

And in Webb v. Fairmaner, 3 M.

& W. 474, BoUand, B., said it was

established law that the holder can-

not sue till after the expiration of

the third day of grace. Wells v.

Giles, 2 Gale, 209; Byles on Bills,

11th ed., 222.

In New York, Pennsylvania, Ca-

lifornia, Alabama, Mississippi, Illi-

nois, the acceptor or maker of a bill

or note has until the last moment of

the last day of grace to pay it, and

an action cannot be commenced un-

til the following day. Osborne v.

Moncure, 3 Wend. 170 ; Hopping

V. Quin, 12 Wend. 517; Smith v.

Aylesworth, 40 Barb. 104 ; Oothout

V. Ballard, 41 Barb. 33 ; Thomas v.

Shoemaker, 6 Watts & S. 179^ Se-

van V. Eldridge, 2 Miles (Pa.) 353;

Davis V. Eppinger, 18 Cal. 378;

Wilcombe o. Dodge, 3 Cal. 260;

McFarland v. Pico, 8 Cal. 626;

Randolph v. Cook, 2 Porter (Ala.)

286; Wiggle «. Thomason, 11 Sm.

& M. 452 ; Walter v. Kirk, 14 111.

55.

In Massachusetts, Maine, South

Carolina, Tennessee, and probably

in New Hampshire and Connecticut,

an action may be commenced
against the maker on the last day of

grace after a demand on him, if it

be made at a reasonable hour

(Staples V. Franklin Bank, 1 Met.

43; Greeley ». Thurston, 4 Greenl.

479 ; Lunt v. Adams, 17 Me. 230

;

Ammidown v. Woodman, 31 Me.

580; Fletcher v. Thompson, 55 N.

H. p. 809 ; Manchester Bank v. Fel-

lows, 28 N. H. p. 313 ; Willson v.

Williman, 1 Nott & M'C. (S. C.)

440; McKenzie v. Durant, 9 Rich.

(S. C.) 61; Coleman v. Ewing, 4

Humph. (Tenn.) 241 ; Blackman v.

Nearing, 43 Conn. 56) ; and against

the indorser on the last day of grace

after proper demand has been made
upon the maker, and notice to the

indorser has been posted (Shed v.

Brett, 1 Pick. 401; New England

Bank v. Lewis, 2 Pick. 125 ; Flint

V. Rogers, 15 Me. 67 ; Veazie Bank
0. Paulk, 40 Me. 109; Dennie v.

Walker, 7 N. H. p. 201). But an

action cannot be brought on the

last day of grace until after a de-

mand (Estes V. Tower, 102 Mass.

65; Gordon v. Parmelee, 15 Gray,

413, 418; Veazie Bank o. Winn, 40

Me. 62; Fletcher©. Thompson, 55

N. H. 308) ; or, where the note is

payable at a bank, until after bank-

ing hours (Pierce v. Gate, 12 Cush.

190, 192 ; Church v. Clark, 21 Pick.

310 ; Veazie Bank v. Winn, 40 Me.

62); unless the maker has waived

a demand, in which case an action

may be commenced after the time

has elapsed when a demand might

properly be made (Gordon v.

Parmelee, 15 Gray, 418, 421). In

Lunt V. Adams, 17 Me. 230, it was

considered that eight o'clock in the

morning was not a reasonable hour

for making a demand. The reasons

and authorities for the rule prevail-
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able, whether payable at or after sight or after date, whether

with or without the allowance of days of grace, and whether

payable after a fixed number of days or months or one or

more usances, let us now pass to the consideration of the time

and mode in which payment is to be demanded on the day of

the maturity of the note. And, in the first place, within what

hours of the day the presentment for payment is proper and

allowable. The general answer to be given to such an inquiry

is that it must be within reasonable hours during the day.

What are such reasonable hours must depend partly upon the

place either of the business or domicile of the maker, and

partly upon the custom or usage of trade in the town or city

where the note is payable and the presentment is to be made.^

If there is a known custom or usage of trade in the town or

city, that will furnish the proper rule to govern the holder

;

for then the presentment must be within the hours limited by

such custom or usage.^ Thus, for example, the general usage

of banks and bankers is to limit their business transactions to

certain hours, called business hours. If, then, a note is pay-

able at a bank or a banker's, it should be presented at the bank

or banker's place of business during those hours.^ On the

ing ia Massachusetts are stated at v. Bailey, 2 Camp. 527; Jameson ».

length in the judgment of Shaw, C. Swinton, 2 Taunt. 224; 2 Camp.

J,, in Staples v. Franklin Bank, 1 373; Garnett v. Woodcock, 6 M. &
Met. 43. In computing the time S. 44; Whitaker v. Bank of Eng-

allowed by the statute of limita- land, 6 C. & P. 700; Church v.

tions for commencing an action, the Clark, 21 Pick. 310. It has been

day on which the note falls due is suggested, that where a note is

not included. Blackman v. Near- payable at a bank, no action lies

ing, 43 Conn. 56.] upon it, even against the maker,

1 Story on Bills, s. 349. until after the close of the usual

2 Id. ss. 236, 349; Bayley on bank hours, although a demand
Bills, e. 7, s. 1, p. 224 (5th ed.); may have been made at an earlier

Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. 303 (8th hour after the bank is open, and

ed.) ; 1 Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, payment is refused. See Church v.

s. 4, pp. 411, 412 (5th ed.). Clark, 21 Pick. 310. But qucere;

' Parker w. Gordon, 7 East, 385; for the case did not involve any

Elford V. Teed, 1 M. & S. 28 ; Bay- such point; and, if the note had been

ley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1 , pp. 224, 225 payable generally, a demand at any

(oth ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. reasonable time during that day

30-3 (8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 421, would have entitled the holder, if

422; Story on Bills, s. 349; Barclay payment was refused, immediately
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other hand, if a note is payable generally, and without any

designation of place, in such a case (as we shall presently see)

it may be presented at the usual place of business, or counting-

house, or dwelling-house of the maker for payment. If pre-

sented at his place of business or counting-house, then it must

be presented within the hours within which such place of busi-

ness or counting-house is usually kept open according to the

custom or usage of the town or city ; or, if there be no such

custom or usage, then within the reasonable hours for transact-

ing business there by the maker.^ If presented at the dwell-

ing-house or domicile of the maker, then it must be within

such reasonable hours as that the family are up, and the maker

may be presumed to be ready to transact business there.^ If,

in any of these cases, the holder omits to perform his proper

to 'commence an action, without

waiting until the close of the day.

Staples ». Franklin Bank, 1 Met.

43; Church v. Clark, 21 Pick. 310;

Whitwell V. Brigham, 19 Pick. 117.'

Why should not the like rule apply

to a refusal to pay at the bank, upon

presentment within bank hours?

A presentment after banking

hours is su^cient, if a, person is

there with authority to answer who
returns the same answer as if the

presentment had been made during

the banking hours. Henry v. Lee,

2 Chitty, 124; Garnett v. Woodcock,

6 M. & S. 44; Salt Springs Bank

V. Burton, 58 N. Y. 430; Bank

of Syracuse v. Hollister, 17 N.

Y. 46; Shepherd v. Chamberlain,

8 Gray, 225; Flint v. Rogers, 15

Me. 67; Allen v. Avery, 47 Me. 287.

A note not payable at any particu-

lar place was left at a bank in Bos-

ton for collection. The bank gave

notice to the maker of the day when
the note would fall due, according

to the custom in Boston; it was

held that, if the maker was a trader,

and accustomed to do business at

the bank, his consent to the usage

might be shown , and it would be a

sufficient demand. Warren Bank
V. Parker, 8 Gray, 221. But, in the

absence of such usage and custom

known to the maker, a demand at

a bank upon a note not payable at

bank is bad, in the absence of a

special agreement. Farmers' and

Mechanics Bank ». Allen, 18 Md.
475 ; Barnes v. Vaughan, 6 R. I.

259; Hartford Bank v. Green, 11

Iowa, 476. Where an indorser is

in possession of a note payable at

bank, no demand is necessary to

charge him. Havens v. Talbott, 11

Ind. 323.

1 Ibid.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. 305 (8th

ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 421, 422; Bayley

on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 214-226 (.oth

ed.); Story on Bills, s. 849; Barclay

V. Bailey, 2 Camp. 527 ; Wilkins v.

Jadis, 2 B. & Ad. 188; Jameson v.

Swinton, 2 Taunt. 224; 2 Camp.

373; Bancroft v. Hall, Holt N. P.

476; Morgan v. Davison, 1 Stark.

114; Triggs v. Newnham, 10 Moore,

249; Dana v. Sawyer, 22 Me. 244.
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duty; if the presentment is made at unseasonable hours, either

too early or too late, at a bank or banker's or at the counting-

house or at the dwelling-house of the maker, and there is no

person there authorized to act or ready to act for the maker

;

if the presentment is made before the counting-house is open

or after it is shut, or after the family at the house have retired

to rest,i or before they have risen ; in these and the like cases,

the presentment will be deemed a mere nullity and without

any legal effect, and the holder must bear all the consequences

of his want of diligence. These ordinarily are (as has been

already suggested) that the indorsers are discharged from all

liability on the note, although the maker still remains liable

therefor.^

227. Place of Presentment.— In the second place, as to the

particular place at which presentment for payment of a pro-

missory note is to be made. According to the commercial law of

England, if a promissory note is made payable at any particular

place, as, for example, at a bank or a banker's, a presentment

should be there made for payment.^ Before the statute of 1 &
2 Geo. 4, c. 78, a bill of exchange, as well as a promissory

note, payable at a bank or banker's, was required to be presented

at the bank or banker's for payment, before the acceptor or

maker was bound to pay the same.* That statute changed the

1 In Farnsworth r. Allen, 4 Gray, stances which in ordinary cases

453, the note fell due in the month would render it reasonable or other-

of August; the maker lived ten wise.

miles from the place where the note ' Story on Bills, ss. 236, 349

;

was dated, and where the holder Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 1, pp.

lived; the notary, having used due 430, 437 (2nd ed.).

diligence in ascertaining the resi- ' Story on Bills, s. 239, and

dence of the maker, presented the note; Id. s. 355; Chitty on Bills,

note to him there at nine o'clock in c. 7, pp. 321, 322 (8th ed.) ; Id. c.

the evening, after he and his family 9, pp. 391, 392; Bayley on Bills, c.

had retired for the night; it was 1, s. 9, pp. 29, 30 (5th ed.); Id.

held that the presentment was made o. 9, s. 1, pp. 199, 200; Id. c. 7, s.

at a reasonable time, under the cir- 1, pp. 219-222; 1 Bell Comm. bk.

cumstances, and that the question 3, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 412, 413 (5th ed.);

whether a presentment was made at Gibb v. Mather, 2 C. & J. 254; 8

a reasonable time did not depend on Bing. 214; Vander Donckt v. Thel-

the private and peculiar habits of lusson, 8 C. B. 812; Lawrence v.

the maker, but must be determined Dobyns, 30 Mo. 196.

by a consideration of the circum- * Ibid.
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antecedent responsibility of the acceptor of a bill of exchange,

by providing that an acceptance payable at a banker's or other

specified place, without adding the words " and not otherwise

or elsewhere," should be deemed a general acceptance of the

bill to all intents and purposes, so that no presentment or de-

mand of payment at such banker's or other specified place was

thereafter necessary to be made in order to charge the ac-

ceptor.i But the statute did not touch the rights of the drawers

or indorsers of any such bill, but left them to be governed by

the antecedent general law. Hence, so far as the drawer and

indorsers are concerned, a due presentment and demand of

payment is still necessary to be made at the banker's or other

specified place in order to found any right of action against

them.2 The statute does not comprehend promissory notes

1 Ibid. ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp.

172-174 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 7, pp. 321-

323; Id. 0. 9, pp. 391, 393, 396,

397; Bayley on BiUs, c. 1, s. 9, p. 29

(5th ed.) ; Id. c. 6, s. 1, pp. 199-

201; Gibb v. Mather, 2 C. & J. 254;

8 Bing. 214; Fayle «. Bird, 6 B. &
C. 531 ; 3 Kent Com. 97, and note (e),

and Id. 99, note (b); Story on Bills,

s. 355; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 2,

pp. 420-428 (2nd ed.).

a Gibb V. Mather, 2 C. & J. 254;

8 Bing. 214 ; Ambrose v. Hopwood,

2 Taunt. 61. This whole subject

was very much discussed in the

House of Lords, in the case of

Rowe V. Toung, 2 B. «& B. 165;

2 Bli. 391. The original action

was upon a bill of exchange by an

indorsee against the acceptor of the

bill. The bill was dated 20th of

December, 1815, drawn by one

James Meagher, at Gosport, upon

the acceptor, at Torpoint, requiring

him two months after date to pay

to the order of Meagher £300, value

in account; and the bill was ac-

cepted, " payable at Sir John Per-

ring & Co.'s, bankers, London;"

and at the time when it became

due was dishonored and unpaid.

The original plaintiff recovered

judgment; and, in the House of

Lords, the error assigned was that

in one count in the declaration it

was not averred that the bill was

ever presented for payment at Sir

John Perring & Co.'s. The opinions

of the judges on this, among other

questions, was required by the House

of Lords, and the judges, differing

in opinion, delivered their opinions

seriatim. In the House of Lords,

the judgment was reversed. Lord

Eldon, in delivering his opinion

upon that occasion, said: "My
lords, the writ of error in this

case brings before your lordships

the question whether it was or was

not necessary, in the first count of

the declaration, to allege or state ex-

pressly, or to allege or state in sub-

stance and effect so that it might be

collected from the first count of the

declaration that the biU had been

presented and shown to the plaintiff,

either when it became due and pay-

able, or before that time, or since
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payable at a banker's or other specified place ; and therefore it

is indispensable, in order to charge the maker or indorsers of a

that time at Sir John Perring &
Co.'s, bankers, London; and that

question may be stated in another

way, namely, whether this accep-

tance, as stated in the first count of

the declaration, is to be taken to be

a general acceptance, making the

party accepting liable to pay every-

where; or whether there is (what in

some cases is called an expansion of

the undertaking, and in other cases

is called an engagement or direc-

tion in addition to the general un-

qualified acceptance to pay) a direc-

tion and engagement to pay at Sir

John Perring & Co.'s, thrown in for

the convenience of both parties, but

which the holder of the bill is not

bound to attend to unless he chooses;

or, on the other hand, whether this,

upon looking at the terms of the

declaration, is what is in law called

a qualified acceptance. And, my
lords, undoubtedly it is very fit this

question should be brought before

your lordships ; because the state of

the law, as actually administered in

the courts, is such that it would be

infinitely better to settle it in any

way than to permit so controversial

a state to exist any longer. It has

been stated at the bar, and there

can be no doubt that it has been

there correctly stated, that the Court

of King's Bench has been of late

years in the habit of holding such

an acceptance as this to be a general

accefjtance, with what the judges of

that court call an expansion, or a

direction, or an engagement, which

introduces not a qualified promise,

but a sort of courtesy, a kind of

accommodation between the parties,

in addition to the efCect of the ge-

neral acceptance ; to which accommo-

d^ion or courtesy, however, they

hold that the holder of the bill is

not at all bound to attend. On the

other hand, it has been stated to

your lordships, and there can be no

doubt of the fact, that the Court of

Common Pleas is in the habit of

holding that such an acceptance as

this is a qualified acceptance, and

that the contract of the party is to

pay at the banker's ; and of holding

it as matter of pleading that pre-

sentment at the place stipulated

must be averred, and that evidence

must be given to sustain that aver-

ment. It has been further repre-

sented that, although in the present

state of the law the principles of

law as applied to promissory notes

and bills of exchange are simple

enough in common cases, the Court

of King's Bench has held that, if a

man promise to pay at a particular

place by a promissory note (at the

Workington Bank, for instance) , the

presentment, which is in point of

law a demand, must be made there,

because the place stands in the body

of the note, and, being in the body

of the note, it is part of the written

contract which must be declared

upon as it exists, and proved as

declared; but that, in the case of

bills of exchange, the same court

has held that the place at which by
its acceptance a bill is made payable

is not in the body of the bill ; and,

not being in the body of the bill, the

court has taken it for granted that

it is not to be considered as being in

the body of the acceptance, a eon-
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promissory note, that a due presentment and demand of pay-

ment should be made at the banker's or other specified place.

elusion which it is extremely diffi-

cult, I think, to adopt; because it

seems hard to say that combinations

of various kinds may be infused

into the acceptance (for example,

qualification as to time, as to mode
of payment, as to contingencies,

upon -which the acceptor will pay,

and various other qualifications

which will be found in the cases),

which they unquestionably may be,

notwithstanding the generality of

the bill as drawn, but that, if the

acceptance contain a qualification

clearly and sufficiently expressed as

to place, that qualification ought

not to be introduced into the ac-

ceptance. In addition to being told

that the decisions of the Court

of King's Bench upon bills of ex-

change cannot be reconciled with

the decision of that court upon

promissory notes, your lordships

are told that the decisions of that

court upon bills of exchange are

not all consistent with each other.

It is a little difficult to say that they

are ; but undoubtedly it may be

represented as the opinion of that

court in judgment that this species

of acceptance is a general accep-

tance, with that kind of expansion,

direction, or engagement, to which

I have been alluding. The Court

of Common Pleas being of a diffe-

rent opinion, it is impossible, my
lords, for any man to feel that he

has incumbent upon him the duty

of giving the best opinion which he

can form upon a question on which

so many men of high professional

character and great professional

learning have differed, without giv-

ing that opinion with a good deal of

diffidence; but he must remember

that it is his duty to give his opi-

nion, whatever it may be. The first

question is, whether this is a quali-

fied acceptance. Upon that ques-

tion, the twelve judges have given

your lordships their opinion, and a

great majority of them are of opi-

nion that it is a qualified acceptance.

Some of the judges have given your

lordships their opinion that it is

a general acceptance, with an expan-

sion, direction, or engagement for

the convenience of one or other of

the parties, which one does not very

well know; and that the acceptance

meant that, if the holder chose to go

to Sir John Perring & Co.'s, he

would probably there get payment
of the bill. Then another question

is this: supposing this to be a quali-

fied acceptance, was it necessary to

aver the presentment in the declara-

tion, and to support that av^rment

by proof? A great majority of the

learned judges (including some of

those who thought this a qualified

acceptance) say that it is not neces-

sary to notice it as such in the

declaration, or to prove present-

ment; but that it must be consi-

dered as matter of defence, and that

the defendant must state himself as

ready to pay at the place, and to

bring the money into court, and so

bar the action, by proving the truth

of that defence. Some of the

judges, to whom I am alluding

(having been most eminent in spe-

cial pleading), deny this proposition,

and say that the plaintiff must

declare upon the contract as it
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If a due presentment is not so made, the indorsers are dis-

charged from all liability.^ The maker, indeed, is not so dia-

ls,, that he must make out his

right to sue according to that con-

tract; and, if that contract engage

for payment at Sir John Perring &
Co.'s, he must state in the declara-

tion that he has demanded payment

at Sir John Perring & Co.'s: in

short, their opinion is that the

plaintiff has no cause of action,

unless he have performed his part

of the contract. I think, my lords,

I may venture to state, upon the

cases which I have taken a great

deal of pains to search (for I hope I

have read every case upon the sub-

ject), that a person may, undoubt-

edly, draw a bill of exchange, as we
are in the habit of making a pro-

missory note, payable at a particular

place ; the effect is that the acceptor

of such a bill has promised to pay

at that particular place, and that

the drawer, on default of the ac-

ceptor, has promised to pay at that

particular place; but there seems

a great objection made to the doc-

trine, that, if a drawer has drawn

generally, the acceptor can accept

specially. The question appears to

me to be whether the acceptor has

accepted specially; and I cannot

imagine, if the contract of A. (he

being the drawer) be general, how
it is from thence to be reasoned

that I, the acceptor, need not come
under any engagement, unless I

choose to come under the engage-

ment proposed by A., and that I

cannot qualify my acceptance, and

say to the holder of the bill, it is

very true the drawer has drawn

upon me, and expects me to make
myself liable generally, but that is

not what I choose to do ; if you will

not take an acceptance from me by

which I can consult my own con-

venience by telling you that I will

pay you at a given place and time,

you shall have none at all. Cannot

an acceptor accept in a qualified

way? That he can is clearly es-

tablished by cases which extend to

almost every species of qualification

;

and, unquestionably, if the qualifi-

cation as to place cannot be adopted

by the acceptor, it must be on ac-

count of some circumstance which

belongs to the place, and does not

belong to the time or the mode of

payment, or any other species of

qualification whatever. My lords,

I am ready to express my full as-

sent to the doctrine that, where a

bill is drawn generally (considering

that as an address to the person who
is to accept it generally, because it

is drawn generally), it lies upon

the acceptor, who says that he has

accepted specially, to accept in such

terms that the nature of his contract

may be seen from the terms he has

used, and that that may clearly ap-

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. Dickinson v. Bowes, 16 East, 110;

219-222 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, pp. 396, 397 (8th ed.) ; Sander-

son V. Bowes, 14 East, 500 ; Roche

V. Campbell, 3 Camp. 247; Gibb v.

Mather, 2 C. & J. 254; 8 Bing. 214;

Howe V. Bowes, 16 East, 112; 5

Taunt. 80; Trecothick v. Edwin,

1 Stark. 468; Emblin v. Dartuell,

12 M. & W. 830.
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charged ; but he is hi no default, and is under no obligation to

pay the note, until presentment and demand have been actually

pear to be a. qualified acceptance

which he insists is not a general

acceptance. The first question,

then, here, will be upon the words

whether this is or is not a qualified

acceptance. Now, my lords, I

really do not know how it is possi-

ble to say that this is not a qualified

acceptance ; I mean independent of

the cases which have been decided

;

because, if a man draw upon me,

who am living in London, and I

say, I accept according to the usage

and custom of merchants, payable

at my bankers. Child & Co.'s,

London, I only desire to ask (put-

ting the usages of merchants, and

putting the effect of these cases out

of the question for a moment),

whether any man could read an

acceptance of mine in these terms,

and say that it was not only an

acceptance of mine payable at

Child's, where those funds would

be which were to pay it, but that

it was an acceptance by virtue of

which (as is admitted by those who
have argued about the convenience

and inconvenience, and who have

looted at the argumentum ah incon-

venienti) the holder of that bill

might arrest me, and hold me to

bail in any part of the world. My
lords, after revolving this question

again and again in my mind, with

the full consideration of what has

been stated about the practice and

contrary decisions, I cannot say

that it was not the intention of the

party, who thus accepted, to come

under an engagement, which may be

represented as an acceptance, to

• pay the bill at Sir John Perring &

Co.'s, London. Then, it is said,

that the word ' accepted ' forms

the general engagement, and that

the words ' payable at Sir John

Perring & Co.'s ' cannot qualify

and cut down the general en-

gagement; and cases are then

cited which maintain a distinction

between words of qualification in

the body of a note, and words of

qualification in the margin or at the

foot of a note; and there are cases

maintaining the distinction, that, if

such words be in the body of the

note, they form part of the con-

tract; but, if they be at the foot

or in the margin, they form only a

memorandum. I do not mean to

disturb these cases at all, but I do

not understand how it is that from

these cases it is to be inferred that,

when I write the words ' accepted,

payable at a given house,' the word
' accepted ' is to be taken to express

the whole of my contract, and that,

though the sentence is not complete

till I write the whole, the latter part

of it is not to be taken as part of

the contract, but as a direction or

expansion of the engagement. Your
lordships have heard a great deal of

this argumentum ah inconvenienti

;

but I cannot help thinking that this

is a mode of reasoning which is not

quite analogous to our usual modes

of reasoning in the courts below on

the question of what men are likely

to do or not to do. The case is put

in this way: Supposing bills were

drawn on each of the twelve judges

of England, just before they left

town on the circuit, and they had

accepted the bills, payable at their
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made at the banker's or other specified place ; ^ and if he has

suffered any loss or injury by the want of a due presentment,

respective bankers; if it be the law

that such an acceptance renders

them liable to pay anywhere, the

holders of those bills might undoubt-

edly, if they pleased, arrest the

judges at their respective circuit

towns, a little to the inconvenience

of the administration of justice.

It is said, no man would think of

arresting the judges. My lords, I

hope nobody would think of arrest-

ing the judges ; but I can feel

for mercantile men just as well as

I can feel for judges, and I can feel

for men exposed to the inconveni-

ence of demands upon them, which

are to be regulated not by their con-

tracts, but by a construction being

given to their contracts, which they

meant should be never given to them.

My lords, in this very case (and it

seems not to have been very much
considered), the acceptor is at Tor-

point; and, having his money in

London,where it is usually demanded
of him, he says: ' If you make your

demand upon me here, I cannot pay

you; but I have at Child's or Drum-
mond's shop money to pay you, and

you will be sure to find it there. ' Is

it no matter of inconvenience that

such a man may, from caprice, if you
please (and we have heard of such

things as men through caprice re-

fusing a tender of Bank of England

notes, and so forth), be obliged to

bring money from London ? or is he

to keep money in London and at

Torpoint too, to answer the exigency

of the demand, as it may happen to

be made at the one place or the other ?

My lords, there is another conside-

ration, which does not appear to me
to have been so much attended to as

it might have been, namely, that if

I promise to pay at my banker's in

London, and a man calls upon me
to pay in Northumberland, it is not

the same thing ; for, looking at the

demand as likely to be made at Child's

shop, I send the money there, but,

if I am to pay in Northumberland,

there must be the exchange and re-

mittance, and so on, backwards and

forwards. But take the case of a

gentleman leaving Calcutta and

coming to reside in London, who
gives a bill of exchange in Calcutta,

to be paid there six months after he

departs ; he arrives in London, not

bringing a shilling home to pay that

bill; he finds that bill sent home by

another ship, and he is arrested the

moment he lands. Is the sum, which

he is obliged to pay here, the same

with that which he would have paid

there, and for paying which he had

made preparation? Certainly not..

It appears to me, therefore, that,

even with respect to the value of

what is to be paid, there is a most

essential difference in the contract.

Then it is said, this will be extremely

inconvenient ; and it was with a view

to see what the balance of conve-

nience and inconvenience would be

in that part of the case that I took

the liberty, with your lordships' per-

mission, to put the third and fourth

questions to the judges. It is said

this may vary the right of the hold-

er in respect to the drawer, unless

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 174 (8th ed.) ; Turner v. Hayden, 4 B. & C. 1.
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to the extent of that loss or injury he will be discharged as

against the holder.^

he, the holder, give notice, and so

forth, to keep his liability alive.

My lords, the answer to that, as it

seems to me, is this, that, if you

once admit that a man may accept

specially, it is the consequence of the

law that these difficulties arise; if

you will say that no man shall accept

specially a bill which is drawn ge-

nerally, that settles the question; but

if you say that the law is, though a

man draw generally, the drawee may
accept specially, it is the consequence

of the law which imposes duties upon

the holder to give notice to the

drawer to keep alive the drawer's

liability, and that inconvenience cer-

tainly is not quite so large as if the

acceptor refused to accept at all.

Then, it is said, that this will im-

pose great difficulty on the indorsee;

that a person sometimes becomes an

indorsee before and sometimes after

acceptance ; if he become an indorsee

before, he may find a special accep-

tance when he expected to have a

general acceptance; but then, when
the bill is indorsed to him unaccept-

ed, he does not know whether it will

ever be accepted; and if he do not

know that it will be ever accepted,

he cannot tell whether it be accepted

specially. He knows, therefore, at

thetime of taking that bill by indorse-

ment, that he is to look out for such

an acceptor as he can find. What is

there inconsistent with the rule of

law or convenience in this ? I can-

not see any thing. It would be a

very unnecessary fatigue to your

lordships to go through the whole

of this case from the beginning to

the end. It does appear to me that

no one can say, the case is settled in

law
;
you must therefore go back to

principle. If you go back to princi-

ple, and admit that a man may give

a qualified acceptance, the question

is, whether this is a qualified accep-

tance, ay or no. If it be a qualified

acceptance, if it be an acceptance

where the contract of the party is to

pay at Sir John Perring & Co.'s,

then I state it to be in pleading set-

tled matter that you must declare

according to the contract, and that

you must aver all that the nature of

that contract makes necessary. If

that be so, if it be a special contract,

and if it be necessary for you to aver

all which the contract contains,

how can it be said that it is not to

be shown in the nature of the de-

mand, but that it must be left to be

shown in the defence ? It appears to

me that this position cannot be main-

tained. My lords, with respect to the

cases of bonds which have been cited,

they difier altogether from a con-

tract of this nature. You bring your

action upon a bond for a penalty; it

must, therefore, be matter of defence

to say that the bond would have been

paid at a particular place ; for that

will be in the condition of the bond;

when you pray oyer of the bond,

you defend yourself by saying that

you have performed that condition;

and that, therefore, you are to be

excused from the payment of the

debt. These cases, therefore, have

no application to the case before your

1 Rhodes v. Gent, 5 B. & A. 2M; Turner v. Hayden, 4 B. & C. 1.
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228. American Doctrine.— In America, a doctrine some-

what different prevails, if not universally, at least to a great

lordships. There is another set of

cases, in which it is said that, if

there he an antecedent debt, the ac-

ceptance must be taken to be general.

Between the acceptor and holder

there is seldom an antecedent debt

;

there may be an antecedent debt

between the drawer and acceptor of

the bill ; I wish that there had been

an antecedent debt in all cases, for

accommodation bills have been the

ruin of many; but, with respect to

the acceptor, it is not true that he

must be antecedently the debtor;

and all the cases with respect to the

qualified acceptance show that; for a

man may accept to pay half the bill

in money, and half in goods; he may
accept to pay out of the produce of a

cargo consigned to him, when that

cargo comes to this country. When
your lordships look to the situation

of a consignee, you will find that his

acceptance is always qualified. A
ship's cargo comes from the West
Indies, and the bill with it; the ac-

ceptance of such bill will be, of

course, an acceptance to pay in Lon-

don. In every view of this ease, I

take the liberty to state to your

lordships, as my opinion (certainly

stating it with infinite diffidence, as I

ought, recollecting that I am obliged

to diiier in opinion from those whose
judgments no man can respect more

than I do), that this is a contract

to pay at Sir John Perring & Co.'s,

which is not the contract stated in

the first count of the declaration

;

for that count wants that averment

;

and the consequence is, that the

judgment of the Court of King's

Bench must be reversed. I do not

think that it will be of the least con-

sequence to the commercial world;

for it will be so easy to adopt forms

of words which leave no doubt as to

what is meant, that I am perfectly

sure, if there were any inconvenience

arising from the decision, if your

lordships think proper to make it,

that those who do not wish to have

the inconvenience have nothing to do

but to use two or three words, which

will guard them from it. But the

question is. What is the law of this

day upon this contract, as set forth

in this first count of this declaration?

I have already stated to your lord-

ships in a few words what my opi-

nion is, and I sincerely believe it to be

founded in clear principles of law;

although when I state that I do be-

lieve it to be so founded, I cannot

but recollect (and I do that with in-

finite respect) that I am diifering in

opinion with those whose opinion is

infinitely superior to mine. Butmy
duty is not to state their opinion, but

to express my own." See also Gibb

V. Mather, 2 C. & J. 254; 8 Bing.

214. In Indiana, the English doc-

trine is adopted (Palmer v. Hughes,

1 Blackf. 328) ;
[but, by statute of

1836, the rule is changed, and it is

unnecessary to aver or prove a de-

mand at the specified place, but the

other party may show a readiness to

pay at such place. 2 Gav. & Hood's

Statutes, 107; 2 Davis's Statutes

(ed. 1876), 76; Hartwell v. Candler,

5 Blackf. p. 217; Indiana and Illinois

Railroad Co. v. Davis, 20 Ind. 6.]

See also Bank of the State v. Bank
of Cape Fear, 13 Ired. (N. C.) 75;

Nichols V. Pool, 2 Jones (N. C.)

23.
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extent. It was probably in the first instance adopted from

the supposed tendency of the English authorities to the same

result ; and there certainly was much conflict in the authorities,

until the doctrine was put at rest by the final decision in the

House of Lords, a decision which seems founded upon the most

solid principles, and to be supported by the most enlarged pub-

lic policy, as to the rights and duties of parties. The received

doctrine in America seems to be this : that, as to the acceptor

of a bill of exchange and the maker of a promissory note pay-

able at a banli or other specified place, the same rule applies,

that is, that no presentment or demand of payment need be

made at the specified place, on the day when the bill or note

becomes due, or afterwards, in order to maintain a suit against

the acceptor or maker ; and, of course, that there need be no

averment in the declaration in any suit brought thereon, or any

proof at the trial, of any such presentment or demand ; but

that the omission or neglect is a matter of defence on the part

of the acceptor or maker. If the acceptor or maker had

funds at the appointed place at the time to pay the bill or

note, and it was not duly presented, he will in the suit be

exonerated, not indeed from the payment of the principal

sum, but from the payment of all damages and costs in

tliat suit. If by such omission or neglect of presentment

and demand he has sustained any loss or injury, as if the

bill or note were payable at a bank, and the acceptor or

maker had funds there at the time, which have been lost by

the failure of the bank, then and in such case the acceptor or

maker will be exonerated from liability to the extent of the loss

or injury so sustained.^

1 The doctrine maintained in the ville, and the declaration containing

American courts is fully expounded no allegation of any presentment

in the case of Wallace v. M'Connell, or demand at the hank), said: " The

13 Pet. 136. Mr. Justice Thompson, question raised as to the sufficiency

on that occasion, in delivering the of the declaration in a case where the

opinion of the Supreme Court of the suit is by the payee against the maker

United States, after stating the facts of a promissory note, never has

(the action being brought on a pro- received the direct decision of this

missory note against the maker by the court. In the case of the Bank of the

payee, the note being payable at the United States v. Smith, 11 Wheat.

Bank of the United States, at Nash- 172, the note upon which the action
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229. The ground upon which the American doctrine is placed

is, that the acceptor or maker is the promissory debtor, and the

was founded was made payable at the

office of discount and deposit of the

Bank of the United States, in the city

of Washington; and the suit was

against the indorser, and the ques-

tion turned upon the sufficiency of

the averment in the declaration of a

demand of payment of the maker.

And the court said, when in the

body of a note the place of payment

is designated, the indorser has a

right to presume that the maker has

provided funds at such place to pay

the note, and has a right to require

the holder to apply at such place for

payment. In the opinion delivered

in that case, the question now pre-

sented in the case before us is stated;

and it is said, whether, where the

suit is against the maker of a pro-

missory note or the acceptor of a

bill of exchange payable at a par-

ticular place, it is necessary to aver

a demand of payment at such place,

and upon the trial to prove such

demand, is a question upon which

conflicting opinions have been enter-

tained in the courts in Westminster

Hall ; but that the question in such

case may, perhaps, be considered at

rest in England, by the decision of

the late case of Rowe v. Young,
2 B. & B. 165, in the House of

Lords, where it was held that, if

a bill of exchange be accepted, pay-

able at a particular place, the de-

claration on such bill against the

acceptor must aver presentment at

that place, and the averment must

be proved. But it is there said, a

contrary opinion has been enter-

tained by courts in this country;

that a demand on the maker of a

note or the acceptor of a bill pay-

able at a specific place, need not

be averred in the declaration or

proved on the trial; that it is not

a condition precedent to the plain-

tiff's right of recovery. As matter

of practice, application will gene-

rally be made at the place ap-

pointed, if it is believed that funds

have been there placed to meet the

note or bill. But if the maker or

acceptor has sustained any loss by

the omission of the holder to make
such application for payment at the

place appointed, it is matter of

defence to set up by plea and proof.

But it is added, as this question

does not necessarily arise in this

case, we do not mean to be under-

stood as expressing any decided

opinion upon it, although we are

strongly inclined to think, that as

against the maker of a note or the

acceptor of a biU, no averment or

proof of a demand of payment at

the place designated would be neces-

sary. The question now before the

court cannot, certainly, be consi-

dered as decided by the case of the

Bank of the United States v. Smith.

But it cannot be viewed as the mere

obiter opinion of the judge who de-

livered the judgment of the court.

The attention of the court was

drawn to the question now before

the court; and the remarks made
upon it, and the authorities re-

ferred to, show that this court was
fully apprised of the conflicting

opinions of the English courts on

the question; and that opinions

contrary to that of the House of

Lords, in the case of Rowe v.
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debt is not as to him discliarged by the omission or neglect to

demand payment when the debt became due, at the place where

Young, had been entertained by

some of the courts in this country

;

and, under this view of the question,

the court say they are strongly in-

clined to adopt the American deci-

sions. As the precise question is now
presented by this record, it becomes

necessary to dispose of it. It is not

deemed necessary to go into a critical

examination of the English authori-

ties upon this point; a reference

to the case in the House of Lords,

which was decided in the year 1820,

shows the great diversity of opinion

entertained by the English judges

upon this question. It was, how-

ever, decided that, if a bill of

exchange is accepted, payable at a

particular place, the declaration, in

an action on such bill against the

acceptor, must aver presentment at

that place, and the averment must

be proved. The Lord Chancellor,

in stating the question, said this

was a very fit question to be brought

before the House of Lords, because

the state of the law, as actually

administered in the courts^ is such

that it would be infinitely better to

settle it in any way than to permit

so controversial a state to exist any

longer. That the Court of King's

Bench has been of late years in the

habit of holding that such an accep-

tance as this is a general acceptance

;

and that it is not necessary to notice

it as such in the declaration, or to

prove presentment, but that it must

be considered as matter of defence

;

and that the defendant must state

himself ready to pay at the place,

and bring the money into court, and

so bar the action by proving the

truth of that defence. On the con-

trary, the Court of Common Pleas

was in the habit of holding that an

acceptance like this was a qualified

acceptance, and that the contract of

the acceptor was to pay at the place;

and that, as matter of pleading, a

presentment at the place stipulated

must be averred, and that evidence

must be given to sustain that aver-

ment, and that the holder of the bill

has no cause of action, unless such

demand has been made. In that

case, the opinion of the twelve

judges was taken and laid before

the House of Lords, and will be

found reported in an appendix in

the report of the case of Rowe v.

Young, 2 B. & B. 180. In which

opinion, all the cases are referred

to in which the question had been

drawn into discussion; and the

result appears to have been that

eight judges out of the twelve sus-

tained the doctrine of the King's

Bench on this question, notwith-

standing which the judgment was
reversed. It is fairly to be inferred

from an act of Parliament passed

immediately thereafter, 1 & 2 Geo.

4, c. 78, that this decision was not

satisfactory. By that act it is

declared that ' after the 1st of

August, 1821, if any person shall

accept a bill of exchange, payable

at the house of a banker or other

place, without further expression

in his acceptance, such acceptance

shall be deemed and taken to be,

to all intents and purposes, a gene-

ral acceptance of such bill. But if

the acceptor shall, in his acceptance,

express that he accepts the bill pay-

21
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it was payable. Assuming tliis to be true, it by no means fol-

lows that the acceptor or maker is in default, until a demand of

able at a banker's house or other

place only, and not otherwise or

elsewhere, such acceptance shall be a

qualified acceptance of such bill; and

the acceptor shall not be liable to

pay the bill, except in default of

payment, when such payment shall

hare been first duly demanded at

such banker's house or other place.'

Bayley ou Bills, 200, n. In most

of the cases which have arisen in

the English courts, the suit has

been against the acceptor of the

bill ; and in some cases a distinction

would seem to be made between.such

a case and that of a note, when the

action is against the maker, and the

designated place is in the body of

the note. But there can be no solid

grounds upon which such a distinc-

tion can rest. The acceptor of a

bill stands in the same relation to

the holder as the maker of a note

does to the payee; and the acceptor

is the principal debtor in the case

of a bill, precisely like the maker of

a note. The liability of the accep-

tor grows out of and is to be go-

verned by the terms of his acceptance

,

and the liability of the maker of a

note grows out of and is to be go-

verned by the terms of his note ; and

the place of payment can be of no

more importance in the one case

than in the other. And, in some of

the cases where the point was made,

the action was against the maker of

a promissory note, and the place

of payment designated in the body

of the note. The case of Nicholls

V. Bowes, 2 Camp. 498, was one of

that description, decided in the year

1810 ; and it was contended on the

trial that the plaintiff was bound

to show that the note was presented

at the banking-house where it was

made payable. But Lord Ellen-

borough, before whom the cause

was tried, not only decided that no

such proof was necessary, but would

not suffer such evidence to be given

;

although the counsel for the plain-

tiS said he had a witness in court,

to prove the note was presented at

the banker's the day it became due

;

his lordship alleging that he was

afraid to admit such evidence, lest

doubts should arise as to its neces-

sity. And in the case of Wild v.

Kennards, 1 Camp. 425, n., Mr. Jus-

tice Bayley, in the year 1809, ruled

that if a promissory note is made
payable at a particular place, in an

action against the maker, there is

no necessity for proving that it was

presented there for payment. The
case of Sanderson v. Bowes, 14

East, 500, decided in the King's

Bench in the year 1811, is some-

times referred to as containing a

difierent rule of construction of the

same words, when used in the body

of a promissory note, from that

which is given to them when used

in the acceptance of a bill of ex-

change. But it may be well ques-

tioned whether this use warrants

any such conclusion. That was an

action on a promissory note, by the

bearer against the maker. The
note, as set out in the declaration,

was a promise to pay on demand at

a specified place, and there was no
averment that a demand of payment
had been made at the place desig-

nated. To which declaration the
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payment lias been made at the place of payment ; for the terms

of his contract import an express condition that he will pay

defendant demurred; and the coun-

sel, in support of the demurrer,

referred to cases where the rule had
been applied to acceptances on bills

of exchange, but contended that

the rule did not apply to a pro-

missory note, when the place is desig-

nated in the body of the note. Lord
EUeuborough, in the course of the

argument, in answer to some cases

referred to by counsel, observed:

those are cases where money is to be

paid, or something to be done at a

particular time as well as place,

therefore the party (defendant) may
readily make an averment that he

was ready at the time and place to

pay, and that the other party was

not ready to receive it ; but here the

time of payment depends entirely on

the pleasure of the holder of the

note. It is true, Lord Ellenborough

did not seem to place his opinion in

the ultimate decision of the cause

upon this ground. But the other

judges did not allude to the distinc-

tion taken at the bar between that

case and the acceptance of a bill iu

like terms, but place their opinions

upon the terms of the note itself,

being a promise to pay on demand
at a particular place. And there is

certainly a manifest distinction be-

tween a promise to pay on demand
at a given place and a promise to

pay at a fixed time at such place.

And it is hardly to be presumed that

Lord Ellenborough intended to rest

his judgment upon a distinction be-

tween a promissory note and a bill

of exchange, as both he and Mr.

Justice Bayley had, a very short

time before, in the cases of Nicholls

V. Bowes and Wild v. Eennards,

above referred to, applied the same

rule of construction to promissory

notes, where the promise was con-

tained in the body of the note.

Where the promise is to pay on de-

mand at a particular place, there is

no cause of action until the demand

is made ; and the maker of the note

cannot discharge himself by an offer

of payment, the note not being due

until demanded. Thus we see that

until the late decision in the House

of Lords, in the case of Kowe v.

Young, and the act of Parliament

passed soon thereafter, this question

was in a very unsettled state in the

English courts ; and, without under-

taking to decide between those con-

flicting opinions, it may be well to

look at the light in which this ques-

tion has been viewed in the courts

in this country. This question

came before the Supreme Court of

the State of New York in the year

1809, in the case of Foden v. Sharp,

4 Johns. 183; and the court said,

the holder of a bill of exchange

need not show a demand of payment

of the acceptor, any more than of

the maker of a note. It is the busi-

ness of the acceptor to show that he

was ready at the day and place ap-

pointed, but that no one came to

receive the money ; and that he was

always ready afterwards to pay.

This case shows that the acceptor

of a bill and the maker of a note

were considered as standing on the

same footing with respect to a de-

mand of payment at the place desig-

nated. And in the case of Wolcott

V. Van Santvoord, 17 Johns. 248,
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upon due presentment at that place, and not that he will pay

upon demand elsewhere ; and the omission or neglect of duty on

which came before the same court

in the year 1819, the same ques-

tion arose. The action was against

the acceptor of a bill payable five

months after date at the Bank
of Utica, and the declaration

contained no averment of a de-

mand at the Bank of Utica ; and,

upon a demurrer to the declara-

tion, the court gave judgment for

the plaintiff. Chief Justice Spencer,

in delivering the opinion of the court,

observed that the question had been

already decided in the case of Foden

V. Sharp; but, considering the great

diversity of opinion among the judges

in the English courts on the ques-

tion, he took occasion critically to

review the cases which had come
before those courts, and shows very

satisfactorily that the weight of au-

thority is in conformity to that de-

cision, and the demurrer was accord-

ingly overruled, and the law in that

state for the last thirty years has

been considered as settled upon this

point. And, although the action was
against the acceptor of a bill of ex-

change, it is very evident that this

circumstance had no influence upon

the decision ; for the court say that

in this respect the acceptor stands in

the same relation to the payee as the

maker of a note does to the indorsee.

He is the principal, and not a colla-

teral debtor. And the case of Cald-

wellf . Cassidy, 8 Cowen, 271, decided

in the same court in the year 1828,

the suit was upon a promissory note,

payable sixty days after date at the

Franklin Bank in New York; and

the note had not been presented or

payment demanded at the bank; the

court said this case has been already

decided by this court in the case of

Wolcott V. Van Santvoord. And
after noticing some of the cases in

the English courts, and alluding to

the confusion that seemed to exist

there upon the question, they add

that, whatever be the rule in other

courts, the rule in this court must

be considered settled that, where a

promissory note is made payable at

a particular place on a day certain,

the holder of the note is not bound

to make a demand at the time and

place by way of a condition prece-

dent to the bringing an action against

the maker. But, if the maker was

ready to pay at the time and place,

he may plead it, as he would plead

a tender in bar of damages and costs,

by bringing the money into court.

It is not deemed necessary to notice

very much at length the various cases

that have arisen in the American

courts upon this question, but barely

to refer to such as have fallen under

the observation of the court; and we
briefly state the point and decision

thereupon, and the result will show

a uniform course of adjudication,

that in actions on promissory notes

against the maker or on bills of

exchange, where the suit is against

the maker in the one case, and ac-

ceptor in the other, and the note or

bill made payable at a specified time

and place, it is not necessary to aver

in the declaration, or prove on the

trial, that a demand of payment was
made, in order to maintain the action.

But that, if the maker or acceptor

was at the place at the time desig-

nated, and was ready and offered to
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the part of the holder to make presentment at that place ought

not to change the nature or character of the obligations of the

pay the money, it was matter of de-

fence to be pleaded and proved on

his part. The case of Watkins v.

Crouch, in the Court of Appeals of

Virginia (5 Leigh, 522), was a suit

against the maker and indorser

jointly, as is the course in that

state, upon a promissory note like

the one in suit. The note was made
payable at a specified time at the

Farmers' Bank at Richmond; and

the Court of Appeals, in the year

1834, decided that it was not neces-

sary to aver and prove a presentation

at the bank and demand of payment,

in order to entitle the plaintiff to re-

cover against the maker ; but that it

was necessary, in order to entitle him

to recover against the iudorser ; and

the president of the court went into

a very elaborate consideration of the

decisions of the English courts upon

the question; and to ^how that,

upon common law principles, appli-

cable to bonds, notes, and other

contracts for the payment of money,

no previous demand was necessary

in order to sustain the action, but

that a tender and readiness to pay

must come by way of defence from

the defendant; and that, looking

upon the note as commercial paper,

the principles of the common law

were clearly against the necessity of

such demand and proof, where the

time and place were specified, though

it would be otherwise where the place

but not the time was specified; a de-

mand in such case ought to be made

;

and he examined the case of Sander-

son V. Bowes, to show that it turned

upon that distinction, the note being

payable on demand at a specified

place. The same doctrine was held

by the Court of Appeals of Mary-

land, in the case of Bowie v. Duvall,

1 Gill & J. 175; and the New York

cases, as well as that of the Bank of

the United Statesi). Smith, 11 Wheat.

171, are cited with approbation and

fully adopted; and the court put the

case upon the broad ground that

when the suit is against the maker

of a promissory note, payable at a

specified time and place, no demand

is necessary to be averred, upon the

principle that the money to be paid

is a debt from the defendant ; that

it is due generally and universally,

and will continue due, though there

be a neglect on the part of the cre-

ditor to attend at the time and place

to receive or demand it. That it is

matter of defence on the part of the

defendant to show that he was in at-

tendance to pay, but that the plain-

tiff was not there to receive it; which

defence generally will be in bar of

damages only, and not in bar of the

debt. The case of Ruggles v. Patten,

8 Mass. 480, sanctions the same rule

of construction. The action was on

a promissory note, for the payment

of money, at a day and pl£|,ce speci-

fied; and the defendant pleaded that

he was present at the time and place,

and ready and willing to pay accord-

ing to the tenor of his promises

in the second count of the declara-

tion mentioned, and avers that the

plaintiff was not then ready or pre-

sent at the bank to receive payment,

and did not demand the same of the

defendant, as the plaintiff in his de-

claration had alleged; the court said

this was an immaterial issue, and no
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acceptor or maker. Now the right to bring an action presup-

poses a default on the part of the acceptor or maker; and it

bar to an action or promise to pay

money. So, also, in the State of

New Jersey, the same rule is adopt-

ed. In the case of Weed v. Van
Houten, 9 N. J. L. (4 Halst.) 189,

the chief justice says: ' The question

is, whether, in an action by the

payee of a promissory note paya-

ble at a particular place and not on

demand, but at time, it is necessary

to aver a presentment of the note

and demand of payment by the

holder at that place, at the maturity

of the note. And upon this ques-

tion he says, I have no hesitation in

expressing my entire concurrence in

the American decisions, so far as it

is necessary for the present occasion

;

that a special averment of present-

ment at the place is not necessary

to the validity of the declaration,

nor is proof of it necessary upon

the trial. This rule, I am satisfied,

is most conformable to sound rea-

son, most conducive to public con-

venience, best supported by the

general principles and doctrines of

the law, and most assimilated to

the decisions which bear analogy

more or less directly to the subject.

'

The same rule has been fully estab-

lished by the Supreme Court of

Tennessee, in the cases of M'Nairy

V. Bell, 1 Yerg. 502, and Mulherrin

V. Hannum, 2 Yerg. 81, and the rule

sustained and enforced upon the

same principles and course of rea-

soning upon which the other cases

referred to have been placed. And
no case in an American court has

fallen under our notice, where a

contraiy doctrine has been asserted

and maintained. And it is to be

observed that most of the cases

which have arisen in this country,

where this question has been drawn

into discussion, were npon promis-

sory notes, where the place of pay-

ment was, of course, in the body of

the note. After such a uniform

course of decisions for at least

thirty years, it would be inexpe-

dient to change the rule, even if the

grounds upon which it was origi-

nally established might be question-

able; which, however, we do not

mean to intimate. It is of the ut-

most importance that all rules re-

lating to commercial law should

be stable and uniform. They are

adopted for practical purposes, to

regulate the course of business in

commercial transactions; and the

rule here established is well calcu-

lated for the convenience and safety

of all parties. The place of pay-

ment in a promissory note or in an

acceptance of a bill of exchange is

always matter of arrangement be-

tween the parties for their mutual

accommodation, and may be stipu-

lated in any manner that may best

suit their convenience. And when

a note or bill is made payable at a

bank, as is generally the case, it is

well known that, according to the

usual course of business, the note or

bill is lodged at the bank for collec-

tion ; and, if the maker or acceptor

calls to take it up when it falls due,

it will be delivered to him, and the

business is closed. But, should he

not find his note or bill at the bank,

he can deposit his money to meet
the note when presented, and, should

he be afterwards prosecuted, he
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may after all make a great difference to him, not only in point

of convenience, but in point of loss by exchange as well as of

would be exonerated from all costs

and damages, upon proving such

tender and deposit. Or, should the

note or bill be made payable at

some place other than a bank, and
no deposit could be made, or ho

should choose to retain his money
in his own possession, an offer to

pay at the time and place would

protect him against interest and

costs, on bringing the money into

court ; so that no practical inconveT

nience or hazard can result from
the establishment of this rule to the

maker or acceptor. But, on the

other hand, if a presentment of

the note and demand of payment at

the time and place are indispensable

to the right of action, the holder

might hazard the entire loss of his

whole debt." See also Hart v.

Green, 8 Vt. 191.

It is by no means a legitimate

consequence of the English doctrine

(as suggested by the learned judge)

that, unless presentment is made
at the time and place, the holder

would hazard the entire loss of his

whole debt; for the English doctrine

does not require that he should de-

mand payment at the place, on the

very day on which the note is due,

to charge the maker. It will be

sufficient, if at any future time he

makes a demand at the place, to

charge the maker, unless, indeed,

the maker has, by such neglect of

the holder, suffered any loss; and,

if he has, iu all reason and justice

the holder ought to bear it. It may
not be improper for me to add that,

being a judge of the Supreme Court

of the United States, when both the

case of Bank of the United States v.

Smith, 11 Wheat. 171, and the case

of Wallace u. M'Connell, 13 Pet. 136,

were decided, I was not present at

the argument of the former; and

in the latter case I dissented from

the opinion of the court, although

my dissent was not expressed in

open court. See also the learned

note of Mr. Chancellor Kent, in

his Commentaries, vol. 3, p. 97,

n. e; Id. p. 99, n. 6, where the

principal American authorities on

each side of the question are cited.

The learned commentator holds the

English rule to be the true one, and

adds: " This is the plain sense of

the contract, and the words, ' ac-

cepted payable at a given place,'

are equivalent to an exclusion of

a demand elsewhere." Story on

Bills, s. 356. In Louisiana, it is

the settled rule that presentment

at the place where a note is payable

is indispensable to charge the maker,

and a fortiori to charge the indorser.

Hart V. Long, 1 Rob. (La.) 83;

Stillwell V. Robb, 1 Rob. (La.) 311;

Wood V. Mullen, 3 Rob. (La.) 395

;

[but it was changed, and the gene-

ral American doctrine was adopted

in 1850, in Ripka v. Pope, 5 La.

An. 61]. In Armistead v. Armi-

steads, 10 Leigh, 512, the Court of

Appeals of Virginia disapproved of

the English doctrine, and sustained

the American. See also North

Bank v. Abbot, 13 Pick. 465

Payson v. Whitcomb, 15 Pick. 212

Church V. Clark, 21 Pick. 310

Carley v. Vance, 17 Mass. 389

Ruggles V. Patten, 8 Mass. 480

Mellon V. Croghan, 3 Mart. N. S,
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expense, whether, if he agrees to pay the money in Mobile or

iu New Orleans, he may be required, without any default on his

own part, notwithstanding he has funds there, to pay the same

money in New York or in Boston.^ He may well say : Non in

Time foedera veni.

230. Rule as regards Indorsers. — But, although the English

and American authorities are not in harmony with each other

on the question, whether a presentment and demand of pay-

ment should be made at the bank or other place where a pro-

missory note or bill of exchange is made payable, before an

action can be brought thereon against the maker or acceptor,

yet they are entirely in coincidence with each other on the

point that it is indispensable, in order to charge the indorser or

the drawer, that a presentment for payment should be made,

not only at the place, but also on the very day of the maturity

of the note or bill, otherwise the indorser or drawer will be

absolutely discharged.^ The reason is that the undertaking of

(La.) 423; Smith v. Kobinson, 2 v. Conrad, 21 La. An. 214; Martin

La. 405; Palmer v. Hughes, 1 v. Hamilton, 5 Harring. (Del.) 314;

Blaekf. (Ind.) 328; Gale u.' Kemper, Washington u. Planters' Bank, 1

10 La. 208; Warren v. AUnutt, 12 How. (Miss.) 280; Reeve v. Pack,

La. 454; Thompson v. Cook, 2 6 Mich. 240; Indiana and Illinois

McLean, 125; Ogden b. Dobbin, Railroad Co. v. Davis, 20 Ind. 6;

2Hall (N.Y.) 112; Pioquet II. Curtis, Hartwell v. Candler, 5 Blaekf.

1 Sumner, 478; Brown w. Noyes, 2 (Ind.) 217; 2 Gav. & Herd's Sta^

Woodb. &M. 84; Bacon u. Dyer, 12 tutes, 107; 2 Davis's Statutes (ed.

Me. 19; Carters. Smith, 9 Cush. 321; 1876), 76; Nichols v. Pool, 2

Dockray v. Dunn, 37 Me. 442. Jones (N. C.) 53 ; Bank of the

[In the United States, the doc- State v. Bank of Cape Fear, IB Ired.

trine described in the text as the (N. C.) 75; Conn v. Gano, 1 Ohio,

American doctrine now generally 483 ; Mahan ». Waters, 60 Mo. 167.]

prevails. See the cases above cited, i Ibid. See Lord Eldon's judg-

and Hills v. Place, 48 N. Y. 520; ment in Rowe v. Young, 2 B. & B.

Wolcotti). Van Santvoord, 17 Johns. 165; 2 Bli. 391.

248 ; Caldwell v. Cassidy, 8 Cowen, 2 Chitty on Bills, c. 5, pp. 172,

271; Carter u. Smith, 9 Cush. 321; I73 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 7, pp. 821-

Paysons. Whitcomb, 15 Pick. 212; 823; Id. c. 9, pp. 391-400; Bayley

Fitler u. Beckley, 2 Watts & S. on Bills, c. 1, s. 9, pp. 29, 80 (5th

458; Eldred v. Hawes, 4 Conn.

465; Yeaton v. Berney, 62 111. 61;

Robinson v. Lair, 31 Iowa, 9;

ed.); Id. c. 7, s. 1, pp. 219-223;

Gibb ». Mather, 2 C. & J. 254; 8

Ring. 214 ; Bank of the United States

Montgomery v. Tutt, 11 Cal. 307; v. Smith, 11 Wheat. 171; Wallace

Ripka V. Pope, 5 La. An. 61; Thiel v. M'Connell, 13 Pet. 136; Wood-
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tlie indorser and drawer is conditional ; and consequently,

unless there be a strict compliance with the condition, no right

can attach against the indorser or the drawer.^ Thus, a diffe-

rent rule is applied as to the obligations of the holder to make
presentment and demand of payment in respect to the drawer

or indorser from that which applies to the maker or acceptor.

And yet it would seem that the contract on the part of the

maker and acceptor naturally imported that he would pay at

the place agreed on and not elsewhere, and therefore to make
it the duty of the holder first to apply there for payment before

he could charge the maker or acceptor with any default. But

the time of payment seems in this respect susceptiTale, as to the

maker and acceptor, of a different interpretation from the place

of payment. The money is treated as primarily the debt of the

maker or acceptor ; and yet he cannot be called upon to pay

it before the day when it becomes due ; and there seems no

reason to say that an omission to demand payment of the debt

on that very day absolves him from all obligation to pay the

money at any future time, any more than it would absolve him
from the payment of any other debt.^ It is, indeed, by the

bridge v. Brigham, 13 Mass. 556

;

cient request. It might not perhaps

Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 2, pp. be unreasonable, if the law in all

420-424 (2nd ed.) ; Shaw v. Eeed, cases required presentment to the

12 Pick. 132; North Bank v. Abbot, acceptor of a bill, or maker of a

13 Pick. 465; Ferner v. Williams, note, before an action be commenced
87 Barb. 9. [But in Iowa it has against him, because otherwise he

been held that presentment at the might, on account of the negotiable

specified place was not necessary quality of the instrument, and the

to charge the indorser. Fuller v. consequent difiiculty to find out the

Dingman, 41 Iowa, 506.] holder of it on the day of payment,
1 Ibid. in order to make a tender to him,
^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 391, be subjected 'to an action without

392 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty here any default whatever; and the en-

says: " It is a general rule of law gagement of the acceptor of a bill

that, where there is a precedent debt or maker of a note is to pay the

or duty, the creditor need not allege money when due to the holder, who
or prove any demand of payment shall for that purpose make present-

before the action brought, it being ment. And one reason why a party

the duty of the debtor to find out cannot recover at law on a lost bill

his creditor, and tender him the or note is that the acceptor of the

money ; and, as it is technically said, one and maker of the other has a

the bringing of the action is a suffl- right to insist on having it delivered
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common law, generally, the duty of the debtor to seek the credi-

itor and pay his debt when it becomes due, unless it is other-

wise agreed between them ; but it is otherwise agreed between

them, when a specific place is named where it is to be paid

;

for then it imports not to be payable elsewhere.^

231. Notes payMe at different Places or in a City.— If a

promissory note be made payable at either of two specified

places, as, for example, at Tunbridge or at London, the holder

has a right to present it at either place for payment, at his

election, and is not bound to present it at both, although, if

presented at one place, it would have been paid, and it has been

dishonored at the other.^ The reason of this doctrine is that

the alternative is presumed to be introduced for the benefit of

the holder, and not for that of the maker. And such present-

ment at either place will not only be sufficient to charge the

maker, but to charge the indorsers also.^ If a promissory note

is made payable in a large city, as, for example, in London,

and no particular place of presentment is named, and the

maker does not reside there and has no place of business

there, it seems that, if upon reasonable inquiry there the

maker cannot be found, nor any person ready to pay it, the

note may be treated as dishonored by the maker, and the pre-

sentment in London by the holder held to be sufficient to

charge the indorsers as well as the maker.*

up to him on his paying it. It application, the court would stay

seems, however, that in general the proceedings without costs." See

acceptor or maker of a note cannot also Thomson on Bills, c. 5, s. 3,

resist an action on account of neglect pp. 383, 384 (2nd ed.).

to present the instrument at the pre- * See 3 Kent Com. 99, and note;

cise time when due, or of an indul- Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 1, p.

geuce to any of the other parties. 420 (2nd ed.).

And, on the above-mentioned prin- ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 490

ciple, that an action is of itself a (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

sufficient demand of payment, it has s. 1, p. 244 (5th ed.); Beeching v.

been decided that the acceptor or Gower, Holt N. P. 313 ; Story on

maker of a note cannot set up as a Bills, s. 354.

defence the want of a presentment to ' Story on Bills, s. 354.

him, even before the commencement * Id. s. 353; Boot «. Franklin,

of the action, and although the in- 3 Johns. 207; see Mason v. Frank-

strument be payable on demand, lin, 3 Johns. 202 ; 3 Kent Com. 95,

But in such a case, upon an early 96.
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232. Notes payable at any Bank in a Place.— Sometimes, a

promissory note is made payable at any or either of the banks

in a particular city, and in such a case the question may arise,

at what bank the holder should present it for payment. The

true answer would seem to be, that he may present it for pay-

ment at any one bank in the city, at his election ; and, if upon

presentment there payment be refused, it will be sufficient to

charge the indorsers as well as the maker.^ Sometimes, all the

parties to a note, the maker, the indorsers, and the payee or

other holder, by parol agree that a note payable by its terms

generally shall be presented for payment at a particular place :

in that case, a presentment at the place agreed on will bind all

the parties, and no personal demand need be made upon the

maker to charge the indorser.^

233. French Law.— There does not seem to be any provision

in the French law which requires that promissory notes should

specify any particular place of payment.^ Nor indeed is this

required in cases of bills of exchange, except where they are

made payable at some other place than the residence of the

acceptor ; and, where bills are so payable, the acceptance must

state the house or domicile where payment thereof is to be

made.* It is therefore probable that promissory notes are not

1 See North Bank v. Abbot, 13 the word applies to private bankers

Pick. 465, 469; Maiden Bank v. as well as to incorporated banks,

Baldwin, 13 Gray, 154; Brickett v. but a particular bank must be speci-

Spaulding, 33 Vt. 107. If a fled. Davis v. McAlpine, 10 Ind.

maker desires to make the words 137; Parkinson ». Finch, 45 Ind.

"any bank" more definite, he 122.]

should call upon the holder to ^ State Bank v. Hiird, 12 Mass.

make an election, or he should him- 172; Whitwell v. Johnson, 17 Mass.

self elect and give notice thereof to 449; Brent v. Bank of Metropolis, 1

the holder. Redfield, C. J., in Pet. 89; Bank of America ». Wood-
Brickett v. Spaulding, 33 Vt. 107. worth, 18 Johns. 315 ; in error, 19

[In Massachusetts, the word Johns. 391; Meyer v. Hibscher, 47
•' bank " is applied only to corpo- N. Y. 265, 271 ; McKee v. Boswell,

rations created for banking pur- 33 Mo. 567.

poses, and not to private bankers. ' Code de Commerce, art. 188.

Way u. Butterworth, 106 Mass. 75; * Id. art. 123; Pardessus, Droit

108 Mass. 509. In Indiana, where Commercial, torn. 2, s. 369; Id. s.

notes are negotiable only when 393 ; Story on BUls, s. 359.

payable " in a bank " in that state,
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usually in France made payable at any particular banking-house

or other place, although there does not seem any reason why

they may not be. The common forms given in the text-books

contain no such designations of place, but only the name of

the town or city where the note is made.^

284. Sufficient Presentment.— From what has been already

said, it may be inferred, and, indeed, it is a clearly established

doctrine, that where a promissory note is made payable at a

particular place, as, for example, at a bank or banker's, in

every such case it will be sufficient for the holder to present the

same for payment at the specified place ; and he is under no

obligation whatsoever, in case of its dishonor at that place, to

present it for payment elsewhere, or personally to the maker.^

The reason is that, by making it payable at that particular

place, the maker impliedly dispenses with the necessity of

making any demand upon him, either personally or elsewhere.

And this doctrine applies as well to the case of the indorsers

as of the maker of such a promissory note ; for the indorsers,

equally with the maker in such a case, impliedly agree that

presentment at the place shall be sufiBcient to bind all the

parties.

235. Notes payable generally.— Having thus considered the

doctrine of presentment for payment applicable to cases where

promissory notes are originally made payable at a particular

place, let us, in the next place, pass to the consideration of the

doctrine applicable to promissory notes payable generally, and

without reference to any particular place. This naturally in-

volves the consideration of the mode of presentment in ordi-

nary cases. And here the general rule is that the presentment

for payment may be made to the maker personally, or at his

1 Ante, s. 3, n. ; Dupuy de la Pillin, 3 Bing. 476; Berkshire Bank
Serra, I'Artdes Lettres de Change, v. Jones, 6 Mass. 524, 526; Gale ».

0. 19, pp. 192,193 (ed. 1789); Nou- Kemper, 10 La. 208; State Bank
gujer, des Lettres de Change, torn. ». Hurd, 12 Mass. 172; Fullerton «.

1, liv. 4, s. 1, pp. 496, 497. Bank of the United States, 1 Pet.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 399, 604 ; Bank of the United States v.

400 (8th ed.); Bayleyon Bills, e. 7, Carneal, 2 Pet. 543; Ogden v. Dob-

s. 1, p. 219 (5th ed.); Saunderson bin, 2 Hall (N. Y.) 112; Gillett ».

V. Judge, 2 H. Bl. 509 ; Stedman v. Averill, 5 Denio, 85.

Goooh, 1 Esp. 4 ; De Bergareche v.
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dwelling-house or other place of abode, or at his counting-

house or place of business.^ It seems that a presentment for

payment may always be made personally to the maker, wher-

ever he may be found, although he may not be either at his

domicile or at his place of business.^ But it is by no means

1 Mr. Chancellor Kent, in his

Commentaries (vol. 3, pp. 95-97),

says: " If the bill has been accepted,

demand of payment must be made
when the bill falls due; and it must
be made by the holder or his agent

upon the acceptor at the place ap-

pointed for payment, or at his house

or residence, or upon him person-

ally, if no particular place be ap-

pointed, and it cannot be made by
letter through the post-office. But
there is a great deal of perplexity

and confusion in the cases on this

subject, arising from refined dis-

tinctions and discordant opinions;

and it becomes very difficult to know
what is precisely the law of the land

as to the sufficiency of the demand
upon the maker of the note or the

acceptor of the bill. If there be no

particular and certain place identi-

fied and appointed, other than a

city at large, and the party has no

residence there, the bill may be pro-

tested in the city on the day without

inquiry, for that would be an idle

attempt. The general principle is

that due diligence must be used to

find out the party and make the de-

mand; and the inquiry will always

be, whether, under the circumstan-

ces of the case, due diligence has

been used. The agent of the holder

in one case used the utmost dili-

gence for several weeks to find the

residence of the indorser, in order

to give him notice of the dishonor

of the bill, and then took a day to

consult his principal before he gave

the notice, and it was held suffi-

cient. If the party has absconded,

that will, as a general rule, excuse

the demand. If he has changed

his residence to some other place

within the same state or jurisdic-

tion, the holder must make endea-

vors to find it, and make the demand
there ; though, if he has removed

out of the state, subsequent to the

making of the note or accepting the

bill, it is sufficient to present the

same at his former place of resi-

dence. If there be no other evidence

of the maker's residence than the

date of the paper, the holder must

make inquiry at the place of date

;

and the presumption is that the

maker resides where the note is

dated, and he -contemplated pay-

ing at that place. But it is pre-

sumption only; and if the maker

resides elsewhere within the state

when the note falls due, and that

be known to the holder, demand
must be made at the maker's place

of residence."

2 See Chitty on Bills, s. 9, pp.

398-400 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills,

c. 7, a. 1, pp. 219-223 (5th ed.)

;

Fayle v. Bird, 6 B. & C. 531 ; Selby

V. Eden, 3 Bing. 611; Shed ». Brett,

1 Pick. 413; Turner v. Hayden, 4

B. & C. 1, 3; King v. Crowell, 61

Me. 244; Rosooe on Bills, 147, 148

(ed. 1829) ; see Pothier, de Change,

u. 129; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 1,

pp. 420,421 (2nded.); M'Gruder

V. Bank of Washington, 9 Wheat.

598, 600; Story on BiUs, ss. 325,
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indispensable, in any case, to make a personal presentment to

the maker, if he has a dwelling-house or a place of business.

A presentment at the former, whether he be in the house or

not, if it be within reasonable hours, will be a due and suffi-

cient presentment to charge the other parties to the note ; and,

if made at his place of business, it will be sufficient if made

within the usual hours of business, although he be absent

therefrom ; for in both instances he is bound to have a suitable

person there to answer inquiries and pay his notes, if there

demanded.! Where the dwelling-house and place of business

are in the same town or city, the presentment for payment may

be made at either,. and need not be at both, under the like quali-

fication, that it be within reasonable hours.'^ The like rule

applies, where the dwelling-house is in one town or city, and

the place of business is in another.*

236. Change of Maker's Domicile.— It sometimes occurs

that the maker of a promissory note changes his place of do-

micile or business in the intermediate period between the time

when the note was made and when it becomes due. In such a

351; Louisiana Insurance Co. v.

Shamburgh, 2 Mart. N. S. (La.)

511; Bellievre v. Bird, 4 Mart. N. S.

(La.) 186; Oakey v. Beauvais, 11 La.

487. But see King ». Holmes, 11

Penn. St. 456.

1 Chitty on Bills, o. 9, pp. 398-

400 (8th ed.>; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

pp. 219-226 (5th ed.) ; Shed «. Brett,

1 Pick. 418 ; State Bank v. Kurd, 12

Mass. 172 ; Brent v. Bank of Metro-

polis, 1 Pet 89; Saundersonv. Judge,

2 H. Bl. 509; Fenton u. Goundry,

13 East, 465; Bank of Columbia

V. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578 ; Story on

Bills, s. 351 ; Marias on Bills, 182

(2nd ed.) ; Id. p. 33 (8th ed. 1794)

;

Elford V. Teed, 1 M. & S. 28; Miller

V. Hennen, 3 Mart. N. S. (La.) 587;

State Bank v. Hennen, 4 Mart. N.

S. (La.) 226; Oakey v. Bea/uvais, 11

La. 487; Burrows v. Hannegan, 1

McLean, 309.

2 Ibid.; Story on Bills, ss. 235,

351 ; Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence,

I Pet. 582; Barnes u. Vaughan, 6

R. I. 259 ; Hartford Bank v. Green,

II Iowa, 476.

' Ibid. See Bank of Columbia

V. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578. Heineccius

states a very curious ancient custom,

existing in some parts of Germany,

that, if a bill of exchange be pay-

able by a Christian to a Jew, the

presentment should be made, and

payment be demanded at the house

of the Christian; but, if a bill is

payable by a Jew to a Christian, the

payment is to be made by the Jew
at the house of the Christian. But,

if a bill be payable by a Jew to a

Jew, then the Jew holder must de-

mand payment at the house of the

acceptor. Heinecc. de Camb. c.

4, s. 42, and note ; Story on Bills,

8. 358.
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case, it is indispensable to make a presentment and demand

of payment at the new domicile or place of business, if it is

known or can by reasonable diligence and inquiries be found,

and it be within the same state, in order to charge the indor-

sers ; and a presentment and demand at the old domicile or

place of business would be insufficient and improper.' If the

maker has removed his domicile or place of business to an-

other state or country,^ or if, having removed his domicile and

place of business to some other part of the same state, the new
domicile or place of business cannot upon diligent inquiry be

ascertained,^ then the holder will be excused for non-present-

ment for payment, and will be entitled to the same recourse

against the indorsers as if there had been a due presentment.

It seems also that if the maker of a promissory note resides

and has his domicile in one state, and actually dates and makes

and delivers a promissory note in another state, it will be suffi-

cient for the holder to demand payment thereof at the place

where it is dated, if the maker cannot personally upon reason-

able inquiries be found within the state, and has no known
place of business there.*

^.. 237. Absconding of the Maker. — If the maker has absconded

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. 307 Leland, 30 N. Y. 309; post, s.

(8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 400, 401; 264.

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. 218, » Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 400

219 (oth ed.); Collins ». Butler, 2 (8th ed.); 3 Kent Com. 96, 97;

Stra. 1087 ; M'Gruder v. Bank of Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 218

Washington, 9 Wheat. 598; Ander- (5th ed.) ; Hepburn v. Toledano,

son V. Drake, 14 Johns. 114; 3 10 Mart. (La.) 643; Blakely v.

Kent Com. 96, 97; Story on Bills, Grant, 6 Mass. 386.

ss. 235, 351, 352; Eeid v. Morrison, * Hepburn v. Toledano, 10 Mart.

2 Watts & S. 401 ; Carrol w. Upton, (La.) 648; Kicketts v. Pendleton,

2 Sandf. (N. Y.) 171. See Wheeler 14 Md. 820; Selden ». Washington,

V. Field, 6 Met. 290. 17 Md. 379. But see Spies v. Gil-

2 M'Gruderi;. Bank of Washing- more, 1 N. Y. 321; Taylor v.

ton, 9 Wheat. 598, 601, 602; Story Snyder, 3 Denio, 145; post, s. 264,

on Bills; s. 351, and note; Id. s. n. The rule suggested in the text

235; Id. ss. 252, 305, 308; Anderson is the law in Massachusetts, when
V. Drake, 14 Johns. 114; Louisi- the holder does not know that the

ana Insurance Co. v. Shamburgh, maker resides out of the state, but

2 Mart. N. S. (La.) 511; Wheeler not otherwise. Smith w. Philbriok,

V. Field, 6 Met. 290; Adams v. 10 Gray, 252; Bank of Orleans v.

Whittemore, 12 Gray, 469.
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and cannot be found, or if at the time of the maturity of the

note he has no known residence or place where a presentment

can be made, then the holder will in like manner be excused

from any presentment.^ But, if the maker has gone abroad

and has temporarily left the country, or he is absent upon a

journey, that will not be a sufficient excuse for the want of

a due presentment of the note for payment, if he has left his

family behind at his house, or it remains open, or if he has

left his counting-house or place of business open and accessible,

or if he has a known agent to transact his business at the place

of his domicile during his absence ; for in all such cases a pre-

sentment should be made at his dwelling-house or place .of

business, or a demand made upon such agent, as in either case

it is obvious that funds may have been provided to meet the

exigency.^

238. When the Maker^s Mouse is closed.— If, at the time and

place of presentment for payment within reasonable hours, the

holder finds that the dwelling-house or place of business of

the maker of a promissory note is shut up, and the holder

cannot upon reasonable inquiries ascertain where he is gone,

or where he is to be found, or that he has acquired a new

domicile, that will constitute a sufficient ground for the non-

presentment of the note.* But it may not in many cases,

1 Story on Bills, ss. 327, 351; sconding of the maker does not

Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. 307 (8thed.); excuse presentment, and the note

Id. c. 8, p. 360; Id. c. 10, pp. 485, must still be presented at his last

624; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. residence or place of business, if it

218 (5th ed.); Anon., 1 Ld. Raym. can be ascertained. Pierce v. Cate,

743 ; Whittier ». GrafPam, 3 Greenl. 12 Cush. 190; see also Grafton

82; Putnam v. Sullivan, 4 Mass. 45; Bank v. Cox, 13 Gray, 503.

Widgery ». Munroe, 6 Mass. 449; ^ story on Bills, s. 351; see

Hale M. Burr, 12 Mass. 86; Duncan Philips v. Astling, 2 Taunt. 206;

ti. M'Cullough, 4 Serg. & R. 480; Chitty on Bills, o. 7, p. 307 (8th

Lehman v. Jones, 1 Watts & S. 126; ed.).

Wolfe I). Jewett, 10 La. 383, 390; « Chitty on Bills, c. 7,' p. 307

Taylor w. Snyder, 3 Denio, 145; (8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 386, 387;

Belmont Bank B. Patterson, 17 Ohio, Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 218

78; Ratcliff v. Planters' Bank, 2 (5th ed.); Collins e. Butler, 2 Stra.

Sneed (Tenn.) 425; Nailor u. Bowie, 1087; Story on Bills, s. 352; see

8 Md 251; McKee «. Boswell, 33 also Howe w. Bowes, 16 East, 112;

Mo. 567. In Massachusetts, the ah- 5 Taunt. 30 ; Hine v. AUely, 4 B. &
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and certainly will not in all, excuse further inquiries on the

part of the maker, in order to make due presentment for pay-

ment, that the dwelling-house or the counting-house of the

maker is shut up ; because it may be ascertained upon further

inquiries that the maker has removed elsewhere, or is to be

found personally at lodgings at another place in the town or

city, or is absent only for a few moments from his domicile and

about to return immediately.^

239. Partnership Notes.— Where a promissory note is pay-

able by a partnership, it will be sufficient to make a presentment

for payment to either of the partners, either personally, or at

his domicile, or at the place of business of the firm, or at his

own separate place of business, if he has any ; and it is not

necessary to make a presentment to all the partners ; ^ for in

such a case each partner acts not only for himself, but he repre-

sents the partnership. But a different rule may apply in the

case of joint makers who are not partners ; for in such a case

a presentment to one cannot be deemed a presentment to both,

nor a dishonor by one a dishonor by both ; and, in respect to

the indorsers, it may be said that they contract to pay only

upon due presentment to all the joint makers, and a dishonor

by each.^

Ad. 624; Williams v. Bank of the 3 Mart. (La.) 261; Granite Bank v.

United States, 2 Pet. 96; Shed v. Ayers, 16 Pick. 392.

Brett, 1 Pick. 413 ; Franklin v. ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 8, pp. 355,

Verbois, 6 La. 730; Baumgardner v. 369, 370 (8th ed.) ; Story on Bills,

Reeves, 35 Penn. St. 250. A no- s. 362 ; Gates v. Beecher, 60 N. Y.

tary having a bill for the purpose of 518; Otsego County Bank i*. War-
demanding payment of an acceptor, ren, 18 Barb. 290; Dabney ». Stid-

who had a short time before been ger, 4 Sm. &M. 749; Brown v. Tur-

a boarder at a public hotel in Ciu- ner, 15 Ala. 832.

cinnati, was held to be under no [Presentment to one partner

obligation, when informed at the after the dissolution of the firm by

hotel that the acceptor had gone bankruptcy is sufficient. Gates

down the river to be absent some v. Beecher, 60 N. Y. 518; Brown ».

days, to present the bill or make Turner, 15 Ala. 832. One partner

demand of payment of any one has power, after dissolution and

there, in order to fix the liability before the note becomes payable,

of an indorser. Belmont Bank v. to waive presentment and notice.

Patterson, 17 Ohio, 78. Darling v. March, 22 Me. 184.]

^ Ibid. ; Collins v. Butler, 2 Stra. ' After some researches, I have

1087 ; see Lanasse v. Massicot, not been able to find a single Eng-
22
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240. Diligence in making Inquiries.— What will be due and

reasonable diligence on the part of the holder in making inqui-

ries to ascertain the actual residence or place of business of the

maker, either originally or upon a change of his domicile, is a

matter susceptible of no definite rule, and must essentially de-

pend upon the circumstances of each particular case, and will

be governed by the same general considerations as those which

regulate the place and mode of notice to parties.^

lish authority exactly in point on

this question. The case of Port-

house 0. Parker, 1 Camp. 82, seems

to have been a case of partners, and

is so treated by Mr. Justice Bayley

and by Mr. Chitty. See Bayley on

Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. 285 (5th ed.);

Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 370 (8th

ed.); Id. c. 8, pp. 530, 531; Id. p.

618. The case of Shed v. Brett,

1 Pick. 401, was obviously a

case of a demand upon a partner-

ship. See also the case of Shed o.

Brett, 1 Pick. 413, which was between

the same parties. The nearest ap-

proach by analogy is that of joint

indorsers, not partners, to whom,
in case of dishonor of the note at its

maturity, notice, it should seem,

ought to be severally given, if they

are not partners. See Story on

Bills, ss. 299, 362. But, upon this

point, also, there is no strict Eng-

lish authority. In Ohio, it has been

decided that, in cases of a joint and

several note, the promisors are to be

deemed guo ad hoc as partners, and
notice and a demand upon one is a

demand on all (Harris v. Clark,

10 Ohio, 5) ;
[but see Greenough v.

Smead, 3 Ohio St. 415, 423]. In

Connecticut, on the other hand, it

has been held that each joint in-

dorser is entitled to a several notice

of the dishonor of the note at its

maturity. Shepard v. Hawley, 1

Conn. 368. Mr. Chancellor Kent,

in his Commentaries, vol. 3, p. 105,

n. h, inclines to the last opinion,

which strikes me to be the correct

one. See also Bank of Chenango v.

Root, 4 Cowen, 126. In cases of

notes payable to joint payees, not

partners, all must indorse to trans-

fer the note. Carvick v. Vickery,

Doug. 653; Jones u. Radford, 1

Camp. 83, n. ; Chitty on Bills, c. 2,

p. 66 (8th ed.). This shows that

one is not competent to act for the

other, as to making a transfer.

In what respect does this differ from

that of acting for the other, in eases

of presentment for payment or of

notice of dishonor? Post, a. 255.

In the following cases, it was

held that, in the case of joint makers

who are not partners, there must be

a presentment to them all. Union

Bank v. Willis, 8 Met. 504 ; Arnold

V. Dresser, 8 Allen, 435; Blake v.

McMillen, 22 Iowa, 358; Bank of

Red Oak v. Orvis, 40 Iowa, 332;

see also Sayre v. Frick, 7 Watts &
S. 383; Willis v. Green, 5 Hill, 232;

Gates V. Beeoher, 60 N. Y. 518, 523;

State Bank v. Slaughter, 7 Blackf.

(Ind.) 133.

1 See Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp.

524, 525 (8th ed.) ; Story on Bills,

s. 299, and note; Id. s. 352, and

note; 3 Kent Com. 96, QT; post, s.

335.
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241. Bankruptcy, Insolvency, or Death of Maker.— So per-

emptory is this duty of the holder to demand payment on the

very day of the maturity of the bill that (as we have already

seen ^) even the bankruptcy or insolvency or death of the maker

before or at the time of its falling due will not excuse or jus-

tify the omission.^ The same rule equally applies to making a

presentment and demand at the proper place where it should be

made ; and the omission to do so will not be excused by the

bankruptcy, insolvency, or death of the maker. In the former

cases, the demand may and should be made upon the bankrupt

or insolvent personally, or at his domicile or place of business,

in the same way and manner as if he were not bankrupt or in-

solvent.^ If his house or place of business is shut up, it may
not always be sufficient to make a demand there ; and the

holder ought to make inquiries where he may be found ; and if,

upon reasonable inquiries, the fact can be ascertained of the

place where he may be found, presentment should be made
there.* In case of the death of the maker, the holder should

make presentment for payment to the executor or administrator

of the deceased, if one has been appointed^ and he or his resi-

1 Ante, s. 203; Story on Bills, s. 52; Farnum v. Fowle, 12 Mass. 89

346. Groton v. Dallheim, 6 Greenl. 476
2 Story on Bills, ss. 230, 279, 306, Shaw v. Reed, 12 Pick. 132 ; Law.

326; 1 Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, rence v. Langley, 14 N. H. 70

p. 413 (oth ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. Eobson v. Oliver," 10 Q. B. 704

9, pp. 386-389 (8th ed.); Bayley on Holland v. Turner, 10 Conn. 308

Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p. 251 (5th ed.) ; Orear v. McDonald, 9 Gill, 3.50

Id. s. 2, p. 302; Smith Mere. Law, Armstrong u. Thruston, 11 Md. 157

236 (8th ed.); Byles on Bills, Gower «. Moore, 25 Me. 16; Tob
11th ed., 202; Eassel u. Langstaffie, v. Maurian, 7 La. 493; Hunt v

Doug. 515; Esdaile v. Sowerby, 11 Wadleigh, 26 Me. 271.

East, 114; Warrington v. Furbor, = Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 386-

8 East. 245; Nicholson v. Gouthit, 388 (8th ed); Collins v. Butler,

2 H. Bl. 609; Bowes v. Howe, 5 2 Stra. 1087; Howe v. Bowes, 16

Taunt. 30; Sands u. Clarke, 8 C. B. East, 112; Groton v. Dallheim, 6

751; Smith v. Miller, 52 N. Y. 545; Greenl. 476; Shaw v. Reed, 12

Crossen v. Hutchinson, 9 Mass. 205; Pick. 132.

Garland v. Salem Bank, 9 Mass. * Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 386,

408 ; Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines, 387 (8th ed.) ; Molloy, bk. 2, c. 10,

343; Barton v. Baker, 1 Serg. & R. s. 34; Story on Bills, s. 246; Bowes

334 ; Sandford v. Dillaway, 10 Mass. v. Howe, 5 Taunt. 30.
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dence can be ascertained upon reasonable inquiries ; ^ and if

there be no executor or administrator, or he or his place of

residence cannot be found, then presentment for payment

should be made at the house or other domicile of the deceased.^

If the note be by a firm, and one partner dies before the matu-

rity of the bill, the presentment should be made to the survi-

Tors and not to the personal representative of the deceased.'

We shall hereafter have occasion to notice other considerations

applicable to this part of the subject.*

^ Gower o. Moore, 25 Me. 16; dispensed with by the parties to be

resorted to by the holder, and due

and immediate notice of the dishonor

must be given to all the parties who

are known to have transferred the

same, or they will be discharged

from all liability, as well to pay the

note as the debt in respect of which

it was transferred. Hence it is ex-

pedient for any holder of a note

payable on demand to present it for

payment as soon as possible, and

immediately, on being apprised of

the insolvency of the banker or

other party who ought primarily to

pay the same, formally to tender

the same and demand payment at

the banking-house, and also of the

partners of the firm, if practicable;

and, as soon as possible afterwards,

to give notice of the non-payment to

all the parties on whom he can pos-

sibly have any claim. Nor is there

any distinction in this respect,

whether the note payable on demand
has been circulated by a party after

the mafepr has stopped payment or

was insolvent, unless the former

knew the fact at the time. If he

did not, then he may insist on a due

presentment of the note, or at least

on having due notice of the dishonor

within the time usually applicable

to such notes. Therefore, where it

appeared that a note of a' country

Landry v. Stansbury, 10 La. 484.

And where the maker was dead and

an indorser was one of his executors,

demand and notice were held neces-

sary to charge the indorser. Groth

V. Gyger, 31 Penn. St. 271.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 389,

401 (8lh ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c.

7, s. 1, pp. 218, 219 (5th ed.); Id.

s. 2, p. 286; Molloy, bk. 2, c. 10, s.

84; Magruder v. Union Bank, 3 Pet.

87 ; Juniata Bank o. Hale, 16 Serg.

& R. 157; Story on Bills, s. 235; 1

Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, p. 413

(5th ed.).

8 Cayuga County Bank v. Hunt,

2 Hill, 635.

1 Story on Bills, s. 346. This

doctrine is strongly illustrated by

the cases applicable to bankers'

notes, where the failure or bank-

ruptcy of the bankers will consti-

tute no ground for non-presentment

for payment. On this subject, Mr.

Chitty says: "In general, in the

case of country bankers' notes pay-

able on demand, although the bank

has stopped payment and been shut

up, and has declared that they will

not pay any notes, yet a due and

regular presentment of such notes

with respect to time must be for-

mally made at the banker's or to

one or more of the makers, unless
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242. Mode of Presentment.— In the third place, as to the

mode of presentment and the demand of payment. If it be

personal or verbal, it should be absolute and for present actual

payment, and not with any offer or agreement for any further

credit.! If it be in writing, as may in some cases be proper,

where a personal or verbal notice is impracticable, or under the

circumstances not indispensable, the writing should expressly

or by implication be equally absolute and direct. Nor should

any payment be accepted which is not an immediate payment

in money ; and payment by a check or other draft upon a barilc

or on bankers should be declined.^

bank was given in payment while

the bank continued open, but, before

the time allowed by the law mer-

chant for presentment had expired,

the bank failed; yet it was held

that the holder was bound to present

the note for payment in due time,

and that he by neglecting to do so

made it his own. So where, on the

10th of December, at three o'clock

in the afternoon, the defendant, at

York, forty miles from Hudders-

field, delivered to the plaintiff four

five-pound notes payable to bearer

on demand, of the bank of Dobson

& Co. at Huddersfield, in payment

for goods sold; and at eleven o'clock

on that day those bankers had

stopped payment, but neither the

plaintiffs nor the defendant knew of

it; and the plaintiff did not circulate

or transfer the notes, nor present

them for payment, and on the 17th

of December required the defendant

to take them back, and, he refusing,

the plaintiff sued him for the price

of the goods, the court held that

the defendant was discharged from

liability, and that the plaintiff should

either have negotiated the notes or

forwarded them for payment on the

day after he received them, and have

given due notice of non-payment."

1 Chitty on Bills, o. 9, pp. 401,

402 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 9,

pp. 337, 388 (5th ed.) ; Gillard v.

Wise, 5 B. & C. 134 ; Lockwood v.

Crawford, 18 Conn. 361.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 401,

402 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty says:

" The bill or note should not be

left in the hands of the drawee or

maker without immediate actual

payment in money; at least, if it

be, the presentment is not consi-

dered as made until the money is

called for; and, although it has

been decided that neither a holder,

nor a banker acting as agent, is

guilty of neglect by giving up a bill

to the acceptor, upon his delivering

to them his check on another banker,

that doctrine may now be question-

able ; and most of the London bank-

ers, on presenting a bill for payment
in the morning, leave a ticket where

it lies due, and declaring that, 'in

consequence of great injury having

arisen from the non-payment of

drafts taken for bills, no drafts can in

future be received for bills, but that

the parties may address them for

payment to their bankers, or attach

a draft to the bill when presented.' "

Story on Bills, ss. 348, 364. See

post, s. 389, and note.
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V' 248. Possession of the Note.— The mode of presentment of

a promissory negotiable note for payment may be further illus-

trated by considering the acts required of the holder, when he

is in possession of the note, and when the note has been lost or

mislaid. If the note is payable generally, without any specifica-

tion of place, the holder must have the note in possession,

ready to be delivered up to the maker, when the presentment

for payment is made ; for, ordinarily, a presentment by a

person not in possession of the note will not be deemed a just

or regular presentment, or binding the maker to immediate

payment.^ If the note is payable at a bank or banker's or at

any other specified place, the holder, whether the bank or

banker or other person has lodged it there, or has possession of

it there at the time of its maturity, it will be the duty of the

maker to make payment thereof at that very place, and no

special demand need be made upon the maker. If held by a

bank or banker, upon a discount thereof or for the purpose of

^ Ante, ss. 106-110; Musson v.

Lake, 4 How. 262 ; Farmers' Bank
V. Duvall, 7 Gill & J. 78; Hansard

V. Kobinson, 7 B. & C. 90; Freeman

V. Boynton, 7 Mass. 483, 486; Whit-

well V. Johnson, 17 Mass. 449, 452;

Gilbert v. Dennis, 3 Met. 495-497;

Arnold v. Dresser, 8 Allen, 435.

But see Fales o. Russell, 16 Pick.

315, 316; Baker v. Wheaton, 5

Mass. 509, 512; Jones v. Fales, 5

Mass. 101.

[It has been held in New York
that, where collateral security is

given for the payment of a promis-

sory note, a presentment will not

be sufficient to charge the indorser

without the production of the col-

lateral security ready to be surren-

dered upon payment of the note, if

the refusal of payment is placed

upon that ground alone. Ocean

Bank v. Fant, 50 N. Y. 474. No
authority is cited for this deci-

sion, but it is said in the judgment

of the court that the right of the

maker to a return of the collateral

security " stood upon the same foot-

ing as his right to the surrender of

the note itself." It appears gene-

rally to be the law that the debtor

is not entitled to have the collateral

securities returned to him until

after payment of his debt. Scott v.

Parker, 1 Q. B. 809; 1 G. & D. 258;

Bank of Rutland v. Woodruff, 34

Vt. 89. Therefore, payment of the

debt may be enforced by action

without first returning the security.

South-sea Company v. Duncomb, 2

Stra. 919 ; 2 Barnard. 48, 51 ; Law-
ton e. Newland, 2 Stark. 72; Taylor

». Cheever, 6 Gray, 146; Hale v.

Rider, 5 Cush. 231; Chapman v.

Clough, 6 Vt. 123; Morse v. Woods,
5 N. H. 297; Trotter v. Crockett, 2

Porter (Ala.) 401. This has also

been held in New York by the Su-

preme Court. James v. Hamilton,

2 Hun (N. Y.) 630; see Lewis v.

Mott, 36 N. Y. 395.]
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colleetioii for the owner, it will be sufficient to establish a due

presentment and dishonor of the note against all the parties

thereto, that no funds are there lodged or possessed by the

maker, within the usual hours of business, for the payment

thereof.! But, in order to make such the legal result, the note

must be actually on the day of its maturity at the bank or the

banker's, ready to be delivered up on payment thereof; for, in

general, it is necessary for a person demanding payment of a

negotiable note to have it with him when he makes the de-

mand ;
2 and, although the presumption is that a note payable

at a bank will, if it is the prdperty of the bank, be found there

at its maturity, that presumption may be rebutted by counter-

vailing proof.^

244. Lost or destroyed Notes.— In respect to cases where a

negotiable promissory note has been lost, mislaid, or destroyed,

we have already seen that in England no remedy ordinarily

exists for the holder at law, but his remedy is in equity ; * and

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 399,

400 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

s. 1, p. 219 (5th ed.) ; Saunderson

V. Judge, 2 H. Bl. 509 ; Bailey v.

Porter, 14 M. & W. 44 ; Gilbert «.

Dennis, 3 Met. 495-497 ; Berkshire

Bank ». Jones, 6 Mass. 524; Folger

V. Chase, 18 Pick. 63; North Bank
V. Abbot, 13 Pick. 465; Fullerton v.

Bank of the United States, 1 Pet.

604 ; Bank of the United States ».

Carneal, 2 Pet. 543 ; Ogden v. Dob-

bin, 2 Hall (N. Y.) 112; Nichols ».

Goldsmith, 7 Wend. 160; Merchants'

Bank v. Elderkin, 25 N. Y. 178;

First National Bank v. Crittenden,

2 Thomp. & Cook (N. Y.) 118;

Woodin V. Foster, 16 Barb. 146;

Hallowell v. Curry, 41 Penn. St.

322; Sherer u. Easton Bank, 33

Penn. St. 134 ; Allen v. Avery, 47

Me. 287; Shepherd v. Chamberlin,

8 Gray, 225 ; State Bank v. Napier,

6 Humph. (Tenn.) 270. [But the

mere physical presence of a bill or

note without the knowledge of the

officers of the bank (as where a let-

ter enclosing a bill was placed by
the postman on the cashier's table

and slipped through a crack in the

table into a drawer, and its presence

in the bank was not known to the

cashier) is not such a presence as will

constitute a presentment. Chicopee

Bank ». Philadelphia Bank, 8 Wall.

641.J
2 Freeman u. Boynton, 7 Mass.

483, 486; Woodbridge v. Brigham,

13 Mass. 556; Whitwellw. Johnson,

17 Mass. 449, 452; Gilbert v. Den-

nis, 3 Met. 495; Shed v. Brett,

1 Pick. 401; Shaw v. Reed, 12 Pick.

132; ante, ss. 106-110; Haddock ».

Murray, 1 N. H. 140.

« Folger V. Chase, 18 Pick. 63

;

Berkshire Bank v. Jones, 6 Mass.

524, 525.

* Ante, ss. 106-112; post, ss.

445-450.
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that in America there is a conflict in the authorities, some

being in the affirmative, some in the negative, and some adopting

an intermediate doctrine.^ But, whichever of these conflicting

doctrines be the true one, it seems clear that the loss, mislay-

ing, or destruction of the note will not dispense with a regular

presentment for payment on the part of the holder ; and, if it

be not made, the indorsers will be discharged from their re-

sponsibility.^ The reason is, that it is by no means to be taken

for granted that the mislaying, loss, or destruction of the note

would have been insisted on, even in states and countries where

by the lex loci it is a good objection ; for the maker might still

be willing to pay upon an indemnity being offered and given to

him, or even without an indemnity, where he had a firm per-

sonal confidence in the integrity and high commercial solvency

of the holder.^ The case is far stronger than that of the bank-

ruptcy or insolvency of the maker at the maturity of the note^

which (we have seen*) constitutes no excuse, either in law or

in equity, for non-presentment of the note for payment.

245. French Law. — The law of Prance is the same. That

law requires a protest to be made upon the dishonor of a pro-

missory note by the maker, as well as upon the dishonor of a

bill of exchange by the acceptor ; and it has been said that,

inasmuch as every protest must include in it a copy or tran-

script of the note or bill, it is impossible to include one when

the note or bill is lost or destroyed ; and that the rule of law

is. Lex neminem cogit ad vana seu inutilia sen impossihilia

peragenda ; ^ or, as the Roman law more succinctly expresses

it, Impoasibilium nulla ohligatio est.^ But Pothier has with

great truth and acuteness remarked, that this may be a very

good reason why a copy or transcript should not be put in the

protest, and the formality be dispensed with ; but that it fur-

nishes no ground why a demand of payment and protest for

1 Ante, ss. 107-111. Beawes, Lex Merc, by Chitty, vol.

^ Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 280, 1, p. 589, pi. 182, 185.

286, 288, 289 (8th ed.) ; Id. 291, 8 Ibid.; Smith v. Rockwell, 2

297 ; Thackray «. Blackett, 3 Camp. Hill, 482.

164; Marius on Bills, 19 (ed. 1794); * Anle, ss. 203, 241.

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, p. 302 (5th ^ Branch's Maxims, p. 98; 5

ed.); Id. c. 9, p. 336; Id. pp. 369, Rep. 21; Wingate's Maxims, 600.

371-373; Story on Bills, s. 348; « Dig. lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 185.
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.

non-payment should not be made, since neither of tliem is

impossible in such a case.^

246. By whom Presentment should he made.— In the fourth

place, as to the person by whom a promissory note is, upon its

maturity, to be presented for payment. And here the general

answer to be given to the inquiry, who is the proper person to

make the presentment, is that, if the holder is living, it should

be made by him personally or by his authorized agent.^ Who
is an authorized agent, competent to make the presentment,

may in some cases admit of some nicety of doctrine under

peculiar circumstances. It is clear that it is not necessary

that the authority to an agent for this purpose should be in

writing ; and a parol authority will be sufficient.^ If the note

belong to a partnership as holders, either of the partners or

their agent may demand payment. In general, it may also be

stated, that if the note is indorsed in blank and is in posses-

sion of a party, he will be deemed prima facie entitled to

demand payment thereof, whether he be the actual owner

thereof, or be only an agent for the owner, or for any other

party interested therein and entitled to the benefit thereof.*

If a note has been indorsed by the payee to a third person, and

yet is found in his possession, that will be sufficient evidence,

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 145 ; deuce of authority. Cole v. Jessnp,

ante, s. 110; Code de Commerce, 10 N. Y. 96.

art. 150-152 ; Nouguier, des Lettres * Ante, s. 243 ; Chitty on Bills,

de Change, torn. 1, c. 8, a. 4, pp. c. 9, pp. 398, 428, 429 (8th ed.)

;

335-341; et Appendica, p. 342; Story on Bills, s. 360, 415, 416;

Story on Bills, s. 279, and note. Owen v. Barrow, 1 B. & P. N. R.
2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 398, 103; Clerk ».Pigot, 12 Mod. 192; Lit-

428, 429 (8th ed.) ; Coore v. Calla- tie v. Obrien, 9 Mass. 423 ; Sterling v.

way, 1 Esp. 115. Marietta and Susquehanna Trading
» Shed V. Brett, 1 Pick. 401; Co., U Serg. & R. 179; Mauran ».

Freeman !). Boynton, 7 Mass. 483; Lamb, 7 Cowen, 174; Gorgerat v.

Hartford Bank v. Barry, 17 Mass. M'Carty, 2 Dall. p. 146; 1 Yeates,

94 ; Seaver v. Lincoln, 21 Pick. 267. 98; Bachellor v. Priest, 12 Pick. 399;

Payment may be demanded and no- Sherwood v. Roys, 14 Pick. 172;

tice given by any person authorized Banks v. Eastin, 3 Mart. N. S. (La.)

by the holder with the same effect as 291; Shaw ». Thompson, 3 Mart,

if done by a notary, and the posses- N. S. (La.) 392; Adams v. Oakes, 6

sion of the note is prima facie evi- C. &P. 70; see Thatcher ». Winslow,

5 Mason, 58 ;
post, s. 381.
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prima facie., that he has become lawfully possessed thereof, and

entitled to demand payment thereof, as owner or agent.^ If a

note belong to a bank, the cashier thereof is deemed virtute

officii to make demand of payment and to authorize the de-

mand by a sub-agent.2 And in all cases where a note is in

possession of the agent of the owner, whether by a blank

indorsement or otherwise, it is competent for the owner himself

at all times to demand payment thereof personally and in his

own name.^

247. The cases which we have hitherto been considering are

those where the promissory note is negotiable, and indorsed

in blank, or found in the possession of a holder who is clearly

seen, upon the instrument, to be the apparent owner thereof,

or entitled to deal with it as owner or as agent of the owner.

But a different rule may apply, and indeed would seem pro-

perly to apply, to oases where a note is not originally made
negotiable, or, if originally negotiable, has been indorsed to a

particular person only, and where of course, in either case, the

holder in possession is not the payee or the special indorsee

thereof.* Under such circumstances, the mere production of

the note by the holder is not ordinarily deemed a sufficient title

or authority to demand payment, because his possession is no

proof of his title or authority to hold the same ; and, if it is

refused on that account, it may be doubtful if any recourse can

be had against the indorsers on account of the dishonor, at

least unless a positive authority or title is clearly made out by

positive and unexceptionable evidence.^

1 Bachellor v. Priest, 12 Pick. 37; Dollfus ». Frosch, 1 Denio, 367;

399 ; Dugan v. United States, 3 post, s. 452 ; Story on Bills, s. 209.

Wheat. 172 ; Jones v. Fort, 9 B. & * But see Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

C. 764; Bank of the United States p. 389; Marius on Bills, 33, 34 (ed.

V. United States, 2 How. 711; 1794).

Hunter v. Kibbe, 5 McLean, 279; « See Freeman v. Boynton, 7
ante, s. 3, n.

;
post, s. 452. Mass. 483; Bank of Utica v. Smith,

2 Hartford Bank v. Barry, 17 18 Johns. 230; Shed v. Brett, 1

Mass. 94; see Church «. Barlow, Pick. 401, 404; Chitty on Bills, c.

9 Pick. 547; Fleckner v. Bank of 9, p. 398 (8th ed.); Id. 428, 429;

the United States, 8 Wheat. 338. Marius on Bills, pp. 33, 34 (ed.

8 Pothier, de Change, n. 164; 1794); Pothier, de Change, n. 165,

Mottram v. Mills, 1 Sandf. (N. Y.) 168, 169; Scaocia, Tract, de Comm.
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248. French Law.— The French law recognizes the same

principle. Pothier, in speaking upon the subject, says that

payment, and of course presentment for payment, can be pro-

perly made only to the party who at the time of the maturity of

the note is the lawful proprietor thereof, or to his authorized

ageiit.i If the note is not negotiable, but has been assigned to

another person by an indorsement therpon, then the assignee

may lawfully require payment.^ But, if the assignment in such

a case be on a separate paper, notice thereof to the maker is

indispensable to charge him with payment to the assignee ; and

if, before such notice, he should pay the same to the payee or

to any person to whom the payee had indorsed the note, on its

production, the payment would be good.^

249. Bankruptcy, Death, or Marriage of Holder.— It follows

of course from what has been already said * that the holder at

the maturity of the note must be a competent person to make

the presentment and demand payment, or the agent of a com-

petent person ; for, if he be not, the payment will not be good

when made to him ; and the money may be recovered back

from the maker by the proper person entitled thereto. Inde-

pendently of the cases of persons who are disabled by being

under guardianship or coverture from demanding payment to

be made to them as sui juris, there are others which may
require our consideration, as, for example, cases where the

holder has become bankrupt or is dead before or at the matu-

rity of the note. In the case of the bankruptcy of the holder,

if assignees have been appointed, the presentment should be

made by them, or by some person authorized by them.^ Even

if the bankrupt were but a mere agent, a demand of payment

by the assignees would be good and sufficient and inure for the

benefit of the owner ;^ although under the circumstances a

demand by the bankrupt himself might not be equally good, as

being made by an agent whose authority is revoked by opera-

s. 9, glos. 5, n. 340, p. 571; » Id. 165.

Rumsey v. Schmitz, 14 Kansas, 542

;

* Ante, s. 246.

Bristol Knife Co. v. First National « Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 398

Bank, 41 Conn. 421. (8th ed.).

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 164. ^ jgnes ». Fort, 9 B. & C. 764.

2 Id. 164, 165, 168, 169.
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tion of law, or upon the presumed intention of the principal.^

If no assignees have been appointed and the act of bankruptcy

is unknown to the maker, a presentment by the bankrupt may

be (it should seem) good, and the maker may safely pay the

note to the bankrupt. But, if the act of bankruptcy be known,

the presentment to or payment 'by the bankrupt would not be

good unless ratified by the assignees.^

250. In the case of the death of the holder, the legal right

to demand payment of the note rests in his executor or admi-

nistrator.^ If there be no administrator or executor duly

appointed and capable of acting at the time of the maturity of

the note, that would seem to furnish a sufficient excuse for the

non-presentment of the note for payment until an executor is

appointed and duly qualified to act.* But of this more will be

said hereafter. If the holder is a woman, and she marries

before or at the maturity of the bill, the presentment should

be made by her husband, and a presentment by her after

the marriage without his consent or authority will not be suf-

ficient to discharge the maker or justify a payment by him.^

If the note belong to a partnership as holders, the presentment

should be by the surviving partner upon the death of the other.

251. To whom Presentment should be made.— In the fifth

placCj as to the person to whom presentment of the note for

payment is to be made. In general, it should be made to the

maker either personally or at his dwelling-house or place of

business, unless the note be payable at a particular place, as,

for example, at a bank or banking-house, in which case it

1 Story on Agency, s. 486 ; Hud- the question of the suflBciency of the

ffon V. Granger, 5 B. & A. 27, 31, notice of the dishonor of a bill,

32 ; Pothier, de Mandat, n. 120. given to the bankrupt before the ap-
'' See Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. pointment of assignees, said, " The

428-430 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, bankrupt represents his estate until

c. 7, 8. 2, p. 284 (5th ed.) ; Ex parte assignees are chosen."

Moline, 19 Ves. 216 ; Jones ». Fort, » Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 225,

9 B. & C. 764. I have not seen any 226 (8th ed.).

case directly in point; but it would * Id. c. 9, p. 360 ; c. 10, pp. 485,

Beem. a just result, from analogous 486, 524; White ». Stoddard, 11

provisions in bankruptcy, and the Gray, 258.

decisions thereon. In Ex parte Mo- ^ Story on Bills, ss. 90-93, 360

;

line, 19 Ves. 216, Lord Eldon, upon Chitty on Bills, c. 2, p. 26 (8th ed.).
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should be there presented for payment.^ A presentment may
also be made to the duly authorized agent of the maker, if he

has one, and then the presentment will ordinarily be of the

same avail as it would be if made to the maker himself.^

252. Bankruptcy or Insolvency of Maker.— In case of the

bankruptcy or insolvency of the maker, a presentment should

still be made to the bankrupt or insolvent for payment, and it

will be no excuse to the holder that he has omitted in such

a case to perform the duty.^ The same rule prevails in the

French law, and has been expressly recognized by Savary and

Pothier.*

253. Death of Maker.— In the case of the death of the

maker at the time of the maturity of the note, presentment

for payment should be to his executor or administrator, if any

one be appointed and qualified to act, and the place of resi-

dence of the executor or administrator can upon reasonable

inquiries be ascertained.^. If there be no executor or adminis-

trator appointed and qualified to act, then a presentment should

be made and payment demanded at the dwelling-house of the

deceased ; ^ unless, indeed, the note were originally made pay-

able at some particular place, for then it will be sufficient that

presentment is made at that place.^ In either case, the omission

will generally be fatal to the claims of the holder against the

indorser.8 The American authorities are .not indeed uniform

1 Ante, SS. 226-232; Chitty on (8th ed.); Gower ». Moore, 25 Me.

Bills, c. 9, pp. 399-401 (8th ed.). 16; Landry v. Stansbury, 10 La.
2 Story on Bills, ss. 229, 362 ; 484 ; ante, s. 241.

Chitty on Bills, c. 7, pp. 301, 307 « Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. 307

(8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 389, 398- (8th ed.); Id. c. 8, p. 860; Id. c. 9,

401 ; see Philips v. Astling, 2 Taunt, p. 401 ; ante, s. 241 ; Toby v. Mau-
206. j-ian, 7 La. 493.

» Ante, SS. 203, 204; Bayley on ' Ante, ss. 226-232; Chitty on

Bills, 0. 7, 3. 1, pp. 251, 252 (5th Bills, c. 9, p. 401 (8th ed.) ; Story on
ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 386 Bills, s. 362; Philpot v. Briant, 1

(8th ed.); Esdaile v. Sowerby, 11 M. &P.754; 3C.&P. 244; 4 Bing.

East, 114; Story on Bills, ss. 326, 717; Price v. Young, 1 Nott & M'C.
346; Boultbee ». Stubbs, 18 Ves. 20. (S. C.) 483 ; Story on Bills, ss. 305,

* Story on Bills, s. 347; ante, 326, 362; MoUoy, bk. 2, c. 10, s.34;

s. 203; Pothier, de Change, n. 147; Thomson on Bills, o. 6, s. 4, p. 501

Savary, Le Parfait N^gociant, torn. (2nd ed.).

2, par. 45, p. 860. s jbid.

6 Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 389
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upon this point; but the law of England, •which is asserted in

the text, is that which generally prevails in a great majority of

the American states.^

254. French Law.— The French law is precisely coincident

with the law of England upon the necessity of a due present-

ment and demand of payment, in case of the death of the

maker ; for in such a case the protest for non-payment (which

is equally required by the French law in cases of notes and of

bills) must still be made, and the answer of the widow and

heirs of the deceased, declining payment, be inserted in the pro-

test, and then it will be equivalent to a refusal by the maker

and bind the indorsers.^ If the deceased has not left at his

domicile any widow or heirs, still the holder must make the

protest, and state in it that he has made a presentment at the

domicile.®

255. Partnership and otherjoint Notes,— In the case of a part-

nership note (as we have already seen*), it will be sufficient to

make a presentment and demand upon either of the partners,

either personally, or at the place of business of the firm, or at the

dwelling-house of either partner ; for each represents the firm.

* In Massachusetts, in the case pay the note if duly presented and

of Hale V. Buit, 12 Mass. 86, the not paid at its maturity. The fact

court held that if, at the maturity that it may not or will not be paid

of a note, the maker was dead, no by the maker at its maturity does

demand need be made upon the ex- not in other cases dispense with the

ecutor or administrator of the de- obligation implied by law on the

ceased for payment, if the maturity part of the holder to make due pre-

of the note was after the appoint- sentment. Why should it in the

ment and qualifying of the executor case of the death of the party? The
or administrator, but before the ex- French law, as we shall immediately

piration of the year from the appoint- see, is against the Massachusetts de-

ment; because, if made within the cision. Pothier, de Change, n. 146;

year, the executor or administrator ante, s. 241
;
post, s. 254. See Ori-

was not, by the laws of Massachu- ental Bank v. Blake, 22 Pick. 206

;

setts, bound to pay the note. But Burrill o. Smith, 7 Pick. 291.

qucere if this be a satisfactory rea- 2 Pothier, de Change, n. 146.

son. In the first place, the executor s Pothier, de Change, u. 144.

or administrator might, if he had * Ante, s. 239, and note; Bayley

ample assets, pay the note to avoid on Bills, c. 7, ss. 285, 286 (5th

the running of interest; and, in the ed.); Story on Bills, ss. 805, 326,

next place, the contract of the in- 362.

dorser is conditional, that he will
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It is, or at least it may be, otherwise (as has been already

suggested ^) in cases of joint makers, who are not partners ; for

then a presentment and demand may be required to be made of

each separately, since a dishonor by one is not in such case neces-

sarily a dishonor by both, and neither is presumed to hare autho-

rity to act for the other. If it be said that the makers may
reside at a distance from each other, and therefore it may be

impracticable to make a demand on each on the day of the

maturity of the note, it may be answered, that if impossible to

make a demand on the same day on each, that may excuse

punctuality as to the time of the demand ; and the indorser, by

indorsing a joint note, submits to meet and abide by that diffi-

culty if a presentment is made as soon as it reasonably can be,

as he does in many other cases where a due presentment is im-

possible.^ But as the indorser, by his indorsement of a joint

note, has a right to rely upon the joint responsibility of both,

and therefore may reasonably be supposed to insist upon a dis-

honor by both before he is called upon for payment, there

would seem to be strong ground to insist that a joint dishonor

should be established before the indorser should be liable.^

1 Ante, s. 239; per Nelson, C. J., dorse for the other, as one partner

in Willis v. Green, 5 Hill, 232; She- may for all. The case of Shepard

pard V. Hawley, 1 Conn. 367; Union v. Hawley, 1 Conn. 367, shows that

Bank v. Willis, 8 Met. 50i. a notice of dishonor to one of two
^ Story on Bills, ss. 223, 234, 308, joint indorsers of a note does not

326, 365; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. • bind the other. See also 3 Kent Com.

389, 422, 423 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 10, 105, note b; Bank of Chenango v.

pp. 485-488, 522; Freeman k. Boyn- Root, 4 Cowen, 126. In Willis v.

ton, 7 Mass. 483. Green, 5 Hill, 232, 234, Mr. Chief

"Ante, s. 289. The case of Hai-ris Justice Nelson said: " I do not see

V. Clark, 10 Ohio, 5, was a case where but the case of joint indorsers, not

the note was joint and several, and, partnei-s, stands on the same footing

of course, where the holder was at as that of joint makers of a note

liberty to treat it as the several note who are not partners; and in respect

of each maker, and so a demand upon to them it is settled that presentment

one of the makers, and dishonor, must be made to each in order to

would properly bind the indorsers. charge the indorser. The argument

But the reasoning of the court went is about as strong, both upon reason

beyond the case, and treated all joint and analogy, in favor of giving effect

promisors as partners pro hac vice, to a demand upon one of the co-

This is certainly not true in relation makers, as it is in favor of giving

to joint payees, for neither can in- effect to a notice to one of the co-
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256. Death of a Partner or joint Maker.— In the case of

the death of one partner of a firm, before a promissory note

of the firm has arrived at maturity, presentment and demand

of payment should be made of the surviving partners of the

firm, and not of the executor or administrator of the deceased

;

for the surviving partners alone are in such cases liable at law

for the payment of the note ; and of course, as the duty de-

volves on them, the holder should apply* to them therefor.^

The same rule will apply to joint makers, where one of them

dies before the maturity of the note ; and the presentment

should under such circumstances be made to the surviving

maker or makers thereof ; for then the debt is at law the debt

of the survivors only. It may be different in this last case,

where the note is the several as well as the joint note of the

makers ; for then the holder is at liberty to elect upon whom
he will make the demand and presentment.

indorsers. The question has been 367." So also in Pennsylvania,

very fully and satisfactorily exa- Sayre ». Frick, 7 Watts & S. 383.

mined by the Supreme Court of Er- ^ Cayuga County Bank v. Hunt,

rors in Connecticut, and a decision 2 Hill, 635; Story Fartn. ss. 361,

made in conformity with these 362; Story on Bills, 362.

views. Shepard v. Hawley, 1 Conn.
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257. Excuses.— In the sixth place, as to what will consti-

tute a sufficient excuse for non-presentment and demand at the

time and place when and where the promissory note is due and

payable. We have already had occasion to allude to this sub-

ject in another connection ; ^ but it requires to be more fully

and exactly stated in this place. The excuses may be general

and applicable to all persons who are indorsers ; or they may

1 Ante, ss. 205, 206.

23
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be special and applicable to a particular iudorser only. Among
the general excuses, the following are commonly stated as

causes which will excuse the want of due presentment : (1)

Inevitable accident, or overwhelming calamity ; (2) The pre-

valence of a malignant disease which suspends the ordinary

operations of business
; (3) The presence of political circum-

stances amounting to a virtual interruption and obstruction of

the ordinary negotiations of trade, called the vis major ; (A^

The breaking out of war between the country of the maker

and that of tbe holder ; (5) The occupation of the country

where the parties live, or where the note is payable, by a public

enemy, which suspends commercial intercourse ; (6) Public

and positive interdictions and prohibitions of the state, which

obstruct or suspend commerce and intercourse
; (7) The utter

impracticability of finding the maker, or ascertaining his place

of residence. Ajnong the special excuses may be enumerated

the following : (1) The receiving the note by the holder from

the payee or other antecedent party too late to make due pre-

sentment
; (2) The note being an accommodation note of the

maker for the benefit of a particular indorser ; (3) Special

agreements between the holder and an antecedent indorser,

waiving the presentment and demand
; (4) The receiving of

security by an indorser to indemnify himself against loss, or to

enable him to take up the note at its maturity ; (5) The re-

ceiving of the note by the holder from an indorser as collateral

security for another debt
; (6) A promise by an indorser to

pay the note, after a full knowledge that it has not been duly

presented for payment by the holder.

258. Inevitable Accident.— Of each of these cases, a few

brief illustrations may suffice. In the first place, as to inevi-

table accident or overwhelming calamity. In this category

may be placed the cases where all intercourse is stopped between

the places where the holder and the maker live ; as, for exam-

ple, by running ice, by freshets, or the carrying away of bridges,

when they live in towns on the opposite banks of a river ; or

by violent snow-storms obstructing and rendering impassable

the roads to and from the towns where they dwell ; by torna-

does or earthquakes prostrating for a short time all the ordi-
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nary means of communication.^ It has been truly observed by

a learned author that there is no positive authority in our law,

which establishes any such inevitable accident or overwhelming

calamity to be a sufficient excuse for the want of a due present-

ment.^ But it seems justly and naturally to flow from the

general principle which regulates all matters of presentment

and notice in cases of negotiable paper. The object in all

such cases is to require reasonable diligence on the part of the

1 Story on Bills, s. 308; Chitty

on Bills, c. 9, p. 422 (8th ed.) ; Id.

c. 10, pp. 485, 486; Thomson on

Bills, c. 6, s. 1, p. 415 (2nd ed.);

see Schofield ». Bayard, 3 Wend.
488; ante, a. 205.

2 Chitty on Bills, o. 10, p. 485,

n6te (/) (8th ed.); Story on Bills,

ss. 308, 327, 365. Mr. Chitty, in

this note, says: "There is no re-

ported case, deciding -whether acci-

dent will excuse a delay in giving

notice of non-acceptance or non-

payment. In Hilton v. Shepard,

6 East, 16, in notes, Garrow and

Russell contended that whether

due notice had been given in rea-

sonable time must, from the neces-

sity of the thing, be a, question of

fact for the consideration of the

jury; that it depended upon a

thousand combinations of circum-

stances, which could not be reduced

to rule. If the party were taken ill,

if he lost his senses, if he were

under duress, &c., how could laches

be imputed to him? Suppose he

were prevented from giving notice

within the time named by a physi-

cal impossibility? Such a rule of

law must depend upon the distance,

upon the course of the post, upon

the state of the roads, upon acci-

dents, all of which it is absurd to

imagine. Lord Kenyon, C. J. : 'I

cannot conceive how this can be a

matter of law. I can understand

that the law should reqiuire that due

diligence shall be used; but that

it should be laid down that the

notice must be given that day or

the next, or at any precise time,

under whatever circumstances, is, I

own, beyond my comprehension.

I should rather have conceived that,

whether due diligence had or had

not been used, was a question for

the jury to consider, under all the

circumstances of the accident, neces-

sity, and the like. This, however,

is a question very fit to be consi-

dered, and when it goes down for

trial again, I shall advise the jury to

find a special verdict. I find invin-

cible objections, in my own mind,

to consider that the rule of law re-

quiring due diligence is tied down
to the next day.' In Darbishire v.

Parker, 6 East, 3, it was held that

reasonable time is a matter of law

for the court." It is observable

that he is here speaking of notice of

the dishonor of a note or bill. In a

prior page (p. 422), he applies the

same rule to cases of non-present-

ment, and therefore it is apparent

that he supposes no distinction to

exist between the rule applicable to

the one and to the other. The case

of Patience v. Townley, 2 Smith,

223, 224, seems to me fully to sus-

tain the doctrine. Ante, s. 205.
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holder ; and that diligence must be measured by the general

convenience of the commercial world and the practicability of

accomplishing the end required by ordinary skill, caution, and

effort. Due presentment must be interpreted (as Lord Ellen-

borough said) to mean presented according to the custom of

merchants, which necessarily implies an exception in favor of

those unavoidable accidents which must prevent the party from

doing it within regular time.^

259. Foreign Law. — Upon such a subject, we listen to the

doctrines of foreign law with almost implicit confidence, not

only because it is from that law that we derive the primitive

principles which regulate it, but because the inquiry is one

which concerns the interest of all commercial nations, and is

not, and ought not to be, bounded by the rules arising under

the mere municipal jurisprudence of the common law.^ Pothier

speaks upon this subject in the most direct terms. In treating

of the necessity of a due presentment and protest of bills and

notes (for a protest is required by the French law in both

cases), he says, that if, by any superior and unforeseen force

(the common phrase of the civilians to indicate inevitable

accidents and irresistible power), the protest cannot be made

upon the day when it ought, the omission of making it on that

day will not deprive the holder of his right of recourse or

guaranty over against the other parties, for the holder is never

bound to impossibilities, and that it will be sufficient if he does

make it within such time afterwards as the judge shall deem

reasonable.^ He illustrates the doctrine by stating the case of

the holder transmitting a bill of exchange to a correspondent

at a distant city for presentment and payment, who dies sud-

denly upon the eve of the time when the bill ought to be paid

1 Patience i;. Townley, 2 Smith, illustration of the general principle.

223, 224. See also the authorities cited in

^ It is well known that, by the Story on Bailments, s. 36; 1 Story

strict principles of the common law, Eq. Jur. ss. 101, 102; 2 Story Eq.

if a contract becomes incapable of Jur. s. 1303; Cutter v. Powell, 6

being performed by any inevitable T. R. 320 ; Atkinson v. Ritchie, 10

accident or casualty, that consti- East, 530; Barker v. Hodgson, 3 M.

tutes, in many cases, no excuse for & S. 267.

the non-performance thereof. Para- ' Pothier, de Change, n. 144.

dine v. Jane, Aleyn, 26, 27, is an
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or protested for dishonor ; and he holds that, in such a case, it

will be sufficient if the bill is afterwards presented for payment

within a reasonable time after the holder is informed of the

accident, and is enabled to give orders to receive the money .^

Potliier puts the case of the sudden illness of the owner or of

his agent, which prevents a due presentment of the bill, upon

the same broad and general foundation, and says that it will

be sufficient, if done within a reasonable time afterwards.^

Pardessus affirms the modern law in Prance to be the same.'

It is also the law of Scotland.*

260. Prevalence of Disease.— In the next place, as to the

prevalence of a malignant disease. The same principle would

seem here to apply as in the case of inevitable accident and

casualty, if the disease be so extensively prevalent or so malig-

nant as to suspend all commercial business and intercourse ;

such as, for example, the prevalence of the plague, or of the

yellow fever, or of the Asiatic cholera, to such an extent as

makes it imminently hazardous to life to enter into the infected

district.^ But here, again, the common-law authorities do not •

appear to speak directly and conclusively on the point.®

261. Political Disturbances.— In the next place, the pre-

sence of political circumstances amounting to a virtual interrup-

tion of the ordinary negotiations of trade. This is governed

by the same rule as the preceding cases, and is equally sup-

ported by the foreign authorities, and treated as falling within

the predicament of the vis major.'' Upon this ground, founded

upon a close analogy to the vis major, it has been accordingly

held, that if the due presentment of a bill or note is rendered

impossible or imminently dangerous by the political circum-

stances and perils of the town or city where and when it is

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 144. Barker v. Hodgson, 3 M. & S.

2 Ibid. 267.

' Pardessus, Droit Commercial, ' See Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s.

torn. 2, art. 422, 426, 434.
. 1, pp. 414, 415 (2nd ed.); Id. s. 2, p.

* Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 2, p. 452 ; Pothier, de Change, n. 144.

452, n. (2nd ed.) ; Id. s. 1, pp. ' Pothier, de Change, n. 144;

414, 415. Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn.

^ See Tunno v. Lagne, 2 Johns. 2, art. 422, 424; see Rouquette ».

Cas. 1 ; contra, Roosevelt v. Wood- Overmann, L. R. 10 Q. B. at p.

hull, Anthon N. P. 35; see also 543.
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payable, that constitutes of itself a sufficient excuse ; as, for

example, if the place be blockaded, or iu danger of immediate

invasion or occupation by the enemy, or the scene of, a battle,

flagrante hello}

262. War. — In the next place, the existence of open war

between the country where the holder is domiciled and the

country where the note is payable or the maker is domiciled,

and, as falling within the like predicament, the occupation of

the latter country by the enemy. This constitutes a clear and

admitted exception ; for war between the two countries (and,

if one is in the temporary occupation of the enemy, it is during

that period deemed an enemy's country), all commercial inter-

course and trade and business between the subjects is suspended,

and indeed prohibited, during the war or hostile occupation.^

This is now the universally recognized doctrine ; and conse-

quently it constitutes a sufficient justification of the omission

to make due presentment of the note during the period of the

suspension or the prohibition of such intercourse.

263. Interdiction of Commerce.— In the next place, the

public interdiction and prohibition of commerce between the

country of the holder and that of the maker. This is governed

by the same principles as the preceding, and requires no par-

ticular illustration, since it is plain that no subject of any

country can be compellable to do any act which violates the law

of that country, in order to protect rights which he is not other-

wise at liberty to seek or to enforce.

264. Impracticdbility of finding the Maker.— In the next

place, the utter impracticability of finding the maker, or ascer-

taining his place of residence. This, of course, constitutes a

sufficient ground to excuse a due presentment of the note for

> Patience v. Townley, 2 Smith, C. C. 20; House w. Adams, 48 Penn.

223, 224. St. 261. [Presentment should be
2 1 Kent Com. 66-71 ; Potts ». made within a reasonable time after

Bell, 8 T. R. 548; The Rapid, 8 the obstruction is removed. Ray v.

Cranch, 155; Willison ». Patteson, Smith, 17 Wall. 411; Bond u.

7 Taunt. 439 ; Griswold v. Wadding- Moore, 3 Otto, 593 ; Peters v. Hobbs,
ton, 15 Johns. 57; 16 Johns. 438; 25 Ark. 67; Dunbar v. Tyler, 44
Soholefield v. Elchelberger, 7 Pet. Miss. 1 ; Norris v. Despard, 38 Md.
586; Patience ». Townley, 2 Smith, 487; post, s. 356, n.]

223, 224; Hopkirk v. Page, 2 Brook.
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payment at its maturity, for the plain reason that due diligence

only is, or can be, required of the holder, to make such present-

ment. If, therefore, the maker has absconded, or is concealed, or

cannot, after due inquiries, be found, ^ or, if he has removed his

place of domicile to another state or country since the note was

given, the holder is dispensed from the necessity of any other

efforts to make a presentment, since the law does not require him

to do vain acts, or to pursue the maker into foreign countries.^

265. Receiving of the Note near Maturity.— Passing from

these, let us now glance at the other class of excuses,— those

of a special character. And, in the first place, the receiving of

the note so near the time of its maturity as that it becomes im-

practicable to present it in due season. It is obvious that this

excuse can properly apply only as between the immediate par-

ties who have transferred and received the note within such a

brief period. For, as to other antecedent parties, who trans-

ferred it long enough to have a due presentment made, they

have a right, as to all subsequent holders, to stand upon the

very terms of their original contract ; and it is the folly of such

holders to take the note so late as that they cannot fulfil the

obligations imposed by law upon them.' But, as between the

1 Ante, ss. 236, 237. 290. Such a presentment is suffi-

'^ Ante, ss. 205, 236,238, 241; cient, without inquiry for the new
Story on Bills, ss. 327, 346; Stew- residence. Grafton Bank ». Cox,

art V. Eden, 2 Caines, 121; Galpin 13 Gray, 503.

V. Hard, 3 M'Cord (S. C.) 394; If the maker reside in the same

M'Gruder ». Bank of Washington, country when the note becomes due

9 Wheat. 598; Foster u. Julien, as he did when it was made, pre-

24 N. Y. 28; Adams </. Leland, sentment is necessary, although the

30 N. Y. 309; Gist i>. Lybrand, note was made and bears date in a

3 Ohio, 307; Reid ». Morrison, 2 different country. Spies u. Gilmore,

Watts & S. 401; Gillespie v. Han- 1 N. Y. 821; Taylor v. Snyder,

nahan, 4 M'Cord (S. C.) 503; Her- 3 Denio, 145; Bank of Orleans v.

rick ». Baldwin, 17 Minn. 209. In Whittemore, 12 Gray, 469; but

Massachusetts, when the maker, sees. 236, a»<e; Smith t). Philbrick,

before the note becomes due, re- 10 Gray, 252.

moves to another state, it is neces- * See ante, s. 291; Story on Bills,

sary to present it at his last resi- ss. 325, 344 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

dence or place of business in the pp. 402, 421, 428 (8th ed.) ; Id. c.

state where he made the note, if it 10, pp. 465, 467; Bayley on Bills,

can be ascertained by the use of due c. 7, s. 1, pp. 243, 247 (5th ed.);

diligence. Wheeler o. Field, 6 Met. Lenox v. Roberts, 2 Wheat. 373;
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last holder and his immediate indorser, it is obvious that, as

each knows the impracticability of a due presentment, each

must, under such circumstances, be presumed to agree that a

strict compliance shall be waived, and that it shall be sufficient

for the holder to make a presentment within a reasonable time.^

Any other doctrine would enable the holder of a note to pro-

long, at his pleasure, the responsibility of the antecedent in-

dorsers beyond the maturity of the note. Thus, for example,

if the payee of a note payable sixty days after date should, on

the day of its date, transfer the note by indorsement to a

person who should live at a great distance from the domicile

of the maker or the place of payment, and the latter should

retain it in his possession until the eve of its maturity, and

should then transfer it to another indorser at such a distance

from the place or domicile that a due presentment was im-

possible, as between these parties a reasonable future time for

presentment would be naturally implied as a part of the negotia-

tion.2 But the same implication would not exist as to the

payee ; for, as to him, it was the duty of his immediate

indorsee, and of all subsequent holders, to present the note

Mills V. Bank of the United States, Lincoln, who duly forwarded it to

11 Wheat. 431; Robinson v. Blen, London for presentment, and the

20 Me. 109. Upon this subject, bill was dishonored, it was held

Mr. Chitty says: " But the ciroum- that the plaintifE had by his laches

stance of the holder having received lost his remedy against the drawer

a bill very near the time of its be- and indorsers. But it has been con-

coming due constitutes no excuse sidered in France that, if an indor-

for a neglect to present it for pay- ser himself transfer a bill so late to

ment at maturity, for he might the bolder as to render it impracti-

renounce it, if he did not choose to cable to present it precisely at matu-

undertake that duty, and send the rity, he cannot take advantage of a

bill back to the party from whom delay in presentment so occasioned

he received it; but, if he keep it, he by himself, though the prior indor-

is bound to use all reasonable and sers and the drawer may." Chitty

due diligence in presenting it. And, on Bills, c. 9, p. 423 (8th ed.) ; see

therefore, where the plaintifE, in also Anderton v. Beck, 16 East,

Yorkshire, on the 26th of Decern- 248, cited in Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

ber, received a bill of exchange s. 1, p. 243 (5th ed.).

payable in London, which became * Ante, s. 203.

due on the 28th, and kept it in his " See Anderton ». Beck, 16 East,

own hands until the 29th, when he 248; Hill v. Martin, 12 Mart. (La.)

sent it by post to his banker's in 177.
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for payment at its maturity ; otherwise, the payee would be

discharged .1

266. Notes payable on Demand.— The rules which have

been applied to notes payable on demand, and to bankers'

notes, and other circulating negotiable securities of the like

nature, sufficiently establish the same principle. Each succes-

sive holder of such notes is bound to present the same, within a

reasonable time after he receives the same, for payment ; and

each successive transferrer thereof, ordinarily, by indorsement

or delivery, undertakes to pay only if upon presentment within

a reasonable time after he has parted with the same his im-

mediate holder, or any subsequent party claiming under him,

presents the same within such reasonable time as the im-

mediate holder ought to present the same.^

267. French Law.— The same doctrine as to the duty of

the holder and the responsibility of antecedent indorsers,

where the note is received so near its maturity as not to be ca-

pable of being duly presented at that time for payment, is laid

down by Pardessus as the clear result of the French law. He
says that it may so. happen that a bill of exchange (and the

same rule applies to a note) is transmitted so late that he who
receives it has not sufficient time, even employing the greatest

diligence, to present or protest it in due season. In this event,

as between him and his indorser, the holder is entitled to con-

sider this as an exception in his favor, as to diligence, as to

which the proper tribunal will judge under all the proofs and

circumstances. But this will in no respect interfere with the

rights of the other parties in interest to avail themselves of the

legal effect of the neglect.^ And the same rule is equally appli-

cable to the case of a bill indorsed after it has fallen due.*

1 A doctrine far more broad was demanded after the note became due.

entertained by the court in Free- But this expression of opinion was

man v. Boynton, 7 Mass. 483, 485, not called for by the circumstances

where the court seemed to think of the case; and, upon general prin-

that, if the'holder of the note lived ciples, it seems not maintainable,

at a considerable distance from the ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 413,

place or domicile of the maker, a 414, 421 (8th ed.) ; seean(e, s. 104, n.

reasonable time should be allowed ' Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

to him to transmit the note to the tom. 2, art. 426.

place where payment should be * Ibid.
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Potbier adopts and maintains the same doctrine ;
' and he adds,

that in such cases the drawer and precedent indorsers of the bill

may insist upon the neglect to make a due presentment and pro-

test, since it is not in the power of any subsequent indorser to

deprive them by such indorsement of this ground of defence.^

268. Accommodation Notes.— In the next place, that the

note is an accommodation note by the maker for the benefit of

a particular indorser. In such a case, this is a sufficient ex-

cuse for the want of a due presentment to the maker, so far as

respects the particular indorser for whose benefit it is made

;

since, in truth, as between him and the maker, he is the proper

party and primary debtor to pay the note.^ But as to all other

indorsers the omission will be fatal.* The reason is, that the

accommodated indorser in such a case can suflFer no injury or

loss by reason of the want of a due presentment ; since, if it

had been dishonored and he had been obliged to pay it, he

could have no recourse over against the maker, any more than

a drawer of a bill of exchange would have against his ac-

commodation acceptor, in case of a dishonor by the latter."

We have seen that the indorser of a note stands generally in

the same relation to the maker as the drawer of a bill does to

the acceptor. The same rule, indeed, applies in these cases

as applies to cases where notice is omitted to be given to the

indorser or drawer under the like circumstances, of which we

shall treat hereafter.®

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 141. Jur. 633 ; Shriner v. Keller, 25
' Ibid. Penn. St. 61; Fulton v. Maccracken,

» See Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, 18 Md. 528 ; Torrey v. Foss, 40 Me.

p 217 (5th ed.); Id. c. 9, p. 348; 74.

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 468-471 * Ibid. ; Cory ». Scott, 3 B. & A.

(8th ed.); Walton v. Watson, 1 619 ; Norton ». Pickering, 8 B. & C.

Mart. N. S. (La.) 347; Sharp ». 610; Carter w. Flower, 16 M. & W.
Bailey, 9 B. & C. 44; Norton v. 743; Turner ». Samson, 2 Q. B. D.
Pickering, 8 B. & C. 610; Agan 23 (C. A.); Foster ». Parker, 2 C.

V. M'Manus, 11 Johns. 180; Chan- P. D. 18; Warder v. Tucker, 7

diet V. Mason, 2 Vt. 193; Story on Mass. 449; Agan v. M»Manus, 11

Bills, s. 370; Terry p. Parker, 6 A. Johns. 180.

& E. 502; Kemble v. Mills, 1 M. & « Ibid.

Gr. 757; 2 Scott N.R. 121; Thomas « Mr. Chitty on this subject

V. Fenton, 5 D. & L. 28; 2 B. 0. says: " But if the bill was accepted

liep. 68; 16 L. J., Q. B. 362; 11 for the accommodation of the drawer,
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269. It will be at once perceived tliat the doctrine which

governs in all these cases of accommodation makers is, there-

fore, precisely the same which regulates accommodation accep-

tances. Each supposes that the party for whose benefit the

bill or note is accepted or made has no funds in the hands of

the acceptor or maker, and therefore the same common excuse

for non-presentment applies, that no funds exist which are

appropriated to the payment thereof.^ Still, however, in com-

mon cases of accommodation acceptances and notes, it may be

open for the drawer or indorser to show, if he can, that he has

in point of fact sustained damage or loss from the want of due

presentment or notice, and to the extent thereof it would seem

that he ought to be exonerated.^

and he expressly or impliedly en-

gaged to pay it; or, if the drawer of

a bill, from the time of making it to

the time when it was due, had no

efieots or property whatever in the

hands of the drawee or acceptor,

and had no right, upon any other

ground, to expect that the bill

would be paid by him, or any other

party to the bill, he is prima facie

not entitled to notice of the dis-

honor of the bill ; nor can he object,

in such case, that a foreign bill has

not been protested. In this case,

the drawer, being himself the real

debtor, acquires no right of action

against the acceptor by paying the

bill, and suffers no injury from

want of notice of non-acceptance or

non-payment, and therefore the

laches of the holder affords him no

defence. And therefore, where the

drawer had supplied the drawee with

goods on credit, which did not

elapse until after the bill would

fall due, and the drawer had no

right to draw the bill, it was held

that he was not discharged by the

want of notice of non-payment."

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 46S,

469 (8th ed.); Id. pp. 470, 471,

481.

' Story on Bills, ss. 367 and note,

369, 370; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p.

389 (8th ed.); Id. c. 10, pp. 467-

482; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp.

.294-300 (5th ed.).

2 Fitzgerald v. Williams, 6 Bing.

N. C. 68; Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

pp. 481, 484, 485 (8th ed.). Mr.

Chitty (p. 481) says: " The proof

that the drawer had no effects in the

hands of the drawee only affords a

prima facie excuse for the want of

due notice of the dishonor, and it

may be rebutted by its appearing

that the drawer, on taking up the

bill, would be entitled to some
remedy over against some other

party, as a right to sue the acceptor

or any other party, or by showing

that he has been actually prejudiced

by the want of notice; as if the bill

were drawn for the accommodation

of the acceptor or payee or indor-

ser. And there is a distinction as

to the necessity for notice to the

drawer of a dishonored bill, when
accepted for the accommodation of

the drawer in a single transaction,
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270. French Law.— In the modern French law a similar

doctrine prevails (as, indeed, it did in the old law) in relation

to cases where there is an acceptance for the accommodation of

the drawer of a bill, or by the making of a note for the accom-

modation of the indorser. In each case, the fact is a sufficient

excuse for not making due presentment, upon the very ground

that no fund or provision has been made by the drawer or in-

dorser for the due discharge of the bill.^ Thus, for example,

if the drawer has not furnished funds (^provision) for the pay-

ment of the bill, or the indorser for whose benefit the note

was made has not supplied funds to the maker to discharge it

at maturity, that will be a sufficient excuse for the want of

due presentment and protest, as well as for the want of due

notice.^

271. Agreement to waive Presentment.— In the next place,

as to cases of a special agreement between the holder and a

particular indorser, waiving due presentment of the note.

This proceeds upon the well-known maxim : Quilihet potest

renunciare juri pro se introducto.^ If the agreement is prior to

the maturity of the note, it necessarily amounts to a dispensa-

tion from a due presentment of the note ; and it would operate

as a fraud upon the holder, if the objection were available after-

wards, since he may have regulated his conduct as to the neglect

in consequence of his confidence in the agreement.* In such a

and a case of various dealings, the ^ Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

excess for the accommodation of the torn. 2, art. 392, 435 ; Story on

drawer or acceptor ; in the latter Bills, s. 368 ; Pothier, de Change, n.

case, notice is equally necessary, 156,157; Story on Bills, s. 478, and

without actual effects. So, -where note ; Kemble v. Mills, 1 M. & Gr.

"W. drew a bill upon a person to 762, n. (6).

•whom he had been sending goods for ^ Ibid. ; Code de Commerce, art.

sale, and who accepted the bill, nei- 117, 169-171.

ther party knowing the state of ac- ' 2 Inst. 183 ; Wingate's Max-

counts between them, and it turned ims, 483; Branch's Maxims, 179;

out that W., at the time, wasindebt- Central Bank v. Davis, 19 Pick. 373,

ed to the drawee, yet the court held 375; Taunton Bank v. Kichardson,

that this was not to be considered 5 Pick. 436.

as an accommodation bill, within the * See Lincoln and Kennebeck

acceptation of that term, and, conse- Bank v. Page, 9 Mass. 155; Fuller

quently, that there was no implied v. McDonald, 8 Greenl. 213; Berk-

contract of indemnity as to costs." shire Bank v. Jones, 6 Mass. 524;
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case, it would not seem to make any difference, whether the

agreement were for a valuable consideration or not ; since, if it

were not held obligatory, it would be a manifest detriment to

the holder, occasioned by the fraud or breach of faith of the

indorser. But, if the agreement were contemporaneous with

the origin of the title of the holder, there it might assume the

positive form of a valid obligation operating ex contractu upon

a sufficient consideration.

1

272. Oonstruction of Agreement.— Agreements of this sort

are always construed strictly, and are not extended beyond tlie

fair import of the terms.^ Thus, for example, an agreement to

waive notice of the dishonor of the note will be no excuse for

the want of a due presentment of the note to the maker for

payment.^ So, an undertaking by an indorser, by a written

Backus ». Shipherd, 11 Wend. 629;

Story on Bills, ss. 371, 373; John-

ston V. Searcy, 4 Yerg. (Tenn.) 182;

Barker !). Parker, 6 Pick. 80; Tucker

Manufacturing Co. ». Fairbanks, 98

Mass. 101; Thornton u. Wynn, 12

Wheat. 183; Leffingwell v. White,

IJohns. Cas. 99; Spencer b. Harvey,

17 Wend. 489; Norton v. Lewis, 2

Conn. 478; Boyd v. Cleveland, 4

Pick. 525; Coddington v. Davis, 1

N. Y. 186; 3 Denio, 16; Mills v.

Beard, 19 Gal. 158; Power v. Mit-

chell, 7 Wis. 161; Edwards v. Tandy,

36 N. H. 540; Sherer v. Easton

Bank, 33 Penn. St. 134; Ex parte

Tremont Bank, 2 Lowell, 409; 16

N. B. R. 397.

1 Ibid. ; Leonard v. Gary, 10

Wend. 504; Boyd ». Cleveland, 4

Pick. 525; Leffingwell ». White, 1

Johns. Cas. 99. A verbal agreement

at the time of transfer, dispensing

with demand and notice, is part of

the contract, and binds the indorser.

Power B. Mitchell, 7 Wis. 161. An
indorser is bound by a waiver of de-

mand and notice expressed in the

body of a bill. Bryant v. Merchants'

Bank, 8 Bush (Ky.) 43; Lowry v.

Steele, 27 Ind. 168. A waiver of "pro-

test " in the case of a promissory note

has been construed as a waiver of

presentment and notice. Coddington

B. Davis, 1 N. Y. 186; 3 Denio, 16;

Day I). Ridgway, 17 Penn. St. 303;

Carpenter v. Reynolds, 42 Miss.

807; Jaccard a. Anderson, 37 Mo.
91; Fisher v. Price, 37 Ala. 407.

The contrary was held in Wall o.

Bry, 1 La. An. 312; Ball v. Greaud,

14 La. An. 305; see Union Bank
V. Hyde, 6 Wheat. 572; Blanc v.

Mutual Bank, 28 La. An. 921.

^ Berkshire Bank v. Jones, 6

Mass. 524; Central Bank v. Davis,

19 Pick. 373; Union Bank v. Hyde,
6 Wheat. 572; Creamers. Perry, 17

Pick. 332; Backus 0. Shipherd, 11

Wend. 629; Lane v. Steward, 20

Me. 98; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 390

(8th ed.) ; May v. Coffin, 4 Mass.

341 ; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 2, art. 433; Freeman v.

O'Brien, 38 Iowa, 406.

8 Ihidi.; post, s. 367.
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memorandum, as follows : " I do request, that hereafter any

notes that may fall due at the Union Bank, on which I am or

may be indorser, may not be protested, as I will consider myself

bound in the same manner as if the same had been legally pro-

tested," has been held to be so ambiguous and doubtful, whether

it meant to import a waiver of demand and notice, or not ; and

that it required other evidence to prove the intention to make

such a waiver.i j^ all these cases, however, the agreement will

not bind any indorsers, except those who are parties to it or

have sanctioned it.

273. French Law.— The French law embodies substantially

the same doctrine, with the same limitations, at least when the

circumstances clearly establish a dispensation with the necessity

of a due presentment.^ If the drawer of a bill, or the indorser

of a note, at its original formation, adds to his signature or

indorsement that the bill or note, upon its dishonor, may be

returned without protest (which is usually expressed in the

brief terms, retour sans protit, or sans frais~), the holder, by

1 Union Bank v. Hyde, 6 Wheat.

572. Where it was agreed that a

demand and notice were not to be re-

quired until a certain day after matu-

rity, it was held that the holder must

show a good demand and notice on

that day, and that the indorser was

estopped from objecting that they

were not made at the maturity of

the note (Power v. Mitchell, 7 Wis.

161) ; but in New Hampshire it was

held that an agreement between the

indorser and holder, that payment
should be extended a certain time,

obviated the necessity of a demand
and notice at the expiration of the

- extended time (Amoskeag Bank v.

Moore, 37 N. H. 539). The day

before maturity the holder and

maker called upon the indorser, and

said they had called to make him

holden, and that if he didn't say it

was all right he would be notified

on the last day ; the indorser said,

"the note is good; put yourseK to

no trouble; it is all right:" held,

that there was evidence of a waiver

of demand and notice. Russell v.

Cronkhite, 32 Barb. 282. The
words " protest and notice of pro-

test waived " upon a note is a

waiver of demand and notice.

Gordon ». Montgomery, 19 Ind.

110. A note, indorsed A. C. "ac-

countable," is a waiver of demand

and notice. Farber v. Caverly, 42

N. H. 74. An indorser said to the

payee he had seen or received notice

of protest, and would have to pay

the note, and it was held that this

was evidence of due notice or of a

waiver of notice. Long v. Craw-

ford, 18 Md. 220. The burden is

on the holder to prove a waiver, or

a new promise. Edwards v. Tandy,

36 N. H. 540.

^ See Pardessus, Droit Commer-
cial, torn. 2, art. 433, 437.
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such a clause, is dispensed from the necessity of making a

formal demand and protest for non-payment thereof.^ So, if

afterwards, and before the maturity of the note, he dispenses

with the necessity of a protest^ that will excuse a due present-

ment. But then the dispensation must be express and clear

;

for a mere promise to pay before the maturity of the note is

not of itself held to amount to a. dispensation, but the waiver

of the necessity of a protest must be direct.^

274. Waiver after Maturity. — In like manner, in many
cases by our law, a waiver after the maturity of the note of

the objection of the want of due presentment and demand, like

that of the want of due notice, may also, it seems, be effectual

to bind an indorser who assents to it.^ Thus, for example, a

new promise after such default, with a full knowledge of all the

circumstances, will amount to a waiver of the objection, and

entitle the holder to recover against the indorser who has so

promised to pay, although it will be inoperative as to the other

indorsers.* In terms, the French law does not seem to allow a

simple new promise after the maturity of the note, any more

than before, to have the effect of such a waiver ; but the terms

must be express and direct, unless, indeed, the holder is misled

thereby to his injury. But a payment of the note with such

knowledge of the default could not be recalled.^

275. But in order to make such a waiver binding it must be

clearly established, and deliberately made after a full know-

ledge of the facts ; for, as we shall presently see, it will not be

presumed or implied from doubtful circumstances, or sudden

^ Pardessus, Droit Commercial, * Ibid.; Hopkins v. Liswell, 12

torn. 2, art. 425. Mass. 52; Trimble «. Thome, 16
" Pardessus, Droit Commercial, Johns. 152 ; Jopes v. Savage, 6

tom. 2, art. 433. Wend. 658 ; Sigerson v. Mathews,
8 Story on Bills, ss. 327, 873; 20 How. 496; Tebbetts ». Dowd,

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 390 (8th 23 Wend. 412; Meyer v. Hibscher,

ed.) ; Id. c. 10, pp. 533-540; Thorn- 47 N. Y. 265; Blodgett v. Durgin,

tons. Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183; Borra- 32 Vt. 361; Loose p. Loose, 36

daile ». Lowe, 4 Taunt. 93; Leonard Penn. St. 538; Edwards v. Tandy,

V. Gary, 10 Wend. 504; Reynolds 36 N. H. 540; Tobey «. Berly, 26

V. Douglass, 12 Pet. 497, 505; Mar- 111. 426.

tin V. Winslow, 2 Mason, 241; ^ Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

Martin v. Ingersoll, 8 Pick. 1; tom. 2, art. 433, 435; ^ost, s. 277.

Yeager v. Farwell, 13 Wall. 6.
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acknowledgments, or hasty expressions, made in cases of sur-

prise or unexpected demand.^ Even when such a waiver is

clearly established, it has been thought by some of the Ameri-

can courts that the indorser, if once discharged, would not be

bound, unless there was a new and sufficient consideration for

the waiver, although the waiver might afford a sufficient ground

of presumption that there had been a due presentment, where

the facts and circumstances were of such an equivocal nature

as left it doubtful whether a due presentment had been made or

not.^ And there is great force and weight in the objection,

that, where the indorser is once discharged, he cannot be made

liable in point of law upon any new promise to pay the note,

without a new consideration, of which the waiver is merely

evidence.^ But the weight of the American authorities seems

the other way.*

1 May V. Coffin, 4 Mass. 341;

Leonard v. Gary, 10 Wend. 504;

Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason, 241;

Jones V. Savage, 6 Wend. 658;

Hopkins V. Liswell, 12 Mass. 52;

Martin v. IngersoU, 8 Pick. 1 ; Miller

V. Hackley, 5 Johns. 375; Griffin v.

Gofl, 12 Johns. 423; Richter v.

Selin, 8 Serg. & R. 425; Reynolds

V. Douglass, 12 Pet. 497, 505;

Tower B. Darell, 9 Mass. 332; Gar-

land V. Salem Bank, 9 Mass. 408;

Penn v. Poumeirat, 2 Mart. N. S.

(La.) 541 ; Cayuga County Bank v.

Dill, 5 Hill, 403; Creamer v. Perry,

17 Pick. 332; Oswego Bank «.

Knower, Hill & D. (N. Y.) 122;

Campbell u. Varney, 12 Iowa, 43;

Edwards v. Tandy, 36 N. H. 540.

The burden is on the plaintiS to

show that the promise was made
with a full knowledge of all the

facts. Edwards v. Tandy, ut supra.

But in Pennsylvania such a promise

raises a presumption that the indor-

ser knew of the dishonor of the note.

Loose V. Loose, 36 Penn. St. 538.

A promise by an indorser upon the

erroneous information that there

has been a demand is not a waiver.

Arnold v. Dresser, 8 Allen, 435.

2 Ibid.

» Tebbetts v. Dowd, 23 Wend.
412.

* Lawrence b. Ralston, 3 Bibb

(Ky.) 102; Peabody v. Harvey, 4

Conn. 119; 3 Kent Com. 113. Mr.

Chancellor Kent there says: "If

due notice of a non-acceptance or

non-payment be not given, or a

demand on the maker of a promis-

sory note be not made, yet a subse-

quent promise to pay, by the party

entitled to notice, will amount to a

waiver of the want of demand or

notice, provided the promise was

made clearly and unequivocally, and

with full knowledge of the fact of

a want of due diligence on the part

of the holder. The weight of autho-

rity is, that this knowledge may be

inferred as a fact, from the promise

under the attending circumstances,

without requiring clear and affir-

mative proof of the knowledge."

And he cites Goodall v. Dolley, 1
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276. What amounts to a Waiver.— What circumstances will,

in our law, amount to the proof of a waiver of the want of

T. R. 712 ; Hopes v. Alder, 6 East,

16, in notis; Borradaile v. Lowe, 4
Taunt. 93; Stevens v. Lynch, 2

Camp. 332; 12 East, 38; Miller v.

Hackley, 5 Johns. 375; Martin v.

Winslow, 2 Mason, 241; Fothering-

ham V. Price, 1 Bay (S. C.) 291;

Thornton v. Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183

;

Pate V. M'Clure, 4 Rand. (Va.)

164; Otis V. Hussey, 3 N. H. 346;

Pierson v. Hooker, 3 Johns. 68;

Hopkins v. Liswell, 12 Mass. 52;

Breed v. Hillhouse, 7 Conn. 523;

contra, Trimble v. Thorne, 16 Johns.

152; see also Story on Bills, s. 320,'

and oases there cited; Jones v. Sa-

vage, 6 Wend. 658; Boyd v. Cleve-

land, 4 Pick. 525; Thomson on Bills,

c. 6, s. 4, pp. 523, 524, 530 (2nd ed.)

;

Lundie v. Robertson, 7 East, 231;

Taylor v. Jones, 2 Camp. 105; Gun-

son V. Metz, 1 B. & C. 193. Mr.

Chitty (on Bills, o. 10, p. 538, 8th

ed.) says: " The consequences how-

ever of a neglect to give notice of

non-payment of a bill or note, or to

protest a foreign bill, may be waived

by the person entitled to take ad-

vantage of them. Thus, it has been

decided, that a payment of a part,

or a promise to pay the whole or

part, or to ' see it paid,' or an ac-

knowledgment that ' it must be

pa,id,' or a promise that ' he will set

the matter to rights,' or a qualified

promise, or a mere unaccepted offer

of a composition with other credi-

tors, made by the person insisting

on the want of notice (after he was

aware of the laches) to' the holder

of a bill, amounts to a waiver of the

consequence of the laches of the

holder, and admits his right of ac-

tion. And, in some of the cases

upon this subject, the effect of such

partial payment, or promise to pay,

has been carried still further, and
been considered not merely as a

waiver of the right of object to

the laches, bat even as an admis-

sion that the bill or note had
in fact been regularly presented

and protested, and that due no-

tice of dishonor had been given;

and this even in cases where the

party, who paid or promised, after-

wards stated that in fact he had not

due notice, &c. ; because it is to be

inferred that the part-payment, or

promise to pay, would not have been

made unless all circumstances had
concurred to subject the party to lia-

bility, and induce him to make such

payment or promise. Thus, where

an indorsee, three months after a bill

became due, demanded payment of

the indorser, who first promised to

pay it, if he would call again with

the account, and afterwards said

that he had not had regular notice,

but as the debt was justly due he

would pay it, it was held, that the

first conversation, being an absolute

promise to pay the bill, was prima

facie an admission that the bill had
been presented to the acceptor for

payment in due time, and had been

dishonored, and that due notice had
been given of it to the indorser, and

superseded the necessity of other

proof to satisfy those averments in

the declaration ; and that the second

conversation only limited the infe-

rence from the former, so far as the

want of regular notice of the dis-

honor to the defendant went, which

24
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due presentment, or of the want of due notice of the dishonor,

is sometimes a matter of no inconsiderable doubt, and nicety,

and difficulty.^ Slighter circumstances may be sufficient, where

the situation of the indorser is such as fairly to give rise to the

presumption that the note was made for his accommodation, or

that he had not or could not have sustained any prejudice, than

would be essential where no such presumption should arise.^

Payment of a part of the note, or a promise to pay the nijte,

made with a full knowledge of the want of a due presentment

or other default, would be sufficiently evincive that the indorser

could not have sued on the note, and, consequently, that he

could not insist upon the want of due presentment or notice.^

objection he then waived. So,

where the drawer of a foreign bill,

upon being applied to for payment,

sai d :
' My affairs are at this moment

deranged, but I shall be glad to pay

it as soon as my accounts with my
agent are cleared,' it was decided,

that it was unnecessary to prove the

averment of the protest of the bill.

And, in an action by the indorsee

against the drawer of a bill, the

plaintiff did not prove any notice of

dishonor to the defendant, but gave

in evidence an agreement between a

prior indorser and the drawer, after

the biU became due, which recited

that the defendant had drawn,

amongst others, the bill in question,

that it was overdue, and ought to be

in the hands of the prior indorser,

and that it was agreed the latter

should take the money due to him
upon the bill by instalments ; it was

held that this was evidence that

the drawer was at that time liable

to pay the bill, and dispensed

with other proof of notice of dis-

honor. Again, where, in an action

against the drawer, in lieu of proof

of actual notice, the defendant's

letter was proved, stating ' that he

was an accommodation drawer, and

that the bill would be paid before

next term,' though not saying 'by

defendant,' Lord EUenborough said:

' The defendant does not rely upon

the want of notice, but undertakes,

that the bill wiU be duly paid before

the term either by himself or the

acceptor. I think the evidence

sufficient.' " See Story on Bills,

s. 317 ; Donnelly v. Howie, Hayes

& Jones, 436.

1 Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 4,

pp. 523-526 (2nd ed.).

^ Sharp V. BaUey, 9 B. & C. 44

;

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 294,

295 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 8,

pp. 356, 357 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 9,

p. 386; Nicholson v. Gouthit, 2 H.

Bl. 609 ; Rhett v. Poe, 2 How. 457
;

Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 4, pp. 523-

526 (2nd ed.).

* Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp.

291, 293 (5th ed.) ; Vaughan v. Ful-

ler, 2 Stra. 1246; Rogers v. Ste-

phens, 2 T. R. 713 ; Anson v. Bai-

ley, Bull. N. P. 276 ; Wilkes o.

Jacks, Feake, 202; Sharp v. Bailey,

9 B! & C. 44 ; Porter v. Rayworth,

13 East, 417 ; Thomson on Bills, c.

6, s. 4, pp. 527-530 (2nd ed.) ; Cur-

tiss V. Martin, 20 111. 557 ; Sherer ».

Easton Bank, 33 Fenn. St. 134.
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277. French Law.— The French law, in many cages, pro-

ceeds upon a similar principle. Thus, if the indorser should,

upon a simple notice j or a, notice by the protest, pay the holder

the amount of the bill or note, he will not be at liberty to insist

upon having it repaid to him, if he should subsequently ascer-

tain the nullity of the act of protest, or that there has been

undue negligence on the part of the holder ; unless, indeed, the

payment should have been produced by the fraud of the holder.

For it is his own folly to be the victim of his own too great

facility, since he ought to have known whether the protest was

too late, or was a nullity ; and, as it might be deemed a fair

debt, it was competent for the indorser to waive or renounce

his rights.^

278. Taking Security and other Acts after Maturity.— On
the other hand, if there has not been any due presentment or

notice of the dishonor of the note, and the indorser, after the

maturity of the note, supposing himself liable to pay the same,

takes security therefor from the maker, that will not alone

amount to a waiver of the objection of the want of due pre-

sentment, or of due notice ; since it cannot justly be inferred

that he means at all events to make himself liable for the

payment of the note; but he takes the security merely as a

contingent security, in case of his liability.^ Upon the like

reason, the indorser's making exertions, upon the supposition

of his liability to pay the note, to obtain payment from a prior

party on the note,^ or an offer to indorse a new note of the

maker which is not accepted,* or a conditional offer to pay in

a certain manner, or in a certain time, which is not accepted,^

will not amount to a waiver, either of a due presentment or of

due notice.

279. When a Promise amounts to a Waiver.— In many cases,

the promise of an indorser, either prior or subsequent to the

1. Pardeasus, Droit Commercial, * Laporte v. Landry, 5 Mart. N.

torn. 2, art. 434. S. (La.) 359.

^ Tower «. Durell, 9 Mass. 332; ^ Agan v. M'Manus, 11 Johns.

Bichter u. Selin, 8 Serg. & R. 425; 180; Cuming v. Frenclj, 2 Camp.

post, s. 281; Otsego County Bank 106, n.; Goodall ». Dolley.l T. R.

». Warren, 18 Barb. 290. 712 ; Campbell v. Varney, 12 Iowa,

" Hussey v. Freeman, 10 Mass. 43 ; Pratt v. Chase, 122 Mass. 262.

84.
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maturity of the note, is relied on as evidence to establish a

waiver of due presentment or due notice of the dishonor of

the note. And all the circumstances of the case must then be

taken into consideration, in order to ascertain whether the

promise does or does not amount to such a waiver.^ Thus,

where the indorser promised a bank to attend to the renewal of

a note held by the bank, and to take care of it, and also directed

the usual notice to the maker when it became due to be sent

to himself, it was held to amount to presumptive evidence of

a waiver by him of a regular presentment and notice.^ So,

where the indorsee of a note, at the time when the note was

indorsed to him, told the indorser that he had no confidence in

the other parties to the note, and did not know therii, and

should look wholly to him ; and the indorser replied that he

should be in New York, where the indorsee lived, when the

note became due, and would take it up, if not paid by any other

party, it was held to warrant the conclusion that there was

a waiver of notice.^ But where the language or the circum-

stances are of a more doubtful and uncertain character, no

such waiver will (as we shall presently see) be ordinarily

inferred.

280. Promise after Maturity.— In cases of a promise made

after the maturity of the nbte, perhaps stronger circumstances

will be required to justify the inference of a waiver of the

want of due demand and notice than in cases of a promise

made prior to the maturity thereof.* But at all events a

promise to pay made after the maturity of the note, or even a

payment of the note by an indorser, under a mistake of material

facts, will not bind the indorser, or amount to a waiver of the

due presentment, or due notice.^ Whether a new promise to

1 Post, S3. 360-366. the time of indorsing, that the note

2 Taunton Bank v. Richardson, would not be paid by the maker,

5 Pick. 436. did not excuse or waive present-

' Boyd V. Cleveland, 4 Pick. 525. ment. Hart v. Eastman, 7 Minn.

And in Braine v. Spalding, 52 Penn. 74.

St. 247, an indorser was held to * See Creamer v. Perry, 17 Pick.

have waived presentment, by reoeiv- 332, 335.

ing the note before maturity, and ^ Garland v. Salem Bank, 9 Mass.

undertaking its Collection. But an 408; Chitty on Bills, c. 8, pp. 372,

indorser's statement to the holder at 373 (8th .ed.) ; Id. c. 9, p. 448 ; War-
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pay under a mistake of law will amount to such a waiver, is a

matter upon which great diversity of opinion has been enter-

tained.i But both of these subjects will more properly and

fully come before us when we examine what will amount to an

excuse or waiver of the want of notice to which the authorities

are in general most pointedly applied.

281. Taking Security lefore or at Maturity.— In the next

place, the receiving of a security by the indorser before or at

der ». Tucker, 7 Mass. 449 ; Freeman

V. Boynton, 7 Mass. 483; Low v.

Howard, 10 Cush. 159; 11 Cush.

268; Martin v. IngersoU, 8 Pick. 1

;

Dennis ». Morrice, 3 Esp. 158;

Thomson on Bills, o. 6, s. 4, pp.

528, 529 (2nd ed.)-

1 See 3 Kent Com. 113; Thom-

son on Bills, 0. 6, s. 4, p. 530

(2nd ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 9,

pp. 340, 341 (5th ed.) ; Chitty

on Bills, c. 10, p. 536 (8th ed.).

Mr. Chitty here says: "It seems

to have been once considered that

a misapprehension of the legal lia-

bility would prevent a subsequent

promise to pay from being obliga-

tory, and that even money paid in

pursuance of such promise might

be recovered back. But from sub-

sequent cases it appears that such

doctrine is not law, and that money

paid by one knowing (or having the

means of such knowledge in his

power) all the circumstances, can-

not, unless there has been deceit or

fraud on the part of a holder, be

recovered back again on account of

such payment having been made

under an ignorance of the law, al-

though the party paying expressly

declared that he paid without preju-

dice. And as an objection made by

a drawer or indorser to pay the bill

on the ground of the want of notice

is stricli juris, and frequently does

not meet the justice of the case, it

is to be inferred from the same

cases, and it is, indeed, now clearly

established, that even a mere pro-

mise to pay, made after notice of the

facts and laches of the holder, would

be binding, though the party making

it misapprehended the law. There-

fore, where the drawer of a bill of

exchange, knowing that time had

been given by the holder to the

acceptor, but apprehending that he

was still liable upon the bill in de-

fault of the acceptor, three months

after it was due, said: ' I know I

am liable, and if the acceptor does

not pay it, I will,' it was adjudged

that he was bound by such promise

;

and the coui-t said: ' That the cases

above referred to proceeded on the

mistake of the person paying the

money under an ignorance or mis-

conception of the facts of the case,

but that in the principal case the

defendant had made the promise

with a full knowledge of the circum-

stances three months after the bill

had been dishonored, and could not

now defend himself upon the ground

of his ignorance of law when he

made the promise.' And such a

promise will dispense with the neces-

sity for a protest of a foreign bill."

But see, contra. Warder v. Tucker, 7

Mass . 449 ; May v. Coffin , 4 Mass . 341

;

Freeman v. Boynton, 7 Mass. 483.
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the time of the maturity of the note, as an indemnity or pay-

ment therefor. In such a case, if the security or indemnity be

a full security or indemnity for the amount of the note, it is

plain that the indorser can receive no damage from the want of

a due presentment.^ A fortiori, the same doctrine will apply,

where the indorser has received money or property for the very

purpose of taking up the note at its maturity .^ This latter doc-

trine would seem to follow out the doctrine of courts of equity

applied in favor of sureties where securities are held by the

creditor for the debt, and in favor of creditors where the sure-

ties hold the like securities as an indemnity. In the former

case, the sureties, on payment of the debt, are entitled to the

securities ; ^ in the latter, the creditor would seem entitled to a

direct remedy against the sureties to have the securities ap-

plied to pay his debt.

282. Receiving Part Security.— Under particular circum-

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p.

310 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

p. 473 (8th ed.); Story on Bills, s.

374; Corney v. Da Costa, 1 Esp.

302, 303; Martel v. Tureand, 6

Mart. N. S. (La.) 118; Mechanics'

Bank v. Griswold, 7 Wend. 165;

3 Kent Com. 113; Mead v. Small, 2

Greenl. 207; Andrews v. Boyd, 3

Met. 434; Bondu. Farnham, 5 Mass.

170; Perry ». Green, 19 N. J. L.

(4 Harrison) 61; Prentiss v. Daniel-

son, 5 Conn. 175; Duvall v. Fanners'

Bank, 9 Gill & J. 31, 47; Develing

V. Ferris, 18 Ohio, 170; Beard v.

Westerman, 30 Ohio St. ; Holman
V. Whiting, 19 Ala. 703; Lewis v.

Kramer, 3 Md. 265; Watkins ».

Crouch, 5 Leigh, 522 ; hut see

Kramer v. Sandford, 4 Watts & S.

328; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 2, art. 435; Seacord v. Miller,

13 N. y . 55 ; Otsego Bank v. War-
ren, 18 Barh. 290; Marshall v.

Mitchell, 34 Me. 227; Denny v.

Palmer, 5 Ired. 610. ,

[The statement in the text is

supported hy some American cases

ahove cited, hut it is considered

contrary to principle, and has been

declared unsound in the latest cases.

The proper rule seems to he that

an indorser, hy taking security

to indemnify him against his con-

tingent liability, does not change

that liability into an absolute lia-

bility. Ray V. Smith, 17 Wall. 411,

415; Moses v. Ela, 43 N. H. 557;

Woodman v. Eastman, 10 N. H.

359, 367; Haskell v. Boardman, 8

Allen, 38; Creamer v. Perry, 17 Pick.

332 ; Seacord v. Miller, 13 N. Y. 55;

Denny v. Palmer, 5 Ired. 610 ; Wil-

son V. Senier, 14 Wis. 380; Dufour

V. Morse, 9 La. 333 ; Peats v. Wil-

son, 19 La. 478; Kramer v. Sand-

ford, 4 Watts & S. 328.]

2 Ibid.; Ray v. Smith, 17 Wall.

411; Moses v. Ela, 43 N. H. 557,

559; Carter v. Flower, 16 M. & W.
at p. 751 ; Brown v. Maffey, 15 East,

216, 222; Corney v. Da Costa, 1

Esp. 302.

» 1 Story Eq. Jur. s. 499.
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stances, the receiving of security from the naaker before the

maturity of the note, less than the amount of the liability of the

indorser, may be deemed a waiver of the right to require due

presentment and notice. As, for example, if, before the mar

turity of the note, the indorser take an assignment of all the

maker's property, although inadequate to meet his indorse-

ments, it will amount to such a waiver.^ But an assignment

1 Bond V. Farnham, 5 Mass. 170,

172. On this occasion Mr. Chief

Justice Parsons said: "The facts

agreed are that, on the date the note

was payable, a demand in writing

was left with a lad at a store for-

merly occupied by the maker, but

that at that time neither the store

was in his occupation, nor the lad

in his service; that the maker be-

fore that time had stopped payment,

was insolvent, and continues so to

be, but that he had not absconded

;

that three days afterwards notice of

the non-payment was given to the

defendant. Had the case stopped

here, the defendant might have had

some reason to complain; for, al-

though a man has stopped payment

and is insolvent, yet he may have in

his possession effects sufficient to

pay part of his debts, which a fortu-

nate indorser, on receiving seasonable

notice, may secure. The case, how-

ever, states no damage as having been

incurred by the defendant from any

neglect of demand or of notice. But

it states that, before this note was

payable, the maker had assigned all

his property to the defendant, for

his security against his indorse-

ments; and that the property was

not in fact sufficient to meet his

other indorsements, exclusive of this

note. Upon these facts, we are

satisfied that the verdict is right,

because, under the circumstances of

this case, the defendant had no

right to insist on a demand upon

the maker. It appears that he

knew such a demand must be fruit-

less, as he had secured all the pro-

perty the maker had. And as he

secured it for the express purpose of

meeting this and his other indorse-

ments, he must be considered as

having waived the condition of his

liability, and as having engaged with

the maker, on receiving all his pro-

perty, to take up his notes. And the

nature or terms of the engagement

cannot be varied by an eventual

deficiency in the property, because

he received all that there was. This

intent of the parties is further sup-

ported by the offer of the defendant

to the plaintiffs to take up this note,

if they would receive foreign bank-

notes in payment. We do not mean
to be understood that, when an

indorser receives security to meet

particular indorsements, it is to be

concluded that he waives a demand
or notice as to any other indorse-

ments. That, however, is not this

case. But we are of opinion that,

if he will apply tb the maker, and,

representing himself liable for the

payment of any particular indorse-

ments, receives a security to meet

them, he shall not afterwards insist

on a fruitless demand upon the

maker, or on a useless notice to him-

self, to avoid payment of demands
which on receiving security he has un-

dertaken to pay." See Mechanics'
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made by the maker to trustees, in trust for the benefit of his

creditors, and, among them, of the indorser, will not amount to

a waiver of due demand and notice of the dishonor of the note

;

for such a trust may well be deemed a mere indemnity against

his legal liabilities, which, being conditional, would become ab-

solute only by due demand and notice.^ We have already seen

that the taking of a security or indemnity by an indorser, after

the note has become due, under the impression that he is le-

gally bound to pay the same, will not bind him, if there has not

been a due presentment and notice of the dishonor.^

Bank V. Griswold, 7 Wend. 165;

Brandt v. Miokle, 28 Md. 436; Du-

vall ». Farmers' Bank, 9 Gill & J.

31, 47; Walters v. Munroe, 17 "Md.

154; Barton v. Baker, 1 Serg. & R.

334; Perry v. Green, 19 N. J. L.

(4 Harrison) 61.

1 Creamer v. Perry, 17 Pick. 332,

334, 335. On this occasion Mr.

Chief Justice Shaw said: " On the

first ground, we think that the most

which could he made of the evidence

is, that after this note was made,

hut several months hefore it became

due, the promisor made an assign-

ment to trustees, upon trust, among
other things, to secure the defendant

for all debts due to him from the

promisor, and to indemnify him
against all his liabilities. Without

stopping to consider whether, after

this property was surrendered by the

trustees, the defendant could have

availed himself of it, we think the

effect of this assignment was to

secure and indemnify the defendant

against his legal liabilities; and as

his liability as indorser on this note

was conditional, and depended upon

the contingency of his having sea-

sonable notice of its dishonor, his

ckim upon the property depended

upon the like contingency. The

second assignment does not affect the

question ; it does not appear to have

been made till several days after the

note became due. And, on the other

ground, it is a rule of law, that if an

indorser, knowing that there has

been no demand and notice, and

conversant with all the circum-

stances, will promise to pay the

note, this is to be deemed a waiver.

Bat these rules in regard to notice

and waiver are to be held with some

strictness, in order to insure uni-

formity of practice and regularity

in their application. Though ques-

tions of due diligence and of waiver

were originally questions of fact,

yet, having been reduced to a good

degree of certainty by mercantile

usage, and a long course of judicial

decisions, they assume the character

of questions of law, and it is highly

important that they should be so

deemed and applied, in order that

rules affecting so extensive and im-

portant a department in the trans-

actions of a mercantile community

may be certain, practical, and uni-

form, as well as reasonable, equi-

table, and intelligible." Denny v.

Palmer, 5 Ired. 610.

" Ante, s. 278; Richter ». Selin,

8 Serg. & R. 425; Tower v. Durell,

9 Mass. 332; Kramer v. Sandford,

4 Watts & S. 328.
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283. French Law.— The French law contains similar provi-

sions as to receiving security. If the indorser has received on

account, or by way of set-off, or otherwise, funds sufficient to

pay the note, that will be a sufBcient excuse for any default of

due presentment of the note for payment to the maker ; since it

is apparent that he cannot have suffered any damage thereby.^

But here, again, the exception is to be understood as applicable

only to the indorser who has received such funds, and not to

other indorsers who are not in that predicament.^

284. Note received as collateral Security.— In the next place,

there is a relaxation of the strict rule as to the necessity of a

due presentment of a note by the holder to the maker for pay-

ment at its maturity, where the note has been received as col-

lateral security for another debt due to the holder, and the

debtor, causing it to be made or delivered to the holder, is no

party to the note, or, if a party to it, he has not indorsed it,

and it is not transferable by delivery .^ In the former case, the

1 Code de Commerce, art. 171;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, torn.

2, art. 435 ; Story on Bills, 374.

2 Ibid.

" See Swinyard v. Bowes, 5 M.
& S. 62; Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp.

467, 474 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills,

c. 7, s. 2, pp. 286-290 (5th ed.)

;

Story on Bills, s. 372 ; Lawrence v.

McCalmont, 2 How. 427; Khett v.

Poe, 2 How. 457; see Pardessus,

Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art. 435.

[In New York, in Wheeler v.

Newbould, 16 N. Y. 892, where

some negotiable promissory notes

which had been pledged to secure

a debt had been sold by the creditor

by private contract after a demand

and a failure to pay the debt, it was

held that the sale was invalid,

because a pledge could be lawfully

sold only by public auction after

proper notice; and it was also de-

clared that a creditor to whom this

kind of property is pledged has no

right to sell it at all, and that he

was bound to hold it and collect the

money and apply it to the debt ; the

reasons given for the latter proposi-

tion were that choses in action had

no intrinsic value like merchandise,

but their value depended entirely

on the solvency of the parties, and,

although they were sometimes sold,

the law would not presume that the

debtor intended they should be sold

to satisfy his debt. This reasoning

has been criticised and disapproved;

and it has been held in California

and Rhode Island that a pledgee of

negotiable promissory notes has, in

some cases at least, a right to sell

upon default, as where other proper-

ty is pledged. Donohoe o. Gamble,

38 Cal. 340'; Potter u. Thompson,

10 R. I. 1. In Pennsylvania, it was

held by a district court that there

was the same right to sell where the

pledge was a promissory note as

where it consisted of other personal
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delivery of the note must be treated as a mere pledge, and the

debtor, not being a party to the note, is not entitled to strict pre-

sentment or notice, as if it were an ordinary mercantile negotia-

tion, but merely to the exercise of such diligence on the part of

the holder as is required of a bailee for hire, or of a pledgee. In

the latter case, as the debtor does not indorse the note, he does

not subject himself to the obligations of the law merchant, and of

course is not entitled to its advantages.^ In order, therefore, to

effects (Richards v. Davis, 7 Am.
Law Beg. 4?3; 5 Clark (Pa.) 471);

and the judgment delivered in this

case was afterwards commended by

the Supreme Court of the state (Da-

vis V. Funk, 39 Penn. St. p. 251).

See also Brightman v. Reeves, 21

Texas, 70; Evans v. Darlington,

5 Blackf. (Ind.) 320, 322; Tucker v.

Wilson, 1 P. W. 261; Alexandria

Railroad Co. v. Burke, 22 Gratt.

234, 261; Morris Canal Co. v.

Lewis; 12 N. J. Eq. (1 Beas.) 323.]

1 Ibid. ; Van Wart v. WooUey,

3 B. & C. 439. In this case, a bill

of exchange had been sent to Van
Wart, the agent of Irving & Co., to

pay for goods purchased by him for

them. The bill was drawn by
Cranston & Co. upon Greg & Lind-

say, in London, and payable to the

order of Van Wart, the agent. It

was not indorsed by Van Wart; but

he employed his bankers to present

it for acceptance. The drawees

refused to accept it; but the bankers

did not give notice thereof to Van
Wart until the day of payment,

when it was again presented and

dishonored. Before t^e bill was

presented for acceptance the draw-

ers had bec6me bankrupt. Van
Wart broiight a suit against the

bankers for negligence in not giving

him notice of the non-acceptance of

the bill. Lord Chief Justice Abbott,

in delivering the opinion of the

court, said: " Upon this state of

facts, it is evident that the defen-

dants (who cannot be distinguished

from, but are answerable for, their

London correspondents, Sir John

Lubbock & Co.) have been guilty

of a neglect of the duty which they

owed to the plaintiff, their employer,

and from Whom they received a

pecuniary reward for their services.

The plaintiff is therefore entitled

to maintain his action against them,

to the extent of any damage he may
have sustained by their neglect.

He charges a damage in two respects

:

first, by the loss of remedy against

Irving, Smith, & Holly, from whom
he received the bill; secondly, by

the loss of remedy against Cranston,

the drawer of the bill. If, as

between the plaintiff and Irving &
Co., he has made the bill his own,

and cannot call upon them for the

amount, his damage will be to the full

amount for which the verdict has

been taken. If he still retains a

remedy against them, and has only

been delayed in the pursuit of such

remedy as he might have had against

the drawer, a bankrupt, the amount

of his loss has not been inquired into

or ascertained, and is probably much

less than the amount of the bill.

We are of opinion that the plaintiff

has not, as between him and Irving
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entitle the debtor, as owner of the collateral security, to

resist the payment of the debt, he must establish that he

& Co., made the bill his own; that

be might, notwithstanding the want

of notice of the non-acoeptarice,

have recovered from them the

amount of the bill in an action for

money paid ; or, if he had notice of

the dishonor before he had bought

and sent the goods which they had

ordered him to buy, he might have

returned the bill, and have abstained

frorii ordering or buying the goods.

It will have been observed that

Irving & Co. sent the bill to the

plaintifE without their indorsement,

and payable to his own order. The
counsel for the plaintifE was under

the necessity of arguing this case as

if he were arguing for Irving & Co.,

in an action brought against them

by the plaintiff; and it was con-

tended that li-ving & Co. were en-

titled to notice of the non-accep-

tance in this case, as they would

have been by the law merchant in

the case of a bill indorsed by them

to the plaintifE. But no authority

was cited that maintains this propo-

sition. And the case of Swinyard

V. Bowes (5 M. & S. 62) is an au-

thority the other way. If a person

deliver a bill to another without

indorsing his own name upon it, he

does not subject himself to the

Obligations of the law merchant;

he cannot be sued on the bill, either

by the person to whom he delivers

it or by any other. And, as he

does not subject himself to the

obligations, we think he is not en-

titled to the advantages. If the

holder of a bill sell it without his

own indorsement, he is, generally

speaking, liable to no action in

respect of the bill. If he deliver it

without his indorsement upon any

other consideration antecedent or

concomitant, the nature of the trans-

action and all circumstances regard-

ing the bill must be inquired into,

in order to ascertain whether he is

subject to any responsibility. If

the bill be delivered and received

as an absolute discharge, he will

not be liable; if otherwise, he may
be. The mere fact of receiving such

a bill does not show it was received

in discharge. Bishop ». Rowe (3

M. & S. 362) and Swinyard ».

Bowes, before mentioned. Then
what are the facts of this particular

oaise? Irving & Co., residing in

America', had employed the plaintifE,

residing at Birmingham, to pur-

chase hardware for them in Eng-

land, by commission. By accepting

this employment, he became, as be-

tween him and them, their agent.

They then send him the bill in ques-

tion as a further remittance on ac-

count of their order for hardware.

The bill is drawn upon persons

residing in London; the plaintiff,

therefore, could not have been ex-

pected to present the bill himself;

it must have been understood that

he was to do this through the

medium of some other person. He
employed for that purpose persons

in the habit of transacting such

buisness for him and others, and

upon whose punctuality he might

reasonably rely. In doing this, we

think that he did all that was incum-

bent upon him, as between him and

Irving & Co. ; that he is personally

in no default as to them, and is not
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lias sustained damages by reason of the want of due diligence and

due presentment on the part of the creditor, and to the extent of

such damages he may recover compensation or indemnity, or re-

answerable to them for the default

of the persons whom he employed

under such circumstances. In the

course of the argument, the situa-

tion of Irving & Co. was compared

to that of a guarantee. The

decisions that have taken place

in actions brought against a

guarantee warrant the proposition

that has been before mentioned, viz.,

that the nature of the transaction

and the circumstances of the par-

ticular case are to be considered

and regarded. Thus, in Warring-

ton 1). Furbor (8 East, 242), where

a commission of bankruptcy had

issued against the acceptor before

the bill became due, a presentment

for payment to him was held un-

necessary to charge the guarantee.

Philips V. Astling (2 Taunt. 206)

stood upon different grounds: the

bill was not presented for payment

when it became due, as it ought to

have been ; two days afterwards,

notice that it remained unpaid was

given to the drawers, for whom
the defendant was guarantee, but

no notice was then given to the de-

fendant. The drawers and acceptor

continued solvent for many months

after the bill was dishonored ; and

it was not until they had become

bankrupts that payment was de-

manded of the defendant. Under
these circumstances, because the

necessary steps were not taken to

obtain payment from the parties to

the bill, while they continued sol-

vent, the Court of Common Pleas

held the guarantee to be discharged.

In Holbrow v. Wilkins (1 B. & C.

10 ; 2 D. & R. 59), the acceptors

were known to be insolvent before

the bill fell due; and, some days

after that fact was known, the

plaintiffs wrote to the defendant,

and desired him to accept a new

bill, which he refused. The bill

was not presented for payment

when due, nor any notice of the

non-payment given to the defen-

dant. The bill would not have been

paid if presented ; and it did not

appear that the defendant sustained

any damage by reason of the want

of presentment or notice ; and this

court held the guarantee not to be

discharged. These decisions show

that cases of this kind depend upon

the circumstances peculiar to each.

In the present case, it does not ap-

pear that Irving & Co. have sus-

tained any damage by the want of

notice of the non-acceptance of the

bill. Cranston, the drawer, was

not entitled to such notice ; he had

no right to draw, and he sustained

no prejudice. He had become

bankrupt some weeks before notice

of the non-acceptance could have

reached Irving & Co. ; nothing ap-

pears to show that they have lost

any remedy tl^t they might have

had either against him or his estate,

if they could ever have had any;

but even this does not appear affir-

matively, the circumstances under

which they received the bill not

being disclosed; and possibly they

may have received it upon the terms

of being accountable only in case it

should be accepted, and not other-
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coup the amount in any suit for the debt.' In cases of this sort, the

same rule has been applied as in cases of the guaranty of notes.^

285. Foreign Law.— The French law here also applies the

same broad principle which governs it in all cases of the want

of due presentment and due notice of the dishonor. It does

not, like our law, positively exonerate the indorsers from all

responsibility in such cases ; ^ but only to the extent that they

have suffered, or may suffer, damage or prejudice by the want

of such due presentment or due notice.* Indeed, this would

seem to be the general rule prevalent among the commercial

states of Continental Europe. Casaregis lays it down as a

general rule, that where the due presentment or due notice

would be of no benefit to the drawer of a bill (and the like

reason would seem to apply to the indorsers of a note), there

the omission will not affect the rights of the holder against

him ; ^ and Baldasseroni adopts the same doctrine.^

286. Bankruptcy or Insolvency of the Maker.— We have

1 Ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. 372

;

Peacock ». Pursell, 14 C. B., N. S.

728 ; Hanna v. Holton, 78 Penn. St.

334; see Lamberton v. Windom,
12 Minn. 232.

2 Ibid.

' See Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2,

pp. 802, 303 (5th ed.).

* Pothier, de Change, n. 156,

157 ; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 2, art. 435 ; Story on Bills,

s. 478, and note ; Kemble v. Mills,

1 M. & Gr. 762, note h.

' Ibid. ; Casareg. Disc, de Comm.

,

54, n. 38, 40, 42, 49. The language

of Casaregis is: " Propterea pro

regula tradimus, quod ubi in facto

appareret nihil omnino fuisse pro-

futura prsedicta protesta, vel ob

deeoctionem scribeutis, vel solvere

debeutis literas, tunc omissio, vel

negligentia in illis elevandis, vel

transmittendis nuUatenus nocebit,

quando enim diligentise prodesse

uon possunt, impune valent omitti

per eum, qui illas facere tenebatur.

Sed in hoc casu ad omittentem dili-

gentias omnino spectat probare,

quod diligentiae non erant profu-

turse, nam sola possibilitas in con-

trarium aut dubius eventus, an

forent, vel non profuturse, inter-

pretandus, est contra morosum, vel

negligentem."

° Baldasseroni, del Camb., pt. 2,

art. 10, s. 35. Baldasseroni says

(p. 198): " Qualora poi la negli-

genza del portatore nel presentare

la lettera, o nel cavare il protesto

non porta alcun danno, o che quel

danuo, che arriva alia lettera,

sarebbe derivato nonostaute, e indi-

pendentemente dalla dctta negli-

genza ; in tal caso il portatore non

d tenuto alia refezione di detto

danno, come quelle, che non ^ origi-

nato dal fatto suo." For this doc-

trine he relies, among other authori-

ties, upon the passage above cited

from Casaregis.
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thus far had under consideration most of the cases which con-

stitute, in point of law, valid excuses for the want of a due pre-

sentment of a note for payment at its maturity. It may be

proper in this connection to consider what have been held not

to be sufficient and valid excuses for such default. To some of

these we have already incidentally alluded ; but it may be

proper briefly again to allude to them in this place.^ In the

first place (as we have seen^), it is by our law, as well as by

the French law,^ no excuse that the maker is a bankrupt or

is insolvent at the time when the note becomes due ; and this

(as is asserted) for two reasons : first, that it is a part of the

implied obligations or conditions of the contract of the indorser

that due presentment shall be made, in order to bind him to

payment upon the dishonor ; and, secondly, tha,t it is not

certain that, if due presentment had been made, the note,

notwithstanding the failure, might not have been paid either

by the maker or by some friends for him. Each of these

reasons has been promulgated, not only in the common law

authorities,* but by foreign jurists of high repute, such as

Pothier and Savary.^

J Some of the cases cited under

this head arose upon non-present-

ment of the note at its maturity, and

some upon the want of due notice
;

but they depend upon similar prin-

ciples, and are so treated by the

text writers.

» Ante, ss. 203, 204, 241 ; Nichol-

son V. Gouthit, 2 H. Bl. 609; Es-

daile v. Sowerby, 11 East, 114; 3

Kent Com. 110.

* Pothier, de Change, n. 147;

ante, a. 204; 8 Kent Com. 110;

Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom,

2, art. 424.

* Bayley on Bills, c. , 7, s. 2, pp.

302, 303 (5th ed.) ; Nicholson v.

Gouthit, 2 H. Bl. 609; Boultbee ».

Stubbs, 18 Ves. 20; Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, p. 386 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 10, pp.

469-473, 482, 483; Ruspel v. Lang-

staffe, 2 Doug. 515; Story on Bills,

s. 375; Bond v. Farnham, 5 Mass.

170, 172; Crossen v. Hutchinson, 9

Mass. 20.5; Sandford v. Dillaway,

10 Mass.. 52; Farnum v. Fowle, 12

Mass. .89; Granite Bank v. Ayers,

16 Pick. 392; Benedict v. CafEe, 5

Duer, 226. On this subject, Mr.

Chitty (pp. 482, 483, 8th ed.) says:

" The death, known bankruptcy, or

known insolvency,, qf the drawee or

acceptor, or maker of a note, or his

being in prison, or the notorious

stopping payment of a banker, pon-

stitutes no excuse, either at law or

in equity or in bankruj)tey, for tlie

peglect te give dfie notice
,

pi non-

6 Pothier, de Change, a. 147; Savary, Parfait Negooiant, tom. 2,

p. 360.
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287. Conduct or Knowledge of the Indorser.— In the next

place, as has been ah-eady suggested, equivocal acts, or con-

duct, or language, on the part of the indorser, not intentionally

or fraudulently designed to mislead, or knowledge on his part

that the note, if presented to the maker, will not be paid at the

maturity of the note, will not constitute any excuse for the

want of due presentment thereof.^ The reason of the former

part of the rule is that equivocal acts or conduct or language

may not be intended by the indorser to dispense with the ordi-

nary requirements of law as to presentment. The reason of

the latter is, that knowledge that the note will not be paid is

not the same as notice that it has not been paid ; ^ and that due

presentment being a part of the implied obligations of the

holder to entitle him to charge the indorser, the latter has a

right to insist upon a strict fulfilment thereof; and it is no

proof that he dispenses with it, merely to say that it would be

unavailing ; for (as we have seen ') our law in this respect

acceptance or non-payment ; because

many means may remain of obtain-

ing payment by the assistance of

friends, or otherwise, of which it is

reasonable that the drawer and in-

dorsers should have the opportunity

of availing themselves ; and it is not

competent to the holders to show
that the delay in giving notice has

not in fact been prejudicial. It has

been observed that it sounds harsh

that the known bankruptcy of the

acceptor should not be deemed equi-

valent to a demand or notice ; but

the rule is too strong to be dis-

pensed with; and a holder of a bill

has no right to judge what may be

the remedies over of a party liable

on a bill. It is no excuse that the

chance of obtaining any thing upon

the remedy over was hopeless,

—

that the person or persons against

whom the remedy would apply were

insolvent or bankrupts, or had ab-

sconded. Parties are entitled to

have that chance offered to them;

and, if they are abridged of it, the

law, which is founded upon the

usage and custom of merchants,

says they are discharged." This is

almost verbatim the very language

of the authorities ; and especially of

Bussel V. Langstaffe, 2 Doug. 515;

Nicholson v. Gonthit, 2 H. Bl. 609,

612.

1 Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns.

375; Griffin v. Goff, 12 Johns. 423;

Lee Bank «. Spencer, 6 Met. 308;

Pratt 0. Chase, 122 Mass. 262. An
agreement between holder and in-

dorser, that the maker shall not

pay the note until fifteen days after

maturity, does not excuse present-

ment and notice. Michaud v. La-

garde, 4 Minn. 43.

^ Caunt V. Thompson, 7 C. B.

400.

8 Ante, s. 272; Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, p. 386 (8th ed.) ; Id. o. 10, pp.

470-472.
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differs from the law of Continental Europe. Therefore, if the

maker has, at the time of giving the note or afterwards before

its maturity, told the indorser that he shall not be able to take

it up, or to pay at maturity, and that he, the indorser, must

pay, it will be no excuse for non-presentment by the holder.^

Nor will it make any difference that, at the same time, the

maker has given the indorser some money to make a part pay-

ment thereof, when due ; for although the money so paid may

be recovered by the holder against the indorser, as money had

and received to his, the holder's, vi3e,pro tanto, in discharge of the

note, yet as to the residue the indorser will be held exonerated.^

288. Accommodation Indorsement. — It is upon the same

ground that, if a payee of a note lend his name and indorse it

merely for the benefit of the maker, and to give credit to the

note, he will still be entitled to have due presentment made of

the note at its maturity, notwithstanding he knows, at the time

of his indorsement of the note, that the maker is insolvent

and will not be able to pay it ; for still, as upon payment of it

he would be entitled to recover over against the maker, he has

a right to insist that all the prerequisites to charge him shall

be co^iplied with, as he has not waived them.*

289. JEquivocal Language.— Taking Security or having unap-

propriated Funds.— So it is no excuse for non-presentment of

a note in due season, that the indorser told the holder on the

day when it became due, that he hoped it would be paid, and

that he would see what he could do, and endeavor to provide

effects ; for in such a case the language is at most merely equi-

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, pp. puts a quosre as to the point. Chitty

303-395 (5th ed.); Baker e. Birch, on Bills, o. 10, p. 484 (8th ed.).

3 Camp. 107 ; Staples v. Okines, 1 ^ Ibid.

Esp. 332; Chitty on Bills, o. 10, pp. » Ante, ss. 268, 269; Chitty on

483, 484 (8th ed.) ; Id. p. 527. In Bills, c. 10, pp. 471-473 (8th ed.)

;

Brett u. Levett, 13 East, 213, it Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, pp. 306-

was held, that when the bankrupt 308 (5th ed.) ; Nicholson v. Gouthit,

drawer of a bill, after his bank- 2 H. Bl. 609; Smith v. Becket, 13

ruptcy, and before the maturity of East, 187 ; Brown v. MafEey, 15

the bill, upon an inquiry from the East, 216 ; Lafitte v. Slatter, 6

holder whether it would be paid or Bing. 623 ; Warder «. Tucker, 7

not, acknowledged that it would Mass. 449; Pierce o. Whitney, 29

not, it dispensed with due notice of Me. 188; Ball ». Greaud, 14 La.

the dishonor. But Mr. Chitty justly An. 305.
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vocal, and cannot justify the holder in presuming that the note

will be dishonored, or the presentment be dispensed with.^ So

if, upon an apprehension that the note will not be paid at the

maturity, a prior indorser should lodge in the hands of a sub-

sequent indorser funds conditionally to secure the latter if he

should be obliged to pay the note, but to be returned if he should

be exonerated, this would bo no dispensation with due present-

ment as to either indorser ; for the last indorser would hold

the funds upon a condition which had not occurred, and the

prior indorser would have done nothing to dispense with the

due presentment." Even if the latter had in his hands funds of

the maker at the time, not appropriated to the payment of the

note, that would not dispense with the due presentment ; be-

cause he would have no right to make such appropriation, unless

he was chargeable with the payment of the note.^

290. Lost Note.— It is no excuse for non-presentment of the

note that the holder has lost or mislaid it at its maturity, so

that he is unable to deliver it up if required by the maker

;

for it does not follow that the maker might not be willing to

pay the holder upon a suitable indemnity ; or that, if payment

were refused, the indorser is to bear the inconvenience occa-

sioned by the fault or misfortune of the holder in losing the

note, since it did not interpose any insuperable obstacle to his

making a demand for payment.*

291. Agreement between Maker and Payee.— So, it is no

excuse for non-presentment of the note at its maturity accord-

ing to its terms or purport, that there was a parol agreement

between the maker and the payee who subsequently indorsed

the same to the holder, that the payment of the note should

not be demanded at its maturity, but at a future time, or upon

a future event. Tlie reason commonly given is, that the parol

evidence seeks to contradict the terms of the note.^ But

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. » Ibid. ; Kay v. Smith, 17 Wall.

305 (5th ed.) ; Prideaux v. Collier, 411.

2 Stark. 57. * Ante, ss. 106, 112, 244; Thack-
2 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. ray v. Blackett, 3 Camp. 164.

303, 304 (5th ed.) ; Clegg v. Cotton, Aborn v. Bosworth, 1 K. I. 401.

3 B. & P. 239 ; Chitty on Bills, o. ' Ante, s. 147, and note; Story on

10, p. 482 (8th ed.). Bills, s. 317, and note; Pierce v.

Whitney, 29 Me. 188.

25
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another reason may be given that is quite as decisive, and that

is, that such an agreement is one of which the holder has no

right to avail himself, since he is neither a party nor a privy

thereto, and could insist upon payment from the maker accord-

ing to the terms of the note.^ The doctrine, however, seems

inapplicable to a case where the holder takes the note with a

full understanding of the original agreement, and it is ex-

pressly adopted between him and the indorser, when the trans-

fer is made, as a modification of their own contract by the

indorsement.^

292. Accommodation Maker and Indorser.— So, it is no

excuse for non-presentment of the note at its maturity that

the indorser has, in fact, no debt due him from the maker, but

the maker and the indorser are both mere accommodation par-

ties for the benefit of a subsequent indorser to the holder ; for,

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 12, p. 492

(5th ed.); Free v. Hawkins, 8

Taunt. 92; Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

p. 483 (8th ed.).

^ Ante, a. 148; Story on Bills, s.

317 and note; Id. s. 371; see

Taunton Bank v. Richardson, 5

Pick. 436; Union Bank w. Hyde, 6

Wheat. 572. But see Free i>. Haw-
kins, 8 Taunt. 92, which seems con^

tra. The case of Hoare ». Graham,

3 Camp. 57, seems at variance with

the last suggestion in the text.

There the suit was by an indorsee

against the payee of a note payable

two months after date. Defence,

that defendant refused to indorse,

unless plaintiff would agree that the

note should be renewed when due,

and that plaintiff acceded to that

condition. Sed per Lord Ellen-

borough: " I cannot admit this evi-

dence; it is inconsistent with the

written instrument; I will receive

evidence that the note was indorsed

to plaintiff as a trust; there may,

after a bill is drawn, be a binding

promise for a valuable consideration

to renew it; but, if the promise be

contemporaneous with the drawing,

the law will not enforce it; it would

be incorporating with a written con-

tract an incongruous parol agree-

ment." Verdict for plaintiff. See

also Bayley on Bills, c. 12, p. 493

(5th ed.). Why was not the con-

tract between the indorser and in-

dorsee a binding contract, as it was

a part of the consideration upon

which the indorsement was made?

Lord EUenborough seems to have

confounded the case of an original

agreement between the maker and

payee to renew the note, with a new

agreement between the payee and

the holder to allow the same to be

renewed, when the indorsement was

made. The former might be said

to contradict the terms of the ori-

ginal note. But how does it contra-

dict the indorsement or the agree-

ment upon the indorsement? See

ante, s. 147; Brown v. Langley, 4

M. & Gr. 466; 5 Scott, N. R.

249.
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in such a case, the indorser would, upon taking up the bill, be

entitled to recover against the maker, and also against such

subsequent indorser,^

293. Order of Indorser to Maker not to pay.— So, the want

of due presentment of the note at its maturity is not excused

by an order of the indorser to the maker not to pay the note

at its maturity if presented, although it would be a waiver of

notice of the non-presentment.* The reason for the difference,

which is nice, and perhaps not very satisfactory, seems to be

that the presentment by the holder is a part of his own con-

tract, which is not waived by the direction not to pay the note,

since it is res inter alios acta ; but that the indorser necessarily

waives further notice of the dishonor, which he has authorized

and caused by his own act, and which may be deemed equiva-

lent to an appropriation of the money to himself against the

holder.

294. Firms having a common Member.— So, the fact that

the makers of a note constitute one firm, and the indorsers of

the same note another firm, in each of which the same person

is one of the partners, will not constitute a sufficient excuse for

non-presentment of the note at its maturity for payment. For

although, in contemplation of law, all the partners are presumed

to have knowledge of all the facts which any one partner knows,

yet the firm who are indorsers are not bound to pay unless due

presentment is made to the other firm, since knowledge of non-

presentment is not notice of it, nor is it a waiver of the obli-

gations of the holder to make the presentment.*

295. General Principle of Decisions.— The reason of all

these decisions turns upon one and the same general principle.

The commercial law having required a due presentment for pay-

ment, and a due notice of dishonor, these acts are to be deemed

waived or dispensed with only when, from the nature or the

circumstances of the case, both of them must be unnecessary

1 Cory i;. Scott, 3 B. & A. 619; 57; Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 484

Norton v. Pickering, 8 B. & C. 610; (8tli ed.).

Brown v. Maffey, 15 East, 216; ante, * Dwight v. Scovil, 2 Conn. 654;

sa. 268, 269. Story on Bills, s. 876; but see Ste-

2 Hill V. Heap, Dow. & Ky. N. P. vens «. West, 1 How. (Miss.) 308

;

post, s. 808.
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or immaterial to the indorsers who may be affected thereby .^

Such a presentment and such a notice are therefore to be treated

as conditions precedent to the liability of the indorsers belong-

ing to the leading character of the contract ; and it is of no

consequence that the indorsers may not have been actually pre-

judiced thereby.^ Of course, nothing short of an express or

implied agreement, or a waiver of such presentment and notice,

ought to bind the indorsers; and such an agreement, or a

waiver, ought never, in derogation of their admitted rights, to

be inferred from doubtful or equivocal acts or circumstances,

which are capable of different interpretations.^

296. We have thus considered the principal excuses for want

of due presentment of promissory notes for payment at their

maturity, which are usually insisted on by the holder in suits

against the indorsers, and of wliich the validity or invalidity

seems proper to be considered in this place. The subject, how-

ever, will again occur in another connection, that of the want

of due notice to the indorser of the dishonor of the note,

where other and additional illustrations will naturally present

themselves for observation and comment. Indeed, these ex-

cuses most generally occur in cases of want of due notice;

and as, for the most part, the same principles apply to and

govern each, we may well postpone the further examination of

the cases until we reach the head of Notice.

1 French v. Bant of Columbia, 4 302, 303 (5th ed.); Story on Bills,

Cranch, 141; Ray v. Smith, 17 s. 377; Pierce v. Whitney, 29 Me.

Wall. 411; Foster v. Parker, 2 C. 188; but see Smith v. Miller, 52

P. D. 18. N. Y. 545, 548.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. » Story on Bills, s. 377.
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CHAPTER VIII.

NOTICE OF DISHONOR.

SECTION

Protest 297

Foreign Law 298

Notice 299

Division of tlie Subject.... 300

By whom Notice is to be given 301-303

Death of the Holder 304

Partners and joint Holders . . . 304

Bankrupt 305

Infant 306

Married Woman 806

To whom Notice should be given 807

Bankrupt 807

Partners and joint Indorsers . . 308

Absent Indorser 309

Death of the Indorser .... 310

Infant, Non Compos, or Married

"Woman 311

Place for giving Notice .... 312

Domicile or Place of Business . 313

Place agreed upon 314

Hours and Manner in which No;

tice may be left 815

When the Domicile is unknown . 316

Absence or Removal abroad . . 317

French Law 318

Time for giving Notice .... 319

Where both Parties reside in the

same Town 320

Next Business Day 321

Notice by Post 322

Where there is a Delivery by
Carriers 323

Where the Parties reside in diffe-

rent Towns 324

Notice by Post 324, 825

Note presented by an Agent . . 326

When there is not a daily Post . 827

Notice posted is sufiEicieut . . . 328

SECTION

Joint Indorsers 329

Successive Indorsers ..... 380

Notice by Indorser to prior In-

dorsers 331, 332

French Law 338

Notice by Indorser inuring to

Holder 334

When the Indorser's Eesidence is

unknown 835

Notice under particular Circum-

stances 335 a

Indorser resident in another State

or Country 836, 837

Superior Force and Accident . . 337

Notice by special Messenger . . 338

Lex Loci 339

Manner of giving Notice . . . 340

Notice may be oral or in Writing 341

To what Post-oflSce Notice may
be directed 342,343

Where Indorser's Residence can-
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Direction of the Notice . . . 345, 346

Mistake in Direction 347

Contents of the Notice .... 348
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What Precision is necessary . 351, 352
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Payment 353, 354
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General Excuses 856

Special Excuses 357

Waiver of Notice 358
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tice 360
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SECTION

Promise or Payment in Ignorance

of Default 361

Promise with Knowledge of the

Facts 362,363

Proof of Waiver 364

^Equivocal Language or Conduct . 365

SBCTIOH

Presentment when Notice is

waived 366

In8u£Scient Excuses 867

Concluding Remarks 868

Consequence of Omission by

French Law 869

297. Protest.— Let us now proceed, in the next place, to the

consideration of the notice to be given, and the other proceed-

ings to be had by the holder, in cases of due presentment and

the dishonor of a promissory note. In cases of foreign bills of

exchange, it is ordinarily indispensable for the holder, upon the

dishonor of the bill either by non-acceptance or non-payment

thereof, to make due protest thereof before a notary, or other

public officer authorized to make the demand and protest.^

This, also, is the rule generally prescribed by the foreign law.^

But in cases of promissory notes, by the English and the

American commercial law, no protest is required to be made

upon the dishonor thereof.^ If there are any exceptions in

America, they stand upon the positive requirement of some

statute, or of some general usage equally obligatory.* The

practice, however, prevails in several of our commercial cities

to have promissory notes presented for payment by notaries

1 Story on Bills, ss. 176, 273-

278; 3 Kent Com. 93-95; 2 Bl.

Com. 469, 470; Chitty on Bills, c.

8, pp. 361-365, 374 (8th ed.) ; Id.

pp. 489, 490; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

s. 2, pp. 258-266 (5th ed.).

2 Story on Bills, s. 274; Solarte

V. Palmer, 7 Bing. 530, 533 (Ex.

Ch.).

8 Burke ». McKay, 2 How. 66;

Young ». Bryan, 6 Wheat. 146;

Fiukham ». Macy, 9 Met. 174;

Solarte v. Palmer, 7 Bing. 530,

533 (Ex. Ch); Coddington v.

Davis, 1 N. Y. 186; 3 Denio, 16;

Smith V. Gibhs, 2 Sm. & M. 479;

Bonar v. Mitchell, 5 Ex, 415.

* 3 Kent Com. 94; Bayley on

Bills, 0. 7, s. 2, p. 265 (5th ed.);

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 501 (8th

ed.) ; Young v. Bryan, 6 Wheat.

146; Union Bank v. Hyde, 6

Wheat. 572; NichoUs v. Webb, 8

Wheat. 326; Bank of North Ame-
rica ». M'Knight, 1 Yeates (Pa.)

145; Hubbard v. Troy, 2 Ired. 134;

City Bank v. Cutter, 3 Pick. 414;

Bahm v. Philadelphia Bank, 1

Rawle, 335; Read v. Bank of Ken-

tucky, 1 Men. (Ky.) 91 ; Whiting

V. Walker, 2 B. Men. (Ky.) 262

;

Merritt v. Benton, 10 Wend. 116;

Kyd on Bills, c. 7, p. 142 (3rd ed.)

;

Cunningham on Bills, s. 7, pp. 40,

41; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 2,

pp. 442, 443 (2nd ed.).
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public, and, if dishonored, to have them protested.^ But this

is not deemed to be a practice which changes the general rule

of law ; it is simply an arrangement made for the convenience

of the holder (and principally when the note is held by a bank),

by which, in effect, the notary is made a substituted agent for

the holder .2 In many cases, the protest even of a note by a

notary may be important to the holder in point of evidence, as,

in case of his death, it may be admissible to establish the fact

of a due presentment to the maker, and due notice to the

indorser.*

1 Merritt v. Benton, 10 Wend.
116; Bank of Utica v. Smith, 18

Johns. 230, 240 ; Burke v. McKay,
2 How. 66.

2 Nicholls V. Webb, 8 Wheat.

326, 331. In this case, the court

said: "It does not appear that, by

the laws of Tennessee, a demand of

the payment of promissory notes is

required to be made by a nptary

public, or a protest made for non-

payment, or notice given by a notary

to the indorsers. And, by the ge-

neral commercial law, it is perfectly

clear that the intervention of a no-

tary is unnecessary in these cases.

The notarial protest is not, there-

fore, evidence of itself, in chief, of

the fact of demand, as it would be

in cases of foreign bills of exchange;

and, in strictness of law, it is not

an official act. But we all know
that, in point of fact, notaries are

very commonly employed in this

business ; and in some of the states

it is a general usage so to protest all

dishonored notes which are lodged

in, or have been discounted by, the

bank. The practice has, doubtless,

grown up from a sense of its con-

venience, and the just confidence

placed in men who, from their

habits and character, are likely to

perform those important duties with

punctuality and accuracy. We may,

therefore, safely take it to be true

in this case that the protesting of

notes, if not strictly the duty of the

notary, was in conformity to general

practice, and was an employment in

which he was usually engaged."

3 Nicholls V. Webb, 8 Wheat.

326, 331. The question as to the

admissibility of the books of a

notary, aftei* his decease, to estab-

lish the fact that he had made a

due demand of the maker of the

note, and given due notice to the

indorser, was much considered, and

decided in the affirmative in this

case. On this occasion the court

said: "If he (the notary) had been

alive at the trial, there is no ques-

tion that the protest could not have

been given in evidence, except with

his deposition, or personal exami-

nation to support it. His death

gives rise to the question, whether

it is not, connected with other evi-

dence, and particularly with that of

his daughter, admissible secondary

evidence for the purpose of conduc-

ing to prove due demand and notice.

The rules of evidence are of great

importance, and cannot be departed

from without endangering private

as well as public rights. Courts of

law are, therefore, extremely cau-
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298. Foreign Law.— By the French law, and indeed by the

general law of the commercial nations of Continental Europe

tious in the introduction of any new
doctrines of evidence 'which trench

upon old and established principles.

Still, however, it is obvious that, as

the rules of evidence are founded

upon general interest and conve-

nience, they must from time to time

admit of modifications to adapt them
to the actual condition and business

of men, or they would work mani-

fest injustice; and Lord Ellen-

borough has very justly observed

that they must expand according to

the exigencies of society. Pritt v.

Fairclongh, 3 Camp. 305. The
present case affords a striking proof

of the correctness of this remark.

Much of the business of the com-

mercial world is done through the

medium of bills of exchange and
promissory notes. The rules of law

require that due notice and demand
should be proved to charge the in-

dorser. What would be the conse-

quence, if, in no instance, second-

ary evidence could be admitted of a

nature like the present? It would
materially impair the negotiability

and circulation of these important

facilities to commerce, since few

persons would be disposed to risk

so much property upon the chance

of a single life ; and the attempt to

multiply -witnesses would be at-

tended with serious inconveniences

and expenses. There is no doubt
that, upon the principles of law,

protests of foreign bills of exchange

are admissible evidence of a demand
upon the drawee ; and upon what
foundation does this doctrine rest

butupon the usage of merchants and
the universal convenience of man-

kind? There is not even the plea

of absolute necessity to justify its

introduction, since it is equally evi-

dence whether the notary be living

or dead. The law, indeed, places

a confidence in public officers; but

it is here extended to foreign offi-

cers acting as the agents and instru-

ments of private parties. The ge-

neral objection to evidence of the

character of that now before the

court is that it is in the nature of

hearsay, and that the party is de-

prived of the benefit of cross-exa-

mination. That principle, also, ap-

plies to the case of foreign protests.

But the answer is that it is the best

evidence the nature of the case ad-

mits of. If the party is dead, we

cannot have his personal examina-

tion on oath; and the question then

arises, whether there shall be a total

failure of justice, or secondary evi-

dence shall be admitted to prove

facts where ordinary prudence can-

not guard us against the effects of

human mortality? Vast sums of

money depend upon the evidence

of notaries and messengers of banks;

and if their memorandums, in the

ordinary discharge of their duty and

employment, are not admissible in

evidence after their death, the mis-

chiefs must be very extensive. But

how stand the authorities upon this

subject? Do they as inflexibly lay

down the general rule as the objec-

tion seems to imply? The written

declarations of deceased persons,

and entries in their books, have

been for a long time admitted as

evidence, upon the general ground

that they were made against the in-
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and of Scotland, no distinction is in tliis respect made between

foreign bills of exchange and promissory notes. In each case,

terest of the parties. Of this nature

are the entries made by receivers of

money charging themselves, rentals

of parties, and bills of lading signed

by masters of vessels. More than a

century ago, it was decided that the

entries in the books of a tradesman,

made by a deceased shopman, were

admissible as evidence of the de-

livery of the goods, and of other

matters there stated within his own
knowledge. So, in an action on a

tailor's bill, a shop book was al-

lowed as evidence, it being proved

that the servant who wrote the book

was dead, and that this was his

hand, and he was accustomed to

make the entries. In the case of

Higham v. Ridgeway, 10 East, 109,

it was held that the entry of a mid-

wife in his books, in the ordinary

course of his business, of the birth

of a child, accompanied by another

entry in his ledger of the charge for

the service, and a memorandum of

payment at a subsequent date, was
admissible evidence of the time of

the birth. It is true that Lord

EUenborough, in giving his own
opinion, laid stress upon the cir-

cumstance that the entry admitting

payment was to the prejudice of the

party, and therefore like the case of

a receiver. But this seems very

artificial reasoning, and cojild not

apply to the original entry in the

day-book, which was made before

payment; and even in the ledger

the payment was alleged to have

been made six months after the ser-

vice. So that, in truth, at the time

of the entry, it was not against the

party's interest. And Mr. Justice

Le Blanc, in the same case, after

observing that he did not mean to

give any opinion as to the mere

declarations or entries of a midwife,

who is dead, respecting the time of

a person's birth, being made in a

matter peculiarly within the know-

ledge of such a person, as it was

not necessary then to determine that

question, significantly said: ' I would

not be bound at present to say that

they are not evidence.' In the

recent case of Hagedorn v. Reid, 3

Camp. 377, in a suit on a policy of

insuraiwe, where a licence was ne-

cessary, the original not being found,

it was proved that it was the in-

variable practice of the plaintiff's

office (he being a policy broker)

that the clerk, who copies any

licence, sends it ofi by post, and

makes a memorandum on the copy

of his having done so; and a copy

of the licence in question was pro-

duced from the plaintiff's letter-

book, in the handwriting of a de-

ceased clerk, with a memorandum
on it, stating that the original was

sent to Dorman; and a witness,

acquainted with the plaintiff's mode
of transacting business, swore that

he had no doubt the original was

sent according to the statement in

the memorandum. Lord Ellen-

borough held this to be sufiicient

evidence of the licence. And in

Pritt V. Fairclough, 8 Camp. 305,

the same learned judge held that

the entry of a copy of a letter in the

letter-book of a party, made by a

deceased clerk, and sent to the

other party, was admissible in evi-

dence, the letter-book being punctu-
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a protest for the dishonor, in cases of non-payment on present-

ment thereof, is equally required and is equally indispensable.^

ally kept, to prove the contents of

the letter so sent. And be observed,

on that occasion, that if it were not so,

there would be no way in which the

most careful merchant could prove

the contents of a letter after the death

of his entering clerk. The case of

Welsh V. Barrett, which has been

cited at the bar from the Massachu-

setts Reports (15 Mass. 380), is still

more directly in point. It was there

held that the memorandums of a

messenger of a bank, made in the

usual course of his employment, of

demands on promisors, and. notices

to indorsers, in respect to notes left

for collection in the bank, were,

after his decease, admissible evi-

dence to establish such demands
and notices. And the learned chief

justice of the court, on that occa-

sion, went into an examination of

the grounds of the doctrine, and put

the very case of a notarial demand
and protest of notes, which had
been suggested at the bar as a more

correct course, as not distinguish-

able in principle, and liable to the

same objections as the evidence then

before the court. We are entirely

satisfied with that decision, and
think it is founded in good sense and
public convenience. We think it a

safe principle that memorandums
made by a person in the ordinary

course of his business, of acts or

matters which his duty in such busi-

ness requires him to do for others,

in case of his death, are admissible

evidence of the acts and matters so

done. It is of course liable to be

impugned by other evidence, and

to be encountered by any presump-

tions or facts which diminish its

credibility or certainty. A fortiori,

we think the acts of a public offi-

cer, like a notary public, admissible,

although they may not be strictly

official, if they are according to the

customary business of his office,

since he acts as a sworn officer, and

is clothed with public authority and

confidence." See also Doe v. Tur-

ford, 3 B. & Ad. 890; Gawtry v.

Doane, 51 N. Y. 84, 90; Porter v.

Judson, 1 Gray, 175 ; Barnard v.

Planters' Bank, 4 How. (Miss.)

98; Ogden v. Glidewell, 5 How.

(Miss.) 179; White v. Englehard,

2 Sm. & M. 38. It has been decided

in New Hampshire that, where the

indorser of a note lives in one state

and the maker in another, the opera-

tion of the indorsement is so far

similar to the drawing of a bill of

exchange, that, in an action against

the indorser, the dishonor of it may
be proved by a protest. Williams

V. Putnam,- 14 N. H. 540. In New
Hampshire, Maine, Maryland, Min-

nesota, Pennsylvania, Kentucky,

Ohio, Alabama, Mississippi, Cali-

1 Code de Commerce, art. 175, s. 2, pp. 442, 443 (2nd ed.) ; see

187; Pothier, de Change, n. 133, Baldasseroni, del Cambio, pt. 2,

220; Jousse, surl'Ord. de 1673, tit. art. 8, ss. 1-3, 28-50; Heinecc. de

5, art. 32, p. 131 (ed. 1802) ; Pardes- Camb. c. 6, s. 4; Story on Bills,

sus, Droit Commercial, torn. 2, art. ss. 274, 379.

479, 480 ; Thomson on Bills, c. 6,
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299. Notice.— In every case of the dishonor of a promissory

note, it is the duty of the holder to give due notice thereof to

all the prior parties on the note who are liable to make pay-

ment to him, and to whom he means to look for payment. If

he fails to give notice to any of the prior parties so liable, then

all are discharged from liability to him, and the want of such

notice is fatal to his entire claim against them.^ If he gives

due notice to one of the prior parties, and not to the others,

then the latter are in law discharged, although the former may
be held to payment. Such is the general rule ; but there are

certain exceptions to its operation, which will presently come
under our consideration.^

300. Division of the Subject.— Let us, then, in the first

place, enter upon the consideration of the various doctrines

applicable to the subject of notice in its general relations ; and

afterwards we shall be at liberty to examine the exceptions to

these doctrines. The subject may be conveniently distributed

into the following heads: (1) First, by whom notice is to

be given ; (2) Secondly, to whom notice is to be given

;

fornia, Iowa, Wisconsin, and per- competent evidence. Farmers and

haps in some other states, a notary's Mechanics Bank v. Allen, 18 Md.
certificate of demand and notice 475; Sathery. Rogers, 10 Iowa, 231;

upon a promissory note as well as Thorp v. Craig, 10 Iowa, 461.

a bill of exchange is prima facie ^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, p.

evidence of the facts stated in it. 217 (5th ed ). The holder is re-

Loud V. Merrill, 45 Me. 516 ; Orono quired to give notice only to the

Bank v. Wood, 49 Me. 26; Ricketts indorser whom he desires to charge,

V. Pendleton, 14 Md. 320; Bowling and each indorser must see for him-

V. Arthur, 34 Miss. 41; Kern v. self that prior indorsers are duly

Von Phul, 7 Minn. 426 ; Adams i>. fixed, if he would have his remedy
Wright, 14 Wis. 408 ; Carruth ». over against them. Spencer v. Bal-

Walker, 8 Wis. 252 ; Duckert ». lou, 18 N. Y. 327.

Von Lileinthal, 11 Wis. 56; Sherer ^ [If the promissory note is paya-

V. Easton Bank, 33 Penn. St. 134; ble by instalments, the omission to

Rushworth ». Moore, 36 N. H. 188; give notice of the non-payment of

Simpson v. White, 40 N. H. 540; one instalment does not discharge

McFarland b. Pico, 8 Cal. 626; Gil- the indorser from his liability for

lespie I). Neville, 14 Cal. 408 ; see the other instalments. Fitchburg

Seneca County Bank v. Neass, 5 Insurance Co. u. Davis, 121 Mass.

Denio, 329; 3 N. Y. 442. If the 121; see Croydon Gas Co. v. Dick-

notary's certificate recites an insuffi- inson, 2 C. P. D. 46 (C. A.)
;
post,

cieut demand or notice, it is not s. 414, n.]
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(3) Thirdly, at wbat place and within what time it is to be

given
; (4) Fourthly, in what mode or manner ; (5) Fifthly, the

form of the notice, and when it is good or not.

301. By whom Notice is to be given.— In the first place, then,

by whom is notice to be given of the dishonor of a promissory

note ? The general rule is, that it is to be given by tlie holder

or by some agent or other person duly authorized by him,^ or,

at all events, by some person who is himself liable to pay the

note, and is a party thereto. The reason is not merely that

the indorser may immediately call upon those who are liable

to him for indemnity, but that he may know that the holder

means to stand upon his legal rights and resort to him for pay-

ment.^ If notice be given by a third person or by a mere

stranger not so authorized, it amounts to a mere nullity ; for

knowledge of the dishonor by the indorser is not notice to him

that the holder intends to hold him liable to pay the same,

since it is quite competent for the holder to waive his rights

;

and a third person or stranger cannot, by his officious inter-

meddling, establish any rights of the holder, or defeat any

discharge or defence of the indorser.^ Nor would a subsequent

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 525- Chanoine v. Fowler, 3 Wend. 173;

532 (8th ed ) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, Story on Bills, s. 303, n. ; 3 Kent

s. 2, p. 254 (5th ed); Story on Com. 108; Thomson on Bills, c. 6,

Bills, ss. 803, 304. When the note s. 4, pp. 494-496 (2nd ed.) says: "By
has been duly presented and due what party notice must he given,

notice of dishonor given, such pre- to preserve the holder's recourse

sentment and notice will enure to against the party receiving it, has

the benefit of every person to whom been much discussed, and is not

the note is afterwards transferred, yet satisfactorily settled. The chief

Williams v. Matthews, 3 Cowen, purpose of this notice is that the

252 ; St. John v. Roberts, 31 N. Y. party receiving it may secure his

441 ; French v. Jarvis, 29 Conn, relief from the parties liable to him
347. against the claim made upon him

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 368 under the bill or note; and therefore

(8th ed.); Id. o. 10, p. 501; per such notice, if it does not state,

Buller, J., in Tindal v. Brown, 1 must at least afford him reason to

T. R. 170. believe, that a claim will be made
s Ihid.; Ex parte Barclay, 7 Ves. against him. But his belief of this

597, 598; Stewart v. Kennett, 2 must depend much on the party

Camp. 177 ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, from whom the notice proceeds.

s. 2, p. 254 (5th ed.); Chitty on His mere knowledge that the bill

Bills, c. 10, pp. 526, 527 (8th ed.)

;

or note has not been accepted or
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adoption of the notice of a stranger by the holder vary the

result ; for it is not a case to which the doctrine has been ap-

plied, that a subsequent ratification is equivalent to an original

authority, and, by relation, goes to the establishment of the

act done ab initio, upon the footing of the maxim, Omnia rati-

habitio retrotrahitur et mandato priori cequiparatur.

302. But a person who is a party to the note is not ordi-

narily to be treated as a mere stranger, in the sense of the rule.

If he be a party to the note, and, at all events, if he be at the

time entitled to call for payment, or for reimbursement,^ notice

paid affords no ground for such a

belief, because it does not thence

follow that the holder will resort

to him for payment. Information,

therefore, of non-acceptance or non-

payment, by. a stranger, who has

no concern with the bill or note,

and does not act for any party to it,

is not equivalent to notice, as it

amounts to no more than the casual

knowledge now mentioned. In one

case, indeed, in Scotland, private

knowledge seems to have been ad-

mitted, at least as an element of

notice. But, in that case, ' there

was that sort of intercourse among
the parties which left it to be in-

ferred that the indorser was aware

not merely of the dishonor, but of

the holder looking to him for pay-

ment; particularly, there was a

meeting of the parties, at which the

acceptor made a partial payment.'

This last circumstance showed that

the holder was in cursu of enforcing

payment from the acceptor; and,

as the defender seems to have been

a party to this payment, he must,

from it, as from other circumstan-

ces, have been convinced that he

would be called on for payment,

failing the acceptor. Supposing,

therefore, that this case were a fit

precedent, which has been doubted,

it cannot impeach the rule, that in-

formation by a stranger, or, in other

words, mere casual knowledge, is

not equivalent to notice. Bat if

the drawer or indorser gets informa-

tion, whether from the holder or

not, which certiorates him that the

latter intends to claim recourse from

him, the purpose of notice, namely,

to enable him to take measures for

his security, is answered. This is

the only principle which appears

capable of supporting the decision

last cited. The same doctrine may
perhaps have been in view in an-

other case, where evidence was ad-

mitted to prove that the drawer had
expressed his belief to the holder

that the bill would be returned

unpaid; but such an expression of

belief before the bill was due would
not probably be held equivalent

to a subsequent certainty, either

that the bill was not paid, or that

the holder claimed recourse. It has

been held at nisi prius to be proof

of the drawer having got notice,

that he intimated to the holder that

he would defend any action on the

bill, as he had been defrauded, but

did not then allege want of notice."

' Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p.

254 (5th ed.) ; see Rowe v. Tipper,

13 C. B. 249.
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from him will now be held sufficient, although formerly it

seems to have been otherwise held.^ Hence, a notice from the

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 525-

527 (8th ed.); 3 Kent Com. 108;

Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 4, pp.

496, 497 (2nd ed.); Story on Bills,

ss. 294, 303, 304; Ex parte Barclay,

7 Ves. 597. In Tindal v. Brown, 1

T. R. 167, 170, Mr. Justice Bnller

said: " With respect to notice, I

concur in the opinion which has

been given by the court, and par-

ticularly for the reason given by my
brother Ashhurst. The purpose of

giving notice is not merely that the

indorser should know that the note

is not paid, for he is chargeable

only in a secondary degree; but, to

render him liable, you must show

that the holder looked to him for

payment, and gave him notice that

he did so. A case might easily be

put, where the indorser might have

notice from the holder, and yet

would not be liable; as if, in the

present case, the holder had written

a letter to the indorser, containing

the circumstances which have been

given in evidence, the indorser would

have been discharged; because it

would have amounted only to this:

' The note made by Donaldson and

indorsed by you is not paid, and I

have given credit to Donaldson till

to-morrow.' Though there is no

prescribed form of this kind of no-

tice, yet it must import that the

holder considers the indorser as lia-

ble, and expects payment from him,

that he may have his remedy over

by an early application ; then it be-

comes his business to take up the

note. But notice of having given

wedit to the maker will discharge

th» indorser. The notice by another

person to the indorser can never be

sufficient ; but it must proceed from

the holder himself." In Ex parte

Barclay, 7 Ves. 597, 598, where the

point arose. Lord Eldon said: " The
settled doctrine is according to the

language of Mr. Justice Buller in

Tindal v. Brown; and there is great

reason in it; for the ground of dis-

charging the drawer is that the

holder gives credit to some person

liable as between himself and the

drawer. Notice from any other

person that the bill is not paid is

not notice that the holder does not

give credit to a third person. The
doctrine has been acted upon very

often since." The contrary doc-

trine was held in Jameson v. Swin-

ton, 2 Camp. 373, and Wilson v.

Swabey, 1 Stark. 34. In Chapman
V. Keane, 3 A. & E. 193, 196, 197,

Lord Denman, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said: " On the

trial of this action by the indorsee

against the drawer of a bill of ex-

change, the Lord Chief Justice of

the Common Pleas directed a non-

suit, for want of due notice of dis-

honor. The bill has been indorsed

by the plaintiff, by the desire of

Wiltshire, who had discounted it,

and left it in the hands of the

plaintiff's clerk, with instructions

to obtain payment or give notice of

dishonor. He did giv« notice to

the defendant, but in the name of

the plaintiff, not in that of Wilt-

shire, the then holder, who had

deposited the bill with him. The
objection to the plaintiff's recovery

was founded on the case of Tindal

p. Brown, in which all the judges of
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holder, or any other party, will inure to the benefit of every

other party who stands between the person giving the notice

this court, except Lord Mansfield,

considered a notice given by one

who was not the holder as no no-

tice, on the ground that the drawer

was not thereby apprised of the

holder's intention to look to him
for payment ; and this case was dis-

tinctly recognized, and its principle

adopted, by Lord Eldon, in Ex
parte Barclay. Notwithstanding

these high authorities, it is clear,

from Jameson o. Swinton, Wilson

V. Swabey, and also from the

learned treatises on bills of ex-

change, that the contrary doctrine

has prevailed in the profession, and

we must presume a contrary prac-

tice in the commercial world. It is

universally considered that the party

entitled as holder to sue upon the

bill may avail himself of notice

given in due time by any party to

it. In the nisi prius cases just re-

ferred to, no express allusion was

made to Tindal v. Brown or Ex
parte Barclay, but we can hardly

conceive that they were not present

to the recollection of Lord Ellen-

borough and Mr. Justice Lawrence,

or the counsel engaged. These

learned judges, indeed, decided

them at nisi prius, but without

question. We are now compelled

to determine whether the case of

Tindal v. Brown, as to this point,

be good law. We think that it is

not. If it were, the holder might

secure his own right against his

immediate indorser by regular no-

tice; but the latter, and every other

party to the bill, would be deprived

of all remedy against anterior in-

dorsers and the drawer, unless each

of those parties should in succession

take up the bill immediately on re-

ceiving notice of dishonor, a suppo-

sition which cannot be reasonably

made. We may add, that this point

was not necessary for the decision

of the case, as this court, including

Lord Mansfield, granted a new trial

on a different ground." It does-

not appear that in any of these

cases the question directly arose,

whether notice, given by an in-

dorser on the bill who had no no-

tice himself from any one which

could make him liable to the holder

thereon, to any antecedent party

on the note, would be sufficient

notice to bind the latter, so that

the holder might recover against

him, although he had not himself

given him any notice whatsoever.

Mr. Bayley (as we shall immedi-

ately see) lays down the doctrine

in very guarded terms. "The no-

tice must come from the holder, or

fromi some party entitled to call for

payment or reimbursement." Bay-

ley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 254r-256.

Mr. Thomson (on Bills, c. 6, s. 4,

pp. 496, 497, 2nd ed.) seems to con-

sider the law to be now settled that

notice from any party on the note

will inure for the benefit of the-

holder and all other parties, without,

any distinction, whether the party

is himself bound to pay the note or

not. His language is: " The Eng-

lish courts seem to have at first too-

much narrowed the limits of notice.

In one case, opinions are expressed

that notice ought to be given in all

cases by the holder. But the only

point as to notice then before the
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and the person to whom it is given.^ Therefore, a notice from

the last indorsee to the first indorser will operate as a notice

court was, whether a request by the

grantor of a note to the defendant,

to take it up, was equivalent to

notice by the holder ; and the court

may probably have been thus led to

lay it down that in that case' notice

could proceed only from the holder,

without adverting to the other ques-
' tion of the validity of notice, by an

indorser. The case was decided on

another ground. But the opinion

now referred to was followed after-

wards by an eminent authority, who,

after citing the opinion of Mr. Jus-

tice Buller, as importing that effec-

tual notice could only come from

the holder, and stating that it had

been frequently acted on since, de-

cided on that ground that notice

by the indorser of a bill could not

be available to the holder. But this

doctrine seems not to be consistent

with the principles which have been

since established. 1st. It appears

to be settled that notice by an in-

dorser to the drawer, or a prior

indorser of a bill or note, will inure

to the benefit of any intervening

party. No intervening party can

have a claim against the drawer

or prior indorser without paying to

the party who gave notice ; and by

doing so he acquires all his rights,

and among others the benefit of the

notice given by him. As it may
not be certain, however, whether

the holder has given notice to all

the prior parties, it is prudent in

any indorser from whom payment

is demanded to give notice as soon

as he gets it to all the previous

parties, in order to secure his re-

'Course against them. For, if he has

got notice, it will not afford him

any defence that the holder has not

given notice to the previous parties,

from whom he himself is entitled to

claim recourse. 2nd. Although the

holder of a bill or note should give

notice only to his immediate indor-

ser, he may avail himself of notice

to any prior party, whether it pro-

ceeds from his indorser, or from

some earlier indorser to whom the

latter has given notice. This rule

is conformable with the purpose of

giving notice, as the party receiving

it is put sufficiently on his guard, if

it comes from any person who has

a right to exact, and intends to

exact, payment; and that, whether

payment is exacted by that party

under his right of recourse, or by

the holder. Accordingly, it has

been decided in two cases, where

actions were brought by the last

indorsee against the drawer, that

notice to a drawer or indorser by

the plaintiff's indorser was avail-

able to the plaintiff, being held

sufficient to ' serve all the purposes

for which notice is required,' seeing

the drawer or indorser was thus

enabled ' to take it up if he pleases

;

and he may immediately proceed

against the acceptor or prior indor-

sers.' In a later case, it was decided

by the Court of King's Bench, on

a review of all previous decisions,

that the holder of a bill may avail

himself of notice given by any per-

son who is a party to it. The law

may therefore be now considered

as settled."

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, pp.

255, 256 (5th ed.) ; Wilson v. Swa-
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from each of the intermediate indorsers.^ So, if the holder, or

any other party, give no notice but to the person who is his im-

mediate indorser on the note, yet, if notice be communicated

by the latter without laches to the prior parties, the holder

may avail himself of such communication of notice, and sue

any such prior parties ; for it is not, under such circumstances,

necessary that the notice should come immediately from the

holder, since it does come from one who is liable to pay the

note, and is entitled to reimbursement from such prior parties.^

Under such circumstances, the rule is applicable that he who is

ultimately bound to pay the money as a first indorser may be

made directly and immediately liable to pay it. to a remote in-

dorsee ; since he would be circuitously compellable to pay it.^

bey, 1 Stark. 34; Chitty on Bills,

c. 10, p. 527 (8th ed.) ; Story on

Bills, ss. 303, 304, 382; Chapman
V. Keane, 3 A. & E. 193; Rogerson

V. Hare, W. W. & D. 65; 1 Jur. 71.

1 Ibid.

2 Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, p.

256 (5th ed.); Stafford v. Yates, 18

Johns. 327. Newen v. Gill, 8 C. &
P. 367. Mr. Bayley (c. 7, b. 2, pp.

244-246) has very succinctly stated

the doctrine in these -words: "The
notice must come from the holder,

or from some party entitled to call

for payment or reimbursement. It

has indeed been held that notice

from the acceptor to the drawer,

that he had not been able to pay it,

and that it was then in plaintiff's

hands, was sufficient; but that might

perhaps have been on the ground

that the acceptor wrote for the

plaintiff, and as his agent. A no-

tice from the holder or any other

party will inure to the benefit of

every other party who stands be-

tween the person giving the notice

and the person to whom it is given.

Therefore, a notice from the last

indorsee to the drawer wHl operate

as a notice from each indorser. It

is, nevertheless, prudent in each

party who receives a notice to give

immediate notice to those parties

against whom he may have right to

claim; for the holder may have

omitted notice to some of them,

and that will be no protection ; or

there may be difficulties in proving

•such notice. Though a holder or

any other party give no notice but

to the person of whom he took the

bill, yet, if notice be communicated

without laches to the prior parties,

he may avail himself of such com-

munication, and sue any of such

prior parties I it is no objection in

such case that there was no notice

immediately from the plaintiff to the

defendant."
s Riddle v. Mandeville, 5 Cranch,

322. A remote indorsee cannot,

according to the local law of Vir-

ginia, maintain a suit at law against

a remote indorser, on the dishonor

of a promissory note. And the

question in this case was whether

he might in equity maintain such
i
a

suit. The court held that be might.

Mr. Chief Justice Marshall, in de-

26
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803. From the general language used in some of the authori-

ties and in some of the text-books, it might seem that notice

livering the opinion of the court,

after adverting to the fact that

each indorsee might maintain a suit

at law against his immediate in-

dorser, and the latter against his

immediate indorser, and so, succes-

sively, up to the first indorser,

proceeded to say: " If there were

twenty successive indorsers of a

note, this circuitous course might he

pursued, and, by the time the ulti-

mate indorser was reached, the value

of the note would be expended in

the pursuit. This circumstance

alone would afiord a strong reason

for enabling the holder to bring all

the indorsers into that court which

could, in a single decree, put an end

to litigation. No principle adverse

to such a proceeding is perceived.

Its analogy to the familiar case of

a suit in chancery, by a creditor

against the legatees of his debtor,

is not very remote. If an execu-

tor shall have distributed the estate

of his testator, the creditor has an

action at law against him, and he

has his remedy against the legatees.

The creditor has no action at law

against the legatees. Yet it has

never been understood that the

creditor is compelled to resort to

his legal remedy. He may bring

the executor and legatees both

before a court of chancery, which

court will decree immediate pay-

ment from those who are ultimately

bound. If the executor and his

securities should be insolvent, so

that a suit at law must be unpro-

ductive, the creditor would have no

other remedy than in equity, and

his right to the aid of that court

could not be questioned. If doubts

of his right to sue in chancery

could be entertained while the exe-

cutor was solvent, none can exist

after he had become insolvent. Yet

the creditor would have no legal

claim on the legatees, and could

maintain no action at law against

them. The right of the executor,

however, may, in a court of equity,

be asserted by the creditor, and, as

the legatees would be ultimately

responsible for his debt, equity will

make them immediately responsible.

In the present case, as in that which

has been stated, the insolvency of

M'Clenachan furnishes strong ad-

ditional motives for coming into a

court of chancery. Mandeville and

Jameson are ultimately bound for

this money, but the remedy at law

is defeated by the bankruptcy of an

intermediate indorser. It is only a

court of equity which can afEord a

remedy. This subject may and

ought to be contemplated in still

another point of view. It has been

repeatedly observed that the action

against the indorser is not given by

statute. The contract on which the

suit is maintained is not expressed,

but is implied from the indorsement

itself, unexplained and unaccom-

panied by any additional testimony.

Such a contract must, of necessity,

conform to the general understand-

ing of the transaction. General

opinion certainly attaches credit to

a note, the maker of which is doubt-

ful, in proportion to the credit of

the indorsers ; but two or more good

indorsers are deemed superior to

one. But if the last indorser alone
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from any party to the note, whether he was liable to pay the

same, or entitled to reimbursement or not, would be sufficient

to bind the party to whom notice ought to be given. ^ But

perhaps this doctrine is too broadly expressed, and it is cer-

tainly limited by Mr. J. Bayley to cases where the party giving

the notice is himself liable to pay the same, and is entitled to

reimbursement on payment.^ Suppose, for example, a second

indorser should give notice to a first or a third indorser, having

received none himself, and therefore not being bound to pay

the note, and the holder has not given any notice whatsoever

to any of the indorsers, the question in such a case would

arise, whether the notice was available in favor of the holder.

Suppose the last indorser has received no notice from the

holder, and is therefore discharged, would notice by him to the

prior indorsers be available for the holder?^ The reason in

can be made responsible to the

holder, then the preceding names

are of no importance, and would

add nothing to the credit of the

note. But this general opinion is

founded on the general miderstand-

ing of the nature of the contract.

The indorser is understood to pass

to the indorsee every right founded

on the note which he himself pos-

sesses. Among these is his right

against the prior indorser. This right

is founded on an implied contract,

which is not by law assignable. Yet,

if it is capable of being transferred

in equity, it vests, as an equitable

interest, in the holder of the note.

No reason is perceived why such an

interest should not, as well as an

interest in any other chose in action,

be transferable in equity. And, if

it be so transferable, equity will

of course afford a remedy. The
defendant sustains no injury, for

he may defend himself in equity

against the holder as effectually as

he could defend himself against his

immediate assignee in a suit at law.

"

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 557

(8th ed.) ; Jameson v. Swinton, 2

Camp. 373 ; Wilson v. Swabey, 1

Stark. 34; Kosher ». Kieran, 4 Camp.

87; Shaw o. Croft, cited in Chitty

on Bills, c. 10, p. 527 (8th ed.), n.;

Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 4, pp.

498, 499 (2nd ed.).

' Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p.

254 ; but see Thomson on Bills, o.

6, s. 4, pp. 498, 499 (2nd ed.),

where a different opinion is inti-

mated. Ante, a. 302, n.

8 Mr. Chitty (on Bills, i;. 10, p.

527, 8th ed.) says: " However, ac-

cording to the more recent decisions,

it is not absolutely necessary that

the notice should come from the

person who holds the bill, when it

has been dishonored, and it suffices

if it be given after the bill was dis-

honored, by any person who is a

party to the bill, or who would, on

the same being returned to him,

and after paying it, be entitled to

require reimbursement; and such

notice will, in general, inure to the

benefit of all the antecedent parties,
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favor of holding the notice good, where it is given by a party

liable to pay or entitled to be reimbursed, is that it avoids cir-

and render a further notice from

any of those parties unnecessary,

because it makes no difference who
gives the information, since the ob-

ject of the notice is that the parties

may have recourse to the acceptor.

And therefore it has been held that,

if the drawer or indorser of a bill of

exchange receive due notice of its

dishonor from any person who is a

party to it, he is directly liable upon

it to a subsequent indorser, from

whom he had no notice of the dis-

honor. And it has been decided,

in an action by the indorsee against

the drawer, that it is sufficient if the

drawer had notice of the dishonor,

even from the acceptor. It is, how-

ever, advisable for each party, im-

mediately upon receipt of notice,

to give a fresh notice to each of

the parties who would thereupon

be liable over to him, and against

whom he must prove notice. As
already observed, the notice should

be given by some agent or servant,

who will be competent to prove it,

and not by the holder in person, in

the absence of a competent witness."

Shaw V. Croft {coram Lord Kenyon,

sittings after Trinity term, 1798,

MS., and see Selwyn N. P. (4th ed.)

320, n 2.5) was assumpsit by the

holder of a bill against the drawer;

defence, no regular notice of dis-

honor; but it being proved that a

message had been left at the

drawer's house by the acceptor,

stating that the bill had been dis-

honored, Lord Kenyon said: " That

it made no difference who apprised

the drawer, since the object of the

netice was that the drawer might

have recourse to the acceptor."

Jameson v. Swinton (2 Camp. 373)

was an action by the second in-

dorsee of a bill of exchange, drawn

by the defendant, payable to his

own order, and indorsed by him to

G. Elsom. The bill became due

on Saturday, the 8th of July, when

it was in the hands of the plaintiff's

bankers. On Monday, the 10th,

they returned it dishonored to the

plaintiffs, who, in the evening of

that day, gave notice of the dis-

honor to Elsom, their indorser.

Elsom, between eight, and nine

o'clock in the evening of the follow-

ing day, gave a like notice to the de-

fendant. The plaintiffs and Elsom

resided in London, the defendant

at Islington. For the defendant,

it was insisted that the plaintiffs

were bound to give notice them-

selves to the drawer, and all the

indorsers against whom they meant

to have any remedy. They could

not avail themselves of a notice

given by a third person. Per Law-

rence, J.: "I do not remem'ber to

have heard the first point made be-

fore, but I am of opinion that the

drawer or indorser is liable to all

subsequent indorsees, if he had due

notice of the dishonor of the bill

from any person who is a party to

it. Such a notice must serve all

the purposes for which the giving

of notice is required. The drawer

or indorser is authoritatively in-

formed that the bill is dishonored:

he is enabled to take it up if he

pleases, and he may immediately

proceed against the acceptor or

prior indorser, and it does seem to
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cuity of action. That reason lias not the same cogent applica-

tion where the party giving the notice is absolved from all

responsibility.'

me that the defendant in this case

had due notice of the dishonor of

the bill from Elsom. This is allow-

ing only one day to each party,

which, when the parties all reside

in the same town, seems now to be

the established rule." Verdict for

the plaintiff. Shaw v. Croft and

Rosher ». Kieran (4 Camp. 87) are

the only cases which seem to trench

on the rule: in the other cases, the

party giving notice was liable on

the note. Mr. Bayley manifestly

doubted the case of Rosher v.

Kieran, 4 Camp. 87. See Bayley

on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 254, 255.

The same question was much dis-

cussed in Stanton v. Blossom, 14

Mass. 116; and th6 court decided

that a notice by a party to a bill

(the drawee) was not sufficient. On
that occasion, Mr. Justice Putnam

^ See Turner i). Leech, 4 B. & A.

451 ; Marsh v. Maxwell, 2 Camp.

210, n. !, Smith v. MuUett, 2 Camp.

208 ; Bank of the United States v.

Goddard,'5 Mason, 366, 372, 373;

see Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p.

312 (5th ed.) ; Roscow v. Hardy, 12

East, 435. In Bank of the United

States V. Goddard, 5 Mason, 372, 873,

the court said: "It is laid down in

Bayley on Bills, 163 (4th ed.), and

better authority can scarcely be , that,

' Though a holder or any other party

gives no notice but to the person of

whom he took the bill, yet, if notice

is communicated without laches to

the prior parties, he may avail him-

self of such communication, and sue

any of such prior parties. It is no

said: "But the point of the most

difficulty remains. Shall the in-

formation communicated by the

drawees avail in this action, as if

it had been given by the, plaintiffs

themselves? It has been argued

that the defendants have not been

prejudiced at all ; that their funds,

although not appropriated according

to their desire, have yet been ap-

plied to the payment of their debts

;

that the information coming from

the drawees must have been as use-

ful and authentic as could have

been given. It is said, also, that

the drawees are a party to the bill

;

and that notice from a party to a

bill inures for the benefit of all.

In support of this point, the case of

Wilson V. Swabey was cited and

relied on. That was assumpsit by
the indorsee against the drawer.

objection in such case that there

was no notice immediately from the

plaintiff to the defendant.' And
this doctrine is fully supported by

decided cases. Jameson v. Swinton,

2 Camp. 373; Wilson i>. Swabey, 1

Stark. 34; Stanton v. Blossom, 14

Mass. 116; and Stafford v. Yates,

18 Johns. 327, are in point. The
reason seems to be that, as the no-

tice is sufficient to charge the defen-

dant with the payment in favor of

the person who gives it, it ought to

charge him in favor of all subse-

quent parties, because he sustains

no injury from want of notice. It

is, as to him, due notice." See also

Story on Bills, ss. 303, 304, and

note.
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304. Death of the Holder.— Partners and joint Holders.—
In case of the death of the holder, notice should be given by

his executor or administrator, if one is appointed at or before

the maturity of the note.^ If none is then appointed, it

would seem that notice given within a reasonable time after

administration is taken or assumed by the executor or adminis-

trator, will be sufficient.^ If the note is payable to a partner-

ship, notice given by any partner will be good for all. If two

persons, not partners, be holders, notice by one will be pre-

sumed to be for both. In case of joint holders, whether part-

ners or not, if either die, the survivor is the proper party to

give notice, and not the executor or administrator of the de-

The bill became due on Thursday

;

Lewis, an indorser, was notified on

rriday, and he notified the defen-

dant on Saturday. The objection

was that there was no notice from

the plaintiff; but Lord EUenbo-

rough held that notice from any

person who was a party to the bill

was sufficient. But the drawee,

who refuses to accept, is not a

party, or chargeable in virtue of a

bill ; and notice from him is in no

degree better than from any other

stranger. More than twenty years

ago, it was decided, in the case of

Tindal v. Brown, which was cited

in the argument for the plaintiffs,

that notice must come from the

holder; and many later decisions

have corroborated the rule. In a

late case in Campbell's Reports,

this point is directly decided. The
holder himself, or some one autho-

rized, must give the notice. Now,
the indorser, who has been notified

by the holder of the dishonor of the

bill, may by reason of his liability

be considered as authorized to notify

the drawer for the benefit of the

holder as well as himself; both

having an interest in the matter.

They can and ought to inform the

drawer whether he must pay the

bill; and that is a material fact to

be communicated to him, and which

no stranger is presumed to know.

The bill may not be duly honored;

and the holder may be willing to

accept an equivalent, or may give

credit to the drawee. In such case,

the drawer would be discharged.

There is good sense in the rule

which requires the notice to come

from a party liable to be charged

upon the bill, or having an interest

in it ; and the drawer is not to be

affected by information from any

other quarter." The case of Cha-

noine v. Fowler (3 Wend. 173) re-

cognizes the same doctrine. See

also Stafford v. Yates, 18 Johns.

327; Chapman v. Keane, 3 A. & £.

193, 196-198; Dobree ». Eastwood,

3 C. & P. 250; Story on Bills, ss.

294, 303, 304; Bank of the United

States V. Goddard, 5 Mason, 366,

372.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 225,

226 (8th ed.); Id. c. 9, p. 389; ante,

s. 241.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 485;

ante, s. 250.
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ceased party. This results from a general principle of law,

that in such cases the legal title in choses in action belong-

ing to partners and joint holders survives to the surviving

parties.^

305. Bankrupt.— In case of the bankruptcy of the holder,

the legal title to the note will vest in his assignees by relation

from the time of the bankruptcy, as soon as they are ap-

pointed ;
2 and, consequently, notice should be given by them,

if the note has not arrived at maturity until after their appoint-

ment. If no assignees have been appointed at the time of the

maturity of the note, then it would seem to be sufficient if they

give notice within a reasonable time after their appointment.

Notice, however, iu either case, given by the bankrupt holder,

would, it should seem, be sufficient to bind the indorser, as the

bankrupt stands, as holder, in privity with the assignees, and

may be said to have an interest in the note,^ and to represent

his estate until assignees have been chosen.* A fortiori, it

would be so, if the assignees should ratify the act of the bank-

rupt in giving notice.

306. Infant.— Married Woman.— If the holder be an infant,

it will be sufficient, if the notice of the dishonor be given by the

infant himself, or, if he has a guardian, by the latter.^ The same

rule would seem to apply to any other person under guardian-

ship. If the holder be a single woman, and she marries before

the maturity of the note, notice of the dishonor should be given

by her husband.* But notice, if given by her with his consent,

will be equally available ;
"> and, perhaps, as, in the event of his

1 See Story on Partnership, sb. 24 (8th ed.); Story on Bills, ss.

344-346 ; Evans v. Evans, 9 Paige, 84, 85.

178; ante,i. 239. « Chitty on Bills, c. 2, p. 26

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 227 (8th ed.); M'Neilage v. HoUoway,

(8th ed.); Id. 398; ante, s. 249. 1 B. & A. 218; Burrough v. Moss,

3 Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 368 10 B. & C. 558; Connor v. Martin,

(8th ed.); Id. c. 9, p. 398; see 3 3 Wils. 5; Bayley on Bills, c. 2, s.

Kent Com. 108. 3, pp. 48, 49 (5th ed.) ; Story on

* I am unable to find any autho- Bills, ss. 92, 93; Co. Lit. 351 b.

rity exactly in point. But it would ' See Chitty on Bills, o. 2, p. 26

seem to be a just result on principle. (8th ed.) ; Prestwick i'. Marshall, 7

See Jones v. Fort, 9 B. & C. 764; Bing. 565; Cotes v. Davis, 1 Camp,

and Ex parte Moline, 19 Ves. 216. 485; Story on Bills, s. 92.

6 Chitty on Bills, o. 2, pp. 23,
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death without reducing the note into possession, she would be

entitled to recover the amount as his survivor, notice by her, as

a party interested in the note, will in all cases be sufficient.^

Probably the same rule would be applied in case of a note given

to a married woman during the marriage, since it is suable

either in the name, of her husband alone, or in their joint

names.^

307. To whom Notice is to he given.— Bankrupt.— In the

next place, as to the persons to whom notice is to be given.

Of course, from what has been already suggested,^ the holder is

bound to give notice to all prior parties upon the note whom
he means to hold liable to him upon the dishonor thereof; and,

subject to the exceptions hereinbefore stated,* if he does not,

those who have not due notice from him will be absolved from

all liability to pay the note.^ Notice to a known general agent

will be equivalent to notice to his principal.® If the party en-

titled to notice be a bankrupt, and assignees have been ap-

pointed, and the holder knows it, notice should be given to

them ;'' if no assignees have been appointed, then notice may
be given to the bankrupt, because (as we have seen) the bank-

rupt represents his estate till assignees have been chosen.* If

the bankrupt has absconded, and a messenger is in possession

1 Gaters v. Madeley, 6 M. & W. 4 B. & A. 200; Wilcox v. Routh, 9

423; Richards v. Richards, 2 B. & Sm. & M. 476.

Ad. 447 ; Story on Bills, ss. 92, 93. ' Chitty on Bills, c. 8, p. 369
2 Barlow v. Bishop, 1 East, 432; (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 10, pp. 528, 529;

Philliskirk v. Pluckwell, 2 M. & S. Rohde ». Proctor, 4 B. & C. 517;

393; Arnold i;. Revoult, 1 B. & B. Thomson on Bills, o. 6, s. 4, pp.

446; Gaters ». Madeley, 6 M. & W. 499, 500 (2nd ed.); 3 Kent Com.
423; Story on Bills, ss. 92, 93, 199. [But it is sufficient to give

and note. notice to the indorser himself, al-

8 Ante, 8. 299. though before the dishonor he has
* Ante, ss. 302, 303. " been adjudicated a bankrupt, and
« Chitty on Bills, c. 8, pp. 368, an assignee has been appointed. Ex

369 (8th ed.) ; Id. o. 9, pp. 398, parte Baker, 4 Ch. D. 795 (C. A.)]

399; c. 10, p. 528; Story on Bills, « Ibid.; ante, s. 305; Ex parte

s. 305; Hutz v. Karthause, 4 Wash. Molina, 19 Ves. 216; Ex parte Tre-

C. C. 1; Williams v. Bank of the mont Bank, 2 LoweU, 409; 16 N.
United States, 2 Pet. 96. B. R. 397 ; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s.

6 Thomson on Bills, o. 6, s. 4, 4, p. 501 (2nd ed.) ; Bayley on Bills,

p. 501 ; Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, o. 7, s. 2, p. 284 (5th ed.) ; 3 Kent

p. 311 (5th ed.); Smith v. Thatcher, Com. 109.
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under the bankruptcy, before the appointment of assignees,

then notice should be given to him.^

1 Kohde V. Proctor, 4 B. & C.

517. On this occasion, Mr. Justice

Bayley, in delivering the opinion of

the court, said: " This was an issue

from the court of chancery, on the

question, whether plaintiffs, as as-

signees of Messrs. Sawyer, Johler,

& Co., had any deht provable under

the estate of John Soady Rains, a

bankrupt. Their claim was upon
five bills of exchange, drawn by
Rains upon Joseph Lacklan, and
indorsed to Sawyer & Co. ; the bills

became due June, 1818, and before

that time Rains and Lacklan had
both become bankrupts, and Rains

had not surrendered to his commis-
sion. Rains committed his act of

bankruptcy by leaving the kingdom
on the 16th of April, 1818. A com-

mission issued against him on the

20th, and he has never returned.

Lacklan became bankrupt on the

23rd of April, 1818. When the bills

became due, they were dishonored,

but no notice was left at Rains's

house, nor sent to his assignees

;

the house was open at the time, and

the messenger in it, and the holder

of the bills knew the defendants

were Rains's assignees, and the

question upon these facts was,

whether the want of notice was a

bar to the plaintiff's claim ; and we
think it was. When a bill is dis-

honored, it is the duty of the holder

to use due diligence to give notice

to such of the parties to the bill as

would be entitled to a remedy over

upon it, if they took it up ; and the

holder makes the bill his own, as

against those parties, and loses his

remedy upon the bill against them

by neglecting to use such diligence.

It is no excuse that the chance of

obtaining any thing upon the remedy

over was hopeless, that the person

or persons against whom that

remedy would apply were insolvent

or bankrupts, or had absconded.

Parties are entitled to have that

chance offered to them, and, if they

are abridged of it, the law, which is

founded in this respect upon the

usage and custom of merchants,

says they are discharged. The
bankruptcy, therefore, of Lacklan is

no excuse for the want of due dili-

gence, if such want exist in this

case, but the question must be an-

swered as it would have been had

Lacklan continued solvent. Had
Lacklan been solvent, and Rains's

assignees had been apprised of the

dishonor, they might, at all events,

have pressed Lacklan to pay, and,

had they thought fit to take up the

bill, they might have sued him.

Of these opportunities in this case

they have been deprived, and the

question is, whether they have been

deprived by the want of that dili-

gence which they had legally a right

to expect from the holders. It is

not necessary to decide in this case

whether, in the event of the bank-

ruptcy of a party entitled to notice,

the holder is bound to endeavor to

find out his assignees; nor is it

necessary to say what would be the

case, if such a party's house were

shut up, and there were no means

afforded there of discovering him

or his representatives, for in this

case the bankrupt's house continued

open ; the agent of his representa-
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308. Partners and joint Indorsers.— In cases of partner-

ship, notice should be given to the firm ; but then notice to

either of the partners will be notice to the firm.' If the note

be given by a firm, of which the indorser, sought to be charged,

is a partner, no special notice need be given to him of the dis-

honor, since he, as one of the firm, must be taken to have full

notice of the dishonor .^ If there are joint indorsers, who are

not partners, then notice, it should seem, must be given to

each of them ; for notice to one will not be deemed notice to

all ; 3 nor (as it should seem), in such a case, would notice

to one alone bind even him.*

tives, the messenger, who was also

in some degree his representative,

was there, and a notice there would

have reached the assignees, and

have given them the power of con-

sidering whether they should have

taken any and what steps against

Lacklan. In a very excellent mo-

dern publication on the law of hills

of exchange, combining the Scotch

and English law upon the subject,

Thomson on Bills, 535 (Id. p. 500,

2nd ed.), it is laid down that, in

case of thebankruptcy of the drawer

or of an indorser, notice must still

be given to the bankrupt, ' or to the

trustee vested with his estate for

behoof of his creditors,' and he

refers (amongst other decisions) to

the case of Ex parte Moline (19 Ves.

216). Whether this be universally

and in all cases true it is not now
necessary to decide; all the present

case requires is this, that, where the

bankrupt's house continues open,

and an agent of the assignees there,

notice is essential, and a neglect to

give it bars the holder's claim

against the bankrupt's estate. The

bills, therefore, were not provable

under the commission issued against

the drawer." See Thomson on

Bills, c. 6, s. 4, pp. 499-501 (2nd

ed.).

1 Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 4, p.

501 (2nded.); Porthouse ». Parker,

1 Camp. 82 ; Bignold v. Waterhouse,

1 M. & S. 259 ; Chitty on Bills, c.

8, pp. 355, 369, 370 (8th ed.);

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. 285

(.5th ed.); Gowan v. Jackson, 20

Johns. 176 ; Story on Bills, ss.

299, 305; Nott v. Douming, 6 La.

684.

^ Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 2, p.

501 (2nd ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 8,

p. 370 (8th ed.) ; Fuller v. Hooper,

3 Gray, 334, 341; Rhett v. Poe,

2 How. 457. [And, when the note

is made by one partner and indorsed

by the firm, demand and notice have

been held to be unnecessary. Exparte

Russell, 16 N. B. R. 476 (U. S.

Dist. Ct., Mass.) ] But, if the note

be signed by one partner as maker

and by the other as indorser, the

latter is not liable without notice of

dishonor, although the note be given

for a partnership debt. Poland v.

Boyd, 23 Penn. St. 476; Morris ».

Hnsson, 4 Sandf. (N. Y.) 93.

8 Shepard ». Hawley, 1 Conn.

367 ; Bank of Chenango v. Root,

4 Cowen, 126; Beals v. Peck, 12

Barb. 251 ; Sayre v. Frick, 7 Watts
&S. 383; Willis v. Green, 5 Hill,

23,2; post, s. 329.

* Ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. 299,
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309. Absent Indorser.— If the indorser is absent or gone

abroad, and he has left a known general agent in his business,

it will be sufficient to leave the notice of the dishonor with the

agent.i But it must be shown that the agent's character is of

such a nature as clearly entitles him to receive notice for his

principal. His merely being the attorney at law of the prin-

cipal will not be sufficient, for he is not virtute officii entitled to

receive notice.^ So, where a promissory note is indorsed by

an agent or attorney in the name of his principal, under a

proper authority to indorse notes, that is not a sufficient autho-

rity for him to receive a notice of the dishonor of the note

;

for an authority to indorse does not include an authority to

receive notice of dishonor.^

310. Death of the Indorser.— If the indorser entitled to

notice is dead, then notice should be given to his personal re-

presentative, if there is any ; * if there is none, then notice may

Frick,and note, s. 329 ; Sayre »

7 Watts 8f S. 383.

1 See Chouteau u. Webster, 6

Met. 1 ; Hestres v. Petrovic, 1 Rob.

(La.) 119; Wilson u. Seniev, 14 Wis.

380. When notice to a director of

a bank is notice to the bank, see

1 Story Eq. Jur. s. 408 a ; Story on

Agency, ss. 140 a, 140 5 ; Commer-

cial Bank v. Cunningham, 24 Pick.

270, 276.

2 Crosse «. Smith, 1 M. & S. 54.5,

553; Louisiana State Bank v. EUery,

4 Mart. N. S. (La.) 87.

8 See Louisiana State Bank v.

EUery, 4 Mart. N. S. (La.) 87;

Montillet v. Duncan, 11 Mart. (La.)

534; Crosse v. Smith, 1 M. & S.

545, 553; Agan v. M'Manus, 11

Johns. 180.

* Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p.

286 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 8,

pp. 369, 370 (8th ed.); Id. c. 10, pp.

484, 628-530; Merchant's Bank v.

Birch, 17 Johns. 25; Stewart w.

Eden, 2 Caines, 121. See Thomson

on Bills, c. 6, s. 1, pp. 416, 417 (2nd

ed.) ; Id. s. 4, p. 501 ; Story on Bills,

s. 305; Oriental Bank v. Blake, 22

Pick. 206. [Notice sent before pro-

bate to the person named in the

will as executor is good, although

he afterwards renounce; but after

he has renounced, and a special

administrator has been appointed,

such a notice is insufficient where

the holder might have ascertained

these facts by reasonable diligence.

Goodnow V. Warren, 122 Mass. 79

;

Shoenberger «. Lancaster Savings

Institution, 28 Penn. St. 459.] If

the notice is directed to the de-

ceased indorser, but is in fact deli-

vered to the executor, it is good.

Maspero v. Pedesclaux, 22 La. An.

227; Beals v. Peck, 12 Barb. 245.

So a notifce sent through the post-

office to a deceased indorser by

name, his executor being unknown,

is good. Linderman v. Guldin, 34

Penn. St. 54. And notice directed to

the "legal representative" of the

indorser, was good. Boyd v. City

Savings Bank, 15 Gratt. 501 ; Pillow
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or should be left at the domicile of the deceased.* If, in case

of the note of a firm, one of the firm die, notice should be

given to the surviving partners.^ Whether notice to the per-

sonal representatives of the deceased would be valid, does not

appear to be settled by the authorities. But, as in such cases

the personal representatives are in equity held liable to pay the

same, as well as the survivors, it may be thought that this

privity and interest will make such notice good.^

V. Hardeman, 3 Humph. (Tenn.)

538. But a notice sent by post, and

not received by the executor, is not

sufficient, if it is directed " to the

estate of"" the deceased indorser,

for the direction is quite as appli-

cable to the heirs as to the executor.

Massachusetts Bank v. Oliver, 10

Cush. 557. [Notice to a person not

the personal representative of the

deceased is insufficient, although he

is afterwards appointed administra-

tor. Matthewson v. Strafford Bank,

45 N. H. 104.]

1 Ibid ; Willis v. Green, 5 Hill,

232. In this last case, Mr. Chief

Justice Nelson seemed to be of opi-

nion, that if one of the joint indor-

sers (not partners) should die before

the maturity of the note, the sur-

viving indorser would be discharged,

unless due notice should be given to

the personal representative of the

deceased, as well as to the survivor.

On that occasion, he said: "The
plaintiff failed to show that the

estate of Johnson had been charged

by notice of non-payment. If the

notice relied on for that purpose

had been sent to the proper place,

no doubt it would have been suffi-

cient, under the circumstances of this

case, though directed to Johnson

after his death. Stewart v. Eden,

2 Caines, 121 ; Merchant's Bank

V. Birch, 17 Johns. 25. But the

notice was sent to Little Falls in-

stead of Salisbury, where Johnson

resided ; and, if there were nothing

else in the case, I think the failure

to charge the estate by due notice

would operate a discharge of both

indorsers. It clearly would, if both

•were living, as a joint action could

not in such case be sustained upon

the note. And although the remedy

at law survives against Green alone,

yet as he is entitled to contribution

from the estate of his co-indorser,

it seems to me equally obligatory

upon the holder to prove that both

were charged, or rather that the

estate of the deceased was charged,

so as to secure the remedy over.

Otherwise, the whole debt would

fall upon the survivor. The ques-

tion, however, is not without its

difficulties, and it is unnecessary

now to decide it."

2 See Story on Partnership, ss.

344, 347; Cocke v. Bank of Tennes-

see, 6 Humph. (Tenn.) 51; Slocomb

V. Lizardi, 21 La. An. 355.

^ See Story on Partnership, ss.

347, 362 ; Devaynes v. Noble, 1 Mer.

529, 563, 564 ; 1 Story Eq. Jur. s.

676 ; Wilkinson v. Henderson, 1 My.
& K. 582, 588. In Slocomb v. Li-

zardi, 21 La. An. 355, it was held

that notice to the personal represen-

tatives of the deceased partner was
bad as to the survivors.
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311. Infant.— Non Compos.— Married Woman.—From ana-

logy to the cases already suggested in respect to the inquiry by

whom notice is to be given ,i it should seem that notice of dis-

honor of the note should be given to an infant indorser, or to

his guardian, if he has one ; for the indorsement is at most

voidable and not void. And the like rule would seem to apply,

that notice should be given to the guardian of a person who,

since the indorsement, has become non compos or insane. In

case of the marriage of a single woman before or at the matu-

rity of the note, notice of the dishonor should be given to her

husband.

312. Place for giving Notice.— In the next place, as to the

place and time of giving notice of the dishonor of a promissory

note. And, first, as to the place. Where the party entitled to

notice and the holder reside in the same town or city, the ge-

neral rule is that notice should be given to the party entitled to

it, either personally or at his domicile or place of business.^

1 Ante, s. 306.

2 Story on Bills, ss. 235, 236,

297 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 502,

516 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c.

7, s. 2, p. 276 (5th ed.) ; Bank of

Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 582

;

Williams v. Bank of the United

States, 2 Pet. 96; Bank of the

United States v. Hatch, 1 McLean,

92; Burrows v. Hannegan, 1 Mc-
Lean, 310; Franklin v. Verbois, 6

La. 731 ; Wilcox v. M'Nutt, 2 How.
(Miss.) 776 ; 3 Kent Com. 107, n.

(11th ed.) ; Bowling v. Arthur, 34

Miss. 41 ; Power v. Mitchell, 7 Wis.

161 ; Kevins v. Bank, 10 Mich. 547.

Where a note was payable at bank,

evidence of the custom of the bank

to notify resident indorsers through

the mail was admitted to show a

modification of the general rule.

Grinman v. Walker, 9 Iowa, 426.

In Lime Rock Bank v. Hewett, 52

Me. 51, such evidence was admitted

to affect indorsers of notes payable

at the bank cognizant of the usage,

but was rejected as to indorsers of

notes not payable at the bank not

cognizant of the usage. An indor-

ser whose residence is outside of

the city, but whose post-office is the

city office, is well notified by letter

dropped in the city post-office. Bar-

ret V. Evans, 28 Mo. 331 ;
post, ss.

322, 323.

The residence of the bank or no-

tary charged with the collection of

the note is the residence that deter-

mines the deposit of the notice in

the mail, and not the residence of

the true owner of the note. Bowl-

ing V. Harrison, 6 How. 248; Man-
chester Bank v. Fellows, 28 N. H.

302; Greene o. Farley, 20 Ala. 322.

The notice may be sent to the in-

dorser at the place where he actually

resides, although it is not his domi-

cile. Young ». Durgin, 15 Gray,

264; see Wilson v. Senier, 14

Wis. 380. If the indorser, althougk
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If it is given personally, of course it is good, wherever he may
be found.i If it be not personally given, then it will be suffi-

cient if it is given or left at or sent to his domicile or place of

business ; and it need not be at or to both places.^ It will

make no difference that his domicile is in one town or city, and

his place of business is in another town or city ; for in such a

case the holder has his election.^ If the parties entitled to

notice are partners, the notice will in like manner be sufficient,

if left at or sent to the place of business of the firm, or of any

one partner, or to the domicile of either of the partners. If

the party entitled to notice has changed his domicile or place

of business since he became an indorser, then the notice should

be at his new domicile or place of business at the time when

the right to notice accrues.*

313. Domicile or Place of Business.— What constitutes the

domicile or place of business of the party entitled to notice is,

in many cases, a mixed question of law and of fact. If the

party is a housekeeper, that is his domicile where his family

resides. If he is not a housekeeper, but lives at lodgings or at

a boarding-house, then that place is deemed his domicile.^ If

he keeps a distinct or independent counting-room or office, in

his domicile is elsewhere, is actually Bank o. Ayers, 16 Pick. 392; 3

residing at Washington as a mem- Kent Com. 106-108; Sheldon v.

ber of Congress, a notice addressed Benham, 4 Hill, 129, 133; Ransom
to him at Washington is sufficient, v. Mack, 2 Hill, 587 ; United States

Chouteau ». Webster, 6 Met. 1; ». Barker, 4 Wash. C. C. 464;

Tunstall v. Walker, 2 Sm. & M. Williams v. Bank of the United

638; 3 How. (Miss.) 259. States, 2 Pet. 100.

1 Hyslop V. Jones, 3 McLean, 96. s ibid.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, a. 2, p. •« Ibid. [If the notice is left at

276 (5th ed.) ; Story on Bills, ss. an improper place, it will neverthe-

297, 882; Crosse v. Smith, 1 M. & less be sufficient, if it is received by

S. 545; Bancrofts. Hall, Holt N. P. the indorser in due time. Bank of

476; Franklini). Verbois, 6 La. 727; the United States v. Corcoran, 2

Ireland v. Kip, 10 Johns. 490; 11 Pet. 121, 132; Bradley ». Davis, 26

Johns. 231; Smedes «. Utica Bank, Me. 45; sea post, s. 322.]

20 Johns. 372; Laporte v. Landry, « See Bank of the United States,

5 Mart. N. S. (La.) 359; Louisiana v. Hatch, 6 Pet. 250; 1 McLean, 92;

State Bank ». Rowel, 6 Mart. N. S. Buxton v. Jones, 1 M. & Gr. 83

;

(La.) 506 ; Clay v. Oakley, 5 Mart, see Belmont Bank v. Patterson, 17

N. S. (La.) 137; Bank of Columbia Ohio, 78.

V. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578; Granite
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which he usually transacts his business, that is deemed his

place of business. If he has no separate counting-room or

office of his own, but usually transacts his business at a count-

ing-room or office which is partly occupied or used by another,

that will or may be deemed his place of business. But a place

which he has no particular right to use for such purpose, such

as an insurance office, or a bank room, or an exchange room,

or a post-office, to which persons in general habitually or occa-

sionally resort, will not be deemed his place of business in the

sense of the rule, although he may occasionally or transiently

transact business there.^

1 See Bank of the United States

V. Corcoran, 2 Pet. 121; Ireland w.

Kip, 10 Johns. 490; 11 Johns. 231;

Granite Bank v. Ayers, 16 Pick. 392;

Bank of West Tennessee v. Davis,

5 Heisk. (Tenn.) 436; Commercial

Bank v. Strong, 28 Vt. 316; Bank
of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Pet.

582. In this last case, the court

said: " From this statement of the

case, it appears that the note was
made at Georgetown, payable at the

Bank of Columbia in that town.

That the defendant, when he in-

dorsed the note, lived in the coun-

ty of Alexandria, within the

District of Columbia, and having

what is alleged to have been a

place of business in the city of

Washington; and the notice of

non-payment was put into the

Georgetown post-office, addressed

to the defendant at that place,

by which it is understood that

the notice was either enclosed in a

letter, or the notice itself sealed

and superscribed with the name of

the defendant, with the direction

' Georgetown ' upon it ; and

whether this notice is sufficient is

the question to be decided. If it

should be admitted that the defen-

dant had what is usually called a

place of business in the city of

Washington, and that notice

served there would have been good,

it by no means follows that service

at his place of residence, in a diffe-

rent place, would not be equally

good. Parties may be, and fre-

quently are, so situated that notice

may well be given at either of se-

veral places. But the evidence does

not show that the defendant had a

place of business in the city of

Washington, according to the usual

commercial understanding of a place

of business. There was no public

notoriety of any description given

to it as such. No open or public

business of any kind carried on, but

merely occasional employment there,

two or three times a week, in.

a

house occupied by another person

;

and the defendant only engaged in

settling up his old business. In this

view of the case, the inquiry is nar-

rowed down to the single point,

whether notice through the post-

office at Georgetown was good,

the defendant residing in the coun-

try, two or three miles distant from

that place, in the county of Alex-

andria. The general rule is that

the party whose duty it is to give

notice in such cases is bound to use
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314. Place agreed upon.— An indorser, entitled to notice,

may, by a previous arrangement or agreement, assign a diffe-

rent place from that of liis domicile or place of business, at

which the notice of dishonor of the note or notes indorsed by

him may be delivered or left, or to vyhich it may be sent ; and

in such a case he will be regularly bound, if the notice is duly

left at or sent to the place so assigned.^ Thus, if an indorser

should agree with the holder of a note, that the notice of the

dishonor might be left at a particular bank or insurance office,

or at a particular shop, that would make a notice, duly left

there, sufficient to bind him in point of law.^

315. Hours and Manner in which Notice may he left.— If the

notice is left at the place of business of the indorser, it should

be left within the usual hours of business; for, if left after

those hours, it will not be deemed sufficient, unless some person

in the employment of tlie indorser is there found ready to re-

ceive it.^ If left at the dwelling-house of the indorser, it

should (as we shall presently see) be within reasonable hours,

due diligence in communicating such

notice. But it is not required of

him to see that the notice is brought

home to the party. He may employ

the usual and ordinary mode of con-

veyance, and, whether the notice

reaches the party or not, the holder

has done all that the law requires of

him."

[If the indorser is a clerk at the

custom house, and transacts his

private' business and receives his

letters at his desk there, a notice of

dishonor left at his desk with the

person in charge is sufficient. Bank
of the Commonwealth v. Mudgett,

44 N. Y. 514. Where the defendant

was a director of a company, and,

as surety for it, indorsed a bill ad-

dressed to the company at its place

of business and accepted by it, and

the plaintiii sent notice of dishonor

addressed to him at the company's

place of business, it was held that

the plaintiif was authorized under

the circumstances in treating that

as the defendant's place of business

with reference to that transaction,

and that the notice was sufficient.

Berridge v. Fitzgerald, L. K. 4 Q.

B. 639.] The notice must be left

with some one at the indorser's

place of business, and not merely in

the same building. Kleinmann v.

Boernstein, 32 Mo. 311; Davenport

V. Gilbert, 4 Bosw. (N. Y.) 532 ; see

Adams ». Wright, 14 Wis. 408.

' See Ireland v. Kip, 11 Johns.

231; see Carter w; Union Bank, 7

Humph. (Tenn.) 548; Bowling v.

Harrison, 6 How. 248.

^ Brent v. Bank of the Metropo-

lis, 1 Pet. 89.

' Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s.- 2, p.

276 (5th ed.); Crosse ». Smith, 1 M.
& S. 545; Bancroft v. Hall, Holt

N. P. 476; see Pierson v. Boyd, 2

Duer, 33.
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and before the house is shut up for the night.^ If the house be

shut up in consequence of tlie temporary absence of the in-

dorser, still the notice may be left there, or at a neighboring

house ; for it is the duty of the party, under such circum-

stances, to leave some person there ready to receive such com-

munications.^ And it will be a sufficient discharge of the duty

of the holder, that he leaves the notice in a way reasonably

calculated to bring knowledge thereof to the owner, if he or

his servants should visit the house.^ Indeed, it seems that it

is not necessary in such cases to leave any written notice at

all ; for, as the notice may be verbal, if the holder or his agent

goes to the place of business within the usual hours, and finds

it shut up, or if he goes to the dwelling-house within reason-

able hours, and finds it shut up, and no one there to receive

notice, that will be a sufficient compliance with the rule requir-

ing notice on the part of the holder, and exonerate him from

all implication of laches.*

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 502,

503, 516 (8th ed.); Adams v. Wright,

14 Wis. 408; see Hallowell v. Curry,

41 Penn. St. 322.

2 3 Kent Com. 107; Williams v.

Bank of the United States, 2 Pet.

100; Stewart v. Eden, 2 Caines, 121.

" Ibid. ; Wharton v. Wright, 1 C.

& K. 586.

* Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, p.

276 (5th ed.) ; Crosse v. Smith, 1

M. & S. 545; Bancroft v. Hall,

Holt N. P. 476 ; Chitty on Bills, c.

10, pp. 488, 502, 503 (8th ed.) ; Id.

p. 516; Williams v. Bank of the

United States, 2 Pet. lOOf Hine v.

Allely, 4 B. & Ad. 624. In the case

of Crosse v. Smith, 1 M. & S. 545,

554, Lord Ellenborough, in deliver-

ing the opinion of the court, said:

" That brings it to the question,

whether sending the bill by a clerk

after ten o'clock, and knocking

and waiting at the counting-house

door, was sufficient notice in point

of law ; and we think that it was.

The period from ten to eleven was

a time during which a merchant's

counting-house ought to be open,

and some person expected to be

met with there. The counting-

house is a place where all appoint-

ments respecting the joint business,

and all notices, should be addressed,

and it is the duty of the merchant

to take care that a proper person be

in attendance. It has, however,

been argued, that notice in writing

left at the counting-house, or put

into the post, was necessary; but

the law does not require it, and

with whom was it to be left ? Put-

ting a letter in the post is only one

mode of giving notice; but where

both parties are residing in the same

post-town , sending a clerk is a more

regular and less exceptionable mode.

The case of Goldsmith v. Bland,

before Lord Eldon, supports this

doctrine. The only notice of the

27
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316. When the Domicile is unhnown.— Where the domicile

or place of business of the indorser is unknown, it is tlie duty

of the indorsee to make reasonable inquiries, and to use due

diligence in endeavoring to ascertain it.^ Where the indorser

dishonor of the hill was hy a clerk

of the indorsee, who went to the

counting-house of the indorser,

found the counting-house shut up

and no person there ; saw a servant-

girl, who said nohody was in the

way; then returned without leaving

any message. Lord Eldon told the

jury that, if they thought the in-

dorser was bound to have somebody

there, the notice was regular. The
jury were satisfied that the hour

was a proper hour, and that the

defendant ought to have had a clerk

there. So, by a recent decision of

this court, in Howe a. Bowes (16

East, 112), we have held that, if the

makers of notes shut up and aban-

don their shop, it is substantially a

refusal by them to pay."
1 Chapcott V. Curlewis, 2 M. &

Rob. 484. On this subject, Mr.

Chitty (pp. 486-488) says: "The
holder of a bill of exchange is also

excused for not giving regular notice

of its being dishonored to an in-

dorser, of whose place of residence

he is ignorant, if he use reasonable

diligence to discover where the in-

dorser may be found. And Lord
EUenborough observed: ' When the

holder of a bill of exchange does

not know where the indorser is to

be found, it would be very hard if

he lost his remedy by not communi-

cating immediate notice of the dis-

honor of the bill; and I think the

law lays down no such rigid rule.

The holder must not allow himself

to remain in a state of passive and

contented ignorance; but, if he uses

reasonable diligence to discover the

residence of the indorser, I conceive

that notice given as soon as this is

discovered is due notice of the dis-

honor of the bill, within the usage

and custom of merchants.' And in

a late case, where ihe traveller of A.,

a tradesman, received in the course

of business a promissory note, which

he delivered to his master, and, the

note having been returned to A. dis-

honored, the latter, not knowing the

address of the next preceding in-

dorser, wrote to his traveller, who
was then absent from home, to in-

quire respecting it, it was held that

A. was not guilty of laches, although

several days elapsed before he re-

ceived an answer, and before he

gave notice to the next party, as he

had used due diligence in ascertain-

ing his address; and two days' de-

lay, after ascertaining the residence,

in forwarding notice, was excused,

the holder and his attorney occupy-

ing that time. And it has been con-

sidered to be sufficient, when a pro-

missory note has been dishonored,

to make inquiries at the maker's for

the residence of the payee. But in

a subsequent case it was held that,

to excuse the not giving regular

notice of the dishonor of a bill to

an indorser, it is not enough to

show that the holder, being igno-

rant of his residence, made inqui-

ries upon the subject at the place

where the bill was payable; he

should have inquired of every other

party to the bill, and have applied

to all persons of the same name in
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has removed from his old domicile or place of business, and his

present domicile or place of business is not known, there it is

the duty of the holder to make reasonable inquiries, and to use

due diligence in his endeavors to ascertain the new domicile or

place of business of the iiidorser, if he means to charge him.^

In such a case, it would seem to be immaterial, whether the

removal be to another place in the same state, or to another

state, or to a foreign country, if his new domicile or place of

business is known, or can by reasonable inquiries and due dili-

gence be ascertained ; for, under such circumstances, notice

may be sent to him by the mail, or by the other usual conveyr

ances resorted to in cases of foreign bills.* But if, upon such

the directory. Applying to the last

indorser, and last but one, the day

after the bill was due, to ascertain

where the drawer lives, and, on his

not being in the way, calling again

the next day, and then giving the

drawer notice, has been considered

sufficient; and when a person, upon

transferring a bill or note, declines

stating where he lives, but engages

to call upon the acceptor to ascer-

tain whether the bill has been paid,

he thereby dispenses with the ne-

cessity of giving him any notice."

Again, in p. 524, he speaks pointedly

to the same effect. See also Spencer

B. Bank of Salina, 3 Hill, 520 ; Bel-

den V. Lamb, 17 Conn. 441; Harris

V. Robinson, 4 How. 336; Lambert

V. Ghiselin, 9 How. 552; Carroll v.

Upton, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.) 171; Raw-

don V. Redfield, 2 Sandf. (N. Y.)

178; Runyon v. Mountfort, Busbee

(N. C.) 374; Smith v. Fisher, 24

Penn. St. 222.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 486-

488, 524 (8th ed.); Barnwell v.

Mitchell, 3 Conn. 101; Bank of Utioa

V. De Mott, 13 Johns. 432; Smyth

V. Hawthorn, 3 Rawle, 355; Hill v.

Varrell, 3 Greenl. 233; M'Murtrie

V. Jones, 3 "Wash. C. C. 206; Bank of

Utica V. Phillips, 3 Wend. 408; Fit-

ler V. Morris, 6 Whart. 406; M'Lana-

han V. Brandon, 1 Mart. N. S. (La.)

321 ; Brighton Market Bank v. Phil-

brick, 40 N. H. 506; Libby v. Ad-

ams, 32 Barb. 542 ; Davenport ».

Gilbert, 4 Bosw. (N. Y.) 532 ; Ad-

ams 1). Leland, 5 Bosw. (N. Y.)

411; Randall v. Smith, 34 Barb. 452.

2 On this subject, Mr. Chitty

(p. 524) says :
" If the residence of

the party to whom the notice ought

to be given be not known to the

holder, he must nevertheless not re-

main in a state of passive and con-

tented ignorance, but must use due

diligence to discover his residence,

and, if he do, then the indorser re-

mains liable, though a month or

more may have elapsed before ac-

tual notice be given; and if he, be-

fore the bill becomes due, be applied

to by one of the parties to ascertain

the residence of the indorser, and

he declined giving him any informa-

tion, the holder need not, after the

bill became due, renew his inquiries

of that party; but, in general, the

holder should not only immediately

apply to all the parties to th(» bill
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inquiries and diligence, the new domicile or the place of busi-

ness of the indorser cannot be found ; or if he has removed

into another state, or into a foreign country, and his new resi-

dence is not known, and cannot upon reasonable inquiries be

found ; or if he has gone temporarily abroad, leaving no known

place of business or domicile here, or no known agent autho-

rized to receive notice, that will dispense witli the necessity of

giving notice by the holder.^ Where the domicile or place of

for information, but also make in-

quiries, and send notice to the place

where it may reasonably be sup-

posed the party resides; and if he

has employed an attorney, who at

length discovers the residence, we
have seen that it will suffice, if the

attorney, on the next day, consults

with his client, and the latter, on

the third day, forwards the notice

to the discovered indorser; though,

in general, notice ought to be given

on the next day. And a letter from

the holder, giving notice of the dis-

honor, containing this passage: ' I

did not know where, till within these

few days, you were to be found,' is

not to be taken as proving that the

notice was not given on the next

day after the residence of the party

was discovered. Where the travel-

ler of a tradesman received in the

course of business a promissory note,

which was delivered to him for the

use of his principal, without indors-

ing it, and the note having been re-

turned to the principal dishonored,

and the latter, not knowing the ad-

dress of the next preceding indorser,

wrote to his traveller, who was then

absent from home, to inquire re-

specting it, it was held, that such

principal was not guilty of laches,

although it was urged that the tra-

veller ought to have stated the resi-

dence when he remitted the notes,

and though several days elapsed be-

fore he received an answer, and

thereupon he gave notice to the next

party, he had used due diligence in

ascertaining the address."

1 Story on Bills, ss. 297, 299;

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 516,

524, 525 (8th ed.); Bayley on BUls,

c. 7, pp. 274, 275, 280-283 (5th

ed.); 3 Kent Com. 107, 108; Id.

p. 109; M'Murtrie v. Jones, 3

Wash. C. C. 206; Fisher v. Evans, 5

Binn. 541 ; Chapman v Lipscombe, 1

Johns. 294; Browning v. Kinnear,

Gow N. P. 81; Firth v. Thrush,

8 B. & C. 887; Clarke o. Sharpe,

8 M. & W. 166; Burmester v. Bar-

ron, 17 Q. B. 828; Barnwell v.

Mitchell, 8 Conn. 101; SafEord v.

Wyckoff, 1 Hill, 11; Howard v.

Ives, 1 Hill, 268 ; Ransom v. Mack,

2 Hill, 587; Blakely v. Grant, 6

Mass. 386; Bateman v. Joseph, 12

East, 433; Preston v. Daysson, 7 La.

7; Bank of Utica v. Davidson, 5

Wend. 587; Williams v. Bank of

the United States, 2 Pet. 100; Mc-
Clain V. Waters, 9 Dana, 55, 56. Mr.

Bayley (on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 281-

283) says: " Where it is not known
where a party lives, due diligence

must in general be used to find out.

And where such diligence is unsuc-

cessful, it will excuse want of no-

tice. But merely inquiring at the

house where a bill is payable is
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business of the indorser cannot, upon such inquiries and dili-

gence, be found, the reason is obvious why notice should be

dispensed with ; for here the rnaxim forcibly applies, Lex nemi-

nem oogit ad vana seu inutilia peragenda?- Where the party

has gone abroad or removed to another state or country, and

his new residence is unknown, and he has left no agent here,

and no means of ascertaining his new residence, the law deems

it unreasonable to compel the holder to follow the indorser to

another state or country, or to search for him there, in order

to give him notice, since he has thus voluntarily placed himself

out of the reach of personal notice, and has left behind him no

reasonable means of ascertaining his residence, and no agent

charged with authority to receive it here.^ A fortiori, the

holder is not bound to make search, or to institute inquiries all

round the world, for an absentee, who has absconded or aban-

doned his home, leaving no trac.es behind him to mark out his

future contemplated residence.^

not due diligence for finding out an

indorser. Inquiry should be made
of some of the other parties to the

bill or note, and of persons of the

same name. Calling on the last

indorser, and last but one, the day

after the bill becomes due, to know
where the drawer lives, and, on his

not being in the way, calling again

the next day, and then giving the

drawer notice, may be sufficient.

But if a party, when he passes a

bill or note, decline saying where

he lives, and undertakes to call

upon the acceptor to see if the bill

is paid, he cannot complain of want

of notice. Where the residence of a

party entitled to notice is unknown,

and the person next to him upon

the bill or note will give no informa-

tion where he lives, a note ad-

dressed to the former, if sent to the

place where such latter person lives,

will be sufBcient, though the appli-

cation for information be made

before the bill or note is due; espe-

cially if the person applied to has

acted in any respect, with regard to

the bill or note, as agent for the

party entitled to notice. And, if

the holder employ an attorney to

give notice, and the attorney, after

a lapse of time, discover where the

party lives, he may take a day to

apprise the holder, and take his fur-

ther directions, before he gives the

notice." See also Blakely v. Grant,

6 Mass. 386.

1 5 Rep. 21 a; Wing. Max. 600;

Branch's Max. 98.

2 See M'Gruder v. Bank of

Washington, 9 Wheat. 598; Story

on Bills, ss. 289, 297-299 ; Chitty on

Bills, c. 16, pp. 505, 506 (8th ed.)

;

Blakely v. Grant, 6 Mass. 386;

M'Murtrie v. Jones, 3 Wash. C. C.

206; Blodgett v. Durgin, 32 Vt.

361.

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 7, p. 307

;

c. 8, p. 360; c. 10, p. 485 (8th ed );
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317. Absence or Removal abroad.— But if the party has

gone abroad, and has left his family at his residence at home,

notice should be left at his residence, if it is known or can by

reasonable inquiries be found out.^ If, under the like circum-

stances, he has an agent here authorized to receive the notice,

who is known or can by reasonable inquiries be found out,

notice should be left with such agent.^ If the party has re-

moved abroad, and his new domicile is known or can by rea-

sonable diligence be ascertained, notice should be sent to him

by the due and regular conveyance.^ .

Walwyn ». St. Quintin, 1 B. & P.

652; 2 Esp. 516; Williams v. Bank
of the United States, 2 Pet. 100.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 505,

506 (8th ed.) ; Cromwell u. Hynson,

2 Esp. 511 ; see Wharton ». Wright,

1 C. & K. 585 ; Wilson v. Senier,

14 Wis. 380.

2 Ibid.

" Ante,s. 316; Hodges v. Gait,

8 Pick. 251 ; see Rothschild v.

Barnes, 2 Jur. 1084. We have

already seen that if the maker of a

note removes to another state, or to

a foreign country, no presentment

or demand is required to be made
there upon him ; but it is by law

dispensed with. Ante, s. 236

;

M'Gruder v. Bank of Washington,

9 Wheat. 598; Story on Bills, s.

352, and note. The reason for this

rule does not apply to the giving of

notice, since that need not be per-

sonal, but may be by the mail or

other proper and usual conveyance.

In M'Murtrie ». Jones, 3 Wash.

C. C. 206, 208, Mr. Justice Wash-
ington said: " As to the question of

notice, there is more difficulty.

At the time the assignment was

made to the plaintiff, the defendant

resided in Philadelphia, as a boarder,

at Mrs. Hand's. A few weeks

before the note became due, the

defendant left Mrs. Hand's, and

went to New York, with an inten-

tion to embark for England, which

he carried into execution. This

was known to Longstreth, but it

does not appear that it was known
to Mrs. Hand, to the plaintifE, or

his agent, Mr. Craig, or to any one

else; and it is worthy of remark

that it is proved that before this

final removal he was frequently

absent from this city upon visits

to the Eastern States. Generally

speaking, notice to the indorser

ought to be given, although he

should be beyond sea, if the place

of his residence is known; and a

reasonable diligence to find out his

place of residence ought to be used,

of which you are the proper judges.

But, under all the circumstances of

this case, it appears to the court

that the notice left at the known
place of residence of the defendant,

before his final departure, was
sufficient. The court give no opi-

nion respecting the custom which
has been mentioned, and respecting

which some evidence has been given,

as it does not appear to be suffi-

ciently proved." See Story on Bills,

ss. 297-299.
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318. French Law. — The French law seems to have adopted

a similar doctrine as to notice, with the like exception, where

the residence of the indorser is unknown. If due notice be

not given, the indorser will be discharged from his liability, if

his residence be known, with this qualification, that the holder

is not prevented by irresistible force or casualty from giving it

in due season. But, as we have already seen, the indorser will,

by the French law, be discharged only to the extent of the

damage which he has received from the want of notice. '^ But

if the residence of the indorser is unknown, and cannot be

ascertained by reasonable inquiry, that will entirely supersede

the necessity of any notice to him.^

319. Time for giving Notice.— In the next place, within

what time notice is to be given, in order to charge the indorser?

And this may be resolved into the general principle, that notice

must in all cases, where it is proper and necessary, be given

within a reasonable time.^ But then, this leaves the inquiry

open, what is a reasonable time, or, in other words, how is it to

be measured and ascertained ? To such an inquiry, the only

answer which can be given is, that it must depend upon the

circumstances.* In some particular classes of cases, a rule has

been established, artificial it may be, but still established, for

the purpose of general notoriety and convenience. In other

cases, not falling within these classes, it is difficult to lay

down any general rule, and every case must be decided upon

its own circumstances. The principal classes of cases in which

a fixed rule is established are : (1) First, where the holder and

the indorsers entitled to notice reside in the same town or city
;

(2) Secondly, where they reside in diffei'ent towns or cities.

320. Where both Parlies reside in the same Town.— Let us

then, in the first place, consider the rule where both parties,

the holder and the indorser, reside in the same town or city.

In such a case, it is the duty of the holder to give notice

1 Ante, s. 285. * See Darbishire v. Parker, 6

2 Pardessus, torn. 2, art. 434. East, 3, 9; Bancroft v. Hall, Holt
8 Story on Bills, ss. 285, 382; N. P. 476; Scott u. Lifford, 9 East,

Id. ss. 284, 286; 3 Kent Com. 104- 347; Bank of the United States v.

106; Darbishire v. Parker, 6 East, Carneal, 2 Pet. 543.

3, 9 ; Scott 0. Lifford, 9 East, 347

;

3 Kent Com. 105, 106.
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to the indorser, at furthest, on the next day after the dishonor

at the maturity of the note takes place, early enough to enable

the indorser to receive it on the same day, either personally, or

at his domicile, or at his place of business.^ Notice will, in-

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, p.

268 (5th ed.) ; Darbishire v. Parker,

6 East, 3, 9; Story on Bills, ss. 288-

290, 382; Chitty on Bills, o. 10, pp.

513, 514, 518 (8th ed.) ; Ransom v.

Mack, 2 Hill, 587 ; McFarland v.

Pico, 8 Cal. 626; Blackman v.

Leonard, 15 La. An, 59; Geill v.

Jeremy, M, & M. 61, cited in Chitty

on Bills, c. 10, p. 518 (8th ed.), in

note ; Ireland v. Kip, 10 Johns.

490; 11 Johns. 281; Cayuga County

Bank v. Bennett, 5 Hill, 236. Mr.

Chitty lays down the rule, that, if

both parties reside in or near the

same town or city, notice is to be

given in the manner stated in the

text. His language is: "In all

these cases, it suffices to cause no-

tice to be received on the next day,

by the preceding indorser, when
resident in or near the same place;

and where the parties do not reside

in or near the place of the dishonor,

it suffices to forward notice by the

general post that goes out on the

day after the refusal, or if there be

no post on that day, then on the

third day, though thereby the

drawer or indorser may not, in fact,

receive notice till the third day, or

sometimes, according to the course of

the post, not until the fourth, or even

subsequent day. The reason why it

has been decided, that it shall in no

case be necessary to give notice on

the day of the dishonor, or on the

same day when an indorser receives

notice, although the indorser may
even live in the same street as the

holder, and although the post may

go out on the same day, and not on

the next, is to prevent nice and

difficult inquiries, whether or not,

in this or that particular case, the

holder could conveniently have given

notice on the same day, or whether

the pressure of other business did

not prevent him from so doing, the

affirmative or negative of which

might be in the knowledge only of

the holder himself, or might be-

come a very critical inquiry, and be

very difficult and uncertain in legal

proof. Another reason is, that the

holder ought not to be required,

omissis omnibus aliis negotiis, to oc-

cupy himself immediately in for-

warding notice to the prior parties,

when, by delaying that step till the

next morning, he would, after the

press of other business had subsided,

have, in the evening or early the

next morning before his general

business commences, time to look

into his accounts with the other par-

ties, and to consider his best steps to

obtain payment from them, and to

ascertain their precise residences,

and to prepare and forward, either

by hand or by such next day's post,

a proper notice to all the parties

against whom he means to proceed

to enforce payment." Chitty on

Bills, c. 10, pp. 518, 514 (8th ed.);

Id. 51.5, 516. Probably by "in or

near the same place," he had in his

mind cases where the residence was

near to the town or city, and where

no post or mail went, or post-office

was kept, in the ordinary course of

things, and not cases of residence
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deed, be good, if given on the same day of the dishonor, if it

be after, but not if it be before, the presentment and dishonor.^

in towns contiguous to each other,

where there was a regular post-ofEce

in each. See Laporte v. Landry,

5 Mart. N. S. (La.) 359 ; Lanusse v.

Massicot, 3 Mart. (La.) 261 ; Car-

son V. Bank of Alabama, 4 Ala. 148;

Ransom v. Mack, 2 Hill, 587, 591.

In this last case, Mr. Justice Bron-

son, in delivering the opinion of

the court, said: " The rule formerly

was, that notice of the dishonor of a

hill or note must be served person-

ally on the drawer or indorser, or

be left at his dwelling-house or place

of business ; and that rule still pre-

vails in this country when the party

to be charged resides in the same

place where the presentment or de-

mand is made. Ireland v. Kip, 10

Johns. 490; 11 Johns. 231; Smedes

V. Utica Bank, 20 Johns. 372; Loui-

siana State Bank v. Rowel, 6 Mart.

N. S. (La.) 506; Laporte v. Landry,

5 Mart. N. S. (La.) 359; Clay ...

Oakley, 5 Mart. N. S. (La.) 137;

Shepard r. Hall, 1 Conn. 329; see

also Hartford Bank v. Stedman, 3

Conn. 489; Bank of Columbia v.

Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578. But where

the drawer or indorser resides in a

different place from that in which

the presentment or demand is made,

the old rule, which required per-

sonal service, has been relaxed, and

it is now well settled, that notice

may be sent by mail. The only dif-

ficulty arises from the fact, that the

defendant resided in the same town,

though at the distance of seven

miles from the bank, where the note

was made payable. In Ireland v.

Kip, the indorser resided at Kip's

Bay, within the corporate limits of

the city of New York, where the

demand was made, but at the dis-

tance of three and a half miles from

the New York post-office, where he

received his letters. There was no

post-pffice at Kip's Bay, and notice

left at the city post-office was held

not to be sufficient. The service

should have been personal, or by

leaving the notice at the indorser's

dwelling-house or place of business.

The rule laid down in that case has

never been, and should not be ap-

plied, without some qualification, to

our large country towns, which often

have more than one post-office, or

where, if they have but one, a por-

tion of the inhabitants live so far

from it that they usually recave

their letters and papers through a

neighboring office in another town.

Notice may, I think, always be sent

through the post-office, wherever

there is a regular communication

by mail between the place of pre-

sentment or demand and the office

where the person to be charged usu-

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp.

267, 268 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills,

c. 8, p. 367 (8th ed.); Id. c. 9, p.

432; Id. c. 10, p. 513; Story on

Bills, ss. 290, 382; Burbridge v.

Manners, 3 Camp. 193; Ex parte

Moline, 19 Ves. 216; Clowes v. Chal-

decott, 7 L. J., O. S., K. B. 147, cited

in Chitty on Bills, p. 800 (8th ed.) ;

Shed V. Brett, 1 Kck. 401; Bussard

V. Levering, 6 Wheat. 102; Linden-

berger o. Beall, 6 Wheat. 104;

Thorpe v. Peck, 28 Vt. 127; see

Pierce v. Gate, 12 Cush. 190.
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But it is not indispensable that it should be given on the same

day. It will be sufficient, in all cases, if given on the next

day ; ^ for the holder is not bound to any diligence more strict,

since that would be to require him to devote himself exclusively

to the giving notices of the dishonor, omissis omnibus aliis

wegotiis?

321. Next Business Day.— When it is said that the notice

must, at farthest, be on the next day, this must be understood,

not in its literal meaning, but as referring to the next business

or secular day ; for if, by the laws or usages of the country, the

day be devoted to religious services or public amusements and

recreations, or be kept as a festival or other holiday, it will be

ally receives his letters and papers.

In Ireland v. Kip, the notice was

not left in the New York office to

be transmitted by post to another

office, but to remain there until

called for ; and such was also the case

in all the other instances where that

mode of service has been held to be

insufficient. In Laporte u. Landry,

it was said by Martin, J., that the

post-office was not a legal place of

deposit for' notices; but that ser-

vice in that mode was sufficient,

' where notice may be conveyed by

mail.' And in Louisiana State Bank
V. Rowel, the rule was laid down by

Porter, J., that mail service is good,

' when the indorsers live at such

a distance that their residence is

nearer another post-office than that

where the holder lives.' The cor-

porate limits of our cities and towns

have, I think, less to do with this

question than the mail arrangements

of the general government, and the

business relations of our citizens.

Whether mail service is good or not,

does not depend upon the inquiry,

whether the person to be charged

resides within the same legal dis-

trict; but upon the question, whether

the notice may be transmitted by

mail from the place of presentment

or demand to another post-office,

where the drawer or indorser usu-

ally receives his letters and papers.

In this case, although the defendant

lived in the same town where the

demand was made, and there was

but one post-office in that town;

yet, as he lived remote from the

Sackett's Harbor office, and there

was another office in his vicinity, to

which he usually resorted for letters

and papers, there can, I think, be

no doubt that notice might have

been well served by mail."

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp.

268, 271 (5th ed.); Smith v. Mul-

lett, 2 Camp. 208; Manchester

Bank v. Fellows, 23 N. H. 302;

Darbishire o. Parker, 6 East, 3, 9;

Scott V. Lifford, 9 East, 317; Lang-

dale V. Trimmer, 15 East, 293;

Grand Bank v. Blanchard, 23 Pick.

305 ; Lindo c;. Unsworth, 2 Camp.

602 ; Whittlesey v. Dean, 2 Aiken

(Vt.) 263; Chick v. PiUsbury, 24

Me. 458. But see Robbins «. Pinok-

ard, 5 Sm. & M. 51.

* Ibid.
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sufficient to give the notice on the succeeding day ;^ for such

days are treated altogether as days in which no person is bound

to attend to any secular business, but is at liberty to devote

himself exclusively to the religious services and observances,

or the public festivities, of the particular occasion.^ Thus, if

the day on which notice of the dishonor of the note should

ordinarily be given should happen to fall on Sunday, or Christ-

1 Howard w. Ives, 1 Hill, 263;

Haynes v. Birks, 3 B. & P. 599, 601;

Wright 1). Shawcross, 2 B. & A. 501,

n. ; Bray v. Hadwen, 5 M. & S.

68; Burckmyer v. Whiteford, 6

Gill, 1.

2 Martin v. IngersoU, 8 Pick. 1

;

Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. 271

(5th ed.); Thomson on Bills, c. 6,

s. 4, pp. 489, 490 (2nd ed.); Chitty

on Bills, c. 10, pp. 519, 520 (8th

ed.) ; Eagle Bank v. Chapiu, 3 Pick.

180, 183, and note of Mr. Perkins,

Ibid. ; Story on Bills, ss. 288, 289,

293; Lindo v. Unsworth, 2 Camp.

602. Mr. Chitty (on Bills, c. 10,

p. 520, 8th ed.) says: " And at com-

mon law, and independently of that

statute, if a notice be received on a

Good Friday or Christmas Day, it is

not to be considered as received until

the next day, and notice need not

be forwarded by the party who
actually received it on one of those

days, until the third day afterwards.

And in the spirit of toleration it has

been held that a Jew is not obliged

to forward notice on the day of a

great Jewish festival, during which

it is imlawful for any persons of

that persuasion to attend to any

sort of business." Mr. Bayley (o.

7, a. 2, p. 271, 5th ed.) gives the

result of the authorities in his usual

succinct manner. He says: "Where
a party receives notice on a Sunday,

he is in the same situation as if it

did not reach him till the Monday

;

he is not bound to pay it any atten-

tion till the Monday; and has the

whole of Monday for the purpose.

So, if the day on which notice ought

thus to be given be a day of public ,

rest, as Christmas Day or Good Fri-

day, or any day appointed by pro-

clamation for a soleirin fast or

thanksgiving, the notice need not

be given until the following day.

And it has been held, that, where a

man is of a religion which gives to

any other day of the week the sanc-

tity of Sunday, as in the case of

Jews, he is entitled to the same in-

dulgence as to that day. Where
Christmas Day, or such day of fast

or thanksgiving shall be on a Mon-
day, notice of the dishonor of bills

or notes, due or payable the Satur-

day preceding, need not be given

until the Tuesday." He immedi-

ately adds, referring to the provi-

sions of the statute of 7 & 8 Geo. 4,

c. 15, ss. 1-4: "And Good Friday,

Christmas Day, and any day of fast

or thanksgiving shall, from 10th

April, 1827, as far as regards bills

and notes, be treated and considered

as Sunday. But these provisions

do not apply to Scotland." See

also Deblieux v. Bullard, 1 Rob.

(La.) 66; Farmers' Bank v. Vail,

21 N. Y. 485; HalloweU v. Curry,

41 Penn. St. 322.
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mas Day, or Good Friday, or on any other day set apart by

public authority or usage for a solemn fast or thanksgiving, or

it is otherwise consecrated to purposes not secular, or it is a

known public holiday (such as in America is the Fourth of

July), in every such case, it will be sufficient to give the notice

on the next succeeding day after Sunday, Christmas, or such

other holiday. Indeed, the law has such a tender regard for

the consciences of men, that if, according to the religion of the

holder or other person bound to give the notice, or the usages

of his religious sect, the day on which he is bound to give

notice falls on a day consecrated to religious purposes, such as

Saturday among the Jews, in every such case it will be suffi-

cient to give the notice on the next succeeding secular day.

Hence, if the dishonor should take place on Friday, it will be

sufficient, in the case of a Jew, that he gives the notice on the

following Monday.^

322. Notice hy Post. — Where both parties reside in the

same town or city, it is not competent for the holder to put a

letter containing the notice of the dishonor into the post-office

of the 'same town or city, directed to the indorser, and to insist

upon the same as a sufficient notice ; for the law requires that

the notice should be either personal, or at the domicile, or at

the place of business of the indorser, so that it may reach him

on the very day on which he is entitled to notice.^ If, indeed,

1 Ibid.; Lindo ». Unsworth, 2 744; Porter v. Boyle, 8 La. 170;

Camp. 602. Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1

2 See Crosse v. Smith, 1 M. & S. Pet. 578, 583; Story on Bills, ss.

545, 554; Williams u. Bank of the 284-286, 289, 290, 292; 3 Kent
United States, 2 Pet. 100; Ireland Com. 105-107; Ransom v. Mack, 2

V. Kip, 10 Johns. 490; 11 Johns. Hill, 587; Sheldon v. Benham, 4

231; Smedes v. Utica Bank, 20 Hill, 129; Cayuga Comity Bank ».

Johns. 372; Shepard «. Hall, 1 Bennett, 5 Hill, 236; Glenn u. This-

Conn. 329; Laporte v. Landry, 5 tie, 1 Rob. (La.) 572; Manadue v.

Mart. N. S. (La.) 359; M'Crummen Kitchen, 3 Rob. (La.) 261; Seneca

V. M'Crummen, 5 Mart. N. S. (La.) County Bank «. Neass, 5 Denio,

158; Peirce ». Pendar, 5 Met. 852; 329; 3 N. Y. 442; Kramer v.

Pritchard v. Scott, 7 Mart. N. S. M'Dowell, 8 Watts & S. 138; Saul

(La.) 492; Clay ». Oakley, 5 Mart. ». Brand, 1 La. An. 95; Hogatt ».

N. S. (La) 137; Louisiana State Bingaman, 7 How. (Miss) 565;

Bank ». Rowel, 6 Mart. N. S. (La.) see notes, s. 312. In New York, in

506; Miranda ». City Bank, 6 La. Van Vechten v. Pruyn, 13 N. Y.
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being so put into the post-office, it nevertheless does in fact

reach the indorser on the same day, it will, under such circum-

stances, be a sufficient notice.^ But the fact must be brought

home directly to the indorser ; for it will not be presumed from

the mere fact that he is accustomed to send to the post-office

several times during the day.^

328. Where there is a Delivery hy Carriers.— There is an ap-

549, it was held that it was not

sufficient to post a notice directed

to the indorser at his place of busi-

ness in another town, when his

known residence is in the town
where the note is held and payable.

[In Massachusetts, by statute 1871,

c. 239, when notice is to be given

to a party in the place where

the bill or note is presented, the no-

tice may be given by depositing it in

the post-offlce, with the postage pre-

paid and sufficiently directed to the

residence or place of business of the

party for the usual course of mails

or delivery by carrier.] There is a

similar statute in New York (1857,

c. 416, s. 3; Requa v. Collins, 51

N. Y. 144; Randall v. Smith, 34

Barb. 452) ; and in Minnesota (Kern

1). Von Phul, 7 Minn. 426). [In

Alabama, when the indorser and the

agent who presents the note live in

the place where it is payable, but

the actual holder lives elsewhere,

the agent may give notice by post

in the place where the note is pay-

able. Gindi'at v. Mechanics' Bank,

7 Ala. 324; Philipe v. Harberlee,

45 Ala. 597. But generally the rule

is that, when the party entitled to

notice lives or has his place of busi-

ness in the town where the note is

payable, it is not sufficient to deposit

the notice in the post-office. Bow-
ling V. Harrison, 6 How. 248. When
several indorsers live in one place

and the note is presented in another,

and notices addressed to the indor-

sers are sent together to the last

one by post, it has been held (in-

dependently of any statute) that

it is sufficient for him to send the

notices to the previous indorsers by
post, provided that he post the no-

tices on the day he receives them,

so that they would regularly reach

the previous indorsers as early as if

they had been sent to them directly

by the party they first came from;

they are then treated as coming

from him through the last indorser.

Eagle Bank o. Hathaway, 5 Met.

212; Warren B. Oilman, 17 Me. 360;

Manchester Bank ». Fellows, 28

N. H. 302. But if the last indorser

does not post the notices on the day

he receives them, it is necessary to

regard them as coming from him,

and he must give notice in the

manner mentioned in the text.

Shelburne Falls Bank «. Townsley,

102 Mass. 177.]

1 Ibid. ; Manchester Bank v.

Fellows, 28 N. H. 302; Foster v.

Sineath, 2 Rich. (S. C.) 338; Spald-

ing o. Krutz, 1 Dillon, 414; Cabot

Bank v. Warner, 10 Allen, 522;

Shaylor v. Mix, 4 Allen, 351 ; Grin-

man V. Walker, 9 Iowa, 426.

2 Ibid.; Bank of the United

States s. Corcoran, 2 Pet. 121 ; Hill

V. Norvell, 3 McLean, 583.
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parent exception to the general rule, which, however, is not in re-

ality such, but falls within the general rule. It is this, that where

there is, as in large towns and cities, a letter-carrier, or, as he is

often called, a penny-post, who carries letters daily from the post-

office, and delivers them at the houses or places of business of the

parties who are accustomed to receive their letters by him, there,

if the notice be left at the post-office early enough in the day to go

by such letter-carrier or penny-post on the same day to the party

entitled to notice, it will be deemed sufficient ; for, in such cases,

the letter-carrier or penny-post is treated as an agent for the pur-

pose, because it is a usual mode of conveyance.^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 504,

508, 513 (8th ed.); Id. pp. 515, 516,

518; fetory on Bills, ss. 289, 291,

382; Scott V. Lifford, 1 Camp. 246;

9 East, 347; Smith v. MuUett, 2

Camp. 208; Hilton it. Fairclough,

2 Camp. 633; Dobree v. Eastwood,

3 C. & P. 250; Edmonds v. Cates,

2 Jur. 188; Bank of Columbia v.

Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578, 583, 584;

Ireland v. Kip, 10 Johns. 490; 11

Johns. 231; Walters v. Brown, 15

Md. 285; Shoemaker v. Mechanics'

Bank, 59 Penn. St. 79; 3 Kent

Com. 105-107; Thomson on Bills,

0. 6, s. 4, pp. 476, 477 (2nd ed.).

Mr. Chitty (p. 504) says: "Notice

of the dishonor of a bill sent by the

twopenny post is sufficient, where

the parties live within its limits,

whether near or at a distance from

each other, but it must be proved

that the letter conveying the no-

tice was put into the receiving-

house on the next day at such an

hour that, according to the course

of the post, it would be delivered to

the party to whom it is addressed

on the day when he was entitled to

receive notice of the dishonor."

And again, in pp. 515 and 516, he

says : " But there is a very material

distinction in the time of giving or

forwarding notice in cases where

the parties reside in or near the

same town, and when notice may
be readily given on the day after

the dishonor or notice of it, either

verbally or by special messenger or

by local post, and eases where the

parties reside at a distance, and

when the ordinary mode of com-

munication is by general post.

Thus, when the parties reside in

the same town, the holder, or other

person to give the notice, must, on

the day after the dishonor or on

the day after he received the

notice, cause notice to be actually

forwarded, by the post or otherwise,

to his next immediate indorser,

sufficiently early in the day that

the latter may actually receive the

same before the expiration of the

day ; and therefore in London, if a

letter containing such notice be put

into the post-office after five o'clock

in the afternoon of the second day,

and in consequence it is not received

till the morning of the third day,

the party who ought to have actually

received the notice on the second

day will be discharged. In London,

the local post (usually termed the

twopenny post) forwarded letters to

be delivered in the metropolis three
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324. Where the Parties reside in different Towns.— Notice

by Post.— In the next place, where the holder and the in-

dorser entitled to notice reside in different towns and cities.

In such cases, the notice may be by the post, or by a special

messenger, or by a private hand, or by any other suitable and

ordinary conveyance.^ The usual mode, where the parties re-

times within the same day, namely,

at eight, two, and five o'clock;

and letters put into any receiv-

ing-house before either of those

hours ought regularly to be de-

livered on the same day; but

when out of the metropolis, and

within ten miles, there are only two

deliveries in each day to and from

the metropolis, and a letter put into

any proper office in London before

five o'clock in the afternoon will be

delivered on the same day at any

place within such distance of ten

miles; and a letter put into a coun-

try office within that distance, before

four o'clock, ought properly to be

delivered in London on the same

day. The holder, or party forward-

ing the notice, may give it verbally,

or he may put a letter in the two-

penny post, directed even to an in-

dorser who resides in the same street.

If he send notice by a private hand,

it must be given or left at the in-

dorser's residence before the expira-

tion of the day ; if to a banker, dur-

ing the hours of business; but to

another person the hour is not ma-

terial. If, by any irregularity in

the post-office, a letter put in in due

time be not delivered till the third

day, it should seem that such laches

will not prejudice." In Bank of

Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578,

583, Mr. Justice Thompson,^ in de-

livering the opinion of the court,

said: "It seems at this day to be

well settled, that, when the facts

are ascertained and undisputed,

what shall constitute due diligence

is a question of law. This is cer-

tainly best calculated to have fixed

on uniform rules on the subject,

and is highly important for the

safety of holders of commercial

paper. And these rules ought to

be reasonable and founded in ge-

neral convenience, and with a view

to clog as little as possible, consis-

tently with the safety of parties, the

circulation of paper of this descrip-

tion ; and the rules which have been

settled on this subject have had in

view these objects. Thus, when a

party entitled to notice has in the

same city or town a dwelling-house

and couuting-house or place of

business, within the compact part

of such city or town, a notice de-

livered at either place is sufficient;

and if his dwelling or place of busi-

ness be within the district of a letter-

carrier, a letter containing such no-

tice, addressed to the party and left

at the post-office, would also be suffi-

cient. All these are usual and or-

dinary modes of communication,

and such as afiord reasonable ground

for presuming that the notice will

be brought home to the party with-

out unreasonable delay."

1 Chitty on Bills, o. 10, p. 518

(8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s.

2; Crosse v. Smith, 1 M. & S. 545,

554; Bancroft v. Hall, Holt N. P.
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side in different towns or cities (wliich will presently come

more fully under our consideration), is to send the notice by

the post, where both the parties reside in places within the

same state or country, between which the ordinary communica-

tion is by the post.^ Wherever the post is thus resorted to, the

general rule, which seems at first to have been adopted, was to

require that notice should be sent by the next post after the

holder or other party who was bound to give notice had him-

self received knowledge of the dishonor ; at least, this was the

rule applied, whenever a reasonable time remained to prepare

and send the notice, between the arrival of the knowledge of

the dishonor, and the going out of the post afterwards on the

same day ; that is to say, it was required to be sent, if not by

the next possible post, at least by the next practicable post.^

476 ; Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence,

1 Pet. 582; Seneca County Bank v.

Neass, 5 Denio, 329; 3 N. Y. 442;

post, s. 338.

» Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 503

(8th ed.); Bussard v. Levering, 6

Wheat. 102 ; Munn v. Baldwin, 6

Mass. 316.

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p.

268 (8th ed.); Malynes, bk. 3, c.

6, s. 1; Marius on Bills, 24 (2nd

ed.) ; Id. p. 16 (ed. 1794) ; Tindal

V. Brown, 1 T. R. 167 ; Darbishire

8. Parker, 6 East, 3-8. In this last

case. Lord Ellenborough said: " It

comes to the point, whether I was

right in telling the jury that the

plaintiffs had till the next day after

they received the notice of the bill's

being dishonored, to communicate

that notice to the drawer; for it

struck me, that if they were in time

to give notice on the 13th at Liver^

pool, they had the whole of that day,

and having sent a letter of advice

by a private hand to the drawer in

time for him to have written by the

post of that night to London, they

might be considered to have used

due diligence. There appears to

me considerable difficulty in laying

down any certain time within which

notice must at all events be given.

The general direction, indeed, of

Mai'ius and other writers, is to send

notice of the dishonor of a bill by

the next post, where the parties do

not live in the same place; and the

same was said in Tindal u. Brown

;

and yet, in that case, it was consi-

dered sufficient if notice were given

the next day, where the parties all

lived in the same town. If notice

must at any rate be communicated

by the next post after it is received,

it must often happen that the party

will not have a day, or any thing

like a day, to give it in ; for the post

may go out immediately, or very

soon after the letter of advice ar-

rives. There must therefore be

some reasonable time allowed, and

that, too, accommodating itself to

other business and affairs of life;

otherwise, it is saying that a man
who has bill transactions passing

through his hands must be nailed

to the post-office, and can attend to
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But this rule was soon found to be too narrow and limited for

public convenience, and it was gradually enlarged. The esta-

blished doctrine now is, that it is in no case necessary to send

the notice by the post of the same day of the dishonor, or of

the knowledge of the dishonor ; but the holder or other party

is entitled to the whole of that day to prepare his notice, and it

is sufficient that the notice be put into the office early enough to

go by the post of the succeeding day.^ This rule equally ap-

no other business, however urgent,

until this is despatched. But if

there be a reasonable time between

the coining in and going out of the

post on the same day, as in this

case four or five hours may be

contended to be, allowing for rea-

sonable diligence in other concerns

as well as in this, it would be a

material question, if newly raised,

whether the party were bound to

communicate by the next post the

intelligence he had received by the

post on the same day. I think,

however, there is sufficient doubt

in this case whether reasonable dili-

gence were used to make it proper

to send the case to be considered by

another jury; for here the plaintiffs

not only did not write by the next

post of the same day, which went

out after an interval of four or five

hours, but they did not even write

by the post of the next day, but re-

lied on a private hand to carry the

letter of advice, by which it was

not in fact delivered until after the

post hour of deUvery in Liverpool."

Story on Bills, ss. 288-290, 382, 383;

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 510 (Sth

ed.) ; Id. pp. 514, 515; see also

Whitwell V. Johnson, 17 Mass. 449;

Geill V. Jeremy, M. & M. 61, cited

in Chitty on Bills, o. 10, p. 518, n.

;

Lenox v. Roberts, 2 Wheat. 373

;

Whittlesey v. Dean, 2 Aiken (Vt.)

263; Chick v. Pillsbury, 24 Me. 458.

But see Robbins v. Pinokard, 5 Sm.

& M. 51.

1 Darbishire v. Parker, 6 East,

3, 8; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2,

pp. 268-270 (Sth ed.) ; Chitty on

Bills, c. 10, pp. 510, 519, 520 (8th

ed.) ; Scott v. Lifford, 9 East, 347

;

Langdale v. Trimmer, 15 East, 291,

293; Bray v. Hadwen, 5 M. & S.

68'; Wright v. Shawcross, 2 B. & A.

501, n. ; Hawkes v. Salter, 4 Bing.

715; Smith v. MuUett, 2 Camp.

208; Poole v. Dicas, 1 Scott, 600;

Geill V. Jeremy, M. & M. 61;

Whitewell v. Johnson, 17 Mass.

449, 454; Seaver v. Lincoln, 21

Pick. 267; Eagle Bank v. Chapin,

3 Pick. 180, 183; United States v.

Barker, 4 Wash. C. C. 464; 12

Wheat. 559; Story on Bills, ss. 288,

289, 382, 383. The progress of

opinion may be traced in the later

authorities with great accuracy.

In Bray v. Hadwen (5 M. & S. 68),

Lord EUenborough said: "It has

been laid down, I believe since the

case of Darbishire v. Parker, as a

rule of practice, that each party

into whose hands a dishonored bill

may pass should be allowed one

entire day for the purpose of giving

notice; a different rule would sub-

ject every party to the inconveni-

ence of giving an account of all

his other engagements, in order to

28
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plies, where there are two posts which go out on the same day ;

for in such a case it is suflBcient if the notice is put into the

prove that he could not reasonably

be expected to send notice by the

same day's post -which brought it.

This rule is, I believe, in conformity

with what Marius states upon the

subject of notice, and it has been

uniformly acted upon at Guildhall

by this court for some time. It

has, moreover, this advantage, that

it excludes all discussions as to the

particular occupations of the party

on the day. As to the objection

that notice was not given by the

holders immediately to the defen-

dant, it was given by one who was

an indorser, and not by a stranger,

which is enough to satisfy the alle-

gation that the defendant had no-

tice." In Williams v. Smith, 2 B.

& A. 496, 500, Lord Tenterden said:

" It is of the greatest importance to

commerce that some plain and pre-

cise rule should be laid down to

guide persons in all cases as to the

time within which notices of the dis-

honor of bills must be given. That

time I have always understood to

be the departure of the post on the

day following that in which the

party receives the intelligence of

the dishonor ; and in that sense the

passage cited from the very learned

treatise on bills of exchange must

be understood, as well as the judg-

ment of Lord Mansfield in Tindal

V. Brown. If, instead of that rule,

we were to say that the party must

give notice by the next practicable

post, we should raise in many cases

difficult questions of
,
fact, and

should, according to the peculiar

local situation of parties, give them

more or less facility in complying

with the rule. But no dispute can

arise from adopting the rule which

I have stated. In its application to

the present case, the result is, that

the plaintiff has been guilty of no

laches, and that he is entitled to

our judgment. It appears that if

these notes had been transmitted

direct to Newbury by the post, they

would not have been paid, for they

discontinued payment there on Mon-

day morning; and though the cir-

cumstance of one set of halves

being sent by the coach caused

their arrival in London two hours

later, still, that being a reasonable

precaution, the plaintiS had a right

to send them by that conveyance.

There is a difference between this

case and that of a bill of exchange

payable to order, for such bill may
be specially indorsed, and no risk

incurred by sending it then by the

post. But here it would not have

been so safe to have transmitted

notes payable to the bearer on de-

mand by that conveyance. Then,

in addition to this, it appears that

the defendant has not been in the

least degree prejudiced by this mode
of conveyance having been adopted.

On the whole, therefore, the plain-

tiff is entitled to our judgment."

See also 3 Kent Com. 106, 107;

Hilton V. Shepherd, 6 East, 14, n.

;

Townsley v. Springer, 1 La. 125,

515; Hubbard v. Troy, 2 Ired.

134; Bank of the United States v.

Merle, 2 Kob. (La.) 117; Commer-
cial Bank ti. King, 3 Rob.

,
(La.)

243; Wemple «. Dangerfield, 2 Sm.
& M. 445.
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post early enough to go by either post of that day, however late

in the day one of them may be ; for the fractions of the day are

not counted.!

325. The doctrine thus laid down may perhaps admit, if

it does not require, some other qualifications and limitations.

Thus, for example, in some towns and cities, the post for the

succeeding day goes out very early in the morning or soon after

midnight, and the mail is made up and closed sometimes at an

early hour, and sometimes at a late hour, of the preceding even-

ing. In such a case, the question might arise, whether, if the no-

tice was not put into the post-office until after the mail was closed

on the evening of the day of the dishonor, the notice would be too

late, or whether the holder or other party would be entitled to the

next day to prepare and send his notice by the next succeeding

post. No decision upon this point seems to have occurred in

England.^ But it would deserve consideration, whether, under

such circumstances, the second post might not be deemed the

next practicable post, in the sense of the rule ; for otherwise

the holder or other party could not have the entire day of the

dishonor to prepare his letter, or until the next day to put it in

the post.^ A fortiori, there would be strong grounds to con-

tend for such an extension of the rule, where there is not a

1 Whitewell v. Johnson, 17 Mass. following day when the notice must

449, 454 ; Howard v. Ives, 1 Hill, he posted. It has been held that a

263; Housatonic Bank v. Laflin, 5 notice posted at nine o'clock in the

Cush. 550; contra. Bank of the morning would not be sufficient

United States v. Merle, 2 Rob. (La.) without showing that the mail did

117. not close before that hour. Downs
2 It is now generally established v. Planters Bank, 1 Sm. & M. 281.

that the notice need not be posted But the rule laid down in other

on the day of the dishonor, nor at cases is that the notice need not be

an unreasonably early hour on the posted until a reasonable time after

following day. Chick v. Pillsbury, the commencement of business hours

24 Me. 458; Lawson v. Farmer's of that day. Chick u. Fillsbury, 24

Bank, 1 Ohio St. 206; Burgess «. Me. 458 ; Lawson w. Farmer's Bank,

Vreeland, 24N. J. L. (4 Zabr.) 71; 1 Ohio St. 206, 215; Burgess v.

Mitchell 0. Cross, 2 R. I. 437; Ste- Vreeland, 24 N. J. L. (4 Zabr.) 71;

phenson v. Dickson, 24 Penn. St. see Haskell v. Boardman, 8 Allen,

148; Downs v. Planters Bank, 1 38; Gladwell v. Turner, L. R. 5

Sm. & M. 261 ; Hawkes v. Salter, 4 Ex. 59 ; and the cases above cited.

Bing. 715. The decisions are not ' Deminds v. Eirkman, 1 Sm.
imiform as regards the time of the & M. 6 14.
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reasonable time left, between the knowledge of the dishonor

and the closing of the mail, which is to go out on the next

morning to prepare such notice, without neglecting all other

engagements and business.^

1 Story on Bills, s. 288. To such

a case, the language of Mr. Justice

Lawrence, in Darbishire v. Parker,

6 East, 3, 9, 10, seems properly to

apply. He there said :
" The ques-

tion in this case is not whether no-

tice of the dishonor of a bill must

be communicated by the next post

after it is received, but whether the

partymay omit to make suchcommu-
nication for the two next posts for

here it appears that no notice was

given to the drawer till after the time

when the second post would have

conveyed it. Whenever the general

question shall arise, it will be fit,

according to what was said by Lord

Mansfield in Tindal v. Brown (1 T.

K. 167), to lay down with as much
certainty as possible some general

rule with respect to the reasonable-

ness of notice. The general rule, as

collected from that and other cases,

seems to be, with respect to persons

living in the same town, that the no-

tice shall be given by the next day;

and, with regard to such as live at

different places, that it shall be sent

by the next post; but if in any parti-

cular place the post should go out so

early after the receipt of the intelli-

gence as that it would be inconve-

nient to require a strict adherence to

the general rule, then, with respect

to a place so circumstanced, it would

not be reasonable to require the no-

tice to be sent till the second post.

Considering the immense circulation

of paper in this kingdom, it is very

material to have some general rule

by which men may know how they

are to act in these cases, leaving

parties in particular cases, where

compliance with such rule cannot

be reasonably expected, to account

for their non-complistnce with the

strict rule. When it is said to be

strange that notice given the next

day to persons living in the same

town should be sufficient, and yet

that notice should be required to be

sent by the next post on the same

day to persons living at another

place, it must be considered not

merely when it is sent, but when it

is received by the persons who are

to act upon it. Marius and other

general writers say that the notice

ought to be transmitted by the next

post after it is received; and what

was said by some of the judges in

Tindal b. Brown, and in other cases,

agrees with this. As to whether

reasonable notice be a question of

law or fact, it must be recollected

that the facts stated in the report of

Tindal v. Brown were afterwards

found in a special verdict, in which

the jury did not find whether the

notice were reasonable or not; on

which special verdict this court gave

judgment for the plaintiff, and that

judgment was unanimously con-

firmed in the Exchequer Chamber."

The very point seems to have been

adjudged by the Supreme Court of

the United States, in Bank of Alex-

andria V. Swann, 9 Pet. 33. Mr.

Justice Thompson, in delivering the

opinion of the court upon that oc-

casion, said: " The genei-al rule, as

laid down by this court in Lenox v.
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326. Note presented by an Agent.— The benefit of this rule

is not confined to a mere holder for value, but it applies also to

Roberts, 2 Wheat. 373, is that the

demand of payment should be made
on the last day of grace, and notice

of the default of the maker be put

into the post-office early enough to

be sent by the mail of the succeeding

day. The special verdict in the

present case finds that, according

to the course of the mail from Alex-

andria to the city of Washington,

all letters put into the mail before

half-past eight o'clock, p. m., at

Alexandria, would leave there some

time during that night, and would

be deliverable at Washington the

next day, at any time after eight

o'clock, A. M. ; and it is argued, on

the part of the defendant in error,

that, as demand of payment was

made before three o'clock, p. m.,

notice of the non-payment of the

note should have been put into the

post-office on the same day it was

dishonored, early enough to have

gone with the mail of that evening.

The law does not require the utmost

possible diligence in the holder in

giving notice of the dishonor of the

note; all that is required is ordinary

reasonable diligence ; and what shall

constitute reasonable diligence ought

to 'be regulated with a view to prac-

tical convenience, and the usual

course of business. In the case of

the Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence,

1 Pet. 583, it is said by this court

to be well settled at this day that,

when the facts are ascertained and

are undisputed, what shall consti-

tute due diligence is a question of

law; that this is best calculated for

the establishment of fixed and uni-

form rules on the subject, and is

highly important for the safety of

holders of commercial paper. The
law, generally speaking, does not

regard the fractions of a day; and,

although the demand of payment at

the bank was required to be made
during banking hours, it would be

unreasonable, and against what the

special verdict finds to have been

the usage of the bank at that time,

to require notice of non-payment to

be sent to the indorser on the same

day. This usage of the bank corre-

sponds with the rule of law on the

subject. If the time of sending the

notice is limited to a fractional part

of a day, it is well observed by
Chief Justice Hosmer, in the case

of the Hartford Bank v. Stedman,

3 Conn. 495, that it will always

come to a question, how swiftly

the notice can be conveyed. We
think, therefore, that the notice sent

by the mail the next day after the

dishonor of the note, was in due

time." Mr. Chitty uses language

not quite so explicit. He says:

" When the parties do not reside in

the same place, and the notice is to

be sent by the general post, then the

holder or party to give the notice

must take care to forward notice by
the post of the next day after the

dishonor, or after he received notice

of such dishonor, whether that post

sets off from the place where he is,

early or late ; and if there be no

post on such next day, then he must

send off notice by the v6ry next post

that occurs after that day; but he

is not legally bound, on account of

there being no post on the day after

he receives notice, to forward it on
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a holder who acts as a mere agent for another person. Thus,

if a note has been transmitted by the holder to an agent or

banker for the purpose of procuring payment thereof at its ma-

turity, such agent or banker will be entitled to the same time

to give notice of the dishonor to his principal or customer as if

he were himself the real holder for value ; and the principal or

customer will be entitled, after he receives such notice from his

agent or banker, to the like time to communicate notice to the

antecedent parties whom he means to charge, as if he were an

indorser and had received the notice from the real holder for

value, and not from his own agent or banker.^ In short, for

all the purposes of the law, the agent or banker is in such

cases treated as substantially a distinct and independent

holder. Indeed, upon any other ground, it would be impracti-

cable for the real holder, in many cases, to make due present-

ment and give due notice of the dishonor of the note, so as to

charge the antecedent indorsers, especially if he lived at a dis-

tance from the place where the presentment and dishonor took

place. And for the purposes of this rule and within its scope

are deemed all cases where a bank has different branches es-

tablished in different places, and a bill is sent from the one to the

other for collection ; for in such cases each of the branches will

be deemed to be independent indorsers, and each be entitled to

the usual notice of dishonor, and entitled to give notice to pre-

ceding parties accordingly.'*

the very day he receives it." Chitty dale v. Trimmer, 15 East, 291;

on Bills, c. 10, pp. 517, 518 (8th Howard u. Ives, 1 Hill, 263; Colt u.

ed.); see also Story on Bills, ss. Nohle, 5 Mass. 167; Church ». Bar-

288-290, 382, 383; Wright w. Shaw- low, 9 Pick. 547, 549; Ogden ».

cross, 2 B. & A. 501 ; Bray v. Haw- Dobbin, 2 Hall, 112; Bank of the

den, 5 M. & S. 68; Moore v. Burr, United States v. Goddard, 5 Mason,

14 Ark. 230; Davis v. Hanly, 12 366; Mead v. Engs, 5 Cowen, 303;

Ark. 645; Stephenson v. Dickson, Carmena v. Bank of Louisiana, 1

24 Penn. St. 148. La. An. 369; 3 Kent Com. 108;

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. see Sewall v. Russell, 3 Wend. 276;

272, 273 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, Bank of Orleans v. Smith, 3 Hill,

0. 10, pp. 521, 522 (8th ed.); Story 560; Bank of the United States v.

on Bills, s. 292 ; Haynes v. Birks, 3 Davis, 2 Hill, 451 ; Farmers' Bank
B. & P. 599 ; Lawson v. Farmer's v. Vail, 21 N. Y. 485 ; but see In re

Bank, 1 Ohio St. 206 ; Clode v. Bay- Leeds Banking Co., L. E. 1 Eq. 1.

ley, 12 M. & W. 51; 7 Jur. 1092; ^ Clode v. Bayley, 12 M. & W.
Scott V. LifEord, 9 East, 347 ; Lang- 51.
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327. When there is not a daily Post.— We have said that

the notice, when sent by the post, should be sent by the post of

the next day, or by the next post after the day of the dishonor

or notice of the dishonor.^ And this is regularly true, where

the residence of the party entitled to notice is known ; but, as

we shall presently see, more time is allowed where the residence

is unknown, and inquiries are necessary to be made to ascer-

tain it before any letter can safely be put into the post.^ At

present let us refer to the language, that it is sufficient for the

notice to be sent by the next post. And this is most material

to be considered in cases where the post does not go out every

day, but only every other day, or every third day, or even once a

week only, as formerly happened in many of the country towns

in the United States, and now exists between sparse and scat-

tered settlements. In all cases of this sort, it will be sufficient

that a letter is put into the post-office early enough after the

day of the dishonor of the note to go by the next post, whether

it be a bi-weekly or tri-weekly or a mere weekly conveyance, if

it be the ordinary mode of communication.^ Hence, if the dis-

honor, or notice thereof to the holder, is on Monday, and the

post does not again go out until Wednesday to the place where

the party entitled to notice lives, it will be sufficient that it is put

into the post-office early enough to go by the post of that day.

328. Notice posted is sufficient.— And here again it is impor-

tant to state that, if the notice be put into the post-office to go

by the proper post, it is wholly immaterial to the rights of the

holder whether it actually goes by the proper post, or whether

it ever reaches the party entitled to notice, or not. All that

the law requires of the holder is due diligence to send the

notice within the proper time ; and he has done his whole duty

when he puts it into the proper post-office in due season, and it

is properly directed. The holder has no control over the acts

or operations or conduct of the officers of the post-office, and is

not responsible for the accidents or neglects which may prevent

a due delivery of the notice to the party entitled to notice.*

1 Ante, a. 324. Bills, c. 10, pp. 503, 504 (8th ed.)

;

2 Post, 8. 335. Bayley on Bills, u. 7, s. 2, p. 279
' Post, s. 331, n. (5th ed.); Saunderson v. Judge, 2

* Story on Bills, s. 300; Chittyon H. Bl. 509; Dobree v. Eastwood, 3
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329. Joint Indorsers.— We have already seen that, where

there are joint indorsers entitled to notice, notice to one is not

notice to all ; but that each is entitled to a separate and inde-

pendent notice, in order to bind him, exactly as if he were the

sole and single indorser.^ The result of this rule is that

where joint indorsers reside in different towns and cities, at

different distances from the place of the dishonor or place

where the notice thereof is dated or to be given, the notice

may reach one of the joint indorsers long before it does the

other. But this circumstance will make no difference in the

rights of the holder ; for he has performed his whole duty, and

exercised reasonable diligence, and his rights are complete and

perfect, although the notice should not have reached both or

even either of the joint indorsers.^

330. Successive Indorsers.— The holder may, when the note

has been dishonored, either resort to his immediate indorser,

and then he must give him notice within the proper time, or he

may resort to any or all of the other indorsers, in which case

he must give them notice respectively, in the same manner as

if each were the sole indorser;^ for the holder is not entitled

C. & P. 250; Kufh v. Weston, 3 which it is addressed is interrupted

Esp. 54; 3 Kent Com. 106, 107; by war. Farmers Bank v. Gun-
Shed V. Brett, 1 Pick. 401; Munn v. nell, 26 Gratt. 131; James v. Wade,
Baldwin, 6 Mass. 316; Jones v. 21 La. An. 548; Harden v. Boyee,

Warden, 6 Watts & S. 399 ; Smyth 59 Barb. 425.]

V. Hawthorne, 3 Rawle, 355; Bank ^ Ante, s. 308; Shepard v. Haw-
of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Pet. ley, 1 Conn. 367; Bank of Chenango

578, 583; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, v. Root, 4 Cowen, 126; Willis t».

S3. 4, 475 (2nd ed.); Stocken v. Green, 5 Hill, 232.

Collin, 7 M. & W. 515; Woodcock ^ ^^^g^ g. 323.

V. Houldsworth, 16 M. & W. 124; » Rowe v. Tipper, 13 C. B. 249.

Sasscer v. Farmers Bank, 4 Md. [In Massachusetts, it has been held,

409 ; Mount Vernon Bank v, Holden, that notices addressed to all the in-

2 R. I. 467; Windham Bank v. dorsers and enclosed in a letter,

Norton, 22 Conn. 213; Grinman v. posted to the last indorser, are

Walker, 9 Iowa, 426 ; Nevius v. sufficient to charge the previous in-

Bank of Lansingburgh, 10 Mich, dorsers, although the last indorser

547; Loud v. Merrill, 45 Me. 516; never receives the letter. Wamesit
Marshall v. Baker, 3 Minn. 320. Bank v. Buttrick, 11 Gray, 387. But
[But posting a letter is not a suflB- in Missouri, in Stix v. Mathews, 63

cient service of notice when coramu- Mo. 371, 375, it was held that each

nication by post with the place to indorser was entitled to notice, and
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to as many days to give notice as there are prior indorsers

;

but each indorser has his own day.^ If, therefore, there are

five indorsers, and the holder should not give notice to the first

indorser until five days, that will be too late ; and, unless some

subsequent indorser has given him notice in due time, who has

himself received due notice, such first indorser will be dis-

charged from all liability to the holder.^ In this respect, the

French law seems to be in entire conformity to ours.^

331. Notice hy Indorser to prior Indorsers.— Hitherto we
have spoken principally of the notice of the dishonor, to be

given by the holder of the note to the indorser. But in many
cases there are numerous successive indorsers on the note,

each of whom is, or may be, entitled to notice, and each of

whom is bound equally to give notice to the antecedent indor-

sers, who are liable to indemnify him if he should pay the note

after due notice of the dishonor from the holder. The ques-

tion, in such a case, naturally arises, within what time, after

receiving such notice of the dishonor from the holder, is the

indorser bound to give notice thereof to the antecedent indor-

sers upon the note, whom he means to hold liable to reimburse

him ? The general rule, now firmly established, is, that each

successive indorser, who receives notice of the dishonor, is

entitled to the whole day on which he receives the notice, and

need not give any notice to the antecedent indorsers until the

next day after receiving the notice, even when they live in the

same town or city with him ; and, if they live in different

towns and cities, and he is to give notice by the post, it will be

that to charge prior indorsers it was 275 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c.

not sufficient tosend notices for them 10, pp. 522, 527 (8th ed.) Marsh
to the last indorser, enclosed with a v. Maxwell, 2 Camp. 210, n.

notice for him. And see Shelbume Dohree v. Eastwood, 3 C. & P. 250

Falls Bank v. Townsley, 102 Mass. Turner v. Leech, 4 B. & A. 451

177.] Kowe ». Tipper, 13 C. B. 249

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. Bank of the United States v. God-

275 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. dard, 5 Mason, 366 ; see Story on

10, p. 522 (8th ed.); Dobree v. Bills, ss. 803, 304; ante, ss. 301-303.

Eastwood, 3 C. & P. 250; Marsh o. * Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

Maxwell, 2 Gamp. 210, n.; Tur- tom. 2, art. 429, 430; Chitty on

ner v. Leech, 4 B. & A. 451 ; Etting Bills, o. 10, p. 523, note (a) ; see

V. Schuylkill Bank, 2 Penn. St. 355. Code de Commerce, art. 165; Po-

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. thier, de Change, n. 148, 152, 153.
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sufBcient if he sends the notice by the post of the next day

after he has himself received notice of the dishonor.^ Thus,

^ Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp.

268-270 (5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills,

c. 10, pp. 513-515, 518, 520, 521

(8th ed.); Story on Bills, 8S. 291,

294; Hilton v. Shepherd, 6 East,

14; Smith v. MuUett, 2 Camp. 208;

Bray v. Hadwen, 5 M, & S. 68;

Wright V. Shawcross, 2 B. & A.

501 ; Hawkes v. Salter, 4 Bing. 715;

3 Kent Com. 106, 107; Lenox ».

Roberts, 2 Wheat. 373; Bank of

Alexandria v. Swann, 9 Pet. 33;

Howard e. Ives, 1 Hill, 263 ; Allen

V. Avery, 47 Me. 287; Fitchburg

Bank v. Perley, 2 Allen, 433. Mr.

Chitty (pp. 520, 521) on this subject

says: "It is usual for the holder

only to give notice to the person

from whom he immediately received

the bill or note, especially if he is

ignorant of the residence of the

other parties; and, if so, his neglect

to give notice to the other prior in-

dorsers and to the drawer cannot,

on any sound principle, deprive

either of the indorsers of the right

to proceed against the person who
indorsed to him and all prior par-

ties, provided he, in his turn, has

duly forwarded notice. The rule

is therefore clearly settled, that each

party to a bill or note, whether by

indorsement or mere delivery, has

in all cases until the day after he

has received notice to give or for-

ward notice to his prior indorser,

and so on till the notice has reached

the drawer. And this rule is so

strongly fixed, that a party receiv-

ing notice of the dishonor of a bill

need not give or forward notice to

the party immediately before him

till the next post after the day on

which he himself received notice,

although he might easily have for-

warded it on that day, and although

there is no post on the day follow-

ing. The reasons on which this

rule is founded are the same as

those applicable to the first notice

of dishonor. Therefore, where a

bill of exchange passed through the

hands of five persons, all of whom
lived in London or the neighbor-

hood, and the bill, when due, being

dishonored, the holder gave notice

on the same day to the fittth in-

dorser, and he, on the next day, to

the fourth, and he, on the next day,

to the third, and he, on the next

day, to the second, and he, on the

same day, to the first, the court

were of opinion on a case finding

these facts, that due diligence

had been used; indeed, both the

first and last notices were given a

day sooner than was requisite. The
usual expression is, ' each indorser

has a day,' and this is strictly cor-

rect when all the parties live in Lon-

don; but where they reside in diffe-

rent distinct parts of the country,

then, according to the course of the

post, frequently several days may in-

tervene between each." The whole

doctrine on this subject is very accu-

rately and succinctly summed up

in 3 Kent Com. 105. It is there

said: "The elder cases did not de-

fine what amounted to due diligence,

in giving notice of the dishonor of a

bill, with that exactness and cer-

tainty which practical men and the

business of life required. According

to the mo4ern doctrine, the notice

must be given by the first direct and
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for example, if there are five indorsers, the holder himself, if

he means to give notice to all of them, must give it by the post

of the next day, or by the next post after the dishonor, or after

regular conveyance; and if to the

drawer, it must be according to the

law of the place where the bill was
drawn; and if to the indorsers, ac-

cording to the law of the place

where the respective indorsements

were made. This means the first

mail that goes after the day next to

the third day of grace; so that, if the

third day of grace be on Thursday,

and the drawer or indorser reside

out of town , the notice may, indeed,

be sent on Thursday, but must be

put into the post-office or mailed on

Friday, so as to be forwarded as

soon as possible thereafter; and if

the parties live in the same town,

the rule is the same, and the notice

must be sent by the penny-post, or

placed in the office on Friday. The
law does not require excessive dili-

gence, or that the holder should

watch the post-office constantly for

the purpose of receiving or trans-

mitting notices. Reasonable dili-

gence and attention is all that the

law exacts ; and it seems to be now
settled that each party successively

into whose hands a dishonored bill

may pass shall be allowed one entire

day for the purpose of giving no-

tice. If the demand be made on

Saturday, it is sufficient to give no-

tice to the drawer or indorser on

Monday; and putting the notice by

letter into the post-office is sufficient,

though the letter should happen to

miscarry. If the holder uses the or-

dinary mode of conveyance, he is

not required to see that the notice

is brought home to the party. Nor

is it necessary to send by the public

mail. The notice may be sent by a

private conveyance or special mes-

senger, and it would be good notice

though it should happen to arrive

on the same day a little behind the

mail. Where the parties live in the

same town, and within the district

of the letter-carrier, it is sufficient

to give notice by letter through the

post-office. If there be no penny-

post that goes to the quarter where

the drawer lives, the notice must be

personal, or by a special messenger

sent to his dwelling-house or place

of business, and the duty of the

holder does not require him to give

notice at any other place. The no-

tice in all cases is good, if left at the

dwelling-house of the party in a way
reasonably calculated to bring the

knowledge of it home to him; and

if the house be shut up by a tempo-

rary absence, still the notice may be

left there. If the parties live in

different towns, the letter must be

forwarded to the post-office nearest

to the party, though under certain

circumstances a more distant post-

office may do ; but the cases have

not defined the precise distance from

the post-office at which the party

must reside to render the service of

notice through the post-office good.

The law does not presume that the

holder of the paper is acquainted

with the residence of the indorsers;

and if the holder or notary, after

diligent inquiry as to the residence

of the indorser, cannot ascertain it,

or mistakes it, and gives the notice

a wrong direction, the remedy against

the indorser is not lost."
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his own knowledge of the dishonor ; and each of these indor-

sers in succession is entitled to the whole of the day on which

he receives notice of the dishonor, and until the post of the

next day or the next post thereafter, to give the like notice to

the antecedent indorsers. So that, if the fifth indorser re-

ceives notice on Monday, it is sufficient for him to give notice

to the fourth indorser and the preceding indorsers on Tuesday,

and for the fourth indorser, if he receives the notice on

Wednesday, to give notice to the third indorser and the preced-

ing indorsers on Thursday ; and, if the third indorser receives

the notice on Friday, it is sufficient for him to give notice to the

second indorser and the preceding indorser on Saturday ; and,

if the second indorser gets the notice on Sunday or Monday, it

will be sufficient for him to give notice to the first indorser on

Tuesday following. In this way, in point of . fact, a week or

more may elapse between the first and the last notice ; and

yet there will be no laches in any of the indorsers, but each

will have done his duty, and will be entitled to reimbursement

if he pays the note.

332. Great care should however be taken by each successive

indorser, in cases of this sort, not to miss a day in duly giving

or forwarding notice to the antecedent parties ; for, if he should

miss a day without any legal excuse for the omission, a link in

the regular chain will be broken ; and all the prior parties will

be discharged from their obligations to him, unless, indeed, they

shall have received due notice from some other party to the

note, to whom such indorser is liable.^ It is no excuse for not

giving notice the next day after a party receives one that he

received his notice earlier than the preceding parties were

bound to give it ; and that he gave notice within what would

have been proper time, if each preceding party had taken all

the time the law allowed him. The time is to be calculated

according to the period when the party in fact received his

notice. Nor is it any excuse that there are several intervening

parties between him who gives the notice and the defendant to

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 522, 4 B. & A. 451; Bayley on Bills, o.

523 (8th ed.) ; Dobree v. Eastwood, 7, s. 2, pp. 255, 256, 275 (5th ed.)

;

3 C. & P. 250; Marsh v. Maxwell, Story on Bills, ss. 294, 303, 304.

2 Camp. 210, n. ; Turner v. Leech,
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whom it is given ; and that, if the notice had been communi-

cated tlirough those intervening parties, and each had taken

the time the law allows, the defendant would not have had the

notice sooner.^

333. French Law.— The French law entertains the same

doctrine as our law as to the duties of the successive in-

dorsers to give notice of the dishonor of the note to the

prior parties who are chargeable thereon, within the same

period as the holder is required to give it ; and if it is omit-

ted, then the antecedent parties will be exonerated. And
hence the holder, in order to preserve his own rights in all

cases, in case his immediate indorser should fail to give

notice to the antecedent parties, may himself, nay, is bound,

if he means to hold them liable to him under such circum-

stances, to give them all notice within the period prescribed

by law.^

334. Notice hy an Indorser inuring to the Holder.— We have

already seen that notice given by any party to a note, at least

if he has himself received notice and will upon payment thereof

be entitled to reimbursement, to any antecedent party on the

note, will inure to the benefit of all the other parties to the

note to whom he is liable.^ Hence, the holder may, in the case

above stated of five indorsements, avail himself of the notice

given by each of the successive antecedent indorsers to the

other antecedent indorsers, although he may not have himself

given any notice except to the fifth or last indorser, in the same

manner and to the same extent as if he had himself directly

given notice to all these indorsers.* But here it is to be dis-

tinctly borne in mind that, if an indorser pays a note without

having received due notice of the dishonor, he cannot thereby

make an antecedent indorser liable to repay the amount, unless

the latter has already, by due notice or otherwise, become

absolutely bound to pay the same ; for if he is discharged by

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. mercial, torn. 2, art, 429, 430 ; Code

275 (5th ed.) ; Id. p. 255; Turner v. de Commerce, art. 164, 165.

Leech, 4 B. & A. 451; Louisiana ' Ante, ss. 302, 303; Bayley on

State Bank v. Hennen, 4 Mart. N. Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. 256 (5th ed.)

;

S. (La.) 226. Abat v. Eion, 9 Mart. (La.) 465,

2 Pothier, de Change, n. 149, 469.

152, 153; Pardessus, Droit Com- * Ibid.
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want of notice or laches, then no other subsequent indorser

can revive his liability by his voluntary act.^

335. When the Indorser's Residence is unknown.— The time

of giving notice may also be affected by other considerations

and circumstances ; such, for example, as by the residence of

the party entitled to notice being unknown, either by a change

of his domicile since the note was given, or by his voluntary

absence abroad, or otherwise. In such cases, as we have seen,^

it is incumbent upon the holder, and all other parties who are

bound to give notice, to use reasonable diligence and to make

due inquiries as to the actual residence of the party so entitled

to notice.^ What will be due and reasonable diligence in this

respect must depend upon the circumstances of the particular

case ; for no other rule can be laid down than that which has

just been stated ; and what would be due and reasonable dili-

gence in one case might fall far short of it in another.* But

the time within which notice may be sent will from necessity

be prolonged during the whole period in which such due and

reasonable inquiries are making ; for until the residence of the

party entitled to notice is thus ascertained, there can be no

1 Roscow V. Hardy, 12 East, 435; ridge v. Burgis, 3 Camp. 262; Smith

2 Camp. 458; Turner v. Leech, 4 v. Fisher, 24 Penn. St. 222; Haly ».

B. & A. 451; Grosvenor v. Stone, 8 Brown, 5 Penn. St. 178; Lawrence

Pick. 79; post, ss. 386, 388. o. Miller, 16 N. Y. 235; Packard v.

^ Ante, ss. 316, 317. Lyon, 5 Duer, 82; Peirce v. Pendar,

» Story on Bills, s. 299; Bank 5 Met. 352; Porter w.Judson, 1 Gray,

of Utica V. Phillips, 3 Wend. 408; 175; Gilchrist <i. Donnell, 53 Mo.

McLanahan v. Brandon, 1 Mart. 591) ; the directory (Tate v. Sulhvan,

N. S. (La.) 321; Chapcott v. Cur- 30 Md. 464; Granite Bank ». Ayers,

lewis, 2 M. & Rob. 484; Miers v. 16 Pick. 392) ; or other persons likely

Brown, 11 M. & W. 872. to possess information (Brighton

* Ante, ss. 316, 317; Preston v. Market Bank v. Philbrick, 40 N. H.

Daysson, 7 La. 7; Barnwell v. Mit- 506; Harger ». Bemis, 1 Thomp. &
chell, 3 Conn. 101; Bank of Utica v. Cook (N. Y.) 460; Phipps ». Chase,

De Mott, 13 Johns. 482; Sewall v. 6 Met. 491). See also Gawtry v.

Russell, 3 Wend. 276; Bank of Doane, 51 N. Y. 84, 92; Holtz v.

Utica V. Phillips, 3 Wend. 408; Boppe, 37 N. Y. 634; Hunt ». May-
Cuyler v. Nellis, 4 Wend. 898; Bank bee, 7 N. Y. 266; Adams v. Leland,

of Utica y. Bender, 21 Wend. 643. 5 Bosw. (N. Y.) 411; Mitchell v.

[The sources from which informa- Young, 21 La. An. 279; Heiss v.

tion should generally be sought are Corcoran, 15 La. An. 694; Bird v.

the other parties to the note (Beve- Doyal, 20 La. An. 541.]
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laches imputable to the holder or other party bound to give

notice, in not giving or forwarding notice.^ Thus, if the holder

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 516,

524, 525 (8th ed); Bayley on Bills,

0. 7, s. 2, pp. 274, 275, 280-283 (5th

ed.) ; Gladwell ». Turner, L. R. 5

Ex. 59; M'Murtrie ». Jones, 3

Wash. C. C. 206 ; Pardessus, Droit

Commercial, tom. 2, art. 434;

Fisher v. Evans, 5 Binn. 541;

Chapman v. Lipsoombe, 1 Johns.

294; Browning v. Kinnear, Gow
N. P. 81; Bateman v. Joseph, 12

East, 433; Beveridge v. Burgis, 3

Camp. 262; Firth v. Thrush, 8 B.

& C. 387 ; Clarke v. Sharpe, 3 M. &
W. 166; Barnwell d. Mitchell, 3

Conn. 101; 3 Kent Com. 107, 108;

Stewart v. Eden, 2 Caines, 121;

Blakely v. Grant, 6 Mass. 386; Saf-

ford V. Wyckofe, 1 Hill, 11; Howard
V. Ives, 1 Hill, 263; Kansom v. Mack,

2 Hill, 587; Dixon v. Johnson, 1

Jur. N. S. 70; 29 Eng. Law & Eq.

504. Mr. Chitty says: "If the

residence of the party, to whom the

notice ought to he given, be not

known to the holder, he must,

nevertheless, not remain in a state

of passive and contented ignorance,

but must use due diligence to dis-

cover his residence, and, if he do,

then the indorser remains liable,

though a month or more may have

elapsed before actual notice be

given ; and, if he (the holder) be-

fore the biU become due should

apply to one of the parties to ascer-

tain the residence of any indorser,

and he should decline giving him

any information, the holder need

not, after the bill became due, re-

new his inquiries of that party.*

But, in general, the holder should

not only immediately apply to all

the parties to the bill for informa-

tion, bat also make inquiries, and

send notice to the place where it

may reasonably be supposed the

party resides; and, if he has em-

ployed an attorney, who at length

discovers the residence, we have

seen that it will suffice, if the at-

torney, on the next day, consults

with his client, and the latter, on

the third day, forwards the notice

to the discovered indorser, though,

in general, notice ought to be given

on the next day. And a letter from

the holder, giving notice of the dis-

honor, containing this passage, ' I

did not know where, till within

these few days, you were to be

found,' is not to be taken as prov-

ing that the notice was not given on

the next day after the residence of

the party was discovered. Where
the traveller of a tradesman re-

ceived, in the course of business, a

promissory note, which was de-

livered to him for the use of his

principal, without indorsing it, and
the note having been returned to

the principal dishonored, and the

latter, not knowing the address of

the next preceding indorser, wrote

to his traveller, who was then ab-

sent from home, to inquire respect-

ing it, it was held that such

principal was not guilty of laches,

although it was urged that the

traveller ought to have stated the

residence when he remitted the

notes, and though several days

elapsed before he received an an-

swer, and thereupon he gave notice

* I have varied Mr. Chitty's text in this place to correct its inaccuracy and

obscurity.
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or his agent should be employed four days in endeavors by rea-

sonable inquiries to ascertain the residence of the party enti-

tled to notice, and should be successful only on the fourth day,

it will be sufficient if he sends notice by the post of the next

day or by the next post after the fourth day.^ And if, by the

to the next party, as he had used

due diligence in ascertaining the

address." Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

pp. 524, 525 (8th ed.); Id. 516.

Mr. Bayley says: " A letter di-

rected to a man at a large town,

without specifying the part in which

he lives, the trade he carries on, or

any other circumstance to distin-

guish him, may he sufficient, if he

be the drawer, and has dated the

bill generally at that place; or if,

upon reasonable inquiry, no infor-

mation can be obtained to enable

the party to give a better direction.

But, prima facie, such a direction

will be insufficient, because it is not

likely, upon such a direction, the

letter will reach the person for

whom it is intended, in proper

time. If, however, it be proved

that there was a directory at the

time for that place, and that a

reference to the directory would

have shown in what part of the

place the person intended lived,

such a direction might, perhaps, be

held sufficient. Where it is not

known where a party lives, due

diligence must, in general, be used

to find out. And, where such dili-

gence is unsuccessful, it will excuse

want of notice. But merely inquir-

ing at the house where a bill is

payable is not due diligence for

finding out an indorser. Inquiry

should be made of some of the

other parties to the bill or note,

and of persons of the same name.

Calling on the last indorser, and

last but one, the day after the bill

becomes due, to know where the

drawer lives, and, on his not being

in the way, calling again the next

day, and then giving the drawer

notice, may be sufficient. But if a

party, when he passes a bill or note,

decline saying where he lives, and

undertake to call upon the acceptor

to see if the bill is paid, he cannot

complain of want of notice. Where

the residence of a party entitled to

notice is unknown, and the person

next to him upon the bill or note

will give no information where he

lives, a note addressed to the for-

mer, if sent to the place where such

latter person lives, will be sufficient,

though the application for informa-

tion be made before the bill or note

is due. Especially if the person

applied to has acted in any respect,

with regard to the bill or note, as

agent for the party entitled to no-

tice. And, if the holder employ an

attorney to give notice, and the at-

torney, after a lapse of time, dis-

cover where the party lives, he may
take a day to apprise the holder,

and take his further directions, be-

fore he gives the notice." Bayley

on Bills, 0. 7, s. 2, pp. 280-283

(5th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 299,

and note; Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

pp. 486-488 (8th ed.J; Safford v.

WyckofE, 1 Hill, 11; Baldwin v.

Richardson, 1 B. & C. 245; Miers

V. Brown, 11 M. & W. 372.

1 Ibid.
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exercise of such reasonable diligence and inquiries, the resi-

dence of such party cannot be ascertained, then the holder or

other party will be absolved from all objections on account of

the want of notice.^

336 a. Notice under particular Circumstances.—A question

may also arise in cases where a regular notice is sent to an

indorser and does not arrive at all or does not arrive until long

after the period when by the regular course of the mail it

ought, what becomes his duty as to the antecedent indorsers ?

Is he bound to send them notice if he receives and when he

receives notice of the dishonor either directly or circuitously or

after the protracted delay ? No case exactly in point seems to

have been decided. But it would seem, upon the known ana-

logy of other cases, that if the indorser is, by the regular notice

sent to him, although not received at all, or not received until

after a long delay, bound to pay the note, notice sent by him to

the antecedent indorsers whenever he receives notice of the

dishonor will give him a claim against them.

336. Indorser resident in another State or Country. — Where
the party entitled to notice is resident in another state, or

colony, or country, than the state, colony, or country where the

dishonor takes place, or from which the notice is to be sent, and

the ordinary communication between such state, or colony, or

country, and the other state, colony, or country, is by means of

tlie post-oflSce, there it will be sufficient if the notice is put

into the pi-oper post-office with suitable directions on the day

after the dishonor or after the knowledge thereof, early enough

to go by the post of that day, if any, or, if there be none, by

the next succeeding post.^ In the United States, this is the

1 Ibid. Bills, s. 298, p. 332, where it is

" Story on Bills, ss. 287, 383; said: " The same rule will generally

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 485, 486, apply to cases where the notice is

524 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 7, to be sent abroad to a foreign coun-

s. 2, p. 279 (5th ed.) ; Mead v. Engs, try. It should be directed to the

5 Cowen, 303 ; see Bank of Utica party at his domicile, or at his place,

V. Davidson, 5 Wend. 587; Pin- of business, if they are in different

der t)i Nathan, 4 Mart. (La.) 346; towns; and it should be sent by the

Thomson on Bills, o. 6, s. 4, p. 477 regular packet, if there be any,

(2nd ed.). The doctrine is some- bound for the port or place of his

what more fully stated in Story on domicile; and, if there be none, then

29
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usual and customary course of giving notice to persons residing

in other states in the Union, whose residences are known ; and

the same course is now adopted in many, if not in all, of the

Continental nations of Europe, where regular posts are esta-

blished between them.^

837. When, as frequently occurs between distant countries,

the usual intercourse is carried on by means of regular packets,

sailing at particular periods (as is the case between New York and

England, and New York and Havre), or by means of regular

steam-ships, sailing at the like periods (as is the case between

Boston and Liverpool), then, and in such cases, notice should be

sent by the next regular packet or steam-ship that sails for the

port where the party to whom notice is to be given resides, or to

some neighboring port, according to the usual course of trans-

portation of letters of business, if a reasonable time before its

departure remains for writing and forwarding the notice.^ On
the other hand, if there are no such regular packets or steam-

ships, or their times of sailing are at distant intervals, and in the

mean time other ships are about to sail for the same port or for

some neighboring port, it may be proper to send the notice by

such ship, if upon reasonable calculation her arrival may be pre-

sumed to be earlier than the regular packets or steam-ships.^ If

the communication is irregular with the ports of the country

where the notes are protested, or it is, at different seasons, by

different routes or ways of conveyance, that should be adopted to

by some other conveyance to, or as cumstances may so essentially vary,

near, his place of domicile or other The most that can be said is that

direction as is practicable. If the reasonable diligence should be used,

packet do not proceed directly to in all cases, to make the notice ef-

the port where the party resides or fectual."

has his place of business, it would i Ibid.

seem sufficient to write the proper ^ See Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s.

direction of the party on the notice, 2, p. 279 (5th ed.); Muilman v.

so that it may be sent in the usual D'Eguino, 2 H. Bl. 565; Chitty on

manner, by the post or otherwise, Bills, c. 10, pp. 505, 508 (8th ed.);

after the arrival of the packet, to Darbishire v. Parker, 6 East, 3, 7.

the proper place, to which it is di- * See Muilman v. D'Egning, 2

rected. It is, however, almost im- H. Bl. 565; Darbishire v. Parker, 6

practicable, on such a subject, to East, 3, 7; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s.

lay down any specific rules, which 2, p. 279 (5th ed.).

shall govern all cases, since the cir-
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send the notice, which may reasonably be presumed to be the

most certain and expeditious under all tlie circumstances.

Thus, for example, if a note drawn in America is protested in

St. Petersburg in the winter, and the usual mode of communi-

cation is by laud, in common commercial transactions, through

the Continental ports to London or Havre, that would seem to

be the proper route ; whereas, if the protest were in the sum-

mer, the direct route by water between St. Petersburg and

America might be more expeditious and satisfactory. So, if a

note be protested in China or India, the mode of giving notice

must vary according to circumstances, and sometimes may be

direct by water between that and the foreign country to which

the notice is destined, and sometimes be indirect and overland

;

and in each case there will be a just compliance with the re-

quisitions of the law. So, if by reason of war or other politi-

cal occurrences the usual direct mode of communication be

interdicted or obstructed, any other suitable and reasonable

mode may be adopted.^ And, indeed, it would seem that an

omission to give due notice, in consequence of an accident, or

casualty, or superior force, would in all cases excuse the holder

from a strict compliance with the general rule.^

838. Notice by special Messenger.— Hitherto we have mainly

spoken of the time of giving notice by means of the general

post, or by regular packets, or by some other regular convey-

ance, where the parties reside at a distance or in a foreign

country. But there is nothing in the rules of law which pre-

vents notice in any case from being given by a private mes-

senger, if the holder should elect so to do and is willing to run

the chance of this hazardous mode of giving notice.® If he does

so elect, and thus supersedes the ordinary and regular mode of

giving notice by the general post or otherwise, it is indis-

pensable that the notice should reach the party for whom it is

designed on the same day (although not, perhaps, at as early

1 Chitty on Bills, o. 9, p. 389 20; Story on Bills, ss. 284, 298,

(8th ed.); Id. c. 9, p. 422; Id. c. 383; Duncan u. Young, 1 Mart.

10, pp. 485, 505, 510. (La.) 32; Spencer v. Stirling, 10
2 Id. c. 10, pp. 485, 488, 524 (8tli Mart. (La.) 90.

ed.); Pothier, de Change, n. 144; » Bartlett b. Hawley, 120 Mass.

see Hopkirk v. Page, 2 Brock. C. C. 92.
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an hour) on which he would otherwise be entitled to receive it

;

for if it arrive a day later, the party will be discharged.^ Cases

indeed may exist, in which notice by a special messenger may

be most reasonable and proper (and then his expenses must be

borne by the party who receives the notice) ; as, for example,

where the party resides at a distance from any post-town, or

there is no regular or speedy communication with his place of

residence.^ It does not seem, however, that in any case it is

necessary to send notice by a special messenger, if- there be a

regular mode of giving it by the post or otherwise, even if

thereby the notice might have arrived earlier.^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 504,

505, 518, 519 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on

Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 279, 280 (5th

ed.); Darbishire v. Parker, 6 East,

8, 9; Pearson v. Crallan, 2 Smith,

404; Bancroft v. Hall, Holt N.

P. 476; Story on Bills, s. 290, n.;

ante, a. 324; 3 Kent Com. 106, 107;

Jarvis v. St. Croix Manufacturing

Co., 23 Me. 287.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 504,

505, 518, 519 (8th ed.) ; Pearson v.

Crallan, 2 Smith, 404.

s Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 503,

505, 518, 519 (8th ed.) ; Muilman v.

D'Eguino, 2 H. Bl. 565; Darbishire

V. Parker, 6 East, 7 ; Bank of Colum-

bia V. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 582, 584;

Kufh V. Weston, 3 Esp. 54. But

see Hordern v. Dalton, 1 C. & P.

181. On this subject Mr. Chitty

(on Bills, c. 10, p. 505, 8th ed.)

says: " Where there is no post, it is

sufficient to send notice by the ordi-

nary mode of conveyance, though

notice by a special messenger might

arrive earlier; and therefore, in the

case of a foreign bill, it is sufficient

to send it by the first regular ship

bound for the place to which it is to

be sent; and it is no objection that,

if sent by a ship bound elsewhere,

it would by accident have arrived

sooner, though the holder wrote

other letters by that ship to the

place to which the notice was to be

sent. If the deputy postmaster in

a country town should neglect to

deliver the letter in the usual time,

but there is, nevertheless, time to

send the notice by a special messen-

ger, it should be done. It has been

decided that, where it is necessary

or more convenient for the holder

to send notice by other conveyance

than the post, he may send a special

messenger, and he may recover the

reasonable expenses incurred by

that mode of giving notice . " Again,

in page 518, he says: "We have

seen, when considering the modes

of giving notice, that it may be

given either by the post, or by a

special messenger, or private hand;

but if, when there is a regular post,

and the notice be nevertheless sent

by a private conveyance, care must

be observed that it arrive as soon,

or at least on the same day, that a

notice by the post would have ar-

rived. If there be no post for a

considerable time after a party re-

ceives notice, it may then be incum-

bent on him to forward notice to

his immediate indorser by the next

ordinary conveyance, or even by a
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339. Lex Loci.— The time of giving notice may also be most

materially affected by the law of the place where the contract is

special messenger, as in some parts

of Yorkshire, where the manufac-

turers reside at a distance from the

post-town', and the letters might, if

not so forwarded, lie for a long time

before they are called for ; in which

case, it may be necessary to send

notice by a special messenger, and

the expense of which would then be

recoverable. If the notice be un-

necessarily forwarded by a private

hand or unusual conveyance, and

miscarry, or be delayed a day be-

yond the usual time, the party giv-

ing the notice may thereby lose his

remedies." See also Chitty on

Bills, c. 10, pp. 503, 504 (8th ed.)

;

Kufh V. Weston, 3 Esp. 54; Ban-

croft V. Hall, Holt N. P. 476. This

last case was an action against the

drawer of a bill of exchange, who
resided at Livei-pool; the bill was

accepted by one Hind, payable in

London, and indorsed by the de-

fendant to the plaintiff. The bill

being dishonored, notice was given

to the plaintiff, who lived at Man-
chester, on the 24th of May. On
that day, he sent a letter, by a pri-

vate hand, to his agent at Liverpool,

directing him to give Hall notice of

the acceptor's default. On the 25th,

in the afternoon, the agent received

the letter, and went, about six or

seven in the evening, to the count-

ing-house of Hall, but after knock-

ing at the door, and ringing a bell,

no one came to receive a message.

The merchants' counting-houses at

Liverpool do not shut up till eight

or nine. The 26th was a Sunday,

and notice was not in fact given till

the morning of the 27th. It was

objected, for the defendant, that the

notice was not in time ; after the

London letter reached Manchester,

a mail set out next morning to

Liverpool. The plaintiff should

have sent the notice by the mail,

which reached Liverpool by ten

o'clock. If he prefers a private

conveyance, or if he attempts to

give notice earlier than by law he is

bound to do, and fails in giving an

effectual notice, he is not therefore

exempt from giving proper legal no-

tice. Bayley, J. :
" Notice must be

given in time, but all a man's other

business is not to be suspended for

the sake of giving the most expedi-

tious notice. He is not bound to

write by post as the only convey-

ance, or to send a letter by the very

first channel which offers. He may
write to a friend, and send by a

private conveyance. Here the no-

tice reaches Liverpool on the 25th.

No expedition could have brought

it earlier. Between six and seven

in the evening of that day, the wit-

ness goes to the defendant's count-

ing-house, and it is shut up. A
merchant's counting-house, or resi-

dence of trade, is not like a banker's

shop, which closes universally at a

known hour. It was the defen-

dant's fault that he did not receive

notice on the 25th, which he might

have done if he had kept his count-

ing-house open till eight or nine,

which are the customary hours of

closing them at Liverpool." Ver-

dict for the plaintiff. And see Bay-

ley on Bills, 0. 7, s. 2, p. 280 (5th

ed.) ; but see Beeching v. Gower,

Holt N. P. 813. In Bank of Colum-
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made or is to be executed, whether it be the original contract

between the immediate parties to an indorsement, or between

those who stand in the relation of remote indorser and indorsee.

The general rule (as we have already seen i) is that the law of

the place where the contract is made is to regulate the rights

and duties of the parties.^ Hence, it should seem, that, as the

contract by indorsement takes eflfect in the country where it is

made, according to the laws of that country, all the incidents

thereto, such as the time of giving notice of the dishonor,

should be governed by the same law.^ Now, in England and

bia V. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 582, 584,

the Supreme Court said: " Some
countenance has lately been given,

in England, to the practice of send-

ing a notice by a special messenger

in extraordinary cases, by allowing

the holder to recover of the indorser

the expenses of serving the notice in

this manner. The holder is not

bound to use the mail for the pur-

pose of sending the notice. He may
employ a special messenger if he

pleases, but it has not been decided

that he must. To compel the hold-

er to the expense X)i a special mes-

senger would be unreasonable."

1 Ante, a. 159.

2 Ante, ss. 159, 165, 170, 173-176.

» Story on Bills, ss. 176, 177, n.

;

Id. s. 206 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

pp. 506, 508 (8th ed.) ; see also Ay-

mar V. Sheldon, 12 Wend. 439; Yeat-

man v. CuUen, 5 Blackf. (Ind.) 240

;

Burrows v. Hannegan, 1 McLean,

315. The case of Rothschild v,

Currie, 1 Q. B. 43, appears to con-

tradict the doctrine stated in the

text. It was the case of a bill

drawn in England on, and accepted

by, a house in France, payable at

Paris, in favor of a payee domiciled

in England, by whom it was in-

dorsed, in England, to an indorsee,

who was also domiciled there. The

bill was dishonored at maturity, and

due notice was given to the payee

of the protest and dishonor, accord-

ing to the law of France; but not

(as it was suggested) according to

the law of England; and it was held

by the court, in a suit brought by
the indorsee against the payee, that

the notice was good, being, accord-

ing to the law of France, the lex loci

contractus of acceptance. For this

doctrine, reliance was mainly placed

upon the text of Pothier, de Change,

n. 155. The language of Pothier is

that the form of the protest, the

time of making it, and the notice of

it, are to be regulated by the law

of the place where the bill of ex-

change is payable. In respect to

the form of the protest, he says,

there is no doubt; for it is a general

rule that, in respect to the formali-

ties of acts, we are to follow the law

and style of the place where the act

is done. He then adds that the

same thing applies in respect to the

time within which the protest ought

to be notified; for the bill of ex-

change is to be deemed contracted

in the place where it is payable,

according to the rule, Contraxisse

unusquisque in eo loco intelligitur,

in quo ut solveret, se obligavit; and,

consequently, the obligations of it
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America (as we have already seen), the notice is regularly to

be given by the post of the next day or by the next post after

ought to be governed by the laws

and usages of the same place, to

which the parties must be presumed

to have submitted themselves ac-

cording to another rule, In conirac-

tibus veniunt ea, quce sunt maris et

consuetudinis in regione, in qua con-

trahitur. Now, so far as regards

the formalities of the protest and

the time of making it, there is no

doubt whatsoever that the rule is

universally adopted, in the commer-

cial world, that they are to be ac-

cording to the law of the place where

the acceptance and payment of the

bill are to be made. Chitty on

Bills, 0. 10, p. 490 (8th ed.). But

the doctrine of Pothier is supposed

to go much farther; and, if it does,

and extends to the case of no-

tice to indorsers who have indorsed

the bill in a foreign country (upon

which it seems to me there may be

room for doubt), his reasoning in

support of it is founded upon a false

foundation; and the maxim, cited by

him, Contraxisse, &c., would lead to

the opposite conclusion. The ac-

ceptor agrees to pay in the place of

acceptance, or the place fixed for

the payment (Cooper v. Earl of

Waldegrave, 2 Beav. 282) ; but, upon

his default, the drawer and the in-

dorser do not agree, upon due pro-

test and notice, to pay the like

amount in the same place, but agree

to pay the like amount in the place

where the bill was drawn or in-

dorsed by them respectively. Hence

it is that the notice, to be given to

each of them, must and ought to be

notice according to the law of the

place where he draws or indorses

the bill, as a part of the obligations

thereof. The drawer and indorser,

in effect, contract, in the place where

the bill is drawn or indorsed, a con-

ditional obligation; that is, if the

bill is dishonored, and due notice is

given to them of the dishonor, ac-

cording to the law of the place of

their contract, they will respectively

pay the amount of the bill at that

place. The law of the place of the

acceptance or payment of the bill

has nothing to do with their con-

tract; for it is not made there, and
has no reference to it. The maxim,
Contraxisse, &c., in truth, has no

just application to such a case. It

properly applies to the case where

the same person, by a contract made
in one place, promises to pay money
in another place. But, if it is to

have any application to the case of

a drawer or an indorser of a bill, it

must be to make the other maxim
apply. In contractibus veniunt ea,

quce sunt maris et consuetudinis in

regione, in qua contrahitur. Pardes-

sus lays down the riile in its true

sense, and insists upon the distinc-

tion between the cases of the con-

tract of the acceptor, and the contract

of the drawer and indorser. The
contract of the acceptor is a contract

made in the place of acceptance,

and governed by the law of that

place; but the contract of the drawer

is a contract made in the place where

it is drawn; and of the indorser, a

contract in the place where the in-

dorsement is made, and governed

by the law thereof. Hence he says

that, if a bill is drawn in France,

where a protest is rec[uired to prove
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the dishonor takes place, or is known to the holder or other

party who is bound to give notice.^ But, in France, the holder

or other party is allowed certain specific periods of time after

the dishonor takes place to give the notice, and these periods

are fixed with reference to different distances and localities.^

the dishonor of a bill, upon a foreign

country, where no protest is re-

quired, still the drawer will not be

bound, unless a protest is duly made

in the foreign country. Whether

this doctrine be strictly correct or

not, it shows in a striking manner

the opinion of Pardessus upon the

whole subject. He adds, what is

most material to the present purpose,

that the indorser is liable only in

the same manner and under the

same circumstances as the drawer

would be, that is, according to the

law of the place of his contract; and

that all the obligations and qualifi-

cations of it imposed by the local

law are binding and operative upon

him. (Pardessus, Droit Commer-

cial, torn. 5, art. 1488, 1497-1499,

pp. 252-255, 280-287.) And he ex-

pressly declares that every indorser

is to have notice, according to the

law of the place of his indorsement,

since it is a part of the contract.

(Id. art. 1485, 1499.) His reasoning

is at variance with that of the learned

judge who delivered the opinion of

the court in Rothschild v. Currie, 1

Q. B. 43. With the greatest defe-

rence for that learned judge, it seems

to me that the decision of the court

is not sustained by the reasoning on

which it purports to be founded.

The court there admit that the no-

tification of the dishonor is parcel

of the contract of the indorser; and,

if so, then it must be governed by

the law of the place (England) where

the indorsement was made, upon

the very rules cited by the court

from Pothier. The error (if it be

such) seems to have arisen from con-

founding the contract of the acceptor

with the contract of the drawer and

the indorser. Mr. Chitty takes the

same view of the law which is taken

in the text. Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

pp. 490, 491 (8th ed.) ; Id. p. 506.

The case of Aymar v. Sheldon (12

Wend. 439) seems also opposed to

the doctrine in Rothschild v. Currie.

Indeed, I cannot but think that the

language of Pothier has been misun-

derstood, as to its true interpretation

and meaning. He there says: " On
doit decider la m6me chose A I'^gard

du temps lequel le protfit doit 6tre fait

ou dtoonc^e," which, literally con-

strued, means: " We ought to decide

the same thing in regard to the time

when the protest ought to be made
or proclaimed;" thus using the

words " made or proclaimed " as

equivalents, and expressive merely

of the time when the act of pro-

test is to be made or declared by the

holder, and not when notice thereof

is to be given to the indorser. See

also 3 Burge Comm. 773; 2 Kent

Com. 460, and note ; Astor v. Benn,

1 Stuart (L. C.) 69,70; Wallace v.

Agry, 4 Mason, 336, 344; Pothier,

n. 64, 67; see also Story on Bills,

ss. 285, 296, 366, 391, and notes,

ibid.

1 Ante, s. 324.

!! Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 506,

507 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty gives the

following summary statement of the
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If, therefore, the indorsement is made in England or America,

the notice ought to be according to the laws of those countries

;

French law: "In France, also, a

protest for non-payment must not

be made until the day after the day

when the bill became due, that en-

tire day being allowed by law to the

drawee to prepare for and make
payment ; but it is otherwise with

respect to bills payable at sight,

when the terms of the bill denote

that the party is to pay upon de-

mand; and, therefore, the protest

may, in that case, be made on the

very day of presentment. If the

day for making the protest should

fall on a Sunday or legalized holi-

day, then the protest is to be made
on the day after it; and, if the dis-

tance of parties or other circum-

stances occasion delay, a reasonable

further time, on making the protest,

will not prejudice. A premature

protest would, no doubt, be una-

vailing. In France, also, the time

within which the notice of dishonor

must be giyen difEers materially

from that required in England, and

afiords more indulgence to the

holder. Thus, it there suffices if

the protest be notified within five

days, reckoned from the date of the

protest, when the drawer or indorser

resides within fifteen miles; and if

the party to whom the notice is to

be given resides more than fifteen

miles from the place where the bill

was payable, the time is increased

in proportion, and according to such

increased distance; but if the last

of the five days be a Sunday, the

notice must arrive the day before.

When the bill drawn in France falls

due in a foreign country (as in Eng-

land), the drawer and indorsers,

resident in France, must have notice

within two months after the date of

the protest; and, when the bill is

payable in other countries, more or

less prescribed time is allowed; and,

if the English holder neglect to ob-

serve the law of France as to the

time of protest and notice and pro-

ceeding in France, he will lose his

remedy against the French drawer

and indorsers. The French law

does not assume to determine what

delay may be allowed in giving no-

tice to, and proceeding against, the

drawer and indorsers residing in a

foreign country. In general, they

are regulated, and are to be given

effect to in France according to

the law of such foreign country,

where there are conflicting regula-

tions in different countries in regard

to commerce." Chitty on Bills, c.

10, pp. 507, 508 (8th ed.). It ap-

pears to me that Mr. Chitty has

mistaken the rule of the French

law; and that it is fifteen instead of

five days, and twenty-five miles in-

stead of fifteen miles. Indeed, he

seems, in p. 508, in some measure

to correct his own error. Mr. Rod-

man gives the following translation

of the two articles (165 and 166) of

the Code of Commerce: "If the

holder would pursue his remedy

individually against his immediate

indorser or the drawer, in case the

bill came directly from him, he

must give him notice of the protest,

and, in default of reimbursement,

commence his suit against him

within fifteen days from the date of

the protest, if the said indorser or

drawer reside within the distance of
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if in Prance, according to the law of France. At least, such

would seem to be the just result of the principle applicable to

the case, notwithstanding some contrariety of opinion in the

authorities.^

340. Manner of giving Notice.— In the next place, let us pro-

ceed to the consideration of the mode or manner in which notice

is to be given. This, indeed, is so intimately connected with the

time when notice is to be given, that much of what would pro-

perly engage our attention here has been already anticipated

under the preceding head. The mode or manner of giving no-

tice admits of various modifications and directions, according

five myriaraetres (ten leagues, equal

to about twenty-five miles). This

period of delay, with respect to the

indorser or drawer domiciled at a

greater distance than five myriarae-

tres from the place where the bill of

exchange was payable, shall be in-

creased one day for every two and a

half myriaraetres exceeding the five

before mentioned. In the case of

the protest of bills of exchange

drawn in France, and payable out

of the continental territory of France

in Europe, the remedy against the

drawers and indorsers residing in

France must be pursued within the

following periods, to wit: Two
months for bills payable in Corsica,

in the island of Elba, or of Capraja,

in England, and in the countries

bordering on France; four months

for those payable in the other states

of Europe; six months for those

payable in the ports of the Levant,

and on the northern coasts of Africa;

a year for those payable on the

western coasts, of Africa, as far as

and including the Cape of Good

Hope, and in the West Indies ; two

years for those payable in the East

Indies. These periods of delay are

allowed in the same proportions, for

pursuing the remedy against the

drawers and indorsers residing in

the French possessions situated out

of Europe. The above-mentioned

delays of six months, a year, and

two years, are allowed to be doubled

in time of maritime war." Code of

Commerce, by Rodman, pp. 139,

141 (ed. 1814). In the recent case

of Rothschild v. Currie, 1 Q. B. 43,

the Court of Queen's Bench seems to

construe the French Code as I have

construed it. See also Fardessus,

Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art. 430,

431 ; Pothier, de Change, n. 152;

Jousse, sur I'Ord. de 1673, art. 13-

1.5, pp. 105-107 (ed. 1802) ; Locr^,

Esprit du Code de Commerce, tom. 1,

tit. 8, s. 1, art. 165, 166, pp. 519-522.

1 Ibid. In Hirschfeld v. Smith,

L. R. 1 C. P. 340, [where a bill

drawn in England and payable and

accepted in France, was indorsed in

England, it was determined on the

authority of Rothschild v. Currie, 1

Q. B. 43, that notice according to

the law of France was sufficient,

and also that, if notice ought to be

given according to the law of Eng-
land, notice according to the law of

France was to be deemed a reason-

able notice according to the law of

England. See also Rouquette v.

Overmann, L. R. 10 Q. B. at p. 543.]
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to circumstances. It may be, (1) either personal
; (2) or at

the domicile or place of business of the party
; (3) or by the

post; (4) or by a special messenger; (5) or by a regular

packet-ship or steamer
; (6) or by an irregular or casual con-

veyance, when that is the only one properly within the reach of

the holder or other party bound to give the notice. All these dif-

ferent modes, and the circumstances to which they properly

apply, have been sufficiently for practical purposes already ex-

amined. It may however be here added, that when there are

no regular means of communication between the places from

which and to which notice is to be sent, in a direct route, or to

the direct port, it will be sufficient if the holder avails himself

of the next most convenient mode or route of conveyance, by

an application, as it were, of the doctrine ey pres, or by any

one which is reasonably fit for the purpose.^ It is certainly not

necessary to send a special messenger to another state or to

another foreign country ; although that mode of notice is some-

times resorted to in cases of notice in the same state or country

where both the parties teside.^

1 Story on Bills, ss. 298, 383;

ante, s. 336.

^ Ante, s. 338; Story on Bills,

ss. 289, 295; M'Gruder v. Bank of

Washington, 9 Wheat. 598; Chitty

on Bills, c. 10, pp. 503-505 (8th

ed.); Id. pp. 518, 519; Bayley on

Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 279, 280 (5th

ed.); 3 Kent Com. 107; Bank of

Columbia a. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578,

584; Hazelton Coal Co. v. Eyerson,

20 N. J. L. (Spencer) 129; Kufh v.

Weston, 3 Esp. 54. This case was

a case of assumpsit on a foreign

bill of exchange, drawn by Garde,

at Exeter, on Messrs. Guetano &
Co. at Genoa. The defendants

indorsed the bill to the plaintiffs.

The biU was presented for accep-

tance at Genoa, and the acceptance

refused. The defence was, that it

had not been presented in a reason-

able time, nor the protest for non-

acceptance sent to this country as

soon as it ought to have been, and

that, therefore, the defendants had

not had due notice of its being dis-

honored. In answer to this, it was
proved thait the bill had been put

into the post-office at London the

third day after it was received from

the defendants, which was the first

Italian post-day after it had been so

received. It was further proved

that, from the disturbed state of

Italy for some time before, the

regular post had been interrupted,

and the bill had not arrived at

Genoa till a month after it became

due; that it was immediately pre-

sented for acceptance, which, being

refused, it was protested, and the

protest sent off immediately by

the post to England. Lord Ken-

yon said: " That the defendants

grounded their defence on the sup-
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341. Notice may he oral or in Writing.— The mode or man-

ner of the notice admits also of some other modifications. It

may be oral or verbal,^ or it may be in writing. It may be

oral or verbal in all cases where it is directly made to the

person who is to receive the notice ; and it may also be oral or

verbal, when it is at his place of business, or at his dwelling-

house ; although, in the latter cases, it is most usually in writ-

ing.2 But where the notice is to be sent by the post or other

regular conveyance, and not by a special messenger, there it

seems indispensable that it should be in writing; for, other-

wise, the party could not have any means accurately to ascer-

tain its character, object, or operation.^

posed laches of the plaintiff, but he

was of opinion that if the plaintiffs

had sent the bill by the ordinary

course of the post, they had done

all they were called upon to do; and

they could not foresee that the post

would be interrupted, and it could

not be expected that they should

send the bill by a special messenger,

or any extraordinary mode of con-

veyance." His lordship said, he

therefore thought the plaintiffs had

been guilty of no laches, and were

entitled to recover, and they accord-

ingly had a verdict.

1 See Metcalfe v. Richardson, 11

C. B. 1011; Woodin v. Foster, 16

Barb. 146; Beals v. Peck, 12 Barb.

245, 2.52; Gilbert v. Dennis, 3 Met.

495 ; Thompson v. Williams, 14

Cal. 160; Miles v. Hall, 12 Sm. &
M. 332.

2 story on Bills, s. 300; Chitty

on Bills, c. 10, pp. 502, 503 (8th

ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp.

276-278 (5th ed); 3 Kent Com.

106, 107; Cuyler v. Stevens, 4

Wend. 566; United States v. Bar-

ker, 4 Wash. C. C. 464; Williams

V. Bank of the United States, 2 Pet.

100; Housego v. Cowne, 2 M. & W.
348 ; Thomson on Bills, o. 6, s. 4,

pp. 474, 475 (2nd ed.). Mr. Chitty

(on Bills, c. 10, 'p. 502, 8th ed.)

says: " With respect to the mode

of giving the notice, personal ser-

vice is not necessary, nor is it requi-

site to leave a wiitten notice at the

residence of the party, but it is

sufficient to send to or convey ver-

bal notice at the counting-house or

place of abode of the party, without

leaving notice in writing ; and the

giving such verbal notice to a ser-

vant at his home, the defendant

having left no clerk in his counting-

house, as it was his duty to do,

suffices. And where the drawee

has a counting-house where he

transacts business, and at which

the bill was addressed, it suffices to

apply there for the purpose of giv-

ing notice without attempting to

give or leave notice at the residence

of the drawee. And it is sufficient,

both in the case of a foreign and

an inland bill, to send twice during

hours of business, and to knock
there and wait a short time, and
then go away without leaving or

sending any written notice."

8 Ibid. ; Chitty on Bills, c. 10,

pp. 517, 518 (8th ed.); Story on
Bills, s. 300; Bank of Columbia ».
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342. To what Post-office Notice may he directed.— Another

most important consideration, as to the mode or manner of

Lawrence, 1 Pet. 582. Mr. Thom-
soa (on Bills, o. 6, s. 4, pp. 475-477,

2nd ed.) says: "Although verbal

notice, if proved, does not appear

to be excluded, even when the par-

ties reside in different places, it is

most convenient in such a case to

send notice by letter. The post

being the authorized channel for

transmitting letters, it is in all cases

safest to send them by it. If it is

proved that a letter containing no-

tice was put into the post-office,

properly addressed, but only in that

case, this will be sufficient to pre-

serve recourse, whether the letter

has been delivered or not. The
same rule is applicable, in London,

to letters of notification put into the

two-penny post ; it being held, that

putting them into it in due time, it

is sufficient, as to parties residing

within the limits of that post,

whether the letters reached them
or not. It will also be sufficient, in

Edinburgh, to put such letters into

the penny-post. But such notice

must be put into a regular post-

office. The post-mark will be held

good evidence of the letter being

put into the post-office, and of the

date of putting it in. If a person

sends notice by a private hand when
he might have the benefit of the

post, it would seem, though the

point has not been expressly de-

cided, that he thereby takes on him-

self the risk of irregularity in the

conveyance, since he is blamable

for not adopting the most secure

conveyance. At least, if the con-

veyance arrive much later than the

post, the delay must rest with him.

It is difficult to lay down a precise

rule as to the extent of delay in

the arrival of a private conveyance

which will nullify the notice, al-

though such delay as prevents the

person getting notice, even for one

post, from sending advice to his cor-

respondent, will probably be fatal.

It would likewise appear that in

such a case the holder must prove

the safe arrival of the letter. But
when a person, instead of sending

notice directly by post, writes to a

correspondent on the spot, to give

notice, and that correspondent goes

to the defendant's warehouse for

this purpose sooner than a letter

could have reached him by post,

but is prevented by finding the

warehouse shut during business

hours, the defendant cannot plead

the lateness of the notice. Further,

if it is necessary to send notice by

a special messenger, as where the

party receiving it lives out of the

course of the regular post, the ex-

pense of such notice will be allowed;

and the person giving it will not be

responsible for the accidental delay

of the conveyance, as he could not

have employed any other. When
notice is to be sent abroad to a

place to which there is no post, it

is sufficient to send it by the ordi-

nary conveyance, as by the first

regular ship bound to that place;

and it will not be an objection that

it has not been sent by a ship bound
elsewhere, but which accidentally

touched at the place for which the

notice was intended before the arri-

val of the regular ship."
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notice, respects the particular place or post-office to which the

written notice is to be sent. The party entitled to notice may
reside (1) in a town or place where there is no post-office

;

(2) or in a town or place where there are two or more post-

offices
; (8) or he may be accustomed to receive the letters

addressed to him, by and through the post-office of a different

town from that in which he resides
; (4) or he may be accus-

tomed to receive letters equally from the post-office of the

town where he resides, and from the post-offices also in the

contiguous towns
; (5) or he may reside in the country on a

plantation, where there are no towns, but merely a country

court-house, or country post-offices in different parts of the same

county, such, for example, as in Virginia and some others of

the southern states of America ; (6) or he may reside at two

places alternately during the year, going frequently from one

to the other. All these different classes of cases (and others

might be mentioned) may practically require different modifica-

tions as to the mode of notice ; and some of them may involve

questions of no inconsiderable nicety and perplexity.

343. In general, it may be stated: First, that if the party

entitled to notice resides in a town or village where there is no

post-office, the letter containing the notice may be sent to the

post-office where he is accustomed to receive his letters, if that

is known or can by reasonable inquiries be found out. If upon

such reasonable inquiries it cannot be ascertained at what post-

office he is accustomed to receive his letters, then it will be

sufficient to send the letter to the post-office of the neighboring

town nearest his residence, or as near as can be ascertained.^

Secondly, if he resides in a town where there are two or more

post-offices (a not infrequent case in our northern states), then

the letter may be sent to either post-office in the town, unless

upon reasonable inquiries it can be ascertained that he is accus-

1 See Shed v. Brett, 1 Pick. 401

;

when sent by mail, must be sent to

Ireland v. Kip, 10 Johns. 490 ; 11 the post-office nearest to the party's

Johns. 231 ; Davis v. Williams, 1 residence. Union Bank v. Brown,

Peck (Tenn.) 191; Bank of the 1 Rob. (La.) 107; Mechanics &
United States v. Carneal, 2 Pet. Traders Bank v. Compton, 3 Rob.

543, 551; Gist v. Lybrand, 3 Ohio, (La.) 4; Nicholson' v. Marders, 3

307,319. By a statute of Louisiana, Rob. (La.) 242; Duncan v. Spar-

of 13th March, 1837, s. 2, notice, row, 3 Rob. (La.) 164, 167.
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tomed to receive his letters at one of the offices only in that

town/ in which latter case it should be sent to the accustomed

post-office, and not elsewhere.^ Thirdly, if he is accustomed to

receive his letters at a post-office in a neighboring town, either

because near to his actual residence or for any other reason,

and that fact is known or can by reasonable inquiries be found

out, then notice certainly may be, and probably should be, sent

through such neighboring post-office.^ Fourthly, if he is accus-

tomed to receive his letters sometimes from the post-office in

his own town, and sometimes from that in a neighboring town,

or sometimes from all the post-offices of his own town, there

being several, or sometimes from post-offices in different towns

in his neighborhood, the letter, sent to either, will be good

notice, even although, if sent by one, it might, but that fact is

unknown to the party who sent the notice, reach him earlier by

the one route than by the other.* Fifthly, if he resides in the

1 Morton v. Westcott, 8 Cush.

425
J
Cabot Bank ». Kussell, 4 Gray,

167 ; Saco Bank v. Sanborn, 63 Me.

340.

2 Cuyler v. Nellis, 4 Wend. 898

;

see Nashville Bank v. Bennett, 1

Yerg. (Tenn.) 166; Catskill Bank
V. Stall, 15 Wend. 364 ; Downer v.

Kemer, 21 Wend. 10; Gale v.

Kemper, 10 La. 205; Bank of

Geneva v. Howlett, 4 Wend. 328;

Bank of Manchester v. Slason, 13

Vt. 334; Hunt v. Fish, 4 Barb. 324;

Carmena v. Bank of Louisiana, 1

La. An. 369; Woods v. Neeld, 44

Penn. St. 86; Roberts v. Taft, 120

Mass. 169.

« Keid V. Payne, 16 Johns. 218;

Bank of Geneva v. Howlett, 4 Wend.

328 ; Bank of United States v. Car-

neal, 2 Pet. 543, 551 ; Bank of Lou-

isiana V. Tournillon, 9 La. An. 132

;

Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1

Pet. 578 ; Carmena v. Bank of Lou-

isiana, 1 La. An. 369 ; Hunt v.

Fish, 4 Barb. 324; Morris v. Hus-

son, 4 Sandf. (N. Y.) 93; Mercer v.

Lancaster, 5 Penn. St. 160; Jones

V. Lewis, 8 Watts & S. 14; see

Seneca County Bank v. Neass, 8

N. Y. 442 ; 5 Denio, 329.

* Bank of Utica v. Smith, 18

Johns. 230 ; Montgomery County

Bank v. Marsh, 7 N. Y. 481; see

Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1

Pet. 582; Mechanics and Traders

Bank v. Compton, 8 Rob. (La.) 4;

Nicholson v. Marders, 8 Rob. (La.)

242; Hazelton Coal Co. v. Ryerson,

20 N. J. L. (Spencer) 129; Bank
of the United States v. Carneal, 2

Pet. 548, 549, 550. In this last case,

the court said: " Then, as to the

other point of notice, the facts are,

that the defendant, Carneal, resides

in Campbell County in the State

of Kentucky. The note became

due on the 24th of October, 1820,

and on the next day the notary put

a sealed notice of the protest and

non-payment into the post-office in

Cincinnati, directed ' To Thomas D.
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country on a plantation, in a county where there is no town, or

where there are several county post-offices, the same general

Garneal, Campbell County, Ken-

tucky,' the postage on which yias

not paid. At that time, Carneal's

residence in Campbell County was

without the limits of any post-town,

and about two miles from Cincin-

nati, across the river Ohio; and his

residence was well known to the

officers of the bank, as well as the

postmaster at Cincinnati. The
county-seat of Campbell County is

Newport, where there is a post-

office, about three miles' distance

from Carneal's residence, the river

Licking being between them; and

there is also another post-office at

Covington, below the river Licking,

about two miles' distance from his

residence. In October, 1820, the

mails from, Cincinnati passed once

a week only through Covington,

and three times a week through

Newport. Carneal was in the habit

of receiving letters at the Newport

office, as well as at the offices in

Covington and Cincinnati. He was

in the habit of receiving all the let-

ters directed to him at Cincinnati at

the office in that place, and had

given orders to the postmaster to

detain all such letters there until he

called for them. He visited Cin-

cinnati very frequently, and almost

daily, having business, and being a

director of a bank located at that

place. The postmaster was in the

habit of sending letters directed to

him, in Campbell County, by the

Covington mail, whenever he ob-

served the address, unless, as was

sometimes the case, he called for

letters at the office before the Co-

vington mail was sent. But other

letters, directed generally to Camp-

bell County, when the place of resi-

dence of the party was unknown,

were sent by the postmaster to

Newport. The notary himself,

when he put the present notice into

the post-office at Cincinnati, sup-

posed that Carneal received all his

letters at that office. The first mail

which left Cincinnati for Newport,

after the deposit of this notice, was

on the 26th of October ; and the

first which left for Covington was

on the 28th of the same month.

There is no evidence in the case

that the letter in question went

either by the mail of the 26th to

Newport, or by that of the 28th to

Covington. The defendant, Car-

neal, has not produced the letter, if

it was ever received by him; and

the circumstances afford a strong

presumption that it might have been

received at Cincinnati. Such is a

summary of the material facts, upon

which this court is called to pro-

nounce whether there was due dili-

gence in the transmission of the no-

tice to the defendant. The latter

having asked the court below to

instruct the jury as in case of a non-

suit, and the court having acceded

to his request, that instruction can

be maintained only upon the suppo-

sition that there was no contrariety

of evidence as to the facts which

ought to have been left to the jury;

and, consequently, every inference,

fairly deducible from the facts which

afforded a presumption of due notice,

ought to be made in favor of the

plaintiffs. It is difficult to lay down

any universal rule as to what is
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rules will apply. Notice sent to the post-office where he is

accustomed to receive his letters, if known, will be proper ; if

due diligence in respect to notice to

indorsers. Many cases must be de-

cided upon their own particular cir-

cumstances, however desirable it

may be, when practicable, to lay

down a general rule. When notice

is sent by the mail, it is sufficient to

direct it to the town where the party

resides, if it is a post-town. If it is

not, then to the post-office or post-

town nearest to his residence, if

known. But the rule, as to the

nearest post-office, is not of universal

application ; for if the party is in the

habit of receiving his letters at a

more distant post-office, or through

a more circuitous route, and that

fact is known to the person sending

notice, notice sent by the latter mode
will be good. And where the party

is in the habit of receiving his letters

at various post-offices, to suit his

own convenience or business, it may
be sufficient to send it to either. The
object of the law in all cases is to

enforce the transmission of the no-

tice by such a route as that it may
reach the party in a reasonable time.

This doctrine is fully recognized by

this court in the case of the Bank
of Columbia v. Lawrence, decided

at the last term. (1 Pet. 578.) It

has been objected that the direction

of this letter to Campbell County

generally was not sufficient, but that

it ought to have been directed to

the nearest office; for otherwise it

might happen that it would be sent

to a post-office which, though the

county-seat, might be very distant

from the residence of the party.

Whether a mere direction to the

county, without further specifica-

tion, where the party does not reside

in any town therein, would be suf-

ficient in all cases and under all

circumstances, we do not think it

necessary to decide. That question

may well be left until it is necessary

in judgment. But, where the de-

scription is general, if it is in fact

sent to the proper post-office, or if,

after due inquiry, it is the only de-

scription within the reach of the

person sending the notice, we think

it may be safely declared to be suf-

ficiently certain, and that a different

doctrine would materially clog the

circulation of negotiable paper. We
think the description in the present

case was in every view sufficient.

There was no misdirection; for Car-

neal did live in Campbell County.

His actual residence was well known
to the postmaster at Cincinnati, and

the description did not and could

not mislead him. If the direction

was observed, it would be sent to

Covington, or would be delivered at

Cincinnati. If not, it would be

sent, at furthest, to Newport. Then
was the notice in fact duly given,

or duly sent through the proper

post-office? We are all of opinion

that it was. The post-office at Cin-

cinnati was almost as near to the

party's residence as that at Coving-

ton. The difference is too trifling

to afford any just ground of prefe-

rence ; and Cincinnati was the place

where he was most likely to receive

the letter promptly, since it was the

place of his business and of his

habitual and almost daily resort.

If it had never been transmitted

from that office at all, we are not

30
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unknown, or it cannot be found out on reasonable inquiries,

then to the nearest to his residence ; if that is unknown, or

cannot on such inquiries be found out, then it may be sent to

tlie most generally used post-office, such as that at or near the

county court-house, or perhaps it will be sufficient in such a

case to send it directed generally to the county or district of

the county where he resides.^ Sixthly, if he resides at two

prepared to say that under such cir-

cumstances the notice left there was

not of itself sufficient, since the

party was known there, and his de-

scription unequivocal. It does not

appear, in point of fact, that it

ever left that place for any other

post-office. If it did not, the strong

presumption is that it was there de-

livered to the party. But, if it was

sent to Newport, how can the court

say that it was missent? The party

was in the habit of receiving letters

there; it was the county-seat; and

the mail by that route was three

times a week, and that by Covington

only once a week. The probabili-

ties, therefore, in favor of an early

receipt of the letter, from this cir-

cumstance, might fairly balance any

in the opposing scale, from the in-

crease of distance and the interven-

tion of the river Licking. And, in

fact, the letter would at that time

have reached Newport two days ear-

lier than it would have reached Co-

vington. We think it would be in-

convenient and dangerous to lay

down any rule that the person send-

ing a notice ought, under such cir-

cumstances, to direct the letter to

the nearest post-office. We think

that the notice would have been

good by either route ; indeed, good,

if left at the post-office at Cincin-

nati."

1 Story on Bills, s. 297; Weakly

V. Bell, 9 Watts, 273. See Yeatman
V. Erwin, 5 La. 264; Bank of the

United States v. Carneal, 2 Pet. 543

;

Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1

Pet. 578, 583, 584. In this case, Mr.

Justice Thompson, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said: "So,
when the holder and indorser live

in different post-towns, notice sent

by the mail is sufficient, whether it

reaches the indorser or not. And
this for the same reason, that, the

mail being a usual channel of com-

munication, notice sent by it is evi-

dence of due diligence. And, for the

sake of general convenience, it has

been found necessary to enlarge this

rule; and it is accordingly held that,

when the party to be affected by the

notice resides in a different place

from the holder, the notice may be

sent by the mail to the post-office

nearest to the party entitled to such

notice. It has not been thought ad-

visable, nor is it believed that it

would comport with practical con-

venience, to fix any precise distance

from the post-office within which

the party must reside, in order to

make this a good service of the no-

tice. Nor would we be understood

as laying it down as a universal rule

that the notice must be sent to the

post-office nearest to the residence

of the party to whom it is addressed.

If he was in the habit of receiving

his letters through a more distant
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places alternately during the year, being generally at one place

during one portion of the year, and at the other the rest, but

going frequently from the one to the other, notice of the dis-

post-office, and that circumstance

was known to the holder or party

giving the notice, that might be the

more proper channel of communica-
tion, because he would be most likely

to receive it in that way; and it

would be the ordinary mode of com-
municating information to him, and
therefore evidence of due diligence.

In oases of this description, where

notice is sent by mail to a party liv-

ing in the country, it is distance

alone, or the usual course of receiv-

ing letters, which must determine

the sufficiency of the notice. The
residence of the defendant, there-

fore, being in the county of Alex-

andria, cannot affect the question.

It was in proof that the post-ofBce

in Georgetown was the one nearest

his residence, and only two or three

miles distant, and through which he

usually received his letters. The
letter containing the notice, it is

true, was directed to him at George-

town. But there is nothing showing

that this occasioned any mistake or

misapprehension \pith respect to the

person intended, or any delay in re-

ceiving the notice. And as the let-

ter was there to be delivered to the

defendant, and not to be forwarded

to any other post-office, the address

was unimportant, and could mislead

no one. No cases have fallen under

thef notice of the court which have

suggested any limits to the distance

from the post-office within which a

party must reside in order to make
the service of the notice in this man-

ner good. Cases, however, have oc-

curred where the distance was much

greater than in the one now before

the court, and the notice held suffi-

cient. Keid V. Payne, 16 Johns. 218.

In cases where the party entitled to

notice resides in the country, unless

notice sent by mail is sufficient, a

special messenger must be employed

for the purpose of serving it. And we
think that the present case is clearly

one which does not impose upon
the plaintiffs such duty. We do not

mean to say no such cases can arise;'

but they will seldom, if ever, occur,

and at all events such a course

ought not to be required of a holder,

except under very special circum-

stances. Some countenance has

lately been given to this practice in

England, in extraordinary cases, by
allowing the holder to recover of the

indorser the expenses of serving no-

tice by a special messenger. The
case of Pearson ». Crallan (2 Smith,

404; Chitty on Bills, 503, n.) is

one of this description. But in that

case the court did not say that it

was necessary to send a special mes-

senger, and it was left to the jury to

decide whether it was done wantonly

or not. The holder is not bound to

use the mail for the purpose of send-

ing notice. He may employ a special

messenger, if he pleases ; but no case

has been found where the English

courts have directly decided that he

must. To compel the holdei" to in-

cur such expense would be unrea-

sonable, and the policy of adopting a

rule that will throw such an in-

creased charge upon commercial pa-

per on the party bound to pay is

at least very questionable."
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honor directed to him at either place will be good and sufficient.^

Indeed, in all these classes of cases, if the holder or other

person bound to give notice is unable, after diligent inquiries,

to ascertain the particular post-office to which the letter of

notice ought to be sent, it seems to be sufficient for him to put

it into the proper post-office from which it is to be forwarded,

directed to the proper town or county where the party entitled

to notice resides, and leave it there without further directions,

to take the ordinary course of the mail route to such town or

county, according to the general regulations of the post-office

department.^

344. When Indorser's Residence cannot be ascertained.— In

many cases, where the actual residence of the party entitled to

notice cannot after reasonable inquiries be ascertained, it may
perhaps be sufficient to direct the letter of notice to the place

where the note bears date ; ^ or to the place where the indorser

was residing at the time of his indorsement, if no change of

residence is known ; * or to the place where the agent or other

party procuring the discount at the time states that the in-

dorser resides ; ^ or even to a place where the indorser does not

reside, if another party to the note, upon inquiry, states that

to be his residence.^ A fortiori, if upon diligent inquiries infor-

mation is obtained of the residence of the indorser in a place

where he does not at the time actually reside, and the notice is

directed accordingly to that place, it will be sufficient to bind the

indorser.'^ In many cases, where an indorser of the note points

1 Exchange and Banking Co. v. * Bank of Utica ». Phillips, 3

Boyce, 3 Rob. (La.) 307. Wend. 408; M'Murtrie v. Jones, 3

2 See Bank of Utica ». De Mott, Wash. C. C. 206; Saco Bank v.

18 Johns. 432; Seneca County Bank Sanborn, 63 Me. 340; Ward v. Per-

V. Neass, 3 N. Y. 442 ; 5 Denio, 329. rin, 54 Barb. 89 ; see BUss v. Nichols,

8 See Moodie o. Morrall, 1 Mill 12 Allen, 443.

(S. C.) 367; Berridge ». Fitzgerald, ^ Bank of Utica v. Davidson, 5

L. R. 4 Q. B. 639; Mann v. Moors, Wend. 587; Catskill Bank v. StaU,

B. & M. 249; Sasscer ». Whitely, 15 Wend. 364.

10 Md. 98; Smith v. Philbrick, 10 « Ransom v. Mack, 2 Hill, 587;

Gray, 252 ; White v. Wilkinson, 10 Bank of Utica v. Bender, 21 Wend.

La. An. 394; but see Hill v. Varrell, 643.

3 Greenl. 233 ; Spencer c. Bank of ' See Bank of Utica «. De Mott,

Salina, 3 Hill, 520; Loweryu. Scott, 13 Johns. 432; Reid ». Payne, 16

24 Wend. 358. Johns. 218
;
post, a. 347 ; Gawtry v.
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out a particular place to which the notice shall be sent to him,

it will be sufficient that the notice is sent to him at that place,

although it may not be his domicile or place of business ; and

the antecedent parties will also be bound by a notice from him
after the receipt of such notice, if given in due time, in the

same manner and under the same circumstances as if the

notice had been regularly sent to his domicile or place of busi-

ness, at least, if there be no fraud.^

Doane, 51 N. Y. 84, 93; Requa v.

Collins, 61 N. Y. 144; Harger v.

Bemis, 1 Thomp. & Cook (N. Y.)

460; Brighton Market Bank v. Phil-

brick, 40 N. H. 506; Lambert ».

Ghiselin, 9 How. 552; Siggers v.

Brown, 1 M. & Rob. 520; Hewitt

V. Thomson, 1 M. & Rob. 543; but

see Greenwich Bank v. De Groot,

7 Hun (N. Y.) 210; Lawrence v.

Miller, 16 N. Y. 235.

1 Shelton v. Braithwaite, 8 M. &
W. 252. In this case, at the trial

before RoLfe, B., at the Middlesex

sittings in Hilary Term, 1841, it ap-

peared that the bill was indorsed by

the defendant to the plaintiffs, who
carried on business under the title

of the Patent Rivet Company at

Smethwick, about four miles from

Birmingham, and by them to the

Birmingham and Midland Counties'

Bank, who indorsed it to one Wil-

liams. It became due on the 17th

of August, 1840, when it was pre-

sented for payment, and dishonored.

On the 18th, it was returned to the

bank, who received it at Birmingham

on the 19th. The plaintiff, Shelton,

had previously given directions at

the bank that all communications

for the Patent Rivet Company should

be made to him at Tremadoc, in

Caernarvonshire, whither he had

gone on business, being engaged in

a, mining concern in the neighbor-

hood. The bank accordingly sent

notice of dishonor of the biU to him

at Tremadoc, by the post, which

reached him there on the 21st of

August; and on the 22nd he, Shelton,

sent notice of dishonor by post to

the defendant. It was objected for

the defendant that this notice was

too late; that the bank ought to

have given notice directly to the

plaintiffs at Smethwick instead of

sending it to the plaintiff, Shelton,

at Tremadoc, in which case the de-

fendant would have received notice

a day sooner. The learned judge

reserved the point, and a verdict

passed for the plaintiffs. After-

wards, on a rule for a nonsuit, the

question was argued; and Lord

Abinger said: " I am of opinion

that there is no ground for this rule.

The question is, whether the plain-

tiffs could have defended an action

against themselves by the bank.

They could not; because notice was

sent to a particular place pointed

out by one of themselves. If that

notice had been given in fraud of

the defendant or any other party,

that should have been found by the

jury. If there are several parties in

a firm, and one of them goes to

Brighton for a week, and gives no-

tice to their banker to send all let-

ters for the firm to him there, that

will be sufficient, unless there is
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345. Direction of the Notice.— Intimately connected with

this part of the subject is the consideration of the mode of

address and manner of direction of the letter containing the

notice of the dishonor, and the consequences of misdirection,

as to the mode of address or place of direction. When the

notice is to be sent in a letter by post, care must be observed

that the letter be accurately directed and addressed ; for any

mistake occasioning delay, and which might have been avoided

by due care, will deprive the holder of all remedy against the

party to whom the notice ought to have been given. If the

party reside in a large city or town, the direction should not be

to him at that place generally, by his surname alone ; but some

other special designation should be added to identify the person,

such as the particular street or part of the town where he

resides, and his trade or occupation, so as to prevent the risk

of misdelivery, which might at least occasion delay in the

proper person receiving such notice. Therefore, it has been

held, that a notice to an indorser, thus, " Mr. Haynes, Bristol,"

fraud. An indorser is not bound to

be always at his place of residence

;

he may not expect the bill will come

back. I think that, if the plaintiffs

are bound by the notice they have re-

ceived, all prior parties are also

bound, in the absence of fraud."

Baron Alderson said: " I am of the

same opinion. It is clear that the

bank at Birmingham had received

due notice ; and the question comes

to this, whether the defendant is

discharged in consequence of insuffi-

cient notice to the plaintiffs ; and I

am of opinion that the notice was

sufficient, unless the plaintiffs have

in some way disqualified themselves

from receiving notice so soon as they

otherwise would. They have not so

disqualified themselves. The plain-

tiff, Shelton, being, so far as appears,

about to be resident at Tremadoo,

some time previously to his going

there directs the bank to send all

letters to him at Tremadoc, and they

do so accordingly. That appears to

me to be sending a notice in a rea-

sonable manner, and as men of busi-

ness would naturally act. The

question which, upon the motion

for this rule, the court thought

worthy of consideration is answered

by the facts. It was then supposed

that the plaintiff, Shelton, had his

residence at Smethwick, and that,

instead of receiving notices there,

he had given directions that letters

should be, sent to him at Tremadoc,

where he was going on a visit, and

that thereby time was lost, and prior

parties placed in a worse situation

than if notice had been sent to his

ordinary residence. I do not know
that even that would have made the

notice bad; but the facts turn out

differently." Baker v. Morris, 25

Barb. 138; Morris v. Husson, 4

Sandf. (N. Y.) 93.
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is too general and insufficient, without express evidence that

the proper party received it in due time ; because, the place

being so populous, there may be many persons of the same

surname there.^

346. Indeed, where the party to whom notice is to be given

resides in a large city or town, it is not always safe, and per-

haps in some cases it may be held not sufficient, to send a notice

or direction addressed to him at that city, or town by his

Christian name and surname alone, without some further direc-

tion as to his residence, at least, if the party giving the notice

has knowledge or can by reasonable inquiries obtain informa-

tion of the particular street or ward where he resides. Thus,

it is said that a general direction to a person by his Christian

name and surname, addressed to him in " London " generally,

has been thought to be insufficient. And possibly there may be

some foundation for the objection, in cases where the name is

very common, such, for example, as the name " John Smith,"

of which name there probably are fifty persons in that city.

But there is certainly no small danger in requiring any more

than the general address and description of the party by his

full name, and, if known, by his occupation or business also, in

the direction of the letter .^ Even in large cities, a general

direction seems all that ought reasonably to be required, unless

in cases where the party has the means within his reach of

giving more exact directions, as to the street or ward or domi-

cile or place of business of the party. And if the note itself

should be dated generally, as at " London " or " Manchester,"

it would seem sufficient for the party sending the notice to use

as general a description of the place in the direction of the

notice .3

347. Mistake in Direction.— If there be a mistake in the

direction, and yet it corrects itself, or it is such as cannot mis-

1 Walter i>. Haynes, K. & M. 149; 2 Chitty on BUls, c. 10, p. 506

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 506 (8th (Sth ed.); see Jones v. WardeU, 6

ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. Watts & S. 399.

280 (5th ed.). A notice directed to » Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 505

" Mrs. Susan Collins, Boston," was (8th ed.); Mann v. Moors, R. &
held prima /acj'e sufficient. True w. M. 249; Clarke v. Sharpe, 3 M. &
Collins, 3 Allen, 438. W. 166.
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lead the party to whom the letter is addressed, as, for example,

if his surname is " Selwyn," and it is spelt " Selwin," or his

Christian name is Josiah, and it is written in the direction in

an abbreviated form " Josh.," or his Christian name is John,

and it is written " Jno.," in these and the like cases, if the

error is merely nominal, and is not calculated to mislead or

does not mislead the party, the mistake will not be fatal. So,

if there are several towns of the same name in the same state,

or one town in one state of the same name as another in an

adjoining state, as, for example, " Manchester " in Massachu-

setts, and " Manchester " in New Hampshire, or " Bedford "

in Massachusetts, and " New Bedford " in Massachusetts, the

latter being in the language of conversation often called " Bed-

ford ; " in each of these cases, if the letter is in fact sent to

the right post-ofEce, the imperfect description will not vitiate it.

But it would be otherwise, if the imperfection in the description

led to the transmission to a wrong post-office. There are

many towns in different states in the Union which have the

same name ; and in such cases it seems almost indispensable,

to prevent errors in the transmission, that the state where the

letter is intended to go should be added to the direction.^ If,

however, the misdirection as to place be in consequence of

erroneous information, after reasonable inquiries made, the

holder or other party will be held to be excused, and will retain

all his rights, as if due notice had been given ; for in such a

case he has done all that the law requires in point of diligence.^

348. Contents of the Notioe.— In the next place, as to the

form of the notice of the dishonor to be given or sent to the

indorser. No precise form of words is necessary to be used

upon such occasions.^ Still, however, it is indispensable that it

should either expressly or by just and natural implication con-

tain, in substance, the following requisites : (1) A true descrip-

tion of, the note, so as to ascertain its identity
; (2) An assertion

that it has been duly presented to the maker at its maturity,

and dishonored
; (3) That the holder or other person giving

1 Beckwith ». Smith, 22 Me. 125. » See Housatonie Bank v. Laflin,

2 Ransom v. Mack, 2 Hill, 587

;

5 Cush. 546 ; Crocker v. Getchell,

Bank of Dtica v. Bender, 21 Wend. 23 Me. 392 ; Housego v. Cowne, 2

643 ; ante, s. 344 ; 3 Kent Com. 107. M. & W. 348.
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the notice looks to the person to whom the notice is given for

reimbursement and indemnity.^

1 Story on Bills, ss. 301, 390, and

authorities there cited; Tindal v.

Brown, 1 T. R. 170, per BuUer, J.;

Hartley v. Case, 4 B. & C. 339;

Mills V. Bank of the United States, 11

Wheat. 431; Bank of the United

States V. Cameal, 2 Pet. 543 ; Ran-

som V. Mack, 2 Hill, 587, 593 ; Reedy

V. Seixas, 2 Johns. Cas. 337; Lock-

wood V. Crawford, 18 Conn. 361;

Chewning v. Gatewobd, 5 How.
(Miss.) 552; 3 Kent Com. 108 ; Bay-

ley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 256, 257

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p.

501 (8th ed.). In Hartley v. Case,

4 B. & C. 339, Lord Chief Justice

Abbott said: " There is no precise

form of words necessary to be used

in giving notice of the dishonor of a

bill of exchange, but the language

used must be such as to convey no-

tice to the party what the bill is, and

that payment of it has been refused

by the acceptor. Here the letter in

question did not convey to the de-

fendant any such notice ; it does not

even say that the bUl was ever ac-

cepted. We therefore think the no-

tice was insufficient, and the rule for

a new trial must be discharged." In

Solarte v. Palmer, 7 Bing. 530, 533,

Lord Chief Justice Tindal, in deli-

vering the opinion of the court, said:

" The notice of dishonor, which is

commonly substituted in this coun-

try in the place of a formal protest,

such formal protest being essential

in other countries to enable the plaia-

tifE to recover, most certainly does

not require all the precision and for-

mality which accompanied the regu-

lar protest, for which it has been

substituted. Buf it should at least

inform the party to whom it is ad-

dressed, either in express terms or

by necessary implication, that the

bill has been dishonored, and that

the holder looks to him for payment

of the amount. The allegation in

the declaration is that the bill has

been presented to the acceptor, who
has refused payment, whereof the

defendant has had notice ; and, con-

sequently, to satisfy this allegation,

though no express form of words is

necessary, the notice should convey

an intimation to the party to whom
it is addressed that the bill is in

fact dishonored. Now, looking at

this notice, we think no such intima-

tion is conveyed in terms, or is to be

necessarily inferred from its con-

tents. Besides, it is perfectly con-

sistent with this notice that the bill

has never been presented at aU, and
that the plaintiff means to rely upon
some legal excuse for the non-pre-

sentment. The present case is

stronger against the sufficiency of

the notice than that of Hartley v.

Case, where there was at least an

allegation that the bill had become
due, which is not found here. This

letter may not improbably have been

written with a different intent than

that of giving notice of the dishonor

to the indorser, and may have been

information that an action was about

to be brought by the attorney, tak-

ing for granted that the notice of

the bill's dishonor had been given

in the ordinary way before the bill

was put into his hands for the pur-

pose of suing thereon. At all events,

however intended, it appears to us

not to amount to such notice. We
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349. Description of the Note.— And, first, as to the descrip-

tion of the note in the notice. It is obvious that, as the object

of the notice is to put the party to whom it is given in posses-

sion of the material facts on which his own liability is founded,

so as to secure the liability of others over to him, and his own

reimbursement upon payment of the note, there should be a

sufficiently definite description of the note to enable him to

know to what one in particular the notice applies ; for an in-

dorser may have indorsed many notes of very different dates,

sums, and times of payment, and payable to different persons,

so that he may be ignorant, unless the description in the notice

is special, to which it properly applies or which it designates.^

think, therefore, the judgment ought

to he affirmed." The judgment in

this case was affirmed in the House

of Lords, 1 Bing. N. C. 194; 2 C. & P.

93 ; 8 Bli. N. S. 874; see Chapman ».

British Guiana Bank, 6 Moore P. C.

23; Caunt v. Thompson, 7 C. B. 400;

Everard v. Watson, 1 E. & B. 801.

1 Story on Bills, s. 390; Hartley

». Case, 4 B. & C. 339; ante, s. 348,

n.; Beauchamp v. Cash, Dow. & Ry.

N. P. 3 ; Mills v. Bank of the United

States, 11 Wheat. 431; Reedy v.

Seisas, 2 Johns* Cas. 337; Bank of

Rochester v. Gould, 9 Wend. 279;

Smith V. Whiting, 12 Mass. 6, 7;

Cook V. Litchfield, 9 N. Y. 279;

Cayuga Bank v. Warden, 1 N. Y.

415; Ransom v. Mack, 2 Hill, 587-

593; Bradley v. Davis, 26 Me. 45;

Clark V. Eldridge, 13 Met. 96;

Wheaton v. Wilmarth, 13 Met. 422;

Shelton ». Braithwaite, 7 M. & W.
486; Gates v. Beecher, 60 N. Y.

518; Youngs v. Lee, 12 N. Y. 551;

Bank of Cooperstown . Woods, 28

N. Y. 545 ; Beals v. Peck, 12 Barh.

245. In Mills v. Bank of the United

States, 11 Wheat. 431, 436, the

court said: "It is contended that

this opinion is erroneous, because

the notice was fatally defective by

reason of its not stating who was

the holder, by reason of its mis-

description of the date of the note,

and by reason of its not stating that

a demand had been made at the

bank when the note was due. The

first objection proceeds upon a doc-

trine which is not admitted to be

correct; and no authority is pro-

duced to support it. No form of

notice to an indorser has been pre-

scribed by law. The whole object

of it is to inform the party to whom
it is sent that payment has been re-

fused by the maker ; that he is con-

sidered liable ; and that payment is

expected of him. It is of no conse-

quence to the indorser who is the

holder, as he is equally bound by

the notice, whosoever he may be;

and it is time enough for him to as-

certain the true title of the holder,

when he is called upon for payment.

The objection of misdescription may
be disposed of in a few words. It

cannot be for a moment maintained

that every variance, however imma-
terial, is fatal to the notice. It

must be such a variance as conveys

no sufficient knowledge to the party
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But a misdescription of the note in the notice will not vitiate,

if it does not mislead the party to whom it is addressed, and is

not calculated to mislead him, whether the misdescription be

in the date, or the form, or the names of the parties, or

otherwise.'

of the particular note which has

been dishonored. If it does not

mislead him, if it conveys to him
the real fact without any doubt, the

variance cannot be material, either

to guard his rights or avoid his re-

sponsibility. In the present case,

the misdescription was merely in

the date. The sum, the parties,

the time and place of payment, and

the indorsement, were truly and ac-

curately described. The error, too,

was apparent on the face of the no-

tice. The party was informed that

on the 22nd of September a note

indorsed by him, payable in sixty

days, was protested for non-pay-

ment; and yet the note itself was

stated to be dated on the 20th of

the same month, and, of course,

only two days before. Under these

circumstances, the court laid down
a rule most favorable to the defen-

dant. It directed the jury to find the

notice good, if there was no other

note payable in the office at Chilli-

cothe, drawn by Wood & Ebert, and

indorsed by the defendant. If there

was no other note, how could the

mistake of date possibly mislead the

defendant? If he had indorsed but

one note for Wood & Ebert, how
could the notice fail to be full and

unexceptionable in fact? "

1 Stockman v. Parr, 11 M. & W.
809 ; 1 C. & K. 41 ; Rowlands v.

Springett, 14 M. & W. 7 ; Bromage

V. Vaughan, 9 Q. B. 608; Harpham

V. Child, 1 F. & F. 652; Mellersh v.

Rippen, 7 Ex. 578; Rowan o. Oden-

heimer, 5 Sm. & M. 44; Routh v.

Robertson, 11 Sm. & M. 382; Snow
V. Perkins, 2 Mich. 238; Crocker v.

Getchell, 23 Me. 392; Dennistoun

V. Stewart, 17 How. 606; Smith v.

Whiting, 12 Mass. 6. It has been

held that the notice is insufficient if

it does not state the maker's name.

Home Insurance Co. v. Green, 19

N. Y. 518 ; Cayuga County Bank
V. Warden, 1 N. Y. 413; and see

Housatonic Bank v. Laflin, 5 Cush.

546; Cook u. Litchfield, 9 IST. Y.

279 ; 5 Sandf . 330 ; Cook v. Litch-

field, 2 Bosw. (N. Y.) 137; Daven-

port V. Gilbert, 4 Bosw. (N. Y.)

532 ; Fulton v. Maccracken, 18 Md.
528.

[The notice need not state at

whose request it is given or who is

the holder of the note. Harrison v.

Ruscoe, 15 M. & W. 231; Wood-
thorpe V. Lawes, 2 M. & W. 109;

Housego V. Cowne, 2 M. & W. 348;

Mills V. Bank of the United States,

11 Wheat. 431; Shed v. Brett, 1

Pick. 401; Bradley v. Davis, 26 Me.

45; Gillespie v. Neville, 14 Cal. 408;

see also Cook v. Litchfield, 9 N. Y.

279; Youngs v. Lee, 12 N. Y. 551;

Bank of Cooperstown v. Woods, 28

N. Y. 561.] If the notice states by
mistake that it is given at the re-

quest of a different party from the

one that in fact authorized it, the

notice is valid, but its effect is to

place the party giving it in the same

situation, as to the party to whom it is

given, as if the representation were

true. Harrison v. Ruscoe, 15 M. &
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350. Statement of Presentment and Dishonor.— Secondly,

as to the statement in the notice, that the note has been duly pre-

sented and dishonored. This statement is essential to establish

the claim or right of the holder or other party giving notice

;

for, otherwise, he will not be entitled to any payment from the

indorser. It will be sufficient, indeed, if the notice sent neces-

sarily or even fairly implies by its terms that there has been

a due presentment and dishonor at the maturity of 'the note.''

But mere notice of the fact that the note has not been paid

affords no proof whatsoever that it has been presented in due

season, or even that it has been presented at all ; for it may
be that the holder means to rely upon some legal excuse for

non-presentment.^

351. What Precision is necessary.— Perhaps it is to be

lamentpd, in a practical view, that the rule originally established

in England has included in it so much strictness ; since the

holders of notes can rarely be able, in the hurry and multiplicity

of their business, to weigh the full force of their words, or to

understand the necessity of great precision and fulness in the

W. 231. [It is not necessary that i Hartley v. Case, 4 B. & C. 339;

the notice should be signed, if it Solarte ». Palmer, 7 Bing. 530, 533

gives sufficient information from (Ex. Ch.) ; 1 Bing. N. C. 194; 2 C.

whom it comes, as, where a notice & F. 98; 8 Bli. N. S. 874 (Dom.

was sent in the following terms: Proc); Messenger v. Southey, 1

"National Provincial Bank of Eng- M. & Gr. 76; Strange v. Price, 10

land, Hereford, 30th July, 1863. A. & E. 125; Boulton v. Welsh, 8

Sir: I beg to intimate," &c., but Bing. N. C. 688; Dole v. Gold, 5

was not signed. Maxwell v. Brain, Barb. 490 ; Cayuga County Bank v.

10 L. T., N. S. 301; 10 Jur., N. S. Warden, 1 N. Y. 418; Everard v.

777; 12 W. R. 688.] In some of the Watson, 1 E. & B. 801; Reynolds

United States, it has been held that o. Appleman, 41 Md. 615 ; see Wynn
anotice is not sufficient unless signed v. Alden, 4 Denio, 168. A notice

by some one. Klockenbaum v. of dishonor is valid, if the note has

Pierson, 16 Cal. 375; Walmsley v. in fact been dishonored, although

Acton, 44 Barb. 312; Walker v. the party giving the notice has no

Bank of the State, 8 Mo. 704. In certain knowledge that it has been

Massachusetts, it has been held that dishonored. Jennings v. Roberts,

if a notary, giving a notice, signs it 4 E. & B. 615.

by mistake with the name of the ^ Ibid.; Armstrong v. Thruston,

maker of the note instead of his own 11 Md. 148, 157 ; Graham v. Sang-

name, the notice is inefEectual. Cabot ston, 1 Md. 59; Lockwood w. Craw-

Bank V. Warner, 10 Allen, 522. ford, 18 Conn. 361.
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statement of the material facts. The inconveniences of the

rule have been severely felt by the mercantile world ; and a

few examples may serve to show with what rigorous exactness

the rule was at first interpreted and applied. Thus, where

the holder sent a letter to the drawer of a bill, saying : " I

am desired to apply to you for the payment of the sum of

£150, due to myself on a draft drawn by Mr. C. on Mr. C,
which I hope you will on receipt discharge, to prevent the

necessity of law proceedings, which will otherwise immediately

take place," it was held to be an insufficient notice, because the

letter did not apprise the party of the fact of the dishonor, but

contained a mere demand of payment.^ So, where the attorney

of the holders sent a notice to the indorser of a bill, in the

following language :
" A bill for £683, drawn by Mr. K. upon

Messrs. J. & Co., and bearing your indorsement, has been put

into our hands by the assignees of Mr. A. (the holders), with

directions to take legal measures for the recovery thereof,

unless immediately paid," it was held, for the like reason, that

the notice was insufficient.^ So, where a notice was sent by an

indorser to a prior indorser, in these words :
" The promissory

note for £200, drawn by H. H., dated the 18th of July last,

payable in three months after date, and indorsed by you, be-

came due yesterday, and is returned to me unpaid. I therefore

give you notice thereof, and request you will let me have the

amount thereof forthwith," it was held, for the like reason,

that the notice was insufficient.* So, where a letter by the in-

1 Hartley ». Case, 4 B. & C. 339; On this occasion [in Boulton v.

Shelton v. Braithwaite, 7 M. & W. Welsh], Lord Chief Justice Tindal

436. said: " I do not see how it is pos-

^ Solarte v. Palmer, 7 Bing. 530 sible to escape from the rule esta-

(Ex. Ch.); 1 Bing. N. C. 194; 2 C. blished by the two decided cases,

& F. 93; 8 Bli. N. S. 874 (Dom. without resorting to such subtile

Proc.) ; see also Phillips v. Gould, 8 distinctions as would make the rule

C. & P. 355. itself useless in practice. The rule

" Boulton V. Welsh, 3 Bing. N. C. requires that either expressly or

688. [This case seems to be no longer by necessary inference the notice

law. Hedger v. Steavenson, 2 M. & shall disclose that the bill or note

W. 799-; Paul v. Joel, 4 H. & N. 355 has been dishonored. The form of

(Ex. Ch.) ; see Furze v. Sharwood, a protest is: ' Know all men, that I,

2 Q. B. 409-416.] See also Beau- A. B., on the day of

champ v.Cetah, Dowl. & Ry. N. P. 3. at the usual place of abode of the
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dorsee to the indorser of a promissory note was in these words,

" This is to inform you that the bill I took of you for

£15 2s. 6d. is not took up, and 4s. 6d. expense, and the money

I must pay immediately ; my son will be in London on Friday

morning," it was held that the notice was insufBcient, because

it did not pointedly state a regular presentment of the note and

dishonor, but rather more an expectation that the party ad-

dressed, or some prior party on the note, had engaged to take

it up.^ So, where the indorsees of a bill of exchange gave

notice to the indorser in these words, " Messrs. S. & Co. inform

Mr. J. P. that Mr. J. B.'s acceptance, £S1 5s., is not paid;

as indorser, Mr. P. is called upon to pay the money, which

will be expected immediately," it was, for the like reason, held

insufficient.^ So, where the notice was in the following lan-

guage, " This is to give you notice that a bill drawn by yoii.

said have demanded payment
of the bill, of the which the above

is the copy, which the said

did not^ pay, wherefore I the said

do hereby protest the said

bill. Dated this day of .'

The two important facts are that

payment of the bill has been de-

manded of the acceptor, and that

payment has not been obtained.

In like manner, in the case of a

promissory note, the notice should

show a presentment to the maker, a

demand of payment, and refusal.

Here, the notice only states that the

note became due, and was returned

unpaid. These facts are compati-

ble with an entire omission to pre-

sent the note to the maker. I think,

therefore, the notice is insufficient,

and that this rule must be made ab-

solute."

1 Messenger v. Southey, 1 M. &
Gr. 76; but see Bailey v. Porter, 14

M. & W. 44 ; Everard v. Watson, 1

E. & B. 801.

2 Strange v. Price, 10 A. & E.

125. It is obvious that the court in

this case began at this time to enter-

tain some scruples as to the sound-

ness of the former decisions. Lord

Denman, on this occasion, said: " I

have some doubt as to the reasoning

on which the decisions in Hartley w.

Case and in Solarte v. Palmer have

turned; but the decision in the lat-

ter case (as was observed in the

Court of Exchequer) is binding, and

I think it authorizes our saying here

that the notice is not sufficient. As

in Solarte v. Palmer, so here, the

notice does not convey full informa-

tion that the bill has been disho-

nored. In all the cases where such

notices have been held defective, it

might have been said that they fur-

nished a reasonable implication of the

fact; but, clearly, that is not suffi-

cient: the notice must be a positive

statement that the bill has been ac-

cepted and dishonored. In cases

where the strict rule has been

thought not applicable, thei;e have

been circumstances connected with

the notice which showed that the

necessary implication did arise."
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and accepted by J. B., for £4:7 18s. 9d., due July 9, 1835, is

unpaid, and lies due at Mr. P.'s, 65 Fleet Street ;
" and another,

stating, "A bill for £29 lis. 3ci., drawn by W. on H., due

yesterday, is unpaid, and I am sorry to say the person at whose

house it is made payable don't speak very favorably of the

acceptor's punctuality. I should like to see you upon it

to-day ;
" and another, stating, " W. H.'s acceptance for

£21 48. 4d., due on Saturday, is unpaid. He has promised to

pay it in a week or ten days. I shall be glad to see you upon

it as early as possible
; " it was held that all these notices were

insufficient.^

352. A. strong disposition has, however, been shown in some

of the recent cases in the English courts to escape from these

rigorous interpretations of the general rule, and to place it

upon a footing more consonant with the common understand-

ing of merchants and public convenience ; and, at all events,

there is a manifest disinclination to extend its operation. The

courts have therefore laid hold of any expressions in the notice

which might fairly be presumed to indicate that a due present-

ment or dishonor had taken place, and that the notice was

designed to put that fact as the ground of the liability.^ Thus,

1 Furze v. Sharwood, 2 Q. B. 388.

= Mr. Chitty (on Bills, c. 10, p.

501, 8th ed.) says: " There is no

precise form of words necessary to

be used in giving notice of the non-

payment of a bill; any act of the

holder, distinctly signifying the re-

fusal of the drawee, will be a suffi-

cient notice. It has indeed been

said in the course of argument, that

it is not enough to state in the no-

tice that the drawee has refused to

honor, but that it must go farther,

and express that the holder does not

intend to give credit to the drawee.

But it should seem that, as the only

reason why notice is required, is

that the drawer and indorsers may
have the earliest opportunity of re-

sorting to the parties liable to them,

it is not necessary that this conse-

quent liability should be stated to

them, becaxise that is a legal conse-

quence of the dishonor, of which

they must necessarily be apprised by

mere notice of the fact of non-pay-

ment. The notice, however, must

explicitly state what the bill or note

is, and that payment has been refused

bythe drawee or maker, and must not

be calculated in any way to mislead

the party to whom it is given. A
letter from an indorsee to a drawer,

merely containing a demand of pay-

ment, without stating that the bill

had been presented and refused pay-

ment, is not sufficient ; nor is a notice

,

stating the bill to have been drawn by

the party, when, in fact, he was not

the drawer, but only an indorser, suf-

ficient, as it misstated the facts. But

a letter to the payee and indorser of
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for example, where the notice to the indorsers was in the fol-

lowing language, " The bill of exchange drawn by S. R. on and

a note in these terms: 'Mr. Ellis

(the maker) is unable to pay the

note for a few days ; he says he shall

be ready ia a week, which will be

in time for us,— only form to ac-

quaint you,' was held to be a suffi-

cient notice."

[The rule established in England

for determining the sufficiency of the

notice to inform the indorser of the

presentment and dishonor, and of

the holders looking to him for pay-

ment, is much less strict than any

that has yet been generally adopted

in the United States. That rule, as

declared in the Exchequer Chamber,

is that, where the terms of the no-

tice are such that it appears by rea-

sonable, miendment, and would be in-

ferred by any man of business, that

the bill or note has been presented

to the acceptor or maker, and not

paid by him, although it does not ap-

pear by express terms or necessary im-

plication, that is sufficient. Paul v.

Joel, 4 H. & N. 355; 28 L. J., Ex.

143 (Ex. Ch.); 8 H. & N. 455; 27

L. J., Ex. 380: Bailey v. Porter,

14 M. & W. 44; Everard v. Watson,

1 E. & B. 801; Hedger v. Steaven-

son, 2 M. & W. 799.

In Paul V. Joel (supra), this no-

tice, "B.'s acceptance to J., £500,

due 12th January, is unpaid: pay-

ment to R. & Co. is requested before

4 o'clock," was held sufficient. In

the Exchequer, Bramwell, B., in de-

livering judgment, said (27 L. J.,

Ex. at p. 384): "I hold it is suffi-

cient, if there be distinct evidence

conveying information, either ex-

press or implied, that the bill has

been dishonored. Suppose a man

were to say, ' I demand payment of

a bill which you owe me,' does such

a notice convey sufficient informa-

tion? I think it does, because, al-

though the notice does not state

how the money is due which is de-

manded, it is equivalent to it, and

the notice is enough, because the

money could not be due and owing

unless the bill had been presented.

I hold, therefore, that a jury ought

to be asked in every case, simpliciter,

whether a notice does not convey,

by necessary impKcation, that the

bill was dishonored because pay-

ment was required." See also Max-
well V. Brain, 10 L. T., N. S. 301;

10 Jur., N. S. 777; 12 W. E. 688.

In the Supreme Court of the

United States, in 1826, Story, J.,

laid down the rule in respect of the

notice as follows: "It is sufficient

that it states the fact of non-payment

of the note, and that the holder looks

to the indorser for indemnity; ... a

statement of non-payment and no-

tice is, by necessary imphcation, an

assertion of right by the holder,

founded upon his having complied

with the requisitions of law against

the indorser." Mills v. Bank of the

United States, 11 Wheat, at p. 437;

see also Bank of Cape Fear v. Sea-

well, 2 Hawks (N. C.) 560.

But in several states it has been

held that a notice stating that the

note is unpaid, and that payment is

demanded of the indorser, does not

by necessary implication or reason-

able intendment amount to a no-

tice that the note has been pre-

sented and dishonored, and that

such a notice is therefore insufficient.
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accepted by C. B., and bearing your indorsement, has been pre-

sented for payment to the acceptor thereof, and returned dis-

honored, and now lies overdue and unpaid with me, as above,

of which I hereby give yon notice," it was held to be a suffi-

cient notice.^ So, where the notice to the indocser was in the

following language, " I am desired by Mr. H. to give you notice

that a promissory note, dated August 10th, 1835, made by S. T.

for i£99 18s., payable to your order two months after date there-

of, became due yesterday, and has been returned unpaid ; I have

to request that you will please remit the amount thereof, with

Is. Qd. noting, free of postage, by return of post," it was held to

be a sufficient notice.^ So, where a parol notice was as follows,

" I called to tell Mr. B. that the bill for £37 10s. was presented

at the banker's, is unpaid and dishonored, and I hope he will call

and provide for it," it was held to be a sufficient notice.^ So,

where the notice was in the following words, " Your bill drawn

on T. T., and accepted by him, is this day returned with charges,

to which we request your immediate attention," it was held to

be a sufficient notice.* So, where the notice was in. these

Gilbert «. Dennis, 3 Met. 495; Pink-

ham V. Macy, 9 Met. 174; Page v.

Gilbert, 60 Me. 485; Armstrong v.

Thruston, 11 Md. 148; Manning
». Hays, 6 Md. 5; Dole v. Gold,

5 Barb. "490; see Sinclair v. Lynah,

1 Speers (S. C.) 244; Townsend v.

Lorain Bank, 2 Ohio St. 345;

Barnes v. Barrus, 2 Thomp. & Cook

(N. y.) 390; post, a. 354, n.

In Clark v. Eldridge, 13 Met. 96,

where a note was expressed to be

payable at a certain bank, and Clark,

the holder, sent the indorser this

notice: "The note of L. A., which

you indorsed, fell due this day, and

remains unpaid:, please let me hear

from you in regard to it," the

court held that the case was distin-

guishable from Gilbert v. Dennis

(supra), and that the notice was

sufficient, because the ordinary pre-

sumption would be that the note.

being payable at the bank, was

there when it became due, and the

notice, by reasonable implication, in-

formed the indorser that it was at

the bank, and unpaid, and therefore

dishonored. It would seem, how-

ever, to be as reasonable to infer

from such a notice that the note was

presented to the maker, when no

place of payment was specified in

the note, as to infer that a note pay-

able at a particular place was there

for payment when it became due.]

1 Lewis V. Gompertz, 6 M. & W.
399 ; see also Houlditch v. Cauty, 4

Bing. N. C. 411.

2 Hedger v. Steavenson, 2 M. &
W. 799 ; Armstrong v. Christiani,

5 C. B. 687.

» Smith V. Boulton, Hurl. &
Walm. 3.

* Grugeon v. Smith, 6 A. & E.

31
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words, "I beg to inform you that Mr. D.'s acceptiance for

£200, drawn and indorsed by you, due 31st July, has been pre-

sented for payment and returned, and now remains unpaid," it

was held that the notice was sufScient.^ So, where a notice by

an attorney was in ' the following words, " I am requested to

apply to you for payment of £35 9s. Ad., the amount of an

overdue acceptance drawn by you on and accepted by E. M.,

and to inform you that unless the same be paid to me, with

interest, and 6s. for this application, before eleven to-morrow,

proceedings will be taken without further notice," it was held

that the notice was sufficient.^ So, a notice, which states that

a bill or note " has been dishonored," has been held to be suffi-

cient, without stating that the bill or note has been presented

for payment.^

1 Cooke V. French, 10 A. & E.

131, n.

^ Wathen v. Blackwell, 6 Jur.

738; Eobson ». Cnrlewis, 2 Q. B.

421; 3 G. & D. 69; Car. & M. 378;

Stockman v. Parr, 11 M. & W. 809

;

7 Jur. 886; 1 C. & K. 41.

8 Edmonds v. Gates, 2 Jur. 183

;

Stocken v. Collins, 9 G. & P. 653

;

7 M. & "W. 515 ; King v. Bickley, 2

Q. B. 419; Eobson e. Curle-wis, 2

Q. B. 421; 3 G. & D. 69. In this

distressing state of the English

authorities, turning, as they do,

upon such niceties of interpretation,

it seems important to bring before

the learned reader the very full ex-

position of them given by Lord Den-

man, in the recent case of Furze

v. Sharwood, 2 Q. B. 388, 409. In

delivering the opinion of the court

in that case, upon the point already

cited, his lordship said: " Lord

Mansfield, after observing, in the

case of Tindal ». Brown, that cer-

tainty is of the highest importance

in mercantile transactions, proceeded

to settle the question there raised,

whether the notice of dishonor was,

in point of law, too late. The

whole court affirmed that proposition,

and more than once set aside a ver-

dict founded on the opposite assump-

tion. Nothing more was required

for the decision. But Mr. Justice

Willes took a second objection,

and Mr. Justice Ashhurst a third.

'Notice,' said his lordship, 'means

something more than knowledge;

because it is competent to the

holder to give credit to the maker.

It is not enough to say that the

maker does not intend to pay ; but

'

(it ought to be further said) ' that

he (the holder) does not intend to

give credit. In the present case,

there is no notice; for the party

ought to know whether the holder

intends to give credit to the maker

or whether he intends to resort to

the indorser.' This is repeated

with great approbation by Buller, J.

Near forty years after, the suffi-

ciency of a notice of dishonor was

canvassed in an action between

Hartley «. Case (4 B. & C. 389),

decided by Lord Tenterden at nisi

prius. It ran thus: ' I am desired
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363. Demand upon the Indorser for Payment.— Thirdly, as

to the statement in the notice, that the holder looks to the in-

to apply to you for the payment of

the sum of £150, due to myself on

a draft drawn by Mr. Case on

Mr. Case, which I hope you will on

receipt discharge, to prevent the

necessity of law proceedings, which

otherwise will immediately take

place.' The report says: ' The
Lord Chief Justice was of opinion

that, as this letter did not apprise the

party of the fact of dishonor, but

contained a mere demand of pay-

ment, it was not sufficient ; and the

plaintiff was nonsuited.' After ar-

gument, on a rule for setting aside

the nonsuit, his lordship said:

' There is no precise form of words

necessary to be used in giving no-

tice ' of dishonor, ' but the language

used must be such as to convey no-

tice to the party what the bill is,

and that payment of it has been re-

fused by the acceptor. Here the

letter in question did not convey to

the defendant any such notice; it

does not even say that the bill was

ever accepted. We, therefore, think

the notice was insufficient.' This

short judgment, in which the whole

court concurred, comprising Bay-

ley, Holroyd, and Littledale, JJ., is

perfectly correct in its statement of

the fact and the law, and has the

merit of adhering closely to the

point raised in argument. It has

never been questioned by any judi-

cial authority. The same learned

Chief Justice was afterwards called

upon to decide on the sufficiency of

the following notice: ' A bill for

£683, drawn by ' A. upon B C,
' and bearing your indorsement, has

been put into our hands by the as-

signees of Mr. J. R. de Alzedo, with

directions to take legal measures for

the recovery thereof, unless imme-

diately paid to, gentlemen, your

very obedient servants,' J. and S.

P. Here was no statement of the

dishonor, the presentment, or the

acceptance. If any notice of the

dishonor, as a distinct fact, is neces-

sary, this document is plainly worth-

less. It was so holden by Lord

Tenterden; but, from the magni-

tude of the sum and the importance

of the question, his lordship sug-

gested that a bill of exceptions

might be tendered. This was done,

and the case (Solarte v. Palmer, 1

C. & J. 417; 1 Tyrw. 371; 7

Bing. 530) brought by writ of

error into the Exchequer Chamber,

when, as might have been expected,

the Lord Chief Justice delivered a

unanimous judgment that Lord

Tenterden's direction to the jury

was right, and the notice insuffi-

cient. It was, however, thought

right to bring the matter before

the House of Lords, where the

late Mr. Justice Park delivered

the opinion of all the judges

present (nine in number) to the

same effect. Thus, without one

dissentient voice, the judges of all

the courts, on these different oc-

casions, concurred with Lord Ten-

terden in holding express notice of

the fact of dishonor to be necessary,

the only point on which he had given

an opinion. This was the celebrated

case of Solarte v. Palmer (8 Bli.

N. 8. 874; 2 C. & F. 93; 1 Bing..

N. C. 194). The Lord Chief Jus-

tice, in the Exchequer Chamber,

laid down this rule, that ' the no-

tice of dishonor '
' should at least
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dorser to whom it is sent for reimbursement and indemnity.

This is certainly laid down in some of the authorities as indis-

inform the party to whom it is

addressed, either in express terms

or by necessary implication, that

the bill has been dishonored, and

that the holder looks to him for

payment of the amount.' Park,

J., when delivering the judges'

opinion to the lords, omits the

latter clause, and merely says that

< such a notice ought, in express

terms or by necessary implication,

to convey full information that the

bill had been dishonored.' This

decision, therefore, did not turn

upon or require any allusion to the

doctrine of Ashhurst and BuUer,

JJ., in Tindal .;. Brown (1 T. R.

167), on the necessity of stating

that the holder looks to the party

addressed, and does not give credit

to any other person. But much con-

troversy has arisen on the branch of

the notice, as to which the Lord

Chief Justice and Park, J., agree,

requiring notice of dishonor in ex-

press terms or by necessary implica-

tion ; and hence the task of examining

all the decisions is imposed upon us.

In Grugeon v. Smith (6 A. & E.

499), this court held the dishonor of

a bill to be sufficiently notified by

the phrase, ' the bill is this day re-

turned with charges.' A few days

after, but without being aware of

this decision, the Court of Common
Pleas, in Boulton v. Welsh (3 Bing.

N. C. 688), held the notice insuffi-

cient, where it is said: ' the promis-

sory note ' ' became due yesterday,

and is returned to me unpaid; ' the

Lord Chief Justice there observing

that he did not see how it was ' pos-

sible to escape from the rule esta-

blished by the two decided cases,

without resorting to such subtle dis-

tinctions as would make the rule

itself useless in practice. The rule

requires that, either expressly or by

necessary inference, the notice shall

disclose that the bill or note has been

dishonored.' Upon which we will

merely observe in passing that there

is no necessary difference of opinion

between the two courts, as Parke,

B., supposed in Hedger o. Steaven-

son (2 M. & W. 799). The Common
Pleas might have held that ' returned

with charges ' did necessarily imply

presentment and dishonor. And it

does not follow from any thing we

said that we might not have thought
' returned to me unpaid ' insufficient.

But the case of Hedger v. Steaven-

son brought the Court of Exchequer

into direct collision with the Com-

mon Pleas, not indeed on the suffi-

ciency of the notice, for it was not

identical in the two cases, but on

the principle of deciding. The note,

&c., 'is returned unpaid,' was the

form which the Common Pleas held

wrong. The same form, with the

addition of Is. Qd. for noting, the

Exchequer held right; and Parke,

B., while submittmg to the autho-

rity of Solarte v. Palmer, excepts to

the reasons given for the judgment,

and the language in which they are

couched, and doubts whether he

could go so far as to say that 'it

ought to appear upon the face of

the instrument, "by express terms

or necessary implication, that the

bill was presented and dishonored; " '

thinking it ' enough if it appear by
reasonable intendment, and would

be inferred by any man of business,

that the bill has been presented to
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pensable ;
^ but it seems now to be admitted by the more recent

authorities that, although in strictness it may be required,

the acceptor, and not paid by him.'

He remarks, however, that, even if

the rule were properly laid down in

those words, it ought to receive a

more liberal construction than the

Common Pleas appeared to have

adopted, in which sentiment Barons

BoUand and Alderson agreed, hav-

ing been two of the judges consulted

by the lords when Park, J., pro-

mulged their opinion there. The
next case, in order of time, is Houl-

ditch V. Cauty (4 Bing. N. C. 411).

There the general doctrine was dis-

cussed ; and the Lord Chief Justice

declared his adherence to Boulton v.

Welsh, but distinguished the case

then before him. The sufficiency of

the written notice was not directly

in question ; for it had been followed

by a verbal communication between

the plaintiff and defendant. Strange

V. Price (10 A. & E. 125) followed.

This court there held it insufficient

to ' inform Mr. James Price ' ' that

Mr. John Betterton's acceptance,

£87 5s., is not paid. ' A fortiori, the

Common Pleas would have agreed

with us. I do not believe that the

Exchequer would have differed. In

Easter Term, 1840, doubts springing

from the same fruitful source were

stirred in the Court of Common
Pleas (Messenger v. Southey, 1 M.

& Gr. 76), and the Exchequer

(Lewis V. Gompertz, 6 M. & W.
399), the former condemning, the

latter supporting, the notice in those

respective cases ; but theforms were so

entirely different that the judgments

given might have been consistently

formed by either court. But Mes-

senger V. Southey shows a great relax-

ation ofthe rigor of the rule laid down
in the Exchequer Chamber and House

of Lords, on the part of the Lord Chief

Justice, who admits that Grugeon

V. Smith might have been well de-

cided by force of the words ' re-

turned with charges,' and possibly

Hedger v. Steavenson also, because

the notice declared the bill to have

been ' returned unpaid.' But these

are the very words which were held

insufficient under the operation of

the rule in Boulton o. Welsh, a case

decided by the Common Pleas re-

luctantly, from deference to what

was decided in Solarte v. Palmer, and

which can hardly be now deemed a

satisfactory authority. Upon the

whole, it is to be feared that none

of the rules for construing this

branch of the instrument designed

to be a notice of dishonor will be

found capable of very general appli-

cation. The advantage of cleariind

certain rules, where it can be se-

cured, is indeed inestimable. Per-

haps Lord Mansfield never conferred

so great a benefit on the commercial

world as by his decision of Tindal

V. Brown, where his perseverance

compelled them, in spite of them-

selves, to submit to the doctrine of

requiring immediate notice as a mat-

ter of law. But in the matter in

hand we can scarcely hope to attain

such a rule. For if we are to refer

the question to a reasonable intend-

i Solarte v. Palmer, 7 Bing. 530

(Ex. Ch.); 1 Bing. N. C. 194; 8 Bli.

874; 2 C. & F. 93 (Dom.N. S.

Proc); Tindal v. Brown, 1 T. R.

167; see Chard o. Fox, 14 Q. B.

201.
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where the language is otherwise doubtful or uncertain, yet that

it will ordinarily be presumed, where the notice is in other re-

ment, and what a man of business

would naturally conclude from the

words, we can hardly decide it with-

out the intervention of a jury, -whose

opinions will naturally vary with the

circumstances of each case ; and if,

on the other hand, the court must

decide on examination of the docu-

ment according to legal and gram-

matical rules of interpretation, we
shall frequently gi-ye it a sense in

which neither party could ever have

understood it. If we adopt the

middle course, requiring, at least,

a necessary implication, but quali-

fying these words by Lord Eldon's

comment in Wilkinson v. Adam (1

Ves. & B. 422, 466), we have just

seen that (if the reports be accurate)

the same eminent judge, who gave

them one sense in Boulton v. Welsh,

may admit them to be susceptible of

a sense directly opposite in Hedger

V. Steavenson. This rule, however,

was recommended by great autho-

rity, twice asserted by the C6urt of

Exchequer, not repudiated by the

Court of Common Pleas. Perhaps

it goes no farther than to require

that the court must see that, by
some words or other, notice of dis-

honor has been given. We have en-

tirely excluded the supposition that

the mere fact of making a communi-

cation respecting the non-payment of

the bill at the proper season can ex-

tend the meaning of the words con-

veying notice of dishonor. This ex-

ists in almost every case; and, as

one can hardly conjecture any other

motiye for giving the information,

so the party addressed can hardly

fail to infer that it is given in order

to fix him with liability. Yet no

one disputes that the fact must be

stated, the notice of dishonor plainly

given. But, if this be done, we may
now inquire where is the authority

establishing the position of Ashhnrst

and Buller, JJ. (unnecessary for the

case before them), that the notice

must also tell the party addressed

that he looks to him for payment?

If not, why send the notice? True,

he may have some other reason for

informing the party addressed of

the dishonor, while looking else-

where for his money. But, unless

he tells him this, the receiver of such

a notice cannot but be certain that

the sender means to call upon him
for payment. The protest, for which

notice was substituted, has no such

clause, but begins and ends with

the history of the dishonored bill,

including the protest itseK. Where
notice has been given by another

party than the holder, there may be

good sense in requiring that it shall

be accompanied by a direct demand
of payment, or a statement that it

will be required of the party ad-

dressed; but in no case has the ab-

sence of such information been held

to vitiate a notice in other respects

complete, and which has come di-

rectly from the holder. Nothing

now remains but to declare our opi-

nion on the several forms of notice

set forth in the special verdict. And
the second, of July 11th; the third,

July 20th; the fourth, July 13th;

the fifth, September 11th ; the sixth,

September 25th; and the eighth,

September 26th; we think bad, be-

cause they contain no notice of dis-

honor according to any of the deci-

sions, or within any of the rales.
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speets sufficient.^ For sending notice of tlie dishonor would

seem in itself to be sufficient to show that the party means to

relj on the indorser for reimbursement or indemnity, unless

the language of the instrument naturally or necessarily repels

that presumption.^

854. The rule adopted in the American courts is far more

liberal than that generally maintained in the English courts,

and proceeds upon the ground that it is sufficient to state in

the notice that the note has not been paid, and, either ex-

pressly or by implication, that the holder looks to the indorser

for reimbursement or indemnity.^ If, however, there be no

Cbnsistently with all that is set forth,

the plaintiff, either from ignorance

or inadvertence, or because he may
really have looked to another, may
have abstained altogether from pre-

senting any one of these bills. But

this amount reduces the plaintiff's

claim below the defendants' set-ofE.

Our judgment must then be for the

latter, even on the supposition that

it would be against them on all the

important general points that have

been raised."

1 Furze v. Sharwood, 2 Q. B.

388, 416; King ». Bickley, 2 Q. B.

419 ; ante, s. 351 ; Miers v. Brown,

11 M. & W. 372; Caunt v. Thomp-
son, 7 C. B. 400 ; Metcalfe v. Richard-

son, 11 C. B. 1011; Chard v. Pox,

14 Q. B. 200; Townsend o. Lorain

Bank, 2 Ohio St. 345, 354; Fitchburg

Insurance Co. v. Davis, 121 Mass. 121.

2 Ibid. [In Caunt e. Thompson,

7 C. B. 400, 411, Cresswell, J., in

delivering judgment, said that the

cases established that, in order to

make a drawer or indorser responsi-

ble, "he must derive from some

person entitled to call for payment

information that the bill has been

dishonored, and that the party is in

a condition to sue him, from which

he may infer that he will be held

responsible."]

8 Mills V. Bank of the United

States, 11 Wheat. 431, 437; Bank of

the United States ». Carneal, 2 Pet.

543 ; Reedy v. Seixas, 2 Johns. Cas.

337 ; Ransom o. Mack, 2 Hill, 587,

593 ; Sinclair v. Lynah, 1 Speers (S.

C.) 244; [but see Gilbert v. Dennis,

3 Met. 495; Page v. Gilbert, 60 Me.

485;] Dole v. Gold, 5 Barb. 490;

ante, s. 352, n. In Mills v. Bank of

the United States, 11 Wheat. 431,

437, the court said: " The last ob-

jection to the notice is that it does

not state that payment was de-

manded at the bank when the note

became due. It is certainly not ne-

cessary that the notice should con-

tain such a formal allegation. It is

sufficient that it states the fact of

the non-payment of the note, and

that the holder looks to the indorser

for indemnity. Whether the de-

mand was duly and regularly made
is matter of evidence to be esta-

blished at the trial. If it be not

legally made, no averment, however

accurate, will help the case ; and a

statement of non-payment and no-

tice is, by necessary implication, an

assertion of right by the holder,

founded upon his having complied

with the requisitions of law against

the indorser. In. point of fact, in
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statement of the dishonor of the note, nor any tiling from which

it can fairly be implied that a due presentment has been made,

the notice would seem to be fatally defective.^

355. Excuses for Omission of Notice.— Passing from these

considerations, let us in the next place inquire, what circum-

stances will amount (1) To an excuse of the omission of due

notice, and (2) What will amount to a waiver of notice. Many

of the principles and authorities have already been examined,

in considering what is an excuse and what is a waiver of the

omission of due presentment.^ And, so far as they have been

examined, we shall pass them over in this place with a concise

and summary enumeration of them.

356. General Excuses.— Let us, then, first consider what

will constitute a sufficient excuse for the omission of due and

regular notice of the dishonor. In the first place, as falling

within this predicament, we may enumerate, (1) The cases

where notice is prevented by inevitable accident or overwhelm-

ing calamity;^ (2) The prevalence of a malignant disease,

which interrupts and suspends the ordinary operations of trade

commercial cities, the general if not

universal practice is not to state in

the notice the mode or place of de-

mand, hut the mere naked fact of

non-payment." Again, in Bank of

the United States v. Cameal, 2 Pet.

543, 553, the court said: " A sug-

gestion has been made at the bar

that a letter to the indorser, stating

the demand and dishonor of the note,

is not sufficient, unless the party

sending it also informs the indorser

that he is looked to for payment.

But, -when such notice is sent by the

holder or by his order, it necessa-

rily implies such responsibility over.

For -what other purpose could it be

sent? We know of no rule that re-

quires any formal declaration to he

made to this effect. It is sufficient

if it may be reasonably inferred

from the nature of the notice."

See also Story on Bills, s. 301, and

note, s. 390.

[A statement in the notice that the

promissory note was " protested "

on the day when it became due is

considered to imply sufficiently that

it was then presented and disho-

nored. Artisans' Bank v. Backus,

36 N. y. 100; Youngs ». Lee, 12

N. Y. 551; Cook v. Litchfield, 9

N. Y. 279, 291; Bank of Coopers-

town ». Woods, 28 N. Y. 545;]

Cayuga County Bank v. Warden,

1 N. Y. 413 ; Beals v. Peck, 12 Barb.

245.

1 Ibid. ; Lockwood ». Crawford,

18 Conn. 361; Dole v. Gold, 5

Barb. 490.

2 Ante, s. 257.

« Ante, ss. 258, 259 ; Story on

Bills, ss. 808, 309; but see Turner

V. Leach, Chitty & Hulme on Bills,

330 (9th ed.).
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and business ; ^ (3) Occurrences of a public and political cha-

racter, which interrupt or stop the course of trade and business

;

such as war, blockade of the place, invasion or occupation by

the enemy ; ^ (4) The public interdiction or prohibition of com-

merce between the countries from which or to which the notice

is to be sent ; ^ (5) The utter impracticability of giving notice,

by reason of the party entitled thereto having absconded or

having no fixed place of residence, or his place of residence or

business being unknown, and incapable of being ascertained

upon reasonable inquiries.*

357. Special Hxcuses.— In the next place, we may enume-

rate excuses of a special and peculiar character. Among tliese

are, (1) That the note was given for the accommodation of the

indorser only, and that he has the sole interest in the payment,

and must ultimately pay the same ; ^ (2) An original agree-

ment on the part of the indorser, made with the maker or other

party, at all events to pay the note at its maturity to the

holder ; ^ (3) The receiving of a security or indemnity from

the maker or other party for whose benefit the note is made,

by the indorser, to secure him for his liability thereon ; '' if the

security be to the full amount of the note, the indorser will be

held liable, without notice, for the full payment of the note; if

the security be partial, he will be bound pro tanto ; ^ (4) A
1 Ante, 8. 260; Story on Bills, inability of the holder to ascertain

ss. 308, 309. the residence of an indorser, or a
° Ante, ss. 261, 262 ; House ». notice sent by him upon erroneous

Adams, 48 Penn. St. 261. [Notice information to the wrong place, will

should be given within a reasonable not avail a subsequent indorser that

time after the obstruction is re- knows or can ascertain his residence,

moved. James v. Wade, 21 La. Beale ». Parrish, 20 N. Y. 407.

An. 548 ; Farmers Bank K. Gunnell, ^ Ante, ss. 268-270; Story on

26 Gratt. 131; Morgan v. Bank of Bills, ss. 310, 314-316; Cory v.

Louisville, 4 Bush (Ky.) 82; Scott, 3 B. & A. 619; French v.

Harden v. Boyce, 59 Barb. 425; Bank of Columbia, 4 Cranch, 141.

Beale v. Parrish, 20 N. Y. 407; ' Ante, ss. 271, 272.

ante, s. 262, n.] ' Ante, a. 281; Story on Bills,

= Ante, s. 263. s. 316; Bond v. Farnham, 5 Mass.

* Ante, 8. 264; Allen v. Edmund- 170; Andrews v. Boyd, 3 Met. 434.

son, 2 Ex. 719; Hunt v. Maybee, 7 « Ante, ss. 281, 282; Story on

N. Y. 266. Although a notice given Bills, s. 316; see Burrows v. Han-

by the holder will enure to the bene- negan, 1 McLean, 309.

fit of all the other parties, yet the
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fortiori, the receiving money from the maker or other party

for whose benefit the note was made, to take up and pay the

note ; ^ (5) Receiving the note as collateral security for an-

other debt, where the debtor is no party to the note, or, if a

party, he has not indorsed it ;
'^ all these classes of cases have

been already sufficiently considered, and the reasons on which

they are founded have been explained, and need not be here

again repeated ; (6) An original agreement by the indorser to

dispense with the necessity of notice, or to be bound without

notice.^ As if the indorser, before the note becomes due, agrees

to pay it in consideration of time being given to him, such a

promise is a dispensation with the necessity of presentment for

payment, and of notice of the dishonor ; * (7) An order or di-

rection from the indorser to the maker not to pay the note, if it

be presented at its maturity ; for this plainly will dispense with

notice of the dishonor, since it is procured by the indorser's.

own act, although it will not dispense with the presentment of

the note for payment.®

1 Ante, s. 281.

2 Ante, s. 284; Story on Bills,

s. 305, n. ; Id. s. 372 ; Swinyard v.

Bowes, 5 M. & S. 62; Van Wart
V. WooUey, 3 B. & C. 439, 445;

Thomas v. Breedlove, 6 La. 577.

s Ante, ss. 271, 272; Story on

Bills, ss. 317, 371; see Leffingwell

». White, 1 Johns. Cas. 99 ; Leonard

V. Gary, 10 Wend. 504; Taunton

Bank v. Richardson, 5 Pick. 436;

Chitty on Bills, o. 10, pp. 484, 485

(8th ed.) ; Murray v. King, 5 B. &
A. 165 ; Barclay v. Weaver, 19

Penn. St. 396; Schley v. Merritt,

37 Md. 352. [The bankrupt indorser

of a promissory note that becomes

due before an assignee is appointed

may, before it becomes due, waive

demand and notice. Ex parte Tre-

mont Bank, 2 Lowell, 409; 16 N.

B. R. 397 ; see also Brett w. Levett,

13 East, 213, 214.]

^ Norton v. Lewis, 2 Conn. 478.

6 Ante, s. 293; Chitty on Bills,

c. 10, p. 484 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty

(p. 484) says: "But where the

drawer of a bill, a few days before

it became due, stated to the holder

that he had no regular residence,

and that he would call and see if

the bill had been paid by the ac-

ceptor, it was held that he was not

entitled to notice of its dishonor, he

having thus dispensed with it; and

an order by the drawer to the drawee

not to pay the bill if presented,

dispenses with notice of dishonor,

though not with the presentment

itself; and if the drawer, on being

applied to by the holder, before a

bill is due, to know if it will be

paid, answer that it will not, he is

not entitled to notice of non-pay-

ment; and where one of several

drawers of a bill was also the' ac-

ceptor, it was held, in an action

against the drawers, that proof of

these circumstances dispensed with

the necessity for proving that notice
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358. Waiver of Notice.— But the subject of waiver, although

it has been already brought under review,^ deserves in this

place a more full and exact consideration, especially as it is

one upon which the authorities are not, as we have seen,^

agreed ; and, indeed, upon principle, some of these authorities

would seem difficult to be maintained, at least in the extent to

which they are sometimes pressed in argument. Let us, then,

next consider what is a waiver of the want of due notice.

The doctrine applicable to this is often confounded with that

applicable to excuses for not giving notice ; but it is certainly

distinguishable in its nature and character and operation.

An excuse for the omission or neglect of due notice is in its na-

ture a justification for such omission or neglect, without any

consent, express or implied, on the part of the indorser, to be

bound by it. On the other hand, a waiver of the want of due

notice presupposes not only that due notice has not been given,

but that the holder has no just cause for the omission Or ne-

glect. In cases of waiver, strictly so called, the indorser is dis-

charged from all liability by the antecedent laches of the holder

or other party ; and he incurs a new liability by his subsequent

assent and waiver of his rights after the laches is incurred, and

has been fully made known to him.^ In many cases, indeed,

the conduct or language of the indorser, although in the form

of a waiver, may yet amount to distinct proof that he has re-

ceived due notice.* But in such cases there is no waiver of

any rights by the indorser, but merely presumptive proof of his

of non-payment was in fact given, give notice to the drawers of such

because notice to one of several private instructions, which are to

joint drawers of a bill is sufficient, be considered as confidential, and

and the acceptor, being himself a a general notice of non-payment

drawer, he had notice of his own suffices."

default. AVhere persons, who are i Ante, ss. 271-280.

bankers as well for the drawer as ^ Ante, s. 275, and note, s. 280.

the acceptor of a bill, and having * Thornton v. Wynn, 12 Wheat.

renewed it for the drawer, and given 183.

credit for it in account between * Bell v. Frankis, 5 Scott N. R.

them, have received directions from 460; 4 M. & Gr. 446; see Taunton

the acceptor before it became due Bank v. Richardson, 5 Pick. 436;

to stop the payment of it at the Donelly v. Howie, Hayes & Jones,

place of payment, and then did so 436.

accordingly, they are not bound to
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admission of his original liability, founded upon due notice.

It is therefore a misnomer to designate such cases as cases

of waiver. They are properly confessions of present absolute

liability and obligation to pay the note, founded upon legal

notice or legal liability.

359. Part Payment or Promise to pay.— It is on this ac-

count that payment of a part of the note, or a promise to pay

the whole note after full notice of the default of the holder, is

often held to be a sufficient excuse for the omission of notice

;

for it evinces that the party so paying or promising could not

have sued on the note on payment thereof, and consequently he

cannot insist on the want of due notice. In short, he is pre-

sumed to be the true party for whose benefit the note is made.

And a promise to pay the note after its known dishonor,i where

no circumstances appear to show that due notice has not been

given, will be prima facie proof of due notice, upon the ground

that men do not usually promise to pay money, unless legally

bound so to do, and therefore the burden of proof of the want

of due notice, under such circumstances, lies upon the in-

dorser.2 But, if the want of due notice is shown, then the

• Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, 756; 10 W. R. 273; Meyer v. Hib-

pp. 292, 293 (5th ed.) ; Blesard v. scher, 47 N. Y. 265, 273; Tebbetts

Hirst, 5 Burr. 2670; Thornton v. ». Dowd, 23 Wend. 379 ; Brennan ».

Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183. Lowry, 4 Daly (N. Y.) 253 ; Loose
^ Bayley on Bills, o. 9, p. 406 o. Loose, 36 Penn. St. 538; Lewis

(5th ed.); Cory o. Scott, 3 B. & A. v. Brehme, 33 Md. 412; Higgins v.

619 ; Lundie v. Robertson, 7 East, Morrison, 4 Dana (Ky.) 100; Ha-

231; Dixon v. Eliott, 5 C. & P. 437; zard v. White, 26 Ark. 155. The
Hicks V. Duke of Beaufort, 4 Bing. following cases illustrate what state-

ly. C. 229 ; Brownell ». Bonney, 1 ments or acts of the indorser will be

Q. B. 39; [Potter v. Rayworth, 13 considered evidence by way of ad-

East, 417; Croxon v. Worthen, 5 mission of presentment and notice.

M. Se W. 5 ; Patterson v. Becher, 6 Booth v. Jacobs, 3 N. & M. 351

;

Moore, 319; Gibbon v. Coggon, 2 Braithwaite v. Coleman, 4 N. & M.
Camp. 188; Greenway u. Hindley, 4 654; 1 H. & W. 229; Norris v.

Camp. 52; Jackson v. Collins, 17 Salomonson, 4 Scott, 257; Brownell

L. J., Q. B. 142; Mills v. Gibson, o. Bonney, 1 Q. B. 39; Gaunt v.

16 L. J., C. P. 249; Campbell v. Thompson, 7 C. B. 400 ; Metcalfe ».

Webster, 2 C. B. 258; Rabey v. Richardson, 11 C. B. 1011; Gawtry
Gilbert, 6 H. & N. 536; Cordery v. v. Doane, 51 N. Y. 84, 92; Belden

Colvin, 14 C. B., N. S. 374; Bar- v. Lamb, 17 Conn. 441, 450.] In

tholomew v. HUl, 5 L. T., N. S. Lundie v. Robertson, 7 East, 231,
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declaration in the action will not be sufficient if it avers a due

notice ; but it should be shown that there was either a suffi-

cient excuse or an effectual waiver.^

235, Lord Ellenborough said: "The
case does not admit of any doubt.

The defendant is charged as the in-

dorsee of a bill of exchange, and,

when applied to for payment, he

says he has no cash by him then,

but, if the witness will call again,

and bring the account with him, he

will pay it. Now, when a man,

against whom there is a demand,

promises to pay it for the necessary

facilitating of business in transac-

tions between man and man, every

thing must be presumed against

him. It was therefore to be pre-

sumed, prima facie, from the pro-

mise so made, that the bill had been

presented for payment in due time

and dishonored, and that due notice

had been given of it to the defen-

dant. But, taking the subsequent

conversation as connected with the

former, the only limitation of it

would be that the defendant stated

that he had not had regular notice

of the dishonor; but even that ob-

jection was waived in the same

breath ; for the defendant said that,

as the debt was justly due, he would

pay it. Then it stands on the first

conversation, as an absolute promise

to pay the bill; thereby admitting

(for I do not put it on the ground

of waiver of any objection to the non-

presentation of the bill in due time

as existing in fact) that there did not

exist any objection to his payment

of the bill, but that every thing had

been rightly done. That supersedes

the necessity of the ordinary proof.

And though an objection was stated

in the second conversation to the

want of regular notice, yet that ob-

jection was immediately waived."

1 Ibid. In Cory ». Scott, 3 B. &
A. 619, 624, Mr. Justice Bayley said:

" On the other point, I am inclined

to think that it is incumbent on the

plaintiffs to allege in their declara-

tions the want of effects, in order to

excuse notice. If notice be averred

to have been given, it seems to me
it ought to be proved ; and the proof

of circumstances which excuse the

giving of notice does not seem to me
arf idem with such an averment. Pos-

sibly, however, it might be consi-

dered that such circumstances would

be evidence of notice, inasmuch as

they would be evidence that the

party knew the bill would be dis-

honored. It is not necessary, how-

ever, to decide that question, as I

am clearly of opinion that a notice

in this case was requisite." See

Legge V. Thorpe, 12 East, 171; Fra-

zier V. Harvie, 2 Littell (Ky.) 185;

Hill V. Varrell, 3 Greenl. 233 ; Blakely

V. Grant, 6 Mass. 386; Taunton

Bank v. Richardson, 5 Pick. 436

Firth u. Thrush, 8 B. & C. 387

Story on Bills-, s. 320, and notes

Leonard v. Gary, 10 Wend. 504

Chapman v. Annett, 1 C. & K. 552,

554, n.; Farmers and Mechanics

Bank v. Day, 13 Vt. 36.

[It is a rule of pleading that the

circumstances necessary for the sup-

port of the action must be alleged,

and a rule of evidence that all the

allegations essential to the support

of the action must be proved. By
these rules, when a waiver or an

excuse for not presenting a note or
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360. Discharge ly Omission of Notice.— In general, it may
be stated that an indorser -who is once discharged by want of

notice or other laches on the part of the holder, is always dis-

charged, and he cannot again be made liable on the note, ex-

cept by his own voluntary act or agreement.^ The subject of

waiver, therefore, strictly so called, admits, if it does not re-

fer not giving notice is relied on, it

must be specially alleged, and can-

not be shown in proof of an allega-

tipn of presentment and notice.

Burgh V. Legge, 5 M. & W. 418; Al-

len V. Edmundson, 2 Ex. 719 ; Cur-

tis 0. State Bank, 6 Blackf. (Ind.)

312; Hall v. Davis, 41 Ga. 614 ; Lum-
bert «. Palmer, 29 Iowa, 104; Frazier

V. Harvie, 2 Littell- (Ky.) 185;

Baumgardner ». Keeves, 35 Penn.

St. 250, 256; Hill ». VarreU, 3 Greenl.

233 (but see Cram u. Sherburne,

14 Me. 48) ; the same effect is given

to these rules under the New York
code (Garvey ». Eowler, 4 Sandf.

(N. Y.) 665; Purchase v. Mattison,

6 Duer, 587), and the Missouri code

(Pier V. HeinrichofEen, 52 Mo. 333).

See the remarks of Metcalf, J., in

Colt V. MUler, 10 Cush. p. 51. But
when the bill or note declared on

contains a waiver of presentment

and notice, and is set out in the de-

claration, an allegation of present-

ment and notice may be treated as

surplusage, and need not be proved.

Smith V. Lockridge, 8 Bush (Ky.)

423, 431. And when it is shown or

admitted that due notice was not

given, a subsequent promise to pay

or acknowledgment of liability sus-

tains an allegation of due notice,

because it is an acceptance of the

notice then given as due notice, as

well as a waiver. Killby v. Rochus-

sen, 18 C. B., N. S. 357; Bartholo-

mew V. Hill, 5 L. T., N. S. 756;

10 W. R. 273.

In some of the United States, these

rules have been departed from so far

as to allow a party to allege present-

ment and notice, and to support the

allegation by proof that, although

there was no presentment or notice,

there was a sufficient excuse for the

omission. Harrison v. Bailey, 99

Mass. 620; Taunton Bank v. Rich-

ardson, 5 Pick. 436; North Bank v.

Abbot, 13 Pick. 465 ; Windham
Bank v. Norton, 22 Conn. 213; Camp
V. Bates, 11 Conn. 487, 493; Norton

V. Lewis, 2 Conn. 478 ; Farmers and

Mechanics Bank ». Day, 13 Vt. 36

;

Kennon v. McRea, 7 Port. (Ala.)

175 (and in New York, before the

code); Williams v. Matthews, 3

Cowen, 252, 262; Tebbettsi). Dowd,
23 Wend. 379, 384. This peculiar-

ity may have arisen from a disre-

gard of the distinction between cases

where presentment or notice has been,

omitted and a waiver or excuse is

relied on, and cases where acts done

after the note is due, which amount

to a waiver, are treated as evidence

of presentment and notice, or as

an acceptance of a notice then given

as due notice. See ss. 368, 359,

ante.']

1 Story on Bills, s. 320; Bayley

on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, p. 312 (5th ed.)

;

Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 541 (8th

ed.); Jones v. Fales, 4 Mass. 245,

253; Central Bank w. Davis, 19 Pick.

373, 375; Thornton v. Wynn, 12

Wheat. 183; Thomson on Bills, c.

6, s. 4, pp. 528-530 (2nd ed.).
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quire, a twofold consideration : (1) When, and under what

circumstances, a waiver duly proved is held obligatory
; (2)

What is due and sufficient proof of a waiver. Of these we
shall speak in their order.

361. JPromise or Payment in Ignorance of Default.— First,

then, under what circumstances is a waiver, duly proved, held

obligatory. In order to make a waiver, however clearly proved,

obligatory upon the party making it, it is indispensable that it

should be made with a full knowledge of all the facts, that is,

with a full knowledge that there has been a want of due notice

of the dishonor of the note.^ For, if he makes a promise to

pay the note in ignorance of the facts, nay, more, if he even

pays the same under such ignorance, he will not be bound

thereby ; but in the former case he will be absolved from his

promise, and in the latter case he will be entitled to recover

back the money .^

362. Promise with Knowledge of the Facts.— But where

the party has full knowledge of all the facts, and he promises

to pay the note, that, if deliberately done, will (it is said)

amount to a complete waiver of the want of due "notice and of

the laches of the holder, notwithstanding the promise may
have been made under a mistake of law or a false supposition

of legal liability by the party to pay the same. Originally, it

certainly must be admitted that there was very strong ground

to question this doctrine in the general extent in which it is

laid down.^ In the first place, there might be good reason for

1 Chitty on Bills, o. 8, p. 373' Eouse, 2 LitteU (Ky.) 203; Martin

(8th ed.); Id. c. 10, pp. 533, 536- v. IngersoU, 8 Pick. 1; Kichter v.

539 ; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. Selin, 8 Serg. & R. 425; James v.

290, 294 (5th ed.) ; Blesard v. Hirst, Wade, 21 La. An. 548.

5 Burr. 2670; Goodall o. DoUey, 1 » Ibid.; Griffln v. GofE, 12 Johns.

T. K. 712; Stevens v. Lynch, 12 423; Garland u. Salem Bank, 9 Mass.

East, 38; Jones b. Savage, 6 Wend. 408; Crutchers e. Wolf, 1 Hon.

658; Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns. (Ky.) 88; Lake v. Artisans' Bank,

385;Bell!). Gardiner, 4 M.&Gr. 11; 3 Abb. App. Dec. (N. Y.) 10; 3

May ». Coffin, 4 Mass. 341; Warder Keyes, 276; Hunter v. Hook, 64

V. Tucker, 7 Mass. 449 ; Canal Bank Barb. 468 ; Mitchell v. Young, 21

V. Bank of Albany, 1 Hill, 287; Gar- La. An. 279; Commercial Bank v.

land V. Salem Bank, 9 Mass. 408; Clark, 28 Vt. 325.

Kelley v. Brown, 5 Gray, 108; Leo- " Ibid.; Thomson on Bills, c. 6,

nard v. Gary, 10 Wend. 504 ; Mills v. s. 4, pp. 529, 580 (2nd ed.).
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taking a distinction between cases where the money had been

paid under a mistake of law and cases where there had only

been a promise to pay, and, upon a suit brought, the party in-

sisted upon the defence of a mistake of law. In the former

cases, it might be open to the suggestion that the holder was

equitably entitled to hold the money, which had been toIuu-

tarily paid ; and, in the latter cases, that a just foundation for

the suit failed because of the mistake of law and of the

promise being without any valuable consideration to support it,

and therefore, like any other promise, founded upon a mere

moral obligation. In the next place, independently of this

special ground, it would seem, upon general principles of law,

that a mere promise to pay (even if a payment made would be

valid), having no valuable consideration to support it, ought to

be held a nullity, upon the now well-settled ground that a

promise founded upon a mere moral obligation without any

legal obligation to sustain it, is not obligatory or binding, so as

to be capable of enforcement at law.^ Now in cases of laches

in the holder, the indorser, if he is once discharged, would

seem to be within the reach of this doctrine, so that he ought

not to be held liable on a promise to pay, unless some new con-

sideration should arise to support such promise.^ It is sufficient

1 See Kaun v. Hughes, 7 T. R. pie, difficult to perceive how it can

350, n. ; Crosbie v. M'Doual, 13 or ought to be binding, if there is

Ves. 148; Price v. Easton, 4 B. & not a new and sufficient considera-

Ad. 433; Britten v. Webb, 2 B. & tion to support it; for a moral ob-

C. 483; Bates v. Cort, 2 B. & C. ligation is not sufficient. (See Bor-

474; Brealey v. Andrew, 7 A. & E. radaile v. Lowe, 4 Taunt. 93.) And
108; Herring v. Dorell, 8 Dowl. P. there might originally have been a

C. 604; Story on Contracts, ss. 132, good ground to say that the money,

133, 142; Holliday v. Atkinson, 5 if paid by mistake of. law, ought

B. & C. 501; Mills v. Wyman, 3 not to be recovered back, if , in point

Pick. 207; Cook v. Bradley, 7 Conn, of moral propriety, it could be re-

57; Story on Bills, s. 181, 182. tained; and to have held, at the

* In Story on Bills, s. 320, n., same time, that a mere promise to

it is said: "It is probably too late pay, under a mistake of law, was

to attempt to modify or recall the not of binding obligation, so as to

doctrine in respect to a waiver of be enforced in a suit. And, upon

notice, by a new promise to pay the the other point, as a matter of evi-

bill. When such a promise is made, dence, a promise to pay may, in the

after the party is discharged in point absence of all controlling circum-

of law, it would seem, upon princi- stances, be, prima facie, sufficient
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however, to say that the doctrine of the liability of the indor-

ser under such circumstances, whether originally well or ill

founded, seems now so well established in England, that it

cannot be easily overturned ; ^ and in America, although the

decisions are at variance with each other, yet there seems a

considerable preponderance of authority in favor of the same

doctrine.^

evidence of a regular protest and

notice. But, when the fact is made
out that there was no protest or no-

tice, it seems difficult to perceive

upon what ground it can be main-

tained that the promise to pay, with

knowledge of the fact, can be evi-

dence of a protest and notice which

never existed. Mr. Bayley (on Bills,

c. 9, p. 406, 5th ed.) has justly re-

marked that, under an allegation

of notice, it may be questionable

whether evidence can be given to ex-

cuse the want of notice, or whether,

to let in such evidence, the facts, to

excuse notice, should not be pleaded

specially; and he has cited Cory v.

Scott, 3 B. & A. 619. In this re-

spect there may be just ground for

a distinction between a case of pro-

test, and notice given, but too late,

and a case where no protest or no-

tice has been given at all. Firth v.

Thrush, 8 B. & C. 387; Baker v.

Gallagher, 1 Wash. C. C. 461;

Potter V. Eayworth, 13 East, 417;

Richter v. Selin, 8 Serg. & R. 425,

438; Pierson v. Hooker, 3 Johns.

68; Martin v. Ingersoll, 8 Pick. 1
;

Thornton v. Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183.

1 Ibid.; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

pp. 291-293 (5th ed.); Chitty on

Bills, c. 10, pp. 533-536 (8th ed.)

;

Vaughan v. Fuller, 2 Stra. 1246;

Rogers v. Stephens, 2 T. R. 713;

Wilkes V. Jacks, Peake, 202; Ble-

sard V. Hirst, 5 Burr. 2670; Hor-

ford V. Wilson, 1 Taunt. 12; 1

Selw. N. P. 52 (IQth ed.) ; Lundie

0. Robertson, 7 East, 231; Haddock
V. Bury, 7 East, 236, n.; Gibbon v.

Coggon, 2 Camp. 188; Wood v.

Brown, 1 Starkie, 217; Taylor v,

Jones, 2 Camp. 105 ; Story on Bills,

ss. 320, 373; [Rabey v. Gilbert, 6

H. & N. 536; Cordery v. Colvin, 14

C B., N. S. 374; Killby v. Rochus-

sen, 18 C. B., N. S. 357; Woods ».

Dean, 3 B. & S. 101].

^ Hopkins v. Liswell, 12 Mass.

52; Trimble v. Thorn, 16 Johns.

152; Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns.

375; Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason,

241 ; Ladd v. Kenney, 2 N. H. 340;

Creamer v. Perry, 17 Pick. 332;

Boyd V. Cleveland, 4 Pick. 525;

Thornton v. Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183,

187; Reynolds v. Douglass, 12 Pet.

497; Hart v. Long, 1 Rob. (La.)

83; Glenn v. Thistle, 1 Rob. (La.)

572, affirm the English doctrine.

But Lawrence v. Ralston, 3 Bibb

(Ky.) 102; [see Higgins v. Morri-

son, 4 Dana (Ky.) 100]; Peabody

o. Harvey, 4 Conn. 119 ; May v.

Coffin, 4 Mass. 341; Warder v.

Tucker, 7 Mass. 449; Freeman v.

Boynton, 7 Mass. 483, are in the

negative [the three last cases are

overruled; Matthews ». Allen, 16

Gray, 594] ; Chitty on Bills, c.

10, pp. 534-536 (8th ed.) ; Bilbie ».

Lumley, 2 East, 469; Story Eq.

Jur. ss. Ill, 116, 137; Stewart v.

32
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363. But, although a promise to pay the note, with a full

knowledge of all the facts and the laches of the holder, may

Stewart, 6 C. & F. 964-971; Richter

V. Selin, 8 Serg. & R. 438. [A pro-

mise to pay after a neglect of pre-

sentment or notice, or both, and

with knowledge of the circumstances,

is a waiver of the consequences of

the neglect. Sigerson v. Mathews,

20 How. 496; Yeager v. Farwell, 13

Wall. 6 ; Meyer v. Hibscher, 47 N.

Y. 265; Tebbetts v. Dowd, 23 Wend.

379; Glendening v. Canary, 5 Daly

(N. Y.) 489; Matthews v. Allen, 16

Gray, 594; Harrison v. Bailey, 99

Mass. 620 ; Third National Bank v.

Ashworth, 105 Mass. 503; Thomas
V. Mayo, 56 Me. 40; McPhetres v.

Halley, 32 Me. 72; Edwards v.

Tandy, 36 N. H. 540; Donaldson

V. Means, 4 Dall. (Pa.) 109; Che-

shire V. Taylor, 29 Iowa, 492; Wil-

son V. Huston, 13 Mo. 146; Salis-

bury V. Renick,44 Mo. 554; Parsons

V. Dickinson, 23 Mich. 56; Hazard

V. White, 26 Ark. 155; Stone v.

Smith, 30 Texas, 138; Johnson v.

Arrlgoni, 5 Oregon, 485; Tardy v.

Boyd, 26 Gratt. 631. In Maine, by

Stat. 1868, c. 152, no waiver of de-

mand and notice is now valid unless

it is in writing (see Thomas v.

Mayo, 56 Me. 40); but, notwith-

standing this statute, a promise

after the time for payment would

probably be evidence that there had

been presentment and notice (ante,

a. 359), and, if notice only had

been omitted, it would perhaps

operate also as an acceptance of

notice at the time of the promise

as due notice, according to Killby v.

Rochussen, 18 C. B., N. S. 357

(ante, s. 359, n.).] On this subject

Mr. Chitty says: "It seems to

have been once considered that a

misapprehension of the legal liabi-

lity would prevent a subsequent

promise to pay from being obliga-

tory, and that even money, paid in

pursuance of such promise, might

be recovered back. But, from sub-

sequent cases, it appears that such

doctrine is not law, and that money,

paid by one knowing (or having

the means of such knowledge in his

power) all the circumstances, can-

not, unless there has been deceit or

fraud on the part of the holder, be

recovered back again on account of

such payment having been made
under an ignorance of the law, al-

though the party paying expressly

declared that he paid without preju-

dice. And, as an objection made
by a drawer or indorser to pay the

bill, on the ground of the want of

notice, is stricti juris, and frequently

does not meet the justice of the case,

it is to be inferred from the same

cases, and it is, indeed, now clearly

established, that even a mere pro-

mise to pay, made after notice of the

facts and laches of the holder, would

be binding, though the party making

it misapprehended the law. There-

fore, where the drawer of a bill of

exchange, knowing that time had

been given by the holder to the ac-

ceptor, but apprehending that he

was still liable upon the bill in de-

fault of the acceptor, three months

after it was due, said: ' I know I

am liable, and, if the acceptor does

not pay it, I will,' it was adjudged

that he was bound by such promise;

and the court said that the cases

above referred to proceeded on the
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thus be held, in point of law, to amount to a waiver of the

right to notice, and be obligatory upon the indorser, although

mistake of the person paying the

money under an ignorance or mis-

conception of the facts of the case,

but that, in the principal case, the

defendant had made the promise with

a full knowledge of the circumstan-

ces, three months after the bill had
been dishonored, and could not now
defend himself upon the ground of

his ignorance of law when he made
the promise." Chitty on Bills, o.

10, pp. 536, 537 (8th ed.) ; Story on

Bills, s. 320, and n. (1). The diffi-

culty of maintaining the doctrine

that a promise to pay after fvdl

knowledge of all the facts, but with-

out any new consideration to sup-

port, has been very powerfully ex-

hibited in the opinion of the Irish

Court of Exchequer in 1838, in Do-

nelly 0. Howie, Hayes & Jones, 436,

where the very question arose, and

it was decided that the new promise

not being founded upon any new
consideration, although made with

a full knowledge of the facts, was

a nudum pactum, and not binding.

Joy, C. B., on that occasion said:

" Either the judges have been inac-

curate in the language they have

Used, or they have been inaccurately

reported, or there has been a fluctu-

ation of opinion upon this subject.

But in one of the latest cases on the

subject, Standage v. Creighton (5 C.

& P. 406), Denman, C. J., held that

a promise to make a part payment

was not sufficient evidence that all

was rightly done ; and he nonsuited

the plaintiff, though such promise

would, according to what is now con-

tended for, be a waiver; and entitle

the plaintifE to recover. I confess I

cannot conceive what is the meaning

to be attributed to the word ' waiver,'

when used in a case like the present,

where the defendant has been abso-

lutely discharged by the neglect of

the plaintifE. He may waive the

communication of the fact, but I

do not understand how he can waive

the existence of the fact. The law

requires that the bill should be pre-

sented to the acceptor when it be-

comes due, even though the acceptor

be a bankrupt; and, in my opinion,

it would be very prejudicial to the

mercantile interests of the country,

were we to fritter away the known
rules of law by establishing this new-

fangled doctrine of waiver. The

tendency of modem decisions of

courts of justice is to avoid introduc-

ing new distinctions or extending

those which have been already in-

troduced; and to decide cases ac-

cording to the old well-known rales

of the law. Nor is there any pre-

tence for saying that there is a

moral obligation on the defendant

to pay this bill, whereby the promise

might be supported; for the plaintifE

by his own neglect has discharged

every person except the acceptor of

the bill." Smith, B., "I agree in

opinion with other members of the

court. The promise of the indorser

is of this benefit to the indorsee:

that, by proving it, he gives prima

facie evidence that those acts have

been done which it is necessary he

should show were done, in order

to charge the defendant." Penne-

feather, B.: " We are all of opinion

that our judgment upon this point

should be for the defendant. In no
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no new consideration intervenes, yet this must be understood

with some qualifications and limitations. The promise, to be

obligatory, must be deliberately made, in clear and explicit

language, and amount to an admission of the right of the

holder, or of S, duty and willingness of the indorser to pay

;

or, if it is implied from the conduct or acts of the indorser, it

must as clearly import a like admission or duty ; such, for ex-

ample, as a part payment of the note.^ If, therefore, the con-

duct or acts of the indorser be equivocal, or if the language

used be of a qualified or uncertain nature, the indorser will not

be held responsible, at least, not unless it was such as must

necessarily mislead and was intended to mislead the holder

into a false belief and security that the note would be duly

paid by the indorser.^ And if the offer be conditional or quali-

oase hag the court held— when the

declaration contained an averment

that the bill was duly presented for

payment, which allegation was dis-

proved— that the plaintiff was en-

titled to recover upon proof of a

subsequent promise to pay by the

defendant. The cases only go this

length, that, if a subsequent pro-

mise by the defendant to pay the bill

be proved, it is evidence that the

presentment of the bill was rightly

made. As, therefore, we are not

bound by any decided cases, and as

principle does not require us to go

the length sought by the plaintiff in

this case, I am of opinion that we
ought not to extend the departures

which have hitherto been made from

the strict rules of law." Verdict

set aside, and nonsuit entered.

1 Story on Bills, s. 320; Bayley

on Bills, c. 7, s. 2, pp. 291, 292 (5th

ed.)
i
Chitty on Bills, o. 10, pp. 539,

540 (8th ed.); Fletcher v. Froggatt,

2 C. & P. 569.

2 Chitty on Bills, o. 10, pp. 536,

539, 540 (8th ed.); Story on Bills,

s. 820, and note ; Id. s. 373 ; ante,

ss. 272, 287. Mr. Chitty (pp. 539,

540) says: "The conduct, however,

of the party insisting on the want

of notice must in general be unequi'

vocal, and his promise must amount

to an admission of the holder's right

to receive payment; and, therefore,

where a foreigner only said, ' I am
not acquainted with your laws: if I

am bound to pay it, I will,' such

promise was not considered a waiver

of the objection of the want of no-

tice; and it has been considered that,

if the promise were made on the

arrest, it shall not prejudice; but

this doctrine seems questionable.

If an indorser propose to the holder

to pay the bill by instalments, and

such offer be rejected, he is at li-

berty afterwards to avail himself of

the want of notice. So it was de-

cided that if the drawer or indorser,

after having been arrested, upon

being asked what he had to propose

by way of settlement, said, ' I am
willing to give my bill at one or two

months,' hut which was rejected,

this does not obviate the necessity

of proving notice ; and Lord Ellen-
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fied, it must be accepted as made, otherwise it will not be obli-

gatory upon the indorser.^

364. Proof of Waiver.— And this leads us, secondly, to the

consideration, what will amount to, and be a sufficient proof of,

a waiver. And here it may be stated (as has just been inti-

mated) that a part-payment of the note, not explained or

qualified by any accompanying circumstances, will be held to

be sufficient evidence of a waiver of due notice.^ In like

borough observed: ' This offer is

neither an acknowledgment nor a

waiver to obviate the necessity of

expressly proving notice of the dis-

honor of the bill. He might have

offered to give his acceptance at one

or two months, although, being en-

titled to notice of the dishonor of

the former bill, he had received

none, and although, upon this com-

promise being refused, he meant to

rely upon this objection. If the

plaintiff accepted the offer, good

and well; if not, things were to re-

main on the same footing as before

it was made.' But an offer to the

holder of a bill of a general compo-

sition of so much in the pound on

all a party's debts, although not

accepted, has been considered as

dispensing with proof of notice of

dishonor." This last case seems of

very questionable authority, as the

offer was conditional, and not ac-

cepted. See Ex parte Bignold, 1

Deac. 712, 738; Standage v. Creigh-

ton, 5 C. & P. 406.

1 Mr. Chitty (on Bills, c. 10, p.

466, 8th ed.) says: "Even an ex-

press verbal agreement between ail

the parties to a bill or note, that it

should not be put in suit till certain

estates had been sold, although it

misled and induced the holder not

to give regular notice of non-pay-

ment when the bill or note fell due,

constitutes no excuse for such ne-

glect, because, in point of law, no

such parol agreement was available

to the party as a defence to an im-

mediate action; so, as it was in-

operative for one purpose, it ought

not to have any effect, and there-

fore, notwithstanding it, notice

should have been given. And al-

though there are some exceptions

excusing the omission to give no-

tice, yet they are so qualified that

it is very imprudent in any case to

rely on them, and every cautious

holder should, immediately after he

has received notice of the dishonor

of a bill or note, give a separate

and distinct notice thereof, not only

to his immediate indorser, but to

every other party to the instrument,

whether by indorsement or trans-

fer, by mere delivery or by gua-

ranty, or otherwise responsible for

the payment, for although the want

of effects may in some cases excuse

the neglect, or a notice from any
party to a bill may inure to the use

of the holder, yet these are mere
accidents in his favor, on which no
prudent person should rely." Le-

oaan v. Kirkman, 6 C. B., N. S.

929.

2 Chitty on Bills, o. 10, pp. 583,

534 (8th ed.). Mr. Chitty (p. 535)

adds: " And in some of the cases

upon this subject, the effect of such
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manner, it is not necessary that an express promise should be

made absolutely to pay the note, in totidem verbis. It will be

partial payment, or promise to pay,

has been carried still further, and

been considered, not merely as a

waiver of the right to object to the

laches, but even as an admission

that the bill or note had in fact

been regularly presented or pro-

tested, and that due notice of dis-

honor had been given; and this

even in cases where the party who
paid or promised afterwards stated

that, in fact, he had not had due

notice, &c., because it is to be in-

ferred that the part payment or

promise to pay would not have been

made unless all circumstances had

concurred to subject the party to

liability, and induce him to make

such payment or promise. Thus,

where an indorsee, three months

after a bill became due, demanded

payment of the indorser, who first

promised to pay it if he would call

again with the account, and after-

wards said that he had not had

regular notice, but, as the debt was

justly due, he would pay it, it was

held that the first conversation,

being an absolute promise to pay

the bill, was prima facie an admis-

sion that the bill had been presented

to the acceptor for payment in due

time, and had been dishonored, and

that due notice had been given of

it to the indorser, and superseded

the necessity of other proof to sa-

tisfy those averments in the declara-

tion ; and that the second conversa-

tion only limited the inference from

the former, so far as the want of

regular notice of the dishonor to

the defendant went, which objection

he then waived. So, where the

drawer of a foreign bill, upon being

applied to for payment, said: 'My
affairs are at this moment deranged,

but I shall be glad to pay it as soon

as my accounts with my agent are

cleared,' it was decided that it was

unnecessary to prove the averment

of the protest of the bill. And in

an action by the indorsee against

the drawer of a bill, the plaintlS

did not prove any notice of dis-

honor to the defendant, but gave in

evidence an agreement made be-

tween a prior indorser and the

drawer, after the bill became due,

which recited that the defendant

had drawn, amongst others, the bill

in question, that it was overdue,

and ought to be in the hands of the

prior indorser, and that it was

agreed the latter should take the

money due to him upon the bill by

instalments; it was held that this

was evidence that the drawer was

at that time liable to pay the bill,

and dispensed with other proof of

notice of dishonor. Again, where,

in an action against the drawer, in

lieu of proof of actual notice, the

defendant's letter was proved, stat^

ing ' that he was an accommoda-

tion drawer, and that the bill would

be paid before next term,' though

not saying 'by defendant,' Lord

EUenborough said: ' The defendant

does not rely upon the want of no-

tice, but undertakes that the bill

will be duly paid before the term,

either by himself or the acceptor.

I think the evidence sufficient.'"

Margetson ». Aitken, 3 C. & P.

338; Horford v. Wilson, 1 Taunt.

12; Knapp v. Runals, 37 Wis. 135;
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sufficient if, by reasonable intendment and interpretation, the

language imports or naturally implies a promise to pay it.

Therefore, a declaration of the indorser, after full knowledge of

the facts, that he will "see it (the note) paid," or an acknow-

ledgment that " it must be paid," or a promise that " he will set

the matter to rights," have been held sufficient proof of a

waiver of notice.^ So, where the indorser said that he should

pay the bill (or the note), and should not avail himself of the

informality of the notice, it was held to be sufficient evidence,

from which the jury might infer a regular notice.^ A fortiori,

if the indorser should say, " He will certainly pay the note the

day after
;
" ^ or, " He had not the cash by him, but if the clerk

would call in a day or two, and bring the account (of the ex-

penses), he would pay it ;"* or, " I suppose there will be no

alternative but my taking up the bill (or note), and if you will

bring it to me on Tuesday, I will pay the money ;
" ^ or, " If

the acceptor (or the maker) does not pay, I must; but exhaust

all your influence with the acceptor (or the maker) first
; " ^ in

each of these cases, the declaration would amount to just proof

of a waiver. So, if the indorser should, before the maturity of

the note, state to the holder, on his saying that he had no con-

fidence in the other party, that he would pay the note, if at

maturity it were not paid by any other party ; ^ or telling the

[If the indorser of a note indorses ' Whitaker v. Morris, cited in

another note given in substitution Chitty on Bills, c. 10, p. 533, note

of the former, and the latter is void from MSS. (8th ed.); see Gibbon v.

for usury, his indorsement of the Coggon, 2 Camp. 188.

latter is a waiver of presentment * Lundie v. Robertson, 7 East,

and notice of non-payment of the 231.

former. Leary v. MUler, 61 N. Y. ^ Pickin v. Graham, 1 C. & M.
488.] 725; 3 Tyrw. 923.

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 533, ,
« Hicks v. Duke of Beaufort, 4

534 (8th ed.); Hopes v. Alder, 6 Bing. N. C. 229; 5 Scott, 598.

East, 16, n. ; Rogers v. Stevens, 2 ' Boyd v. Cleveland, 4 Pick. 525

;

T. R. 713; Anson v. Bailey, Bull, see also Russell v. Buck, 11 Vt. 166;

N. P. 276; Reynolds v. Douglass, Phipson v. Kneller, 4 Camp. 285;

12 Pet. 497, 505; Byramr. Hunter," 1 Stark. 116; Burgh v. Legge, 5

36 Me. 217; Parsons v. Dickinson, M. & W. 418; Sigerson v. Mathews,

23 Mich. 56. 20 How. 496 ; Edwards v. Tandy,

2 Brownell v. Bonney, 1 Q. B. 36 N. H. 540; Sheldon v. Horton,

39. 43 N. Y. 93; Harrison v. Bailey,
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holder, before the maturity of the note, " to give himself no

uneasiness about it, he would see him paid ;
"^ these would, in

like manner, be satisfactory proof of a waiver of all notice.

So, where the indorser of a note applied to a bank to have it

discounted, and promised to attend to the renewal of it, and to

take care of it, and directed that a notice to the maker should

be sent to his care, and such notice was sent accordingly, it

was held to be a waiver on his part of a regular demand and

notice, or, at least, that from these facts a jury might legally

infer a waiver.^

365. Equivocal Language or Conduct.— On the other hand,

vague or indeterminate or hypothetical language will not be

deemed sufficient to establish a waiver of notice.^ Thus, if the

indorser should say, " If I am bound to pay it (the note), I

will," it will not be sufficient to found an inference of a waiver

of notice.* Neither will it be any waiver of notice, if the in-

dorser, on the day of the maturity of the note, should say to

the holder that he hoped it would be paid ; that he would see

what he could do, and endeavor to provide effects.* So if the

indorser, after hearing of the dishonor of the draft (or the

note), of which he had not received due notice, should say

that if the draft was presented to him, duly protested, he would

pay it, it is not a promise which would amount to a waiver,

but is a mere expression of opinion.® Neither will the taking

of security by the indorser, after the note has been dishonored,

believing himself bound to pay the same, although he had not

99 Mass. 620; Bruce v. Lytle, 13 fordshire Loan Co. v. Wythies, 2

Barb. 163; Hunter v. Hook, 64 F. & F. 563, to be evidence of a

Barb. 468. waiver of notice.

I Bryant ». Wilcox, 49 Cal. 47. » Kent v. Warner, 12 Allen, 561;

* Taunton Bank b. Richardson, Tardy v. Boyd, 26 Gratt. 631.

5 Pick. 436; Coddington v. Davis,^ * Dennis v. Mori-ice, 3 Esp. 158;

3 Denio, 16; 1 N. Y. 186. One* Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 539, 540

partner can, after dissolution of the (8th ed.) ; ante, ss. 275, 287, 364,

partnership, waive demand and no- n. ; Story on Bills, s. 320, and note,

tice in respect of a note not then s. 373.

due and payable. Darling w. March, * ^ prideaux v. Collier, 2 Stark.

22 Me. 184; see also Gates w. Beecher, 57; ante, s. 289.

60 N. Y. 518. An application for « Penn v. Poumeirat, 2 Mart,

time by the drawer of a bill before N. S. 541.

maturity was held, in North Staf-
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received due notice, be sufficient to establish a waiver of his

right to notice,;^ nor his using exertions to obtain payment
from a prior party on the note ; ^ nor his offering to indorse a

new note for the same amount, which offer is not accepted.^

366. Presentment when Notice is waived.— So equivocal cir-

cumstances or agreements will not be construed to extend

beyond the plain and clear import of the acts done or terms

used. An agreement to waive notice of the dishonor of a note

will not be deemed to be a waiver of due presentment of it to

the maker for payment ; but the holder must at his peril make
due presentment. Thus, where the indorser, upon indorsing a

note, wrote over it, " Good to A. (the holder), or order, with-

out notice," this was held not to be a good waiver of a due

presentment of the note for payment to the maker, but simply

to be a waiver of due notice of the dishonor, if not paid upon

such presentment.*

367. Insufficient Excuses.— Let us, in the next place, con-

sider what will not constitute a sufficient excuse for the want of

due notice of the dishonor of the note. And here, again, as

the same doctrines apply as in cases of the want of due pre-

sentment for payment, we shall very briefly glance at this sub-

ject in this connection. It is, then, no excuse for not giving

due notice of the dishonor, (1) That the party to whom the

notice is to be given is bankrupt or insolvent ; ^ (2) Or that

the indorser knows that the note, when presented at its matu-

rity, will not be paid by the maker ;^ (3) That the indorser,

1 Tower v. Durrell, 9 Mass. 332. that the maker is bankrupt or insol-

2 Hussey v. Freeman, 10 Mass. vent. Boultbee v. Stubbs, 18 Ves.

84. 20; Thackray v. Blackett, 3 Camp.
" Laporte v. Landry, 5 Mart. N. 164 ; Clegg v. Cotton, 8 B. & P.

S. 359. 239; Bank of Seaford v. Connoway,
* Lane ». Steward, 20 Me. 98; ^ Houst. (Del.) 206. Or that the

ante, s. 272; Burnham v. Webster, maker has absconded. May v. Cof-

17 Me. 50; Berkshire Bank w. Jones, fln, 4 Mass. 341; Michaud e. La-

6 Mass. 524. garde, 4 Minn. 43.

6 Ante, ss. 203, 204, 241; Story^ » Ante, s. 286; Bayley on Bills,

on Bills, ss. 234, 279, 307, 318, 319,* o. 7, s. 2, pp. 303-305 (5th ed.)

;

326, 375; Rohde ». Proctor, 4 B. & Chitty on Bills, c. 10, pp. 483, 484

C. 517;£a;i)arteRohde,M.&MacA. (8th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 375;

430; Ex parte Johnson, 3 Deao. & Caunt «. Thompson, 7 C. B. 400.

Ch. 433; 1 M. & Ayr. 622. Or
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under apprehension that the note will be dishonored, has lodged

security in the hands of a subsequent iudorser to secure him

conditionally, if he is obliged to pay the note, but not other-

wise ;
^ (4) That the maker, in contemplation of his inability

to pay the whole note at maturity, has lodged money with the

indorser for part payment thereof, when due ; ^ (5) That the

indorser knows, at the time of his indorsement, that the maker

is insolvent, and will not be able to pay it at its maturity ;

'

(6) That the holder has mislaid or lost the note, and is unable

to give it up, even if the indorser be ready, upon due notice, to

pay it ; * (7) That the maker and indorser are both accommoda-

tion parties for the benefit of a subsequent indorser ; ^ (8) That

there was an agreement between the original parties, known to

the indorser at the time of the indorsement, that payment

thereof should not be demanded until certain estates were sold ;

for it would vary the legal effect of the note ; ^ (9) That the

1 Ante, s. 289.

2 Ante, s. 287.

» Ante, a. 288. Knowledge of

dishonor is not notice, although the

indorser was present when payment

was refused. Grant v. Spencer, 1

Montana, 136.

* Ante, s. 290.

5 Ante, a. 292. An accommoda-

tion indorser is entitled to notice.

Braux v. Le Blanc, 10 Ea. An. 97;

Ball V. Greaud, 14 La. An. 305.

' Ante, ss. 148, 364, and note;

Story on Bills, s. 317, and note, s.

371 ; Free v. Hawkins, 8 Taunt. 92.

On this occasion, Mr. Justice Dallas

said: "It is then said that, at the

time when these notes were made

and indorsed, it was mutually un-

derstood that payment should not

be enforced until Sir Eobert Salis-

bury's effects were brought to sale,

and that the plaintiffs entered into

this contract with the defendant,

with a full knowledge of all these

circumstances. One thing is to be

observed: if such were meant to be

the understanding, it ought to have

been expressed on the instrument;

but it is not expressed ; and, taking

the instrument as it stands, it is a

common promissory note, and re-

quires that notice of dishonor should

be given to the defendant in order

to give the plaintiffs a right to re-

cover against him. But, it is sai^',

notice was dispensed with by the

understanding which existed between

the parties; to which the answer is

that, if parties mean to vary the

legal operation of an instrument,

they ought to express such variance

;

if they do not express it, the legal

operation of the instrument remains.

The effect of the evidence tendered

would be to vary the note in ques-

tion, and to control its legal operar

tion ; and such evidence, I think, is

inadmissible. The case of Hoare v.

Graham (3 Camp. 57) is similar to

the present case, and ought to go-

vern it. It was there held that a

party should not be permitted to

give evidence of a collateral or con-
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note is given by one firm, and indorsed by another firm, in each

of which the same person is one of the partners.^

368. Concluding Itemarks.— In concluding this part of our

subject, it is proper to remark that all these various decisions pro-

ceed upon the same general principle. The commercial law hav-

ing required due presentment and due notice of the dishonor of

the note, as conditions attached to the obligations of the indor-

ser, these acts are ordinarily deemed indispensable to be per-

formed before the indorser is charged with absolute responsibility.

Still, however, the doctrine is subject to equitable exceptions and

reasonable qualifications, whenever circumstances absolutely

prevent a due compliance therewith, or the holder has a reason-

able excuse for his non-compliance, or the indorser by his acts

or language has dispensed with a strict compliance, or he has,

upon full knowledge of all the circumstances, waived his strict

rights as to due presentment or due notice. What constitutes

sufficient equitable grounds for such exceptions, it is not, per-

haps, a priori, in all cases, easy to decide. But it may be

justly said that the general rule, as well as the exceptions to

comitant circumstance, namely, that, suit?' It has been observed, in

though the note was expressed to be favor of the plaintifis, that they

payable on a certain day, payment sought not, by the evidence ten-

was not to be called for on that day. dered at the trial, to contradict the

If the clear principle, that what is note or limit the written contract;

expressed in writing, and that which but, if I issue a promissory note

is the best evidence of a contract, payable at two months, and enter

should alone constitute the contract, into a parol agreement that the note

require any authority, the case of shall not be put in suit till the end

Hoare v. Graham confirms that of five years or till the uncertain

principle." Mr. Justice Parke said: period of the sale of an estate, can
" I was of counsel in the case of it be contended that such a parol

Hoare v, Graham, and was assisted agreement does not contradict and

by a very learned man. We took limit the written contract into which

the same objections which the coun- I have entered? I am of opinion

sel for the plaintiffs in this case have that the defendant in this case was

taken ; but we felt that we could entitled to notice of the non-payment

not answer the question put by my of the note ; and that the evidence

Lord EUenborough: 'What is to tendered by the plaintiffs, as a wai-

become of bills of exchange and ver of such notice, was properly re-

promissory notes, if they may be jected." Mr. Justice Burrough

cut down by a secret agreement adopted the same doctrine,

that they shall not be put in ' Ante, s. 294 ; see s. 308, ante.
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it, -which have been thus far established, are entirely consonant

with sound policy and reciprocal justice.

369. Consequence of Omission by French Law.—We have

a,lready seen that the same fatal consequences do not absolutely

follow in the French law from the laches or neglect of the

holder in not making due presentment, or in not giving due

notice of the dishonor of notes, as flow from ours. In our

law, the indorser is absolved from all responsibility ; but in the

French law a difiFerent rule prevails, and the indorser is exone-

rated only when he suffers damage or loss from the laches or

neglect of the holder, and then only to the extent and measure

of such damage or loss.^ The same rule seems to pervade the

general law of Continental Europe.^

* Pothier, de Change, n. 156,

157; Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

torn. 2, art. 435; Story on Bills, s.

478, and note; Kemble v. Mills, 1

M. & Gr. 762, n.; ante, ss. 285, 318.

'^ Caseregis, Discur. de Comm.,

54, n. 38, 40, 42, 49; Baldas-

seroni, del Camb., pt. 2, art. 10,

8. 35; Story on Bills, s. 478; Kem-
ble ». Mills, 1 M. & Gr. 762, n.;

ante, ss. 285, 318.

[Interesl after Maturity. — When,
by the terms of a promissory note,

interest is not expressed to be pay-

able, it is allowed as damages, from

the maturity of the note, or, if it is

payable on demand, from a demand
or the commencement of an action.

Blaney v. Hendricks, 2 W. Bl. 761;

Gantt V. Mackenzie, 3 Camp. 51; In

re East of England Banking Co.,

L. R. 4 Ch. 14; Pierce ». Fothergill,

2 Bing. N. C. 167 ; Blake ti. Law-
rence, 4 Esp. 147 ; Ayer v. Tilden,

15 Gray, 178, 183; Owsley ». Green-

wood, 18 Minn. 429; Sedgwick on

Damages, 297 (6th ed.).

When a promissory note is ex-

pressed to be payable with interest

at a specified time, interest is al-

lowed after that time, not upon the

ground that it is due by virtue of

the agreement, but as damages for a

breach of contract. Cook v. Fowler,

L. R. 7 H. L. 27; Price v. Great

Western Railway Co., 16 M. & W.
244 ; Keene v. Keene, 8 C. B., N. S. .

144. The rate of interest allowed

after maturity as damages is not ne-

cessarily that payable by the contract

up to that time. If the rate mentioned

in the note should be different from

the rate that would be allowed by

law in the absence of agreement, and

interest after maturity is claimed as

damages, then, by the rule esta-

blished in England (as stated by

Lord Cairns, in Cook ». Fowler,

L. R. 7 H. L. at p. 32), " it would be

for the tribunal before which that

claim was asserted to consider the

position of the claimant, and the sum
which properly, and under all the

circumstances, should be awarded
for damages. No doubt, prima fa-
cie, the rate of interest stipulated

for up to the time certain might be

taken, and generally would be taken,

as the measure of interest, but that

would not be conclusive. It would
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be for the tribunal to look at all the

circumstances of the case, and to

decide what was the proper sum to

be awarded by way of damages."

Lord Selbome used similar expres-

sions (p. 37): " The rate of interest

to which the parties have agreed

during the term of their contract

may well be adopted in an ordinary

case of this kind by a court or jury,

as a proper measure of damages for

the subsequent delay; but that is

because, ordinarily, a reasonable and
usual rate of interest, which, it may
be presumed, would have been the

same, whatever might be the dura-

tion of the loan, has been agreed

to." In that case, the rate of inter-

est, five per cent, a month, agreed

to upon a loan for a month, it was

considered unreasonable to allow as

damages, and under the circumstan-

ces the statutable rate of four per

cent, per annum was allowed. But
in accordance with the same rule,

where a bill of exchange was pay-

able twelve months after date with

interest at ten per cent. , interest was
allowed at the same rate after ma-
turity as damages. Keene ». Keene,

3 C. B., N. S. 144; Morgan ». Jones,

8 Ex. 620.

In the Supreme Court of the

United States, and in some of the

state courts, interest is allowed, as

damages after maturity, at the

rate agreed upon up to maturity,

where the rate agreed upon is not

unreasonable. Cromwell v. County

of Sao, 6 Otto (explaining Brewster

V. Wakefield, 22 How. 118; see also

Young V. Godbe, 15 Wall. 562;

Burnhisel v. Firman, 22 Wall. 170,

176) ; Brannon v. Hursell, 112 Mass.

63; Miller ». Burroughs, 4 Johns.

Ch. 436; Van Beuren v. Van Gaas-

beok, 4 Cow. 496; Kohler v. Smith,

2 Cal. 597A Monnett v. Sturges, 25

Ohio St. 384; Kilgore v. Powers, 5

Blackf. (Ind.) 22; Etnyre v. McDa-
niel, 28 111. 201; Spencer v. Maxfield,

16 Wis. 178, 541; Pruyn v. Mil-

waukee, 18 Wis. 367; Hand v. Arm-

strong, 18 Iowa, 324; McLane v.

Abrams, 2 Nevada, 199 ; Pridgen v.

Andrews, 7 Texas, 461; Hopkins ».

Crittenden, 10 Texas, 189 ; see Rit-

ter V. Phillips, 53 N. Y. 586, 589.

In the judgment of the court in

Brannon v. Hursell, 112 Mass. 63,

it is said that "the plaintiff re-

covers interest, both before and

after the note matures, by virtue of

the contract, as an incident or part

of the debt, and is entitled to the

rate fixed by the contract." Al-

though this statement cannot be sup-

ported as a proposition of law, yet

it was quite reasonable and in ac-

cordance with the authorities abova

mentioned that the plaintiff should

recover interest after maturity, as

damages, at the rate of ten per cent,

specified in the note.

In some of the United States,

a more inflexible rule has been

adopted, by which interest is al-

lowed at the agreed rate only until

the time fixed for payment, and

is allowed at the statutable rate

after that time as damages, whether

the agreed rate be greater or less.

Pearce ». Hennessy, 10 R. I. 223

Eaton V. Boissonnault, 67 Me. 540

Lash V. Lambert, 15 Minn. 416

Moreland v. Lawrence, 23 Minn. 84

Newton v. Kennerly, 31 Ark. 626

Ludwick V. Huntzinger, 5 Watts &
S. 51; Suffleld Ecclesiastical So-

ciety V. Loomis, 42 Conn. 570; Ro-

binson V. Kinney, 2 Kansas, 184.

When it is one of the terms of the

contract that interest shall be paid

at the specified rate until payment,
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interest is recovered at that rate ac-

cording to the agreement. Florence

V. Jenings, 2 C. B., N. S. 454;

Capen v. Crowell, 66 Me. 282; Hub-
bard V. Callahan, 42 Conn. 524;

Wemwag v. Mothershead, 3 Blackf.

(Ind.) 401; Billingsly ». Cahoon,'7

Ind. 184; Kilgore u. Powers, 5

Blackf. (Ind.) 22; Pitzer v. Barret,

34 Mo. 84; Wilkerson v. Daniels,

1 G. Greene (Iowa) 179 ; Wiswell v.

Baxter, 20 Wis. 680; Gray v. Bris-

coe, 6 Bush (Ky.) 687; Newton v.

Wilson, 31 Ark. 484; Weeras ». Ven-

tress, 14 La. An. 267; see Dinsmore

V. Hand, Minor (Ala.) 126; Henry

V. Thompson, Minor (Ala.) 209;

Kent V. Bown, 3 Minn. 347 ; Mason
V. Callender, 2 Minn. 350.]
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370. Preliminary Remarks. — Having thus ascertained the

rights and duties of the holder, and also of the antecedent

indorsers, upon the dishonor of a promissory note by the non-

payment thereof at maturity, let us now proceed to the con-

sideration of the matters of defence and discharge which may

be set up by any of the parties to such a note, in order to exone-

rate themselves from all liability to pay the same. In other

words, let us now consider what will amount to a bar or extin-

guishment of the rights and demands of the holder against any

or all of the prior parties on the note ; and also what will

amount to a like bar or extinguishment of the I'ights of any

indorser or other prior party on the note, against those who

are ordinarily liable to reimburse and indemnify him for pay-

ment of the note.

371. We have already had occasion to consider what will

constitute a sufficient consideration or not, in point of law, to

support a promise to pay a promissory note by the maker

thereof, or by an indorser thereof upon a transfer, and by and

between what parties and under what circumstances the con-

sideration may be inquired into, and what other infirmities and

defects constitute a good defence to a suit by the holder to

enforce any promissory note against the antecedent parties

thereon.^ Upon these objections, it is therefore unnecessary to

1 Ante, ss. 181-197, 198, 203,

286-296, 299.

l_Alteralion. — An unauthorized

alteration in a material part, made
after the instrument has taken ef-

fect according to the intention of

the parties, renders it void even in

the hands of a bona fide holder ; and

such an alteration made hefore the

instrument has taken effect prevents

it from afterwards haying any va-

lidity in the hands of any person.

Master «. Miller, 4 T. R. 320; 2

H. Bl. 141; 1 Sm. L. C, 7th ed.,

871; Burchfield v. Moore, 3 E. &
B. 683 ; Gardner v. Walsh, 5 E. &
B. 83; Draper v. Wood, 112 Mass.

315; Schnewind v. Hacket, 54 Ind.

248; Chadvicc v. Eastman, 53 Me.
12; Hewins v. Cargill, 67 Me. 554;

Aetna Bank v. Winchester, 43

Conn. 391; .Trigg ». Taylor, 27
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dwell. When good, they properly apply to the original concoc-

tion of the note, or to the original validity of the transfer

Mo. 245; Fontaine v. Gunter, 31 upon the note as altered. Isnard v.

Ala. 258; Crockett v. Thomason, 5

Sneed (Tenn.) 342. This is a rule

applicable to all contracts in -writ-

ing, whether sealed or unsealed.

Pigot's Case, 11 Rep. 26 b; David-

son V. Cooper, 11 M. & W. 778; 13

M. & W. 343. In England, the

contraot is rendered invalid by a

material alteration, although it be

made by a stranger, for the party

is bound to preserve the instrument

in its original state (Davidson v.

Cooper, 11 M. & W. 778; 13 M. &
W. 343; Bank of Hindostan v.

Smith, 36 L. J., C. P. 241); but in

several of the United States it is

held that an alteration by a stranger

has no effect (Bigelovr v. Stilphen,

35 Vt. 521; Hunt v. Gray, 35

N. J. L. 227; Bridges v. Win-

ters, 42 Miss. 135, 143; Murray v.

Graham, 29 Iowa, 520, 526; Crock-

ett V. Thomason, 5 Sneed (Tenn.)

342, 344; Nichols v. Johnson, 10

Conn. 192; Nef£ v. Horner, 63

Penn. St. 327).

In some states, the effect of an al-

teration is to render the note void,

although the carelessness of the

maker in leaving blank spaces gave

the opportunity for the alteration,

and although the holder had no

notice of it, and had given value.

Greenfield Savings Bank v. Stowell,

123 Mass. 196; Wade v. Withington,

1 Allen, 561; Holmes v. Trumper, 22

Mich. 427 ; Washington Savings Bank
II. Ecky, 51 Mo. 272. In some other

states, it has been held that, where

a note has been altered by filling

blanks negligently left in it, the par-

ties are liable to a bona fide holder

Torres, 10 La. An. 103; Garrard v.

Haddan, 67 Penn. St. 82. In Penn-

syhania, it has also been held that, if

one negligently signs an instrument

so arranged that, after a part has

been cut off, the rest appears to be

a promissory note, he will be liable

upon such note in the hands of a

bona fide holder. Brown v. Eeed,

79 Penn. St. 370; Zimmerman v.

Eote, 75 Penn. St. 188. And in

Illinois, where a note was written

in ink, with a condition added in

pencil, and the writing in pencil

was rubbed out, the maker was

held liable to a bona fide holder

upon the note in its altered state.

Harvey v. Smith, 55 111. 224.

These oases, in which a party has

thus been made liable upon an al-

tered note, proceed mainly upon

the supposed authority of Young ».

Grote, 4 Bing. 253 ; 12 Moore, 484.

In this case, the plaintiff left with

his wife some checks which he had
signed, leaving the places for the

dates and sums blank ; she filled up
one of them, leaving a large space

before the sum, and a clerk, to

whom she gave it to receive the

amount, inserted words in this

space so as to make it a check for a

larger sum , and then presented it to

the defendants, the bankers upon

whom it was drawn, and received

the increased amount from them.

It was held that, as the loss was

caused by the negligence of the

customer, it ought to fall upon him

rather than upon the bankers, and

that therefore the defendants were

entitled to charge the plaintiff in

33
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thereof. We have also had occasion to consider what omis-

sions or neglects of duty on the part of the holder will absolve

their account with the amount so

paid. This was also determined in

Halifax Union ». Wheelwright, L. R.

10 Ex. 183; see also Orr w. Union

Bank, 1 Macq. H. L. at p. 522;

British Linen Co. v. Caledonian

Insurance Co., 4 Macq. H. L. at p.

114. The reason of the decision

seems to be that the banker is

bound to pay his customer's checks;

and if the customer by his negli-

gence lead the banker to pay what

purports to be, but really is not,

his check, the banker would have

a claim against him for the loss.

In Swan v. North British Australa-

sian Co., 2 H. & C. at p. 190,

Cockburn, C. J., thus states the

technical rights of the parties in

such a case: " The customer would

be entitled to recover from the

banker the amount paid on such a

check, the banker having no voucher

to justify the payment; the banker,

on the other hand, would be en-

titled to recover against the cus-

tomer for the loss sustained through

the negligence of the latter. Pos-

sibly, to prevent circuity of action,

the right of the banker to immunity

in respect of the loss so brought

about, would afford him a defence in

an action by the customer to recover

the amount." Young ». Grote,

therefore, does not support the de-

cisions that a party is liable upon

an altered promissory note in its

altered form, when his negligence

has furnished the opportunity for

the alteration; and the reasons

which have since been given for

the judgment in Young v. Grote

seem to show that he is not so

liable. The authorities upon this

subject are collected in the elabo-

rate judgment of Gray, C. J., in

Greenfield Savings Bank v. Stowell,

123 Mass. 196. In many cases,

where an instrument is issued

signed, but with blank spaces which

require to be filled to make it a

perfect instrument, it carries upon
its face an implied or prima fade
authority for the holder to complete

it by filling the blanks (ante, s.

10, n.) ; but, where the instrument

is complete, any material addition

will make it void, although blank

spaces are left which give the op-

portunity for additions.

An immaterial altei'ation (e. g.

adding the words '
' on demand " to a

note expressing no time of payment)

does not affect the validity of the in-

strument. Aldons V. Cornwell, L.

R. 3 Q. B. 573; Commonwealth v.

Emigrant Savings Bank, 98 Mass.

12; Burlingame v. Brewster, 79 111.

515 ; Palmer v. Largent, 5 Nebraska,

223.

A material alteration does not

affect the validity of the note where

it is made to correct, a mistake or in

accordance with the original inten-

tion of the parties. Kershaw v.

Cox, 3 Esp. 246; Cariss v. Tatter-

sall, 2 M. & Gr. 890; 3 Scott N.

R. 257 ; Dodge v. Pringle, 29 L. J.,

Ex. 115; Derby v. Thrall, 44 Vt.

413; Jessup v. Dennison, 2 Disney

(Ohio) 150; Duker v. Franz, 7

Bush (Ky.) 273; Clute v. Small,

17 Wend. 238; Ames v. Colburn, 11

Gray, 390; McRaven u. Crisler, 53

Miss. 542.

By the common law, an altera-
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the indorser from his responsibility under and in virtue of his

indorsement, the due performance of such duty being a condi-

tion in a written instrument may
be made by consent of the parties,

and the instrument as altered will

be valid as against the parties that

consent to the alteration. Com.
Dig., Fait, F. 1; Speake v. United

States, 9 Cranch, 28; Booth v. Pow-

ers, 56 N. Y. 22, 31; Willard v.

Clarke, 7 Met. 435; Stoddard ».

Penniman, 113 Mass. 386 ; Hum-
phreys V. Guillow, 13 N. H. 385;

Camden Bank v. Hall, 14 N. J. L.

(2 Green) 583; Myers v. Nell, 84

Penn. St. 369. But in England,

under the stamp laws, a material

alteration without a new stamp,

although it be made by consent,

renders the instrument invalid, be-

cause it makes it express a diffe-

rent contract. Bowman v. Nichol,

5 T. R. 537; 1 Esp. 81; Bathe v.

Taylor, 15 East, 412 ; Cardwell v.

Martin, 9 East, 190; 1 Camp. 79,

180 b. But this rule does not apply

where the alteration is made to

carry out the original intention or

to correct a mistake (supra; By-

rom V. Thompson, 11 A, & E. 31);

or where the alteration is made be-

fore the instrument has taken effect

(Downes v. Richardson, 5 B. & A.

674; Johnson v. Duke of Marlbo-

rough, 2 Stark. 313 ; Kennerly v.

Nash, 1 Stark. 452).

When a note has been made in-

valid by an alteration, the holder

cannot give it validity by restoring

it to its original condition. Wood
V. Steele, 6 Wall. 80; Citizens' Bank

V. Richmond, 121 Mass. 110 ; Dra-

per V. Wood, 112 Mass. 315. But

it has been held in Pennsylvania

that a bona fide holder of a note

that was altered before it was trans-

ferred to him may recover upon

it as it was before the alteration

(Worrall «. Gheen, 39 Penn. St.

388; Myers v. Nell, 84 Penn. St.

369, 373; but see Neff v. Homer,

63 Penn. St. 327) ; and it has also

been held that, if the alteration

were made without fraud, the note

may be restored and a recovery had

upon it. Kountz u. Kennedy, 63

Penn. St. 187 ; Murray v. Graham,

29 Iowa, 520 ; Horst v. Wagner, 43

Iowa, 373. In Indiana, it has been

held that the note, after an altera-

tion, may be restored with the con-

sent of the maker, and will then be

valid. Collins v. Makepeace, 13

Ind. 448.

Every alteration is material that

changes the obligation of the con-

tract. The following are some of

the alterations that have been held

to be material : Alteration of the

date (Vance v. Lowther, 1 Ex. D.

176; Hirschman v. Budd, L. R. 8

Ex. 171; Master v. Miller, 4 T. R.

320; 2 H. Bl. 141; Outhwaite u.

Luntley, 4 Camp. 179; Bathe v.

Taylor, 15 East, 412; Wood v.

Steele, 6 Wall. 80; Owings v. Ar-

not, 33 Mo. 406); alteration or

addition of an agreement concern-

ing interest (Warrington v. Early,

2 E. & B. 763; McGrath v. Clark,

56 N. Y. 34; Dewey v. Reed, 40

Barb. 16 ; Fay v. Smith, 1 Allen,

477; Waterman v. Vose, 43 Me.

504; Lee v. Starbird, 55 Me. 491;

Harsh v. Klepper, 28 Ohio St. 200
;

Patterson v. McNeely, 16 Ohio St.

348 ; Boalt v. Brown, 13' Ohio St.

364; Washington Savings Bank v.
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tion precedent to the due attachment of any rights in the holder

against the indorser. Upon these also it is not our purpose to

Ecky, 51 Mo. 272; Ivory v. Michael,

33 Mo. 398; Marsh v. Griffin, 42

Iowa, 403; Brown v. Jones, 3 Porter

(Ala.) 420; Glover v. Bobbins, 49

Ala. 219; Hart v. Clouser, 30 Ind.

210; Schnewind v. Hacket, 54 Ind.

248; Coburn v. Webb, 56 Ind.

96); inserting, or striking out, or

changing the place of payment
(Burohfield v. Moore, 3 E. & B.

683 ; Cowie v. Halsall, 4 B. & A.

197; Hanbury v. Lovett, 18 L. T.,

N. S. 866; 16 W. R. 795; Macin-

tosh V. Haydon, R. & M. 362; Des-

browe v. Wetherby, 1 M. & Rob.

438 ; Taylor v. Mosely, 6 C. & P.

273, 279; Tidmarsh v. Grover, 1

M. & S. 735; Rex v. Treble, 2

Taunt. 328; Southwark Bank v.

Gross, 35 Penn. St. 80; Nazro v.

Fuller, 24 Wend. 374 ; Woodworth
V. Bank of America, 19 Johns. 391;

White V. Hass, 32 Ala. 430) ; insert-

ing words of negotiability or changing

the words " or order " to the words

"or bearer" (Haines v. Dennett,

11 N. H. 180; Booth v. Powers, 56

N. Y. 22; Bruce v. Westcott, 3

Barb. 374; Belknap v. Bank of

North America, 100 Mass. 376;

Pepoon V. Stagg, 1 Nott & M'C.
(S. C.) 102) ; inserting the conside-

ration (Knill V. Williams, 10 East,

431) ; changing the maker of an
indorsed note (Haskell v. Cham-
pion, 30 Mo. 136); causing a note

to be attested by a witness, where,

as in Massachusetts, that changes

the period of limitation (Homer

V. Wallis, 11 Mass. 309; see Smith

V. Dunham, 8 Pick. 246; Ford v.

Ford, 17 Pick. 418) ; inserting in a

foreign bill the rate of exchange at

which' it is to be paid (Hirschfeld

V. Smith, L. R. 1 C. P. 340) ; affix-

ing a seal (Davidson v. Cooper, 11

M. & W. 778; 13 M. & W. 843;

see Morrison v. Welty, 18 Md. 169) ;

changing the payee of a note payable

to the maker's order and indorsed by

another, so as to make the liability of

the latter (according to the Massa-

chusetts law) that of a maker in-

stead of an indorser (Stoddard v.

Pehniman, 108 Mass. 366); cutting

off any memorandum forming part

of the note (Benedict v. Cowden, 49

N. Y. 396; Gerrish v. Glines, 56

N. H. 9; Waitu. Poraeroy, 20 Mich.

425; Cochran v. Nebeker, 48 Ind.

459 ; Palmer v. Largent, 5 Nebraska,

223). Causing another person to

sign a note, so that hb appears to be

a joint or joint and several maker

with the original maker or makers,

is also deemed, in England and

some of the United States, to be a

material alteration, because it makes

the contract of the latter different

from that into which they entered.

Gardner v. Walsh, 5 E. & B. 83

(overruling Catton v. Simpson, 8

A. & E. 136); Henry v. Coats, 17

Ind. 161; Bowers v. Briggs, 20 Ind.

139; Dickerman v. Miner, 43 Iowa,

508; Hall v. McHenry, 19 Iowa,

521; WaUace v. Jewell, 21 Ohio

St. 168; PuUiam v. Withers, 8

Dana (Ky.) 98; see Martin v.

Fales, 24 N. H. 242. But the

contrary is held in some states.

Brownell v. Winnie, 29 N. Y. 400;

McCaughey v. Smith, 27 N. Y. 39

;

Montgomery RaUroad Co. v. Hurst,

9 Ala. 513. In Stone v. White, 8

Gray, 589, it was held that a note
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dwell. Our attention will be mainly drawn to such matters of

defence and discharge as arise from facts which occur after the

maturity of the promissory note, and when the rights of the

holder have become fully vested and absolute.

made by two persons was not altered

by a third person's afterwards sign-

ing it, with the word " surety " after

his name, his contract being an inde-

pendent one. It was also held, in

Wallace v. Jewell, 21 Ohio St. 163,

that the signing of a note by another

person was not an alteration, if he in-

tended only to become a surety or to

guarantee the note, although he was

apparently a maker. In Ex parte

Yates, 2 DeG. & J. 191, the addi-

tional signature was held to be

equivalent to an indorsement, and

not to be an alteration.

In Ohio, it has been held that the

unauthorized addition of an agree-

ment to waive the benefit of ap-

praisement laws did not make a bill

invalid, on the ground that the bill

was complete without it, and the

addition might be treated as sur-

plusage (Holland v. Hatch, 15 Ohio

St. 464) ; but, in Indiana, it was

held that such an addition did make
the bill invalid (Holland v. Hatch,

11 Ind. 497) . It has also been held

in Ohio that the sum expressed in

figures in the superscription is not

part of the note, and therefore,

where a note was signed with the

space for the sum in the body of

the note left blank, but with $600

written in figures in the superscrip-

tion, and the figures were altered

to $650, and the space in the body

of the note was filled up with that

sum, the note was held valid for

the larger amount. Schryver v.

Hawkes, 22 Ohio St. 808,

When an instrument is declared

on in its altered form, the altera-

tion may be taken advantage of as

a defence under a plea denying the

making of the instrument declared

on. Hirschman v. Budd, L. R. 8

Ex. 171 ; Lincoln v. Lincoln, 12

Gray, 45. But, if it is declared on

in its original state, the alteration

must be specially pleaded. Hem-
ming V. Trenery, 9 A. & E. 926;

Mason v. Bradley, 11 M. & W. 590;

Davidson v. Cooper, 11 M. & W.
778.

When the alteration appears on

the face of a bill or note, the rule

in England and some of the United

States is, that the plaintiff must

prove that it was properly made.

Clifford V. Parker, 2 M. & Gr. 909

;

3 Scott N. R. 238; Henman v.

Dickinson, 5 Bing. 183; Knight v.

Clements, 8 A. & E. 215 ; Simpson

V. Stackhouse, 9 Penn. St. 186; Hill

V. Cooley, 46 Penn. St. 259; Hills

V. Barnes, 11 N. H. 395; Elbert v.

McClelland, 8 Bush (Ky.) 577; see

Davis V. Jenney, 1 Met. 221, 224.

This rule is peculiar to negotiable

securities and wills ; alterations in

other instruments are presumed, in

the absence of other evidence, to

have been made before they were

executed. Doe v. Catomore, 16

Q. B. 745. In some states, however,

the plaintiff is required to explain

alterations in any instrument that

he sues upon. In some states, a

plaintiff is not required to explain

alterations in bills and notes.

Gooch V. Bryant, 13 Me. 386;

Hunt V. Gray, 35 N. J. L. 227; see

Paramore v. Liudsey, 63 Mo. 63.]
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372. Effect of Discharge of the Maker.— In the first place,

then, whatever will discharge the maker of a promissory note

will ordinarily amount to a perfect extinguishment of the claim

of the holder against all other parties thereon. Thus, for ex-

ample, if the maker makes due payment of the note to a bona fide

holder, that will amount to a complete discharge of all other

parties to the note. The reason is, that the maker is the pri-

mary debtor in contemplation of law, and is absolutely bound

to the payment thereof ; whereas all the other and subsequent

parties are only conditionally bound to pay the same, when the

maker does not pay the same upon due presentment, and they

have received due notice of the dishonor .^ So that payment by

the maker is ordinarily a complete bar and extinguishment of

all the rights of the holder against all the parties to the note.^

373. Payment. — But, although payment of the note by the

maker is ordinarily a discharge of all the other parties thereto,

yet this doctrine is to be understood with its proper limitations

and qualifications ; for there are many cases in which such a

payment will be inoperative and void, even to discharge the

maker himself ; and, unless he is discharged, the collateral lia-

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, s. 2, pp. other party, but that the latter

425, 426 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, would be entitled to recover costs.

c. 8, pp. 318-323 (5th ed.)
; Story Gilmore v. Carr, 2 Mass. 171; Fos-

on Bills, s. 410 ; Pardessus, Droit ter v. Buffum, 20 Me. 124 ; Farwell

Commercial, torn. 2, art. 399, 401

;

u. Hilliard, 3 N. H. 318. But these

Pothier, de Change, n. 168, 169. decisions have been generally dis-

2 If the -holder has brought an approved. In Massachusetts, in

action against one party to the note. Porter v. Ingraham, 10 Mass. p. 90,

payment by another party of the it was acknowledged that Gilmore

amount due on the note will not be v. Carr was contrary to the common
an answer to the action without law, and doubt was expressed as to

payment of the costs, but the holder its correctness ; and Whipple v. New-
may proceed with his action and ton, 17 Pick. 168, seems inconsistent

recover the costs. Goodwin v. with it. It is a rule that if a debtor,

Cremer, 18 Q. B. 757; 16 Eng. after action brought, pays the debt

Law & Eq. 90, 93, n. ; Tarin v. without discharging the costs, the

Morris, 2. Dallas, 115; Austin v. plaintiff may proceed for costs.

Bemiss, 8 Johns. 356. It has been Godard v. Benjamin, 3 Camp. 331;

held, however, in a few cases, not Toms v. Powell, 6 Esp. 40; 7 East,

only that payment by one party 536 ; see also Thame v. Boast, 12

would be a defence to an action Q B. 808.

previously commenced against an-
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bility of the other parties will or may remain in full force.^

Now, a payment by the maker may be invalid, (1) because it is

made by a wrong person, not entitled to make it
; (2) or to a

wrong person, not entitled to receive it
; (3) or at a time which

is premature, and will not bind a subsequent holder
; (4) or it

may be a payment made under circumstances which take away

from it all legal obligation and force. We will briefly consider

each of these objections, in the order in which they are above

stated.

374. By whom Payment may he made.— In the first place,

by whom can payment be made, so as to be obligatory and con-

clusive ? The general answer to be given is that it must be by

some person who has a competent right, capacity, and autho-

rity to make it.'^ If made by a married woman, who is the

maker of the note, it will not be valid, unless made with the

consent or authority of her husband.^ If made by an infant,

1 [Where the principal debtor

pays the debt, and the payment is

afterwards avoided by his assignees

in bankruptcy as a fraudulent pre-

ference, the payment is not a good

payment, and therefore does not dis-

charge a surety. Petty v. Cooke,

L. R. 6 Q. B. 790; Pritchard v.

Hitchcock, 6 M. & Gr. 151; Watson

V. Poague, 42 Iowa, 582 ; 15 N. B.

E. 473.]

2 Ante, ss. 85, 87, 88; Bayley on

Bills, c. 8, s. 3, p. 314 (5th ed.).

[If a payment is made by a stranger

for and on account q/" the debtor, and

the payment is adopted or ratified by

the latter, it will be a good payment;

and the adoption or ratification may
be made by the debtor's setting up

the payment as a defence in an ac-

tion. Simpson v. Eggington, 10 Ex.

845; Belshaw v. Bush, 11 C. B. 191,

206 ; Jones v. Broadhurst, 9 C. B.

at p. 193; Martin v. Quinn, 37

Cal. 55.] The payment must be

made on account of the debt. Kemp

V. BaUs, 10 Ex. 607. [Where a..

creditor desired payment of a debt

due upon a bond, and his attorney,

who owed money to the debtor,

borrowed the amount of a bank
and deposited the bond as security

for its repayment, and with the

money so borrowed paid the credi-

tor the amount due, it was held

that the money was not paid by the

debtor or on his behalf, and that

the bank might enforce the bond in

the name of the creditor. Lucas v.

Wilkinson, 1 H. & N. 420; see also

James v. Isaacs, 12 C. B. 791 ; Deacon

e. Stodhart, 2 M. & Gr. 317; Dodge

V. Freedman's Savings Co., 3 Otto,

379. If a stranger pays the debt

without previous authority, and

afterwards and before any ratifica-

tion he and the creditor undo the

transaction and the money is re-

turned, the payment cannot then

be ratified, and the debtor may be

compelled to pay. Walter u. James,

L. K. 6 Ex. 124.]

8 Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2, p.

135 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 8, p. 315.
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who is the maker of the note, the payment is revocable by him,

and, if revoked, it will cease to be of any validity.^ If made by

a bankrupt out of his assets after an act of bankruptcy com-

mitted by him, it will be void and of no effect, unless it is pro-

tected by some statute which imparts to it a binding force.^ If

made by a person under duress or coercion, or by fraud or im-

position, the payment is equally open to be avoided. If made
by an agent after the death of his principal, but the fact is un-

known to the agent, it may be open to the like objection, and'

be liable to be recalled as a payment by mistake.^

375. To whom Payment may be made.— In the next place, to

whom may payment be made, so as to be obligatory and con-

clusive ? The general answer here to be given is, that the pay-

ment should be made to the true proprietor of the note, or to

his authorized agent or personal representative.* It becomes,

therefore, of the highest importance for the maker to ascertain

whether, when the note is presented to him for payment, the

party demanding it is such proprietor, or his authorized agent

or representative.^ If the note is payable to A. or order, for the

use or benefit of B., payment should be made to A., who is the

legal holder although a trustee, and not to B., who is a mere

cestui que trust, or beneficiary.^ If payment be made to a

person who assumes to be duly authorized, but in fact is not so,

as if made to a person acting as agent, but not in fact an agent,

or to a person purporting to be the personal representative, or

the executor or administrator of a party supposed to be dead,

but who is in reality still living, the paj'ment is invalid and a

mere nullity.''' So, if made to a married woman, who is the

1 Ante, ss. 77, 78. ^ ibid.; Pothier, de Change, n.

" Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 426, 166.

427 (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 8, « Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 428

p. 325 (5th ed.). (8th ed.); Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s.

' Story on Agency, ss. 488, 491- 2, p. 134 (5th ed.) ; Evans v. Cram-

494; but see Pothier, de Change, n. lington, 2 Vent. 307; Skinner, 264;

168; Pothier, de Mandat, n. 103, Carth. 5; but see Marchington v.

106, 108. Vernon, 1 B. & P. 101, note c;

* See Chitty on Bills, c. 9, s. 2, Smith e. Kendall, 6 T. R. 123;

pp. 425, 426 (8th ed.); Bayley on Story on Bills, s. 414.

Bills, 0.8, p. 314 (5th ed.); Pothier, ? Ibid.; Story on Bills, s. 413;

de Change, n. 164, 168, 169 ; Story Bayley on Bills, c. 8, pp. 823, 324

on Bills, ss. 412, 413. (5th ed.); Pardessus, Droit Com-
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payee or indorsee of the note, without the consent of her hus-

band,^ or to a bankrupt, after an act of bankruptcy, without the

consent of his assignees,^ or to a person who is an infant, or a

non compos, without the consent of his guardian, when he is

under guardianship, it is equally invalid.® At least, in the

latter case it is invalid, if the guardianship is known, whatever

may be the case where the guardianship is unknown.*

376. French Law.— The same principles will be found gene-

rally recognized in the French law ; and, indeed, they seem,

from their intrinsic equity and good sense, to belong to the doc-

trines of universal jurisprudence.^ They all proceed upon the

general propriety of the rule promulgated by Julian, and esta-

blished in the Roman law, in cases of agency. Si nullo mandato

intercedente debitor falso existimaverit voluntate mea pecuniam

se numerare, non liberabitur.^ And those who are known to be

incapable by law of giving a valid consent, or of doing a valid

act, to bind themselves or others, are deemed in law to be in

the same situation as if they had given no consent or done no

act; and in each case the proceeding is a mere nullity. In

short, although the maxim is not of universal application,

Qui cum alio contrahit debet esse gnarus conditionis ejus, cum

quo contrahit; yet the only admitted exceptions seem to be

mercial, torn. 2, art. 197 ; Pothier, 425, 426 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills,

de Change, n. 169; [Jochumsen v. c. 8, pp. 314, 315 (5th ed.) ; ante,

Sufeolk Savings Bank, 3 Allen, 87; s. 102; Sowerby v. Brooks, 4 B. &
Allen V. Dundas, 3 T. R. p. 130; A. 523; Story on Bills, ss. 412,

Griffith V. Frazier, 8 Cranch, p. 23. 413.

In New York, however, it was held ' Ante, ss. 82, 83, 85, 88, 101;

by the Court of Appeals, three Bayley on Bills, o. 8, pp. 814, 315,

judges out of seven dissenting, that 325 (5th ed.) ; Pothier, de Change,

such a payment was valid even as n. 160; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 428

against the living person himself. (8th ed.).

Roderigas v. East River Savings * Story on Bills, s. 413; Leo-

Institution, 63 N. Y. 460 (reversing nard v. Leonard, 14 Pick. 280; Po-

the decision of the Superior Court, thier, de Change, n. 166.

48 How. Pr. 166).] * Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 5, s. 2, p. tom. 2, art. 196, 197, 354; Pothier,

135 (5th ed.); Id. c. 8, pp. 314, de Change, n. 166,167; Nouguier,

315 ; Connor v. Martin, 1 Stra. 516, de Change, tom. 1, pp. 342-344.

cited 3 Wils. 5; see Pothier, de « Dig. lib. 46, tit. 3, 1. 34,

Change, n. 166, 167. s. 4.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, s. 2, pp.
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where the party contracting has been misled by the negligence,

or omission of duty, or fault of the party against whom the con-

tract js sought to be enforced.^

377. Pothier admits that payment to a minor having a tutor

and taking the note by succession upon the death of his parent

is not good, unless it has been turned to his profit ; but that

payment ought to be made to his tutor. But, if the note be

made payable by the payee thereof to a minor, he holds that

payment made to him by the maker is good, according to the

maxim, Quod jussu alterius solvitur, perinde est, ao si ipsi so-

lutum essel? He holds the same rule to be true where a note

is payable to a single woman, who afterwards marries, if her

marriage is unknown to the maker; but, if known, he can

safely pay only to the husband.^

378. Payment to an Agent after Revocation of his Autho-

rity.— Where payment is made to an agent of the holder,

whose authority has been revoked by the act of the holder, but

the revocation of the authority is unknown to the maker, there

the payment will be held good and binding upon the holder.*

But it will be otherwise if the revocation is at the time of the

payment known to the maker, or if the revocation is not by

the act of the party, but by mere operation of law ; as, for ex-

ample, if the revocation is by the death of the holder, although

the death is unknown to the maker.^ This, at least, seems to

be the clear result of our law ; but Pothier holds that, if the

death is unknown, the payment hona fide made will be good

and valid.^

379. Forgery of. the Indorser's Signature, — But cases of

more frequent occurrence, and which require on the part of the

maker a more scrutinizing care, are cases of forgery of the sig-

nature of the payee or other indorser of the note. Before the

maker pays any note, he should be entirely satisfied that the

signature of the payee or other indorser under whom the ac-

1 See Pothier, de Change, n. 167. on Agency, ss. 495-499; P.othier,

2 Ibid. n. 166; Dig. lib. 50, tit. de Change, n. 168; Gait v. Gallo-

17, 1. 180. way, 4 Pet. 332, 344; Rigs ». Cage,

8 Pothier, de Change, n. 166. 2 Humph. (Tenn.) 350; see Burrill

* Ibid. n. 168; Story on Bills, v. Smith, 7 Pick. 291; Kiddillu.Far-

s. 417. nell, 3 Sm. & G. 428.

« Story on Bills, s. 413 ; Story ^ Pothier, de Change, n. 168.
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tual holder claims, is a genuine and not a forged signature

;

for, if it be a forgery, then the payment to the holder will be a

mere nullity.^ The old French law was the same; but it has,

in the modern Code of Commerce, undergone some modifica-

tions.* However^ if the maker does pay the note, he may (as

we shall presently see ^) recover back the money. The reason

is, that the maker, by the payment of the note, does not posi-

tively affirm the genuineness of the signatures of the payee or

of any subsequent indorser (as the acceptor does the signature

of the drawer of a bill by accepting it*), for he is not pre-

sumed to know them ; and, if he pays the note under a supposi-

tion that the signatures are genuine, he pays under a mistake

of fact, and he is not bound thereby ; nor will he or any other

party to the note be exonerated thereby from the liability

which otherwise attaches to him.^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, s. 2, pp.

425, 426 (8th ed.); Story on Bills,

ss. 262, 263, 412, 450; Bayley on

Bills, c. 8, pp. 318-321 (5th ed.)
;

Id. c. 11, pp. 464, 465; post, s. 380;

Graves v. American Exchange Bank,

17 N. Y. 205; Johnson v. Windle, 3

Bing. N. C. 225 ; see Eobarts ». Tuck-

er, 16 Q. B. 560; 20 L. J., Q. B. 270.

^ Pothier, de Change, n. 169;

Loord, Esprit du Code de Commerce,
art. 145, torn. 1, pp. 457-465.

= Post, a. 387.

« Story on Bills, ss. 411, 412;

Chitty on Bills, pt. 1, c. 7, pj). 336,

337 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 9, pp. 425, 426;

Id. pt. 2, c. 5, pp. 625, 628, 629, 635;

Bayley on Bills, c. 8, pp. 318, 320,

322 (5th ed.); Id. c. 11, p. 464;

Smith V. Chester, 1 T. R. 654; Car-

vick V. Vickery, 2 Doug. 653, n.

^ Canal Bank v. Bank of Albany,

1 Hill, 287; Coggill v. American Ex-
change Bank, 1 N. Y. 113; Chitty

on Bills, c. 8, pp. 425, 426, 428, 430

(8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 463, 464.

Upon this subject, Mr. Chitty says:

" With respect to payment by mis-

take of bills or notes, where there

has been forgery, the decisions and

opinions have been contradictory.

It seems, however, clear on princi-

ple as well as authority that a

drawee of a bill, or a banker acting

for his customer, cannot, in case he

pays a bill where the drawer's sig-

nature has been forged or where the

sum has been fraudulently enlarged

without the fault of the drawer,

debit the drawer with the sum so

paid without his authority, or re-

cover the amount from him. But
there are many conflicting decisions

upon the question, whether the party

paying shall be allowed to recover

back the money from the person

whom he has inadvertently paid. It

has been contended that, if the party

paid was a honafide holder, ignorant

of the forgery, then he ought not to

be obliged to refund, under any cir-

cumstances, although he could not

have enforced payment, and al-

though he had immediate notice of
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380. It is true that every indorser of a note, like the in-

the forgery, because the drawee was

bound to know the handwriting of

the drawer and the genuineness of

the bill ; and because the holder, be-

ing ignorant of the forgery, ought

to have the benefit of the accident

of such payment by mistake, and

not to be compelled to refund. But,

on the other hand, it may be ob-

served that the holder who obtained

payment cannot be considered as

having altogether shown sufficient

circumspection; he might, before he

discounted or reoejjed the instru-

ment in payment,\have made more

inquiries as to the signatures and

genuineness of the instrument, even

of the drawer or i ndorsers themselves

;

and, if he thought fit to rely on the

bare representation of the party from

whom he took it, there is no reason

that he should profit by the acciden-

tal payment, when the loss had al-

ready attached upon himself, and

why he should be allowed to retain

the money, when by an immediate

notice of the forgery he is enabled

to proceed against all other parties

precisely the same as if the payment

had not been made, and conse-

quently the payment to him has

uot in the least altered his situation

or occasioned any delay or preju-

dice. It seems that, of late, upon
questions of this nature, these latter

considerations have influenced the

court in determining whether or not

the money shall be recoverable back

;

and it will be found, on examining

the older cases, that there were facts

affording a distinction, and that

upon attempting to reconcile them

they are not so contradictory as

might on first view have been sup-

posed. It had been decided that a

drawee, who had accepted and after-

wards paid a bill, and, after waiting a

considerable time, upon discovering

that the drawer's name was forged,

could not recover back the amount,

for there by his acceptance he gave

credit to the bill, and thereby in-

duced the plaintiff to take it, and he

also delayed giving notice of the

forgery. So, in another case, where

bankers paid a forged acceptance,

supposed to have been made by their

customer and payable at their bank,

but did not discover or give notice

of the forgery to the party they had

paid for a week afterwards, it was

held that such delay precluded them

from recovering back the amount,

because thereby the means of resort-

ing with effect to the prior parties

was prejudiced, if not defeated; but

the court were not unanimous in

that decision; Chambre, J., being

of opinion that the case came within

the general rule of money paid un-

der a mistake of facts being reco-

verable back, and that, therefore, the

defendant was liable to refund; and

Dallas and Heath, JJ., thinking

otherwise, on the ground that it was

the plaintiff's duty to know their

customer's hand before they paid

the bill; and Gibbs, C. J., being the

only judge who put the case on the

true ground, namely, the plaintiff's

delay in giving notice of the forgery,

and having thereby destroyed the

defendant's remedy over." Chitty

on Bills, c. 9, pp. 463, 464 (8th ed.).

See also Salem Bank ». Gloucester

Bank, 17 Mass. 1; Bank of the

United States b. Bank of Georgia,

10 Wheat. 332; Levy ». Bank of the
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dorser of a bill of exchange, does by his indorsement ira-

United States, 1 Binn. 27; see also

Bayley on Bills, c. 8, pp. 325, 326,

(5thed.);Id. c. 11, p. 484.

[It is now generally established

that it is incumbent upon a person

paying a bill or note purporting to

be signed by him to ascertain before

he pays it that the signature pur-

porting to be his is genuine; and it

is likewise necessary for the person

upon whom a bill is drawn to ascer-

tain before payment or acceptance

that the drawer's signature is genu-

ine; for, if such a person, having

an opportunity to inspect the instru-

ment and to ascertain whether the

signature is genuine or not, pays it

to a bona fide holder, he cannot

afterwards recover the money back

as paid by mistake, although the

signature be a forgery. Mather v.

Lord Maidstone, 18 C. B. 273;

Price V. Neal, 3 Burr. 1354 ; Smith

V. Mercer, 6 Taunt. 76 ; Sanderson

». CoUman, 4 M. & Gr. 209; Bank
of the United States v. Bank of

Georgia, 10 WJieat. 333; Park

Bank v. Ninth National Bank, 46

N. Y. 77; Goddard v. Merchants'

Bank, 4 N. Y. 147; Levy v. Bank
of the United States, 1 Binn. 27

;

Bank of St. Albans u. Farmers and

Mechanics Bank, 10 Vt. 141 ; Com-
mercial and Farmers' Bank v. First

National Bank, 30 Md. 11; Howard
V. Mississippi Valley Bank, 28 La.

An. 727; Bank of North America

». Bangs, 106 Mass. 441, 444; Glou-

cester Bank t'. Salem Bank, 17 Mass.

33; Beruheimerw. Marshall, 2 Minn.

78; First Natiflnal Bank v. Ricker,

71 111. 439. /But when a payment

is made without any presentment

having been made or without an

opportunity for inspection, or is

induced by fraud , and the signature

turns out to be a forgery, the party

paying may recover the money back

if there has been no delay on his

part in discovering and giving notice

of the forgery, and no change in the

position of the person receiving the

payment. Allen v. Fourth National

Bank, 59 N. Y. 12; Goddard v.

Merchants' Bank, 4 N. Y. 147;

Welch V. Goodwin, 123 Mass. 71

;

First National Bank v. Ricker, 71

111. 439 ; see also Wilkinson v.

Johnson, 3 B. & C. 428; Ellis v.

Ohio Insurance Co., 4 Ohio St. 628.

In Pennsylvania, in 1849, the law was

changed by statute, and the money
paid may be recovered back when
the signature of any party has been

forged. Tradesmen's Bank i>. Third

National Bank, 66 Penn. St. 435.

The case of the Bank of North

America v. Bangs, 106 Mass. 441,

although in terms it affirms the ge-

neral rule above stated, is difficult to

reconcile with it. The defendants

received from a stranger for value

and without suspicion a check upon

the Bank of North America, the

plaintitt, which was made payable

to tKe defendants' order. They
indorsed it in blank, and deposited it

with then- bank to be collected ; the

latter presented it to the plaintiff,

and the plaiutiil paid it. Twelve

days afterwards, the plaintiff dis-

covered that the drawer's signature

was a forgery, and sued to recover

back the money. It was held by a

majority of the court that the plain-

tiff was entitled to recover, upon

the grounds, that the defendants'

indorsement tended to divert the
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pliedly admit the signatures of the antecedent indorsers to be

genuine.^ But this proceeds upon the intelligible ground that

plaintiff from inquiry and scrutiny,

and that the defendants had heen

negligent in taking the check from

a stranger without inquiry, under

circumstances which should have

aroused their suspicions. It would
seem, however, (1) that the opera-

tion of an indorsement was limited

to a transfer to, and a contract with,

subsequent holders, and was no more
a representation or warranty to the

drawee, tending to divert its scrutiny,

than a presentment without indorse-

ment would have been; and (2) that,

if the defendants were negligent,

their negligence would not affect

their position, provided that they

acted in good faith, as the case

found that they did (Smith v. Li-

vingston, 111 Mass. 342, 345; Wor-
cester County Bank v. Dorchester

and Milton Bank, 10 Cush. p. 491

;

ante, s. 197.) Howard v. Missis-

sippi Valley Bank, 28 La. An. 727,

seems to be a decision to the con-

trary efieot. The foUdwing lan-

guage of Lord Mansfield, in Price v.

Neal, 3 Burr, at p. 1857, seems

applicable to these cases : " Here
was no fraud,, no wrong. It was
incumbent upon the plaintifi to be
satisfied that the bill drawn upon
him was the drawer's hand, before he

accepted or paid it; but it was not

incumbent upon the defendant to in-

quire into it. . . . The plaintiff lies

by for a considerable time after he

has paid these bills, and then found

out that they were fprged; and the

forger comes to be hanged. He
made no objection to them at the

time of paying them. Whatever

neglect there was, was on his side.

... It is a misfortune which has

happened without the defendant's

fault or neglect. If there was no

neglect in the plaintiff, yet there is

no reason to throw off the loss from
one innocent man upon another inno-

cent man ; but, in this case, if there

was any fault or negligence in any

one, it certainly was in the plaintiff,

and not in the defendant."]

1 Story on Bills, ss. Ill, 225, 412;

anfe,s. 135; Bayley on Bills, o. 11,

p. 465 (5th ed.) ; Robinson v. Yar-

row, 7 Taunt. 455 ; Canal Bank v.

Bank of Albany, 1 Hill, 287; Lam-
bert V. Pack, 1 Salk. 127; S. C.

nom. Lambert v. Oakes, 1 Ld.

Raym. 443; 12 Mod. 244; State

Bank v. Fearing, 16 Pick. 533;

Central Bank v. Davis, 19 Pick.

373, 374; Burrill v. Smith, 7 Pick.

291; see Howell v. Wilson, 2 Blackf.

(Ind.) 418. This seems to be the

true doctrine of the law upon the

subject, and it was expressly held by

Lord Ellenborough, in Critchlow v.

Parry, 2 Camp. 182. See also Lam-
bert V. Pack, 1 Salk. 127; S. C.

nom. Lambert v. Oakes, 1 Ld.

Kaym. 443; 12 Mod. 244; Chitty

on Bills, pt. 2, c. 5, pp. 635, 636

(8th ed.). In Bayley on Bills, c.

5, s. 3, p. 170 (5th ed), it is laid

down that '
' an indorsement is no

warranty that the prior indorse-

ments are genuine." And for this

position he relies solely on the case

of East India Company v. Tritton,

3 B. & C. 280. But that case did

not turn upon the point of the

genuineness of the antecedent in-

dorsement, but upon the question,

whether the person making it by
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every indorser undertakes that he possesses a clear title to the

note deduced from and through all the antecedent indorsers,

and that he means to clothe the holder under him with all the

rights which by law attach to a regular and genuine indorse-

ment, against himself and all the antecedent ijidorsers. It is

in this confidence that the holder takes the note without further

explanation ; and if each party is equally innocent, and one

must suffer, it should be he who has misled the confidence of

the other, and by his acts held out to the holder that all the in-

dorsements are genuine and may be relied on as an indemnity

in case of the dishonor thereof. So that the indorser stands in

a very different predicament from that of the maker, as the

latter binds himself only to pay the true bona fide owner or

holder, whose title he has no adequate means to ascertain ; and

payment to any person not truly such owner or holder is a

payment which cannot exonerate him from the duty to pay it

procuration had competent autho-

rity; and the court held that, as the

East India Company had seen the

power under which the procuration

was made, before payment of the

bill, as acceptors they were bound
by their own act; and therefore

they had no good cause of action

against the defendants, who had re-

ceived the money as agents, and had
paid it over to their principals, with-

out notice of any defect of title. It

is true thit Mr. Justice Bayley, in

that case, said: " Nor am I prepared

to admit that every indorser war-

rants the genuineness of the prior

indorsements." This was merely

the expression of a doubt, not called

for by any direct point in the case;

and he immediately added: " But it

is not necessary to decide or discuss

that question." Mr. Justice Little-

dale intimated the same doubt; but

Lord Chief Justice Abbott and Mr.

Justice Holroyd said nothing on the

point. In Smith v. Mercer, 6 Taunt.

83, Mr. Justice Chambre said that

an indorsement was a sort of war-

ranty of the genuineness of the ac-

ceptance, that being on the bill at

the time of the indorsement, and

making a part of the instrument.

It seems, indeed, difficult to per-

ceive the ground upon which the

opposite doctrine is maintainable.

Every indorsement presupposes that

the indorser has a good title to con-

vey the same to the indorsee, so that

he necessarily warrants a good title

from the prior parties under and

through whom he claims. And it

would be equally clear that he im-

pliedly warrants to the i:idorsee

that, in case of a dishonor, he may
have a rightful recourse, not only to

himself, but to all the other parties

who stand as prior indorsers on the

note, and are therefore liable to be

sued in that character. See also

Story on Bills, s. 110, and note,

ss. Ill, 225, 262, 263, 412.
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again to the true owner or holder. The indorser cannot, on

the other hand, have any reason to complain, if he is called

upon to repay the money which he has received from the

holder, upon an indorsement of a title which turns out to be

void or ineffectual against the maker ; for then there is a total

failure of the consideration on which the transfer was made.

381. Possession of a Note indorsed in Blank. — In ordinary

cases, where a note is in all respects genuine, and with a genu-

ine indorsement in blank by the proper owner or holder, the

possession of it is sufficient to entitle the person producing , it

to receive payment thereof. For such possession is prima facie

or presumptive evidence that he is the proper owner or lawful

possessor of the note.^ And, indeed, if this doctrine did not

prevail, the maker would in many cases pay at his peril,

where the true owner or holder is unknown to him ; and end-

less embarrassments would grow out of the negotiations of

notes, which in a vast variety of cases pass by mere delivery

from hand to hand, when there is a blank indorsement by the

lawful owner or holder thereof. It is, therefore, for the secu-

rity of all persons that the rule is adopted, to prevent innocent

holders from being compelled to establish their title, before the

maker will be bound to pay the note ; and they may be bona fide

purchasers and holders by mere delivery, without the know-

ledge or means of knowledge of the persons through whose

hands the note has passed by deliveiy after such a blank

indorsement.^

382. Hence it is, that if the maker pays the note, which has

been indorsed in blank, and is afterwards lost or 'stolen, and

then gets into the hands of a bona fide holder for a valuable con-

sideration, the payment to such holder will be perfectly valid

and protected by law.^ But if paid under circumstances which

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, s. 2, pp. 355; Hyde v. Lawrence, 49 Vt. 361;

425, 428, 429 (8th ed.); Story on Greve v. Schweitzer, 36 Wis. 554;

Bills, ss. 198, 194 ; Aspinwall v. ante, s. 246.

Meyer, 2 Sandf . (N. Y.) 180 ; Smith = gtory on Bills, s. 415.

V. Runnells, Walker (Miss.) 144; « Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 429,

Smith V. Prestidge, 6 Sm. & M. 430 (8th ed.) ; Pothier, de Change,

478; Burckmyer v. Whiteford, 6 n. 168; Bayley on Bills, c. 5, s. 2,

Gill, 1; Ellsworth v. Fogg, 35 Vt. pp. 130, 131 (5th ed.); Id. c. 12,
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establish a want of good faith on the part of the maker, the

payment will be nugatory.^ It was formerly thought, that, if

payment was made to a holder under circumstances of suspi-

cion, or which might properly put the maker upon further

inquiry, that would take away his right to be protected by such

payment.^ This doctrine has been since qualified, and indeed

overruled, as having a direct tendency to obstruct the negotiation

of all notes payable to bearer or negotiated by delivery after a

blank indorsement, since their circulation would be materially

aflfected thereby, if not in a great measure stopped.^ But the rea-

sonable doctrine now established is, that nothing short of fraud,

not even gross negligence if unattended with mala fdes on the

part of the maker or other party paying a note, will invalidate

the payment, so as to take away the rights founded thereon.*

383. Ifote specially indorsed.— But here, again, the doctrine

already stated must be understood to apply solely to cases

where the indorsement is in blank ; for if the indorsement on

the note should be in full, payable to a particular person, as to

A. or his order, and the note should be lost or stolen, and the

finder should go to the maker and represent himself to be the

person designated in the indorsement (A.), and the maker,

trusting to his representation, should pay the note to him, that

would be no discharge or payment thereof against A. ; for in

such a case the maker pays at his peril, and is bound to ascer-

tain the identity of the party to whom he pays, before he

makes payment. Pothier has discussed the same question, and

finally arrived at the same conclusion ; and he affirms that

merchants maintain it as the invariable rule in the usage and

practice of business.^

pp. 524, 531; Anon., 1 Ld. Raym. Backhouse v. Harrison, 5 B. & Ad.

738; Miller v. Race, 1 Burr. 452; 1098; Goodman v. Harvey, 4 A. &
Grant v. Vanghan, 3 Burr. 1516. E. 870; Uther v. Rich, 10 A. & E.

1 Ibid. 784 ; 1 Selw. N. P. Dig. p. 347

^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 429, (10th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 416;

430 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. see Pothier, de Change, n. 169;

12, pp. 524-531 (5th ed.). ante, s. 197.

8 Down V. Hailing, 4 B. & C. ^ Pothier, de Change, n. 169;

330; Gill v. Cubitt, 3 B. & C. 466; Pardessus, Droit Commercial, tom.

Story on Bills, ss. 193, 194. 2, art. 197. But see Code de Com-

* Crook V. Jadis, 5 B. & Ad. 909

;

merce, art. 145, and the Commentary

34
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384. Time of Payment.— In the next place, as to the time

of the payment of the note by the maker. In order to make

a payment by the maker good, and binding upon all the other

parties to the note, it should be made at the maturity of the

note, and not before ; for although as between the real and

lona fide holder and the maker, the payment, whenever made

and however made, will be a conclusive discharge from the

obligation of the note, yet, as to third persons, it may be far

otherwise ; for payment means payment in due course, and not

by anticipation.^ If, therefore, the maker should pay a promis-

sory note before it is due to any holder, who should afterwards

and before its maturity indorse or pass the same to any subse-

quent bona fide indorsee or other holder, the latter would still

be entitled to full payment thereof from the maker at its matu-

rity ; for payment of the note before it becomes due is no

extinguishment of the debt as to such persons.^ The same

doctrine prevails in the French law ; ^ and it will apply to the

case where the holder is a mere agent of the real owner, and

his authority has been countermanded before the note is due ;
*

and a fortiori, to the case where the note is presented and paid

to a mala fide holder before it is due.^

385. Part Payments.— In respect to partial payments, made

by the maker to the holder before, or at, or after the maturity

of the note, they will in no respect discharge the obligations of

the indorsers, except to the amount of the sums so paid, unless

the payments are made upon some other stipulations, which are

or may be injurious to the interests of the indorsers (which we
shall have occasion presently to consider) ; ^ for, under other

circumstances, they are for his relief, and diminish pro tanto

his responsibility. Similar considerations will apply to the

of Locrd, Esprit du Code de Com- "• Huber, 4 G. Greene (Iowa) 155;

merce, art. 145, torn. 1, pp. 457-465. Wilkinson v. Sargent, 9 Iowa, 521

;

1 Chitty on BUk, c. 9, pp. 428, Grant v. Kidwell, 30 Mo. 455; Ro-

431 (8th ed.); Burbridge v. Man- gers v. Gallagher, 49 111. 182.

ners, 3 Camp. 198. ' Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 286 tom. 2, art. 401.

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 8, p. * Marius on Bills, 31 ; Bayley on

326 (5th ed.), citing De Silva v. Bills, c. 8, p. 326 (5th ed.).

Fuller, MSS. ; Marius on Bills, 31; * Story on Bills, s. 417.

Mayo V. Moore, 28 111. 428; Gillam ° Id. ss. 421, 422, 425.
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case of partial payments received by the holder from any in-

dorser under the same circumstances.

386. Invalid Payments.— In the next place, as to the cir-

cumstances which will take away from the payment made by

the maker all obligation and force. These have been, for the

most part, already brought under review under the preceding

heads. Payment by the maker will be valid as to third persons

only when it is hona fide made, without any knowledge of facts

which justly impair or destroy the rights of the holder.^ If,

therefore, the maker has notice at the time that the holder has

no title to receive the money, and a fortiori if he knows that he

is receiving it in violation of his known duty and trust, the

payment will not be held to be valid or obligatory as to the par-

ties really interested. The like rule will apply to the case of an

indorser who pays the note with full knowledge that he is under

no obligation to pay it ; as, for example, if an indorser who has

not received due notice of the dishonor of the note should pay

it, it would be at his own risk ; and he would not be entitled

to recover the same from any antecedent indorser, who might

have been liable to him if he had been legally chargeable there-

with, but who would otherwise be discharged.^ For no indorser

can by his mere voluntary and unnecessary payment affect the

rights of the antecedent indorsers, or charge them with liabili-

ties from which they have been already absolved by the princi-

ples of law.^ It may also be laid down as a general rule that

payment by the maker to a holder claiming under a forged

indorsement will not exonerate the maker from payment to the

rightful owner.*

387. Recovery hack of Money paid.— When and under what

circumstances, in case of a forgery or fraudulent alteration of

a promissory note, a person who is a party to the note, either as

maker or payee or indorser, and pays it to a bona fide holder,

will be entitled to recover back the money from the holder, has

1 Story on Bills, s. 430. * Ibid. ; Bayley on Bills, c. 8, pp.
2 Ante, a. 334 ; Story on Bills, s. 318-323 (5th ed.) ; Id. c. 11, p. 468,

423; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 458 and note, 464; Story on Bills, s. 423;

(8th ed.). see Milnes v. Duncan, 6 B. & C. 671

;

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 426, ante, s. 379.

458-464 (8th ed.).
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been a matter of much discussion, and has been already ad-

verted to in a preceding section.^ The question has most com-

monly occurred in cases of bills of exchange ; but the same

principles will often by analogy apply to cases of promissory

notes. The maker of a note does not by implication (as we

have already seen 2) admit the genuineness of the signatures

of the subsequent parties, either of the payee or any subse-

quent indorser thereon, as the acceptor of a bill does the signa-

ture of the drawer ; ^ but he stands in the same predicament as

the acceptor does as to indorsers on the bill ; that is, he does

not admit the genuineness of their signatures.* Hence, a pay-

ment of the note by the maker, where the signature of the

payee or any subsequent indorser is forged, will not bind the

maker, but he may recover back the money which he has paid

to the holder.^ So, if the payee should pay the note to the

holder under a subsequent forged indorsement, he may in like

manner recover back the amount.® But if a subsequent indor-

ser should pay the amount to the holder, where the signature

of the maker or of a prior indorser is forged, he could not

recover it back, because every indorser in legal effect warrants

the genuineness of the signatures of the antecedent parties, of

the indorsers as well as of the maker.^

388. Payment hy Indorser after Discharge.-— From what has

been already suggested, it is apparent of what great importance

it is that every indorser who is called upon by the holder to

take up a note should perfectly assure himself, not only that

the party applying for payment is the true and lawful holder of

1 Ante, s. 379; Story on Bills, s. 448; Price v. Neal, 3 Burr. 1354

451. [A party who has paid a note ante, s. 118.

in ignorance of its having been ma- ^ Story on Bills, ss. 262, 411

terially altered after he executed it 448, 451 ; ante, s. 135, and note

may recover back the money paid. s. 379.

Sheridan v. Carpenter, 61 Me. 83; ^ See Bayley on BUls, c. 11, pp
Bank of Commerce v. Union Bank, 462-466 (5th ed.) ; Thomson on Bills

3 N. Y. 230; Bank of Commerce v. c- 5, pp. 373, 374 (2nd ed.); ante

Mechanics' Banking Association, 55 ss. 379, 380 ; Carpenter v. North-

N. Y. 211 ; City Bank v. First Na- borough Bank, 123 Mass. 66.

tional Bank, 45 Texas, 208.] " Ante, ss. 379, 380.

2 Ante, ss. 379, 380. ' Bayley on Bills, c. 11, pp. 462,

8 Story on Bills, ss. 113, 262, 411, 463 (5th ed.); ante, ss. 135, 380.
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the note, but also that there has not been any laches either by

such holder or by any other party, which will affect the merits

of the claim against him ; for if there has been such laches,

by which the prior parties on the note have been discharged,

any indorser who shall unnecessarily pay the note will not

thereby revive the liability of the prior parties or be entitled

to recover against them.^ Thus, if a note has been dishonored

at maturity, and due notice thereof has not been given by the

holder or other party to the note, so as to bind the antecedent

parties, payment by any subsequent indorser who has not re-

ceived due notice will not revive the liability of the antecedent

parties, but they will remain discharged.^ So, if the prior

parties have not received due notice of the dishonor of the

note, and a subsequent indorser shall pay it to the holder, from

which payment he is exonerated by the holder's laches in giv-

ing him notice a day too late, such payment will not bind the

prior parties ; for he has no right, by such payment, to place

them in a worse situation than they would otherwise have

been.^

389. Mode of Payment.— In the next place, as to the mode
or manner in which payment is to be made by the maker or

received by the holder.* And here the rule is that payment

should ordinarily be made in money or coin by the maker,

according to its true value and denomination in the note ; and

the holder is not bound to accept any thing but such money or

coin, at its true and proper value.^ Where the holder receives

a promissory note or bill in payment of a debt, it is not an

absolute but a conditional payment only, unless otherwise

agreed by the parties ; and it only suspends the right to recover

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 426 (8th pay it, but without giving any direc-

ed.) ; see Konig v. Bayard, 1 Pet. tions as to its application, this does

262; ante, ss. 334, 386. not of itself amount to payment, and
^ Ibid. ; Koscow v. Hardy, 12 the bank does not discharge the in-

East, 435; ante, s. 386. dorsers by not applying the sum de-

' Turner v. Leech, 4 B. & A. 451; posited to the payment of the note.

Story on Bills, s. 423. Bank of Newburgh v. Smith, 66

« [When the holder is a bank at N. Y. 271.]

which the maker has an account, ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 433 (8th

and the maker after the maturity of ed.) ; ante, s. 115.

the note deposits a sum sufficient to
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the original debt, until the credit has expired .^ If the holder

be a mere agent, he has no right to accept payment in goods, in

lieu of money, unless specially authorized so to do.^ If the

holder accepts a draft or a check on a bank or a banker, in pay-

ment of the note, it has been said that he is not obliged to

give up the note before payment of the draft or check ; and, if

he does, the indorsers are discharged thereby.^ If the holder

1 Sayer v. Wagstaff, 5 Beav.

415; ante, s. lOi; post, s. 438.

,
2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 433 (8th

ed.); Howard v. Chapman, 4 C. &
P. 508.

» Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 483,

434 (8th ed.) ; Marius on Bills, 21,

22. See also Hansard v. Eohin-

son, 7 B. & C. 90. Mr. Chitty (pp.

433, 434) says: " Payment is fre-

quently made hy a draft on a banker

;

in which case, if the person receiving

the draft do not use due diligence to

get it paid, the person from whom
he received it, and every other party

to the bill, will be discharged, but

not otherwise, unless the holder ex-

pressly agreed to run all risks; for a

banker's check is not money." From
this language it might be inferred

that, if the holder took a draft on a

banker, and presented it in due time,

and it was dishonored, the drawer

and indorsers, as well as the accep-

tor, would still remain liable on the

bill. There is no doubt that the ac-

ceptor will. But, upon principle, the

drawer and indorsers would be dis-

charged ; for, by their contract, pay-

ment should be made on the day of

maturity, and in money. From a

subsequent passage (p. 434), it would

seem that Mr. Chitty did not mean

to inculcate a different opinion. He
there says: " AVhen payment is made

by the drawee giving a draft oil a

banker, Marius advises the holder

not to give up the bill until the draft

be paid. Till lately, the usage in

London was otherwise, when the

drawee was a respectable person in

trade; and in one case it was decided

that a banker having a bill remitted

to him, to present for payment, is

not guilty of negligence in giving it

up, upon receiving from the acceptor

a cheek upon another banker for the

amount, payable the same day, al-

though such check be afterwards

dishonored. [Russell v. Hankey, 6

T. R. 12 ; but see Whitney v. Esson,

99 Mass. 308, contra ; Byles on Bills,

24 (11th ed.).] But in a late case

at nisi prius, it was considered that

drawer and indorsers of a bill would

be discharged by the holder's taking

a check from and dehvering up the

bill to the acceptor, in case the check

be not paid ; because the drawer and

indorsers have a right to insist on

the production of the bill, and to

have it delivered up on payment by

them. If the holder of a draft on a

banker receive payment thereof in

the banker's notes instead of cash,

and the banker fail, the drawer of.

the check will be discharged. But
if a creditor, on any other account

than a bill of exchange, is offered

cash in payment of his debt, or a

check upon a banker, from an agent

of his debtor, and prefer the latter,

this does not discharge the debtor,

if the check is dishonored, although
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accepts such draft or check, it will ordinarily discharge the

indorsers, but it will operate as to himself as a conditional

payment only, that is, if upon presentment the check is duly

paid by the bank or banker. But if the draft or check is not

presented for payment within a reasonable time by the holder,

and then the bank or banker fails, the holder himself must
bear the loss.^ If the holder receives bank-notes of a bank in

payment, then the indorsers are discharged, and the maker
also, if the bank had not then failed, but would upon due pre-

sentment have paid the same, although it should afterwards

fail and become utterly insolvent.^ Biit, if the bank had theii

actually failed, although unknown to both parties, the payment
will not be deemed valid, unless the holder upon receiving

'

them has agreed to run the risk of their dishonor, or of the

insolvency of the bank.^ But in this case, as in the former

case, the indorsers will be discharged ; although the maker will

still be liable to pay the amount to the holder. The reason of

the distinction is this, that the indorsers are entitled to have

the note immediately paid in cash, and if the holder receives

bank-notes in payment, he gives credit for the time to the

maker pro tanto, and this he is not at liberty to do at the risk

of the indorsers.* But, as between the maker and the holder,

the payment in bank-notes is but a conditional payment, to be

void if the bank is then insolvent, or if, being then solvent, the

holder demands payment within a reasonable time, and pay-

ment is refused,^

the agent fails, with a balance of his ^ Ibid. ; Story on Bills, s. Ill,

principal in his hands to a much and note, s. 225, and note; Fogg v.

greater amount." See Turner ». Sawyer, 9 N. H. 365.

Bank of Fox Lake, 4 Abb. App. Dec. " Story on Bills, s. 419 ; Fogg v.

(N. Y.) 434; 3 Keyes, 425; Burkhal- Sawyer, 9 N. H. 365; ante, s. 119;

ter V. Second National Bank, 42 N. Thomas v. Todd, 6 Hill, 340.

Y. 538 ; Smith v. Miller, 43 N. Y. * See Thomson on Bills, c. 5, s.

171; 52 N. Y. 545; First National 4, pp. 388, 389; Chitty on Bills, c.

Bank ». Leach, 52 N. Y. 350. 9, p. 482 (8th ed.) ; Id. p. 434;

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 1, pp. Story on Bills, s. 419, and note.

236-244 (5th ed.); Id. o. 9, pp. 364 ^ gtory on Bills, s. 109, and note,

-369; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 434 s. 225, and note; ante, ss. 104, n.,

(8th ed.); Story on Bills, s. 109, 119; Fogg v. Sawyer, 9 N. H. 365;

and note; Ward v. Evans, 2 Ld. Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 268-271

Raym. 930; Vernon v. Boverie, 2 (8th ed.) ; Story on Bills, ss. 108,

Show. 296.
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390. Changes in Value of Currenoy.— It sometimes happens

that, between the date of a promissory note and the time of

110, 111 ; Camidge v. AUenby, 6 B.

& C. 373 ; Owenson v. Morse, 7 T.

E. 64; Ex parte Blackburne, 10

Ves. 204; Emly v. Lye, 15 East, 7,

13, per Bayley, J. This subject

seems involved in some perplexity

by the authorities, especially where

the bill, when taken (as, for exam-

ple, the bill of a hanker payable to

bearer), is the bill of parties who
are insolvent, and unable to pay at

the time of the transfer, and that

fact is unknown to both parties.

Under such circumstances, it has

been held in Pennsylvania, in the

case of the transfer of bank-notes,

after the bank had failed, unknown
to both parties, that the holder had

no right to recover against his im-

mediate transferrer. Bayard v.

Shunk, 1 Watts & S. 92. The like

doctrine seems to have been inti-

mated in Young v. Adams, 6 Mass.

182, 185, and was held in Scruggs

V. Gass, 8 Yerg. (Tenn.) 175, and

Lowry v. Murrell, 2 Port. (Ala.)

280. But the opposite doctrine was
maintained in Lightbody v. Ontario

Bank, 11 Wend. 9, and affirmed on

error in the Court of Errors, in 13

Wend. 101, and in Fogg v. Sawyer,

9 N. H. 365 ; Wainwright v. Web-
ster, 11 Vt. 576 ; Frorftier Bank v.

Morse, 22 Me. 88; Gilman v. Peck,

11 Vt. 516 ; Timmins v. Gibbins, 18

Q. B. 722 ; Story on Bills, s. 419.

Harley v. Thornton, 2 Hill (S. C.)

509, note, is on the same side. Af-

ter all, the point seems to resolve

itself more into a question of fact as

to the intent than as to law ; and it

must and ought to turn upon this,

whether, taking all the circum-

stances together, the bill was taken

as absolute payment by the holder,

at his own risk, or only as condi-

tional payment, he using due dili-

gence to demand and collect it. Mr.

Chitty has discussed the subject

somewhat at large, and says: " It

has been said that a transfer by

mere delivery, without any indorse-

ment, when made on account of a

pre-existing debt or for a valuable

consideration passing to the assign-

or at the time of the assignment

(and not merely by way of sale or

exchange of paper), as, where goods

are sold to him, imposes an obliga-

tion on the person making it to the

immediate person in whose favor it

is made, equivalent to that of a

transfer by formal indorsement.

But this expression seems incorrect

;

for the party, transferring only by

delivery, can never be sued upon the

instrument, either as if he were an

indorser, or as having guaranteed

its payment, unless he expressly

did 80. The expression should be,

' that, if the instrument should be

dishonored, the transferrer, in such

case, is Uable to pay the debt, in re-

spect of which he transferred it,

provided it has been presented for

payment in due time, and that due

notice be given to him of the dis-

honor.' A distinction was once

taken between the transfer of a bill

or check for a precedent debt, and
for a debt arising at the time of the

transfer; and it was held that, if

A. bought goods of B., and at the

same time gave him a draft on a

banker, which B. took without any

objection, it would amount to pay-
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its becoming due, a change in the value of the coin or currency

in which it is made payable takes place in the same country.

And the question may under such circumstances arise, whether

ment by A., and B. could not resort

to him in the event of the failure of

the banker. But it is now settled

that, in such case, unless it was ex-

pressly agreed at the time of the

transfer that the assignee should

take the instrument assigned as

payment, and run the risk of its

being paid, he may, in case of de-

fault of payment by the drawee,

maintain an action against the as-

signor on the consideration of the

transfer. And where a debtor, in

payment of goods, gives an order to

pay the bearer the amount in bills

on London, and the party takes bills

for the amount, he will not, unless

guilty of laches, discharge the origi-

nal debtor. And where a person

obtains money or goods on a bank-

note, navy bill, or other bill or note,

on getting it discounted, although

without indorsing it, and it turns

out to be forged, he is liable to re-

fund the money to the party from

whom he received it, on the ground

that there is in general an implied

warranty that the instrument is

genuine. And, though a party do

not indorse a bill or note, yet he

may by a collateral guaranty or un-

dertaking become personally liable.

But as, on a transfer by mere de-

livery, the assignor's name is not on

the instrument, there is no privity

of contract between him and any

assignee, becoming such after the

assignment by himseU ; and, conse-

quently, no person but his immedi-

ate assignee can maintain an action

against him, and that only on the

original consideration, and not on

the bill itself. And, if only one

of several partners indorse his name
on a bill, and get it discounted with

a banker, the latter cannot sue the

firm, though the proceeds of the

bill were carried to the partnership

account. When a transfer by mere

delivery, without indorsement, is

made merely by way of sale of the

bill or note, as sometimes occurs, or

(by) exchange of it for other bills,

or by way of discount, and not as a

security for money lent, or where

the assignee expressly agrees to take

it in payment, and to run all risks;

he has, in general, no right of action

whatever against the assignor, in

case the bill turns out to be of no

value. But there can be no doubt

that, if a man assign a bill for any

sufficient consideration, knowing it

to be of no value, and the assignee

be not aware of the fact, the former

would in all cases be compelled to

repay the money he had received.

And it should seem that, if, on dis-

counting a bUl or note, the promis-

sory note of country bankers be

delivered after they have stopped

payment, but unknown to the par-

ties, the person taking the same,

unless guilty of laches, might re-

cover the amount from the dis-

counter, because it must be implied

that at the time of the transfer

the notes were capable of being re-

ceived, if duly presented for pay-

ment." Chitty on Bills, o. 6, pp.

268-271 (8th ed.) ; see Barnard v.

Graves, 16 Pick. 41 ; Dennie v. Hart,

2 Pick. 204; Story on BiUs, s. 419;

3 Kent Com. 86, n.
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such a change in the value of the coin or currency will have

any effect upon the amount which is to be paid.^ Thus, for

example, a note may be given in England, for the payment of

one hundred guineas therein at a future day, and before that

day arrives, by an act of Parliament the standard value of a

guinea, which is then twenty-one shillings sterling, may be

raised to twenty-two shillings sterling, or it may be lowered to

twenty shillings sterling; that is, a guinea may become in-

creased in value or depreciated in value. In such a case,

whether the guinea be increased or depreciated in value, the

note will be discharged by a due payment in one hundred cur-

rent guineas, or in any other coin which, in the currency of the

country, is at that time of equivalent value, according to the

act of Parliament. If the note were in like manner for

the payment of one hundred pounds sterling, payment of that

sum in guineas, or other coin of the realm, of an equivalent

value, at the rate prescribed by the act of Parliament, would be

a full discharge and payment of the note.^

,

1 Thomson on Bills, c. 5, s. 4, pp.

386, 387 (2nd ed.).

^ Ante, a. 168. This doctrine

was much considered in the Case of

Mixed Money, so called, reported in

Sir John Davies's Reports, 18 [48].

That case was as follows: A bond
had been given in England, in the

43rd of Elizabeth, for £200, on con-

dition that the obligor should pay

the obligee, his executors, or as-

signs, " £100 sterling, current and

lawful money of England," at a fu-

ture day, at a certain place in Christ

Church, Dublin; and between the

time of the giving of the bond and

its becoming due. Queen Elizabeth,

by proclamation, recalled the exist-

ing currency or coinage in Ireland,

and issued a new and debased coin-

age, called mixed money, and de-

clared it to be the lawful and cur-

rent money of Ireland, and to be

received at its value, fixed by the

proclamation, in payment of all

debts. When the bond became due,

the obligor made a tender of the

£100 in the mixed money of the new

standard, in performance of the con-

dition of the obligation. The ques-

tion was whether this was a good

tender or not; and the judges of Ire-

land were required, by the Lord

Deputy of Ireland, to give their opi-

nions thereon; and, accordingly, the

judges delivered their opinions upon

the several points raised. The fourth

point resolved was, that the sai4

mixed money, having the impression

and inscription of the Queen of Eng-

land, and being proclaimed for law-

ful and current money within the

kingdom of Ireland, ought to be

taken and accepted for sterling

money. Fifthly, it was resolved

that, although this mixed money
was made to be current within the

kingdom of Ireland only, yet it may
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391. Foreign Currency,— A rule somewhat more modified

has been promulgated in England, in respect to the drawee of a

well be said to be current and law-

ful money of England; (1) because

Ireland is a member of the imperial

crown of England; (2) because the

place of coinage was in the Tower of

London, in England. Sixthly, and
lastly (which is most important to

our present purpose), "it was re-

solved that, although at the time of

the contract and obligation made in

the present case, pure money of gold

and silver was current within this

kingdom, where the place of pay-

ment was assigned, yet the mixed
money, being established in this

kingdom before the day of payment,

may well be tendered in discharge

of the said obligation, and the obligee

is bound to accept it ; and if he re-

fuses it, and waits until the money
be changed again, the obligor is not

bound to pay other money of better

substance, but it is sufficient if he

be always ready to pay the mixed
money, according to the rate for

which they were current at the time

of the tender. And this point was
resolved on consideration of two cir-

cumstances, namely, the time and

the place of the payment; for the

time is future, namely, that if the

said Brett shall pay or cause to be

paid £100 sterling, current money,

&c. , and therefore such money shall

be paid as shall be current at such

future time; so that the time of pay-

ment, and not the time of the con-

tract, shall be regarded. Also, the

future time is intended by the words
' current money,' for a thing which

is passediis not in cursu ; and there-

fore all the doctors who write de re

nummaria agree in this rule, Verba

currentis monetce tempus solutionis de-

signant. And to this purpose are

several cases ruled in our books, 6

& 7 Ed. 6, Dyer, 81 6. After the

fall and embasement of money, 5

Ed. 6, debt was brought against the

executors of lessee for years, for

rent in arrear for two years, ending

Mich. 2 Ed. 6, at which time the

shilling (which, at the time of the

action brought, was cried down to

6(J.) was current for 12d., the de-

fendants pleaded a tender of the

rent on the days when it became

due, in pedis monetce Anglice vocat.

shillings, qualihet pecia vocat. shil-

ling, adtunc solubili pro 12d., and

that neither the plaintiS nor any

other for him was ready to receive

it, &c., and concluded, that they

are still ready to pay the arrears, in

dictis pedis vocat. shillings, secun-

dum ratam, &o. On this plea, al-

though the plaintifE demurred, yet

he was content to take the money at

the rate aforesaid, without costs or

damages. To the same purpose is

the case of pollards, adjudged 29

Ed. 1, and reported by Dyer, 82 6,

where, in debt on an obligation for

payment of £24, at two several days,

the defendant pleads, that at the

days limited for payment of the debt

in demand, currehat qucedam moneta,

quce vocabatuT pollards, loco sterlingi,

&c., and that the defendant at the

first day of payment tendered the

moiety of the debt in the money

called pollards, which the plaintifE

refused, and that he is still ready,

&c. , and offered it in court, which is

not denied by the plaintiff; Ideo

coneessum est, that he recover one
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bill of exchange, when drawn in England upon and payable in

a foreign country ; for, in such a case, it has been decided that

moiety in pollards, and the other in

pure sterling money. See 9 Ed. 4,

49 a, a remarkable case on the change

of money, where it is said that if a

man, in an action of debt, demands

£40, it shall be intended money
which is current at the time of the

writ purchased. And there a case

in time of Ed. 1 is put, which is

directly to this purpose. In debt

brought upon a deed for thirty quar-

ters of barley, price £20, it was

found for the plaintifE, and the jury

was charged to inquire of the price

at the time of the payment, and it

was said that, at the time of the

payment, a quarter was at 12s. , but,

at the time of the making of the

deed, it was only at 3s., and the

plaintiff recovered £18 for the com,

according to the price of it at the

time of the payment. To this pur-

pose, also, Linwood hath a notable

gloss on the constitution of Simon

Mepham, hb. 3, de testamentis cap.

Item qtda. For where the consti-

tution is such. Pro publicatione tes-

tamenti pauperis, cujus inventarinm

bonorum non excedit centum solidos

sterlingorum, nihil penitis exigatur,

he maketh this gloss; Hie solidus

sumitur pro duodecim denariis An-

glicanis, &c. Sed qusero, saith he,

numquid circa hos centum solidos

debeat oonsiderari valor in moneta

jam currente, vel valor sterlingorum,

qui currebant tempore, statuti; and

there he resolveth. Quod ubi dispo-

sitio surgit ex statuto, ut hie, licet

moneta sit diminuta in valore, tamen

debet considerari respectu monetss

novse currentis, et non respectu an-

tiqupe. Nam mutata moneta, mu-

tari videtur statutum, ut scilicet in-

tellegatur de nova, et non de veteri.

See Regist. 50 a, and 54 6, where the

king issues his writ to be certified

of the value of a church ; the words

of the writ are, Secundum taxa-

tionem decimm jam currentis. And
31 Ed. 3, Fitz. H. Annuity 86, an

annuity was granted to I. S. until

he was promoted by the grantor to

a sufficient benefice. I. S. brings a

writ of annuity against the grantor,

who pleads that he had tendered to

the plaintiff a sufficient benefice; and

there issue was taken on the value

of the benefice at the time of the

tender. '
' This case was commented

on by Sir William Grant, in deli-

vering the judgment of the Privy

Council, in Pilkington o. Commis-

sioners for Claims on France, 2

Knapp, 7, 18, 19; 2 Bli. 98, n. On
that occasion he said: " Great part

of the argument at the bar would

undoubtedly go to show that the

commissioners have acted wrong in

throwing that loss upon the French

government in any case; for they

resemble it to a case of depreciation

of currency, happening between the

time that a debt is contracted and the

time that it is paid; and they have

quoted authorities for the purpose

of showing that, in such a case, the

loss must be borne by the creditor,

and not by the debtor. That point

it is unnecessary for the present

purpose to consider, though Vin-

nius, whose authority was quoted

the other day, certainly comes to a

conclusion directly at variance with

the decision in Sir John Davies's

Reports. He takes the distinction
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if, in the intermediate time between the drawing of the bill and

the presentment thereof for acceptance, the coin or currency is

that, if between the time of contract-

ing the debt and the time of its pay-

ment, the currency of the country is

depreciated by the state, that is to

say, lowered in its intrinsic good-

ness, as if there were a greater pro-

portion of alloy put into a guinea or

a shilling, the debtor should not li-

berate himself by paying the nominal

amount of his debt in the debased

money; that is, he may pay in the

debased money, being the current

coin, but he must pay so much more

as would make it equal to the sum
he borrowed. But, he says, if the

nominal value of the currency, leav-

ing it unadulterated, were to be in-

creased, as, if they were to make the

guinea pass for 30s., the debtor may
liberate himseK from a debt of £1

IQs. by paying a guinea, although

he had borrowed the guinea when it

was but worth 21s. I have said it is

unnecessary to consider whether the

conclusion drawn by Vinnius or

the decision in Davies's Reports be

the correct one; for we think this

has no analogy to the case of credi-

tor and debtor. There is a wrong

act done by the French government.

Then they are to imdo that wrong

a«t, and put the party into the same

situation as if they never had done

it. It is assumed to be a wrong act,

not only in the treaty, but in the re-

pealing decree. They justify it only

with reference to that which, as to

this country, has a false foundation;

namely, on the ground of what

other governments had done towards

them ; they have confiscated the pro-

perty of French subjects, therefore,

they say, we thought ourselves jus-

tified at the time in retaliating

upon the subjects of this country.

That being destitute of foundation

as to this country, the republic

themselves, in effect, confess that

no such decree ought to have been

made, as it affected the subjects of

this country. Therefore, it is not

merely the case of a debtor paying

a debt at the day it falls due, but it

is the case of a wrong-doer, who
must undo, and completely undo,

the wrongful act he has done; and,

if he has received the assignats at

the value of 50d., he does not make
compensation by returning an as-

signat which is only worth 20d. ; he

must make up the difference between

the value of the assignat at different

periods. And that is the case stated

by Sir John Davies, where restitutio

in integrum is stated. He says, two

cases were put by the judges, who
were called to the assistance of the

Privy Council, although they were

not positively and formally resolved.

He says, it is said, if a man upon
marriage receive £1,000, as a por-

tion with his wife, paid in silver

money, and the marriage is dis-

solved, causa preconiractus, so that

the portion is to be restored, it

must be restored in equal good sil-

ver money, though the state shall

have depreciated the currency in

the mean time. So, if a man re-

cover £100 damages, and he levies

that in good silver money, and that

judgment is afterwards reversed, by

which the party is put to restore

back all he has received, the judg-

ment creditor cannot liberate him-

self by merely restoring £100 in
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depreciated by the foreign sovereign, the bill ought to be ac-

cepted and paid, not in the current value at the time of the

acceptance or maturity of the bill, but in the true value at the

time when the bill was drawn. Thus, where a bill was drawn

in England upon the drawees who resided in Portugal, for

1,000 millrees, payable in thirty days after sight ; and, after the

bill was drawn, the king of Portugal had lessened the value of

the millrees ^620 per cent., and the bill was presented to the

the debased currency of the time;

but he must give the very same cur-

rency that he had received. That

proceeds upon the principle that, if

the act is to be undone, it must be

completely undone, and the party is

to be restored to the situation in

which he was at the time the act to

be undone took place. Upon that

principle, therefore, undoubtedly,

the French government, by restor-

ing assignats at the end of thirteen

months, did not put the party in

the same situation in which he was

when they took from him assignats

that were of a very different value."

Lord Eldon, in delivering his opi-

nion in the case of Cockerell v. Bar-

ber, 16 Ves. 461, 465, evidently sup-

ported the doctrine of the judges in

the case reported in Davies's Re-

ports. On that occasion he said:

" In all the cases reported upon the

wills of persons in Ireland or Jamai-

ca, and dying there (and vice versa

in this country), some legacies being

expressed in money sterling, others

in sums without reference to the

nature of the coin in which they are

to be paid, the legacies are directed

here to be computed according to

the value of the currency of the

country to which the testator be-

longed or where the property was

;

and I apprehend no more was done

in such cases than ascertaining the

value of so many pounds in the cur-

rent coin of the country, and paying

that amount out of the funds in

court. On the other hand, I do

not believe the court have ever said

they would not look at the value of

the current coin, but would take it

as bullion. At the time of Wood's

half-pence in Ireland, whatever was

their actual worth, yet payment in

England must have been according

to their nominal current value, not

the actual value. So whatever was

the current value of the rupee at

the time when this legacy ought to

be paid is the ratio according to

which payment must be made here

in pounds sterling. If twelve of

Wood's half-pence were worth six-

pence in this court, sixpence must

have been the sum paid; and, in a

payment in this court, the cost of

remittance has nothing to do with

it. So, if the value of 30,000 ru-

pees, at the time the payment ought

to have been made in India, was

£10,000, that is the sum to be

paid here, without any considera-

tion as to the expense of remit-

tance." See also Story ou Conflict

of Laws, ss. 312, 313 a; Story on

Bills, s. 163; Warder v. AreU, 2

Wash. (Va.) 282; Searight v. Cal-

braith, 4 Dall. 325; Bartsch v. At-

water, 1 Conn. 409; Anon., 1 Bro.

Ch. 376.
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drawees for acceptance with the advance of the ^620 per cent.,

and the drawees refused acceptance, unless to pay at the cur-

rent value, and thereupon the bill was protested ; upon a suit

brought in England against the drawer to recover the amount,

it was held that the bill ought to be paid according to the

ancient value, or with the advance of £20 per cent., and not

according to the current value at the time when the bill became

payable.^

392. Now, this decision was necessarily made upon the sup-

position that the drawees were bound to accept and pay the

£20 per cent, advance ; for, otherwise, there would have been

no default on their part, and no liability on the part of the

drawer for the supposed dishonor. It would certainly be diffi-

cult to sustain this decision upon the principles of international

jurisprudence recognized in our day in England and America

;

for, where a bill is drawn upon a foreign country, payable in

the currency of that country, it is payable in that currency at

its true value at the maturity of the bill, and not at the time

when the bill is drawn.^ Pardessus, however, has, as we shall

presently see, arrived at the conclusion that the law of the

place of payment is to govern ; and yet he concurs in the doc-

trine asserted in the case before Lord Holt.^

393. Opinions of foreign Jurists.— The question whether,

if the value of the money is increased or diminished between

the time of making the contract and the time when it is pay-

able, the payment ought to be made according to the value at

the time of the contract, or at the time when it is payable, has

been much discussed by foreign jurists, and they are not agreed

1 Du Costa V. Cole, Skinn. 272; vies's Reports; for there the altera-

Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 433 (8th tionwasbythekingof England, who
ed.). The decision seems to have has such a prerogative, and this shall

been made at nisi prius by Lord bind his own subjects." In this

Holt, who, upon that occasion, case, he also held the protest to be

said: "That here there not being an evidence ^rima /acie that the bill

notice, the bill ought to be paid ac- was not accepted, and sufficient to

cording to the ancient value, for the put the proof on the other side,

king of Portugal may not alter the ^ Story on Conflict of Laws, ss.

property of a subject of England; 312, 313 a, 313 b, 317.

and therefore this case differs from * Post, s. 395 ; Pardessus, Droit

the Case of Mixed Moneys, in Da- Commercial, torn. 5, art. 1495.
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in opinion. Molinseus (Dumoulin), Hotomannus, and Donellus

contend that the value of the money at the time of the con-

tract, and not at the time when it is payable, ought to be the

governing rule. Thus, for example, if 100 pieces of gold are

borrowed when they are worth 50 asses, and they are to be re-

paid at a future day when they are worth 55 asses, the debtor

is to pay to the creditor only 90 pieces of gold, or, for every

piece of gold, 50 asses ; but if, in the interval, the value has

been diminished to the same extent, then the debtor is bound

to pay 110 pieces of gold, or, for every piece of gold, 55 asses.

Bartolus, Baldus, and Castro, on the contrary, are of opinion

that the value at the time when the money is payable ought to

be the rule ; that is, the value of the money being either in-

creased or diminished, that amount in value ought to be paid

which is the value, not when borrowed, but when it is payable

;

and they say that no other rule can be adopted without injury

to the creditor or the debtor. Vinnius says that he deems this

latter opinion to be the truer and more equitable one ;
Quae sen-

tentia, ut mihi videtur, et verior et tsquior est. But he goes on

to state that, if the true rule be that neither the creditor nor

the debtor should suffer any injury, then, if the intrinsic goodr

ness of the money is changed, we should look to the time of

the making of the contract ; but, if the extrinsic value only is

changed, then we should look to the time when the money is

payable. And he adds that this has been very often adjudged.'

1 We have just seen, in the quo- que hinc pendet decisio nobilissimag

tation of the opinion of Sir William qusestionis, si post contractum sesti-

Grant, cited in the note to a preced- matio nummorum creverit aut de-

ing section (s. 391), how he under- creverit, utrum in solutione facienda

stands the opinion of Vinnius. spectare oporteat valorem, quem
But, perhaps, from the language habebant tempore contractus, an

used by him, he did not mean to qui nunc est tempore solutionis;

express an absolute opinion on the intellige si nihil, de ea re expresse

point; and it is not a Uttle difficult dictum sit, neqne mora intervenerit.

to feel the value of the distinction Molinseus, Hotomannus, Donellus

between a depreciation of the value contendunt, tempus contractus in-

of the coin of currency by adultera- spiciendum esse, id est, ea sestima-

tion, and depreciation by lowering tione nummos reddendos, non quae

the market value, as currency, with- nunc est, sed quae initio fuit, cum
out adulteration. The whole pas- dabantur. Nimirum nihil illi in

sage of Vinnius is as follows: •' At- pecunia numerata prseter sestima-
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394. Pothier maintains the opinion that the value at the

time when the money is payable is the rule which ought to

tionem oonsiderandum putant, to- materia numismatis fundamentum
tamque nummi bonitatem in hac est et causa valoris : quippe qui

ipsa sestimatione oonsistere : ac pro- variatur pro diversitate materise :

inde creditor! non facere injuriam; oportetque valorem hunc justa ali-

qui eandem sestiraationem, quam qua proportione materise respon-

accepit, reddit: tantum enim red- dere: neque in bene constituta

dere eum, quantum accepit, quod repub. nummo ea sestimatio imponi

ad solutionem mutui sit satis. Ita- debet, quae pretium materise, ex

que secundum horum sententiam, qua cuditur, superat, aut superet

si 100. aurei mutuo dati sint, cum ultra modum expensarum, quse in

aureus valebat a,sses 50. reddantur signanda pecunia flunt; quod ad

autem, cum singuli valent asses 55. singularum specierum valorem pa-

debitor reddens creditor! aureos 90. rum addere potest. Sed hoc ad

aut in singulos aureos 50. asses red- actus et prsestationes privatorum

dit, quantum accepit, et liberatur: non pertinet. lUud pertinet, quod

et viclssim si imminuta sit ad eun- si dicimns, creditis nummis nihil

dem modum aureorum sestimatio, prseter sestimationem eorum credi-

non liberatur, nisi reddat aureos tum intelligi, necessario sequltur,

110. aut in singulos aureos asses 55. creditorem teneri in alia forma aut

Bartolus vero in 1. Paulus. 101. de materia nummos acoipere contra

solut. Baldus in 1. res in dotem. definitionem PauH in d. 1. 99. de

24. de jur. dot. Castro in lib. 3. solut. etiamsi damnum ex eo pas-

de reb. cred. et DD. comm. ut surus sit: nam, qui recipit, quod

videre est apud Boer, decis. 327. credidit, nihil habet, quod conque-

contra oensent, spectandum esse in ratur. Seq;uitur, et hoc, si contin-

proposito tempus -Solutionis, id est, gat mutari nummorum bonitatem

aucto vel deminuto nummorum intrinsecain, id est, si valore veteri

valore, ea sestimatione reddi eos retentio percutiantur novi nummi
oportere, non quse tunc fuit, cum ex deteriore materia, quam ex qua

dabantur, sed quse nunc est, cum cusi, qui dati sunt, puta, si qui dati

solvuntur; neque aEud statui posse sunt, cusi fuerint ex puro auro,

sine creditoris aut debitoris injuria, postea alii feriantur ex auro minus

Quse sententia, ut mihi videtur, et puro et mixto ex sere, debitorem

verier et seqnior est. Nam quod restituendo tot mixtos ex contami-

contrarise sententise auctores uni- natos, quot ille puros accepit, hbe-

cum urgent, in nummis non mate- rari cum insigni injuria creditoris

;

rise, sed solius restimationis imposi- et contra interpp. pene omnium

titise atque extern*, quam ob id doctrinam, qui hoc casu solutionem

vulgo extrinsecam nummi bonitar faciendam esse statuunt ad valorem

tem vocant, rationem duci, num- intrinsecum monetse, qui currebat

mumque nihil aliud esse, quam tempore contractus, testibus Gail,

quod publice valet, vereor, ut sim- 2, obs. 73, n. 6 & 7. Borcholt.de

pliciter verum sit. Utique enim feud, ad cap. un. quse sunt regal.

36
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govern, whatever may have heen, in the intermediate time

between the making of the contract and the time when it is

payable, the increase or diminution of the value of the money.

The reason, he says, is that in money we do not regard the

coins which constitute it, but only the value which the sove-

reign has been pleased that they shall signify.^

the price ; and the point is whether

he must upon the redemption pay

num. 62. Illud euim maxime in

hac disputatione oonsiderandiim est,

quoniam hie finis nummi principalis

est, ut serviat rebus necessariis com-

parandis, auctore Aristotele 1. PoKt.

6. quod mutata monetse bonitate

sive extrinseca, sive intrinseca, pre-

tia rerum omnium mutentur, et pro

jnodo auctsB aut imminutes bonita-

tis nummorum crescant aut decres-

oant; quod ipsa docet experientia:

eoque facit 1. 2. C. de vet. num.

pot. lib. 11. Crescunt rerum pre-

tia, si deterior materia electa, aut

manente eadem materia valor auc-

tus sit: decrescant electa materise

melioris, aut si eadem bonitate ma-

terise manente valor imrainutus

fuerit. Fallitur enim imperitum

vulgus, dum sibi persuadet, ex aug-

meuto valoris aurei aliquid sibi

lucri accedere. Hoc autem funda-

mento posito, siquidem neutri con-

trahentium ihjuriam fieri volumus,

ita definiendum videtur, ut si boni-

tas monetae' intrinseca mutata sit,

, tempus contractus si extrinseca, id

est, valor imposititius, tempus solu-

tionis in solutione facienda spectari

debeat. Atque ita ssepissime judi-

catum est." Vinn. ad Inst. lib.

3, tit. 15, s. de Mutuo, n. 12.'

1 Pothier, de Vente, n. 416

;

Story on the Conflict of Laws, s.

313 b. The remarks of Pothier on

this subject are given in a passage

where he supposes the seller of an

estate has reserved a right to re-

deem the same, upon paying back

back the value of the money at the

time of the original contract, or at

the time of the redemption. His

language is: "It remains to be ob-,

served, in regard to the price, that

it may be rendered in a money
different from that in which it is

paid. If it is paid to the seller in

gold, the seller may repay it in

pieces of silver, or vice versa. In

like manner, though subsequent to

the payment of the price the pieces

in which it is paid are increased or

diminished in value, though they

are discredited, and at the time of

the redemption their place is sup-

plied by new ones of better or worse

alloy, the seller, who exercises the

redemption, ought to repaiy in

money, which is current at the

tim^ he redeems, the same sum or

quantity which he received in pay-

ment, and nothing more nor less.

The reason is that in money we

do not regard the coins which con-

stitute it, but only the value which

the sovereign has been pleased that

they shall signify: Eaque materia

forma publica peroussa, usum domi-

niumque non tam ex substantia

prsebet, quam ex quantitate; D. 18,

1, 1. When the price is paid, the

seller is not considered to receive

the particular pieces, so much as

the sum or value which they signify;

and, consequently, he ought to re-

pay, and it is sufficient for him to
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39^ Pardessus has inculcated a different doctrine, holding it

equally applicable to cases of debts upon negotiable instruments

as well as to other contracts and debts. Accordingly he says

that where payment is stipulated to be made in the money of a

foreign country, and in the interyal between the date of the

contract and . the time of the payment thereof the money of

that country has undergone variation in its nominal value, if

the contract is made exclusively between subjects of that

country, it may bind them to pay only according to the value

fixed by the laws thereof ; but that, if either party be a subject

of another country, the rule is otherwise, and that payment is

to be made, not according to the value of the money at its

legal denomination either at the time of the contract or of

the payment, but according to its intrinsic value. Thus, he

puts the case of a contract in Spain between a Spaniard and a

Frenchman for the payment of 500 piastres at a future day

;

and he affirms that in such a case the Frenchman would be

entitled to receive the amount in piastres of a certain weight,

and containing a certain quantity of silver and a certain quan-

tity of alloy, and that although an offer to pay the sum in

Spain in paper money stamped as good for that sum would be

there held valid, yet it would be held bad in Prance if the con-

tract was sued upon in that country. . The reason he gives is,

that the Frenchman must be presumed to intend to employ his

money out of Spain, where the stamped paper money would be

without value.^ Pardessus adds that the same rule is applica-

ble to negotiable paper ; so that if the money is payable in

Spain, and payment can be there obtained only in a depreciated

currency (as if it be lowered in value 20 per cent.), the holder

is not bound to receive it at that rate as a full satisfaction

;

but, if he does receive the depreciated currency, he may have

recourse over against the prior parties who have transferred

the negotiable paper to him, for the difference between the ori-

repay the same sum or value in merely to state it. It cuts off all

pieces which are current, and -which the questions made by the doctors

have the signs authorized by the concerning the changes of money.

"

prince to signify that value. This ' Pardessus, Droit Commercial,

principle being well established in torn. 5, art. 1495.

our French practice, it is sufficient
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ginal and tlie nominal value. Yet, almost in the same breath,

he arrives at the conclusion that it necessarily results from

what he has thus stated, that the law of the place where the

payment is to be made is the rule to govern in all cases of

offers of payment and of deposits.^ The distinction here

taken by Pardessus seems as little reconcilable with any sound

interpretation of the principles of international law as any

which could well be propounded, and it stands unsupported by

any of the foreign jurists whose opinions we have been con-

sidering.2

396. Par of Exchange.— But other questions of great prac-

tical importance may arise, and indeed do arise, in which the

operation of z.lex loei contractus enters as a material ingredient

in the ascertainment of what is a due and sufficient payment

of the note. Thus, where a contract is made in one country,

and is payable in the currency of that country, and a suit is

afterwards brought in another country to recover for a breach

of the contract, a question often arises as to the manner in

which the amount of the debt is to be ascertained, whether at

the nominal or established par value of the currencies of the

two countries, or according to the rate of exchange at the par-

ticular time existing between them. In all cases of this sort,

the place where the money is payable, as well as the currency

in which it is promised to be paid, are (as we shall presently

see) material ingredients.^ For instance, a debt of J 100 ster-

ling is contracted in England, and is payable there ; and after-

wards a suit is brought in America for the recovery of the

amount. The present par fixed by law between the two coun-

tries is to estimate the pound sterling at four dollars and

forty-four cents.^ But the rate of exchange on bills drawn in

1 Ibid.; ante, a. 392; Story on 16, the par for the purpose of esti-

BUIb, s. 418. mating the value of goods paying
2 See Story on Conflict of Laws, an ad valorem duty, and for that

ss. 265, 272 a, 308, 309, 310, 312, purpose only, is declared to be to

313 a; Anon., 1 Bro. Ch. 376. estimate a pound sterling at four

8 Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. dollars and eighty cents. The still

308, 810; post, s. 398. more recent Act of 1842, c. 66, fixes

* This is the par for ordinary the par at four dollars and eighty-

commercial purposes. But by the four cents for the pound sterling, in

Act of Congress of 1832, o. 224, s. all payments by and to the Treasury
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America on England is generally at from eight to ten per cent,

advance on the same amount. In a recent case, it was held by

the King's Bench, in an action for a debt payable in Jamaica

and sued in England, that the amount should be ascertained by

adding the rate of exchange to the par value, if above it ; and so,

vice versa, by deducting it, when the exchange is below the par.^

Perhaps it is difficult to reconcile this case with the doctrine of

some other cases.^ In a late American case, where the pay-

ment was to be in Turkish piastres (but it does not appear

from the report where the contract was made or was made
payable), it was held to be the settled rule, where money is the

object of the suit, to fix the value according to the rate of

exchange at the time of the trial.^ It is impossible to say

that a rule laid ddwn in such general terms ought to be deemed

of universal application ; and cases may easily be imagined,

which may justly form exceptions.

397. The proper rule would seem to be, in all cases, to allow

that sum in the currency of the country where the suit is

brought, which should approximate most nearly to the amotint

to which the party is entitled in the country where the debt is

payable, calculated by the real par, and not by the nominal

par, of exchange.* This would seem to be the rule, also, which

of the United States, and in apprais- ^ Scott v. Bevan, 2 B. & Ad. 78.

ing merchandise imported where Lord Tenterden, in delivering the

the value is by the invoice in opinion of the court in favor of the

pounds sterling. rule, said: " Speaking for myself,

[By the Act of 1873, c. 268, s. 2 personally, I must say that I still

(Revised Statutes, s. 3565), the value hesitate as to the propriety of the

of the pound sterling is to be com- conclusion." See Delegal v. Nay-

puted at four dollars eighty-six lor, 7 Bing. 460 ; Ekins e. East

cents six and one half mills in all India Company, 1 P. W. 395.

payments by or to the Treasury, ^ ggg Cockerell v. Barber, 16

and in appraising merchandise im- Ves. 461; Story on Conflict of Laws,

ported -where the value is by the ss. 308, 312.

invoice expressed in sovereigns or ' Lee v. Wilcocks, 5 Serg. & R.

pounds sterling, and in the con- 48. It is probable that in this

struction of contracts payable in case the money was payable in

sovereigns or pounds sterling; and Turkey. Story on Conflict of Laws,

this valuation is declared to be the s. 308.

par of exchange between Great * In Cash ». Kennion, 11 Ves.

Britain and the United States.] 314, Lord Eldon held that, if a man
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is adopted b^ foreign jurists.^ In some countries, there is an

established par, of exchange by law, as in the United States,

where the pound sterling of England is now valued at four

dollars and forty-four cents for all purposes, except the estima-

tion of the duties on imported goods paying ad valorem duty.^

In other countries, the original par has by the depreciation of

the currency become merely nominal ; and there we should

resort to the real par. Where there is no established par from

any depreciation of the currency, there the rate of exchange

may justly furnish a standard, as the nearest approximation of

the relative value of the currencies. And where the debt is

payable in a particular known coin, as in Sicca rupees or in

Turkish piastres, there the mint value of the coin, and not the

mere bullion value in the country where the coin is issued,

would seem to furnish the proper standard, since it is referred

to by the parties in their contract by its descriptive name as

coin.^

Y" 398. Debt payable at a specified Place.— But in all these

ca^es we are to take into consideration the place where the

money is by the original contract payable ; for wheresoever the

creditor may sue for it, he is entitled to have an amount equal

to what he must pay in order to remit it to that country.*

Thus, if a note were made in England for J 100 sterling, pay-

able in Boston (Mass.), if a suit were brought in Massachusetts,

the party would be entitled to recover four hundred and forty-

in a foreign, country agrees to pay dum est." Voet, ad Pand. lib. 12,

£100 in London upon a given day, tit. 1, s. 25; Henry on Foreign

he ought to have that sum there on Law, 43, n. See also Story on

that day. And if he fails in that Conflict of Laws, ss. 281, 309; 3

contract, wherever the creditor sues Burge, Comm. on Colonial and Fo-

him, the law of that country ought reign Law, pt. 2, c. 20, pp. 771-

to give him just as much as he 773.

would have had if the contract had i Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

been performed. J. Voet says: 281.

" Si major, alibi minor, eorundem ^ Id. s. 308, n. 2; ante, s. 396, n.

nummorum valor sit, in solutione ' Id. s. 309.

facienda; non tarn spectanda potes- * See 1 Chitty on Comm. and

tas pecunise, quae est in loco, in quo Manufact. c. 12, pp. 650, 651. See

contractus celebratus est, quam po- Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. 281,

tius qu8B obtinet in regione ilia; in 308, 310.

qua contractus, implementum facien-
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four dollars and forty-four cents, that being the established par

of exchange by our laws. But if our currency had become
depreciated by a debasement of our coinage, then the deprecia-

tion ought to be allowed for, so as to bring the sum to the real

par instead of the nominail par.^ But, if a like note were

given in England for £100, payable in England or payable

generally (which in legal effect would be the same thing), there,

in a suit in Massachusetts, the party would be entitled to re-

cover, in addition to the four hundred and forty-four dollars and

forty-four cents, the rate of exchange between Massachusetts

and England, which is ordinarily from eight to ten per cent,

above par., And, if the exchange were below par, a propor-

tionate deduction should be made, so that the party would have

his money replaced in England at exactly the same amount
wliich he would be entitled to recover in a suit there.^

399. This distinction may perhaps reconcile some of the

cases, between which there might seem at first view to be

an apparent contrariety. It was evidently acted on in an old

case, where money payable in Ireland was sued for in England
;

and the court allowed Irish interest, but directed an allowance

to the debtor for the payment of it in England, and not in

Ireland.^ It is presumable that the money was of less value i,n

Ireland than in England. A like rule was adopted in a later

case, where money payable in India was recovered in England

;

and the charge of remitting it from India was directed to be

deducted.*

1 Paul Voet has expressed an whereof are difierent in different

opinion upon this subject in general countries. Id. s. 16, p. 271; Id.

terms: " Quid, si in specie de num- p. 328, ed. 1661.

morum aut redituum solutione diffl- ^ Story on Conflict of Laws, s.

cultas incidat, si forte valor sit im- 310.

mutatus ; an spectabitur loci valor, ' Dungannon v. Hackett, 1 Eq.

ubi contractus erat celebratus, an Cas. Abr. 288, 289.

loci, in quem destinata erat solutio? ^ Ekins v. East India Company,

Respondio ex general! regula, spec- 1 P. W. 395; 2 Bro. P. C. 882

tandum esse loci statutum, in quem (ed. Tomlins) ; Story on Conflict of

destinata erat solutio." P. Voet, Laws, ss. 308-311. The American

de Stat. s. 9, c. 2, s. 15, p. 271 ; Id. authorities upon the points stated

p. 328, ed. 1661. And he applies in these four last sections are not in

the same rule where contracts are entire harmony with each other,

for specific articles, the measures They underwent a full discussion,
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400. Hffect of Payment hy an Indorser. — Hitherto we have

been principally considering how and in what manner payment

and were commented upon in the

recent case of Grant ». Healey, 3

Sumner, 523. On that occasion, the

judge who delivered the opinion of

the court said: " I take the general

doctriije to be clear that, whenever

a debt is made payable in one coun-

try, and it is afterwards sued for in

another country, the creditor is en-

titled to receive the full sum neces-

sary to replace the money in the

country where it ought to have been

paid, with interest for the delay; for

then, and then only, is he fully in-

demnified for the violation of the

contract. In every such case, the

plaintiff is therefore entitled to

have the debt due to him first as-

certained at the par of exchange be-

tween the two countries; and then

to have the rate of exchange between

those countries added to or sub-

tracted from the amount, as the

case may require, in order to re-

place the money in the country

where it ought to be paid. It

seems to me that this doctrine is

founded on the true principles of

reciprocal justice. The question,

therefore, in all cases of this sort,

where there is not a known and

settled commercial usage to govern

them, seems to me to be rather a

question of fact than of law. In

cases of accounts and advances, the

object is to ascertain where, ac-

cording to the intention of the par-

ties, the balance is to be repaid.

In the country of the creditor or

of the debtor? In Lanusse v. Bar-

ker, 3 Wheat. 101, 147, the Su-

preme Court of the United States

seem to have thought that, where

money is advanced for a person in

another state, the implied under-

standing is to replace it in the coun-

try where it is advanced, unless that

conclusion is repelled by the agree-

ment of the parties or by other con-

trolling circumstances. Governed

by 'this rule, the money being ad-

vahoed in Boston, so far as it was

not reimbursed out of the proceeds

of the sales at Trieste, would seem

to be proper to be repaid in Boston.

In relation to mere balances of ac-

count between a foreign factor and

a home merchant, there may be

more difficulty in ascertaining where

the balance is reimbursable, whether

where the creditor resides or where

the debtor resides. Perhaps it will

be found, in the absence of all con-

trolling circumstances, the truest

rule and the easiest in its applica-

tion, that advances ought to be

deemed reimbursable at the place

where they are made, and sales of

goods accounted for at the place

where they are made or authorized

to be made. Thus, if a consign-

ment is made in one country for

sales in another country, where the

consignee resides, the true rule

would seem to be to hold the con-

signee bound to pay the balance

there, if due from him ; and if due

to him, on advances there madej to

receive the balance from the con-

signor there. The case of Conse-

qua V. Fanning, 3 Johns. Ch. 587,

610, which was reversed in 17 Johns.

511, proceeded upon this intelligible

ground, both in the Court of Chan-

cery and in the Court of Errors

and Appeals, the difference between
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is to be made by the maker of the promissory note, and the

circumstances under which it will be a due and full discharge

these learned tribunals not being so

much in the rule as in its applica-

tion to the circumstances of that

particular case. I am aware that a

different rule, in respect to balances

of account and debts due and paya-

ble in a foreign country, was laid

down in Martin v. Franklin, 4

Jo'hus. 125, and Scofleld v. Day, 20

Johns. 102; and that it has been

followed by the Supreme Court of

Massachusetts, in Adams o. Cordis,

8 Pick. 260 (see Alcook v. Hopkins,

6 Cush. 484). It is with unaffected

diffidence that I venture to express

a doubt as to the correctness of the

decisions of these learned courts

upon this point. It appears to me
that the reasoning in 4 Johns. 125,

which constitutes the basis of the

other decisions, is far from being

satisfactory. It states very proper-

ly that the court have nothing to

do with inquiries into the disposi-

tion which the creditor may make
of his debt, after the money has

reached his hands; and the court

are not to award damages upon

such uncertain calculations as to

the future disposition of it. But

that is not, it is respectfully sub-

mitted, the point in controversy.

The question is whether, if a man
has undertaken to pay a debt in one

country and the creditor is com-

pelled to sue him for it in another

country where the money is of less

value, the loss is to be borne by the

creditor, who is in no fault, or by

the debtor, who by the breach of

this contract has occasioned the

loss. The loss, of which we here

speak, is not a future contingent

loss. It is positive, direct, immedi-

ate. The very rate of exchange

shows that the very same sum of

money paid in one country is not

an indemnity or equivalent for it

when paid in another country, to

which by the default of the debtor

the creditor is bound to resort.

Suppose a man undertakes to pay

another $10,000 in China, and vio-

lates his contract; and then he 'is

sued therefor in Boston, when the

money, if duly paid in China, would

be worth at the very moment 20

per cent, more than it is in Boston

;

what compensation is it to the cre-

ditor to pay him the $10,000 at the

par in Boston? Indeed, I do not

perceive any just foundation for the

rule that interest is payable accord-

ing to the law of the place where

the contract is to be performed, ex-

cept it be the very same on which a

like claim may be made as to the

principal, viz. that the debtor un-

dertakes to pay there, and therefore

is bound to put the creditor in the

same situation as if he had punc-

tually complied with his contract

there. It is suggested that the case

of bills of exchange stands upon a

distinct ground, that of usage; and

is an exception from, the general

doctrine. I think otherwise. The
usage has done nothing more than

ascertain what should be the rate of

damages for a violation of the con-

tract generally, as a matter of

convenience and daily occurrence

in business, rather than to have

a fluctuating standard, dependent

upon the daily rates of exchange;

exactly for the same reason that the
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and extinguishment of the debt. But there may have been a

dishonor on the part of the maker, and the payment may have

been made by a prior indorser to the holder ; and then it is

rule of deducting one third new for

old is applied to cases of repairs of

ships, and the deduction of one

third from the gross freight is ap-

plied in cases of general average.

It cuts off all minute calculations

and inquiries into evidence. But in

cases of hills of exchange, drawn

hetweeh countries where no such

fixed rate of damages exists, the

doctrine of damages applied to the

contract is precisely that which is

sought to he applied in the case of

a common deht due and payable in

another country, that is to say, to

pay the creditor the exact sum which
he ought to have received in that

country. ' That is sufficiently clear

from the case of Mellish v. Simeon,

2 H. Bl. 378, and the whole theory

of re-exchange. My hrother, the

late Mr. Justice Washington, in the

case of Smith v. Shaw, 2 Wash. C.

C.'l67, 168, in 1808, which was a

suit brought by an English mer-

chant on an account for goods

shipped to the defendant's testator,

where the money was doubtless to

be paid in England, and a question

was made whether, it being a ster-

ling debt, it should he turned into

currency at the par of exchange or

at the then rate of exchange, held

that the debt was payable at the

then rate of exchange. To which

Mr. Ingersoll, at that time one of

the ablest and most experienced

lawyers at the Philadelphia bar, of

counsel for the defendant, assented.

It is said that the point was not

started at the argument, and was

settled by the court suddenly, with-

out advancing any reasons in sup-

port of it. I cannot but view the

case in a very different light. The

point was certainly made directly to

the court, and attracted its full at-

tention. The learned judge was

not a judge accustomed to come to

sudden conclusions, or to decide any

point which he had not most scrupu-

lously and deliberately considered.

The point was probably not at aU

new to him ; for it must frequently

have come under his notice in the

vast variety of cases of debts due on

account by Virginia debtors to Bri-

tish creditors, which were sued for

during the period in which he pos-

sessed a most extensive practice at

the Richmond bar. The circum-

stance that so distinguished a law-

yer as Mr. Ingersoll assented to the

decision is a further proof to me
that it had been well understood in

Pennsylvania to be the proper rule.

If, indeed, I were disposed to in-

dulge in any criticism, I might

say that the cases in 4 Johns. 125

and 20 Johns. 102 do not appear to

have been much argued or consi-

dered; for no general reasoning is to

be found in either of them upon

principle, and no authorities were

cited. The arguments and the

opinions contain little more than a

dry statement and decision of the

point. The first and only case in

which the question seems to have

been considered upon a thorough

argument is that in 8 Pick. 260.

I regret that I am not able to follow

its authority with a satisfied assent

of mind."
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obvious that such a payment, if duly and properly made, will

not ordinarily discharge the note, but it will simply reinstate

such indorser in all his original rights against the antecedent

parties thereon. If, indeed, any of those parties, either as

maker or indorser, be such merely for his accommodation, then

his claim is ended ; for the payment has been already made by

the very party who is ultimately bound to indemnify and reim-

burse all the others, and the law, to avoid circuity of action,

will treat it as a direct extinguishment.^

401. In respect to indorsers, also, another material conside-

ration is to be borne in mind. When payment or satisfaction is

duly made by any indorser to the holder, he will still retain his

right to recover over against all the antecedent parties upon the

note (not being parties for his accommodation), until he has

received a full indemnity.^ But by such payment or satisfac-

" Story on Bills, ss. 421, 422, 425;

Sargent v. Appleton, 6 Mass. 85, 88.

2 [Payment in whole or part by

an indorser does not discharge the

liability of the maker or previous

indorsers, unless it is made on

their behalf. Eandall v. Moon, 12

C. B. 261 ; Jones v. Broadhurst,

9 C. B. 173; ante, s. 374, n. But

such payment transfers to the in-

dorser making it a right to the pro-

ceeds of the note to the extent of

the payment, and if the indorsee re-

covers the full amount from the

maker or a previous indorser, he

will be a trustee for him to that ex-

tent; and therefore if the indorser

making the payment is the party

that is ultimately liable to pay the

note, as between himself and the

other parties, the holder can recover

no more than the difference between

the amount of the note and the pay-

ment. Cook ». Lister, 13 C. B.,

N. S. 543.

The indorser may pay the note and

deliver it to the indorsee to sue the

maker upon it,' and the payment

will be no defence. Williams v.

James, 15 Q. B. 498; Bank of

America v. Senior, 11 E. I. 376.

The right of action which an indor-

ser acquires against the acceptor by
paying the bill is not affected by the

circumstance that the holder, hav-

ing previously obtained judgment

against the acceptor, took him in

execution after such payment and
discharged him, nor by the fact that

the holder retained the bill until the

indorser paid the costs of an action

he had commenced against him upon

the bUl, which was after such dis-

charge of the acceptor. Woodward
V. Pell, L. R. 4 Q. B. 55.

When a bank at which a bill or

note is expressed to be payable is

one of the indorsers, and pays it

upon presentment at maturity, it is

a question for the jury vfhether it

made the payment as indorser or as

agent for the acceptor or maker.

Pollard V. Ogden, 2 E. & B. 459

;

see also Dougherty v. Deeney, 45

Iowa, 443 ; Pacific Bank v. Mitchell,

9 Met. 297.]
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tion the note will be effectually discharged as to all the subse-

quent indorsers, as well against the holder as against himself,

so that neither can sue thereon ; not the holder, for he has already

received payment ; and not such prior indorsers so paying, even

if the note were indorsed to him in blank by the holder, for he

himself is, as to all the subsequent indorsers, the very party

bound to indemnify them ; and therefore, to avoid circuity of

action, the law deems the note extinguished as to the latter .^

402. Satisfaction otherwise than hy Payment.— In the next

place, as to the satisfaction of a note otherwise than by payment

strictly so called. Generally speaking, whatever is a satisfac-

tion as to the maker of the note is a satisfaction as to all the

other parties thereto who are collaterally liable.^ Therefore,

credit given by the maker of a note (being the party ultimately

liable) to the holder, with his consent, is tantamount to pay-

ment, but not credit by any party not ultimately liable.^ So

satisfaction made by one partner of a firm which are either the

makers or the indorsers of a note, will discharge all the part-

ners. The same rule will apply where a person is a partner in

two firms, one of which are the makers and the other the

indorsers of the note ; for a satisfaction by one firm, or a part-

ner therein, will discharge both.* The reason is that the act

of one partner within the scope of the partnership business is

deemed to be the act of all, and binding upon all, not only

jointly, but individually. Therefore, if A. and B. be partners

in one firm, and A. and C. be partners in another firm, and the

first firm be the makers of the note, and the last the indorsers,

and either A. or B. or C. pays the note, it will at law dis-

charge both firms, and the payment will be deemed a partner-

ship payment, since each partner is a party as well as a privy

to the transactions of the partnership in which he is interested.

If A. or B. pays the note as maker, that of course discharges

the indorsers. If A. or C. pays the note as indorser, that

1 Bayley on Bills, o. 9, p. 345 12 East, 317; Mason o. Hunt, 1

(5tli ed.) ; Smith v. Knox, 3 Esp. Doug. 297 ; Bolton v. Puller, 1 B. «e

46; English v. Barley, 2 B. & P. P. 539.

62. 8 Ibid. ; Atkins w. Owen, 4 N. &
2 Bayley on Bills, o. 9, pp. 334, M. 123.

347, 348 (5th ed.) ; Jacaud ». French, * Ibid.
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equally discharges the maker ; for the firm of A. and C. cannot

at law sue the firm of A. and B. therefor, since there is a

merger of the debt and A. cannot sue himself.^ In this respect,

our law differs from the Roman law, and the law of France and

other countries deriving their jurisprudence from the Roman
law ; for by the law of the latter each firm would be deemed a

quasi corporation capable of suing and being sued by each

other.2 And in equity the same result is obtained in our law

by treating the debt as between the different firms as a sub-

sisting debt, cequo et bono, for the purposes of liquidating the

claims of the different firms against each other.^

403. Extinguishment and Satisfaction.— But here it should

constantly be borne in mind that there is a difference in our

law between extinguishment of the debt and satisfaction of the

debt. Every satisfaction amounts, in point of law, to an ex-

tinguishment of the debt ; but every extinguishment is not a

satisfaction thereof. The claim of the holder upon a note may
be extinguished as to some parties and remain entire as to

others. But, if his claim is satisfied as to any, it is satisfied as

to all.* Hence it becomes important to ascertain what are

matters of discharge and extinguishment, and between what

parties they are operative. This subject will occur in other

connections hereafter, and therefore need not at present be

further examined.^

404. Taking a Promissory Note in Payment,— Promissory

notes, either of the maker himself or of a third person, are

often received by the holder or the creditor in payment of the

original note or debt due by the maker. And the question

often arises, when and under what circumstances the receipt of

a substituted note will be deemed a due and absolute extinguish-

ment or satisfaction of the original debt or note, or not. In

general, by our law, the receipt of a promissory note of the

1 Jacaudi). French, 12 East, 317; 222; 1 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 679-682;

Bolton V. Puller, 1 B. & P. 539. Hall v. Kimball, 77 111. 161.

2 Story on Partnership, s. 221, * Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 335

and note; Pothier, de Societe, n. (5th ed.) ; Id. p. 347; see Terrell

135, 136; 2 Bell Com. bk. 7, pp. v. Smith, 8 Conn. 426.

619, 620 (5th ed.). * Post, s. 409.

8 Story on Partnership, ss. 221,
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maker, or of a third person will be deemed a conditional satis-

faction or extinguishment only of the original debt or note of

the maker (that is, if the substituted note, so received,- is regu-

larly paid), unless otherwise agreed between the parties.^ It

is at most, therefore, only prima facie evidence of satisfaction,

rendering it necessary that the party receiving the substituted

note should account for it before he will be entitled to recover

upon the original debt or note. But, if it is agreed between the

parties, as it well may be, that the substituted note shall be an

absolute payment of the original debt or note, then it will ope-

rate as an absolute satisfaction and extinguishment thereof.^

405. But where the substituted note is received as condi-

tional payment only, it will amount to an absolute satisfaction

or extinguishment of the original debt or note under certain

circumstances.^ Thus, the holder or creditor will be precluded

from recovering upon the original debt or note, if it appear that

the substituted note, being the negotiable note of a third person,

is not paid in consequence of the laches of the holder or credi-

tor, and is lost by his neglect ; * or if it was originally received

as cash, and the holder or creditor took upon himself the risk

of its being paid ; ^ or if it was transferred to him by way of

1 Ante, ss. 104, 105, 117; Bayley Canfield v. Ives, 18 Pick. 253; post,

on Bills, c. 9, pp. 363-367 (5th ed.)
;

s. 438.

Puckford V. Maxwell, 6 T. R. 52

;

" Ibid. ; Cornwall v. Gould, 4

Owenson v. Morse, 7 T. R. 64; Pick. 444; Huse v. Alexander, 2

Kearslake v. Morgan, 5 T. R. 513; Met. 157; ante, 104; post, ss. 405,

Sayeru. Wagstaff, 5Beav.415;Max- 408, 438; Maillard v. Duke of Ar-

well V. Deare, 8 Moore P. C. 363; gyle, 6 M. & Gr. 40; Sheehy b.

Clark V. Young, 1 Cranch, 181, 192; Mandeville, 6 Cranch, 253, 264.

Sheehy v. Mandeville, 6 Cranch, ' Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 364-

253,264;Tobeyu. Barber, 5 Johns. 367 (5th ed.); Thomson on Bills,

68 ; Murray u. Gouverneur, 2 Johns, c. 1, s. 3, pp. 166-174 (2nd ed.);

Cas. 438; Herring v. Sanger, 3 Sheehy v. Mandeville, 6 Cranch,

Johns. Cas. 71; Schemerhorn v. 26S, 26i; ante, s. 104:\ post, a. iSS.

Loines, 7 Johns. 311; Johnson v. * Bayley on Bills, o. 7, s. 2, pp.

Weed, 9 Johns. 310; Hoar ». Clute, 286-289 (5th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp.

15 Johns. 224; Holmes !. D'Camp, 364-367 ; Thomson on Bills, c. 1,

1 Johns. 34; Pintard v. Taokington, s. 3, pp. 168-172 (2nd ed.); Owen-

10 Johns. 104; Burdick w. Green, 15 son v. Morse, 7 T. R. 64; Bridges

Johns. 247; Putnam v. Lewis, 8 v. Berry, 3 Taunt. 130; Bishop o.

Johns. 389; Thomson on Bills, c. Rowe, 3 M. & S. 362.

4, s. 3, pp. 168-168 (2nd ed.) ; ^ Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 365
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sale ; ^ or if, being tlie negotiable note of the maker himself, it

has since been transferred by the holder or creditor, and is out-

standing, in the hands of a third person.^

406. Other Matters of Discharge.— Let us, in the next place,

proceed to the consideration of other matters which will amount

to a discharge or extinguishment of the rights of the holder of a

promissory note as against the maker or as against any of the

other parties thereto who are ordinarily liable to him for the due

payment thereof. And, first, as to matters of discharge or extin-

guishment of the rights of the holder against the maker. These

may be resolved into the two following heads : (1) Those which

arise by mere operation of law
; (2) Those which arise from the

express act or implied agreement of the parties themselves.^

407. Discharge hy Operation of Law.— And, first, in rela-

tion to matters of discharge or extinguishment of the debt as to

the maker by operation of law. Among these we may enume-

rate, (1) The discharge of the maker of the note, under a

bankrupt act or insolvent act of the state where the contract is

made and is payable ; * (2) The merger of the note in a judg-

ment thereon by the holder against the maker ; ^ (3) The ap-

pointment of the maker to be the executor of the holder ; ^ (4)

The bequest of the note to the maker by the holder in his last

will and testament ;
'^

(5) The infancy of the maker, when it is

a valid discharge by the local law ; ^ (6) The marriage of the

(5th ed.); Owenson v. Morse, 7 163; 2 Kent Com. 459. But a dis-

T. R. 64; Fenn b. Harrison, 3 charge of one joint maker of a note

T. R. 759 ; Ex parte Shuttleworth, by mere operation of law, and with-

3 Ves. 368; Wiseman v. Lyman, 7 out any act done by the creditor,

Mass. 286. will not discharge the other maker.

1 Ibid. ; Fydell u. Clarke, 1 Esp. Ward v. Johnson, 13 Mass. 148.

447. = Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 335 (5th

2 Black V. Zacharie, 3 How. 483. ed.) ; Norris ». Aylett, 2 Camp. 329;

s Story on Bills, s. 265. Claxton v. Swift, 2 Shower, 441,

^ Ante, s. 168; Bayley on Bills, 494; Lutw. 882.

c. 9, pp. 336, 346 (5th ed.); Story « Story on BiUs, s. 443; Freak-

on Conflict of Laws, ss. 331, 832; ley w. Fox, 9 B. & C. 130; Pothier

2 Bell Comm. bk. 8, c. 3, p. 688 on Oblig., by Evans, n. 286; Bac.

(5th ed.) ; 8 Burge, Comm. on Co- Abr., Extinguishment, D.; Com.

lonial and Foreign Law, pt. 2, o. Dig., Release, A 2.

21, s. 7, pp. 884^886 ; Id. c. 22, pp. ' Hobart v. Stone, 10 Pick. 215.

924, 929; Story on Bills, ss. 161, « ^nte, s. 168; Story on Bills,
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maker with the holder of the note,^ whea it has the like validity

and effect ; ^ and other defences of a like nature, which by the

local law dissolve or discharge the contract ; ^ such, for ex-

ample, as compensation or set-off by the Roman and foreign

law.*'

408. Discharge hy Act of the Holder.— Secondly, in rela-

tion to matters of discharge or extinguishment by the volun-

tary act or agreement of the holder. Among these we may

enumerate, (1) An accord and satisfaction by the receipt of

some collateral thing from the maker, in discharge of the note

;

(2) A release under seal by the holder to the maker,^ or (as

we shall presently see), if there be joint makers, a release of

one or more of them ; ^ (3) An agreement and substitution

of another or higher security in lieu of the note ; ' such, for ex-

ample, as taking a bond under seal for the debt due by the note,

or taking another negotiable note therefor and in lieu thereof; ^

(4) A covenant never to sue the maker on the note ; for it will

operate as a release of that party, by way of extinguishment,

to avoid circuity of action ; ® (5) Any other arrangement of a

s. 163; Thomson v. Ketcham, 8 18 Kck. 414, 415; Carnegie ». Mor-

Johns. 189; Male ». Roberts, 3 rison, 2 Met. 881, 407; Rowley ».

Esp. 163. Stoddard, 7 Johns. 207; Ward v.

1 Com. Dig., Release, A 2; Cur- Johnson, 13 Mass. 148; 1 Stbry

tis V. Brooks, 37 Barb. 476; Ab- Eq. Jur. s. 112; Abat v. Holmes, 3

bott V. Winchester, 105 Mass. 115; La. 352; Stewart o. Eden, 2 Gaines,

Chapman v. Kellogg, 102 Mass. 246. 121 ; Cheetham v. Ward, 1 B. & P.

^ Bac. Abr., Extinguishment, D. 630; Nicholson ». Revill, 4 A. & E.

s See Story on Bills, ss. 363-365, 675; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 5,

440; Story on Conflict of Laws, ss. pp. 532, 533 (2nd ed.); Lynch «.

331-351 d, 575. Reynolds, 16 Johns. 41.

• 2 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 1438-1444; ' Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 5,

Pothieron Oblig., by Evans, n. 587- pp. 582-537 (2nd ed.); see Samson

603 (622-642 of French editions); v. Thornton, 3 Met. 275; Sexton r.

Dig. lib. 16, tit, 2, 1. 21; Pothier, Wood, 17 Pick. 110; Bruen ». Mar-

Pand. lib. 16, tit. 2, n. 1, 3. quand, 17 Johns. 58.

6 Copimercial Bank v. Cunning- ^ Bac. Abr., Extinguishment, D.

;

ham, 24 Pick. 270; Chandler v. United States v. Lyman, 1 Mason,

Herrick, 19 Johns. 129. 482, 505; Bayley on Bills, o. 9, pp.

American Bank v. Doolittle, 334, 385 (5th ed.) ; Id. pp. 863-

14 Pick. 123; Averill v. Lyman, 18 366; ante, ss. 104, 404.

Pick. 346; Tuckerman v. Newhall, » Com. Dig., Release, A 1;

17 Mass. 581; Goodnow v. Smith, Fitzgerald ». Trant, 11 Mod. 254;
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similar nature, founded upon a fair consideration between the

parties ; such, for example, as an agreement between the holder

and the maker and a third person that the last shall take upon

himself the sole and exclusive payment of the debt.^

409. Difference between Extinguishment and Satisfaction.—
Some of the foregoing cases may serve to illustrate the distinc-

tion already alluded to between the satisfaction and the extin-

guishment of the claim of the holder upon the note.^ Thus, for

example, taking a security of a higher description, such as a

bond or judgment, for the money due on the note, will extin-

guish the claim of the holder upon the note against the party

giving the security ; but it will not amount to a satisfaction

thereof, so as to discharge the other parties upon the note.^

Nay, even the taking of the judgment debtor in execution, and

afterwards discharging him from imprisonment upon a letter of

licence, will not operate as a satisfaction as to any of the ante-

cedent parties upon the note, although it will be an extinguish-

ment thereof as to the party committed on execution,* and ailso

as to all subsequent parties upon the note,* although not, per-

haps, to a joint maker.® So, although a covenant never to sue

the maker will operate as an extinguishment of the debt as to

the maker,^ yet it is not a satisfaction thereof as to other

parties on the note. And, therefore, such a covenant will not

operate as a discharge or release of a joint maker.^ Similar

Lacy V. Kinaston, 1 Ld. Raym. 688; W. Bl. 1235; Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

12 Mod. 551; Dean v. Newhall, 8 T. p. 451 (8th ed.) ; Michael v. Myers,

R. 168, 171; Shed v. Pierce, 17 Mass. 7 Jur. 1156.

623, 628; Cuyler v. Cuyler, 2 Johns. » Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 344

186; Harrison v. Close, 2 Johns. (5th ed.); Smith v. Knox, 3 Esp.

448; Clark v. Bush, 3 Cowen, 151. 46; English v. Darley, 2 B. & P. 61.

^ See De la Torre v. Barclay, * Porter v. Ingraham, 10 Mass.

1 Stark. 7; Bayley on Bills, c. 9, 88, 90; bat see Hyde v. Long, 4

p. 344 (5th ed.). Vt. 531.

^ Ante, s. 403. ' Powell v. Forrest, 2 Saund.

8 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 334, 47, n., Williams's note (1); Lacy v.

385 (5th ed.); Claxton «. Swift, 2 Kinaston, 1 Ld. Raym. 688 ; 12 Mod.

Shower, 441, 494; Lutw. 882; An- 551; Dean v. Newhall, 8 T. R. 168.

sell V. Baker, 15 Q. B. 20; Fisher » Thomas v. Courtnay, 1 B. &
V. Fisher, 98 Mass. 303. A. 1, 8, per Holroyd, J.; Story on

* Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 335 Bills, s. 431; Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

(5th ed.); Hayling v. MuUhall, 2 p. 449 (9th ed.); Dean «. Newhall,

36
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principles have been thought to apply to a judgment against

one joint maker ; and that it will be no bar to a joint suit

against both the makers ^ or to a several suit against the other

maker. But this seems exceedingly doubtful.^

410. Parol Discharge.— But a mere parol release of the

maker without payment will be no discharge or satisfaction

thereof, even as to himself; for, by our law, a release, to be

effectual, must be under seal.^ Neither will it be any discharge

8 T. R. 168; Twopenny v. Young,

3 B. & C. 208; Mallet v. Thompson,

5 Esp. 178; Shed v. Pierce, 17

Mass. 623, 628; but see Catskill

Bank «. Messenger, 9 Cowen, 37;

Chandler v. Herrick, 19 Johns. 129;

Cuyler v. Cuyler, 2 Johns. 186;

Harrison v. Close, 2 Johns. 448;

see also Terrell v. Smith, 8 Conn.

426; post, s. 421.

1 Sheehy v. Mandeville, 6 Cranch,

253; Higgens's Case, 6 Rep. 45,

46 a. This case was questioned in

Ward V. Johnson, 13 Mass. 148,

and in Robertson v. Smith, 18

Johns. 459. It was also commented

on in the United States v. Cushman,

2 Sumner, 426, 438, 439. In King

V. Hoare, 13 M. & W. 494; 8 Jur.

1127, the Court of Exchequer held

the judgment against one joint con-

tractor to be a bar to a suit against

the other. There is a very able

judgment by Baron Parke in that

case. See also Leohmere v. Fletcher,

1 C. & M. 623; Siddall v. RawolifE,

1 M. & Rob. 263; Dyke ». Mercer,

2 Shower, 394.

^ Higgens's Case, 6 Rep. 45,

46 a; Porter v. Ingraham, 10 Mass.

88, 90; supra, n. 1; King v. Hoare,

13 M. & W. 494; 8 Jur. 1127;

Kingsley v. Davis, 104 Mass. 178;

Gibbs V. Bryant, 1 Pick. 118;

Smith V. Black, 9 Serg. & R. 142;

Lewis V. WiUiams, 6 Wharton, 264.

» Shaw ». Pratt, 22 Pick. 305

Smith V. Bartholomew, 1 Met. 276

De Zeng v. Bailey, 9 Wend. 336

Jackson V. Stackhouse, 1 Cowen,

122; Crawford v. Millspaugh, 13

Johns. 87 ; Fitch v. Sutton, 5 East,

230, 231; Co. Lit. 212 6.

The obligation of a party upon a

bill of exchange or promissory note

may be discharged by express words

by parol, without any payment or

other 'satisfaction or any solemn

instrument; in this respect, as in

some others, the law merchant dif-

fers from the common law, and

follows the rule prevailing in fo-

reign countries. Foster v. Dawber,

6 Ex. 839, 850 ; Cook v. Lister, 13

C. B., N. S. at p. 593; Byles on

Bills, 11th ed., 196, 197.

Although a party may be dis-

charged by striking out his signa-

ture, yet he will not be discharged

if his signature be struck out by

mistake. Wilkinson v. Johnson, 3

B. & C. 428; Warwick ». Rogers, 5

M. & Gr. 340; Prince v. Oriental

Bank Corporation, 3 App. Cas. 325;

Raper v. Birkbeck, 15 East, 17;

Brett V. Marston, 45 Me. 401; see

s. 139, ante. In Vanauken v. Horn-

beck, 14 N. J. L. (2 Green) 178, it

was held that, if the holder inten-

tionally destroys a promissory note,

he destroys his right of action.
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or release of a joint maker or joint indorser, that the other maker

or indorser has paid his share of the note, and thereupon he has

been by parol discharged by the holder from any further payment

thereof.^

411. Taking and Giving up of Secv/rity. — The taking of col-

lateral security by the holder from the maker of the note for

the payment of the same will not be any defence against a suit

brought upon the same note, unless, payment has been received

of some part thereof, and then it will extinguish the claim on

the note only pro tanto? And it has been held that, if the

holder should give up the collateral security, which he has re-

ceived from an antecedent party, as, for example, from the

first indorser, after the dishonor of the note, it will not exone-

rate the subsequent indorsers from liability to the holder.^

The ground of this decision was that the holder had not

thereby given time or credit to the party from whom the secu-

rity was received, upon the footing thereof; and might, notwith-

standing the collateral security, have immediately sued the party

on the note. But it may admit of question, whether the sur-

render of such security without the assent of the other parties

would not, in a court of equity, be held a discharge pro tanto*

412. Discharge of Indorsers.— In the next place, as to mat-

ters of discharge or extinguishment of the rights of the holder

against the indorsers, or any of them.^ We have already had

occasion to consider the cases in which the neglect to make a

1 Euggles V. Patten, 8 Mass. Green, 2 Vt. 129; see also Sigour-

480 ; Harrison v. Close, 2 Johns, ney v. Wetherell, 6 Met. 553.

448; De Zeng v. Bailey, 9 Wend. s Hurd v. Little, 12 Mass. 502;

336; Catskill Bank v. Messenger, 9 Ligget v. Bank of Pennsylvania, 7

Cowen, 37; Chandler i>. Herrick, 19 Serg. & R. 218.

Johns. 129; Steinman v. Magnus, * See 1 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 326,

11 East, 390. 499 ; Haslett v. Ehrick, 1 Nott &
2 Cornwall i>. Gould, 4 Pick. M'C. (S. C.) 116; Pearl ». Deacon, 1

448; Beckwith v. Sibley, 11 Pick. DeG. & J. 461; Pledge ». Buss, H. R.

482; Clarke v. Devlin, 3 B. & P. V.Johnson, 663; Baker «. Briggs, 8

363; Rice v. Catlin, 14 Pick. 221; Pick. p. 129; Union Bank ». Cooley,

Whitwell V. Brighara, 19 Pick. 117; 27 La. An. 202; see Rees v. Berring-

Croghan v. Conrad, 11 Mart. (La.) ton, 2 Wh. & T. L. C, pp. 1004,

555; Ligget v. Bank of Pennsyl- 1024, 1026-1029, 5th ed.

vania, 7 Serg. & E. 218; Ripley i>. * See Thomson on Bills, c. 6,

s. 5, pp. 532-549 (2nd ed.).
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due presentment of the note at its maturity to the maker for

payment, or the neglect to give the indorsers due notice of the

dishonor upon such presentment, will exonerate the indorsers

from all responsibility to the holder ; and therefore we need not

in this place refer to that subject.^ But there are others, again,

which involve the rights and interests of the indorsers, and de-

serve attention in this place.

413, Agreement with the Makerfor Time.— First. If there

be any valid agreement (that is, one founded upon a valuable

consideration and operative in point , of law) between the

maker and the holder, whereby the holder agrees to give credit

to the maker of the note after it is due, or whereby the pay-

ment is postponed to a future day, and this agreement is made

without the consent of the indorsers, they will be thereby ab-

solved from all obligation to pay the same.^ And it will make

no difference whether the agreement was made before the ma-

turity of the note or after its dishonor, or after the indorsers

have been fixed by due presentment and due notice of the dis-

honor.^ The rule is usually laid down in less broad and com-

prehensive terms, namely, that the holder's discharging or

giving time to any of the parties on the note will be a dis-

charge of every other party thereto, who upon payment of the

1 jlnie, SS. 299-355. 9; Bank of the United States v.

2 An agreement between the Hatch,6Pet.250;Lobdell».Niphler,

holder and a stranger to give time 4 La. 295; Millaudon v. Arnous, 3

to the maker does not discharge the Mart. N. S. (La.) 596; Hefford v.

indorser. Prazer v. Jordan, 8 E. & Morton, 11 La. 115; Browne ». Carr,

B.303. 7 Bing. 508; Philpot o. Briant, 4

8 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 441- Bing. 717, 719-721; Bradford ».

444, 451, 452 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Hubbard, 8 Pick. 165; Burrill v.

BUls, c. 9, pp. 338, 339 (5th ed.)

;

Smith, 7 Pick. 291 ; Weld r. Bank

StoryonBills,ss. 425, 426; Thomson of Fassamaquoddy, 3 Mason, 505;

on Bills, 0. 6, s. 5, pp. 537-541 (2nd Hewet ». Goodrick, 2 C. & P. 468;

ed.) ; English v. Barley, 2 B. & P. Veazie v. Carr, 3 Allen, 14 ; Apple-

61; Gould V. Robsou, 8 East, 576; ton v. Parker, 15 Gray, 173; Brooks

Clark w. Devlm, 3 B. &P. 363; Price v. Wright, 13 Allen, 72; Michigan

V. Edmunds, 10 B. & C. 578; Smith State Bank v. Leavenworth, 28 Vt.

V. Becket, 13 East, 187; Moss v. 209 ; Fridenberg ». Robinson, 14 Fla.

Hall, 5 Ex. 46; Hubbly b. Brown, 130; Bangs v. Mosher, 23 Barb. 478;

16 Johns. 70; Wood v. Jefierson Dickerson e. Commissioners of Rip-

County Bank, 9 Cowen, 194; Nolte ley County, 6 Ind. 128.

V. Creditors, 7 Mart. N. S. (La.)
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,

note would be entitled to sue the party to whom such discharge
or time has been given, unless tlie right to sue in such a case

result from facts out of the ordinary course, as from the signa-

tures being accommodation signatures.^ We shall presently see

whether the rule as thus qualified does not admit or require

some further expansion, so as to embrace all indorsers, although

the note may have been made for their own accommodation.^

414. The reason of the rule, as thus qualified, is (and it

seems equally applicable to all cases), that the holder by such
an agreement undertakes that he will give credit to the maker
during the period of the delay, and thereby tacitly agrees that

the indorsers shall not be called upon to pay the note in the

mean time ; since, if they are called upon and do so pay, they

will instantaneously have a right of action over against the

maker for their reimbursement, and thus the object of the

agreement for delay would be frustrated.^ On the other hand,

the indorsers, by such an agreement for credit or delay for a

prolonged period without their concurrence, would, if the doc-

trine were not as above stated, be held liable for a period be-

yond their original contract, and might suffer damage thereby ;
*

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 338- given. The holder has the dominion
340 (5th ed.) ; Story on Bills, s. 425; of the bill at the time ; he may make
Sargentw. Appleton, 6 Mass. 85; Cal- what arrangements he pleases with
liham v. Tanner, 3 Rob. (La.) 299. the acceptor, but he does that at his

2 Post, s. 418. peril; and, if he thereby alter the
' Ibid. ; Thomson on Bills, o. 6, situation of any other person on the

s. 5, pp. 537-543 (2nd ed.). In bill to the prejudice of that person,

Gould V. Eobson, 8 East, 576, 579, he cannot afterwards proceed against

which was the case of time being given him. As to the taking part pay-r

by the holder to the acceptor on a ment, no person can object to it,

bill of exchange, Lord EUenborough because it is in aid of all the others

said: " How can a man be said not who are liable upon the bill; but

to be injured if his means of suing here the holder did something more

:

be abridged by the act of another? he took a new bill from the acceptor,

If the plaintiffs, holders of the bill, and was to keep the original bill till

had called immediately upon the de- the other was paid. This is an

fendants for payment, as soon as the agreement that in the mean time the

bill was dishonored, they might im- original bill should not be enforced;

mediately have sued the acceptor such is at least the effect of the

and the other parties on the bill. I agreement; and therefore I think

had some doubts at the trial, but am time was given."

inclined to think now that time was * [In Swire v. Kedman, 1 Q. B. D.
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or, at all events, would be bound by a different contract from

that into which they had entered.^ The same result (of dis-

at p. 541, in the judgment prepared

by Blackburn, J., it is said: " The
relation of .principal and surety gives

to the surety certain rights. Amongst

others, the surety has a right at any

time to apply tb the creditor and

pay him off, and then (on giving

proper indemnity for costs) to sue

the principal in the creditor's name.

[See 19 & 20 Vict. c. 97, s. 5.] We
are not aware of any instance in

which a surety ever, in practice, ex-

ercised this right; certainly the cases

in which a surety uses it must be

very rare. Still, the surety has this

right. And if the creditor binds him-

self not to sue the principal debtor,

for however short a time, he does

interfere with the surety'? theoretical

right to sue in his name daring such

period. It has been settled by de-

cisions that there is an equity to say

that such an interference with the

rights of the surety— in the im-

mense majority of cases not damag-

ing him to the extent even.of a shil-

ling— must operate to deprive the

creditor of his right of recourse

against the surety, though it may
be for thousands of pounds. But

though this seems, if it may be per-

mitted to speak in such terms of

the doctrine sanctioned by very great

lawyers, consistent neither with jus-

tice nor common sense, it has been

long so firmly established that it can

only be altered by the legislature."]

1 Post, s. 418. The general

grounds of this doctrine are well

stated by Mr. Chief Justice Best, in

delivering the opinion of the court in

Philpot 0. Briant, 4 Bing. 717, 719-

721. His language is: "A credi-

tor, by giving further time of pay-

ment, undertakes that he will not

during the time given receive the

debt from any surety of the debtor,

for, the instant that a surety paid

the debt, he would have a right to

recover it against his principal. The
creditor, therefore, by receiving his

debt from the surety, would indi-

rectly deprive the debtor of the ad-

vantage that he had stipulated to

give him. If the creditor had, re-

ceived from his debtor a coniiidera-

tion for the engagement to give the

stipulated delay of payment of the

debt, it would be injustice to him to

force him to pay it to any one before

the day given. If, to prevent the

surety from suing the principal, the

creditor refuses to receive the debt

from the surety until the time given

to the debtor for payment by the

new agreement, the surety must be

altogether discharged, otherwbe he

might be in a situation worse than

he was in by his contract of surety-

ship. If he be allowed to pay the

debt at the time when he under-

took that it should be paid, the prin-

cipal debtor might have the means

of repaying him. Before the expira-

tion of the extended period of pay-

ment, the principal debtor might

have become insolvent. A creditor,

by giving time to the principal

debtor, in equity, destroys the obli-

gation of the sureties; and a court

of equity will grant an injunction

to restrain a creditor who has given

further time to the principal from

bringing an action againstthe surety.

This equitable doctrine courts of

law have applied to cases arising on
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charging the indorsers) would follow if the note were a joint

note, and a like agreement for delay was made by the holder

with one of the makers without the consent of tlie indorser ; for

it would necessarily import a suspension of the rights of the

holder against the other maker during the stipulated period of

delay.i This whole doctrine has been long and fully esta-

blished in courts of equity in all cases where indorsers or gua-

rantors or sureties are concerned, and has been from thence

transferred into the commercial law of England and America.''

415. But if the agreement be without any valid considera-

tion,^ or if, being for a valid consideration, it be of such a

bills of exchange. The acceptor of

a biil of exchange is considered as

the principal debtor; all the other

parties to the bill are sureties that

the acceptor shall pay the bill, if

duly presented to him on the day it

becomes due, and, if he does not

then take it up, that they, on re-

ceiving notice of its non-payment,

will pay it to the holder. If the

holder gives the acceptor further

time for payment, without the con-

sent of the drawer or indorsers, he

discharges them from all the lia-

bility that they contracted by be-

coming parties to the bill; but delay

in suing the acceptor will not dis-

charge the drawer or indorsers, be-

cause such delay does not prevent

them from doing what, on receiving

notice of ' non-payment by the ac-

ceptor, they ought to do; namely,

pay the bill themselves."

1 See Kennard ». Knott, 4 M. &
G. 476, and the note of the reporters,

cited ^os<, s. 415, n.

2 1 Story Eq. Jur. ss. 324-326;

King V. Baldwin, 2 Johns. Ch. 554;

2 Story Eq. Jur. s. 883; Story on

Bills, s. 425, and notes.

[If money by the terms of a con-

tract be payable by instalments, and

the creditor gives time to the princi-

pal debtor for the payment of one

instalment, this does not discharge

the surety from his liability for the

other instalments. Croydon Gas
Co. V. Dickinson, 2 C. P. D. 46 (C.

A.). See also Fitchburg Insurance

Co. ». Davis, 121 Mass. 121, where

it was held that the omission to give

the indorser of a promissory note,

payable by instalments, notice of the

non-payment of one instalment did

not discharge him from his liability

for a subsequent instalment.]

8 Philpot V. Briant, 4 Bing. 717;

Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 339, 340

(5th ed.)j Chitty on Bills, o. 9, pp.

442-447 (8th ed.); Bank of the

United States v. Hatch, 1 McLean,

93; M'Lemore v. Powell, 12 Wheat.

554; Planters' Bank v. Sellman, 2

Gill & J. 230; Story on Bills, s.

426; Shook v. State, 6 Ind. 113, 461;

Shook V. Commissioners of Ripley

County, 6 Ind. 461 ; Margesson v.

Gpble, 2 Chitty, 364; Hazard v.

White, 26 Ark. 155; Hunt ». Bridg-

ham, 2 Pick. 581, 585; Ives v. Bos-

ley, 35 Md. 262. In the case of

Philpot V. Briant, 4 Bing. 717, 719-

721, Lord Chief Justice Best said:

" The time of payment must be given

by a contract that is binding on the

holder of the bill; a contract, with-
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nature that the maker can by law obtain and entitle himself to

the same delay without the consent of the holder,i there the

out consideration, is not binding on

him; the delay in suing is, under

such a contract, gratuitous; notwith-

standing such a contract, he may
proceed against the acceptor when he

pleases, or receive the amount of the

bill from the drawer or indorsers.

As the drawer and indorsers are not

prevented from taking up the bill,

by such delay, their liability is not

discharged by it; to hold them dis-

charged, under such circumstances,

would be to absolve them from their

engagements, without any reason

for so doing. In the case of the

partners of the Arundel Bank v.

Goble, which is to be found in a

note to Chitty on Bills (p. 447),

and the accuracy of which note is

proved by my brother's report to us

of what passed at the trial of the

cause before him, that point is de-

cided. The acceptor applied to

the holders for indulgence of some

months; they, in reply, wrote to

the acceptor, informing him that

they would give him the time that

he required, but that they should

expect interest. On a motion for

a new trial, the Court of King's

Bench held that as no fresh secu-

rity was taken from the acceptor,

the agreement of the plaintiffs to

wait was without consideration, and

did not discharge the drawer. This

is a stronger case than the present.

In our case, there is no agreement

for any particular time, nor any

consideration for the giving the

time that was given to the accep-

tor." In M'Lemore v. Powell, 12

Wheat. 554, 556-558, the Supreme

Court of the United States said:

" The case, then, resolves itself

into this question, whether a mere

agreement with the drawers for de-

lay, without any consideration for

it, and without any communication

with or assent of the indorser, is a

discharge of the latter, after he has

been fixed in his responsibility by
the refusal of the drawee, and due

notice to himself? And we are all

of opinion that it does not. 'We
admit the doctrine that, although

the indorser has received due notice

of the dishonor of the bill, yet, if

the holder afterwards enters into

any new agreement with the drawer

for delay, in any manner changing

the nature of the original contract

or affecting the rights of the indor-

ser or to the prejudice of the latter,

it will discharge him. But, in order

to produce such a result, the agree-

ment must be one binding in law

upon the parties, and have a suffi-

cient consideration to support it.

An agreement without considera^

tion is utterly void, and does not

suspend for a moment the rights of

any of the parties. In the present

case, the jury have found that there

was no consideration for the promise

to delay a suit, and, consequently,

the plaintiffs were at liberty imme-

diately to have enforced their reme-

dies against all the parties. It was

correctly said by Lord Eldon, in

English V. Darley, 2 B. & P. 61,

that, ' as long as the holder is pas-

sive, all his remedies remain ;
' and

1 Or if the maker has already bankruptcy. Tiernan v. Woodruff,

been discharged from liability in 5 McLean, 350.
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agreement will not operate as a discharge of the indorsers, for

the reason that the indorsers cannot under such circumstances

we add that he is not bound to

active diligence. But, if the holder

enters into a valid contract for de-

lay, he thereby suspends his own
remedy on the bill for the stipulated

period ; and, if the indorser -were to

pay the bill, he could only be subro-

gated to the rights of the holder,

and the drawer could or might have

the same equities against him as

against the holder himself. If,

the^;pfore, such a contract be en-

tered into withoat his assent, it is

to his prejudice, and discharges him.

The cases proceed upon the distinc-

tion here pointed out, and conclu-

sively settle the present question.

In Walwyn v. St. Quintin, 1 B. &
P. 652, where the action was by in-

dorsees against the drawer of a bill,

it appeared that, after the bill had

become due and been protested for

non-payment, though no notice had

been given to the drawer, he having

no effects in the hands of the ac-

ceptor, the plaintiiis received part

of the money on account from the

indorser; and, to an application

from the acceptor, stating that it

was probable he should be able to

pay at a future period, they re-

turned for answer that they would

riot press him. The court held it

no discharge ; and Lord Chief Jus-

tice Eyre, in delivering the opinion

of the court, said that, if this for-

bearance to sue the acceptor had

taken place before noticing and pro-

testing for non-payment, so that the

bill had not been demanded when

due, it was clear the drawer would

have been discharged, for it would

be giving a new credit to the ac-

ceptor. But that after protest for

non-payment and notice to the

drawer, or an equivalent to notice,

a right to sue the drawer had at-

tached, and the holder was not

bound to sue the acceptor. He
might forbear to sue him. The
same doctrine was held in Arundel

Bank v. Goble, reported in a note

to Chitty on Bills. (Chitty, 379,

n. c, ed. 1821.) There the acceptor

applied for time, and the holders as-

sented to it, but said they should

expect interest. It was contended

that this was a discharge of the

drawer; but the court held other-

wise, because the agreement of the

plaintiffs to wait was without con-

sideration, and the acceptor might,

notwithstanding the agreement,

have been sued the next instant;

and that the understanding that

interest should be paid by the ac-

ceptor made no difference. So, in

Badnall v. Samuel, 3 Price, 521, in a

suit by the holder against a prior

indorser of a bill of exchange, it

was held that a treaty for delay

between the holder and acceptor,

upon terms which were not finally

accepted, did not discharge the de-

fendant, although an actual delay

had taken place during the negotia-

tion, because there was no binding

contract which precluded the plain-

tiffs from suing the acceptor at any

time. Upon authority, therefore,

we are of opinion that this writ of

error cannot be sustained, and that

the judgment below was right.

Upon principle, we should entertain

the same opinion, as we think the

whole reasoning, upon which the
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be injured by the delay, or, if injured, it is by operation of law,

and not dependent upon the act of the holder. Thus, for ex-

ample, if pending a suit on the note against the maker, the

holder should agree to give time to the maker for payment

thereof, short of the time within which judgment could regu-

larly be obtained against him, that would not be a discharge of

the indorser.1 So if, under similar circumstances, the holder

delay of the holder to enforce his

rights against the drawer is held to

discharge the indorser after notice,

is founded upon the notion that

the stipulation for delay suspends

the present rights and remedies of

the holder."

1 Kennard v. Knott, 4 M. & Gr.

474; Jay «. Warren, 1 C. & P. 532;

see Lenox v. Prout, 3 Wheat. 520

;

Bank of the United States v. Hatch,

6 Pet. 250, 258 ; Story on Bills, s.

426. In Price v. Edmunds, 10 B. &
C. 578, 582, Mr. Justice Bayley, in

delivering the opinion of the court,

said; "He (the defendant) con-

tends that time was given to the

principal debtor. Now, it appears

that an action against the principal

was about to be tried at the spring

assizes, 1828, and shortly before the

assizes a cognovit was given, upon
which the question of time depends.

According to that cognovit, £70
was to be paid on the 28th of April,

£70 in May, and the residue in

June; and there was a proviso

that the plaintiff should be at li-

berty to issue execution for the whole

sum, if any one of the instalments

were not duly paid. Time was at

all events to be given until the 28th

of April, and, if the first payment

was then duly made, further indul-

gence was to be given. It turns

out that, in fact, the first instal-

ment was not paid on the 28th of

April, so that the then defendant

had not, by virtue of the cognovit,

any further indulgence, but was

then liable to an execution for the

whole sum due. The case then

stands thus : In March, a bargain

was made that proceedings should

be stayed until the 28th of April,

but, according to the regular course

of practice, the then defendant had

power to keep the plaintiff out of

his money until the 29th or 30th of

that month, so that, in reality, he

did not obtain any indulgence by

the cognovit. This transaction

clearly would not be within the

rule as to giving time so as to dis-

charge bail; for it is a well-esta-

blished rule that a cognovit by the

principal, without notice to the bail,

does not discharge them, unless

time be given to the former beyond

that in which the plaintiff would

have been entitled to judgment and

execution, had he gone to trial in

the original cause. The present

defendant, therefore, could not take-

advantage of it, even if the first

point made by him were sustain-

able; the rule for entering a non-

suit must therefore be discharged."

The doctrine was carried a step

further in Kennard «. Knott, 4 M.

& Gr. 474, where the plaintifE had

consented to a judge's order, in an

action brought against the acceptor,

that, upon payment of the principal
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were to take a cognovit to enter judgment against the maker,

if the note were not regularly paid by instalments or otherwise

before the time when judgment in the suit could regularly be

obtained, the same result would follow.^ It would be other-

wise, if the postponement were beyond the period when judg-

ment could be regularly obtained.^

and interest on a certain future day,

all further proceedings should be

stayed, otherwise judgment to go;

it not appearing that such future

day was posterior to that on which

judgment could be obtained against

the acceptor in the action. The

learned reporters, in a note (p. 476),

remark, after referring to Price v.

Edmunds, 10 B. & C. 578: "In
that case B., principal, and C,
surety, gave their promissory note

to A. A. sued B., and took from

him a cognovit payable by instal-

ments, the first of which would

become payable before the time at

which A. could have signed final

judgment, had no cognovit been

given. The court held that C.

was not discharged, inasmuch as no

longer time had been given to B.

than he would have had if the suit

had proceeded. It is, however,

observable that if the cognovit

given by B., and accepted by A.,

did not discharge C, it would have

been competent to A. to arrest C.

on the very day on which the cog-

novit had been given, and if C. had

paid the money, which it would be

his interest as well as his duty to

do, he might have arrested B. as

soon as he could have issued a writ,

and B., who had waived his defence

to the action brought against him

in order to purchase his liberty, at

all events until the day appointed

for the payment of the first instal-

ment, might have found himself in

custody at a much earlier period,

precisely as if no cognovit had been

given. It would therefore appear

to be necessary, in order to enable

A. to keep faith with B., that until

the first instalment became payable

A.'s right of action against C.

should be suspended; and a right

of action, if suspended, is destroyed.

In Price v. Edmunds, B. & C, as

joint makers, were both primarily

liable on the face of the note,

though C. was, in fact, a surety;

whereas, in the principal case, the

drawer, being only liable in default

of the drawee, was, exfacie, merely

a surety."

1 Pric'e V. Edmunds, 10 B. •& C.

578; Hall ». Cole, 4 A. & E. 577;

Hallett V. Holmes, 18 Johns. 28;

Story on Bills, s. 426; Chitty on

Bills, c. 9, pp. 447, 448 (8th ed.);

see Lee v. Levi, 1 C. & P. 553; 4

B. & C. 390; Jay v. Warren, 1 C. &
P. 532; Story on Bills, s. 427;

Bank of the United States v. Hatch,

6 Pet. 250,' 260; Kennard v. Knott,

5 Scott N. R. 247; Michael v.

Myers, 7 Jur. 1156.

^ See Bank of the United States

V. Hatch, 6 Pet. 250, 258 ; Kennard

V. Knott, 4 M. & Gr. 474; Story on

Bills, s. 427. In the case of the

Bank of the United States v. Hatch,

the court said: " It appears from

the special verdict that the contract

with Pearson, for the continuance
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416/ Taking Security.— Reserving Biglits.— The fact that

there is a valid consideration passing between the maker and

of the suit on this very bill, without

judgment, until the next term of

the Circuit Court, was for a valua-

ble consideration, and not a mere

voluntary and discretionary exercise

of authority on the part of the

agents of the bank. What, then,

is to be deemed the true construc-

tion of it? Did it amount to no

more than an agreement that that

particular suit should stand con-

tinued, leaving the bank at full li-

berty to discontinue that on the

morrow, at their discretion, and to

commence a new suit and new pro-

ceedings for the same debt? Or
was it intended by the parties to

suspend the enforcement of any
remedy for the debt, for the stipu-

lated period, and rely solely on that

suit for a recovery? We are of

opinion that the intention of the

parties, apparent on the contract,

was to suspend the right to recover

the debt until the next term of the

court. It is scarcely possible that

Pearson should haVe been willing

to give a valuable consideration for

the delay of a term, and yet have

intentionally left avenues open to

be harassed by a new suit in the in-

terval. Indeed, no other remedy,

except in that particular suit, seems

to have been within the contempla-

tion of either party. If the bank
had engaged for a like considera-

tion not to sue Pearson on the bill

for the same period, there could

have been no doubt that it would

be a contract suspending all remedy.

What substantial difEerence is there

between such a contract and a con-

tract to suspend a suit already com-

menced ; which is the only apparent

remedy for the recovery of the bill

during the same period? Is it not

the natural, nay, necessary intend-

ment, that the defendant shall have

the full benefit of the whole period,

as a delay of payment of the debt?

It is no answer that a new suit

would be attended with more delay.

That might or might not be the

case, according to the different

course of practice in different states;

and, at all events, it would harass

the party with new expenses of

litigation. But the true inquiry is

whether the parties did or did not

intend a surceasing of all legal pro-

ceedings during the period. We
think that the just and natural

exposition of the contract is that

they did." The court afterwards

added: " There is a recent case in

England, which approaches very

near to the circumstances of the

present case. We allude to Lee v.

Levi, 1 C. & P. 553. In that case,

the holder, after suit brought

against the acceptor and the in-

dorser, had taken a cognovit of the

acceptor for the amount of the bill,

payable by instalments ; and, at the

trial of the suit against the indorser,

Lord Chief Justice Abbott thought

that this was a giving time, which

discharged the indorser, and the

jury found a verdict accordingly.

That case afterwards came before

the whole court for revision (6 D. &
R. 475; 4 B. & C. 390), and was

then decided upon a mere collateral

point, namely, that the defence,

having arisen after suit brought

against the indorser, should have
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the holder, as, for example, a collateral security given by the

maker to the holder, will not affect the rights of the latter

against the indorsers, unless accompanied with some stipulation

to give time to the maker ; for the holder is at full liberty to

take any such security, and indeed it is for the benefit of the

indorsers that he should so do.^ It is also material to state

that, as the ground upon which an agreement to give time to

the maker, made by the holder without the consent of the in-

dorsers, upon a valid consideration, is held to be a discharge of

the indorser, is solely this, that the holder thereby impliedly

stipulates not to pursue the indorsers or to seek satisfaction

from them in the intermediate period, it can never apply to

any case where a contrary stipulation exists between the par-

ties.* Hence, if the agreement for delay expressly saves and re-

serves the rights of the holder in the intermediate time against

the indorsers, it will not discharge the latter ; ^ for the very

been taken advantage of by special

plea, and could not be given in evi-

dence under the general issue; so

that the ruling of the Lord Chief

Justice was not brought directly

into judgment. It was not, how-

ever, in any measure overruled."

' Pring V. Clarkson, 1 B. •& C.

14; Overend, Guruey, & Co. v.

Oriental Financial Corporation, L.

R. 7 H. L. 348; Ripley v. Green-

leaf, 2 Vt. 129; Twopenny v. Young,

3 B. & C. 208 ; Thomson on Bills,

c. 6, s. 5, p. 539 (2nd ed.) ; Bayley

on Bills, c. 9, pp. 344, 345 (5th ed.);

Bedford v. Deakin, 2 B. & A. 210;

Badnall v. Samuel, 3 Price, 521;

Oxford Bank h. Lewis, 8 Pick. 458;

Story on Bills, s. 427.

2 Ante, B. 414; Story on Bills,

s. 425, and note ; Philpot v. Briant,

4 Bing. 717, 719-721; Thomas v.

Courtnay, 1 B. & A. 1; English v.

Darley, 2 B. & P. 61.

8 Muir V. Crawford, L. R. 2 H.

L. So. 456; Wyke v. Rogers, 1 DeG.

M. & G. 408; Bateson v. Gosling,

L. R. 7 C. P. 9; Green v. Wynn,
L. R. 4 Ch. 204; L. R. 7 Eq. 28

Price V. Barker, 4 E. & B. 760, 779

Sohier v. Loring, 6 Cush. 537

Tobey ». Ellis, 114 Mass. 120; Pot-

ter V. Green, 6 Allen, 442; Hagey
V. Hill, 75 Penn. St. 108. In Mas-

sachusetts, it was held, in Hutchins

V. Nichols, 10 Cush. 299, that an

agreement with the maker never to

call upon him for payment and not

to require payment of the indorser

for nine months did not discharge

the indorser, upon the ground that

the agreement not to require pay-

ment of him within nine months

necessarily implied a reservation of

the right to require it after that

time. As it was expressly agreed

that nine months' credit should be

given to the maker, without reserv-

ing any rights during that time, it

is difficult to reconcile this case with

the rule that a valid agreement to

give any credit to the maker with-

out such reservation discharges the

indorser. (ss. 413, 414, ante.)
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ground of the objection is removed, that it varies their rights,

and subjects them to the disadvantage of having their own rights

postponed against the maker if they should take up the note.^

417. Giving Time after Judgment against the Indorser.—Even

a valid agreement to give time to the maker or to a prior indor-

ser will not discharge a subsequent indorser or affect the rights

of the holder, where the indulgence is granted or agreed to be

granted after such subsequent indorser has been fixed with a

final judgment against him upon the note, at the suit of the

holder.^ For, at law, such a judgment is completely operative

against such subsequent indorser, and is not suspended or re-

leased by such an agreement.

418. Accommodation Parties.— The doctrine, which we have

been thus far considering, of the effect of the giving of time

by the holder to the maker or other antecedent party, is strictly

applicable to all cases where the indorsers stand in the relation

of bona fide indorsers holding the note in their own right for

value, and incurring the ordinary obligations of that relation.

But it has been said that a different rule should prevail, where

the note is made for the accommodation of a particular indor-

ser ; and that he will not be discharged by the agreement of

the holder with the maker or with any antecedent indorser to

give time for payment upon a valid consideration for the delay

;

for in such a case the particular indorser can sustain no injury

by such delay or giving time, as the debt is his own, and he

can at any time discharge it at his pleasure.^ But there seems

1 Stewart u. Eden, 2 Caines, 121; = Bray v. Manson, 8 M. & W.
Nichols V. Norris, 3 B. & Ad. 41, n.; 668.

Wood V. Jefferson County Bank, 9 ' Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 338-

Cowen, 194; Tombeokbe Bank v. 341 (5th ed.); CoUott v. Haigh, 3

Stratton, 7 Wend. 429; Suckley v. Camp. 281; Laxton v. Peat, 2

Furse, 15 Johns. 338; Twopenny Camp. 185; Thomson on Bills, c.

V. Young, 3 B. & C. 208 ; Ex parte 6, s. 5, pp. 545, 546 (2nd ed.) ; Id.

Glendinning, 1 Buck, 517; Bring ». c. 4, s. 6, pp. 364, 365; Chitty on

Clarkson, 1 B. & C. 14; Ripley v. Bills, c. 9, pp. 450-452 (8th ed.);

Greenleaf, 2 Vt. 129; Bedford Story on Bills, ss. 425, 484; ante,

«. Deakin, 2B. & A. 210; 2 Stark, s. 413; see Overend, Gurney, &
178; Story on Bills, s. 426; Bayley Co. v. Oriental Financial Corpora-

on Bills, c. 9, p. 369 (5th ed.); see tion, L. K. 7 H. L. 348; post, s.

Second Kational Bank v. Boucher, 428, n.

56 N. Y. 348.
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much reason to doubt whether this doctrme is well founded

;

and the strong tendency of the more recent authorities is to

hold that in all cases the holder has a right to treat all the

parties to a bill as liable to him exactly to the same extent and

in the same manner whether he knows the note to be an accom-

modation note or not ; for, as to him, all the parties agree to

hold themselves primarily or secondarily liable, as they stand

on the note, and that they are not at liberty, as to him, to treat

their liability as at all affected by any accommodation between

themselves.! If so, then it would seem to follow that he is

reciprocally bound to them in the same manner.

419. Giving of Time hy Consent of Indorser or voluntarily.—
It follows from what has been already suggested that, if the

delay or giving of time is with the consent of the indorser,

the latter is bound by his original liability ; for then he waives

the objection or becomes party to the agreement.^ So, if the

1 Raggett V. Axmorr, 4 Taunt.

730; Kerrison v. Cooke, 3 Camp.

362 ; Farmers and Mechanics' Bank
V. Eathbone, 26 Vt. 19, 35; see

Rolfe V. Wyatt, 6 C. & P. 181;

Fenturn v. Pocock, 5 Taunt. 192;

Nichols V. Norris, 8 B. & Ad. 41,

n.; Harrison v. Courtauld, 3 B. &
Ad. 36; ante, s. 413; post, s. 422,

n., s. 423, n.; Murray v. Judah, 6

Cowen, 484; Bayley on Bills, c. 6,

s. 1, pp. 166, 167 (5th ed.) ; Mallet

V. Thompson, 5 Esp. 178; North

American Coal Company v. Dyett,

4 Paige, 273 ; Story on Bills, s. 432

;

Commercial Bank v. Cunningham,

24 Pick. 270, 275. In Price v. Ed-

munds, 10 B. & C. 578, 582, Mr.

Justice Bayley, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said: " The
first question raised in this case is

whether a party, who has in the

ordinary mode joined in making a

promissory note, is at liberty after-

wards to insist that he became a

party to it as surety only, and not

as principal. The defendant insists

that he may do so ; and, secondly,

that he has been discharged from

his liability, in consequence of time

having been given to the principal

debtor. If it were incumbent on us

to decide that question, we should

have to reconsider the cases of Lax-

ton ». Peat, CoUott v. Haigh, and

the cases that are at variance with

them; but here the foundation of

the argument, upon which the de-

fendant must rely, entirely fails."

In the same case, Mr. Justice Parke

said: " I think that the decision in

Fentum u. Pocock, where it was

held that the acceptor of an accom-

modation bill was not discharged by

giving time to the drawer, was good

sense and good law." See post, s.

423, and note, where the same sub-

ject is considered with reference to

a release or discharge.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 338-

341 (5th ed.) ; Stevens ». Lynch, 12

East, 38; Bruen v. Marquand, 17

Johns. 58; Stewart v. Eden, 2

Caines, 121 ; Parsons v. Gloucester
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delay or giving of time be merely voluntary on the part of the

holder, and upon no agreement between him and the maker or

other antecedent parties, but is an indulgence which-he chooses

to grant sua sponte and during his own pleasure ; there, how-

ever long it may be, it is no discharge of any of the indorsers

who have been fixed by due notice ; for their rights are in no

respect prejudiced by the conduct of the holder, since he is

perfectly at liberty to sue any and all of them at his pleasure,

and is not bound to any diligence in seeking his reimburse-

ment.^ Nor can the indorser insist that the holder should

upon his request use any such diligence,''' His remedy is to

pay the note, and thus to have his recourse over against the

maker or other parties.^

420. Giving of Time to a subsequent Indorser.— On the

other hand, the giving time by the holder to a subsequent

indorser for a valuable consideration will not discharge the

antecedent parties to the note from their liability ; since the

antecedent parties are not thereby deprived of any rights of

recourse which they may have against tlie party who is other-

wise liable to them.* They can have no claim against any sub-

Bank, 10 Pick. 533 ; Smith ». Haw- " See Trimble v. Thorne, 16

kins, 6 Conn. 444; Gloucester Bank Johns. 152; Sterling v. Marietta

V. Worcester, 10 Pick. 528; Chitty and Susquehanna Trading Company,

on Bills, c. 9, pp. 448, 449 (8th 11 Serg. & R. 179; Beardsley v.

ed.); Clark v. Devlin, 3 B. & P. Warner, 6 Wend. 610; 8 Wend.

363; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 5, 194; Frye v. Barker, 4 Pick. 382;

pp. 541-543 (2nd ed.); Ludwig v. Hunt v. Bridgham, 2 Pick. 581,

Iglehart, 43 Md. 89. and note 3, p. 585, where the prin-

' Bayley on Bills, c. 6, s. 1, pp. cipal authorities are collected; Beebe

166, 167 (5th ed.) ; Id. o. 9, pp. 341, v. West Branch Bank, 7 Watts & S.

342 (5th ed.); Walwyn v. St. Quin- 375; aide, s. 115 a.

tin, 1 B. & P. 652; Anderson v. « Ibid.; Thomson on Bills, c. 6,

Cleveland, 13 East, 430, n. ; Powell s. 5, pp. 542, 543 (2nd ed.).

V. Waters, 17 Johns. 176; Stafford * Bayley on Bills, o. 6, s. 1, p.

V. Yates, 18 Johns. 327; Lenox d. 166; Id. c. 9, pp. 338,339 (5th ed.)

;

Prout, 3 Wheat. 520; Chitty on Ellis v. Galindo, 1 Doug. 250, n.;

Bills, c. 9, pp. 442-446 (8th ed.); Smith v. Knox, 3 Esp. 46; Claridge

Philpot V. Briant, 4 Bing. 717; v. Dalton, 4 M. & S. 226; English

Story on Bills, s. 426 ; Adams v. v. Darley, 2 B. & P. 61 ; Thomson
Gregg, 2 Stark. 531; Dingwall e. on Bills, e. 6, s. 5, pp. 539, 540

Dunster, 1 Doug. 247; Nichols v. (2nd ed.); Calliham v. Tanner, 3

McDowell, 14 B. Mon. 6. Rob. (La.) 299; ante, a. 419.
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sequent indorser, unless in cases where they are accommodation

parties for him ; and that, if unknown to the holder, as we
shall presently see,^ will not afPect his rights.^

421. Giving of Time to a joint Maker or Indorser.— The
question may also arise, whether the giving of time by the

holder to one joint maker or indorser will discharge the other

joint parties to the bill. Upon the same principle as that

which is applied to the case where the holder covenants not to

sue one joint contractor, it would seem that it will not be a dis-

charge ; for it is a mere personal contract with him, for the

breach of which a remedy may lie by him alone, but it will not

be equivalent to a release.^ So, it seems that, where several

persons are jointly and severally liable upon a contract, the

giving of time to one, or proceeding in a suit against one even

to judgment, but without any satisfaction, will be no discharge

of the other.* Indeed, it has been thought that it will make no

difference in such a case, at law, whatever might be the case in

equity (upon which some doubt may be entertained), that one

of the joint parties upon the note is in fact a surety for the

other, at least if he is not stated to be such upon the face of the

note ; for under such circumstances, as to the holder, he may
and should be treated as a joint principal, without any refe-

rence to his actual relation to the other joint contractor, since

he chooses to place himself in that predicament, as jointly

liable, as principal upon the note.°

422. Receiving of Part Payment.— Secondly, a fortiori, the

receiving of part payment from the maker or from any indorser

without any contract for delay will not discharge any of the

other parties to the note ; for (as has been already suggested)

it is for the benefit and cannot be for the injury of any other

1 Ante, s. 418
;
post, ss. 421, 423. « Ibid. ; Wilson v. Foot, 11 Met.

2 Ibid. 285; Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 8

' Ante, a. 409. Pick. 423 ; but see Pitman on Prin-

* See United States v. Cushman, cipal and Surety, pp. 167-192, where

2 Sumner, 310, 426; Lechmere v. the principal authorities are col-

Fletcher, 1 C. & M. 623; Pothier lected. Mayhew ». Criokett, 2

on Oblig., n. 271, 272; JPrioe ». Ed- Swanst. 185; Story on Bills, ss.

munds, 10 B. & C. 578; but see 430, 432; ante, a. 418; post, s.

Hall V. Wilcox, 1 M. & Rob. 58; 423, n.

Wilson V. Foot, 11 Met. 285.

37
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party to diminish his liabiUty after it has been once absolutely

fixed.i

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 343

(5th ed.) ; Walwyn v. St. Quintin,

1 B. & P. 652; James v. Badger, 1

Johns. Cas. 131 ; Kennedy v. Motte,

3 M'Cord (S. C.) 13; Hunt v.

Bridgham, 2 Piek. 581; post^ s. 423;

Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 5, p. 542

(2nd ed.); Chitty on Bills, c. 9,

pp. 442, 451, 452 (8th ed.); Story

on Bills, s. 436; Qould v. Robson,

8 East, 576; Ayrey v. Davenport,

2 B. & P. N. K. 474; Bank of the

United States v. Hatch, 6 Pet. 250;

Kuggles V. Patten, 8 Mass. 480;

Lobdell V. Niphler, 4 La. 294;

Sargent v. Appleton, 6 Mass. 85;

Pothier, de Change, n. 176-179

;

Commercial Bank v. Pickering, 24

Pick. 270, 275; but see Johnson v.

Kennion, 2 Wils. 262 ; Hull v. Pit-

field, 1 Wils. 46; Story on Bills, s.

436; White v. Hopkins, 3 Watts &
S. 99. In Commercial Bank v.

Cunningham, 24 Pick. 270, 275,

the court said: '" This claim is un-

doubtedly well founded, as to all

those notes and drafts which were

signed by said Parker & Co., as

makers or principal promisors; for

the release to the principal promisor

is equivalent to payment of the

debt, and consequently discharges

the indorser. But it is very clear

that the receiving part payment

from the indorser, and releasing

him, cannot operate as a discharge

of the principal debtor from the

balance due. It is, however, agreed

that some of the notes indorsed by

W. Parker & Co. were made for

their accommodation, and the pro-

ceeds thereof went to their use.

But the demandants deny that they

had, at the time of the discount of

such notes or when the release was

made, any notice of this fact. It

has been argued, that, as to these

notes, Parker & Co. are to be con-

sidered as the principal debtors, and

that a discharge to them must ope-

rate as a discharge of the other par-

ties to the notes. In support of this

argument, the counsel for the tenant

rely on the case of Laxton v. Peat,

2 Camp. 185, and on CoUott v,

Haigh, 3 Camp. 281. These cases

were decided by Lord EUenborough

at nisi prius; but the correctness

of the decisions has been very much
doubted; and they were overruled

in the case of Fentum ». Pocock, 5

Taunt. 192. In Kerrison v. Cooke,

3 Camp. 362, Gibbs, C. J., says:

' I am sorry the term, accommoda-

tion bill, ever found its way into

the law, or that parties were allowed

to' get rid of the obligations they

profess to contract by putting their

names to negotiated paper.' In

Price V. Edmunds, 10 B. & C. 582,

Bayley, J. , suggests, though he does

not decide the point, that a party,

by signing a note as joint maker,

renders himself subject to all the

liabilities of a joint maker. And
Parke, J., says that the decision in

Fentum v. Pocock, where it was

held that the acceptor of an accom-

modation bill was not discharged by

giving time to the drawer, was good

sense and good law. From these

cases, it appears that the weight of

authority is against the decisions in

Laxton v. Peat and CoUott v.

Haigh. But it is not incumbent on

us to decide between these conflict-
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423. Discharge of one Party.— Thirdly, the effect of a re-

lease or discharge of any party to the note by the holder. If

the holder should release or discharge any antecedent party

upon the note, that would operate as a discharge of all the sub-

sequent parties or indorsers on the note; for otherwise the

remedy of the subsequent parties over against the released

party would upon payment by them be gone, or, if they could

recover the same, the release to the antecedent party would

become virtually inoperative by the act of the holder.^ But

a release by the holder to the payee would not discharge the

ing authorities, in the present case.

For we think there is no proof that

the' plaintiffs had notice that these

notes were accommodation notes."

Ante, ss. 413, 418. There may,

however, be ground for a distinction

between parties to an accommoda-

tion bill or note, and other parties,

under peculiar circumstances . Thus,

where both acceptor and indorser

are accommodation parties to the

same bill, for the sole accommoda-

tion of the drawer, each being fully

cognizant of all the facts, and the

indorser, upon a dishonor of the

bill and due notice, takes it up, and

then the drawer, becoming insolvent,

assigns his property for the benefit

of his creditors, and thereby pro-

vides a preference and indemnity

for the indorser against his hability

on the bill, and the assignee has

sufficient funds in his hands to pay

the whole debt, if the indorser be-

comes a party to the assignment, he

will thereby release the acceptor;

for it is the same as if the indorser

had the funds in his own hands for

the payment of the bill. Story on

Bills, s. 433; Bradford v. Hubbard,

8 Pick. 155; see also Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, pp. 450-452 (8th ed.). This

same doctrine may also apply to

promissory notes under certain cir-

cumstances, mutatis mutandis, where

the maker and one or more of the

indorsers are mere acconunodation

parties for another indorser. The
case of Ruggles v. Patten, 8 Mass.

480, went further; and it was held,

in that case, that the holder's re-

ceiving part payment from one joint

maker of a note, and thereupon

agreeing to acquit all the other

makers, did not operate as a dis-

charge of the latter. This, probably,

was upon the ground that there was
no sufficient consideration for the

agreement, and it was not a release

under seal; but no reasons are as-

signed by the court. See Story on

Bills, s. 431, and cases there cited.

Ante, s. 414; see also Thomson on

Bills, c. 6, s. 6, pp. 541-543 (2nd

ed.).

1 Ante, s. 408; Bayley on Bills,

c. 9, pp. 339-344 (5th ed.) ; Smith

V. Knox, 3 Esp. 46; Thomson on

BiUs, c. 6, s. 5i pp. 532-537 (2nd

ed.) ; Brown v. WiUiams, 4 Wend.

360; Tombeckbe Bank a. Stratton,

7 Wend. 429; Story on Bills, s.

428 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 443,

445, 450-453 (8th ed.) ; Id. pp. 454,

456 ; Claridge v. Dalton, 4 M. & S.

232; Ellison v. Dezell, 1 Selw. N.

P. 372 ; Commercial Bank v. Cun-

ningham, 24 Pick. 270, 275.
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maker, nor a release to a subsequent indorser discharge a prior

one, upon the plain ground that the release does not change

the rights of the maker or indorser, since upon payment

neither of them could have recourse over against the released

party .^ Nor would it make any difference in the case, that the

released party was in point of fact the party ultimately bound

to pay the note, and that the other party was a mere accom-

modation maker, payee, or indorser, for his benefit ; or, at least,

it would not make any difference, unless the fact of its being

such accommodation note were at the time of receiving the

note, and not merely at the time of the release, known to the

holder ; ^ for otherwise he has a right to presume that the lia-

bility of all the parties is precisely that which is apparent, upon

the face of the note.^ Indeed, there is much reason to doubt,

upon the recent authorities, whether the fact that the note is an

accommodation note will in any case vary the rights of the

holder ; and whether he may not in all cases be entitled to

treat all the parties as liable to him, according to their relative

positions on the note, although he may know it to be an accom-

modation note;*

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 338- pp. 338, 339 (5th ed.); Laxton b.

344 (5th ed.); Smith v. Knox, 3 Peat, 2 Camp. 185; Ex parte Glen-

Esp. 46 ; English v. Darley, 2 B. & dinning. Buck, 517 ; Story on Bilte,

P. 61; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. ss. 428, 432, 433; HaU v. Wil-

451-453 (8th ed.); Thomson on cox, 1 M. & Rob. 58; Collott

Bills, c. 6, s. 5, pp. 589, 540 (2nd v. Haigh, 3 Camp. 281; Chitty on

ed.); Carstairs v. B,olleston, 5 Bills, c. 9, pp. 450-453 (8th ed.);

Taunt. 5,51; Harrison v. Courtauld, Thomson on BUls, c. 4, s. 6, pp.

3 B. & Ad. 36; Story on Bills, ss. 364, 365 (2nd ed.) ; Id. c. 6, s. 5,

432, 433; Fentum v. Pocock, 5 pp. 546, 547; Commercial Bank v.

Taunt. 192; Tombeckbe Bank v. Cunningham, 24 Pick. 270, 275;

Stratton, 7 Wend. 429; Bank of ante, a. 421.

the United States v. Hatch, 6 Pet. ' Ibid.; Harrison v. Courtauld,

250; Bank of Ireland v. Beresford, 3 B. & Ad. 36; Nichols v. Norris,

6 Dow, 233; Abat v. Holmes, 3 La. 3 B. & Ad. 41, n.; Bayley on Bills,

351; Lynch v. Reynolds, 16 Johns, o. 6, s. 1, pp. 166, 167 (5th ed.);

42; Story on Bills, s. 428; White v. ante, ss. 418, 421.

Hopkins, 3 Watts Se S. 99 ; Farmers * See ante, s. 418, and note;

and Mechanics' Bank v. Rathbone, Manley v. Boycot, 2 E. & B. 46;

26 Vt. 19, 32; Jones v, Broadhurst, Smith v. James, 2 E. & B. 50, n.;

9 C. B. 173. Lewis v. Hanchman, 2 Penn. St.

!? Ibid.; Bayley on Bills, o. 9, 416; Hansbrongh v. Gray, 8 Gratt.
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424. It follows, from the foregoing doctrine, that a release of

the maker of the note by the holder will release all the other

356. In Bennett v. Maule, Gilmer

(Va.) 305, the court held that, where

a note was signed by the maker

for the accommodation of the in-

dorser, and the holder, knowing

the fact when he received the

note, released the indorser, the re-

lease did not discharge the maker.

The same point was decided in

Walker ». Bank of Montgomery,

12 Serg. & R. 382; 9 Serg. & R.

229; Story on Bills, s. 432, and

note. Mr. Thomson (on Bills, c. 6,

s. 5, pp. 545-547, 2nd ed.) seems

to make a distinction between a

case where the . subsequent parties

might have recourse against the

prior party, who has got a release

or received indulgence from the

holder, and a case where they are

the very parties for whose accom-

modation such prior party put his

name to the note, holding, in the

former case, that they are dis-

charged, and in the latter case, not.

Thus, if the holder should release

or give time to an accommodation

maker, he holds that it would not

discharge the indorser for whose ac-

commodation the note was given.

But he immediately afterwards

states that the case would be diffe-

rent, if the holder should release or

give time to the indorser, for whose

accommodation the note was made

;

for, in this latter case, the accom-

modation maker would not be dis-

charged, although he knew the note

to be an accommodation note. It

seems difficult to find any satisfac-

tory reason for such a distinction;

for if the holder's rights are, in the

one case, to depend upon the real

state of the facts, and not upon the

liability of the parties upon the face

of the note, there seems no ground

to say that the like rule should not

apply to the other. Why should

the accommodation maker be held

bound, when the indorser, for whose

accommodation he signed the note,

is discharged by the holder, and yet

the indorser be held bound, when
the accommodation maker is dis-

charged by the holder? In each

case, the party who is ultimately to

pay the note is the indorser. Mr.

Thomson seems to have struggled

to reconcile the cases upon the sub-

ject. If the party who is ultimately

to pay ought to be held liable, not-

withstanding the discharge of the

accommodation party, and thus we
are to go behind the face of the

instrument, the rule ought to be

strictly followed out in both cases.

Mr. Thomson (pp. 545-547) says:

"What has been now stated as-

sumes that the subsequent parties

to a bill or note have recourse

against the prior party, who has

got a release, or received ifldulgence

from the holder, and that their re-

course is presumed to have been

thereby injured. But when they

have no such recourse, though en-

titled to it ex facie of the bill or

note, they cannot plead that they

are released, because the presump-

tion of injury is then done away.

For instance, the drawer of a bill

accepted merely for his accommoda^

tion, and without effects of his in

the acceptor's hands, cannot plead

that he is discharged by the holder

giving time to the acceptor. It has
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parties thereto from all liability thereon, and amount to a satis-

faction of the note ; for the maker is the party primarily liable

been also found that such a proceed-

ing by the holder affords no objection

against his proving for such a bill

on the drawer's estate. In another

case, where the defendants had, to

pay the plaintiffs for the price of

goods, drawn a bill in their favor

on their own agent in London, who,

though he accepted the bill, did not

pay it when due, as he had not then

cash belonging to his constituents,

but only goods, which he could not

sell, it was found that the plaintiffs

did not discharge the defendants, by
allowing him twice to renew the bill,

without notice to them (although he

at last failed, with funds of theirs

mor6 than sufficient to pay the bill),

seeing that such renewal was in their

favor, because he had no funds

, when the bill became due, and was,

therefore, truly a surety for them.

Nor can such objections be pleaded

by a subsequent indorser, for whose

accommodation a bill or note has

been accepted or granted, though

release or indulgence be given to a

prior party. The same rules are

applicable on this subject which

have been explained as to notice or

negotiation in similar cases. But

it does not follow that, because par-

ties who are principal debtors ex

facie of a bill or note, may be sure-

ties as to other parties, the holder

therefore loses his claim against

them, as principal debtors, by giv-

ing indulgence to the parties for

whose accommodation they are

bound; for example, that the holder

of a bill or note, accepted or granted

for behoof of the payee, forfeits his

claim against the acceptor or grant-

or, by giving indulgence, or a dis-

charge, without his consent, to the

payee. First, there is no ground

for such a doctrine, if he is not

aware of the true nature of the bill

or note; because he is then only

bound to look at the relations of the

several parties, as they appear ex

facie of it. Even in England, it

must be proved that his knowledge

of these relations was different from

what they appeared to be; and, in

Scotland, no evidence would proba-

bly be admitted to redargue that

arising from the bill, except his

writ or oath. But, secondly, it ap-

pears to be now settled that, al-

though the payee should know the

relative situation of parties iraJer se,

he is entitled to rely on their cha-

racters, as they appear ex facie of the

bill or note, and therefore preserves

his claim at all times against the ac-

ceptor or maker, as principal debtor,

whether he has given indulgence or

not to the other parties for whose

accommodation he became bound.

Accordingly, where the holder of a

note, knowing that it was granted

for the payee's accommodation, had

become bound, on receiving a com-

position from the payee, not to mo-

lest him, it was decided, notwith-

standing, that he had not thereby

lost his claim against the maker.

The same doctrine, as already

shown, although at one time

doubted, has been settled, regard-

ing the holder's claim against the

acceptor of an accommodation bill,

though he has given time to other

parties on the bill, who are liable

in relief to the acceptor. In like
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to all the subsequent parties ; and, if they were compellable to

pay the note, they would have their remedy over against the

manner, his releasing or giving in-

dulgence to a subsequent indorser

would not cut ofE his claim against

a prior one, although he should be
aware that the former, as the party

accommodated, was liable in re-

course to the latter.- In all these

cases, the claim of recourse does

not arise on the face of the biU or

note, but from an agreement inde-

pendent of it. But the holder's

claim arises from the bill or note

alone, and therefore, though he

should discharge this claim, or give

time for the payment of it, he will

not thereby discharge or fetter any

other party as to the time of en-

forcing a distinct claim of recourse,

independent of the bUl or note."

In another place (c. 4, s. 6, p. 364),

he again states: "It was once de-

cided by Lord EUenborough, at

nisi prius, that, when the holder

of a bill knew that it was accepted

for the drawer's accommodation, he

lost his claim against the defendant

(acceptor), by giving the drawer

time, after a partial payment, to

pay the balance, the case being held

the same with regard to him as if

the biU had been drawn by the de-

fendant and accepted by the drawer.

But this doctrine was repeatedly

questioned in subsequent cases;

and at last it was unanimously

overruled by the Court of Common
Pleas, who found that an acceptor

is always primary debtor with re-

ference to the holder, whether the

latter knew the bill to be accepted

for the drawer's accommodation or

not. The principle of this doctrine

as applied to accommodation bills

appears to be that the holder is en-

titled to rely on the different obU-

gants, according to the several cha-

racters in which they sign the bill,

and consequently to regard the ac-

ceptor as primary debtor. It ap-

pears indeed to have been held in a

subsequent case at nisi prius that,

in such a case, the drawer is to be

regarded as principal, and that,

therefore, a discharge to him will

release the acceptor, who is only a

surety. But this doctrine was only

incidentally laid down, and the pre-

vious decision seems entitled to more

weight. The same doctrine has

since been confirmed. It was al-

luded to in a case where one of two

joint obligants in a note, maintain-

ing that he was surety for the other,

pleaded that he was released be-

cause the plaintifE had given time

to the other obligant, the court

being inclined to hold that the

plaintiff was a principal and could

not be released even by giving time,

though they decided that under the

circumstances no time had been

given. It has been also held that

the circumstance of a drawer of a

bill, accepted for his accommoda-

tion, paying part of it to the in-

dorsee, and giving him a new bill

for the balance, but without getting

up the former bill, did not discharge

the other biU or release the accep-

tor. There was here no giving of

time on the old bill, but though there

had been, and though the holder

had known that the bill was an

accommodation, this, according to

the cases already noticed, would

have made no difference. In an-
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maker for the amount, contrary to the true object and import

other case, where the holder of an

accommodation bill did not know,

when he took it, that it had been

accepted for the drawer's accommo-
dation, but was told afterwards,

and thereafter made an agreement

with the drawer's assignees, under

which he discharged the drawer, on

obtaining a certain assignment, &o.,

he was found, notwithstanding, to

have a good action against the ac-

ceptor. The authority of a previous

decision was here disputed, on the

ground of a dictum of Lord Eldon,

when he decided against that case,

and reference was also made to an-

other case, where the court had

waived the point. But, on the other

hand, reference was made to another

case where the doctrine now stated

was confirmed, although the holder

of a note knew all along that it had

been stated as a security, and, on

the whole, the court held that the

acceptor was not discharged."

[It is now established law in

England that if, after a right of

action accrues to a creditor against

two or more persons, he is informed

that one of them is a surety only,

and after that he gives time to the

principal debtor without the con-

sent of the surety, under those cir-

cumstances the surety is in equity

discharged. Overend, Gurney, &
Co. V. Oriental Financial Corpora-

tion, L. E. 7 H. L. 348. In this

case, a company gave time to a

person for whom it had discounted

certain bills, he guaranteeing their

payment; the bills had been ac-

cepted for his accommodation, and

this was known to the company

when it agreed to give him time;

the acceptors were discharged. See

also Rees v. Berrington, 2 Wh. &
T. L. C, 5th ed., 1029, 1030. But

where two or more persons are

jointly liable as principal debtors,

they cannot by entering into an

arrangement among themselves, by

which one is to take the debt upon

himself and another is to be a

surety only, and then giving notice

of the arrangement to the creditor,

give one debtor the rights of a surety

and deprive the creditor of the right

to treat them all as principals.

Swire v. Redman, 1 Q. B. D. 536.

The Irish Queen's Bench so de-

cided unanimously in Maingay v.

Lewis, Ir. Rep. 3 C. L. 495; upon

appeal, this decision was reversed

by a majority of the judges of the

Exchequer Chamber (Ir. Rep. 5 C.

L. 229), several of whom seem to

have considered that their decision

was governed by Oakeley v. Pashel-

ler, 4 C. & F. 207; 10 Bli. N. S.

548. In Swire v. Redman, 1 Q. B.

D. pp. 543, 545, the court expressed

the opinion that no such point either

arose or was decided in Oakeley v.

Fasheller, and that it proceeded on

the ground that the creditor was a

party to the arrangement. In New
York, such an arrangement is held,

upon the authority of Oakeley ».

Fasheller, to create the relation of

principal and surety between the

debtors without the consent of the

creditor, and after notice the credi-

tor is bound to observe it, and the

debtor who has thus become a

surety wiU be discharged by any of

the acts by which sureties are dis-

charged in other cases. Millerd v.

Thorn, 58 N. Y. 402; Colgrove v.

Tallman, 67 N. Y. 95.]
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of the release.^ And, upon the principles which have been just

alluded to, it would seem to be the better opinion that his

being an accommodation maker would not vary the case as to

the indorser for whose benefit he made the note, but the latter

would be equally discharged from liability as if the maker were

the true and primary debtor.^

425. Discharge of a joint Maker or Indorser.— A release of

one joint maker or indorser by the holder, whether they are ac-

commodation parties or not, will discharge all the joint parties

;

for such a release is a complete bar to any joint suit, and no

separate suit can be maintained in such a case.^ In short,

when the debt is extinguished, as to one, it discharges all,

whether the parties intended it or not.* The like rule applies

to cases where a satisfaction has been made by any one joint

maker or indorser, or by any one partner in two firms, where

each firm is bound upon the note.^ So, the taking of the sepa-

1 Ante, SS. 418, 421, 423.

[If both the holder and the in-

dorser give the maker a release, in

terms suflBcient to discharge his

contingent liability over to the in-

dorser as well as his liability to the

holder, the indorser is not dis-

charged, because, the maker being

released from his liability over to

him, the indorser's rights are not

aSected by the release given by the

holder. Bruen v. Marquand, 17

Johns. 58; Gloucester Bank v.

Worcester, 10 Pick. 528 ; Ludwig

V. Iglehart, 43 Md. 39.]

2 Ante, ss. 418, 421, 423; see

Chitty on Bills, o. 9, p. 452 (8th

ed.); Maltby v. Carstairs, 7 B. &
C. 735.

a Chitty on BiUs, o. 9, pp. 449,

450 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 9,

pp. 342-344 (5th ed.) ; 1 Story Eq.

Jur. s. 112; Westcott ». Price,

Wright (Ohio) 220; Nicholson v.

Kevin, 4 A. & E. 675; Stirling v.

Forrester, 3 Bli. 575; Cheetham

V. Ward, 1 B. & P. 630; Brooks v.

Stuart, 9 A. & E. 854; American

Bank v. Doolittle, 14 Pick. 123;

AveriU v. Lyman, 18 Pick. 346;

Tuckerman o. Newhall, 17 Mass.

581; Goodnow u. Smith, 18 Pick.

414, 415; Wiggin w, Tudor, 23 Pick.

434 ; Carnegie v. Morrison, 2 Met.

381; Ward tf. Johnson, 13 Mass.

148; Rowley v. Stoddard, 7 Johns.

207; Harrison v. Close, 2 Johns.

448; Story on Bills, p. 431; post,

s. 435.

4 Ibid.

6 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 322

(5th ed.); Jacaud v. French, 12

East, 317; Pothier on Oblig., n.

261, 274; 1 Story Eq. Jur. s. 112;

Nicholson v. Revill, 4 A. & E. 675.

In this case. Lord Denman, in de-

livering the judgment of the court,

said: " We give our judgment

merely on the principle laid down

by Lord Chief Justice Eyre in

Cheetham ». Ward, as sanctioned

by unquestionable authority, that
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rate security of one partner by the holder, in discharge of the

joint debt, will discharge the other partners.^ But a mere agree-

ment with one partner to give him time, taking his exclusive se-

curity for the payment of the note, although founded upon a

valuable consideration, will not discharge the other partners, if

it be with an express reservation of the rights of the holder

against the partnership, for the payment of the note.^ A fortiori,

an agreement not founded upon any valuable consideration to

take one partner as debtor for the whole debt due by the partner-

ship will not exonerate the latter.^ Neither (as we have seen)

will a covenant not to sue one joint contractor or partner on the

the debtee's discharge of one joint

and several debtor is a discharge of

all. For we think it clear that the

new agreement made by the plain-

tiff with Samuel Revill, to receive

from him £100, in full payment of

one of the three notes, and in part

payment of the other two, before

they became due, accompanied with

the erasure of his name from those

two notes, and followed by the

actual receipt of the £100, was, in

law, a discharge of Samuel Kevill.

This view cannot perhaps be made
entirely consistent with all that is

said by Lord Bldon in the case Ex
parte GifEord, where his lordship

dismissed a petition to expunge the

proof of a surety against the estate

of a co-surety. But the principle

to which we have adverted was not

presented to his mind in its simple

form; and the point certainly did

not undergo much consideration.

For some of the expressions em-

ployed would seem to lay it down
that a joint debtee might release

one of his debtors, and yet, by using

some language of reservation in

the agreement between himself and

such debtor, keep his remedy entire

against the others, even without

consulting them. If Lord Eldon

used any language which could be

so interpreted, we must conclude

that he either did not guard himself

so cautiously as he intended, or that

he did not lend that degree of atten-

tion to the legal doctrine connected

with the case before him which he

was accustomed to afford. We do

not find that any other authority

clashes with our present judgment,

which must be in favor of the de-

fendant." See also French v. Price,

24 Pick. 13; Hammatt o. Wyman,
9 Mass. 138.

1 Bedford v. Deakin, 2 B. & A.

210, 216; Evans v. Drummond, 4

Esp. 89; Reed v. White, 5 Esp.

122.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 449

(8th ed.) i
Bedford v. Deakin, 2 B.

& A. 210; Lodge v. Dicas, 3 B. &
A. 611; David v. ElUce, 5 B. &

C. 196; Pitman on Principal and

Surety, pp. 181, 182, where the

cases are collected; Crawford v.

Millspaugh, 13 Johns. 87; see s.

104, n., ante.

8 Lodge ». Dicas, 3 B. & A. 611;

see also David v. Ellice, 5 B. & C.

196; Perfect v. Musgrave, 6 Price,

111.
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note operate as a discharge of the other co-contractors or part-

ners ; for this is a mere personal covenant, and does not, like a

release, extinguish the debt.^ We shall have occasion to see that

the doctrine of the French law, as to the effect of the release of

one joint maker or indorser, is in its qualifications and modifi-

cations somewhat diiferent from our law.^

426. Oompositionwith the Maker.— Fourthly. Upon analogous

grounds with those above stated, if the holder should make a

valid composition with the maker, whereby he should agree to

take a certain per cent, of the amount in discharge of the note,

upon his receiving collateral security from a third person for

the composition money, and the security should be accordingly

given, that would amount to a discharge of the note in favor

of the indorser, whether he was an accommodation indorser or

not ; for, in contemplation of law, it would amount to an ex-

tinguishment and satisfaction of the note as to all the parties

thereto.^ The same doctrine would apply to the case of a like

composition made by the holder with a prior indorser, for he

would thereby release all the subsequent indorsers, in the same

manner as if such prior indorser had paid the note to the

holder, which would plainly be a satisfaction thereof in their

favor.* But the indorsers of the note who stand prior on the

note to the compounding indorser would remain liable in the

same manner as if no such composition had been made, since

their rights are not affected thereby.^

427. Perhaps it is questionable, even if the holder has the

consent of the other parties that he may accept the composi-

tion and hold them liable without resorting to the compounding

1 cutty on Bills, c. 9, p. 449 worth v. Fogg, 35 Vt. 355; Bowker

(8th ed.) ; Dean v. Newhall, 8 T. K. v. Childs, 3 Allen, 434 ; see s. 428, n.,

168; Twopenny v. Young, 3 B. & post.

C. 208; Mallet v. Thompson, 5 Esp. * Ellison v. Dezell, 1 Selw. N. P.

178; ante, ss. 409, 421, 425. 372; ante, a. 423 ; Story on Bills, s.

2 Post, ss. 430-435. 429; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 455,

» Lewis V. Jones, 4 B. & C. 506; 456 (8th ed.).

Steinman v. Magnus, 11 East, 390; ' Story on Bills, s. 429; Chitty

Margetson v. Aitken, 3 C. & P. on Bills, o. 9, p. 456 (8th ed.) ; Id.

338; Story on Bills, s. 429; Chitty on pp. 452, 453; Maltby v. Carstairs,

Bills, c. 9, pp. 455, 456 (8th ed.); 7 B. & C. 735.

Ex parte Wilson, 11 Ves. 410; Ells-
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debtor, whether he will not still be deprived of his remedy

against them, if the- composition operates as a release of the

debt, inasmuch as it will be a fraud upon the other creditors,

if they have supposed that they had contracted with each

other on equal terms.^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 454,

455 (8th ed.) ; Ex parte Wilson, 11

Ves. 410; Lewis v. Jones, 4 B. &
C. 506; English v. Barley, 2 B. &
P. 61; Ex parte Smith, 3 Bro. Ch.

1; Howden v. Haigh, 11 A. & E.

1033; Story on Bills, s. 429. The
learned reporters have appended the

following note to the case of Lewis

V. Jones, 4 B. & C. 515, n. (o):

" Generally speaking, a creditor dis-

charges a surety by giving time to,

or ctfmpounding with, the principal

debtor. The cases upon this sub-

ject may be divided into two classes:

The first, where the agreement with

the principal may be considered as

a fraud upon the surety, by altering

his situation or increasing his risk.

Such were the cases of Nisbet v.

Smith, 2 Bro. Ch. 579; Ex parte

Smith, 3 Bro. Ch. 1; Rees v. Ber-

rington, 2 Ves. jun. 540; Law v.

East India Company, 4 Ves. 824;

Eyre v. Bartrop, 3 Mad. 221. The
second, where allowing the creditor

to recover against the surety would

operate as a fraud upon the princi-

pal, or any person joining with him
in paying or securing the composi-

tion money, inasmuch as it would

give the surety a right to proceed

against the principal for that debt,

from which the creditor had agreed

to discharge him. English v. Bar-

ley, 2 B. & P. 61; Burke's Case,

there cited by Lord Eldon ; Ex parte

Gifiord, 6 Ves. 805; Boultbee v.

Stubbs, 18 Ves. 20; Ex parte Glen-

dinning, Buck, 517. It is obvious

that the first ground of discharge

is inapplicable, where the agree-

ment between the creditor and prin-

cipal .debtor is made with the pri-

vity and assent of the surety; and

it seems that the second is inap-

plicable where the surety becomes a

party to the transaction in such a

manner as to deprive himself of any

remedy over against the principal, in

the event of his being called upon to

pay the residue of the debt. Where
a surety compels the creditor to sue,

or prove under a commission of

bankruptcy against the principal,

he is considered as electing to stand

in the situation of the creditor with

respect to the remedy against the

principal, and in order to do so

must bring the debt into court.

Beardmore v. Cruttenden, Cook's

Bankrupt Law, 211 ; Bictum per

Lord Chancellor in Wright ti. Simp-

son, 6 Ves. 734. Hence it may
follow that i£ a creditor, at the re-

quest of the surety and for his re-

lief, agrees to accept a composition

from the principal, the surety would

he considered as electing to stand in

the situation of the creditor, and that

he could not recover over against

the principal upon being compelled

to pay the residue of the debt. In

Ex parte Glendinning, Buck, 517,

the Lord Chancellor is repotted to

have said that a creditor entering

into an agreement for a composition

with a debtor, and wishing to retain

his remedy against a surety, must

cause the reservation to appear upon
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428. Discharge in Bankruptcy or Insolvency.— Fifthly. The
discharge of a party, whether he be the sole or a joint maker
or indorser of a note, under an insolvent or bankrupt act, will

the face of the agreement, for that

parol evidence cannot be admitted

to explain or vary the efiect of the

inatriiment. If that observation is

to be construed generally, it will

greatly simplify questions upon this

subject; for then, wherever a credi-

tor and principal debtor have entered

into an agreement for a composition,

not containing a reservation of the

remedy against a surety, and an

action is afterwards brought against

the latter, it will be unnecessary to

inquire whether he was or was not

privy and consenting to the agree-

rnent, or whether he has or has not

done any thing to deprive himself

of the right to recover over against

the principal; if he has not, he

will be absolutely discharged by the

agreement entered into between the

creditor and the principal debtor.

But the judgment in Ex parte Glen-

dinning appears to be founded upon
Burke's Case, which is also cited by
the Lord Chancellor in Ex parte

Gifford, 6 Ves. 809, as an authority

for saying that where the remedy

against the surety is reserved, in

the agreement for composition, a

recovery against the surety cannot

operate as a fraud upon the princi-

pal; for that, if any demand out of

that recovery arises against him, it

is with his own consent. Perhaps,

therefore, the observation in Ex
parte Glendinning was intended to

apply to those cases only, where,

but for the reservation in the agree-

ment, the proceeding against the

surety would operate as a fraud

upon the principal, and parol evi-

dence may still be admissible to

show that the composition was made
with the privity and at the request

of a surety, and that he has deprived

himself of any right to recover

over against the principal; for. such

evidence would leave the written

instrument (according to its im-

port) a discharge to the principal,

and would not contradict it unless,

indeed, it be so framed as to extin-

guish the debt. There is another

large class of cases in which it has

been held that a person joining

other creditors in compounding with

a debtor, or signing a bankrupt's

certificate, cannot lawfully stipulate

for any benefit to himself beyond

that which the other creditors re-

ceive, whether that benefit be given

by the debtor himself or any third

person for his relief. Smith v.

Bromley, 2 Doug. 695, n. ; Cecil

V. Plaistow, 1 Anstr. 202; Cock-

shott V. Bennett, 2 T. R. 763; Jack-

son V. Lomas, 4 T. K. 166 ; Feise v.

Eandall, 6 T. R. 146; Jackman u.

Mitchell, 13 Ves. 581; Leicester

V. Rose, 4 East, 372; Wells v. Gir-

ling, 1 B. & B. 447; Jackson v.

Davison, 4 B. & A. 691. But all

those decisions related to new secu-

rities given as a consideration for

signing the composition deed or

certificate, and proceeded on the

ground that the advantage gained

by the particular creditor was a

fraud upon the others, and they do

not appear applicable to securities

existing before the negotiation for

a composition. See Thomas v.

Courtnay, 1 B. & A. 1."
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not operate to discharge any other party on the note from his

liability thereon ; but it will merely operate as a bar or dis-

charge of the insolvent or bankrupt personally.^ The reason

is, that it is an act of the law, and not of the holder, and

operates upon him in invitum. And the holder's proving his

debt, or receiving a dividend under such insolvent or bankrupt

act, will operate only to discharge the other parties pro tanto,

leaving in all other respects their liability in full vigor and

efficacy.^

429. Foreign Law of Extinguishment, Satisfaction, and Dis-

charge.— Hitherto we have been considering what will amount

to an extinguishment, or satisfaction, or discharge of a promis-

sory note, and between what parties it will be operative or not,

according to the requirements of our law. But it may not be

without some practical utility to examine how these matters

are treated in the foreign law, and especially in the French

law, which may be presumed generally on these points to coin-

1 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 336,

346 (5th ed.); ani^, a. 407, and

note; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. 5,

pp. 535-537 (2nd ed.) ; Macdonald
V. Bovington, 4 T. R. 825; Tooker

V. Bennett, 3 Caines, 4; English v.

Darley, 2 B. & P. 61; Ward v.

Johnson, 13 Mass. 148; Chitty on

Bills, 0.^ 9, pp. 454-456 (8th ed.);

Stock ». Ma-wson, 1 B. & P. 286;

Pothier, de Change, n. 179 ; Story

on Bills, s. 435.

2 Bayley on Bills, c. 9, p. 346

(5th ed.); Kenworthy v. Hopkins,

1 Johns. Cas. 107; Burrill v. Smith,

7 Pick. 291.

[An indorser is not discharged

by the creditor's voting to accept a

composition from the maker under

the provisions of the bankruptcy

laws. The discharge of the maker
under such composition is deemed
to be a discharge by operation of

law. Ex parte Jacobs, L. R. 10 Ch.

211 (overruling Wilson v. Lloyd,

L. R. 16 Eq. 60) ; Megrath ». Gray,

L. R. 9 C. P. 216; Guild v. Butler,

122 Mass. 498; 16 N. B. R. 347;

see also "Simpson v. Henning, L. R.

10 Q. B. 406. Upon the same prin-

ciple, the creditor does not discharge

an indorser by voting for the dis-

charge of the maker under a liqui-

dation by arrangement under the

bankruptcy laws (Ellis v. Wilmot,

L. R. 10 Ex. 10) ; nor by signing the

certificate of the maker to enable

him to obtain his discharge in

bankruptcy (Browne v. Carr, 7

Bing. 508; 2 Russ. 600); but it

was held by the judge of the

United States District Court for

Western Pennsylvania that the in-

dorser was discharged by the hold-

er's signing a consent to the dis-

charge of the maker whose estate

had not paid a sufficient dividend to

entitle him to a discharge without

the consent of his creditors (In re

McDonald, 14 N. B. R. 477).]
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cide with laws of the other commercial states of Continental

Europe.^ And here, as indeed in most other cases, we are com-

pelled to resort to the analogies furnished by bills of exchange

;

for the foreign writers rarely treat at any length the subject of

promissory notes, but they leave us to infer the rules which

are to govern them from the known doctrines applicable to

bills.

430. Discharge of the Maker.— In the first place, in respect to

the maker of a note. By the old law of France, as stated by

Pothier (and the doctrine on this point does not seem to have

undergone any change since his day), whenever the holder has

discharged or released the maker of a promissory note from

the debt, that will (as in our law) operate as an extinguish-

ment thereof as to him, whether it is done before or after the

maturity of the note.^ If the discharge or release be by a

letter, without a surrender of the note, and the holder should

nevertheless afterwards pass it by indorsement to a third person

bona fide for a valuable consideration, the latter will be entitled

to recover it against the maker, upon the ground, certat de

damno vitando. Pothier proceeds to pu,t the case (which has

since arisen under another branch of our law^), at what time

a discharge or release sent by a letter takes effect as between

the parties ; and he says that, as it requires the consent both of

the creditor (the holder) and the debtor (the maker) to give

effect to the discharge or release by the acceptance of the letter,

it follows that, until the letter is received and the acceptance

given, the discharge or release is not effectual or absolute, but

is revocable ; and that, if either party should die before the

letter is received, the discharge or release becomes a nullity.*

431. Its Effect as regards Indorsers. — In the next place,

in respect to the indorsers of a promissory note, a discharge

or release of the maker by the holder will by the French law

1 See Thomson on Bills, o. 5, s. & A. 681 ; M'Culloch v. Eagle In-

4, pp. 394, 395 (5th ed.). surance Co., 1 Pick. 278; Mactier v.

2 Pothier, de Change, n. 176; Frith, 6 Wend. 103; Averill v.

Story on Bills, s. 437; Nouguier, de Hedge, 12 Conn. 424; Story on

Change, torn. 1, pp. 353, 354. Agency, s. 493, and note.

" See Story on Contracts, s. 84, * Pothier, de Change, n. 176;

and note; Adams v. Lindsell, 1 B. Pothier, de Vente, n. 32.
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generally (as it does by our law) operate as a discharge and

extinguishment of their liability upon their indorsements ; for

in such a case the indorsers would otherwise either be deprived

of all their remedy over against the maker for repayment, or

he would be deprived of the benefit of his discharge.^ But in

every such case the discharge or release must, to have this

effect, be purely voluntary, and not be forced upon the holder

by the operation of law.^ If the discharge or release has been

for a part only of the debt, then it will operate, as to the in-

dorsers, as a discharge only pro tanto.^

432. Discharges hefore and after Maturity.— A distinction,

however, seems to be taken in the French law between the case

of a discharge or release given before the maturity of the note,

and one given after, the maturity, dishonor, and due protest and

notice thereof, as to its effect upon the indorsers. In the

former case, the indorsers are positively discharged, since the

maker can never be deemed in default for not paying the note,

and it cannot be treated as dishonored ; and therefore the in-

dorsers cannot be liable on their indorsements.* In the latter

case, their liability will depend upon circumstances. If the

maker is a mere accommodation maker, then the discharge or

release will not operate to discharge any indorser for whose

accommodation the note was given ; but it will discharge the

other indorsers.^

433. IJffect of Discharge of an Indorser.— In the next place

as to the release or discharge of the indorser by the holder.

Pothier says that in such a case the maker, if he be a mere

accommodation maker for the indorser, will be discharged

thereby ; for otherwise the indorser would be deprived of the

benefit of the discharge, since, upon payment by the maker, the

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 178 ; merely puts the case of a discharge

Story on Bills, s. 437. of the acceptor of a bill by the

2 Pothier, de Change, n. 179; holder, and asserts that it will dis-

Story on Bills, s. 437. charge the drawer only when he has

* Pothier, de Change, n. 178- funds in the hands of the acceptor,

180; Story on Bills, s. 437. and the latter is not a mere accom-

* Pothier, de Change, n. 177

;

modation acceptor. But, as to the

Story on Bills, a. 487. indorsers, he holds them discharged

* Pothier, de CJiange, n. 178; generally.

Story on Bills, s. 437. Pothier
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latter would have recourse for the amount against him.i But

he seems to think that there is more difficulty in the case,

where the maker is the primary and real debtor, although he

finally arrives at the conclusion, that in such a case the maker
would not be discharged, but that it is a mere personal dis-

charge of the indorser.2 This latter position is the clear result

in our law, as has been already stated.^

434. Where a prior indorser is released or discharged by the

holder, Pothier says (in entire conformity with our law) that

this will discharge all the subsequent indorsers ; for otherwise

the prior indorser would be liable to the subsequent indorsers,

and thus he would lose the benefit of. his discharge by the

holder.* On the other hand, a discharge of a subsequent indor-

ser by the holder will not, where it is purely personal, discharge

any of the antecedent indorsers or the maker of the note

;

since the holder who has different rights against the different

parties may well in such a case discharge some and hold the

others bound to him.^

435. Discharge of one joint Debtor.— In respect to a release

or discharge of one joint debtor by the holder, how far it will

discharge the others, Pothier holds the following doctrine

That the release of the creditor to one of the debtors would

also liberate the others, if it appeared that the creditor intended

thereby to extinguish the debt as to the whole. If it appeared

that his intention was only to extinguish the debt as to the part

for which the person to whom he gave the release was liable to

his co-debtors, and to discharge that one personally from the

residue of the debt, the debt would still continue to subsist as

to the residue against the co-debtors.^ We have already seen

1 Pothier, de Change, n. 180; » Ante, s. 423.

Story on Bills, ss. 437, 438. We * Pothier, de Change, n. 182;

have seen that upon this very point Story on Bills, s. 438 ; ante, s. 423.

there is some contrariety of opinion ^ Pothier, de Change, n. 183;

in the common law authorities. Story on Bills, s. 439; anie, s. 423.

Ante, s. 423; Thomson on Bills, ^ Pothier on Oblig., by Evans,

c. 4, s. 6, p. 364 (2nd ed.); Id. c. n. 275. Pothier adds: "If the

6, s. 5, pp. 545-547; Story on Bills, creditor, in the discharge which he

s. 432. gave to his co-debtor, expressly de-

2 Pothier, de Change, n. 181

;

clared that he intended only to dis-

Story on Bills, s. 438. charge the person of the particular
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that by our law a release or discharge by the holder of one

joint party, whether he be the maker or the indorser of the

note, is a discharge of both, without any distinction whether it

be the intention of the holder to discharge one only or both

;

for by our law the debt, independently of any intention of the

holder, is extinguished ipso facto as to both.^

436. Other Modes of Extinguishment. — There are other

modes of extinguishment of the debt due upon a promissory

debtor, and to retain his claim

against the others, could he, by

virtue of this declaration, require

the whole from the other debtors,

without deducting the part of him

who was discharged? I think he

could not; the several debtors would

not have bound themselves in solido,

but would only have engaged for

their own respective parts, if they

had not considered that, on paying

the whole, they should have recourse

against the others ; and that for this

purpose they would be entitled to a

cession of the actions of the creditor

for the other parts. It is only un-

der the tacit condition of having

this cession of the actions, that they

are obliged, in solido; and, conse-

quently, the creditor has no right to

demand from any of them the pay-

ment of the whole, without such

cession. In this casej the creditor,

having put it out of his power to

cede his action against the debtor

whom he has discharged, and con-

sequently having incapacitated him-

self frpm performing the condition

upon which he has a right to de-

mand the whole, it follows that he

cannot demand the whole from each

of them. When there are several

debtors in solido, and the creditor

discharges one of them, can he pro-

ceed against each of the others in

solido, subject only to a deduction

of the share of the one who is dis-

charged, and of that proportion to

which the one who is discharged

would be liable, as between them-

selves, for the share of any of the

others who were insolvent? For

instance, supposing that I had six

debtors in solido, that I discharged

one, that there remained five, of

whom one is insolvent; can I only

proceed against each of the others

for their sixth part? Or may I

proceed against each of those who
are solvent, for the whole, subject

only to the deduction of the sixth,

for which the person discharged was

originally bound, and of his share

in the portion of the one who had

become insolvent? I think I should

be well founded in doing so ; for the

debtor against whom I proceed can-

not claim from me any other deduc-

tion than the amount of what he

loses by not having a cession of

actions against the one whom I have

discharged. Now, the cession of

actions against him would only give

a right of repetition as to his por-

tion, and a right of contribution in

respect to the share of the insol-

vent." Pothier on Oblig., n. 275,

by Evans.

1 Ante, s. 425, and note; 1 Story

Eq. Jur. s. 112; Nicholson v. Revill,

4 A. & E. 675, 682, 683.
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note by the French law, which are either not recognized to the

same extent, or have not precisely the same effect under all

circumstances in our law, as they have in that law. Among
these we may enumerate, (1) Compensation; (2) Novation;

and (3) Confusion.

437. Compensation.— By compensation, in the French and

foreign law, is meant what we are accustomed to call the right

of set-off of one debt or claim against another,^ And by a

general rule of that law (different in that respect from ours^),

where debts are reciprocally due from one person to another,

they are treated as extinguished by mere opei'ation of law, in

the same manner as if payment thereof had been actually

made.^ This extinguishment by operation of law is altogether

independent of the intention dr knowledge of the parties ; and

it takes effect at the very instant of the concurrence of the

reciprocal debts.* If the debts are equal, then the extinguish-

ment is complete of both. If one is larger than the other, then

the larger debt is extinguished pro tanto to the extent of the

latter, which becomes thereby totally extinguished. Therefore,

if at or after the" time when a promissory note becomes due, the

maker is a creditor of the holder of a debt then also due of an

equal or larger amount, by the law of compensation the whole

debt on the note is extinguished ; if a less sum is due to the

maker, then the debt on the note is extinguished pro tanto?

And any subsequent indorsement of the note will affect the

party taking it in the same manner as if there had been a real

payment made by the maker or holder.^ The same rule will

apply to the case of an indorser who has by a due dishonor and

notice thereof become liable to pay the amount of the note to

the holder ; for, if the holder then is indebted to him in an

1 Pothier on Oblig., by Evans, * Nouguier, de Change, torn. 1,

n. 587; Thomson on Bills, c. 5, s. 4, p. 356 ; Code . Civil of France, n.

p. 395 (2nd ed.); Nouguier, de 1290.

Change, torn. 1, p. 356. * Pothier, de Change, n. 184,

^ See Gary v. Bancroft, 14 Pick. 185 ; Nouguier, de Change, torn. 1,

315, 317. pp. 356, 357.

' Pothier, de Change, n. 185; « Pothier, de Change, n. 185,

Nouguier, de Change, torn. 1, p. 186; Nouguier, de Change, torn.

356. 1, PP- 356, 357.
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equal or larger amount, the debt due by the indorsement is

extinguished.

438. Novation.— In the next place as to novation. This is,

technically speaking, the substitution of a new debt for an old; ^

and it constitutes by the Roman law, as well as by the law of

France, an extinguishment of the old debt by mere operation

of law.^ It is equally as applicable to debts arising from

promissory notes as to debts from other ordinary contracts.^

Our law does not essentially differ from the law of France in

this respect.* A negotiable promissory note will by our law

operate as an extinguishment of a prior existing debt, if it is

so intended between the parties. The only question is as to

the proof of such an intention. In general, as we have already

seen,^ by the law of England and of most of the states of

America, the receipt of a promissory note of the debtor for a

debt is, in the absence of all other proof, treated as a condi-

tional payment only of the debt, that is to say if or when the

note is paid.^ But, if the note is intentionally received as abso-

1 Pothier on Oblig., by Evans, 2 Johns. Cas. 438; Johnson v.

n. 546 ; Thomson on Bills, c. 5, s. 4, Weed, 9 Johns. 310 ; Hoar v. Clute,

pp. 395, 396 (2n(i ed.). 15 Johns. 224; Holmes v. D'Camp,
^ Ibid.; ante, s, 105. 1 Johns. 34; Fiutard v. Tackington,

' Pothier, de Change, n. 189; 10 Johns. 104; Burdick u. Green,

Morgan v. Creditors, 1 La. 527. 15 Johns. 247. In Massachusetts,

^ Ante, 8. 104; Thomson on a (negotiable) note, taken for a

Bills, c. 1, s. 8, pp. 165-168 (2nd precedent debt, is prima facie

ed.); Id. c. 5, s. 4, p. 396; Id. c. 6, deemed an absolute payment. But

s. 5, p. 532. the presumption may be rebutted

^ Ante, ss. 104, 404, 408. by showing that it was received as

° Ante, ss. 104, 389 ; Thomson a conditional payment only. In

on Bills, c. 1, s. 3, pp. 165-168 other respects, the general rule pre-

(2nd ed.); Swinyard o. Bowes, 5 vails, which governs in other states.

M. & S. 62 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 5, Therefore, a promissory note given

pp. 200-203 (8th ed.); Bayley on to a creditor is not payment of a

Bills, 0. 9, p. 334 (5th ed.) ; Id. pp. pre-existent debt, unless so intended

368, 364; Puokford v. Maxwell, 6 by the parties. Baker ». Briggs, 8

T. R. 52; Thomson on Bills, c. 1, Pick. 122; Watkins ». Hill, 8 Pick.

s. 3, pp. 185-172 (2nded.); Shearm 522, 526; Thacher ». Dinsmore, 5

V. Burnard, 10 A. & E. 598; Sayer Mass. 299; Greenwood v. Curtis, 6

V. Wagstaff, 5 Beav. 415; Story on Mass. 358; Johnson v. Johnson, 11

Bills, s. 419; Tobey «. Barber, 5 Mass. 359; Maneely i>. M'Gee, 6

Johns. 68; Murray d. Gouverneur, Mass. 143; Goodenow v. Tyler,
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lute payment, the original debt becomes thereby extinguished.^

The receipt of the promissory note of a third person in payment
of the debt will amount to a positive extinguishment of the

original debt by way of novation, as well by our law as the

foreign law, if so intended by the parties.^

439. Confusion.— In the next place, as to confusion. This

is defined by Pothier technically to be the concurrence of two

qualities, in the same subject, which mutually destroy each

other,^ or perhaps, as it might be more exactly expressed,

according to our English idiom, it is the concurrence of two

adverse rights to the same thing in one and the same person.

This may occur in several ways; as, for example, when the

creditor becomes the heir of the debtor, or vice versa, when the

debtor becomes the heir of the creditor.* The same conse-

quence ensues when the creditor succeeds to the debtor by any

other title, which renders him subject to his debts, as, for ex-

ample, if he is his universal donatary or legatee ; or where the

debtor succeeds, by whatever means, to the rights of the credi-

tor.^ The reason given for the doctrine is, that it is impossible

for a person to be at the same time both creditor and debtor.

-He cannot be his own creditor, and at the same time his own
debtor.^

440. Hence it is that by the French law the extinction of the

principal debt by confusion induces an extinction of the obliga-

tion of the sureties for the same debt, as it is a mere accessary

obligation.'^ Quum principalis causa non subsistit, ne ea qui-

7 Mass. 36; Emerson v. Providence thier on Oblig., by Evans, n. 548,

Hat Co., 12 Mass. 237; Jones v. 549; Johnson v. Weed, 9 Johns.

Kennedy, 11 Pick. 125; Wood e. 310.

Bodwell, 12 Pick. 268; Vancleef v. » Pothier on Oblig., by Evans, n.

Therasson, 3 Pick. 12 ; Butts v. 605; Story on Bills, s. 442 ; Thom-
Dean, 2 Met. 76 ; Ilsley v. Jewett, son on Bills, c. 5, s. 4, pp. 395, 396

2 Met. 168, 173 ; Melledge v. Boston (2nd ed.) ; Nouguier, de Change,

Iron Co., 5 Cush. 158. torn. 1, p. 358.

' Ibid.; Bayley on Bills, c. 9, * Pothier on Oblig., by Evans,

pp. 363, 364 (5th ed.); ante, a. 104. n. 606; Story on Bills, s. 442.

" Ante, s. 404; Shearm v. Bur- ' Ibid,

nard, 10 A. & E. 593; Owenson v. ' Pothier on Oblig., by Evans,

Morse, 7 T. R. 64; Bayley on BUls, n. 607.

0. 9, pp. 363, 364 (5th ed.) ; Kears- ' Ibid. n. 608.

lake V. Morgan, 5 T. R. 513; Po-
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dem, quce sequentur, locumhahent.^ On the other hand, the ex-

tinction of the accessary obligation of the surety by confusion

does not induce an extinction of the obligation of the principal.

The reason of the difference is, that the accessary obligation

cannot subsist without the principal obligation continues ; but

the principal does not in any degree depend for its existence

upon the subsistence of the accessary.^ In this respect, confu-

sion differs from payment; for by payment the thing is no

longer due by anybody ; and the principal obligation is extin-

guished as well as the accessary.^

441. When the holder becomes an heir as to part of the debt

or credit only, the law of confusion applies only to the extin-

guishment pro tanto of that part.* Accordingly, Pothier says

:

In order to induce a confusion of the debt, the characters, not

only of debtor and creditor, but of sole debtor and sole creditor,

must concur in the same person. If a person, who was only

creditor for part, becomes sole heir of the debtor, it is evident

that the confusion and extinction can only take place with

respect to the part for which he is creditor. Vice versa, if the

creditor of the whole becomes heir of the debtor for part, the

confusion only takes place with respect to that part. It is

equally evident that, if the creditor is only one of several heirs

to the debtor of the whole, the confusion and extinction only

take place in respect of the part for which he is heir, and for

which he is liable to all the other debts of the succession. The
demand continues to subsist against the others as to the parts

for which they are respectively liable to the debts of the de-

ceased.^

442. There is one exception to the doctrine of confusion,

which is proper to be taken notice of in this place. When it

is said that, where the creditor becomes the heir of the debtor,

his debt is extinguished, it is to be understood that he is not

only executor or administrator of the estate, but that he is the

sole heir of the property subject to other debts. And hence, if

he accepts the executorship with the benefit of an inventory,

1 Dig. lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 129. Pothier, de Change, n. 196.

^ Pothier on Oblig., by Evans, " Pothier on Oblig., by Evans,

n. 609. n. 612; Story on Bills, s. 444.

8 Ibid.
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no such confusion is introduced, because it is said that the

beneficiary heir and the succession are then deemed different

persons, and their respective rights are not confounded.^

443. Without following out the doctrine of the French law

into its more minute details, let us see how it applies to pro-

missory notes. If the holder of the note becomes the heir of

the maker, or on the contrary the maker of the note becomes

the heir of the holder, or a third person has the succession of

both the holder and the maker devolved upon him, ex necessi-

tate a case of confusion arises, and the debt becomes extin-

guished.2 And this extinguishment of the debt operates not

only between the holder and the maker but in respect to the

indorsers also.^ If the confusion occurs between the holder

and an indorser, it discharges the subsequent indorsers only,

and not the prior indorsers.* When the confusion occurs be-

tween the holder and an antecedent indorser, not his immediate

indorser, it extinguishes all the rights of the holder not only

as to that indorser but as to all subsequent indorsers.^

444. Debtor or Creditor appointed Uxecutor or Administrator

of the other.— The English law is not exactly coincident with

the law of Prance upon the subject of confusion ; but it fur-

nishes in many cases a doctrine founded on a striking analogy.

Thus, if the creditor appoints his debtor to be his executor, that

operates at law as a release or extinguishment of the debt.^

And the law is the same where the creditor appoints one of

several joint or joint and several debtors to be his executor

;

for the executor cannot sue himself.^ But by the English law

this extinguishment operates only where there are other assets

of the creditor to pay all his debts ; for if there be not other

assets, then the creditors of the testator have a right to pay-

1 Pothier on Oblig., by Evans, p. 359; Pothier, de Change, n. 193,

n. 606 ; Story on Bills, s. 444. 194.

" Nouguier, de Change, torn. 1, , * Pothier, de Change, n. 195.

p. 858; Pothier, de Change, n. 190; " Freakley v. Fox, 9 B. & C.

Story on Bills, s. 445. 130.

I

I' Pothier, de Change, n. 190 ; ' Williams on Executors, pt. 3,

Nouguier, de Change, torn. 1, p. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 9, pp. 937-946 (2nd

359; Story on Bills, s. 445. ed.) ; Freakley v. Fox, 9 B. & C.

« Nouguier, de Change, torn. 1, 130; see Pothier on Oblig., by

Evans, n. 276.
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ment out of the debt as a part of the assets.^ In case of the

appointment of the debtor as administrator of the creditor's

estate, as it is the mere act of law and not of the creditor him-

self, the debt is not extinguished.^ And in equity in England

the same rule prevails, even in the case of executors, who are

treated as having in fact paid the debt by adding it to the

assets.^ In case of the appointment by a debtor of his creditor

to be his executor, no such merger or extinguishment takes

place unless the executor receives assets sufficient to pay the

debt, and there is a right to appropriate the same to that pur-

pose, and then he is presumed so to do.*

446. Loss of the Note.— Before concluding this head, it

seems proper to take notice of another point of great practical

importance, which has been already brought under discussion,^

as to the duty of the holder and the rights of the maker or

the indorser, upon the payment of a promissory note. And
that point is, whether the maker or the indorser upon whom a

due demand is made for payment of the note is bound to pay

the same unless the note is at the time produced and delivered

up to him. It is obvious that, if the note is not produced and

delivered up when it is paid, the maker may, in case of its hav-

ing been lost or transferred and coming into the possession of

a hona fide holder before its maturity, be liable to pay the same

a second time ; and he can have no positive security against

such liability. At law no such security can be required to be

given. A court of equity, however, may, where the note is as-

serted to be lost, give relief to the holder ; but then it is always

upon the terms that he shows satisfactory proofs to establish

the loss, and gives good security for the repayment of tjie

money if the maker shall be compelled to pay the same again

to another holder.^ Still, this is imposing some hardship upon

the maker, as he may be obliged to contest the rights of the

1 Williams on Executors, pt. 3,. Ves. 90; Simmons v. Gutteridge, 13

bk. 3, c. 2, s. 9, pp. 937-94'6 (2nd Ves. 262.

ed.); Freakley w. Fox, 9 B. & C. • Story on Bills, s. 443.

130 ; see Pokier on Oblig., by « Ante, ss. 106-112, 243-245.

Evans, n. 276. ^ Macartney o. Grabam, 2 Sim.

2 Ibid. 285; Davies v. Dodd, 1 Wils. Ex.

« Ibid.; Carey v. Goodinge, 3 110; 4 Price, 176; Story Eq. Jur.

Bro. Ch. 110 ; Berry v. Usher, 11 ss. 85, 86.
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holder in a second suit, and the evidence by which he can

resist payment may in the mean time be greatly changed by the

witnesses to the supposed prior loss being dead, or having re-

moved and their place of residence being unknown; so that

without any default on his own part he may be subjected to

expensive and protracted litigation, in order to avoid a double

payment ; and in the mean time the original holder, to whom he

had paid the amount, as well as his sureties, may have become

insolvent.^ The hardship would be still more glaring in respect

to the indorser, for not only may he remain liable to pay any

other bona fide holder who shall establish a good title to the

note, but his own right of recovery over against the antecedent

indorsers and also against the maker may be materially ob-

structed, if not destroyed, by his inability to trace the various

devolutions of the title to the note through the hands of such

indorsers, as well as to ascertain who is the final holder entitled

to payment thereof.^

1 Story on Bills, s. 447; ante, ss.

107, 108, 111.

* See Bayley on Bills, o. 9, p.

370 (5th ed.) ; Champion v. Terry,

3 B. & B. 295; ante, ss. 107, 108,

111. In Smith v. Rockwell, 2 ffiU,

482-484, Mr. Chief Justice Nelson,

in delivering the opinion of the

court, said: " If the makers had

offered to pay the note in question,

hut deoUned on finding that it was

lost, or if the indorser had proposed

to take it up on receiving notice of

pr.otest, with a view of calling upon

his principals, the question would

have been different from the one

now presented. The note being ne-

gotiable, neither was bound to make
payment without receiving it as their

voucher, or upon tender of ample

indemnity against any future liabi-

lity. This has been deliberately

settled, and for the most satisfactory

reasons. Hansard «. Robinson, 7

B. & C. 90; Rowley v. Ball, 3

Cowen, 303; Chitty on Bills, 428;

Chitty jun. 53. An indemnity may
be required in such cases, with a

view to proceedings in a court of

equity to compel payment notwith-

standing the loss. Tender of in-

demnity should be made to both

maker and indorser at the time of

demand and notice ; because, as the

former is not bound to make pay-

ment without the production of the

note, or indemnity in case of loss,

for that very reason pajrment ought

not to be required of the latter, till

the proper steps have been taken

to secure his immediate recourse

against his principal. Besides, the

indorser's own liability upon the

paper demands indemnity to him-

self, which should be given without

delay, so that he may be in a situa-

tion to pay the demand at any time

after notice, and look to the maker.

Any prejudice he might suffer by

reason of neglect on the part of the
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446. Remedy in ^England. — Considerations of this sort

have (as has been already intimated ^) in England led to the

final establishment of the doctrine (which, however, was for-

merly open to much doubt and diversity of opinion) that there

is and should be no remedy at law for the holder of a negotia-

ble promissory note which has been lost, to recover the con-

tents from any antecedent party on the note, whether he is the

maker or the indorser thereof ; but that the sole remedy is and

should be in a court of equity, where the relief will be granted

upon the holder's proving the loss and giving a suitable bond

of indemnity.^

case of Hansard v. Robinson, 7 B.

& C. 90, which was the case of a

suit on a lost bill of exchange,

brought by an indorsee against the

acceptor. On that occasion, his

Lordship said: " Upon this ques-

tion, the opinions of the judges, as

they are to be found in the cases

quoted at the bar, have not been

uniform, and cannot be reconciled

to each other. It is not necessary

to advert again to the cases. Amid
conflicting opinions, the proper

course is to revert to the principle

of these actions on bills of exchange,

and to pronounce s.uch a decision as

may best conform thereto. Now
the principle upon which all such

actions are founded is the custom

of merchants. The general rule of

the English law does not allow a

suit by the assignee of a chose in

action. The custom of merchants,

considered as part of the law, fur-

nishes, in this case, an exception to

the general rule. What, then, is

the custom in this respect? It is

that the holder of the bill shall pre-

sent the instrument at its maturity

to the acceptor, demand payment of

its amount, and upon receipt of the

money dehver up the bill. The ac-

ceptor, paying the bill, has a right

holder to give the necessary indem-

nity in either case would, no doubt,

afford ground for refusing to enforce

payment against him on application

to a court of equity for that pur-

pose. The holder, therefore, should

take the necessary steps with all

reasonable diligence to secure a

speedy resort to that court in behalf

of the surety, as the consequences

of delay would justly fall upon the

holder, so far as the indorser or any
other party standing in that relation

upon the paper is concerned." See

also 3 Kent Com. 115; post, s. 448.

1 Ante, ss. 107, 108.

2 Ante, s. 108; Thomson on

Bills, c. 3, s. 5, p. 323 (2nd ed.);

Bayley on Bills, c. 9, pp. 369-373

(5th ed.) ; Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp.

291, 292, 295 (8th ed.); Id. c. 9,

pp. 456, 458; Davis v. Dodd, 4

Taunt. 602 ; Ex parte Greenway, 6

Ves. 812; Mossop v. Eadon, 16 Ves.

430; Powell v. Roach, 6 Esp. 76;

Pierson v. Hutchinson, 2 Camp. 211;

Wain V. Bailey, 10 A. & E. 616;

Poole V. Smith, Holt N. P. 144;

Hansard v. Robinson, 7 B. & C. 90;

Ramuz v. Crowe, 1 Ex. 167. The
doctrine was very thoroughly dis-

cussed by Lord Tenterden, jn deli-

vering the opinion of the court in the
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447. French Law.— The French law (as we have already

seeni) adopts precisely the same rule which is followed in

courts of equity ; and there is great reason to suppose that it

constitutes the basis of the general law of the commercial

nations of Continental Europe. Heineccius on this subject

says :
" Elegans qusestio est, an, amissis litteris cambialibus,

ipsum debitum cambiale exspiret ? Id quod merito negatur.

Quodsi debitor fateatur, se cambiales litteras dedisse, index

to the possession of the instrument

for his own security, and as his

voucher and discharge, pro tanto, in

his account with the drawer. If,

upon an offer of payment, the hold-

er should refuse to deliver up the

hill, can it be doubted that the ac-

ceptor might retract his offer or

retain his money? And if this be

the right of an acceptor, ready to

pay at the maturity of the bill, must

not his right remain the same if,

though not ready at that time, he is

ready afterwards? and call his right

be varied if the payment is to be

made under a compulsory process of

law? The foundation of his right,

his owu security, his voucher, and

his discharge towards the drawer,

remain unchanged. As far as re-

gards his voucher and his discharge

towards the drawer, it will be the

same thing whether the instrument

has been destroyed or mislaid.

With respect to his own security

against a demand by another hold-

er, there may be a difference. But

how is he to be assured of the fact

either of the loss or destruction of

the bill? Is he to rely upon the as-

sertion of the holder, or to defend

an action at the peril of costs?

And if the bill should afterwards

appear, and a suit be brought against

him by another holder, a fact not

absolutely improbable in the case of

a lost bill, is he to seek for the wit-

nesses to prove the loss, and to

prove that the new plaintiff must

have obtained it after it became

due ? Has the holder a right, by

his own negligence or misfortune,

to cast this burden upon the ac-

ceptor, even as a punishment for

not discharging the bill on the day

it became due ? We think the cus-

tom of merchants does not authorize

us to say that this is the law. Is

the holder, then, without remedy?

Not wholly so. He may tender

sufficient indemnity to the acceptor,

and, if it be refused, he may en-

force payment thereupon in a court

of equity." Whether the like rule

prevails when a bill has been de-

stroyed, and proof of its destruction

is made, as, for example, of its

being consumed by fire, seems to

have been thought more doubtful.

But, in such a case, the situation

of the acceptor, as to the impor-

tance of possessing the voucher to

establish his claim against the draw-

er, as well as his own personal secu-

rity, may require the rule to be

strictly adhered to. What evidence

can the acceptor have that the evi-

dence of the destruction is not false,

by mistake or design? See also

Stats. 9 & 10 Wm. 3, o. 17, s. 3.

1 Ante, S3. 110, 111.
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ilium per exsequutionem cambialem adigere potest ad solven-

dum, modo actor prius cautionem de futura indemnitate praesti-

terit. Sin vero neget reus, probatione adeoque processu

ordinario opus est: victus tamen reus exsequutione cambiali

ad solvendum compellitur." ^

448. Remedies in the United States.— In America, tbere has

been (as we have already seen) some diversity of judgment

whether a suit is maintainable at law upon a lost bill against

the maker, or not. In some states, the doctrine has been main-

tained in the affirmative ; ^ in others, it has been held in the

negative.^ In others, again, it has been held that the holder is

entitled to recover at law, provided he executes a suitable in-

strument of indemnity.* Which doctrine will ultimately pre-

vail in America it is not for the commentator to conjecture.

But it may be said with great confidence that it will be difficult

to overturn upon satisfactory grounds the reasoning of Lord

Tenterden, already referred to, in favor of the negative.^ But

1 Heinecc. de Camb. c. 6, s. 11.

^ Meeker v. Jackson, 3 Yeates

(Pa.) 442; Lewis v. Petayvin, 4

Mart. N. S. (La.) 4; Miller ».

Webb, 8 La. 516; Bullet v. Bank
of Pennsylvania, 2 Wash. C. C.

172; Hinsdale v. Bank of Orange,

6 Wend. 378.

« Rowley v. Ball, 3 Gowen, 303;

Kirby v. Sisson, 2 Wend. 550;

Smith ». Rockwell, 2 Hill, 482; see

Morgan v. Reintzel, 7 Cranch, 275;

Renner v. Bank of Columbia, 9

Wheat. 581.

* Ante, s. 111.

5 Ante, s. 446, and note. The
reasoning in favor of maintaining a

suit at law upon a lost bill or note

is very fully given by Mr. Justice

Washington, in delivering the opi-

nion of the court, in Martin v. Bank
of the United States, 4 Wash. C.

C. 253, 255. He there said: " The
priuciples upon which this court

decided the case of Bullet v. Bank

of Pennsylvania, 2 Wash. C. C.

172, were, that a bank or any other

promissory note is the evidence of a

debt due by the maker to the holder

of it, and nothing more. It is also

the highest species of evidence of

such debt, and, in fact, the only

proper evidence, if it be in the

power of the owner of the note to

produce it. But if it be lost or

destroyed, or by fraud or accident

has got into the possession of the

maker, the owner does not thereby

lose his debt, but the same continues

to exist in all its rigor, unaffected

by the accident which has deprived

the owner of the means of proving

it by the note itself. The debt

still existing, the law, which always

requires of a party that he should

produce the best evidence of his

right of which the nature of the

thing is capable, permits him, where

such better evidence is lost, or de-

stroyed, or not in his power, to give
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when we come to tlie case of the indorser who is called upon

to pay the note in default of payment by the maker, it will be

inferior evidence, by proving the

contents of the lost paper; and, if

this he satisfactorily made out, he is

entitled to recover. If the evidence

be not lost, but is merely impaired

by accident, or even by design, if

such design be not to injure the

maker or to cancel the debt, the

principle of law is the same. Cut-

ting a bank-note into two parts does

not discharge the bank from the

debt, of which the note was but the

evidence, nor does it even impair

the evidence itself, if, by uniting

the parts, the contents of the entire

note can be made out. If one of

the parts should be lost or destroyed,

the debt would be no more affected

than if the entire parts had been

lost or destroyed. The evidence is

impaired, indeed, not by the act of

cutting the note, but by the same
accident which would have affected

the entire note, had that been lost.

In both cases, the owner must resort

to secondary evidence, and is bound

to prove that the note did once ex-

ist, that it is lost or destroyed, and

that he is the true bona jide owner

of the debt. If one part only of the

note be lost, the difficulty which the

real owner of it has to encounter in

proving his right to the debt is di-

minished. For, if the entire note

be lost, the owner of it, at the time

of the accident, may not be entitled

to the debt of which it was the evi-

dence, at the time he demands pay-

ment, because the note, passing from

hand to hand by bare delivery, may
have been found, and have got into

the possession of a bona Jide holder.

But, against the real owner of one

half the note, there cannot possibly

be an opposing right. The finder,

or robber, of the other half part

cannot assert a right to the debt,

because he cannot prove that he

came fairly to the possession of the

evidence of it. I speak judicially,

when I say that he cannot prove

that fact, because he cannot do it

without the aid of perjury, which

the law does, not presume, and can

in no instance guard against it. If

the lost half-note gets fairly into

the hands of a third person, he

takes it with notice that there may
be a better title in the possession of

the other half, and consequently he

looks for indemnity to the person

from whom he received the half

part, if it should turn out that he

was not the real owner of the entire

note. It is impossible, therefore,

that the, bank can be legally called

upon to pay the note twice ; and if

the officers of the institution suffer

themselves to be imposed upon by

insufficient or false evidence, by

which means the bank is brought

into this predicament, she must

abide the loss as being occasioned

by an error of judgment in the offi-

cers of the bank, or their want of

due caution. The law cannot adapt

its provisions to eveiy possible case

that may occur, and it therefore

proceeds from necessity upon ge-

neral principles appUcable to all

cases. If, upon any other ground

than fraud or perjury, the maker

of the lost note may by possibility

be twice charged, the law will not

expose him to that risk by relieving

the asserted owner of it; not be-
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difficult to find any solid reason upon which the holder can be

entitled to recover against him, without the note being pro-

duced, upon any mere parol proof of the loss of it ; since the

indorser may or must thereby be put to great embarrassment in

making out his own title against the maker or against other

parties liable to him, without the production of the note.

What right can the holder have to shift upon him the burden of

proving the loss of the note ? Or what adequate means can he

have of preserving and commanding all the proof for future

use in case of future litigation ? The English doctrine must

under such circumstances apply to the indorser with double

propriety and force.

^

cause there may be imposition in

the case, or because the debt ought

not to be paid, but because the

proof that the claimant is the real

owner of the debt is defective; for

it by no means follows that, because

the lost note did belong to him, it

may not then be the property of

some other person. A court of law

therefore will in such a case dis- .

miss the parties from a forum which

has no means of securing the maker

of the note against a double charge,

and leave him to one where those

who ask of it equity will be com-

pelled to do eqiyty. The case then

resolves itself very much into a ques-

tion of jurisdiction. For it is quite

clear that the real owner of a debt,

the evidence of which is lost, is en-

titled to supply the want of a better

evidence by that which is secondary,

and this rule of evidence is the same
in equity as at law. But whether

the application for relief shall be in

the one court or in the other must

depend upon the particular case,

and its fitness for the one jurisdic-

tion or the other. Many difficulties

were stated by the defendant's coun-

sel, to which the practice of butting

the notes and transmitting them by

mail exposes banking institutions in

identifying the part of a note when

produced for payment. That these

difficulties do in a measure exist

must be admitted. But the bank

knows that there can be but one

owner of the note, and who that

one is must be satisfactorily proved,

to entitle him to payment of it.

The bank has a just right to call

for such proof ; and, if it be truly

and faithfully given, there can be

no risk in paying it. The possessor

of the other half part of the note, as

already observed, by whatever means

he acquired it, can never oblige

the bank to pay the money over

again to him. But, after all, the

rule of law does not rest upon this

circumstance. The maker of the

note is bound to pay to the person

who proves himself to be the legal

owner of it ; and the difficulties com-

plained of are not greater than those

which attend most litigated ques-

tions." See also Posey ». Decatur

Bank, 12 Ala. 802 ; Thayer v. King,

16 Ohio, 242.

1 See Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp.

285, 291, 293 (8th ed.); Id. c. 10,
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449. Destruction of the Note.— A distinction has sometimes

been taken between tlie case of a note's being lost, and the

case of its being destroyed and non-existent in rerum natura.

In the former case, (as we have seen^), an action is not in

Eogland maintainable at law by the holder, but only in equity.

In the latter case, it has been thought that an action may be

maintainable at law, since the destruction of the note takes

away the possibility of its getting into the possession of any

subsequent bona fide holder.^ But there is this remaining diffi-

culty, that evidence which is merely presumptive may be offered

of the destruction of the note, and then it may expose the

maker to all the inconveniences of a subsequent second pay-

ment, if the note should subsequently reappear. And there is

no more hardship in sending the holder into equity for redress

in the case of the destruction of the note than there is in the

case of the loss of the note. In each case, however, the security

of the maker in making payment is essentially promoted, and

his liability to future loss, founded upon new or varying

evidence, is greatly diminished by the course adopted in

equity.^

p. 532 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills,

c. 9, pp. 369-373 (5th ed.); Story on

Bills, s. 449 ; ante, ss. 107, 108, 111,

445.

1 Ante, s. 107.

2 Pierson v. Hutchinson, 2 Camp.

211; Mayor u. Johnson, 3 Camp.

324 ; Champion v. Terry, 3 B. & B.

295; Thomson on Bills, c. 3, s. 5,

p. 323 (2nd ed.); ante, a. 107.

' Mr. Bayley (on Bills, c' 9, pp.

369-372, 5th ed.) states the doc-

trine in the following summary
manner: " If a bill or note be de-

stroyed by fire or other accident,

an action may perhaps be brought

thereon, as if it were in esse. But

if a bill or note be lost, there can be

no remedy upon it at law, unless it

was in such a state, when lost, that

no person but plaintiff could have

acquired a right to sue thereon.

As if it were specially indorsed to

plaintiff, and had no indorsement

from him upon it. Where it is so

specially indorsed, an action may
perhaps be brought thereon. If a

man take a bill or note for an ante-

cedent debt, and lose it before it

is due, with a blank indorsement

thereon, he cannot sue upon the

bill or note, nor for the antecedent

debt, unless he can show that the

bill has been actually destroyed, so

that no claim can ever be made
thereon against the person he sues.

Nor even then, if such person could

have sued upon the bill on taking it

up. But, if the bill or note were

unindorsed, and no valid claim can

be made thereon for want of such

indorsement, the loser is not pre-

cluded from, suing for the antece-

dent debt, or upon the bill or note.
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450. Time of the Loss.— There seems also formerly to have

been a distinction taken between the case of a loss of the note

before it was due, and the case of a loss after it was due, upon

the ground that, if lost after it was due, no subsequent holder

could recover upon the note, except subject to all the equities

between the antecedent parties. But it is now clearly settled

in England that, whether the note be lost before or after it be-

comes due, or after actual demand of payment, or even after an

express promise to pay, still no action at law can be maintained

thereon, but the sole remedy is in equity. The ground of the

decision is, that in each case the maker of the note is equally

entitled to have the note surrendered up to him upon payment,

as his voucher therefor. Besides, though he may have a good

defence against a subsequent holder, he may be put to great

risk, trouble,.and expense in establishing it, and that without

any default on his own part.^ Losing a note ordinarily implies

negligence on the part of the loser, and the inevitable results

of such negligence ought to fall upon him rather than upon an

innocent party .^

unless the defendant would have

had a remedy over upon the bill or

note upon paying it. Where the

person paying is entitled to require

an indemnity, the only remedy on a

lost biU is in equity; a court of

equity can inquire into the suffi-

ciency of an indemnity ; a court of

law cannot." Mr. Chitty (on BUls,

0. 6, p. 293, 8th ed.) says: "It

seems, however, that, if it can be

distinctly proved that the bill has

been destroyed, the party who was

the holder may recover at law; so,

if the biU was not negotiable, or

has not been indorsed*at all; or, if

it was only specially indorsed, the

party who lost it may proceed by
action on such bill, and secondary

evidence of the contents may be

admitted. And, if the defendant

has suffered judgment by default,

and thereby admitted his liability to

the action, the amount of the prin-

cipal and interest may be referred

to the master, on production of a

verified copy of a lost bill. But the

mere circumstance of the statute of

limitations having run on the bill

before the loss will not enable the

loser to sue." The reasoning of

Lord Tenterden in Hansard v. Ro-

binson, 7 B. & C. 90, 94, 95, applies

equally as strongly to cases of the

destruction of a note as.it does to

the loss of a note. Ante, s. 446,

and note.

1 Hansard v. Robinson, 7 B. & C.

90; Crowe u. Clay, 9 Ex. 604 (Ex.

Ch.); 8 Ex. 295; Bayley on Bills, c.

9, p. 373 (5th ed.); Chitty on Bills,

c. 6, pp. 291, 292, 295, 296 (8th ed.);

Thomson on BUls, c. 3, s. 5, pp. 323-

325 (2nd ed.) ; ante, a. 107, n.

2 Ibid. Mr. Chitty (on Bills, c.

6, pp. 295, 296, 8th ed.) sums up
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451. Loss or Destruction of non-negotiable Notes. — There

seems to be a far better ground (although- it is not without

some inconvenience) for allowing a recovery on a lost or de-

stroyed note at law where it is not negotiable ; for in such a

case the maker -is not liable at law to pay the same to any

other person than the original payee; and whoever derives

title under the payee must sue in the name of the latter, and

must take the note subject to all the equities between the

maker and the payee.^ In this respect, our law is precisely

the reasoning in these words : " It

was urged that when a bill, &c.,

has been lost before it was due,

unless the party proceed under the

Statute 9 & 10 Wm. 3, o. 17, s. 3, it

may be proper that he should be

confined to a court of equity for

relief ; for as a transfer before a bill

is due, though made by a person

not entitled thereto, may give a bona

fide holder a right of action thereon,

it is but just that the parties called

upon to pay should be previously

sufficiently indemnified, and the suf-

ficiency of an indemnity can be more
correctly ascertained in a court of

equity than at law. But it was

contended that where a bill has

been lost after it became due, and

that fact be clearly proved, there

seems to be no reason why the party

who lost it should not be permitted

to proceed at law, and, indeed,

without offering an indemnity, inas-

much as the law itself would in such

case indemnify all the parties to the

bill from any liability to a person

who became holder of it after it was

due; because a person taking a bill

by transfer after it becomes due

holds it subject to all the objections

which affected it in the hands of the

party who first became wx-ongfully

possessed of it, or who tortiously

transferred it, and consequently he

could not sustain an action thereon

against any of the parties to the

bill ; and there is an additional rea-

son why this should apply as to the

drawer and indorsers of a bill and

the indorsers of a note, namely, that

they must have been discharged

from liability to any subsequent

holder by the want of notice from

such holder of the default in pay-

ment by the drawee. But the an-

swer to this reasoning is, that it is

part of the contract of an acceptor

of a bill or maker of a note to pay

on the presentment of the instru-

ment to him for that purpose, and

that he has therefore a right to

have the instrument delivered to

him as his voucher. Besides, though

he may have a good defence against

a subsequent holder, he may be put

to risk, trouble, and expense, in

establishing it."

1 Ante, s. 106; Charnley v.

Grundy, 14 C. B. 608; Mossop v.

Eadon, 16 Ves. 430; Chitty on

Bills, c. 6, pp. 298, 294 (8th ed.);

Thomson on Bills, c. 3, s. 5, pp.

323, 324 (2nd ed.); Wain v. Bailey,

10 A. & E. 616. In this last case,

it was held that, if the note was not

negotiable, the maker could not insist

upon its production and delivery up,

when called upon to pay it; and that

his refusal to pay it, because of such
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coincident with the old law of France, which took a similar

distinction between negotiable notes and notes not negotiable.^

The same rule will apply if it were originally negotiable, where

it has not been indorsed by the payee or where it has been

specially indorsed to a particular party to whom it is to be

exclusively payable.^

452. Bight to a Receipt,—. Presumptionfrom Possession.— It

has been considered as doubtful whether the maker of a note

or other party paying a note is entitled, upon the payment of

the note, to insist upon a receipt from the holder.* It would

now seem, upon general principles, that he is entitled to claim

it as a matter of right.* In cases of bills of exchange, it is

usual to give a receipt upon the back of the bill ; and by parity

of reason it would seem that the same course should be adopted

in cases of notes.^ In cases of part payment, it would seem

proper to indorse the amount paid, on the back of the note,

otherwise the maker may be liable to pay the amount again to

a bona fide indorsee.® In cases of payment by indorsers, there

seems a stronger ground to insist upon a receipt, because it

may materially affect the proof of their right of recovery over

against the antecedent parties to the note.^ It is said that the

production of a note in the hands of a party, either as maker

or as indorser, is not evidence that it has been paid by him, but

proof aliunde should be given ; and hence the importance of a

receipt upon the back of the note.^ But there is much reason

non-production and delivery, was Clay, 9 Ex. 604, 607 (Ex. Ch.)

no defence to an action brought for [a«(e, ss. 106, 107, 110].

the recovery of the amount due ' Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 456

thereon. But see Blackie «. Fid- (8th ed.) ; Id. pp. 423, 424 (9th ed.)

;

ding, 6 C. B. 196 ; Hough v. Barton, ante, s. 106, n.

20 Vt. 455. 4 See Cole v. Blake, Peake, 179,

1 Jousse, Comm. sur I'Ord. de 180; Green v. Croft, 2 H. Bl. 30;

1678, art. 18, 19. ante, s. 106, n. ; Chitty on Bills, c. 8,

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 291- p. 436 (8th ed.) ; Id. p. 457 (9th ed.).

293 (8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, o. 9, ^ jbid.

pp. 369-371 (5th ed.) ; Bolt v. Wat- « Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 456

son, 4 Bing. 273 ; Long v. Bailie, 2 (8th ed.) ; Cooper v. Davies, 1 Esp.

Camp. 214, n. ; these cases seem to 463.

have been overruled by Hansard v. ' Chitty on Bills, o. 9, p. 456

Robinson, 7 B. & C. 90; see Ramuz (8th ed.); Id. 423, 424 (9th ed.).

D. Crowe, 1 Ex. 167, 174; Crowe v. » See Pfiel v. Vanbatenberg, 2
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to contend that the possession of a note by the maker or by the

payee or by any subsequent indorser is prima facie evidence,

notwithstanding there are subsequent indorsements thereon,

that he is the true and lawful owner thereof, and that he has

reacquired the full title thereto. And accordingly this seems

now to be the better opinion maintained in America, notwith-

standing some early doctrine the other way.^

453. Payment supra Protest. — In cases of bills of exchange,

if the drawee of the bill refuses to accept the bill, any person

may accept supra protest for the honor of all or any of the

antecedent parties ; and if the bill should at its maturity be

dishonored and protested, the acceptor supra protest will upon

payment thereof be entitled to recover the amount against any

of the antecedent parties for whose honor he has accepted the

bill.^ In like manner, if, after the acceptance of the bill, the

Camp. 439; Mendez v. Carreroon,

1 Ld. Raym. 742; Chitty on Bills,

c. 9, pp. 456, 457 (8th ed.); Id. p.

423 (9th ed.); Welch v. Lindo, 7

Cranoh, 159; ante, s. 108, and note.

1 Dugan V. United States, 3

Wheat. 172. In this case, the Su-

preme Court of the United States

held, " That if any person who in-

dorses a bill of exchange to another,

whether for value or for the pur-

pose of collection, shall come to the

possession thereof again, he shall

be regarded, unless the contrary ap-

pear in evidence, as the bona fide

holder and proprietor of such bill,

and shall be entitled to recover,

notwithstanding there may be on it

one or more indorsements in full,

subsequent to the one to him, with-

out producing the receipt or in-

dorsement back from either of the

indorsers, whose names he may
strike from the bill or not, as he

may think proper." The court thus

overruled the earlier case of Welch

V. Lindo, 7 Cranch, 159. The cases

of United States v. Barker, 1 Paine,

156; Norris v. Badger, 6 Cowen,

449 ; Brinkley v. Going, 1 111. 288

;

Campbell v. Humphries, 8 111. 478,

479, and notes; and Bank of the

United States v. United States, 2

How. 711, are to the same efiect

as the case in 3 Wheat. 172 ; see

also Mottram v. Mills, 1 Sandf.

(N. Y.) 37; Hunter v. Kibbe, 5

McLean, 279; Baring v. Clark, 19

Pick. 220 ; M'Gee v. Prouty, 9 Met.

547; Dollfus ». Frosch, 1 Donio,

367; Larimore v. Wells, 29 Ohio St.

13; Warren ». Giliiian, 15 Me. 70;

Page V. Lathrop, 20 Mo. 589 ; Law-

son u. Gudgel, 45 Mo. 480 ; Canton

Association v. Weber, 34 Md. 669

Leitner v. Miller, 49 Ga. 486

Palmer v. Gardiner, 77 111. 143

Beeson v'. Lippman, 52 Ala. 276

Wells B. Robb, 9 Bush (Ky.)

26; Dougherty v. Deeney, 41 Iowa,

19; ante, ss. 3, n. 246. But posses-

sion of a note by one of two joint

makers is not evidence, as against

the other maker, that he paid the

note. Heald v. Davis, 11 Cush.

318.

" Story on Bills, ss. 124, 125,

452; Chitty on Bills, c. 8, pp. 375-
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drawee (who is then the acceptor) refuses to pay the bill at its

maturity, and it is then protested for non-payment, any person

may in like manner pay the bill supra protest, for the honor of

all or any of the antecedent parties, and may upon such pay-

ment entitle himself to recover the amount so paid from the

party or parties for whose honor the money has been paid.^ It

is only necessary in this place, in order to guard against any

mistakes, to state that no such rule is by the general commer-

cial law applicable to promissory notes. Whoever, therefore,

not being a party to the note, does undertake upon the dishonor

thereof to pay it for the honor of the maker, or of any of the

indorsers, does so at his peril, and does not by the general

commercial law thereby acquire any right to repayment from

any of the antecedent parties for whose honor he paid it ; but

he can claim reimbursement only in virtue of some authority,

express or implied, to make the payment from the party on

whose account he has paid it, or by suing as an equitable as-

signee of the note in the name of the party to whom he has

paid it. The reason probably is, that the custom of merchants

has never extended to cases of this sort, as promissory notes

are not usually drawn payable in a foreign country, and the like

necessity therefore does not ordinarily exist for the intervention

of third persons to save the credit of the parties or exempt

them from damages, as does exist in cases of exchange and

re-exchange.

379 (8th ed.) ; Pardessus, Droit i Pothier, de Change, n. 113; Ex
Commercial, torn. 2, art. 405; Nou- parte Wackerbath, 5 Ves. 574; Code

guier, de Change, torn. 1, pp. 845, de Commerce, art. 158.

346; 3 Kent Com. 87, 88.
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454. Preliminary Remarks.— Hitherto we have spoken of

promissory notes, and of the rights, duties, obligations, and

liabilities of the immediate parties thereto, either as maker, or

payee, or indorser thereof. But persons who are not immediate

parties in either of the characters above stated may become

liable for the payment of a note under a guaranty thereof.

And it is our present purpose to inquire into the nature and

effect of such a guaranty.

455. The guaranty of bills of exchange is a well-known con-

tract in free use among the different nations of Continental

Europe. In Prance, it is known under the appellation of aval,

the origin of which word has been a matter of some difference

of opinion among the Prench jurists, some of them holding

that it is derived from a word in the old French idiom Qd valW)

signifying at the bottom, because it was commonly written at

the foot or bottom of the bill,^ as we are accustomed to speak

of an indorsement from its being written on the back of the

bill (in dorsoy ; others contending that it is derived from the

words faire valoir?

1 Merlin, Repertoire, Avalage,

4-valeson, Avalison ; Walsh's Amer.

Review, vol. 2, p. 112, Appendix,

n. 53 (1811); Pothier, de Change,

n. 50; Story on Bills, ss. 393-395;

Savary, Le Parfait N^gociant, torn.

1, pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 8, p. 205.

^ Jousse adopts this latter deri-

vation of the word, and says that it

signifies "faire valoir;" and that
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456. The like sort of guaranty may exist among the com-

mercial nations of Continental Europe in respect to promissory

notes ; but it does not appear to be as well known or as

commonly used as it is in cases of bills of exchange. The

guaranty of promissory notes, however, is not uncommon in

England or America, and in the latter country especially it is

a Contract of frequent occurrence. Let us then examine, (1)

The nature, obligation, and effect of a guaranty
; (2) The dif-

ferent forms or modes in which it may arise
; (3) When and

under what circumstances a guaranty is negotiable or not ; (4)

In what manner it is dissolved or extinguished.

457. Nature of a Guaranty.— In the first place, then, as to

the nature, obligation, and effect of a guaranty. A guaranty

in its legal and commercial sense is an undertaking by one

person to be answerable for the payment of some debt, or the

due performance of some contract' or duty, by another person

who himself remains liable to pay or perform the same.^ It

may be the guaranty of a prior debt, or prior contract or duty,

or of a future debt, or future contract or duty ; but in all these

cases it must be founded upon a sufl&cient and valid considera-

tion. Three distinct classes of cases may be propounded on

is a complete contract of guaranty, jussio latitat, et tunc fidejussor con-

by simply writing at the bottom of venitur processu cambiali. Vocari

the bill the words "pour aval," hsec fldejussio solet avallum, idque

with the signature of the guarantor, fit sola subscriptione litterarum

Jousse (Comm. sur I'Ord. de 1673, cambialium ab uno conscriptarum:

art. 33) ; Bornier (Annot. sur tunc enim primus est debitor, reli-

I'Ordon. de 1673, art. 38); Savary qui pro fldejussoribus habentur."

(Le Parfait N^gociant, torn. l,pt. 1, Heinecc. de Camb. c. 3, s. 28; Id.

liv. 3, c. 8, p. 205); Locre (Esprit du c. 6, s. 10; Chitty on Bills, c. 6,

Code de Comm. tom. 1, art. 141, p. p. 272 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 7, pp. 852,

445); and Nouguier (Nouguier, de 353; Story on Bills, ss. 454, 455;

Change, tom. 1, p. 311) gives' the Id. ss. 37^, 393, 396; Code de

same derivation. See Pardessus, Comm. de France, art. 142; Codigo

Droit Commercial, tom. 2, art. 394- de Commercio (of Spain), 1829, art.

396. Heineccius gives the gua- 475-477.

ranty the Latin name "avallum," ^ 3 Kent Com. 121; Fell on

and says: " Aut enim quis fldejubet Guaranty, 1; McLaren v. Watson,

separatim, tradito instrumento fide- 26 Wend. 425, 436 ; Dole v. Young,

jussionis, et tunc juri cambiali ad- 24 Pick. 250, 252; Hall ». Farmer,

versus fidejussorem non est locus: 5 Denio, 484.

aut in ipsis litteris cambialibus fide-
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this subject, which require to be discriminated. (1) Cases in

which the guaranty or promise is collateral to the principal

contract, but is made at the same time, and becomes an essen-

tial ground of the credit given to the principal or direct debtor.

Here there is not, nor need be, any other consideration than

that moving between the creditor and original debtor. (2)

Cases in which the collateral undertaking is subsequent to the

creation of the debt, and was not the inducement t6 it, although

the subsisting liability is the ground of the promise, without

any distinct and unconnected inducement. Here there must be
,

some further consideration shown, having an immediate respect

to such liability ; for the consideration for the original debt will

not attach to this subsequent promise. (3) A third class of

cases is when the promise to pay the debt of another arises out

of some new and original consideration of benefit or harm
moving between the newly contracting parties. The two first

classes of cases are within the statute of frauds, but the last is

not.i

458. Sf.atute of Frauds.— In cases of guaranty, not only is

it essential that there should be a sufficient and valid conside-

ration between the parties, but where they fall within the provi-

sions of the statute of frauds of 29 Car. 2, c. 3, s. 4, it has

been uniformly held in England that the consideration must

also appear by express words or by just implication upon the

face of the instrument itself ; ^ and no parol proof is admissible

to supply the defect.^ We say that the consideration should

1 Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 ' Wain v. Warlters, 5 East, 10;

Johns. 29, 39; 3 Kent Com. 122, Saunders v. Wakefield, 4 B. & A.

123; Manrow v. Durham, 8 Hill, 595; Jenkins l>. Reynolds, 8 B. &
584; Hough v. Gray, 19 Wend. 202; B. 14; Morley v. Boothby, 3 Bing.

Oakley v. Boorman, 21 Wend. 588; 107; Newbury ». Armstrong, 6 Bing.

D'Wolf V. Rabaud, 1 Pet. 476, 499, 201; AUnutt v. Ashenden, 5 M. &
501 ; see Brewster v. Silence, 8 N. Y. Gr. 392. In Morley v. Boothby, 3

211. Bing. 107, 111-113, Lord Chief Jus-

2 [By the 19 & 20 Vict. c. 97, s. tice Best expounded the whole doc-

3, it is not necessary, since July 29, trine, with admirable clearness and

1856, that the consideration for a force, in delivering the opinion of

guaranty should appear in writing, the court. He said: " The corn-

er by necessary inference from a mon law protected men against im-

written document. See Holmes ». provident contracts. If they bound

Mitchell, 7 C. B., N. S. 861.] themselves by deed, it was consi-
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appear by express words or by just implication ; for it is suffi-

cient if, by reasonable intendment from the language of the

instrument, the true consideration can be clearly made out ;
^

dered that they must have deter-

mined upon what they were about to

do, before they made so solemn an

engagement; and, therefore, it was

not necessary to the validity of the

instrument that any consideration

should appear on it. In all other

cases, the contract was invalid, un-

less the party making the promise

was to obtain some advantage, or

the party to whom it was made was

to suffer some inconvenience, in con-

sequence of the one making or the

other accepting such promise. If

the contract was oral, the benefit or

inconvenience, as well as the other

parts of the contract, could only be

proved by parol testimony. When
the contract was reduced to writing,

it was required, not only that the

obligatory part, but that the induce-

ment or consideration should also be

in writing, because it was always a

rule in the law of evidence that no

parol testimony could be admitted

either to supply the defects or ex-

plain the contents of a written in-

strument. If the writing did not

prove the consideration, it could not

be proved in any other manner, and

thus the contract failed, because the

consideration, without which it was

altogether inoperative, could not be

shown. When the statute of frauds

declared that no person should be

charged with the debt of another,

except on an agreement in writing,

if the clause in the statute had not

expressed (as I think it does) that

the whole agreement should be in

writing, tlie law of evidence would

have rendered it necessary the whole

should have been in writing, by de-

claring, as it uniformly has done,

that nothing could be added to the

terms expressed in writing by parol

testimony. • Applying the principle

of common law to the statute, which

is a safe mode of construing acts of

the legislature, I say, as I said in

Saunders v. Wakefield, that, if I had

never heard of Wain v. Warlters, I

should have held that a considera-

tion must appear on the face of the

written instrument. It must also

occur to any one that, to attain

the avowed object of the statute of

frauds (namely, the prevention of

perjury), it is more necessary to re-

quire that the consideration of a

bargain should appear in writing

than any other term or condition of

it. That the consideration should

appear on the instrument, not in

any set, formal terms, but with

clearness enough for the courts to

judge of its sufficiency, is now fully

established by Wain v. Warlters

and Saunders v. Wakefield, in the

King's Bench, and Jenkins v. Rey-

nolds, in this court."

1 Stadt V. Lill, 9 East, 348; War-

rington I). Furbor, 8 East, 242; Wain

V. Warlters, 5 East, 10; Hawes v.

Armstrong, 1 Bing. N. C. 761; Rus-

sell V. Moseley, 3 B. & B. 211; Ly-

saght V. Walker, 5 Bli. N. S. 1;

Shortrede v. Cheek, 1 A. & E. 57;

Jarvis ». Wilkins, 7 M. & W. 41.0;

Newbury v. Armstrong, 6 Bing. 201;

Emmott V. Kearns, 5 Bing. N. C.

559; Stead b. Liddard, 1 Bing. 196;

Powers V. Fowler, 4 E. & B. 511;

Union Bank v. Coster, 3 N. Y. 203;

Staats V. Hewlett, 4 Denio, 559.
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and upon this latter doctrine there is no diversity between the

English and the American authorities. The latter indeed have

gone the length of holding that, if the guaranty is stated on

its face to be for " value received," that alone without further

explanation is a sufl&cient expression of the nature of the con-

sideration.^

459. But upon the point whether, the consideration should

appear upon the face of the instrument of guaranty, there is a

wide departure in some of the American authorities from the

doctrine maintained in England, even where the statute of

frauds has been adopted into the jurisprudence of the particu-

lar state.2 In some states, it has been held that the promise

only, and not the consideration, need appear on the face of the

instrument.^ In others, the English doctrine, although recog-

nized, has been qualified, and it has been held that, if the

original contract and the guaranty are contemporaneous, there

no other consideration need be shown than that which belongs

to or is found in the original contract ; and that parol proof is

admissible to show what that consideration is, without any dis-

tinction whether the guaranty is on the same or on a separate

instrument.* Indeed (as we shall presently see), the doctrine

' Douglass V. Rowland, 24 Wend. ». Freeman, 11 Johns. 221 ; D'Wolf

35; Watson b. McLaren, 19 Wend. v. Rabaud, 1 Pet. 476, 499, 501;

557; 26 Wend. 425; Miller v. Gas- see Stead v. Liddard, 1 Bing. 196.

ton, 2 Hill, 188 ; Manrow v. Dur- The ground of this doctrine was

ham, 3 Hill, 584 ; Miller v. Cook, stated by Mr. Chief Justice Kent,

23 N. Y. 495; Mosher v. Hotchkiss, in delivering the opinion of the

3 Abb. App. Dec. (N. Y.) 326; 2 court, in Leonard v. Vredenburgh,

Keyes, 589; 3 Keyes, 161; Fyler v. 8 Johns. 29, 39. In that case, goods

Givens, 3 Hill (S. C.) 48; post, ss. were sold on credit by Leonard to

464, 465; 3 Kent Com. 122, n.

;

Johnson, and the latter gave his

Cooper V. Dedrick, 22 Barb. 516; promissory note therefor, payable

Day K. Elmore, 4 Wis. 190; post, in sixty days to Leonard; aiid Vre-

s. 469. denburgh, at the same time, wrote

2 3 Kent Com. 121, 122. on the back of the note, " I guaran-

» Packard v. Richardson, 17 tee the above." The learned judge,

Mass. 122; Miller v. Irvine, 1 Dev. after adverting to the fact that the

& Bat. (N. C.) 103; Sage v. Wil- case was within the statute of frauds,

cox, 6 Conn. 81. said: "If there was no oonsidera-

• Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 tion other than the original transac-

Johns. 29; Sears ». Brink, 3 Johns, tion, the plaintifi ought to have

210; 3 Kent Com. 121, 122; Bailey been permitted to show that fact,
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in some of the American courts has gone further ; and it has

been held that in cases of a written guaranty on the back of a

if necessary, by parol proof; and

the decision in Wain v. Warlters

did not stand in the way. The
whole agreement between the plain-

tiff and defendant consisted in the

promise to guarantee the debt of

Johnson. To say that the promise

is void, for want of disclosing a

consideration, is assuming what the

plaintiff offered to show ought not

to be assumed, for there was no dis-

tinct consideration passing between

the plaintiff and the defendant.

Johnson's note, given for value re-

ceived, and, of course, importing a

consideration on its face, was all

the consideration requisite to be

shown. The paper disclosed that

the defendant guaranteed this debt

of Johnson; and, if it was all one

transaction, the value received was

evidence of a consideration embrac-

ing both the promises. The writing

imported, upon the face of it, one

original and entire transaction ; for

a guaranty of a contract implies, ex

vi termini, that it was a concurrent

act, and part of the original agree-

ment. In Stadt V. Lill, 9 East, 348,

the defendant gave a guaranty in

this form: ' I guarantee the pay-

ment of any goods which Stadt de-

livers to Nichols;' and the King's

Bench held that ' the stipulated de-

livery of the goods to Nichols was a

consideration appearing on the face

of the writing, and, when the de-

livery took place, the consideration

attached.' The writing, in the pre-

sent case, was of equivalent import

and effect. Instead of saying that

he guaranteed the payment of goods

delivered to Johnson, the defendant

guaranteed the payment of the value

received by Johnson. Upon the

whole, we think that the plaintiff

was entitled to recover upon pro-

duction and proof of the writing.

But, if there was any doubt upon the

face of the paper whether the pro-

mise of Johnson and that of the de-

fendant were or were not concurrent,

and one and the same communica-

tion, the parol proof was admissi-

ble to show that fact." In D'WoIf

V. Kabaud, 1 Pet. 476, 499-501, the

subject was also discussed in the Su-

preme Court of the United States.

It was a case originating in New
York. On that occasion, the court

said: " The statute of frauds of

New York is a transcript, on this

subject, of the statute of 29 Car. 2,

c. 3. It declares ' that no action

shall be brought to charge a defen-

dant on a special promise for the

debt, default, or miscarriage of an-

other, unless the agreement, or some

memorandum or note thereof, be in

writing and signed by the party, or

by any one by him authorizeS.'

The terms ' collateral ' or ' original

'

promise do not occur in the statute,

and have been introduced by courts

of law, to explain its objects and

expound its true interpretation^

Whether, by the true intent of the

statute, it was to extend to cases

where the collateral promise (so

called) was a part of the original

agreement, and founded on the same

consideration, moving at the same

time between the parties, or whether

it was confined to cases where there

was already a subsisting debt and de-

mand, and the promise was merely
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note ("whether contemporaneous or not), not only may parol

evidence be given to establish the consideration when none is

founded upon a subsequent and
distinct undertaking, might, if the

point were entirely new, deserve

very grave deliberation. But it has

been closed within very narrow

limits by the course of the authori-

ties, and seems scarcely open for

general examination, at least in

those states where the English au-

thorities have been fully recognized

and adopted in practice. If A.

agree to advance B. a sum of

money, for which B. is to be an-

swerable, but at the same time it

is expressed upon the undertaking

that C. will do some act for the

security of A., and enter into an

agreement with A. for that purpose,

it would scarcely seem a case of mere

collateral undertaking, but rather,

if one might use the phrase, a tri-

lateral contract. The contract of

B. to repay the money is not coin-

cident with nor the same contract

with C. to do the act. Each is an

original promise, though the one

may be deemed subsidiary or se-

condary to the other. The original

consideration flows from A., not

solely upon the promise of B. or C,
but upon the promise of both, di-

verso intuitu, and each becomes lia-

ble to A., not upon a joint, but a

several, original undertaking. Each

is a direct, original promise, founded

upon the same consideration. The

credit is not given solely to either,

but to both; not as joint contractors

on the same contract, but as sepa-

rate contractors upon coexisting con-

tracts, forming parts of the same

general transaction. Of that very

nature is the contract now before

the court; and if the intention of

all the parties was, that the letter

of the 15th of November should be

delivered to Belknap as evidence of

the original agreement between all

the parties, and, indeed, as part exe-

cution of it, to bind the defendant,

not merely to George D'Wolf, but

to the plaintiffs (and so it has been

established by the verdict), then it

is not very easy to distinguish the

case frorti that which was put. But

assuming that the true construction

of the statute of frauds is as the au-

thorities seem to support, and that

such a promise would be within its

purview, it remains to consider

whether the arguments at the bar

do establish any error in the opi-

liion of the Circuit Court. In the

first place, there is no repugnance

between the terms of that letter and

the parol evidence introduced. The
object of the letter was to establish

the fact that there was a sufficient

consideration for the agreement,

and what that consideration was,

and also the circumstances under

which it was written, as explanatory

of its nature and objects. Its terms

do not necessarily import that it

was an agreement exclusively be-

.

tween George D'Wolf and the de-

fendant. If the paper was so drawn

up and executed, by the assent of

all the parties, for the purpose

of being delivered to Belknap as

a voucher, and evidence to him of

an absolute agreement by the de-

fendant to make the shipment, and

so was in fact understood by all

the parties at the time, there is no-

thing in its terms inconsistent with
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expressed, but, where the indorsement is in blank on the back

of a pre-existing note, parol evidence may be admitted to es-

such an interpretation. The de-

fendant agrees to the shipment.

But with whom ? It is said, with

George D'Wolf alone; but that

does not necessarily follow, because

it is not an instrument in its terms

inter paries. If the parties intended

that it should express the joint as-

sent of George D'Wolf and the de-

fendant to the shipment, and it was

deliverable to Belknap accordingly,

as eTJdence of their joint assent

that it should be made upon the

terms and in the manner stated in

it, there is nothing which contra-

dicts its proper purport; and it is

then precisely what the parties re-

quire it to be. It was for the jury

to say whether the evidence dis-

closed that as the true object of it

;

and to give it effect, accordingly, as

proof of an agreement, in support

of the declaration. The case of

Sargent v. Morris, 3 B. & A. 277,

furnishes no uninstructive analogy

for its admission. In the next place,

was the parol evidence inadmissible

to supply the defect of the written

instrument, as to the consideration,

and res gestae, between the parties ?

The case of Wain v. Warlters, 5

East, 10, was the first case which

settled the point, that it was neces-

sary, to escape from the statute of

frauds, that the agreement should

contain the consideration for the

promise as well as the promise it-

self. If it contained it, it has since

been determined that it is wholly

immaterial whether the considera-

tion be stated in express terms or

by necessary imphcation. That
case has from its origin encoun-

tered many difficulties, and been

matter of serious observation, both

at the bar and on the bench in

England and America. After many
doubts, it seems at last, in England,

by the recent decisions of Saunders

V. Wakefield, 4 B. & A. 595, and

Jenkins v. Reynolds, 3 B. & B. 14,

to have settled down into an ap-

proved authority. It has, however,

not received a uniform recognition

in America; although in several

of the states, and particularly in

New York, it has to a limited ex-

tent been adopted into its jurispru-

dence, as a sound construction of

the statute. On the other hand,

there is a very elaborate opinion of

the Supreme Court of Massachu-

setts, in Packard v. Richardson, 17

Mass. 122, where its authority was

directly overruled. What might be

our own view of the question, unaf-

fected by any local decision, it is

unnecessary to suggest ; because the

decisions in New York, upon the

construction of its own statute, and

the' extent of the rules deduced

from it, furnish in the present case

a clear guide for this court. In the

case of Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8

Johns. 29, Mr. Chief Justice Kent,

in delivering the opinion of the

court, adverting to the fact that

that case was one of a guaranty or

promise collateral to the principal

contract, but made at the same time

and becoming an essential ground of

the credit given to the principal or

direct debtor, added, ' and, if there

was no consideration other than the

original transaction, the plaintiff

ought to have been permitted to
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tablish the terms of the guaranty as well as the consideration,'

and the blank be filled up accordingly.^ It is not, however, our

intention in this place to examine the doctrines applicable to

guaranty in general, and the subsequent remarks will be limited

to cases of the guaranty of promissory notes and the obligations

created thereby.

460>f Obligation of a Guaranty.— Supposing the existence

and validity of the guaranty suflSciently established, it remains

under this head to consider what is the true nature and extent

of the obligation created thereby. By the law of France, and

indeed by that of the Continental nations of Europe in general,

the guarantor of negotiable paper is responsible in the same

manner as the drawer and indorsers of a bill of exchange, for

whom the guaranty is given, unless there be a stipulation to the

contrary, whether the guaranty be on the same instrument or

on a separate instrument.^ By our law the obligation of an

show that fact, if necessary, by parol

proof; and the decision in Wain o.

Warlters did not stand in the way.'

One of the points in that case was,

whether the parol proof of the con-

sideration was not improperly re-

jected at the trial ; and the decision

of the court was, that it ought to

have been admitted. It is not,

therefore, as was suggested at the

argument, a mere obiter dictum, un-

called for by the case. It was one,

though not the only one, of the

points in judgment before the court.

The same doctrine has been subse-

quently recognized by the same

court in Bailey v. Freeman, 11

Johns. 221, and in Nelson v. Du-

bois, 13 Johns. 175." See also 3

Kent Com. 122, 123; Emmott v.

Kearns, 5 Bing. N. C. 559; Man-

row V. Durham, 3 Hill, 584; Hough

V. Gray, 19 Wend. 202; but see

Packer v. Willson, 15 Wend. 343;

Hunt V. Brown, 5 Hill, 145; Hall v.

Farmer, 5 Denio, 584; post, ss. 467-

469, 472, n. Leonard t>. Vreden-

burgh was disapproved in Brewster

I). Silence, 8 N. Y. 211; and see

Weed V. Clark, 4 Sandf. (N. Y.)

31 ; Spicer v. Norton, 13 Barb.

542.

1 Josselyn ». Ames, 3 Mass. 274;

Ulen V. Kittredge, 7 Mass. 233; Ox-

ford Bank v. Haynes, 8 Pick. 423;

Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385;

White V. Howland, 9 Mass. 314;

Moies V. Bird, 11 Mass. 436; Beck-

with V. Angell, 6 Conn. 315; Dean v.

Hall, 17 Wend. 214; Oakley ». Boor-

man, 21 Wend. 588; Hough w. Gray,

19 Wend. 202; Miller v. Gaston, 2

Hill, 188, 191 ; but see Hodgkins v.

Bond, 1 N. H. 284; Hindhaugh v.

Blakey, 3 C. P. D. 136. As re-

gards the necessity of expressing in

the instrument the name of the per-

son to whom the guaranty is given,

see post, a. 484, n.

^ Code de Commerce, art. 142

;

Story on Bills, s. 435; Pardessus,

Droit Commercial, torn. 2, art. 394,

396, 397; see also Heinecc. de

Camb. 0. 3, ss. 26-28; Pothier, de
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indoi-ser and that of a guarantor are ordinarily very different.

Bach indeed is a conditional obligation ; but the condition is

not, or at least may not be, the same. In the case of an in-

dorsement, the indorser contracts to be liable to pay the note

in case of its dishonor, if it is duly presented for payment to

the maker at its maturity, and due notice is given to him of the

dishonor and not otherwise.^ In the case ' of a guaranty, the

rule is not equally strict ; and the guarantor contracts that

upon the dishonor of the note he will pay the amount upon a

presentment being made to the maker and notice given him of

the dishonor within a reasonable time; and this reasonable

time is ordinarily measured by the fact, whether by the omis-

sion to make due presentment at the maturity of the note and

to give him due notice of the dishonor he, the guarantor, has

sustained any loss or injury. If he has, then he is exonerated

pro tanto ; if he has not sustained any loss or injury, then he

is liable for the whole note.^ So that punctual presentment for

Change, n. 50; Savary, Le Parfait

N^gociant, torn. 1, pt. 1, liv. 3, c.

8, p. 205; Id. torn. 2, pt. 14, p. 94;

post, s. 464.

1 Ante, s. 135.

2 Ante, ss. 133, 134, ' 147, and

note; Bayley on Bills, c. 7, s. 2,

pp. 286-290 (5th ed.) ; 1 Bell Comm.
bk. 3, pt. 1, c. 2, s. 4, p. 377 (5th

ed.); Ghitty on Bills, o. 10, pp. 474-

476, 529 (Sth ed.); Story on Bills,

s. 305, and note, ss. 372, 393; War-
rington u. Furbor, 8 East, 242, 245

;

Philips V. Astling, 2 Taunt. 206,

211, 212; Hitchcock v. Humfrey, 5

M. & Gr. 559, 568, 569; Oxford

Bank v. Haynes, 8 Pick. 423, 428

;

Babcock ». Bryant,. 12 Pick. 133

;

Salisbury t). Hale, 12 Pick. 416;

Thomas v. Davis, 14 Pick. 353; Tal-

bot V. Gay, 18 Pick. 534; Dole v.

Youngs 24 Pick. 250; Beck-with v.

Angell, 6 Conn. 315 ; Gibbs v. Can-

non, 9 Serg. & R. 198, 202; Dou-

glass V. Reynolds, 7 Pet. 118;

Loveland v. Shepard, 2 Hill, 139;

Douglass V. Howland, 24 Wend.

35; Lewis o. Brewster, 2 McLean,

21 ; Foote v. Brown, 2 McLean,

369; Hank v. Crittenden, 2 Mo-

Lean, 557; Skofleld v. Haley, 22

Me. 164; Howe v. Nickels, 22 Me.

175; Gamage v. Hutchins, 23 Me.

565; Globe Bank v. Small, 25

Me. 366; Gillighan v. Boardman, 29

Me. 79 ; Farrow v. Respess, 11 Ired.

(N. C.) 170; GafE v. Sims, 45 Ind.

262; Bowman B. Curd, 2 Bush (Ky.)

565; Code of Iowa, 1873, s. 2090;

Revision of 1860, s. 1801 ; Greene

V. Thompson, 33 Iowa, 293; Second

National Bank v. Gaylord, 34 Iowa,

246; Hall v. Rodgers, 7 Humph.
(Tenn.) 636; Lewis «. Harvey, 18

Mo. 74 ; see Walton v. Mascall, 13

M. & W. 72.

{Presentment and Notice as re-

gards Guaranties. — Very different

opinions have been entertained in

the United States concerning the
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payment and punctual notice to the guarantor are not indispen-

sable, to charge him ; whereas both are ordinarily indispensable

nature of a guaranty, the right of

the guarantor to require a demand
upon the principal and notice of his

default, and the eSect of omitting

demand or notice. In some states,

the doctrine set forth in the text

prevails. It does not seem, however,

to be the law of England, or to

have been adopted generally in the

United States. It is very difficult to

discover any principle of law upon

which such a doctrine can rest. If

a guaranty of a note be a condi-

tional obligation to pay upon pre-

sentment to the mater and notice

to the guarantor of dishonor within

a reasonable time, it would seem

that the guarantor should be en-

tirely discharged if such present-

ment and notice were, omitted,

whether he sustained damage or

not. If, however, he be discharged

so far only as he sustains damage

by the omission, it would seem that

such presentment and notice were

not required by his contract, and

that some other ground must be

sought for his right to be so dis-

charged.

A guaranty is generally defined

as an undertaking to be answerable

for the payment of another's debt

or the performance of another's

obligation. See Smith Merc. Law,

8th ed., 454; Fell on Guaranty, 1;

ante, s. 457. A guaranty of a pro-

missory note or bill of exchange is

an undertaking to be answerable

for its payment. It is not neces-

sary that it should be expressed in

any particular form of words, or

that the word " guarantee " should

be used. It may be, in form, a pro-

mise that the parties to the bill or

note shall pay it according to its

terms, or that the guarantor will

see it paid or be responsible for its

payment, or will pay the amount if

not paid by the parties. No condi-

tion as regards presentment or no-

tice is expressed or implied in its

terms. It does not make the gua-

rantor a party to the bill or note,

and his contract is therefore go-

verned by the rules of the common
law, and not, like that of an in-

dorser or draper, by those peculiar

to the law merchant. His contract

is an undertaking to do a certain

thing in a certain specific event.

The event is a default in the pay-

ment of the bill or note by the par-

ties. When this happens, the lia-

bility of the guarantor, by the terms

of his guaranty, is complete. If pre-

sentment and notice or any other

acts are necessary to establish a de-

fault on the part of the person

whose contract is guaranteed, they

are also necessary to establish the

liability of the guarantor, because

he is liable only upon the default

of the former; for example, if the

contract guaranteed is that of an

indorser, or (as in Philips v. As-

tling, 2 Taunt. 206) that of the

drawer of a bill, presentment to

the acceptor or maker, and notice to

the indorser or drawer, are neces-

sary, because, without such pre-

sentment and notice, there would

be no default on the part of the in-

dorser or drawer, and therefore no

liability on the part of the guaran-

tor. But if no presentment or no-

tice is necessary to establish a
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to charge the indorser. In this respect, our law applies to

cases of guaranty the same rule which the law of Prance

default on the part of the person

whose contract is guaranteed, as in

the case of the maker of a note or

the acceptor of a hill, none is neces-

sary to establish the liability of the

guarantor.

In some cases of contracts to

do a certain thing in a. certain spe-

cific event, the law implies a con-

dition that notice shall be given of

the happening of the event, and no

liability arises under the contract

until such notice is given. These

are cases where the event upon

which the party has promised to

perform is within the peculiar

knowledge of the other party, and

the party that is to perform cannot

make himself acquainted with it.

But such a condition is not implied

in cases where the event upon which

the act is to be done is the act or

default of a third person, for the

party who is to perform can make
himself acquainted with the happen-

ing of that event. Therefore, in

the case of a guaranty, there is no

implied condition that notice shall

be given of the default of the

party whose contract is guaranteed.

Vyse V. Wakefield, 6 M. & W.
442; Dawson v. Wrench, 3 Ex. p.

362 ; Makin v. Watkinson, L. R. 6

Ex. 25; Atkinson and Rolfe's Case,

1 Leon. 105; Smith v. Goff, 2 Salk;

457; 11 Mod. 48; Pitman v. Bidle-

combe, 4 Mod. 230; Lent v. Padel-

ford, 10 Mass. 230; Vinal v. Rich-

ardson, 13 Allen, pp. 532, 533.

Independently of the particular

terms of his contract, a guarantor

has certain rights in his character

of surety. These rights belong

generally to all sureties, that is, all

persons who agree to be answerable

for the payment of a debt or the

performance of an obligation by

another, whether they agree to be

so answerable by joining as sureties

in the same contract with the prin-

cipal, or by entering into a collateral

contract, as in the case of a gua-

ranty. It is one of the surety's

rights that there shall be no dealing

with the principal by which the

surety's right of recourse to him

shall be affected, and that every

security which may have been given

shall be preserved, so that the surety

shall have the full benefit of it.

Any such dealing with the principal

discharges the surety entirely, and

the loss of any security by negli-

gence discharges him to the extent

of the loss. Rees ». Berrington, 2

Wh. & T. L. C, 5th ed., 992-1031.

But the surety has not the right to

require the taking of any active

steps against the principal or notice

to himself of the principal's default.

This is generally established so far

as relates to sureties who join as

such in the same contract with their

principals, and there seems to be

quite as httle reason for the exist-

ence of such a right where the con-

tract is a collateral agreement or

guaranty. The reason why an at-

tempt to obtain payment from the

principal is not required in the case

of a surety whose contract is the

same as his principal's, has been

stated in these words: " The surety

is a guarantee, and it is his business

to see whether the principal pays,

and not that of the creditor."
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applies to all cases of the drawing and indorsement of bills of

exchange ; that is, it exonerates the drawer, and indorsers, and

Wright V. Simpson, 6 Ves. p. 734,

by Lord Eldon ; Bellows ». Lovell,

5 Pick. p. 311; Hunt v. Bridgham,

2 Pick. p. 585. This seems, at least,

as applicable to a person who enters

into a contract of guaranty. So

far as the question of presentment

or notice is concerned, the person

who undertakes to pay upon the de-

fault of another seems to be under

as absolute an obligation to pay
when the default occurs, as the

person who enters in an original

agreement to pay jointly with and

as surety for another. The terms

of a guaranty seem to impose on

the guarantor the duty of seeing

whether the principal pays; if the

principal does not pay, and the

guarantor sustains loss through ig-

norance of his default, the loss is

owing to his own negligence, and it

seems much more appropriate that

it should be borne by him than by

the person to whom he has agreed

to be answerable upon the princi-

pal's default.

In England and some of the

United States, a party that guaran-

tees a promissory note or other con-

tract is liable upon the default of

the party primarily liable, and is

not entitled to any presentment to

the principal or notice to himself;

this seems also to be the law in some

others of the United States. Wal-

ton V. Mascall, 13 M. & W. 72, 452;

Dawson v. Wrench, 3 Ex. p. 362,

by Parke, B. ; Atkinson v. Carter,

2 Chitty, 403; Brookbank v. Taylor,

Cro. Jac'. 685; Goring v. Edmonds,

6 Bing. 94; Oxley v. Young, 2 H.

Bl. 613; Black v. Ottoman Bank, 6

L. T., N. S. 763; Brown v. Curtiss,

2 N. Y. 225; Allen v. Rightmere,

20 Johns. 365; Gage «. Mechanics'

Bank, 79 111. 62 ; Dickerson v. D^r-

rickson, 39 111. 674; Gage o. Lewis,

68 111. p. 618; Hammond v. Gilmore,

14 Conn. 479; Bushnell v. Church,

15 Conn. 406, 416; Donley o. Camp,

22 Ala. 659; Townsend »• Cowles,

31 Ala. 428; Baker v. Kelly, 41

Miss. 696; Thrasher v. Ely, 2 Sm.

& M. 139; Foster v. Tolleson, 13

Pvich. (S. C.) 31; Bank of South

Carolina v. Hammond, 1 Rich.

(S. C.) 281; Mallory v. Grant, 4

Chand. (Wis.) 143; Woolley v.

Sergeant, 8 N. J. L. (3 Halst.) 262;

Sibley v. StuU, 15 N. J. L. (3

Green) 332; Noyes v. Nichols, 28

Vt. 159; Sandford v. Norton, 14

Vt. 228; Bull v. Bliss, 30 Vt. 127;

Keith V. Dwinnell, 38 Vt. 286; Clay

V. Edgerton, 19 Ohio St. 549;

Kautzman v. Weirick, 26 Ohio St.

330. Of the English cases cited in

support of the doctrine that the

guarantor is discharged if he sus-

tains damage by the omission of

presentment or notice, it may be

observed that, in Warrington v.

Furbor (8 East, 242), Holbrow b,

Wilkins (1 B. & C. 10), and Hitch-

cock V. Humfrey (5 M. & Gr. 559),

it was decided only that the omis-

sion was immaterial where (as in

those cases) the guarantor sustained

no damage from the omission ; an4

in Philips v. Astling (2 Taunt. 206),,

not only was it probable that the

bill would have been paid if it had

been presented, but as pointed out,

by Cresswell, J., in Hitchcock v.

Humfrey (5 M. & Gr. p. 564), " the

40
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guarantors in all cases, so far and so far only as they have

party who gave the guaranty was
liable only in case the bill was

neither paid by the acceptor nor by
the drawer," and " it was necessary

to show the liability of the drawer

by notice to him of the non-pay-

ment," yet the bill was not pre-

sented to the acceptor, and notice

of dishonor was not given to" the

drawer. (See also Murray j>. King,

5 B. & A. 165; White v. Wood-
ward, 5 C. B. 810.)

In Massachusetts, it was held in

Oxford Banks. Haynes, 8 Pick. 423,

that a guarantor was discharged by
the neglect of the creditor to give him
notice of the principal's default, if

he incurred loss in consequence of

the neglect ; and in Talbot v. Gay,

18 Pick. p. 536, it was stated that

the undertaking of the guarantor of

a promissory note was conditional,

and that he would be discharged by

the neglect of the holder to demand
payment of the maker and give the

guarantor notice of non-payment, if

the maker was solvent at its matu-

rity, and subsequently became insol-

vent. Afterwards in Bickford v.

Gibbs, 8 Cush.
, p. 156, it was said

that by the general law a guarantor

would not be Uable without proof of

demand and notice ; and in Ilsley v.

Jones, 12 Gray, 260, a declaration

upon a guaranty was adjudged bad

on demurrer, because it did not al-

lege an application to the principal

and a failure to perform on his part.

In Vinal v. Eichardson, 13 Allen,

521, this decision in, Ilsley ». Jones

was disapproved, and it was declared

that, where a guaranty was for the

performance of a specific act by

another and was absolute in terms,

whatever was sufficient to show a

default in that other person would

ordinarily show a bre^^ch of the

guarantor's contract and a right of

action upon it; and that, when a

demand was not necessary to estar

blish such a default, the guarantor

could not require a demand to be

made. " This view of the law,"

says the judgment, " places guaran-

ties upon the same footing with

other contracts where the right of

action accrues upon the performance

or non-performance of some act by

a third person. In Vyse v. Wake^
field, 6 M. & W. 442, it is said

(Abmger, C. B.), ' The rule to be

collected from the cases seems to be

this, that when a party stipulates

to do a certain thing in a certain

specific event, which may become

known to him, or with which he can

make himself acquainted, he is not

entitled to any notice, unless he

stipulates for it; but when it is to

do a thing which lies within the

peculiar knowledge of the opposite

party, then notice ought to be given

him.' And in the same case (Parke,

B.), ' when a specific act is to be

done by a third party named,' no

notice is necessary. " Vinal v. Rich-

ardson did not raise any question of

loss to the guarantor from the ne-

glect of demand or notice, but it is

difficult to perceive how the reason-

ing upon which it rests leaves any

foundation for the doctrine that he

would be discharged in case of such

loss. • It would seem that, if there

is no duty on the part of the credi-

tor to make a demand and give

notice, there can be no negligence in

omitting them, and therefore no loss
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sustained loss or injury from the want of due presentment or

due notice of the dishonor.^

461. Such, then, are the general nature and effect of the obli-

gation of the guaranty of a promissory note, created by mere
intendment and operation of law, where no other stipulation

exists between the parties. But it is competent for the parties

to shape and modify the obligation and effect of a guaranty, as

that may occur can be the conse-

quence of such negligence. The
court says (p. 533): " The circum-

stances show pretty conclusively

that the defendant knew of the de-

fault of the principal debtor. If
he did not know of it, it was from his

own neglect to inform himself. He
has not suffered from want of no-

tice."

In New Hampshire, although the

language of the cases is not clear,

the tendency seems to be to esta-

blish the rule, that no notice is neces-

sary in the case of an absolute

guaranty of a specific engagement;

but, where the guaranty is in the

nature of an ofEer to be responsible

for a contingent future liability (e.g.

,

a guaranty of payment for goods

that may afterwards be sold), it is

necessary to give reasonable notice

of the extent to which it has been

acted on. Simons v. Steele, 86 N.

H. 73; March v. Putney, 56 N. H.

34 ; Beebe v. Dudley, 26 N. H. 249
;

McDougal V. Calef, 34 N. H. 534.

The object of requiring notice in

the latter case is said to be that the

guarantor may know that the gua-

ranty has been acted on and that he

will be looked to; the fact to be

notified, therefore, seems to be, not

the default of the principal, but the

existence and extent of the creditor's

claim. See Douglass v. Howland,

24 Wend. 49-51, concerning the ori-

gin of this doctrine in the United

States.

In Pennsylvania, a guaranty by
which the party giving it simply

'^guarantees" the debt of another

is held to be only a contract that the

debtor shall be able to pay, and the

guarantor is liable only in case of

his insolvency, or a failure to obtain

payment by the use of diligence and

the process of law. Woods v. Sher-

man, '71 Penn. St. 100; Brown v.

Brooks, 25 Penn. St. 210. But this

construction depends on the word
" guarantee " being used and no

terms being added to those implied

in that word; if any other word,

such as "promise" or "agree," is

used instead of "guarantee," or if

the party "guarantees " payment of

an obligation expressly " when due "

or " according to its terms," the

contract is regarded as an absolute

engagement for payment, and no dili-

gence to obtain payment from the

principal debtor is required. Woods
V. Sherman, 71 Penn. St. 100;

Reigartw. White, 52 Penn. St. 438;

Campbell v. Baker, 46 Penn. St.

243; Roberts I). Riddle, 79 Penn. St.

468.]

1 Ante, ss. 285, 318, 369 ; Pothier,

de Change, n. 156, 157; Story on

Bills, ss. 393-395, 478, and note;

Kemble v. Mills, 1 M. & Gr. 762,

note 6 ; Casaregis, de Comm. Discur.

54; Baldasseroni, del Camb. pt. 2,

art. 10, s. 35.
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they may of an indorsement, in any manner which their own
convenience, or pleasure, or interests may dictate. Thus, an

indorser may by the form of his indorsement make himself

absolutely and positively in all events liable for the payment of

the note, with or without due presentment or due notice.^ In

like manner, a guarantor may incur an absolute and positive

liability to pay the note at all events. And, indeed (as we
shall presently see), he may by the form and time and circum-

stances under which the guaranty is given make himself re-

sponsible as a sole and separate, or as a joint, or a joint and

several maker upon the note, and not merely as a guarantor in

the strict sense of the word.

462. Foreign Law.— The like distinction between the obli-

gation of a guarantor so called, and a surety or co-promisor, is

equally as well known and acted upon in the foreign law as in

ours. Thus, Heineccius says: " Multum ergo interest inter

avallum et obligationem correalem, quae potissimum in cambiis

propriis locum habet, quaque tenentur, qui se in solidum in

cambio obligarunt: fidejussor enim, si debitor principalis sol-

vendo est, tantum in subsidium ; correus in solidum principali-

ter tenetur, sive alter correus solvendo sit, sive non sit, quamvis

uno solvente alter liberetur."^ The distinction is also pre-

served in the foreign law between the character of a guarantor

and that of an indorser, although in most cases the liabilities

and rights of each are governed by the same rules. If the

party writes his name at the bottom of a bill of exchange or

a promissory note, with the word " aval" or in blank, he is

deemed a guarantor ; if on the back, he is deemed an indorser,

unless perhaps where the language used or the circumstances

repel the presumption or control the inference.^

463. Forms of Cruaranty.— Interpretation.— In the second

place, then, as to the different forms or modes in which the gua-

ranty of a promissory note may arise. It may be (as in cases

of bills of exchange), (1) By an independent written instru-

ment; or (2) By a writing on the note itself.*

1 Ante, s. 147, and note; Donley ' Story on Bills, s. 455; Savary,

0. Camp, 22 Ala. 659; Story on Le Parfait N6gociant, torn. 2, pt.

Bills, ss. 215, 371. 14, p. 94.

2 Heineco. de Camb. o. 3, s. 27. * Pothier, de Change, n. 50;
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464. In. respect to the first class of cases, that where the

guaranty is upon a separate instrument, we shall necessarily be

brief, as for the most part by our law tlie same principles will

apply to that class as apply to the class of cases where the

guaranty is on the same paper with the note itself. Tlie prin-

cipal difference is, that where the guaranty is on a separate

instrument, it must contain on its face a sufficient reference to

the note intended to be guaranteed, to identify it and give it

certainty. Where it is on the note itself, the identity and cer-

tainty are sufficiently apparent from the language of the paper

itself. Perhaps another difference may exist (although no

question of this nature seems to have occurred directly in judg-

ment), and that is that a guaranty on the back of the note may
be (as we shall presently see) by a blank indorsement of the

guarantor, and may be filled up afterwards at the pleasure of

the holder, so only as it conforms to the actual intention of the

parties. Whereas it admits of the greatest doubt, whether a

blank signature upon a separate paper could be afterwards

filled up, so as to import a guaranty, without breaking in upon

all the purposes intended to be attained by the statute of

frauds. In respect to the consideration, there does not, by the

law as administered in America, seem to be any difiFerence be-

tween the two classes of cases, or at least none where the

guaranty is contemporaneous with the making of the note, and

a part of the res gestae ; for, in each case, it is not necessary to

be apparent on the instrument, but it may be established by

parol proofs aliunde?- In other respects, and especially in the

duty of the guarantee as to diligence in presenting the note for

payment and giving notice of the dishonor to the guarantor,

the law is the same, whether the guaranty is on the note itself

or on a separate instrument.^

Story on Bills, ss. 394, 395, 454; verned by somewhat different reme-

Code de Comm. de France, art. 142

;

dies from what exists where it is

Codigo de Commercio (of Spain), written on the bill itself. In the

art. 476. former case, the holder is entitled

1 Ante, s. 459. only to the common action or re-

^ Anie, s. 460. Where the gua- medy upon the contract against the

ranty of a bill of exchange is written guarantor; but, in the latter case,

upon a separate instrument, it is, the holder is entitled to the same

upon the continent of Em-ope, go- summary remedy as he has on bills,
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465. A few cases may serve to illustrate the doctrine appli-

cable to guaranty by a separate instrument. Thus, where

A. wrote the following memorandum : " I hereby guarantee the

present account of Miss H. M., due to B. & Co., of ^112 is. id.,

and what she may contract from this date to 30th of September

next ;
" upon an objection taken, the court held that the consi-

deration sufficiently appeared upon the face of the instrument.^

The ground seems to have been, that the consideration was for

a future credit as well as the past credit, and the guaranty was

founded upon their conjoint operation, and it was not necessary

that the consideration and the promise should be co-extensive.

So, where A. wrote to B. :
" You will be so good as to withdraw

the promissory note; and 1 will see you at Christmas, when you

shall receive from me the amount, together with a memorandum
of my son's making, in the whole £i5," it was held that

parol evidence was admissible to prove that the note referred

to was for £35, and that the withdrawal of the note was suifi-

cient to satisfy the statute of frauds.^ So, where A. wrote a

letter to B., as follows : " W. being disappointed in receiving

remittances, and you expressing yourself inconvenienced for

money, I send you his acceptance at two months ; " B. refused

to take the bill unless A. would put his name on it ; and A.

thereupon wrote upon the back of the letter :
" I will see the

bill paid for W.," it was held to be a valid guaranty for a

sufficient consideration apparent on the paper.^ So, where A.

wrote on a separate paper the following memorandum on the

same day the note was made :
" I hereby guarantee the pay-

ment of a note at sixty days, drawn by B. & C. payable to the

order of D., E., & F., for value received," it was held that the

jure camhiali. Story on Bills, s. 395. & J. 94 ; 2 Tyrw. 93 ; Raikes v.

The obligations, also, of the holder, Todd, 8 A. & E. 846, -which seem

in respect to protest for non-pay- contra; see also Haigh v. Brooks,

ment, and notice of the dishonor to 10 A. & E. 309 ; Steele v. Hoe, 14

the guarantor, are the same, where Q. B. 431; Edwards v. Jevons, 8 C.

the guaranty is on the bill, as it is B. 436.

to the regular parties on the bill. '^ Shortrede v. Cheek, 1 A. & E.

Story on Bills, ss. 372, 393-395, 57.

454, 455. » Emmott v. Keams, 5 Bing. N.

1 Russell V. Moseley, 3 B. & B. C. 559.

211; but see Wood v. Benson, 2 C.
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words " value received " were a sufficient description of the

consideration, and that a person who first took tlie note, and
advanced money on the faith of the guaranty, although his

name was not stated on the guaranty, was entitled to maintain

an action thereon.^

466. In the next placcj as to a guaranty upon the note itself.

We have already seen ^ that it is in some cases a matter of no
inconsiderable nicety and difficulty to decide whether, upon the

matters apparent upon the note itself, a particular party is to

be deemed a promisor, or a co-promisor, or a surety, or a gua-

rantor, or an indorser. Where a note is made in the names of

two persons, and is signed by both, the one " as principal," and
the other " as surety," there is no doubt that, as to the payee

and subsequent parties, it is to be deemed the joint note of

both ; and if the language be, " We jointly and severally pro-

mise," it is the joint and several note of both.^ The same result

will arise if two persons sign a note drawn in these terms : " I

promise to pay," and one sign as principal, and another as

surety ; for it will be the joint and several note of both.*

467. These are cases, comparatively speaking, simple in their

structure and interpretation. But suppose the note were drawn

in the common form, " I promise," &c., and signed by one

person as maker, and below his signature another person

should on the face of the note write the following words : " I

acknowledge myself holden as surety for the payment of the

demand of the above note;" the question would then arise

whether he was to be held liable as joint promisor, or as a surety

upon an independent promise.^ And very different conse-

quences might follow from the one interpretation from those

which would belong to the other. If treated as an independent

promise, it might under certain circumstances be within the

statute of frauds, and a distinct consideration should either

appear upon its face, or at least be proved, to make it an avail-

able contract.^ But, if treated as a joint and concurrent con-

1 Watson V. MtiLarea, 19 Wend. ' Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass. 358
;

557; 26 Wend. 425; ante, s. 458. 6 Mass. 519.

2 Ante, ss. 13, 58, 59, 133, 134. « Ibid. ; Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick.

» Ante, s. 57. 385; 7 Pick. 243. See Barrows o.

* Ante, s. 57 ; Hunt v. Adams, 5 Lane, 5 Vt. 161 ; Hodgkins v. Bond,

Mass. 358, 361. 1 N. H. 284 ; Oxford Bank v.
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tract, it would be obligatory both upon the principal and surety,

as joint makers, and would require no proof of any distinct con-

sideration to support it.' On the other hand, the interpreta-

Haynes, 8 Pick. 423, 426 ; Douglass

V. Rowland, 24 Wend. 35, 40; Bew-

ley V. Whiteford, Hayes, 356.

1 Ibid. ; ante, ss. 57, 133. The
distinction is very clearly stated by
Mr. Chancellor Kent in his Com-
mentaries (vol, 3, pp. 121-123). He
there says: "The English statute

of frauds, which has been adopted

throughout this country, requires

that, ' upon any special promise to

answer for the debt, default, or mis-

carriage of another person, the agree-

ment, or some memorandum or note

thereof, must be in writing, and

signed by the party to be charged

therewith, orsome other person there-

unto by him lawfully authorized.' An
agreement to become a guarantor or

surety for another's engagement is

within the statute; and, if it be a

guaranty for the subsisting debt or

engagement of another person, not

only the engagement, but the consi-

deration for it, must appear in the

writing. The word ' agreement,' in

the statute, includes the considera-

tion for the promise, as well as the

promise itself, for without a consi-

deration there is no valid agreement.

This was the decision in the case of

Wain V. Warlters ; and, though that

decision has been frequently ques-

tioned, it has since received the de-

cided approbation of the courts of

law; and the Lord Chief Justice of

the Common Pleas (Best) observed

that he should have so decided, if he

had never heard of the case of Wain
V. Warlters. The English construc-

tion of the statute of frauds has

been adopted in New York and

South Carolina, and rejected in se-

veral other states. The decisions

have all turned upon the force of

the word ' agreement ;
' and where,

by statute, the word ' promise * has

been introduced by requiring 'the

promise or agreement' to be in

writing, as in Virginia and Tennes-

see, the construction has not been

so strict. Where the guaranty or

promise, though collateral to the

principal contract, is made at the

same time with the principal con-

tract, and becomes an essential

ground of the credit given to the

principal debtor, the whole is one

original and entire transaction, and

the consideration extends to and

sustains the promise of the principal

debtor, and also of the guarantor.

No other consideration need be

shown than that for the original

agreement, upon which the whole

debt rested, and that may be shown

by parol proof, as not being within

the statute. If, however, the gua-

ranty be of a pi'eviously existing

debt of another, consideration is

necessary to be shown, and that

must appear in writing, as part of

the collateral undertaking; for the

consideration for the original debt

will not attach to this subsequent

promise, and to such a case the

doctrine in Wain v. Warlters ap-

plies. But, if the promise to pay

the debt of another arises out of

some new and original consideration

of benefit or harm moving between

the newly contracted parties, it is

then not a case within the sta-

tute."
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tion might be materially affected by the fact, whether the signa-

tures and contracts were contemporaneous and a part of one

and the same general transaction (a part of the res gestce), or

whether the note was first made and signed by the principal,

as a distinct transaction, and afterwards, at another time, the

contract of the surety was made, as a distinct and independent

transaction.! And accordingly, in a case like that above sup-

posed, where it appeared that the whole contract took effect at

one and the same time as different parts of one entire transac-

tion, it was held that both the principal and the surety were to

be deemed joint contractors and joint makers of the note.''' But

if the contracts had been entered into at different times, the

contract of the surety would have been deemed in the nature of

a guaranty collateral to the note, and governed by the general

principles applicable to guaranty.*

468. Similar principles have been applied to the interpreta-

tion of a contract written on tlie back of the note. Thus,

where A. made a note, payable to B. or order, for a certain

1 Ibid. ; Baker v. Briggs, 8 Pick.

122. See Ulen v. Kittredge, 7 Mass.

.233; ante, s. 133; 3 Kent Com. 122;

Oxford Banl; ». Haynes, 8 Pick.

423, 426.

^ Hunt V. Adams, 5 Mass. 358.

The case was as follows : Chaplin

made a note for $1,500, payable to

Bennet. Before the note was deli-

vered to Bennet, Adams signed the

following agreement written upon

the note: "I acknowledge myself

holden as surety for the payment of

the demand of the above note."

Bennet's administrator brought an

action against Adams, declaring,

(1) Upon a note signed by the de-

fendant solely; (2) On a note made

by him jointly and severally with

Chaplin. Parsons, C. J., delivered

the opinion of the court. " The de-

fendant is an original party to the

contract. This mode of signing

entitles the defendant, if he pays

the note, to an indemnity from

Chaplin. But as to the intestate,

they must be considered as joint and

several promisors. The legal effect

of this note does not differ from

one written, ' For value received, I

promise to pay,' &c., and signed by

one with ' principal ' annexed to his

name, and by another with ' surety '

thus annexed." Hunt v. Adams, 5

Mass. 358. In another action be-

tween the same parties on another

contract, not materially varying

from the above, the court continued

of the same opinion. Hunt v.

Adams, 6 Mass. 519.

« Ibid. See also Carver v. War-

ren, 5 Mass. 545; ante, s. 133; 3

Kent Com. 122; Oxford Bank v.

Haynes, 8 Pick. 423, 426-428; Aras-

baugh V. Gearhart, 11 Penn. St.

482 ; White «. Stone, 8 Gray, 589

;

Green v. Shepherd, 5 Allen, 589;

Courtney v. Doyle, 10 Allen, 122.
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sum of money, and at the same time, under the same date, 0.

and D. indorsed on the back of the note, " For vahie received,

we jointly and severally undertake to pay the money within

mentioned to the said B.," it was held that each of the in-

dorsers was to be treated as a joint and several promisor with

A. on the note, and as if he had, on the face of the note, signed

the same as surety.^ So, where A. indorsed on a joint and

several note, payable to B. or bearer, at the time when it was

made, "For value received, I guarantee the payment of the

within note, and waive notice of non-payment," it was held

that A. was bound as a joint and several maker and in the

same manner as if he had signed the note as surety .^ So,

where, on a note payable to B. or bearer. A., at the time of

making it, indorsed on it, "This may certify that I guarantee

the payment of the within note," it was held that A. was bound

as a joint and several maker;' So, where A., long after a note,

payable to B. or bearer, was made, but before it was due, in-

dorsed on it, " For value received, I guarantee the payment and

collectiftn of the within note to 0. or bearer," it was held that

A. was liable thereon, as a several maker of the note.* So,

where the payee of a negotiable note indorsed on it, " For value

received, I assign, sell, and guarantee the payment of the

within note, to A. or bearer," it was held that the payee was

absolutely bound to pay the note, and that A. might maintain

an action thereon against the payee, without any proof of de-

mand on the maker or notice to the payee.' So, where a note

was written, " We, A. as principal and B. as surety, pro-

mise," &c., and the note was signed by A. and indorsed by B.,

the latter was held liable as joint maker.^

' ^ White ». Howlaad, 9 Mass. the same state. Brewster v. Silence,

314; Carver v. Warren, 5 Mass. 8N. Y. 207; ante, s. 59, n.

545 ; see also Sumner ». Gay, 4 470, 472, notes.

Pick. 311; Baker «. Briggs, 8 Pick. » Hough v. Gray, 19 Wend. 202;

122; Guidrey ». Vivea, 3 Mart. N. S. Miller ». Gaston, 2 Hill, 188.

(La.) 659; Nelson w. Dubois, 13 * Miller r. Gaston, 2 Hill, 188.

Johns. 175. * Allen v. Bightmere, 20 Johns,

2 Luqueer v. Prosser, 1 Hill, 256; 365, 366.

4 Hill, 420; Manrow v. Durham, 3 » Palmer v. Grant, 4 Conn. 889;

Hill, 584 ; see also Ketchell ». see also Amsbaugh v. Gearhart, 11

Burns, 24 Wend. 456. But these Penn. St. 482.

cases have since been disapproved in
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469. The principle upon which all these cases turn is the

same ; and that is, to expound the particular transaction, with-

out reference to the form which it has assumed, in such a

manner as will best carry into effect the substantial intention

of the parties, ut res magis valeat quam pereat, rather than by a

close or technical interpretation, adhering to the letter, to de-

feat the very objects and purposes for which alone the transac-

tion must have taken place, and thus to make it operate at once

as a delusion and a fraud upon the ignorant or the unwary.^

Nor is there any thing novel in this mode of interpretation ap-

plied to this class of cases. It stands upon the principle that

two instruments of the same general nature, both executed at

the same time and relating to the same subject-matter, are to

be construed together, as forming but one agreement. As he

who signs on the face, and he who indorses his name on the

back, both promise to do the very same thing, to wit, to pay

the money at the specified time, they may, without doing vio-

lence to the contract, be deemed as joint makers ; and as, in

point of form, each promises for himself, the undertaking may
be treated as several as well as joint.^ In respect to the con-

sideration, it has been thought sufficient that the indorsement

purports to be " for value received," or that the consideration,

if not expressed, is establislied in proof by the contemporaneous

facts when the note was made.^

470. But suppose the note and written indorsement not to be

both executed at the same time, but at different times and upon

different considerations, the question would then arise, whether

the indorsement was to be treated as a guaranty or not ; and, if

as a guaranty, whether, to make it valid, it would be necessary

that a suflBcient consideration therefor should appear on the

face of the guaranty. Upon this question there would seem to

be a conflict of doctrine in the authorities, and in the reasoning

on which it is founded.* Thus, where on a note, payable to B.

or bearer, long after its date, but before it was due, and for a

new purpose, A. and C, at the request and as surety of B., in-

1 Hall V. Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233; Pick. 423; Bailey v. Freeman, 11

Robinson v. Abell, 17 Ohio, 36. Johns. 221.

2 Miller v. Gaston, 2 Hill, 188, » Anle, s. 458.

190; Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 8 * ^n^e, s. 147, and note.
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dorsed on it the following words : " We guarantee the payment

of the within note," and upon the faith of the guaranty, for a

valuable consideration, on the day of its date, it was taken by

D., it was held by the Supreme Court of New York that the

indorsement amounted in substance and legal effect to a pro-

missory note by the indorsers, and as such it imported a con-

sideration, and was nob therefore within the statute of frauds,

and was not to be treated as a guaranty ; and that D. might

sue thereon accordingly.^

471. A doctrine somewhat differently modified seems to have

prevailed in Massachusetts ; and it has been there held that the

party indorsing such a note ought to be deemed, not an original

and absolute promisor, but a guarantor, and liable accordingly,

if a consideration can be established in proof, although it is not

stated in the guaranty .^ Therefore, where a note was payable

to A. or order, and after it became due and remained unpaid

A. indorsed on it, " I guarantee the payment of the within note

in eighteen months, provided it cannot be collected of the pro-

misor before that time," it has been held in Massachusetts to

be a special guaranty, and that no person except the immediate

holder from the payee could maintain a suit on it.^

472. It is observable that, in some of the cases before cited,

the import of the language used by the indorser was that of

guaranty, "I guarantee the payment," &c. ; and the argument

deduced from tliis mode of expression has been, that it limits

the liability of the indorser to a mere guaranty, and that the

court is not at liberty to put upon the words of the party indors-

ing the note a different interpretation, and to hold him liable

1 Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill, the argument upon which it was

584 ; see also Miller v. Gaston, 2 founded is sufficiently stated in the

Hill, 188; Ketchell v. Burns, 24 text.]

Weud. 456; but see Hunt v. Brown, ^ See Dlen v. Kittredge, 7 Mass.

5 Hill, 145, and post, s, 478, and 233; Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 8

note. This doctrine was overruled Pick. 423, 426, 427 ; Tenney v.

in Brewster v. Silence, 8 N. Y. 207; Prince, 4 Pick. 385.

and see Weed v. Clark, 4 Sandf. 31. « Taylor v. Binney, 7 Mass. 479;

[The judgment of Nelson, C. J., Canfield v. Vaughan, 8 Mart. (La.)

in Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill, 584, 697; but see Upham v. Prince, 12

which was printed in previous edi- Mass. 14 ; Allen v. Rightmere, 20

tions of this book, is now omitted, Johns. 365; Myrick o. Hasey, 27

as the case has been overruled, and Me. 9 ; ante, s. 147, and note.
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absolutely as a maker, when he means on the face oif the in-

dorsement to be held only as a guarantor. There is great force

in this argument, and it is difiBcult to see upon what ground it

can be OTercome. It has accordingly been held in Massachu-

setts, that, where the party wrote on the back of the note (not

being negotiable), at the time when it was made, " I guarantee

the payment of the within note," it is to be deemed strictly a

contract of guaranty, and therefore the party so indorsing is

not to be held liable for the payment of the note, unless upon

due demand and due notice of dishonor to him within the

reasonable time required on other common cases of guaranty.-'

In New York, an opposite doctrine has been asserted (although

it does not seem to be finally established by the judgment of

the highest appellate court), upon a ground which, perhaps, is

peculiar to the jurisprudence of that state, and certainly is not

sustained by the ordinary interpretation of the contract of gua-

ranty in other cases, either in England or America.^ If there

^ Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 8

Pick. 423; see also Leonard v. Vre-

denburgh, 8 Johns. 29.

° Luqueer v. Prosser, 1 Hill, 256;

4 Hill, 420. In this last case, the

note was a joint note payable to the

payee or bearer. The indorser wrote

on the back of it, in fulfilment of

the original agreement on which the

note was given, " For value received,

I guarantee the payment of the

within note, and'waive notice of non-

payment." The suit was brought

by the plaintiff jointly against the

makers and the indorser, and a ver-

dict given for the plaintiff. On a

motion for a new trial, several

points were made, apd the case

was ultimately decided upon the

point that, under statute of New
York, the defendants were jointly

suable. [In the Supreme Court, the

judgment was delivered by Cowen,

J. , and it was held that Prosser, the

indorser, was liable with the other

defendants as a joint and several

maker, and that his guaranty was

the same in legal effect as if he

had signed with them as surety.]

The Court of Errors affirmed the

original judgment in favor of the

plaintiff, but for different reasons

from those assigned in the court

below; Mr. Chancellor Walworth,

in delivering his opinion in the Court

of Errors, the only opinion deU-

vered (Prosser v. Luqueer, 4 Hill,

422), said: " A general guaranty,

like this, upon a note payable to

bearer, is, in law, a general indorse-

ment of the note, with a waiver of

the condition precedent of a notice

of non-payment by the drawers.

The plaintiff in error, therefore,

was liable to the defendants in error

as such indorser, and was properly

sued as such in a joint suit with the

makers, under the provisions of the

statute on the subject of joint suits.

I also think that Prosser, the gua-
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be any thing clear upon principle or authority, it would seem to

be that the contract of guaranty is not an absolute, but a con-

rantor, could have been sued upon
this guaranty, by the bearer of the

note, as upon an absolute promise

to pay the amount to the bearer

when it became due; constituting

the guarantor, in e:Sect, the maker
of a promissory note, payable to

bearer, for the sum and at the time

specified in the note upon -which

this guaranty was written." Some
of the later cases seem to adopt

the general doctrine stated in the

text, as to the liability of the in-:

dorser as a guarantor being condi^

tional only under the like indorse-

ments. See Loveland ». Shepard,

2 Hill, 139 ; Seabury v. Hunger-

ford, 2 Hill, 80. The case of Allen

V. Eightmere, 20 Johns. 365, is

perhaps distinguishable. The note

was there payable to the guarantor

himself, or order, and he indorsed

on the note, " For value received, I

sell, assign, and guarantee the pay-

ment of the within note to A., or

bearer," might be deemed to im-

port, as the court held them to be,

not a conditional undertaking, but

an absolute agreement, that the

maker would pay the note when
due, or that the defendant, being

the payee and indorser, would him-

self pay it. See Douglass v. Rey-

nolds, 7 Pet. 113, 127. Hough v.

Gray, 19 Wend. 202, seems to have

probeeded upon the same ground as

Allen V. Rightmere, 20 Johns. 365,

The words were, "I guarantee the

payment of the within note; " and

they, were construed to import an

absolute guaranty, the note being

payable to A. or bearer. In Lamou-

rieux w. Hewit, 5 Wend. 307, the

court held that the words, " I

warrant the collection of the within

note, for value received," imported

a conditional guaranty or agree-

ment only that the defendant would

pay the note, if not collected of the

maker. In EetcheU v. Bums, 24

Wend. 456, the note was dated on

the 12th of September, 1837, and

payable to B. or bearer, by the 1st

of July then next; and on the back,

the indorser, under the date of 25th

of September, 1837, wrote the fol-

lovfing indorsement : " For and in

consideration of $31.50, received of

C. , I hereby guarantee the payment

and collection of the within note to

him or bearer; " and the court

held that these words imported a

negotiable promise absolutely to

pay the bearer. In Hunt v. Brown,

5 HiU, 145, the note was negotiable,

and was indorsed by the payee ; and

the defendant wrote on the back,

"I guarantee the collection of the

within note; " and the court held

it to be a guaranty, or collateral

undertaking, and not an absolute

promise to pay the amount of the

note, and therefore void for want

of a consideration expressed on the

face of the note. The court said

that it would have been otherwise,

and the agreement have been an

absolute promissory note, if it had

been, " I guarantee the payment of

the note," instead of the collection

of the note. We see, from these

citations, that the interpretation of

the particular language of the in-

dorsements has often turned upon

very nice distinctions ; and it is not

too much to say that these distino-
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ditional contract. It may be admitted that, if the other lan-

guage used in the particular instrument in connection with the

word " guarantee," is such as necessarily and positively to re-

quire a different interpretation, the court is at liberty to reject

the interpretation of the word " guarantee" in its strict sense,

and to expand it so as to meet and give consistency to the

other language. But if the whole instrument can be so con-

strued as to give full meaning to the word " guarantee," in its

strict sense, consistently with the context, then it would seem

difficult to assign any sufficient reason why the ordinary mean-

ing of the word " guarantee " should be deserted and another

forced upon it. The doctrine asserted in New York does not

attempt to deny the rules of law ordinarily applicable to con-

tracts of guaranty ; but it does in effect deny to the word " gua-

rantee " its true import in the cases alluded to, although such

an interpretation is not indispensable to give the instrument a

reasonable operation.^

473. Irregular Indorsements.— In all the foregoing cases,

there was a written memorandum indorsed by the party upon

the back of the note, either' at the time when it was made or

afterwards; and of course the only question there was, what

was the true construction of the written memorandum, as to

the parties in interest. But cases have occurred of a very diffe-

rent nature, where the party sought to be charged has indorsed

his name in blank thereon. These cases have been either, (1)

where the note was not negotiable, or (2) where it was ne-

gotiable- In the former class of cases, it has been held that,

if the blank indorsement was made at the same time as the

note itself, the indorser ought to be held liable, as an original

promisor or maker of the note, and that the payee is at liberty

tions are not always very satis- and that of Walworth, C, in the

factory. same case on appeal, which were in-

In Brewster u. Silence, 8 N. Y. serted in this note in previous edi-

207, the peculiar doctrine of Lu- tions, are now omitted.] See also

queer v. Prosser, 1 Hill, 256, and Hall v. Farmer, 2 N. Y. 553 ; 5

Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill, 584, Denio, 484.

was entirely repudiated by the ^ This is not now the law of New
Court of Appeals. [For that rea- York. Brewster v. Silence, 8 N. Y.

son, the extracts from the judgments 207; see Speyers v. Lambert, 37

of Cowen, J., in Luqueer v. Prosser, How. Pr. (N. Y.) 315.
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to write over the blank signature, " For value received, I under-

take to pay the money within mentioned to B." (the payee).^

1 Ante, ss. 58, 59; Josselyn v.

Ames, 3 Mass. 274; Ilerrick v. Car-

man, 12 Johns. 159; Nelson v. Du-
bois, 13 Johns. 175; Moies a. Bird, 11

Mass. 436, 440; Campbell v. Butler,

14 Johns. 349; Dean v. Hall, 17

Wend. 214, 217-220; Oxford Bank
V. Haynes, 8 Pick. 423, 426, 427;

Cooley V. Lawrence, 4 Mart. (La.)

639; Baker v. Briggs, 8 Pick. 122;

Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Jolins.

29; Labron v. Woram, 1 Hill, 91;

Hough V. Gray, 19 Wend. 202;

Hall V. Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233; Syl-

vester ». Downer, 20 Vt. 855 ; Gris-

wold V. Slodum, 10 Barb. 402;

Adams v. Hardy, 82 Me. 339; Bry-

ant V. Eastman, 7 Cush. 111. In

Moies V. Bird, 11 Mass. 436, 440,

Mr. Justice Parker, in delivering

the opinion of the court, said: " It

is manifest that the defendant in-

tended to make himself liable, in

some form ; at least, such is the

intent legally to be presumed, even

against bis declaration at the time

of signing. Had the note been

made payable to him, and negoti-

able in its form, the plaintiff would

have been i-estricted to such an

engagement, written over the signa-

ture, as would conform to the nature

of the instrument. In such case,

the defendant would have been held

as indorser, and in no other form;

for such must be presumed to have

been the intent of the parties to the

instrument. But this note was not

made payable to the defendant, and

therefore was not negotiable by his

indorsement. What, then, was the

effect of his signature? It was to

make him absolutely liable to pay

the contents of the note. If he had

been asked, after the note became

due, to guarantee its payment, and

such had been the understanding

when he gave his name, it might

have been necessary to declare

against him as guarantor, instead

of charging him as original pro-

misor; but no such agreement is

proved. He puts his name upon a

note payable to another, in conse-

quence of a purchase made by his

brother, in a day or two after the

bargain was made, knowing that he

could not be considered in the light

of a common indorser, and that he

was entitled to none of the privileges

of that character. He leaves it to

the holder of the note to write any

thing over his name which might be

considered not to be inconsistent

with the nature of the transaction.

The holder chooses to consider him

as a surety, binding himself origi-

nally with the principal ; and we

think he has a right so to do. If

he was a surety, then he may be

sued as original promisor." In

Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 8 Pick.

423, 426, 427, the same "learned

judge, in delivering the opinion of

the court, said: "It is somewhat

extraordinary that the nature of

this contract, and the extent of the

liability it creates, are not very

clearly settled in the books. It has

been sometimes held to be an abso-

lute, sometimes a conditional, obli-

gation. Sometimes a guarantee has

been deemed a surety, and at

others not more than an indorsee.

Aud this perhaps has arisen from

the different forms in which the
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474. But if the blank indorsement has been at a subsequent

period and upon a transaction altogether distinct from the

original formation of the note, tliere it should seem that the

indorser is not to be treated as an original promisor or maker,

but, at most, as a guarantor.^ In this latter view, very diffe-

rent questions have arisen : first, whether it is not necessary

that a distinct and valid consideration should be shown to

support the supposed promise ; and, secondly, whether if the

consideration and promise are sufficiently established by parol

contract has been made. In se-

veral cases, where the party put his

name on the back of the note, with-

out any words written over it at

the time, he not being the payee of

the note, he has been charged as an

original promisor, being considered

in the light of a surety, and he has

been declared against as such; but

in these cases his signature was

given at the time of making the

note, or in so short a time after-

wards, and under such circum-

stances, as to have relation to the

making of the contract originally.

The case of Josselyn v. Ames is of

the first class, and that of Moies v.

Bird of the second. In other cases,

the signature of a third party, not

named in the note, has been given,

a long time after the making of the

note, and without any circumstances

showing that this third party had

any concern in the original contract.

Such was the case of Ulen v. Kit-

tredge, 7 Mass. 233. In the first

class of cases, the holder of the

note has been allowed to treat the

person whose name is on the back

as a surety or original promisor,

without any proof of consideration,

other than as against the person

who signed his name under the

note, or of any actual promise on

his part to pay, except what is de-

rived from his signature to the note.

In the second class of cases, proof

has been required of the promise or

engagement to become liable, and

he is to be charged in no other form

than is consistent with that engage-

ment; and, it being a collateral

engagement to pay the debt of an-

other, there must be proof of a

consideration for the promise. The
distinction is clearly stated in the

case of Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass. 361.

But the cases above cited, where

the party signing on the back of the

note has been held to be an original

promisor, are where the signature is

in blank, and not where a special

undertaking is written over it. In

such cases, the party chargeable,

the note not being negotiable, gives

authority to the payee or holder to

write over his signature such words

as will bind him to the payment,

not as indorser, for he cannot

be such, technically, to a note not

negotiable, but as promisor, surety,

or guarantee, at his election. No
such authority exists, where the

tenor and form of the undertaking

are already drawn out before the

signature of the party."

1 See Mecorney v. Stanley, 8

Cush. 87; Benthall v. Judkins, 13

Met. 265; Union Bank v. WiUis, 8

Met. 504.

41
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proofs, the blank indorsement can be filled up in conformity with

the proofs, and will not be in violation of the statute of frauds.^

1 rien V. Kittredge, 7 Mass. 233;

Oxford Bank ». Haynes, 8 Kck.

423, 427-430; ante, a. 472, and

note; Dean v. Hall, 17 Wend. 214;

Parks V. Brinkerhofl, 2 Hill, 663;

Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385 ; Irish

V. Cutter, 31 Me. 536. But see ante,

s. 459, and note ; Oakley v. Boor-

man, 21 Wend. 588; Beckwith b.

Angell, 6 Conn. 315; Sandford v.

Nortpn, 14 Vt. 228; Fear v. Dun-

lap, 1 G. Greene (Iowa) 331. In

Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385, the

subject was much discussed. Mr.

Chief Justice Parker, on that occa-

sion in delivering the opinion of the

court (the case being one of a nego-

tiable note, indorsed in blank), said:

" By the facts agreed, it appears

that the defendant put his name on

the back of the note about nine

months after its date, and three

months before it became due. There

is no evidence of the intent and pur-

pose of this act of the defendant,

nor of any consideration which

moved him to it. The writing made
by the plaintifE over the signature

would make it an original promise

of the same date with the note to

pay the contents of the note accord-

ing to its tenor. We do not think

there was any authority in the plain-

tifE to make this use of the signa-

ture, because it is inconsistent with

the circumstances under which the

signature was given. It is impossi-

ble to infer an original promise to

pay this note, coeval with its date,

from a signature put upon it nine

months after. The case of Ulen o.

Kittredge is no authority for it; for

in that case Kittredge was charged

as guarantor, and there was a con-

sideration in forbearance towards

the promisor, and the court inferred

from the act and declarations of

Kittredge an authority to make him

thus liable, the note being due when
the indorsement was made. Nor
does the case of Moies v. Bird sup-

port it ; for, though the signing of

Bird was two or three days after the

note was made, there were facts

from which an agreement to be re-

sponsible from the beginning was

justly inferred. These two cases

approached nearer to the one before

us than any which have been cited

from our books; but they do not

reach the present case, for this is

a naked indorsement, without any

accompanying facts or declarations

tending to explain the act. The

principle by which all our decisions

have been regulated, from the case

of Josselyn v. Ames downward, is,

that, where the indorsement is made

at the time qf making the note, the

person indorsing the note is to be

treated as an original promisor, and

this because he is supposed to par-

ticipate in the consideration ; that is,

the payee is supposed to have parted

with something valuable, upon the

strength of the Uability of the party

who puts his name on the note;

and, as such party cannot be answer-

able as an indorser, he shall be

answerable as an original promisor.

This is well understood to be the

law of this commonwealth, and we

do not feel disposed to change it.

No authority has been produced

from this or any other state or

country, which would justify us in
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Both of these questions have in America been resolved in the

affirmative.^

475. There do not, indeed, seem to be any important diversi-

ties in tlie American authorities in the class of cases which we
liave just been considering, that is to say, of notes not negotia-

ble. But in the other class of cases, that of notes negotiable

and indorsed in blank, there have been some discrepancies of

judicial opinion.

476. In Massachusetts, it has been held that, if a person puts

his name in blank upon the back of a note payable to a third

person or order, at the time when it is made, for the purpose of

giving it credit and currency, and he is to be bound to the ab-

solute payment thereof (which, in the absence of countervailing

proof, will be presumed), the person so indorsing may be treated

as an original promisor or joint maker of the note.^ In New

extending the liability of these ano-

malous indorsers. We cannot yield

to the suggestion of counsel, that

the blank signature gives authority

in this case to refer the effect of the

signature to the date of the note,

because it is proved that that signa-

ture was given nine months after-

wards, and we have no facts to

justify such a reference. But this

signature is not without effect ; it

was intended as security to the

plaintiff, and it ought to avail as

intended. The only form of en-

gagement which is consistent with

the time and circumstances under

which the signature was made is a

guaranty of the payment of the note

when it should become due, and that

is a contract which may be enforced,

if it was made on legal considera-

tion, and not otherwise. If within the

statute of frauds, it is sufficiently

in writing, with the engagement to

that effect which the plaintiff is

authorized to place over the signa-

ture, to be sustained. But, whether

within the statute or not, it cannot

avail the plaintiff without proof of

consideration, because it is a colla-

teral, not an original, undertaking.

We think the signature conveys the

authority to superscribe this engage-

ment, as was decided in 1801, in a

case reported in a note to Precedents

of Declarations (2nd ed.), 150, af-

terwards in Josselyn v. Ames,

Ulen V. Kittredge, and many other

subsequent cases. The action in its

present form, therefore, cannot be

maintained; but, if it is supposed

that a consideration can be proved,

the plaintiff has leave to amend his

declaration and his indorsement over

the signature, and a new trial is

granted." In Beckwith v. Angell,

6 Conn. 315, the authorities were

cited at large, and fully considered.

See ante, ss. 58, 59.

1 Ibid. [But see Hodgkins v.

Bond, 1 N. H. 284, and Hindhaugh

V. Blakey, 3 C. P. D. 136, where, as

regards the second question, the con-

trary was held.]

2 Baker v. Briggs, 8 Pick. 122

;

Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385; Bry-
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Hampshire and Vermont, the same doctrine has prevailed.^ In

New York, the earlier cases inclined to the same opinion.^

ant V, Eastman, 7 Cush. Ill; Sam-

son V. Thornton, 3 Met. 275; Union

Bank v. Willis, 8 Met. 504 ; Austin

V. Boyd, 24 Pick. 64. In Baker v.

Brlggs, 8 Pick. 122, 130, Mr. Chief

Justice Parker, in delivering the

opinion of the court, said: "The
note was made by Ryan to the plain-

tiff, and the name of the defendant

written on the back. Supposing this

was done when the note was made
(and there was no evidence to the

contrary), according to several de-

cisions, it was right to declare against

him as promisor ; but still he stood

in relation to Ryan as a surety, and

was entitled to any advantages be-

longing to that character, as he

would if his name had been put on

the face of the note, when he might

prove that he was only surety ; and,

if the creditor had done any act

which could in law discharge a

surety, he might prove that in his

defence." In Oxford Bank v.

Haynes, 8 Pick. 423, 426, 427, the

same learned judge in commenting

upon the cases seems to have limited

the doctrine to notes not negotiable.

Ante, ss. 133, n., 473, n.

The rule is the same where he

puts his name on the back of the

note after it has taken effect, but in

pursuance of a previous agreement.

Hawkes v. Phillips, 7 Gray, 284;

Moies V. Bird, 11 Mass. 436; Leo-

Jiard ». Wildes, 36 Me. 265.

Parol evidence is not admissible

to show that a different contract was

intended. Essex Company v. Ed-

mands, 12 Gray, 273; Wright v.

Morse, 9 Gray, 337. This doctrine

does not apply to notes payable to

the maker's own order. Bigelow v.

Colton, 13 Gray, 309 ; Lake v. Stet-

son, 13 Gray, 310, n.; Stoddard ».

Penniman, 108 Mass. 366. And if

the payee, before the note first takes

effect as a valid contract, indorses it

above the signatures of third per-

sons who have, previously indorsed

it, the latter are indorsers and not

makers. Clapp v. Rice, 13 Gray,

403. Evidence is admissible to show

the time and circumstances of the

indorsement. Pearson v. Stoddard,

9 Gray, 199 ; Patch v. Washburn,

16 Gray, 82.

Substantially the same doctrine

prevails in Maine (Sturtevant v.

Randall, 53 Me. 149, 155; Leonard ».

Wildes, 36 Me. 265; Childs c. Wy-
man, 44 Me. 433; Brett v. Marston,

45 Me. 401 ; Adams v. Hardy, 32 Me.

339) ; and in Minnesota (Peck ». Gil-

man, 7 Minn. 446; Rey v. Simpson,

1 Minn. 380 ; Pierse v. Irvine, 1 Minn.

369 ; Winslow v. Boyden, 1 Minn.

383; McComb v. Thompson, 2 Minn.

139 ; Marienthal v. Taylor, 2 Minn.

147); and in Missouri (Powell v.

Thomas, 7 Mo. 440 ; Lewis v. Har-

vey, 18 Mo. 74; Perry v. Barret, 18

Mo. 140; Schneider u. Schiffman, 20

Mo. 571; Baker v. Block, 30 Mo.

225) ; and in South Carolina (Stoney

1 Flint V. Day, 9 Vt. 345; Nash
V. Skinner, 12 Vt. 219; Martin ».

Boyd, 11 N. H. 385.

2 Herrick v. Carman, 12 Johns.

159; Nelson v. Dubois, 13 Johns.

175 ; Campbell v. Butler, 14 Johns.

349 ; and see Partridge v. Colby,

19 Barb. 248.
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But in the later cases a different doctrine has been maintained,

and a distinction has been taken between cases where the note

V. Beanbien, 2 McMullan, 313; Ba-

ker V. Scott, 5 Rich. 305; Carpenter

V. Oaks, 10 Rich. 17; McCelvey ».

Noble, 12 Rich. 167; McCreary v.

Bird, 12 Rich. 554) ; and in Georgia

(Quin V. Sterne, 26 Ga. 223) ; and in

Rhode Island (Perkins v. Barstow, 6

R. I. 505). See Chaddock v. Van-

ncss, 35 N. J. L. 517 ; Crozer v.

Chambers, 20 N. J. L. (Spencer) 256.

The above case of Rey v. Simp-

son, 1 Minn. 380, was carried by
appeal to the Supreme Court of the

United States, 22 How. 341, where

the judgment was affirmed. The
following conclusions are stated by

the court :
'
' When a promissory

note made payable to a particular

person or order, as in this case, is

first indorsed by a third person,

such third person is held to be an

original promisor, guarantor, or in-

dorser, according to the nature of

the transaction and the understand-

ing of the parties at the time the

transaction took place. If he put

his name on the back of the note at

the time it was made, as surety and

for his accommodation, to give him

credit with the payee, or if he par-

ticipated in the consideration for

which the note was given, he must

be considered as a joint maker of

the note. On the other hand, if his

indorsement was subsequent to the

making of the note, and he put his

name there at the request of the

maker, pursuant to a contract with

the payee for farther indulgence or

forbearance, he can only be held as

guarantor. But if the note was

intended for discount, and he put

his name on the back of it with the

understanding of all the parties that

his indorsement would be inopera-

tive until it was indorsed by the

payee, he would then be liable only

as a second indorser in the commer-
cial sense, and as such would clearly

be entitled to the privileges which

belong to such indorsers."

In Illinois, such a signer on the

back is regarded as a guarantor.

(Webster u. Cobb, 17111. 459; Bogue
V. Melick, 25 111. 91 ; Klein v. Cur-

rier, 14 111. 237; Carroll v. Weld,

13 111. 682; Camden v. McKoy, 4

111. 437; Cushman v. Dement, 4 111.

497; Smith v. Finch, 3 111. 321);

so in Texas (Carr v. Rowland, 14

Texas, 275; Cook v. Southwick, 9

Texas, 615) ; and in Virginia (Wat-

son V. Hurt, 6 Gratt. 633). In Con-

necticut, it is a guaranty that the

note can be collected " by the use of

due diligence." Clark v. Merriam,

25 Conn. 576; Beckwith v. Angell,

6 Conn. 315; Perkins v. Catlin, 11

Conn. 213 ; Ransom v. Sherwood^

26 Conn. 437. In Pennsylvania, he

is held to be a second indorser

(SchoUenberger v. Nehf, 28 Penn.

St. 189; Smith v. Kessler, 44 Penn,

St. 142; Guldin v. Linderman, 34

Penn. St. 58; Shenk «. Robeson, 2

Grant. Cas. 372); in Wisconsin as

indorser only (Heath ». Van Cott,

9 Wis. 516; Davis v. Barron, 13

Wis. 227). In Ohio, he is held to be

an original promisor, indorser, or

guarantor according to the circum-

stances, agreements, and intentions

of the parties (Bright v. Carpen-

ter, 9 Ohio, 139 ; Champion v. Grif-

fith, 13 Ohio, 228; Seymour v.

Leyman, 10 Ohio St. 283; Robinson
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is negotiable and cases where it is not negotiable ; and it has

been broadly laid down, that in the former cases the party so

indorsing the note in blank when it is made, if it is originally

made payable to a third person or order, or to a third person or

bearer, is not ordinarily to be treated as an original promisor or

maker, nor as a guarantor, but simply in the character of an

indorser upon the note.^ If the note is payable to A. or order,

the party so indorsing can ordinarily be treated only as a

second indorser ; if the note is payable to order or to bearer,

he may under certain circumstances be treated as the first

indorser, and liable as such to the holder.^

V. Abell, 17 Ohio, 36; Greenough

V. Smead, 3 Ohio St. 415 ; Seymour

V. Mickey, 15 Ohio St. 515). In

Indiana, he is regarded as an indor-

ser (Wells V. Jackson, 6 Blackf.

40; Snyder ». Oatman, 16 Ind. 265;

Cecil V. Mix, 6 Ind. 478; Vore v.

Hurst, 13 Ind. 551) ; but parol evi-

dence is admissible to make him a

joint maker (Sill ». Leslie, 16 Ind.

236). So in Tennessee (Compar-

ree v. Brockway, 11 Humph. 355;

Clouston V. Barbiere, 4 Sneed, 336).

So in Iowa (Fear v. Dunlap, 1 G.

Greene, 331). So in Mississippi

(Jennings v. Thomas, 13 Sm. & M.
617;5Sm. &M. 627). Jn California,

be is regarded as a guarantor or

indorser (Riggs v. Waldo, 2 Cal.

485; Pierce v. Kennedy, 5 Cal. 138).

In Kentucky, he was formerly re-

garded as an indorser or guarantor

(Kellogg V. Dunn, 2 Mete. (Ky.)

215) ; but see Williams v. Obst, 12

Bush (Ky.) 266. In Louuiana, he is

regarded as a surety only (McGuire

V. Bosworth, 1 La. An. 248; Penny

». Parham, 1 La. An. 274). See note,

ante, s. 133.

1 Seabury v. Hungerford, 2 Hill,

80; Hough v. Gray, 19 Wend. 202;

Hall V. Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233; 7

Hill, 416-426, n. ; Spies v. Gilmore,

1 N. Y. 321; Cottrell v. Conklin, 4

Duer, 45; Ellis v. Brown, 6 Barb.

282 ; Phelps v. Visoher, 50 N. Y.

69; Bacon u. Burnham, 37 N. Y.

614. But if he indorses the note

for the purpose of becoming a secu-

rity for the maker to the payee,

then the payee may indorse the note

without recourse, and treat the note

as indorsed back to him by the sub-

sequent indorser, who will then be

answerable to him as an indorser.

Moore v. Cross, 19 N. Y. 227; Coul-

ter V. Richmond, 59 N. Y. 478;

ante, s. 133, n.

2 Dean v. Hall, 17 Wend. 214;

Seabury v. Hungerford, 2 Hill, 80

;

Hall ». Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233; Oak-

ley V. Boorman, 21 Wend. 588;

Labron v. Woram, 1 Hill, 91; Till-

man V. Wheeler, 17 Johns. 326.

[The law prevailing in New York

appears more distinctly in the later

cases. Phelps v. Vischer, 50 N. Y.

69; Bacon i>. Burnham, 37 N. Y.

614; Moore v. Cross, 19 N. Y. 227;

Coulter V. Richmond, 59 N. Y. 478;

ante, s. 133, n.J The subject was

much discussed in Dean v. Hall, 17

Wend. 214, where the court does not

seem to have been prepared finally
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477. The doctrine in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Ver-

mont, has gone one step farther; and it has been held that

to abandon the doctrine of the

former oases. There the note was
payable to A. or bearer, and in-

dorsed in blank by the defendant.

Mr. Justice Cowen on that occasion

elaborately discussed all the cases,

and, after citing them, said: " Such
are the cases relied upon to sustain

this declaration. I think the ut-

most they establish is, that where

the defendant is privy to the con-

sideration, and indorses a note not

negotiable, or, at most, one payable

to order or to the plaintiff or bearer,

and not negotiated, the declaration

may then charge the defendant di-

rectly as the maker. This is the

extent of Herrick v. Carman and

Nelson v. Dubois, which go the

farthest. None of the cases can

mean that, whatever .may be the

consideration, if the defendant stand

in the ordinaiy relation of a com-

mercial indorser, he is not to be

treated as such. The distinction is

further illustrated by TJlen w. Kit-

tredge, 7 Mass. 233; Moies v. Bird,

11 Mass. 436, and Campbell v. But-

ler, 14 Johns. 349. These cases

were all identically the same in

their circumstances. The indorsers

were charged on blank indorsements

upon notes payable to the plaintiff

or order, but expressly to raise a

credit at the time in favor of the

maker. The only peculiarity lies

in the strong intendment from very

weak evidence, which the court

made in Moies v. Bird, to connect

the defendant with the original con-

sideration. In all, the plaintiff was

allowed with his own hand to write

a full-length note over the name.

The principle of all these cases is

fully explained by the late one of

Beckwith v. Angell, 6 Conn. 315,

which pushed the former authorities

to a greater length than they would

appear originally to warrant. On a

note similar to those in the last-

cited cases, 7 and 11 Mass. and 14

Johns., the defendant indorsed his

name in blank long after the note

had been executed as a mere surety,

without the least privity with the

original consideration. The plain-

tiff was allowed to write over it

thus: ' In consideration of further

forbearance, I guarantee the pay-

ment of the within note.' This

was in itself a promissory note,

and so agreed to be within Allen v.

Bightmere, 20 Johns. 365; and that

therefore no demand or notice was

necessary. Peters, J., who deli-

vered the opinion of the court, said

:

' The undertaking of an indorser is

always collateral, unless made other-

wisef by special agreement. But

the defendant was not an indorser,

because he was neither promisee nor

indorsee. His contract was there-

fore necessarily special, and what-

ever the parties chose to make it.

Had it remained blank, it must have

been considered prima facie a gua-

ranty, or nothing. This depended

on the inducement and intention

with which the defendant wrote his

name.' Bristol, J., said: 'By the

common law, the holder of a note

has authority to write over the in-

dorsement the real contract between

the parties.' Hosmer, C. J., dis-

sented; but he did not deny the

right to fill up the blank according
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where a blank indorsement is made upon a negotiable promis-

sory note by a third person long after the date of the note, the

to the intent. He only insisted

that, conformahly to a series of

adjudications in Connecticut, the

intent to be inferred from such a

position of the indorser's name was

merely to make himself liable on

the failure of the principal, after

the holder had exercised due dili-

gence in attempting the collection.

The difference lay only in the mode
of filling up. Peters, J., had abun-

dantly proved by authority the doc-

trine, so familiar to the mercantile

community, that notes, bills, or in-

dorsements may thus be written,

where the intent is apparent; in-

deed, that the holder may put the

blank paper in any form which

shall accord with the intent of the

names, either as makers, drawers,

payees, or indorsers. We arrive,

through the last case, to the plain

and simple foundation into which

the power of the bona fide holder is

resolvable; it is the intent of the

parties, not written out in full,- but

evinced by the character of the slip

on which the name appears, con-

nected with the course of local ad-

judication, but subject to be modi-

fled by oral evidence. The main

difficulty in maintaining such con-

tracts arises out of the statute of

frauds. In England, an indorse-

ment, such as we have been con-

sidering, would probably be viewed

as prima /acie evidence of an intent

to be made chargeable as second

indorser, although it stands the first

in chronological order (Bishop v.

Hayward, 4 T. R. 470; and see

Herriok v. Carman, 12 Johns. 161,

before cited) ; and, although entirely

without words of negotiability, it

seems to be well settled that, if the

payee indorse and deliver over a

note or bill, he is entitled to all the

privileges of a first indorser, as be-

tween himself and the indorsee; for

the act of indorsing is equivalent to

a bill of exchange on the maker

(Chitty on Bills, 218, 219, 8th Am.
ed.; Hill v. Lewis, 1 Salk. 132).

On the whole, there is no case re-

quiring that upon the face of this

declaration we should infer any

other than an intent in the defen-

dant to stand as an ordinary indorser.

Why do the cases stop short of that?

We have seen that it is because the

law either cannot charge the de-

fendant as indorser, or it is because

he has entered into some special en-

gagement, incompatible with that

character. No case goes fai-ther."

In Seabury v. Hungerford, 2 Hill,

80, which was a note payable to A.

or bearer, and indorsed by J. B.

(the defendant) thus, "J. B.,

backer," Mr. Justice Bronson, in

delivering the opinion of the court,

said: "If we assume that the note

was originally passed to the plaiu-

tiS, who is named in it as payee,

that will not alter the case. The

defendant might still have been

charged as indorser; and, where he

may be so charged, he cannot, I

think, be made liable in any other

form. The note is payable to the

plaintifE or bearer, and in its legal

effect was payable to the bearer.

The plaintifE might have declared

that Pickering made his promissory

note payable to bearer, and deli-

vered it to the defendant, who
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payee may write over the signature a guaranty thereof for any

consideration which tlie parol proofs shall establish to exist,

thereupon indorsed and delivered it

to the plaintiff, with an averment

that payment was demanded of the

maker at maturity, and due notice

of non-payment given to the de-

fendant. The plaintiff might also

have transferred the note by de-

livery to some third person, and

then the holder might have declared

in the same way; or he could have

alleged that Pickering made his

note payable to Daniel Seabury or

bearer, that Seabury delivered it to

the defendant, who indorsed and

delivered it to the holder. But,

without transferring the note, if

the plaintiff had taken the proper

steps for that purpose, there could

be no difficulty in his declaring and

recovering against the defendant, as

indorser. We had occasion to con-

sider this question in Dean v. Hall,

17 Wend. 214 ; and that case will

be found to be entirely decisive of

the one at bar. Coleman made his

promissory note payable to Howard

or bearer, upon the back of which

Hall indorsed his name, and the

note was then delivered to Howard,

the payee, named in it. We held

that there was no legal difference

between a note payable to bearer

and one payable to a particular

person or bearer; that Howard the

payee, or Dean to whom he had

transferred the note, might either

of them have declared and recovered

against Hall as indorser; and that

they could not charge him in any

other character. If the note had

not been negotiable, or if, for any

other reason, the case had been

such that the defendant could not,

by the exercise of proper diligence,

have been charged as indorser,

and there had been an agreement

that he would answer in some other

form, then the plaintiflf might have

written over the name such a con-

tract as would carry into effect the

intention of the parties. When a

contract cannot be enforced in the

particular mode contemplated by

the parties, the courts, rather than

suffer the agreement to fail alto-

gether, will, if possible, give effect

to it in some other way. But they

never make contracts for parties,

nor substitute one contract for an-

other. This was, in legal effect,

regular mercantile paper, upon which

the defendant contracted the obliga'

tion of an indorser within the law

merchant; and by that obligation,

and no other, he is bound. It is

said that the defendant was privy

to the consideration for which the

note was given, and therefore liable

as maker or guarantor. But it is

not enough that the indorser knows

what use is to be made of the note,

or that he indorses for the purpose

of giving the maker credit, either

generally or with a particular in-

dividual. If the note is negotiable,

the only inference to be drawn from

the fact of his putting his name on

the back of it is, that he intended

to give the maker credit, by become

ing answerable as indorser; and this

inference is so strong that it will

prevail even where his obligation as

indorser cannot be made operative

without first obtaining the name of

another person to the paper. Her-

rick V. Carman, 12 Johns. 159; Till-
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and the payee may maintain a suit upon the same as a valid

man v. Wheeler, 17 Johns. 326.

Before he can be made liable as

maker or guarantor, there must at

the least be an agreement that he

will answer as such. Nelson v. Du-

bois, 13 Johns. 175. And, where a

parol agreement to that effect is

shown, I do not see how it can be

made to take the place of the writ-

ten contract of indorsement. In

other cases, the rule is, that, when
parties have come to a written con-

tract, that is taken as the evidence

of their final agreement, and all

prior negotiations are merged in it.

In Nelson v. Dubois, the defendant

agreed to become security for Brun-

dige, and to guarantee the payment

of a note which B. was about to

make to the plaintiff; but, when the

contract came to be reduced to writ-

ing, it took the form of a negotiable

promissory note upon which the de-

fendant might have been charged as

indorser. That was the final agree-

ment between the parties, and I see

no principle upon which the plain-

tiff could be allowed to abandon the

written contract, and go back to the

prior negotiations, for the purpose

of charging the defendant as gua-

rantor. And, although the defen-

dant was charged in that form, the

case is not, I think, an authority

for the position which it is usually

cited to support. The point, that

the defendant might have been

made answerable as indorser, was

neither taken at the trial nor on the

argument, n,or was it mentioned by

the court; but the contrary was as-

sumed in every stage of the cause."

In Hall V. Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233,

the note was payable to A. or order,

and indorsed in blank by the de-

fendant and sued by A. Mr. Jus-

tice Cowen, on that occasion, in

delivering the opinion of the court,

distinctly overruled the early cases,

and said: "The note in question

was payable to the plaintiff or or-

der; and there was nothing in the

indorsement by the defendant below

to indicate that he meant to be con-

sidered liable in any other character

than that of a strictly commercial

indorser. True, he knew the use

which was to be made of the note;

he was privy to the consideration.

But so is every accommodation in-

dorser who becomes a party, with

intent to raise money at a particular

bank. This takes nothing from his

right to require presentment and

notice, provided the note be nego-

tiable. The question depends en-

tirely on the fact of negotiability.

The true rule is laid down by Mr.

Justice Bronson, in Seabnry v.

Hungerford, 2 Hill, 84. I know Mr.

Justice Spencer conceded enough in

Herrick v. Carman, 12 Johns. 161,

to maintain this action. But the

concession was made on the au-

thority of Josselyn v. Ames, 3 Mass.

274, which was the case of a note

not negotiable. The case of Camp-

bell V. Butler, 14 Johns. 349, went

on Herrick v. Carman, and another

case, Nelson v. Dubois, 13 Johns.

175. The latter case was recon-

sidered in Seabury v. Hungerford,

where it was denied that the mere

indorsement of negotiable paper can

be turned into an absolute gua-

ranty, from the circumstance of its

being intended to give the maker

credit with the holder. The intent
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guaranty, thus supplying at once by parol proofs the considera-

tion and also the written agreement.^

478. Guaranties of Payment and of Collection.— A distinc-

tion has also been taken in New York between a written gua-

ranty on the back of a negotiable note, made after the note was
given, which imports to guarantee the payment of the note, and

a guaranty made at the same date as the note, which imports

only to guarantee the collection ^ of the note ; and it has been

to give credit must be taken with

the usual qualification, which at-

taches to other accommodation in-

dorsements. These are also made
with the intent to give credit. See

Hough V. Gray, 19 Wend. 202, 203.

That the plaintiff below might have

put the note in such a form, by in-

dorsing it himself, as to charge the

defendant below in the character of

second indorser, there is not the

least doubt. This was conceded

in Herrick v. Carman. And see

Dean v. Hall, 17 Wend. 221. The
note being entirely available to the

holder in that form, the giving it

effect in any other would therefore

be going beyond the principle, which

makes a contract inure, as having a

different effect from what its direct

words import. Such a forced con-

struction should never be made, ex-

cept to prevent a failure of the

contract altogether; ut res magis

valeat quam pereat. This maxim
was agreed upon in Seabury v.

Hungerford, as furnishing the only

ground for changing a simple in-

dorsement into a guaranty or an

absolute promise. Being on a note

payable to the holder, not negotia-

ble, and so no possibility of raising

the ordinary obligation of indorser,

there is then room to infer that a

different obligation was intended,

whether the indorsement be for the

purpose of giving the maker credit

on a future advance or not." See

Durham v. Manrow, 2 N. Y. 533.

1 Ulen V. Kittredge, 7 Mass. 233;

Moies 11. Bird, 11 Mass. 436 ; Ten-

ney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385; Beck-

with V. Angell, 6 Conn. 315; Sand-

ford 0. Norton, 14 Vt. 228; Sylvester

V. Downer, 20 Vt. 355.

^ [In some states, a guaranty of

the collection of a debt is deemed to

be a contract only that the debt

can be collected of the principal if

an action be brought within a rea-

sonable time, and diligence be used;

and in some of these the insolvency

of the principal is regarded as an

excuse for not bringing an action

,

but in others it is not. Stone v.

Rockefeller, 29 Ohio St. 625 ; Bull

V. Bliss, 30 Vt. 127; Dana v. Conant,

30 Vt. 246; Ranson v. Sherwood,

26 Conn. 437; Aldrich v. Chubb, 35

Mich. 350; Brackett v. Rich, 23

Minn. 485; Shepard v. Phears, 35

Texas, 763; Evans v. Bell, 45 Texas,

553; Craig u. Parkis, 40 N. Y. 181;

Hosier v. Waful, 56 Barb. 80; Day
V. Elmore, 4 Wis. 190; French v.

Marsh, 29 Wis. 649. But, in Mas-

sachusetts, it is held that a guaranty

that a note shall be collectible does

not require a judgment and an exe-

cution returned unsatisfied as the

only evidence that it is not collecti-

ble. Sanford v. Allen, 1 Gush.

473; Marsh v. Day, 18 Pick. 321;

Miles V. Linnell, 97 Mass. 298.]
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held (as we have seen) that, in the former case, the party in-

dorsing the note is liable as an absolute promisor or maker of

the note, and therefore no consideration need appear on the

face of the indorsement ; ^ but in the latter case it is a mere

guat"anty, and, if the consideration does not appear on the face

of the indorsement, it is void within the statute of frauds.^

The distinction between the cases is certainly very nice, if in-

deed in any view it can be deemed satisfactory ; and in the

former case it is placing an interpretation upon the word " gua-

ranty," which seems scarcely justified by any of the ordinary

rules applied to similar language. There is also this further

difficulty in that case, that the indorsement was not contem-

poraneous with the note, and no consideration was expressed

in the guaranty.^

479. Rules of Interpretation.— But whatever diversities of

interpretation may be found in the authorities, where either a

blank indorsement or a full indorsement is made by a third

person on the back of a note made payable to the payee or

order, or to the payee or bearer, as to whether he is to be

deemed an absolute promisor or maker, or a guarantor or an

indorser, there is one principle admitted by all of them ; and

that is, that the interpretation ought to be just such as carries

1 Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill, the ground that it was a promissory

584; 2 N. Y. 533; see ante, ss. 470, note which imports a consideration.

476, and notes; see also Brewster But this is a guaranty of collection;

V. Silence, 8 N. Y. 207, disapprov- and I am not aware that such an

ing Manrow v. Durham. undertaking has ever been deemed a

2 Hunt V. Brown, 5 Hill, 145. promissory note. The judge has

In this last case, Mr.' Justice Bron- reviewed his decision at the circuit,

son, in delivering the opinion of the and ordered a new trial, in which

court, said: "This is a collateral we think he was quite right."

undertaking by the defendant, as a " Mr. Justice Bronson, in his

surety to pay the debt of Lewis, dissenting opinion, .in Manrow ».

and no consideration is expressed in Durham, 3 Hill, 584, has shown the

or can be inferred from the written di£Sculties attendant upon that case

agreement. The promise is clearly in a very striking manner; and it

void within the statute of frauds, calls, therefore, for a careful exami-

If it had been a guaranty of pay- nation. To some extent it is cer-

ment, the case would have fallen tainly broken in upon by the case of

within the decision in Manrow v. Hunt v. Brown, 5 Hill, 145. And
Durham, 3 Hill, 584, and the con- see Brewster v. Silence, 8 N. Y.

tract would have been upheld, on 207.
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into effect the true intention of parties which may be made out

by parol proof of the facts and circumstances which took place

at the time of the transaction. If the party indorsing the

note intended at the time to be bound only as a guarantor of

the maker, he shall not be deemed to be a joint promisor, or an

absolute promisor, to the payee. If he intended only to be a

second indorser on the note, he shall never be held as liable to

the payee as a. first indorser. It is only in cases where the

eyidence on these points is doubtful or obscure or totally want-

ing that the courts of law adopt rules of interpretation, as

furnishing presumptions of the actual intentions of the parties.

480. If we keep in view this principle of interpretation of

the contracts of the parties in cases of this peculiar sort, it

will be found that some of the apparent diversities in the

authorities immediately vanish, and others become of slight

importance, and are for the most part easily reconcilable.

Where the note is negotiable and is indorsed in blank by a

third person, not being the payee or a prior indorsee thereof,

there, in the absence of any controlling proof, it is presumed

that such person means to bind himself in the character of an

indorser, and not otherwise, and precisely in the order and

manner in which he stands on the note.^ If the note is not

1 Herrick v. Carman, 12 Johns. Carman & Co., or that he was in

159. In this case, the note was ori- any wise informed of the use to

ginally made by Ryan, payable to which Ryan meant to apply the

L. Carman & Co., and was indorsed note. In the absence of any proof

by Herrick ; and a suit was after- to the contrary, we must intend that

wards brought thereon by the plain- Herrick meant only to become the

tiff against Herrick. Mr. Chief second indorser, with all the rights

Justice Spencer, in delivering the incident to that situation. The fact

opinion of the court, said: " The of his indorsing first in point of

defendant in error (the original time can have no influence, for he

plaintiff) purchased the note at a must have known, and we are to

discount, and with full knowledge presume he acted on that know-

of all the facts in the case ; his ledge, that, though the first to in-

right, therefore, to recover cannot dorse, his indorsement would be

be superior or better than that of nugatory, unless preceded by that

L. Carman & Co., from whom he of the payees of the note. Since

derived whatever title he had. It the case of Russel v. Langstafle,

does not appear that the plaintiff in Doug. 514, it is not to be doubted

error indorsed the note for the pur- that the indorsement of a blank

pose of giving Ryan credit with L. note is a letter of credit for an in-
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negotiable, and the indorsement in blank is not a part of the

original transaction but subsequently made, there, in the absence

definite sum ; but the present is not

that case. There can be no doubt

here but that the note was filled up

when it was indorsed by the plain-

tiff in error. Had it appeared that

the plaintiff indorsed the note for

the purpose of giving Ryan credit

with Lawrence Carman & Co., then

I should have considered him liable

to them or any subsequent indor-

ser, and the plaintiff's indorsement

might have been converted into a

guaranty to pay the note, if Kyan
did not, according to the decision of

the Supreme Judicial Court in Mas-
sachusetts, Josselyn v. Ames, 3

Mass. 274. Under such a state of

facts, there would be no objection

to the right of the defendant in

error to recover as the indorser of

Herrick. In Bishop v. Hayward,

4 T. R. 470, Lord Kenyon impliedly

admits that there may be circum-

stances under which a prior indorser

may recover against a subsequent

one. We have already decided that

the payees of this note could not

directly or indirectly recover on it

(10 Johns. 234), and that decision

is supported by the case of Bishop

V. Hayward. The defendant in

error having purchased this note at

a discount, and with full knowledge

of the facts, has. virtually agreed

not to resort to Lawrence Carman &
Co. in any event ; and yet, if he

can susta;in this suit, he will in

effect violate the agreement under

which he became the purchaser of

the note; because, upon this evi-

dence, Herrick, if obliged to pay,

would have his remedy over against

Lawrence Carman & Co. The de-

fendant does not stand before the

court with the title or character of

a fair, bona Jide indorsee of a note

in the usual course of trade, but

rather in the light of a speculator,

attempting under the specious cha-

racter of an indorsee to recover a

sura of money to which those from

whom he derives his title had, with

his full knowledge, no right. It may
be regarded as a general rule, that,

when an indorser cannot recover

against a subsequent indorser, no

person acquiring a title under such

prior indorser, and acquainted with

all the facts, shall be allowed to re-

cover." The same learned judge,

in delivering the opinion of the

court in Nelson v. Dubois, 13 Johns.

175-177, said: "If what was said

by me, in delivering the opinion of

the court in the case of Herrick v.

Carman, 12 Johns. 160, be law, then

the decision of the court below was

erroneous. Although what was then

said was deemed pertinent to that

case, it may not have been necessary

to the decision of the cause, and

this court, therefore, are not to be

considered as compromitted by it.

The facts in that case are the same

as in this, with the difference only

that it did not appear that Herrick

indorsed the note for the purpose of

giving Ryan, the maker of the note,

credit with Lawrence Carman & Co.

It was then, and still is, my opinion

that, had he done so, he would have

been liable to them or any subse-

quent indorsee, and that Herrick's

indorsement might have been con-

verted into a guaranty to pay the

note, if Ryan did not. In the pre-
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of the like controlling proofs^ it is deemed a mere guaranty,

sent case, it does appear clear and
affirmatively that the plaintiff re-

fused to sell the horse, for which

the note was given on Brundige's

responsibility, and that the defen-

dant put his name on the note as

guarantee for Brundige's payment
of it, when it fell due ; and that, but

for the defendant's undertaking as

guarantee, the plaintiff would not

have parted with his property." In

Oakley v. Boorman, 21 Wend. 588,

where the note was negotiable, and

payable to a third person who had

indorsed it, and afterward was in-

dorsed in blank by the indorser be-

fore it became due, and he received

a money consideration to guarantee

it, it was held, notwithstanding the

special circumstances, that he was

not liable as guarantor, but solely as

indorser. Mr. Justice Cowen, in

delivering the opinion of the court,

said: " Had this been an ordinary

contract of guaranty or insurance,

there is no doubt that it must have

contained all the requisites claimed

for it by the defendant in the court

below. A consideration must have

been expressed, and been followed

by an agreement to guarantee or

insure the payment, and the whole

been subscribed by the defendant

below. But the defendant below

did not put himself in the position

of a man expressly contracting to

pay the debt of another by an or-

dinary simple contract, calling, in

order to give it effect, for all the

express requisites demanded by the

statute of frauds. He chose to sa-

tisfy the statute in another way,

which he had a perfect right to do.

He indorsed those negotiable notes

in the hands of the plaintiff, saying:

' I choose to guarantee the debt in

that form.' This gave the plain-

tiffs below the authority to write

over his name an order or bill of

exchange upon Ordronaux to pay

the money, and subjected him as in-

dorser. Smallwood ». Vernon, 1

Stra. 478; Lord EUenborough, in

Ballingalls r. Gloster, 3 East, 481.

Suppose that for the same conside-

ration he had signed his name as

maker to a note in blank, authoriz-

ing the plaintiffs to fill it up with

the seven or eight thousand dollars

;

is there a doubt that he would have

been liable as maker, and might

have been so treated throughout?

This doctrine is settled in respect to

an indorser. Russel v. Langstaffe,

Doug. 514. There a man indorsed

blank notes with intent they should

be filled up, and money raised on

them. The plaintiff took them,

knowing how and why they were in-

dorsed, and sued the indorser,

—

the declaration stating that he in-

dorsed the notes after they were

made. The defence was that they

were indorsed prematurely. It was,

however, given up by the attorney-

general. After Lee had argued it,

Lord Mansfield said it did not lie in

the defendant's mouth to say the

indorsements were irregular. The
defendant below here attempted the

same thing in another form. He
indorsed the notes for a valuable

consideration, while they were in

the hands of the plaintiffs below,

making out a complete case in point

of form. He shall ndt after that be

allowed to gainsay his own act. He
is estopped; the act inures as an
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and the indorser liable only as a guarantor.^ If the indorse-

ment, instead of being in blank, is filled up, and the party says,

" I guarantee the within note," or uses other equivalent lan-

guage, the word " guarantee " will have its ordinary strict

meaning applied to it unless the context, or the attendant cir-

cumstances, repel that interpretation.^ If the indorsement is

on a negotiable note payable to a third person, and the party

indorsing writes on it, " A. B., backer," the latter word will be

interpreted to mean indorser, and consequently the party will

be deemed liable to the payee only as indorser, and not as

maker or guarantor.^ On the other hand, if the note is nego-

indorsement before the plaintiffs be-

low obtained the notes. To all this

the defendant below agreed, and he

shall hot be received to violate his

agreement. It has been held by
several courts, that, where a man
puts his name on a note not negoti-

able, with intent to guarantee its

payment, you may write a guaranty,

indeed a promissory note, over the

name, and expressing a valuable

consideration. Josselyn v. Ames, 3

Mass. 274; White v. Rowland, 9

Mass. 314; Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass.

358 ; Palmer v. Grant, 4 Conn. 389 ;

Beckwith v.- Angell, 6 Conn. 315;

and see other cases cited in Dean ».

Hall, 17 Wend. 219, 220; Seymour

V. Van Slyck, 8 Wend. 421, 422,

and the cases there cited by Suther-

land, J. At least, you may write

the ordinary indorsement, which

amounts to a bill of exchange

(Chitty on Bills, 218, 219, Am. ed.

1836; Hill v. Lewis, 1 Salk. 132),

and charge the defendant by notice.

This would be making the contract

most favorable to him. It is of the

nature of a note or bill, and equally

so of an indorsement, even in blank,

that it imports a consideration the

same as a specialty." But see Hall

V. Newcomb, 3 Hill, 233; ante, s.

476, and note; Labron v. Woram,
1 Hill, 91 ; Tillman v. Wheeler, 17

Johns. 326; Moore w. Cross, 19 N.

Y. 227.

' Ante, a. 474 ; Dean v. Hall, 17

Wend. 214; but see Oakley v.

Boorman, 21 Wend. 588; Manrow

V. Durham, 3 Hill, 584; Foster v.

Barney, 3 Vt. 60; see Leggett v.

Raymond, 6 Hill, 639.

" Ante, a. 472; Loveland ». She-

pard, 2 Hill, 139; Lamourieux v.

Hewit, 5 Wend. 307 ; see Leggett

V. Raymond, 6 Hill, 639; Myrick v.

Hasey, 27 Me. 9.

' Seabury v. Hungerford, 2 Hill,

80-82. In this case, the note was

as follows: "March 30, 1837. Six

months from date, for value re-

ceived, we jointly and severalty pro-

mise to pay Daniel Seabury, or

bearer, the sum of one hundred and

twenty-five dollars, with interest

from date. " Signed, Justice Picker-

ing. On the back of the note was

written: "John I. Hungerford,

backer, Schoharie." The court,

notwithstanding the word " backer,"

construed the party indorsing liable

only as an indorser. On that occa-

sion, Mr. Justice Bronson, in de-
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tiable and payable to the order of A., and indorsed by A. in

blank, and then B. should write on the back, " For a valuable

consideration, I guarantee the collection of the within note,"

he would be held liable as guarantor only, and not as indorser

upon the true import of the instrument.^ But if B. had written

on the note long after it was made, " For value received I

guarantee the payment and collection of the within note to C.

(an indorsee), or hearer^ when due," there the indorsement

would be held to be a new negotiable note, in which B. would

be bound as maker to the indorsee, although as to the original

note the contract would be a mere guaranty.^ So if the origi-

livering the opinion of the court,

said: " Although the nature of the

obligation which the defendant in-

tended to contract was sufficiently

manifested by putting his name on

the back of the note, he seems to

have added the word 'backer,' for

the purpose of declaring, still more

explicitly, that he was to be re-

garded as an indorser: and his resi-

dence was given for the purpose of

indicating the place to which notice

might be sent, in case the note

should not be paid at maturity by

the maker. 1 infer, also, from the

conversation between the parties

about the time the note fell due

that they both regarded the defen-

dant as standing in the character of

an indorser, and entitled to notice

as such. I do not see, therefore,

upon what principle he can be

charged as maker or guarantor.

It would be substituting a new con-

tract for the one which the parties

have made. If the special circum-

stances, which have been men-

tioned, are laid out of view, the

result will still be the same. When
a man writes his name, without any

thing more, on the back of a negoti-

able promissory note, he agrees that

he will pay the note to the holder on

receiving due notice that the maker,

on demand made at the proper

time, has neglected to pay it. This

is the legal effect of the indorse-

ment, and the case is not open to

any intendment, certainly not to

the presumption, that the party

meant to contract a different obli-

gation. Proof that he put his name

on the note, for the purpose of giv-

ing credit to the maker or enabling

him to raise money upon the paper,

only shows that there is a special

relation between him and the maker,

not between him and the holder.

It does not change the nature of

the contract of indorsement from

what it would be had the note actu-

ally passed through his hands in

the usual course of business, and

been indorsed for value. If this be

not so, then every accommodation

indorser may be treated as a maker

or guarantor of the paper." See

also another citation from the same

opinion, ante, s. 476, n., and Leg-

gett 1'. Raymond, 6 Hill, 639.

1 Loveland v. Shepard, 2 Hill,

139; Hunt v. Brown, 5 Hill, 145;

see Leggett ». Raymond, S Hill,

639.
" Miller u. Gaston, 2 Hill, 188

;

Ketchell v. Burns, 24 Wend. 456;

42
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nal payee of a negotiable note should indorse a guaranty upon

the back thereof, agreeing to be bound to the payment of the

Allen V. Rightmere, 20 Johns. 365;

ante, s. 472, n.; [see Hall v. Farmer,

5 Denio, 484, 494; 2 N. Y. 553;

Brewster v. Silence, 8 N. Y. 207].

In the case of Miller v. Gaston, 2

Hill, 188, the note was originally

made payahle to L. P. Hovey, or

order, and signed by Aaron Hovey,

and indorsed first by Lindley P.

Hovey, as follows: "I guarantee

the payment of the note within."

Long afterwards, N. B. Gaston in-

dorsed on the same note :
'

' For

value received, I guarantee the pay-

ment and collection of the within

note to Adam Miller, or bearer,

when due." On a suit by Miller

against Gaston,, the court held Gas-

ton bound as the maker of a new

note. Mr. Justice Bronson, in de-

livering the opinion of the court,

said: " Neither Lindley P. Hovey

nor Gaston was either maker or in-

dorser of the note within the law

merchant; and the suit was not

well brought against them, or either

of them, in conjunction with Aaron

Hovey the maker. They were gua-

rantors, and were only answerable

in that character. In this state, we

have not lost sight of the distinction

between commercial paper and other

written promises to pay money ; and

a man may guarantee the collection

or payment of a promissory note, or

make any other special undertaking

in relation to it, without being re-

garded either as maker or indorser

of the original instrument. The

obligation of a guarantor is usually

more onerous than that of an in-

dorser ; but that consideration does

not give the creditor a right to dis-

regard the contract actually made,

and substitute another though less

burdensome one in its place.

Where a third person is privy to

the original consideration, and at

the time the note is given indorses

an absolute undertaking on the

back to pay it at maturity, he may
be treated as a joint and several

promisor with the party who signs

on the face of the note. Hough v.

Gray, 19 Wend. 202. This stands

upon the principle that two instru-

ments of the same general nature,

both executed at the same time

and relating to the same subject-

matter, are to be construed together

as forming but one agreement. As

he who signs on the face, and he

who indorses his name upon the

back, both promise to do the very

same thing, to wit, to pay the

money at the specified time, they

may, without doing any violence to

the contract, be regarded as joint

makers. And as, in point of form,

each promises for himself, the un-

dertaking may be treated as several

as well as joint. See Bank of Ox-

ford V. Haynes, 8 Pick. 423. In the

case at bar, there is no evidence

going to show when Lindley P.

Hovey put his name on the note;

and, besides, he is the payee of the

note, and could not have been a

joint or several maker with Aaron

Hovey. As to Gaston, it is quite

evident that he had nothing to do

with the original concoction of the

note, for his name does not appear

upon it until nearly, three months

after the note was given, and after

it had passed through the hands of
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note, he -would be held to be an absolute promisor, and uncon-
ditionally bound to pay the note, as the true interpretation of

his contract.! Whatever difSculties may be thought to exist in

the payee. Gaston cannot, there-

fore, be charged as maker. The
case of Ketchell v. Bums, 24 Wend.
456, goes upon the ground that

Burns made a new negotiable pro-

missory note on the back of the

original note made by Parsons. It

lacked nothing of being a complete

instrument in itself, except a spe-

cification of the amount to be paid

and the time of payment; and in

both of those particulars it was
rendered certain by a reference to

another writing on the other side of

the same piece of paper. Burns
was not charged as a joint maker
with Parsons, nor as a party in any
form to the original note. But he

was held answerable as upon a new
and independent contract. He could

not have been sued with Parsons

under our statute, for they were

not different parties to the same
note. If that case was rightly de-

cided, Gaston may be sued as the

maker of a new note; but he cannot

be sued with Aaron Hovey, either

as a joint or several maker of the

original note. Neither L. P. Hovey
nor Gaston can be charged as in-

dorser, for the plain reason that

they have severally made an express

contract of a different nature, and

have not agreed to answer as indor-

sers. This is not only quite clearupon

principle, bijt it is also settled upon

authority. Meech v. Churchill, 2

Wend. 630; Lamourieux v. Hewit, 5

Wend. 307; and see Allen v. Right-

mere, 20 Johns. 365. The contract

of guaranty upon this note differs,

not only in terms but in its own

nature, from the contract of in-

dorsement upon mercantile paper;

and the two things cannot be con-

founded without losing sight of the

agreement made by the parties, and

setting up another in the place of

it. The case of Watson v. Mc-
Laren, 19 Wend. 557, 566, does not

decide, as the reporter seems to

suppose that a guaranty can under

any circumstances be treated as

the indorsement of a note. The
judge was speaking of what was
said by counsel on the authority of

Upham V. Prince, 12 Mass. 14.

True, he afterwards goes on to

speak of what ' that case shows,'

without expressing in terms any

dissent from the doctrine; but neither

dissent nor approbation was called

for on that occasion."

1 Allen V. Rightmere, 20 Johns.

365; see Williams v. Granger, 4

Day (Conn.) 444; Breed v. Hill-

house, 7 Conn. 523; Sage v. Wil-

cox, 6 Conn. 81; Bayley v. Hazard,

3 Yerg. (Tenn.) 487; but see ante,

s. 147, and note. The note in Allen

V. Rightmere, 20 Johns. 365, was
signed by Toan, payable to Right-

mere or order, and the guaranty by
the payee to Rightmere was : " For

value received, I sell, assign, and
guarantee the payment of the within

note to John Allen, or bearer."

The declaration contained counts

against him as indorser, and also

on the special guaranty; and the

money counts. Mr. Chief Justice

Spencer, in delivering the opinion

of the court, said: " Proof of de-

mand and notice of non-payment
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some of these cases, as to interpretations put upon the contract

of the party sought to be charged, the courts will be found

uniformly to have adopted that which in their judgment ex-

pounded truly the intention of all the parties thereto.

iSl. Negotiahility.— Passing from these in some respects

perplexing considerations, applicable to the forms or modes in

which a guaranty may arise, let us in the next and third place

examine when, and under what circumstances, a guaranty is

negotiable or not. And here it may be laid down as a general

rule, that a guaranty will not be construed to be negotiable,

unless from the language and attendant circumstances it is

manifest that such is the intention of the guarantor, and by

the principles of commercial law that intention is capable of

being carried fully into effect.

482. Letters of credit, which are familiarly in use in the

commercial world^ may be properly deemed a species of gua-

ranty ; and when they are addressed generally to all and any

persons who will make the advances in favor of a particular

party, or to his order, they amount to a direct agreement to

repay the advances so made, or to accept a bill drawn for the

same by the creditor. In this respect, such a letter may be

deemed for many purposes a circulating or negotiable credit.^

were not necessary. The defen- notified of such default. The de-

dant's engagement is, in effect, that fendant insists that he stands in the

Toan should pay the note, or that situation of an indorser merely;

he would pay it. It is the duty of but such is not the fact. The un-

the debtor to seek the creditor, and dertaking here is not conditional,

pay his debt on the very day it be- it is absolute, that the maker shall

comes due. As regards the maker pay, the note when due, or that the

of the note, and to render him lia- defendant will himself pay it. In

ble, no demand is necessary. A Tillman v. Wheeler, 17 Johns. 326,

demand of payment is necessary and the cases there referred to, it

only to fix an indorser or a surety was taken for granted that, upon a

whose undertaking is conditional, guaranty such as this, no demand or

An indorser does not absolutely en- notice would have been necessary."

gage to pay. It is a conditional See also Heatou v. Hulbert, 4 111.

undertaking to pay, if the maker 489.

of the note does not, upon being i Mariiis on Bills, pp. 35, 36;

required to do so, when the note MoUoy, de Jure Marit. c. 10, s. 36;

falls due, and upon the further con- 1 Bell Comm. bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4, p.

ditibn that the] indorser shall be 371 (5th ed.) Com. Dig., Merchant,
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483. But it is not our present purpose to examine the nature,

operation, or- negotiability of guaranties in general, but of

those only which are either the accompaniments of, or indorsed

upon, promissory notes. It seems clear, by the foreign law,

that where the guaranty is on the face, or at the bottom of the

promissory note (jiowr aval), that, unless some other restrictive

language accompanies it, it is generally negotiable, and passes

to every subsequent indorsee or holder, and gives him precisely

the same rights as if it were made personally to himself, and

subjects him to the same obligations.^ And this quality, with-

out question, has a great tendency to promote the free circula-

tion and general credit of the note.^ The doctrine seems

equally applicable, by the foreign law, to cases where the gua-

ranty is on a separate paper, and is transferred at the same time

with the note to the holder. Indeed, according to Pothier, this

latter, in his time, was the most ordinary form of a guaranty,

.

or aval.^ This also is the law of Scotland.*

F 3, F 6 ; Story on Bills, ss. 459-

463; Lawrason v. Mason, 3 Cranch,

492; Boyce v. Edwards, 4 Pet. 121;

Adams v. Jones, 12 Pet. 207, 213;

Carnegie v. Morrison, 2 Met. 881,

395, 396; Russell v. Wiggin, 2

Story, 218 ; Story on Bills, s. 462, n.

;

Union Bank v. Coster, 3 N. Y. 203;

Lowry v. Adams, 22 Vt. 160 ; In

re Agra and Masterman's Bank, L.

R. 2 Ch. 391; see Conflans Quarry

Co. V. Parker, L. R. 3 C. P. 1; In re

Agra Bank, L. R. 5 Eq. 160; Prehn

V. Royal Bank, L. R. 5 Ex. 92.

A letter of credit is not a nego-

tiable instrument, and is not go-

verned by the rules of the law mer-

chant peculiar to such instruments.

Orr V. Union Bank, 1 Macq. H. L.

C. 518, 523. If limited to purchases

from a particular person, the letter

will not create a liability for other

purchases. Bleeker v. Hyde, 3 Mc-

Lean, 279.

' Story on Bills, s. 456; Pardes-

sus. Droit Commercial, torn. 2, art.

397; Savary, Le Parfait- N^gociant,

pt. 1, liv. 3, c. 8, p. 205; Heinecc.

de Camb. c. 3, ss. 26-29; Id. o. 6,

s. 10; Mr. Senator Verplanck's

opinion in McLaren v. Watson, 26

Wend. 441-444; Codigo de Com-
mercio (of Spain), lib. 1, tit. 6, 8. 6,

art. 478.

2 Ibid.

' Pothier, de Change, n. 50;

Savary, Le Parfait N6gociant, pt. 1,

liv. 3, c. 8, p. 205; Id. tom. 2, pt.

14, p. 94; Heinecc. de Camb. c. 3,

ss. 26-29; Story on Bills, ss. 395,

454.

* 1 Bell Coram, bk. 3, c. 2, s. 4,

p. 376. Mr. Bell expresses himself

with some hesitation on the subject,

although it is not easy to see the

ground of his doubts, and the Court

of Session in Scotland has fully

recognized the doctrine. He says:

"It has been questioned whether

the indorsation of a bill which has
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484. In our law a different rule seems to prevail. In case of

a separate instrument of guaranty, at least where it is not

expressly stated that the guaranty shall be negotiable, as, for

example, where the note is payable to A. or order, or A. or

bearer, unless, the separate guaranty of the note is also made

as such to A. or order, or A. or bearer, it seems clear that the

guaranty is to be limited to ' the very person to whom it is

given or with whom it is just contracted.^ The same doctrine

been guaranteed by a separate letter,

accompanied by delivery of the

letter of guaranty, will give to the

indorsee the same right as if the let-

ter itself were a negotiable instru-

ment, passing without any latent

qualification. It is generally held

by bankers that, when they thus

acquire right to the guaranty, they

are entitled to demand payment from

the surety, as if the letter had origi-

nally been addressed to themselves;

and this has been adjudged by the

Court of Session in reliance on

such understanding. Before the

point can be held established, a

much more deliberate inquiry must

be made into the usage; if, indeed,

any usage can establish a point

against the principles of law, which

this seems to be. It may be that

the very design of expressing the

guaranty by letter, instead of in-

dorsing the bill, is to preserve to

the writer the full benefit of his

remedy against the person to whom
the letter is addressed; and it is

anomalous at once to confer on such

an engagement the privileges of an

indorsable and negotiable instru-

ment, and yet not to give the grantor

of it the benefit of that strict nego-

tiation which is the counterpart of

the privileges of bills." Mr. Thom-
son (oil Bills, c. 3, s. 3, p. 278, 2nd

ed.) says: "In one case, the Court

of Session decided, in conformity

with a report from bankers, that a

letter of guaranty for a bill to the

original payee, given with the bill

to a bank who discounted it, was

effectual to them against the grantor,

notwithstanding a discharge by the

party to whom it had been granted.

But great doubts have been ex-

pressed of the soundness of this

decision. The report on which it

proceeded did not state the practice,

but merely expressed an opinion;

and it seems scarcely consistent with

principle that the indorsement of a

bill should transfer with all its

privileges a guaranty, which was

merely delivered with it, without

indorsement. Such an instrument

does not appear to be transferable

even by indorsement. The holder

of a bill or note will not be liable

for it, if he delivers it without in-

dorsement nor for any debt, but by

way of sale or in exchange for an-

other bill."

1 Watson V. McLaren, 19 Wend.

557; 26 Wend. 425; True v. Fuller,

21 Pick. 140 ; Lamourieux v. Hewit,

5 Wend. 307 ; Taylor v. Binney, 7

Mass. 479; Leggett ». Raymond, 6

Hill, 639 ; Myrick u. Hasey, 27 Me.

9 ; Carter v. Dubuque, 35 Iowa,

416; Tinker v. MoCauley, 3 Mich.

188; Ten Eyck v. Brown, 4 Chan-

dler (Wis.) 151. But see Partridge

V. Davis, 20 Vt. 499.
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has been applied, where the guaranty contains the name of no

person on it to or with whom it is made ; for then it will be

construed to be limited to the first person who takes the note,

and advances money on the faith of the guaranty, and it will

not be deemed to be negotiable.^ But if the guaranty be in its

Tory terms negotiable, and is passed with the note, as if it be,

like the note, payable to A. or order, or to A. or bearer, and is

thus designed to circulate as a negotiable instrument, a very

different question may arise, upon which at present our law does

not furnish any direct conclusive authority .^ But where the

guaranty is indorsed on the back of the note, and is in its

terms made negotiable to A. or order, or to A. or bearer, there

does not seem any reason to doubt that it acquires a general

negotiable character, and that any subsequent holder is entitled

to maintain a suit thereon who has received it in the ordinary

' Watson V. McLaren, 19 Wend.

557; 26 Wend. 425; Dean v. Hall,

17 Wend. 214 ; True v. Fuller, 21

Pick. 140; Miller v. Gaston, 2 Hill,

188. See Walton v. Dodson, 3 C. &
P. 162; Story on Bills, ss. 457-469.

[An agreement cannot be ex-

pressed in writing without naming

or describing the party with whom
the agreement is made, as well as

the party by whom it is made.

Therefore, wherever the statute of

frauds requires an agreement or

some memorandum or note thereof

to be in writing, the requirement

will not be satisfied unless the writ-

ten instrument designates both par-

ties. Williams u. Lake, 2 E. & E.

349; Champion v. Plummer, 1 B. &
P. N. R. 252 ; Williams v. Jordan,

6 Ch. D. 517 ; Sale v. Lambert, L.

K. 18 Eq. 1 ; Potter v. Duffield, L.

R. 18 Eq. 4 ; Rossiter v. Miller, 5

Ch. D. 648; Catling v. King, 5 Ch.

D. 660; Sherburne v. Shaw, 1 N. H.

157 ; Nichols v. Johnson, 10 Conn.

192; McConnell v. BriUhart, 17111.

p. 360 ; Farwell v. Lowther, 18 111.

252; Sheid v. Stamps, 2 Sneed

(Tenn.) 172 ; see Lent v. Padelford,

10 Mass. 230. When the agreement

is a guaranty of the payment of a

promissory note or of the perform-

ance of a contract in writing, the

person to whom the guaranty is

given may, in some cases, perhaps

be considered to be specified suffi-

ciently by the reference to the pro-

missory note or the contract. But

if the promissory note has been

transferred by the payee, or if it is

payable to bearer, such a reference

would seem to be insufficient to

identify the party, But see Thomas
V. Dodge, 8 Mich. 51 ; Nevius v.

Bank of Lansingburgh, 10 Mich.

547.]

2 See Story on Bills, ss. 456-458;

Chitty on Bills, c. 6, pp. 272, 273

(8th ed.) ; Upham v. Prince, 12

Mass. 14. This subject was much
discussed in the elaborate opinion of

Mr. Senator Verplanck, in the case

of McLaren v. Watson, 26 Wend.

425, 431, 436, 441, 442.
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mode of transfer.^ Indeed, it seems that such a guaranty

amounts, in point of law, to the making of a new negotiable

note, and may be declared on as such ; and the guarantor may
be held liable as maker.^

485. Discharge of Guaranties.— In the fourth place, let us

consider in what manner a guaranty is or may be extinguished

or discharged. Many of the acts or omissions which will dis-

charge an indorser from his responsibility apply with equal

force to the case of a guaranty.^ Without pretending to enu-

merate all of them in detail, we may advert to a few, which are

of the most common occurrence, or the most fixed and certain

in their character. Among these we may enumerate, (1) The

omission to make due presentment of the note at its maturity,

or to give due notice of the dishonor thereof to the guarantor,

whereby he has suffered any loss or injury ; for then he will be

discharged to the extent of the loss or injury, which may be a

total loss or a partial loss.* Tims if the maker were in good

' Watson V. McLaren, 19 Wend.

557; 26 Wend. 425; Ketohell t).

Burns, 24 Wend. 456 ; Leggett v.

Raymond, 6 Hill, 639-641; Miller

V. Gaston, 2 Hill, 188; Manrovr u.

Durham, 3 Hill, 584 ; Story on

Bills, ss. 457, 458; but see Brew-

ster V. Silence, 8 N. Y. 207.

2 Ibid.; ante, s. 468.

8 See ante, s. 357 ; 1 Bell Comm.
bk. 3, pt. 1, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 359, 377

(5th ed.) ; see Whitaker v. Kirby,

54 Ga. 277.

* Ante, s. 460; Bayley on Bills,

c. 7, s. 2, pp. 286-289 (5th ed.);

Warrington v. Furbor, 8 East, 242;

Philips V. Astling, 2 Taunt. 206;

Swinyard v. Bowes, 5 M. & S. 62;

Holbrow ». Wilkins, 1 B. & C. 10;

Van Wart v. Woolley, 3 B. & C.

439 ; Pitman on Princ. and Surety,

c. 5, p. 187. Mr. Thomson (on

Bills, 0. 6, s. 4, pp. 506-509) says

:

" Persons who have given a bill or

note,,without their names being on

it, or who are bound for payment of

it by a separate letter of guaranty,

do not seem entitled to the same

strictness of negotiation as if they

had been direct parties, though it is

not easy to fix a certain rule as to

the negotiation they may require.

It may perhaps be held that they

are entitled to fair, though not rigid

negotiation; for example, to get

notice of dishonor, not so soon as

is required in bills, but within such

time as may enable them to protect

themselves from loss, and that, if

the holder fails in these requisites,

he must show that the guarantee has

not thereby suffered damage. But

it does not seem to have been quite

settled where the onus prohandi on

this point lies; for, in the cases re-

ferred to, there has been either

direct proof of injury or proof that

there could be no injury. Thus, the

holder of a bill, which was said to

bejncludedjunder a guaranty'by the
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credit at the time of the maturity of the note, and has since

failed in business, or has become a bankrupt or an insolvent,

defendants, was cut off from re-

course against them, as he had

neither presented the bill nor noti-

fied its non-payment either to the

drawers or the guarantees, though

the acceptors' did not become bank-

rupt for a year, or the drawers for

eight months afterwards, so that,

but for his neglect, he might have

secured payment, or the guarantees

might have made good their relief.

On the other hand, it was held to

be no defence to a guarantee, against

payment of a bill drawn for a debt,

for which he had become bound on

the acceptor's account, that it had

not been presented at the term of

payment, when such presentment

would have done no good, as the ac-

ceptor had previously becorne bank-

rupt. Again, where the plaintiff

had got from the defendant, but

without his indorsation, a bill drawn

by him upon and accepted by a

debtor of his, and the bill was dis-

honored on the 4th February, but

no notice given to the defendant, it

being proved, however, that between

4th and 11th February, at which

last date the acceptor became bank-

rupt, he could not have paid the

bill, the defendant was held not to

be discharged for want of notice, as

he had not suffered loss. In another

case, where the holder of a bill noti-

fied the acceptor's insolvency to a

guarantee, before the bill became

due, the latter was found not en-

titled to object that there had been

no regular presentment or notice of

non-payment, as he could not have

suffered any injury through the

want of them. Although none of

these cases decides the question of

onus probandi, yet as it was under-

taken by the holder, in the third and

fourth cases now cited, it seems

rather to be implied that it remains

with him. Such is the law, so far

as it can be deduced from the Eng-

lish authorities, regarding guaranty

as applicable to bills. What is the

law of Scotland on the subject, it is

difficult to say. In two early cases,

one mentioned by Forbes, and the

other shortly noticed by Lord El-

chies, it is said to have been held

that a person granting a letter of

credit guaranteeing a bill was en-

titled to the same notice of its dis-

honor as an obligant on the bill.

On the other hand, it has been re-

peatedly held that, when a person

guaranteed a certain advance to be

made to another party, the creditor

might make good the guaranty

against him on instructing the ad-

vance, without notifying it to him
at the time of making it, or giving

notice of the debtor's failure to pay,

as of the dishonor of a bill. This

was held as to a letter of credit for

advances made by bills, though the

letter did not specially refer to the

mode of advance, where no notice

was given except by I'aising the ac-

tion, after the principal debtor had

become bankrupt and had absconded.

In another case, where a letter of

credit had been given for the pur-

chases to be made by a certain indi-

vidual, within a limited time, the

grantor of the letter was made lia-

ble without notification, although

the principal debtor had in the mean
time become bankrupt; the majority
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that will discharge the guarantor pro tanto to the extent of the

loss or injury sustained by him from the omission to make due

presentment to the maker, or to give due notice to him, the

guarantor ; ^ (2) The guarantor will be discharged by an act

of the court holding, without laying

down a general rule, that, in this

case, where the amount of furnish-

ings was not great, and the period

of the letter limited, no notice was

necessary. In a case where a person

had granted a letter, agreeing to

guarantee such sums as another

party might draw for, thus directly

referring to bills, the court sustained

recourse agp,inst him on the letter,

after the principal debtor's failure,

though no notice had been given

him either of the advances on the

bills, or the balance unpaid, which

had been due for some time before.

In a later case, where the defender

had granted a letter of guaranty for

a promissory note, bearing that the

note was to be renewed for four

months longer, and had afterwards

in another letter agreed to the re-

newal, and at the same time ex-

pressed his understanding that the

money was to lie for a considerable

time, he was held not to be released

by the circumstance of no renewal

having been taken, or notice given

of the non-payment of the first

note, and no diligence having been

done on it for several months after

it became due. But in a case where

the defender had granted a letter of

guaranty, which was held to apply

to certain bills, the court decided,

though ultimately with hesitation,

that the circumstance of the holder

having failed to protest certain of

these bills, when they became due,

against the different parties to them,

though all these parties had pre-

viously become bankrupt, and the

holder had ultimately drawn divi-

dends from their different estates,

cut off his claim of recourse against

the guarantees. Whether there is

any difference in such a case, as to

the guarantee's liability, between

want of protest and want of notice,

when all the parties to the bills have

previously become bankrupt, or

whether the guarantees are entitled

in either case to require strict nego-

tiation, is a question which probably

requires to be reconsidered. In a

case where the drawer of a bill had,

on the acceptor's failure to retire it,

promised by letter, notwithstanding

an alteration on the bill, to retire it

in fourteen days, and within that

time sent a new draft on the same

acceptor at ten days, which he de-

sired the creditor to get accepted,

and advise speedily, it was decided

that the creditor, by neglecting to

notify the non-acceptance and non-

payment of this draft for two years,

during which time the drawee had

become insolvent, had forfeited all

claim, even on the first bill. In an-

other case, a party guaranteeing the

regular acceptance of bills, by a

separate letter was found not re-

leased by their not being presented

till the term of payment, when, in

consequence of the drawer's inter-

vening failure, acceptance was re-

fused. It was held that he could

not insist on earlier presentment,

unless it had been stipulated in his

letter of guaranty.

1 Ibid.
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of the holder which will discharge the maker, such as an ac-

quittance or a release of the maker ; ^ (3) Or, by the holder's

giving time to the maker, and thereby impairing the rights or

increasing the risk of the guarantor ; ^ (4) Similar principles

will apply to the case of the holder's surrendering any colla-

teral security given by the maker, to the prejudice and without

the consent of the guarantor ; ^ (5) Taking collateral security

from the maker, without any agreement to give time to him,

will not discharge the guarantor.*

486. On the other hand, a guarantor, like an indorser, may
waive his right to a defence resting on the gross laches of the

holder of the note in not seasonably enforcing his demand
against the maker, or in giving notice to him, the guarantor.

His contract is a conditional one, it is true ; and, if the condi-

tion is not complied with, he is discharged. But still he may,

by his subsequent promise, revive or continue the guaranty;

and, if he has at the time full knowledge of all the facts, there

seems the same reason for holding him bound by such new

promise as there is in the like case of an indorser.^

^ Ante, ss. 423, 424; 1 Bell 23 Barb. 478; Shook u. State, 6 Ind.

Comm. bk. 8, pt. 1, c. 2, s. 4, pp. 113, 461; Chute v. Pattee, 37 Me.

359, 377 (5th ed.) ; Pitman on Princ. 102.

and Surety, o. 5, p. 157; Cowper v. ' Ibid. ; Rees v. Berrington, 2

Smith, 4 M. & W. 519. Wh. & T. L. C, 5th ed., 992; May-
^ Ibid. ; Rees v. Berrington, 2 hew v. Crickett, 2 Swanst. 185, 191

;

Wh. & T. L. C, 5th ed., 992; Pit- Pitman on Princ. and Surety, c. 5,

man on Princ. and Surety, c. 5, pp. 178, 179; Holland v. Johnson,

p. 166; Id. pp. 174-182; Combe 51 Ind. 346.

V. Woolf, 8 Bing. 156 ; Samuell v. * Sigourney v. Wetherell, 6 Met.

Howarth, 3Meriv.272; Holli). Had- 553, 564; Norton v. Eastman, 4

ley, 5 Bing. 54; Howell v. Jones, 1 Greenl. 521.

C. M. & R. 97; Sigourney v. We- ^ Sigourney v. Wetherell, 6 Met.

therell, 6 Met. 553 ; Bangs v. Mosher, 553, 563.
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487. Definition.— It remaps to say a few words upon checks,

a species of instrument which has grown into daily and general

use in our day, but wliose origin is much later than that of

bills of exchange and promissory notes. A check is a written

order or request, addressed to a bank or to persons carrying

on the business of bankers, by a party having money in their

hands, requesting them to pay on presentment to another per-

son, or to him or bearer, or to him or order, a certain sum of

money specified in the instrument.^ In England, where the

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 11, p. 545

(8th ed.) ; Roscoe on Bills, c. 1, p.

9 (ed. 1829).

[By the definition of a check, it

seems to be in all respects a bill

of exchange drawn on a banker and

payable on demand. A check has

often been declared by the courts to

be a bill of exchange (Hopkinson v.

Forster, L. R. 19 Eq. p. 76 ; Charles

V. Blackwell, 2 C. P. D. p. 156;

Hopkins i>. Ware, L. R. 4 Ex. p.

271; Boehm v. Sterling, 7 T. R. p.

430; Harkeru. Anderson, 21 Wend,

p. 373; Chapman v. White, 6 N. Y.

p. 417; Billgerry «. Branch, 19

Gratt. p. 418; Barnet ». Smith, 80

N. H. p. 264; Bickford v. First

National Bank, 42 111. p. 242;

Planters' Bank v. Merritt, 7 Heisk.

(Tenn.) p. 190; see the definitions

of a bill of exchange, Story on Bills,

s. 3; Chitty on Bills, 11th ed.,

1, 353, 354; Byles on Bills, 11th

ed., 1). It has been sometimes de-

scribed as an inland bill, but it

seems that there may be foreign

checks (see Heywood v. Pickering,

L. R. 9 Q. B. 428; Roberts v. Cor-

bin, 26 Iowa, 315). It has been

sometimes said, however, that a

check is not a bill of exchange, and
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business of banking is extensively carried on by private persons,

checks are usually drawn on them. In America, the business

differs from it in some particulars,

the chief of which are, that a check

is drawn on a banker and is payable

on presentment without any allow-

ance of days of grace, that it re-

quires no acceptance, that it is

supposed to be drawn on a previous

deposit of funds, and that the

drawer is not discharged by the

laches of the holder in presentiiig

the check, unless he sustains damage

(Merchants' Bank v. State Bank, 10

Wall. p. 647; Espy v. Bank of Cin-

cinnati, 18 Wall. p. 620; post, a.

489). Although these things are

generally true of a check, yet they

do not seem inconsistent with its

being a bill of exchange. A bill of

exchange may be drawn on a banker
,

and may be payable on presentment.

No days of grace are allowed on

bills of exchange or promissory notes

where they are payable on demand

(Story on Bills, s. 342; ante, s. 224),

and none are allowed upon a check

simply because it is payable on de-

mand. Bills of exchange payable

on demand do not require any ac-

ceptance (Story on Bills, s. 228);

a check may be accepted (post,

8. 489, n.). A bill of exchange cer-

tainly may be drawn against funds

previously placed in the hands of

the payee ; and it can ha,rdly be

suggested that an instrument in

the form of a check is not a check,

when there are no funds in the

hands of the banker; checks are

often drawn where the drawer has

no funds in the banker's hands

;

although the drawing of such a

check may amount to a representa-

tion by the drawer that it will be

paid, yet it is not a fraudif he had

reasonable grounds for expecting

that it would be paid (Common-
wealth V. Drew, 19 Pick. p. 186;

Reg. V. Hazelton, L. K. 2 C. C. 138,

139 ; see Wirth v. Austin, L. R. 10

C. P. 689; Care* v. Duckworth,

L. R. 4 Ex. 313). A check, like

other bills of exchange, must be

presented, and notice of dishonor

must be given within a reasonable

time; " as regards inland bills, what

is reasonable time has become fixed

by practice and legal decision ; " "as

regards bills payable in a foreign

country, what is a reasonable time

must depend on circumstances

"

(Rouquette v. Overmann, L. R. 10

Q. B. at p. 543, by Cockburn, C. J.;

Hirschfeld v. Smith, L. R. 1 C. P.

351 , 352) ; as regards checks, any

time is deemed reasonable as to the

drawer, unless he sustains damage

from delay (Robinson v. Hawks-
ford, 9 Q. B. 52; post, ss. 492, 497,'

498) ; this rule in the case of checks

may arise from the purposes for

which they are commonly used, but,

whatever the reason of the rule, if

they are in other respects bills of

exchange, they do not cease to be

such, because, under certain cir-

cumstances, a longer time is allowed

for presenting them and giving no-

tice of dishonor than is allowed in

cases of other bills. A foreign biU

and an inland bill have each their

peculiarities ; and there seems to be

no occasion for saying that a bill

drawn on a banker and payable on

demand is not a bill, because it also

has peculiarities.]
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of banking is almost universally carried on by incorporated

banks, and rarely by private bankers. Checks in England,

therefore, are drawn upon the bankers by name, as, for exam-

ple, Messrs. Baring Brothers ; in America, they are always

drawn upon the bank by its corporate name, and addressed to

the cashier thereof.^

488. Checks payable to Order and to Bearer.— Checks are

usually drawn payable to a party named, or bearer ; but there

is nothing in our law to prevent them from being made payable

to a particular person by name, or to him or bearer, or to him

or his order .2 The only difference is, that where they are made
payable to a particular person only, they are not negotiable

;

where they are payable to order, they are negotiable by indorse-

ment ; and where they are payable to bearer, they are negotia-

ble by mere delivery .^ In these respects they have the precise

qualities and effects of bills of exchange.* Theoretically, in-

* The common form of an Eng-
lish check (Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p.

167, 8th ed.) is as follows: "Lon-
don, 1 January, 1845. Messrs. A.

B. & Co. Pay C. D. or bearer,

Twenty Pounds. £20— . (Signed)

E. F." The common form of an

American check is : " Suffolk Bank.

$1,000— 50 cents. Boston, 1 Jan-

uary, 1845. Pay to A. B. or bearer,

value received, one thousand dollars

and {-^%. (Signed) C. D. To the

Cashier."

" Thomson on Bills, c. 1, s. 5,

pp. 191, 192 (2nd ed.) ; Id. c. 3, p.

257; see Mr. Justice Cowen's opi-

nion, in Barker v. Anderson, 21

Wend. 372, 374; Elting ». Brinker-

hofE, 2 Hall (N. Y.) 459, 463 ; see

Boehm v. Stirling, 7 T. R. 423, 430;

3 Kent Com. 75, 78; Cruger v.

Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5, 7, 9

;

In re Brown, 2 Story, 502, 612.

* Ibid. They are also negotiable

by delivery as payable to bearer,

when they are expressed to be paya-

ble to a fictitious person, or an im-

personal payee, such as "bills pay-

able," or order. Mechanics' Bank
V. Straiton, 3 Abb. App. Dec. (N. Y.)

269 ; 8 Keyes, 365; Willets v. Phoe-

nix Bank, 2 Duer (N. Y.) 121.

^ From the language used by

Mr. Chitty, it might seem that

checks were by our law always re-

quired to be payable to bearer ; for

he says a check " is uniformly made

payable to bearer." Chitty on

Bills, c. 11, p. 545 (8th ed.). The

same suggestion is incautiously

adopted in WoodrufE v. Merchants'

Bank, 25 Wend. 673. Such is cer-

tainly the ordinary form ; but it is

not indispensable. Mr. Thomson

has more correctly stated the fact,

when he says that a check is to pay

a sum of money " to a party therein

named, or more generally to the

bearer." Thomson on Bills, c. 1,

s. 5, pp. 191, 192 (2nd ed.). [In

Charles v. Blackwell, 2 C. P. D. p.

156, Cockburn, C. J., said: "The
only reason why checks were not so

drawn (i. e. payable to order) before
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deed, it may be said that checks are not usually intended for

circulation, but to enable the holder immediately to demand
and receive the money stated therein ; and therefore negotia-

bility is not of their essence, but, at most, merely an optional

quality.

489. Bilh of Exchange and Checks.— Indeed, checks have

many resemblances to bills of exchange, and are in many
respects governed by the same rules and principles as the

latter.* But nullum simile est idem ; and their nature, obliga-

tion, and character are in some respects different from those of

common bills of exchange.^ The circumstances in which they

principally differ from bills of exchange, or at least from bills

of exchange in ordinary use and circulation, are, (1) They are

always drawn on a bank, or on bankers, and are payable imme-

diately on presentment, without any days of grace ; ^ (2) They

require no acceptance as distinct from prompt payment ; * (3)

the passing of the 16 & 17 Vict. c.

59, was that they required the same

stamp as a bill of exchange of the

like amount. With the necessary

stamp, such a check would have been

perfectly valid."]

1 3 Kent Com. 75; Barnet v.

Smith, 30 N. H. 256.

2 Mr. Chitty (on Bills, c. 11,

p. 547, 8th ed.) says: " Most of the

rules respecting bills of exchange

and promissory notes, especially

payable on demand, affect checks

on bankers."
s Thomson on Bills, o. 1, s. 5,

p. 191 (2nd ed.); 3 Kent Com.

104, n. ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp.

410, 419, 420 ; Id. c. 11, p. 545 (8th

ed.) ; Id. c. 9, p. 377 (9th ed.) ; In

re Brown, 2 Story, 503, 504; Downt).

Hailing, 4 B. & C. 330, 333; Wood-

ruff V. Merchants' Bank, 25 Wend.

678; Salter v. Burt, 20 Wend. 205.

^ Ibid.

[Accepted or certified Checks. —
Checks may be accepted, although

no acceptance is necessary. Eobson

V. Bennett, 2 Taunt. 388, 396; Bel-

lamy V. Majoribanks, 7 Ex. p. 404,

by Parke, B. ; Merchants' Bank v.

State Bank, 10 Wall. p. 647; Meads
V. Merchants' Bank, 25 N. Y. 143,

147; Farmers and Mechanics' Bank

V. Butchers and Drovers' Bank, 16

N. Y. 125; Willets v. Phcenix Bank,

2 Duer, 121; Barnet v. Smith, 30

N. H. 256; see Irving Bank v.

AVetherald, 36 N. Y. 335; Bank of

the RepubUc v. Baxter, 31 Vt. 101.

In the United States, they are usu-

ally accepted by being marked good,

and are commonly called certified

checks. This practice prevails to

such an extent, that the average

amount of certified checks used

daily in the city of New York has

been computed at not less than a

hundred million dollars (Merchants'

Bank v. State Bank, 10 Wall. p.

648).

The power of officers of banks

to certify checks may be inferred by
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They are always supposed to be drawn upon a previous deposit

of funds, and are an absolute appropriation of so much money

persons dealing with them, from

their exercise of that power or of

other similar powers with the acqui-

escence of the directors. Mer-

chants' Bank v. State Bank, 10

Wall.. 604. It has been held that

this power belongs to a cashier

(Cooke V. State Bank, 52 N. Y. 96,

114), and by usage to a, paying teller

(Farmers and Mechanics' Bank v.

Butchers and Drovers' Bank, 16 N.

Y. 125; 14N. Y. 623; contra, Mussey

V. Eagle Bank, 9 Met. 306), but not

to aa assistant cashier or other subor-

dinate employe of the bank in the

absence of authority or usage (Pope

V. Bank of Albion, 57 N. Y. 126).

See Claflin v. Farmers and Citizens'

Bank, 25 N. Y. 293.

Payment of the sum specified in

a check to a person holding it by

a forged indorsement does not ope-

rate as an acceptance (First Na-

tional Bank v. Whitman, 4 Otto,

843 ; contra, Seventh National Bank

V. Cook, 73 Penn. St. 483; see

Dodge V. Exchange Bank, 20 Ohio

St. 234) ; nor does a payment oJE

part to the holder (Cook v. Baldwin,

120 Mass. 317)] ; nor does mere re-

tention of the check by the hank

(Overman v. Hoboken City Bank, 31

N. J. L. 563) ;
[nor does the verbal

answer, " It is good," when the

holder has sent the check to the

bank to ascertain whether it is good,

under such circumstances that the

bank officer would naturally sup-

pose that information was desired

only in regard to the signature of

the drawer and the state of his

account (Espy v. Bank of Cincinnati,

18 Wall. 604). In Morse v. Massa-

chusetts Bank, 1 Holmes C. C. 209,

it was held that, where a check was

presented to the bank, and the

bank verbally promised the holder

to pay it, if he would deposit it

in another bank and have it pre-

sented through the clearing-house,

which he did, such promise did not

amount to an acceptance, and

was within the statute of frauds,

as a promise to pay the debt of

the drawer.

If the holder presents the check,

and causes it to be certified instead

of paid, it has been held that the

drawer is discharged (First Na-

tional Bank v. Leach, 52 N. Y. 350;

but see Barnet v. Smith, 30 N. H.

256) ; but the drawer is not dis-

charged if he obtains the certi-

fication himself (First National

Bank v. Leach, 52 N. Y. 350, 358;

Brown v. Leckie, 43 111. 497; Bick-

ford V. First National Bank, 42 111.

238).

In Nolan v. Bank of New York,

67 Barb. 24, it is held that a certi-

fied check is intended for circula-

tion, and that therefore a bona fide

holder's title is not affected with

notice of defects by reason of any

delay in presenting it for payment.

In Pennsylvania, it is held that a

bank cannot, be sued upon a certi-

fied check until payment has been

demanded and refused, and that the

statute of limitations does not be-

gin to run till the demand. Girard

Bank v. Bank of Penn Township,

39 Penn. St. 92 ; compare ss. 13, 29,

and notes, ante.

In New York, it is held that the

certification of a check that has
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in the hands of the bank or bankers to the holder of the

check, to remain there until called for, and cannot therefore

be afterwards withdrawn by the drawer.^ We shall presently

been previously altered in a mate-

rial part does not make the bank
liable to pay it even to a bona fide

holder, v^ho gives value for it on

the faith of its being certified, and
that, if the bank that certifies such

a check pays it, the money may
be recovered back. Marine Bank
V. City Bank, 59 N. Y, 67 (revers-

ing the judgment in 4 Jones &
Spencer, 470) ; Security Bank v.

Bank of the Republic, 67 N. Y.

458. The reasons given for this

rule are, that an acceptance or cer-

tification amounts to an engagement

that the signature of the drawer is

genuine, that he has sufiicient funds

to pay it, and that they shall not be

withdrawn, but not that the other

parts of the instrument are genuine,

and that it imposes no liability un-

der circumstances where a payment,

if made, could be recovered back

(ante, s. 379, n.,s. 387, n.). But, in

Louisiana, it is held that the accep-

tance or certification of a check

operates as an engagement to pay

the check, and renders the bank pri-

marily liable to a subsequent bona

fide holder, although the check was

fraudulently altered before the ac-

ceptance or certification. Louisiana

Bank v. Citizens' Bank, 28 La. An.

189. See Espy v. Bank of Cincin-

nati, 18 Wall. 604, 621.]

' 1 Ibid. ; Conroy v. Warren, 3

Johns. Cas. 259, 262, 264; Cruger

V. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5, 9

;

Brown v. Davies, 3 T. R. 80; Boehm
V. Sterling, 7 T. R. 423, 429, 430

;

see Kemble v. Mills, 1 M. & Gr.

757. Mr. Justice Cowen, in Harker

V. Anderson, 21 Wend. 372, held

checks to be, to all intents and

purposes, bills of exchange payable

on demand. But the other judges

did not assent to his opinion. In-

deed, certain principles apply to

checks, which scarcely find a suita-

ble analogy in bills of exchange;

and the case of Little u. Phenix

Bank, 2 Hill, 425, shows very

clearly the danger of confounding

them. Bills of exchange may with-

out doubt be drawn payable on

demand ; but, ordinarily, they are

not so drawn, and therefore are en-

titled to grace. Bills of exchange

may be presented for payment,

without a prior presentment for

acceptance; but then this is so only

when they are payable at so many
days after date. Bills of exchange

are not always, and, indeed, not in

our times ordinarily, drawn upon

actual funds in the hands of the

drawee, but frequently are drawn

upon a previous arranged credit.

Checks are often designated as bills

of exchange, and in a general sense

may be justly called so. But, is.

a juridical view, it often becomes

necessary to discriminate between

them, because the analogies do not

hold throughout. It is often said,

that the indorser of a negotiable

note may be treated as the drawer

of a bill of exchange on the maker.

But we should deceive ourselves if

we were to suppose that for all

purposes, and under all circumstan-

ces, the indorser of a note was to be

48
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see that these circumstances have an important bearing and

influence upon the rights and responsibilities of the parties to

checks.^

deemed liable in the same manner

and to the same extent as the

drawer of a bill, or that the maker
was in all cases affected by the same

responsibility as an acceptor. Thus,

for example, the maker never ad-

mits the genuineness of the signa-

ture of an indorser, as an acceptor

does of the drawer. Story on Bills,

ss. 113, 262-264 ; ante, ss. 135, 379.

Mr. Chancellor Kent, in his Com-
mentaries (vol. 3, p. 104, n.), has

well said that there is so much
analogy between checks and bills of

exchange and promissory notes that

they are frequently spoken of with-

out discrimination; and this suffi-

ciently accounts for the general lan-

guage in the authorities cited by Mr.

Justice Cowen, in 21 Wend. 372-374.

In Woodruff v. Merchants' Bank,

6 Hill, 174, the court took a clear

distinction between checks and bills

of exchange, as governed in some

respect by different principles.

1 [Liability of the Banker.— A
check gives the holder no right of

action against the banker or bank

upon which it is drawn, until it has

been accepted. Schroeder v. Cen-

tral Bank of London, 34 L. T.,

N. S. 735; 24 W. R. 710; Bank of

the Republic v. Millard, 10 Wall.

152; First National Bank v. Whit-

man, 4 Otto, 343; Chapman v.

White, 6 N. Y. 412; Carr v. Secu-

rity Bank, 107 Mass. 45; Case ».

Henderson, 23 La. An. 49; Moses

1). Franklin Bank, 34 Md. 574; Grif-

fin V. Kemp, 46 Ind. 172, 175;

Planters' Bank v. Merritt, 7 Heisk.

(Tenn.) 177, 199. And a check

does not operate as an assignment

of money in the banker's hands,

nor enable the holder to maintain a

suit in equity against the banker to

have the money applied to its pay-

ment. Hopkinson o. Forster, L. R.

19 Eq. 74; Schroeder ». Central

Bank of London, 34 L. T., N. S.

735; 24 W. R. 710 ; BuUard ». Ran-

dall, 1 Gray, 605; Tyler v. Gould,

48 N. Y. 682; Loyd ti. McCaffrey,

46 Penn. St. 410; Moses v. Frank-

lin Bank, 34 Md. 574. In a few of

the United States, a check is con-

sidered as a transfer of the sum
specified in it, and the holder may
recover that sum in an action

against the bank. Munn v.'Burch,

25 111. 35; Union Bank ». Oceana

County Bank, 80 111. 212; Fogar-

ties V. State Bank, 12 Rich. (S. C.)

518; Lester u. Given, 8 Bush (Ky.)

357 ; Roberts v. Corbinj 26 Iowa,

315; see Dodge v. Exchange Bank,

20 Ohio St. 234; Seventh National

Bank v. Cook, 73 Penn. St. 483.]

The drawer of a check may sue

the banker, if the latter dishonors

his check when he has sufficient

funds of the customer to pay it, or

when according to the course of

dealing between them he ought to

pay it; and in such an action the

drawer is entitled to recover sub-

stantial damages without proof' of

special damage. Marzetti v. Wil-

liams, 1 B. & Ad. 415; Rolin v.

Steward, 14 C. B. 595; [Gumming
V. Shand, 5 H. & N. 95.

A banker is not justified in re-
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490. Time for Payment.— It has already been stated that

fusing to pay a check drawn by an
executor or trustee in respect of

funds in his hands, unless a breach

of trust is intended, and the banker
is a party to the breach of trust.

Gray v. Johnston, L. R. 3 H. L. 1.

Death of the Drawer. — There is

very little direct authority upon the

question whether the death of the

drawer of a bill of exchange or

check revokes the order to the

drawee, or affects the right or duty

of the latter to pay or accept. (See

Chitty on Bills, 11th ed., 202, n.)

It would seem, upon general princi-

ples, that the draft is only an autho-

rity to pay until it has been ac-

cepted, and gives the holder no

rights as against the drawee (si«-

pra)."] It has been held that the

bankruptcy of the drawer of a

check revoked the authority of the

drawee to pay, and that a payment

after notice of the bankruptcy was

invalid. Vernon ». Hankey, 2 T.

R. 113; Mathew v. Sherwell, 2

Taunt. 439. In Tate v. Hilbert, 2

Ves. jun. 118, it was intimated that

a payment after the drawer's death

might be good, if the banker paid

without notice of the death. [In

Cutts V. Perkins, 12 Mass. 206, it

was said that the death of the

drawer of a bill was not a revoca-

tion of the request to the drawee to

pay; but, in that case, the order

was expressed to be for the amount

of certain freight coming due from

the drawee to the drawer, and was

held to operate as an assignment.

The gift of a check drawn by

the donor himself is not a valid

donatio mortis causa, unless it is

acted upon in his lifetime, because

the check, being without considera-

tion, has no effect as a contract, and

gives no right to the money in the

banker's hands until it has been

paid; "it is worth nothing until

acted upon, and the authority to

act upon it is withdrawn by the

donor's death." Hewitt v. Kaye,

L. R. 6 Eq. 198; Beak v. Beak,

L. R. 13 Eq. 489 ; Harris v. Clark,

3 N. Y. 93; Second National Bank
V. WilUams, 13 Mich. 282. But it

would be a good donatio mortis

causa, if it was paid in the donor's

lifetime. Boutts v. Ellis, 4 DeG.
M. & G. 249; 17 Beav. 121. In
Bromley v. Brunton, L. R. 6 Eq.

275, where a check was delivered by
the drawer as a gift, and was pre-

sented for payment in the donor's

lifetime, but the bankers, who had
sufficient funds, refused payment
because they doubted the signature,

and the donor died the next day

without the check's having been

paid, Stuart, V.C, held that there

was a complete gift inter vivos.

In Rolls ». Pearce, 5 Ch. D. 730,

where a man, just before his death,

gave his wife a check drawn by
himself payable to her order, and
she paid it into her banker's, and

drew against it in her husband's

lifetime, but it was not presented

for payment till after his death, and

payment was then refused on the

ground that authority to pay was

revoked by his death, Malins, V.

C, held that the gift was a good

donatio mortis causa. See Tate v.

Hilbert, 2 Ves. jun. 111.

Negligence of the Drawer. — If a
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checks are payable immediately on presentment, without any

check is drawn so negligently as to

afford an opportunity for an altera-

tion, by whicli the amount is in-

creased, and the banker is thereby

led to pay the increased amount,

the loss will fall on the drawer and

not on the banker. Young v. Grote,

4 Bing. 253; 12 Moore, 484-, Hali-

fax Union v. Wheelwright, L. R.

10 Ex. 183; see ante, s. 371, n.

But carelessness in the custody of

the instrument by which it gets into

the hands of a stranger, who, by

forging the indorsement of the payee,

or altering it to a check payable to

bearer, obtains payment from the

banker, will not cast the loss upon

the drawer. Arnold v. Cheque Bank,

1 C. P. D. 578; Belknap v. Bank of

North America, 100 Mass. 376.

Payment to the wrong Person. —
A banker cannot charge his custom-

er with a payment of a check to a

holder by a forged, indorsement, or

with a payment of a forged or al-

tered check, unless the customer by

his negligence gave the opportunity

for the forgery or alteration. Hall

V. Fuller, 5 B. 8e C. 750; Orr v.

Union Bank, 1 Macq. H. L. 513;

Morgan v. Bank of New York, 11

N. Y. 404; Belknap v. Bank of

North America, 100 Mass. 376; ante,

8. 379. See Levy v. Bank of Ame-
rica, 24 La. An. 220; Smith v. Me-

chanics' Bank, 6 La. An. 610; De
Feriet v. Bank of America, 23 La.

An. 310.] [By the 16 & 17 Vict. c.

59, s. 19, a banker has authority to

pay any draft or order drawn upon

him, payable to order on demand,
" which shall, when presented for

payment, purport to be indorsed "

by the paj'ee, and he is not bound to

prove that such indorsement or any

subsequent indorsement is genuine.

This statute was intended to protect

the banker from responsibility for

the validity of the indorsement,

whether it purports to be made by

the payee or indorsee himself, or

by an agent ; and in the latter case

the banker is not bound to ascertain

the agent's authority. Charles v.

Blackwell, 2 C. P. D. 151 (C. A.);

1 C. P. D. 548. When a banker,

by authority of the statute, pays

a check after its delivery to the

payee, it is a valid payment in favor

of the drawer as well as in favor of

the banker. Chariest;. Blackwell, 2

C. P. D. 151 (C. A.), But the sta-

tute does not protect the person who
receives the money from the banker

by means of a forged or unautho-

rized indorsement, and the money

may be recoveredfrom him by the per-

son rightfully entitled to the check.

Ogden V. Benas, L. R. 9 C. P. 513;

Arnold v. Cheque Bank, 1 C. P. D.

578 ; Bobbett v. Pinkett, 1 Ex. D.

368.

Payment made by Mistake.— If a

banker, by mistake, pays the amount

of a check to a person not autho-

rized to receive it, he can recover it

back, as in other cases of money

paid by mistake. (^Ante, ss. 379, 387.)

But he cannot recover the money

if his mistake consists in supposing

that he has sufficient funds of the

drawer when he has not ; for the

transaction in which the mistake

occurs is not between the banker

and the holder, but between the

banker and the drawer. Chambers v.
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days of graoe.^ They are sometimes made in terms payable on

Miller, 13 C. B., N. S. 125; Pollard

V. Bank of England, L. R. 6 Q. B.

623; see Boylston Bank v. Richard-

son, 101 Mass. 287.

Provisional Payment. — By ar-

rangement between the parties, a

provisional payment may be made
which will not operate as a complete

payment except in accordance with

the terms of the arrangement. (See

Pollard V. Bank of England, L. R.

6 Q. B. 623, 631.) This is the usual

effect of payments between bankers

under clearing-house rules, and a

payment becomes complete only in

case it is not revoked before a speci-

fied time. See Warwick v. Rogers,

5M. & Gr. 340; Merchants' Bank
V. Eagle Bank, 101 Mass. 281; Bank
of North America v. Bangs, 106

Mass. p. 443. In Merchants' Bank
V. Eagle Bank, 101 Mass. 281, it

was held that a bank was entitled

to recover back the amount of a

check as paid by mistake, where,

through the mistake of a messenger

in taking it first to the wrong place,

it was not returned till after the

time prescribed by the rules of the

clearing-house. When a bank has

branches at different places, and a

check drawn on one branch is cashed

for the holder at another, the trans-

action is regarded as a taking of the

check on the credit of the holder,

as if it were a check on another

bank, and not as a payment of the

check; and, if it turns out that

the drawer has not sufficient funds,

the money may be recovered back.

Woodland v. Fear, 7 E. & B. 519.

Banker receiving on Deposit a

Check drawn on himself.— When a

customer, without any specific re-

quest or agreement, deposits with his

banker a cheek drawn on the same

banker by another, he is generally

deemed to leave it on the usual terms,

that payment shall be obtained with

reasonable diligence; the banker can

therefore take time to make inqui-

ries, and the transaction is not a

payment, if on inquiry it is found

that the drawer had. no funds

(Boyd V. Emmerson, 2 A. & E. 184

;

see Kilsby v. Williams, 5 B. &
A. 815) ; and the effect has been

held to be the same, although the

bank credit the customer with the

amount of the check in his pass-

book, as in cases of the deposit of

checks on other banks (Gold Bank
V. McDonald, 51 Cal. 64) ; but in

New York it has been held that, if

the bank receives the check and

credits its customer with it in his

pass-book, the check is paid, and the

payment cannot be recalled upon its

being ascertained that the drawer

had no funds (Oddie v. City Bank,

45 N. Y. 735) ; in Pennsylvania, the

transaction does not amount to a

payment, if the customer depositing

the check knew that the drawer had

no funds (Peterson v. Union Bank,

52 Penn. St. 206).

Checks as Evidence.— A check is

not evidence of a debt due from the

drawer to the bank, for it is pre-

sumed to be drawn in respect of

funds deposited by him (Fletcher

V. Mannmg, 12 M. & W. 571; White

1 Ante, s. 489.
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demand, which language of course imports that they are paya-

ble immediately. But they are usually in England, and almost

V. Ambler, 8 N. Y. 170) ; nor of a

loan to the payee, for it may have

been given in payment of a debt

(Gary u. Gerrish, 4 Esp. 9; Pearce

V. Davis, 1 M. & Kob. 365; Gettys-

burg Bank v. Kuhns, 62 Penn. St.

88; Flemming v. M'Clain, 13 Penn.

St. 177).

Crossed Checks. — In England,

the practice of crossing checks with

the name of a particular banker, or

with the words, " and company,"

has long been in general use. The
origin of this practice and the effect

given to it by the custom of bank-

ers were explained by Parke, B., in

Bellamy v. Majoribanks, 7 Ex. p.

402. It originated at the clearing-

house, " the clerks of the different

bankers who did business there hav-

ing been accustomed to write across

the checks the names of their em-

ployers, so as to enable the clearing-

house clerks to make up the ac-

counts." "It afterwards became

a common practice to cross checks

which were not intended to go

through the clearing-house at all."

The object, whether the check was
crossed with the name of a banker

or with the words " & Co.," was
not to secure payment to any par-

ticular banker, but to some banker,

in order that it might be more easily

traced for whose use the money was

received.] If the banker paid a

crossedcheck otherwise than through

a banker, the circumstance of his so

paying would be strong evidence of

negligence against him. But the

crossing did not restrict the negotia-

bility of the check, nor oblige the

lawful owner to present it through a

banker. A person taking a crossed

check bona fide and for value ac-

quired a good title; the crossing was

only an element for consideration in

determining whether there had been

good faith. The crossing was no

part of the check, and might be

made or altered or erased by the

drawer or the holder. Bellamy v.

Majoribanks, 7 Ex. 389 ; Carlon v.

Ireland, 5 E. & B. 765; Stewart

V. Lee, M. & M. 158; [Simmons v.

Taylor, 2 C. B., N. S. 528; 4 C. B.,

N. S.'463 (Ex. Ch.).

In 1856, by the 19 & 20 Vict.

c. 20, it was enacted that where a

check should bear across its face an

addition of the name of a banker,

or of the words " and compapy " in

full or abbreviated, such addition

should have the force of a direction

that it was to be paid only to or

through some banker, and the check

should be paid only in that way.

This statute applied to the state of

the check only when it was pre-

sented, and the crossing had no

effect, unless it was upon the face

of the check at that time ; as it

was no part of the check, its alte-

ration or removal would not consti-

tute forgery or an alteration of the

check. Simmons v. Taylor, 2 C. B.,

N. S. 528; 4 C. B., N. S. 463 (Ex.

Ch.).

In 1858, by the 21 & 22 Vict. c.

79, it was provided that the crossing,

whether made by the drawer or the

holder, should be a material part of

the check, and should not be altered

or obliterated, except that, while it
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invariably in America, made payable without the addition of

the words "on demand ; " and then tliey are, in contemplation

was crossed , only with the words
" and company," the lawful holder

might cross it with the name of a

banker; the banker upon whom such

a check was drawn was forbidden to

pay it to any other than the banker

with whose name it was crossed, or,

if it was crossed without a banker's

name, to any other than a banker;

but it was provided that if the check,

when it was presented, did not

plainly appear to have been crossed,

or to have been obliterated or altered

improperly, the banker should not be

responsible, and the payment should

not be questioned, by reason of its

having been crossed, or having been

obliterated or altered, and of his hav-

ing paid it otherwise than to the

proper banker unless he acted mala

fide or was guilty of negligence.

Crossed checks, however, still re-

mained negotiable. The banker

would be liable to the true holder in

trover, if he paid the check otherwise

than to the proper banker; the latter

could maintain no action against the

'

drawer until it had been presented

through that channel ; but if the

check was payable to bearer or was

indorsed in blank, and the holder lost

it, or it was stolen from him, the

banker would incur no liability to

him by paying it to another person

who, taking it hona fide and for

value, had become the lawful holder,

although it was not paid to the

proper banker. Smith v. Union

Bank, L. K. 10 Q. B. 291; 1 Q. B.

D. 31 (C. A.).

The law of crossed checks was

considerably changed by the Crossed

Cheques Act, 1876 (39 & 40 Vict.

c. 81) , which repealed the two other

statutes above mentioned. By this

act, a check may be crossed generally,

by the addition of the words " and

company," or any abbreviation

thereof, between two parallel trans-

verse lines, or of two parallel trans-

verse lines simply, across its face, or

it may be crossed specially by the

addition of the name of a banker

across its face; the words " not

negotiable" may be added to the

crossing, whether general or special.

The lawful holder, where a check is

uncrossed, may cross it generally or

specially, and where it is crossed

generally may cross it specially,

and he may add the words '
' not

negotiable," where it is crossed in

either way; a banker to whom a

check is crossed specially may again

cross it specially to another banker,

his agent for collection. The cross-

ing is made a material part of the

check. The banker on whom a

check is drawn must not pay it

otherwise than to a banker, if it is

crossed generally, or to the banker

to whom it is crossed or to his agent

for collection, if it is crossed spe-

cially; he must refuse payment if it

is crossed specially to more than one

banker, except when crossed to an

agent for collection. Where he has

in good faith and without negligence

paid the check to a banker, if it was

crossed generally, or to the banker

to whom it was crossed or his agent

for collection, being a banker, if it

was crossed specially, he and (in

case the check has come to the hands

of the payee) the drawer are placed

in the same position as if the check
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of law, equally payable on demand.^ It makes no difference in

point of law as between the parties (independently of the stamp

acts^}, whether a check be antedated or postdated; it is still

payable on its presentment, at any time after the date.^ But a

case may be supposed of a check drawn on a bank, payable on

a specified day, as, for example, it may be dated on the first day

of January, 1845, and be made payable in terms on the tenth

day of the same January ; and the question might then arise,

whether it was payable on that very day without any allowance

of the days of grace.* The general understanding among

had been paid to the true owner.

Any banker paying a crossed check

otherwise will be liable to the true

owner for any loss he may sustain

by such payment. Where a check

at the time of presentation does not

appear to be crossed, or to have had

a, crossing which has been obliterated

or altered improperly, the banker

paying it in good faith and without

negligence incurs no liability; and

the payment cannot be questioned

by reason of the check having been

crossed, or of the crossing having

been obliterated or altered impro-

perly, and of payment being made

otherwise than to the proper banker.

Where the words " not negotiable "

are added to the crossing, a person,

taking it acquires and can give no

better title than the person had from

whom he took it; but a banker in-

curs no liability to the true owner of

a check, by reason of his having re-

ceived payment, if the check was

crossed generally or specially to him,

and he received payment for a cus-

tomer in good faith and without

negligence.]

' Chitty on Bills, c. 5, p. 167

(8th ed.) ; ante, ss. 224, 487, n.

' [In the stamp acts now in

force, in England, there is nothing

to render a postdated check invalid;

and the sufficiency of the stamp is

to be determined only by what is

expressed on the face of the instru-

ment. Bull V. O' Sullivan, L. R. 6

Q. B. 209 ; Gatty v. Fry, 2 Ex. D.

265.]

8 Bayley on Bills, c. 3, s. 6,

p. 85 (5th ed.) ; Harker v. Ander-

son, 21 Wend. 372, 374, per Cowen,

J. ; Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 10

Wend. 304; 13 Wend. 133; AUen v.

Keeves, 1 East, 435; In re Brown,

2 Story, 502, 512; Salter v. Burt,

20 Wend. 205; ante, s. 220, n.

[Although a partner of a firm of

•attorneys may have authority to draw

checks in the name of the firm, yet

he has no authority to bind the firm

by a postdated check, for its efEeot

is the same as that of a bill of ex-

change payable at so many days'

date as intervene between the deli-

very of the check and its date, which

such a partner has no authority to

give. Forster v. Mackreth, L. B,. 2

Ex. 163.]

* See Mohawk Bank v. Broderick,

10 Wend. 304; 13 Wend. 133. In this

case, Mr. Chancellor Walworth said:

" The check in this case was post-

dated, as of the 14th of January,

although actually drawn and nego-
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banks is believed to be, that in such a case the check is paya-

ble on the tenth day of January, without grace, and it is treated

as a check payable on demand on that very day.^ In any other

tiated before that time. Hence, it

is insisted, in behalf of the defen-

dants, that it must he considered as

if it was dated at the time it was
actually drawn, and was made pay-

able on a day certain. The court

below was right, however, in treat-

ing it as a hill or cheek, payable

at sight, or upon the presentment

thereof at the bank at any time on
or after the day of its date, but not

before; or, in other words, so far as

concerns the question of presentment

and notice of non-payment, it is to

be considered as if drawn, as well as

dated, on the 14th of January. The
drawing of postdated checks is an

'

every-day occurrence in our com-

mercial cities ; and I believe the uni-

form understanding of the parties

in such cases is in accordance with

the construction which the Supreme

Court has given to the transaction

in the present case. It is not neces-

sary, for the decision of this case,

to inquire whether any greater de-

gree of diligence is to be used by the

holder of a negotiable check upon a

bank, in presenting it for payment,

than is required from the holder of

a similar draft at sight upon an

individual. Both are at times made
and negotiated for the avowed pur-

pose of a temporary circulation ; and,

when made for such a purpose, I can

see no good reason for requiring of

the holder any greater degree of dili-

gence in the one case than in the

other. The true rule as to both un-

doubtedly is, that the holder must

use reasonable diligence, according

to the oi'dinary course of business

in other cases of a like nature ; and

what is such reasonable diligence

must in some measure depend

upon the particular circumstances

of each case. For instance, a per-

son residing in Schenectady gives

me his check upon a bank in Al-

bany in payment of an antecedent

debt, or gives me his draft upon an

individual residing in the same place,

under similar circumstances : I should

not, in either case, be authorized to

send the check or bill to my corre-

spondent at New Orleans, to be laid

out in the purchase of sugar or cot-

ton, and hold the drawer liable for

the solvency of the bank or the

drawee of the bill, in the mean
time, because that is not the ordi-

nary course of business, and he

could not therefore have contem-

plated such a risk; but, if I had

purchased the check or bill of the

drawer, for the purpose of being

sent to New Orleans, and to be ne-

gotiated there, and with his know-

ledge, he would then have assumed

the risk of the solvency of the

drawee until the check or bill was
returned and presented for payment,

according to the usual course of

trade in such cases."

1 [This proposition is supported

by In re Brown, 2 Story, 502, and

Champion "• Gordon, 70 Penn. St.

474. In Westminster Bank v.

Wheaton, 4 R. I. 30, it was held

that a draft on a bank payable

ninety days after date was a check,

and therefore was payable without

days of grace, and the court de-

clared that the only distinguishing
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view, the check might be presented for and require acceptance

;

and yet it is understood that such acceptance is never called

for or given.^

difference between checks and other

bills of exchange was, that a check

was drawn on a bank or banker or

person acting as a banker. But, in

other cases, it is held that a check is

always payable on demand, and that

a draft on a bank payable at a fu-

ture day is not a check, and is enti-

tled to days of grace like other bills

of exchange not payable on demand.

Bowen v. Newell, 8 N. Y. 190

;

Brown v. Lusk, 4 Yerg. (Tenn.)

210; Ivory w. Bank of Missouri, 36

Mo. 475 ; Henderson v. Pope, 39

Ga, 361 ; Bradley v. Delapaine, 5

Harring. (Del.) 305; Work v.

Tatman, 2 Houst. (Del.) 304; Min-

turn V. Fisher, 4 Cal. 35 ; see Mor-

rison V. Bailey, 5 Ohio St. 13; An-

drew V. Blachly, 11 Ohio St. 89;

Culter V. Reynolds, 64 111. 321. The
grounds upon which the doctrine

stated in the text has been sup-

ported appear in the judgment of

Story, J., in In re Brown, which is

printed below. One of the distin-

'gnishing characteristics of checks,

which are there mentioned, is that

"they are payable immediately on

presentment, without the allowance

of any days of grace." This agrees

with the definition of a check. Ante,

s. 487. It seems clear therefore that,

if this is a necessary characteristic,

then a draft on a bank payable at a

future day is not a check, because it

is not payable on presentment. To
include such instruments, it would

be necessary to change the definition

of a check.]

1 See Chitty on Bills, c. 11, p.

546 (8th ed.) ; In re Brown, 2 Story,

502, 512, 514, 515. But see Barker

V. Anderson, 21 Wend. 372, 375, Mr. J.

Cowen's opinion. This whole subject

was much discussed in In re Brown,

2 Story, 502, where the checks were

drawn on the Granite Bank, dated

on a particular day, and were paya-

ble on another specified day. One

of the checks was in the following

form: "Granite Bank, $703.50.

Boston, April 18, 1841. Pay to W.
Courtis & Co., 18 May, or bearer,

seven hundred three dollars, fifty

cents. Ephraim Brown, by J. W.
Green. To Cashier." The court

held them to be checks payable

on the very day specified, without

grace ; and that the omission of the

holder to make presentment for pay-

ment on the, day specified did not

excuse the drawer from payment, as

he had no funds in the bank when

the check was presented for pay-

ment. On that occasion the court

said: " In respect to the first point,

the argument pressed is, that checks

are always, and properly, payable

on demand ; and that, when payable

at a future time, they become, to

all intents and purposes, inland bills

of exchange. But I am not by any

means prepared to admit the vali-

dity or force of this distinction ; and

no case has been cited, which, in my.

judgment, satisfactorily establishes

it. A check is not less a check be-

cause it is postdated, and thereby

becomes, in effect, payable at a fu-

ture and different time from that on

which it is drawn or issued. This

is sufficiently apparent from the case

of Allen ».Keeves,l East, 435. That
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491. Bona Fide Holder.— The differences in point of law

between checks and bills of exchange, or, at least, those of the

it may be declared upon as a bill of

exchange is no proof that it may not

also be declared upon as a check. In

many cases, they are identical in their

legal results, but by no means in all.

Mr. Chitty very properly says that

a check nearly resembles a bill of

exchange; but (he adds) it is uni-

formly made payable to bearer, and
should be drawn upon a banker, or a

person acting as such. I agree that

it nearly resembles a bill of exchange

;

but nullum simile est idem. It is com-
monly, although not always, made
payable to the bearer ; but I con-

ceive it to be still a check, if drawn
on a bank or banker, although pay-

able to a particular party only by
name, or to him or his order. It is

usually, also, made payable on de-

mand ; although I am hot aware

that this is an essential requisite.

The distinguishing characteristics of

checks, as contradistinguished from

bills of exchange, are (as it seems

to me) that they are always drawn

on a bank or banker; that they

are payable immediately on present-

ment, without the allowance of any

days of grace ; and that they are

never presentable for mere accept-

ance, but only for payment. Mr.

Chancellor Kent, in his learned

Commentaries (vol. 3, p. 75), says:

' A check upon a bank partakes

more of the character of a bill of

exchange than of a promissory note.

It is transferable, like a bill of ex-

change. It is not a direct promise

by the drawer to pay ; but it is an

undertaking, on his part, that the

drawee shall accept and pay, and

the drawer is answerable only in the

event of the failure of the drawee

to pay.' But he has more fully ex-

plained his real meaning in a note

to the index to the fourth edition

of his Commentaries (vol. 4, p. 549,

note), which I adopt, with entire

confidence, as expressive of my own

opinion: ' A check,' says he, ' dif-

fers from a bill of exchange in this,

that it has no days of grace, and re-

quires no acceptance distinct from

prompt payment. The di-awer of a

check is not a surety, but the princi-

pal debtor, as much as the maker of

a promissory note. The check is the

acknowledgment of a certain sum
due. It is an absolute appropriation

of so much money in the hands of his

banker to the holden of the check,

and there it ought to remain until

called for, and unless the drawer ac-

tually suffers by the delay, as by the

intermediate failure of, his banker,

he has no reason to complain of

delay not unreasonably protracted.

If the holder does so unreasonably

delay, he assumes the risk of the

drawee's failure; and he may under

circumstances be deemed to have

made the check his own, to the dis-

charge of the drawer. But this is

quite distinct from the strict rule of

diligence applicable to a surety, in

which light stands the indorser, who
has a right to require diligence on

the part of the holder to relieve

him from responsibility. It is true,

however, that there is so much ana-

logy between checks and bills of ex-

change and negotiable notes, that

they are frequently spoken of with-

out discrimination.' The case of Cru-

ger V. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5,
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ordinary form and in common use, will be fully seen and illus-

trated by a few considerations. In the first place, it is a well-

does not inculcate any different doc-

trinejwhen correctly considered. And
the case of Conroy v. Warren, 3 Johns.

Cas. 259, expressly distinguishes be-

tween checks and bills of exchange,

and puts the doctrine of the necessity

of presentment for payment upon its

true and reasonable ground, whether

auy damages have been sustained

by the drawer by the delay or not;

and I conceive that the point, as to

notice of the dishonor of a check,

would mainly turn upon similar con-

siderations. We all know, from the

history of inland bills of exchange,

that originally they were not enti-

tled to days of grace ; and that days

of grace were first established, as

applicable to them, by the statutes

9 & 10 Wm. 3, c. 17, and 3 & 4

Anne, stat. 2, c. 9. In Massachu-

setts, days of grace were not for-

merly allowed upon promissory

notes payable at a future time ; and

the like rule was supposed to apply

to inland bills of exchange, or, at

least, the contrary was not esta-

blished. This rule in Massachusetts

was altered by the statute of 1824,

c. 180, and by the Revised Laws of

1835, stat. 12, c. 33, ss. 5, 6, which

allow days of grace upon all bills

of exchange payable at sight or

at a future day certain, and on all

promissory negotiable notes, orders,

or drafts payable at a future day

certain. But no mention whatso-

ever is made in either statute of

checks ; but they are silently left

to the known rules, practice, and

usages of banks, which I believe to

be invariable, never to accept them

prior to payment, and always to pay

them on presentnient on or after the

day stated for payment by the date,

or upon the face of the check. Thus,

if a check be dated on the 1st of

December, and be payable on the

10th of December, it is presenta-

ble on the latter day, and on pre-

sentment on that day it will be paid

by the bank. It is never presented

for acceptance, and no days of grace

are ever allowed upon it. In short,

it is always treated as payable on

the very day designated as the day

of payment. If it be asked, what is

the reason of all this ? the true an-

swer is, that it is the usage of banks,

and the understanding of the par-

ties to the check ; and, being the

constant habit of business, it be-

comes, like all the other usages of

merchants, the lex et norma by which

to expound the contract. The par-

ties have in the present case used

the common form of a bank check

;

and, by so using it, they impliedly

authorize the bank to treat it as a

check, and pay it as a check, paya-

ble on the very day on which it is

dated, or on which it purports to

be payable, without any grace. The
words of both these instruments are

precisely alike, except as to sums

and times of payment. The first one

is: ' Granite Bank, Boston, April

18, 1851. Pay to W. Courtis & Co.,

18 May, or bearer, seven hundred

and three dollars 50-100. Ephraim

Brown, by J. W. Green. To the

Cashier.' The second is dated on

the 18th of April, and is to ' Pay

to W. Courtis & Co., 10th June, or

bearer, seven hundred and seventy-

six dollars 52-100.' Signed in the
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known rule of law, that a bill of exchange or a promissory-

note taken after the day of payment, or, as the common phrase

same manner, and addressed in the

same way, 'To the Cashier' of

the Granite Bank. No one can

doubt that it is entirely competent

for the parties to agree that an in-

strument shall be treated to all in-

tents and purposes as a check, and

to have all the attributes and inci-

dents thereof, and to declare that

it shall not be deemed a bill of ex-

change. In fact, by the forms here

adopted, the parties do so declare;

and, as I understand it, the banks

uniformly act upon this understand-

ing, and always pay such checks

upon the day fixed for payment,

witl^out any allowance of grace, if

they have funds; and this is done

without any suspicion that it is a

misuser or misapplication of the

funds of the drawer. I am aware

of the case of Brown v. Lusk, 4

Yerg. (Tenn.) 210, in which it was

held that a check drawn in Nash-

ville, on the Branch Bank of the

United States at Nashville, on the

13th of December, 1827, payable

to A. B., or bearer, on the 14th of

January following, was held to be

an inland bill of exchange, and enti-

tled to the days of grace. This case

was decided in the absence of Mr.

Chief Justice Catron; and not only

was no authority cited for the po-

sition, but the very citation from

Chitty on Bills, which was relied on

to support it, distinctly shows that

there is a marked distinction be-

tween checks and bills of exchange.

Mr. Chitty there says : ' They

'

(checks) ' are not due before pay-

ment is demanded, in which they

differ from bills of exchange and

promissory notes payable on a par-

ticular day.' Now, the most that

this position proves is, that checks

are not governed in all cases by the

same rules as bills of exchange and

promissory notes. They are not pay-

able until pi-esentment. But how
does this show when they are pre-

sentable; or that they may not be

made payable on any other day cer-

tain than the day of the date; or

that days of grace are to be allowed

upon them, if payable on a day cer-

tain? The learned judge, who de-

livered the opinion of the court in

Brown v. Lusk, added: 'They'

(checks) ' are appropriations of

money in the hands of a banker,

and are payable on presentment.'

In this remark, he but followed out

what was intimated by Lord Ken-

yon, in Boehm v. Sterling, 7 T..R.

423, 429, and has been since often

recognized as sound law. But we
all know that, at law, neither a bill

of exchange until acceptance, nor

a promissory note, is any appropria-

tion of the money of the drawer or

maker in the hands of any one. In

truth, a check is an instrument sut

generis, and is construed exactly as

the parties intend it. It is supposed

to be drawn upon funds in the hands

of the bank or banker, and it ap-

propriates the amount to the holder

of the check. And I agree with

Lord Kenyon in holding that the

drawer cannot honestly alter the

state of his accounts with the bank

or banker, so as not to leave in his

hands sufficient to pay the check on

the very day on which it is present-

able and payable ; for that would be
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is, when it is overdue, subjects the holder to all the equities

attaching to it in the hands of the' party from whom he re-

ceives it.i But this rule does not apply to a check ; for it is

not treated as overdue, although it is taken by 'the holder some

days after its date, and it is payable on demand. On the con-

trary, the holder, in such a case, takes it subject to no equities

of which he has not at the time notice ; for a check is not

treated as overdue, merely because it has not been presented as

early as it might be, or as a bill of exchange is required to be,

to charge the drawer, or indorser, or transferrer.''' One reason

for this seems tp be that, strictly speaking, a check is not due

until it is demanded.^ And therefore it is not overdue until

it has been presented for payment and payment refused.* Hence

a fraudulent misapplication of the

appropriated funds."

1 Ante, sa. 178-180.

2 Rothschild V. Corney, 9 B. & C.
'

388; see Down v. Hailing, 4 B. &
C. 330, 333 ; Brooks v. Mitchell, 9

M. & W. 15; Bayley on Bills, c. 5,

s. 3, p. 164 (5th ed.) ; Boehm w. Ster-

ling, 7 T. R. 423, 429, 430; Ames
V. Meriam, 98 Mass. 294; First

National Bank v. Harris, 108 Mass.

514; see Willets v. Phoenix Bank,

2 Duer- (N. Y.) 121. In Anderson

V. Busteed, 5 Duer (N. Y.) 485, it

was held that the indorsee of a

check, taken from the payee some

time after it was drawn, and with

knowledge of its dishonor, took it

subject to any set-off the drawer

might have against the payee. See

Cowing V. Altman, 1 Thomp. &
Cook (N. Y.) 494.

' Cruger v. Armstrong, 3 Johns.

Cas. 5, 9; Chitty on Bills, c. 11,

p. 546 (8th ed.).

* See Rothschild v. Corney, 9 B.

& C. 391, per Littledale, J. ; Barough

V. White, 4 B. & C. 325, 328, 329

;

Roscoe on Bills, p. 134 (ed. 1829).

In respect to bills and notes payable

on demand, the time when they

should be presented for payment,

and the time when they are, as to

subsequent holders, to be treated as

overdue, does not seem very accu-

rately defined ; and, in relation to

them, as in relation to checks, much
may depend upon the nature of the

particular bills or notes and the

course of business respecting them.

In Barough v. White, 4 B. & C. 325,

it seems to have been thought that

'

a note payable on demand was not

to be deemed overdue, if it was

apparently intended for circula-

tion. [See s. 207 and note, ante.']

Mr. Chitty (on Bills, c. 9, p. 416)

says: " If a bill or note payable on

demand be payable elsewhere than

in the place where it was received,

it was formerly supposed that the

party receiving it must forward it

for payment by the next post after

he received it, although that post

went out on the same day. But it

is now established that it would

suffice if such bill or note were for-

warded for payment by the regular

post on the day after it is received,

and that the person receiving it by
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a bona fide holder, purchasing a check six days after its date

for a valuable consideration, is entitled to hold it against the

drawer, and to claim payment from the banker, notwithstanding

it has been obtained by fraud from the drawer.^ And if the

drawer, or indorser, or transferrer of a check has issued or

passed it long after its date, he will be held liable to a subse-

quent lona fide holder thereof for a valuable consideration

without notice, notwithstanding the consideration upon which

he has so issued or passed it has, as between himself and the

person to whom he originally delivered it, entirely failed.^

the post in London is not bound to

present it for payment till the next

day. It is certain, however, that

the holder's not forwarding such

bill or note for payment by the post

or some conveyance of the day after

it was received, and keeping it in his

possession till on or after the third

day for sending it, would be deemed

laches; a bill or note must not be

locked up or kept till a third day,

and, if it be, the party from whom
the holder received it will be dis-

charged from liability in case it be

dishonored. In a recent case, where

the defendant, being indebted to the

plaintiff, paid to him the debt in

country bank-notes (payable in the

country and also in London) on a

Friday, several hours before the

post went out, and the plaintifE

transmitted halves of the notes by a

coach on Saturday, and the other

halves by Sunday night's post, and

all the halves arrived in London on

Monday, but those by the coach two

hours later than those by the post,

and were presented for payment and

dishonored on the Tuesday, it was

held that the plaintifE had not been

guilty of laches, and that he might

recover from the defendant his origi-

nal d«bt. And where a servant, on

behalf of his master, at one o'clock

on a Friday afternoon received of

the defendant, at Davenport, country

bank-notes, payable there, in pay-

ment for cattle sold there, and, in

consequence of his master being

absent from home all Saturday

morning, did not deliver them to

him until after banking hours on

Saturday evening, and they were not

presented for payment until Monday
morning, and between three and

four in the afternoon of Saturday

the bank stopped payment, it was

held that the master was not guilty

of laches in not presenting the

notes before the bank stopped on

Saturday."

1 Ibid.

2 Boehm ». Sterling, 7 T. R. 423;

Chitty on Bills, c. 11, pp. 546, 547

(8th ed.) ; Bayley on Bills, c. 5,

s. 3, p. 164 (5th ed.).

[As regards the right and duty

of bankers to pay checks presented

a long time after their date, there

seems to be very little authority.

See Grant on Banking, 70-72 (3d

ed.) ; Morse on Banks and Banking,

262-265. In Pennsylvania in 1852,

it was held in Lancaster Bank ».

Woodward, 18 Penn. St. 357, that

where a check was presented a long

time after payment might have been

demanded, and the drawer has
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492. Presentment and Notice.— lAobility of the Drawer.—
In the next place, the drawer of a bill of exchange is liable to

payment thereof, only upon the condition that it has been duly

presented for payment at its maturity and dishonored, and he

has received due notice of the dishonor.^ And in either case it

makes no difference whether he has suffered any loss or injury

thereby or not.^ In case of a check, the drawer is treated as in

some sort the principal debtor, and he is not discharged by any

laches of the holder in not making due presentment thereof,

or in not giving him notice of the dishonor, unless he has suf-

fered some loss or injury thereby, and then only pro tanto.^

493. And this leads us to the consideration of the true

nature and extent of the rights and duties of the holder of a

check, and of the liabilities of the drawer and of the indorser

or transferrer of the same. And, first, the rights and duties of

the holder in respect to the drawer. And here the general rule

is, that the holder, in order to charge the drawer in case of a

dishonor, is bound to present the same for payment within

a reasonable time, and to give notice thereof to the drawer

within a like reasonable time ; otherwise the delay is at his

own peril.* What is a reasonable time will depend upon cir-

cumstances, and will in many cases depend upon the time, the

mode, and the place of receiving the check, and upon the rela-

bnt a small sum to his credit, the 490; Mohawk Bank v. Broderick,

bank was not justified in paying it 10 Wend. 304 ; Little «. Phenlx

without inquiry, and could not re- Bank, 2 Hill, 425, 428, 429; Pack

cover the amount overdrawn from v. Thomas, 13 Sm. & M. 11 ;
post,

the drawer.] ss. 497, 498; Harbeck ». Craft, 4

1 Ante, ss. 198, 201. Harker v. Duer (N. Y.) 122.

Anderson, 21 Wend. 372; Judd u. * 3 Kent Com. 88, 91; Chitty on

Smith, 5 Thomp. & Cook (N. Y.) Bills, c. 8, pp. 246-248; Id. c. 9,

255; 3 Hun, 190; Kelley u. Brown, pp. 412, 416, 418, 420; Id. c. 11,

5 Gray, 108; Norris v. Despard, 38 pp. 546, 547 (8th ed.); Camidge ».

Md. 487; Brown v. Lusk, 4 Yerg. AUenby, 6 B. &. C. 373; Taylor v.

(Tenn.) 210; Case v. Morris, 31 Young, 3 Watts, 343; Conroy v.

Penn. St. 100. Warren, 8 Johns. Cas. 259; Boehm
2 Ante, s. 299. v. Sterling, 7 T. R. 430; Thomson
8 3 Kent Com. 104, n. ; Cruger on Bills, c. 6, s. 1, p. 436 (2nd ed.);

V. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5; ante, s. 207; St. Johns ». Romans,

Conroy v. Warren, 3 Johns. Cas. 8 Mo. 382; Clark v. Metropolitan

259; Murray v. Judah, 6 Cowen, Bank, 2 MacArthur, 249.
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tions of the parties between whom the question arises.^ If the

payee or other holder of the checlc receives it immediately

from the drawer in the same town or city where it is payable,

he is bound to present it for payment to the bank or bankers,

at furthest, on the next succeeding secular day after it is re-

ceived, before the close of the usual banking hours.^ He may
however, although he is not bound so to do, present it for pay-

ment on the same day on which it is drawn or delivered to him ;

but he is at liberty to wait until the next succeeding day.'

' Bond V. Warden, 1 Collyer,

583; 9 Jur. 198; see Woodrufi v.

Plant, 41 Conn. 344.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 247

(8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp. 413, 416,

419, 420; Id. p. 410; Id. pp. 377,

379 (9th ed.); Id. pp. 385, 386 (9th

ed.) ; Robson v. Bennett, 2 Taunt.

388; Rickford v. Ridge, 2 Camp.

537; Boddington v. Schleneker, 4 B.

& Ad. 752; Bayley on Bills, c. 7,

s. 1, pp. 240-242 (5th ed.) ; Story on

Bills, ss. 470, 471. Mr. Chitty, on

this subject (pp. 419, 420), says:

'
' With respect to a check on a bank-

er, it is now settled that it suffices

to present it for payment to the

banker at any time during banking

hours (in London, five o'clock) on

the day after it is received, and that

no laches can be imputed to the

holder in not presenting it for pay-

ment early in the morning of the

second day, although the bankers

paid drafts on them until four

o'clock in the afternoon, and then

stopped payment. And where a

person in London received a check

upon a London banker between one

and two o'clock, and lodged it soon

after four with his banker, and the

latter presented it between five and

six, and got it marked as a good

check, and the next day at noon

presented it for payment at the clear-

ing-house, the court held that there

had been no unreasonable delay,

either by the holder in not present-

ing it for payment on the first day,

which he might have done, or by his

banker in presenting it at the clear-

ing-house only on the following day

at noon; it being proved to be the

usage among such bankers not to

pay checks presented by one banker

to another after four o'clock, but

only to mark them if good, and to

pay them the next day at the clear-

ing-house. If a check on a banker

be delivered to a person at a place

distant from the place where it is

payable, it will suffice to forward it

by post or otherwise to some person

residing at the latter (place) on the

day after it is received, and it will

suffice for him to present it on the

third day. And it has been holden

that a London banker, who receives

a check by the general post, is not

bound to present it for payment

until the following day." See also

Chitty on Bills, c. 6, p. 247 (8th

ed.); Id. c. 11, pp. 546, 547; Alexan-

der 0. Burchfield, 7 M. & Gr. 1061.

' Ibid. ; Bui'khalter v. Second

National Bank, 42 jST. Y. 538; Caw-

ein V. Browinski, 6 Bush (Ky.) 457;

Himmelmann v. Hotaling, 40 Cal.

Ill ; see Simpson v. Pacific Insu-

rance Co., 44 Cal. 139.

44
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Where he receives the check from the drawer in a place distant

from the place of payment, it will be sufficient for him to for-

ward it by the post to some person at the latter place on the

next secular day after it is received ; and the person to whom
is is thus forwarded will not be bound to present it for payment

until the day after it has reached him by the course of the post.^

If payment is not thus regularly demanded, and the bank or

bankers should fail before the check is presented, the loss will

be the loss of the holder, who will have made the check his

own and at his sole risk by his laches.* The reason of this

strictness is said to be that a check, unlike a bill of exchange,

is generally designed for immediate payment, and not for cir-

culation ; and therefore it becomes the duty of the holder to

present it for payment as soon as he reasonably may ; and, if he

does not, he keeps it at his own peril.^

494. Where the holder does not receive the check immedi-

ately from the drawer, but through a succession of subsequent

holders after the first, then, iu case of a dishonor thereof, the

drawer will not be bound beyond the period of time for which

he would be bound to the first holder.* The reason is that

which has just been assigned, that the drawer does not issue the

check for general circulation, and therefore he is not by impli-

cation bound to allow a prolonged circulation thereof at his

own risk for the sole benefit of the original holder who chooses

to put it into general circulation. If, therefore, in the inter-

mediate time the bank or bankers should fail in business, and

would have paid the check if it had been presented in due

1 Ibid. ; Moule v. Brown, 4 Bing. pp. 419, 420 (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 4, pp.

N. C. 266; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 546, 547; Hopkins v. Ware, L. R.

416, 417 (8th ed.) ; Veazie Bank v. 4 Ex. 268; East River Bank v. Ged-

Winn, 40 Me. 60; Hare v. Henty, 10 ney, 4 E. D. Smith (N. Y.) 582;

C. B., N. S. 65; Prideaux v. Grid- Purcell v. Allemong, 22 Gratt. 739;

die, L. R. 4 Q. B. 455; Heywood see Bailey h. Bodenham, 16 C. B.,

V. Pickering, L. R. 9 Q. B. 428; N. S. 288.

see Cox ». Boone, 8 W. Va. 500. 'Per Bayley, J., in Down v.

" Alexander v. Burchfield, Car. Hailing, 4 B. & C. 333.

&M. 75; 8 Scott N. R. 555; 7 M. * Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 421

& Or. 1061 ; Down v. Hailing, 4 B. (8th ed.); Id. c. 9, p. 387; Boehm

& C. 830, 333; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, v. Sterling, 7 T. R. 423.
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season, the loss must be borne by the holder, and ndt by the

drawer.^

495. Liability of the Indorser.— In the next place, in respect

to the rights and duties of the holder against the indorser or

transferrer of the check.^ Where a check is negotiable, and

passes by indorsement or by mere delivery, the same rule ap-

plies between the immediate parties to the transfer as applies

between the drawer and the original payee of the check.^ It

must, if payable in the same town or city where the transfer is

made, be presented for payment before the close of the bank
hours of the next succeeding secular day ; and, if he receives

it at a distance from the place of payment, he must forward it

for payment by the post of the next succeeding secular day to

some person at that place.*

496. The same rule equally applies as between the indorser

or transferrer of the check and any subsequent remote holder

;

for although each party may be allowed a day, as between him-

self and the party from whom he has received the check, to

make a presentment for payment and give notice of the dis-

honor, yet this does not authorize a succession of subsequent

holders to keep the instrument day after day in circulation, so

as to retain the liability of all the prior parties thereto, upon

any ultimate failure of the drawee to pay the check. The

drawer and every holder is liable to every subsequent holder

only upon due presentment and dishonor of the check, within

the time for which he would be liable, if the check had been

presented by the party immediately claiming from or under him,^

1 Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 421 dishonor given -within a reasonable

(8th ed.). time. Veazie Bank v. Winn, 40

^ The indorser of a check paya- Me. 60; Mohawk Bank jj. Broderick,

ble to bearer incurs the usual liabi- 10 Wend. 304; Grough v. Staats, 13

lities of an indorser of a negotiable Wend. 549 ; Daniels v. Kyle, 1 Ga.

bill or note. Keene v. Beard, 8 C. 304; see Miller v. Moseley, 26 La.

B., N. S. 372; ante, s. 132. An. 667; Moody u. Mack, 43 Mo.
a Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. 319- 210.

421 (8th ed.) ; Mohawk Bank v. * Ante, s. 493 ; Chitty on Bills,

Broderick, 10 Wend. 304; 13 Wend; c. 6, p. 247 (8th ed.); Id. c. 9, pp.

133. 414, 416-421; Id. c. 11, p. 547;

The indorser is discharged, unless Story on Bills, ss. 472-475.

the check is presented and notice of ^ Chitty on Bills, o. 9, p. 387
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497. Effect of omitting Presentment.— But although the

drawer of a check (and the indorser or transferrer of a check

is ordinarily in the same predicament) is not fixed with an ab-

solute responsibility to pay the check upon its dishonor, unless

it has been presented for payment on the next day after it is

received, or unless sent by the post of the next day according

to and under the circumstances already mentioned, ^ yet this doc-

trine is to be received with its proper qualifications. Strictly

speaking, it only applies where, in the intermediate time be-

tween the drawing of the check and the presentment thereof

for payment, there has been a change of circumstances materi-

ally affecting the rights and interests of the drawer in respect

to the bank or banker on whom the check is drawn. In such

a case, the rule, that the check must be presented within a

reasonalale time, is applied ex rigore legis, and is interpreted to

mean the shortest period within which, consistently with the

ordinary employments and duties of commercial business, it is

practicable to perform the duty ; and the analogy of the time

allowed in cases of the presentment of bills of exchange and

notice of the dishonor thereof is adopted as reasonable and ap-

propriate.^ But the drawer is in no case discharged from his

(8th ed.); Id. p. 421. See Mohawk the party from whom he received a

Bank v. Broderick, 10 Wend. 304; check, it would be otherwise as to

Elting v. Brinkerhofi, 2 Hall (N.Y.) the drawer, if the banker should,

463; Little v. Phenix Bank, 2 Hill, during a succession of several days,

425, 429 ; Murray v. Judah, 6 Cow- fail, and would have paid, if the.

en, 490; Thomson on Bills, c. 6, s. check had been presented on the day

1, p. 436 (2nd ed.); Story on Bills, after it was drawn; a check being an

ss. 472, 473. Mr. Chitty (p. 421) instrument not in general intended

says : "It will be observed that by the drawer to be long in circula-

this rule, allowing the party receiv- tion, and in that respect differing

ing a bill, note, or check, payable on from a country banker's note,

demand, until the next day to pre- which is known to all parties to

sent it for payment, will not enable have been intended to be in circula-

a succession of persons to keep such tion, and not so promptly presented

instrument long in circulation, so as for payment as a check."

to retain the liability of all the par- ^ Ante, s. 493.

ties, in case the same should ulti- ^ ^„,g^ gg. 200, 201, 207, 208,

mately be dishonored by the maker 319-328 ; Story on Bills, ss. 324,

of the note or drawee of the check. 382; Chitty on Bills, o. 6, pp. 246,

And though each party may be 247 (8th ed.); Id. e. 9, p. 414; Id.

allowed a day, as between him and c. 11, p. 547.
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responsibility to pay the same, unless he has suffered some loss

or injury by the omission or neglect to make such presentment,

and then only pro tanto} Thus, for example, if the bank or

banker has failed or become bankrupt, he will be discharged to

the extent of the loss or injury he has sustained thereby.

498. But where no change of circumstances has occurred in

the intermediate time between the drawing and presentment of

the check, materially affecting the rights or interests of the

drawer in respect to the bank or bankers, there that analogy is

abandoned ; and the same rule is adopted as to the admeasure-

ment of the reasonable time as is adopted in cases of guar

ranty.2 Hence it is (as we have already seen^) that the

drawer will at all times be liable to pay the same, if the holder

can show (for the onus probandi is thrown on him *) that the

drawer has sustained, and can sustain, no loss or damage from

the omission to demand payment at an earlier date of the bank

or banker on whom the check is drawn.^ Thus, if the bank

or banker still remains in good credit, and is able to pay the

check, the drawer will still remain liable to pay the same, not-

withstanding many months have elapsed since the date of the

check, and before the presentment for payment and notice of

the dishonor.^ So, if the drawer, at the date of the check or

at the time of the presentment of it for payment, had no funds

in the bank or banker's hands, or if, after drawing the check

1 3 Kent Com. 104, note; Cru- ^ Ante, ss. 284, 285, 460; Little

ger V. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5; ». Phenix Bank, 2 Hill, 425; 8 Kent

Conroy v. Warren, 8 Johns. Cas. Com. 88.

259; Murray v. Judah, 6 Cowen, ° Ante, s. 492.

490; Mohawk Bank u. Broderiek, 10 * Little v. Phenix Bank, 2 Hill,

Wend. 804; Little v. Phenix Bank, N. Y. 425; Stevens v. Park, 73 111.

2 Hill, 425, 428, 429; Serle ». Nor- 387; Planters' Bank v. Merritt, 7

ton, 2 M. & Rob. 401 ; ante, s. 492; Heisk. (Tenn.) 177, 193.

Laws V. Rand, 3 C. B., N. S. 442; « 3 Kent Com. 88; Little v. Phe-

Robinson «. Hawksford, 9 Q. B. 52; nix Bank, 2 Hill, 425; Cruger v.

Pack V. Thomas, 13 Sm. & M. 11

;

Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5; Con-

Bell «. Alexander, 21 Gratt. 1; Mor- roy v. Warren, 3 Johns. Cas. 259;

rison v. McCartney, 30 Mo. 183; Hoyt v. Seeley, 18 Conn. 358; Da-

Gregg V. George, 16 Kansas, 546; niels v. Kyle, 1 Ga. 304.

Griffin v. Kemp, 46 Ind. 172 ; Plant- « Robinson v. Hawksford, 9 Q. B.

ers' Bank v. Merritt, 7 Heisk. 52 ; Deener v. Brown, 1 MacArthur,

(Tenn.) 177. 350.
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and before its presentment for payment and dishonor, lie had

withdrawn his funds, the drawer would remain liable to pay

the check, notwithstanding the lapse of time. The reason is,

that, if he drew the check without having any funds, he had

no right to expect payment of the check, and his conduct

amounted to a fraud and imposition upon the payee ,^ and he

could suffer no loss or damage on account of the dishonor, or, at

least, none which might not be properly attributed to his own
fault.2 And if he originally had funds, and had since with-

drawn them from the bank or banker's, he was himself guilty

of a manifest. wrong in thus subtracting the very funds already

appropriated to the payment of the check.^ The like doctrine

1 [Presentment and notice of dis-

honor are excused, if the drawer had

not sufficient funds in the bank
when it was reasonable to expect

that the check would be presented,

and had no reasonable expectation

that it would be paid. Wirth v.

Austin, L. R. 10 C. P. 689; Carew
V. Duckworth, L. R. 4 Ex. 313.

The absence of effects at the time

when the check was drawn is a prima

facie excuse. Kemble v. Mills, 1

M. & Gr. 757 ; 2 Scott N. R. 121

;

True V. Thomas, 16 Me. 36 ; Frank-

lin V. Vanderpool, 1 Hall (N. Y.) 78;

Fitch V. Redding, 4 Sandf. (N. T.)

130; Coyle v. Smith, 1 E. D. Smith

(N. Y.) 400; see Planters' Bank
V. Keesee, 7 Heisk. (Tenn.) 200.]

2 Conroy v. Warren, 3 Johns.

Cas. 259 ; Murray v. Judah, 6 Cow-

en, 484; Eichelberger ». Finley, 7

Har. & J. 381.

" Conroy v. Warren, 3 Johns.

Cas. 259; Murray v. Judah, 6 Cow-

en, 484; Eichelberger v. Finley, 7

Har. & J. 381 ; Franklin v. Vander-

pool, 1 Hall (N. Y.) 78; Hoyt v.

Seeley, 18 Conn. 353; Emery v.

Hobson, 63 Me. 32 ; In re Brown,

2 Story, 516, the court said: " The

hke distinction between checks and

bills of exchange was stated by Mr.

Justice Sutherland, in Murray ».

Judah, 6 Cowen, 490. He there

said: 'As a general rule, therefore,

a check is not due from the drawer

until payment has been demanded

of the drawee, and refused by him.

As between the holder of a check

and an indorser or third person,

payment must be demanded within

a reasonable time. But, as between

the holder and maker or drawer, a

demand at any time before suit

brought is sufficient, unless it ap-

pear that the drawee has failed, or

the drawer has in some manner sus-

tained injury by the delay.' The

same doctrine has been fully recog-

nized in other cases. It is a natu-

ral, even if it be 'not a necessary,

consequence of the fact, that a

check is an appropriation of the

funds of the drawer, in the hands

of the bank or banker, to the amount

of the check; and consequently the

drawer has no right to withdraw the

same. And if the drawee upon the

presentment refuses to pay the check,

because he has no funds, then the

drawer is not injured; and if he has
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will (as has been already suggested) ordinarily apply to the

funds, and refuses to pay, then, if

the bank is still in good credit, as

the drawer has sustained, and can

sustain, no loss, there is every reason

to hold him liable therefor. Every
check is prima facie presumed to

he given for value received by the

drawer; and if, by reason of the

want of due presentment or want
of due notice of the dishonor, he is

to be totally exonerated, he pockets

both the original consideration and

his funds in the hands of the bank

or banker. In such a case, can it be

said with truth or justice that he

is to be enriched at the expense of

the holder of the check? Or that

he shall not be deemed'to hold the

money as money had and received

for the use of the holder, either be-

cause he had no funds in the bank,

or because he still retains those

funds, appropriated to the use of

another, for his own use? I am
aware that Mr. Justice Cowen, in

his elaborate opinion in Harker v.

Anderson, 21 Wend. 372, has en-

deavored to support the opinion,

that a check is to be deemed to all

essential purposes to be a bill of

exchange, and therefore that all

the rules applicable to the latter are

of equal force in relation to the

former. Notwithstanding the array

of authorities, so fully and learnedly

brought forth by him in support of

that opinion, my own judgment is,

that they wholly fail of the pur-

pose. It appears to me to be a

struggle, on the part of the learned

judge, to subject all the doctrines

applicable to all negotiable instru-

ments to some common and uniform

standard. I hope and trust that

such an effort will never prevail. In

my judgment, it is far better that

the doctrines of commercial juris-

prudence should from time to time

adapt themselves to the common
usages and practices and understand-

ing of merchants, and vary with

the varying courses of business, so

as at once to subserve public conve-

nience, and to mould themselves into

the common habits- of social life,

rather than to assume any artificial

forms, or to regulate by an inflexible

standard the whole operations of

trade and commerce. As new instru-

ments arise in the course of business,

they should be constructed so as to

meet and accomplish the very pur-

poses for which they were designed

by the parties, and not to defeat

them. Checks are as well known now
as bills of exchange, as a class of dis-

tinct instruments in commercial ne-

gotiations ; and he who seeks to

make them identical in all respects

with bills of exchange may uninten-

tionally be introducing an anomaly,

instead of suppressing one. Upon
the whole, my judgment is pre-

cisely in coincidence with that of

Mr. Chancellor Kent, already cited

on this subject. I hold that the

instruments in the present case are

strictly checks, and subject to alt

the incidents thereof ; that they

were payable on the very day on

which payment was upon their face

demandable, without any days of

grace; and that both parties in-

tended throughout that they should

be treated as checks, and that they

should be paid by the bank on the

very day designated, or at any rea-

sonable time thereafter. But, as-
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case of an indorser or transferrer of a check, in respect to

subsequent indorsers.^ '

suming, for the purposes of the

argument, that this is not entirely

correct (which I maintain, however,

to be entirely correct), still, in this

case, in my judgment, the checks

are a good debt against the bank-

rupt. And this for two reasons,

either of which would be conclusive.

In the first place, it is manifest that

these checks were drawn without

the drawer having any right to

draw. He had no funds in the

bank at the time when the checks

were due and payable, or, indeed,

for aught that appears, at any time

since, to discharge them or either

of them. Now, in the case of a

check, I take it to be clear that the

drawer impliedly engages that, at

the time when the check is due and

payable, he has, and will have then,

and at all times thereafter, sufficient

funds in the bank to pay the same

upon presentment : and, by the

draft, he appropriates those funds

absolutely for the use of the holder.

Now, the bank is not bound to pay,

unless it is in full funds ; and it is

not obliged to pay, or to accept to

pay, if it has partial funds only;

for it is entitled to the possession of

the check on payment; and, indeed,

in the ordinary course of business,

the only- voucher of the bank for

any payment is the production and

receipt of the check, which the

holder cannot, safely part with, un-

less he receives full payment, nor

the bank exact, unless under the

like circumstances. The holder is

not bound to accept part payment.

even if the bank is willing to pay

in part ; for he has a claim to the

entirety. Now, the circumstance,

that the drawer had no right to

draw these checks, and had no

funds there at any time to pay the

same, seems to me decisive, that

he has no right to complain of the

want of due presentment, or of the

want of due notice. Not of the want

of due presentment ; for the checks
,

were demandable not merely on

the days on which they were respec-

tively due, but, as against him, at

any reasonable time afterwards
;

and he ought to have had funds at

all times in the bank, to pay the

checks after they were due. Not of

the want of notice ; for, as he never

had any funds in the bank to pay

the checks, he had no right to be-

lieve they would be paid, and,

strictly speaking, his conduct was •

an actual or constructive fraud

upon the holders. In both views,

the case of Conroy v. Warren, 3

Johns. 259, is a direct authority to

the purpose. And it may be fur-

ther added, that it was held in that

case, in which I entirely concur,

that, if the drawer sustains no dam-

age, by want of due presentment or

due notice, and the non-payment of

checks arise from his own default

or from his want of funds, he is

liable to the holder to the full

amount of the checks. If the bank

had funds, and had failed in the in-

termediate time, that might have

furnished a different ground for de-

fence. It would then be like the

1 Ante, s. 497.
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499. Memorandum Checks.— There is a class of checks,

which has recently sprung up in our commercial communities,

ease of a note or acceptance, pay-

able at a bank, where the bank had
at the time funds to pay, and had
failed after it became due, and
there had not been a due present-

ment for payment. It appears to

me equally clear, upon principle

and authority, that the drawer is

liable in all cases for the dishonor

of checks, whether they have been

duly presented or not, or whether

he has had due notice of the dis-

honor or not, in all cases where he

has sustained no damage on ac-

count of the omission. But it is

said that, in cases of bills, due pre-

sentment and due notice are neces-

sary, whenever the drawer has any

funds in the hands of the drawee;

and the same reasoning applies to

cases of checks. Now, I deny both

the premises and the conclusion.

In the first place, as I understand

it, the true doctrine is this : that if

the drawer has a right to draw, in

the belief that he has funds, or in

the expectation that he shall have

funds, at the time of the present-

ment for acceptance, by reason of

arrangements with the drawee, or

putting his funds in transitu, then,

and in such cases, he is entitled to

due notice. But according to the

doctrine now contended for, if the

drawer knows that he has but one

dollar in the hands of the drawee,

and he. has no expectation of any

more being added, and has no right

to believe that a bill for more will

be honored, he may nevertheless

draw a bill on the drawee for ten

thousand dollars; and, if it is dis-

honored (as he knows it will be) , he

is still entitled to strict notice;

whereas, if he had not the one

dollar in the drawee's hands, he

would not be entitled to any notice

at all. Now 1 do not understand

the law to involve any such strange

anomaly, not to call it an absur-

dity In each case, the same reason

applies: the draft is a fraud upon

the holder; and in each case a medi-

tated fraud shall not be sheltered

behind a rule intended to protect

the innocent and trustworthy. The
two cases relied on at the bar to

establish the opposite doctrine turn

upon the very considerations which

I have already suggested. In Ham-
mond V. Dufrene, 3 Camp. 145, the

bill was drawn by the party hav-

ing no funds at the time; but the

drawees accepted the bill, and after-

wards, and before the bill became

due, the drawer paid a larger sum
on account of the acceptance; and

Lord EUenborough held that the

drawer was entitled to strict notice

of the dishonor when the bill be-

came due. AVhy ? Because the

drawer had a reasonable expecta-

tion that the bill would be accepted

(and it was accepted), and that it

would be paid at maturity by the

acceptors, as he was then in ad-

vance for them to a larger amount.

In Thackray v. Blackett, 3 Camp.

163, the two bills drawn were ac-

cepted, and were dishonored at

their maturity by the acceptors

;

but due notice thereof was not given

to the drawer. The bills were in

fact drawn for the accommodation

of the drawer; but, before they be-

came due, he had contracted engage-
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of a peculiar character, and known as " memorandum checks."

In their form tliey do not in general differ from ordinary

checks ; and, as to third persons, who are holders iona fide for

a valuable consideration without notice, they are affected with

all the legal rights and consequences of ordinary checks. But

between the parties thereto they seem designed as a mere

memorandum of an indebtment, generally for money borrowed,

and are in the nature of the common due bill, I.O.U. Tliese

memorandum checks have not, as yet, within our knowledge,

given rise to any important judicial decisions. But two ques-

tions may naturally arise thereon: (1} Whether, as between

the immediate parties, the checks are to be deemed presentable

at all to the bank on which they are drawn, before the holder

has a right to demand payment of the amount of the drawer

;

(2) If so presentable, then within what time the holder is

bound to present them for payment ; whether within a reason-

able time according to the general rule, or at any time depend-

ing upon his own sole option. Neither of these points seems at

present to have undergone any positive adjudication.^

ments on account of the acceptors, 7 East, 359, where the court thought

to the amount of ahout £1,000, the that in cases of a shifting balance

bills amounting to upwards of £3,- notice was necessary, because the

600. Lord Ellenborough held the drawer could not or might not

drawer entitled to strict notice ; but know that he was drawing without

it was upon the ground that there any right to draw. The same doc-

was an open account between the trine was upheld in Legge v. Thorpe,

parties, and therefore the drawer 12 East, 171, and was there ex-

could not necessarily have been pounded upon the principles which

aware beforehand that either of the I have stated."

bills would be dishonored; so that ' The drawer of a memorandum
the case was put upon the clear check is absolutely liable without

ground that the drawer had a right presentment or notice of dishonor

to draw, and had a right to believe (Franklin Bank v. Freeman, 16

that his drafts would be honored. Pick. 535; TurnbuU ». Osborne, 12

Indeed, in cases of a fluctuating ba- Abb. Pr., N. S. (N. Y.) 200); but,

lance between the parties, this may in declaring upon such a check, its

well constitute a ground upon whiqh, character must be averred (Kelley v.

without knowing the exact state of Brown, 5 Gray, 108). See Dykers

the balance, the drawer may rea- v. Leather Manufacturers' Bank, 11

sonably draw. And this is the very Paige, 612 ; Skillmau v. Titus, 32

ground upon which the doctrine was N. J. L. 96.

put, in the case of Orr v. Maginnis,
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500. Bank-Notes. — Before closing this work, it may be

proper to say a very few words in respect to bankers' notes and

bank-notes, or, as they are sometimes called, " bank-bills." We
have already had occasion to consider the time within which

promissory notes payable on demand should be presented for

payment, in order to charge the indorser or transferrer of the

same ; that is, that the presentment should be within a reason-

able time.^ But a most material distinction applicable to this

subject exists, or may exist, between the notes of private indi-

viduals and of persons professing to carry on the business of

bankers and issuing their notes payable on demand for the pur-

poses of general currency and circulation.^ In the latter class

of cases, it is obvious that the same strict rules ought not to

be applied as in the former, as to presentment for payment,

either in respect to the makers or in respect to the subsequent

holders by whom they are or may be passed and circulated.

They are indeed, in the ordinary course of business and trade,

treated (like our bank-notes) as ready cash, and accordingly so

circulate, whether they are made payable to order or to bearer.^

Nevertheless, they are not deemed to be taken as an absolute

payment in cash, unless so agreed by the parties ; but, if presented

in due time and dishonored, the party receiving them may, upon

due notice, recover the amount or consideration for which they

were taken from the payer.* Even if the bankers have failed

and shut up their banking-house, it seems to have been thought

necessary that a presentment of the bank-notes should be made

there for payment ; or, at all events, that notice should be given

in due time, and an offer to return the notes made to the per-

son from whom they were received ; otherwise, the holder will

have no remedy against him.^ It has been justly said that it is

1 Ante, s. 207. 414-416 (8th ed.); Id. c. 12, pp.

2 Chitty on Bills, c. 12, p. 554 554, 555.

(8th ed.). ^ Howe v. Bowes, 16 East, 112;

s Tassell v. Lewis, 1 Ld. Kaym. 5 Taunt. 30; Sands v.' Clarke, 8

743, 744; Chitty on Bills, c. 12, p. C. B. 751; Camidge v. Allenby, 6

554 (8th ed.); Pickard v. Bankes, B.&C. 373; Henderson u. Appleton,

13 East, 20 ; Lowndes v. Anderson, cited in Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 387,

13 East, 130. note (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 9, p. 356, note

* Ibid. ; Owenson v. Morse, 7 (9th ed.) ; Rogers v. Langford, 1

T. R. 64; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, pp. C. & M. 637; Chitty on Bills, c. 9,
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difficult to say what length of time is to be deemed unreasona-

386 (8th ed.); H. pp. 417, 418; Id.

c. 9, pp. 354-856 (9th ed.); Id.

p. 384. Mr. Chitty, in his notes to

the last edition (the 9th), has given

a full view of the cases ahove cited

;

and they are so instructive that they

deserve to be stated at large. Ca-

midge v. AUenby, 6 B. Se C. 373; 9

D. & E. 391 (Chitty jun. 1319). In

an action for the price of goods, it

appeared that the same were sold at

York on Saturday, the 10th of De-

cember, 1825, and on the same day,

at three o'clock in the afternoon,

the vendee delivered to the vendor,

as and for the payment of the price,

certain promissory notes of the bank
•of D. & Co. at Huddersfield, paya-

ble on demand to bearer. D. & Co.

stopped payment on the same day

at eleven o'clock in the morning,

and never afterwards resumed their

payments ; but neither of the par-

ties knew of the stoppage or of the

insolvency of D. & Co. The vendor

never circulated the notes, or pre-

sented them to the bankers for pay-

ment; but on Saturday, the 17th of

December, he required the vendee to

take back the notes, and to pay him
the amount, which the latter refused.

Held, under these circumstances,

that the vendor of the goods was

guilty of laches, and had thereby

made the notes his own; and, con-

sequently, that they operated as a

satisfaction of the debt. Per Bay-

ley, J.: "I think that the defen-

dant, in this case, is entitled to the

judgment of the court. One short

observation disposes of Warrington

V. Furbor, 8 East, 242, and Swin-

yard v. Bowes, 5 M. & S. 62, the

authorities cited to show that it was

not necessary, in this case, to prove

presentment for payment. In those

cases, the person insisting on the

want of presentment was not a party

to the bill ; but here the defendant

was a party to the notes ; for they

were payable to the bearer on de-

mand, and he was the holder of them

;

and,when such notes are passed from

hand tohand, the person taking them

must trace his right through the

former holder. If the notes had

been given to the plaintifE at the

time when the corn was sold, he

could have had no remedy upon

them against the defendant. The
plaintiff might have insisted upon

payment in money. But, if he con-

sented to receive the notes as money,

they would have been taken by him

at his peril. If, indeed, he could

show fraud, or knowledge of the

maker's insolvency, in the payer,

then it would be wholly immaterial

whether they were taken at the time

of sale or afterwards. Here the notes

were given to him in payment subse-

quently, and the question is whether

they operate as a discharge of the

debt due to the plaintiff, in respect

of the corn. The rule as to all

negotiable instruments is, that, if

they are taken in payment of a

pre-existing debt, they operate as

a discharge of that debt, unless

the party who holds the instrument

does all that the law requires to

be done, in order to obtain payment

of them. Then the question is,

what it was the duty of the plaintiff

to do, in order to obtain payment of

these notes. They were intended

for circulation. But I think that he

was not bound immediately to circn-
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ble for presentment tliereof for payment as between the person

late them, or to senci them into

the bank for payment ; but he was
bound, within a reasonable time

after he had received them, either to

circulate them or to present them
for payment. Now here it is eon-

ceded that, if there had not been
any insolvency of the bankers, the

notes should have been circulated,

or presented for payment, on the

Monday. It is clear that the plain-

tiff, on that day, might have had
knowledge that the bankers had
stopped payment, and having that

knowledge, if presentment was un-

necessary, he had then another duty

to perform. In consequence of the

negotiable nature of the instru-

ments, it became his duty to give

notice to the party who paid him the

notes that the bankers had become

insolvent, and that he, the plaintiff,

would resort to the defendant for

payment of the notes; and it would

then have been for the defendant to

consider whether he could transfer

the loss to any other person; for,

unless he had been guilty of negli-

gence, he might perhaps have resort-

ed to the person who paid him the

notes. That party would, however,

be discharged, if he received no

notice of non-payment, or of the

insolvency of the bankers, till a week

after he had paid them to the de-

fendant. The neglect, therefore, on

the part of the plaintiff, to give to

the defendant notice of the insol-

vency of the bankers, may have

been prejudicial to the defendant.

The law requires that the party

on whom the loss is to be thrown

should have notice of non-payment,

in order to enable him to exercise

his judgment, whether he will take

legal measures against other parties

to the bill or note. Now here, if

the notes had been returned on the

Tuesday to the defendant, he might

have taken steps against the bank-

ers; and he had a right to exercise

his Judgment,whether he would do so

or not, although they had stopped,

or he might have had a remedy

against the person who had paid him
the notes. It may be hard, in some

cases, that the entire loss should fall

upon one individual, but it is a ge-

neral rule, applicable to negotiable

instruments, and not to be relaxed

in particular instances, that the

holder of such an instrument is to

present promptly or to communicate

without delay notice of non-pay-

ment, or of the insolvency of the

acceptor of a bill or the maker of

a note ; for a party is not only en-

titled to knowledge of insolvency,

but to notice that in consequence

of such insolvency he will be called

upon to pay the amount of the bill

or note. The case of Beeching b.

Gower, Holt N. P. 313, is an an-

swer to the whole of the argument

for the plaintiff, founded upon the

fact that the notes were paid away

after the bank had stopped. For

these reasons, I am of opinion that

the plaintiff is not entitled to re-

cover, and that a judgment of non-

suit ought to be entered." Hender-

son V. Appleton, tried in the Court of

Pleas, at Durham. Upon a motion

for a new trial, argued before Bay-

ley, J., and HuUock, J., at cham-

bers, Serjeants' Inn, 23 July, 1827.

Assumpsit for goods sold. Plaintiff

sold goods to defendant, at Denling-
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who passes away and the person who receives the same.^ The

ton market, on Monday, 12th Decem-
ber, and, on account of the alarm

respecting bankers, it was agreed

that the payment should not be

made till the Monday following, the

19th December, when the parties

again met at Denlington market,

and defendant offered several coun-

try notes, and offered plaintiff the

choice, and he selected and took two

five-pound notes of Hutchinson's

Stockton Bank, and in the evening

went home to Husworth. By the

course of the post, the notes could

not have been presented at the bank

at Stockton till Wednesday, the 21st

December. It was proved that the

bank paid all day on Saturday, the

17th December, but did not pay on

Monday or afterwards, and refused

to pay any notes after Saturday. On
Wednesday, the 21st, the plaintiff

met the defendant at Stockton, and

offered to return or exchange the

same with the defendant, but he

refused, saying that the bank was

going (meaning paying) on Tues-

day. Verdict for plaintiff. Cress-

:well, for the defendant, on motion

for a new trial, contended that

Bowes V. Howe, 5 Taunt. 30, esta-

blishes the obligation in all cases to

present for payment, and referred to

Camidge v. AUenby, 6 B. & C. 382,

in which it was held that, though

the defendant delivered the notes to

the plaintiff after the bank stopped

payment, yet, inasmuch as the plain-

tiff kept the notes a week after

knowledge of the failure of the

bank, without offering them to the

defendant, of giving him notice, he

had made the notes his own; and

Cresswell relied also on the words

of the statute of Anne, and on the

general rule, requiiing the due pre-

sentment of a bill, although the ac-

ceptor has notoriously become bank-

rupt. Chitty, contra, relied on

Howe V. Bowes, 16 East, 112; Owen-

son V. Morse, 7 T. R. 64, and Ex
parte Blackburne, 10 Ves. 204; and

insisted that, as the defendant had

himself delivered the notes to the

plaintiff, at a time when the bank

had already stopped payment, he

had broken the implied warranty

that the notes at the time of the de-

livery to the plaintiff were capable

of producing the money, and that

at least the defendant's subsequent

conversation dispensed with the

neces'sity for a formal presentment.

Bayley, J., said, he believed the

ground of the decision in Camidge v.

Allenby was, that the notes should

be deemed a payment, unless re-

turned in a reasonable time ; and

that the plaintiff, by keeping the

notes a week after he had heard of

the stoppage, without notice to the

defendant, had precluded himself

from recovery; but that here the

plaintiff had offered to return, and

the defendant had refused to take

back the notes, and therefore plain-

tiff was entitled to recover; and

HuUock, C, concurring, the rule for

a new trial was discharged. Con-

firmed in Rogers v. Langford, 1 C.

& M. 637. In that case, it appeared

that on Wednesday, the 23rd Novem-

1 Ibid. ; Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 10 Wend. 304; 13 Wend. 133; ante,

ss. 119, 389.
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only approximation to a rule, which can be stated, is, that the

delay should not be beyond what the common course of busi-

ness warrants in such cases.^

501. In America, the business of banking is generally car-

ried on by incorporated banks, which issue their notes with the

intent that they shall circulate as currency. And accordingly

they usually pass and are received as cash or ready money.^ It

matters not how long bank-notes have been issued, or how long

they remain in circulation, or whether they have been received

back into the bank and reissued or not; for they are still

always treated as negotiable paper not overdue or liable to any
equities between the bank and any parties who have subse-

quently received them, or between any interraediate parties.^

The bank therefore always remains (as bankers do upon their

notes) liable to pay the same to any person who becomes the

holder or bearer thereof at any distance of time from the origi-

nal issue thereof. In respect to persons who receive the same
in the course of circulation, either in payment of prior debts or

of debts then contracted, the general rule is, that the creditor

takes them at his own risk, if the bank is then in good credit

and he does not present the same for payment within a reason-

ber, A. bought goods from B., which have been feturned without delay to

he paid for in country bank-notes, the defendant, so as to give him an

On Monday, the 28th, B. requested opportunity of getting payment for

A. 's servant, as a favor, to exchange them, or of making the best of

the notes for money, which he ac- them." See also Chitty on Bills, c.

cordingly did. On the same day, 9, pp. 387, 388 (8th ed.) ; Id. p. 414;

the bank stopped payment. A. Id. c. 12 , pp. 554, 555 ; Id. o. 9,

heard of it on Tuesday, and on p. 356 (9th ed.); Id. p. 884; ante,

Wednesday wrote to B., informing s. 104, n. (p. 132), s. 207, and note

;

him of the failure of the bank, and post, s. 502.

desiring him to exchange the notes

;

^ Ibid. ; Mohawk Bank v. Brode-

but the notes were not produced or rick, 10 Wend. 304 ; 18 Wend. 133

;

tendered to B. until long afterwards, anfe, ss. 119, 389.

nor were they ever presented at the ^ Chitty on Bills, c. 12, p. 555

bank. In an action brought by A. (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 12, pp. 523, 524

against B. to recover the value of the (!)th ed.); Miller v. Kace, 1 Burr,

notes, it was held that A. was not 457 ; Bullard v. Bell, 1 Mason, 243,

entitled to recover. Per Bayley, B.

;

252.

" I think the notes ought to have « Solomons v. Bank of England,

been either presented by the holder 13 East, 135, n. ; Bullard v. Bell, 1

to the bank for payment, or else to Mason, 243, 251, 252.
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able time, that is to say, as early as he may after the day on

which he received the same.^

502. If the bank has actually failed, or should fail before the

notes can within such reasonable time be presented for payment,

then the holder, upon giving due notice of the dishonor, may
recover the amount or consideration from the person from whom
he received the same. But it has been thought that even the

failure of the bank will not dispense with a due presentment

for payment at the banking-house; and, at all events, it will be

necessary to give due notice to the person from whom the notes

were received of the failure of the bank, accompanied with an

offer to return the notes, in order to bind him.^ We have

already had occasion to state that there is some conflict in the

American authorities upon the point whether bank-notes are

to be deemed an absolute payment and taken at the risk of the

creditor who receives the same or not.^ What has been stated

in the preceding part of this section is the doctrine asserted in

the English authorities ; and it seems supported by what may

well be deemed the preponderance of authority as well as of

reasoning in America.*

1 Ante, ss. 117-119, 389. third person is received in payment
" Camidge v. Allenby, 6 B. & of an antecedent debt, the risk of

C. 373 ; Chitty on Bills, c. 9, p. 387, his insolvency is upon the party from

and note (8th ed.) ; Id. c. 9, p. 356 whom the note is received, unless

(9th ed.) ; Kogers v. Langford, 1 C. there is an agreement or understand-

& M. 637; ante, s. 119, and note, ss. ing between the parties, either

389, 500. express or implied, that the party

' Ante, s. 119, and note, s. 389. who receives the note is to take it at

* Ante, s. 119, and note, s. 389. his own risk. The same principle is

The question was much discussed applicable to the notes of an incorpo-

in Ontario Bank v. Lightbody, 13 rated bank, except that as to the lat-

Wend. 101 ; 11 Wend. 9, in which ter there is always an implied un-

the Court of Errors held the doc- derstanding between the parties that

trine affirmed in the text. On that if the bill, at the time it is received,

occasion, Mr. Chancellor Walworth is in fact what the party receiving

said, " The question to be decided it supposes it to be, he is to run

is, which of the parties shall sustain the risk of any future failure of the

the loss in reference to the bill of bank. This implied agreement be-

the Franklin Bank, received by tween the parties arises from the

Lightbody, paid upon the present- fact that bills of this description,

ment of his check. The law is well so long as the bank which issued

settled that, where the note of a them continues to redeem them in
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§ 503. Conclusion.— We have thus gone over the most ma-

terial doctrines applicable to promissory notes, to guaranties

specie at its counter, are, by com-
mon consent, treated as money, and
are constantly passed from hand to

hand as such. The receiving them
as money, however, is not a legal,

but only a conventional regulation,

adopted by the common consent of

the community; as no state is au-

thorized to coin money, or to pass

any law by which any thing but

gold or silver coin shall be made a

legal tender in the payment of debts.

This principle of considering bank-

bills as money, which the receiver

is to take at his own risk, cannot

therefore be carried any further

than the conventional regulation

extends ; that is, to consider and

treat them as money, so long as the

bank by which they are issued con-

tinues to redeem them in specie, and

no longer. When, therefore, a bank

stops payment, its bills cease to be

a conventional representative of

the legal currency of the country,

whether the holder is aware of that

fact or not; from that moment the

bills of such bank resume their na-

tural and legal character of promis-

sory notes, or mere securities for the

payment of money; and, if they are

afterwards passed off to an indivi-

dual who is equally ignorant of the

failure of the bank, there is no

agreement on his part, either ex-

press or implied, that he shall sus-

tain the loss which has already oc-

curred to the original holder of the

bills. Upon the principles appli-

cable to cases of mutual mistake, as

those principles are administered in

courts of equity, it is now settled

that, if an individual passes to an-

other a counterfeit bill, or an adul-

terated coin, both parties suppos-

ing it genuine at the time it was

received, the one who passes it is

bound to take it back, and give him

to whom it was passed a genuine

bill or an unadulterated coin in lieu

thereof; or, in other words, to make

good the loss. Markle v. Hatfield,

3 Johns. 455. That principle of

natural justice is equally applica-

ble to the case under consideration.

The actual loss had been sustained

by the failure of the bank while the

plaintiffs in error were the holders

and owners of the bill; and it is a

masim of the law, that the loss is

*to him who was the owner at the

time such loss happened, if both

parties were ignorant of the loss at

the time of making their contract.

Here the one party intended to pay,

and the other supposed be was re-

ceiving the bill of a bank which was

redeeming its bills at its counter.

Suppose the inquiry had been made

of the defendant, ' Do you expect

to sustain -the loss if the bank should

fail before you shall have parted

with this bill ? ' The answer, ac-

cording to the implied understand-

ing of the parties, arising from the

nature of the transaction, and con-

sidering the bills of specie-paying

banks as money, would certainly

have been in the affirmative. But,

if he had been asked, ' Do you un-

derstand that you are to bear the

loss, if it should hereafter be ascer-

tained that the Franklin Bank has

now actually failed and stopped

payment? ' he would unquestionably

have answered, 'No; in that event,

45
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thereof, to checks on banks and bankers, and to bank-notes.

In concluding these commentaries, the reflection naturally sug-

as the loss will have happened while

you were the owner of the bill, na-

tural equity requires that you should

bear it; and I shall expect you to

take bacl; the bill and give me one

which is good.' " Mr. Senator Van
Schaick also delivered a very able

opinion on the same side. In Har-

ley V. Thornton, 2 Hill (S. C.) 509, n.,

the case was " a summary process

to recover twenty dollars from the

defendant under the following cir-

cumstances : In the course of a

Tegular business transaction, the

defendant passed to the plaintiff a

twenty-dollar bill on the Macon
Bank of Georgia. The bank had

failed and stopped payment before

this, but this fact was not then

known in the community where this

transaction occuri-ed, or to the par-

ties themselves at the time the bill

was passed. On these facts, the pre-

siding judge decreed for the plain-

tiff, and the defendant appealed and

moved to reverse the decree." Mr.

Justice Harper, in delivering his

opinion in this case (in which the

other judges concurred), said: "I
do not know what other rule can

govern this case than that which is

applied by the English authorities

to negotiable notes and bills, and

to bankers' notes and checks,

which are commonly circulated, and

answer the purposes of cash. This

rule, though there has been a diver-

sity in the cases on the subject, I

take to be settled thus : that, if such

note or bill be paid in satisfaction of

a previous debt, or if it be paid in

the ordinary course of business for

a debt contracted at the time, as,

for goods sold, and it turns out to

be bad, the person receiving it may
resort to, and recover on, the origi-

nal cause of action. If the note,

however, be sold or discounted,

or if there be an understanding or

agreement that the party receiving

shall take it as payment, and abide

the risk, there can be no recourse if

it prove bad. The older cases which

are referred to in Owenson v. Morse,

7 T. R. 65, seem to make this dis-

tinction, that, if the note be paid in

satisfaction of a previous debt, and

it turns out to be bad, the party may
resort to the original cause of ac-

tion ; otherwise, if on account of

a debt contracted at the time.

That distinction, for which there

seems little reason, was overruled

in the case referred to. In that

case, the party agreed to purchase

some plate, and paid for it at the

time in bankers' notes. At the

time of the payment, the banker's

house was shut, and never opened

again, he turning out insolvent ; this

was held to be no payment. To the

same effect I understand the remarks

of Lord Eldon, in Ex parte Black-

burne, 10 Ves. 204: 'I take it now
to be clearly settled, that, if there

is an antecedent debt, and a bill is

taken without taking an indorsement,

which bill turns out to be bad, the

demand for the antecedent debt may
be resorted to. It has been held,

that if there is no antecedent debt,

and A. carries a bill to B. to be dis-

counted, and B. does not take A.'s

name upon the bill, if it is disho-

nored, there is no demand ; for there

was no relation between the parties,
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gests itself, how various and intricate and difficult are the

practical details of the subject, entering so largely into the

daily business of human life. The general principles belonging

to it are, comparatively speaking, of great simplicity, and main-

ly dependent upon natural justice and equity ; and they have

accordingly been collected and arranged with no common dili-

gence and skill by the learned jurists of Continental Europe,

in successive treatises upon bills of exchange, from a very early

period of commercial law down to our times. Jousse and

Scaccia and Savary and Pothier and Heineccius, among the

elder jurists, and Pardessus, Boulay Paty, Baldasseroni, and

Nouguier, among those of the present age, have perhaps ex-

pounded them with the most fulness and accuracy. And yet,

if we stopped here, how little could be gleaned from their works

to instruct and guide us in the many curious questions' and

important inquiries which now meet us at every step in the

crowded business of commerce, on -fhe exchange, and in the

except that transaction ; and the cir-

cumstance of not taking the name
upon the bill is evidence of the pur-

chase of the bill. In a sale of goods,

the law implies a contract that those

goods shall be paid for. It is com-

petent for the party to agree that

the payment shall be by a particular

bill. In this instance, it would be

extremely difficult to persuade a

jury, under the direction of a judge,

to say an agreement to pay by bills

was satisfied by giving bills, whether

good or bad.' See also Puckford k.

Maxwell, 6 T. R. 52. Chitty in his

treatise on Bills, p. 339, speaking of

bankers' notes or checks, says : ' On
account of their being payable on

demand, they are considered as cash,

whether payable to order or bearer,

but if presented in due time, and

dishonored, they will not amount to

payment.' See also the American

authorities on the subject, referred

to in a note to the American edition

of Chitty, p. 118, n. (fc). Thus, it

will generally happen that the holder

of a bank-note, who is in possession

of it at the time the bank stops pay-

ment, must bear the loss, provided

that he has been in possession so

long that a reasonable time for pre-

senting the note and demanding pay-

ment has elapsed. It is always

necessary that the note should be

presented within a reasonable time,

when the party intends to charge the

person from whom he received it.

In the present case, however, there

is no question on this subject, for

the bank had stopped payment be-

fore the note was paid to plaintiff.

In answer to a remark of counsel, it

may be observed that the insolvency

of a bank is referred to the time of

its stopping payment. It is sup-

posed that any particular note would

have been paid if it had been pre-

sented before that time."
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circulation and discount of negotiable credits. It is not, per-

haps, too much to say, that the daily business of the city of

London alone furnishes hundreds of cases where the Continen-

tal jurists conld afford no information to clear away any prac-

tical doubts, or to assist in forming any safe and satisfactory

judgments. Yet how few are the doubts and details which

the commercial jurisprudence of England has not already re-

duced within very narrow limits of authority and precept. It

is here indeed that the common law has achieved a silent but

a glorious and uncontested triumph. It has followed out its

general principles into the most minute and varied results, and

demonstrated in a marvellous manner its ready flexibility and

power of adaptation to all the wants and exigencies of a busy,

opulent, and refined society.^

1 [Negotiable Bonds and Scrip. —
Besides promissory notes, there are

other securities for money which

differ from them in some respects,

but resemble them in others, and

are governed by the same rules of

the law merchant. The principal of

these are the bonds and scrip issued

by governments, states, counties,

towns, and corporations. They are

commonly under seal, and are in

terms expressed to be transferable.

Such instruments have by general

usage acquired the character of ne-

gotiable securities, and are dealt

with substantially in the same way
as if they were negotiable promissory

notes.

The manner in which such se-

curities have acquired this charac-

ter is explained in the judgment

of Cockburn, C. J., in Goodwin v.

Kobarts, L. R. 10 Ex. 337 (Ex. Ch.),

on appeal from the Exchequer, L.

R. 10 Ex. 76. The question in this

case was whether the plaintiff or the

defendants were entitled to certain

Russian and Austro-Hungarian scrip.

The plaintiff had purchased the

scrip through a stockbroker, and al-

lowed it to remain in his hands, and

the stockbroker pledged it to the

defendants as security for a loan of

money which they then made to him.

The scrip was issued in England by

the agents of the foreign govern-

ments, and by its terms the bearer

was to be entitled, upon payment of

£100 in five instalments, at specj^ed

times, to receive a bond for that

amount, after the bonds were re-

ceived in England. Such scrip, by

the usage of bankers and stock-ex-

changes, was dealt with as a nego-

tiable security transferable by de-

livery. The Court of Exchequer

held that the scrip was a negotiable

instrument, and that therefore the

defendants had a valid title as bona

fide holders, although they had ac-

quired that title through the unlaw-

ful act of the plaintiff's agent in

pledging the scrip (L. R. 10 Ex.

76). This judgment was affirmed

by the Exchequer Chamber on ap-

peal (L. R. 10 Ex. 337). In dehver-

ing judgment on appeal, Cockburn,

C. J., said (p. 346): "The sub-
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stance of Mr. Benjamin's argument

[for the plaintiff] is, that, hecause

the scrip does not correspond with

any of the forms of the securities for

money which have been hitherto held

to he negotiable by the law mer-

chant, and does not contain a direct

promise to pay money, but only a

promise to give a security for money,

it is not a security to which, by the

law merchant, the character of nego-

tiability can attach. Having given

the fullest consideration to this ar-

gument, we are of opinion that it

cannot prevail. It is founded on the

view that the law merchant thus re-

ferred to is fixed and stereotyped,

and incapable of being expanded

and enlarged so as to meet the wants

and requirements of trade in the

varying circumstances of commerce.

It is true that the law merchant is

sometimes spoken of as a fixed body

of law, forming part of the common
law, and, as it were, coeval with it.

But, as a matter of legal history,

this view is altogether incorrect.

The law merchant thus spoken of

with reference to bills of exchange

and other negotiable securities,

though forming part of the general

body of the lex mercatoria, is of com-

paratively recent origin . It is neither

more nor less than the usages of

merchants and traders in the diffe-

rent departments of trade, ratified

by the decisions of courts of law,

which, upon such usages being

proved before them, have adopted

them as settled law with a view to

the interests of trade and the public

convenience, the court proceeding

herein on the well-known principle

of law, that, with reference to trans-

actions in the difierent departments

of trade, courts of law, in giving

eifect to the contracts and dealings

of the parties, will assume that the

latter have dealt with one another

on the footing of any custom or

usage prevailing generally in the

particular department. By this pro-

cess, what before was usage only,

unsanctioned by legal decision, has

become engrafted upon, or incorpo-

rated into, the common law, and may
thus be said to form part of it.

' When a general usage has been ju-

dicially ascertained and established,'

says Lord Campbell, in Brandao v.

Barnett (12 C. & F. at p. 805), ' it

becomes a part of the law merchant,

which courts of justice are bound to

know and recognize.' " After giv-

ing an account of the origin of bills

of exchange and promissory notes,

he proceeded (p. 352): "Usage,

adopted by the courts, having been

thus the origin of the whole of the

so-called law merchant as to nego-

tiable securities, what is there to

prevent our acting upon the princi-

ple acted upon by our predecessors,

and followed in the precedents they

have left to us? Why is it to be

said that a new usage, which has

sprung up under altered circumstan-

ces, is to be less admissible than the

usages of past times? Why is the

door to be now shut to the admission

and adoption of usage in a matter

of altogether cognate character, as

though the law had been finally

stereotyped and settled by some posi-

tive and peremptory enactment? It

is true that this scrip purports on

the face of it to be a security, not

for money, but for the delivery of a

bond ; nevertheless, we think that

substantially and in effect it is a se-

curity for money, which, till the bond

shall be delivered, stands in the place
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of that document, which when de-

livered will be beyond doubt the re-

presentative of the sum it is intended

to secure . Suppose the possible case

that the borrowing government, after

receiving one or two instalments,

were to determine to proceed no fur-

ther with its loan, and to pay bac'k

to the lenders the amount they had

already advanced, the scrip, with its

receipts, would be the security to the

holders for the amount. The usage

of the money market has solved the

question whether scrip should be

considered security for, and the re-

presentative of, money, by treating it

as such. " Upon appeal to the House

of Lords, this judgment of the Ex-

chequer Chamber was affirmed, and

the reasoning upon which it went

was approved ; it was also held that,

assuming that the scrip was not ne-

gotiable, and that no right of action

passed by its delivery, yet the plain-

tiff, by placing under the control of

his agent an instrument which con-

tained in effect a representation that

any one who became bona fide the

holder would acquire a good title,

was in the position of a person who
had himself made such a representa-

tion, and ought not, by the doctrine

of Pickard v. Sears, 6 A. &. E. 469,

474, to be allowed to set up his own
title against that which another had

acquired on the faith of the represen-

tation, although, if he had kept the

scrip in his own possession, no such

question could have arisen. Good-

win V. Robarts, 1 App. Gas, 476. It

had been previously held, in Gorgier

0. Mieville, 3 B. & C. 45, that Prussian

bonds, by which the king of Prussia

bound himself " to every person who
should for the time being be the

holder of the bond," for the pay-

ment of principal and interest, and

which it was proved were sold in the

market, and passed from hand to

hand like exchequer bills, were ne-

gotiable, and passed by delivery;

and in Wookey v. Pole, 4 B. & A. 1,

it was held that exchequer bills were

negotiable. Since the decision of

Goodwin v. Kobarts (sMjsra), the

same question arose, in Rumball ».

Metropolitan Bank, 2 Q. B. D. 194,

in respect of scrip certificates, by

which it was certified that, upon the

payment of a certain sum by instal-

ments at specified times, the bearer

would be entitled to be registered

as the holder of shares in a banking

company. Scrip certificates in a

similar form had by the usage of

bankers and the stock exchange for

a considerable time been treated as

negotiable instruments transferable

by delivery. It was argued that the

case was distinguishable from Good-

win ». Robarts (L. R. 10 Ex. 337

(Ex. Ch.) ; 1 App. Gas. 476), be-

cause that case proceeded on the

ground that the scrip, being f8r a

bond which was a security for money,

was itself in effect a security for

money, while in this the scrip was

for shares in a company.- But it

was held that the case fell within

both the principles upon which Good-

win V. Robarts was decided; that

the scrip certificates were negotiable,

so that a bona fide holder would have

a good title ; and that a holder who
intrusted them to another could not

set up his title against that of a bona

fide holder for value to whom such

other person improperly transferred

them. In Crouch v. Credit Foncier,

L. R. 8 Q. B. 374, the defendant,

an incorporated company, had issued

bonds under seal, payable to the
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bearer at a certain time, subject to

conditions, by -which there were to

be drawings of part of the bonds
at specified intervals, and the bonds
drawn were to be paid off. Some
of the bonds were stolen from the

owner, and were afterwards pur-

chased by the plaintiff in good faith.

An action having been brought to

obtain payment, which had been re-

fused, the question was reserved

whether the plaintiff could maintain

the action. It was held that, if an

instrument under the seal of a cor-

poration could be a promissory note,

the contract of the defendant did not

have that character, because it was
a contract not only to pay money,

but also to cause a portion of the

bonds to be drawn in the stipulated

manner ; and as regards the question

whether the custom of trade to treat

such instruments as negotiable made
any difference, it was held that, as

the parties could not by express stipu-

lation annex to their contract the inci-

dent of negotiability, it could not be

anftexed by the custom, which was

recent, and therefore no part of the

law merchant. Of this decision,

Cockbum, C. J., said, in Goodwin

u. Kobarts, L. R. 10 Ex. p. 356 (Ex.

Ch.): "While we quite agree that

the greater or less time during which

a custom has existed may be ma-

terial in determining how far it has

generally prevailed, we cannot think

.that, if a usage is once shown to be

universal, it is the less entitled to

prevail, because it may not have

formed part of the law merchant as

previously recognized and adopted

by the courts. It is obvious that

such reasoning would have been

fatal to the negotiability of foreign

bonds, which are of comparatively

modern origin, and yet, according to

Gorgier v. Mieville (3 B. & C. 45),

are to be treated as negotiable. We
think the judgment in Crouch v.

Credit Foncier may well be sup-

ported on the ground that in that

case there was substantially no proof

whatever of general usage. We
cannot concur in thinking that, if

proof of general usage had been es-

tablished, it would have been a suf-

ficient ground for refusing to give

effect to ib( that it did not form part

of what is called ' the ancient law

merchant.' "

In the United States, bonds of the

government, and of municipal and

other corporations, for the payment

of money, which are expressed on

their face to be payable to the bearer,

or in which a blank is left for the

name of the payee, are generally re-

garded as negotiable securities stand-

ing upon substantially the same foot-

ing as promissory notes. White u.

Vermont and Massachusetts Rail-

road Co., 21 How. 575; Mercer

County «. Hacket, 1 Wall. 83; Mur-

ray V. Lardner, 2 Wall. 110 ; Vermi-

lye V. Adams Express Co., 21 Wall.

138; Commissioners of Marion v.

Clark, 4 Otto, 278; Cromwell v.

County of Sac, 6 Otto; Morris Ca-

nal Co. V. Fisher, 9 N. J. Eq. (1

Stockt.) 667, 692, 699; Boyd v. Ken-

nedy, 88 N. J. L. 146; Force v. Eliza-

beth, 28 N. J. Eq. 403; Ide v. Con-

necticut and Passumpsic Railroad

Co., 32 Vt. 297; Chapin v. Vermont

and Massachusetts Railroad Co., 8

Gray, 575 ; Exchange Bank v. Hart-

ford and Fishkill Railroad Co., 8

R. I. 375; Dinsmore v. Duncan, 57

N. Y. 573; Brainerd v. New York

and Harlem Railroad Co., 25 N. Y.

496; Chesapeake Canal Co. v. Blair,
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45 Md. 102, 110 ; Commonwealth v.

Chesapeake Canal Co., 32 Md. 501,

547; Calanan v. Brown, 31 Iowa,

333; Griffith v. Burden, 35 Iowa,

138, 142; Langston v. South Caro-

lina Raih-oad Co., 2 S. C. 248; San

Antonio v. Lane, 32 Texas, 405;

Craig V. Vicksburg, 31 Miss. 216.

The coupons for the payment of

interest frequently attached to such

bonds are generally in the form of

promissory notes payable to the bearer

on specified days. Such coupons are

negotiable securities, transferable

separately from the bonds, and sub-

ject to the same rules as other nego-

tiable securities. Thomson v. Lee

County, 3 Wall. 327 ; Commission-

ers of Knox County ». Aspinwall, 21

How. 539 ; City of Kenosha v. Lam-
son, 9 Wall. 477; Haven v. Grand
Junction Railroad Co., 109 Mass.

88; Evertson v. Bank of Newport, 66

N. Y. 14; Exchange Bank v. Hart-

ford and Fishkill Railroad Co., 8

K. I. 375; Cicero v. Clifford, 53

Ind. 191 ; Burroughs v. Richmond
County, 65 N. C. 234; Kennard v.

Cass County, 3 Dillon C. C. 147;

Gilbough V. Norfolk Railroad Co.,

1 Hughes C. C. 410. See McClure

V. Oxford, 4 Otto, 429; City of

Lexington v. Butler, 14 Wall. 282;

Myers v. York and Cumberland Rail-

road Co. , 43 Me. 232 ; Jackson v.

York and Cumberland Railroad Co.,

48 Me. 147. It is, therefore, held

in New York, that days of grace are

allowed upon such coupons (Evert-

son V. Bank of Newport, 66 N. Y.

14) ; in Virginia, in Arents v. Com-
monwealth, 18 Gratt. 750,773, where

a coupon was in this form, " Coupon,

City of Wheeling. Duncan, Sher-

man, & Co., of New York, will pay

the bearer $80, the half-yearly in-

terest on Wheeling bond 269, due

1 January, 1867," signed by the

mayor of the city, it was said that

the coupon was not entitled to days

of grace.

In Pennsylvania, such -bonds are

not . deemed negotiable securities.

Commonwealth v. Commissioners of

Allegheny, 32 Penn. St. 218, 231;

County of Armstrong v. Brinton,

47 Penn. St. 367 ; Diamond v. Law-

rence County, 37 Penn. St. 353. In

the last cited case, the court says

(p. 358) : " We have said, on several

former occasions, that we will not

treat bonds like these as negotiable

securities. On this ground we stand

alone. All the courts, American

and English, are against us." In

Carru.LeFevre, 27 Penn. St. p. 418,

it is said: " They are, however,*in-

struments of a peculiar character,

and being expressly designed to pass

from hand to hand, and by common
usage actually so transferred, are

capable of passing by delivery so as

to enable the holder to maintain an

action on them in his own name.

Possession is prima facie evidence of

ownership." And see County of

Beaver v. Armstrong, 44 Penn. St.

63.]
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ratification (p. 21, n.) 11, n.

presentment by 246, 249

notice by, of dishonor 301

notice to, of dishonor 307, 309

within what time agents should give notice of dishonor . . . 326

to whom they should give notice 326

AGREEMENTS OF PARTIES,
when they will excuse non-presentment 271-273

when a waiver of due presentment 271-273, 295

effect of ambiguous language in 287

parol agreement, varying time of payment, effect of .... 291

no excus^ for non-presentment at maturity 291

agreement as to place of notice, effect of 314

agreement to take a third person as substitute for the debt . 425, 438

ALIEN ENEMIES,
as parties to notes 94-100

indorsement by or to 99

ALLONGE,
what it is 151

ALTERATION,
effect of 371, n.

when material 371, n.

how taken advantage of 371, n.

presumptions as to '. 371, n.

AMOUNT OF NOTE,
must be fixed and certain 20, 21

expressed in words or figures 21

ANTEDATING,
effect of 48,490

ASSIGNEES OF BANKRUPT,
transfers by 123

when bound to indorse 120

when entitled to sue 102

presentment by 249

notice by, of dishonor 305

notice to, of dishonor 307

ASSIGNMENTS OF NOTES,
of negotiable notes 41, 48
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ASSIGNMENTS OF :SOTES—cotaimied. Seotioit

of non-negotiable notes 41, 42, 128

payable to the sovereign or government 41, 130

words of negotiability, 4i
effect of, without indorsement 117, 120

effect of, by foreign law 131

ATTESTATION,
when necessary, or not 54, 56

AVAL,
what it is, and effect of, by foreign law 455, 456

See Guaranty.

B.

BANKERS,
when treated as holders as to their customers 326

BANK-NOTES AND BANKERS' NOTES,
when payment in bank-notes good or not . . . 119, 389, 500-502

effect of failure of bank after ncjtes received in payment . . . 602

never deemed overdue 500, 501

payable at a bank, when and how demandable . 227-230, 243, 251

BANKRUPTCY,
effect of, upon title to note 102

of drawer of check (p. 675, n.) 489, n.

no excuse for want of presentment and notice 203, 241, 252, 286, 367

presentment, in case of 249, 252

by whom notice of dishonor is to be given, in case of ... . 305

to whom notice of dishonor is to be given, in case of ... . 307

discharge of bankrupt, effect of as to other parties 428

BEARER, NOTES PAYABLE TO,
how negotiable 116, 117

by delivery 116, 117

may be indorsed 132

effect of indorsement of 132

liability of transferrer of 116-118

BILLS OF EXCHANGE,
how they differ from notes 4, 453

acceptance to pay at a bank, effect of 227

BLANK,
signing notes in 10

blank for payee's name 10, n., 37

blank for date 10, n.

indorsements in 137, 138

BONA FIDE HOLDER,
who is deemed 195

rights of 48, n., 178, 191, 192
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BONA FlDWaOLDER— continued. Seotiok

amount recoverable by,

when transfer was by way of pledge 195, n.

when the entire note was transferred for less than the sum

specified in it 195, n.

when part only of price agreed upon was paid before notice

(p. 257) 195, n.

BONDS,
when negotiable 503, n.

coupons 503, n.

c.

CAPACITY OF PARTIES,
who are capable of being parties 60-62

trustees 63, 64

guardians 63, 64

executors and administrators 63, 64

agents 66-71

partners 72, 73

corporations 74

alien friends 94, 99

who are incapable 76-102

infants 77-82

married women 86-93

alien enemies 94-100

non compotes mentis 101

special prohibitions 76, 83, 84

spendthrifts and prodigals 83, 84

bankrupts 102

indorsements by infants 80

indorsements by married women 87-92

indorsements by bankrupts 102

CASHIERS OP BANKS,
indorsement by or to 127

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT, 12, n.

CHECK,
definition 487

form of 487, n.

payable to a particular party 488

payable to bearer 488

payable to order 488

resemblances and difierences between checks and bills of ex-

change 487, n., 489, 491, 492

acceptance or certification 489, n.
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CHECK—continued. Section
always drawn on a bank or bankers 489

no grace allowed on 489, 490

always presumed to be drawn on funds deposited 489

when and how made payable 490

on demand 490

on a fixed and certain day 490

effect of antedating or postdating 490

when deemed overdue or not 491

liability of drawer 491-494, 497, 498

when discharged by want of presentment or notice 492, 497, 498

want of presentment or notice a discharge only to extent of

damage occasioned thereby 492, 497, 498

rights and duties of holders 492-498

time for presentment for payment 493

in case of successive transfers 493, 494

liabilities of indorsers or transferrers 498-496

liability of the banker (p. 674, n.) 489 n.

checks presented long after their date (p. 687, n.) .... 491, n.

death of the drawer (p. 675, n.) 489, n.

bankruptcy of the drawer (p. 676, n.) 489, n.

negligence of the drawer (p. 675, n.) 489, n.

payment by banker to the wrong person (p. 676, n.) . . . 489, n.

payment by mistake (p. 676, n.) 489, n.

provisional payment (p. 677, n.) . .' 489, n.

banker receiving on deposit a check drawn on himself

(p. 677, n.) 489, n.

checks as evidence (p. 677, n.) 489, n.

crossed checks (p. 678, n.) 489, u.

memorandum checks, what they are, aijd effect of 499

receiving check in payment of note 389

CHRISTMAS DAY,
notes falling due on 219, 220, 222

COIN OR CURRENCY,
in what coin or currency notes are payable 389-399

effect of change of value in 390-899

payment, demandable in what 890

COLLATERAL SECURITY,
when taking it is a waiver of presentment or notice . . 278, 281-283,

289, 365

note received as 284

taking security by holder, no discharge of indorsers . . 411, 416

effect of giving up security 411

COMPENSATION OR SET-OFF,
in Roman and foreign law 407, 437

effect of, in foreign law 437
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CTTfT^TrtTT

COMPOSITION 426, 427

effect of composition with maker 426

effect of composition with indorser 426, 427

effect as to prior and subsequent parties 426, 427

when it operates as a release 426, 427

effect of composition iii bankruptcy 428, n.

CONDITION,
note must not be,payable on 22-24

CONDITIONAL PAYMENT,
when note given for a debt is 104, 104, n., 105, 117, 404, 405, 438

CONFUSION,
effect of, by foreign law 439-444

CONSIDERATION,
notes import jjrimayacie a consideration -7,181,196

burden of proof 181

when consideration inquirable into, or not .... 181, 190, 191

between what parties inquirable into 181

inquirable into when note was taken overdue 190

when not inquirable into 190, 191

not inquirable into in case of iona^rfe holder .... 191,192

what consideration is necessary 183

what is a valuable consideration 183, 186, 195

what is not sufficient 184, 185

love and affection 184

moral obligation 185

total want of consideration, effect of 187, 190

partial want of consideration, effect of 187, 190

fraud and duress ' 188

illegal consideration 189, 193

when illegality avoids notes 190, 193

when illegality avoids indorsements 193

CONTINGENCY,
note must not be payable upon 22-24

as to payment itself 22-24

as to person by whom payable 83, 34

as to person to whom payable 33, 35

CONTRACTS,
by what law governed 154-177

See Lex Loci.

CORPORATIONS,
as parties 74

when they may make notes 74

COVENANT NOT TO SUE MAKER, *

when it operates as a release 408, 409

' as to what parties it is or not 409
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COVENANT NOT TO SUE MAKER- continued. section
not to joint maker or joint indorser 409

CURRENCY AND COIN.

See Coin ok Cukrbncy.

D.

DATE,
when required on notes 46, 46

antedating and postdating 48, 490

time calculated exclusive of 211

note bearing date on Sunday 48, n.

blank for date (p. 19) 10, n.

DAYS OF GRACE 216-225

See Grace, Days of.
DEATH,

of maker,

to whom presentment should be made . . 241, 253, 254, 256

no excuse for omission ofj)resentment .... 241, 253, 254

of holder,

by whom presentment should be made and notice given, 250, 304

of indorser,

to whom notice of dishonor should be given ..... 310

of a partner or joint maker, holder, or indorser,

to whom presentment should be made 241, 256

by whom 260

to whom notice of dishonor should be given 310

by whom 804

of drawer of a check, effect of (p. 675, n.) 489, n.

DEFENCES AND DISCHARGES,
want or failure of consideration 187

illegality of consideration 189, 193

fraud and duress 188

alteration 371, n.

partial failure of consideration 187,190

payment by maker 372-389

when valid 372-384, 386-388

by whom 374

to whom 376-378, 381-383

in case of forgery of indorser's signature .... 379, 380

in cases of lost or stolen notes 382, 383

at what time to be made 384

part payments, effect of 385

mode of payment 389

in what coin or currency 389

in cases of change in value of coin or currency . . 390-399
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DEFENCES AND BISCBARGES~ continued. Seotiok

payment by indorser 388, 400, 401

satisfaction otherwise than by payment 402, 403, 408

distinction between satisfaction and extinguishment . . 403, 409

what is a satisfaction or not 402, 425, 426

satisfaction by one joint maker or indorser discharges the

other joint parties 425

when the note of the party, or of a third person, a satisfac-

tion or not 104, 104, n., 404, 405, 425, 438

discharge by operation of law 407, 428

discharge in bankruptcy 407, 428

merger of note in a judgment 407

appointment of maker to be the executor of holder, 407, 439-444

bequest of note to maker by holder 407

infancy of maker 407

marriage of maker with bolder 407

compensation or set-off 407, 437

discharge by act of party 408-427

accord and satisfaction 408

release 408, 423-426

what parties discharged by a release 408, 423^26

agreement to substitute new security 408, 41

1

covenant never to sue maker 408, 409

does not discharge other joint parties 409,425

parol discbarge 410

discharge of one joint maker or indorser 410

taking collateral security is not 411

giving up security 411

what will discharge indorsers 412-428

agreement between holder and maker for time . . . 413-419

what parties discharged by such agreement, 413, 414, 417, 418, 420

composition with maker or prior indorser 426, 427

when agreement to give time not a discharge .... 416-421

when agreement is without consideration 415

reserving rights 416

giving time after judgment 417

accommodation parties 418

where indorser consents 419

giving time to a subsequent indorser 420

giving time to one joint maker or joint indorser .... 421

receiving part payment not a discharge of other parties . . .. 422

who is discharged by a release of any party 423,424

release of one joint maker or indorser will discharge all the other

joint parties 425

satisfaction by one joint maker or indorser discharges the other

joint parties 425
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DEFENCES AND DISCHARGES— continued. Section

covenant not to sue one joint maker or indorser, not a discharge

of the others ... 1 409

composition of debt, what parties discharged thereby . . . 426, 427

discharge in bankruptcy or insolvency 428

discharges under foreign law 429-444

release 429-435

compensation or set-off 486, 437

novation 438

confusion 439-444

See CoNsiDKEATioK ; Notice ; Pkesentmknt.

DELIVERY,
note not complete until 56, n.

indorsement not complete until 121, ii.

upon condition that it shall not take effect till a specified event 56, n.

. to the other party upon such condition 56, ii.

DELIVERY UP OF NOTE ON PAYMENT,
right to 106-112, 115, 243, 445

effect of loss or destruction as to . . 106-112, 243-245, 445-451

DEMAND, NOTES PAYABLE ON,
no demand necessary before action 29

when statute of limitations begins to run 29, n,

when payment of to be demanded 207-209

DESTROYED NOTES,
whether payment of, recoverable at law 107, 449

DIRECTION OF NOTICE OF DISHONOR,
what is good or not 342-347

DISCHARGES AND DEFENCES,
See Defences and Discharges.

DISEASE, MALIGNANT,
when it excuses want of presentment or notice . . . 205,260,356

DUE BILL,

when deemed a note 14

DURESS,
when it avoids note 188, 191

E.

ENEMY, ALIEN,
ability of, to contract or not 95-100

See Alien Enemies.

EQUITIES,
when note in hands of holder liable to 178

ESCROW 56, ...

See Delivery.

EVIDENCE,
authority, to complete note signed in blank 10, n.

46
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EVIDENCE— continued. Section

, bad faith 197, n.

burden of proof of consideration 181,196

effect of proof of fraud or illegality 196

effect of proof of want of consideration (p. 267, n.) . . 196, n

check, not evidence of debt of drawer to banker, or loan to

payee (p. 677, n.) 489, n.

date, evidence of time of making note 48, u.

extrinsic evidence

to vary contract in note 24

to vary contract of indorsement 146 n.

to show that the contract was to take effect only in a certain

event, or that no contract was intended . . . 56, n., 146, n.

notary's books, when competent evidence 297

notice of defect in title 197

notice of dishonor, acts and language of indorser .... 358, 359

possession, as evidence

of payment 452

of title 3, n. (p. 7), 121, n., 246, 381

by person having same name as the payee 121, n.

presentment and notice, promise to pay or part-payment . 275, 358,

859

presumptions

consideration 7, 181, 196

in case of fraud or illegality, or want of consideration . . 196

time of transfer 178, n.

where father and son have same name as payee . . . 121, n.

waiver 274-282, 858-365

EXCUSES FOR NON-PRESENTMENT,
what is a good excuse 206, 257-296

sudden illness or deafh 205

absconding of maker 205, 237

inevitable accident 205, 258, 269

malignant disease 205, 260

political interruptions of trade 206,261

war and public hostilities 206, 262

interdiction of commerce 205, 263

impracticability of finding the maker or his residence . 205, 264

receiving the note near maturity 265, 266

that note is for accommodation of the indorser.... 268-270

agreement waiving presentment 148, 271-273

waiver '. 274-276, 279, 280, 858-365

receiving security by indorser 278, 281-283

as to note received as collateral security 284, 285

what is not a good excuse 286-296

bankruptcy or insolvency of maker . . 203, 204, 241, 252, 286

death of maker 203, 241, 263
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EXCUSES FOR NON-PRESENTMENT — coniinwed SucTioif

equivocal language or acts of indorser 287,289
accommodation indorser 268, 269, 288, 292

that indorser knows that note will not be paid .... 287, 288

taking security or having unappropriated funds .... 289

that the note is lost or destroyed 244, 24.5, 290

parol agreement between maker and holder, that payment

should not be demanded at maturity 291

that maker and indorser are accommodation parties for sub-

sequent indorser 292

order of indorser to maker not to pay 293

that the firm which indorses, and the firm which makes the

note, have a common member 294

waiver of notice 366

pleading excuse ,359, n.

See Presentment.

EXCUSES FOR WANT OF NOTICE 355-358

general excuses 355, 356

special excuses 357, 358

waiver of notice 148,358-368

what is a good waiver 358-366

what sufficient proof of waiver 364, 365

insufficient excuses 367

pleading excuse 369

See Notice; Waivek.
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS,

when bound by a note 63, 64

as makers 63, 64

as indorsers 120, 123

transfers by 123

when presentment should be made by a, 250

when presentment should be made to 241, 253, 254

at what place 253

when making party an executor discharges his liability . . 407, 444

See Confusion.

EXTINGUISHMENT 403, 409

difference between extinguishment and satisfaction .... 403, 409

extinguishment by operation of law 406, 407

by act of party 406,408

See Defences and Discharges.

F.

FAIRS,
notes payable at 32

FEME COVERT, See Married Women.
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FICTITIOUS PERSONS, Seotioh

as parties 39, 132

as payees 39

indorsement of notes payable to 132

FOREIGN LAW 154-177

See Lex Loci.

FORGERY,
payment upon forged indorsement not valid 379

indorser admits prior indorsements to be genuine . . 135, 380, 387

recovery back of money paid,

where indorsement is forged 387

where payment is made by party whose signature is forged,

or by drawee of forged bill (pp. 523-526, n.) . . . 379, n.

FORM OF NOTES,
what is sufficient 12, 13, 16, 57

what not 14, 15

by joint promisors 57

when " I promise," by two persons 67

when a party is principal or surety 58, 59

when a guarantor 69, 134

when an indorser 133, 134

FORM OF INDORSEMENT 121, 138, n., 162

FRAUD,
when it avoids note 188

when and between what parties inquirable into . . . 178, 179, 191

G.

GAMING,
as consideration of note or indorsement, effect of ... . 192, 198

GENUINENESS OF SIGNATURE,
indorser warrants ..." 135, 379, 380, 387

maker does not warrant 135, 379, 380

GOVERNMENT,
transfer of notes payable to, without words of negotiability . 41, 130

transfer by 41, 130

GRACE, DAYS OF 215-225

meaning of 215

what allowed 216

operation of 2ex 2oa on 216

how calculated 217, 218

how affected by Sundays or holidays 219-223

upon what notes allowed 224

allowance of, upon coupons (p. 712, n.) 503, n.

GUARANTY,
what it is 455, 457

when indorsement deemed a guaranty 138, 133, n., 134, 459, 473-477
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GUARANTY— continued. Section
guaranty of notes 454-486

nature and obligation of 457, 460, 461

presentment and notice 460

consideration of 458, 459

statute of frauds 458, 459, 484, n.

whether consideration should appear on the face of the in-

strument 458, 459, 469

names of parties (p. 663, n.) 484, n.

difference between guaranty and suretyship .... 461, 462, 466

how guaranty created .' 463

by independent instrument 463-465, 484

by writing on the note itself 463, 466

construction of terms of 466-472, 478

distinction between guaranty of payment, and guaranty of collec-

tion of note 478

when the words make a joint promise .... 466, 467, 469, 470

when a suretyship 467

when a guaranty 467, 470-477

interpretation of guaranty written on back of a note . . . 468-480

at time when note is made 468

at a subsequent time 468, 470-472

guaranty on back of non-negotiable notes in blank . . 473-476, 479

at time when the notes were made 473-475

at a subsequent time 474-475

guaranty on back of negotiable notes 476, 477

at time when the notes were made 476

at a subsequent time 477

when the signer treated as a second indorser . 133, n., 134, 476, 480

when negotiable or not 481-484

on a separate paper 483, 484

on the note itself 483, 484

how guaranty extinguished or discharged 485, 486

by want of due presentment and notice 460, 485

by a release of maker of note 485

by giving time to maker 485

by giving up collateral security 485

guarantor, how he may waive his rights 486

GUARDIANS,
when bound by notes 63, 64

when parties to notes 63, 64

H.

HOLDER,
who is 3, n.

rights, obligations, and duties of 115, 115 a, 153
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HOLDER— continued. Seotiqk

holder not bound to sue maker at request of indorser . 115 a, 419

who is deemed a bona fide holder for value 195

Bee Bona Fidk Holder.
HOLIDAYS,

days of grace falling on 219-223

effect of, as to demand and payment of notes 219-223

effect of, as to giving notice 821

HUSBAND AND WIFE.
See Maekied Women.

I.

ILLEGALITY,
of consideration, effect of 189, 190, 193

when it avoids notes 190, 192, 193

when it avoids indorsements 193

IMPOSITION AND CIRCUMVENTION,
when it avoids nbtes 188

IMPOSSIBILITY, MORAL OR PHYSICAL,
eifect of, on presentment and notice . . . 205, 257-259, 356

IMPRACTICABILITY OF MAKING DUE PRESENTMENT,
in what cases an excuse 264, 265

absconding of maker 205, 237, 264

residence of maker being unknown 205, 238, 264

receiving note on eve of its maturity 265, 266

INDORSEMENT,
transfer by 120

rights, duties, and obligations of indorsers 123,135

form of indorsement 121, 152, 138, n.

omission of the words " or order " 142

upon blank notes, effect of 122

to a trustee, for the use of a third person 125

by whom may be made 120, 123-125

to whom may be made 60, 123

official indorsement ' 127

non-negotiable notes, effect of indorsement of .... 128-131

effect of assignment of 128-131

of notes payable to bearer 132

' indorsement of fictitious payee 132

indorsement in blank, effect of 137

when a person is deemed an indorser or not 133, 134

irregular indorsement by a stranger . . 133, 133, n., 134, 473-477

what the, indorser warrants,

genuineness of antecedent signatures 135

good title to pass the note 135

his own competency to indorse 135

competency of maker to give and pay the note 136
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.
INDORSEMENT— continued. Section

payment of note at maturity, on due presentment .... 135

payment by himself upon due notice of dishonor .... 135

extrinsic evidence not admissible to vary contract of . . . 146, n.

extrinsic evidence that no contract was intended 146, n.

different sorts of indorsement 185, 138

in blank 138, 140

in full, or special 189, 140

general or absolute 141

restrictive 141-145

qualified 146

conditional 149

with absolute liability 147

dispensation of presentment and notice 148

successive indorsements, effect of 151

rights, duties, and obligations of indorsee or holder .... 153

lex loci, operation of as to indorsements 154, 171-177

effect of time of indorsement 178, 180

when notes cease to be negotiable 180

indorsement of overdue notes 178, 190
indorsement on note, when a guaranty or not 473-477

See Guaranty; Trajstspbe.

INDORSBRS, SUCCESSIVE,
rights and duties of, as to notice of dishonor 330-333

within what time they must give notice 330-384

INEVITABLE ACCIDENT, ,

when it excuses omission of presentment or notice 205, 257-259, 356

INFANTS,
as makers 77, 78

as indorsers 77, 80

as payees 79

indorsements by, effect of 80-82

when holders, who to present for payment 249

who to give notice of dishonor 375, 379

INITIALS,
when a sufficient signing or indorsement 121

INSANE PERSONS,
notes made by or to 101

as makers 101

as indorsers 101

INSOLVENCY,
See Bankruptcy.

INTERDICTION OF COMMERCE,
effect of as to presentment and notice . . . 205, 257, 261, 263, 356

INTEREST,
when allowed as damages 369, n.

at what rate 369, n.
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INTERPRETATION OF CONTRACTS, Seciiom

See Lex Loci.

IRREGULAR INDORSEMENTS 133, 133, n., 134, 473-i77

J.

JOINT INDORSERS,
notice of dishonor to 308-329

JOINT MAKERS,
presentment for payment to 239, 255, 256

effect of release of one joint maker 409, 423, 425

when indorsement makes a joint maker or not . . 133, n., 473-477

JOINT PAYEES,
indorsement by 125

K.

KNOWLEDGE,
that note will not be paid, is no excuse for non-presentment 287, 288

L.

LACHES,
in omission of presentment 203, 205, 257-289

in omission to give due notice 299, 355-367

See Notice ; Presentment.
LETTERS OF CREDIT 482

LEX LOCI,
its operation on contracts 154-170

their validity 155-158, 165-167

their nature
"

159, 160, 165

their obligation 160, 165, 170-177

their interpretation 161-170

payment of interest 166, 167

their effects and incidents 168-170

remedies 173, 176

indorsement of notes 154, 173-177

demand of payment 171

rights of holder 172

negotiability of notes 173-176

notice of dishonor 177, 339

days of grace 216

LOST OR DESTROYED NOTES,
rights of parties 106-112,243-245,290,445-451

loss or destruction is no excuse for non-presentment . . . 244, 290
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LOST OR DESTROYED TifOTES— continued. Sectios

whether payment demandable, unless note be produced to be

delivered up 106-112, 243-245, 445-451

loss of non-negotiable note 106, 451

M.

MAIL, See Post.

MAKER,
rights, duties, and obligations of . 104-114

the primary debtor 4

notes payable to order of 16, n.

payment by, before maturity, -when invalid .... 113,114,384

fictitious payee, effect of 39

MALIGNANT DISEASE,
when it excuses omission of presentment or notice 205, 257, 260, 356

MARRIED WOMEN,
as parties to notes 85, 93, 124

transfer by 87

survivorship as to notes 88

by whom presentment to be made and notice given, when holder

is a woman and marries 249, 250, 306

cannot make or indorse after marriage 124

MATURITY,
effect of receiving note near its maturity 257, 265

MEMORANDUM CHECKS,
their nature, character, and effect 499

MESSENGER,
when notice of dishonor may be sent by 324, 338, 840

when expense of notice by messenger is to be paid by the in-

dorser 338, 341, n.

MONEY,
notes must be payable in 17-19

in what currency notes are payable 389-399

MONTH,
signification of 213

calendar month 213

how reckoned as to notes 213, 213 a

N.

NATURE AND REQUISITES OF NOTES 1-60

See Pkomissory Notes.

NEGOTIABILITY,
origin of 3, 5-7, 41

by common law and statute 5

effect of 3, 41, 42
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NEGOTIABILITY— continued. Seotiok

payable to bearer or to order 43, 44

words of negotiability 44

to or by go'vernment 41, 130

notes not negotiable 128, 129

when notes cease to be negotiable 180

after payment by maker after maturity 180

fictitious persons, parties to notes 39, 132

NON COMPOTES MENTIS,
as parties to notes 101

as makers 101

as indorsers 101

NON-NEGOTIABLE NOTES,
rights, duties, and obligations of parties . . . . 3, 41, 128-130

privileges of 3, 41

effect of, when given for a debt (pp. 126, 128) .-;;;;, . . . 104, n.

indorsement of, effect of . .%' . . . 128, 129

assignment of , . . . 128-131

NON-PAYMENT,
See Notice.

NOTARY,
not required to protest notes generally 297

but is required by the foreign law 298

books of, when evidence 297

NOTE,

See Promissory Notes.

NOTICE,
of defect of title to notes 197

notice of dishonor 299-354

when required 299

effect of omission 299, 360

when notary's books are evidence of 297

by whom to be given

holder 301

any party liable, or his agent 301-303

not by a stranger 301

indorser, after he has been discharged 303

in case of

death of holder 304

partners 304

joint holders 304

bankruptcy of holder 305

infancy of holder . . . . , 306

marriage of holder 306

to whom to be given

to the indorser or his agent
,

. . . 307, 309
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NOTICE— continued. Section
in case of

bankruptcy of indorser 807

partners 308

death of indorser 310

joint indorsers 308, 329

successive indorsers 330

absence of indorser 309

infant, non compos, or married woman .... 311

at what place to be given

where indorser lives in same town or city as the holder '.
. 312

where they live in different towns 312

when notice to be personal 312

when at dwelling-house 312

when at counting-house or place of business 312

when party lives in one town and does business in another . 312

what is the domicile or place of business 313

place agreed upon 314

within what hours to be given 315

at place of business 315

at dwelling-house 315

what is to be done, when place of residence unknown, or the

party is abroad 316-818

time for giving notice 819

where parties live in the same town or city 320-323

where they live in different towns or cities 324, 326

when notice must be on the same day or next day after the

dishonor 820-325

effect of religious and other festivals and holidays . . . . 321

when notice must be personal, or be left at place of business

or domicile 322

when it may be by the post 322-824

when it may be by private messenger or conveyance . . . 324

at what time notice must be sent by post . . . 324, 825, 327

effect of two posts on the same day 824, 325

all holders, whether principals or agents, entitled to benefit

of the rule 326

if notice be duly posted, its arrival immaterial.... 328, 829

by and to successive indorsers 330, 331

within what time each indorser must give notice . . . 831-384

notice by indorser to prior indorser enuring to holder . . 334

residence of party unknown 335

under particular circumstances 335 a

when party resident in foreign country 336

in what manner notice to be sent to a foreign country . . 337

special messenger 338

when no regular conveyance 340

how time for giving notice is affected by the lex loci . .177, 339
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NOTICE— continued. Section

mode or manner of giving notice 340-364

when personal, or at domicile or place of business . . . . 340

by post, or special messenger, or regular packet, or steamer 340

when oral, or verbal, or in writing 341

by holder to several successive indorsers 330

to what place to be sent when it goes by post . , . . . 342-344

in case no post-office in the town, where the pdrty resides . 343

or where he receives his letters from the post-office of

another town 342, 343

or where he receives indifferently from two post-offices . 342, 343

or where he resides in the country on a plantation . . 342, 343

when the post-office, to which the party's letters are sent, is

unknown 343, 344

mode of address and direction of the letter of notice . . . 345-347

name of party 346

name of place, how designated 346

whether street, where party lives, need be stated, when he

lives in a large city 316

mistake in spelling of name 347

mistake in abbreviating name 347

direction, where there are two places of the same name . . 347

contents of the notice 348-354

what facts should be stated 348-349, n.

description of the note 349

statement of presentment and dishonor 350-352

whether necessary to state that holder looks to indorser for

payment 353, 354

effect of mistake or misdescription 349

effect of defective statements . . / 361-354

excuses for omission of notice 355-367

sufficient excuses 355

inevitable accident 356

malignant disease 356

political obstructions 356

war, and interdiction of commerce 356

impracticability of giving notice 356

special excuses 357

note for accommodation of indorser 367

agreement to dispense with notice 357

receiving security from party 357, 367

receiving money to pay note 357, 367

receiving note as collateral security 367

order by indorser to maker not to pay the note . . . 367

acceptance of insufficient notice as due notice (p. 494, n.)

359, n.
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NOTICE— continued. Section

•waiver , 368-866

what is a good waiver .... 358, 359, 862, 863

what is not a good waiver of ... . 361, 363-866

what is sufficient proof of waiver . . . 862,364-866

part payment or promise to pay . . . 359, 361-365

insufficient excuses 367

bankruptcy of indorser 367

bankruptcy or absconding of maker 367, n.

that indorser knows the note will not be paid . . . 367

that indorser has received conditional security . . . 367

that indorser has received money for part-payment . 367

that the maker and indorser are accommodation parties

for a third party 867

that there was an original parol agreement between

maker and holder, not to demand payment at maturity 367

that note is given by one firm and indorsed by another

firm, one person being a partner in each .... 867

pleading excuse 359

guaranty, notice in cases of 460

See Waiver.

NOVATION,
in foreign law 438

effect of 438

O.

OVERDUE NOTES,
rights in, acquired by transfer 178, 190

to what defences and equities they are subject 178

when a right of set-off attaches (p. 231, n.) 178, n.

transfer penrfen^e Ziie (p. 281, n.) 178, n.

when notes are deemed overdue 178

notes payable on demand, or at or after sight .... 207, 208

notes payable in instalments (p. 228, n.) 178, n.

default in payment of interest (p. 229, n.) 178, n.

ORDER,
notes payable to, effect of 48, 44

how transferred 43, 120-153

of maker, notes payable to 16, n.

indorsement without the words " or order" 142

P.

PACKET SHIPS,

when notice of dishonor may be sent by 337

within what time 887
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Seotion

PAR OF EXCHANGE 396,397

PARTIES TO NOTES,
maker . 3

payee 3

indorser 8

indorsee . 3

holder 3

PARTNERS,
as parties to notes 72, 73

when firm will be bound by a note 72,73

indorsements by . , 125

presentment and notice by 304

presentment to 239, 256, 256

when the firm making the note and the firm indorsing have

a common partner 294

notice to 308

partner indorsing note of the firm 308

firm indorsing note of a partner 308, n.

where firm making the note and the firm indorsing have a

common partner 367

death of partner, efifect of 125, 255, 256, 804, 810

PART PAYMENT,
effect of 369, 386,, 422

PAYEE,
how described 35, 36

in notes payable to order 86

in notes payable to bearer 86

who competent, or not 79, 84, 87, 94, 99

blank for name of 37

fictitious payee 88

duties and obligations of 106-112, 115, 116 a.

PAYMENT,
note must be for a certain amount in money 20, 21

must require absolute payment 22-24

not out of a particular fund 26

at a fixed time ..." 27, 28

what is a fixed time for payment 27-29

when a note given for a debt is absolute or conditional payment

104, 104, n., 105, 117, 404, 406, 438

rule in Massachusetts, Maine, and Vermont (p. 125) . . . 104, n.

delivery up of note upon payment . . 106-112, 248-245, 445-461

in what coin or currency 389

in case of debasement of coin or currency 890-399

effect of giving a check or bank-note .' 104, n., 119, 389, 600, 602

by maker, when good or not 878-384, 886-388
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FAYMEm- continued. Section
by indorser, effect of 400-402
by whom generally to be made 374
to whom to be made 375-378, 381, 382
in cases of forgery of signatures 379-381
in cases of lost or stolen notes 382
at what time payment to be made 113, 384
partial payments, eifect of 359, 385, 422
invalid payments, effect of 373, n., 386
recovery back of money paid 379, 387, 489, n.

mode of payment 389-399
receipt, whether party on payment may insist on 452

possession of the note as evidence of payment 452

proceedings on non-payment of a note 297-369

See Notice
; Presentment for Payment.

PENCIL SIGNATURES,
upon notes, effect of 11, 121

PENNY-POST,
notice sent by, when good 323

PLACE,
of making notes 49, 50
of payment of notes 49, 50

presentment of note payable at specified place . . . 227-234, 243

or presentment for payment . 227-239

for giving notice of dishonor 312-314

See Notice ; Presentment for Payment.
POLITICAL OBSTRUCTIONS,

when they excuse omission of presentment or notice, 205, 267, 261,

356

POSSESSION,
when evidence of title 3, n. (p. 7), 121, n., 246, 381

evidence of payment 452

POST,
notice by, when necessary or proper .... 322-328, 341-344

POSTDATING,
effect of 48, 490

PRESENTMENT FOR PAYMENT,
at what time 200, 201

must be on the day when due 200-202

notes payable at or after sight 207-209

notes payable on demand 207-209

computation of time 211

months, how calculated 213, 213 a

old and new style 214

days of grace 215-225

at what time and hours of the day 226
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PRESENTMENT FOR TAYMENI— continued. Section

at what place 227-234, 261, 263

when demand at place necessary 227-231

when payable at one of two places 231

when payable at a bank, or either of two banks .... 232

presentment at a place specified is suflScient 234

mode, in which payment to be demanded

notes payable generally 23')

when personally 235

when at domicile 236

when at place of business 236

when domicile changed 236

when maker has absconded 237

when his house is closed 238

partnership notes 239, 256

in case of death 241, 263, 254, 256

what will excuse the want ofdue presentment, 206, 236-238, 267-296

sudden illness or death 205

absconding of maker 205, 237

receiving note near its maturity 266, 266

residence of maker being unknown 206, 264

inevitable accident 258

malignant disease 205, 257, 260

moral or physical impossibility 205, 257, 261, 263

war and interdiction of commerce . . . 205, 257, 262, 263

accident and irresistible force 205, 257-259

public holidays and festivals 205, 219-223

that note was for accommodation of the indorser . . 268-270

agreement waiving presentment 148, 271-273

waiver 274-276, 279, 280, 368-365

receiving of security by the indorser 278, 281-283

as to note received as collateral security 284, 285

what will not excuse it 286-296

that maker is bankrupt 203, 204, 241, 262, 286

death of maker 203, 241, 253, 256

equivocal conduct, or acts, or words of indorser . . 287, 289

that indorser knows that note will not be paid . . . 287, 288

taking security or having unappropriated funds .... 289

that note is lost or mislaid 244, 245, 290

parol agreement Isetween maker and payee to postpone

payment 291

that the note is an accommodation note . . 268, 269, 288, 292

that indorser has requested maker not to pay 293

that indorser is one of the firm, who are makers .... 294

that notice has been waived 366

by whom presentment should be made 246
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PRESENTMENT FOR FAYUENT— continued. Section
holder 246, 247

agent or sub-agent 246

by person sui juris and competent 249

in case of bankruptcy of holder 249, 252

marriage 249

infancy 249

death 249, 250

partners 246

note not negotiable or specially indorsed 247

to whom presentment should be made 251

in case of partners or joint makers 239, 255

death 241, 253, 254, 256

bankruptcy 203, 241

note payable at one or more specified places . . 231-234

mode of 242

personally 242

in writing 242

when note is lost or destroyed 244, 245, 290

production of note 106-112, 243, 245, 446

in cases of guaranty 460

PRIVILEGES OF PROMISSORY NOTES 7, 41, 42, 181

PRODIGALS AND SPENDTHRIFTS,
as parties to notes 83, 84

PRODUCTION OF NOTES,
when necessary, upon payment 106-112, 243, 245, 445

PROMISE,
express promise to pay in notes 14

when promise to pay is a waiver of presentment or notice, 274, 279,

280, 362-365

promise to pay as evidence of presentment and notice, 275, 358, 859

PROMISSORY NOTES,
definition of 1, 2

nature and requisites of 1-59

negotiability 3

parties 3

distinction between notes and bills 4

origin of 5, 6

origin of negotiability, in England and America 6

privileges of 7, 41, 42, 181

requisites of 8-59

writing 9, 10

need not be negotiable 3, 9

signatures on blank paper 10

may be in pencil 11

47
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PROMISSORY 'SOTES— continued. Seotion

how signed 11

necessary words 12, 13

what form sufficient 12, 14, 16

when by several persons 57

express promise to pay 14, 16

ambiguous language 16

payment to be in money only 17-19

must not contain promise to do any other act 17

effect of including a promise to pay exchange or attorney's

fees 20, n.

payable in any currency or denomination of money . . 17, 18

must be for payment of a fixed sum 20, 21

words and figures 21

must be for absolute payment, and not conditional . . 22, 23

. sufficient, if no condition or contingency on, or accompany-

ing 24

must not be payable out of a particular fund .... 25, 26

not material that fund is referred to, as the consideration . 26

must be payable at all events 27

what certainty as to time of payment sufficient . . . 27-29

at death of party 27

at a specified time, or upon the happening of a contin-

gency before that time 28

at or before a specified time, at option of maker . . 28, n.

upon requirement of directors of a company . . . 29, n.

at or after sight 29

on demand 29

on a particular festival, or known holiday ... 30, 31

at a particular fair 32

must be payable by a particular person 33, 34

and to a particular person 33, 35

maker and payee must be named on the face, of . . . 34,35

or the language must be such that they can be ascertained 36

payable to the order of a person 36

to the order of the maker 16, n.

to bearer 36, 43, 44

to officer for the time being of a society .... 33, n.

blank for payee's name 37, 38

fictitious payee 39, 132

statute requirements 40

negotiability 3, 41, 42

not essential 3, 41

when negotiable 41, 43, 44

when not 41
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PROMISSORY 'NOT^S— continued. Section

transfer to or by king or government 41, 130

mode of negotiation of 43, 44, 116-158

date 45

computation of time from 45, 46, 47

effect of omission of 45

antedating and postdating 48

place of making and of payment 49,60

where in general payable 49

effect of being payable at a particular place 49, 50

" value received " 51-63

need not be expressed generally 51

attestation 54, 56

effect of 54

seal, effect of 55

notes made by several persons 57

when joint and several 57, 58

by principal and surety 57

when party is a surety or not 68, 59

when a guarantor or not 59

capaqity of parties 60-62

trustees bound 63

guardians bound 63, 64

executors and administrators bound 63, 64

agents bound 65-71

principal only bound 66-69

partners bound 72, 73

partners not bound 73

corporations 74

persons under disability 75

by local laws 76

infants 77-82

persons interdicted 83, 84

persons under guardianship 83

married women 85-93

aliens 94, 96-98

alien enemies 94-100

insane persons 101

bankrupts 102

rights and duties of parties 103-115 a

of the maker 104-114

of the holder 106-115 a

delivery up of, on payment .... 106-112, 115, 243-245, 445

in what currency payable 115, 389-399

transfers of 116-180
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PROMISSORY 'SOTES— continued. Seotios

by delivery 43, 117-119

transfers of bank-notes 119

liability of person transferring by delivery .... 118

indorsement 120-153

notes, payable to order 120

notes, payable to bearer 132

when indorsement-may be compelled 120

form of indorsement 121, 122, 152

in full 121

in blank 121

in penpil . 121

by initials 121

by allonge 121, 151

by -whom indorsement may be made . . . 123-125, 127

in case of bankruptcy 123

in case of death of payee or holder 123

in case of marriage . 124

in case of infancy 124

in case of trustees 125

in case of partnership 125

in case of corporations 127

to whom transfer may be made 126-132

to an infant 126

to a married woman 126

to a non compos 126

to cashier of a bank officially 127

irregular indorsements 128, 129, 133, 133, n., 134, 473-477

indorsement of notes not negotiable .... 128, 129

indorsement by a stranger 133, 133, n., 134, 473-477

when a person is deemed a maker, indorser, or

guarantor.... 128, 133, 133, n., 134, 473-477

indorsement by fictitious payee 132

assignment of non-negotiable note to government . 41,130

assignment of debts by foreign law 131

rights, duties, and obligations of indorsement . .135,136

warranty of genuineness of notes 135, 379

warranty of competency of indorser 135

warranty of good title in indorser 135

warranty of competency of maker, and of due pay-

ment by him 135

warranty, on non-payment by maker and due

notice, that indorser will pay 135

blank indorsement, effect of 137, 147

when notes lost or stolen.... 137, 138, 140, 191
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PROMISSORY NOTES— continued. Section
kinds of indorsement 138

blank or full 138-140

general or restrictive 141-146, 150

absolute or conditional 141, 149, 150

qualified 146, 150

liability on, when enlarged 147, 148

guaranty by indorser . . ^ 147, 148

when negotiable or not 147

by allonge 121, 151

reindorsement, effect of 151

rights, duties, and obligations of indorsee 153

time of transfer, when material 178-180,191-192

lex loci, operation of, in cases of promissory notes .... 154-177

in cases of indorsements 171-177

consideration of promissory notes 181-197

promissory notes import a consideration, ^nma/acie . . 181

in what cases necessary 181, 190

between what parties 181,190-192,194^197

what consideration sufficient 183-186

what is a mere moral consideration 185

what a valuable consideration 186

absence and failure of consideration 187

failure in part of consideration 187

illegal consideration 189, 193

what consideration void or voidable 188, 189, 193

presentment for payment 198-256

at what time 200, 207-209

days of grace 215-225

months, how calculated 213, 213 a

old and new style 214

at what place 227-234,251,253

by whom 246-250

to whom 241, 251-256

excuses for want of presentment . . . 205,236-238,267-296

waiver of presentment 148,271-280,358-365

taking security, when it excuses 278, 281-283

insufficient excuses 203-205, 241, 286-296

mode of presentment 226, 242, 243

at what time of day 226

to partnership 239, 255, 266

in case of bankruptcy 241 , 262

in case of death of party . . . .241,250,253,254,256

in case note lost or destroyed .... 244, 290, 445-451

joint notes 239, 256, 256
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PROMISSORY ^OTES— continued. Seotioit

notice of dishonor 297-369

personal 312, 320-323, SIO

by post 324-328, 336-344

by packets 340

by messenger 824, 338-340

by whom to be given 301-306, 326, 334

for whose benefit notice will inure 326, 334

to whom notice is to be given 307-311, 330, 331

to joint indorsers 308, 329

to successive indorsers 330-333

at what place notice is to be given 312-318

at what time notice is to be given .... 319-328, 335, 336

in what mode notice is to be given .... 319-328, 340-354

notice, how affected by lex loci 177, 339

mode or manner of giving notice 322-324,340-354

personal 312, 320, 323, 341

oral or in writing 341

by post 324-328, 342-344

address of written notice 345-347

form and substance of notice 348-364

omission or neglect to give notice 356-369

what will excuse 366-365

what is a waiver of notice 358-365

what is proof of waiver of notice 364,365

matters of defence and discharge 370-453

payment .
' 372-405

by whom 374

by maker 374-399

' by indorser 400, 401

to whom 375-383

forgery of indorsement, effect of 379

invalid payment 386-388

at what time payment is to be made 384

partial payments, effect of 359, 385, 422

mode or manner of payment 389-399

in what coin or currency 389-399

by check 104, n., 389

by bank-note 119, 389, 500-602

by substituted note, 104, 104, n., 105, 117. 404, 405, 438

satisfaction otherwise than by payment . 402, 403, 409, 425-444

extinguishment 403-144

by operation of law 406, 407, 428, 444

by bankruptcy 407, 428

by act of party 408, 409
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PROMISSORY NOTES— continued. Seotiou

as to the maker 408-411

by accord and satisfaction 408

by release 408", 410, 425

by parol 410, n.

by higher security 408

by covenant not to sue 408

by substitution of a new debt or security . 408, 425

by taking collateral security 411

giving time to joint maker 421

as to the indorsers 412-428

by agreement giving time to maker . . . 413-419

when agreement is not binding 415

when giving time not an extinguishment . . . 415-419

reserving rights as to indorsers 416

giving time after judgment against indorser . . 417

accommodation parties 418

giving time by consent of indorser 419

giving time to subsequent indorser 420 ,

to joint indorser 421

what parties discharged by giving time . . 420, 421

receiving partial payments 385, 422

release of other parties .... 423-425, 480-435

what parties discharged thereby 423

release of one joint maker or indorser . . 425, 435

composition with maker 426, 427

composition in bankruptcy 428, n.

extinguishment or satisfaction by foreign law . . . 429-443

discharge of maker 430

its effect as to indorsers 431, 432

discharge of indorser 433, 434

discharge of one joint debtor 435

compensation 437

novation 438

confusion 489-443

guaranty of promissory notes 454-486

See GUAKANTY.

PROTEST OF NOTES,
not necessary by our law 297

is necessary by foreign law 298

no acceptance supra protest of notes 453

PURCHASER,
See Bona Fide Holder; Holder.
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Q-

QUALIFIED INDORSEMENT, section

what is 138, 146, 160

E.

RATE OF EXCHANGE 596, 397

RECEIPT,
•whether party may, on payment, insist on a receipt .... 452

REINDORSEMENT,
effect of 151

RELEASE,
effect of 408, 423, 425

parol release, effect of 410

of maker, effect of as to other parties 423, 424

of joint maker or indorser 425

of indorser .' 423

of prior parties, effect as to subsequent parties 423

of subsequent parties, effect as to prior parties 423

effect of, as to accommodation parties 423

effect of, by foreign law 430-435

RESTRICTIVE INDORSEMENT,
what is 138, 141-145, 150

s.

SATISFACTION 402, 403, 425-444

distinction between satisfaction and extinguishment ... 403, 409

what is a satisfaction 402, 409, 425, 426, 428-444

note of the maker, or of a third person, when it is a satisfaction or

not 104, 404, 408, 438

what is a satisfaction in the foreign law 429-443

SCRIP,

when negotiable 603, n.

coupons 503, n.

SECURITY,
receiving security by indorser, when a waiver of presentment or

notice 278, 281-283, 289, 357, 367

collateral security, effect of taking 281-283

collateral security, effect of note being received as 284

SHIPS,
when notice of dishonor may be sent by 337

within what time 337
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SIGHT, Section
notes payable at or after 29, 207-209
when due and payable 207-209
when they should be presented 207-209

SIGNATURE,
how made to a note 11

how to indorsement 121

by initials 121

signing in blank 10, 191, n.

by agent 11, n.

ratification (p. 21, n.) 11, i,.

STAMPS 40, 490, n.

STYLE, NEW AND OLD 214

SUB-AGENT,
presentment for payment by 246

See Agent.

SUCCESSIVE INDORSEMENTS 151, 330

See Indoesement.

SUNDAY,
not a business day 219-223, 321

notes made or dated on 48, n.

SUPRA PROTEST,
no acceptance supra protest allowable on notes 45

SURRENDER OF NOTE,
See Delivery up of Note on Payment.

T.

TIME,
agreement to give time, effect of 413-422

when it discharges other parties or not 413-422

when agreement valid 413, 414

when not valid 415

when it discharges indorser 413-420

reserving rights 416

giving time after judgment against indorser 417

by consent of indorser 419

giving time to subsequent indorser 420

effect of agreement as to accommodation parties 418

effect of, when made with one joint malter or indorser . . . . 421

notice of dishonor, time of 315,319-339

months, how calculated 213, 213 a

time on notes computed exclusive of day of date 211

See Notice.

TITLE,
what is notice of defect of title 197

48
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TRANSFER, ' Section

rights, duties, and obligations of parties on 116-180

by delivery 117-119

liability of transTerier 117,118

implied warranty 118

by indorsement 120-153

transfer cannot be for part 116, n.

form of transfer 121, 162

rights and duties and obligations of indorsers . . . 123, 133-180

by whom transfer may be made 120-125, 127

to whom transfer may be made 126

of transfers by officers 127

by cashiers of banks 127

See Capacity op Parties; Indorsbmbnt.

TRUSTEES,
when bound by a note 63, 61

V.

VALUE RECEIVED,
when required to be expressed on note 51-53

w.
WAIVER,

of presentment,

agreement for, before maturity 271-273

at the time of indorsement 148, 271

after maturity of note 274-280, 369-365

what sufficient proof of 276, 279, 280, 364

when not binding 275-278, 861

promise to pay, when a waiver 279, 280, 362, 363

taking security 278, 281-283, 289, 357, 367

that notice has been waived 366

of notice,

what is sufficient 368-365

what is not 361-365

part payment or promise to pay 359-365

receiving of security by indorser . 278, 281-283, 289, 357, 367

proof of waiver 364, 365

by guarantor, of his rights 486

See Notice ; Prb&bntment.

WAR,
effect of, on rights of parties 94-100

See Alien Enbmuss.
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WAR— continued. Sectiok

when an excuse for want of presentment 205, 257, 262

when an excuse of omission of notice 356

WARRANTY,
implied upon transfers 118

WRITING,
notes must be in 9-11

need not be in ink 11

notes in pencil good 11
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